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NATIVE HAWAIIANS STUDY COMMISSION
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
18TH & C STS., N.W. - ROOM 5156
20240
WASHINGTON, D.C.
June 23, 1983

Honorable James A. McClure, Chairman
Committee on Energy and Natual Resources
United States Senate
20515
Washington, D.C.
Honorable Morris K. Udall, Chairman
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States House of Representatives
20510
Washington, D.C.

/Dear

Sirs:

It is my privilege respectfully to submit the Final Report of the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission to the Committees on Energy and
Natural Resources and'Interior and Insular Affairs.
This Final Report is presented in two volumes'iand, as mandated by
Public Law 96-565, Title III (adopted December 22, 1980), reflects
the findings, conclusions, and recommendations of a '21-mOnth study
of the culture, needs, and concerns of native Hawaiians by the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission,

The Commission's Final Report, including conclusions and
recommendations, is contained in Volume I. Three Commissioners
dissented from portions of the Report and their conclusions and
recommendations are contained in*Volume II.
It is our sincere hope that these volumes will provide a
well-considered and detailnd basis for further review and
consideration by your Committees.
While this
It unanimous final report was desired and sought by all.
Native
Hawaiians,
Study
did not prove possible, we believe the
Commission has attempted to satisfy the requirements of Public Law
96-565 to "conduct a study of the culture, needs and concerns of
Native Hawaiians," and to "make recommendations to the Congress
This final report offers a
basfA On its findings and conclusions."
comprehensive and thoughtful range of possible responses by the
Congress to issues and concerns that are complex and difficult.

On behalf of the entire Native Hawaiians Study Co mission, I would
like to express our appreciation for this.opportuility to serve the
United States Congress and the nation.
Sincerely,

...4.J (.
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Kina 'u Boyd

Chairperson
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Preface

The Native Hawaiians Study
Commission was created by the Congress
of the United States on December 22,
1980 (Title III of Public Law 96-565;
The purpose of the
see Appendix).
Commission is to "conduct a study of
the culture, needs and concerns ''of the
Native Hawaiians."

The Commission published and
released to the public a Draft Report
of Findings on September 23, 1982.' An
initial Comment period of 60 days was
set and the Commission solicited
written comments on the Draft Report
from native Hawaiian organizations,
government agencies, and the general
The comment period was
public.
extended an additional 60 days after
native Hawaiian groups requested more
time to prepare their comments. The
comment period ended on.January 24,
1983.

According to the law establishing
the Commission:

ir`

Jr

Sec. 303(d). After taking into
consideration any comments
submitted to the Commission, the
Commission shall issue a final
report of the results of its study
within nine months after the
publication of its draft report.
The Commission shall submit copies
of the final report and copies of
all written comments on the draft
submitted to the Commission...to
the President and the Committee'on
Energy and Natural Resources of
the Senate and the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs of
the House of Representatives.
The Commission
Sec. 303(e).
shall make recommendations to the
Congress based on its findings and
conclusions

This volume comprises the
It was
Commission's Final Report.
completed aftei review and consideration of all written comments received
by the Commission., and includes
findings, conclusions, and ,ecommendations. The written. comments
received by the Commission. appear in
the Final Report in 'three different
First, as required by statute,
ways.
all written comments received by the
Commission are reproduced in full in
the Appendix of this report. Second,
some of the comments were used to
revise the text of the main report and
these comments are referenced in the
text where they were used. Finally,
there is a summary in the Appendix of
all written comments that are not
specifically referenced in the text of
the report.
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Approach And Methodology

Since the Congress had aot
appropriated funds for the Commission,
it was 'immediately faced with a
decisiori as to whether to (1) delay
all work until a supplemental appropriation could be obtained (possibly

A. APPROACH
The Native Hawaiians. Study
Commission was established by an Act
signed into Law or December 22, 1980
This
(Public Law 96-565, Title III).
Act defined the duties of the Commission as follows:

not until late S ,pring of 1982), or (2)

seek funds from the President's unanticipated needs appropriation.
(Other
funding options were blocked by the
Anti-Deficiency Act.) To avoid delay,
the Commission chose to seek funds
from the unanticipated needs
appropriation. Since fmnd2 in that
account are limited, the Commission
developed a work plan that would
permit holding Commission funding to a
minimum and permit heavy reliance on
assistance from other agencies,
pursuant to the authority of Section
303(j) of P.L. 96-565.
Upon approval of funds by the
President, the Commission established
staff, with two persons in
Washington and two in Honolulu. ,As
part of the Commission's*budget submission' to Congress in March, 1982, it
stated that its resource requirements
had been reduced to a'minimum and that
"to the greatest extent possible, the
Commission will rely on other agencies
for the support needed in its
information-gathering activities."
(Request for Supplemental Appropriation, March, 1982.) Thus, the full
'Commission'had decided, and the
Congress was fully informed, that
material for the 'Report would be
developed, researched, and prepared by
In fact, the
, government officials.

03(a) The Commission shall
conduct a study of.the culture,
needs and concerns of the Native.
Hawaiians.
Sec.

.

The Commission shall conduct
such hearings as it considers
appropriate and shall provide
notice of such hearings to the
public, including information
concerning the date, location and
topic of each hearing. The Commission shall take such other
actions as it considers necessary
to obtain full public participation in the study undertaken by
the Commission.
(b)

The Congress provided in the.Act
that a Commission of nine members be
appointed by the President., Further,
it provided that "not more than three
of such members shall be residents of
the State of Hawaii." President
Reagan appointed to the Commission
three persons from Hawaii and six
government officials. */

Appointment of 7overnment
officials to the Commission was
specifically contemplated by Congress,
since the enabling Act provided that
Imembecis'of the Commission who are
-fulltime officers or employees of the
United States Shall receive no
additional pay on account of their
services on the Commission" (Section

Commission has relied e::t.ansively on,

*/

r"

302(g)) .
3

the substantial expertise of employees
of appropriate agencies. At every
stage the full Commission was aware of
the scope of the project and who would'
develop information for and write
particular nortions of the Report. ,
Aldo, as provided for in the Act
establishing it, the Commission has

throw of the Hawaiian monarchy
and the subsequent annexation
of Hawaii to the United States,
and identification of Federal
programs for which native
Hawaiians might be eligible.

developed materials and written its
Report with extensive public particiIt conducted hiprings
pation.
throughout Hawaii in January 1982. It
has held a number of meetings open to
Its Draft Report has been
the public.
circulated for public comment, and the
comments received from a spectrum of
the public have been analyzed and
reflected in the Report. Thus, a
large number of people cif diverse
background, experience, and race have
contributed to and commented on this
'Report, as envisioned in the Act that
established the Commission.
The findings of the Draft Report
and a major part of. the Final Report
have been reviewed and adopted by the
A.ne Commission members. The goal of
the -Act, to assure a,fair Report
through diverse representation and
contribution, has been realized.
S.

The study plan also defined the
schedule for the Commission's work:
I.

Organize Commission and staff,
November-December, 1981;_

II.

Collect facts and information,
January-June, 1982;

Assimilate and analyze facts
and information, draft
findings, June-August, 1982;

III.

IV.

Commissioners review, discuss,
and tevise'first draft of
findings, August, 1982;

V.

Publication of'DraftReport of
Findings, circulated for 60
days for public comment,
September 23, 1982
(publication date required by

METHODOLOGY

President Reagan appointed the nine
Native Hawaiians Study Commissioners
in September, 1981, and the Commission's first' meeting was held on.
During the
September 23, 1981.
remainder of 1981, the Comthission
developed and adopted a study plan and
The Commission's study plan
a budget..
outlined the substantive areas of
study as well as the timing of the
various phases of the study. Substantively, the study plan proposed
the gathering of information in two
basic areas:

Sec. 30"3(c) of P.L. 96-565);

Further study and development
of proposals for the Final
Report, November, 1982-June,

VI.

1983;

VII.
.

Socioeconomic and cultural,
including education, health,
employment, housing, history,
language, and religion; and

Submission of Final Report to
Congress, June 23, 1983 (submission date required by Sec.
303(d) of P.L. 96-565).

As indicated above, Commission
funding for fiscal year 1982 was
received from the President's
Unanticipated Needs Fund in December
(In October 1982, the
1981.
Commission received an appropriation
for the fiscal year 1983 funding
In
necessary to complete its work.)
January 1982, the Commission hired its
staff--an Executive Director and a

Federal, state, and local
relationships, including
diplomatic history, history of
land ownership, assessment of
the State, private and local
programs, review of the over-

tl
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sections of the study were assigned to
various Commissioners and to the
staff. As indicated earlier, the
Commission relied on the resources of
other agencies for assistance in
information-gathering activities,
including'the U.S. Census Bureau, the
U.S. Department of Hearth and Human
Services, the U.S. Department of
Housing and'Urban Development) the
U.S. Department of Agriculture, the
U S. Department of the Interior, the
.S. Department of Justice, and the
Naval Historical Research Center.
As the data collection effort
continued, the third phase of the
study plan (assimilation and analysis
of facts and information) was begun by
the two committees and the staff,
based 'on the information already
,collected from the public hearings,
from State and Federal agencies, and
from other organizations. Preliminary
drafts of the Otaft Report of Findings
were reviewed by the Commission in
June and August. The culmination of

secretary for the Washington office,
and a Hawaii Coordinator and a
secretary for the Hawaii office.
The Commission's series of public
hearings in Hawaii to begin the data
collection phase of the study plan was
Eight public
held in January 1982.
hearings were held on the islands of
Oahu, Molokai, Maui, Hawaii, and
The Commission heard testimony
Kauai.
and received written statements froth
hundreds of individualS'during the
Everyone
dozens of hours of hearings.
who wanted to testify was given the
Those testifying
opportunity.
included native and non-native
Hawaiians of all,age levels and from
addition, an
Ii
all walks of life.
informational meeting was held to
acquaint Commissioners with the key
issues relating to native Hawaiians.
At this meeting, Commissioners heard
expert testimony from representatives
of several organizations that are
intimately involved in native Hawaiian
programs ana problems, including: Alu
Like, Inc., the Hawaiian Homes Commission, the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs, and the Bishop Estate.
Throughout its stay in Hawaii, the
Commission heard and experienced,
first-hand, numerous statements on
the entire spectrum of issues
regarding the culture, needs, and
the
concerns of native, Hawaiians:
homesteading program, preservation of
religious sites, educational problems,
health, land issues, legal rights,
preservation of the Hawaiian-language
and culture, and many more.
The Commission then divided its
members into two committees to
organize, research, and draft the'two
primary sections of its study plan.
As a result of the wealth of
information received at the hearings
in Hawaii, the two .committees of the
Commission were able to refine and
elaborate on the Commission's original
As contemplated by the
study plan.
Commission's approved study plan, data
collection and drafting of particular

'

this procesvas the publication of
the Codmission's Draft Report of
Findings on September 23, 1982, as
required by law.
After publication of the Draft
Report, the Commission announced in
the Federal Register, and through its
office in, Hawaii, t.hat there would be
a public comment period on the Draft
Report of sixty days--from September 23
to November 23, 1982 (as set forth in
To,
the Commission's study plan).
encourage the submission of written
comments, co.W.es of the Report were
circulated in Hawaii to individuals,
native Hawaiian organizations, and
Copies of
State government agencies.
the Draft Report were also placed in
public libraries throughout the State
to ensure increased access to the
Report by the public at large. On the
mainland, copies of the Report were
circulated to memberS of Congress, to
Federal Government agencies, and to
other interested organizations and
individuals.

I
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The results of
these votes are as follows:
accept each :..hapter.

Interest in the Draft Report was
great, and the Commission received
numerous requests for an extension of
the deadline for prblic comments. To
accommodate all of those who wished to
comment, the Commission announced in
the Federal Register and through its
office in Hawaii that it would extend
the comment period for an additional
sixty days--to January 23, 1983.
By the end of January, the
Commission had received almost one
hundred, written comments on the Draft
Report from individuals, native
Hawaiian. organizations, State
government agencies, Congressmen, and
Federal agencies. The Commission's
Draft Report was revised based on all
these comments, as well as on the new
information that had been collected by
theCommission since the publication
of the Draft Report. Because of their
importance, the wr4tten comments
received considerable attention as the
As a
Final Report was drafted.
result, the written comments received
by the Commission on its Draft Report
appear in the EInal Report in three
different ways. First, as. required by
statute,,all written comments received
by the Commission are reproduced in
full in the Appendix of the Final
Second, some of the comments
Report.
were used to revise the text of the
main Report and these comments are
referenced in the text where they are
Finally, there is a summary in
used.
the Appendix of all written comments
that are not specifically referenced
in the text of the Report.
The revised Draft Report, including
draft conclusions and recommendations
based on the Report and the information gathered by the Commission, was
sent by the chairmen of the two committees for review, prior to the
Commission's, meeting in March 1983.
At this meeting, the Commission
reviewed each section of the Report
and voted on whether to approve and

Preface:

unanimously approved

Approach and Methodology:
- approve (Shipley, ,Anderson,

Dinkins, Handley, Morales,
Schleede)
- disapprove(-KaKalili,
Beamer, Betts)
Executive. Summary:
- approve.(Shipley, Anderson,
Dinkins, Handley,, Morales,
Schleede)
- disapprove (Kamaliii,
Beamer, Betts)
.

Conclusions and Recommendationsi
-approve (Shipley, Anderson,
Dinkins, Handley, Morales,
Schleede)
-disapprove (Kamalili,
Beamer, Betts)
Part I
- -"Demographics":
approved
4

unanimously

- -"Health and Social Services":

unanimously approved
- -"Education":

unanimously'

approved
:

unanimously

approved
- -"Ancient History to the
Reciprocity Treaty":
-approve (Shipley, Anderson,
Din)cins, Handley, Morales,
Schleede);
-disapprove (Kamali'i,
Beamer, Betts)

--"Native Hawaiian Culture":
unanimously approved
--"Native Hawaiian Religion":
unanimously approved

6
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Three of the Commissioners also
presented a substitute */ for the
"Conclusions andltecommendations"
The latter had been
section.

Part II
- -"Land Laws and Land
Relationships":
- approve (Shipley, Anderson,
Dinkins, Handley, Morales,
Schleede);
-disapprove (Kamali!i, Beamer,

previously' circulated by the cammit/.ee,
During the second day of
chairmen.
the Commission's March meeting, the.
three Hawaiian members 'announced that'

Betts)

they would be developing and
submitting a minority report.

- -"Diplomatic and Congressional
History: From Monarchy to
Statehood":
- approve (Shipley, .Anderson,
Dinkins, Handley, MOrales,
Schleede);

-disapprove (Kamalisi, Demmer,
Betts)

--"Existing Law, Nativd
Hawaiians, and Compensation":
-approve (Shipley; Anderson,
Dinkins, Handley, Morales,
Schleede);

-disapprove (Kamalisi4peamer,
/,

Betts)

- -"Review of Hawaiian Homes
Commission Programs":
-approve (Shipley, Anderson,

'1

Dinkins, Handley, Morales,
Schleede);
-disapprove (Kamali'i, Beamer,
Betts)

- -"Federal Responses to the,
Unique Needs of Native
Hawaiians": unanimously
approved

--"State of Hawaii's Responses
to Native ,Hawaiians' Unique
unanimously approved
Needs":
*/ This substitute wad reviewed. by
the Commissioners during their March
meeting, but had not been irculated
previously. The substitute section is
reproduced in this Report in the
Appendix.

--"Private and Local Responses
to Special Needs of Native
Hawaiians":, unanimously
approved
List of References:
unanimously approved
Appendix:

unanimously approved
I
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Hawaii's multi-ethnic society is
reflected in the faces of this high
school cheering section.
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Executive Summary
native Hawaiians is fairly equal--in
1980 males accounted for 49.5 percent
of the native Hawaiian population, and
females accounted for 50.5 percent.

VOLUME I

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The conclusions and recommendations
of the Native Hawaiians Study
Commission immediately follow this
Executive Summary. They are not
summarized here.
PART I.

Geographic DObtribution

The majority of the native Hawaiian
population (as well as the majority of
the Statela'population) lives on Oahu.
There still exist pockets of native
Hawaiians located in economicallydeprived, rural 'areas on many islands.

SOCIOECONOMIC AND CULTURAL
SECTION

Part I of the Final Report of the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission
presents information and statistics on
various socioeconomic and cultural
factors affecting the lives of native
Hawaiians. The contents of each
chapter are summarized below.

Education

The percentage of native Hawaiian
children between the, ages of 14 and 17
who were enrolled in school in 1970
was lower than that for any other
group in Hawaii (91.6 percent for
females and 90.7 percent for males,
compared to an overall State figure of
The median number of
94.8 percent).
'years of school completed by native
Hawaiians over 25 years of age in 1970
was 12.0, compared to a State median
of 12.3. Only 49.7 percent of native
Hawaiians oVer 25 had graduated from
In 1970, only
high school in 1970.
4.2 percent of native Hawaiians over
25 had-completed four or more years of
college, a figure lower than the:: for
any of the other ethnic groups in
Hawaii.
State of Hawaii data for 1977 show
only 46.9
little improvement:
percent of native Hawaiians over 25
had graduated from high school.
Figures for that same year also showed
that only 4.6 percent of native Hawaiians over 25 had completed four or
more years of college, a percentage
still lower than that for any other
ethnic group. A 1976 Alu Like, Inc.,
Needs Assessment Survey indicated,
however, that education for their

"Demographics"

This'chapter presents a demographic
Profile of native Hawaiians in the
following areas.
Characteristics of the Population
After the the arrival of foreigners
in Hawaii in 1778, the native
This
population drastically declined.
trend was reverses' to the beginning of
this century when the part-itlawaiian

population began a rapid increase, a
trend that continues today.
This section also summarizes the
present characteristics of the native
Hawaiian population. According to the
State of Hawaii, in 1980 there were
9,366 full-Hawaiians and 166,087 partHawaiians, comprising about 19 percent
of the State's population. Native
Hawaiians are a young population--in
1980, the median age for males was
22.0, and the median age for females
was 23.2. The male/female ratio for
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pure Hawaiians was lower than the
part-Hawaiian, Filipino, Caucasian,
Japanese, and Chinese groups. The
part-Hawaiian group was third lowest
(Filipinos were second).
In 1975, over one-fourth (27 percent) of native Hawaiians were
classified as below the poverty
In 1982, the number of
level.
native Hawaiians on welfare (Aid to
Families with Dependent Children)
and general assistance) was
significantly higher than their
relative share of the population.

children was a top priority for
native Hawaiian parents.
Employment

In 1970, 4.3 percent of native
Hawaiian men and 5.2 percent of native
Hawaiian women were unemployed,
compared to State figures of 2.6 percent and 3.7 percent, respectively.
Of all native Hawaiian males over the
age of 16, 76.4 percent were in the
labor force in 1970, compared with the
total State figure of 81.5 percent.
Also in 1970, 47.9 percent of native
Hawaiian women over the age of 16 were
in the labor force, compared with 49
percent for the State as a whole.
A 1975 Census Update Survey
estimated that the unemployment rate
for native Hawaiians was 11.6 percent,
compared to 6.5 percent for the State
The present
of Hawaii as a whole.
rate is probably even higher. Other
data for 1975 show that only 17.8 percent of native Hawaiian men have
professional/managerial positions,

Criminal Justice

P

while 53.6 percent are classified...as
blue collar workers.

Income

In 1949, the proportion of native
Hawaiian males in the lowest income
brackets was above that for all other
Their median income for the
groups.
same year was higher than the "all
races" and Filipino groups but below
that of the Chinese, Caucasian, and
Japanese groups. By 1969, the situation of the native Hawaiians had
improved somewhat. According to
the U.S. Census, they were no longer
c _Jr-represented in the lowest income
categories.
According to the 1975 Census Update
Survey, however, native Hawaiian
,personal income was still below the
Caucasian and State-wide figures.
Other data for 1977 show that the
(civilian) median family income of

3112

The percent of native Hawaiian
adults arrested in Hawaii in 1981
was higher than the native Hawaiian percentage share of the
population.. The percentage of
native Hawaiians arrested for
specific crimes was also larger for
many types of crime than their share
of the population.
The picture for native Hawaiian
juveniles arrested is even more
striking. Native Hawaiian juveniles
comprised the largest percent of
those arrested for each crime
examined.
Health

Infant mortality remains significantly higher fo? native Hawaiians
compared to the other groups in
Part-Hawaiians have a birth
Hawaii.
rate of 23.1, compared to 17.5 for
full-Hawaiians and 19.5 for the
State. Part-Hawaiians and fullHawaiians also have a significantly
higher rate of illegitimate births
than the other ethric groups.
Native Hawaiians have historically had a lower life expectancy than
other groups in Hawaii. This trend
continues--in 1970, the native
Hawaiian life expectancy was 67.62
years, compared with an average for
the State of 74.20 years.

emphysema. Native Hawaiians,
according to this data, report the
lowest prevalence of cancer,
compared to the other groups.
According to the Hawaii substance
abuse' needs survey:

A study published by the State of
Hawaii Department of Health examined
mortality rates among full-Hawaiians,
'part-Hawaiians, and all other races
in Hawaii from 1910 to 1980. The
study concluded that:

Of the total number of
estimated substance abusers
in Hawaii (103,748, or 14.7
percent of Hawaii's general
population), 20.9 percent
were Hawa3ian or partHawaiian.

Part-Hawaiians' mortality
rates for 1-ww:t disease were
generally higher than the
"all races" group except for
some years, while the rate
for full-Hawaiians was
consjstently higher than that
for ale other groups;

Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians.,
account for 1944 percent of
alcohol Abusers, 22.3 percent
of drug abusers, and 22.8
percent of the population
abusing both alcohol and

Part-Hawaiians and the "all
races" group had similar
mortality rates for cancer,
while the rate for fullHawaiians was much higher
than both of the other
groups; and

.drugs.

Socio-political Profile
The mortality rate for
accidents did not differ for
part-Hawaiians and the "all
races" group but was two
times higher for the
full-Haqaiian group.

The State of Hawaii consists of a
population of considerable racial
and cultural diversity. From the
earliest times, interracial, marriage
was accepted by the community.
Native Hawaiians have among the
highest interracial marriage rates.
This racial and ethnic mixture has
affected the political sphere.
Since the 1930's, no one ethnic
group has had an electoral majority,
although ethnic factors do play a
role in politics in Hawaii.
In 1978, the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs was created, which has a
board of trustees. that is elected
only by native Hawaiians. For the
first board election in 1980, 31
percent of the total native Hawaiian
population registered to vote, 80
percent of those who registered
actually voted, and 100 candidates
ran for the nine board positions.
The 1981 Hawaii State Legislature
consisted of seven part-Hawaiians in
the House of Representatives (out of

Statistics from the Hawaii Tumor
Registry show that native Hawaiian
men had the highest incidence of
stomach and lung cancer..for the
period from 1973 through 1980, compared to Caucasian, Chinese,
Filipino, and Japanese. Native
Hawaiian momen, compared to these
same groups, had the highest incidence of lung and breast cancer.
The Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian
group reports the highest prevalence
among ethnic groups in Hawaii of
"acute conditions," especially respiratory conditions. For chronic
conditions, the prevalence for the
native Hawaiians is high, relative
to the other groups, only for
asthma, mental and nervous
conditions, and bronchitis/
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a total of 51), and three in the
Senate (out of a total of 25).

ethnic groups in Hawaii are examined
in the chapter entitled "Housing."
Among the findings Of this section

"Health and Social Services"

are:

The median value of a house
in Hawaii is two and 'one-half
times greater than the 1980
national median value.

Two main topics are included in
this chapter. First, the historical
and cultural background of native
This
Hawaiian health is discussed.
section (written by Dr. Richard
Kekuni Blaisdell) includes information on the health and illnesses of
native Hawaiians in three distinct
prior to contact with
time periods:
foreigners (1778 and before),
contact with foreigners (1778 to
1893), and from the overthrow of the
monarchy to the present (1893 to
1983). The second part of the
"Health and Social Services" chapter
describes the State and Federal
programs available to native HawaiPrograms include those in the
ians.
mental health area, medical and
family health, and communicable

The native Hawaiian group has
the lowest median value of
owner-occupied housing units
of all ethnic groups in
Hawaii.

In comparing owners versus
renters, native Hawaiians and
Filipinos'are split almost
equally between owners and
renters (similar to the State
average), while over twothirds of Chinese and Japanese households are ownerFor the White
occupied.
group, only 43 percent of
households are owneroccupied.

diseases.,

"Education"

The' "Housing" chapter also
discusses some 'Unique features in
the housing situation of native
Hawaiians that result from the
It
Hawaiian Home Lands program.
reviews the 'programs of the Hawaii
State Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands for homestead homes construction and repair, Cost and financing,
and loans. Impediments to the use
of, programs of the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development by
native*Hawaiian homesteaders are
also identified.

The education system in Hawaii is
reviewed in this chapter. The
historical development of the education system is traced from ancient
times through the activities of the
missionaries and the education
system of the Territory of Hawaii.
The chapter also includes a
discussion of the present system,
reviews programs initiated specifically for native Hawaiians, and
discusses native Hawaiian participation in the educational community,
including the problem of underrepresentation of native Hawaiians
in higher education and in the
teacher workforce.

"Ancient History to the Reciprocity
Treaty"
Knowledge about histcry of the
Hawaiian Islands and their inhabitants is necessary to understand the
culture and lifestyle of native
Hawaiians. This chapter in Part I

"Housing"

Housing costs and characteristics
for native Hawaiians and other

33
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historic preservation regalations in
Hawaii today.

traces the history of Hawaii from
ancient times through the adoption
of the Reciprocity Treaty between
Hawaii and the United States in
The chapter includes a
1875.
discussion of: ancient Hawaii prior
to the arrival of western
foreigners; the arrival of Captain
Cook in 1778; the changes wrought by
the aCtiv ties of the missionaries;
the trap ormation of the kingdom's
system of government toward an
Anglo-American style; the kingdom's
relationships with foreign governments and citizens; the agitation
for annexation to the United States;
and the growth of the sugar industry
in Hawaii and its effect on the
politics and economy of the kingdom.

"Native Hawaiian Religion"
The chapter on "Native' Hawaiian
Religion" was written by Rubellite
K., Johnson.
Professor Johnson's
paper (also written at the direction
of and funded by the Office of
Hawaifan,Affairs) discusses: the
ancient Hawaiian concept of the soul
of man in relation to ancestral or
spiritual beings in nature, or
beyond nature, during human life and
in a spiritual afterlife; the
relationship between the ccommunity
worship of the chiefs and priests as
a ruling class, and family worship
from pre-contact to the present;
post-conversion Hawaiian conflict in
native identity or crisis in self
and group esteem, including Hawaiian
resiliency in adjusted identity
change; the need felt by some
emerging native Hawaiian groups to
recover self-esteem by pledging
faith in ancient religious beliefs
and customs, through participation in
a revitalized religious'setting.

"Native Hawaiian Culture"

The Commission was fortunate to
have had the assistance of
knowledgeable native Hawaiian authors
in compiling the information 'n native
Hawaiian culture and religion. The
chapter on "Native Hawaiian Culture"
contains a detailed explanation and
description of the Hawaiian language,
including comparison to other
Polynesian languages, the cultural
importance of the Hawaiian. language,
the history of the Hawaiian language,
the' rise of English as the dominant
language in Hawaii, and the role of
pidgin in. Hawaii today. This section
on the Hawaiian language was written
by Larry L. Kimura, at the diredtion
of and funded by the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs, which submitted the
paper to the Commission.
This chapter also contains a
discussion of historic preservation in
It examines the roles of the
Hawaii.
State and Federal Governments in
preserving historic properties, and
describes the practical problems in
the implementation and enforcement of

PART II.

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL
RELATIONSHIPS}"

This section of'the report covers
two separate aspects of the unique
interests and needs of native
their land-related claims
Hawaiians:
and interests, and the responses of
Federal, State, local, and private
entities to theik concerns'about land
and other issues.
"Land Laws and Relationships"
The chapter on "Land Laws and'
Relationships" reviews land4tenure
relationships among the king, high
chiefs, sub-chiefs (konohiki) and
maka'ainana (commoners). It describes-
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that allows persons who have occupied
land under certain conditions to claim
it for their own--ts set fr.rth, and
its effect on native Hawaiian landFinally,
holding rights discussed.
the chapter addresses the necessity of
genealogical searches to satisfy land
ownership requirements of native
Hawaiian landholdings.

traditional land tenure relationships
before the arrival of westerners and
it reviews changes in these
relationships brought about by changes
in practice and law from 1778 to 1846.
The chapter also sets forth the
history of the Board of Land
Commissioners, established in 1848 to
address landholding matters, and the
resulting principles that led to the
Great Mahele of 1848. The Great
Mahele divided the land of the
Hawaiian Kingdom among the king, the
chiefs, and the commoners, with
designated rights. Resulting landholding relationships are described.
Also, the chapter outlines subsequent
laws, including the Act of 1846 that
permitted sales of government lands,
the Kuleana Act that provided for
acquisition of land by commone;s, and
patterns of land acquisition by
foreigners.
In response to specific questions
about land ownership raised during the
course of the January 1982 hearings of
the Commission, the chapter also
analyzes certain issues of concern to
native Hawiians. These issues include
a description of water and fishpond
rights under Hawaiian law. Fishponds
remain in private ownership today,
while fisheries are in private ownership only to the extent that the
owners followed specified procedures
to obtain recognition of their rights.
Rights to use of water are -established
by a series of rules unique to Hawaii
and closely related to ancient
land law. Further, the chapter
summarizes geothermal and mineral
rights under Hawaiian law, and describes the possible effect of geothermal development on traditional
native Hawaiian Communities. The
history of kuleana land rights (rights
accorded to commoners to acquire
land), including present problems in
ownership of these plots, is
described. The Hawaiian law of
adverse possession--a legal doctrine
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"Diplomatic ankljgangressional History!
From Monarchy to Statehood"

This chapter continues on from the
history section of Part I. It divides
the history of Hawaiian-United States
The
relationships into four sections.
first covers this history from 1875 to
As background, it outlines the
1893.
events leading to the signing of the
Reciprocity Treaty of 1875 between the
United States and Hawaii. It also '
sets forth the relations between the
king and certain American advisors
who, throughout this period, had a
strong influence on Hawaiian policies.
The next part of this.section encompasses the events from 1881 to 11 J7,
including financial problems in Hawaii
and internal political struggles among
'different American advisors to the
crown. The next portion of this
section. describes the events
surrounding the writing of a new
constitution in 1887 and the establishment of cabinet goveralent, which
::subsequently curtailed the power of
The period from 1887 to
the king'.
1893 was marked by efforts of native
Hawaiians to take back some of the
power that had been removed from them
with the formation of a cabinet
government.. In 1891, King Kalakaua
died and Princess Liliuokalani became
The final part of this section
queen.
covers the efforts .of the queen to
take back authority for the crown and
annexation movements during this same
period, leading to the sequence of
events that resulted in the overthrow
of the monarchy.
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annexation documents in Hawaii, noting
the difficulties of making such an
assessment with the genealogical data
now available.
The fourth section of the chapter
describes the history of Hawaii's
admission to statehood, and compares
Hawaii's admission to that of
Louisiana, Florida / ,Texas, Oregon and

The second section of this chapter
addresses the fall of the monarchy and
the annexation of Hawaii to the United
Because of the sensitivity of
States.
this. period of history,this section
was prepared by a professional
It sets forth relationhistorian.
ships within Hawaii and between Hawaii
and the United States, providing background for the fall of the monarchy.
It also details the events of the days
and weeks leading up to the establishment of a provisional government and
the queen's resignation in January
Further, the section outlines
1893.
the unsuccessful steps that the queen
took in an effort to regain her kingFinally, the section describes
dom.

Alaska.

"Existing Law, Native Hawaiians, and
Compensation"
The quedtion addressed in this
....chapter is "whther native Hawaiians
are entitled to compensation for lbss
In light of
of land or sovereignty.."

the history of landholding laws in
Hawaii and" the history of the fall of
the monarchy and annexation, the
Commission has examined whether native
Hawaiians have any claims under
present law for compensation Tram the,
United States for loss of land or
The chapter first
sovereignty.
describes the background of law on
these matters, and states that-much of
the law has developed in relation to
American Indians. Second, the chapter
analyzes whether native Hawaiians meet
the legal requirements for holding
"aboriginal title" to Crown and
Government lands and whether they are
entitled to compensation for loss of
It reviews each of
any such title.
the factors that must be met to
establish aboriginal title, in light
of the history and sociological facts
The requireabout native Hawaiians.
the group
ments that must be met are:
must be a single landowning entity;
there must be actual and exclusive use
and occupancy pf the lands; the use
and occupancy' must be of a defined
area; and the Land must be used and
occupied for a long time before
aboriginal title was extinguished.
While the native Hawaiians may meet
some of these requirements, they do
not meet all of them.

the United Statesresponse to the
developments in Hawaii, and the
resulting efforts to annex Hawaii,
first by treaty, and eventually, by
joint resolution of both houses of
Formal transfer of
Congress in 1898.
sovereignty occurred on August 12,
1898, when the Hawaiian Islands became
a territory of the United States.
The third section of this chapter
analyzes a number of specific
questions regarding the process of
annexation. These include a review of
Hawaii's annexation by joint resolution rather than by treaty. The
2rimary reason for the use of the
the
joint resolution was expediency:
United States was concerned about
protection of its strategic position
in the Pacific; waiting to obtain the
required two-thirds majority in the
Senate for annexation by treaty could
have been too slow to guarante1 that
This section also desprotection.
cribes the Congressional debate
It then
surrounding annexation.
compares the procedures for annexation of Hawaii to the procedures used
to annex other territories of the
United States, including Florida,
Louisiana, and Texas. The final
portion of the analysis reviews
whether any native. Hawaiians signed
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Further, if aboriginal title
existed, the question of whether the
United States could be responsible to
compensate for its lOssis determined
by When that title was extinguished.
The assumption of sovereignty over the
area by the United States must have
acted. to cause the extinguishMent 'of

aboriginal title in order for compensation to be considered. The chapter
reviews the history of Hawaiian land
law, and finds that acts of the Hawaii
legislature before 1893 had the effect
of extinguishing aboriginal title, if
it had indeed existed. Because the
United States did not extinguish any
such title, it is not responsible to
Further, any
compensate for its loss.
such loss cannot be compensated under
either the Fifth Amendment or under
the Indian Claims Commission Act, as
presently written.
The question of whether native
Hawaiians are entitled to compensation
for loss of any "recognized" title to
Crown and Government lands is also
examined in this chapter. It reviews
the definition of the posgible laws by
which the United States may be
regarded as having "recognized" that
native Hawaiians have title to Crown
and Government lands. The analysis
determines that the United States did
not recognize title of native HawaiFurther, even if
ians to these lands.
there were recognized title*, no compensation for loss of that title would
be available under present law.
The next section of the chapter
considers whether native Hawaiians are
entitled to compensation for loss of
sovereignty. The section defines
sovereignty, primarily' as that concept
has been developed in the context of
Indian tribes. Since the United
States Congress can take away sovereignty of native groups at will, loss
of sovereignty is not compensable
Moreover,
under the Fifth Amendment.
it cannot be compensated under the

Indian Claims Commission Act.
'Therefore, native Hawaiians have no
present legal entitlement to compensation froW the United States for any
loss of sovereignty.
The next section of this chapter
considers whether there is any trust
relationship arising from statutes or
.other laws,'between the natives of
It
Hawaii and the United States.
examines each possible source of such
a trust relationship and determines
that if there is any such relationship, it is at most a very limited .
special trust that would not entitle
native Hawaiians to any compensation.
Finally, the chapter compares any
,possible native Hawaiian claims to
claims of native Alaskans, for which
the latter were compensated in the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

"Review of Hawaiian Homes Commission
Programs"
The review of the Hawaiian Home
Lands program was conducted by the
Office of Inspector General of the
U.S. Department of the Interior, in
response to a request in February
The Inspector General submitted
1982.
a report in September 1982, and it is
that report, along with the reply by
the Governor of the State of Hawaii,
that appears as this chapter of Part
The report discusses problems
II.
concerning the status of the Hawaiian
Home Lands, program accomplishment,
financial management, applicant
eligibility lists, and leasing
activities.
"Federal Responses to the Unique Needs
of Native Hawaiians"
The steps that the Federal Government is taking to meet the unique
needs of native Hawaiians are outlined
in this chapter. These include
identification of federal programs for

.

'which native Hawaiians may be
eligible, particularly those programs,
that meet needs identified in Part I
of this report. These responses also
include a study of military property
requirements ,in Hawaii, which identifies possible surplus military land.
The chapter describes the work of the
President's Federal Property Review
Board, and states that the federal
members of the Commission will work
with that Board to ensure that it is
aware of the needs of native Hawaiians in considering property disposiFinally; the chapter describes
tions.
the present status of the establishment of the Kaloko/Honokohau National
Historic Park.

amendment to Hawaii's Constitutionin
A primary motive for establish1978.
ing OHA was to secure a pro tata portion of the public land trust fund for
native Hawaiians. OHA also provides
an opportunity for, all native
Hawaiians to choose leaders and
exercise self-government and
self-deteimination. OHA's purposes
"and operations are described.
A final section notes that other
existing State programs for education,
health, and other needs of native
Hawaiians are described in Part I of
the Report'.

."Private and Local Responses to
Special Needs of Native Hawaiians"
The last chapter of the Final
Reportdescribes four private organizations that work to meet the needs of
native Hawaiians. These are the
Kamehameha Schools/Bernice Pauahi
Bishop Estate, the Queen Liliuokalani
Children's Center, the-Lunalilo Home,
and Alu Like, Incorporated.

"State of Hawaii's Responses to Native
Hawaiian's Unique Needs"
This chapter describes three groups
of steps that .the State has taken to
address the needs of native 'Hawaiians.
The first' section outlines Section
5(f) of the Admission Act. Section
5(f) provides that the State must hold
certain lands, including the proceeds
from their sale or disposition, as a
public trust for the support of the
public schools and other public
educational institutions, for the
betterment of -the conditions of native
Hawaiians,,for the development of farm
and home ownership on as widespread a
basis as possible, for the making of
public improvements, and for the
provision of lands for public use.
The chapter describes the implementation of this provision, including the
return of federally-controlled lands
(ceded lands) to the State of Hawaii,
the State's responsibilities in
relation to the ceded lands, 'and the
State's exercise of those responsibilities.
A second section of this chapter
describes the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs (OHA), established by an

APPENDIX

The Appendix contains four main
First, it includes Title
sections.
III of Public Law 96-565, the Act that
created the Native Hawaiians Study
CommissiOn. Second, it contains the
substitute "Summary of Findings,
Conclusions, and Recommendations"
section that was submitted by three of
the Native Hawaiians Study Commissioners at the Commission's last
meeting in March, 1983.
The next section of the Appendix
contains a summary of the written
comments received by the Native Hawaiians Study Commission during the
public comment period on the
Commission's Draft Report of Findings.
These written comments are reproduced
in their entirety, as required by
statute, in the final section of the
Appendix.
\
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VOLUME II

Volume II contains the dissenting
views submitted by Native Hawaiians
Study Commissioners Kina'u Kamali'i,
Winona Reamer, and H. Rodger Betts.

,
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Conclusions And Recommendations
During the. past 18 months, the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission' has
learned a great deal about 'the
culture, needs, and concerns of native
Hawaiians. This education has come
through study by the Commission and
its staff of expert resource
documents and data, public testimony
from hundreds of native Hawaiians
r
during dozens of hours of public
hearings, and close to 100 written
comments from individual,citizens,
private organizations in Hawaii, and
State and Federal government agencies
on the Commission's Diart Report of
Findings.
From these Contributions,
the Commission has compiled what we
believe to be the most extensive and
up-to-date summary available on the
socioeconomic and cultural conditions
In addition, the
of native Hawaiians.
Commission has collected and analyzed
important material on key legal and
historical factors that may affect
matters of concern to many native
Hawaiians, such as reparations and
...,land ownership.

absolute numbers. This trend .
was reversed in the beginning
of this century when the partHawaiian population. began a'
rapid increase, a: trend that\
continues today.:

The native Hawaiian population,
row constitutes about 19. per-'
cent of the Stat of Hawaii's
The populatotal population.
tion.is'the your.:es, in terms
of median age, among Hawaii's
ethnic groups and this fact has
important i'aiplications for

education And employment not'
e 'future
only today, but
as well.
ry

Native Hawaiians have followed
the statewide trend in moving
toward the island of Oahu. The
Hawaiian Homes program has not
Alleviated this movement since
the majority of applicants
desire residential homesteads
The reason is obvious:
on Oahu.
employment opportunities' on
Oahu,are more nuRprous than on
the other islands.

We also -believ.. that

our report to Congress is an important
step toward increasing public
awareness of native Hawaiians, their
history, culture, and special Teds.
A.

CONCLUSIONS

1.

Social, Economic, and Cultural
Concerns

Although education for native
Hawaiians has improved,'many
prohleis still remain. Educational data show that native
Hawaiian students have high
absedteeism and, drop -out rates,
score lower in .some standard-

The detailed report of the
Commission includes extensive data on
social, cultural, and economic
conditions. This information, in
summary, supports the following
conclusions:

ized tests, and many do not go
ThuS, there are
on to college.
fewer native Hawaiians enrolled
at the University of Hawaii 'andt
fewer native Hawaiians in the
educational workforce. These
educational data explain to
-mine degree the problems of
-e Hawaiians in the emPloymit and income areas.
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After the arrival of foreigners
in Hawaii in 1778, the native
population drastically
declined, both as a percentage
of the population and in
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native Hawaiian youth are
reflected in criminal justice
Native Hawaiian youth
data.
constitute the largest percent
of juveniles arrested for
several crime categories.
Alcohol and drug abuse problems
also exist for native
Hawaiian's, although incidence
is lower than for some other
groups, including Caucasians.

It has been shown that
education is a high priority of
native Hawaiian parents, anci
this fact will facilitate the
efforts to improve educational
attainment dt'several levels- the students themselves, the
family, the school, the
community, and the State.
Unemployment is a greater
problem for the native Hawaiian
population than for other
Data
ethnic groups in Hawaii.
also show that native Hawaiians
still lag behind most other
ethnic groups in terms of the
percentage of their population
in professional positions.
Over 22 percent of native
Hawaiian men have jobs classified as "menial."

Native Hawaiians continue
have a shorter life expeC
than other ethnic groups in
Hawaii and a higher infant
mortality rate. The incidence
of cancer is higher than that
of other groups for both men
and women of native Hawaiian
Other health problems
descent.
include a high prevalence of
respiratory conditions and a
high mortality rate,
particularly for full-blooded
Hawaiians, for heart disease,
cancer, and accidents.

Income levels for native
Hawaiians fall below that of
some of the other ethnic
Data for 1977 show
groups.
that full-Hawaiians had the
lowest median family income of
civilians in Hawaii compared to
other ethnic groups. PartHawaiians had the third lowest.
As suggested above, lower
employment and income,are due,
to a large extent, to
educational and training
deficiencies.

Given the high cost of housing
on the islands, housing
problems exist for all groups
in Hawaii: the median value of
a house in Hawaii is two and
one -half times greater than the
1980 national median value.
The lack of adequate housing
may be even more acute for
native Hawaiians because of
For
their lower income levels.
native Hawaiians on Hawaiian
Home Lands, there exist impediments that prevent them from
using the assistance programs
of the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development.

In 1975, over one-fourth (27
percent) of native Hawaiians
were classified as below the
In 1982, the
poverty level.
number of native Hawaiians on
welfare (Aid to Families with
Dependent Children and general
assistance) was significantly
higher than their relative(,
share of the population.

The State of Hawaii consists of
a population of considerable
racial and cultural diversity.
From the earliest times, interracial marriage was accepted by

The high unemployment rate of
native Hawaiians generally,
and the educational problems of
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Some of
affect land ownership.
these questions, such as
ownership problems arising from
the exercise of kuleana land
rights, are unique to Hawaii
and will take time to resolve.
Others, such as laws affecting
rights to water and adverse
possession, are similar to
problems existing in many other
states.

Native
the community.
Hawaiians have among the
highest interracial marriage
This racial and ethnic
rates.
mixture has affected the
Since the
political sphere.
1930's, no one ethnic group has
had an electoral majority,
although ethnic factors do play
a role in politics in Hawaii.

The native Hawaiian people have
a rich cultural heritage. An
important part of that heritage
is the Hawaiian language,
as demonstrated by the attempts
that are being made to revive
Another key
and preserve it.
aspect of this cultural
heritage is the native Hawaiian
religion and its relationship
to the needs of native Hawaiians today. Historical
preservation could play a
greater role in preserving
this heritage.
2.

Federal, State, and Local
Relationships

Hawaii has a long and rich
history. As a separate
sovereign nation, it developed
relations with the United
States through treaties,and
other dealings prior to
For example, treaties
1893.
were developed between the two
countries to facilitate trade
and to serve the interests of
those in Hawaii seeking
economic development to improve
the country's financial
situation. The treaties also
promoted the economic,
security, and defense interests
In
of the United States.
addition to these foreign
policy considerations, tensions
between the monarch and the
legislature also affected
Hawaiian politics during these
years, as did efforts by the
native Hawaiians to regain
power from reformers. The
culmination of these trehus
occurred in 1891 when
Liliuokalani became queen and
attempted to reassert the power
of the throne against the
legislature and the reformers.
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The Final Report of the Native /
Hawaiians Study Commission also
analyzes issues related to Hawaiian
history and land ownership. This
information and analysis support the
following conclusions:
The history of land ownership
and tenure in Hawaii is unique
In the midand complex.
nineteenth century the king
developed a process and had
'enacted a series of laws to
change the ownership patterns
to fee simple ownership. These
laws, the way they were implemented, and other economic,
social, and political forces in
Hawaii at the time put a large
amount of Hawaii's land in the
hands of westerners by 1890.

In 1893 the monarchy was overthrown. The overthrow, and the
lack of resistance by the queen
and her cabinet, was encouraged
in part by the presence of
United States forces, consisting of one company of Marines
and two companies of sailors
(approximately 100 men), acting
without express authority from
the United States Government.

Native Hawaiians have expressed
concern about a number of
specific legal questions that
25
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1894 Constitution calling for
annexation.

President Cleveland,
inaugurated just after the
landing of United States
forces, dispatched Representative Blount to investigate the
events. His report blamed the
American Minister, John L.
Stevens, for the revolution.
The United States Senate then
commissioned the Morgan report,
which reached an almost
opposite conclusion. The
Commission believes the truth
lies between these two reports.

In 19:,9, Hawaii became a State
of the United States. The

history of its admission to
statehood, like that of other
states, is unique.
The Commission examined both
common law and statutes to
determine whether there
currently exists any legal
basis for compensation for loss
of land. The Commission also
reviewed articles and reports
making the legal argumentfor
compensation. Generally'', the'
most likely possible theories
for the awrrd of compensation
to native groups for loss of
land were aboriginal title or
recognized title doctrines:

In 1097, Hawaii's new
government and the United
/ States entered into an
/
agreement that Hawaii woulc be
annexed to the United States.
The annexation question was
submitted for consideration by
the Hawaii legislature. In the
United States, it was passed by
Joint Resolution of both houses
of Congress, rather than as a
Treaty requiring a two-thirds
majority of the Senate.
President McKinley's concern to
secure a foothold in the
Pacific for the United States
in the face of the SpanishAmerican War prompted use of a
(Texas is
Joint Resolution.
the only other territory that
was annexed to the United
States by Joint Resolution.)
The relations between the
United States and Hawaii up to
the time of annexation were
relations between two separate,
sovereign nations, not between
a sovereign and those subject
to its sovereignty.

- The law has developed
specific tests for
establishing aboriginal
title: the group must be a
single land-owning entity;
there must be actual and
exclusive use and occupancy
of the lands; the use and
occupancy must be of a
defined area; the land must
have been used and occupied
for a long time before
aboriginal title was extinAdditionally,
guished.
title must have been extinguished by the government of
the United States, not by
another body, sich as the
government of Hawaii before
the United States annexed
Finally, some law
Hawaii.
must give the native group,
here the native Hawaiians, a
right to compensation for
loss of aboriginal title.
The Commission finds that
the facts do not meet the

Determining if any native
Hawaiians signed annexation
documents is difficult without
extensive genealogical research.
An estimate is that six native
Hawaiians were in the Hawaiian
legislature when it adopted the
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relationship for native
Hawaiians.

tests for showing the
existence of aboriginal
title.
Even if the tests
had been :net, the Commission
finds that such title was
extinguished by actions of
the Hawaiian government
before 1893, and certainly
before annexation, which was
the first assumption of
sovereignty by the United
States. Finally, even if
these tests had been met,
neither the Fifth Amendment
to the United States
Constitution nor current
statutes provide authority
for payment of compensation
to native Hawaiians for loss
of aboriginal title.

The Commission considered
whether native Hawaiians are
entitled to compensation for
loss of sovereignty, and found
no present legal entitlement to
compensation for any loss of
sovereignty.
A report prepared by the
Inspector General of the
Department of the Interior
summarized a number of problems
with regard to the Hawaiian
A Federal/
Home Lands ptiogram.
State lisk Force was created
to propose solutions to these
problems and its report is due
to the Governor of Hawaii and
the U.S. Secretary of Interior
by mid-1983.

- The law also has developed
specific legal requirements
for compensation of loss of
lands by recognized title.
The Commission examined the
question of whether treaties
and statutes, the Joint
Resolution of Annexation, or
the Fifth Amendment to the
United States Constitution
provide a basis for payment
under the theory of
recognized title, and
concluded that no basis
exists.

The State of Hawaii has taken a
number of steps to respond to
the unique needs of native
These include
Hawaiians.
acquisition and disposition of
revenue pursuant to Section
5(f) of the Statehood
Admissions Act; establishment
of the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs; and establishment of
particular programs specifically for native Hawaiians
within other departments of the
State Government.

The Commission examined
whether a trust or fiduciary
relationship exists between
the United States and native
Hawaiians and concluded that
no statutes or treaties give
rise to such a relationship
because the United States
did not exercise sovereignty
over the Hawaiian Islands
prior to annexation, and the
Joint Resolution of Annexation, No. 55 (July 7, 1898)
did not create a special

A number of private and local
organizations have also worked
to meet the unique needs of
These groups
native Hawaiians.
have been funded either by
endowments (often from the
estates of kings or que ns of
Pawaii), or by the Federal
Government.
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To summarize the-Commission's
findings with regard to the overthrow
of the Hawaiian monarchy: Based upon
the information available to it, the
Commission concluded that Minister
John L. Stevens and certain other
individuals occupying positions with
the U.S. Government participated in
activities contributing to the
overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy on
The Commission was
January 17, 1893.
unable to conclude that these
activities' were sanctioned by the
President or the Congress. In fact,
official government records lend
strong support to the conclusion that
Minister. Stevens' actions were not
'sanctioned.
Besides the findings summarized
above, the Commission concludes
that, as an ethical or moral matter,
Congress should not provide for native
Hawaiians to receive compensation
either for loss of land or of
Reviewing the situation
sovereignty.
generally, including the historical
changes in Hawaii's land laws and
constitution before 1893, the Hawaiian
political climate that led to the
overthrow, the lack of authorized
involvement by the United States, and
the apparent limited role of United
States forces in the overthrow, the
Commission found that on an ethical or
moral basis, native Hawaiian's should
not receive reparations. In reaching
this conclusion, the Commission did
not find the Hawaiian circumstances
analogous to the time when Congress
voted payments to Colombia, as a
result of the U.S. role in Panama.
Those payments were based, in part, on
the breach of commitments by the
United States Government under an 1846
treaty guaranteeing to Colombia the
"right of sovereignty and property"
over the Isthmus of Panama, and, in
part, on commitments owed to Colombia
pu.suant to certain contracts.
Nevertheless, the Commission
strongly recommends that the issue of
reparations not impede the important
steps that should be taken now to

improve the condition of native
Hawaiians. Based on the information
it has collected, the Commission
believes that the social and economic
problems of native Hawaiians deserve
immediate action and that these,,needs
should be addressed promptly.
B.

RECOMMENDATIONS

'Based on its findings, the
Commission would recommend consideration Of early action in the following
areas:

Additional educational and
training opportunities to
better equip native Hawaiians
for employment.
Information services and
technical assistance to assist
both job applicants and small
business concerns.
[These measures should help
deal with problems involving
education, unemployment, crime,
and alcohol and drug abuse,
which appear to be related.]

Additional nutrition education
programs and research to assist
in reducing incidence of
disease and accidents, and to
reduce mortality rates.
Specific assistance to native
Hawaiians in finding housing.
Continued efforts to offer
opportunities for native
Hawaiians to learn about and
develop a sense of pride in
their culture.
Steps can be taken by private
individuals and organizations and by
governments at all levels to address
these areas of concern. The
Commission feels that private groups
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and local governmental units may be
most effective in addressing many of
these problems because they are closer
to the native Hawaiians, better
understand their needs, and can most
easily adjust their priorities. The
next most effective level is the
State Government, which already has in
place several programs that address
specific needs of native Hawaiians.
Finally, there are existing programs
within the Federal Government that also
may be of use in addressing these
needs. Therefore, as an action program
is developed, the Commission recommends
that, in order of priority:

Force on the Hawaiian Home
Lands program will make
specific recommendations on how
this program can better serve
its constituents.)
Fourth consideration should be
given to efforts of State
government agencies and the
Governor who administer various
State and Federal programs that
apply either (a) only to native
Hawaiians, or (b) to various
citizens including native

0
First consideration should be
given to efforts that are
undertaken by private native
Hawaiian groups. In fact, such
groups have made significant
contributions, which can and
should be expanded.
Examples
of effective private groups
that could expand and/or
redirect their activities
include: Alu Like, Inc., the
Hawaiian CiviC Club, and the
Bishop Estate.
Second consideration should be
given to efforts of local
governmental units. Local
governments should be in a good
position to work directly with
native Hawaiians in formulating
solutions for their particular

Fifth consideration should be
given to a wide variety of
Federal programs that are
already available or that could
be made available to help
address specific needs.
Private, local, and State
officials in Hawaii should take
the initiative to become aware
of available programs, secure
and disseminate information on
them, and ensure that native
Hawaiians have equal access to
those programs.

Possible Specific Actions
Within this framework, it appears to
the Commission 'that a number of
specific actions can be Laken to speed
the application of resources to needed
areas.
For example, the Commission
recommends that:

needs.

Third consideration should be
given to existing State government agencies that specifically
deal with concerns of native
Hawaiians. The primary
examples are the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs and the
Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands.
(It should be noted
that the Federal/State Task

1. In the area of education, appropriate private, local, and State
organizations should consider:
Instituting a program to
encourage educational development that emphasizes the
importance of education for
native Hawaiian youth, and
recruits eligible native
Hawaiian students to pursue
higher education.
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Initiating efforts to ensure
that information on specific
Federal programs (for example,
supplemental food program for
women, infants, and children)
is disseminated through native
Hawaiian organizations, and
recruit eligible native
Hawaiians to participate in
these programs.

Expanding the Hawaiian Studies
Program to meet the goal of
promoting the opportunity for
all age groups to study
Hawaiian culture, history, and
language in public schools.
Establishing a clearinghouse,
perhaps under the auspices of
the University of Hawaii, to
provide information on
financial aid available to
prospective college students
from Federal and State Governments, and from private
individuals and organizations,'
and to make this information
available to high schools
throughout the State.
3.

Making sure that Federal
programs for vocational
training funded through block
grants are targeted to groups
most in need, including native
Hawaiians.
2.

Ensuring that a fair share of
Federal block grant monies are
directed toward alleviating
specific health problems,
including those of concern to
native Hawaiians, such as
infant mortality and child and
maternal care.'
In the area of housing, appropriate private, local, and State
organizations should consider:
Instituting efforts to disseminate information on
federal housing programs to
native Hawaiians.

In the area of health,
appropriate private, local, and
State organizations should
consider:

Assisting individuals and
builders in applying for these
programs.

Systematically collecting,
recording, and analyzing
critical health data on
Hawaiians for use in specific
health benefit programs.

4.

Giving higher priority to
native Hawaiian sites in
considering nominations for
the National Register of
Historic Places; activating
the State Historic Preservation Plan and revising, in
consultation with native
Hawaiians, the plan in an
effort to ensure protection of
ancient Hawaiian artifacts and

Including a specific focus on
the special needs of native
Hawaiians in nutrition
education programs (Federallyand State-funded) for children
and adults.
Using the clearinghouse organization suggested in number 5
below to assist organizations
in applying for Federal grants
to tailor nutritional informatio, specifically to the
native Hawaiians and their
lifestyle.
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In the area of culture, appropriate private, local, and State
organizations should consider:

sites.
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1990 Census that would''ensure
comparability between State and
Federal data.

Instituting a mechanism,
perhaps under the Bishop
Museum, to collect
information on existing
federal programs in the area
of the arts and humanities
and assisting native Hawa4.ians who wish to apply for
these programs.
5.

Actions by Federal Agencies
The Commission also recommends that
the heads of all Federal departments
and agencies act to ensure that the
heeds and concerns of native
Hawaiians,'to the extent identified
and defined in the Commission's
Report, be brought to the attention of
their program administrators; that
these administrators consult officials
in Hawaii for further guidance on
specific programs; and, once this
guidance is recbilied, consider actions
that could.be taken to ensure full and
equal access by native Hawaiians to
various assistance programs. Among
those programs that appear to the
Commission to warrant special
attention are the following:

The-Governor should consider
creating, perhaps within an
existing agency or
organization, a group to:

-

Act as a clearinghouse for
information on existing
federal programs that can be
of help to native Hawaiians.
The existing Catalog of
Federal Domestic Assistance
can provide an excellent
starting point; and
Perform a "facilitating" role
by assisting individuals and
groups in identifying
relevant programs, contacting
appropriate officials, and
writing applications and
proposals.

6.

During the course of its study,
the Commission found a
diversity of data uses and
collection methods among State
agencies and between State and
Federal agencies, resulting in
data on native Hawaiians that
are not comparable. Therefore,
the Governor should consider.
reviewing the use of population
figures and the methodologies
used in data collection on
native Hawaiians to ensure
consistency among State
agencies.
Then, the Governor
should make recommendations to
the LiS. Bureau of the Census
on specifidchanges for the
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1.

In the Department of Education,
guaranteed student loans;
program grants for educationally-deprived children;
educational opportunity
grants.

2.

In the Small Business Administration, programs to provide
technical assistance, advisory
services, and grants and
loans to small businesses,
such as Economic Opportunity
Loans for Small Businesses,
Management Assistance to Small
Businesses, Management and
Technical Assistance for Disadvantaged Businessmen, and
Small Business Loans.

3.

In the Department of Labor,
the employment and training
programs for Native Americans
(including native Hawaiians)
under the Job Training
Partnership Act.

4.

5.

In the Department of Health
and Human Services, programs
for native Hawaiians under the
Administration for Native
Americans, including financial
assistance, training and
technical assistance, and
research, demonstration and
evaluation; Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and Mental Health
Administration project grant
and information programs;
Maternity and Child Health
Program;"Head Start.
In the Department of Housing
and Urban Development,
programs to assist native
Hawaiians in obtaining
adequate housing, including
guaranteed/insured housing
loans, interest reduction
programs, mortgage insurance,
home improvement programs,
guaranteed/insured loans for
rental units, and housing
programs for the handicapped
and elderly.
The Commission also supports
legislation pending in the
U.S. Congress that would
change the National Housing
Act to allow FHA singlefamily mortgage insurance to
be extended to lands administered by the Hawaiian Homes
Commission for the use and
benefit of native Hawaiians,
without regard to limitations
regarding marketability of
title.

6.

In the Department of
Agriculture, rural housing and
farm operating loans from the
Farmers Home Administration
for Hawaiian Home lands.

7.

In the National Institutes of
Health, programs dealing with
heart disease of the National

Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute; grants and
contracts relating to cancer,
funded by the National Cancer
Institute; other programs in
NIH that address the special
health problems of native
Hawaiians, such as infant
mortality.
B.

In the Department of the
Interior, programs in the area
of historic preservation, and
educational/cultural programs
in conjunction with National
Parks and Monuments in
Hawaii.

9.

The Federal Property Review
Board should continue to
consider the unique needs of
native Hawaiians when property
use is reviewed and when
disposition of surplus federal
property is considered.

Part I
Socioeconomic And Cultural Section
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Demographics
A.

INTRODUCTION

Data Sources and Reliability 2/

Profile of Hawaii 1/

.

The sources used in the descrip
tions that follow in this chapter are
diverse, with varying degrees of
'reliability.
Essentially two types of
sources were used to compile the data
scholarly
in this chapter:
demograPhic studies (for example,
Adams, Lind, and Taeuber), and
officlal government. censuses and
statistics (Schmitt tor earlie
figures; U.S. Bureau of -the Census
data, and State of Hawaii
statistics).
As always in the use of statistics,
there are inherent dangers of
misclassification and misinterpr
tation.
Earlier data are less
reliable than later data. Some d ta
collected by the Federal Governmen
directly after statehood in 1959 a e'
unusablebecause mainland race clas
ifications are meaningless in Hawai
Some data are not collected by ethnic
groups by either the State.or Federa
It is hoped, however,
Governments.
that the wide variety of data used
here will obviate some of these
problems. Even where precise infonna
tion is not available for lack of
data, the reader may at least be able
to discern trends in each of the areas
discussed.
The most complete statistical
compilation, from the earliest
available figures to postcensal
estimates made by the State in 1965,
,40 contained in a book written by
Robert C. Schmitt, Hawaii State
Statistician. 3/ Schmitt reviews the
various sources of demographic data
for accuracy and reliability.
A brief
summary of his review will give a
general idea of much of the data used

The State of Hawaii consists of
eight major southerly islands in a
chain, of islands and 124 minor islands
with a total area of 6,450 square
miles.
Of this total, 6,425.-miles are
land and 25 are inland waters.
The eight major islands total
4,126,000 acres of land area, or which
98 percent form the six major islands
of Hawaii, Maui, Oahu, Kauai, Molokai,
and Lanai (in order of largest land
' mass).
The seventh island, Niihau, is
privately owned and the eighth,
Kahoolawe, is a military bombing range
and uninhabitable.
There are three levels of,
government in Hawaii--Pederal, State,
and County. There are only four
counties. The seat of the State
Government is in the State Capitol at
Honolulu on the island of Oahu, which
houses the State Legislature and the
Governor's offices.
The major industries in Hawaii have
shifted from those that are primarily
agricultural to service industries.
In order of importance, the major
industries today in Hawaii are:
Tourism

'

Construction
Sugar
Pineapple
Defense

Diversified Agriculture

here.

/There are numerous problems with
Captain
the earliest available data.
Cook's estimates and those of others
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,economic development of Haw ii
since 1900. 7/Ord

for the original population count of
*
Hawaiians in 1778 ranged from 100,000
to 500,000. 4/ Estimates are almost
completely missing from 1779 to 1822.
The sociologist, Romanzo Adams, did
much research to fill in this gap.
Missionary estimates after 1823 are
characterized by Adams ap "not very
accurate, but nevertheless, valuable."
5/ The first censuses in 1839, 1847,
and 1848 were nOt successful. A
moderately successful count was
obtained in 1849, but 1850 is the date
of the first acceptable population

There are important considerations
that 'must be taken into account in
using U.S. Census data and the
statistics compiled by the State of
For the 1980 U.S. Census,
Hawaii.
"race" was assigned on the basis of
If the person
self-identification.
was unsure of his/her race, the race.
of the mother was used(in 1970, race
In gathering
of the father was used).
State of Hawaii statistics, 6
respondents are asked their ethnic
composition and those with mixed
blood, including part-Hawaiian, are
included in the latter category. '
Exacerbating this difference is the
fact that in 1970 and 1980, the
category "part-Hawaiian" was not used
in: the U.S. Census. Many partHawaiians may have believed that the
"Hawaiian" category was only for those
with a large percentage of Hawaiian

count.

Censuses were taken by the kingdom
of Hawaii from 1847 to 1895. The last
census, in 1896, was accurate and
Problems with the
comprehensive.
kingdom's census data include the fact
that age data were most frequently
misreported and ethnic breakdowns
were different from those used after
annexation. However, Schmitt
evaluates the kingdom's census data as

blood.*/
The natural result of the
differences in these methods is that
the State of Hawaii counts many more
native Hawaiians than the U.S. Census
does and,' therefore, State and U.S.
Census figures cannot be accurately
compared. The actual effects of these
differences are a matter of debate
that cannot be resolved at this time.
However, the reader should at least be
In this
aware that this issue exists.
Report, the origin of the statistics
used is clearly identified in the text
or in each table.

follows:

Findings were usually consistent
with what is known of the general
social and economic conditions of
the period. Notwithstanding their
limitations, the censuses contributed greatly to knowledge of the
demography of Hawaii. 6/
From 1900 to 1980, U.S. Bureau of
the Census data can be used. Hero
again problems occur, especially in
the area of misclassification of race.
Schmitt says of the U.S. Census data:

Definitions

Although the errors and discrepancies cited...sometimes involve
thousands of persons, theirnet
effect is often insignificant in
relation to the total population.
For all their limitations, the
U.S. census reports offer an
unequaled statistical picture of
the social, demographic and

The definition used by the U.S.
Congress for the term "native
Hawaiian" in the Act creating the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission is
"any individual whose
as follows:

For a more complete explanation
of the differences in the data
collection for the 1970 and 1980
censuses, see page 41, below.
*/
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ancestors were natives of the area
which consisted of the Hawaiian
Islands prior to 1778." 8/ Confusion
arises, partictlarly in an historical
overview, between full=Hawaiians,
part-Hawaiians, and Hawaiians of 50
percent blood quantum oZ the races
inhabiting the Hawaiian Islands prior
to 1778 (the definition for inclusion
in the Hawaiian Home Lands program).
For the purposes of this Report,
the Commission has decided that the
following definitions will always
apply, 9/ unless otherwise noted in
the text:
Hawaiian or full-Hawaiian:
blooded Hawaiian;

Pure-

Any individual of
Part-Hawaiian:
mixed blood whose ancestors
were natives of Hawaii prior to
1778;

Native Hawaiian(s): */ Either
full- or part-Hawaiian; in the
plural, the combination of both
groups as defined above.
Historical Background **/
The period after the arrival of
Captain Cook, from 1778 to 1850, was
one of sweeping changes in the
Hawaiian Islands. The native

When discussing the
beneficiaries of the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act, however, "native
Hawaiian" refers to those descendants
of not less than one-half-part blood
of the races that inhabited the
Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778.
*/

For a more complete history,
see Part I, "Ancient History to the
Reciprocity Treaty," and Part II,
"Diplomatic and Congressional History:
From Monarchy to Statehood."
**/

population declined drastically as a
result of declining birth rates and
Urban centers
high mortality rates.
grew up around Honolulu, Hilo, and
Lahaina as.trade with foreigners
increased. Native Hawaiian men signed
up as sailors on foreign ships, never
Foreigners began to.take
to return.
up residence on the islands, and the
first indentured laborers arrived.
The changes from 1850 to 1900 were
no less drastic. The popurrtioh
decline of theislands as a whole' was
arrested and began a rapid increase,
swelled by thousands of immigrant
The composition of the
laborers.
population (age, sex, race, marital
status) was dramatically altered,'
however, as the native population
continued its decline. Constitutional
government was introduced, and the
system of land ownership was changed.
By the end of this period, the
monarchy did not even exist, replaced
in 1894 by a caretaker Republic
awaiting annexation to the United
.

Stated.
The period froth 1900 to 1960 covers
Hawaii's territorial years. The full-

Hawaiian population continued its
decline, while there was a dramatic
increase in the part-Hawaiian
population as inter-marriage among
Hawaii's ethnic groups increased.
Large numbers of immigrant laborers
continued to enter Hawaii in the first'
half of the period. The second half
saw a great increase in the number of
U.S. military personnel.
From 1960 to 1980, the change from
an agricultural economy to a service
economy is clearly evident. The
native Hawaiian population continued
to increase, and a Hawaiian "cultural
revival" began.

B.

off the island of Kauai on January 18,
1778, his rediscovery ended the prolonged isolation of the Hawaiian
This lack of contact had
Islands.
left the native population with no
built-up immunities and virtually
defenseless to disease. Unlike
continental peoples, the vast oceanic
distances among the Pacific island
groups had effectively prevented the
spread of any bacterial or viral
As a
illnesses anywhere in Polynesia.
result, Western contact in Polynesia
meant the introduction of diseases
that proved to be devastating to the
island population. The first to be
introduced in Hawaii was venereal
disease.
The physical mobility among the
islands and the accepted sexual
behavior of native Hawaiians had
assured the spread of the disease.
(Although'syphilis is not an immediate
threat to the size of a population,
its effects on the incidence and
health of children born to pare is
carrying the disease very often
It
include deformity or early death.)
was also the custom of native
Hawaiians not to permit deformed
This
children to survive birth.
practice of native infanticide was
reported by Westerners for the next 50
years, but the exact number of such
deaths will never be known.
Hawaii State Statistician Robert C.
Schmitt wrote that:

POPULATION AND COMPOSITION
OF POPULATION

Population Trends from 1778 to 1850
It Is probable that Hawaii was
first inhabited by "a few hundred"
Polynesians who arrived in large,
From this
doubled-hulled canoes.
modest beginning, the native Hawaiian
population was estimated to be between
100,000 and 500,000 people at the time
of first Western contact in 1778. The
population figure that has come to be
accepted by most authors is 300,000.
Captain Cook found an island grouping
fully populated, based on a
subsistence economy with a strict
hierarchical social system, and kings
on various islands in almost constant
warfare with each other.
Contact with foreigners after
centuries of isolation from the rest
of the world greatly changed the
The total
islands and their people.
population of Hawaii for the period
from 1778 to 1850 declined
drama ically, from approximately
300,000 in 1778 to 54,000 in 1850.
Table 1 and Chart 1 illustrate this
The major causes of the
decline. */
decline are examined in the next
section.

Causes of Po uiation Decline **/
Population growth or decline is the
net result of four forces: birth,
Until
death, in- and out-migratibn.
the first immigrants arrived in 1852,
the natural decrease outweighed
migration in determining the
demographic make-up of Hawaii.

...the roles of abortion, infanticide, and infant mortality are
difficult to assess. Artemas
Bishop, writing in 1838, noted
that "the great majority of the
children bOrn in the islands die
before they are two years old."
Some students attributed the
frequent barrenness, stillbirths,
and infant deaths to venereal
disease. Abortion and
infanticide, known to have existed
in pre-contact times, reached new
highs in 1819-1825 and 18321836... 10/

Epidemics and Diseases: When
British Captain James Cook anchored

All tables and charts appear at
the end of the chapter.
*/

For more data on the histori**/
cal development of native Hawaiian
health, see below, pages 99 to 109.
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visiting ships evidently began in
Romanzo Adams estimated that
1788.
the number of island seamen increased
from 200 in 1823 to 300 in 1825, 400
in 1832, 600 in 1836, 3,500 in 1848,
At mid-century,
and 4,000 in 1850.
then, nearly 5 percent of the total
Hawaiian population had enlisted as
sailors. More importantly, this group
accounted for approximately 12 percent
of all Hawaiian males 18 years of age
or older. 13/

These dates indicate generational
patterns, suggesting that the impact
of venereal disease continued for at
least three generations before it
abated or became a less virulent
strain.

The lack of any natural immunity to
Western diseases among the native
Hawaiians was far more dramatically
traceable with the introduction of
air- or water-borne contagion. The
first recorded epidemic occurred in
From native accounts of the
1804.
symptoms, it is now assumed that
outbreaks of either cholera or bubonic
plague occurred. Of an estimated
population of 280,000 in the year
before this epidemic, nearly half
succumbed.
Later epidemics also contributed to
influenza
the high mortality rate:
fitst appeared in 1826, and measles,
whooping cough, diarrhea, and
influenza struck in rapid succession
in 1848 and 1849.
Other causes mentioned by authors
for the declining population are:

\

Population Trends from 1850 to 1896
According to the census data of the
kingdom, this period witnessed the
reversal of the decline in the overall
population of Hawaii. While there was
a 3.5 percent per year population
decline in 1853, the population in
1896 was increasing at a rate of 3.3
percent per year (see Table 2).
However, far-reaching changes were
occurring in the lifestyle and composition of the population, as the
native population continued its
decline. Central to this transformation was the importation of
laborers, beginning in 1852, to work
the newly-established sugar plantaThe effects of the plantation
tions.
system are evident in the increase of
non-Hawaiians, a considerable excess
of males over females, and a youthful
population.

Limited knowledge of treatment
for certain diseases, poor
infant care, breakdown of the
old moral order, and disruption
of important economic
activities; 11/
Inter-island warfare that did
not abate until 1795 and
infanticide, mostly of females,
to balance the loss of males in
war; and

Immigration

Although there was a sufficient
number of Hawaiians to meet the labor
needs of the plantations, the native
cultural pattern of subsistence living
was not conducive to plantation labor.
As Lind concluded, since Hawaiians
could satisfy their simple living
expectations by a few hours toil in
the taro patches, "there was little
reason for the Hawaiians to offer
themselves as plantation laborers
under the onerous and confining
conditions which prevailed--lonci hours
of hard labor under driving rain and
hot tropical sun..." 14/

The sandalwood trade, which
caused innumerable natives to
work gathering sandalwood,
weakened them, and caused them
to neglect other economic
pursuits, such as fishing and
farming. 12/
Although it was not a
Migration:
major cause of population decline, the
migration of young Hawaiian men did
The recruitment of
play a role.
native Hawaiians as crew members for
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The first immigrant labor group to
arrive was the Chinese, followe;d by
Japanese and, eventually, others.
This new infusion of population from
China and Japan brought with it new
diseases. The first outbreak of
leprosy occurred as a result.
(Hawaiians called the disease ma'i
Pake--the Chinese sickness.) The
kingdom of Hawaii responded with
quarantine stations to examine all
However, the dread
incoming workers.
disease had established itself within
the population, and, in an attempt to
contain its spread, the leper settlement at Kalaupapa on the island of
Molokai was established.
In any event, the greater
consequence of labor immigration was
the change in the composition of the
total population. By 1896, fullHawaiians represented less than half
of the total population for the first
Within a decade, this change
time.
was even more pronounced, as the
Hawaiian population was less than
one-third the number of non-natives,
as shown in Chart 2.
As Chart 3 shows, most conspicuous
in this non-native population were
Asian immigrants, primarily from China
and Japan. Especially after favorable
arrangements for Hawaiian sugar were
established with the United States in
the Reciprocity Treaty of 1876, this
portion of the population increased
even more.
The influx of immigrant population- largely adult males--created an
imbalance in the male/female ratio.
Only Portugal required the re-settlement of wives and children as a
condition of labor contracts.
Although later efforts were made by
the nation of Japan to facilitate
"picture bride" arrangements for their
people, plantations continued to
assume that workers would return to
their native countries. However, as
might be expected in such a situation,
patterns of increasing inter-marriage
began to emerge.

Although intimate contact is known
to have occurred between Hawaiians and
Westerners since 1778, it was not
until the Census of 1850 that a
separate category designated "half
caste" began to enumerate the children
of these unions. In that year, more
than 500 hapa haole children were
counted. Three years later, this
By 1890, this
number had doubled.
change in the genetic background of
native Hawaiians accounted for about
15 percent of the total native
Hawaiian population, as shown in
Table 3.

Population Trends from 1900 to 1960

With the emergence of a new group
composed of full- and part-Hawaiians
(see Table 4), there was a significant
reversal in the declining native
Hawaiian population trend in the first
half of the twentieth century. Major
factors that accounted for this
population increase were: establishment of a program of Western
preventive medicine and Hawaiians
learning the value of Western medicine
and changing their mode of life
accordingly; the build-up of some
immunity to disease; and growing
inter-marriage. Part-Hawaiians have
become Hawaii's most rapidly expanding
ethnic group. 11/
Age and sex pyramids for the native
Hawaiian population (illustrated in
Chart 4) nearly approximate a normal
distribution. The base is decidedly
broad in 1920 and even broader in
1960; the broader the base, the
younger the population. The median
age of 16.0 for native Hawaiian males
in 1960 wits lower than that of any
other major ethnic group in Hawaii.
Population Trends from 1960 to 1980
Federal and State figures vary
substantially on the population of
Hawaii in 19b0. Table 5 shows the
U.S. Census Bureau tally for Hawaii in

population was native Hawaiian. The
comparable figure for 1980 was 12.0
percent.
Population statistics from the
State of Hawaii Data Book for 1981
vary widely from the U.S. Census
information (see Table 6). In ihe
State's tabulation, full- and partHawaiians comprise 18.9 percent of the
total Hawaii population with a total
of 175,453 persons, compared to the 12
percent (or 115,962) figure from the
1980 U.S. Census.
The differences are due largely to
the definitions used in collecting the
data (see above, page 36). That is,
persons of mixed race are shown
separately in the State table, while
in the 1980 Census tabulations they
are assigned to one of the unmixed
groups on the basis of self-identification or race of the mother. In
the 1970 U.S. Census, self-identification or the race of the father was
used in ethnic classifications.
Age/sex statistics from the U.S.
Census Bureau for 1970 confirm
previous figUres showing that many
native Hawaiians are in the younger
age brackets. The median age for
males was 19.7 (higher than the 1960
figure of 16) and 21.8 for females.
Over 48 percent of the native Hawaiian
population in 1'70 was 19 years old or
younger.
Data fran the 1980 Census shows
that native Hawaiians continue to be
the youngest ethnic group in the
Table 7 displays median ages
State.
for Hawaii's major ethnic groups. For
native Hawaiians, the median age for
males was 22.0 (compared to 27.6 for
all races) and 23.2 for females
(compared to 29.1 for all races).
The ratio between males and females
continues to display the trend shown
in the pyramid charts discussed on
the preceding page. Of the total
native Hawaiian populatiol between the
ages of 20 and 39, 53 percent are
female and 47 percent are male. In
the 1980 Census, 49.5 percent of all
native Hawaiians were male and 50.5
percent were female.

The 1970 total for
1970 and 1980.
native Hawaiians of 71,375, seems
disproportionately low, given the
combined (Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian)
total of 102,403 in 1960 (revised
estimate) and 115,962 in 1980. This
discrepancy is probably due to the
differences in the methods of data
collection that were employed in the
1970 census for Hawaii.*/ In spite of
this anomaly, the trend of an
increasing native Hawaiian population
The 1970 census shows
is continuing.
that 9.3 percent of Hawaii's

*/ According to the U.S. Bureau of
the Census, Subject Report, Japanense,

Chinese and Filipinos in the United
States, PC (2)-IG, p. XI: "Racial
statistics for Hawaii are not strictly
comparable with those from earlier
censuses for several reasons,
including the elimination of the
racial category 'part Hawaiian' and
changes in the rules on racial classification for persons with racially
In 1960, 'part
mixed parentage.
Hawaiian' was included as a separate
category in the race item. Mixtures
of Hawaiian and any other race were
In
classified as 'part Hawaiian.'
1960, 91,109 persons, or 14 percent of
the total population of Hawaii, were
included in this category. In the
1970 census, persons of mixed descent
were asked to enter the race with
which they identified themselves.
When persons were in doubt about their
racial classification, the father's
race was used."
On the other hand, persons were
asked in the 1980 census to report the
race with which they most clearly
identified. In Hawaii, persons who
reported "Part Hawaiian" were
classified as "Hawaiian." Persons
reporting more than one race were
asked to report the one with which
they most closely identified.
Finally, in those cases where the
respondent could not report one race,
the race of the mother was used.
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GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

Summary

C.

After the arrival of foreigners,
the native population of the Hawaiian
The
Islands began a drastic decline.
major causes of this depopulation were
The population
epidemics and disease.
of the Hawaiian Kingdom as a whole
began to increase in the second half
of the nineteenth century, largely
through the importation of immigrant
laborers to work in Hawaii's sugar
The result of this
fields.
immigration, along with the continuing
decline of the native Hawaiian
population, was a decrease in the
proportion of native Hawaiians in the
By the end of the
total population.
century, native Hawaiians accounted
for less than one-third of Hawaii's
total population.
The part-Hawaiian population began
to increase dramatically after the
turn of the century. The primary
reasons for this were better health
and increased inter-marriage with
other racial groups.
Today, the native Hawaiian
population of Hawaii can be characterized as follows:

Prior to the arrival of foreigners,
the geographic distribution of the
native population among the eight
major islands of Hawaii was a direct
consequence of the ability of the land
area to sustain necessary crops and
Estimates at the time or_
fish.
contact placed the greatest native
numbers on the island of Hawaii,
(Not
followed by Maui, and then Oahu.
coincidentally, this ordering is also
indicative of the physicaq area.of
each island.)
Pre-contact settlement was
organized within the ahupua'a:

According to the State of
Hawaii, there are 9,366 fullHawaiians and 166,087 partHawaiians, con3tituting about
19 percent of the State's
population;

Native Hawaiians are a young
population--in 1980, the median
age for males was 22.0, and the
median age for females was
23.2; and
The male/female ratio for
native Hawaiians is fairly
equal--in 1980 mal(!s accounted
for 49.5 percent of the native
Hawaiian population, and
females accounted for 50.5
percent.

...the basic landholding unit was
the ahupua'a, which ranged in size
from 100 to 100,000 acres and
usually had natural boundaries.
The ideal ahupua'a was an
economically self-sufficient pieshaped unit which ran from
mountain tops down ridges to the
sea. Most ahupua'a were in turn
divided into ili, some of which
were virtually independent while
others were mere operating subdivisions of the ahupua'a. A
hierarchical society paralleled
this pattern of land division. At
the top, a.chief controlled each
ahupua'a; land agents (konohiki)
and subchiefs subordinate to the
chief controlled smaller amounts
of land; and at the bottom of the
hierarchy, common farmers worked
the land for the benefit of the
Commoners had other plots
chief.
for their own use and had certain
gathering rights in the noncultivated lands of the ahupua'a
...16/

1778 to 1850

During the period from 1778 to
1851, each of the islands experienced
a decrease in population roughly

1900 to 1960

equivalent to the general population
Movement
decline caused by death.
from the strictly rural settinr:s of
the traditional lifestyle, however,
occurred as a response to early
commercial activities around Tort
areas.
In particular, Lahaina on Maui
and Honolulu on Oahu began to acquire
urban dimensions (see Table 8).
The sandalwood trade contributed to
this early drift to the port areas.
As the first export item of the
islands, individual chiefs redirected
the activities of the people within
their ahupua'a to the gathering of the
King Kamehameha I
fragrant wood.
became aware that the country was in
danger of severe famine because of the
neglect of farming and fishing as a
As a
result of this redirection.
consequence, he ordered chiefs and
people to devote more time to other
activities, proclaimed all sandalwood
to be the property of the government,
and prohibited the cutting of young
and small trees to conserve this
natural resource. 17/ Liloliho, who
succeeded Kamehameha I as king, lifted
these restrictions and commoners again
were required to gather the fragrant
wood in great quantities. 18/ This
activity, according to many authors,
resulted in the practical extinction
of sandalwood trees, weakened the
commoners, and contributed to the
decline of the native population. 19/

With the passing of the peak of
plantation domination, there was a
decline in population on all islands
except Oahu between 1930 and 1960 (see
Table 10). The expansion of the
tourist industry brought slight
increases on Hawaii, Maui, and Kauai.
By 1960, more than 79 percent of
Hawaii's residents were located on
Oahu, which has less than 10 percent
of the total land area.
Over 45
percent of the residents of the State
lived in the city of Honolulu and.the
adjacent urbanized area.
Population decline on islands other
than Oahu was due not only to movement
toward Honolulu, but also to migration
from Hawaii to the mainland. The
ethnic group with the highest rate of
net migration (whether within Hawaii
or from Hawaii to the mainland) Was
the part-Hawaiian group. 22/ There
was also a large out-migration of the
original contract laborers and their'
descendants. 21/
Geographic Distribution of Native
Hawaiians */
As one would expect, Hawaiian
culture and population have
persisted most effectively in
areas where Western civilization
has penetrated least. Thus census
reports fram 1853 to 1960 reveal
that the islands and districts
least suitable for plantation
agriculture or other Western uses
have remained the havens for
native Hawaiians...22/

1850 to 1900

The trend of population decline on
all islands was reversed after the
Reciprocity Treaty of 1876 between the
kingdom of Hawaii and the United
States.
As a consequence of the
expanding plantation economy,
population on all of the Hawaiian
Islands increased rapidly,
(See
particularly from 1880 to 1930.
Table 9 for population figures for the
period from 1850 to 1896, and Table 10
for the period from 1900 to 1930.)

In 1853, large numLers of
foreigners settled on Oahu and Kauai,

This section is taken, with
aphrasing, from Andrew W.
Lind, Aawaii's People, 3rd ed.
(Honolulu:
University of Hawaii
Press, 1967), pages 45-49.
*/
some
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but both islands also had their isolated districts where native culture was
able to survive to a considerable
The expansion of plantations
degree.
during the last half of the nineteenth
century reduced the area within which
native Hawaiians could maintain numerical and cultUral dominance. The
lonely islands of Niihau, Lanai, and
Molokai remained relatively free of
foreign influence until after annexaBy 1930, there were 17 remote
tion.
districts in which native Hawaiians
copstituted more than 50 percent of
the population.
The situation had not changed
substantially by 1950, as reflected in
the census reports. Although the 1960
census did not provide similar data
(except for Oahu), a clearly disproportionate ratio of.native Hawaiians
in all of the larger census divisions
where they appear indicates that the
rural native havens still remained.
The centers of native Hawaiian concentration were still in the underdeveloped areas of Kohalo and Kona on
the island of Hawaii, of Hana on Maui,
of Koolauloa on Oahu, parts of
Molokai, and Niihau. However,
More important in the total
experience of the natives than the
survival of a few thousand persons
in these isolated pockets on the
edges of the expanding Western
world has been the gradual absorption of the Hawaiians in that
expanding world. Each new census
has told the story of a larger
proportion of the natives who have
been drawn within the orbit of the
commercial economy centering in
the port towns and cities. 23/
Honolulu emerged as the dominant
center. As the century advanced,
Honolulu drew a higher proportion of
the total native Hawaiian population.
Between 1853 and 1900 the proportion
of pure Hawaiians increased from

14.5 percent to 28.1 percent. In
19501 slightly more than 40 percent of
the surviving 12,000 "pure" Hawaiians
lived in Honolulu.
Part-Hawaiians have been even more
strikingly products of the city, as
they continue to constitute a greater
proportion of residents in Honolulu
than is true for the total population.
The 1960 census seemed to show a
curious reversal of this trend, since
the proportion of both full- and partHawaiians resident in Honolulu dropped
from the 1950 total. On the other
hand, the proportion of both groups
resident on the island of Oahu had
continued to increase steadily until
1960, which suggests that the
attraction of the city still o erated,
but that there was a preference for
the suburban and peripheral areas outside the city proper.
Paradoxically, the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act had the effect of
assisting this urban trend. The
demand for urban sites, particularly,
on Oahu, far outweighs that for
agricultural sites.
.

1960 to 1980

Information received from the U.S.
Department of Labor confirms that the
majority of native Hawaiians, like the
majority of all Hawaii residents,
lives on the island of Oahu (see Table
Seventy percent of the native
11).
Hawaiian population of the six largest
islands lives on Oahu, compared with
79 percent for the population as a
Besides Niihau (whose
whole.
population is almost totally native
Hawaiian), the island of Molokai has
the largest native Hawaiian
population, which constitutes 57.3
percent of its total.
Summary

Prior to the contact with
Westerners that was to change their
lifestyle, the Hawaiian population
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arrival in 1820. Reflecting the
Protestant emphasis on knowing and
understanding the Bible, proselytizing
efforts were combined with teaching
the rudiments of reading and writing.
The missionaries began by teaching
whose attitude seems to
the
"Teach us first and we
have been:
If it is, you
will see if it is good.
may teach the people." 25/ The
natives enthusiastically embraced the
instruction offered by the
missionaries after the chiefs agreed
that schools should be set up for the
maka'ainana, or canmon people. By
1831; the schools for commoners
numbered 1,000 with a total enrollment
of 52,000, or approximately two-fifths
of the population. The preponderance
of these students were adults. 26/
However, concerted attention was
beginning to be.given to instructing
children by the end of 1820's and by
the end of the 1830's, the majority of
pupils in the schools were children,
in numbers as high as 12,000 br
15,000. 27/

was distributed among the islands in
proportion to the land mass and
available food resources. The
arrival of
increase in trade after
foreigners upset this balance and
caused a movement toward port areas.
This trend has continued with the
general movement of the population
toward Oahu in the middle of the
Recent years have
twentieth century.
witnessed an even greater
concentration of Hawaii's population
in and around Honolulu, the principal
commercial and tourist center.
Although there are many pockets of
native Hawaiians located in
economically deprived rural areas on
many islands, the native Hawaiians
have not been immune to the drift of
the overall population toward Oahu and
Honolulu, and the majority of them now
live there.
D.

EDUCATION

Education in pre-contact Hawaii was
a formalized learning process
according to social, rank and function.
Because there was no written language,
all knowledge was carried and
transmitted from generation to generation by practice, ritual, and memoriTraining in professions, such
zation.
as canoe-building and fishing, was
accomplished in this same manner.
Similar practices were used to train
the ali'i in the religious and chiefly
arts to ensure their competency to
This system served the
rule.
Hawaiians well as they developed "the
finest navigators, agriculturalists,
and fishermen in the Pacific" and
their culture flourished for over
1,500 years. 24/

Kingdom Education System
In 1840, the kingdom of Hawaii took
over the support of the schools, using
the missionary schools as the nucleus
In
of the new public school system.
that same yeai, literacy became a
requirement for obtaining a marriage
license.
By 1896, 84 percent of the
Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians over the
age of ten were considered literate- able to read and write in either
Hawaiian or English. This percentage
continued to improve through 1930 (see
Table 12). 28/

Missionaries

Territory

A written form of the Hawaiian
language and Western modes of learning
were first introduced in Hawaii by
American missionaries after their

Lind notes that the response to
opportunities for formal education
reflects interests and aspirations of
the individual groups, especially
insofar as the values of the
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12.1) */; and percent-of those 25
years old and over whoare high school
graduates. Over 50 percent of native
Hawaiians- age 25 and over had not
graduated from high school. More
recent data (for 1977) show that 46.9
percent had completed high school. 31/
The Chinese, White and native
Hawaiian groups had the highest
percentage of students enrolled in
private schools.. In 1970, 10.8
percent of native Hawaiian children
attending elementary school were
enrolled in private schools. The
corresponding figure for high schools
Thus, the overwas 14.4 percent.
whelming majority of native Hawaiian
children 'attend public schools. 32/
The deficiencies in the area of
higher education are particularly
striking. The native Hawaiian group
lags behind all groups in the percent
of the population over 25 who have
completed'4 or more years of college:
only 4.2 percent of the nati,Hawaiian group completed 4 or more
years in college. The statewide
average is 14.0 percent and the Whites
had the highest percentage of 21.5
percent. The 1977 data of the Hawaii
Health Surveillance Program show that
4.6 percent of native Hawaiians
completed college, compared to 16.8
percent of Caucasians (the highest)
and 7.6 percent for Filipinos. 33/
A 1976 report by Alu Like, Inc.
provides further information on the
educational profile of native
Hawaiiany. Among the report's
findings'are:

educational system are American and
Western. A sensitive indicator of the
differences in attitudes towards
formal education in general, and
American education in particular, is
the proportion of children just beyond
compulsory school age who are
Especially in the
attending school.
earlier decades of the'century,
because the Territory's compulsory
school age as 15, school attendance
on the part of children aged 16 or 17
was "chiefly a reflection of a strong
educational urge on the part of the
young people themselves and especially
on their parents." 29/ (The present
mandatory school age in Hawaii is 18.)
In this regard, Table 13 contrasts
the native and immigrant populations.
In 1950, 78.1 percent of native
Hawaiian 16- and 17-year olds were
attending schdol, .compared to 94.1
percent for Japanese and Chinese
It has been
youths of the same age.
suggested that this does not mean that
native Hawaiians did not value education, but rather reflects a disenchantment with "Western education .7,
30/
In terms of higher education, the
1950 census showed that 8.8 percent of
Chinese who were 25 years or older had
completed a college education. This
compared with 3 percent for Japanese,
2.4 percent for native Hawaiians, and
0.3,percent for Filipinos.
1970 to 1980

The 1970 Census shows some improvement for native Hawaiians over the
territorial attendance figures.
..However, native Hawaiians still lag
behind other ethnic groups in key
areas (see Table 14). The percentage
of native Hawaiian 14- to 17-year olds
who are in school is lower than that
for any other group. Native Hawaiians
were behind all ethnic groups, except
Filipinos, in: median years of high
school cow leted by those over 25
(12.0, compared with a State average
of 12.3 and a total U.S. average of

Of the 224 public schools, 34
(15 percent) had enrollments
that were 40 percent or more
native Hawaiian.

The low figure for Filipinos,
8.7 percent, is probably due to the
fact that this group was the last
immigrant group to arrive in Hawaii,
and many older Filipinos have received
little or no formal education.
*/
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Summary

Of the 5,000 students in those
intermediate/high schools, 33
percent had been absent 20 days
or more a year.

Formal education in Hawaii, as it
was known in the United States, 38/
began with the arrival of the
missionaries in 1820. The native
Hawaiians enthusiastically embraced
learning to read and write. By the
end of the nineteenth century, the
vast majority of native Hawaiians were
literate (in Hawaiian or English).
During the territorial years,
however, a low attendance rate for,
children beyond the compulsory school
is Probably due
age can be seen.
to the attitudes of children, and
especially their parents, toward
American education. In contrast, a
1976 Alu Like Needs Assessment survey
indicated that education for their
children was a top priority for native
Hawaiian parents.
Despite these aspirations,
educational problems still exist.
According to the 1970 U.S. Census,
native.Hawaiians have the following
characteristics with regard to
education:

Of the 20,000 native Hawaiian
youngsters aged 12 to 17, 10,
percent were not enrolled in
any school.
ICif the 34,000 native Hawaiian'

students in public schools,
approximately 12,900 (35 to 38
percent) were in the lower
stanines (1-3), for SkT reading,
compared with,24 percent for
the State.

Of the approximately 72,000
native Hawaiians age 25 and
older, 31 percent had not
finished high school (this is
an improvement over the 1970
Census figure, of 50.3 percent).
34/

Given these problems, it is not
surprising that "educational needs are
in (the) top priority for programs
according to the Hawaiian population."
The 1976 Alu Like Needs
35/
Assessment Survey sample that voiced
this priority also indicated that
parents have high aspirations for
their children and feel it is
important for them to finish high
school. 36/ These parents also
believed that schools are:

The percentage of native
Hawaiian cllildren between the
ages of 14 and 17 who- are
'enrolled in school is lower
than ,that for any other group
in Hawaii (91.6 percent for
females and 90.7 percent for
males, compared to an overall
State figure of 94.8 percent);
The median number of years of
school completed by native
Hawaiians over 25 years of age
was 12.0, compared to a State

...not sensitive to the needs of
children'with a culturally
Hawaiian life-style, and that
Hawaiian children are in need of
head -start preparation for the
public schools as a way of integrating their cultural orientation
with that of the vastly different
orientation in the public
elementary schools they will
attend. 37/

median of '12.3;

Only 49.7 percent of native
Hawaiians over 25 have
graduated from high school
(State data show that this
figure was even less in
1977-46.9 percent); and
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sugar industry began to expand
rapidly, especially in the 1870's.
Until then, one writer states:

Only 4.2 percent of native
Hawaiians over 25 have
completed 4 or more years of
college, a figure lower than
that for any of the immigrant
(The 1977 figure is
groups.
4.6 percent; still lower than
any other ethnic group.)

Contrary to many reports, native
Hawaiians did not leave the field
work. As late as 1869, several
plantations employed all native
By 1870, while
Hawaiian' labor.
the native population was
declining,, there was a tremendous
expansion of sugar production from
two million to 20 million pounds
annually. The demand for
increased production and labor had
to come from outside the kingdom.
This fact is demonstrated by a
report in 1873; on the thirty-five
plantations in existence at the
time there were 3,786 employees.
Of this there were 2,627 men and
364 women who were native
Hawaiians. This shows that more
than 80% of the labor force was
native Hawaiian up to that
time. 41/

EMPLOYMENT

1778 to 1850

Early censuses tell us little about
the changing modes of earning a living
that were brought on by the introduction of trade during the first half
of the nineteenth century. Lind notes
that "an increasing number of the
Islanders were living on the margins
of the two competing economies,
deriving most of their livelihood from
the cultivation of their own kuleana
but also earning some money for the
purchase of trade goods from the sale
of farm surplus or from an occasional
day of work with the government." Iv

However, even after the importation of
immigrant laborers for plantations
,began in earnest, native Hawaiians
continued to play a minor but
important role as luna (supervisors)
and skilled workers. E/

1850 to 1900

The census of 1866 collected
occupation data for the first time.
Although it may not be accurate, Lind
notes that it provides a rough
indication and, when taken with other
census data, "suggests that well over
half of the natives were still living
under a predominantly subsistence
economy." 40/
By 1896 the sugar plantations had
emerged as the major factor is the
It appears likely
Hawaiian economy.
that well over 90 percent of the gainfully-employed were engaged in
occupations associated with plantations or in other fields in commrce
Nearly two-thirds of all
and trade.
employed persons were unskilled'
laborers. 41/ (See Tahle 15 for
occupation data for the years 1866
through 1896.)
Reliance of plantations on immigrant labor became necessary when the

1900 to 1960

This period saw a marked decline in
the number of plantation/agricultural
In
workers, especially since 1930.
the 1940's, one can see the important
influence of the war in terms of both,
new employment opportunities and
numbers of military personnel.
the tourist industry
Expansion
brought further opportunities.
Throughout the.entire period since
1896, part-Hawaiians have been much
less represented in the ranks of
unskilled labor than full-Hawaiians.
It was not until 1950, hcwever, that
full-Hawaiians were significantly
over-epresented in this area. 44/
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This gap is gradually diminishing
among ethnic groups, as Table 17
illustrates. Native Hawaiians,
especially those of mixed ancestry,
revealed special aptitude as
craftsmen, including the operation and
handling of machinery. 49/

Advancement in the professions is
one of the "most sensitive gauges of
advancing prestige on the part ct the
several ethnic groups." 45/ The
advantage that those in the haole
group enjoyed is evident in Table 16.
The advantage that native Hawaiians,
especially part-Hawaiians, enjoyed in
the professions during earlier census
periods largely disappeared before
In 1930, there were more
1940.
judges, lawyers and teachers in
Honolulu who were Hawaiian and partHawaiian than any other group. Yet,
the vast majority of native Hawaiians
in Honolulu had lesser occupational,
roles. 46/ Chinese, on the other
hand, greatly increased their
representation in the professions from
1930. 47/
Native Hawaiians have always been
less than proportionally represented
in occupation's of commerce, although
part-Hawaiians have apparently made a
better adjustment than pure Hawaiians.
One reason for_this may be that
important elements in the native
Hawaiian culture hampered success in
business on the part of Hawaiians.,
Noted Hawaiian sociologist Romanzo
Adams speculated on the causes of the
situation in the 1930's:

1960 to 1980

Employment levels and types are
closely related.,to educational levels.
The educational problems noted above
presage the employment picture for
native Hawaiians. According to the
1970 U.S. Census, 4.3 percent of
native Hawaiian men and 5.2 percent of
native Hawaiian women in the civilian
labor force were unemployed in 1970
(see Table 18). These figures compare
with 2.6 percent for men and 3.7
percent'for women for the State of
Hawaii overall. The unemployment rate
for native Hawaiian men was also
higher than tthe average U.S. rate.
The comparable figures for the United
States as a whole were 3.9 percent and
5.2 percent for men and,women,
respectively. 50/
'The unemployment rate for native
Hawaiian males was significantly
higher than that Obr the Japanese,
Chinese, Filipino, and White groups.
Japanese men had the lowest
unemployment rate at 1.4 percent.
Native Hawaiian women also had a
higher unemployment rate than other
ethnic groups, except for the White
group.
The percent of native Hawaiian
males in the labor force, 76.4 percent, was similar to that for the
Chinese, Filipinos, and the average
U.S. rate. It was lower than the
percentage for the State a a whole,
79.7
81.5 percent, for Jap
percent, and for Whites, 86 percent.
However, it should be noted that
almost 45 percent of the White male
labor force was in the armed forces.
The unemployment picture for native
Hawaiians in 1975 is shown in Table
19, based on data from the 1975 Census

...the old Hawaiians had no
commerce and probably not even
barter...The introduction of
profit seeking trade by foreigners
brought from the outside world
certain commodities that the
Hawaiians greatly desired and
hence they, under the tutelage of
foreigners, did gradually enter
But,
upon a commercial economy.
so far [i.e., 1937], they have not
brought their mores into full
harmony with such an economy...To
an old-fashion Hawaiian, the
practices of the hard-boiled
business man are immoral. One
would be ashamed to drive a hard
bargain based on another man's
necessity..:48/

,
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When trading declined and largescale agriculture took over, the
The decline in
economy changed again:
the native population and the lack of
interest on the part of the natives in
toiling in the fields made the
importation of immigrant laborers
Many native Hawaiians
necessary.
continued to work as supervisors for
the plantations, however.
In the early part of the twentieth
century, native Hawaiians, and
especially part-Hawaiianp, had some
advantage over other ethnic groups in
the professions, particularly in the
fields of law, politics, and teaching.
This advantage disappeared by 1940, By 1950, hill- Hawaiians were
however.
over-represented in the unskilled
Data for 1975 show that
labor class.
only 17.8 percent of native Hawaiian.
men have professional/managerial
positions, while 53.6 percent are
classified as blue collar workers.
According tb 1970 U.S. Census
information, the employment status of
native Hawaiians is as follows:

Update Survey by the Office of
Economic Opportunity. The unemployment.rate for both males and females
for the six major islands was
estimated at 11.6 percent, compared to
6.5 percent for the State as a whole.
More recently, U.S. Department of
Labor correspondence with the State
indicates that the present rate is
probably higher than the 1975 level,
while the overall unemployment rate in
Hawaii has dropped to 5.9 percent. 51/
Data for 1975 on the distribution
of men in the occupational structure
of Hawaii show that native Hawaiians
still lag behind other ethnic groups
in the percentage of their population
with professional/managerial
positionP. Only 17.8 percent of
native Hawaiians are classified as
"professional-technical, managerial,"
compared to 33%6 percent for Caucasians, 34.3 percent for Japanese,
On the
and 50.4 percent for Chinese.
other hand, 53.6 percent of native
Hawaiians have occupations classified
as "blue collar," while 42 percent of
Caucasians, 42.2 percent of Japanese,
and 21.2 percent of Chinese have blue
Filipinos and Portuguese
collar jobs.
fare even worse than native Hawaiians:
16 percent of Filipinos and 17.7
percent of Portuguese are classified
as professional, while 55.4 percent of
Filipinos and 58.1 percent of
Portuguese have blue collar jobs.
Over 22 percent of native Hawaiian men
have jobs in the "menial" occupational
category, a higher percentage than
that of any of the other five ethnic
groups studied. 52/

4.3 percent of native Hawaiian
men and 5.2 percerit of native
Hawaiian women were unemployed,
compared to State figures of
2.6 percent \and 3.7 percent,
respectivelyi
76.4 percent of native Hawaiian
males over the age of 16 were
in the labor force, _compared
with the State figure of'81.5
percent;
'o

Summary
In ancient Hawaii, the inhabitants
lived in a subsistence economy,
farming and fishing for just enough to
satisfy their needs. The coming of
the white man changed this situation
and a market economy grew up alongside
the natives' subsistence one.

A 1975 Census Update Survey
estimated that the unemployment rate
for native Hawaiians was 11.6 percent,
compared to 6.5 percent for the State
of Hawaii as a whole.
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47.9 percent of native
Hawaiian women ovar the age of
16 were in the labor force,
compared with 49 percent for
the State as a whole.

F.

Part-Hawaiian
Caucasian
Japanese
Chinese

INCOME

As is the case with employment
figures, income levels are closely
,related to educational attainment.
The
economic advancement of native Hawaiians has been relatively slow compared
with that of the major, immigrant groups
in Hawaii.
This fact may reflect the
continuation of traditional values, in
which accumulation of money does not
figure prominently, as Adams noted (see
above, page 49). Although their median
income in 1949 was slightly above that
recorded for all males, the proportion
of Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians in the
lowest income class was notably above
that of any of the major immigrant
groups.
Other evidence indicates that
pure Hawaiians, even more disproportionately than part-Hawaiians, were
represented in the lowest income
levels. 52/
The 1970 Census shows that by 169
all groups had improved their economic
situation (see Table 20). The median
income for Hawaiians was still below
that for Chinese and Japanese, but it
was higher than the median income of
the "all races" group, the Caucasian
group, and the Filipinos. The
proportion of native Hawaiians in the
lower income groups also improved.
These figures may be misleading,
however, as pointed out in several
comments received by the Commission,
54/ since military income is included
in Caucasian income, lowering the
range. One writer notes that a more
accurate picture.can be obtained from
the 1975 Census Update Survey, which
shows that Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian
personal income was below both th.a
Caucasian and State-wide figures`. 55/
Another source of data confirms this
latter statement.
The Hawaii-Health
Surveillance Program results show that
in 1977, the median family income of
civilians in Hawaii for selected ethnic
groups was as fol.-lbws:

Pure Hawaiian
Filipino

13,615
19,005
19,431
21,183

Poverty Level and Welfare
Statistics from the State Department
of Health show that 41,483 native
Hawaiians,or about 27 percent; were
classified as below the poverty lvvel
in Hawaii in 1975 (see Table 21).
The number of native Hawaiians in
certain welfare categories far exceeds
their relative share of the population.
In 1982, while native Hawaiians
comprised 12 percent of the total State
population, they made up 30.8 percent
of those in the AFDC-UP category (see
Table 22).
In the general assistance
category, 22.1 percent were native
Hawaiians and native Hawaiians
comprised 15.2 percent of the food
stamps program. However, native
Hawaiians comprised 10.7 percent of the
medical category and thus were underrepresented when compared to their
population share. */
The State of Hawaii Department of
Social Services and Housing notes that
these figures may lead to a different
conclusion than that many native Hawai-.
ians are on welfare:
If welfare is based upon need
(i.e., in accordance with strict
Federal and State guidelines),

The figures presented in this
paragraph were submitted by the Hawaii
State Department of Social Services and
Housing.
The population figures used
are from the U.S. Census.
If State of
Hawaii population figures had been
used, native Hawaiians would comprise
18.9 percent of the population and
thus be under-represented in both the
"food stamps" and "medical"
categories.
*/

56/

$ 9,278
12,683
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G. CRIMINAL JUSTICE */

then the data may also demonstrate
a "healthy attitude" on the part of
native Hawaiians toward their
welfare programs. Their social
concept of "shame" may not prevent
the use of welfare and, therefore,
we may be seeing their greater,
more 'optimum use of welfare
programs as compared to other
cultures. 57/

Hawaii ranks thirty-ninth among the
fifty States and the District of
Columbia in terms of population.
However, Hawaii is ranked sixth among
the States and the District of'Columbia
on the total crime index. Breaking the
crime index down by type, Hawaii is
ranked thirty-ninth for violent crime
(the same as its population rank), and
fifth for non-violent crime.

Summary

Ethnic Stock of Adult Arrestees

In 1949, the proportion of native
Hawaiian males in the lowest income
brackets was above that for all other
Their median income for the
groups.
same year was higher than the "all
races" and Filipino groups but below
that of the Chinese, Caucasian, and
Japanese groups.
By 1969, the situation of the native
Hawaiians had improved somewhat. They
were no longer over-represented in the
According to
lowest income categories.
U.S. Census data, their median income
was higher than the "all races" group,
the Caucasians, and the Filipinos, but
below that for the Chinese and
Japanese.
Other statistics paint a more dismal
picture, however:

Table 23 shows the ethnic stock of
persons arrested in Hawaii in 1981
compared to each ethnic group's
percentage share of the population.
The percentage of arrestees who were
Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian was 23
percent, almost double their share of
the population (12 percent, according
to the 1980 U.S. Census). "Negroes"
comprised 4.1 percent of those
arrested, more than double their share
Other
of the population (1.8 percent).
ethnic groups whose proportion of
arrests was greater than their share of
the population were:
Caucasian--35.3 percent (33 percent of
population); and the "other" group- 11.9 percent (5 percent of population).
Comments received by the Commission
on its Draft Report 59/ cast some doubt
on the validity of these figures.
Specifically, "the ethnic definitions
used in the numerators [of Tables 23
and 25] seem to differ significantly
from those used in the denominators."
6J/ The result of using these figures
is "a serious exaggeration of [native]
Hawaiian crime rates." 61/ Using the

According to the 1975 Census
Update Survey and Hawaii State
data, native Hawaiian income
levels were still below the
Caucasian figures, contrary to
the U.S. Census information; 58/
In 1975, over one-fourth (27
percent) of native Hawaiians
were classified as below the
poverty level; and

All the information in this
section is taken from State of Hawaii,
Hawaii Criminal Justice Information
Data Center, Crime in Hawaii 1981; A
Review of Uniform Crime Reports (April
1931).
*/

In 1982, the percentage of
native Hawaiians on welfare
(AFDC and general assistance)
was significantly higher than
their relative share of the
population.
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population figures of the Hawaii Health
Surveillance Program (which are used in
this Report in Table 6), instead of the
1980 U.S. Census data (see Table 5)
used by the Hawaii Criminal Justice
.Centers would yield significantly
different results. The Health
Surveillance Program tabulation (see
Table 24) indicates that native
Hawaiians constitute 18.9 percent of
Hawaii's population (instead of 12
percent) and therefore the proportion
of arrestees (23 percent) would not be
double (although still greater than)
native Hawaiians' share of the
population. Both tabulations are
presented here because, for whatever
reason, the Hawaii Criminal Justice
Information Data Center Chose to use
U.S. Census population figures in
Tables 23 and 25.
In a:footnote to the
table the Center statess
"Population
figures from State of Hawaii,
Department of Planning land Economic
Development.
By self- identification or
race of mother.
Data are not
comparable to Health Surveillance
Program tabulations used in previous
years' reports." 62/
Table 25 shows the race of those
arrested for specific crimes in Hawaii
in 1981.
For all crimes listed in the
table except gambling, the race of
those arrested was most often White,
and the second most numerous group of
arrestees was Hawaiian/part-Hawaiian in
all cases except manslaughter.
The
number of Hawaiians/part-Hawaiians
arrested for each crime was greater
than their relative share of the
population (12 percent, in this study),
except for manslaughter and gambling.
63/ Of those arrested for robbery and
burglary, 24.5 percent and 27.1 percent
were Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian. The
White group percentages also exceeded
their population share (33 percent),
although not in as many categories.
A study on incarceration was written
by University of Hawaii sociologist
Jean Kassehaum.
She found that

nearly 60 percent of the prison
population in Hawaii is Hawaiian or
part-Hawaiian. 64/
Race of Juveniles Arrested
Educational difficulties of native
Hawaiian yOuths are reflected in
criminal justice statistics.
According to State of Hawaii
statistics, native Hawaiian youths
comprised the largest percentage of
arrestees for each crime appearing in
Table 26.
Almost 53 percent of
juveniles arrested for motor vehicle
theft were native Hawaiian.
More than
44 percent of runaways were native
Hawaiian, and more than 42 percent of
juveniles arrested for burglary were
native Hawaiian.
Summary

The percent of native Hawaiian
adults arrested in Hawaii in 1981 was
greater than the native Hawaiian
percentage share of the population.
The percentage of native Hawaiians
arrested for specific crimes was also,
in many crime categories, larger than
their share of the population.
The picture for native Hawaiian
juveniles arrested in 1981 was even
more striking. Native Hawaiian
juveniles comprised the largest
percent of those arrested for each
crime examined.
H. HEALTH 65/

Birth and Death Rates
Evidence compiled by population
experts indicates that there were
"widespread and prolonged low birth
rates [in Hawaii in the nineteenth
century] due to venereal disease." 66/
The birth rate in Hawaii increased
from 21.3 in the 18Aq to 1859 period
to 23.6 in the 1880 to 1889 period,
while the death rate declined from
45.8 to 25.3 in the same interval.
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From 1910 to 19,5, the birth rate went
from 31.3 to 27.3, while the death
rate continued its decline from 16.3
Since the
to 5.5 (see Table 27).
death
rates that
figures on birth and
appear in Table 27 refer to all
residents in Hawaii (not just native
Hawaiians) it will be helpful to keep
in mind the composition of the
population during the time covered in
the table (1848 through 1965). 67/
The birth and death rates from the
.period of 1848 to 1884 occurred during
a decline in the proportion of
full-Hawaiians from greater than 95
percent -t the population to less than
50 percent, and a further decline to
less than two percent in 1965
(concommitant with a decline in the
At the same
overall death rate).
time, there was a gradual increase in
the part-Hawaiian population from less
than two percent in 1848 to about 15
percent in 1965.
The death rate for the State of
Hawaii did not decrease much from
1965--the death rate in 1980 was 5.0,
compared to 5.5 in 1965. 68/ The birth
rate declined from 27.3 in 1965 to
18.6 in 1980 for the State population
as a whole. 69/

birth rates also created an age
distribution that was heavily weighted
toward a young population; a trend
that continues today (see above, page
41).

The high infant death rates for
Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians compared
to other ethnic groups in Hawaii
continues. According to the Hawaii
State Department of Health: "The
infant death rate of part-Hawaiians
was significantly higher during the
five-year period of 1977-1981 than
that of Caucasians, Chinese, Filipino
and Japanese. The confidence limits
on the small races were so broad that
their rates for that period cannot be
considered significantly o.ifferent
from any of the larger racial groups."
70/ Table 29 shows that the infant
death rate for part-Hawaiians during
this period was 13.8, compared to 8.9
for Caucasians, 7.0 for Chinese, 9.2
for Filipinos, 8.8 for Japanese, and
10.5 for the "all races" 4roup.
Table 30 presents comparative
figures for characteristics of births
in Hawaii in 1980. Part-Hawaiians
have a relatively high birth rate- higher than full-Hawaiians, which
foreshadows the trend already
indicated for an increasing partFull- and partHawaiian population.
Hawaiians have a similar male/fEmale
birth ratio. Part- and full-Hawaiian
infants have low birth weights 7.4
percent of the time, compared to 11.8
percent for Japanese alid 9.3 percent
Partfor the Filipino group.
Hawaiians, followed by full-Hawaiians,
have an extremely high ratio of

Infant Mortality
Extraordinary improvement in the
overall infant mortality rate in
Hawaii occurred during this century- from 119 deaths per 1,000 births in
1924 to 10 deaths per 1,000 by 1980.
Throughout most of this period,
however, Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians
continued to display mortality rates
For example,
higher than the average.
in 1970 full-Hawaiians had an infant
mortality rate of 65, compared to 22
for part-Hawaiians, and 19 for the
State as a whole (see Table 28).
only the accompanying high birth
rates among native Hawaiians off-set
infant mortality and permitted the
population to increase. These high

illegitimate births.

Life Expectancy
Life expectancy patterns for the
nineteenth century in Hawaii are not
available. However, by 1910 enough
reliable data had been collected to
make this kind of statistical extrapolation possible. These projections
reveal that native Hawaiians exhibited
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major causes of death were the
same for all three groups;

a significantly lower life expectancy
throughout the period from 1910
through 1970 than any other ethnic
In 1970, the life
group in Hawaii.
expectancy for native Hawaiians was
67.62 years, compared to 77.44 for
Japanese (the highest of all groups)
and 74.20 years for all groups (see
Table 31).

Overall mortality rates have
been continuously declining for
all three groups;
The "all races" group has the
lowest rates overall; partHawaiians had rates similar to
the "all races" group in many

Leading Causes of Death

cases;

Table 32 shows the leading causes
of death for the State of Hawaii
population as a whole from 1920 to
1980. 71/ Most notable of those
causes that are growing in importance
as the century progresses are heart
disease (although it declined in
importance from 1960 to 1980) and
cancer.
There is considerable variation in
the proportion of persons dying of
various causes in the different races
of Hawaii. Table 33 shows the "crude"
mortality rates by race for the ten
leading causes of death in Hawaii for
1980. 72/ The death rate (based on
estimated population prir 100,000) for
diseases of the heart was 163 for
Caucasians compared to 62 for
Hawaiians (the lowest of the five
The rate for
ethnic groups compared).
1.38 for Japanese, 130 for
cancer was:
Caucasians, 123 for Chinese, 113 for
native Hawaiians, and 85 for
Filipinos.
In February 1982, the Hawaii State
Department of Health published a study
by Mele A. look, on the mortality of
the Hawaiian people. 73/ Look, who is
a student at the University of Hawaii,
compared the mortality rates of
full-Hawaiians, part-Hawaiians, and an
"all races" group (the sum of all
other ethnic groups in the State of
Hawaii) for the years from 1910 to

Rates for full-Hawaiians have
been declining but remain at a
consistently higher level.
Causes of death now on a downward
trend:

Pneumonia, non-rheumatic endocarditis and myocardial degeneration, and infective and
parasitic diseases, such as
tuberculosis- -full- Hawaiians'

mortality rates for these
diseases werl two to five times
higher than the "all races"
group and as much as four times
higher than the part-Hawaiians'
mortality rates.
Causes of death on an upward
trend:

Heart disease--mortality rates
were generally higher for fulland part-Hawaiians except in
1910, 1920 and 1960, when rates
for part-Hawaiians were not
significantly different from the
"all races" group; full-Hawaiians' heart disease mortality
rates were consistently greater
than the other groups;
Cancer--the part-Hawaiian and
"all races" groups' mortality
rates we,3 at similar levels,
differing significantly only in
1930 and 1970; full-Hawaiians
have a mortality rate of one to
two times higher than both of
the other groups;

1980.

Look's study reports the following
findings (see also, Chart 5):
Overall mortality rates:
For each period studied, the
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Accidents--death rates did not
differ significantly between
part-Hawaiians and the "all
races" group, but fullHawaiians' rates were two times
higher; this may be due to type
of occupation.
Probable factors 24 / that may be
associated with high mortality
rates of full-Hawaiians:
Income level;

Inadequate understanding of
Western health care and a
formal education;
High content of salt in
Hawaiian foods;

Cultural concepts of health and
illness that may affect selfdiagnosis and willingness to
seek treatment;
s' Genetic factors; the ability to
resist diseases may be
associated with ethnicity.
Incidence of Cancer 75/

Cancer is the second leading cause
of death in Hawaii and during 1980,
there were 2,769 new cases of cancer
diagnosed. The incidence of cancer
varies markedly in the various racial
groups in the State. Table 34
compares the "age standardized"
incidence rates of selected cancers
for five groups (Caucasian, Chinese,
Filipino, native Hawaiian, and
Japanese) for the period 1973 through
Since the incidence varies by
1980.
age, the rates are "standardized" to
show what the rates in the various
racial groups woula be, if all groups
had the same age composition. The
table shows that of the five ethnic
groups, native Hawaiian men had by far
the highest incidence of stomach and

They had the second
lung cancer.
highest incidence of prostate cancer,
For women, the
after Caucasian men.
incidence of cancer of the lung and
breast was highest for native
Native Hawaiian women were
Hawaiians.
second to Caucasian women in the
incidence of cancer of the cervix.
Acute and Chronic Conditions 76/
The State of Hawaii collects data
on the presence and prevalence of
As seen
acute and chronic conditions.
in Table 35, the Hawaiian and partHawaiian group reports the highest
overall level of acute conditions
among the major ethnic groups in
They have particularly high
Hawaii.
rates for respiratory conditions.
The Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian
group fares better when compared to
other ethnic groups on the prevalence
of chronic conditions (see Table 36).
Of the twenty chronic conditions
reported, the native Hawaiian group
scored highest in only one (not
counting the "other" group), asthma
with or without hayfever. The
Hawaiian group reported the second
highest prevalence in two categories:
mental, and nervous condition and
bronchitis/emphysema. The Hawaiian
group also reported the lowest
prevalence of malignant neoplasms
(cancer).

A few cautionary notes should be
added to this discussion. As reported
in the mortality study above,
combining full- and part-Hawaiians may
be misleading, given the significantly
higher mortality rate of fullHawaiians for some of these diseases.
The method of collecting the data must
The data in these
also be considered.
tables was gathered by the Hawaii
Health Surveillance Program via a
During
statewide household survey.
1980, 14,407 persons were interviewed
Those
to obtain these statistics.
excluded from the sample were:

persons living in military barracks,
nursing or rest homes, prisons, dormitories, the island of Niihau, and
Kalaupapa Settlement. 22/
Other information received by the
Commission 2c2/ confirms that full- and
part-Hawaiians do indeed have health
problems in some areas. Data
prepared by the Hawaii Department of
Health for Alu Like, Inc., shows that
full- and part-Hawaiians reported
higher prevalences, compared to all
races, for the following conditions:

Condition
High blood
pressure
Diabetes
Arthritis
Heart trouble
Stroke

Condition

FullHawaiians

All Races

22.6%

12.2%

14.4
8.3
4.2
1.4

PartHawaiians

Federal studies have demonstrated
that self-reported alcohol use is
underreported by nearly 50
percent. This phenomenon is
..likely to be even greater for the
usage of illegal substances such
as marijuana or cocaine...82/
Despite this problem and the fact that
the information is now four years old,
the report is "the most comprehensive
and detailed look at Hawaii's alcohol'
and drug abuse problems to date." 81/
The report divides substance
abusers into three categories:
alcohol abusers, drug abusers, and
abusers of both alcohol and drugs.
Combining all three, there were
approximately 103,748 persons in'
Hawaii_in 1979 who were currently.substance abusers. This number accounts
for 14.7 percent of Hawaii's
population 12 years of age and older.
82/ The-following sections discuss
abuse and treatment in each of the
categories, across ethnic groups in

5.3
5.6
2.8

0.7

All Races

Hawaii.

Asthma
Chronic
bronchitis

17.2%

8.5

3.8

1.7

Alcohol Use and Abuse
Alcohol use is less prevalent in
Hawaii than it is on the U.S.
In Hawaii, 79.2 percent of
mainland.
the population has tried alcohol at
least once in their lives.
This
compares to 90 percent on the
mainland.
In terms of current alcohol
users, 55.1 percent of Hawaii's
population currently uses alcohol,
compared to 61 percent of the mainland
population. Current alcohol use is
also significantly lower for Hawaii in
each age category, compared to similar
mainland age categories. 83/
Table 37 summarizes the lifetime
and current use of alcohol in Hawaii
The
for the various ethnic groups.
group with the highest percentage of
current users is the Caucasian group
(77.7 percent), followed by the
Hawaiian/part-Hawaiian (52.8) and
Portuguese (52.6) groups. State-wide,
55.1 percent of the population are
current users.

Substance Abuse

An assessment of the needs in
Hawaii for alcohol and drug abuse
prevention was recently made by the
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Branch of the
Hawaii State Health Department. The
assessment is based on data from the
1979 State Substance Abuse Survey. To
compile this information, face-to-face
interviews were conducted with persons
12 years of age and older in 3,127
households throughout the State. 79/
In evaluating the data, the report
warns that:
It should be noted that all quoted
numbers of the alcohol and drug
abuse populations are likely to be
severe under-estimates.
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Approximately 7.6 percent of
Hawaii's general population reported
the average daily consumption of two
or more ounces of pu :e ethanol per
day */ and were thus classified as
alcohol abusers. 84/ The comparison
of alcohol abusers by ethnic group is
shown in Table 38. Relative to their
population sizes, Caucasians (40.6
percent of alcohol abusers) and
Hawaiians/part-Hawaiian8 (19.4
percent) constitute the group's most at
risk for alcohol abuse.
Table 38 also shows ethnic
breakdowns of those alcohol abusers
who have received treatment. The
needs assessment reports that all
demographic groups are "dramatically
underserved." The unduplicated
treatment admission count for fiscal
year 1979-1980 represented only 2.8
percent of the estimated alcohol
abusers in need of services. 85/
Comparing their percentage in
treatment to their percentage of the
alcohol abusing population, the
Filipinos, Chinese, Japanese,
Hawaiian/part-Hawaiian, and "other"
ethnic category group were especially
Caucasians, on the other
underserved.

The current use of cocaine is
significantly greater in Hawaii
than on the mainland. 86/

Ethnic trends for drug use in
Hawaii are also summarized:
Over forty percent of both
Caucasians (43.2 percent) and
Hawaiians/part-Hawaiians (40.2
percent) have tried marijuana.
o

Nearly one out of four
Caucasians (22.7 percent) have
tried cocaine, while fifteen
percent of the Hawaiians/partHawaiians lave tried it.
One out of ten Caucasians (10
percent) and thirteen percent
of Hawaiians/part-Hawaiians
(13.4 percent) have tried
inhalants.

One out of five Caucasians
(19.9 percent) and nearly
twelve percent ('11.8 percent)
of Hawaiians/part-Hawaiians
have tried hallucinogens.
Nearly one out of twenty
Caucasians (4.6 percent) and
Hawaiians/part-Hawaiiang (4.9
percent) have tried heroin at
least once in their lives.

hand, were overserved.

Drug Use and Abuse
e'
Compared to the U.S. mainland,
I
1979 State Survey revealed the
following drug use trends in Hawaii:
t.1

01P

Caucasians have the greatest
percentages of lifetime use for
all non-medical psychotherapeutic drugs, with the
exception of the non-medical
use of tranquilizers among
Portuguese (14.7 percent).

Hawaii has a significantly
greater percentage of persons
who have used cocaine, hallucinogens, and heroin than the
'mainland.

Nearly one out of ten
Caucasians (9.5 percent) and
one out of twenty Hawaiians and
part-Hawaiians (4.9 percent)
and Portuguese (4.5 percent)
report current cocaine use.

Roughly equivalent to four
beers or tour wines or 3.5 hard-liquor
drinks in the Hawaii Department of
Health Study (p. 6).
*/

5H
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was 5.0, down a little from the
1960-1965 figure of 5.5. The birth
rate for the State decreased from 27.3
in 1965 to 18.6 in 1980.
Infant mortality has remained
higher for native Hawaiians than for
the other groups in Hawaii in the
twentieth century, even though it has
been steadily declining. In 1963, the
infant mortality rate for Hawaiians
was 38 and that for part-Hawaiians was
The infant death rate of part 25.
Hawaiians remains significantly higher
than that of Caucasians, Chinese,
Filipinos, and Japanese.
Other statistics show that partHawaiians have a birth rate of 23.1,
compared to 17.5 for full-Hawaiians
Partand 19.5 for the State.
Hawaiians and full-Hawaiians also have
a significantly higher rate of illegitimate births than the other ethnic

Approximately one out of five
Caucasians (21 percent) and
Hawaiians/part-Hawaiians (20.9
percent) are current marijuana
users. 87/
Approximately 5.3 percent of
Hawaii's general population age 12 and
over are drug abusers. 88/ Of these
drug abusers, 49.1 percent are Caucasian and'22.3 percent are Hawaiian
or part-Hawaiian. As with alcohol
abuse, Caucasians and Hawaiians/partHawaiians are the groups most at risk
for a drug abuse problem, relative to
their respective population sizes.
(See Table 39 for the ethnic
composition of Hawaii's drug-abusing
population.)
Table 39 also shows, by ethnic
group, the drug abusing population
that is receiving treatment. Overall,
all drug abusers are underserved since
only 1.8 percent of the drug abusers
in need of services were in treatment
in fiscal year 1979-80. 89/ Comparing
their percentaige in treatment with
their percentage in, the drug-abusing
population, Caucasians were underserved, while Hawaiians and partHawaiians were overserVed.

groups.

Native Hawaiians have historically
had a lower life expectancy than other
groups in Hawaii. This trend
continues--in 1970, the'native
Hawaiian life expectancy was 67.62
years, compared with a total for the
State of 74.20 years.
A study published by the State of
Hawaii Department of Health examined
mortality raters among full-Hawaiians,
part-Hawaiians, and all other races in
Hawaii from 1910 to 1980. The study
concluded that:

Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Of the 12,163 persons (1.7 percent
of Hawaii's general population) who
abuse both alcohol and drugs, 49
percent are Caucasians, and 22.8
percent are Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian.
Relatives to their population size,
Caucasians, Hawaiians/part-Hawaiians,
and Portuguese are most at risk for an
alcohol/drug-abuse problem. 90/ (See
Table 40.)

Part-Hawaiians' mortality rates
for heart disease were
generally higher than the "all
races" group except for some
years;

Full-Hawaiians' morti,lity rates
for heart disease were
consistently higher than those
for either of the other
groups;

Summary
Birth rates in Hawaii were low in
the nineteenth century. The fertility
rate could not keep pace with the
episodic arrival of epidemics and
disease. 1, 1980, Hawaii's death rate

Part-Hawaiians and the "all
races" group had similar mortality rates for cancer, while
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above), male,either Caucasian
or Hawaiian/part-Hawaiian,
married, employed, have more
than a high school education,
and live in East Honolulu or

the rate for full-Hawaiians was
much higher than that for
either of the other groups; and
The mortality' rate for
accidents did not differ for
part-Hawaiians and the "all
races" group, but it was two
times higher for the fullHawaiian group.

Central Oahu.
Hawaiian and part-Hawaiians
account for 19.4 percent of
!alcohol abusers, and only two
percent of this group receives
treatment.

-.,

Statistics from the Hawaii Tumor
Registry show that native Hawaiian men
had the highest incidence of stomach
and lung cancer for the period from
1973 through 1980, compared to
Caucasian, Chinese, Filipino, and
Japanese. Native Hawaiian women,
compared to these same ethnic groups,
had the highest incidence of lung and
breast cancer.
The Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian
group reports th highest prevalence
among ethnic grotdps of "acute
conditions," especially respiratory
::....iconditions.' For chronic conditions,
the prevalence for the native Hawaiians relative to the other groups is
high only for asthma, mental and
nervous conditions, and bronchitis/
emphysema. According to this data,
native Hawaiians report the lowest
prevalence of cancer (as opposed to
incidence), compared to other groups.
For the purposLs of the Hawaii
State Substance Abuse Survey,
Hawaiians an part-Hawaiians accounted
for 15.8 percent of the general
population of Hawaii. With this
number as a comparison, the followipg
data summarizes the findings of the
Hawaii substance abuse needs survey,:

Of the total estimated number
of drug abusers, 22.3 percent
are Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian,
and only 3.6 percent of this
group receives treatment.
Abusers of both drugs and
alcohol tend to be predominantly male, Caucasian or
Hawaiian/part-Hawaiian, equally
young or old (26 and over),
single, employed, have more
than a high school education,
,and live in East Honolulu or
Central Oahu or Maui.

,I.....

Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians
account for 22.8.percent of the
alcohol and drug-abuse
population. 91/
I.

Of the total number of
estimated substance abusers in
Hawaii (103,748 or 14.7 percent
of Hawaii's general
population), 20.9 percent were
Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian.

Alcohol abusers in Hawaii tend
to he older (26 years and

,%

Drug abusers tend to be younger
(under 26), equally male or
female, Caucasian or Hawaiian/
part-Hawaiian, single,
employed, have more than a high
school education, and reside in
East Honolulu or Central Oahu.

SOCIO-POLITICAL PROFILE

Inter-marriage
In Hawaii, interracial marriage is
recognized in law, and there is no
public opposition to it. Although
there may be personal and family
sentiment against interracial
As
marriage, this is not overriding.
Romanzo Adams notes:

i/

had no contact with outside groups,
they were free glf an antagonistic bias
against them or against marrying them.
At first, most interracial marriages
were between native women and foreign
The explanation for this is
men.
the white men who arrived as
obvio
Later, when
rs
brought
no women.
tra4Ps
:
immigrant laborers began to arrive,
only the Portuguese required that
women accompany the men. Thus, there
were disproportionate numbers of males
over females for ethnic groups shch as
the Japanese, Chinese and Filipinos.
Another factor to be considered in
this connection was the rapidly
declining population of native
Hawaiians throughout the nineteenth
century. Kings, chiefs, and missionaries alike were concerned, and the
goVernment of the kingdom consciously
searched for cognate raci4,1 groups to
strengthen the Hawaiian stock. Intermarriage was not only accepted, for
native Hawaiians it was necessary to
Chart 6 confirms this
save the race.
fact, showing as it does the steadily
declining full-Hawaiian population'and
the rapid increase in the partHawaiian population after 1920.
Table 41 shows the percent of
marriages for each ethnic group that
involved a partner of another ethnic
group for the period from 1912 to
The high percentage of such
1981.
"out-marriages" for native Hawaiians
is evident throughout the interval
covered by the table.
World War II, with the attendant
increase in military personnel, had an
important, effect on race relations in
The large influx of white
Hawaii.
males brought a form of racial
prejudice to Hawaii that had not been
prevalent before. Nevertheless, there
was an increase in out-marriages,
especially of Caucasian males and nonCaucasian females. 95/
The result of this extensive interracial marriage has been the creation
of a population of considerable racial
and cultural diversity. The extent of
racial harmony among groups throughout

If antagonistic sentiment prevails
in some group of less influence
and if its members feel free to
give expression to such antagonistic sentiment only within the
intimate group of like- minded and
under conditions that more or less
imply that 4.t is confidential,
such sentiment may be important in
some ways but it is not publid
In Hawaii a man or
sentiment.
woman is free to marry out of his
or her race so far as public
sentiment is concerned. 92/
Adams feels that the large number of
interracial marriages in Hawaii is a
consequence of this freedom. 93/
Interracial marriage became an
acceptable phenomenon in Hawaii very
quickly after the arrival of
There were many factors
.foreigners.
contributing to' this acceptance.
First, the Hawaiian family system at
the time was not rigidly organized.
There was much freedom in interpersonal and sexual relations, except
for the anti, Little or no ceremony
was associated with either marriage or
divorce. Marriage to one partner did
not prevent marriage to another at the
The practice of giving
same time.
away children to friends or relatives
to raise (hanai) further increased the
freedom of women. Adams concluded
that:

The freedom of the Hawaiians: in
relation to marriage was an
important' factor in the early
interracial marriage. Had there
been a strictly organized and
regulated system among the
Hawaiians it would have operated
to prevent marriage with
foreigners because the foreigners
who came to Hawaii could not
readily conform to the requirement
of such regulations. 94/

Other factors also contributed to
this phenomenon. Since Hawaiians had
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history is a matter of some,dispute.
Based on his studies, Adams Wrote
that:

ia, in Hawaii, an
uncommon degree of freedom in
relation to interracial marriage
and that this 'freedom is the
tconsequence of the special
.

,

,

practices, doctrines and Kntiments relating to race that have
come out of the historic
conditions. The historic
situation has favored the development of the mores of racial
equality. Because there is no
denial of political rights and
economic or educational' privilege
on grounds of race, because racial
equality is symbolized, the social
code permits of,marriage across
race lines. 96/

The Commission received comments
97/ on the issue of racism in Hawaii.
that do not coincide with the
conclusion of sociologist Romanzo
"The historic situation
Adams that:
has favored the development of the
mores of racial equality." 98/ Even
though race relations do not seem to
be the idyll painted by some authors,
racial tensions in Hawaii do not seem
to-be all-pervasive. One writer,
states, for example, that "while there
were many times in the past [that is,
in the 1800's] when native Hawaiians
felt the pangs of racism, for the most
part racism was kept beneath the
surface and remained latent." 99/
Later on during the Republic of Hawaii
(1894-1900), property qualifications
and other restrictions for voters
would openly discriminate against poor
native Hawaiians and all Asiatics in
Hawaii (see following section).
Race relations in Hawaii did,
however"treach dangerously low levels
in the early 1930's with the Massie
rape case, which was cited in at least
one comment received by the Commission. 100/ in 1931, Ars. Massie,
the wife of a young Navy lieutenant,
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was attacked and allegedly raped by
five "dark-skinned youths" near
Waikiki. 101/. A.racially-mixed jury
was unable to reach a verdict on her
"A private
alleged assailants and:
report from ple,Pinkerton Detective
Agency to GyVernor Judd Shdwed sub-sequently that the woman's storywas
full of coAradictions and that in the
opinion of the consultants, an
acquittal was absolutely justified."
102/ The U.S. Navy did not agree and
the "Commandant of the Fourteenth
Naval District sent scorching wires to
the Secretary of the Navy denouncing
the administration of justice in
Hawaii." 103/ Meanwhile, Mrs.
Massie's husband and mother kidnapped
one of the accused, a native Hawaiian,
and killed him. This time, the jury
convicted them. After much agitation
on the U.S. mainland and by the
military in Hawaii., however, the
Governor commuted the 10 -year prison
sentences of,Mrs. Massie's husband
and mother to one hour.;.-

The uproar caused by this case was
accompanied by "hysterical" Navy
reports stating that the enforcement
of the law in Hawaii was lax,and
inefficient and described "dark gangs
of prowlers, lusting after white
women, Japanese annoyances directed at
Navy personnel, and riots ) caused by
fighting between natives and Orientals
agairist whites." 104/ As a result,
there was strong pressure by,the Navy
to strip Hawaii of its territorial
status, and bills were introduced in
Congress to create a commission
government in Hawaii in which the Army
and Navy would have a voice. None of
these bills was passed, but the
residents of Hawaii became aware for
the first time of their tenuous
position as a U.S. teriAtory.

Political Particizition
The Monarchy
The evolution of native Hawailan
society from birthdetermined chiefs

Lunalilo, Kamehameha V's successor,
successfully petitioned the
legislature to repeal the property
qualification for voters, education
requirements remained.

to constitutional monarchy in the
V840's permitted limited political
Participation by all of the people for
the first time. Although mana (the
degree of sacred power and rank) Was
supplanted by hereditary succession to
the throne in 1819, it was not until
the Constitutior of 1840 that any
fundamental changes in the traditional
patterns of governance occurred.
The Constitution of 1840 created a
two-house legislature based on the
British Parliamentary model. The
House of Nobles was to be appointed by
king and'duplicated'the
pre-contact Council Of Chiefs. The
House of Representatives was to be
elected from and by adult males who
(For a
were citizens of the kingdom.
more complete description of the
Constitution, see below page 158.)
The notion of male suffrage, like
the House of Representatives itself,
Women of high
was a Western concept.
royal rank were included in the House
of Nobles, but precluded from the
democratically-inspired electoral
In addition, the position of
process.
kuhina nui, or premier, became a male
function for the first time, after
twenty, years of hereditary succession
by the highest-ranking woman.
As early as the reign of Kamehameha
IV (1854-1863), however, there were
attempts to change the constitution.
The king, and his brother who would
succeed him, believed the exLsting
constitution was too far in advance of
the needs of the peopi:t. .The king
wanted to centralize more power to the
monarch and to limit suffrage.
a)th of these golls were
accomplished by Kamehameha V (1863187`2) when he abrogated the old constitution and proclaimed a new one in
Universal manhood suffrage was
1864.
abolished. Property qualifications
were instituted for the members of the
House of Representatives and property
and; educational qualifications were
instituted for voters. Although

The Republic of Hawaii
Preparations for establishing the
Republic of Hawaii in 1894 placQd new
The fir t
restrictions on voters.
step in adopting a constitution or
the Republic was to elect the
condelegates to a constitutional
con.
vention. All voters were required to
sign an oath that stated, in part,
"...I will support and bear true
allegiance to the Provisional Government of the Hawaiian Islands, and will
oppose any attempt to reestablish
monarchical government in any form in
the Hawaiian Islands." 105/ This
requirement had the intended effect of
disenfranchising almost all the native
Hawaiian voters. Another; unexpected
effect, however, was the disenfranchisement of many Americans who were
afraid that by signing the oath, they
would lose their U.S. citizenship.
10 / The result of this disenfranchin 1890 there
ement was striking:
ad been 13,593 registered electors;
for the election of delegates to the
constitutional convention, there were
only 4,477. 107/
The constitutional convention,
made up of eighteen elected delegates
and nineteen members of the Provisional Government (to ensure "success"
of those in favor of a Republic)
agreed on a constitution that "was
satisfactory to all but the most
extreme oligarchs." 108/ Property
qualifications were instituted for
both voters 'and members of the
Candidates for the
legislature.
Senate, or upper house, were required
to have an income of $1,200 or to own
Candidates for
$3,000 in property.
the lower house, the House of Representatives, had to have an income of
$600 or own property worth $1,000.
109/ Requirements for voters were:
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were 509 native Hawaiians, 466
Americans, 274 from England .and its
colonies, 175 Germans, 362 Portuguese,
and 131 others. 115/

An oath pledging the voter
would not aid in any attempted
restoration of the monarchy;
The ability to read, write, and
speak either Hawaiian or

Territory and State

ERglish;

To vote for Senators, the voter
was 'required to have $1,500
above all incumbrances, or
personal property worth $3,000,
or an income of $600 (in all
cases, all taxes must have been
There were no property
paid).
qualifications required to vote

After annexation to the United
States and passage of the implementing'
legislation (the Organic Act) in 1900,
the situation changed .dramatically.
Broad male suffrage was restored in*
Hawaii for the first time since 1864.
All citizens-of"the Republic automaticilly became citizens of. the
Territory ,of Hawaii and there were no

for members ofie,the House of

projoeilty qualifications for voters, or

Representatives. 110/

Because Oriental
for candidates.
immigrants were still excluded from
voting due to the definition Of
citizenship, native Hawaiians could
command an absolnte majority at the
polls. 116/
Royal presence in this new
political pattern, espedially in '
partisan party politics, was assured
when Prince David Kawananakoa became
one of the charter members Of the new
Hawaii Democratic Party-and his
younger brother, Prince Jonah Kuhlio
Kalanianaole, occupied a similar
position:4n the new Hawaii Republican
/n this way, it was believed
Party.
that the royal family_could maintain a
dominant role in island government.
Prince Kuhio, for example, served as
th'i Territory's delegate to Congress

Another issue the Republic's
constitution had to resolve was the
question of eittizenship. This issue
was "rather skillfully" 111/ handled
to ensure exclusion of all Orientals
The constitution
from the franchise.
stated that all persons borrtor
naturalized in Hawaii were'citizens.
In addition, the Minister of Interior
.

could grant citizenip to foreigners
who had fought for.the Provisional
Government, without prejudicing the
foreigner's native allegiance (an
.action that would prove to he controversial). 112/ For4others, in
order to be naturalized 4 person must
have.tome from a country that had a
naturalization treaty with Hawaii
(Japan and China did not) and, "as an
extra precaution," should be able to,
speak, read, and write English. 113/
The obvious result of these
provisions was to disenfranchise many
One historian notes, however,
voters.
that registration for the first
legislative election (although far
below pre-Republic levels) showed
"great improvement" over the number of
voters who had registered for
election of delegates to the constitutional convention. 114/ On Oahu,
rs registered, of whom there
1,917 v

ftom 1904 untilhis death in 1921
The delegate's position, although
non-voting in the national legislature, was the highest elective office,
for which any voters could cast
As a Territory, Hawaii could
ballots.
not vote for the U.S. president or
vice president, it had only the one
nonrvoting slot in the U.S. House of
Representatives, and its governor and
secretary were appointed by the
President of the United States.
From 1902 until 1940, the Territory
identified voters by "race." Although
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prevented overt expressions of racial
prejudice, ethnic tensions frequently
found their way into the voting
booth." 120/ To support this, Fuchs
reports that interviews with more than
three-quarters of the defeated candidates in the 1958 primaries revealed

native Hawaiians were a numerical
minority within the total population,
as noted above the exclusion of Asian
immigrants who had retained a nonAmerican nationality left native
Hawaiians as the dominant ethnic block
until just prior to World War II.
"In every
According to one author:
election, Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians
comprised more than half- of the candidates for office. The Hawaiian voter
turnout was always substantially
higher than that for other groups ..."
117/ Table 42 shows the ethnic makeup
of registered voters in Hawaii from
1902 to 1940.
The possibility of race-oriented
voting patterns has always been
present in Hawaii for one group or
In numerical terms, once
another.
native Hawaiians lost the 'absolute
majority of the electorate in 1925, no
other ethnic group has ever had the
voter strength to win a territorial or
Writers
statewide election by itself.
disagree, however, on the degree to
which racial prejudice affects voting
trends in Hawaii. Andrew Lind,
wrtting in 1967, states.that:

that:

The overwhelming majority of
these men and women attributed
their loss to the racial
prejudice or pride of other
groups constituting a majority
of voters in their districts.
Defeated Chinese, haole, and
Hawaiian Democrats often blamed
Japanese voters for plunking
for their own kind.

Republican Japanese primary
losers complained they could
not win haole votes and native
Hawaiian Republicans also
complained of haole domination
of the party. 121/
Fuchs also studied key ethnic
precincts and the results of voter
He reports that these
surveys.
results revealed that:

...even in a local election
district, where a majority of the
voters might be of the candidate's
own ethnic group, publicly to
solicit support on a racial basis
would under Hawaiian conditions be
tantamount to committing political
The candidate would draw
suicide.
to himself the wrath of all the
other ethnic groups as well as the
hostility of the members of his
own group in the opposition party.

All major ethnic groups tended
to favor their own kind, but
that Japanese plunking was far
less decisive than frequently
claimed, and that other
groups--the Chinese, haole,
Portuguese, and Hawaiians-plunked at least as extensively
as the Japanese.

118/

Ethnic tensions could readily
be inferred from election
results in key precincts- candidates did well in those
precincts dominated by their
own ethnic group.

Others, including some Hawaiians
who commented on the Commission's
Draft Report, 119/ strongly disagree
with this benign assessment. Lawrence
"In Hawaii, where
Fuchs writes that:
the tradition of racial aloha and
actual widespread intermarriage often

-
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trustees; provided that each
of the following islands have
Oahu,
one representative:
Kauai, Maui, Molokai, and.
The board shall
Hawaii.
select a chairperson from its
members...

Strong candidates often did
well among all groups, but
always best with their own.
Weak candidates :tmped
b&dly everywhere, but
showed least weakness among
their own kind. 122/

The first 011P. election in 1980

Fuchs does not think that these
manifestations of ethnic Politics,
however, are aberrations in the
American political system.
Rather, he says that "ethnic
claims in politics, far from being
un-Americans followed the typical
American pattern." 123/ Unlike
Lind, however, he concludes that
ethnic factors play a "significant
role" (at least in that election)
in Hawaiian politics. 124/

was supported by an 80 percent
turnout among the more than 55,000
native Hawaiians who had
registered to vote in this
separate election (see Table 43).
More than 100 candidates sought
the nine positions on the board of
trustees.

Table 44 shows the characteristics of the 1981 Hawaii State
There were seven
Legislature.
part-Hawaiians in the State House
of Representatives (14 percent of
the total) and three in the State
Senate (12 percent of the total).

Creation of the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs
separate identifici. ion and
urclue political particlpation for
native Hawaiians was ratified by a
rn3jority of the total State
electorate in 1978 when key amendments to the State Constituticn
established the Office of Hawaiian
y the terms of
i!dVirs (OHA).
the new Article XII:
7.

Summary

The population of the State of
Hawaii has c,-0,,r.liderable racial and

From the
earliest times, Thterracial
marriage was acJepted by the
community. As time went on and as
different ethnic groups arrived,
such marriages became widespread.
Native Hawaiians have among the
highest interracial marriage
cultural djversi':y.

There is hereby
...Section 5.
establisl-ed an Office of
The Office
Hawaiian Affairs.
of Hawaiian Affairs shall hold
_itle to all the real and
persona' propervy now or here-

rates.

This racial and ethnic mixture
has effects in the political
Since the 1930's no one
sphere.
ethnic group has had an electoral
majority, although ethnic factors
do play a role in politics in

after met aside or conveyed to
it which shall be held in
trust for native Hawaiians and
Then: shall he a
Hawaiians.
board u: trustees for the
Office of Hawalicul Affairs
elected by qualified voters
who are Hawaiians, as provided
The board members
by law.
There
shall be Hawaiians.
shall he not less than nine
members of the board of

Hawaii.

From the time of annexaLion
until the 1930'o, native Hawaiians
comprtsed the largest voting
block, with an absolute majority
of all voters for much of that
Voter participation among
time.
native Hawaiians was always high.

od
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However, during the Territory period,
the highest elective office in Hawaii
was the non-voting delegate to the
U.S. Congress.
The Governor was
appointed by the President of the
United States.
In 1978, the Office of Hawaiian'
Affairs was created, which has a board
of trustees that is elected only by
native Hawaiians.
For the first board
election in 1980, 31 percent of the
total native Hawaiian population
registered to vote, 80 percent of
those who registered actually voted,
and 100 candidates ran for the nine
board positions.
The 1981 Hawaii State Legislature
consisted of seven part-Hawaiians in
the House of Representatives (out of a
total of 51), and three in the Senate
(out of a total of 25).
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DEMOGRAPHICS
TABLES

TABLE 1
TOTAL POPULATION:

Population
Date Series A A/ Series B
300,000
280,000

1778
1796
1803
1804
1805
1819

280,000
152,000
145,000

300,000
270,000
266,000
154,000

TABLE 2

1770 TO 1850

POPULATION OF HAWAII:

Census Date
Date

Population

Population

1823

1831-1832
1835-1836
Jan. 1849
Jan. 1850

Jan.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

134,925
124,449
107,954
87,063
84,165

144,000

Adam's alternate estimates, here
arbitrarily designated A and B.

84,165
73,138.
19,800
62,959
56,897
57,985
80,578
89,990
109,020

1850

26, 1853
24, 1860
7, 1866
27,

1872

27, 1878
27,

1884

28, 1890
27,

1896

1850 to 1896

Annual change
Amount Percent A/
.

.

.

-2,771
-478
-1,150
-1,002
181
3,766
1,569
3,310

-3.5
-0.7
-1.7
-1.7
0.3
5.5
1.8
3.3

a/

a/
Computed by the formula for continuous
compounding.

Source: Robert C. Schmitt, Demogral:.1c
Statistics of Hawaii: 1778-1965 (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1968), p. 41.

Source:

Schmitt, p. 69.

TABLE 3
HAWAIIAN POPULATION BY RACE:
(in percent)

`Census Year
1853

1860 a/
1866
1872
1878
1884
)890
1896

a/

All
Races

Part-Hawaiian

Hawaiian

( "half - waste ")

("native")

1.3

95.8

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

1853-1896

96.1
2.6
4.4
5.9
5.2
6.9
7.8

90.7
86.2
76.0
49.7
38.3
28.5

Non-Hawaiian ( "foreign ")
Born
Born in
Total Hawaii elsewhere
2.9
3.9
6.7
8.4
18.1
45.1
54.9

63.8

0.4

- --

--1.5
1.E
2.5
8.3
12.6

Chinese living in Honolulu are included with the native population.

Source:

Schmitt, P. 74.
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2.5
- --

7.9
16.4
42.6

46.5
51.2

TABLE 4

1900 TO 1960

ETHNIC STOCK:

1900a!

Ethnic Stock
Total
Percent Distribution
Total
Hawaiian
Part-Hawaiian
Caucasian
Puerto Rican
Spanish
Portuguese
Other Caucasian
Chinese
Filipino
Korean
Japanese
Negro
Other Races

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960b/

154,001

191,909

255,912

368,336

423,330

499,769

632,772

100.0
19.3
5.1
18.7
--

100.0
13.6
6.5
23.0
2.5

100.0
9.3
7.0
21.4
2.2
0.9
10.6
7.7
9.2
8.2

100.0
6.1
7.7
21.8
1.8

100.0

100.0

3.4

11.8
26.5
2.0

2.5
14.8
24.9
1.9

100.0
1.8
14.4
32.0

7.5
12.2

24.5

/3.0

7.4
17.1
1.8
37.9
0.2
0.1

6.8
12.4
1.6
37.3
0.1
0.1

6.5
12.2
1.4
36.9
0.5
0.3

1.0
11.6
7.7
11.3
1.2
2.4

-16.7
--39.7
0.2
0.3

1.9

41.5

42.7
0.1
0.1

0.4
0.2

--

O.

6.0
10.9
-32.2
0.8
2.0

a/ The 1900 Census apparently misclassified many Part-Hawaiians and used ethnic categories
not entirely consistent with those of the 1910-1930 enumerations.
Romanzo Adams made two
separate efforts to adjust these data (see his The Peoples of Hawaii, p. 9, and Interracial
Marriage in Hawaii, p. 8).
b/ A second tabulation of 1960 race statistics, using a different procedure for allocating
nonresponse, resulted in significantly different totals for some groups, particularly the Hawaiians.
Source:

Schnutt, p. 120; compiled from U:S. decennial census data.

TABLE 5
HAWAII POPULATION BY RACE:

1970 AND 1980

1970

198'

No.

No.

Total

769,913

White
Black
Am. Indian/Lsk./
Aleut
Chinese
Filipino
Japanese
Korean
Vietnamese

298,160
7,573

38.8
1.0

1,126
52,039

0.1
6.8
12.2
28.3

9_1,315

217,307
8,656

Hawaiian /

71,375

Samoan
Guamanian
Asian Indian
Other

18,410

L

1.1
---9.3
----

2.4

*/
Includes full and part-Hawaiians.
tion of U.S. censis data,

965,000
318,608
17,352

33.0
1.8

7,778

0.3
5.8
13.9
24.6
1.9
0.4
12.0
1.5
0.2
0.1
4.4

56,26.'

133,964
239,618
17,948
3,459
115,962
14,168
1,677
604
42,60?

See explana-

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Population; Race of the
Population hi statxs:
IN:0, Supplementary Report
PC8;)-S1-3 (Was;.inc,ton, D.C.:
Government Printing
Office, July 1981), pp. 6-14.
Sour.,-;e:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

the. Census, 198' Cet.s4
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TABLE 7
MEDIAN AGE BY SEX
1980

6

HAWAII POPULATION - 1980
BY ETHNIC STOCK
(Excluder persons in institutions or
militaryParracks, on Niihau, or in
Kalawao.' Based on a sample survey of
14,407 persons.)'

,

Hawaiian /

Total

35.6
33.0
26.9
22.6

Male
27.6
27.4
34.0
32.4
27.8
22.0

Female
29.1
28.7
37.2
33.6

26.0
23.2

Percent

Number

Ethnic Stock

Total
28.3
28.0

All races
White
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino

All groups

930,271

100.0

Unmixed
Caucasian
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino
Hawaiian
Korean
Negro
Puerto Rican
Samoan
Other unmixed
or unknown

676,344
244,832
218,176
47,275
104,547
9,366
11,803
11,799
6,649
11,173

72.7
26.3
23.5
5.1
11.2
1.0
1.3
1.3
0.7
1.2

10,723

1.2

Mixed
Part-Hawaiian
Non-Hawaiian

253,927
166,087
87,840

27.3
'17.9
9,4

Includes full and part-Hawaiians,
*/
see explanation of U.S. Census data,

U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Source:
1980, Special
Census of the Population:
tabulation.

State of Hawaii, Department of
Source:
Planning and Economic Development, The State
of Hawaii Data .cook, 1981, A Statistical
(HereinAbstrac,_ (November, 1981), p. 38.
after referred to as Hawaii Data Book.)

TABLE 8
1779 TO 1850

POPULATION BY ISLAND:

J835-1836
(Census)

1850
1849
(Census) (Census)

(Javea)

1831-1832
(Census)

264 160

142 050

130 313

108 579

80 641

84,165

100,000

100,000

85,000

45,792

39,364

27,204

25,864

40,000

48,000

20,000

35,062

24,199

18,671

21,047

160

50

80

80

1823

1805

King

1779
Emory

Bligh

(Young-

All islands,

6ouT000

300,000

2'22200

Hawaii

150,000

120,000

65,400

75,000

Island

son)

Hpui
Kithoolawe ..,

...

,..

.

.

...

...

Lanai .....

20,400

3,500

1,000

7,000

2,500

1,600

1,200

528

604

Molokai

36,000

10,000

20,000

25,000

3,500

6,000

6,000

3,429

3,540

Oahu

60,000

60,000

40,000

40,000

20,000

29,755

27,809

23,145

25,440

Kauai

54,000

30,000

40,000

40,000

10,000

10,977

8,934

6,941

6,956

Niihau

10,000

1,500

1,000

4,000

1,000

1,047

993

723

714

00,

.00

000

4,000

Lehua

Source:

...

200

Schmitt, p. 42.
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TABLE 9
POPULATION BY GEOGRAPHIC AREAS:

Year

Total

Hawaii

Maui

1850.

84,165
73,138
49,800

25,864
24,450
21,481
19,808
16,001
17,034
24,991
26,754
33,285

21,047
17,574
16,400
14,035
12,334
12,109
15,970
17,357
17,726

1853
1860
1866
1872
1878
1884
1890
1896

6'2,459

56,897
57,985
80,578
-i,990

109,020

Lanai

Molokai

604
600
646
394
348
214

3,540
3,607
2,864
2,290
2,349
2,581

2,614
2,826
105

2,307

1850 TO 1896

Oahu
Honolulu

Total

25,440
19,126
21,275
)9,799
20,671
20,236
28,068
31,194
40,205

s/
11,455
14,310
13,521
14,852
14,114
20,487
22,907
29,920

Other
Oahu

Kauai

Niihau

-7,671
6,965
6,278
5,819
6,122
7,581
8,287
10,285

6,956
6,991
6,487
6,299
4,961
5,634

714
790
647
325
233

.177
8,935
11,839
15,228
164

a/ Not shown in the official reports, but later given as 14,484 (The New Era and Weekly Arqus,
Honolulu.)
Source:
Schmitt, p. 70.
(Changes were made in the table as it appeared in the draft report baSed
on comments received from Robert C. Schmitt.)

TABLE 10
POPULATION BY ISLAND:

Island

1900

All islands

154,001

1910

192

-7--

1900 to 1960

1930

1940

1950

1960

191,874

255,881

368,300

422,770

499,794

632,723

Oahu a/
Honolulu a/
Rest of Oahu

58,504
39,306
19,198

81,993
52,183
29,810

123,496
81,820
41,676

202,887
137,582
65,305

257,696
179,358
78,338

353,020
248,034
104,986

50(2,40q

Other island::

95,497
46,843

109,881
55,382
(28,623
131

132,385
64,895
36,080

165,413
73,325
48,756
2,156

165,074
73,276
46,919
3,720

146,774
68,350
40,103
3,136

132,3(3
61,332
35,717
2,115

Hawaii
Maui
Lanai
Kahoolawe
Molokai

25,416
...

Kauai

Niihau

185

294,194
296,215

2

3

2

1

1,791

5,032
35,806

5,340
35,616

5,280
29,681

27,922

...

...

2,504
20,562

23,744

1,784
29,247

172

208

191

136

182

222

254

38.0
25.5
12.5
62.0

42.7
27.2
15.5
57.3

48.3
32.0
16.3
51.7

55.1
37.4
17.7
44.9

61.0
42.4
18.5
39.0

-0.6
49.6
21.0
29.4

79.]

5,023

Percent of tota)
Oahu
Honolulu
Kest of 0,0111

Other islands

46.5
32.6
26.9

a/ Data for Iclanri of Oahu And City of Honolulu include minor outlying islands legally part of
the City:
32 in 1940 (a].1 in Palmyra), 14 in 1950 (all on French Frigate Shoals), awl 15 in 1960
(all on French rri4ate Shoals).
Excludes Midwoy, never part of the Territory or State of Hawaii
but sometimrs!: reported with Hawaii for cenr,us purposes.

Source:

S-.:hmitt, p. 116.
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TABLE 11
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION

Hawaii.
Maui
Oahu
Kauai
Molokai
Lanai
Total

Total

Native
Hawaiian

92,903

27,510
12,555
123,000
7,206
3,932

55, 30C

696,600
35,500
6,860
2,957
880,117

% of total
Native Hawaiian
population

% Native Hawaiian
-f Island's pop.

15.7
7.2
70.4
4.1
2.2
0.3
100

33.2
17.7
20.3
57.3
19.8

587

174,790

U.S. Department of Labor, Assistant Secretary for Policy, Evaluation and Research,
Source:
(Data originally compiled by. Hawaii Health Surveillance
Memorandum to Lloyd Aubry (March 30, 1982).
Program, according to comments from Robert C. Schmitt.)

TABLE 13

TABLE 12
PERCENTAGE OF 16- AND 17-YEAR OLDS ATTENDINS
SCHOOL 1910-1950

FEPcENT4E OF POPULATION OF SCHOOL
A:1L OR,9LDER WHO WERE LITERATE,
1890-1.930

1910

AGE SIX AND OVER
Hawaiian
Fart-Hawaiian
Pc,r tuju.'se

Other Caucasian
Chinese
Japanese
Korean
Filifino
Puerto Rican

AGE TEN AND OVER

1896

1910

1920

1930

84.0
91.2
27.8
85.7
48.5
53.6

95.3
98.6
74.6
96.5
67.7
65.0
74.1
66.4
26.8

97.0
99.2
81.1
99.2
79.0
79.2
82.7
53.3
53.3

96.6
99.3
90.3
99.7
84.3
87.3
82.4
61.5
68.0

63.9

73.2

81.1

84.9

(Data for year
Lind, p. 88.
sincH, according to Robert C.
SOmitt, they are not comparable to later
yearf. LeiieJhe 1890 data did "not take
,-(,aht 0- literacy in Asian languageF,
Source:

tir.,i(q!itFiti;v1 the rates shown for

Ch)nre ahl JapanesE:.")

193C

1940

Hawaiian
Part-Hawaiian
Caucasian-Haws lian
Asiatic-Hawaiian
Caucasian
Portuguese
Other Caucasian
Chinese
Japanese
Filipino
Korean
Puerto Rican

38.4
58.0
59.7
54.3
25.9
15.5
63.8
57.3
29.9
21.7
53.1
8.4

41.3
57.5
60.2
51.9
34.0
25.8
64.0
69.1
35.1
17.6
65.4
9.3

37.0
55.6
58.3
52.5
49.1
35.6
70.2
76.7
54.3
24.2
68.0
15.2

38.8>

TOTAL POPULATION

35.9

40.1

51.4

afilvrcv;

TQTAT.

POPULATION

,

1920

Lind, p.

91.

58.8

1950

78.1

58;6.

77.4

88.9
72.8
50.2

94.1
94.1
81.8

67.1

6-5.8

TABLE 14

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT - 1970 /

Total Enrolled,
yrs. uld

and 4
and 6
to 13
to 17

Hawaiian
It/

Japanese

235,765

24,671

65,590

52.4%

55.1%

24.5
87.4
96.7
96.1
93.5
24.3
28.4
6.5

24.2
86.4
96.4
90.7
91.6
21.7
20.5

10.8
12.8

Filipino

White

16,922

30,524

88,110

60.3%

61.6%

54.5%

4k.7%

34.8
90.8
97.1
95.8
95.8
62.9
68.2
11.9

27.1
85.6
96.3
93.7
95.0
45.5
43.9
7.5

15.4
85.7
96.0
91.2
93.2
24.8
23.5
3.3

25.2
86.9
97.7
96.3
92.5
16.5
17.9
7.2

10.8
14.4

7.1
3.6

21.0
26.2

7.0
5.7

12.7
16.9

12.3

12.0

12.3

12.4

8.7

12.7

NA

49.7

60.3

66.1

34.4

4.2

10.8

18.0

4.9

Chinese

3 to 34

Percent Enrolled, 3 to 34
yrs. old
3
5
7
14

State

yrs.
yrs.
yrs.
yrs.

old
old
old
old;

18 to 24 yrs. old:

Male
Female
Male
Female

25 to 34 yrs. old

2.9 -

Percent in Private Schools
Elementary (1 to 8 yrs.)
High School (1 to 4 yrs.)

Median School Yrs. Completed
(25 yrs. and over)
Percent High School Graduates
(25 yrs. and over)
Percent Completing 4 or more
yrs. of college
(25 yrs. and over)

*/

14.0

NA

21.5

Based on sample.

In 1970 U.S. Census data, the "Hawaiian" category includes

and part-Hawaiians.

Source: For Hawaiian, Japanese, Chinese and Filipino data, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Subject
Reports, Japanese, Chinese and Filipinos in the United States, PC(2)-1G, 1970. pp. 11,.70, 129 and 178.
For statewide data, U.S. Bureau of the Census, General Social and Economic Characteristics, United
F.'r whites and some stateside data, U.S.
States Summary, PC(1)-C1 U.S. Summary, 1970, pp. 490-494.
1970,
Vol.
I, Characteristics of the Population,
Bureau of the Census, Census of the Population:
Part 13, Hawaii, pp. 13-32, 13-75, 13-76, 13-211, and 13-214.
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TABLE 15
OCCUPATION:

All Occupations
Percent
of pop.
Number a/
over 15

Sex and
census year

1866-1896

Agricultur-

Laborers c/

Mechanics

5,025
4,772
7,871
12,351
25,466
34,438

1,146
2,115

alists 121

Both sexes:
1866
1872
1878
1884
1890
1896

...

...

24,79,
39,541
41,073
55,294

59.4
68.1
61.8
70.2

8,258
9,670
8,763
10,968
5,377
7,570

Male:
1890
1896

38,930
51,705

83.6
91.0

5,280
7,435

23,863
32,027

2,690

2,143
3,589

10.8
16.3

97

1,603

112

...

Professional
workers d/

Other
occupations

512
582

-5,555
12,303

2,606J
3,919
2,802
2,265

638
1,224

6,790
9,797

483
942

6,614
9,036

155
282

176
761

b/ "Agriculturalists" to 1884; "farmers" and "planters and ranchers" for 1890; and
agriculturalists," "rice planters," 4coffee planters," and "ranchers" for 1896.

"farmers and

Female:
1890
1996

a/

2,21.6

13g

May include workers under 15.

"Laborers" in 186:), 1890, and 1896; "plantation laborers" in 1872 and "contract laborers" in
c/
1878 and 1884.
d/ "Professi.onalists" in 1866; "clergymen," "teachers," "licensed physicians," and "lawyers" in
1872; "professional men and teachers" in 1890; and "doctors," "lawyers," and "other professions" in
1896.

Source;

Schmitt, p. 77.

TABLE 16
GAINFULLY EMPLOYED MALES CLASSIFIED AS PROFESSIONAL, 1896-1960

Number Employed

Hawaiian
Part-Hawaiian
Portuguese
Other Caucasian
Chinese
Japanese
Filipino
Korean
Puerto Rican
All Others
TOTAL

1896

1910

1930

1950

1960

1896

132

126
71

242
293
18

93

1.4

649

*/
*/

4,232

5,589

259
1,204
268
58
20

876
2,506
296

1,633
5,286
424

121

*/
*/
*/

54

444
164
300
88

1,56113)

65
221

13

23

32

138

781

950

4,119

8,819

*/ NA separately available.
Source:

15

Lind, p.

80.

14,025.

4.0
.

71

Per Cent of Total
1950
1930
1910

1960

3.6
6.3

*/
*/

16.9

17.9

10.7
5.5
1.2
8.6

16.6
10.1
1.8

.9

3.7

*/
*/

7.3

10.2

1.6
3.1
3.1

4.1
6.7

2.6)

.5

17.2
3.0
3.4

2.2

.4

2.7
1.1
4.2

1.5

1.1

3.4

4.9
1.8
.J

.5

.6

*/

TABLE 17

EMPLOYED MALL CIVILIANS BY LARGE ETHNIC GROUPS AND MAJOR OCCUPATIONS
1940, 1950 /, 1960

All Races
Per
Cent
Number

Percent of Total Employed
CaucaChiriese Filipino
sian

Haw'n.

Japenese

1

Managers, Officials, and
Proprietors, including
Farm

Clerical, Sales and
Kindred Workers

.

Craftsmen, Foremen, and
Kindred Workers

19.4

16.3
20.1
16.6

1.4
3.0
2.7

12.9
15.1
13.7

6.3
9.9

16.3
14.1
13.3

28.6
26.3
21.3

1.6
3.4
4.8

11.4
15.1
14.8

13.0
20.9
23.6

15.4
22,9

17.4
21.2
19.2

10.2
18.4
20.7

2.4
7.5

14.3

18.8
27.7
30.2

14,422
19,350
20,687

12.1
16.0
15.2

19.8
20.1

14.4
11.7

12.0
11.3
9.9

8.0
19.9
22.1

11.6
15.0
13.0

8,463
9,276
9,573

7.1
7.1
7.0

3.4

12.3

5.8

6.7
5.5

7.8
7.1

11.2
10.6

8.3
5.3
5.3

1940
195U
1963

12,612
15,274
16,850

10.6
12.6
12.3

5.8
7.9

1940
1950
1960

12,371
15,049
17,149

10.4
12.4
12.5

1940
1950
1960

15,526
25,251
32,312

1940
1950
1960

194D
1950
1960

,

Operat{,ives and Kindred

Workers

Service Workers, includito
Household
4

20.0
18.

4.,

,

8.9
10.0

k..,

!.12.7

The major occupational categories used in 1950 are not strictly comparable with those used
*/
Corrections have been
in 1940, despite an obvious attempt by the census to secure comparability.
eliminating
"I'soldiers,
sailors', and
made for the military population in the 1940 census returns by
marines," most of whom were Caucasians.
Source:

Lind, p. 82.

5

4

TABLE 18

EMPLOYMENT STATUS - HAWAII, 1970 */
State
Male, 16 years old & over
Labor Force
Percent of Total

_Japanese

* Hawaiian
**/

'272,726

26381

75,286

222,221
81.5%

15,797
76.4%

60,026
79.7%

15,303.

14,651
652

59,242,
58,388
854

2.6%

4.3%

1.4%

50,505

4,884

249,292

"
..

Chinese

Filipino

18,224

35,576

13,870
76.1%

27,084.
76.10

13,603
13,315
288

25,632
24,912
720

White
112,723

96,899
86.0%

...

Civilian labor force
Employed
Unemployed
Percent of civilian
labor force

173,361
168,940
4;421

'

54526
52,772,
1,754

,

.

3.2 %:

2.1%

2.8%

15,260

4,020

8,492

-22,398

83,780

18,349

24,057

122,048
49.0%

10,730
47.9%

47,898

9,946
54.2%

11,497
47.8%

Civilian labor force
Employed
Unemployed
Percent of civilian
labor force

121,123
116,616
4,507

10,711
10,15Q
561-

47,852
46,838
1,014

9,935
9,761

11,497
10,948
549

37,419
35,411
2,008

3.7%

5.2%

2.1%

4.8%

5.4%

Not in labor force

127,244

11,668

35,882

Not in labor force

Female, 16 years old & over
Labor. Force

't

Percent of Total

*/

,57.2%

174

1.8%

8,403

\

',15,824

92;382,
.

12,560'

38,204
41.4%

54,178

Data based Cal 20 percent sample.

2/ In1970,U.S. Census data

the "Hawaiian" category includes full- and part-Hawaiians.

Report P(2)-1G,
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of the Populatibn 1970, Subject
Source:
Chinese, and Filipino
United
States,
for
Hawaiian,
Japanese,
Japanese, Chinese and Filipinos in the
For State of Hawaii statistics, U.S. Bureau of the Census,
statistics;. pp. 13, 75, 133, and 179.
U.S. Summary,
Census'of the Population 1970, PC(1)-C1, General Social and Economic Characteristics,
Characteristics
Census
of
the
Population
1970,
For whites, U.S) Bureau of the Census,
pp. 500-501.
of the Population, Vol. I, Part 13, Hawaii, pp. 13-266 and 13-267.
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TABLE 19

NUMBER OF HAWAIIANS AND PART-HAWAIIANS
UNEMPLOYED IN THE STATE - 1975

Hawaiian
Male Female
Oahu
Hawaii
Kauai
Maui
Molokai/Lanai
TOTAL

TOTAL MAIL&

154
0
10

20
24

10
0
26

'

178.

123

2,592

3,062
5,654.

5,916
11.6%
6.5%

RATE "I*1

*/

234
51

31
137
234

.,)

262 /
FEMALE
GRAND TOTAL
(
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE */
STATE WIDE UNEMPLOYMENT

2,006

2,338
322

7

11
182

80

Part-Hawaiian
Female
Male

Unemployment rate = Number unemployed
No. in labor force

Number of Hawaiians/Part-Hawaiians in labor
force (1973) 9 51,058
Unemployment rate for Hawaiians/Part5,916_ 4. 11.6
Hawaiians (1975) .m
51,058
'**/

From 1975 StateData Book.-

and
Source: Oahu, Hawaii, Maui, Molokai
Survey;
Kauai:
Lanai: 0E0 1975 Census Update
Profile Survey; up1974 -5 Kauai Socioeconomic
Received
from U.S.
dated.and weighted.
Department of Labor.

4

77

4

4

TABLE 20
PERCENTAGE OF MALES RECEIVING INCOMES IN 1949, 1959, 1969 BY INCOME CLASSES

41W

$5,0006 999

Up to
$999

$1,0001,999

$2,0002,999

$3,0003,999

$4,0004,999

16.6
11.3
8.5

22.3
14.4
10.0

27.1
12.2
8.1

17.6
16.0
6.4

6.9
13.0
6.1

5.3
18.0
14.3

9.7
7.9
7.3

24.6
21.5
10.6

17.8
11.9
10%4

18.3
12.7
7.8

1C:1
10.9
5.9

11.0
14.5
13.6

17.6
10.8
8.6

14.9
7.0
7.4

20.2

6.9
4.8

22.9
10.2
4.5

11.9
13.7
4.1

17.5
12.5
7.4

17.3
8.4
8.0

29.6
8.9
4.9

21.1
15.4
4.2

6.8
15.8
4.3

18.1
14.5
8.2

32.6
11.6
11.3

40.2
22.0

7.6

7.7

28.0
6.8

1.2
11.7
10.0

22.5
-8.5

17.2

25.5,

21.5

7.1

5.4

5.8

$7,0009,000

$10,000
and Over

Median
Income

All Races
1949
1959
1969 */

19.6

1.8
6.5
26.8

$2,340
3,717
6,529

4.6
9.9
16.3

3.7
10.6
28.1

2,856
3,649
6,173

7.5

3.4

3.5

26.1.
10.5

15.4
19.2

9.8
33.5

2,964
5,096
8,000

3.7

1.4

24.2
11.1

9.7
22.8

1.5
5.0
31.0

2,427
4,302
7,839

.5

.1

.1

9.5
21.6

2.3
18.2

.5

10.0

3.7

1.5

.7

2,369

13.8

22.5

21.9

6,835

2,1
8.7

Caucasian
1949
1959
1969 */

Chinese
1949
1959
1969 */

Japanese
1949
1959
1969 */

Filipino
1949
1959
1969 */
I;

'.

1,995.
3,071
5,252

1

Hawaiian and
Fart-Hawaiian
1949
1959
1969 **/

*/

7.9

5.4

Males, with income, age 14 and'over; 1969 data not entirely comparable with previous U.S.

Census data,
**/

Males, with ihcome, age 16 and over.

1969 data froM U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
1949 and 1959 data from bind, p. 100.
Source:
of the Census, 1970 Census of the Population; Japanese, Chinese, and Filipinos in the United States,
Subject Report PC(2)-1G (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1973), pp. 15, 74, 146 and 179;
amp 1970 Census of the Population; Characteristics of the Population, Vol I, Part 13, Hawaii (1973),
p. 13-77.

TABLE 21
NUMBER OF HAWAIIANS AND FART-HAWAIIANS
BELOW POVERTY LEVEL IN THE STATE

TABLE 22
PERCENT OF NATIVE HAWAIIANS IN EACH WELFARE
CATEGORY COMPAREL TO PERCENT or NATIVE
HAWAIIANS IN TOTAL POPULATION

Welfare Categories

5

Oahu
Hawaii
Kauai
Maui

Hawaiian
Male
Female
716
287

836
364

112
74
23

72

Part-Hawaiian
Female
Male
14,697
12,618
3,466
3,751
414
1,238
291

130

General
State
tpoulati n

Assistance Food
Stamps Medical
ABD

AFDCUP

State

612
1,407
283

Total
Hawaiian
percent

50
Molokai/Lanai
18,312
20,505
1,454.
1,212
Total
Total Male
2,666
36,817
and Female
4.1,483
Grand Total
Source.
1975 0E0 Census 'Update.

41,577
6,331
15.2

20,264
2,171

30.8

9,713
2,144
22.1

762,565
80,172
10.5

40,101
12,302
30.7

7,372
1,363
18.5

28,123
3,797
13.5

14,166
1,116
7.9

92,053
17,274
18.8

8,797
2,77B
31.6

1,441

7,864
1,453
18.5

3,344

70,991
12,350
17.4

3,875
1,273

553
220

33.3

39.B

3,153
805
25.5

1,551
279
18.0

39,082
5,704
14.6

2,096

347

525
25.0

110
31.7

2,437
276
11.3

1,208
182
15.1

964,691
115,50C

54,819
16,878

120

10.7

Oahu
Total
Hawaiian
Percent
Hawaii

Total
Hawaiian
Percent

451
31.3

594

17.8

Maui

Total
Hawaiian
Percent

TABLE 23
POPULATION AND ARRESTS AS A PERCENTAGE
OF ETHNIC STOCK, STATE OF HAWAII,

Kauai
Total
Hawaiian
Percent

1981

State population obtained froo The State
Source:
Welfare data obtained from
of Hawaii Data Book, 1982.
Department of Social §ervices and Housing. October-

Arrests
Population 1/
Number Percent Number Percent

December 1982.

Caucasian
Black
Indian
Chinese
Japanese
Filipino
Samoan
Korean
Hawaiian/
Part-Hawaiian
Other
TOTAL

13,110
1,506

35.3
4.1

.3

10

5.8
24.9
13.9
1.5
1.9

691
2,871
3,966
1,507
512

-1.9
7.7

318,770
17,364
2,655
56,285
239,748
133,940
14,073
17,962

.13.0

115,500
48,394
964,691

12.0
5.0
100.0

8,551
4,408
37,132

1.8

TABLE 24
POPULATION AND ARRESTS AS A PERCENTAGE
OF ETHNIC STOCK, STATE OF HAWAII,

10.7
4,1
1.4

1981

(USING STATE OF HAWAII POPULATION FIGURES)

23.0
11.9
100.0

Ethnicity

Percentages may not total 100 due to

Population,k,
% Dist.
Number

Arrests/

rounding.

Caucasian
Japanese
Hawaiian/
Part Hawaiian
Filipino
Chinese
Korean
Black
Samoan

Population figures from State of Hawaii,
Department of Planning and Economic Development.
Data
By serf- identification or race of mother.
are not comparable to Health Surveillance
Program tabulations used in previous years'
reports.
1/

Source: State of Hawaii, Hawaii Criminal
Justice Information Center, Crime in Hawaii
1981; A Review of Uniform Crime Reports
(April 1981), p. 39.

_%

244,832
218,17b

26.3
23.5

35.3\

175,453
104,547
47,275
11,802
11,799
11,173

18.9
11.2

'3.0
10.7
1.9
1.4

5.1
1.3
1.3
1.2

7.7

4.1

4.1

1/ Population figures from Statc of
Hawaii Health Surveillance Pro'gram: provided to the Commission h'y the Hawaii
Department of Social Services and Housing.
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TABLE 25

OFFENSE ay RACE OF ADULTS ARRESTED, STATE OF HAWAII, 1981
(PERCENT)

MAN-

SLAUGHTER

MURDER

RACE

Caucasian
Black
Indian
Chinese
Japanese
Filipino
Hawaiian/
Part Hawaiian
_
Korean
Samoan
Other
Total */
TOtal No.
*/

31.4
4.0

4.0

,

13.7,
21.6
__

I

15.7 (
9.8
100.0

39.2

2.8
4.9

4.1
8.4
11.3

1.6
8.0
9.3

5.6
18.4
47.0

21.5
1.4
6.9
16.0
100.0
144

24.5
0.4
10.5
12.1
100.0
514

21.0
2.2
3.7
10.7
100.0
272

27.3
0.1
3.6
10.3
100.0
770

18.6
1.7
4.1
8.8
100.0
3,953

17.5
0.4
1.5
7.7
100.0
2,627

8.3
2.3

--

16

48.0
6.1

GAMBLING

37.5
3.8
-1.9
6.6
8.8

.....

51

DRUG
-ABUSE

29.8
8.5
0.4
0.7
8.1
15.1

34.7
.11.8
--

6.3
-12.5
6.3
100.0

LARCENYAGGRAVATED
THEFT
ASSAULT BURGLARY

31.7
8.2
-1.6
7.4
3.7

37.5
6.3
6.3
-25.0

---

ROBBERY

RAPE

3.7
.-

8.9
0.5

--

1.1
7.8

100.0
783

Percentages may not add to 100, due to rounding.

Source:

Crime in Hawaii 1981, pp. 61-62.

TABLE 26

OFFENSE BY RACE OF JUVENILES ARRESTED, STATE OF HAWAII, 1981
(PERCENT)

RACE

.

Caucasian
Black
Indian
Chinese
Japanese
Filipino
Hawaiian/
Fart-Hawaiian
Korean
Samoan
Other
Total */
Total No.
*/

MURDER

BURGLARY

8.0
1.2

19.5
0.7
--

LARCENY- MOTOR VEHI- OTHER
ASSAULT
CLE THEFT
THEFT
12.9
0.8
--

--

17.1
1.4
-1.2

2.5
6.8

2.6
7.8

6.8
15.7

3.8
8.1

38.9

42.3

--

0.7
6.9
19.4
100.0

32.1
1.5
6.1
18.1
100.0
3,137

52.8
0.8
4.9
15.9
100.0

24.7
17.9
100.0
162

')95

,

Percentages may not total 100, due to rounding.

Source!

Crime in Hawaii .981, p. 74.

371

VANDALISM

11.8
1.1
-0.2
3.6
9.3

18.8
0.8
-0.4

41.7
2.6
7.5
20.2
100.0
549

36.8

5.4

11.3

-7.1

19.2
100.0
239

DRUG
ABUSE

RUN-

AWAYS

30.0
0.5
-0.3
6.5
9.2

21.4
1.3

33.4
O."
1.0
18.8
100.0

44.5

601

-0.4
2.0

5.7

0.7
3.1
21.0

100.0
1,070

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
TABLE 28

TABLE 27
DEATHS UNDER ONE YEAR OF AGE PER THOUSAND
BIRTHS, 1924-1980

CRUDE BIRTH AND DEATH RATES, 1848 TO 1965

1924

(Place of occurrence basis. Not adjusted for
underregistration, thought to he extensive in
many of these years. Because of doubtful
accuracy, the data before 1910 should be used

.b
All Races
Hawaiian
Part-Hawaiian
Portuguese
Other Caucasian
Chinese
Japanese
Korean

with utmost caution.)

Period

Death Rate a/

Birth Rate a/

'Filipino

1848-1859
1860-1869
1870-1879
1880-1889
1890-1899 b/
1900-1909
1910-1919
.1920-1929
1930-1939
1940-1949
1950-1959
1960-1965

Puerto Rican

45.8
40.8
51.4
25.3
26.4
16.6

21.3
27.1
41.0
23.6
16.6
31.3
39.5
26.2
26.6
31.8
27.3

119
285
96
100
44
64
88
70
296
110

1940

1929

1950 1960 1963 1970 1980
21

19

10

38

65

--

26

22
42
Vs

25

22

10

24

20

20

19

11

24
18
19

21

21

18

9

22

17
16

14
35

10

22

18

12,

13

32

6

91

50

24

198
109

129

60

57
39

64)....

49

40

55
57
51

34

219
99

36
73
67

31

29
25

26

24

7

For 1924-1963: Lind, p. 106; for 1970 and
$ource:
1980, Hawaii State Department of Health, Annual Report
Statistical Supplement, 1970 and 1980.

16 3
.

14.4
9.6
6.8
6.1
5.5

a/ Annual events per 1,000 population
compute- d as average of annual rates for
Population base excludes armed
period.
Residence basis to 1950;
forces after 1897.
de facto basis thereafter.
b/ City of Honolulu only.
Schmitt, p. 164.
So- urce:

TABLE 30

TABLE 29

CHAP.ACTERI5TICS OF BIRTHS BY RACE OF MOTHER
HAWAII RESIDENTS 1980 1/

RESIDENT INFANT DEATHS BY RACE OF MOTHER
1977-1981

Rate Per

BIRTHS

All races
Caucasian
Hawaiian
Part-Hawaiian
Chinese
Filipino
Japanese
Puerto Rican
Korean
Portuguese

87,463
26,664
7NPA
18,60u
3,265
14,954
12,688
1,066
1,775
735

DEATHS
922
236
7

256
23

137
112
6

20
6

RATE */
10.5
8.9
9.9
13.8
7.0
9.2
8.8
7.5
11.3
8.2

+/+/+/+/+/+/+/+/+/+/-

0.7
1.1

7.3
1.7

0.9

Race of
Mother

Births

Total
Caucasian
Hawaiian
Part-Hawaiian
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino

18,129
5,859

I920p2z

Sex
Ratio

I..

Birth

Illegitimate

J./

163

3,841
2,655
704

3,042

19.5
24.0
17.5
23.1
12.2
14.9
29.1

1.1
1.1
!J.9

1,0
1.1
1.0
1.1

7.1%
5.9%
7.4%
7.4%
11.8%
5.B%
9.3%

1.4
1.6
All data Department of Health statistical
1/
Supplement 1980.
2/ Based on population totals from State of
Hawaii Data Book 1981.
3/ Males divided by females.
4/ Number of illegitimate births per 1000
live births,

5.2
4.9
5.5

Number of infant deaths per 1,000
*/
1.ve births +/- 95% confidence limits.
Department of Health Annual
Source:
Report, Statistical Supplement 1977, 1978,
Confidence limits calcu1979, 1980, 1981.
lated by Department of Health Research and
Statistics Office.

81

175.9
133.6
276.1
363.2
67.8
62.5
153.2

TABLE 31

ESTIMATED LIFE EXPECTANCY AT BIRTH.BY ETHNIC GROUP, 1910-1970

YEAR

CAUCASIAN

CHINESE

1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970

54.83
56.45
61.90
64.03
69.21
72.80
73.24

54.17

FILIPINO
n/a
28.12
46.14
58.85 0
69.05
71.53
72.61

53.8',_

60.07
65.32
69.74'
74.12
76.11

HAWAIIAN

JAPANESE
49.34
50.54
60.07
66.28
72.58
75.68
77.44

32.58
33.56
41.87
51.78
62.45
64.60
67.62

OTHER

TOTAL

15.62
28.38
32.58
59.48
68.29
62.19
76.74

43.96
45.69
53.95
62.00
69.53
72.42
74.20

C. B Park, R.W. Gardner, and E.C. Nordyke, R&S Report, Research and Statistics
Source:
Hawaii State Department of Health, June 1979), p. 8. Comparable figures for
Report (Honolulu:
1980 are not yet available from the Department of Health.

TABLE 32
LEADING CAUSES OF DEATP1

CAMAS of Death

All causes y
Influenza and pneumonia
Tuberculosis (ell formal
Diarrhea and enteritis
Diseases of early infancy
Heart d
forma)
Accidents
Nephritis and naphroala
Cancer and other malignant
neoplasm
Cerebral hemorrhage
Deliveries and complications
of pregnancy
Suicide
beriberi
Congenital malforsationa
Diabetes mellitus
A/
Iv

1920

1930

Purcunt dibtribution A/
1960
1940
1950

1920 to 1980

1970

1980

Rate per 100,000 population Al
1940 1950 1960 1970

19\ 1930

549

1980
sem

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1,767

1,043

724

583

560

7.2
8.3
1.0
6.7
18.1
7.6
9.2

4.6
3.9
0.7
6.7
29.6
6.0
2.0

3.6
0.4
0.4
7.5
33.0
7.6
1.3

4.1
NA
NA
4.9
32.9
7.1

3.6

572
204
169
96
16
84
be

132
102

52

27
23

21

2:

18

KA
NA
1.9
31.5
6.6

2

14A

3

NA

NA
MA

43
188

43

27
180
18

10
1S9
33

3.8

12.6
9.8
8.6
6.6
11.7
7.0
6.2

3.3
3.0

5.8
4.7

9.8
6.0

15.4

17.2

.8.9

8.8

18.1
NA

23.3
MA

90
52

OS
SO

99
NA

117
NI

1.9

1.7
1.7
1.6
1.1
1.1

0.7
2.6
0.5
1.8
2.0

0.4
1.9
0.1
2.0

0.1
1.3
0

NA

NA

2.2

lIZI

2.6

1.8
2.3

100.01
32.3
11.5

9.6
5.4
4.0

4.8

1.2
1.2
0.0
0.4

2.0

NA

60

89

7

69
73
65

48
131
55
67

59
53

61

71

49

43

NA
2.3

33
20

5

2

1

MA

,;',"19

11

7

11

11

MA
1.4
2.6

20

18
18
17

4
13
14

1

0

MA

NA

16
18

12
15

10
13

13,

13
7

122

11
11

4
39

173
35
12

All data include armed forces.
Including causes not shown separately.

For 1920-1960 data, Annual Haport, Department of Health, State of Hawaii, Statistical Supplement, 1960, p. 34.
Source;
or 1970 and 1980, Hawaii State Department of Health, Stptartical Supplement, 1980, p. 23.

BEST COPY
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TABLE 33

TABLE 34

LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH n*/ IN HAWAII
RESIDENTS BY RACE 1980

AGE STANDARDIZED INCIDENCE OF CANCER BY RACE
HAWAII 1973-1980

MALE
prostate stomach

RACE

dition

Diseases of Heart

Canc.,
Ceogbro-vascular
All accidents
Influenza/pneumonia
Diabetes mellitus
Suicide
Perinatal conditions
Cirrhosis of liver
Homicide
'

179
138

40

227
123
40
27

15
10

17
27

18

5

4

10

3

15

62
113
27
41
10
21
10
15

17
11

5

7

3

5

3

6

10

3

163
130
39

144
85
40
38
20

10

53
22
32

11.5
12.5
7.7
40.2
30.1

59.5
27.1
30.2
38.3
30.8

Caucasian
Chinese
Filipino
Hawaiian
Japanese

lung

lung

65.1
42.6
24.5
103.1
34.1

28.5

FEMALE
breast

26.6
18.9
39.7
11.9

cervix
39.0
19.9
32.5

94.2
70.3
38.4
97.8
54.5

344
17.2

Source: Hawaii Tumor Registry, unpublished data
supplied by t)r. Thomas Burch, Hawaii State Department
of Health.
Incidence rate per 100,000 population.
Population estimates from HealthISurveillance
Program of the Department of Health for 1976.

11
10
4

Rates based on estimated population per

100,000 (1980 Census).

Unpublished tables from Department
Source:
of Health Research and Statistics Office supplied
by Dr. Thomas Burch.

TABLE 35
ER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR "11( ETHNICITY, 1980
AA

CAUCASIAN
All Acute Conditions
Infective Parasitic Diseases
Respiratory Condition
Upper Respiratory
Influenza
Othk.r Respiratory Condition
Digestive System Condition
Injuries
All Other Acute Conditions

Source:

ry

193.2
15.5
118.4
72.9
40.2
5.2
3.6
31.6
24.1

JAPANESE
123.8
3.0

88.0
71.1
13.8
3.1
3.0
16.8
12.8

,HWAIIAN

niBAWALIAU

123.8
8.2
90.8
58.2
30.3
2.2

61

212.4
15.7
138.4
96.7
35.7
5.9

15.9
20.2

2.4
22.4
33.6

3.4

abt

OTHER

104,3
11.9
56.3
44.7
9.5
2.1

10.8
10.6

lement, 1980, p.

COM

IHJ
JL

CHINESE

1/10523/11

200.4
8.1
150.0
X10,0
39.0
1.1
4.3
18.4
19.6

Hawaii State Department of Health, Statistical Su

83

FILIPINO

71.

AV AIUi31.E.

TABLE 36
NUMBER OF CHRONIC CONDITIONS PER 1,000 PERSONS PER YEAR BY ETHNICITY, 1980

SELECTED CHRONIC CONDITION

CAUCASIAN

JAPANESE

25.4
40.9

22.0
36.3

17.6
28.4

17.2
17.2

27.o
31.1

61.3
45.1
39.1

119.3
35.7
35.9

58.1
12.1
19.7

/4.3
19.5
16.0

125.4
24.0

18.49

6.5

24.7
14.9
16.8
13.8
10.6''

20.2
36.4
4.7
17.0
5.1

50.8
25.4
5.7
11.6
2.6

26.9
19.8
4.7
7.6
4.0

17.6
27.9
4.2
16.3
6.2

33.6
13.9
13.5
5.1
4.2

28.1
37.6
80.8
9.1
15.3

17.0
15.3
57.8
8.5
4.1

15.4
13.0
41.4
4.3
11.8

9.1
8.8
21.2
13.6
7.0

22.7
20.9
72.7
8.0
9.4

15.8
17.6
35.7
6.3

6.4
22.4
8.1
3.7
6.4

9.2
13.8
5.6
5.0
13.7

3.9
11.4
4.2
2.6
13.2

3.6
7.5
4.0
1.1
17.3

11.0
23.1

2.4
12.0
5.0
4.0
2.5

t

Heart Condition
Impairments of Back or Spine
Hypertension without Heart
Involvement
Arthritis/Rheumatism
Hearing Impairment
Asthma, with or without
Hayfever
Diabetes
Mental and Nervous Condition
Visual Impairment
Malignant Neoplasms
Chronic & Allergic Skin
Conditions
Chro.Ac 7inusitis
Hayfever without Asthma
Stomach Ulcer
Bronchitis/Emphysema
Benign & Unsuspecified
Neoplasms
Pemorrhoids
Thyroid/Goiter
Varicose Veins
Gout

Source:

OTHER &
UNKNOWN

HAWAIIAN
PT. HAWAIIAN

.

FILIPINO

CHINESE

7.6'

5.2
18.6

10.6
28.4
38.3
12.4,

124

Hawaii State Department of Health, Statistical 'Supplement, 1980, p. 67.

TABLE 37

TABLE 38

LIFETIM,PREVALANCE AND CURRENT USE OF
ALCOHOL BY ETHNICITY

ALCOHOL ABUSERS AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT POPULATION
BY ETHNICITY

GROUPS

LIFETIME
USE %

CURRENT
USERS %

Group

%age of
Abusing
Pop.

Caucasian
Chinese
Filipino
Hawaiian/
Part-Hawaiian
Japane';e

Portuguese
Other
State

77.7

91.4
72.5
52.8

40.5
36.1

80.P
77.6
86.5
76.4
79.2

52.8
44.6
52.6
51.3
55.1

Filipino
hinese
Chinese
Caucasian
Japanese
Hawaiian/
Part - Hawaiian

Portuguese
Other

Abusers
as %age
of Group

%age of
Alcohol
Treatment

Pop.

Pop.

8.8
2.2
40.6
11.4

6.6

2.3

3.2
11.1
3.7

70.B

19.4
1.7
16.0

9.4
5.9
7.8

10.2
1.7
10.8

.2

3.7

Source: Hawaii State Department of Health, Needs
Assessment, Alcohol and bru9 Abuse, pp. 11 and 14.

Hawaii State Department of
Source:
Health, NeeJs Assessment, Alcohol and Drug
Abuse (Honolulu: Hawaii. State Department
of Health, Alcohol and Drug Abuse Branch,
19:30) ,

p. 10.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TABLE 40

TAELE 39

ETHNICITY OF PERSONS ABUSING
BOTH ALCOHOL AND DRUGS

DRUG ABUSERS AND DRUG TREATMENT POPULATION
BY ETHNICITY

Grout'

5.5
2.4
49.1
5.7

Filipino
Chinese
Caucasian
Japanese
Hawai

sari

%age of

Abusers
as %age
of Group

loge of
Abusing
Pop.

Drug
Treatment

Pop.

Pop.

2.9
2.6

4.6

9.5

24.6

1.3

7.1

7.6
6.0
4.1

44.4
3.0
14.0

Pop.

Filipino
Chinese
Caucasian
Japanese
Hawaiian/
Part-Hawaiian
Portuguese
Other

2.4

'

22.3
2.4
12.0

Part - Hawaiian

Portuguese
other

Abusers as
%age of
Group Pop.

%age of
Abusing

Group

Source: Hawaii State Department of Health, Needs
Assessment, Alcohol and Drug Abuse, pp. 23 and 26.

.1

.3
.3

.1

49.0
6.3

3.0

22.8
4.8
16.5

2.5
3.8
2.0

.5

Hawaii State Department of Health,
Needs Assessment, Alcohol and Drug Abuse, p. 29.
Source:

TABLE 41
INTERRACIAL MARRIAGES AS_PERCENTACE OF ALL MARRIAGES, 1912 -1981

Percent Out-Marriages

Hawaiian

Grooms
Brides

Part-Hawaiian

Grooms
Brides

,

19121916

19201930

19301940

19401950

19501960

1960-

1964-

1970197q

19801981

19.4
39.9

33.3
52.1

55.2
62.7

66.3
77.2

7".9
81.5

85.9
85.4

86.6
88.7

91.2
87.0

52.1

41.0
57.9

36.9
64.2

41.3,

'66.2

38.8
57.7

58.4

47.0
56.8

57.3
58.0

56.0
58.9

Grooms
Dridei-

17.3
11.7

24.3
13.8

22.4
10.7

33.8
10.2

37.4
16.4

35.1
21.1

25.9
20.7

23.8

Caucasian.

Chiriese

Grooms
Brides

41.7

24.8
15.7

28.0
28.5

31.2
38.0

43.6
45.2

54.8
56.6

60.4
65.2

60.0
64.2

Grooms
Brides

0.5
0.2

2.7
3.1

4.3
6.3

4.3
16.9

8.7
19.1

15.7
25.4

33.2
40.2

39.1
44.3

Korean

Grooms
Brides

26.4
0.0

17.6
4.9

23.5
39.0

49.0
66.7

70.3
74.5

77.1
80.1

60.8
82.4

47.4
76.9

Filipino

Grooms
Brides

21.8
2 6

25.6
1.0

37.5
4.0

42.0
21.0

44.

35A

51.2
47.5

47.1
50.3

44.8
53.1

Pur.rto Rican

Grooms
Brides

24.4
26.4

18.6
39.7

29.6
42.8

39.5
40.5

51.3
60.5

65.0
67.2

79.1
77.4

77.1
71.0

11.5

19.2

22.8

26.6

32.8

37.6

N/A

N/A

Japanese

TO17.L

Sources:
Supplements.

5.7

For 1912-1964, Lind, p.

18.L

108; for 1970-1961, Hawaii Department of Health, Statistical

85
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TABLE 4,3

TABLE 42
REGISTERED VOTERS AND VOTES CAST FOR THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS,
BY COUNTIES: November 4, 1980

REGISTERED VOTERS (1902-1940)

PE+
1902

1910

'NT OF TOTAL
1930
.920

1940

Hawaiian 4
Part-Hawaiian

68.8

66.6

55.6

Portuguese
Other Caucasian

4.7
25.3

10.6
20.0

11.7
25.8

Chines:

1.1

2.7

4.3

8.4

8.5

Japanese

Q.0

0.1

2.5

13.4

31.0

1.0

5.6

100.0

100.0

All Others
100.0'

TOTAL
Source:

100.0

100.0

'

Votes Cast
County

24.7

38.1

Registered Voters
Female
Both Sexes- Male

23.3

24,465,
3,382
2,972
16,708

54,083
7,446
6,336
37,346
2,955

State total 1/
Hawaii
Maui
Honolulu
Kauai
4

15.8). 30.1

.1,403

29,618
4,064
3,364
20,638

1,52

V' of reg.

No.

voters
79.2
82.6
75.1
78.9
82.3

42,848
6,156
4,750
29,499
2,433

1/ Based on 1980 population estimated by race from
the Hawaii Health Surveillance Program; 30.8 percent of
the Hawaiian and Part-Hawaiian population registered for
the OHA special election and 24.4 percent cast OHA
Participation in this special election was
ballots.
11.mitod to persons with Hawaiian blood, numbering
approximately 175,453--including those ineligible
because of age--in 1980.

Lind, p. 97.

Source:

Hawaii Data Book, P. 333.

TABLE 44

COMPOSITION OF THE 1981 HAWAII STATE LEGISLATURE

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Democrats Republicans
Total

Subject

All members

SENATE
hepublIcans
Democrats

51

39

12

25

17

8

5

4

1

3

2

1

4

3

1

2

2

10

19

12

1

1

5

3

2

1

1

Island of residence:
.

Maui

-

Lanai
Molokai
Oahu
Kauai
Niihau

-

39

Ethnic Stock:
Caucasian, except Portuguese
Chinese
Filipino
Japanese
Negro
Portuguese
Other (unmixed) 1/
Part- Hawaiian
Mixed:
Non-Hawaiian
Mixed:

1/

Total

29

3

3

8

5

3

1

1

2

3

3

1

1

24

23

12

9

1

1

-

1

-

3

1

1

1

7

7

4

3

7

3

4

3

2

1

Hawaiian, Korean, Puerto Rican, Samoan, or other ethnic stock.

Source:

Hawaii Data Book, p. 336.
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CHART 1

TOTAL NATIVE HAWAIIAN POPULATION
1778 - 185()
(in thousands)
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Source:
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DEMOGRAPHICS
NOTES

1/

Population... .
Age/sex statistics
Education
- -Educational workforce
--U. of Hawaii enrollment

State of Hawaii, Office of the

Governor, "Fgct Sheet,". April', 1981.

As noted in the text, the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission
utilized data from a variety of
It was hoped, when the Comsources.
mission began its'work, that all 1980
Census data would be available to it
before the statutory submission dead 4ine for its Final Report. -In fact,
some U.S. 1940 Census date was made
available` by the Bureau of the Census
via a special tabulation completed for
the Commission (see "Housing"
chapter). However, due to technical
problemb with the /980 Census, the
publication date for the' more detailed
information (by State and by ethnic
group) was not available to the Commission before the- printing deadline
for the Commission's Final Report.
However, in anticipation of this
problem,,and as a result of comments
received by the Commission on its
Draft Report, the data that do
appear in this Final Report are the
most recent available--whether from
State or Federal sources. A
46, comparison of the historical trends in
the text and the most recent data
(most only 3 to 5 years old) available
suggest that these trends could be
expected to 'continue, even if 1980
Census data were available. As a
summary, the f011owing list presents
the subject areas for which
statistical data appear in this Final
Report, and the'latest year for which
information was available to the
Commission. With one exception, none
of the data is dated. before 1975, and
two-thirds of the statistics are dated
at least 1980. The areas where
statistical data for native Hawaiians
are presented are as follows:
2/

Employment s',:atus

Occupation status
Income
Poverty level
Welfare -

1980
1980
1977
1930
1982
1975
1975
1977
1975
1982
1981

Criminal justice
Health
--infant mortality rates...:198
-- characteristics of iirths.198

1970
- -life expectancy
--leading causes of death. - 1980
- -incidence of cancer....1973-80
.1980
--acute conditions
1980
---,chronic conditions
1979
--substance abuse

Interracial marriages....1980-81
1980
Housing characteristics
3/ Robert C. Schmitt, Demographic
1778-1965
Statistics of Hawaii:
University of Hawaii
(Honolulu:
Press, 1968). Robert C. Schmitt
reviewed the Commission's Draft
Report, made several comments on
corrections (all of which were incorporated) and noted that: "NotwithT

standing these errors, ,t} ,e demographic,
statistical, and'hi,storical aspects of

the study have been handled reasonably
well, reflecting a satisfactory degree
of competence and objectivity".(p. 3).
Another comment received by the
Commission disputes the relevance of
the statistical Section of the study.
Congressman Cecil Heftel states:

.

Similarly the statistical compilations of the draft may have some
uses but do not describe or define
Hawaiians. To judge Hawaiians
today in juxtaposition'withitheir
contemporaries shay locate them on

,

91

1

(6

Andrew W. Lind, Hawaii's:
University
People, 3rd ed. (Honolulu:
of Hawaii Press, 1967), p. 7.
14/

some socio-economic scale, but
does not answer the crucial
How true are their
question:
lives to native Hawaiian culture
and values?
It is not enough to look back a
century and reach certain conclusions, not enough to probe the
past with modern statistical
tools, unless you also are able to
evaluate the Hawaiian experience
and ethics against a Hawaiian
concept. What may appear
undesirable in One culture can
have a logical explanation in
another. To do a total, meaningful summation of Hawaiians, it
will be necessary to measure them
against Hawaiian values (pp. 1-2).
'4/

16/

Ibid., pp. 17-19.

16/ Neil Levy, "Native Hawaiian.
Land Rights," The California Law
849.
Review, Volume 63 (July 1975):
12/ Ralph S. Kuykendall, The
Hawaiian Kingdom, Volume I, 1778-1854,
Foundation and Transformation
University of Hawaii
(HOnolulu:
Press, 1968), pp. 88-89. [Hereinafter
cited as "Kuykendall, Volume I. "]

16/ Ralph S. Kuykendall and A.
Grove Day, Hawaii:_ A History, From
Polynesian Kingdom to American CommonPrentice-Hall,
wealth (New York:

Schmitt, pp. 18-22.

Inc., 1948), P. 42.
5/

Ibid., p. 16.

For example, see Taeuber, p.
98 (cited above); Kuykendall and Day,
p. 43; Kuykendall, Volume I, pp.
89-90; Schmitt, p. 36; Adams, p. 7.
This paragraph was revised as the
result of a comment by Congressman
"The claim
Daniel Akaka, who states:
that 'social disruption' was caused by
Kamehameha I becoming the prime agent
for the sandalwood trade is made
without substance (p. 19-20). Where
is the evidence for such a claim?
There is no citation to indicate the
source for this conclusion. Without
an identification of both the source
and the justification for its
conclusion, I find the statement
implausible since it su s3ests that the
Hawaiians are t:J blame for their awn
demise" (p. 3).

12/

6/

Ibid., p. 68.

2/

Ibid., p. 114.

8/ Public Law 96-565, 96th
Congress (94 STAT,, 3321), Title III,
Section 305, DeceMber 22, 1980.

There was some confusion on
definitions used in the Commission's
Draft Report since these terms were
not always used consistently (see
comment by Herbert Jay (Nahaolelua)
Almeida). An attempt has been made to
correct that situation.
9/

10/

Schmitt, p. 37.

11/ Adams, quoted in Schmitt,
p. 37.

22/
12/ Irene B. Taeuber, "Hawaii,"
Population Index 28 (April 1962):98.
12/

Taeuber, p. 108.

21/ Romanzo Adams, Interracial
Marriage in Hawaii: A Study of the
Mutually Conditioned Processes of
Acculturation and Amalgamation,
reprinted from 1937 ed. (New York:
AMS Press, 1969), pp. 31-32.

Schmitt, p. 39.
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22/

Lind, p. 45.

23/

Ibid., p. 47.

38/ Revised from Draft Report at
suggestion of comme.ts from HaunaniKay Trask, et al, p. 6.

24/ Quote 'n comment received by
the Commission from Haunani-Kay Trask,
et al., p. 6.
25/

Adams, p. 55.

26/

Kuykendall, Volume I, p. 106.

27/

Ibid., p. 110.

28/

Lind, p,. 88.

39/

Lind, p. 66.

40/

Ibid., p. 67.

41/

Ibid.

42/ Louis Agard, The Sandalwood
Politics and Hope, p. 16.
Trees:
(Received by the Commission from John
Agard.)
43/

Lind, p. 76.

44/

Ibid., p. 79.

45/

Ibid.

Ibid., p. 91.

29/

See comment by Haunani-Kay
30/
Trask, et al, p. 6.
Andrew N. White and Marilyn
Landis, The Mental Health of Native
Hawaiians, Report Compiled for Alu
Like, Inc. (September 1982), Table
Data in this table from
3.9, p. 78.
Hawaii Health Surveillance Program
results.
31/

32/

Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1961),
-jp. 69.

47/

Lind, p. 79.

48/

Adams, pp. 243-247.

49/

Lind, pp. 81-83.

Comment by Violet Ku'ulei

Ihara.
33/

46/ Lawrence H. Fuchs, Hawaii
Pono: A Social History (New York:

White and Landis, Table 3.9,

p. 78.

Alu Like, Inc., "Information
Presentation for the Native Hawaiian
[sic) Study Commission" (January 9,
1982)
34/

U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, Census of the
1970; General Social and
Population:
Economic Characteristics, PC(1)-C1
1Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1972), pp. 500-501.
50/

.

Attachments to letter sent
from Lloyd Aubry, Special Assistant to
the Assistant Secretary of Policy,
Evaluation and Research, U.S.
Department of Labor, to Carl A.
Anderson, Commissioner, Native
Hawaiians Study Commission (April
Hawaii Data Book, p.
1982). Note:
255, gives State rate of 10.3 percent
for 1976.
A comment received by the Commission
from Louis Agard notes that this
relatively low unemployment rate for
51/

Winona Rubin, Testimony
35/
Presented to the Joint Public Hearing
of the [Hawaii) House and Senate
Committees on Education (July 31,
1982, Honolulu), p. 1.
36/

Ibid., p. 2.

Ibid., pp.
paragraph added to
result of comments
Congressman Daniel
37/

1-2.

This

Final Report as a
received from
Akaka, p. 4.

somewhat paradoxical, inasmuch as the
low income status (perceived as
'dismal' in the summary) of some
native Hawaiians could also have been
the result of Individual choice, i.e.,
for a 'back-to-the-land,' shun western
materialistic cultures kind of
(This is an approach
approach.
espoused by many Hawaiian activist
organizations.) The question, then,
is from whose perspective is this
summary statement made?" (p. 2). A
similar comment was made by Louis
"Mostly it is
Agard (p. 50):
important to remember that many if not
the majority of native Hawaiians enjoy
a more simple lifestyl) and therefore
are considered at the poverty level in
Hawaii society. This is the lifestyle
they have selected to enjoy. Rather
than the accumulation of material
things native Hawaiians are more
interested in the justice cf sharing.
But native Hawaiians have been obliged
to conform to other standards and must
fend for themselves in the system."

the State of Hawaii may be misleading:
"Low unemployment rates in Hawaii do
not necessarily mean high job opportunities are available in Hawaii...
While employment appears high because
the unemployment rate is low at 6%,
the fact is that a surplus of labor is
evidenced by higher wages on the mainland U.S. than in Hawaii in nearly
every instance". (p. 46).
52/ 1975 Office of Economic
Opportunity, Special Sample; in
University of Hawaii, Report to the
1982 Legislature in Response to H.R.
509, Requesting the University of
Hawaii to Study the .Underrepresentation of Ethnic Grou s in the Student
Population of the University System
(November 1981), Table 23.

53/

Lind, p. 99.

Comments received from
Haunani-Kay Trask, et al, p. 7; Robert
C. Schmitt, Hawaii State Statistician,
p. 1; and Hideto Kono, Hawaii
Department of Plantling and Economic
Development, p. 1."
54/

Comments received from Robert
C. Schmitt, Hawaii State Statistician,
p. 2; Haunani-Kay Trask, et al, p. 7;
and Franklin Y. K. Sunn, Director,
State of Hawaii Department of Social
Services and Housing, pp. 2-3.
59/

Comments received from
55/
Haunani-Trask, et al, p. 7.
Hawaii Health Surveillance
Program, Population Report Number 11
Hawaii State Department of
(Honolulu:
Health, 1979); cited in White and
Landis, Table 3.14, p. 83.
56/

Comments by Schmitt.

61/

Ibid.

62/ State of Hawaii, Hawaii
Criminal Justice Information Center,
Crime in Hawaii 1981; A Review of
Uniform Crime Reports (April 1981),
p. 39.

Comment received from Franklin
Y. K. Sunn, Director, State of Hawaii
Department of Social Services and
Housing (DSSH). DSSH also updated the
table on welfare for the Commission.
57/

63/ If the Hawaii Health Surveillance Program data on population had
been used, the exceptions, besides
manslaughter and gambling, would
include larceny-theft and drug abuse.

The Commission received a
comment from the Hawaii State
Department of Social Services and
Housing that states the following with
"The view
regard to these findings:
expressed in this summary appears
58/

94

111

60/

4

entered on the birth certificate in
accordance with the following

See comments submitted to the
Commission. Haunani-Kay Trask, et al,
states that figures nn incarceration
are "crucial since they reveal racism
in sentencing and other judicial
policies as well as the overall state
of oppression of Hawaiians" (p. 7).
"[High
Louis Agard writes that:
arrest rates for native Americans]
support the charges of oppression by
the use of racism, and minority groups
must conform to those very laws and
social practices designed to maintain
their subjugation" (p. 30).
64/

policies .which are based 'upon the

procedure used by the Bureau of the
Census on those censuses conducted
If the race'of both
prior to 1970.
parents is the same, the child is
If the race of
coded as that race.
both parents is not the same and
either, parent is designated
Hawaiian or Part-Hawaiian, the
If
child is coded Part-Hawaiian.
either parent is designated Negro
or Black, the child is coded Negro.
In all other mixtures, the child is
coded according. to the race of the
Illegitimate births are
father.
coded according to the race of the'

65/ Mental health is not discussed
in this section; it is extensively
discussed below in the "Health and
Social Services" chapter.
The entire section on Health in
this chapter was substantially revised
from the Commission's Draft Report,
primarily as a result of extensive
comments received from Thomas A.
Burch, M.D., Chief, Research and
Statistics Office, Hawaii State
Department of Health. The Commission is grateful to Dr. Burch for the
time and effort he expended in updating many of the statistics in this
Dr. Burch also reviewed the
section.
revised draft before publication of
the Final Report.
Readers should be aware that the
Hawaii State Department of Health data
used in this section is not comparable
to data from the U.S. Census Bureau.
The collection method for Hawaii State
Department of Health data is as

mother.

The races coded on a marriage
certificate are whatever race the
bride and groom recorded when they
obtained their marriage license.
The race on a death certificate is
whatever race the informant gave
the funeral director who prepared
the death certificate.
The race of an individual
included in the department's household health survey is coded in
accordance with the above criteria
based onothe race of the
individual's parents as furnished
by the respondent. Individuals
whose parents are of different
races are coded either Part-Hawaiian or Other Mixture depending upon
the racial mix.
The race item on the 1970 and
1980 United States decennial census
was based entirely upon self-identification as a single race so that
it is no longer possible to get
counts of racial mixtures from the
The race items from the
census.
1970 and 1980 census are not
comparable with the race designations of the Department of Health- or any other race statistics
(Communicacollected in Hawaii.
tion received from Dr. Thomas A.
,

follows:

The race recorded on vital
statistics records at the
Department of Health -'- birth, death,

and marriage certificates--is based
entirely upon voluntary information
and, hence, cannot be considered as
indicating true genetic
relationships.
The race of a child is determined
from the race of the parents

95

12

lov

Burch, Chief, Research and
Statistics Office, State of Hawaii,
Department of Health, dated January
Hereinafter referred to
13, 1983.
as "Burch, Hawaii State Department
of Health.")

22/ Mele A. Look, A Mortality
Study of the Hawaiian People, R &,S
Report, Issue No. 38 (Honolulu:
Hawaii State Department of Health,
Research and Statistics Office,
February 1982).
The list presented here is
Comments
taken from Look's study.
received from Richard Kekuni Blaisdell
"lower
suggest the following reasons:
income level; inadequate health care;
different cultural concepts of health
and illness" (p. 3). See also, by
Blaisdell, paper entitled, "Health
Section of Native Hawaiians Study Commission Report," written at the
direction of and funded by the Office
This paper is
of Hawaiian Affairs.
reproduced in the comments section of
the Appendix of this Report.
74/

66/ Comment received from Robert
C. Schmitt, p. 2. Also mentioned in
comment received from Richard Kekuni
Blaisdell, p. 1.
The remainder of this paragraph based on information provided by
Richard Kekuni Blaisdell, pq 2.
67/

Department of Health, State of
Hawaii, Annual Report, Statistical
Supplement, 1980, September 1981,
68/

p. 19.

69/

Ibid., p. 9.

15/ This section contributed by
Dr. Burch, Hawaii State Department of
Health. Comments from Richard Kekuni
Blaisdell also suggested including
such information.

The information on infant
death rates that appeared in the
Commission's Draft Report was
substantially revised as the result of
comments received from the Hawaii
Department of Health. This quotation
is from Burch, Hawaii State Department
of Health.
70/

ly Other data on the health
status of native Hawaiians exist that
have not been included in this report,
but that confirm that the native
Hawaiian population has special health
data on the
problems. For example:
highest incidence of coronary atherosclerotic heart disease in Hawaiians/
Part-Hawaiians; data on the highest
prevalence of end-stage renal disease
(kidney failure) in Hawaiians; data on
congenital/inherited disorders, such
as the highest incidence of club-foot
among Hawaiians; data on the highest
rates of teen-age pregancies among
Hawaiian girls; data on elderly
Hawaiians, such as published by Alu
Like, indicating that 75.9% of
Hawaiians vs. 66.3% of non-Hawaiians
'over 65 years of age stated they had
major chronic illnesses; data on
medical care, such as cited by Alu
Like, that 15.7% of Hawaiians over 60
years had no health insurance vs. 9%
of non-Hawaiians; data on the

Comments received from Richard
Kekuni Blaisdell point out that in
examining cause of death over time t e
reader should be aware that the dat
will not be strictly comparable since
"concepts of illness and diagnostic
criteria for 'diseases' vary with time
and recorder" (p. 3). The Hawaii Department of Health has produced a
study in which death certificates from
1910 to 1960 were re-coded using
current classification of diseases to
attempt to address this problem, and
it is this data that is used in the
Mele A. Look study discussed below.
71/

72/ Information provided to the
Commission by Dr. Burch, Hawaii State.
Comments from
Department of Health.

Richard Kekuni Blaisdell also
suggested including such information.
96

113

relative paucity of Hawaiian health
(See Appendix, comment
professionals.
by Richard Kekuni Blaisdell and paper
by Blaisdell on "Health Section of
Native Hawaiians Study Commission
Report" for complete references to
these data and studies.)

92/

Adams, pp. 43-44.

93/

Ibid., p. 44.

94/

Ibid., p. 47.

95/

Lind, p. 109.

Hawaii State Department of
Health, Annual Report, Statistical
Supplement, 1980, p. 60.

96/

Ibid., p. 62.

77/

Information received in
comment from Richard Kekuni Blaisdell,
Information he presented is
p. 3.
from a study by Alu Like, Inc.,
entitled, Mortality and Morbidity of
Native Hawaiians, 1977.
78/

97/ Louis Agard, The Sandalwood
Trees: Politis and Hope, p. 50;
Haunani-Kay Trai;k, et al, p. 8.
98/

Adams, p. 44.

99/

Louis Agard, p. 50.

100/

Hawaii State Department of
79/
Health, Needs Assessment; Alcohol and
Hawaii State
II Drug Abuse ,(Honolulu:
Department of Health, Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Branch, 1980), P. 2.

Ibid., p. 51.

101/ For versions of this episode
see, for example: comment received
from Louis Agard, p. 51; Kuykendall
and Day, p. 221; Fuchs, pp. 189-190;
and Gavan Daws, Shoal of Time: A

History of the Hawaiian Islands (New
York: The MacMillan Company, 1968),
pp. 317-327.

80/

Ibid., p. 1.

81/

Ibid.

82/

Ibid., p. 8.

102/
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Health And Social Services
A.

INTRODUCTION

Since a wide variety of health
statistics for native Hawaiians and
for the State of Hawaii were presented
in the previous chapter, they will not
Instead, this
be repeated here.
chapter will focus on the historical
and cultural background of native
Hawaiian health; and the State and
federal programs that exist to address
the health needs of all residents of
the State, as well as programs
specifically for native Hawaiians.
The Hawaii State Health Department
administers a wide ranga of programs
emphasizing health maintenance and
promotion, risk reduction, and preventive services. 1/ Total
expenditures by the Department for the
fiscal year ending,June 30, 1980, were
$116,368453. The Federal Gover...atent
provided 12.1 percent of this amount,
The various programs
or $14,055,526.
available to address health needs are
described below. Descriptions include
the services provided, the commupity
served, and the problems encountered.
B.

HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL
BACKGROUND */

the health and illness of native
Hawaiians are conveniently considered
before contact with
in three periods:
the non-Polynesian world; contact,
beginning with Captain James` Cook in
1778 to the overthrow of the monarchy
in 1893; and the end of the.kingdom to
the present.
. Pre-contact (Ancient to 1778)

Health and Illness

Prior to and at the same time of
the arrival of Captain Cook in January
1778, the Hawaiians of old were
generally healthy because they had
adapted effectively to island
ecosystems about them, and they had
lived in isolation from the rest of
the planet for over 5C0 years. 2/
Gene strength was evident in a
flourishing population of an estimated
300,000 at the time of Captain Cook.
2/ These were descendants of perhaps
one hundred hardy, first settlers Who
had arrived more than 1,000 years
previously from the South Pacific,
after braving over 2,000 miles of open
Some
sea in double-hulled canoes.
because
of
gene weakness,was possible

and
Critical historical eve
unique cultural features nfluencing.

The following section on
historical and cultural background is
a complete reproduction of a section
of the paper prepared by Richard
Kekuni Blaisdell, M.D., entitled:
"Health Section of Native Hawaiians
Study Commission Report" (pages 1
through 18, February, 1983), written
at the direction of and funded by the
Office of Hawaiian Affairs. Dr.
3laisdell is a Professor in the
University of Hawaii's Medical School.
Minor editorial changes have been made
to conform to the Final Report'
format, and the footnotes have been
redesignated for the convenience of
*/

Except for
the reader.
(cont'd)
these changes, the section of Dr.

Elaisdell's paper appears as submitted
by OHA and is otherwise unchanged.
The second part of Dr. Blaisdell's
paper, "Health Profile," is not
included here--it is consistent with
the health data presented in the
"Demographics" chapter of this Report,
which incorporates previous comments
submitted to the Commission by Dr.
Dr. Blaisdell's entire
Blaisdell.
paper is reproduced in the Appendix of
this Report and the references he used
are marked with "[1)" in the "List of
References."

recurring waves for thousanas of
However, the islanders did
years.
'have some focal infections as

the small gene pool, inbreeding, and
opportunitieS for genetic drift. 4/
These genetic factors could account
for congenital-hereditary deformities
described below, and for the impaired
Immunity and peculiar hypersusceptibility to disseninated infections that,
characterized the later contact
period.
The natives' food was mainly
taro, sweet potato, yam-, bread-fruit
and banana, with fish, and for-the
maka'ainana (commoners), only
infrequently pig and dog. This
high-fibre, low-fat, unrefined and
limited sugar diet ample in vitamins
and abundant in minerals, is now

evidenced in pre - contact skeletons

recovered from butial sand dunes. 10/
Dental caries, which result from
acid-producing mouth bacteria acting
on carbohydrate-containing foods,
`occurred,in less than 7 percent of
those under ace 40, to 51.5 percent in
persons over the age of 60frequencies much lower than those observed
today. 11/ Some bone abscesses were
also evident, such as in the maxilla
or mandible, as extensions from dental
pulp infections. 12/ "Boils" were
also described in Cook's journals. 13/
Thus, the early Hawaiians were not
entirely free of pathogenic urganismi,
as some have claimed. 14/
Metabolic maladies, so prominent in
native Hawaiians today; were probably
also present in their ancient
However, the evidence is
ancestors.
largely indirect and their frequencies
The direct evidence
remain uncertain.
is also to be found in unearthed
bones, which show examples of gouty
arthritis, degenerative arthritis, and
rheumatoid arthritis. 15/ Common soft
tissue disorders, such as coronary
atherodclerotic heart disease,
arterial hypertension, stroke, chronic
obstructive lung disease, diabetes
mellitus, and end-stage renal disease,
are presumed to have occurred in
pre-Cook Hawaiians because heredity
appears to play some role in these
diseases so prevalent in native
Hawaiians today,: 16/ However, since
the life-style factors of the maka'ainana did not include a high-fat
diet, c3arette smoking, physical
inactivity, and appressine stress, the
frequencies of these "diseases of
civilization" in the early Hawaiians
were probably leas than today. No

considered superior to- the' usual fare

of modern western societies, with one
important common fault--excessive
sodium. 5/ J10.s is a basis for
inferring that the natives of old
probably also had some arterial
hypertension and rel-ted disorders, as shall be discussed
later.

Personal, household, and public
cleanlines's of the early Hawaiians
are well documented 6/ and were
strictly controlled by kapu (sacred
law) of the kahuna (priests). 7/
Physical activity in work and play'was
vigorous and enjoyable, and yei with
adequate time for sleep and rest. 8/
There were no crowding, no
public latrines, no garbage heaps
or litter, and no use of human or
animal excreta as fertilizer.
Because of clean air, pure water,
and unpolluted land and sea,
promoted by the kapu, natives
unknowingly maintained control of
potentially harmful pathogenic 1

microorganisms:9/
The natives were free of the
epidemic, contagious pestilences
that scourged the continents in
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signs of nutritional deficiencies,
such as rickets and scurvy, are
apparent in the osseous materials. 17/
Evidence of metastatic cancer
to the bony spine has been seen in one
pr4-contact specimen, 18/ but no
obvious cases of neoplasm were described in Cook's journals.
Traumd from accidents or intentional violence was probably the most
common Class of ailments, as recorded
in writings, 19/ and as observed in
skeletal remains. 20/ "Poisoning" may
have been due more to psychic effects
21/ than to direct pharmaceutical
toxicity, because the pre-contact
islands apparently had no lethally
poisonous plants. 22/ The only type
of chemical self-abuse known in old
Hawaii was "kava debauchery,"
in Cook's
described among some
journals. 23/
Mental illness was described in"
the form of two natives who were
"wrong inn their senses" in Cook's
journals. 24/ This single passage
contrasts with frequent other 'references to the islanders being "social,
friendly, hospitable, humane,"
"blessed with frank and cheerful
disposition," and "mild and agreeable,
not easily excitable," 25/ which
support the views of subsequent
foreigners that the natives were adept
at coping with stress. 26/Congenital-hereditary disorders
were apparent to Cook's men in a
young man "born with neither feet
nor hands,"-another "born blind," and
two dwarfs. 27/ Four cases of club
foot were found among the 1,117 precontact persons buried at Mokapu. 28/
The described defects were probably
related to inbreeding. The survival
of these malformed natives beyond
infancy counters the later claims by:
missionaries that infanticide was
traditional and widely practiced.
29/ Cook's journals record the Hawaiians as being "totally unacquainted
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with [Tahitians'] horrid custom of
destroying their newborn infants." 30/
The natives prized physical beauty and
practiced body molding of the infant
and child. 31/ Some degree of infanticide of the severely deformed newborn
may have been praCticed, but ther)e
were no illegitimate births in'tbr
modern sense, and generally every
child was he 222 (a flower) to be
cherished, assuring continuity of the
heritage and race. 32/
Medical Beliefs and Practices
Health and illness were another
example of the all-pervading dualist
of the early Hawaiians' belief system,
like sky and earths sun and moon, male
and female, mind and body, and life
and death. 33/
Wellness was maintaining mena,
quantifiable energy, which was both
inherited and acquired. Proper
balance of mana was promoted by
harmony with oneself, with others, and
with the gods and nature, through
continuous communication with the
spiritual realm and correct thought
and action. 34/ The kapu (taboo),
established by the kahuna (priests),
sanctioned by the ali'i, and enforced
by all,. fostered self-discipline and
responsibility in personal hygiene,
health - promotion, illness-prevention,

public sanitation, and respect for
nature, which was the domain of the
gods.-35/ Illness was loss of mana
from dysharmony, such as from
violation of a kapu, offending a god,
or ill-thinking. 36/
Death,
The elderly were esteemed.
after a meaningful life was welcomed
as a reuniting with one's ancestors in
the eternal ,spiritual realm and
completion of a recurring cycle of
rebirth and transfiguration into
kinolau (non-human forms) or reincarnation into other human forms. 37/

Diagnosis was determining the
mechanist of loss Of warm through
psycho-spiritual communication,
interviewing of the patient and his
'ohana (family), and physical
examination. 38/ Treatment was
restoring deficient mana through
ritualistic communication with the
psycho-spiritual realm of the gods,
supplemented by special foods, secretly formulated herbals, physical
therapy and limited surgery. 39/
Medical care for the commoner was
the responsibility of the patient."
himself, and, if necessary, an
Only if the
experi( iced 'ohana elder.
expensive
illness were serious, and
professional fees in hogs could be
paid, did a maka'ainana engage the
fastidious'. kalq;na- 1.a2a'au, (priestphysician), rigorously trained at the
heiau ho'ola (healing temple). 40/
The ali'i had regular access to
varieties of specialty kahuna laEa'au
whose rituals and practices were
elaborate and extensive. 41/
The Hawaiians' autopsy observa
tions. 42/ use, of the clyster-enema,
43/ and emetics and cathartics 44/
provide evidence of beginning
experimentation and Scientific
reasoning not found elsewhere in
Polynesia. 45/
This highly-refined, holistic and
preventive health system, harmoniously
integrated in their social fabric,
with nature about them, and their
spiritual realm beyond, was never to
recover from the impact of western'

.

.

-

ways.

Contact (1778 to 1893)
Depopulation
In January 1778, the
Infections:
arrival of the first foreigners,
Captain Cook and his seamen, brought
medical disaster in the form of the
venereal diseases, mainly gonorrhea
and syphilis, tuberculosis, 'other

common contagious bacterial viral
illnesses, as well as alcohol,
gunfire, and other forms of disrespect
for the kapu, the gods, and nature.
-One year later, in March 1779, when
these first visitors departed, the
natives could see from the sick and
dead'about them, that "the sliding way
of death" had begun. 46/
In 1804, the diarrheal epidemic of
ma'i 'oku'u (probably cholera or
typhoid) killed perhaps 15,000, 47/
and convinced Kamehameha the 'Great
that the gods did not favor his
military invasion of the island of
48/

Subsequent sporadic "catarrhs and
fevers" took other lives, so that by
1820, when the first missionaries
landed, the population estimate of
150,000 was half that at the time of
Cooki about 40 years previously. 49/
Other outbreaks of disease occurred as
follows:

In 1824, Kamehameha II and hissister-wife Queen Kamamalu died
of measles in London,. 50/
In-1824-1826 and again in 1832,
epidemics of cough (whooping?)
and measles killed thousands of
natives. 51/

In 1839, mumps killed "great
numbers" including Kina'u,
kuhina riui (regent), daughter
of Kamehameha the Great, and
mother of Kamehameha IV and V.
52/

In 1845-1849, epidemics of
measles and pertussis 'and then
diarrhea and influenza left
over. 12,000 dead. 53/
Ic 1840, the first case of
16prosy in a Hawaiian was
detected. 54/ 'In 1865, because
of the alarming spread of this
fearsome malady, a new

Lack of Immunity, Genetic and
Multiple factors
Other Factors:
probably accounted for the steep
logarithmic decline in the population
of the pure Hawaiian. 64/ Introduced
infections; as cited above, in a
people who lacked immunity 5ecause of
their long isolation, not only
explained high-and irregular direct
mortality, but could alto explain the
decreased birth rate. Local, genital,
venereal, and other infections, and
general, systemic infections probably
impaired fertility in both men and
women,' increased early and'late fetal
deaths in utero, and contributed to
neonatal and infant mortality, through
indirect general debility and
malnutrition. 65/
Latent genetic defects could have
predisposed to reduced birth rates,
66/ and probably account for the

segregation law established a'
receiving leprosy hospital in
Honolulu and isolation of
lepers on the Kalaupapapeninsula of the island of Molokai.
55/ One out of every 39 (2.6
percent) of native Hawaiians
was affected, whereas the
occurrence in non-Hawaiians was
one in 1,8471 56/ A peak of
1,310 active'cases was reached
at the end of the century, and
over the 40 years since th#
start of segregation, an
estimated 4,000 natives died of
this affliction. 57/

,

In 1853, 1861, 1873,.and again
in 1882,'smallpox took over
7,000 lives, in _spite of
compulsory smallpox vaccination
in 1854.. 58/,

0

natives'hypersusceptibility to
chronic infections, aside from
impaired immune mechanisms, such as in
leprosylond tuberculosis. 67/
Other chronic metabolic illnesses,
not readily or specifically diagnoable, especially among the maka'ainana, but related largely to
conflicting life-styles, were probably
These
also taking their toll.
disorders include arterial
hypertension, atherosclerosis, heart,
kidney, and lung failure, stroke, and
diabetes, so prevalent among modern
Hawaiians. 68/
Among the ali'i, these terminal
illnesses were identified as follows:
in 1854 Kamehameha III died at age 42
of convulsions and delirlum that could
have been a stroke; in 1863 Kamehameha
IV died with asthma at the age of 29;

;n 1857, an epidemic of colds,
headache, sore throat, and
deafness (influenza?) raged.
59/

In 1866, cough, chills, fever,
vomiting, nose bleeding, and
disability (dengue?) affected
hundreds.
In 1878-1880, whooping cough
brought death to 68'in
Honolulu. 60/
In 1888, whooping cough struck
again with 104 lives, and in
1890 diphtheria. 61/
1889-1890, measles and
dysentery killed 26. 62/
,

in 1872, at the age of 42, Kameifiameha
V succumbed of "buttock abscess,
dropsy and asphyxia;" in 1883,
Princess Ke'elikolani died at ags 57
of heart failure; in 18E14, Queen Drama
died of stroke at the age of 49; 'and
in 1891, King Kalakaua died at the age
of 54 of "Bright's disease" (kidney
failure). 69/

By the time of the overthrow of
the monarchy in 1893, the
native Hawaiian population was
reduced by 87 percent to about
40,000. 63/
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Cultural conflict
Despair:
resulted in disintegration of the old
social order. In 1819, despairing
because the kapu were no longer
effective, the,Hawaiians themselves,
under the leadership of Kamehameha II,
Queen Kaahumanu, and High Priest
Hewahewa, formally abolished these
strict sacred laws that governed
personal hygiene and public sanitation. 70/ Gross pollution of person, .
home, the land, and water followed, as

described and decried by the missionaries and other foreigners. 71/ There
was decline of ali'i leadership and
stewardship as the chiefs sought
material luxury by exploitation of the
maka'ainana in sandalwood and other
trade with foreigners. 72/
With alienation from the land came
disruption of the 'ohana and replacement of their traditional selfreliant, ahupua'a subsistence economy
by an urban market economy. The
kahuna and 'ohana educational systems
New social ills
disintegrated.
emerged, such as alcoholism, tobaccoism, vagrancy, prostitution, and the
malnutrition of processed foods.
FiKally, there was the perception by'
the native Hawaiians, preached by the
missionaries, of the "superiority" of
certain western ways and material
culture, compared to native
"primitive" beliefs and practices.
The stress was too overwhelming for
many islanders. Some fled, like an
estimated 5,000 out-migrating
Hawaiians in-1850, Others despaired
inwardly, lost their will to live in a
haoledominated new order that made
them strangers in their homeland, as
they sought the comfort of death. 73/
Inadequacy of Traditional Native
Medicine for Haole Illnesses
In this period of culture shock,
there evoled a makeshift, loose
health care.system for native

Hawaiians with the following
characteristics.
Although the major gods had been
toppled, and the kahuna hierarchy
abolished, the kahuna lapa'au remained
underground. These officially disenfranchised kahuna, plus experienced
'ohana elders, an4 the patient
himself, continued to care for
"Hawaiian illnesses" as of yore, but
with some mddifications; 74/
Newlyintroduced plants, such as
the guava and eucalyptus, were incorporated into the native materia
Some 'western notions of
medica.
disease and the pharmaceutical action
of herbals on body functions were
adopted, therapeutic effects that were
not mediated by the traditional native
concept of restoration of mana. 'however, there was still some reliance on
aumakua, or family guardians, although
the senior gods had departed. 15/, As
the heiau ho'ola, as'well as the, other
heiau, were destroyed, formal training
of kahuna ceased. They were replaced,
by more self-styled, poorly,Itrainedor
untrained " kahuna," `many of whom

incurred the denunciation of missionaries, other foreigners, and even some
native Hawaiians. 76/
"Hawaiian mediCine for Hawaiian
disease" probably survived because at
that time, non-Hawaiian medicine was
no more effective. PsT7ho-spiritual
aspects of native medical care merged
with new beliefs, such as Christianity, sometimes confusingly so, or were
abandoned so that little of the old
liturgy found its way into print when
the natives learned how to write. 77/
Haole illnesses, such as gonorrhea,
syphilis, cholera, diphtheria,
measles, mumps, smallpox, and tuberculosis, did not respond to Hawaiian medicine, and since there were too few
haole physicians initially to demonstrate that haole medicine was no
better, some natives tried whatever
was called haole medicine. 78/
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Ascent of Haole Medicine

In 1862, the first Sanitation
Commission was appointed, 85/

Haole surgery, however, was
perceived as generally superior, with
metal instruments, instead of bamboo
or adzes, for resections, incision,_
and drainage of abscesses, and thetechniques of suturing and ligature.
to arrest bleeding and promote wound
healing. 79/
Western public health measures"
replaced the old kapu system,. but
initially they, too, did not seet any
more effective against the devastating
contagious epidemics. Key.events in
this area include:

V

In 1864;- burial of 'the dead was

regulated by law. 86/

In 1865, the first receiving
hospital for lepers opened in
Kalihi, in Honolulu, with the
kingdom's new segregation laws.
The following year,.the first
lepers were exiled to Xalawao
on the Kalappapa peninsula on
ttie island of Molokai. 87/ In
1890, the population of the
settlement reached -a peak of
more than 1,200. There.was no

In 1836, kuhina nui Kina'u was
advised to issue the first
public health proclamation--the
Honolulu harbor pilot was
instructed to screen all
foreign-arriving vessels for
smallpox and other
pestilences. 80/

'satisfactory, therapy and the
annual death rate varied.from12 percent to 20 percent.

-

In 1866, the first insane
asylum opened in-Palama, Honoulu, with six patients..82/

InJ868, during the reign of
Kamehameha V, a "Hawaiian Board
of Health" licensed practitioners of native medicine, but
certain rituals of old were
proscribed, and no formal
training was authorized. 92/

In 1850, Kamehameha III crea-ed
a Board of Health, and the
first public water pipeline
carried fresh water from
Nu'uanu Valley to Honolulu
harbor to till water casks.
81/

In 1870, ex-missionary and exIn 1854; smallpox vaccination
was made compulsory,. but three
smallpox epidemics followed,
the latest in 1882. 421

'Prime Minister Dr. Gerrit Pl.

4!.

In 1856, a drug law for western 0
medications was passed and the
"Hawaiian Medical Society" for
haole physicians was chartered.

Judd was.uthorized by the
Board of Education to establish
the first medical school of
western medicine., TwO years
later, ten young native
graduates were, licensed to

practice haae medicine, but
shortly thereafter Dr. Judd had
a stroke and The school was
closed. 91/

In 1859, the Queen's Hospital,
providing western medical care,
was founded by King Kamehameha
IV and Queen Emma.
It was the
(first hospital for native
Hawaiians, 22 years after the
first of seven hospitals had,
been opened for foreigners. 84/

\

16'1873, collection of garbage,
and street-cleaninq\began in
Honolulu. 92/

In 1874, King Lunalilo died of
"pulmonary consumption"
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founded by the king and Queen
Kapiolani "to propagate and
perpetuate the race." A home
for destitute Hawaiians was
established in Kaka'ako and the
first Kapiolani Home for nonle,}rous children of leprous
parents on Molokai opened next
to the Kaka'ako Receiving
Hospital. 101/

(tuberculosis) and alcoholism.
His will provided for "a home
for elderly infirm and destitute Hawaiians," which opened in
Makiki in 1885. 93/
In 1876, the legislature
authorized drainage of taro wetlands that were declared
"insanitary." 94/'

In 1890, the Kapiolani Maternity
Home for birthing of infants of
native HaWaiian women opened in
the renovated house of the
queen's recently-deceased

In 1879, the first artesian well
for drinking, washing, and irrigation was drilled at Honouliuli, Oahu by James Campbell,
founder of the large, landholding Campbell Estate. 1.'6/

sister, Princess ::Zekaulike, in,
Makiki in Honolulu. 102/ This

private hospital' was supported
by contributions. Native women
were not required to pay for
their medical care until 1917,
when non-Hawaiians were first

In 1882, the first water filtration plant was constructed at
Nu'uanu, in Honolulu. 96/
Inspection of food and licensing
of dairies began in Honolulu.

admitted. 103/

97/

Overthrow of the Monarchy to the
Present (1893-1983)

In 1884, the first local government hospital, Malulani, was
opened at Wailuku, Maui. 98/

Population Changes

In 1886, the first plantation
hospital at Makaweli, Kauai was
built by the Hawaiian Sugar Co.
By 1890, there were 18,900
plantation employees and four
plantation hospitals. 99/

In 1893, with the dethronement of
Queen Liliuokalani and the establishment of a non-elected Provisional
Government by the haole business
oligarchy, 'the native Hawaiians were
already a minority in their homeland,
although the pure Hawaiians still
outnumbered the part-Hawaiians (see
table in footnote). 104/ The
controlling whites were the smallest
minority, exceeded by the imported,
non-voting Oriental laborers.
The contrast 90 years later, in
1983, is striking. Native Hawaiians
are relatively an even smaller
minority, with the part-Hawaiians far
outnumbering the almost vanished pure
Hawaiians. The white population has
greatly increased, although still
exceeded by all Orientals combined.

In 1880, the government of King
Kalakaua was so alarmed at the
decline of the native Hawaiian
population and the prevalence of
squalor, insanitation, and
morbidity, that the Board of
Health issued a book in the
Hawaiian language on Sanitary
Instructions for Hawaiians,
written by Walter Murray Gibson.
100/

About the same time, the Ho' Oulu
a Ho'ola Lahui Society was

105/
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in Hawaii had fallen to 88
per 1,000, the rates for pure
Hawaiians remained high at 265

Major Illnesses
Serious infections continued in the
early post - kingdom period, as is

and for .part- Hawaiians at 126,

evident in the following chronology,
but with no reliable, readily
available data on the numbers or
proportions of pure and partThe population
Hawaiians involved.
figures cited above provide only rough
guidelines for such speculative
inferences.

while the rate for whites was
23 per 1,000. 110/
In 1918-1920, the post-World
War I influenza pandemic
accounted for 1,700 deaths.in
Hawaii. 111/ During the war
years, venereal disease became
reportable. 112/

In 1895, with the oligarchical
'Provisional Government
succeeded by the oligarchical
Republic of Hawaii, cholera
swept through Honolulu'and
106/
killed 64.

In 1919, typhoid killed 42.
113/ In this year, the leading
reported "causes of death" were
influenza-pneumonia, tuberculosis, And diarrheas. 114/

In 1920, leprosy still claimed
662 active hospital cases at
Kalaupapa, with 114 new cases
for the year, the majority
native Hawaiians. 115/ Not
until sulfone chemotherapy in
1946 did the mortality rate
drop from 10 percent to 2.5
percent per year. 116/ By
1974, there were only 13 active
cases of leprosy, but,over 100
deformed and disabled mainly
Hawaiians, with the kidney,
nerve, skin, nasal, oral,
facial, and limb complications
of this dreaded disorder. 117/
The 29 new leprosy cases for
that year were chiefly in
immigrant non-Hawaiians. 118/

In 1899, the bubonic plague
took 61 lives. With the turn
of the year, fire to control
the plague-carrying rodents
destroyed Chinatown in Honolulu, awakening public concern
for the residual "filth,
homeless, destitute
squalor
and incurables," including more
victims with tuberculosis that
for, the first time became
reportable. 107/
In 1901, when the Honolulu Home
for the Incurables (forerunner
of Leahi Hospital) opened, 32
t,f the first 72 patients had
tuberculosis. 108/
In 1903, when 900 known cases
of tuberculosis were identified,' About 32 percent were
native Hawaiians. 109/ From
1900 to 1923, tuberculosis
remained the number one
reported "cause of death," with
mortality as high as 200 per
1,000 populatiOn. The corresponding U.S. mainland tuberculosis mortality rate was
declining from 152 to 92 per
By 1937, although TB
1,000.
mortality rates for all races

In 1928-1929, acute meningitis
accounted for 68 deaths. 119/
In 1930, for the first time,
heart diseases displaced
infections as the leading
reported "cause of death." 120/

In 1936-1937, measles deaths
numbered 205. 121/
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expenses for the hospital, with
free medical care for TB
patients. 128/ In 1968, the
hospital became a State insti-'
tution of the University of
In
Hawaii School of Medicine.
1976, it was transferred to the
State Department of Health.

In 1940, the highest-ranking
recorded "causes of death" in
the Territory were heart
$iseases, cancer, and kidney
failure. 122/
In 1942, during the second
World War, diphtheria involved
The following year,
90.
mosquito-borne dengue affected
scores. 123/

129/

the U.S. Congress
generously provided $300,000
for the ambitious U.S. Leprosy
Investigation Station on the
Kalaupapa peninsula, Molokai.
Only 9 of the 700 patients at
the settlement agreed to
participate in the Station's
investigations, and then only
for a few days, so the
elaborate facility was
compelled to shut down after
only two years. 130/ In 1980,
the U.S. Congress approved the
recommendations of a commission
that Kalaupapa be preserved
indefinitely for the remaining
leprosy patients there, and
then become an historical and
cultural reserve under the U.S.
National Park Service. 131/
Active cases of leprosy are now
treated at Leahi Hospital in
Honolulu, but some patients are
still championing the right to
remain in the non-hospital,
rural cottage setting of Hale
Mohalu in Pearl City on Oahu.
In 1908,

In 1950, the top reported
"causes of death" were heart
diseases, cancer, and stroke.
124/
In 1958, acute poliomyelitis
struck 77. 125/
Health Measures

The following anti-disease actions
parallel similar developments on the
U.S. mainland, but with some features
distinctive of Hawaii and the native
Hawaiian people.
In 1899, after the annexation
of Hawaii to the United States
as a territory, the first
sewers were laid in Honolulu,
then a city of 40,000. 126/
In 1902, what is now Leahi
Hospital opened on the mauka
slope of Diamond Head in
Kaimuki, Honolulu, as the Home
for the Incurables, with four
wards. It was a private institution created with contributions from nine wealthy
businessmen of the haole
oligarchy and $750 from the
Board of Health. 127/ The
proportion of tuberculous
patients rose from 50 percent
initially, to 100 percent in
1950, when the Territorial
Government built a new hospital
wing and assumed operating

132/

In 1911, the first resident
intern was appointed in Hawaii
at the Queen's Hospital; a
haole medical graduate from
California. J33/ .

In 1914, the first public
health nurse was appointed by
the Board of Health. 134/
In 1916, the first school of
nursing in Hawaii started at
the Queen's Hospital. 135/
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In 1918, during World War I,
venereal diseases became
reportable. 136/

.

C.

MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS

Mental Health Status of Native
Hawaiians 144/

In 1921, the Territorial
Government established Waimano
Home for the mentally-retarded
and severely deformed. Statistics on the number of native
Hawaiian patients institutionalized there are scheduled to
be available in March 1983.

In 1938, the Hawaii Medical
Service Association (HMSA), a
private health insurance firm,
was founded by the Territory's
school teachers and social
workers. HMSA is now open to
all and by 1975 it had over
400,000 members. 142/

Native Hawaiians generally present
the same variety and pattern of mental
health problems as other groups in the
State, according to a service and
research project in Hawaii called Hale
Ola o Ho'opakole. 145/. (The efforts
of this group will be described
below.)
One main difference, however,
is that the native Hawaiians have
"that unique set of problems associated with indigenous peoples living
under a non-indigenous government."
146/ For instance, immigrants who are
non-English speakers have a choice,
usually, of returning to their respective countries to maintain their
linguistic, cultural, and other ties,
while native Hawaiians have no choice
but to remain in Hawaii.
Some native
Hawaiians "perceive themselves as
citizens of an unfairly defeated
nation [and] sane see themselves as an
oppressed people." 147/
Native Hawaiians are a unique
cultural group with long-standing
traditional patterns of personal,
family, and social behavior that still
contribute to the identity and
security of individuals in their daily
lives.
As a. result, the causes of
mental health problems, their perceptions by native Hawaiians, and tht
appropriate means by which they are
resolved differ markedly from nonHawaiians. 148/ The Hale Ola Project
summarizes the situation as follows:

In 1967, the University of
Hawaii School of Medicine
accepted its first class of 25
students. None was a native
Hawaiian. 143/

Pressures to successfully
provide adequate income levels for
families and stable jobs produce
stresses among native Hawaiians
and generate role and value

137/

In 1925, the first maternal and
child care programs-were
started by the Board of Health.
138/

In 1930, the new Territorial
mental health hospital opened
at Kaneohe, Oahu with 541
patients. 139/
In 1936, a Crippled Children's
Bureau and Office of Health
Education were created in the
Board of.Health. 140/
In 1937, a separate Bureau of
Vital Statistics was
established. 141/
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conflicts, and present competing
incentives to maintain
cooperative, Hawaiian collective
lifeways or to adopt more
contemporary, competitive and
individualistic lifeways
associated with modern American
A significant part of
lifeways.
the problem is perhaps that there
are no real alternatives that one
can freely turn to aside from the
dominant Western lifestyle. A
great deal of evidence has been
accumulated in particular on how a
native Hawaiian child who wants to
retain the Hawaiian lifestyle is
heavily penalized in the state
educational system.
Such conficts and stresses
foster mental and emotional
disorders among native Hawaiian
In
families in particular.
addition, lower levels of formal
education attainment and
higher levels of unemployment and
underemployment contribute to
stresses and disorders...149/

The centers on the neighboring
islands report some problems, mainly
with manpower. The island of Hawaii
has only one community residential
facility for mentally-ill adults--with
only four beds. The county hopes to
expand the facility to twelve beds.
Maui County reports that outpatient
services are adequate in the Central
Maui area, but are limited in West
Maui, the South Shore and "up-country"
areas, and on Molokai and Lanai.
In addition to its community mental
health centers, the Mental Health
Division also operates four
specialized programs:
Courts and Corrections, which
provides mental health
consultation to the State's
court and correctional programs";
Children's Mental Health
Services;

.

Hawaii State Hospital; and
Alcohol and Drug Abuse.

Hawaii State Department of Health
Programs
According to the Hawaii State
Department of Health, the community' s,
needs for mental health services
exceed the available public and
private resources, although the State
is attempting to decrease the gap and
make its services available to more
people. The Mental Health Division of
the Health Derartment now operates
eight community mental health
centers--five on Oahu, and one in each
of the other counties (Hawaii, Maui,
and Kauai). 150/ Many of these
centers also operate satellite
facilities to reach more people. The
first ethnic-oriented mental health
clinic, which is for Chinese-speaking
persons, was opened in June 1980. A
new program has also been funded to
set up a network of community
residential facilities.

The first three of these programs
report problems of manpower availability that may restrict services.
The Alcohol and Drug Abuse program
does not provide direct services
itself. Through contracts with
private agencies, the program allocates State and Federal funds to
twenty-one dug abuse and alcohol
programs statewide. The State program
does provide technical assistance,
research, and training to these local
programs.
The Alcohol and Drug Abuse branch
completed a statewide population survey
of. the incidence and prevalence of
Prelimisubstance abuse in Hawaii.
indicate
nary data from the survey
that:

Hawaii has a significantly
higher percentage of people
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using cocaine (4.7 percent) than
the U.S. mainland (two percent);
Marijuana is used by a slightly
higher percentage of people in
Hawaii (14.4 percent) than on
the U.S mainland (13 percent);
and

The current non-medical use of
sedatives is also slightly
higher in Hawaii (1.2 percent)
compared to the U.S. mainland
(0.7 percent). 151/

FederallyFunded Programs
The Hale Ola Project is a service
and research effort Supported by
federal funds from the National
Institute of Mental Health and the
Administration for Native Americans
(under the U.S. Department of Health
'and Human Services). 152/ The Project
is administered in Hawaii by Alu Like,
Inc., and was initiated because it was
found that "Western approaches to
therapy and mental health care are not
entirely suitable or appropriate for
non-Western, including native
Hawaiian, individuals with mental or
emotional problems." 153/
Hale Ola o Ho'opakolea is arecent
effort to test and demonstrate the
effectiveness of an alternate and
culturally-sensitive approach to
meeting the mental health care needs
of native Hawaiians. The three-year
project (entering its third and final
year at the beginning of 1983) is
located on the Wai'anae Coast.
According to the Project Director,
the Hale Ola Project is a unique
It
effort in several respects.
represents the.first time that a
service center has been established to
utilize a culturally-sensitive approach
to service delivery targeted for native
Hawaiians with mental, emotional, and
related problems. It

is a center that employs qualified
service staff drawn from the Wai'anae
Coast cUmmunities to provide
counseling, referral, follow-up,
training, and information gathering
in a manner appropriate to native'
Informal approaches to
Hawaiians.
care-giving assistance are emphasized
and flexibility is maintained with
regard to setting the time and
frequency with which care is provided.
Hale Ola also represents a unique
effort to identify, recruit, and
coordinate the variety of informal
care-givers and natural healers who
are present in every community and
offer a wide range of services
generally uncatalogued and unacknowledged by professonal service
Hale Ola is working to link
agencies.
formal and informal sources of
assistance in order to create a
network of care for individuals with
various kinds of problems and service
needs. Finally, Hale Ola is unique in
its organizational character; it was
initiated by Wai'anae, Coast community
groups and it continues to be directly
guided by and responsible to a
community-based administrative
committee consisting of residents and
service agency staff.
The Hale Ola Project has also been
responsible for sponsoring cultural
research efforts that. seek to elicit
specific.kinds.of information directly
applicable to culturally-sensitive
In particular, Hale
service delivery.
Ola has formulated a community
research program that con§ists of
three main research efforts:
A community survey of native
Hawaiian perception and cowmunication styles with regard to
personal problems;
A survey of informal
care-givers and natural healers
on the Wai'anae Coast; and
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delinquency and recreation to further
clarify problems and concerns on
Molokai.

A survey of the knowledge,
attitudes, and practices of
formal. agency-based service
providers on the Coast with
regard to their sensitivity to
native Hawaiian service needs.
By the beginning of 1983, the first
research effort had been completed and
documentation of this effort was
being produced. The second effort was
almost completed, and.the'third was
being initiated.
Another program involving federal
funds transferred from the National
Institute of Mental Health to the
Administration for Native Americans
is the "Most-In-Need" (MIN) project.
154/ This program, also administered
by Alu Like, addresses the needs of
native Hawaiian youth through service
system change, as well as improved
relatiohs among community, private,
county, and stateagencies. The need
for this program was founded in the
experience that native Hawaiian youth
were particularly affected by
disjointed care from traditional
service delivery systems.
On the island of Molokai, the
most-4n-need group was identified by'
island human service providers as
native Hawaiian youngsters between the
ages of '12 and 14 years, residing in
the Hawaiian Homestead areas, of
Hoolehua, Kalamaula, ICApaakea,
Kamiloloa and One Alii. Puu Huoli, a
subsidized housing project in
Kaunakakai, and the Mana'e (east) end
of the island, were also targeted. An
estimated 250 youth fall into the
target group.
Since 1979, the MIN Project has
contacted and established positive
relationships with over 150 native
Hawaiian youngsters. The Project
operated a demonstration summer
program for tw2,years and implemented
a special aftAiLschool program in 1981
in the Hoolehua, Kaunakakai, and
In addition, MIN
Mana'e areas.
conducted studies in juvenile

D.

MEDICAL HEALTH SERVICES

Among the programs operated by the
State of Hawaii in this area are:
public health nursing, chronic
diseases, and nutrition.
The public health nursing program
focuses on "wellness"--health
promotion and maintenance, and disease
prevention. The program provided
services to 33,268 individuals during
1979-80, through visits to homes,
private and parochial schools, day
care centers, care homes, neighborhood
centers, and nursing offices. The
program also provides ongoing home
health services to eligible people on
Molokai and Lanai.
The objective of the Chronic
Disease Branch is to reduce the
complications and severity of chronic
diseases by providing prevention,
detection, and educational services.
Major activities include:

17

Screening.for diabetes, hypertension, and cervical cancer;
,

Provision of financial
assistance to those with
end-stage kidney disease; and
Consultations to medical
facilities about the
rehabilitation care of chroni7
cally-ill patients.

The Nutrition Branch seeks to
promote "wellness" in the State
through good nutrition and the
reduction of the risk of nutrition related diseases. Direct nutrition
services, consultation to other public
and Private agencies, and educational
services are provided. Recently, the
Branch developed and distributed a new
publication that is entitled, 'You Can
Reduce Your,Risk of Disease Through

.
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45,000 individual clients annually.
Specific programs include,:

Diet--Follow these Dietary
Guidelines."
The Federal Government currently
funds several programs in the priority
medical health problem areas for
native Hawaiians. 155/ The National
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
currently funds two-large-scale
programs in Hawaii conperning heart
The first is an epidedisease.
miologic study of heart disease
conducted by the Geographic Diseases
Section of the Honolulu Heart Study.
The second is a high blood pressure
education program directed at,communication problems among ethnic

. Maternity and infant care
project clinics for low-income
families in Hilo, Waimanalo,
and Nanakuli;

Attempts to prevent
child/spouse abuse and neglect
through identification of
families at high risk and an
integrated system of community'
support;

Screening and referral for
vision, hearing; and development delays of children
attending preschools; and

groups.

There is also a great deal of
activity in relation to cancer in the
State of Hawaii. The National Cancer
Institute, Public Health Service
currently supports almost $2.5 million
in grants and con:-racts in Hawaii

Children and youth project for
low-income families in
Waimanalo. 157/

specifically,. directed at cancer.

Special mention should be made of a
project in Waimanalo, where the population consists of a high proportion
of native Hawaiians:. The Waimanalo
Health Clinic is a combined Maternity
and Infant Care/Children and Youth
project. The Clinic offers a full
range of services for mothers and
children, and is staffed by a multidisciplinary team that includes.
ft
specialists in speech and hearing,
nutrition, public health nursing,
social services, and,medical services.
The Clinic has developed unique
proje-ts in the areas of community
public health nursing, adolescent
health care, nutrition;.and dental
health programs. The Waimanalo Health
Clinic is the only one of its kind in
the State of Hawaii and "serves as a
model to demonstrate the ideal in
delivery ofmaternal and ehild health
services in the community setting."
158/
Under the School Health Program,
health aides, supervised by school'
nursest provide, preventive and

Among the subjects under study are
alcohol and cancer, diet and.prostate
cancer, lung cancer and dietary
vitamin A, and clinical cancer
education programs.
E.

FAMILY HEALTH SERVICES

The Family Health Services Division
of the Hawaii State Department of
Among
Health offers several programs.
them are: maternal and child health,
school, health, crippled children
services, and community services for
the developMentally disabled.
The goal of the Maternal and Child
Health Branch is to "interrupt the
cycle of medical and psychosocial
problems which tend to be passed from
one generation to another, particularly in the more disadvantaged
families." 156/ In order to reach
this goal, programs are offered in the
areas of family planning, perinatal
care, and growth and development from
infancy through adolescence. The
combined programs serve approximately
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occupational hazard of the growing
aquaculture industry, and surveillance
activities to monitor the situation
are to be intensified.
The Tubdrculosis Program offers
detection services and preventive
treatment. Tuberculosis remains a
problem in Hawaii because of
immigration, particularly of IndoChinese refugees.
The other major program in the
commi,nicable diseases category is the
Leprosy Program. At the end of
December 1979, there were 458 cases
of leprosy on the state register. Of

emergency care in every public school
in the State. The program also offers
diagnostic evaluations for three- to
ten-year-olds with learning
disabilities.
The services provided by the
Crippled Children Services Branch
diagnosis, medical and
include:
,surgical treatment, general counseling, occupational and physical
therapy, speech therapy, social work,
and nursing services. Diagnostic
evaluations are provided without
charge to all medically-eligible
children. Treatment services are also
free to families in financial need.
The Federal Government also
provides funds for specific programs
in the family health area. 159/ The
U.S. Department of Health and Human
ServiCessupports:

these 'cases, 328 were outpatients', 124

were residents of Kalaupapa on
Molokai, 160/ and six resided at the
South Trotter Wing at Leahi Hospital
The Communicable Disease
on Oahu.
pivision reports that, over the past
ten years, there have been an average
of 40 new leprosy cases each, year. Of
these cases, about 80 percent involve
people who were born in Samoa or the
Philippines. The Leprosy Program does
not collect ethnic data on patients,
but has informed the Commission that
the distribution of the small numbers
of locally -born cases appear to be
indicative of the ethnic population
distribution in Hawaii. 161/
Since 1974, .the policy of the State
has been to place all new leprosy
cases under outpatient treatment,
unless there are severe reactions or
Only three percent of
complications.
the leprosy program budget was
allocated to outpatient care in
1979 4980, while inpatient care
The
accounted for the balance.
majority of the inpatients, as noted
above, live in Kalaupapa, and their
care is made more 'expensive by their
advancing age (their average age in
1979 was 61). By law, the residents
of Kalaupapa ay live out'the rest of
their natural lives there.
In December 1980 (in the same
public law that created the Native
Hawaiians'Study Commission), the U.S.
Congress established the Kalaupapa
However, the
National Historic Park.

A program; at the`' State

Department of. Health to
support services to children
with special needs;

A special State project for
mentally-retarded children; and
A medical genetics screening
program at the State Department
of Health.
In addition, the School of Public
Health at the University of Hawaii is
the recipient of 001,000 in Federal
funding to support a maternal and
child health program directed to help,
young mothers during the pre- and
postnatal periods.
F.

,

COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

The Epidemiology Branch of the
.Hawaii State Department of Health
operates the one venereal disease
Other programs
clinic in the State.
include school immunization programs,
an influenza vaccine program, and
research on fish poisoning,
salmonellosis, and leptospirosis. It
is feared that the latter may be an
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State of Hawaii continues to provide
for the care of the patients.
G.

COUNTY AND STATE,HOSPITALS

The Hawaii State Department of
Health administers four hospital
systems that include twelve hospitals
and one medical center. These
facilities provide and coordinate
high-quality acute and long-term
health care to all citizens of the
State, where such care is not routinely available from the private sector.
The locations of the facilities
are as follows:
Hawaii County:

County:

Five hospitals in
Hilo, Kona, Honokaa,
Kau and Kohala; -

Two hospitals on Maui
( Maui Memorial and
Kula Hospital) and.

one medical center (at
Hana); one hospital on
Lanai;
Honolulu County: Two hospitals (Leahi
and Maluhia); and
Kauai County:,

H.

Two hospitals (Kauai
Veterans and Samuel
Mehelona Memorial).

OTHER PROGRAMS

The Hawaii State Department of
Health also conducts the following
programs:.

Dental health, with programs in
dental hygiene, hospital
dentistry, and community
services;
Waimano Training School and
Hospital, which is the State's

only residential institution
for the mentally retarded;
Health Promdtion ajd Education,
which promotes healthful lifestyles and health maintenance;
and

The Spate Health Planning and
Development Agency, whose
activities are statewide
planning for health services,
manpower and facilities, and
the development of resources
to support its plans.
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Education
A.

two-fifths of the population was
it
enrolled in schools. 1/ Thr
ority
the decade of the 1820's, the
Con,1,.ted
of students were adults.
efforts were begun to teach children
in the 1830's, when the novelty of
education had worn off for the

INTRODUCTION

The chapter above on "Demographics"
presents the statistics on education
in Hawaii that are now available to
the Commission. This chapter will
review the historical development of
It
the educational system in Hawaii.
will include criticisms of the system,
review programs that have been
initiated specifically for native
Hawaiians, and discuss native Hawaiian
participation in the educational
community.

adults.

Until 1840, education was the
domain of the Protestant missionaries,
with native Hawaiians as teachers.
After 1840, this control diminished
First, in 1840 a
for two reasons.
law was enacted to provide for a
national system of common schools
supported by the government. As a
result, for the first time the people
as a whole were required to send their
In 1845,.the
children to school.
legislature created a cabinet-level
position of Minister of Public
Instruction. The second reason for
this diminished control was that
religious tolerance was declared a
government policy and other religious
sects (primarily Catholic) began
However, in
establishing schools.
spite of government direction, the
schools maintained their sectarian
character until the end of the reign
of Kamehameha III in 1854.
By the middle of the nineteenth
century there were two types of
schools, government common free
schools and select schools. The
former comprised the free public
The language of
school system.
instruction was Hawaiian, and the
students were taught by native
Hawaiian teachers. The select schools
were the private schools set up for
,Istruction was in
specific groups.
The Royal School, which was
English.
established in 1839 by the Rev. Amos
Starr Cooke and his wife, was the
school that the children of the
highest-ranking ali'i attended. 2/ In
1842, another missionary established
Punahou, for missionary children.

B. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Early Background
Formal education as practiced in
the United States began in Hawaii
after the arrival of the Protestant
missionaries in 1820. Before that
time, learning was passed down orally
from one generation to another. For
the commoners (maka'ainana) this
process generally involved learning
the trades from elders. The ali'i
were instructed in the higher arts of
religion, ruling, and warfare.
The missionaries lost no time in
introducing their version of a formal
education system, although it was at
first restricted to the ali'i, at the
latter's command. The missionaries'
first task was to reduce the hitherto
oral Hawaiian language to written
Within a year of their arrival,
form.
the missionaries developed, the first
Hawaiian alphabet. A year later, the
first textbook in Hawaiian was
printed--a sixteen-page primer with
the alphabet and rudimentary lessons.
When the ali'i gave the missionaries permission to establish schools
for commoners, the growth in numbers
of both students and schools was
By 1831, approximately
phenomenal.
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Other private schools were established, mostly under denominational
auspices, although some received
government support. Throughout most
of the second half of the nineteenth
century, these private schools offered
the only secondary education that was
available. 3/
English was not taught in Hawaiian
public schools until the early 1850's.
The missionaries were at first very
much against the idea of abandoning
the Hawaiian language as the medium of
instruction.' They believed that "in
order to preserve the nation, they
must preserve its speech." 1/
However, by the middle of the
nineteenth century English had become
the primary language of business,
government, and diplomacy. In 1844, a
weekly newspaper published in English
was the official organ of the
kingdom's government. 5/ The government was pressured to encourage the
teaching of English in public schools
'by both foreigners and Hawaiians. 6/
In 1853-54, the kingdom's legislature
enacted laws to support English
schools for native Hawaiians. In
1854, ten such schools were
established and by the end of the
century, all public school instruction
was in English.
In 1954, the government also reorganized the school system along
territorial, rather than sectarian,
lines. Although religious
organizations remained involved in the
public school system for several
years, their influence eventually
However, religious groups
waned.
continued to establish numerous
vocational and secondary schools.
During the years of the Republic of
Hawaii (1894-1900), further
developments occurred in the school
Educators were invited to
system.
The
come to Hawaii from the mainland.
Constitution of the Republic
prohibited the use of public money for
denominational schools. Honolulu High
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School, which was the first public
secondary school in Hawaii was
established in 1895. 7/
Henry S. Townsend was named
inspector general of the Hawaii school
He was very much
system in 1896.
associated,with the new philosophy of
progressive education that was being
espoused on the mainland by John
Dewey, and he introduced it to
Hawaii's teachers. 8/ Townsend also
persuaded the Republic to establish a
Normal School so that Hawaii could
In 1905, of
train its own teachers.
400 teachers employed in the public
9/
schools, 148 were native Hawaiian.
In 1899, the Republic abolished the
practice of charging tuition for
public schools, and this further
advanced the cause of universal
education.
At the time of annexation, there
were several types of schools in
There were 140 public schools
Hawaii.
and 55 private schools. There was
only one foreign language school (in
Japanese) but this would be substantially augmented later with more
Japanese, Chinese, and Korean language
Several industrial and
schools.
vocational schools also existed,
including the Kamehameha Schools for
native Hawaiian boys and girls, which
In a class
was established in 1887.
by itself was Punahou, which was a
"symbol of educational excellence as
well as elite status," with an exclusionary policy that it would
maintain for some time. 10/

Territorial Education System
After annexation, many teachers
were brought to Hawaii from the mainland, and the process of "AmericanHawaii's
ization" began in earnest.
public schools became the primary
carrier of American values to all of
the races that inhabited the islands.
Oriental families quickly took
advantage of the school system.

The federal survey also suggested
that pupils be segregated in public
schools according to their ability to
use English correctly. This was based
on the theory that the use of pidgin
by (mainly) Oriental children would
retard the progress of other students.
After 1920, the pressure for school
It was no longer
segregation mounted.
possible for all Caucasian children to
attend private schools, and the public
schools were now about 60 percent
Japanese and Chinese. 17/ Segregation
by race was impossible because of the
extensive interracial marriage that
had already taken place. It would
also not be possible to create
separate schools just for haole
students, since the "Hawaiians and
Portuguese, constituting an overwhelming majority of voters, would never
permit such a system." 18/
The Territory responded by creating
the "English Standard" schools that
required students to pass English
entrance examinations to qualify for
admission. At first, this dual school
system tended to segregate students by
It discriminated mostly against
race.
Orientals and full-r.awaiians,
depending on the location of the
It also helped to perpetuate
school.
class distinctions and to emphasize
However, these
social distinctions.
distinctions were lessened as time
went on, and by the time the English
Standard system was abolished in 1947,
these schools were attended by more
Japanese than haole students. 19/
During the life of this system,
only a small minority of Hawaii's
children attended English Standard
schools. In 1941, less than 7 percent
of the students enrolled in the public
school system attended them, while the
rest of the students attended regular
public schools. 20/
Mainland teachers played a key role
in Hawaii's education system. They
stressed American culture and American
They concentrated on the
values.
tenets of democracy, freedom, patriotism, and equality. Such moral and
philosophical ideas were in sharp

Japanese and Chinese enrollment
increased dramatically from 1900 to
1911, while haole, Portuguese, and
native Hawaiian enrollment increased
only slightly. 11/
More public high schools were
established--at Hilo in 1905, on Maui
in 1913, and on Kauai in 1914. A
public college of mechanical and
agricultural arts was established in
1907 and was enlarged to become the
College of Hawaii in '1912, and the
University of Hawaii in 1920. 12/
The Hawaii edUcational system had
made remarkable strides, yet more
could be done. It was investigated by
a mainland team under the direction of
the Federal Commissioner of Education
in 1920. The team's report criticized
several aspects of the system and
offered many recommendations: the
average per capita expenditure for
education was low; teachers were
underpaid and there were too few of
them; not enough was spent on
maintenance of and supplies for
schools; secondary schools needed to
be expanded and to offer a wider
curriculum (only 3 pupils of every 100
were then in public high schools); the
university needed to be expanded; and
junior high schools and public kindergartens needed to be created. 13/
Many of the survey's recommendations were adopted. One of the
changes brought about was in the
credentials necessary to become a
The Commission recommended
teacher.
that only high school graduates be
admitted to the Normal School and that
the training period be extended to two
At the time, eighth grade
years.
graduates were admitted for a
four-year course and high school
graduates received one year of
training. 14/ In 1931, the
Territorial Normal and Training School
and the university's School of
Education united to form the Hawaii
Teachers College. 15/ The Laboratory
Schools of this Collegd became known
for their innovative teacher training
program. 16/
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In (other)
American culture.
words, the process of cultural
change in Hawaiian American communities is present ,in society and
through the educational media a
distorted point of view, the
schools teach "white-American
history" not "native-American
history." As a consequence of
this perspective, acculturation
processes have always been
perceived as a problem for Native
Americans. They are not viewed in
their proper perspective as
problems which have been imposed
on Hawaiians by Euro-American
culture which has stripped them of
their capacity to control their

contrast to the stratified social
system that existed in Hawaii at the
As late as 1920, the bulk of
time.
Hawaii's teachers were haole (40
percent), Hawaiian or part-Hawaiian
(25 percent), and Portuguese (12 percent). 21/ After the Normal School
was expanded, however, more Oriental
and Hawaiitrained teachers began
teaching..
'C.

CRITICISMS OF THE SYSTEM

Critics of the American educational system point out that native
Hawaiians have been forced into a'mold
that does not fit them and that their
identity has been taken from them. 22/
The Native Hawaiians Study Commission heard much testimony in January
1982 about the need for greater
attention to native Hawaiian
education. One native Hawaiian
criticized the present system in the
following way:

own life wayS'. 23/

)

In response to these criticisms of
the educational system in Hawaii, the
Commission received comments from the
Superintendent of the State of Hawaii
Department of Education. The Superintendent states that:

The Americans educationl-system
has used the schooling process
historically and contemporaneously as a means to inculcate
American values on Native American
communities, thereby altering
native ways of life.

It is intimated that the
educational system in Hawaii
selectively destroyed the Hawaiian
culture as it Americanized the
If the
children of Hawaii.
culture were indeed destroyed,
which we do not believe to be
true, the causes have to be so
much more complex than that the
dominant haole or western-oriented
school system did a.total brain
wash of the native population.
The churches played a large part
in this as did the centers of
power in mercantilism, commerce
The other
and agribusiness.
established ethnic groups could
also complain that the culture of
their respective ancestor
generations who came to Hawaii
were also "destroyed" by the
western-oriented school system of
this Territory which had, rightly
or wrongly, been taken over by the
United States.

...The American Protestant
Mission, the plantation system and
industrialism, all are factors
that have combined to establish
American socio-economic order in
these islands with little or no
regard for Native Hawaiian
The school has become
identity.
an instrument for the advancement of American ideology: its
objectives are to deculturate
Native Hawaiians rather than to
acculturate them.
...most Americans understand
what happened in Hawaii history as
a process of acculturation as an
two-way sharing process
between Native Hawaiian and
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A key aspect of this belief in the
importance of preserving the Hawaiian
culture is that it will benefit not
only the native Hawaiians, but all the
residents of the State. According to
the State Department of Education:

We are living in a time when
diversity"of interests, backgrounds, and cultures is far more
tolerated in the United States and
other parts of the world than it
was since the time of western
contact here through the Second
World War.
There have been
terrible injustices and inequities
carried out against minority
populations--ethnic, religious,
and socio-economic. Perhaps the
Hawaiians were dealt a harsh hand
in the past but the modern public
educational system in Hawaii is
now striving to promote not only
Hawaiian culture but excellence in
education for our Hawaiian and
non-Hawaiian children and for this
we need the kokua and support of
the leaders in all areas of the
Hawaiian community. 24/
D.

We intend for all of our
students, Hawaiian and nonHawaiian, in all grades from
Kindergarten to Twelve to have the
opportunity to learn about the
early Polynesian immigrants, the
native Hawaiians and all of the
other immigrant groups, and their
interrelationships which have
resulted in the Hawaii which we
know today. We also believe that
it is important for our students
to recognize that we live in an
island environment with its
physical and metaphysical aspects,
liMitations, and possibilities. 26/

PROGRAMS FOR NATIVE HAWAIIANS
Responding to this impetus, in 1978
a State Constitutional Amendment was
adopted to create a Hawaiian Studies
Program 22/ that mandates the State to:

Hawaiian Studies Program
In the 1960's and 1970's, there was
renewed interest in the Hawaiian
culture--music, religion, and
Support for this renewed
language.
interest grew and:
.

...promote the study of Hawaiian
culture, history and language. The
State shall provide for a Hawaiian
education program consisting of
language, culture and history in
the public schools. 112/

As the elements of this renaissance became more focused and as
Americans in general became more
intelested in their cultural
roots, Hawaiians and others in the
community began calling for more
Hawaii-oriented courses of study
The
in schools and colleges.
projection that the Hawaiian
language will he lost with the
passing of the existing nativa
speakers became of major concern
in view of belief that understanding of the language is the
key to understanding more fully
the *hole culture of the Hawaiian
people. 25/

To carry aut this program, the State
instituted the Hawaiian Studies Program
to "develop knowledge, understanding,
appreciation and internalization of
fundamental aspects of Hawaiian
culture, including values, concepts,
practices, history, and language." .32/
Students are introduced to the various
aspects of Hawaiian culture through ten
areas of study (language, food, health,
music, games, numbers and mathematics,
history, etc.).
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Other Programs

Approximately 30 percent of the
program's'effort has been devoted to
teaching the Hawaiian language at the
.elementary level. Teachers are
native-speaking elders (kupuna) who
are drawn from the community and
trained in classroom management and
instructional techniques. 30/ To
date, the State 'Department of
Education has completed curriculum
guides for grades kindergarten through
the sixth grade. 31
The program began in 1980 and
expanded from 35 schools in 1980-81 to
82 schools in 1982-83, with kupuna in
886 elementary classes. 32/ However,
allocations from the State.Legislature
for kupuna salaries have been the same
for the past.three years, $201,960.
Without more money,, the program will
be uniable to expand horizontally (to
more districts) or vertically (to
higher grade levels). 33/.
Many parents and organizations are
concerned about the lack of an integrated Hawaiian education program in
the public schools. For example,
during a public hearing in Hawaii on
expanding the Hawaiian Studies
Program, one person testified that:

Other educational programs exist in
Hawaii that are directed specifically
toward native Hawaiians. These
programs are both publicly and
privately financed.
One such program is the'Hawaiian
Learning Program at the University of
Hawaii School of Social Work. This
undergraduate and graduate training
program has been federally-funded for
five years by the Social Work Educa'tion Brahch of the National' Institute
Its purpose is to
of Mental Health.
help and'encourage,native Hawaiians to
become social workers with both
profesdional skills and Hawaiian
cultural values as a base for their
training in helping fellow Hawaiians.
Students take courses, work in
practicum situations with native
Hawaiian clients, families, or school
Graduates
children, and do research.
of the program have gone on to work
for organizations such as Alu Like,
Inc., and other public and private
social agencies in Hawaii. 36/
Alu Tike, Inc., is a private, nonprofit organization that works toward
native Hawaiian economic and social
In 1978, Alu Like
self-sufficiency.
initiated a pilot project in
conjunction with the Haleiwa
Elementary School, the'Department of'
Education Central District, and the
The
Waialua Community Parent's Group.
project focused on teaching basics to
all students through Hawaiian cultural
concepts. Alu Like reports that "the
impact has been significant, and the
District has incorporated the concept
into its regular program at Haleiwa
and is utilizing the teaching
materials elsewhere in the District."

We believe that the Hawaiian
Studies program should not be an
isolated "unit" taught at certain
times in a child's school career,
but rather should be an on-going
integration of cultural concepts,
knowledge, history, and language
into the "regular" curriculum. 34/
Concerns were also voiced about the
use of kupuna in the present program.
in-service
The speaker noted that:
training for teachers is needed so
that they can effectively use the
contribution of the kupuna; the number
of kupuna per school do not reflect
the school population; there is a lack
of money for supplies; there is no
clear understanding of how kupuna are
assigned to classrooms; and there is
inadequate in-servicing for the kupuna
themselves. 35/

37/

Other Alu Like educational programs
include video presentations for classrooms. Presentations on Ohana in the
Family and Ohana in the Classroom at.
one elementary school are "attempts to
encourage the use of cultural
approaches in learning which improve
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classroom management and facilitate
learning for Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian
students alike." 38/
Organizations such as the Hawaiian
Civic Club of Honolulu are also
involved in educational activities.
The Honolulu Club's Scholarship Fund,
which is "considerable for its small
membership, has aided hundreds of
Hawaiian youth in the completion of
undergraduate and graduate work." 39/
Another organization that submitted
comments on educational activities to
the Commission is the Kahanahou
The Kahanahou
Hawaiian Foundation.
cultural division '',as,

E.

NATIVE HAWAIIAN PARTICIPATION IN
THE EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY

The Native Hawaiians Study Coomission received detailed information
on the ethnic composition of the
educational workforce from the Office
of Hawaiian Affairs during its publib
hearings in January, 1982. 42/ This
information is summarized below,
followed by a brief discussion of the
University of Hawaii system.
Educational Officers
The category "educational officers"
includes senior management, curriculum,
staff and program specialists,
principals, and vice principals. The
data from 1977 to 1980 show that for
each year covered, the proportion of
part-Hawaiians appointed to educational
officer positions exceeds the part.Hawaiian proportion that applied for
(See Table 45. */)
those positions.
For example, in 1980, of all persons
who applied for educational officer
positions, 13 percent were partHawaiians. Of those who were actually
appointed, 15.3 percent were partHawaiians. Part-Hawaiians were the
only ethnic group for which this was
true in 1980. The 15.3 percent who
were appointed is comparable to the
part-Hawaiian proportion of the'State
population, 17.9 percent.
No full-Hawaiians have applied for
educational officer positions Since
1978, when they accounted for 0.1 percent of the applicants. One fullHawaiian was appointed in 1977,
however, and full-Hawaiians then had a
0.6 percent share of all appointments.
The total ethnic composition of the
educational officer workforce is
In 1980,
illustrated in Table 46.
there were no full-Hawaiians, and partHawaiians accounted for 6.5 percent of
the total.

since. 1969,

"inclUded year-round ethnic schools
teaching Hawaiian language, history
and traditions, native arts and
crafts, sacred literature and dance,
ancient implement and instrument
making. And, although some classes
are opened to the general public, the
continuing thrust has been on the
education and training of our own
(Hawaiian) people, and the advancement and preservation of our native
culture." 40/
No list of educational programs
would be complete without mention of
As noted
the Kamehameha Schools.
above, the Kamehameha School was
established in 1887 by the Bernice
Pauahi Bishop Estate. The original
purpose of the trust set up by
Mrs. Bishop's estate was to maintain
schools specifically for those
students with native Hawaiian blood.
Besides the schools themselves, the
school also sponsors camps and an
extension education division.
According to one comment received by
the Commission, "in the 1980's the
Schools have a student body of 2,800
and a part-time number of 9,000
students and now may be servicing
about 25 percent of the eligible
native Hawaiians with its present
capacity and curriculum." 41/
.

All tables appear at the end of
*/
the chapter.
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section. According to the Hawaii
Department of Education, the subject
of the relative lack of native
Hawaiians in the educational workforce

Instructional Personnel
The percentage of part-Hawaiians
and full-Hawaiians qualified to be
considered for instructional positions
(teachers, librarians, etc.) has been
declining since 1977. As a result, it
is not surprising that the percentage
In
actually hired has also declined.
1977, the proportion of full- and
part-Hawaiians in the qualified labor
pool was 5 percent; that proportion
was 3.7 percent in 1980. The
proportion of full- and part-Hawaiians
hired was 6.6 percent in 1977 and 4.7
percent in 1980.
Despite the decline in the
qualified labor pool, the percentage
of full- and part-Hawaiians in the
teacher workforce remained the same
from 1977 to 1980--0.3 and 6.7
(See Table
percent, respectively.
The proportion of full- and
_47.)
part-Hawaiians employed as teachers in
1980 (4.7 percent) exceeded their proportion in the qualified labor pool

is:

(3.7 percent).

University of Hawaii
The Commission obtained figures
from the Vice Presidert's office at
the University of Hawaii on native
Hawaiians in the University system.
Student enrollment in the entire
43/
University of Hawaii system in the
Fall of 1982 was 46,562. Of this
number, 3,944 (or 8.5 percent)
identified themselves as native
Hawaiians. 44/ There were not as many
native Hawaiian professors relative to
the entire faculty. In the Fall of
1982, there were 3,387 professors in
Only
the University of Hawaii system.
of
native
90, or 2.7 percent, were

...far more complex than simply
implying that Hawaiians or others
have been systematically excluded.
Family attitudes and influential
teachers generally have a major
influence on how many youngsters
eventually become teachers and,
subsequently, educational
officers. There have been so few
Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian
students matriculating from the
public school system to the
University in the past decades
that it is no surprise that there
are few teachers and educational
officers of Hawaiian ancestry.
When teachers were really needed
by a rapidly expanding school
system in the 1960's, local
interest was not enough to fill
the positions needed so the
Department had to recruit teachers
from the Mainland. That would
have been a perfect time for more
Hawaiians to have been hired into
the system but the interest was
not there in that "pre-renaissance"
era. 45/

Hawaiian descent.
The small number of native Hawaiian
students at the University of Hawaii
may have a direct impact on the number
of native Hawaiians in the educational
workforce reported in the previous
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EDUCATION
TABLES

TABLE 45

OFFICER
PROPORTIONAL APPLICANT POOL AND APPOINTMENTS TO EDUCATIONAL

Ethnic Group

1977
% Appli- % Appointments
cants

0.6
2.9
8./
0.6
3.5
7.0
0.6

.1110

Black
Filipino
Chinese
Hawaiian
Korean
Part-Hawaiian
Puerto Rican
Samoan
White
Japanese
Mixed
Others

Nam.
.10.

100%

100%

(172)

Totals

4.7
7.6
--

3.2.

1.2
1.2

5.8

--

0.1

9.0
0.1
t.0
7.3
0.1
-5.6
69.0
1.2
0.4

--

Percentages

Vardpcies by Ethnicity
1979
1978
% Appoint%
Appli% Appoint% Appli- ments
cants
ments
cants

(5,680).

--

--

-2.3
7.0
--

0.1
2.6
10.6

4.3
13.0
0.3

15.7
50.4
1.0
1.9

11.0
59.8
2.9
--

c.

- -

1.5
6.6
-2.2
15.3
0.7
--

9.4
65.3
0.6
0.6

8.9
67.2
0.5

1.5
10.8
0.8
..".
10.8
65.3
1.5
--

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

(2,922)

(130)

(1,071)

(137)

(170)

3.6
7.6
0.6
MP

,

0.1
2.9
8.2

1980
4 Appli- % Appointments
cants

3.8
7.0
0.2
NM

1.2

''''

and Americans,"
Leiomalama Solomon, "Cross-Cultural Conflict between,Hawaiians
Source:
(January 12, 1982),
Commission,
Hilo,
Hawaii
Testimony prepared for the Native Hawaiians Study
Appendix, p. 3.

TABLE 47
TABLE 46

ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF TEACHER WORKFORCE
ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF EDUCATION* OFFICER
WORKFORCE (Percantage)

Ethnic Group

06/77

Black
FilipinoChinese .
Hawaiian
Korean
Part-Hawaiian
Puerto Rican
Samoan
White
Japanese
Mixed
Others

0.2
3.1
9.7
0.2
2.2
5.3
0.2
--11.6

Total (%)
Total'

DATE
06/79
06/78

06/80

--3.6
9.3
--2.4
6.6
0.2
--10.9

0,3

0.2
3.3
9.4
--2.6
5.4
0.2
--11.7
65.6
1.3
0.3

1.7
6.3

0.2

100%

100%

100%

100%

(639)

(608)

(589)

(613)

65..9

1.4

65.0

1977 -1980 (Percentage)

- --

3.4

9.0
--2.4
6.5
0.2
--10.4
66.4
1.5

Ethnic Group

06/77

DATE
06/78
06179

Black
Filipino
Chinese
Hawaiian
Korean
Part-Hawaiian
Puerto Rican
Samoan
White
Japanese
Mixed
Others

0.3
2.4
8.5
0.3
1.2
6.7
0,1
0,2
17.4
59.1
3.3
0.5

0.3
2.5
8.4
0.3
1.2
6.7
0.1
0.2
17.2
59.3
3.4
0.4

100%
(9,146)

100%

Total
Total

(5)

Source:

Source:

(9,148)

Solomon, p.

0.4
2.6
8.2
0.3
1.2
6.7
0.1
0.1
16.9
59.6
3.5
0.4

06/80
0.3
2.7
8.2
0.3
1.2
6.7
- --

.

0.1
17.1
59.5
3.5
0.4

100%
100%
(9,121)(9,167)

11,

Solomon, p. 5.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

EDUCATION
NOTAS.

ith
qstablished in Honolulu only the year
Punahou would remain
before.
exclusive, but never again exclusively
A. few Orientals--though only a
haole.

Ralph S. Kuykendall, The
Hawaiian Kingdom, Volume I, 1778-1854,
Foundation and Transformation
University of Hawaii Press,
(Honolulu:
(Hereinafter referred
1968), pe 106.
to as "Kuykendall, Volume I.")
1/

token - -would be admitted" (p. 266).
11/

A comment received by the
2/
Commission from Violet Ku'ulei Ihara
suggests that the Royal School was
founded at the request of Kamehameha
This may very well be-tfule even
III.
though the works consultedAere
(including Fuchs, Daws, Lilfuokalani,
and Kuykendall) do not so state.

Fuchs,. p. 268.

Comment received from Robert
C. Schmitt, p. 2.
12/

pp. 271-272.

13/

Fuchs

14/

Ibid., p. 272.

Lawrence H. Fuchs, Hawaii Pono:
A'Social History (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, Inc., 1961), p. 264.

Ralph S. Kuykendall and A.
15/
Grove Day, Hawaii: A History, from
Polynesian Kingdom to American
PrenticeCommonwealth (New York:
Hall, Inc., 1948), p. 246.

Kuykendall, Volume I, p. 360.
For more on the Hawaiian language,.see
"Language" section in chapter on
"Native Hawaiian Culture," below.

Comment received from Violet
Ku'ulei Ihara, p. 2.

3/

4/

16/

17/

Andrew W. Lind, Hawaii's People,
University of
3rd ed. ( Honolulu:
Hawaii Press, 1967), p. 87.

Fuchs, p. 274.

5/

6/
7/

18/, Ibid., p. 275.
19/

Ibid., p. 279.

20/

Ibid.

21/

Ibid., p. 283.

Kuykendall,Volume I, p. 360.
Fuchs, p. 264.

8/

Ibid., p. 265.

9/

Ibid., p. 264.

22/ A comment received from Violet
Ku'ulei Ihara states that: "Criticisms
on education are one-sided. Where are
the opinions of teachers in the field,
administrators, parents, retirees?"
The Commission did receive
(p. 2)
comments on this section from the
Superintendent of the Hawaii Department of Education, and these comments
are included at the end of this

Ibid., pp. 265-266. Comments
by Haunani-Kay Trask, et al., state
thot this exclusionary policy was
Fuchs
"white supremacist:" (p. 9).
"When twenty-six Chinese
states that:
boys applied in 1896, the trustees of
Punahou, unwilling to adopt an extreme
racist policy, were pleased to point
to a new rule that no pupil could 1e
admitted who was 'incapable of using
the English language as a medium of
instruction,' and quick to argue the
advantages of the new free high school
10/

section.
23/ Dr. A. Leiomalama Solomon,
Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Co- Chairperson, Education Committee, "CrossCultural Conflict Between Hawaiians
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and Americans," Written testimony
submitted to the Native Hawaiians
Study Commission, Hilo, Hawaii
(January 12, 1982), p. 1.

35/

Ibid., p. 2.

16/ Malie Mossman, Written
testimony submitted to the Native
Hawaiians Study Commission, Honolulu,
Hawaii (January 15, 1982), p. 1.

Comment received from Donnis
H. Thompson, Superintendent, State'of.
Hawaii Department of Education, p. 2.
24/

22/ Winona Rubin, Testimony
Presented to the Joint Public Hearing
of the House and Senate Committees on
Education (Honolulu, July 31, 1982),

State of Hawaii, Department of
Education, Office of Instructional
Services/General Education Branch,
Hawaiian Studies Program Guide (Draft)
March 1981, p.-I-1.
25/

p. 2.

22/

Ibid.

Comments received from Donnis
H. Thompson, Superintendent, State of
Hawaii Department of Education, p. 1.

22/ Claire Hughes Ho, Hawaiian
Civic Club of Honolulu, Testimony
Presented to the Native Hawaiians
Study Commission (Honolulu, January

One comment received by the
Commission (from Bill Kama) pointed
out that the Hawaiian lariguage was a
mandatory subject from 1919 to 1975 in
Hawaii's schools but that the law was
"effectively ignored" (p. 1).

15, 1982), p. 1.

26/

27/

Comment received from Kenneth
C. "Keneke" Chan, Kahanahou Hawaiian
Foundation, p. 1.

41/ Comment by Louis Agard, p.
28/ Hawaii State Constitution,
Article X, Section 4.

24.

22/ Hawaiian Studies Program Guide,
p. II-1.

Conflict between Hawaiians and
Americans," Appendix.

Ei Solomon, "Cross-Cultural

30/

Ei See comment by Haunani-Kay

Ibid., p. 11-3.

Trask, et al., who says that:
"Hawaiians are clearly underrepresented in both faculty and student
ranks" (p. 9).

31/ Comment received from Donnis
H. Thompson, Superintendent, State of
Hawaii Department of Education, p. 1.
32/

44/ A study conducted by the
University of Hawaii ("Report in
Response to.H.R. 509 Requesting the
University of Hawaii to Study the
Underrepresentation of Ethnic Groups
in the Student Population of the
University System," November 1981) may
explain, to some extent, this apparent
underrepresentation. The University
study was conducted on the Fall 1980
student population, utilizing computer
reports of the University's Student

Ibid.

Robert Lokomaika'Iokalani
33/
Snakenberg, Written testimony
submitted to the Native Hawaiians
Study Commission, Kahalu'u, Oahu
(January 14, 1982), p. 3.
34/ Dixie Padello, Testimony
Presented to the Joint Public Hearing
of the ifouse and Senate Committees on
Education, (Honolulu, July 31, 1982),
p.

1.

0
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Information System that provide d,ta
on the ethnic background of students.
The study found that:
...Hawaiians and Filipinos
are...underrepresented in the
applicant pool as well as the
student population close to or
above their proportional
representation in the applicant
pool. The only ethnic group
significantly below the applicant
pool prediction is Caucasian, and
this is likely due to the fact that
the majority cif mainland applicants
are Caucasians, and non-resident
applicants are significantly less
likely than residents to actually
of
enroll. The important aspect
this comparison, however, is that
it does not show any evidence of
discrimination or bias against
Hawaiians or Filipinos in the
admissions process. These ethnic
groups are underrepresented in the
student population primarily
because a smaller proportion of
their members apply for admission
than is the case for other groups.
The root causes of this must be
sought in social conditions and
individual attitudes that are
operative 'prior to the potential
college experience...significant
gains in representation can only be
expected if potential students are
reached in their pre-college years
(page 2, emphasis in original).

Comment from Donnis H.
Thompson, Superintendent, State of
Hawaii Department of education, p. 2.
This comment also reflects the results
of the study documented in footnote
44, above.
45/
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1.5

Housing
A.

INTRODUCTION

for the United States as a whole
(64). 3/ The de facto population
density on the island of Oahu,
however, was 1,386.8 per square mile.

The cost and availability of
housing are problems encountered by
all U.S. citizens today. The first
part of this chapter examines statewide data on housing in Hawaii. It
also compares specific housing
characteristics and costs for the
major ethnic groups in Hawaii. Since
some unique features in the housing
situation for native Hawaiians have
resulted from the Hawaiian Home Lands
program, this chapter will also look
at these in detail.
A word about some of the data used
All of
ia this chapter is necessary.
the 1980 housing statistics for
different ethnic groups in the
following section were obtained from a
special tabulation of the 1980 Census
of the Population that the U.S.
'Bureau of the Census performed for the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission.
Sources for other data are noted in
the text. 1/
B.

4/

The State reports that housing has
been in relatively short supply
throughout the decade of the 1970's.
5/ Table 48 shows that the 1980 homeowner vacancy rate for Hawaii was 1.4,
compared to 1.8 for the United States
as a whole. The rental vacancy rates
were 10.3 for Hawaii and 7.1 for the
United States. 6/ (All tables are at
the end of the chapter.)
Cost

The cost of housing is high in
Hawaii compared to that in the United
States as a whole. The median value'
of a house in Hawaii is two and
one-half times greater than the
(See Table
national median value.
Per capita income for all
49.)
persons in the United States and in
Hawaii, while Hawaii is higher, are
In 1980, the
not much different.
personal income, per capita, was
$10,101 in Hawaii and $9,521 for the
United States as a whole. 7/
Data from the 1980 Census allow
comparisons of the median value of
owner-occupied housing units (noncondominium) in Hawaii for the major
(See Table 50.) The
ethnic groups.
native Hawaiian group of owners has
the lowest median value of all groups
($92,800), while the greatest values
were reported by the Chinese
($137,900) and White ($134,500)
.

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

Availability
The State of Hawaii reported that
in 1981 there were 343,000 housing
This compares with
units in Hawaii.
217,000 units in 1970. There were
also 80,000 condominium units at the
end of 1980 and 26,000 military and
public housing units. 2/
The physical limitations of an
island community will, of course, have
an impact on the overall availability
The high population
of housing.
density in Hawaii, particularly on
In 1980,
Oahu, is also a factor.
there were 163.8 people per square
mile of land area in Hawaii. This
density is comparable to that in
California (151.4) and about two and
one-half times the population density

groups.

Median rents paid in Hawaii and in
the United States as a whole also
differed considerably. Table 51
compares the median contract rents
paid in 1970 and 1980 in the United
It shows that
States and in Hawaii.
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ratio of ownership to rentals close to
(or better than, in the case of
This
Molokai) the U.S. average.
probably indicates that the relative
cost of owning a home is lower than
the State average in the areas where

the median contract rent in Hawaii was
$271 in 1980, compared to $198 for the
United States. Table 52 shows that in
Hawaii, the median contract rent for
native Hawaiians was $254, compared to
$207 for Filipinos, $326 for Whites,
and $271 for the all races group.

native Hawaiians live.

Other Housing Characteristics

Ownership

The Bureau of the Census collects
other information on specific housing
characteristics. Data from the 1980
Census for Hawaii obtained by the
Commission allows comparison across
ethnic groups of the median number of
persons per housing unit, the median
number of rooms per unit, and the
existence of plumbing facilities.
(See Table 54.)
The median number of rooms per unit
in Hawaii does not differ greatly
among the ethnic groups, particularly
for owner-occupied units. There is
greater variation among groups when
one compares the median number of
persons living in each housing unit.
Native Hawaiians and Filipinos both
have more persons per room (3.53 and
3.95, respectively) than the other
groups and the "all races" average

One result of the high cost of
housing in Hawaii is that more people
A comparison with totifb.S.
rent.
data shows that 59.7 percent of
housing units were owner-occupied for
the United States as a whole in 1980,
compared to 45.8 percent for Hawaii.
On the other hand, 42.8 percent of the
housing units in Hawaii were occupied
by renters in 1980, compared to only
33 percent in the United States as a
whole. 8/
U.S. Census data for 1980 also
allow the comparison of owners versus
renters by household for Hawaii's
(See Table 53.) The
ethnic groups.
great variation among ethnic groups is
Over two-thirds of Chinese
striking.
and Japanese households al:e
Filipinos and native
owner-occupied.
Hawaiians are split almost equally
between owners and renters, close to
In the
the "ail races" group average.
the
White group, only 43 percent of
households are owner-occupied, which
is nine percent less than the "all
races" group average.
The Native Hawaiians Study
Commission received housing data
specifically for native Hawaiians from
several Alu Like Island Centers in
January 1982. The information on
ownership and renting indicates: that
on the island of Hawaii, 58 percent
of the native Hawaiians own homes,
while 42 percent rent or lease.
Comparable figures for other islands
Kauai--38 percent own, 62
are:
percent rent; Molokai--73 percent own,
27 percent rent; and LanSi--38 percent
own and 62 percent rent. 9/ The data
for Hawaii and Molokai indicate a

(2.82).

Another indicator that is often
used to determine type and quality of
housing is the extent to which
plumbing facilities are available.
Table 55 shows tiese figures for
Hawaii's ethnic groups. Although all
groups show a very h,gh percentage of
complete plumbing facilities for the
exclusive use of a single household,
the incidence of complete facilities
in single-family Filipino domiciles is
The incidence
lower than the others.
of complete facilities in native
Hawaiian domiciles is slightly lower
than that for other groups (except the
Filipino group), and native Hawaiian
and Filipino households have similar
incidences of partial plumbing
facilities.
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C.

Present Demand

HOMESTEAD HOUSING

Homestead leases are awarded for
residential, agricultural, and
ranching uses.
However, the vast
majority of applications are for
residential lots.
There are presently over 7,000
applicants of 50 percent or greater
native Hawaiian blood quantum on the
waiting list for homesteads. Of these,
6,360, or 87 percent, are waiting for
residential lots on the island of
Oahu. 11/ Given the current high
interest rates and housing costs in
the private sector, the Chairman of
the Hawaiian Homes Commission expects
this demand to "increase
dramatically." 12/

Background
The Hawaiian Homes Commission Act
of 1920 was enacted by the U.S.
Congress to "rehabilitate" native
Hawaiians through a governmentsponsored homesteading program.*/ For
the purposes of the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act, "native Hawaiians" are
defined as descendants of not less
than one-half-part blood of races that
inhabited the Hawaiian Islands prior
to 1778.
This definition is in
contrast to that appearing in Public
Law 96-565, which created the Native
Hawaiians Study Commission:
"any
individual whose ancestors were
natives of the area which consisted of
the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1778."

DHHL Residential Program

10/

Service Area

The program was originally intended
to encourage native Hawaiians to
"yeturn to the soil" and take up
farming and ranching. This goal has
never been fully achieved, however.
An amendment to the Act in 1923
allowed residential lots of one-half
acre or more with a loan limit of
$1,000 for the construction of a
house. The demand for residential
lots has far exceeded the demand for
agricultural and pastoral lots ever

There are now approximately 2,700
homestead homes in the DHHL
residential program, located on about
one percent of the total acreage
controlled by the DHHL as homestead
land. 13/ The Department estimates
that it services some 3,000 families,
or a population of 18,000. Table 56
summarizes the homestead lease data by
island.

since.

Homes Constructed

The Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands (DHHL), which is an executive
department of the State of Hawaii,
administers the Act. The Department
derives its funds from seven revolving
funds and eight special funds established in the State treasury. They
are used to support operating
expenses, loan capitalization, and
construction projects.

Approximately 1,305 new homes have
been constructed for homesteaders
since 1976. This is an average of 200
homes per year, compared to an annual
average of less than 25 during the
period from 1950 to 1975. 14/ In
1982, 230 additional homes were
scheduled to be constructed on Oahu.
The tentative goal of DHHL is to
develop an additional 710 residential
lots by 1987. 15/
The emphasis in the residential
program has been placed on the
subdivision concept, under which
single family residences are built on
all of the islands. The sizes of

For a complete review of the
*/
homestead program, see Part II,
chapter entitled "Review of Hawaiian
Homes Commission Programs."
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Loans

individual residential lots range from
7,500 square feet on Oahu to one acre
on molokai. 16/

The DHHL is authorized to make
loans from any revolving loan fund to
lessees for the following purposes:

Cost and Program Financing

(1)

The greatest problem encountered by
the DHHL in its residential program is
lack of funds. The DHHL estimates
that it costs about $75,000 to place a
native Hawaiian family on a
residential homestead. The State of
Hawaii, through the DHHL, provides the
site development and design for
residential lots at no cost to the
These infrastructure
homesteader.
improvements include roads, sewers,
water, electrical lines, streetlights,
These site
and sidewalks.
improvements cost about $35,000 per
unit, and constructing a house costs
Here again, the
another $40,000.
State bears the cost of financing low
interest loans or guaranteed loans.
17/ DHHL estimates that it will
require $477 million to satisfy the
present residential waiting list of
6,360 homestead applicants. 18/
The approximate cost of a home
constructed on homestead lands is
considerably less than the average
cost of home construction in Hawaii in
Because interest rates are
general.
low, the monthly payments by homesteaders are alto lower than for
others in the State. However, these
facts do not take into account the
quality of homestead housing. Many
homesteaders complain about sub-

thereon;

standard quality.
Since 1975, the State of Hawaii has
prcvided the homesteading program over
$40 million in general obligation bond
monies for offsite improvements and
However, this
loan capitalization.
infusion of State funds is not likely
to continue because the State
Constitution limits its authority to
incur debt.

(2)

The purchase of livestock,
swine, poultry, fowl, and
farm equipment; and

(3)

Otherwise assisting in the
development of tracts, farm
and ranch operations;

(4)

The cost of:

(5)
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The repair, maintenance,
purchase, or erection of
dwellings on Hawaiian home
lands, and the undertaking of
other permanent improvements

(a)

Breaking up, planting and
cultivating land, and
harvesting crops;

(b)

Purchase of seeds, fertilizers, feeds, insecticides,
medicines and chemicals for
disease and pest control for
animals and crops, and
related supplies required
for farm and ranch
operations;

(c)

The erection of fences
and other permanent improvements for farm or ranch
purposes;

(d)

The expense of marketing;
and

To assist lessees in the
operation or erection of
theaters, garages, service
stations, markets, stores, and
other mercantile establishments,
all of which shall be owned by
lessees of the department or by
organizations formed and
controlled by said lessees. 19/

and the Farmer's Home Administration
($1.6 million for 40 loans). Interest
rates for these loans will range from
8 and 3/4 to 13 percent. 22/

Homesteaders are usually unable to
secure loans from traditional lending
institutions because they lack the
usual collateral required for such
loans. The reason for this is that
they cannot mortgage the lands they
Consequently, the DHHL
lease.
attempts to fill in the gap by
For
offering low interest loans.
residential lots, loans are made for
to construct new homes,
two purposes:
and to replace old and dilapidated
homes. Since 1975, the State of
Hawaii has allotted $14 million for
loans for these types. 20/
The DHHL also assists homesteaders
in arranging other financing. It
provides guarantees to assist homesteaders in securing loans from other
lending sources such as the Farmer's
Home Administration and the (State)
Hawaii Housing Authority. The
Farmer's Home Administration, through
its Section 502 Program, had provided
loans in excess of $6 million over
several years prior to 1981. 21/
At present, the Department has
approximately 1,700 outstanding direct
It
loans totalling about $28 milliol.
has also guaranteed approximately ;50
loans totalling over $12 million to
Table 57 summarizes the
date.
financing for houses constructed with
or without DHHL support during
1980-81.
Because they are lessees and not
owners, homesteaders also have
difficulty in obtaining conventional
loans for home repair and improvements. However, DHHL also responds to
Table 58 shows the DHHL
this need.
home repairs program funding for
DHHL financed 20 home
1980-1981.
repairs and improvements (16 percent
of the total) at a cost of $153,000
Lessees personally
(26 percent).
financed 106 home repairs and
improvements (84 percent) at a cost of
$445,000 (74 percent).

Federal Housing Programs
"Native Hawaiians," as defined in
Title III of the Public Law (96-565)
setting up the Native Hawaiians Study
Commission, are eligible to benefit
from the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) programs
in the same fashion and no differently
from any other U.S. citizen. However,
there are impediments to the use of
HUD programs for "Native Hawaiians" on
Hawaiian Home Lands.
The HUD San Francisco Regional
Office of Program Planning and
Evaluation wrote a working paper that
In
discusses these impediments.
summary, it states that:
Up to the present time, the
Hawaiian Homes Commission has not
participated in the various HUD
housing and community development
'programs, nor have individual
native Hawaiians been able to
qualify for insured loans under
HUD's single-family insured
programs if their potential home
was to be located on Hawaiian Home
Land.

According to HUD's Honolulu
Area Office, there are a number of
problems which seem to inhibit
HUD's program delivery to native
Hawaiians seeking to establish
residential homesteads on the
These
Hawaiian Home Lands.
problems result from HUD program
and statutory regulations which
are in apparent conflict with the
Hawaiian Homes Commission Act
legislation. They may be
categorized as follows:
Civil Rights Act and HUD Equal
Opportunity Regulations, which
conflict with Hawaiian Homes

T11,2 230 homes that the DHHL will

construct on Oahu during 1982 will be
financed by loans from the State of
Hawaii ($7.7 million for 190 loans)
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Act eligibility requirements
and are inappropriate for
application in the State of
Hawaiil.

FHA Single Family Insured
Program Regulations on
marketability and transfer
of leasehold interest
conflict with HHCA
regulations restricting
marketability and transfer
of leasehold to native
Hawaiians exclusively;
PHA Administered Multifamily
Programs regulations require
an administrative agency
such as a Public Housing
Authority (PHA) to be
present before multifamily
programs can be implemented,
and HHC Act is unclear
regarding multi-unit
development. 23/
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TABLES
TABLE 49
MEDIAN VALUE/NON-CONDOMINIUM
(SPECIFIED OWNER, DOLLARS)

TABLE 48
VACANCY RATES
1980
Homeowner
Hawaii
United States

1.4

1.8

Rental
X0.3
7.1

Hawaii
United States

1980
118,100
47,200

1970
35,100
17,000

Source: Data for 1970, U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, State and
Metropolitan Area Data Book, 1979, Statistical Abstract Supplement, p. 76. Data for
1980, Statistical Abstract of the United
States:
1981, p. 762.

U.S. Department of Commerce,
Source:
Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract
1981 (Washington,
of the United States:
U.S. Government Printing Office),
D.C.:
p. 762.

TABLE 51
MEDIAN CONTRACT RENT
(SPECIFIED RENTER, DOLLARS)

TABLE 50
MEDIAN VALUE OWNER-OCCUPIED HOUSIN3 UNITS
(Dollars)
(NON-CONDOMINIUM), 1980

(Per Month)

All races
White
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino
Hawaiian */

118,100
134,500

1980
271
198

1970
120
89

Hawaii
United States

137,90::

99,9D2:

For 1970, Sand Metropolitan
Source:
Data Book, 1979, p. 76. For 19E30, Statistical
Abstract of the UnitedrStates: 1981, p. 762.

92,600

1980 U.S. Census data combined the
*/
Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian categories.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1980, Special
Census of the Population:
Tabulation.

TABLE 53
OCCUPIED HOUSINT, UNITS
1980 (PERCENT)

TABLE 52
MEDIAN CONTRACT RENT
(DOLLARS, PER Mui:TH) ,

All races
White
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino
Hawaiian */

1980

Ethnic
Group

271
326
229
250
207

All Races
White
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino
lawaiian */

254

*/
1980 U.S. Census data combined the
Hawaiian and port- Hawaiian categories.

OwnerOccupind

RenterOcculied

51.7
42.7
68.P
69.3
49.8
49.8

48.3
57.3
31.2
30.6
50.1
50.1

*/
1980 U.S. Census data combined the
Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian categories.

Source:
U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Census of the Population:
1980, Special
Tabulation.

Source:
U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Census of the Population: 1980, Special
Tabulation.
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TABLE 54
HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS,: 1980

MLDIAN ROOMS PLk UNIT ME:IAN PERS3%:i'CNIT
owner- RenterOwner- Renteroccuoccuoccu- occu-

Ethnic
Grou

All races
White
Japanese
Chinftse

Filipino
Hawaiian */
*/

Total

ied

led

Total

led

ied

4.6
4.6
4.8
4.5
4.3
4.4

5.3
$.4

3.7
4.0
3.3
2.9
3.5
3.6

2.82
2.40
2.74
2.85
3.95
3.53

3.13
2.47
3.10
3.10
4.47
3.94

2.48
2.35
2.05
2.27
3.38
3.12

5.4,
5.2
5.0

5.2

U.S. Census data combined Hawaiian and part-

HawaXian categories,
Source;
Population:

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of the
1980, Special Tabulation.
4

TABLE 55
PLUMBING FACILITIES BY HOUSEHOLD

Complete plumbing
for exclusive use

Ethnic
Group

LACKING COMPLETE PLUMBING FOR
EXCLUSIVE USE
Some but not
Complete plumbing
all plumbing
but used by
facilities
another household

No plumbing
facilities

_

A ll races
White
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino
Hawaiian */
*/

(Percent), 1980

0.9
0.8
0.6
0.3
1.7
1.5

0.9
0.7
0.6
1.1
1.8
0.6

97.8
98.0
90.6
98.5
95.7
97.4

0.4
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.7
0.5

U.S. Census data combined Hawaiian and part-Hawriiian categories.

Source:

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of the Population:

1980, Special Tabulation.

BEST Copy
AVAILABLE
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TABLE 56

SUMMARY OF HOMESTEAD LEASES BY ISLAND, AS OF JUNE 30, 1981

ISLAND

FARM
ONLY

FARM
w/RES.

RES.

ONLY

RANCH

FARM

RESIDENTIAL

RANCH
w/ RES.

RANCH
ONLY

AWARDS

HAWAII

Kawaihae
Keaukaha
Panaewa/Waiakea
waimea
SUBTOTAL
KAUAI
AnahOla
Kekaha (Puu Opae)
SUBTOTAL
MAUI

7

7

323
142
107
579

44
44

323
203
193
726

2

138
52

56
27
83

5
5

137
yob 50
187

Paukukalo
SUBTOTAL
MOLOKAI

89
89

Hoolehua
Kalamaula
Kapaakea
O'ne Alii
Kamiloloa
SUBTOTAL

40

15
15

1

1?

2

1

89
89

176
42

5

26

5

12

1

247
60
44

44
27

27
2

380

6

38,

218

116

OAHU,

Lualualei
Nanakuli
Papakolea
Waianae
Waimanalo
SUBTOTAL
STATEWIDE
TOTAL

1

2

1

660
320
153
514
1,649

660
320
153
514
1,1547

2,618.

) 1

224.

:123

Jk

17

Department of Hawaiian Home Lands, Annual Report1980-1981, (Honolulu:
Source:
Hawaiian Home Lands, 1981), p. 9.

3,034

52

Department of

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
4

F
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TABLE 57

HOUSING PROGRAM:

ISLAND

PROJECT

RESIDENTIAL SINGLE
FAMILY HOMES
REPLACETOTAL
MENT
NEW

1980-1981

CONSTRUCTION

FUNDING
DHHL

COMP.

LESSEE

TOTAL

START

$ 24,950

$849,950

02/81

12/81

33,000

06/81

12/81

Miscellaneous Housing
Keaukaha Housing

Hawaii

Kalamaula

Molokai

Nanakuli

'Oahu

Papakolea/Kewalo

Oahu

TOTALS

25

1

26

1

26

1

1

8
7

$

33,000

(

1)

261,000

(

8)

46,730

307,730

08/80

12/81

9

195 000
$11314,000

(

6)

75 590
$147,270

270 590
$1,461,270

06/80

12/81

7

43tJ

17

825,000 (25)

themselves; in 11 homes, the lessee
Of 43 homes, 40 financed by DHHL and 3 financed by lessee
beyond
$33,000
ceiling.
provided supplemental funds
*/

Source:

Department of Hawaiian Home Lands,

TABLE 58
REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS/EXISTING RESIDENTIAL
SINGLE FAMILY HOMES, 1980-1981

FUNDING

NUMBER

COST

$153,000
20
DHHL
$445,000
106
Lessee
$598,000
126
Total
Source: Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands, Annual Report, 1980-1981, p. 43.

Annual Report, 1980-1981, p. 43.
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NOTES

b

A couple of words of 'caution
are necessary about the data used in
this chapter. First, as noted in the
chapter on "Demographics," the Census
data for 1980 inclUded both partHawaiians and full-Hawaiians in the
category "Hawaiian" and because of the
data collection syStem, the number of
1/

Economic Development, November 1981),
p. 473.
Data for California and U.S.
from U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, Statistical
Abstract of the United States:
U.S.
1981 (Washiligton, D. C.:
Government Printing Office, 1981) p.
Data for Hawaii from Hawaii Data
11.
Hawaii data
Book 1981, p. 17.
suggested in comments received from
Hawaii Dept. of Social Services and
Housing.
3/

native Hawaiians in thiscategory is
lower than the number in the State of
Second, the
Hawaii population data.
unique homesteading ...program fQr native

Hawaiians of 50 petcent blood quantum
and the housing programs of the DHHL
may affect the statistics presented
According to comments, received
here.
from the Chairman of the Hawaii
Department of Hawaiian'Home Lands

4/

Data Book 1981, p. 17.

.

5/' Data Book 1981, p. 473.

(DHHL):

Comments received from Robert
C. Schmitt point out that the rental
vacancy rate shown for Hawaii in Table
48, "is very misleading, since all
vacant rental units held for transient
occupancy are included in the ratt."
Including "tourist-type,"
(p. 1).
shared ownership or time-sharing
6
condominiums in the vacancy rate "make
rental vacancies appear higher and at
prices generally above comparable
long-term rental units.." (Comment from
Hawaii Dept. of Social Services and
6/

Another factor which affects the
hoilSing situation'for Hawaiians is
the existence of DHHL's housing
There are about 2,900
program.
leases with residences. Assuming
an average household size of 5.0
persons, this amounts to 14,500
persons residing on Hawaiian Home
Lands or 8.2% of the total native
Hawaiian and Hawaiian population of
175,000 [according to the State of
Hawaii population data]. This will
affect statistics on Hawaiians
cited in the [Commission's] report,
for example, number and value ,of
owner-occupied housing units and
housing characteristics. If you
deduct the number of DHHL-developed
residences from these statistics,
you will find that the housing
situation for Hawaiians is more
critical (pp. 1-2).

Housing.)

Statistical Abstract of the
1981, p. 429.
United States:
7/

Ibid., p. 762. These date. may
be misleading; see footnote 6 above.
8/

Testimony submitted to the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission by:
Rachel Kamekana (Molokai, January 10,
1982); Winifred Takoma Hualani Lum
(Hawaii, January 12, 1982); Nathan
Kahikolu Kalama (Kauai, January 13,
9/

State of Hawaii, Data Book 1981,
A Statistical Abstract (Honolulu:
State Department of Planning and
2/

1982).
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Part II, chapter entitled
"Review of Hawaiian Homes Commission
Programs," p. 389.
22/

For an explanation of the
definition of "native Hawaiian" in
P.L. 96-565, see above, pp. 36-7.
10/

23/

State of Hawaii, Annual
Report De artment of Hawaiian Home
Lands, 1980-1981, p. 10.
11/

12/ Georgiana K. Padeken,
Chairman, Hawaiian Homes Commission,
Testimony re ared for.the Native
Hawaiians Study Commission
(January 9, 1982), p. 15.
13/

Ibid.

14/

Ibid.

15/ See Part II,. of this report,
chapter entitled, "Review of Hawaiian
Homes Commission Programs," p. 389.

16/

Ibid.'

17/

Padeken testimony, p. 15.

18/

Ibid., p. 16.

19/ Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands, Title 10 Administrative Rules,
Sec. 10-3-42 (effective July 30,

1981).
Akims.

20/ Padeken testimony, p. 17.
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, Region IX, "Working
Paper on Feasibility of Using HUD
Programs on Hawaiian Homelands" (San
Office of Program Planning
Francisco:
and Evaluation, June 1981), p. 5.
21/
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HUD "Working Paper," p. 2.

Ancient History To The Reciprocity Treaty
A.

ANCIENT HAWAII

The origin of the native settlers
of the Hawaiian islands has not been
definitively determined. 1/ While
"comparative ethnology, linguistics,
anq archaeology leave little doubt
that Hawaiians were East Polynesian in
origin," 2/ scholars do not agree on
the origin, timing of the initial
settlement, and the number of periods
of migration.
Excavations on the island of Hawaii
indicate to some that "the first
significant settlement of the islands
was by people with a cultural
assemblage similar to that of archaic
East Polynesia and that this
settlement occurred sometime prior to
A.D. 400." 2/ The island from whence
these settlers originated, according
to this scholar, has yet to be
determined. Other scholars have
"Early dispersal
concluded that:
[from the Marquesas Islands] to the
Society Island44.Hawaii, and Easter
Island probably took place between
A.D. 650 and 800..." 4/ The
population and culture of these early
settlers developed "large y isolated
from changes in other areas of

Polynesia." 5 There is, however, an
i
oral tradition in
Hawaii of a period
of two-way voyaging between Hawaii and
places to the south after this period
of'isolation. With the use of
genealogies for time reckoning,
"scholars have estimated that this
voyaging would have occurred sometime
between A.D. 950 and 1350 if it did in
fact take place." 6/ This second
migration is said to have had a significant impact on Hawaii, particularly
in the area of new religious' rites and
symbols. 7/

After this period, again according
to Hawaiian tradition, there was "no
contact with other areas of Polynesia
for some twenty generations prior to
European contact." 8/ Throughout
this period, meanwhile, the Hawaiians
were developing complex social,
cultural, and political systems.
Every aspect of Hawaiian life was
carried out in'accordance with deeply
implanted religious beliefs.
Important events in each individual's
life were commemorated with prayers
and feasts honoring the person and the
Significant events in
family gods.
everyday life began and ended with
appropriate rituals, including house
building, canoe making, fishing, and
farming. Gods were invoked for every
purpose from warfare to sports
tournaments. 2/
Besides the great. gods of Hawaii
(by the time of the missionaries
Kane, Ku, Lono, and
there were four:
Kanaloa), there was an infinite
number of subordinate gods descended
from the family line of one or
another of the major deities. These
gods were worshiped by particular
families or by those who pursued
special occupations. All forms of
nature were thought of as bodily
Some
manifestations of spirit forces.
Hawaiians worshiped their gods in the
form of images, while others worshiped
without any concrete form. 10/
There was a kapu, or taboo, system
that was closely intertwined with this
religion, as well as with the
governmental ani social organization
of Hawaii. The word kapu means a
prohibition or restriction. The kapu
system was used to regulate every
aspect of ancient Hawaiian life of
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mana (divine power) and the
beneficence of the gods, upon which
the entire kingdom depended for its
prosperity. Great care was taken toe
secure noble offspring with the purest
genealogy and thus ensure the
coi.tinuation of the dynasty and the
good favor of the gods. A suitable
partner for a chief of the highest
rank was his full-blooded sister.
The child of such a union would be a
"chief of the highest rank, a ninau
pi'o, so sacred that all who came into
his presence must prostrate
themselves." 16/ For this reason, the
genealogies of the, kings were
carefully preserved by their
descendants to determine the purity of
the bloodline of both partners. 17/
The political system of the islands
consisted of small kingdoms under
ali'i, with four main groupings:
Hawaii, Maui, Oahu, and Kauai.
Competing ali'i waged wars against
each other, and, as a result,
boundaries advanced and retreated
according to the ability and ambition
of their sovereigns. 18/ There was
much discussion in the comments
received by the Commission about
whether the ancient land system could
be termed "feudal." 19/ Authors
disagree on the subject. William Russ
states that "a feudal regime
prevailed," 20/ and describes the
relationships among the various
classes in feudal terms. Lawrence
"The religious,
Fuchs says that:
family, and property systems of feudal
Hawaii and feudal Europe were
different, but there were many
parallels between the two." 21/
Regardless of the term employed,
written descriptions of the system are
The following is from Jon
similar.
Chinen, a noted Hawaiian land expert,
who does not use the word "feudal:"

all classes of society and, according
to one historian, "insured the
subordination of the lower to the
higher." 11/ Another author explains
the meaning of kapu as follows:
In its fundamental meaning
tapu [kapu] as a word was used
primarily as an adjective and
as such signified that which
was psychically dangerous,
hence restricted, forbidden,
set apart, to be avoided,
because:

(a) divine,

therefore requiring isolation
for its own sake from both'the
common and the corrupt; (b)
corrupt, hence dangerous to
the common and the divine,
therefore requiring isolation
from both for their sakes. )2/

Everything asociated with the gods
was sacred and there were many kapu
surrounding priests and anything else
related to the gods. Chiefs were
believed to be descended from the gods
and were surrounded by a great number
of kapu, depending on their rank and,
hence, degree of sacredness. The best
known of the kapu that affected all
classes was the prohibition against
men and women eating together. Women
were also forbidden to eat certain
foods such as pork, and certain types
of bananas, ccconuts, and fish. 12/
The social system of the islands
consisted basically of the king,
followed by the ali'i (chiefs) of
various degrees, kahuna (priests/
advisors), and the maka'ainana
(commoners). There was also a slav,
class, the kauwa, below the
maka'ainana, but little is known about
it. 14/ The king was regarded as
sacred and held the power of life and
death over nis subjects. His
executive duties included warfare,
questions of state, and overseeing the
performance of religious rites. 15/
The king and ali'i of the highest
rank were protected by the strictest
of kapu, in order to preserve their

When Kamehameha The Great
brought all the Hawaiian Islands
under his control at the
beginning of the Eighteenth
Century, he simply followed the
land system that had existed
within the Islands from ancient
148

lot)

The condition of the common
people was that of subjection .to
the chiefs, compelled to do
their heavy tasks, burdened and
oppressed, some even to death.
The life of the people was one
of patient endurance, of
yielding to the chiefs to purchase
their favor...It was the
naka'ainana also who did all the
work on the land; yet all they
produced from the soil belonged to
the chiefs. lty

After selecting the
choicest lands for his personal
use, the king distributed the
rest among his warrior chiefs,
who had assisted in his conquests.
These warrior chiefs, after
retaining certain parcels of
land for themselves, reallotted
the remaining lands to the
inferior chiefs, who in turn
reallotted portions of their lands
These
to their own followers.
reallotments of lands continued
down the scale to'the lowest
tenants, the common farmers who
actually tilled the soil.
All of these allotments of lands,
from the warrior chiefs down to
the commoners, were on a revocable
What the superior gave, he
basis.
was able to take away at pleasure.
Thus, there wa no security of land
ownership unde the ancient
Hawaiian land ystem. 22/
times.

Liliuokalani (Hawaii's last
monarch), on the other hand, had a
very different view of the ancient
system:

...it has been at times
asserted by foreigners that the
abundance of the chief was
procured by the poverty of his
followers. To any person at all
familiar, either by experience
or from trustworthy tradition,
with the daily life of the
Hawaiian people fifty years ago,
nothing could be more incorrect
The chief
than such assumption.
whose retainers were in poverty
or want would have felt, not
only their sufferings, but,
further, his own disgrace. As
was then customary with the
Hawaiian chiefs, my father was
surrounded by hundreds of his
own people, all of whom looked
to him, and never in vain, for
sustenance. He lived in a large
grass house surrounded by
smaller ones, which were the
homes of those the most closely
connected with his service.
There was food enough and to
spare for every one. And this
was equally true of all his
people, hot. ver distant from his
For the chief
personal care.
always appointed some man of
ability as his agent or

There is one significant difference
between the Hawaiian land system and
European feudal syStems. The periodic
upheavals that resulted in control of
land passing to the conquering ali'i
affected the lattermuch more than the
"the maka'ainana
commoners since:
were the fixed residents of the land;
the chiefs were the Ones who moved
from place to place."\21/ The
maka'ainana could, if they were
displeased with the way the chief
treated them, move to the lands of
another chief. They were bound to
serve the chiefs, but not any
particular chief. Malo reports that
the "people made war against bad kings
in old times" and overthrew chiefs who
continually mistreated them. .25
The Commission also received
comments disputing the statement that
the maka'ainana lived in an
"intolerable" condition. 25/ Here
again, authorities disagree. David
Maio, a Hawaiian writing in the 1830's,
was of the opinion that:
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The sea provided an important
source of livelihood and sustenance.
The Hawaiians were expert fishermen
As with
and skillful navigators.
agriculture, strict kapu controlled
the amount of fish caught and the
seasons during which they could be
caught, creating an efficient
conservation scheme.
Other occupations necessary to
supply the needs of the culture
included house builders, canoebuilders, and bird-catchers (who
collected feathers for the magnificent
Hawaiian capes, cloaks, and helmets).

This office;
overseer.
apportioned the lands to each
Hawaiian, and'on these
allotments were raised the taro,
the potatoes, the pigs, and the
chickens which constituted the
living of the family; even the
forests, which furnished the

material from which was made
the tapa cloth, were apportioned
It
to the women in like manner.
is true that no one of the
common people could mortgage or
sell his land, but the wisdom of
this limitation is abundantly
proved by the homeless condition
of the Hawaiians at the present
Rent, eviction of tenants,
day.
as understood in other lands,
were unknown; but each retainer
of any chief contributed in the
productions of his holdings to
the support of the chief's
table. 27/

29/
B.

The long isolation of the Hawaiian
islands ended with the arrival of
Captain James Cook of the British
Captain Cook was on his third
Navy.
exploratory voyage to the South
Pacific, travelling from the Society
Islands to the northwest coast of
America, when he sighted Oahu and
He
Kauai on January 18, 1778.
christened the island group the
Sandwich Islands, in honor of his
benefactor, the Earl of Sandwich.
On January 19, the two ships under
Cook's command, the Resolution and the
Discovery, landed on Kauai and traded
bits of iron (precious on the islands)
for foodstuffs. Thus began the trade
between Hawaiian; and ships stopping
at the islands to rest and replenish
that would continue for generations.
Cook and his crew were enthusiastically received by the natives. At
first they were somewhat confused at
the great respect and awe with which
the natives, even the king and chiefs,
beheld Captain Cook. When the two
ships left Kauai and landed at Niihau,
the natives were just as impressed
with the ships and just as interested
in trading, especially for iron.

The early inhabitants of Hawaii
developed an economic system that was,
by necessity, self-sufficient.
Hawaiians lived off the abundance of
land and the sea, harvesting and
catching only what they needed to
The
satisfy their immediate needs.
basic land division of the islands
for landholding purposes was the
The ideal ahupua'a extended
ahupua'a.
from the sea to the mountain. Within
each ahupua'a, commoners engaged in
the activities necessary to support
The
themselves and the chiefs.
lowlands were used for cultivation of
taro and bananas, the sea for fishing,
and the forests in the mountains
supplied bark for cloth and bird
feathers for ornaments. 28/
In agriculture, a fairly sophisticated system of irrigation was developed to bring the large\ amounts of
water necessary to grow tako to the
noughts
Periodically,
dry lands.
would occur, forcing the pe ple to
savive on roots and ferns.
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ISOLATION IS SHATTERED

Cook continued his voyage north,
searching for a sea passage from the
After
Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean.
eight months of a frustrating and
unsuccessful search, Cook returned to
winter in the islands that had been so
friendly during his last stopover.
The ships made stops at Maui and
Hawaii' where they were visited by the
kings of those islands, each with
their chiefs, bearing gifts for
Word had been received
Captain Cook.
from Kauai and Niihau about the
wonders of the ships and their
occupants.
It was during this stopover that
the ship's crew realized that the
special treatment received by Captain
Cook from the natives was more than
just respect for a superi.Jr
In fact, Captain Cook was
technology.
thought by the natives to be Lono, the
god of the makahiki harvest and of
This mistaken identity
agriculture.
is easily understood. The symbol for
Lono that appeared on his banner
"consisted of a tall pole and cross
bar...decorated with large sheets of
white kapa (or cloth)." 30/ The
similarity to the rigging of a ship,
which the natives had never seen
before, must have been considered more
than coincidental.
As the ships were leaving the
island of Hawaii, the foremast of the
Resolution was damaged. Cook returned
to Kealakekua Bay on the Kona Coast of
Hawaii to make the neces,7ary repairs.
While there, some altercation occurred
between the natives and the crew of
As a result, ore of the
the ships.
ship's cutters was taken. Captain
Cook went ashore on February 14, 1779,
with the intention of holding the
king, Kalaniopuu, hostage on his ship
pending the return of the boat. When
the natives advanced to protect the
king, a battle broke out and Cook was
:lain.

How could Cook be killed by those
who considered him a god? The timing
of this last visit has an important
bearing on the explanation. MidFebruary is the end of the makahiki
celebration, with which Lono was
associated. During the makahiki,
the image of Lono "was carried all
around the island, ston,ing at the
boundary of each district (ahupua'a)
to receive the taxes." 21/ For
warrior chiefs, the makahiki season,
with its sports and other pastimes,
was only a breathing space to gather
strength for the important business of
politics and dedicating state temples
once again to. the war god, Ku. So
they were not overly impressed by the
Besides, by the end
presence of Lono.
of this second visit one historian
speculates that 22/ "chiefs and
commoners alike had had time enough to
see far more humanity than divinity
among Cook's men." 33/ The same
historian explains what happened in
this way:
It was not thJ Hawaiians as a
people who deified Cook, but the
It was not the
priests of Lono.
Hawaiians as a people who killed
him, but the chiefs and their
fighting men, devotees of Ku, the
war god, acting as protectors of
their ruler, Kalaniopuu, against
the incursions of a god who might
very well not be a god, and whose
period of ascendancy was in any
case drawing to an end. Cook died
in a distorted realization of the
symbolic conflict that marked the
close of the makahiki season. 221/
After the death of Cook, the
Resolution and the Discovery departed
and several years passed before

TRANSFORMATION AND CHANGE

islands except Kauai and Niihau in
The latter two islands were
1796.
Even
ceded without a battle in 1810.
today it is a source of pride for the
residents of Kauai that their island
was not militarily conquered by
Kamehameha.
Several reasons are given for the
success of Kamehameha in the face of
so many other failures to unite the
islands. Among them are the presence
of foreigners and their aid in the
form of both guns and advice, and the
feudalistic character of the Hawaiian
society in which loyalties were not
However, probably the most
static.
important reason was the personality
and the ability of Kamehameha himself.

(1796-1825)

El

another ship stopped at the islands
After 1786, however, the fur trade
began to develop along the northwest
coast of America, and more and more
ships came to stop at the islands.
The earliest American contact with
the islands appears to be in 1789. In
that year Captain Robert Gray,
commanding a small Boston trading
craft, the Columbia, stopped at the
By 1800,
islands on his way to China.
the trans-Pacific fur trade was almost
completely monopolized by New England
ships, and the number of American
craft stopping in Hawaii increased
accordingly. 35/
C.

At the conclusion of the civil
wars, the islands prospered as
commoners were free to return to
agricultural pursuits. Kamehameha, as
had all conquering kings before him,
distributed his lands among the ali'i
and maintained the basic social and
kapu systems.

The arrival of foreigners caused
changes in the economy of Hawaii and
accelerated political and social
transformations already under way.
For the natives, these changes were
profound. One author writes:
Despite the unification of the
islands, the period of
Kamehameha's rule was, for the
Hawaiian people, one of
disintegration, owing to
decimation from war, the infiltration of Western commercial
practices, the avarice of the
chiefs and priests, the spread
of haole diseases, and,
perhaps most important, the
breakdown of the Hawaiian
religion. 36/

Economic Changes

The arrival of foreigners brought
drastic changes in the economic and
material system of the native
In the first part of the
inhabitants.
nineteenth century, Hawaii developed
from a basic subsistence economy into
a trading center. New products were
introduced and Hawaiians traded their
produce to acquire them. Port areas
like Honolulu on Oahu and Lahaina on
Maui were built up to handle the
trade.

Political Unification--Kamehameha I

At first, it was the fur trade that
caused ships to winter and replenish
in Hawaii on their way to and from the
This economic phase was
Orient.

The last quarter of the eighteenth
century found all the islands of the
group caught in the midst of bitter
chiefl: fought each
civil wars.
other to gain control of the entire
group, a feat never before acco.1pIished.
The great King Kamehameha I finally
succeeded in subduing all of the

followed by the sandalwoo(77, trade from
In the 1820's,
about 1810 to 1830.

the whaling industry replaced
sandalwood as the chief commercial
activity and reached its zenith from
1840 to 1860.
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The growth of trade with
foreigners, as the number of ships
stopping at the islands increased,
created a market economy alongside the
traditional subsistence economy.
Because the feudal character of the
society continued for the natives, the
ali'i made new demands on the
maka'ainana to service this trade.
The most extreme'example of this
occurred in the sandalwood trade.
Hundreds of commoners were forced to
gather the fragrant wood for the ali'i
to trade with the foreigners. The
results of this subjugation included
the practical extinction of
sandalwood, the neglect of
agriculture, and the worsening of the
health of the natives, already
weakened from diseases introduced by
the foreigners. 38/

The Kapu System Falls */
More important than the political
and economic changes occurring in the
first part of the 1800's was the
religious and social significance of
the breaking of the kapu system after
the death of Kamehameha I in 1819. In
that year his son, Liholiho, succeeded
him to the throne as Kamehameha II.
The new king would not rule alone,
however. The dowager queen,
Kaahumanu, became the kuhina nui'
(premier) and exercised substantial
authority in running the government.
Aithough she exercised substantial
power, Kaahumanu was still barred from
exercising it to the fullest because
The kapu barring women
of her sex.
frpm the luakini heiau, where one
author states that political and
religious decisions were made, were
Therefore, soon after
very strict.
Kamehameha died, Kaahumanu began
urging Liholiho to abolish the kapu
system altogethei. 39/

The new king hesitated at first,
but he eventually acquiesced to the
daring plan of the kuhina nui. The
breaking of the kapu system, a truly
revolutionary move, was symbolized by
ai noa or "free eating"--the king
eating with women, breaking the strict
kapu against men and women eating
together.
The erosion of belief by, Hawaiians
in the kapu system had begun years
It is reported by some
before.
historians that Kaahumanu herself,
along with numerous other women, had
begun to break the onerous kapu
against them years before. Despite
the kapu forbidding it, women had been
swimming out to the ships, risking
death to do so. The existence of
foreigners also served to weaken
belief in the kapu system. The ali'i
themselves "often had trouble deciding.
where kapu began and ended in
connection with [foreigners]." 40/
Then again, the ali'i may have been
convinced by the fact that foreigners
did not observe kapu of "the
ineffectiveness of the taboos, and,
observing the superiority of haole
cannon over Hawaiian clubs, of haole
ships over native canoes,...began to
doubt the power of their ancient
gods." 41/
The decision to make such a radical
departure from tradition was made by a
"handful of chiefs. The commoners, as
usual, followed where their ali'i
led." 42/ Although they were probably
relieved that the more onerous
religious restrictions had been
lifted, many did not abandon the old
faith completely. When Liholiho
ordered all the heiau (worship places)
destroyed, some Hawaiians salvaged
images of their gods. There was some
resistance to the breaking of the kapu
system on the part of ali'i who were
champions of the gods, and a revolt
However, the king
broke out.
succeeded in putting the revolt down
in December 1819.
'

See also chapter below,
entitled "Native Hawaiian Religion,"
pages 232 to 234.
*/
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The elimination of the kapu did not
change existing societal relations:
The fact that the chiefs had
tested the patience of the gods
did not cost them the support of
the commoners;...The fall of the
kapu...was an incomplete
It left relations
revolution.
between chiefs and commoners
more or less as they had been,
but changed relations between
chiefs, freeing each of them to
try his skill at amassing and
using political power in new
ways. 43/

Kaahumanu, supported the missionary
eldeavor.
The austere New England missionaries introduced totally different
mores into Hawaiian society,
compounding the confusion and
disruption resulting from the
economic, political, and social
changes discussed above. Two
conflicting views are represented by
Hawaiian and missionary thinking:

The Hawaiians believed life was
to be lived here and now; the
men from colder climes insisted
that life on earth was merely
preparation: for everlasting
life beyond. 46/ Even in this
life, the Hawaiian was not
usually tryi,ng to prove his
virtue, or improve his status;
to the New England
missionaries, life was a
continuous struggle for moral

Arrival of Missionaries
The first group of American
missionaries was sent by the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions, an interdenominational body
whose members were primarily
Presbyterian and Congregational. 44/
This first mission consisted of four
Hawaiians who had been educated at the
Foreign Mission School, two ordained
ministers (Hiram Bingham of Vermont
and Asa Thurston of Massachusetts),
and several lay specialists (a farmer,
a printer, two teachers, and a
physician). The group was instructed
to take a broad view of its mission,
"to aim at nothing short of covering
the islands with 'fruitful fields and
pleasant dwellings, and schools and
churches.'" 45/
The Hawaii that the missionaries
saw when they arrived off the coast of
the island of Hawaii on March 30,
.1820, was much changed from the Hawaii
first viewed by Captain Cook in 1778...
The, Hawaiian Islands and people had
been irrevocably changed by contact
with traders, explorers, and foreign
Demoralization was one
residents.
The Hataiian
result of this'contact.
social order had been transformed- kapu had been abolished, idols
destroyed, and the authority of the
priests was thrown in question. The
timing of the arrival of the missionaries was auspicious. Acceptance was
assured when the powerful kuhina nui,

and material self - improvement
to receive God's grace. To the

Hawaiian, the sharing,of food,
hut, and woman came naturally;
the New Englanders maintained a
stern sense of privacy
concerning property and person.
Sex to Polynesians was pure
joy; to these haole, a grim and
burdensome necessity. Children
born in or out of wedlock
received the affection of the
Hawaiians, to Bingham and his
friends, bastards were
conceived in sin. 47/

The role of the missionaries in
Hawaii continues to be a complex and
Many native
controversial issue.
Hawaiians still bear hostile feelings
against these people who "stole their
land." 48/ Indeed, the acquisitions
of the missionaries and their
descendants in Hawaii became
extensive. When they first arrived,
the missionaries were prohibited from
owning any land. This policy was
revelsed in the 1840's to counteract
the 'homeward current" of missionaries
who had been there for several ,years
and felt it was time to return to the
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United States to educate their
children. 49/ The future impact of
this was significant:
A strong and aggressive
foreign element, mainly
American, purloined political
power from the Kanakas
[natives), and made itself
Wealthy by entering business,
trade, and commerce. Although
most oi them were no longer
missionaries, they were called
the "Missionary Party"--in
derision--by the natives who saw
themselves being progressively
relegated to the rear. The
numerically inferior, but
culturally superior, Americans
became not only the leading
businessmen but also the chief
politicians and governing
officials. Royal officers after
the 1850's seldom bore Hawaiian
names. 50/
This domination continued into the
twentieth century, particularly in
Another author notes that:
business.
"By 1935, exactly one-third of the
directors and officers of the
forty-five sugar'plantations and
factors in Hawaii were direct
descendants of or related by marriage
to the original missionary families of
the Islands." 51/
There= is another side of this
story, however. The missionaries did
accomplish more than their own
sPlf-aggrandizement. For example,
they "set up the first'printing press
west of the Rockies, developed the
Hawaiian alphabet, established schools
throughout the Islands, printed
textbooks, translated the Bible into
Hawaiian, and promoted constitutional
government undet the Kingdom." 52/
The primary goal of the missionaries
was to preach and convert, but much
time was spent in the beginning
teaching and transcribing the Hawaiian
Their success in education
language.
can be seen in the large number of
Hawaiians enrolled in schools and the
Whether
high literacy rates recorded.

or not this record of activity was of
benefit to the native Hawaiians is
difficult to say. Fuch states that:

The missionaries did have a
tremendous impact, and by
spee ing the process of social
change, they contributed to the
psychological demoralization of
the Hawaiians. The Hawaiian
language, dance, and art were
degraded. The land, property,
political and religious systems
were under constant
attack...[However,] (e)ven
without the missionaries, it is
unthinkable that Hawaiian
culture and people could have
withstood the sudden impact of
Western civilization. Indeed,
the missionaries often helped
arrest some of the decay. 53/

The traders and explorers, who had
come to consider the islands of Hawaii
their personal paradise, did not
appreciate the missionaries' zeal in
teaching the natives traditional New
As more natives, and
England mores.
particularly the ali'i, embraced the
new faith, more forceful attempts were
made to control the debauchery of the
sailors by proscribing their
activities. The kapu most detested by
the sailors was the one placed on
women to keep them from the ships.
The conflict arising frOm this clash
of desires resulted. in the first
formal laws of the kingdom,
promulgated by the king (see below).
Sailor3 werenot the only group
with whoa the missionaries .did not see
In 1827, French Catholic
eye to eye.
missionarie4 arrived a' Honolulu. The
Protestant missionaries eventually
influenced the chiefs to expel the
Catholic priests. Nevertheless, they
persisted in their attempts to
Native converts
establish a mission.
and priests alike continued to suffer
persecution until 1839. This fact was
one of the primary reasons that the
Hawaiian government would have
problems in its foreign relations with
France for years to come.
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Foreign Policy
With a growing foreign population,
it became necessary for Hawaiian kings
to construct a "foreign policy" for
Kamehameha I
the first time.
considered himself and his kingdom to
be under the protection of Great
Britain, a view also held by the
kiig's sucessor, Kamehameha II. As
will be seen below, there developed
among. the great powers a continuous
rivalry to assert their rights and
influence in the island kingdom.
The king and his chiefs felt
threatened by the riotous behavior of,
the sailors and the demands, mainly
for land, of other foreigners. To
solidify Hawaii's standing against
these encroachments, it was felt that
the backing of Great Britain was
necessary. Therefore, Kamehameha IItravelled to Great Britain to meet
with King George V to discuss the
possibility of a British protectorate
Unfortunately, a measles
for Hawaii.
epidemic broke out in London and both
Kamehameha II and his wife died of the
disease in 1824. The meeting with
King George never occurred.
D.

THE REIGN OF KAMEHAMEHA III
(1825-1854)

The reign of Kamehameha III was the
longest in Havaiian history--from 1825
to 1854. 'Many changes occurred during
the establishment of a
this time:
system of laws, and, eventually, a
constitutional government; formal
relationships with foreign governments; land reform; and commercial,
social, and educational developments.

governed by the powerful Kaahumanu
until her death in 1832.
The first laws appeared in the
kingdom before the death of Kamehameha
II, made necessary by the increasing
problems involved with reconciling the
newly-acquired Christian principles of
the natives with the unruly behavior
of the sailors in the port areas.''' The
earliest printed laws.were the
"Notices" of 1822 on disturbing the
peace. In 1827, three laws were
adopted against murder, theft, and
adultery.
During the'regency of Kaahumanu,
there had been a general tightening of
laws and restrictions placed on both
natives and foreigners. After her
death in 1832, the missionaries
worried that, without her powerful
support, many of their gains in
promoting what they considered a
Christian nation would disintegrate.
They were not wrong. The king, at
eighteen, had no sympathy for the new
In his rebellion against
religion.
the puritanical laws imposed during
the regency of Kaahumanu, the king
abrogated all laws except those
against theft and murder. He embarked
on a "kind of inventive guerrilla war
on Christian morality." 54/ The
commoners followed his example and the
missionaries despaired as the moral
laws they had worked so hard to have
accepted were ignored.
It One author attributes,this attitude
of the king to cultural and political
reasons:

In the revival Of the hula and
ancient games we recognize
elements of tMe racial culture
struggling for expression after
a long Period_ of forced
retirement. There was also
during these two years (1833 and
1834) a protracted struggle
between the king and the older
chiefs resulting from the
decision of the king to terminate

Creation of a System of Laws
Kauikeaouli, younger brother of
Kamehameha II, was a minor when he
succeeded to the throne of Hawaii
after the death of his brother in
The kingdom was still
London.
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'attorney general; William Little Lee
became chief justice of the Hawaiian
supreme court while still in his,
twenties; Mobert C. Wyllie served as
foreign minister for twenty years.
The numbers and influence of these men
in'the government grew. By the end of
1844, there were fourteen white men
working for the government. This
number grew to forty-eight by
1851-twenty-five Americans, twentyone Englishmen, one Frenchman, and one
Each foreigner in the
German.
government had to sign an oath of

the regency and from what looks
like an attempt on his part to
regain for the crown as much as
possible of the power which had
gradually passed into the hands
of the council of chiefs.
The king's rebellion-came to an end
in June; 1834. 56/ At that time,
Kamehameha III retired from actively
governing the kingdom. and allowed the
new kuhina nui, his half-sister Kinau,
and the chiefs to run the government,
as they had before the death of
Kaahumanu.
Meanwhile, the problems inherent in
governing a foreign population that
frequently called upon warships to
back up their claims continued to
plague the ruling chiefs. The
majority of the claims against the
government by foreigners dealt with
land and property rights. Unfamiliar
with Western property rights and laws,
the chiefs decided that it would be
necessary to establish more formal
laws and government in the kingdom to
answer these claims.
To becin this process, a request
was made to the United States in 1836
by thE chiefs for a teacher of
economics and political science. When
no suitable teacher could be found,
William Richards, a missionary, became
"chaplain, teacher and translator" to
the king in 1838. 57/ This is the
beginning of the formal involvement of
missionaries in the government of the
During the 1840's
Hawaiian kingdom.
formally
joined the
more missionaries
the physician Gerrit
king's cabinet:
P. Judd; Lorrin Andrews, former
principal of Lahainaluna; and Richard
Armstrong, pastor of Kawaiahao Church
in Honolulu. Missionaries who joined
the government were required to break
formal connection with the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions.
Other white men found their way
into the government from diverse
John Ricord became
backgrounds:

allegiance to' the king as a' condition
of employment.

Once Richards began to advise the
king and the chiefs, "it became clear
that the government could net be
remade to suit foreigners without
bringing in revolutionary changes in
the relationship between chiefs and

commoners." / As a first step, in

.

1839 the king announced a policy of
1")
religious toleration '(relieving
In
the
pressure on the Catholics).
same year, the king proclaimed the
Declaration of Rights and Laws, a spert
of, civil code (Called the "Hawaiiaq
Magna Carta"). This document' defiled
and secured for the first time the
rights of the commoners who, prior to
that time, had had no rights, but were
subservient to the ali'i. This was
the first result of the' decision by
the king and chiefs to codify the laws
of the kingdom.
Prior to the Constitution of 1840,
Hawaii's form of government was
difficult to define because it was
constantly changing. During the reign
of Kapehameha I, it was a feudal
During the reign of
aristocracy.
Kamehameha II and the minority of
Kamehameha III, the importance of the
office of the kuhina nui was enhanced
and the chiefs began to encroach on
From their
the authority of the king.
beginning as an advisory council, the
chiefs eventually came to have
legislative power.

:

After deliberation by the chiefs
constituand the king's advisors,
tion was signed,by the king and kuhina
nui in 1840. The Constitution of 1840
put in writing for the first time a
'1
'plan of the government and a
description of the powers and-duties
of various officials within the
In brief, the
government.
v constitution provided that:
a

The king and the kuhina nui
together wielded supreme
executive authority.
Four governors, subject to the
king and kuhina nui, would have
charge°Of matters of govprnment
not assigned to other
officials.
The lawmaking power was lodged
in a legislative body
consisting of two branches: a
council of chiefs, including
the king and kuhina nui (later
-.called house of nobles), and.a
representative body chosen by
the people.
A supreme court was created to
be composed of the king, kuhina
nui, and four other judges
appointed by the lower branch
of the legislature.

foreigners holding positions in the
government. As the number of these
foreigners in the government
increased!, protests were mace to the
king by native Hawaiians. In 1845, a,
petition was sent to the king from
Lahaina asking him to dismiss all
naturalized foreigners he had
appointed as officers of the kingdom.
61/ The petition was not acted 4,Loon.
At the same time, the land system
was undergoing drastic changes from
The Great Mahele'
the previous system.
of 1848 divided land in the kingdom
into twoparts-71and belonging to the
king and land belonging to the
konohiki, or chiefs. The '?text day,
after the last mahele (division) with
the konohiki, the king divided his
land again in two parts with the
larger part designated as "government"
land under the control of the
The smaller Art
legislative Council.
was known as the "Crown Lands" and
belonged to the king,. At about the
same time, kuleana were awarded in fee
simple to native hawaiian tenants.*/
By 1851 the Constitution of 1840
was out of date, given the numerous
developments in the government system
A new constitution
since that time.
was approved by the legislature in
The powers of government were
1852.
divided into executirife, legislative,
and judicial branche. The king was

declared the "Supreme Executive
Magistrate," although his powers were
somewhat limited by the kuhina nui.
The privy council continued to play an
important role. Ministers were
,appointed by the king, as were
governors. Legislative power was.
vested in the king, the house of
nobles, and the house of representatives, each with veto powers over
the others.

Three Organic Acts adopted from
1845 to 1847 elaborated on the
constitution. They set up an
administrative and judicial system of
The first
the Anglo - American type.
act defined the organization of the
executive branch. The second defined
the functions of the five executive
departments, including an article that
established a Board of Commissioners
to Quiet Land Titles. The third
organized the judiciary.
*rough these Organic Acts, the
administrative and judicial systems
developed more toward the
Anglo-American style advocated by the

*/ For a more complete explanation
of the land system changes, see Pilr4
II, "Land Laws and Land Relationships."
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In order to 'understand future
constitutional activity 'ot the
kingdom, it is important here to point
out the differences between
constitutions of the Hawaiian Kingdom
and of the United. States. 62/ Unlike
the system in the United States, the
Hawaiian monarch was believed to have
had the right to promulgate and
abrogate constitutions, since the
original constitution was granted by
the' king and not by "We the people."
63/ One Hawaiian writer states that:
"By proposing the action of the
constitution of,1852 the king set a
precedent that he could, with the
consent of the legislature, change the
constitution." 64/

commander of a French frigate, Captain
Laplace, threatened to use force if
the king did not accede to several
demands made by re French in Hawaii.
To avoid bloodsAd, the king signed a
convention with the French (known as
the "Laplace Convention") and
announced a policy of religious
toleration.

The convention the king was forced
to sign, contained two clauses that
circumscribed the power. of the king:
Frenchmen accused of "any
crime whatever" would be (
judged by a jury composed of
foreigners, prOposed by the
French consul; and
French merchandise was not to
be prohibited nor pay a
higher duty than 5 percent ad
valorem. 66/

Relationships with Foreign
Governments
These early years of the reign of
Kamehameha III saw increasing problems
with foreigners. The government,
particularly its white members,
struggled to achieve an aura of
gravity, that would command the respect
of the foreigners in the islands.
Calling upon warships to back up the
claims of 'foreign citizenry continued
unabated, however. The ability of the
kingdom to survive on its own became'
increasingly questionable. David Malo
wrote a;: this time that "such has
.always been the case with large
countries, the small ones have been
eaten up." Evil, he, 'rote, was at the
door, ready to "come in and bite us."
65/ The treaties the king had already
-7"
3igned with foi ign governments were
disadvantageous to Hawaii and did
little to protect the sovereignty of
the kingdO04
Relations with the French were at a
Besides the
particularly low ebb.
religious persecution of Catholics in
Hawaii, the passage of an act in 1838
prohibiting importation and purchase
of distilled liquors and imposing a
duty of $1/qallon on imported wines
was particularly irksome. The problem
came to head in July 1839. The

To prevent foreign governments
from taking further advantage of
Hawaii, the king zpid his council
decided that more formal relationships should he established with
To acc,omplish
foreign governments.
this, a delegation was sent by the
Hawaiian Government in 1842 to
negotiate for formal recognition and
new treaties with the United States,
Great Britain, and France, to replace
the existing informal and disadvantageous conventions. The
delegation was composed of Sir George
Simpson (Governor of the Hudson's Bay
Company), William Richards, and
Timothy Haalilio (a Hawaiian in the
Government).
The mission succeeded in the United
The first formal recognition
States.
of Hawaii's independence was in the
form of a document given to the
Hawaiian envoys by U.S. Secretary of
State Daniel Webster on December 30,
The document stated that the
1842.
United States was more interested in
Hawaii than any other nation and that
"no power ought either to take
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it,

possession of the islands as a
conquest, or for the purpose of,
colonization, and that no power ought
to seek for any undue control over the
existing Government, or any exclusive
privileges or preferences in matters
of commerce." 91/ The document was
sent to Great Britain and France and
became known as the "Tyler Doctrine,"
after the then-President John Tyler.
Having successfully completed their
negotiation in the United States, the
king's representatives left for Europe
to continue their quest for formal
recognition. 'Before they could
complete negotiations for recognition
in Europe; however, the "Paulet
Affair" intervened.
Lord Paulet, captain of the British
frigate Carysfort, was sent to
Honolulu to protect British interests
as a result of complaints-mainly
about land--by the acting British
consul in Honolulu, Alexander Simpson.
Paulet made demands on the Hawaiian
government and threatened to fire upon
Honolulu if they were not met.
To avoid conflict, the king made a
provisional cession of the islands to
Great Britain on February 25, 1843.
Until the end of July, the Hawaiian
Islands were under the British flag.
3
When it was informed of what Paulet
had done, the BritistvGitwevme9t
disavowed Paulet's act and sent
Admiral Richard Thomas to restore'
Hawaiian sovereigne, which he did on
July 31, ,1843.
ti

After this episode was resolved,
the Hawaiian delegation continued
their European negotiations. Finally,
on November 11, 1843, a joint
declaration was signed in London by
which the Queen of Great Britain and
the King of France recognized the
independence of the Sandwich
(Hawaiian) Islands. The United States
refused to sign the declaration on the
grounds that it was contrary to
America's policy of avoiding
enfr,gling alliances. Instead, the
Oni,si States stood by the Tyler
_Doctrine,

Despite this formal recognition of
independence, inequitable treaties
were still a problem for Hawaii. In
1844, the British presented the
Hawaiian GOvern4ent with a convention
with objectionable article; similar to
those ,of the Laplace Convention of
The government signed the.'
1839.
convention but wrote to the head of
the British foreign office seeking
New treaties were
modifications.
signed with'Britain and France in
'1846, still- with objectionable
articles on trade preferences alid the
composition of juries.

In the mid1840's and 1850's Hawaii
was finally able to achieve equitable
In 1846 Hawaii signed a
treafies.
satisfactory treaty with Denmark thatdid not contain the restrictive
clauses of the British and French
Eventually,. even Britain
treaties.
and the United Stales relaxed their
discriminatOry attitudes. By the
1840's, the articles of arrangement
with the United States, which had d.
"first been negotiated in 1826, 'had
ceased to .be regarded as a valid
A pew treaty satisfactory to
treaty.
the Hawaiian Government was signgd'in
1849 and remained in effect until the
annexa9uon. The American treaty
served as the basis for a new, more,
eguintabie treaty with Great Britaih,
In turn, this treaty
signed in 1851.
was the basis 'for treaties with Sweden
and Norway in 1852.
Thus Hawaii progressed toward more
equitable treaty relations. /France
was an exception, since it 4ontinued
to insist upon articles objectionable
to the Hawaiian Government.
.

Moreover, .most-favored-Ination clauses

enabled other nations to claim the
benefits of the restrictive clauses in
the. French treaty.

Trad and Annexation
Economic development in the late
1840's and early 1850's foreshadowed
the dominant role the United States
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and attempt to overthrow the govern-

would play in economic and political
matters in Hawaii through the rest of
The latter years of the
the century.
reign of Kamehameha III saw an
increase in trade between Hawaii and
the West Coast of the North American
continent. The primary impetus was
the acquisition of California and
Oregon by the United States, the
discovery of gold in California, and
the subsequent influx of population
requiring supplies more easily
obtained from Hawaii than from the
U.S. eastern seaboard.
This expansion of the United States
to the Pacific engendered an
"exuberant expansionism," and convinced many that "it was the 'manifest
destiny' of the United States to
overspread the whole North American
continent and the adjacent islands."
68/ Kuykendall notes that this
expansionism would have a significant
impact on Hawaii. Specifically, it
gave birth in the United States to the
idea that Hawaii should be annexed to
the American Union, and aroused
apprehension in Hawaii as to the
possible effect of "this onflowing and
seemingly resistless tide upon the
destiny of the little island kingdom."

ment.

Other troubles at this time also
put the political stability of the
monarchy in dOubt again. The French
menaced once more, sending warships to
Hawaii. Then a smallpox epidemic
Partially as a result of
broke out.
the way the epidemic was handled,
there was a political upheaval in 1853
and one of the king's ministers,
Gerritt Judd, was dismissed.
During this upheaval the topic of
annexation to the United States came
Some viewed annexation
to the fore.
as "Manifest Destiny;" others
considered it the means to ensure that
the islands did not fall int() the
hands of Gieat Britain or France;
everyone knew that the economy of the
.islands would benefit if the U.S.
tariff on sugar could be eliminated.
70/

The king, beset by internal
squabbles, annexationists, and
external pressures, began to despair
Secretly,' he sent a
of the future.
proclamation to the United States
Commissioner requesting assistance in
The
case Hawaii were attacked.
proclamation said, in part, that dhe
king and kuhina nui:

The sugar industry progressed in
Hawaii, stimulated by the new markets
One problem
on the U.S. West Coast.
with this market, however, was the
high U.S. tariff wall and the
necessity to compete with low-cost
sugars from Manila and China. Labor
supply became a problem as the sugar
industry grew concurrently with the
decline in the native Hawaiian
population. Approximately 200 Chinese
contract laborers were brought in for
the first time to alleviate the
shortage during 1852.
Trade goods were not the only
commodity some Hawaiians thought might
be travelling between California and
Hawaii. Rumors abounded that groups
of filibusterers were poised in San
Francisco ready to descend upon Hawaii

Hereby proclaim as our Royal
will and pleasure, that all our
Islands, and all our rights as
sovereign over them, are from
the date hereof, placed under
the protection and safeguards
of the United States of America
until some arrangements can be
made to place our said
relations with France upon a
footing compatible with my
rights as an independent
sovereign,...or if such
arrangements should be found
impracticable, then it is our
wish and pleasure that the
protection aforesaid under the
United States of America be
'perpetual. 21/
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The U, 3. Commissioner and members
of the king's government drew up a
document setting forth alternative
plans for the United States to save
Hawaii from the danger of
filibustering or threats from foreign
In order of preference,
governments.
these were:

A joint protectorate by the
United States, Great Britain,
and France;

A protectorate under the
United States and Great
Britain;

E.

THE REIGNS OF KAIAEHAMEHA IV AND V
(1854-1872)

Politis and Sugar
Prince Alexander Liholiho, nephew
and heir of Kamehameha III, ascended
the throne as Kamehameha IV in
His reign lasted until
December 1854.
his death in 1863. This Hawaiian
monarch had very different ideas about
relations with foreign governments, in
general, and with the United States,
in particular.
In the foreign realm, the policy of
the government of Kamehameha IV
consisted. of three Parts:

kprotectorate by the United
States alone;

1)

If no protectorate could be
arranged, resignation of
sovereignty to the United
States. 72/

To substitute for the pending
annexation project a treaty of
reciprocity between the United
States and Hawaii;

2)

To get a satisfactOry treaty
with France and place the
relations between the two
cotitries on a cordial
footing; and

3)

To obtain a joint guarantee
of Hawaji's independence by

After communicating these developments
1.o Washington, however, the United
Cates Commissioner was informed by
the U,S. Secretary of State that he
was not to give countenance to "any
ioem or expectation that the islands
will become annexed to the United
States." 73/
All of these negotiations came to a
without being resolved. Rumors
of filibustering proved untrue,
relations with France improved
somewhat, ad Kamehameha III died on
December 15, 1354. His successor,
Prilce Alexander Liholiho, did not
reopen the discussions and supporters

the Brea'.; maritime powers,

Great Britain, France, the
United States, and possibly
Russia, by means of a tripartite or quadripartite treaty.
74/

Of the three parts of this policy,
only the second met with some success.
A new treaty between Hawaii and France
was ratified in 1858 and, although
still not satisfactory, the treaty was
"in some important respects an
improvement over the old one." 75/
One of the first steps taken in
pursuit of the foreign policy goals of
Kamehameha IV was to break oft all
negotiations for annexation to the

'of annex: LL.o:1 in Hawaii gave up their

agitation for the time being.
However, interest had been piqued in
the United Sf_7ates by these
Fear :hat France would
developrmits.
take over the Hawaiian Islands had
stimulated talk of annexation,
particularly in California.
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Hawaiians held meetings during which
several resolutions were passed
against further importation of Chinese
contract labor and expressing the
opinion that "the government should
bring here the people--men, women and
children--of a cognate race with
ourselves, as laborers, and to
increase the population of our group."

United States. 76/ In general, the
reign of Kamehameha IV marked the
beginning of the turning away from
American influence and toward a closer
relationship with England. This
relationship with symbolized by the
introduction of the Anglican Church
into Hawaii by the king and his Wife,
Queen Emma. 77/ The king and the
chiefs feared that the great
preponderance of American interests
(particularly missionary interests) in
Hawaii would lead to the overthrow of
the monarchy, annexation, and the
eventual extinction of the Hawaiian
race. 78/ The close call with
annexation in the waning years of the
reign of Kamehameha III (which
Alexander Liholiho had opposed, as
prince and heir apparent) confirmed
this suspicion.
Meanwhile, these years were years
of economic transition. Whaling
declined as the primary industry,
while the sugar industry grew
After the California
dramatically.
gold rush, the sugar industry went
into a depression in Hawaii. However,
the U.S. Civil War provided the
necessary boost in the market to make
Hawaiian sugar the primary export of
Another factor in the
the islands.
increase in output at this time were
improvements in mills, machinery, and
production methods.
The plantation agency system
developed to promote the industry.
The system, which was set up by the
larger business houses in Honolulu,
provided capital to and srved as
centralized agents for individual
The larger of these
plantations.
estaoishments would eventually
consolidate into the "Big Five" sugar
factors (agents).
The problem of labor supply became
ar-ute, spurred by the growth of the
agriculture industry and the continued
decline in the natve population. 79./
More Chinese laborer, were brought in,
but this was not a popular policy,
particularly among native. Hawaiians.
The first Japanese laborers were
In 1869,
brought to Hawaii in 1869.

80/

In 1871, a treaty of friendship and
commerce was concluded with Japan.
The treaty contained provisions that
"the Hawaiian Government expected to
open the way for an extensive
immigration of Japanese laborers to
Hawaii." 81/ This goal was not
reached until after many years of
negotiation, however.
The continued growth of the sugar
industry depended on the existence of
For this
an accessible market.
reason, the question of annexation was
still alive in the minds of sugar
planters, Who were most interested in
getting out from under the heavy
import duties imposed upon them by the
The Hawaiian
U.S. Government.
Government proposed an alternative--a
reciprocity treaty with the United
States to permit U.S. and Hawaiian
goods to be exchanged free of duty.
An emissary was sent to Washington to
negotiate such a treaty but it did not
pass the U.S. Senate. The Hawaiian
sugar industry was afforded some
relief, however, when the U.S. tariff
was lowered in 1859. In late 1866 the
reciprocity treaty was once more
brought forward, but it was again
defeated in the U.S. Congress.
One of the reasons for the defeat
of the treaty, according to
Kuykendall, was the mission of
Zephaniah S. Spalding. He was sent to
Hawaii in late 1868 by U.S. Secretary
of State Seward 82/ ."to observe and
report to Seward on the situation in
the islands and the probable effect of
the reciprocity treaty that was then
pending in the Senate." 83/ According
to Kuykendall, Spalding was "strongly
opposed to the reciprocity treaty, and
was in favor of annexation, which he
thought would be hastened by rejection
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Spalding's report
probably had some, although not major,
influence on the treaty's rejection by
the U.S. Congress. sv
of the treaty." f.11/

Constitutional Change
On the death of Liholiho on
November 30, 1863, his older brother
(Prince Lot) succeeded to the throne
Unlike his
as Kamehameha V.
predecessor, Kamehameha V did not take
the oath to uphold the kingdom's
constitution, promulgated in 1852.
Even durilg the reign of Liholiho,
the king and his advisors had attempted to amend the Constitution of 1852.
The most objectionable features of the
latter included the existence of the
office of the kuhina nui; the power of
the privy council, universal male
suffrage, and the absence of property
qualifications for members of the
House of Representatives.
King Kamehameha V believed that the
Constitution of 1852 was far in
advance of the needs of the people,
and he called a convention to draft a
new constitution. When the'convention
deadlocked on the question of property
qualifications, the king adjourned the
convention, abrogated the old
constitution and promulgated a new one
The principal changes
a week later.
embodied in the Constitution of 1864

Plight of the People

As a result of the constitutional
developments described above, native
Hawaiian men had the right to vote for
the members of the kingdom's house of
representatives. They did not,
however, share in the growing
prosperity of the kingdom.
The native population continued its
precipitous decline. Liholiho singled
out the problem of the decrease in the
native population in his speech
opening the legislature in 1855. He
suggested a two-fold attack on the
reduction in loss caused by
problem:
disease, and encouragement of
Polynesian immigrants to reinforce and
The
reinvigorate the Hawaiian stock.
latter plan was eventually accomplished through labor immigration,
although it was not always to the
satisfaction of the native Hawaiians,
as noted above.
To improve the economic well-being
of the native Hawaiians, efforts were
made by Kings Kamehameha IV and V to
interest them in the growing
agricultural industry. Some native
Hawaiians did grow potatoes, but the
potato as a cash crop did not survive
The Native Hawaiian
long.
Agricultural Society was set up in
1856, but it was not very successful
in encouraging greater production from
Hawaiians. Growing sugar required
large-scale operations and was
monopolized by Americans. The native
Hawaiians did not share the white
man's view of the future in terms of
profit and loss, and the result was
that the native population existed on
the fringes of the impending economic

were:

The office of kuhina nui was
&bolished;

The powers of the privy council
were curtailed, while the
administrative powers of the
king and cabinet were
strengthened;
The nobles and people's
representatives woi,ld sit
together as the legislative
assembly; and
o

boom.
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There would be property
qualifications for the
representatives and property
and educational qualifications
for voters.

public opinion, even among the haole
The king
population, was against it.
and legislature submitted for U.S.
review the idea of a reciprocity
treaty in return for the cession of
Pearl Harbor. Some of the king's
advisors had told him that this would
make passage of the treaty much more
There was a public outcry
probable.
against such a scheme by the native
population, however, and the latter
proposal was withdrawn.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Government was
,ascertaining the military importance
of the Hawaiian Islands in general and
Pearl Harbor in particular. Early in
1873 Major General John M. Schofield,
commander of the United States Army
Military Division of the Pacific, and
Brevet Brigadier General B. S.
Alexander, a lieutenant colonel in
the Corps of Engineers, arrived in
Honolulu. 87/ Ostensibly on a
vacation trip, the secret purpose of
the men's visit was to report to U.S.
Secretary of War W. W. Belknap on the
"defensive capabilities of the
different ports and their commercial
facilities." 88/ The report, which
was made public twenty years later,
"emphasized the value of Pearl Harbor
and discussed the means of making, it
available for naval and commercial

As noted above, the power of the
king to unilaterally abrogate the
constitution was accepted by native
Hawaiians. Of the action of
Kamehameha V, Liliuokalani says:
It has already been seen that
the right of life and death was
unchallenged; that whatever it
may be in other countries, as
late as an epoch thirty years
in the past [i.e., mid-1860's]
it belonged to the highest
chief of the Hawaiian
people...Let it be repeated:
the promulgation of a new
constitution, adapted to the
needs of the times and the
demands of the people, has been
an indisputable prerogative of
the Hawaiian monarchy.
F.

LUNALILO (1873-1874)

Kamehameha V died in December 1872
On his
without naming a successor.
deathbed he asked the High Chiefess
Bernice Pauahi (Mrs. Charles R.
Bishop) to be his successor, but she
As provided for in the
declined.
constitution, the national legislature
was responsible for choosing the new
An informal popular vote was
monarch.
held and the result was a large
majority for Lunalilo, a cousin of
Kamehameha V (the other contender was
The legislature
David Kalakaua).
confirmed the election.
The kingdom that Lunalilo took over
was encountering severe economic
difficulties. The islands' economy
became more and more dependent upon
the United States as the sugar
The
industry continued to expand.
reciprocity treaty became more
important with the serious financial
depression in Hawaii in 1872. Talk of
annexation surfaced, but the weight of

purposes." 132/

In the political realm, Lunalilo
did succeed in having some amendments
to the Constitution of 1864 adopted,
including the repeal of the property
Other
qualifications for voters.
policies were not as popular, however.
The continuing public health problem
with leprosy resulted in strict
enforcement of the law sending lepers
to Molokai--in two years over 500
lepers were sent to facilities there
that were already over-extended. This
policy caused the government to lose
much popular support.
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Lunalilo died of pulmonary
tuberculosis in'February 1874 after
barely a year on the throne. He
became the first Hawaiian monarch to
leave his property to a benevolent
institution--the Lunalilo Home for
poor/ destitute, and infirm people of
Hawaiian blood.
Since Lunalio died without an heir,
the legislature once again had to
David Kalakaua was
choose a king.
elected after .a campaign in which he
was opposed by Queen Emma, the witdoW
This election
of Kamehameha IV.
changed the line of succession from
the Kamehameha line to the Kalakaua
line.
G.

THE RECIPROCITY TREATY (1875)

King Kalakaua was in favor of a
reciprocity treaty. Shortly after he
ass.umed the throne, hP travelled to
the United States as a "good-will"
ambassador to Fromote its passage.
Some credit the ei7entual passage of
the treaty to the favorable impression
this trip, Liliuokalani
T)f
he made.
say,:

Yielding to the wishes of those
residents of his domain who were
from American or missionary
stock, my brother [ Kalakaua] had
organized the negotiation of a
treaty of closer alliance or
reciprocity with the United
States...The result of this visit
is well known. It secured that
for l'hich the planters had gained
endorsement of the king, it
resulted in the reciprocity
treaty of January 30, 1875. 9/

Liliuokalani states that support for
the treaty was not unanimous in
Some protested that- it would
Hawaii.
"put in peril the independence of our
nation." 91/
The reciprocity treaty finally
passed the U.S. Congress and was

1887 with a clause giving the U.S.
Government exclusive right to use
Pearl Harbor, and this treaty remained
in effect until June 1890.
The'1876 treaty provided that
unrefined sugar, rice, and almost all
other Hawaiian products would be
admitted to the United States free of
In return, a long list of
dUties.
American products and manufactured
The
goods were admitted pito Hawaii.
treaty also provided.that, as long as
it was in effect, Hawaii could not
offer the same kind of treaty to any
other nation.
The primary effect of the treacy
was a tremendous upsurge in the sugar
Records show that in 1875,
industry.
before the treaty was in effect, 25
million pounds of sugar were exported.
By 1890, that amount had increased
ten-fold--250 million pounds of sugar
were exported. 92/
Since sugar cane requires large
amounts of water, pvtensive irrigation
was L.:gun. With an assured market,
more capital was available to make
such improvements. The- agency (or
factor) system became more important,
because. it offered a centralized
system to sell and ship crops, finance
new ventures, and purchase equipment
needed by plantations. With the
growth in output, the need for labor
also increased. More than 55,000
immigrant laborers were brought to
Hawaii between 1877 and 1890.
Approximately one-half of these were
Others were Japanese,
Chinese.
Portuguese, and European. 93/
HoweVer, the most significant
consequence of the reciprocity treaty
was the development of powerful
economic ties between Hawaii and the
These economic ties
United States.
then intensified the political
consequences of the treaty. Russ
believes that:

The political consequences of
this reciprocity agreement
cannot be overestimated. When
Hawaii was finally annexed in
1898, practically everybody.

signed in raid -1875 without the clause
It r,,nt into effect
on Pearl Harbor.

in 1876. The treaty was renewed in
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agreed that the first real step
had been reciprocity, that is
to say, economic annexation. 94/
The events that took place from
1875 to 1898, when Hawaii was annexed
to the United States, are reviewed in
Part II, "Diplomatic and Congressional
History:
below.

From Monarchy to Stateh,liod,"

ANCIENT HISTORY TO THE RECIPROCITY TREATY
NOTES

This section on the origin of
ancient Hawaiian settlers was revised
as a result of suggestions for the use
of additional sources by Violet
Ku'ulei Ihara of the Bishop Museum,
Honolulu.

Mitchell, p. 35. Elaboration
of explanation of kapu system added at
the suggestion of Violet Ku'ulei

H. David Tuggle, "Hawaii", in
The Prehistory of Polynesia, Jesse D.
Jennings, editor (Cambridge,
Harvard University
Massachusetts:
Press, 1979), p. 189.

Ihara.

1/

2/

3/

Ibid.

Yosihiko H. Sinoto, "The
Marquesas," in The Prehistory of
Pglynesia, p. 131.
4/

5/

Tuggle, p. 189.,

6/

Ibid.

7/

8/

Ibid., p. 171.

9/ Donald Kilolani Mitchell,
"Religious Beliefs and Practices,"
from Resource Units in Hax-iiian
The Kamehameha
Culture (Honolulu:
Schools, 1987), o. 1.

Martha Warren Beckwith,
Hawaiian Mythology (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1970), p.
10/

13/

Ihara.

Kuykendall, Volume I, p. 9.
Change suggested by Violet Ku'ulei
14/

The Commission received
several comments from individuals on
the issue of genealogy, royal
succession, and differing claims to
the former Hawaiian throne. (See, for
example, comments by Rory Soares
Toomey, Ralph L. Heidenreich, Victoria
Mews, Beatrice Kulia-Ika-Nuu Anderson,:
and George T. H. Pai.) One comment
notes that: "...it would.be
inappropriate for the [Native
Hawaiians Study Commission] to attempt
to resolve the issue of royal
succession" (Beatrice Kulia-Ika-Nuu
The Commission agrees; it
Anderson).
is outside the purview of the
Commission's mandate to issue an
authoritative statement on the
differing claims to the former
Hawaiian throne. The Commission's
Report does not specifiCally address
the issue of succession. Any
statements that may seem incidentally
to relate to this issue are not meant
to address or prejudice iAny current
15/

,

claims.

David Malo, Hawaiian
16/
Antiquities (Moolelo Hawaii)
Bishop Museum Press,
(Honolulu:
1951), p. 80.

81.

11/ Ralph S. Kuykendall, The
Hawaiian Kingdom, Volume I, 1778-1854,
Foundation and Transformation
University of Hawaii
(Honolulu:
Hereinafter
Press, 1958), p. 8.
referred to as "Kuykendall Volume I."

17/

Thomas Marshall Spaulding, The
Crown Lands of Hawaii, University of
Hawaii Occasional Papers, No'. 1
University of Hawaii,
(Honolulu:
October 10, 1923), p. 3. This article
was submitted as a comment and can be
18/

E. S. C. Handy, Polynesian
Bernice P. Bishop
Religion (Honolulu:
Museum Bulletin 34, 1927), quoted in
Kuykendall, Volume I, p. 8.
12/
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Ibid., p. 80.

A comment
found in the Appendix,
received .from John J. Hall states
"Boundaries never changed, even
tlat:
Ahupuala remained
affc7 contact.
stationary, only alii moved...If
warfare was as extensive as historians
report. the environment would show the
and the literature does not
eftec
support such a situation." The
quotation from Spaulding refers to
) oundaries pertaining to land under a
particular chief and not to boundary
changes of particular ahupua'a.
19/
For example, Congressman
Daniel Akaka says that the
Commission's early history of Hawaii
"relies far too heavily on a
comparison with the feudal structure
such as it existed in Europe during
the Middle Ages." Comments by the
Office of Hawaiian Affairs note that:
"It is important to note that the
concept of fee-simple ownership of the
land was unknown to Hawaiians. The
alii...did not own the land..., they
merely managed the land and other
resources." Haunani-Kay Trask states
that calling the Hawaiian system
feudal, "is a false rendering of the
Hawaiian land tenure system which did
not include the following feudal'

25/ See Draft Report of Findings,
Native Hawaiians Study Commission, p.
Comments received from
107.
Haunani-Kay Trask, et al, state that:
"Hawaiian commoners enjoyed more
rights to the land in precontact
Hawaii than under the private property
system brought by the West." In
another comment, Kawaipuna PAejean
"Our Alii was unlike the
states that:
slave masters of, Europe who expected
the citizens of the soil to do all the
work and keep the royalty in its
The Chiefs of old, before
opulence.
falling victim to germ warfare
deliberately introduced by the
invaders to decimate the race, toiled
in the earth with Cie Makaainana or
See
citizens of the soil" (pp. 1-2).
also, Haunani-Kay Tra.sk, "An
Historical Over-view of Hawaii:
Pre- Contact to the Present," a paper
prepared at the direction of and
funded by the Office of Hawaiians
This paper is reproduced in
Affairs.
full in the Appendix of this Report.

David Malo, quoted in
Kuykendall, Volume I, p. 9.
26/

27/ Liliuokalani, Hawaii's Story
by Hawaii's Queen (Rutland, Vermont:
Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1964), p.

structures -- obligatory military
service; bondage to the land;

ownership by the kings and chiefs."
[Emphasis in the original.]

3.,

Chinen, Original Land Titles
in Hawaii, p. 52. On various aspects
of daily life, see also paper by
Haunani-Kay Trask, "An Historical Over
view of Hawaii."
28/

William Adam Russ, Jr., The
Hawaiian Revolution (1893-1894)
Times and News
(Gettysburg, Pa.:
Publishing Co., 1959), P. 30.
20/

Lawrence! H. Fuchs, Hawaii
A Social History (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,
1961), p. 6.
21/
Pono:

29/" Kuykendall, Volume I, p. 9.
30/

Mitchell, p. 8.

Kuykendall, Volume 1, p. 8,
Added as a result of commente received
from Violet Ku'ulei Ihara. See also
chapter below on "Native Hawaiian
Religion," page 231.
31/

Jon J. Chinen, Original Land
Titles in Hawaii (Honolulu: Jon J.
Chinen, 1961), p. 7.
22/

23/

p. 85.

24/

Maio, p. 88.
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That the following quote is
the author's speculation'was pointed
out by Violet Ku'ulei Ihara.
32/

Gavan Daws, Shoal of Time: A
History of the Hawaiian Islands (New
The MacMillan Company, 1968),
York:
p. 26.
33/

34/

Ibid., p. 27.

Merze Tate, The United States
and the Hawaiian Kingdom: A Political
Yale University
History (New Haven:
Press, 1965), p. 1.
35]

36/ \Fuchs( p. 7.
37/

Kuykendall, Volume I,

p. 29.

Ralph S. Kuykendall and A.
Grove Day, Hawaii: A History, from
Polynesian Kingdom to American
Commonwealth (New York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1948), p. 43.
38/

39/

Daws, p. 56.

40/

Ibid., p. 57.

41/

Fuchs, p. 9.

42/

Daws, p. 59.

43/

Ibid., pp. 59-60.

44/

Kuykendall, Volume I, p. 100.

45/

Daws, p. 62.

r.

It was pointed out in a
comment from Violet Ku'ulei Ihara
that, contrary to what this quotation
implies, "Hawaiians did prepare for
spiritual hereafter." See also, the
chapter below on "Native Hawaiian
Religion," page 227.
46/

47/

Fuchs, p.

of the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions, they in fact
began to acquire land in enormous
quantities after they left the
Here, the bias towards the
mission.
missionaries is extreme in this
they are
section for two reasons:
removed of responsibility for bringing
diseases and cultural degradation that
hastened the decline of Hawaiians, and
they are ,elevated to the point of
actually appearing as redeemers of the
Thy facts, however, are
people.
otherwise. Missionaries are
responsible for taking land, bringing'
death and disease, and for imposing a
foreign rellgion which severed the
Hawaiians' relationship to the earth.
They are the harbingers of colonialism
in Hawaii, and their descendants
controlled most of the sugar
plantations--the Big Five corporations 3
of Castle and Cooke, Alexander and
Baldwin, and C. Brewer all had
missionary connections., Moreover,
there needs to be a discus'ion of the
role of missionary-desceaded
individuals in the overthrow of the
monarchy, and particularly in the
creation and functioning of the
Provisional Government."
The text of the report has been
revised by the Commission in an
attempt to address Trask's 5ncerns.
As to the missionaries "bringing death
and disease," most authors 'place the
blame for this on the foreigners who
arrived in Hawaii prior to the
For example, Fuchs
missionaries.
"Between
Cook's visit
states that:
and the arrival, of the first
missionary band from New England,
disease, war, and famine had taken
nearly half of the population...Until
the arrival of nine missionary doctors
forty-two years after Cook's
discovery, the natives were without
protection against the new diseases"
(Fuchs, p. 13).
49/

48/ Comments from Haunani-Kay
Tra.'k, et al, state the following:

50/
P. 3.

"While it is true that the
missionaries were prohibited from
.acquiring land while they were members
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Kuykendall and Day, p. 77.

Russ, The Hawaiian Revolution,

51/

Fuchs, p. 249.

52/
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native Hawaiians did not leave the
field work. As late as 1869, several
plantations employed all native
Hawaiian labor. By 1870, while the
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was a tremendous e-pansion of sugar
production from two million to 20
The demand
million pounds annually.
for increased production and with it
for increased labor, was so great,that
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"...Secretary
H. Raymond, who says:
of State William H. Seward sent Secret
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1.8'3

Native Hawaiian Culture
A.

INTRODUCTION

literature, history, traditions and
reinforcing these through daily use..
A unique Polynesian language
restricted to the Hawaiian Islands is
inextricably tied to the definition
and identity of the Hawaiian people.
.The language is in fact known to the
kwor)d by the same name as the people
themselves-- HaW'aiian.
However, it
terms itself '61elo Hawai'i, or
Hawai!i language, thus like the
English term recognizing the
indigenous status of the language
unique to these islandS.
There is no mention of the origin
'of^the,Hawaiian language in the. oral,
tradiiorie. 'The words of the
progenitors, Papa and Vakea, are
recorded
Hawaiianand it is assumed
that the existence of a separate
Hawaiian language is as old as the
existence of the Hawaiian people.
Although composed of many small
communities and four primary
geograph4cati- divisions, the ancient
inhabitant
were able to make a
distinction between their own language
and languages existing outside the
traditional boundaries of Hawai'i.
The sense of ethnicity is recorded in
the chant of'Kriali'i, in which a
pre-European voyager from the island

The culture of native Hawaiians is
manifested in many facets of daily
life.
One of the most important for
any culture is language. The
Commission was fortunate to have an
expert on the Hawaiian language,rrite
that section for the Commission's
Report.
The second section of this
chapter discusses culture in a
different context--historic
preserVation.
Another important aspect of the
lives.cf ancient and even present-day
native HiWaiians'is the religion as
_practiced prior to the coming of the
American missionaries. The next
chapter contains informatiAn on the
native Hawaiian religion, also written
by a foremost expert in 'the subject.
B.

THE HAWAIIAN LANGUAGE */

Introduction 1/,

.

Anthropologists and cultural'
experts recognize the crucial role
played by language in identifying
people.
Language demonstrates the
uniqueness of a people, carrying with
it centuries of shared experience,
4

*/ The following section is a
complete reproduction of the paper
prei:*.ted by Larry L. Kimura, entitled

Mr. Kimura's paper appears
as submitted by ORA and is otherwise
unchanged. The spelling of Hawaiian
words as they appeared in the original
paper has also been retained, even
though the spelling of some word's
differs from thr' used in the
remainder of this Report. The
references used by Mr. Kimura appear
in the "List of References,"'marked
with a "[2]". OHA subsequently sent
supplementary information On the
Hawaiian language to the Commission,
also from Mr. Kimura, and this
materialis included in the appendix
(cont'd)

"Language Section orf Native ilawaiians

Study Commission Report" (Febtuary,
1983), written at the direction of and
funded by the'' Office of HaWaiian
Affairs.
Mr. Kimura is an instructor

in Hawaiian Language, Department-of
Indo- Pacific Langtages, at the

Univity of Hawaii, Manoa 6ampus.
'Minor editorial changes have been made
to confprM to the Final Report's
format, and the footnotes have been
renumbered. Except for these changes,

of 4th.is Report.
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1

of O'ahu describes Kahiki, a term used
for' all lands outside of Hawai'i:
Ua ',ike ho'i au is Kahiki
He moku leo pgha'oha'o wale
Kahiki

'A'ohe o Kahiki kanaka
Ho'okahi o Kahiki kanaka - he
Haole 2/
I have seen Kahiki
Kahiki is an island with a
puzzling language

,Kahiki has no people
'Except for one kind-- foreigners

Many Hawaiian */ families trace
part of their ancestry to voyagers
from these fc:eign lands called
Regular sound correspondence
Kahiki.
between k in Hawaiian with t in other
Polynesian language, supports an
identification of at least one Kahiki
Linguistic analysis of
with Tahiti.
Hawaiian supports a theory that the
,language has its closest relatives in
the Marquesas, Society, and °tiler
,island groups of French Polynesia,
some two thousand miles to the south.
There still remains a certain amount
of mutual intelligibility betWeen
Hawaiian and other Eastern Polynesian
languages such as Tahitian, Cook
Islands Maori, and New Zealand Mgori,
(All tables
as shown in Table 59.
of
the
chapter).
appear V the end
The stkilarity among Polynesian
languages has been overemphasized by
casual Observers who have erroneously
claimed that Hawaiian and other
'

.

Polynesians all speak but "dialects"
of a single language. 3/ Linguists
generally accept distinct languages
(as opposed to dialects) as having
,more than 70 percent of their hasiq
ocabulary as cognate. Hawaiian
shares 56 percent of its basic
voca6ulary with Marquesan and only 46
percent with Talittian, the two
languages most closely related to
Hawaiian, according to linguists.
Given the independent status of the
Hawaiian language, it is notable that
Hawaiians and other Polynesians in the
independent nations, of the South
Pacific readily recognize the
relationship among their languages and
put much emphasis on this even in
official government business between
Hawai'i and their countries.
Unlike New Zealand Mdori and
Marquesan, which exhibit a number of
rather different dialect-, differences
within Hawaiian are quite minor 'and
were probably never much greater than
today. The lack of major dialect
differentiation within Hawaiian can be
attributed in part to the lack of
stable groupings of people, such as
tribes or clans, in the traditional
In pre-contact
political system.
times, there was continuous
interchange...among the various lineages

across the whole island chain and
constant redefinition of political
boundaries across districts and
Tradition mentions an
islands.
individual from the island of Hawai'i.
named Kalaunuiohua who nearly
succeeded in conquering the entire
island chain at one time. 4/ Usually,
however, Maui controlled the
neighboring islands of Moloka'i,
LEnra'i, and Kahl'olawe, with Hawai'i
an O'ahu as separate units, and
ali controlling neighboring
Ni'ihau. Ae greatest contrasts in
speech within Hawaiian are between

*/ Mr. Kimura uses the term
"Hawaiian" in the same way that
"native Hawaiian" is used in the
majority of this Report; that is, to
signify thoAe persons who have any
amount of -the blood of those who
inhabited the Hawaiian Islands prior
to 1778.

ti
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nicety in expression; and
power of the word.

the most isolated parts of the Kaua'i
kingdom (for example, Ni'ihau), the
Maui kingdom (for example, the Kaupo
area), and the'Hawai'i kingdom (for
example, the Puna district). The
differences are primarily in the
prOnunciation of the consonants

Human Activity

1 and w,

symbolized, with k,

intonation, speed of speech, and small
There are
differences in vocabulary.
no significant grammatical
differences. The .standard dialect
taught in schools ,is that of O'ahu,
the site of the capital. Table 60
gives examples of differences among
the different areas. 5/

(3) the

,

.

The Cultural Importance of Hawaiian
In the introduction, reference was
made to the inseparable identity
between all peoples and their
languages, and the extreme importance
of language as the bearer of the
culture, history, and traditions of a
people.
This in itself is more than
sufficient reason for the Hawaiian
language to be valued above all else
In comparing
in the cultural context.
Hawaiian culture with other cultures,
however, is there any reason that
language might be judged relatively
more important or less important in a
Hawaiian cultural context? Given the
current weak status of the Hawaiian
language it is unfortunate that the
Hawaiian culture is in the top
percentage of the world's cultures
stressing the importance of language.
It is appropriate here that a few
examples of the Hawaiian language in
action be given to illustrate the
three basic features that make
language such an important factor of
(1) the necessity
Hawaiian culture:
of language to human activity in order
to identify it as human or, in a
narrower perspective, Hawaiian; (2)
the importance of subtlety,
personality, and detail, that is,

An example of the importance of
language in human activity is best
illustrated in the area of music and
dance: Many cultures of the world
(for example, Plains American Indian,
European folk cultures, and classical
European culture) emphasize dance and
music with only instruMbntal
accompaniment or minimal use of wordy
(such as war and social danQes of _the
Sioux, the polka and jig of'Europe,
and classical ballet). Such'art forms
appear simple in a Hawaiian context.
Hawaiian culture placed great emphasis
on language as the means of human
artistic development. An example of
this exists in the nr'au kani and
117kek6 (instruments using the mouth as
a sound box). ,Words are formedlin the
mouth and echo4d out with the
Even
vibrations of the instrument.
the nose flute is designed to free the
mouth for the formation of words, but
'since it is almost impossible to form
words and play the nose flute at the
same time, a custom of using note
combinations to stand for words
between initiates is associated with
the instrument. These extreme
examples illustrate the importance
given by people to language (the
ultimate human characteristic) in the
Hawaiian culture.
t.

Subtlety, Personality and Detail
A further complicating factor in
Hawaiian culture is that subtlety and
personalization are highly favored.
This leads to the use of symbolism and
veiled references in ordinary speech
as a device for emphasizing a point
without blatant bragging, criticiFlm,
or questioning. The use of symbolism
and veiled reference is especially
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contains the power of life and death."
In a Western context this concept
might be understandable using as an
example the psychiatrist's method of
encouraging patients to articulate a
problem in order to confirm its
existence.
The basis of the Hawaiian concept
is the belief that saying the word
For
gives power to cause the action.
example, to say "I wish you good
health" will actually help a person to
recover, while an expressed wish for
death could actually cause it.
Furthermore, a homonym or simile
retains some of the power of the
original word to influence events.
Thus the word ola (good health, life),
its partial homonyms like '51ani (to
warm in the sun), and a poetic
reference to' it like kau i ka
ppaaneane (rest upon the flowering of
the faint breath of life, that is, old
age) can all be symbolically helpful.
The power of the word is increased by
the seriousness and preciousness of.
the form in which it is offered,. such
as in a chant or formal speech.
The philosophy of the power of the
word is developed to such an extent in
traditional Hawaiian culture that
there exists a contest of wits called
ho'op5p5 in which poetic references,
partial homonyms, and vocabulary
knowledge are used in chant form
between two contestants to increase
their individual powers and decrease
The loser
the poWers of the opponent.
of such a contest can theoretically
submit his life to the winner.
Although ho'opapa is an extreme
application of the Hawaiian philosophy
of the power of cords, the concept
permeates Hawaiian culture. 7/ The
choice of negative words in songs and
names is widely commented upon and
talented speakers of Hawaiian can take
a single word, name, or phrase and
develop a speech around it by
complicated play with connotations.
Word power is even prominent in a
custom of randomly choosing verses
from the Bible and interpreting-these
through the form of the words therein.

evident in the poetry utilized in the
chants that are used in everything
from ordinary greetings to the
recitation of genealogies. Subtlety
and personalization are further
accomplished in chant by usinq,special
grammatical and pronunciation
complications that make the message
even less flat or blatant. 6/
Intense personalization of the
language in itself has led to ,a
proliferation of very specific terms,
especially relating to natural 'beauty,
which lends itself well to Iawaiian
An extreme example( is
poetry.
seventeen individual names for various
winds of rainy Halawa Valley on the
island of Moloka'i, in comparison to
the North American continent as a
whole, for which far less names are
generally known by Eriglish speakers.
There are, of course, many other wind
names throughout the Hawaiian Islands,
detailed rain descriptions,; special
seas, colors, and so on, as shown in
Table 61.
Hawaiian attention to terms for
life forms has impressed biologists in
that it is based on the Same
principles invented for biological
taxonomy by the Swede, Linnaeus (for
example, ulua aukea, Caranx ignobilis;
ulua 'ele'ele, Caranx melampygus).
Hawaiian te ninology goes even beyond
the requirements of modern biology
with special terms for different sizes
of fish, recognizing four growth
stages for some fish and fewer for
others (for example, pua'ama, "mullet
under a finger length; "'kahaha,
"mullet about eight inches long;"
'ama'ama, "mullet about twelve inches

long;" 'anae, "mullet over a foot
long").

Power of Words
From a Hawaiian viewpoint, the
factor that gives the Hawaiian
language its most important cultural
function is the philosophy of power in
the Hawaiian word itself. This
philosophy is codified in the sayin
ka 151elo ke ola; i ka "81elo ka
make, or (approximately) "language
1 76
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Interviewer: (L. Kimura)
No hea 'oe?

This Hawaiian use of the examination of words to strengthen a thought
is often misinterpreted by Westerners
who think that the description of the
word itself is the point rather than
how the word is used to make a point,
give a feeling, etc. An example of
this is the word 'ohana, meaning
"family." Since the word 'ohana has
the sound hana (work) in it, the
speaker in traditional Hawaiian usage
believes that the family should work
together, and uses the connection of
both words to emphasize a point that
'ohana should hana together. Each
spoken affirmation of familial
relationship then also affirms the
willingness to work together. A
Western thinker listening might seize
upon the connection between 'ohana and
hana made by the speaker and
prominently proclaim that one word
derives from the other. Such a

(Where are you from?)
(44 Kaleiheana)
Ma laiLa i
No Hanalei c Kaua'i au.
kanu 'ia au ko'u 'iewe, aka 'o
Kalihi ko'u '5ina i hNnai 'ia ai.

Interviewee':

(I belong to Hanalei of Kaua'i. 12/
It is there that my placenta was
buried, but Kalihi is the land
where I was raised.)
The interview shows both thel.
Hawaiian attention to detail in immediately identifying two locations,
even though the speaker was taken to
the second location soon after birth.
The reference to the first location in
Hanalei shows the typical Hawaiian
pride in an ancestral homeland and
emphasizes this with reference to
traditional Hawaiian practice
involving the placenta of a newborn
This causes a Hawaiianchild.
speaking listener to recall poetic
usages relating to the placenta and
navel cord of babies as connecting
ascending and descending generations
in a family homeland. The reference
to the area in which she was raised,
Kalihi, expresses a neighborhood pride
common to all people.
Such an exchange would, of course,
sound silly in English and the
associated poetic connections to the
Hawaiians do
placenta would be lost.
not speak this way in English because
it cannot be done properly in that
medium, an example of losing the power
of words if translated.
A slightly more poetic example
involves the funeral of Princess
Ka'iulani reported in a Hawaiian
newspaper under the headline Eo is
Hawai'i Moku o Keavie ("Hawai'i Isle of
Keawe Supersedes All"). 11/ The

Weern thinker would then tend to
disapprove of other interpretations of
the word 'ohana or even call ignorant
a person who used the similarity in
sound between 'ohana and aloha (love)
to emphasize loye in a family. The
traditional Hawaiian who connected
'ohana and hana in the first-place
however( would likely accept the
connection between aloha and 'ohana as
well as hana and 'ohana because he is
thinking in terms of the power of the
word 'ohana, and such positive
associations provide greater power.
This is not to say that Westerneks
cannot understand the concept of word
power, or Hawaiians the odhcept of
historical derivation of words, but
confusion over which concept is used
has resulted in calling Hawaiians
inconsistent and calling folk
etymologists and Westerners dumb. 8/
An excerpt from an interview of a
Hawaiian speaker on the radio 2/ goes
as follows:
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island of Hawaili is so commended
because of the floral-tribute brought
by Henry West," a member of the Hilo
Mr.
branch of the Hui Aloha 'Aina.
West and his fellow members gathered
from their forests:
...na kihene pua lehua, na
'Oowili lei hala o
'Upeloa, a me ka maile kupaod o
Pana'ewa.

...woven leaf bundles of lehua
blossoms, coils of hala wreaths
from 'Upeloa, and the strongly
fragrant maile of Pana'ewa.

These Mr. West presented at the
casket of the princess in Honolulu
with a chant announcing that he had
been sent on board the Kina'u
(interisland ship) to represent the
The
people in his home district.
poetry of his chant is not recorded,
but the poetry of the flowers remains
for us to see how he used the concept
The Hawaiian word hala
of word power.
(ioandanus) also means to pass, a
Hawaiian reference to death or
closure, and the presentation of this
lei is consistent with the Haiwaiian
custom of urging a corpse to depart
and join other departed family
members. 12/ The fact that the hala
called 'Upeloa is
came from a
significant, not because it is the
location of a famous grove of hala
trees, but because the name contains
the sound '5pe (tears of grief veiling
up even into the nasal passages),
which expresses the deep emotion of
the people of Hilo regarding the
beloved princess' death. The
connection with Hilo is specifically
detaild by the maile vine from the
Pana'ewa forest outside Hilo, which is
reknowne6 Throughout the islands for
its particularly strong, sweet scent.
The fragrance of the maile is
especially apropos bec use the
presence of spirits and departed souls
is often associated with fragrances.
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Literally, lehua blossoms are
emblematic of the island of Hawaii,
where Hilo is located, expressing
pride and concern of the island.
Figuratively, lehua refers to youth,
beauty, and warrior. Ka'iulani was
only in her late twenties when she
died, an international beauty who used
her European educatiorf to further
restoration of Queen Lili'uokalani's
throne through connections in London,
In the eyes
New York, and Washington.
of the people of Hilo she was like a
fallen lehua, beautiful, young or
warrior, who had ventured out amongst
the enemy on'behalf of her people.
The selection also uses a place
name in Hawaiian poetic thinking.
Hawaiian place names are probably one
of the first truly Hawaiian things
hat strikes a visitor to Hawai'i.
The abundance of Hawaiian place names
is only a'hint of their actual number,
for there are literally many places
where individual boulders are named.
Place names are used as displays of
wit to express a great deal in a few
words, and they are extremely common
in Hawaiian poetry ,and traditional
reason that
Perhaps
sayings.
place names have such evocative power
in the Hawaiian language is the
emphasis on homeland or aloha 'aina
(love of land, patriotism, pride of
place) in tte culture. There are
several worth: used to describe a
person descended from generations of a
family living in an individual
location (kupa, kama'ainae papa,
oiwi) while English has only
"native," which, rather than
expressing pride, can carry negative
connotations. To traditional
Hawaiians, place names are considered
kupa (natives) themselves. Place
names are like esteemed grandparents
linking people to their home, personal
past, and their history.
Hawaiian personal names share many
features with place names in Hawaiian
culture and language since personal
names require a specific and distinct
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Abusive pronunciation of Hawaiian
names is humiliating from any
viewpoint, but from a cultural
viewpoint, it weakens the name carrj:er
due to the negative influence on the
Rower of the word.
Ironically, some younger Hawaiians
deliberately mispronounce or allow
misprontnciation of their own
personal, family, and place names in
order to avoid ,embarrassing English
From a traditional
speakers.
viewpoint, this attitude is mosit
Western ignorance of
destructive.
Hawaiian culture is another problem,
since English speakers cannot
understand the culture without the
language and yet inquire into the
"meaning" of a name. The best
approach in such a situation is simply
to say that the name is a special
family one, and leave it at that,
rather than try to make "largestorage-gourd" sound poetic to
non-speakers of Hawaiian who cannot
properly appreciate the name without
the language.
Place names also fare poorly, since
Westerners often want to change the
original name of a place to something
with a more romantic translation (in
the Western view4, instead of
preserving the history of the place.
Attempt, are constantly made to change
place names, which causes suffering to
those families who are rooted iii the
locations of proposed name changes.
Such families believe in the old
traditions and to eliminate the.name
For
.damages the power of the word.
these reasons, Hawaiians protest
changes to place names, which far too
often are for the convenience of
non-speakers of Hawaiian. Hawaiians
then bear the risk of being labeled
radical, even though without these
names *he culture as expressed in
Henry West's tribute associated with
'UOloa and Pana'ewa cannot live.
Our last simple illustraaion (from
the record Na Leo Hawai'i Kahiko 13/)

marking from ordinary words in
sentences. Personal names often
incorporate ancestral place names and
contain references to family history.
Without a knowledge of Hawaiian
language, remaining within the
traditional concept of word power,
pbetic Hawaiian names cannot be
understood or properly pronounced,
thus diminishing the power of the
names and the person. Compared to
Hawaiian culture, American "culture
In
puts small emphasis on names.
fact, many Americans treat their own
names with little respect,
abbreviat!Aq them until they seem to
lack dignity (for example,
Deborah-Debby-Deb, Randolph-RandyIn a Western sense, reaction to
Ran).
Hawaiian names has been to develop a
folk myth that Hawaiian names are
poetic, while the beauty of
"large-storage-gourd," "the-name-ofthe-father's people," "the-casket-ofthe-alili" is not appreciated because
of a lack of understanding of the
poetic images, history, and traditions
specific to the Hawaiian people
The result of the diffe
an treatment
between Western and Ha
of names has been ge rally one-sided,
that is, negative\ o and the
Hawaiian. Unless one considers
-negative, the Hawaiian tendency to
call Deborah, Deborah rather than Deb,
which is the name she is usuaVy
called by her family in Oregon.
Hawaiian names, on the other hand, are
abused in their spoken form by English
speakers, even in the face of Hawaiian
protest, as has been the case with
media usage of "Kal" for Kalaniana'ole
It has
and "Molahkay" for Moloka'i.
been shown, in fact, that with minimum
effort English speakers can pronounce
Hawaiian words,. since close
approximations of All the sounds of
Hawaiian are found in English,
jncluding the 'okina or glottal stop.
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comes from a prayer to Laka, the
goddess of the hula, a deity still
invoked by many practitioners of
Hawaiian dance. 14/
'0 Lake %oe,
(You are Laka,)

ka lipo,
'0 ka wahine noho
(Woman resting in the dark color,
[as in the deep sea or forest])

I ka uluWehi palai nei la E.
(-In the lushness of the palai fern
here.)

Ho'oulu 'ia.
E ho'i.
Oleturn. Let there be growth/
inspiration.)

The first thing to note is that the
prayer has words. From a traditional
Hawaiian viewpoint, the Western
concept of silent prayer denies the
god-given human privilege of using
The prayer is also chanted,
words.
which makes the words purposefully
more subtle, thus very personal, a
feature enhanced by the inclusion of
The
and 6.
extra sounds such as
language in this short excerpt is noct_5,
much different from ordinary speech,
except for the use of a passive in the
last line, a feature that does not
appear in the Enplish translation, but
which makes the language more formal
from a Hawaiian perspective.
There is considerable use of word
power in these lines, although the
only obvious one in the above
translation is the term ho'oulu
meaning "to cause growth" and also
poetically, "to inspire." Word power
is also evident in the word, uluwehi
(lushness), which contains the sound
ulu connected to ho'oulu. There is
also the word noho (rest upon, sit),
which is used in Hawaiian culture to
refer to the inspiration of gods
accomplished traditionally by their
coming to noho upon one's shoulders

around the head where one's essential
humanity is located. The whole prayer
is further complicated by the actual
wearing of lei (or wehi, "ornament,"
as in uluwehi) palai fern upon the
shoulders (the place of inspiration),
on the head (the place of basic
humanity), on the feet (the source of
the movement of the dance), and on the.
hands (which will interact with the
words of the dance, although not.
always in a direct and blatant
one-to-one relationship). The palai
is traditionally thought of as a form
that Laka can assume and it grows in
the dark lushness of the forest (that
is, lipo). The lei actually brings
the goddess into physical union 'with
the dancer, not as a form of worship
but as a joint effort ofothe dancer
and a spirit member of the Hawaiian
people (Lake), to'honor those for whom
All
the 'dance is being presented.
this symbolism in Hawaiian thinking
should help and strengthen the dancer,
and will-be greatest"in'a subtle
chant, enabling the dancer to keep
everything just under the surface for
the dancer as well as the audience.
The three examples given above are
very simple ones because Hawaiian
.chants are very long and can contain
(hundreds of lines. 'There are also
sagas with chanted'dialogues, short
stories, and books written in a
European genre (much like Americans
attempting Japanese haiku poetry in
English), and of course many songs.
Hawaiian love songs are especially
interesting as there is strong
emphasis on subtle description and
personal response referring to places
visited, occurrence of minor or major
events, humorous occasions, ad
infinitum. The song can be so
personalized that only the composer
and honored recipient can fully
understand the camouflaged meaning
(kaona) of the song, although there is
also a surface meaning that is poetic
and enjoyable in itself.
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The basic premise that a strong
Hawaiian culture cannot continue
without a strong Hawa!Aan language
should be easily:understood without
analysis of complicated literature
such as the Hawaiian chant of creation
It could be
(the Kumulipo).
overwhelming to dwell on various
nuances of Hawaiian literature, which
might underestimate the human
potential to learn the use of the
Hawaiian language in its traditional
context.

Hawaiian children should find it
simple.tcylearn the intricacies of
Hawaiian poetic thought and
expre?gion, due to the essential
continuation of a basic Hawaiian
cultural personality among the
majority of Hawaiian people who clo not
control the language. Furthermore,
Hawaiians haire traditionally 'believed

that deceased friends and ancestors
could assist poetic composition
through dreams or visions.
Culture can be seen at two levels,
base culture and aesthetic culture.
The base culture includes the daily
lifestyle, values, and personality of
a people. The aesthetic culture
includes ceremonies, philosophy, and
literature, building upon the base
culture foundation And legitimizing it
Language generally
to the people.
The features of
unites the two.
Hawaiian aesthetic culture derive,
then, from the same features that
unite most of today's young
English-speaking Hawaiians with older
For
And previous generations.
.1xample, in the area of language use,
the attention to specific detail found
in Hawaiian poetry and quotations from
sayings is also evident in the normal
Local
conversation of Hawaiians.
people often report a conversation by
quoting exactly what someone said,
when haole (foreign) people would give
(The conflict
an approximation.
between these two strategies is often

irritating; to the Hawaiian because of
lack of detail and accuracy, and to
the haole because. of anxiousness to
On., the
get to the central point.)
other hand, also as in Hawaiian
poetry, local people value getting
their own thoughts across with the
least number of words, thus making an
undergtanding of their personality a
matter of subtlety and personal
sensitivity on the part of the
Haole people, on the other
listener.
hand, tend to say as much as they can
with the hopes that their true
personality or interests will be
immediately perceived by the listener,
in order to avoid any mistakes. The
fact that most modern Hawaiians retain
a strong Hawaiian base culture makes
involvement in the traditional
aesthetic culture a natural for them,
once the full mechanics of the
langUage are mastered.

The beneficial rolef the
aesthetic culture in supporting the
base culture is also important to
emphasize in the context of language.
The aesthetic culture contains
stories, sayings, and traditional
customs--all of which reinforce values
Thus,
inherent in the base. culture.
base culture and aesthetic culture
work together toward a cultural ideal.
When a language that holds the key to
the aesthetic culture °VA people is
replaced 'with a language foreign to
their base culture, the result is
damaging conflict between the
traditional base culture and the. new
aesthetic culture. The base culture
becomes redefined as an aberrant
subculture withinAhe culture of the
replacement language, and the original
people are faced with a choice of
abandoning the base culture that
-represents their family and friends,
or rejection of the ideals of the new
aesthetic culture, which sets the
means for acceptance and success in
Unfortunately,
their daily society.
.

2

this is what has happened in Hawai'i
where the base culture as ociated with
the Hawaiian language an practiced by
most local students is interpreted in
termsOof an American-EngliSh aesthetic
Themost common course in
culture.
Hawai'i in recent years has been to
reject the English-associated
aesthetic culture that allows for the
'continuation of group loyalty.
However, without the influence of
Hawaiian aesthetic cultUre on their 1
lives, even the ideals of the base
culture weaken, and there is rejection
of intellectual development, resulting
in increased crime, and so forth,
deplored by both Hawaiian and American
culture.

Language not only plays an
important part in the aesthetic
culture that protects the Nlifestyle of
a people by giving it status, it also
ensures orderly change in culture as
it adapts through time to new concepts
Since languape
and technologies.
documents within itself past changes
and adaptations of a people, it
legitimizes the concept of change and
shows that it can be accomplished
within a traditional framework.
Damaging rapid and radical chahge,
however, is resisted by language since
it carries with it old attitudes and
concepts that will always continue to
exert an influence on its speakers.
An example of how language maintenance has protected one well-known
culture and adapted it successfully to
the modern technological and
highly-politicized world is the case
In Japan, the exclusive use
of Japan.
of the indigenous language protected
traditional customs and a base
cultural feature emphasizing group
consciousness, which has served the
JapaneSe well both in the period
previous to Western contact and in
Features of
today's modern world.
Hawaiian base culture such as
attention to detail', conciseness, and

group consciousness could serve the
Hawaiian people well in today's
technological world if they could be
strengthened and given status by
Hawaiian aesthetic culture.
In discussing the role of the
Hawaiian language in Hawaiian culture,
it is also well to remember that
American Engllish is a vehicle of its
own culture and that English words
carry their own connotations and
history. Whenever Hawaiian is
translated into English, the English
words used add cultural connotations
to the idea conveyed, while
eliminating intended connotations and
meanings of the original Hawaiian. An
example of this are the words
and maka'ainana. The usual
translations of these words in English
are "king" and "commoner," respecIn American fairy tales, an
'tively.
English king carries connotations of
the European feudal system, the
American historical rebellion against
King George (American law still
forbids titles), royal decadence, and
a fascination with royalty/ as shown
by all the attention given the
marriage of Prince' Charles ill the
In American
American popu:ar ji.ess.
English, the term commoner suggests
the word "common," which is very
negative in the language (for example,
"How common!" or "a common drunk"),
'
connotes the existence of strong
socio-economic stratification and
distance, and even some of the
economic and racial separation that
,

exists in America itself.
The Hawaiian terms ali'i and
maka'Ainana have completely different
From
connotations and even meanings.
viewpoint
the
the traditional Hawaiian
ali'i and maka'.iinana are the same
Both the early
people and one family.
traditional historians Malo and
Kamakau state that the ali'i and
makelinana are one people descended
from Papa and Wikea and that the ali'i
came from within the makarainana. The
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:children andotraditions of giving them
special name songs, or similar special
recognition.
Genealogies are made more prominent
by including first-born children, and
the person chosen to represent the
people as ali'i is usually from the
genealogy with the most ifirst-born
children and lineages in it., In a
more traditional Hawaiian
interpretation, then; ali'i and
Drika'ginana are kin terms with the
ali'i representing the equivalent of
kaikua'ana, "older sibling of the same

foremost traditional Hawaiian scholar
of the twentieth century, Puku'i, 15/
records a Hawaiian proverb that
explains how the position of ali'i was
created from within the maka'5inana:
KtIneki nã kil'auhau li'ili'i,

noho mai i lalo; ho'okahi n6,

'o

ko ke ali'i ke pi'i i k
(Let the lesser genealogiest;sit
below; that of the ali'i alone
should be raised .up towards
signtficance.)
1

sex (.),-

.\

cousin, related to .one through

an older sibling of one's parent."
The grammar of the language itself
strengthens the identification of
ali'i and maka'ginana as kin terms,
since they use the 0-class possessive
markers characteristic of the
possession of kin. That is, the ali'i
says ko'u maka'ginana, "my
maka'ginana" (note the o of ko'u), and
the maka'ginana says ko'u ali'i, "my
ali'i." The use of, the 0-class
possessive markers here contrasts with
the use of A-class possessive markers
used ith ordinary material goods
posse
sed by a person, and even hired
w);
hands and spouses, who are treated as
A-class and less intimately bound with
one than 0-class possessed items.

-What this means is that the people put
forth the flower of their families as
their representative and de-emphasized
the rest of the family to give added.
prominence to that representative.
(Of course once their representative
is recognized and admired, the status
of everyohe else is assured as well by
genealogical connection.) .The
were the flower of,the maka'ainana,
within .the ideals of both the base and
aesthetic culture. The family
relationship remains intact, although
individuals maintain distances.
In Hawaiian base culture much
emphasis is put on first -bprh
In today's Hawaiian
children.
families the oldest child often has
'control over the younger children, and
respect and even some authority is
carried by the first-born child even
into adulthood with respect to his or
The Hawaiian
her younger siblings.
language itself always distinguishes
older from younger sibling in its
The importance of
kinship terms.
birth order even carries into the
extended family, with the term used
for a cousin depending on the relative
In
age of the connecting parent.
their base cultuie, then, Hawaiians
put much emphasis on birth order and
the prestige of being first-born. The
aesthetic culture supports this with

1..../

Even the rigid "taboos" (kapu) as
described in English books on Hawaiian
culture are not as the English
language makes them appear. The kapu
are, actually associated with a lineage
through an historical or legendary
event, the emphasizing of which
through ceremonial observation
stresses the statue. of the lineage
(ali'i and maka'ainana as one). When
the people (and even nature, as
happens in the traditional context)
recognize these kapu by lighting
torches at day, sitting before an
ali'i, allowing the ali'i to move only
at night, or observing rainbows

special ceremonies for. first -born
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We see then that the replacement of
Hawaiian with English can have (and
has had) a tremendous negative impact
on Hawaiian culture and thus the
Hawaiian people:

arching at the approach of their
ali'i, the people gained status along
with that of their ali'i. The more
extravagant the kapu; the greater the
status for the whole group.
This is quite different from
European culture, which ometimes
desdribed commoners and serfs as
forced to grovel before royalty.- In
fact, when an ali'i misused his or her
eowers and kapu responsibilities, he
'or she was removed by the group and
replaced with another, a practice for
which there is ample evidence and

First, any aesthetic culture
di forced from its language
cannot exist, and this is
especially true for Hawaiian
culture in which such great
importance is placed upon the
intricate and subtle use of
language.

'

moral suppo:..:t in Hawaiian traditions.

Second, although. the base
culture or the basic'personality of the Hawaiian
people can survive within the
context of the replacement English language,,-that
Hawaiian base culture becomes
redefined as a.subculture and
historic development Will move
toward a definition of
negatives that contrast with
ideals of both the indigenous
aesthetic culture and the
imposed aesthetic culture.

For all the ferocity reported on
Hawaiian kapu in English books, little
or no mention is made of the fact that
the greatest defense against the kapu
was the physical person of the ali'i.
The ali'i'was a,Pu'uhonua or "place of
refuge and,sanctuary",for those who
inadvertently'f,liled to maintain the
This concept is
kapu of the lineage.
"preserved in ordinary Hawaiian
language in the word
meaning to have the heart of an ali'i
or the ability to forgive some
mistake.
Thu-s, the study of Hawaiian culture
through the English language can be
very damaging and just the two wordS,
ali'i and maka'ainana, as interpreted
through Englishlanguage Hawaiian
culture textbooks, have caused
problems for English-speaking
Hawaiians. As mentioned earlier, the
ali'i and maka'ainana are a single
lineage with those descandin4 from
first-born children having higher
Almost every Hawaiian has
status.
some connection to some first-born
lineage in his background and thus
every Hawaiian seems to have some
ali'i "blood." There are two
reactions to this within the context
of the English connotations of the
English term "king:" overbearing
haughtiness, or shame in association
with a repressive group, both in
dire::t conflict with the traditional
Hawaiian view that the people are all
,

Third, descriptions of the
indigshous Hawaiian aesthetic
culture and base culture
through the medium of the
imposed English language cannot
absolutely transmit a full
picture of Hawaiian culture.
English inevitably implies
Anglo-American culture in
direct proportion to that part
of Hawaiian culture that is
lost in the description. This
has a negative impact on
Hawaiians, not only in the
impressions gained by.
outsiders, but also in the
self-impression gained by
English-speaking Hawaiians
using such descriptions.

one.
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History of the Hawaiian Language
Origin of the Language
What is technically, in English
terminology,. the prehistory of
Hawaiian (that is, the period before
the documentation of the language in
writing) was touched on briefly in the
Linguists. agree that
first section.
Hawaiian is closely related to Eastern
Polynesia, with a particularly strong
link in the .Southern Marquesas, and a
secondary link in Tahiti, which may be
explained by voyaging between the
Hawaiian and Society Islands. The
weakest linguistic link exists between
Hawaiian and West6rn Polynesian
languages, such as Samoan. Tongan and
Niu-ean are considered the'least
closely related Polynesian relatives
of the Hawaiian language.
Hawaiian tradition itself claims a
local origin for man and thus his
language, agreeing with linguists
hbwever, in ascribing some cultural
influences to a period of voyaging.
17/ Anthropologists also support a
theory of voyaging between Hawai'i and
Central Eastern Polynesia, with some
believing that voyaging started'in
Hawaili and moved south (as does Thor
Hyerdahl) and others that voyaging
originated in Central/Eastern
Polynesia,(as does Dr. Kenneth Emory
of the Bishop Museum and the majority
of.anthropologists now working 'in the,
Pacific). Some local religious
denominations, such as the Church, of
Jesus Christ of the Latter Day, Saints,
ascribe to one theory or the other (in
is considere
theil case, Haw
original source); others, such as the
Buddhists, have no teaching,regarding
the origin of voyaging betwe n Hawai'i
and the rest of Polynesia. f.

Phonology, Gratmar, and Syntax
Despite disagreementi'on how
Hawaiian is related to other
Polynesian languages, it is clear that

the language has cont hued to expand
and develop its own u iqueness.
Hawaiian is typically Polynesian in an
emphasis of vowel over consonant. The
o
most noticeable phon logical
difference between Hawaiian and other
Polynesian languages involves
consonant cclrespond nce, ipcludinq
the merger of some c nsonants,
somewhat in.theway that English
differs from Romanc= languages in
certain, consonant c rrespondences (for
example, Latin "pat r" and English
-" and EA4lish
"father," Latin "
"foot," Latin "matr-r" and English
(See'T kyle 62).
"mother").
Consonants are ,,e-emphasized in,
Hawaiian, accenua ing instead vowel
distindtions and c mbinations. This
vocalic nature gi s Hawaiian a
Hawaiian speakers
melodic charaCter
frequently, refer o English in slang
as namu, "grumbli gi" because of its
comparatively har h sound, And also as
hiohio, "windlik or flatulence-like
whistling," agai because of its heavy
use of onsonant compared to
Hawaiian.
In the area of grammar, most
Polynesian lang ages have one or two
definite artic s. Hawaiian, however,
ka regular singular
tkis five:
definite artic e), ke (irregular
singular definite article), kahi
A
(diminutive -ingular definite (regular
plural
definit
article), n
nahi (diminutive plural
article), .
Hawaiian
title).
definite
convers y uses a single verbal
negati e, ' a'ole (with pronunciation
var nts 'a'ale and 'ale, like the
ngle English verbal negative not'
with the pronunciation variant -nit),
where Tahitian and New Zealand m-aor3
utilize different negatives with
different tenses.
In syntax, Hawaiian provides
complex grammatical methods for
emphasizing different points in a
sentence, which in English are
normally indicated by raising the
Hawaiian has also
voice level.

ti
iJ

reduced the complexitiesof'Polynesian

rock or small Island; guns became pTi,

morphology not found in 'European,
langUages (for example, the loss of
reciprocal verb forms and indefinite
(
possessive pronouns, such as,
respective y,,,Tongan--fekainga'aki,
"be relate to each other," and
1
haku--"one
of my"). Depending on
..._
whether one emphasized consonants and
morphology,(aS many earlier schools of
American language scholars did) or
vowels and syntax (as is becominvnore
popular in mdd6rn lingilistics)

a term referring to largetrUmpet
shell horns; and'syphilis became known
as kaokao 'probably an analogy with
hakaokao, a, description of potting
taro..

For some forty years HaWaiians
rapidly developed vocabulary to
describe new things with which they
came into contact; by adapting
traditional vocabulary and foreign
Early vocabulary
terms to Hawaiian.
expansion was particularly great in
matters relating to Western sailing
.vessels and technology. Hawaiian men
were recruited in large numbers as
crew - members by visiting traders and
whalers, with some commanding wessels
for foreign owners as well as vessels
acquired by the Hawaiian court.
It was not until forty-four years
after the first Western contact that
an attempt was made by Westerners to
participate in the expansion of
Hawaiian vocabulary. Calvinist
missionaries from New England arrived
in Hawai'i in 1820, with the
altruistic intention of egotistically
imposing their religion and culture on
a people considered inferior and
deprived, because of a religion and
culture incomprehensible to Calvinists. It took approximately two
years and the guidance of John
Pickering's Essay on a Uniform
Orthography fpr the Indian Languages
of North America before the
missionaries were able to- start
teaching Hawaiians a method of writing
sand reading their native language.
The experimental orthography. that they
used was most stable in its. use of
-

Hawaiian aeinitial Western contact
4

was either a simple or co'mplex
language. Like all Polynesian
languages, :however, Hawaiian has an
elegant, and pragmat4cally-balanced
grammatical structure that eliminates.
man}, of theambiguities of English.
The pronominal, verbal, possessive,
and demonstrative systems are
iparticularly well - developed compared

p

to English (as shown in-Table,63). s---,

Or. Samuel E. Elbert, one of the
pioneers of Hawaiian and Polynesian
linguistics, has even prbposed that
the pronunciation and structure of
Hawaiian makes, it a good' candidate for
a language of international
communication like Esperanto.

Vocabulary ana Written Form

c

I

,..

The vocabulary of Hawaiian relating
to traditional Hawaiian culture and
the natural history of dawai'i is
extensive (over 25,000 words have been
recorded in the Priku'i-Elbert
Contact with the rest of
dictionary).
the 'world in 1/78 created a need for
an expanded vocabulary to describe new
artifacts, technologies,diseases, and
activities. The process of expanding
vocabulary was already well
established 'in the language and it
was readily applied upon the arrival
of the first Western ships. For
example, ships were termed moku, a

five .Vbwel symbols (a,

e,

i,

slit

and u)

and the exclusion of the English
consonantal symbols c, g, and x.
Hawaiian language possessed sounds
..for which there were no consonant
symbols in the English language., The
confusing result was frequent
interchange of consonant symbols thet

poetic-'term 'for a large, exposed sea
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Your mission...embraces a wide
range of objects. Depending on
divine grace, it aims at nothing'
less than making every Sandwich
islander intelligent, holy, and
Its appropriate work'
happy.
will not, therefore, be fully
accomplished, until every town
and village is blessed with a
school house, and church, and
these school houses are all well
furnished' with competent native
masters, and all these churches
with well instructed native
preachers--until every
inhabitant is taught to read,
and'is furnished with a Bible in
the native tongue--until
acadeties, with native
preceptors, are established on
all the principal islands; and
the High School now existing. on
the island of Maui, has become a
College with native
professors--until the printing,
presses are owned and conducted
by native publishers, and find
employment for native authors,
and, so employed pour forth
treasures of theology, history,
and every .useful science, for
supplying the native demand for
public and private libraries; nor
until christianity is fully
established as the religion 'Of the
island, and its benign influence
has become paramount in eery rank

were as nearly similar to the sound as
possible. For example, 1, r, and d
were all used in the spelling of the
word Hilo and three English-speaking
listeners might havprecorded.the
sound three different ways. The first
sheets printed in the Hawaiian
language,. on January 7,.1822, used .this

4

confusing alphabet. However, it was
released before confusion over the
consonant symbols was resolved.
Reading and writing spread very
rapidly in schools instituted by
district ali'i with Hawaiian teachers,
and in 'schools at the mission stations
The early
taught by missionaries.
schools enrolled all ages, the
majority of whom were adults.' Great
public examination festivals termed
ha'ike further stimulatedpinterest iii
learning the basic skills of reading
and writing as well as some'
arithmetic and music. These.Wike
were times for villages and districts
'to show off personal finery 'and meet
together, as well as display the
skills acquired in the schools. By
the late 1820'se spontaneous
enthusiasm for learning had reached
its peak when there were some 900
schools in the country, attended by
forty to sixty thousand students.
Onlyif tiny fraction of these schools
was taught by the missionaries.
In the 1830's, once reading and
writing had been mastered, enthusiasm
for further schooling lessened
somewhat among the adult Hawaiians.
Missionaries, reinforted,by several
newly-arrived groups of fellow
workers, concentrated their efforts on
improved facilities, teacher training,
and increased production of materials.
The goals of the mission are tWell
illustrated by the following excerpt
from the instructions given by the
American Board to the fifth party of
missidnaries in 1832:,

and' class of the people.

For a time it appeared that these
goals would be met. The high school
referred to above is Lahahaluna
boarding school, established on
September 5, 1831, ta train young
Hawaiian men to become teachers and
ministers. 18/ Students were soon
studying such subjects as geography,

a'
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geometry, anatomy, music, trigonomdtry, Greek, English, Hawaiian
language, and composition, all through
the medium of Hawaiian language.
Lahainaluna was the cornerstone of
the government department of education
that developed in 1840 to coordinate
schools of the kingdom. Lahainaluna
supplied texts and periodicals through
its pre6s and trained native
Hawaiian-speaking teachers. The
school was alSo the privary source of
many of the Hawaiian ministers,
lawyers, politicians, and fudges of
the monarchy "and later the Territory
of Hawaii. IndividualS educated in
the better Hawaiian medium schools
received broad exposure to Western
knowledge, but within a generally
Hawaiian context since almost all the
teachers in the system were Hawaiians
Hawaiian cultural topics
themselves.
appear to have been actively used as
topics for compositions, and many
Lahainaluna graduates became
well-known writers on Hawaiian topics

interest in recording old chants but
also in their own compositions.
Historians cf English are proud of the
development of an early English prose
tradition that consisted primarily of
translations from well-known texts in
Baugh states:
Latin.
In the development of literature, prose generally comes
Verse is more effective
late.
fore oral delivery and more
easily retained in the memory.
It is therefore a rather
remarkable fact, and one well
worthy of note, that English
possessed a considerable'body of
'prose literature in the ninth
This is three
centurys(Note:
hundred years after initial
introduction of writing), at a
time when most other modern
languages in Europe had scarcely
developed a literature in verse.

191
It is surprising for students of
the Hawaiian language to discover that
English had no tradition of prose
until the introduction of
Christianity. Early Hawaiian writers
recorded many loci; Hawaiian prose
stories, some of the more famous are
sagas of Pele and Hi'iaka, Kawelo,
Kamapua'a, and IN'ieikawai. Not
satisfied with a single version, early
Hawaiian writers sometimes wrote down
regional or period- variants of
Hawaiian sagas. Like the newly
literate Anglo-Saxons, the Hawaiians
translated works from othe. languages
into their own tonyue, but there are
also a number of original compositions, including several histories
of the people and descriptions of
foreign travel. Through their
writings, these people preserved and
created a body of written Hawaiian
literature within approximately a one
hundred-year span that is comparable

for the Hawaiian publications.'
The great enthusiasm of the
nineteenth and twentieth century
Hawaiians for written literature in
their ow q language has 16ft today's
HawaiiiknJpeoplejwith a tremendous
gift, although one that they cannot
fully appreciate without an ability to
In the
read their ancestral language.
between
the
some five kindred years
Christianization of the English and
their conquest by the Norman French,
the Anglo-Saxons preserved very little
literature relating to their
pre-contact past. The most famous of
these, the epic poem Beowulf, is
somewhat comparable to Hawaii's
Kumulipo preserved by Hawaiian
writers, although one can find some
Christian influence in Beowulf.
While much of Old English poetry
concerns Christian topics, Hawaiian
writers generally chose traditional
topics, shown not only in their great

20
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using t, v, anclr to recresent k, w,
and 1, respectively, the same set of

to 'the body of written Old English
literature covering a period of about
four times as long, with a much larger
population.
The introduction of writing, and
contact with a third culture, led to a
strengthening of Hawai'ils culture
through Hawaiian documentation of
practices disapproved by the Ametican
Calvinists. 20/ The Hawaiian
newspapers (some of which had come
into existence before 1900) were the
primary means through which
traditional and Western culture were
communicated to the adult population.
Hawaiian traditions were serialized in
the newspapers along with translations
of famous European works, such as
The newspapers
those of Shakespeare.
were avidly read by a population that
was one of the most, if not the most
literate of its time. Literacy in the
United States was in fact considerably
deficient in comparison to the
Hawaiians of the nineteenth century.
Most of the Hawaiian population
actually learned to read and write
largely through their own efforts
prior to the missionary translation of
the Bible in 1839, and even before the
missionaries had standardized the
alphabet they would use in their
mission. This standardization
occurred in the mid-1820's when
missionaries voted to end the
confusion between consonant pairs such
as k and t, w and v, and b and EL.
This vote resulted in a decision to
represent all native Hawaiian words
with the symbols a, e, i, o, u, h, k,
1, m, n, p, w, and to use other
symbols only in spelling words of
non-native origin. This alphabet was
subsequently used in all Protestant
mission and government publications,
and although challenged for a period
by a Catholic practice of occasionally
Y,t

In
symbols has survived until today.
making their final decision on their
alphabet, the American missionaries
closely copied the decisions made by
English missionaries.in the South
Pacific, and like the English failed

to establish s'._andlards for t:le marking

of phonemic vowel length and glottal
stop.. Correcting this defect was the
first task of modern students of the
Hawaiian language.
The glottal stop, or 'okina, is a
phonemic consonant of Hawaiian and the
length of vowels is also a phonemic
feature distinguishing words. 21/
Neither of these are especially
unusual features in world languages.
English historically had a long/short
contrast in its vowels and
contemporary American English has a
(For example, the word
glottal stop.
button pronounced bu'n differs from
the word bun in pronunciation only by
the presence of a glottal stop in most
American dialects.) The early
American missionaries were only
vaguely aware that words written
identically were somehow pronounced
differently, and they sometimes
referred to the effect of the phonemic
glottal stop and vowel length as
"accent" or "euphony." By 1864, the
missionary grammarian Alexander had
noted the importance of both the
'okina and vowel length, but he had
difficulty in transcribing them and
therefore made no attempt to use the
symbols for them consistently in his
writing.
Native Hawaiian speakers devised
a method to indicate the presence of a
long vowel, or 'okina, to eliminate
the possibility of word ambiguity. A
dash between consonants indicated a
pronunciation including long vowels
.
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(for example, ku-mu would spell kUma,
a type of fish, in contrast to'kumu,
"teacher"). A dash between vowels
indicated a pronunciation including
long vowels, an 'okina, or both (for
example, pa-u would spell
"riding skirt," in contrast to Eau,
"finished"). An apostrophe between
'vowels indicated an 'okina (for
example, ka'i would spell ka'i, "move
in a procession," in contrast to kai,
"sea"). 22/ These practices became
more frequent in publications by
Hawaiians as time went on, and the
inaccuracy of the original spelling
It was
system lost some of its forpe.
not until 1957, however, with the
publication of the Pakug-Elbert
dictionary, that a systematic and
accurate recording of long vowels and
'okina in the lexicon of Hawaiian
occurred. The Pukug-Elbert
dictionary, now the standard reference
for the Hawaiian language, marks the
'okina with a single open quote (also
described as an inverted comma) and
long vowels with a macron, following
standard practice adopted previously
in other parts of Polyrosia. Table 64
illustrates some words always
distinguished in Hawaiian
pronunciation, but Only consistently
distinguished in Hawaiian writing
since 1957.
The inclusion of the 'okina and
kahak3 (macron) into the Hawaiian
wricing system improved the
missionaries' original alphabet.
Unfortunately, it arrived too late to
impact a good number of old Hawaiian
names and archaic terms. Hawaiians
today can only guess at the correct
pronunciation of these, due to the
loss of authoritative knowledge prior
to recordation in the improved
spelling system. Hawaiians are also
losing the pronunciation of words and
even family names, since those who are
knowledgeable about them are not
taught to record them in the modern

Although the addition of the .' okina
and the kahak6 have greatly improved
the missionary orthography, much work
remains to be done in the area of
Hawaiian spelling. The missionaries
established a basic alphabet, while
questions of word divisions,
capitalization, punctuation, and
related matters were never adequately
addressed. Standardiz,.:Cion is still
needed in these areas as the
assignment of the 'okina and kahak6
has varied even within editions of the
The use of
Pi-Aug-Elbert dictionary.
'okina and kahakii is becoming standard
in published material today, although
many older speakers are still more
familiar with the unmarked missionary
alphabet. Within the'English language
publications, the use of the 'okina
and kahak5,is-a sign of 'accuracy and
positive respect towards Hawaiian
Unfortunately, many English
culture.
speakers have a very poor attitude
toward the importance of spelling
Hawaiian words with anything
resembling the. care they give to the
spelling of English, and this attitude
has even rubbed off on many younger
English-speaking Hawaiians. 23/
As the Hawaiian writing system
expanded from the time of the first
missionary ccrtact, so too Hawaiian
vocabulary has continued to expand.
The Hawaiian medium schools served as
a stimulus for the development of
terminology useful in discussing
topics such as biology and
mathematics, while the civic life of
Hawaiians resulted in a large body of
vocabulary related to law and
The expanded vocabulary of
politics.
Hawaiian included terms developed.by
Hawaiian newspapermen in reporting
World War I and World War II,
linguistic terminology developed in
modern monolingual language classes at
the University of Hawaii at Hilo, and
expanded terms for modern gadgetry
developed by the Ni'ihau community.

spelling system.
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Hawaiian language is handicapped
today for lack of a strong HaWaiianlanguage media and an official
language planning office (as exists in
many other parts of the Pacific Basin)
that can disseminate new vocabulary
The secular Hawaiian
developments.
newspapers went out of business after
World War II and neither the potential
of radio nor ,of television has ever
been fully applied toward benefiting
the Hawaiian-speaking community.
Without the dissemination of vocabulary, those speakers of Hawaiian
still active today are linguiatically
The reason for this
deprived.
situation is the development of
English dominance at the expense of
Hawaiian.
The English dominance of Hawaiian
parallels Norman French subjection of
English between 1066 and 1200.
Whether Hawaiian can be revived, as
was English, after the current trial
period is a matter of conjecture. At
present, the language has a single
native-speaking community of'some 150
individuals located on the island of
There are less than 2,000
Ni'ihau.
native speakers, all above the age of
60, scattered throughout the other six
inhabited islands, who must function
within an English-speaking
Another one thousand or
environment.
so English speakers are actively
trying to learn Hawaiian. There are
also many in the community who can
understand some Hawaiian, but cannot
speak it, and the majority of
Hawaiians who speak a form of English
heavily influenced by Hawaiian. The
life and death of the Hawaiian
language rests primarily with these
people, but the success of their
efforts to assure the life of their
language depends in large part on the
cessation of hostile and senseless
measures emanating from the dominant
English-speaking groups. Perhaps if
the English speakers were more aware
of how their own language almbst

suffered death at the hands of the
Normans, who considered English
primitive and inferior, their
attitudes and actions presently so
detrimental to the survival of
Hawaiian would change.
The Rise of English
Much of the early communication in
Hawaii between Hawaiians and
foreigners from various linguistic
groups was through a form of broken or
simplified Hawaiian. This broken
Hawaiian was carried by Hawaiian
sailors aboard Western vessels and
traces of it are found in Eskimo
trading language and a Kamchatka

,
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trading_ language of the Asian Soviet
Simplified Hawaiian survived
as a means of communicating with
foreignerS and gradually developed
into what is called pidgin English, in
the early twentieth century.
The existence of a form of broken
Hawaiian is testimony of the cultural
and linguistic strength of the
language at the early period of
contact with other cultures. From
earliest contact, however, there were
also Hawaiians who learned foreign
languages by working, around
foreigners, especially aboard their
vessels, and through extended stays in
Hawaiians were reputed
foreign ports.
to be quick language learners and were
hired to serve as interpreters in the
Northwest coast of the North American
Bilingual Hawaiians were
continent.
important to all the Hawaiian people
as a direct means of understanding
other cultures and introducing new
One strength of the
ideas at home.
early Hawaiian government lay in the
fact that there were a number of
Hawaiians and assimilated Europeans
who understood foreign languages and
thinking well enough to assist the
country in avoiding early loss of
sovereignty.

04

From first contact with the West,
the English language in both its
British and American forms was the
principle foreign tongue in Hawaii,
although French, Spanish, and Russian
were also present. The arrival of the
American ,missionaries in 1820 brought
a new future for the English language
in Hawai'i beyond the simple use of
conducting trade. The missionaries
established a community of some
permanence. They eventually
disregarded, however, their own goals
of teaching the community in the
native tongue.
Although the missionaries espoused
a new order among the early foreign
residents, they could not envision
themselves and their children as truly
part of the community. Missionary
children were not allowed to learn the
Hawaiian language, missionaries
maintained their own church
congregations and schools, and even
punished members for marrying into
Hawaiian families. Thus the American
missionaries and their families
created the nucleus of the first
permanent non-Hawaiian-speaking
community in Hawai'i.
This English-speaking community at
first derived it subsistence from
religious and academic instruction of
Hawaiians. These occupations,
however, were supplanted by Hawaiians
who were better able to communicate
with fellow natives. Consequently,
the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions (ABCFM, which
financed the Hawaiian misgion)
officially declared the
Christianization of Hawai'i a success.
This ended their support and
contributions to the livelihood of the
missionaries, their children, and
Some missionaries
their associates.
returned to New England, others
journeyed to other parts of the
Pacific to continue their calling, but

Because the
many stayed in Hawai'i.
missionaries had remained aloof from
the general English-speaking
community, they became trapped by the
remnants of their own arrogance when
the ABCFM withdrew support. In order
to continue in their accustomed
lifestyle and survive as a separate
group, they began to wrest control of
the land from the Hawaiians. The
missionaries started to come into
conflict with the very principles that
had originally inspired the ABCFM
ministry.
'Hawaiian culture stresses sympathy
for individuals in need and the
Hawaiian people had developed
considerable aloha for the early
altruistic efforts of the
missionaries. The people expected
ruling ali'i to care for the
missionaries and their families
according to Hawaiian culture, and the
Some
ali'i did so generously.
missionaries were granted the use of
large tracts of land and others were
incorporated into government service
(that is, the court) to utilize their
expertise in dealing with foreigners
and new concepts entering Hawai'i.
Incorporation of English-speaking_
members of the community into
government service represented a
departure from the, earlier practice.
A a result, in conflicting matters,
t e small groups of English speakers
n government favored their own
interests over that of the Hawaiian
community.
They supported dismantling the
Hawaiian common property ownership
tradition, the repeal of the voting
rights of Hawaiian women, and other
similar programs that benefited their
own linguistic community at the
expense of the entire nation. The
necessity existed because without such
change, the English-speaking community
could not expand in Hawai'i, and the

general American philosophy represented by these people did not support
the'thought of traditional Hawaiian
political, economic, or linguistic
Those who had been
systems.
incorporated into government service
believed that the country owed them
something, rather than the other way
They made little attempt to
around.
use Hawaiian in carrying out their
duties, and instead complained about
the lack of English- speaking
abiliti?s of Hawaiians who served with
Again, there was
them in government.
direct conflict with the originally
expressed goals of the mission to
retain the indigenous language, while
encouraging the indigenous, people to
develop a Western lifestyle. The
insi ence that English was more
lik
suite to high government service and
recordkeeping (which it actually was
not) removed much authority from
Hawaiian control and opened government
for a greater expansion by the tiny
English-speaking community.
A situation thus developed in which
Hawaiian was the language of the
sovereign, low-order governmen4*
service and the courts, local church
systems, the public education system,
law enforcement, low-order internal
business, blue collar jobs, and the
subsistence life of the country
districts, while English was the
language of high-paying, upperadministration jobs, and big business.
The Hawaiian reaction to this
development was deep resentment
toward the English speakers (who had
received their positions in the first
place due to the largess of the
nation) and a strong movement to learn
English in order to better compete
with the intrusive group.
Although the missionary-centered
community had overstressed the
importance of English as a means to
maintain their power, the importance
of developing English and other

foreign language skills in order to
secure occupations dealing with the
outside world soon became clear to
Hawaiians. As early as 1839, eve,:

before the missionary cmunity had
organized its Own English language
school at Punahou, young ali'i were
"'educated exclusively in English at a
t purpose
school designed for
called the Chiefs' Ch ldren's School
It was.not
(new Royal Elementary L?
a
that
until 1851, however,
government-spongsored school in a
medium other than Hawaiian was
Even this school, the
established.
Honolulu Free School, catered
primarily to mixed-blood children,
manyof whOm olready had exposure to
foreign languages through one
By 1854, regular
non-Hawaiian parent.
government schools taught through the
medium of English were opened and
began to compete with the Hawaiian
medium schools for the Department,of
Several
Education's attention.
private schools enrolling Hawaiian
students, and often employing British
teachers, also appeared after
mid-century. By the late 1880's, the
government had sent academicallytalented HaWaiian youth abroad to
receive educations in England,
Germany,. Japan, and Italy.
Leadership within the Department of
Education interpreted Hawaiian
interest in learning English as
indicative of a desire to abandon
Hawaiian altogether. This coincided
with the opinion of many younger
individuals in the manifest destiny of
Northern European races, the rising
tide of Euro- American dominance, and
the inferiority and ultimate doom of
Asian and Pacific cultures. Suggestions to abandon Hawaiian language in
favor of English came from the
English-speaking community, but not
all of them agreed with the idea.
There were a few left who held to the
original miasionary ideals, as
witnessed by Reverend Lorenzo Lyons'
.
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with Hawaiian schools. The English
medium schools further removed
Hawaiian vocabulary for technical and
academic matters relating to the
Western aspects of life in Hawai'i,
hencelemployment alternatives. The
schoolS affected the status of
Hawaiian as a means for bringing
different races together by removIng
the growing immigrant children
population from an atmosphere in whichN\
their command of the national language
could be improved. Hawaiian language
lost an opportunity to act as a racial
catalyst when the growing population
of immigrant children was denied
improvement in the national language..
Also destructive was the direct
exposure to Euro-American philosophy
(in a way, propaganda) of that era,
which proposed that non-Western
peoples were inferior, further
Weakening confidence of Hawaiian
children in themselves, their native
language, and their' culture.
'!o credit the English schools of
the monarchy, a good number of
Hawaiians became bilingual and very
fluent in an English that was
characterized by a certain British
flavor, due to a preference for the
British by upper-class Hawaiians.
This competence in a high-value,
prestige dialect of English was
exactly what the Hawaiians needed to
regain control of the positions that
had been overtaken by an
English-speaking group claiming that
they alone could serve the nation in
Further strengthening
this capacity.
the Hawaiian speakers in this area was
the group of talented Hawaiian youth
who had been sent abroad to Japan,
Italy, Germany, and England to be
educated. They returned with
broadened perspectives and languages
to better serve Hawai'i in dealing
with foreign nations. 25/
Growing Hawaiian competence in what
the English-speaking community had

entry in the missionary journal The
Friend,,September, 1878:
I've studied Hawaiian for 46
years but am by no means
perfect...it is an interminable
language...it is one of the
oldest living languages of the
earth, as some conjecture, and
may well be classed among the
the thought to displace
best
it, or to doom it to oblivion by
substituting the English
language, ought not for a momemt
Long live the
be indulged.
grand old, sonorous, poetical
Hawaiian language!
Strong support from the
English-speaking leadership of the
Department of Education for,the
English medium schools had a negative
'financial impact on the HaWaiian
medium schools and 'school teachers.
Appropriations given the English
medium schools were considerably
higher, as were the salaries paid
teachers in those schools. Loss of
pupils to the better-supplied English
medium schools resulted in loss of
jobs for many Hawaiian teachers, and
increased job opportunities for the
English-speaking community.
Hawaiian interest in English was
primarily economic. The period of
greatest interest occurred during the
reign of King Kalakaua (1874 to 1891).
There was also at this time, however,
a correspondingly high, interest in
restoring Hawaiian poetry, dance, and
traditional culture among all
Hawaiians, including Kalakaua. The
expanding establishment of English
medium schools intensified the study
of English and foreign languages and
took a serious toll on the Hawaiian
The prestige of Hawaiian
language.
language,diminished, as did teaching
in Hawaiian, as a result of poor
salaries and facilities associated
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in its role as the lingua franca of
the country even between non-Hawaiian
residents of different language
In 1888, when 84 percent
backgrounds.
of the nation's 8,770 school children
were instructed through the medium of
English, and only 15 percent received
their education in Hawaiian, the vast
majority of the children had Hawaiian
as their dominant tongue.. Over 75
percent of these children were of
Hawaiian ancestry and certainly native.
speakers of Hawaiian. Queen
Kapilolani in that year is described
by a personal servant as always
speaking Hawaiian and requesting a
translator when English was used.
Another 20 percent of the school
enrollment consisted of children of
plantation workers of various
non-English-speaking groups who were
certainly familiar with some Hawaiian.
Children of pure English and American
ethnic parentage made up less than 5
percent of the entire school
enrollment at the time and even in
this group it is certain that some of
them spoke Hawaiian. There are in
fact haole plantation families with
a history of children growing UP
speaking Hawaiian before English
during the monarchical period.
Hawaiian remained the normal
vernacular of Hawai'i and the language
of the street in Hawai'i until between
1910 and 1920, when it was replaced'by
pidgin English.
Hawaiian was still the dominant
language in terms of numbers of
speakers at the time of American
annexation in 1898, despite official
legislative policy replacing Hawaiian
with English. Since Hawaiian was the
.language understood by the majority of
the electorate and citizens of the
new territory, it was the language
used by politicians, including
The language was also
non-Hawaiians.
used in the legislature, and "a
provision of the Organic Act (Section

established as their own area of
influence and control led to
uneasiness and greater militancy and
radicalism among the English speakers.
It is significant that acts, such as
the Bayonet Constitution of 1883 and
the overthrow of the monarchy, came at
times when the goals of an'independent
nation based on a' Western model, as
espoused by the original missionaries,
were seriously being pursued by
Hawaiians and deliberately being
defrayed by the missionary community.
The Hawaiian movement to expand the
people's economic and political
control through skills in English and
other foreign languages never saw
fruition because whenever there was a
threat of success, violence was used
The establishment of
to prevent it
English medium schools actually
backfired on the Hawaiian people
during the Republic when the English
speakers legislated their personal
biases that English should completely
replace Hawaiian, and it became
official policy to do away with the
The few
Hawaiian language completely.
Hawaiian medium schools remaining at
the time of the overthrow were
abolished by law, and English became
even more pervasive as its official
status formed a means for English
speakers to move into occupations,
such as lower-civil service, that
formerly required skill in Hawaiian
Long after
rather'than English.
annexation and well into she
ion
terf.torial period, increased e
of the Hawaiian language and growth of
an English-speaking population led not
to an increase in the political,
social, and economic position of
Hawaiians, but to a decrease in these
areas proportionate to the loss of
skill in Hawaiian.
The government continued to use the
language in all business that dealt
with the general population, and
Hawaiian was secure in the churches,
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This psychological approach stemmed
from an ideological belief 'in the
superiority of the American ethnic
o
group and its culture by the
administration of the Department of
Education. This department was
controlled, not by the popularly,elected legislature, but by the
appointed governor, who was part of `
the Engish-speaking community. The
administrative bias against Hawaiian
language WAS'S() powerful that the
Department of Education effectively'
ignored both the letter and spirit of

44) requiring debates in the'le9tslature to be in English resulted in
the need for interpreters and
translators for the Territorial House
and Senate (until 1907) just to comply
with the law for those legislators not
The likws were
fluent in English.
disseminated to the general electorate
through the Hawaiian press, and.
ballots remained in Hawaiian until the
At the beginning of the
1960's.
territorial period, English' speakers
in government not fluent in Hawaiian
were often closed out of political
discussion.
While the Hawaiian language was
still quite strong in public life in
the early days of the Territory, the
main loss of language came through the
school system, which attacked the

la emanating from the legislature to
ensure the survival of the Hawaiian
language through the school system.
The major laws referred to here are
the act'of 1919 requiring that
Hawaiian be taught in high schools and
teachers' colleges, and a 1935
provision requiring daily instruction
in the language in schools serving
Hawaiian Home areas. Both provisions
were deleted from the law in 1968, but
a new requirement was revived in the
form of an amendment to the Hawai'i
Constitution in 1978.
Resistance to English usage was
steadfast in HaWaiian churches, where
reading and writing Hawaiian language
Was incorporated into the Sunday
It has only been
school curriculum.
in the past two decades that English
services have predominated in many
Hawaiian churches, and this has
occurred primarily because most
native-speaking Hawaiian ministers
have died. While other Hawaiian
churches go to considerable efforts
to include Hawaiian readings, lessons,
and hymns in the predominantly English
services" today, there are still
congregations that conduct their
services entirely in Hawaiian. Like.
the churches, Hawaiian benevolent
organizations stricfly maintain the
Hawaiian language.

language at its mOstilnerable and
important point, the children from
Hawaiian-speaking homes. During the
Republic. and Territory, Liwaiian was
strictly forhidden anywhere within
school yards or buildings, and
physical punishment for using it could
Teachers viao were native
be harsh.
speakers of Hawaiian (many were in the
first"three decades of the Territory)
were threatened ol.th dismissal for
using Hawaiian in school. Some were
,even a hit leery of using Hawaiian'
place names in class. Teachers were
sent to Hawaiian - speaking homes to

reprimand parents for speaking
Hawaiian to their children. Most
subtle of all, but most effective, was
a psychological approach emphasizing a
European view of precontact Hawai'i as
world that alternated between
.a
paradise and hell; a world whose
original language had no relevance as'
a first language in modern or future
Thereference,to Hawaiian as
Hawai'i.
an obsolete language is especically
audacious in light of modern use of
Hawaiian to conduct monarchical
business, the legislature, and other
Western activities.

%Oa
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In response to the move to replace
the gawaiian language with English;
organized grassroots efforts
specifically directed towards
strengthening the Hawaiian language
and culture appeared under the
American administration. A Hawaiian
Language League based on the Gaelic
League was organized in the 1930's,
and aHawaiian language school was
In the 1960's, Lalani
also, organized.
Hawaiian Village was created for the
purpose of teaching"Hawaiian language
Ulu Mau .Village was
0
and culture.
created in the 1960's with a similar
goal.
Both attempts met with an early
demise. The 1970',s saw the creation
of the 'Ahahui' 'Olelo Hawaii, an
organization established through
assistance ftom the Kamehameha Schools
to promote the Hawaiian language.
This group is Still actively pursuing.
its goal.
Hawaiian language then, continues
the fight to survive. There is
considerable resiliency among those
involved with the language. The
effort to continue and strengthen the
language has a solid core of support
in 'the general population, among the
Hawaiians as well as non - Hawaiians.

However, these organizations face
extinction unless they begin to
accommodate younger English-speaking
Hawaiians..

The Haviaiian press also continued,
in spite of the policy to replace it
In the initial years of
with English.
the territory the press moved into new
areas such as the printing of
traditional stories and modern,
locally-produce8 nonfiction about the
history of folk heroes who defended
Hawaiian sovereignty.
Hawaiian-language publications
gradually decreased with the passing
of readers who could understand the
The last secular paper went
language.
out of business after World Wai II;
and the last HaWaiian-language church
There are
periodical in, the 1970's.
still occasional Hawaiian columns in
publications read primarily by
Hawaiians.
Hawaiian language groups occasionally publish newsletters and ,other
material in Hawaiian. There is a
weekly, one-hour radio talk show in
the language (since 1973), and another
weekly bilingual program featuring
The most important
Hawaiian music.
response, and the' one that is
responsible for the existence of many
of the native speakers of Hawaiian
living today, was the refusal of many
parents and grandparents to speak-.
English to their children in spite of
In many
discouragement by teachers.
cases families refused to allow
children to speak any'English to them
at all because they believed that
Hawaiians should speak to one another
This attitude
in their own language.
was especially strong when individuals
raised during the monarchy were'
dominant in the territory, and it has
There still
not died out entirely.
exist some very few individuals on the
major islands who raise their children
to speak Hawaiian at home, as well as
the residehts of Ni'ihau, who speak
only Hawaiian.

Hawaiian woulc:. certainly have

remained the first language of the
majority of the native Hawaiian
population and a likely number of
locally-born non-Hawaiians if it were
not for the rigorously pursued policy
of the territorial administration to
replace Hawaiian with'English. The
efforts of early local legislators to
ensure the language's survival through
legislative support would certainly
have been more successful with a
fair-minded administration. A
reversal of the trend towards English '.
medium schools might have even
occurred around 1920 once the
formation of the Hawaiian Language
league showed that Hawaiians were
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fact that the English speakers tended
(and still tend) to hold better-paying
Linguisand more prestigious jobs.
tically, pidgin is a full and complicated language, but sociologically it
is identified by negatives--that is,
not being North American. English.
There are certainly many differences
between the local pidgin and North
American English. These include:

aware and anxious to participate in
a worldwide language revival movement.
As history developed, however, the
schools eliminated theii language from
the lives of several generations of
Hawaiians.

t

The Role of Pidgin
0

; In the previous section, a form of
broken Hawaiian used with Foreigners
This language, which
is described.
originated before the missionaries
`estahlished the English-speaking

Pronunciation (for example,
pronouncing rotten as raten
rather than the general
American rain);

.

community. in Hawai'i, has as 'its

.

,

descendant, "pigdin," the language
that has been used in .an attempt to
fill the Void caused by the eradication of Hawaiian. The replacement is
hardly-equal to Haviaiian in therealm
of aesthetic culture, but it serves
well the priMary role of any language
in the base culture: the identification of a people as a unique and
cohesive entity, with continuity of
basic family values.
Pidgin as we know it today is
termed' Hawai'l Creole..English"-by
linguists who have shown great
interest in its development es proof
of the language-generating ability of
the brain in filling a language void.
Pidgins like Hawaiian at the time of
annexation, is identified with locals;
that is, people whose primary cultural
identification is with Hawai'i. Thisincludes all Hawaiians and the
majority of plantation descendants,
but not the descendants of the
original English-Speaking community.
The term is not truly racial, since
"local" includes descendants of
Portuguese, Russian, Scandinavian, encl.,
German plantation laborets, as well as
the Japanese, Chinese, Filipino,
Okinawan, Puerto Rican, Gilbertese,.
and other ethnic groups that were
brought to Hawai'i to supplement the
Hawaiian group.
Besides the primary cultural
identification, there is alsoa class
identification, growing out of the

Intonation (for example, the
use of the question intonation
of the Hawaiian language rather
than of English);

Vocabulary (for example, using
soda for American pop, and
funny kind for American
weird);

t

Stress (that is, following the
Hawaiian rule of penultimate
,stress rather than ar American
tendency towards antepenultimate stress, as in local
strawb4riy versus American
strgWberry).; and

Grammar (for example,. use of
the Hawaiian calque "Long time,
I never go," where American
English, would use "I haven't
gone for a long time.")

.

.

The examples below give further
illustration of the nature of pidgin,
showing the strong Hawaiian language
origins of pidgin, combined with the
genius for language creation exhibited
by the children who first made it
their own language.
I no more money.
(I don't have any money.)

You go come on your pickup.
(Come in your pickup.)
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predominate. Much of the structure
and pronunciation of the basic broken
Hawaiian remained, along with much
Hawaiian vocabulary, some of it
restricted to use in broken Hawaiian
(for exemplevkaukau--"food", "eat,"
versus normal Hawaiian mea'ai-"food," and 'ai-- "eat"). About 1910,
children started to use this language
among themselves, and developed
greater strength in it than they had
in their parents'. languages or the
proper English language that was
taught in school.
This process,
termed creolization, involved all
Hawaiian children (except those of
Nilihau) by 1920, as well as. the
children of the immigrant plantation
workers. 2a/ Creolization resulted in
a pidgin that ,grew more complex in its
grammar, sound system, speed of
delivery, and ingenuity of _slang.
Creolization ,pf pidgin was the
perfebt tool for local children to
resist the campaign to force them to
speak'Ehglish. Pidgin is English, and
Yet if really ighnot. Thus, the
children were able to comply with the
heavy campaign to make English the
language of the territory and still
not truly cooperate with what
Hawaiians saw as persecution of their
own language, nor identify
linguistically with the haole group
who were viewed as more concerned with
their own power than with the rest of
the population on human terms.
Pidgin is also Hawaiian, and yet
not really Hawaiian. This also suitel
the children. The identity with
Hawai'i and the Hawaiian people was a
very positive thing not only for the
Hawaiian children themselves, but also
for the immigrant children who saw
themselves as different from their
foreign parents. The fact that the
language was not really Hawaiian was
important in that it distanced
Hawaiian and immigrant child alike
from the picture of a primitive stone
age race doomed to.. die, which was

John guys like help.
(John and his friends want to
help.)
Funny kind this fish.
(This fish is unusual.)
The wahine stay hIpai.
(The lady is pregnant.)

Pidgin was not spoken aata first
and native language by anyone.,until
Much of the popular
about 1910'.
English press and initial study of the
language in the 1930s attributed it to
a simple mixture of ,English and the
languages spoken on the plantations.
This simplistic explanation cannot
explain the strong Hawaiian flavor 'of
the language in terms of grammar,
intonation, stress, an&vocabulary,
when.Hawaiians were such a tiny
minority in the plantation work force.
Recent research 27/ has shown' what
even the haole4plantation owners of
the monarchy period recorded:
that
broken Hawaiian, not broken English,
was the language of the. plantations;
and pidgiicwas'oiginally a form "of
Hawaiian.
Broken Hawaiian' was used
not only on the plantations, but to
speak with anyone who had a poor
command of Hawaiian, including haole
residents of Hawai'i. There were of
course many non - Hawaiians who spoke.
Hawaiian well during the monarchy
through the turn of the century, ands
there were even non-Hawaiians who
spoke Hawaiian better than their
ancestral languages, because Hawaiian
was the language of the community in
The broken or
which they were raised.
pidgin language was quite common,
however, due to the great influx of
immigrants with the rise of the sugar
industry.
At the turn of the century, English
and Hawaiian words started to become
interchanged more frequently in pidgin
and, as the twentieth century
progressed, English vocabulary came to

.
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Presented in the school system in
accordance with the ideology espoused
by the English speakers controlling
the department.
The development of ,pidgin assured
the cultural survival of Hawaiians and
those who chose to identify with them
as locals, when the only alternative
seemed to be to completely give up a
cohesive Hawaiian-identity that relied
on the existence of a unifying
language. Pidgin assured a Hawaiian
identity, but, it was used against
local people by the English speakers
in the same way that Hawaiian had
Individuals were chosen for
been.
jobs based on their skills in English,
not pidgin, although the majority of
those with whom one might deal in the
position might speak pidgin. Just as
had been done earlier in
distinguishing between English
language schools and Hawaiian language
schools during the monarchy,.
government English Standard schools
for those speaking Standard English
were established during the 1920'g by
the territorial government for those
(see
who aspired to higher positions.
chapter on "Education," above).
Entrance to these schools was by a
test of English ability. Very few
Hawaiians could pass the test, and it
was even more'difficult for most
plantation.children, whose parents had
absolutely no formal contact with
English. Most of those who passed
were the more middle-class Americans
who had migrated to Hawai'i to fill
new white collar jobs in the territory
when these were vacated by the
Hawaiian speakers. The older, more
well-to-do American families, however,
sent their children to the prestigious
private schools.
Although the development of pidgin
saved the Hawaiian identity from
eradication, the-replacement of
Hawaiian with pidgin added fuel to the

philosophy that things Hawaiian are
primitive and have.no place in the
WithoUt a knowledge of
modern world.
Hawaiian, students' cannot examine
Hawaiian literature nd records of
modern Hawaiians funetioning within
their owr indigenous laAguage and
culture. Their knowledge o6 r
themselves had to be filkered through
an English viewpoint, which is
strongly prejudice&towards itself and
against Hawaiian culture. Thus,
pidgin cuts Hawaiians off from their
ancestral roots and aesthetic culture,
along with the adaptive tradition to
technological society that is also
their heritage.
Pidgin also handicaps local
children's social standing,'because it
is viewed as an inferior version of
English. Hawaiian can never be viewed
as an inferior form of English and to
speak Hawaiian, using Engish rules is
to speak inferior Hawaiian.- Because
it is its own full language, Hawaiian
determines its own boundaries and
contains its own gradations of
language use within itself. There is
no anomaly to having an opera in
gawaiian, formal debates in Hawaiian,
written literature in Hawaiian, or
high church services in Hawaiian, and
all of these :lave been done in the
There is even a certain
language.
preference for Hawaiian over English
for the ceremonial opening of the
legislature or new buildings,, for
example. Pidgin would never be
seriously used in today's social
context for any of .these purposes.
The only time that pidgin is
consciously used in print or on stage
is for a comical effect; otherwise
listeners interpret it as speaking
down to them.
Pidgin puts local people at the
'bottom of the English-language status
structure, which is somewhat ironic in
view of the fact that English itself

C'

has a pidgin-like history. 22( This
status has nothing to do with the
structure of the language, which is in
//some ways more intricate thanoptandard
/
English (particularly in its tense
'structure), but with its higtorical
connection with broken English.
Since the positibn of one's language .
in the hierarchy of English dialect

Would be applied to anyone resident or
born in Hawai'i. This would open up
.the lass of rights that accompany the
Hawaiian identity, and the disperSal
of Hawaiians for economic reasons from
their traditional homeland to lower
economic areas on the North American
continent.
Even if it were desirable to
coplace pidgin with American English
(because of the fact that any slight
non-North American feature can be used
to label a person a speaker .of
"pidgin"), it will never be completely
possiiri to eliminate the local sound,
'

affects the impression one *fives
both the educational and employmen
fields, pidgin labels: its speakers as
unqualified, no matter what their
intellect.
Also, since the pidgin
culture is a subculture of the larger
American English-speaking culture, its
members generally accept the status
hierarchy and apply it tAemselves1
An
amazing exampfe of this is the ftct

and -ill& accompanying negative reaction

it evinces in speakers of Standard
American EngliSh: Just as it will
never be possible for New iorkers to
all sound like Texans, it will never
be possible for All local people to
speak like Nebraskans, for the simple
reason of demographics. Anothei.
reason that pidgin cannot be replaced
altogether by Standard American
English'is that it carries a very

that asHawaiian-speaking ministers
die off, Hawaiian congregations are
replacing them, not from their own
pidgiAn-speaking ranks, but with
mainland, Standard American English
speakers. Thus, the replacement of
HaWaiian with pidgin has taken
Hawaiians (except those of Ni'ihau) to
the final point of loss of'control .
over themselves, which first occurred
when the decision was made that
members of the English-speaking
missionary community would be
appropriatein high government
service, performing duties formerly
handled by members of the
Hawaiian-speaking community.
Present thinking in Hawai'i is that
elimination of, pidgin in favor of
Standard American English will solve
many educational and occupational
problems for,local people.
The
history of what has happened with the
replacement of Hawaiian by English
does not support this thinking. The'
worst scenario (with, the elimination
of this last true linguistic unifying
factor of Hawaiians) is that Hawaiians
would be consi..ered completely
assimilated and the term "Hawaiian'

positive and highly - valued: association
For
w4th the lodal Hawai'i identity.

non-Hawaiian, immigrant-descended
"locals," whose ancestors may have
spoken good Hawaiian and who 'certainly
spoke the broken plantation language,
abandonment of pidgin is a possibility
if they wish to.give up.their local
Most do not, and there is
identity.
ample evidence for non - Hawaiian locals

emphasizing their localness over their
own ethnic background, as well as over
any identity with Standard American

Eng]sh.
For Hawaiians, however, localness
is included in their aawaiPan blood
and appearance. They. have gi choice
of becoming a Japanese-Amerilan or
111
Filipino-American (versus a local
Hawai'i- Japanese or a local
Hawai' i-Filipino)', with an identity
that does not include Hawai'i.

Hawaiian must always be identified
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with Hawaii and even emigration will
A consequence of
not change that.
this obligatory local identification
that Hawaiians carry is a stronger
attachment to pidgin among Hawaiian
than among other ethnic groups. This
attachment has been observed by
linguists who have noticed an increase
rather than a decrease of pidgin
features in the speech of Hawaiians in
recent years.
One of the ironies of pidgin is
that the present pidgin-speaking
generation is often observed as
speaking poorer English than the
native Hawaiian speakers educated in
English at the turn of the century..
It has also been observed that with
Rll the exposure of modern-day
Hawaiians to Standard English on
television, newspapers, and in the
American school system, citizens of
small Pacific Island nations
preserving their indigenous languages
often speak better Engli.sh than the
Something is
"civilized" Haw "aiians.
clearly wrong when the Hawaiian
language has been sacrificed in the
name of the English language and
)Lnstead of a great leap forward in
terms of benefits in English, there
appears to be a regression.
One explanation for this situation
is the fact that the Hawaiian-speaking
Hawaiians and indigenous languageconserving Pacific Islanders look upon
learning English in a different way
than pidgin speakers do. For speakers
of full Polynesian languages, learning
English is simply a skill. For the
pidgin speaker, learning Standard
English represents a threat to his
identity and the identity of the
group, because that identity is
maintained by not using Standard
English pronunciation, vocabulary,
intonation, and so forth.
A second explanation for the
impressive English of Hawaiians of the

monarchy period and citizens of
several modern South Pacific nations
is that the British English favored by
them for their schools has greater
status than the American English
taught in contemporary Hawai'i
schools. Although not generally
considered by educators in Hawaii,
American English has less prestige
than British English internationally,
and although the difference in status
is not as great as between pidgin and
Standard English, the Added status of
British English can make a South
Pacific Islander of equal intelligence
to an ordinary American appear more
intelligent, even to other Americars.
For the same reasons that pidgin
speakers feel attached to their
dialect of English, American speakers
are attached to their dialect of
English and have not adopted the
higher status British form of the
Speakers of Hawaiian during
language.
the monarchy had no allegiance to any
dialect of English, be it American,
It was only
British, or Australian.
natural for them to feel that if they
were going to learn the English
language, they should learn the
dialect that would give them the most
prestige, and therefore serve them the
From that point of view, their
best.
choice of British. English as their
dialect of English was a logical one.
Perhaps the strangest feature of
the replacement of Hawaiian with
pidgin is how it has been reflected in
Hawaiian behavior. This feature
really has nothing to do with pidgin
per se, but with the image of
Hawaiians as depicted through the
medium of English. In an. attempt to
assert their distinct identity from
the English speakers, some Hawaiians
have consciously or subconsciously
tried to live up to what the
English-language literature describes
.

.

is a natural proposal for anyone at
all familiar with the achievements of
Hawaiians in their own language and
with similar situations in other parts
of the world where language revival
had made a considerable difference
in people's lives. 22/

lb "Hawaiian," and also be the
opposite of what English-language
literature describes as "American."
Neither of these things really has
anything to do with what is a Hawaiian
view of Hawaiian-ness, which, of
This
course, is recorded in Hawaiian.
method of self-identification has
caused great trauma in the Hawaiian
community because the English-speaking
community and media immediately
recognize it as "Hawaiian" by their
own definition, even when it is in
direct conflict with traditional
Hawaiian values.
The negative features of pidgin and
lack of status are obvious. The fact
that pidgin is most decried by the
English-speaking group should serve as
notice that eliminating pidgin in
favor of Standard American English
would probably not be in the best
interests of the Hawaiian people. The
positive features of pidgin must
maintenance of
always be recognized:
the unity and identity of Hawaiians in
the face of the elimination of the
ancestral tongue for so many; and a
means for continuing in large part the
traditional base culture of the
Hawaiian people referred to above, for
which purpose Standard English is not
overly-well suited.
Creolization of pidgin was really
the only solution that local children
had in order to retain that distinct
and primary Hawaiian cultural identity
within the context of compulsory
education in English. This education
deprived them of a full Hawaiian
language education, and even deprived
them of time with tkleir families,
important in developing full control
of the entire spectrum of the Hawaiian
language. The same forces that
created pidgin initially are presently
with us, and work !against ever
replacing it with Standard American
English, or even making Such a
replacement in'the.best interest of
Hawaiians. What then is the
The revival of Hawaiian
alternative?
as a primary language for local people

C.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Introduction

Title I of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 authorizes
the Secretary of the Interior" to
expand and maintain A National
Register of Historic 'Places "composed
of districts, sites, buildings
structures and objects significant in
American history, architecture,
archeology, engineering and culture."
31/

Historic preservation is basically
a citizen, not a government, movement.
Action by the private sector is
supported; not initiated, in Hawaii by
the County, State, and Federal
The Hawaii State
Governments.
Historic Preservation Plan defines the
roles of these respective sectors in
the folloring way:
Increasing
Private Sector:
numbers of people from all walks
of life are beginning to realize
that action is needed to protect
the rapidly diminishing treasure
of historic resources and that
private efforts are often the
must cost-effective.
Counties
County Governments:
are the level of government
where the average citizen can
most effectively be involved in
the decision-making process. It
is through the County government
that community preservation
priorities can be voiced and
action best tailored to those
priorities can be initiated.
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Survey, Historic American
Engineering Record);
availability of grants for
State, local, or private
surveys; National Register
and National Historic Landmarks
.programs; and requirements for
Federal projects to undertake
surveys and authorization to
use funds for that purpose
(Archeology and Historic
Preservation Act of 1974,
Department of Transportation

The lead
State Government:
agencies in the State of Hawaii
for historic preservation are
the Department of Land and
Natural Resources, the Department of Accounting and General
Services, the Department of
Education, and the University of
Hawaii.

,

Federal Government: The primary
role of the Federal Government in
historic preservation is one of
guidance and assistance.
Guidance is provided in the
'form of setting criteria for
evaluating resources, and in
determining the requirement for
grant programs. Assistance is
in the form of grants, technical
assistance, and leadership in
the formation of policy and
standards for historic
preservation. The two federal
agencies primarily responsible
for historic preservation are
the Department of the Interior
and the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation, an
independent agency of the
Executive Branch. 12/

acts).

requirement that
Protection:
any activity on Federal land or
licensed, funded, or certified
by the Federal Government must
be reviewed by the 'Advisory
Council for adverse effects
(National Environmental Policyr4
Act, National Hi4toric
Preservation Act of 1966, as
amended).
Preservation and enhancement:
Nati.anal Parks; authorization
to transfer surplus property
-to State or local government
for historic preservation
purposes; availability of
technical services on
preservation technology; tax
incentives;' and Availability of
grants and loans.

Federal Government Involvement
The Federal Government greatly
influences the administration of State
and local historic preservation
Part of the duties of the
programs.
Hawaii State Historic Preservation
Officer, who is appointed by the
Governor to serve as a liaison to the
Federal Government, is to coordinate
these diverse Federal activities.
Federal involvement in the State
and local management of historic
preservation programs can be
summarized as follows:

Overall planning and
availability
administration:
of grants for planning;
requirement to have a State
Historic Preservation Officer,,
(by mandate of National
Historic Preservation Act of
1966); and national policies
embodied primarily in the
National Historic Preservation
Act of 1966 and Historic Sites
Act of 1953. 22/

Identification and
survey programs
evaluation:
(Historic American Buildipgs
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State Historic Preservation Plan

records; the collection and
conservation of oral histories; the
collection and conservation of
artifacts; the perpetuation of
traditional arts and skills; the
preservation of archeological and
historic properties; and the
presentation of inforjetion to the
public.
The Plan sett forth policies,
proposes implementation measures, and
identifies problem areas for each of
these activities.

The State Historic Preservation
Plan of the State of Hawaii was
prepared as one of twelve functional
plans detailing the overall Hawaii
State Plan. .Based.on the priorities
of the Hawaii Std
Plan, the
followiLg are the riorities
identified for his oric preservation
in Hawaii:

1.

Develop a comprehensive'
inventory of historic
properties, including areas
possessing rural character and
lifestyle.

2.

Identify from the inventory'
those areas that are
"critical."

3.

Develop protective mechanisms
so that urban development can
either be directed away from
critical areas or mitigating
' measures can be imposed to
minimize negative impacts.

4.

Develop a program to preserve
and enhance the significant
historic properties,
especially those along the
shoreline.

C

5.

Federal and State Registers
Because of its importance in
protecting native Hawaiian
archeological and historic sites, this
section focuses on State and Federal
activities'related to the National
Register of Historic Places. 35/
The National 'Register of Historic
Places was designed to be a planning
tool.
It.is an authoritative guide to
be used by Federal, State, and local
governments, as well as by private
groups and citizens, to identify the
nation's cultural resources and to
indicate what properties should be
considered for protection from
destruction or impairment.
There are several effects of being
listed in the National Register.
Included in these effects are the
following:

Particular emphasis should he
given to rehabilitation of
existing areas; this. action
serves a double function in
terms of directing urban
growth to existing areas and
preserving historic
properties. 21/

Listing in the National
Register makes property owners
eligible to be considered for
Federal grants-in-aid for
historic preservation;
If a property is listed,
certain provisions in tax laws
encourage the preservation of
depreciable historic structures
by allowing favorable tax
treatments for rehabilitation;
and

The State Historic Preservation
Plan discusses six major activities
within historic preservation:
the
collection and conservation of
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building's, structures, and
objects that 'possess
integrity of location,
design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and
association and

Other tax provisions discourage
destruction of historic
buildings by eliminating
certain otherwise available
Federal tax provisions both for
demolition of historic
structures and for new
construction on the site of
demolished historic buildings.
The National Register listing does
not always prevent a federal activity
from adversely impacting an historic
property. It does require, however,
that serious consideration be, given to
the impact and that it be fully
justified before beginning the
activity.
The State of Hawaii also has a
Hawaii Register. The Hawaii Register
is a planning tool that assists in the
assessment of the impact of any
action; be it public or.private, on
historic properties located in the
Likewise, Hawaii Register
State.
listing does not prevent an activity
from adversely affecting an historic:
property, but it does require that
some consideration of the impact be
In
taken before the action occurs.
addition to the State Register, there
are also several evaluative lists that
exist on. the county level in Hawaii.

(a)

(h)

that are associated
with events that have
made a signficant
contribution to the
broad patterns of our
history; or
that are associated with
the lives of persons
significant in our past;
or

(c)

2

that embody the distinctive
characteristics of a type,
period, or method of
construction or that
represent the work of a
master, or that possess
high artistic values, or
that represent a
significant and
distinguishable entity
whose components may lack
individual distinction; or

(d). that have yielded, or may
be likely to yield,
information important in
prehistory or history: 2s/

Criteria for Evaluation

r4

The criteria for eva2uation are
to evaluate properties for
used:
nomination to the National Register;
by the National Park Service in
reviewing nominations; and for
evaluating National Register
The
eligibility of properties.
criteria are:

These criteria emphasize the
"tangible" aspects of historical sites
such as buildings and objects, rather
than the "intangible" aspects of
The significance of this
culture.
distinction is particularly important
for protection of historical religious
Unless there is some tangible
sites.
_structure (a heiau, for example), such
sites are not usually considered
eligible for inclusion in the National
In order to be eligible,
Register.
these sites must be documented as

The quality of significance
in American history,
architecture, archeology,
engineering, and culture is
present in districts, sites,
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collectively have
significant historical,
cultural, or architectural
or environmental importance;

having historical cultural, political,
or religious value. Sites having
current or contemporary religious
value are not deemed eligible for
protection.
This is, of course, a difficult
distinction to make.;. In the case of
native Hawaiians, the situation is
complicated even more because of the
necessity of scholarly documentation
of historical value. The oral
tradition in'transmitting Hawaiian
culture and history means that
documentation. is more often contained
in chants and legends handed down
orally, than in scholarly works of
historians.
The State of Hawaii has additional
criteria used by the Review Board in
evaluating properties for listing in
the Hawaii. Register. These criteria

Objects associated with
significant events, persons,
ideas or that are valuable
for high artistic merit or
as a study specimen of a
period, style or method of
construction, or a notable
representative work of a
master craftsman or
designer;

5)

Properties that have yielded,
or are likely,to.yield.,'

information in prehistory or
history;

are:
1)

4)

Structures and sites closely
related to events, ideas,
groups, persons, or cultural
patterns that have
contributed significantly to
Hawaii's history or to the
broad patterns of the
Pacific area or national

6)

Quality, of which integrity is
the essence. ,Integrity is
composite derived from
original workmanship, original
location and intangible
elements of feelings and
association;

7)

Environmental impact, the
preservation of this site,
structure; district or object
significantly enhances the
environmental quality of the

history;
2)

Structures that embody
characteristics valuable for
the study of a period,:
style, method of
construction, an
architectural curiosity or
picturesque work, representative structures of a
master builder, designer, or
architect, or eastern or
western styles adapted to
Hawaii's climate or way of

State;
8)

Social, educational, and
recreation value of the site,
structure, district, or object
preserved, presented or
interpreted contributes
significantly .to understanding
and enjoying Hawaii, the
Pacific area or the nation's
history and culture. 22/

life;

Processes for Nomination
3)

Districts, large or small,
comprising an ensemble of
structures or features that
indiVidually may not have a
particular merit.

A property can be added to the
National Register through one of five
processes:
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Those Acts of Congress and
Executive orders that create
historic areas of the
National Park System
administered by the National
Park Service, all or
portions of which may be
determined to be of historic
significance consistent with
the intent of Congress;

1)

Properties declared by the
Secretary of the Interior to
be of national significance
and designated as National
Historic Landmarks;

2)

3,)

-

Nominations prepared under
approved State Historic
Preservation Programs,
submitted by the State
Historic Preservation
officer and approved by the
National Park Service (the
nominations may be generated
by the State Historic
Preservation Program itself,
or by any citizen or group
within the,State,that wishes
to make'a nomination);

4) Nominationsfrom any person
or local gdvernment (only if
such property is located in
a State with no approved
State Historic Preservation
Program) approved by the
National Park Service; and
5)

Nominations of Federal
properties prepared by
Federal agencies, submitted
by the Federal Preservation
Officer, and approved by the
National Park Service.

,

The most relevant process for the
purposes of the Native Hawaiians Study
Commission are those inv lying the
State Historic Preservation Programs
and Federal agencies.
On the State level, the State
Historic Preservation Plan details the
implementation of the registration
procehs in Hawaii and recent problems
in that process:

The Registration of Hawaii's
historic proper-ies commenced in
1971 when the Hawaii Historic
Places Review Board was formed.
The Review Board is'comprised of
professionals in the fields of
archaeology, history, architecture, sociology sand
Hawaiiana...
In 1980, 579 sites were
removed from the State Register
because of a procedural error in
notifying the property owners.
Although the sites on State
property have been placed back on
the Register, very few privately
owned sites have. been resubmitted.
Many extremely valuable
archaeological sites are not on
the Register beaapse [the
Department of Land and Natural
Resources') staff is limited in
size, and the review of
development projects is its
highest priority. 22/
For any
State Nomination Process:
State, the State Historic Preservation
Officer has the responsibility for
.making the -first determination of
which properties meet the criteria for
evaluations. To ensure high
professional standards, the National
Park Service requires that each State
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develop expertise in'the disciplines
of history, architeCtural history,
archeology, and llistbrical
architecture, on the State staff and
State Review Board. Nominations are
prepared under the supervision of the
State Historic Preservation Officer
and his or her professional staff in
accordance with ,the approved State
,'historic preservation ,plan.

The State-Historic Pieservation
Officer submits nominations to the
State Review Board where they are
reviewed and a recommendation
concerning whether or not the property
meets the National Register criteria,
for evaluation is made. The State
Historic Preservation Officer again
reviews the 'nomination after its
consideration by the Review Board,
signs it, and forwards it to the
National Park Service.
As part of the nomination process,
the State is required, to notify in
writing' the property owner(s) of the
State's intent to bring the
nomination before the State Review
Upon notification, any owner
Board.
or owners of a private property who
wish to object to listing, the property
in the National Register can submit a.
statement to that effect to the State
Historic Preservation Officer.. ,Ivf the
sole owner of a property (or a
majority :of owners in the case of
multiple ownership) object to the
listing, the property will not be
listed in the National Register.
Rather, if the nomination is.
subsequently submitted by the State
Historic Preservation Officer, the
Keeper of the National Register will
make only a determination of
eligibility. .Once the objection of
the owners is lifted, the property
will be automatically listed on the
National Registet.
,

es.

Nomination may also be made by
individuals and organizations by
subMitting an adequately documented
National Register nomination form to
the State Historic Preservation
Officer (or Federal Preservation
Officer). If the nomination form is
in order and if the property appears
to meet the National Register's
criteria for evaluation, the
nomination must be scheduled for
presentation at the earliest possible
State Review Board meeting. This
scheduling must take into account,
however, the 8tate's'established
priorities for nomination.
Federal Agency Nomination Process:
The National Historic Preservation Act
of 1966 requires each Federal agency
to establish a program to locate,
inventory, and nominate to the
Secretary of the Interior all
properties under the agency's
ownership or control that appear to
.qualify 'for inclusion on the National
Regidter. In addition, Executive
Order 11593 provides that Federal
agencies shall locate, inventory, and
nominate to the Secretary of the
Interior all sites, buildings,
districts, and objects under their
jurisdiction or control thatiappear to
qualify for listing on the National
Register of, Historic Places.
Nomination forms are piepared under.41
ttie supervision of the Federal
Preservation Officer designated by the
head of ea'-h Federal Agency.
Completed nominations'are submitted to
the appropriate State ,Historic
Preservation Officer for review and
comment regarding the adequacy of the
nomination, the significance of the
property, and its eligibility for the"
National Register. The chief elected
local officials of the county in which
4

the property is located are notified
and given 45 days in which to
comment.
After receiving the comments of the
State Historic Preservation Officer
and chief elected official, or if
there has been no response within 45
days, the Federal Preservation Officer
may approve the nomination and forward
it to the Keeper of. the National
Register.
Determination of Eligibility: Many
Federal agencies have not completed
the inventory of all properties under
their ownership that appear to qualify
for inclusion on the National
Register. In the absence of such
inventories, and before any
projects are. undertaken that ,may harm'
possible historical sites, Federal
agencies are required 'to request the
opinion of the Secretary'of the
Interior regarding properties that may
be eligible for inclusion on the
Register. Thus, the Keeper of the
National Register will make a "determination of eligibility" regarding
such properties.
An important role in this process
is played by the Advisory Council'on
Historic Preservation. The Council
has regulations whose purpose is to
,protect properties included in, or
eligible for inclusion in, the
National Register. This protection is
afforded through review and comment by
the Council on"Federal undertakings
that affeCt such properties. The
process of consultation is designed to
ensure that alternatives to avoid or
mitigate an adverse effect on a
National Register or eligible property
are adequately considered in the
Federal agency's planning process. It
should be noted, however, that
'iltimately the decision lies with the
Federal agency on whether or not to
change its plans.

Determination of eligibility does
not constitute listing in the National
However, properties
Register.
determined eligible 1receive the same
governmental protection from harm and
destruction as those on the Register.
Private owners of property on the
eligible list are not eligible for
benefits such as grants, loans, or tax
incentives that have listing on the
National Register as a prerequisite.
Determination of eligibility may be
made 'with or without the request of
the Federal agency involved.
After the determination, written
notice is given to the Federal agency
and the State Historic Preservation
In addition, public notice
Officer.
of properties determined eligible is
published in the Federal Register.

.

.

-

Differences in Review Processes:
There are several differences between'
the review procedures for Federal and
State/County projects. The Hawaii
State Historic Preservation Plan
summarizes them as follows:

Differences in legal
Legal authority
authority:
mandating review of federal
projects stems primarily from
Sec. 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act df
1966, Executive Order 11593,
the National EnvironMental
Policy Act, and Sec. 4F of
the Department of TransportaLegal
tion Act of 1966.
authority mandating review of
the State/County projects
stems from Sec. 6E-8, [Hawaii
Revised Statutes].,

* Differences in reviewing
The primary
agencies:
reviewing agencies for
federal projects are the
State Historic Preservation
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Acceptance on the:National
Register

Officer and the Advisory
Council on Historic
Preservation. For State/County
projects the reviewing agency
is the Department of Land and
Natural Resources.

Generally, the National Park
Service relies on States and Federal
agencies to identify historic
properties for National Register
Because of the experience
listing.
and ability of the States and Federal
agencies in identifying and evaluating
historic and cultural properties, the
National Park Service will, in most
instanceu, list nominations by States'
with approved State programs and by
Federal agencies without substantive
This acceptance requires that
review.
the Federal agency or Statg certify
that the procedures for making
nominations have been 1,Toperly
followed, the documentation is
sufficient, and the nomination meets
the National Register'criteria for
evaluation.

Differences in review
There are two
procedures:
major differences. One
difference between Federal
and 'State/County review
procedures is that Federal
projects must consider
effects to properties'
eligible for the National
Register, as well as those
already listed on the
Register. The provision to
consider eligibility is very
important in that it.requires
an identification and
evaluation of historic'
resources in unsurveyed
areas. State/County projects
must also consider
unregistered properties;
however, the deterMination of
eligibility procedures are
The second
not formulated
major difference is the
availability at the Federal
level of a conflict
resolution mechanism if there
is disagreement over
appropriate mitigative
measures. The mechanism is
the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation. There
is authority already
established at the State
level to implement a similar
advisory council to advise
the governor when conflicts
arise between State agencieg
(Sec. 6E-8); however, the
provision has not ben
implemented. 22/

Appeals for Nomination
The Department of the Interior is
in the process of establishing
procedures for appealing nominations.
Under these procedures, any person
or local government may appeal to the
Keeper of the National Register the
failure or refusal of a nominating
authority to nominate a property that
they consider to meet the National
Register criteria for evaluation.
An applicant seeking to have
property nominated to the National
Register may appeal directly to the
Keeper under the following
circumstances:

Where the applicant-1)
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Disagrees with the
decision -8f the State
Historic Preservation
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Officer or the Federal
Preservation Officer not to
submit an adequatelydocumented nomination form to
the National Park Service
after it has been proceSsed by
the State or Federal agency;
2)

Disagrees with a'decisiorrof
the State Historic
Preservation Officer not to
submit an adequatelydocumented nomination form
to the State Review Board;

3)

Believes that the State
Historic Preservation
Officer has not scheduled an
adequately-documented
nomination form for State
Review Board consideration
within a reasonable period
of time consistent with the
State's priorities for
nominations.

The preceding sections have
concentrated on existing StAte and
Federal laws on historic preservation.
However, as pointed out in comments
received by the Commission, 42/ there
are numerous practical problems in the
implementation and enforcement of
these regulations.
Native Hawaiians are concerned
about protection of ancient religious
sites--a concern that was voiced to
the Commission not only in the written
comments cited above, but- in public
testimony before the Commission in
January 1982. 41/ At the ,State level,
a comment from Kenneth Chan notes that
"the State Historic Preservation Plan
has not' even been adopted into law,
and has in fact been shelved for the
past three years. There is no comprehensive plan adopted and utilized by
the State at this time." 42/
Another problem already mentioned
above is the removal of 579 sites from
the State Register because they were
In addition,
not properly registered.
staffing and funding difficulties also
plague the State's historic
preservation program.
The problems of protecting historic
sites of importance to native
Hawaiians are not totally administraAn even greater
tive, however.
difficulty may be that criteria for
eligibility as they now exist do not
always address the religious and
cultural significance of land regarded
as sacred by native Hawaiians.
According to one native Hawaiian:

The Keeper will respond in writingto the request within 30 days. The
decision may:
Deny the appeal;

Recommend that the State
HistOric Preservation Office
submit the nomination form to
the State Review Board;
Recommend that the State
Historic Preservation Officer
submit the nomination form to
the State Review Board for
consideration at an earlier
date than scheduled;
Provide notice that the
Keeper will consider for
listing a nomination farm
previously approved or
disapproved by the State
Review Board or a Federal
agency nomination form.

The concerns of Hawaiians...are
different from the concerns of
archaeologists. We are trained
in the-Western scientific
We see archaeologic
tradition.
sites primarily as repositories
This is in
of information.

.
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contrast to the view of
Hawaiians of archaeologic sites
as areas of cultural and
religious significance.
Insufficient concern is
exhibited at all levels of
government to the views and
opinions of Hawaiians about
,archaeologic sites. The very
structure of the mechanisms
dedigned:to protect sites which'
meet Western criteria of significance, neglect sites
significant to Hawaiians which
don't meet these criteria
Sites without Significant
research' value or which do not
meet the historic criteria are
ineligible for protection (by
the National Register of
Historic Places]. A sacred' site
of extreme importance to
Hawaiians may quite easily be
ineligible for protection.
Mechanisms must be designed to
prot6ct sites of this type. al/

The most publicized problem of
historic preservation in Hawaii,
however, involves the island of
Kahoolawe. 44/ The U.S. Navy
continues to utilize the island as a
target 'for bombing practice, even
though it is now listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.
Several years ago native Hawaiian
groups began protesting the bombing of
Kahoolawe because it is regarded as
sacred and contains' numerous
archaeological sites. At''presept, the
U.S. Navy does allow native Hawaiian
groups access to the islland'op a
limited basis.
,

.
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NATIVE HAWAIIAN CULTURE
TABLES
TABLE 60

TABLE 59

A COMPARIE4N CC TERMS USED IN DIFFERENT
PARTS OF HAWAI'I

A COMPARISON OF SONE WORDS IN HAWAIIAN AND
OTHER EASTERN POLYNESIAN LANGOMES
TAHITIAN

HAWAIIAN

(46% cognate)

C.I. MAORI / li..22E12

bats
meitiki
va'ine
kete
taring.
rangi
rime

aaita'i
wahine
'ate
tari's
ra'i
rime
miti

'eke

pepeiao
lani
lima
kai

tai

meta

'eye'
'good'
'woman'

pm).

wahine
kete
ta:inga

'sea snore'

piaia

'oho

'baby mantra

uhi

papaiao

fish'
'yam'
'ear'

pule

'pray'

aakahiki
(makahiti)
kai

sakahiki

'year'

kai

'see'

wai

Ina

'water'

iiihua
'

palau
papeiao
mule

uhl
pepeiao
pule

uhi
pepeiao
pule

'bag'
Sear'

rangi
ring&
tai

Puna
kahakai

(kahatai)
'ohua

mate

make
maika'i
wahine

Klpahulu
kahakai

Nisihau
kahakai

O'ahu
kahakai

(64% cognate) (66% cognate)
4

(pure)

makshiki

makahlki

'sky'

(makahiti)

'hand'
'sea'

.kai

1(a)..

(tai)

wsi

vai

V The high percentage of cognates between Cook

(vai)

Islands Maori and Hawaiian is not due to a more close.
genetic relationship between the two languages, as
compared to say between Hawaiian and Tahitian. This
high percentage of cognates is due instead to a certain
conservativism in retaining old vocabulary in both
languages.

(vai)

'viva

'alma

'eiwa
('viva)

'eiwa
('viva)

'nine'

.

V Where the pronunciation and spelling differ,
t

the pronunciation is given in parenthesis.

..

-
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TABLE 62
A Comparison of the Native Phonemes of
Hawaiian and Some Other
Eastern Polynesian Languages

TABLE 61
A RAMPLIRG 0F, H

kilihune
nEUlu
makoko
uahskili
lilinoe
ualanipili
lihec
lahlko o ke
akua
lelehune
ua'awa

ko'iawe
iliLemi

1.

TERMS FOR MAIM IV RAMAIXAS

light rain often with some sun
a shower, as often forms over the sec
rain with
low lying rainbow in it
large dropped rain
soft rain, alemst mdst-like in density
heavy rain that lasts for days
rain that causes dew-like dro'ats on
plants
poetic term for rain (lit. adornment
of the deity)
fine wind blown rain
cold dripping rain as found in the
high volcano areas
light noving'rain,
unexpected rain from a clear sky in
which it his been carried by brasses

HAWAIIAN

a
e

.

TAHITIAN

SOUTHERN
HARQUESAN

a
e

e

0
h
h
k
1

ism the mountains

a
i

i

0

0

f

f

h

h
t

t
,

r

m

m

n

1

1

1

t

r

ng
n
P
v
k

n

P

P

P
v

I

1

m

n,

1

i
0

m
ng
n

w.

COOK
MAORI'

'

p?

4

represents the glottal stop
Note:
while ng represents the velar nasal.
the table compares only the
Note:
symbols used to write the languages while
other Polynesian languages, like Hawaiian,
often have regional and positional variants
for consonantal phonemes of the type illustrated for Hawaiian in Table 60. Table 62includes only phonemes found in words of
indigenous origin. Hawaiian 'and other
Polynesian languages, like English, have
increased their phoneme inventories through
the borrowing of foreign words.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TABLE 64
TABLE 63

Some Words Distinguished by Vowel Length
and/or Presence of the 'Okina

Some English Ambiguities Not
Existent in Hawaiian
1.

2.

ARE IN CHARGE OF HANDLING THE MONEY (announced
a meeting)
you (one) and I
kaua a =llama i ke kale. we
a
you (several)
we
"
"
kakou "
and I
he and I
we
"
Na maws ".
a
they and I
we
"
"
Na makob "

WE
at
Na
Na

WHAT IS YOUR-NUMBER?

He afa kop pelo.
".

3.

4.

0

kauotislu?

fruit

a'a

fruit

hu'a

foam

'a'a

dare ,

ha

envy

'a'a

type of lava,

'a'a

(asked by a telephone operator)
the one you
your
are callirg from
the one you are
your
calling

I KILLED HIM (confe4sed in court)
kill
Ua pepehi au is la.
kill
Ua make 'o is 4.40u

hua

kau
ka'u
akau

act with intent
simply a consequence, as in a
car accident

,

suspend

koa

warrior

my

ko'a

coral

your

kOk

space

k;';

arid

PLEASE BRING ME THAT DOCUMENT (asked of a secretary)
the one close
that
E lawe mai i keno palapala.
to you
a
the one far from
a
that
" kela
"
yo0
w
the one that we
a
P
that
is
discussed previously

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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NOTES

I [Larry Kimura] would like to
acknowledge the contributions of Dr.
William H. Wilson, Assistant Professor
of Hawaiian, University of Hawaii. at
Hilo, to this paper. He and I
assembled this paper after I was
approached by the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs to produce something foP the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission.
We both regret that we did not have
the time to make a more thorou0.
n5 na'e
contribution ("He wahi
We are grateful to the Office
k-eia").
of Hawaiian Affairs for their interest
in seeing that Hawaiian language
concerns be addressed in some fashion
by the Commission,
1/

Hable originally meant any
foreigner, and is clearly an old
precontact word, since it occurs in
old chants. Marquesan has a cognate,
Hao'e, with a. similar meaning.
Captain Cook and even early Chinese
With the
visitors were termed haole.
preponderance of foreigners of
European descent, haole came to mean
individuals of European cultures, and
new terms came to be applied to the
Chinese and other non-Western ethnic
As greater distinctions came
groups.
to be made in European groups, haole
was applied more and more to
Americans, including American Blacks,
termed haole 'ele'ele, "black haole."
Today, haole is used in both Hawaiian
and local English to refer to the
mainstream American ethnic group and
It is not uncommon for
culture alone.
local people to make statements like,
"He isn't a haole, he's German" (or
Italian, or English, etc.) in
describing a person from Europe or an
American citizen with a strong 3thnic
backgrqund. Similarly, it is not
uncommon for persons who are not of
2/

purely WASP [white, Anglo-Saxon,
Protestant] background to be referred
to as haole because of their cultural
and linguistic background (Standard
Although some
American English),.
haole people new to Hawai'i
immediately jump to the conclusion
that haole is a derogatory term, it is
not, and is used by haole raised in
Hawai'i to describe themselves.
English alternatives (white,
Caucasian, and American) are all
either too broad or too narrow. White
is used for people who do not go to
the beach; Caucasian includes local
Portuguese and Europeans who differ
culturally from the haole group; and
American is used to refer to
The quoted passage is
citizenship.
from. Abraham Fornander, An Account of
the Polynesian Race: Its Origins and
Migrations (Rutland, Vermont and
Charles E. Tuttle Company,
Tokyo:
1969), p. 485.

Note, for example that the
outline given in. the Draft Report
of the Native Hawaiians Study
Commission on language (p. 130)
erroneously states that Hawaiian,
Tahitian, Samoan, and Maori are
dialects of one language called Proto
Polynesian. This is equivalent to
salting that English, German, Russian,
and French are dialects of one
language called Proto IndoEuropean.
Although English speakers may
recognize related words in European
languages, they are not mutually
intelligible dialects of the same
Furthermore, Proto
language.
Indo-European, the ancestor of these
European languages and many of those
of India, ceased to be a unified
single language in the far distant
The same applied to Polynesian
past.
languages and Proto Polynesian.

2/
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4/

Fcrnander, pp. 67-68.

It is a commcn claim of
5/
individuals who do not speak the
Hawaiian language (and who are
unfamiliar with Hawaiian as it is
spoken today) that the pronunciation
of the language was radically changed
when it was committed to writing.
This is not true. The language has
continued to be pronounced in the same
regional ways up to today, with any
reduction in certain regional
pronunciation habits due to the
movement of people between islands,
rather than the effect of the writing
For speakers of Hawaiian in
system.
the nineteenth century who did not
speak English, there was no way for
them to know the symbolic value of the
letters in English and, furthermore,
people are usually not aware of the
different pronunciations that they
give phonemes (or letters in writing)
in any language. An example from
English is the phoneme t, which has
variable pronunciations between
dialects and even between different
positions in words in the same
In many North American
dialect.
dialects of English, t is pronounced
like a d or Japanese r between vowels,
e.g., writer (rider); as a glottal
stop before a vowel followed by n,
e.g., button (be'n); and as a simple t
(with slight aspiration) at the
beginning of a word, e.g., toad
(toad). British and (local Hawaii)
English speakers have different
patterns for pronouncing t and most
speakers of the language do not notice
their own pronunciations of the
phoneme t. Similarly, it is often
easier to imitate a dialect that is
different from one's own than to tell
exactly how it is different.
Just like English speakers,
Hawaiian speakers are not usually
aware of how they pronounce each
letter in the written language, and
regional pronunciations have
continued.

For English speakers to assume that
the form of the letters in the written
Hawaiian alphabet would affect the
native speakers' pronunciation of
Hawaiian, is as silly as expecting the
same thing to have occurred in English
where the values given to many letters
are different from the usual usage in
other European languages; e.g., a as,
in cat, e as in beet and late, etc.
6/ The lyrics to English songs and
even English rhyming schemes appear
very dull to traditional Hawaiian ears
because they are so predictable and
often overly repetitive. The most
bothersome thing is the way in which
English songs lay bare for any old
stranger to hear and comment on the
composer's (and honoree's) "undying
love" (popular songs), "sexual
arousal" (rock songs), "public love of
Jesus" (gospel songs), etc.
2/ Lest one think that Hawaiian
culture is the only one in which a
fundamental concept can be applied to
extremes, it should be pointed out
that similar situations exist in
American culture. The American
concept of the power of law (that is,
sentences of words set down by agreedupon procedures) is very strong. If,
for example, a confessed mass murderer
is able to find even the tiniest
loophole in the written law intended
to punish his crime, he can go free
even if he openly declares his
intention to do more killings.
Similarly, a law that required death
for stealing a horse could
theoretically result in the execution
of someone who stole a horse i,n order
to save someone else's life.
In Hawaiian culture, the extremes
that resulted from full application of
certain concepts (e.g., the elevation
of the group's lineage through
impressive kapu applied to the group's
senior line) were tempered by the
concept of aloha that allowed ali'i to
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these influential volumes actually
stifle the creative use of word power
in Hawaiian culture. Thus, a native
speaker of Hawaiian who wanted to' use
the word 'ohana to strengthen the
concept of working together with hana(work) could be subject to criticism
for not knowing the "true" origin of
the word 'ohana as shown in Nan5 I Ke
Kumu; this certainly not being the
intention of the author,
Another un ortunate aspect of the
n N- 5 I Ke Kumu is the
editi
he Hawaiian words.
spe)Xing
follow the spelling used
Rather th
in the Hawaiian Dictionary that Fakusi
herself authored, the editor
haphazardly spelled Hawaiian words,
possibly because the spelling of words

let violations pass. This occurred
even during the late period of the
monarchy when custom required the
death of a child defiling an ali'i
with urine unless the child belonged
to the ali'i. A story is told of a
turn of the century ali'i holding a
child while visiting a country area
and the child urinating on her. The
immediate reaction of the ali'i was to
claim the child as her awn and then
give it back to the parent "to raise
for her" with a special commemorative
name from the visit.

8/. An example of confusion between
the Western concept of etymology and
the Hawaiian concept of word power can
be seen in the two volume set of 1;ina
I Ke Kumu, one of the most important
Hawaiian cultural resources in
English, but edited with some
The
English-speaking preconceptions.
author, the venerable and strongly
traditional Mary K. Pdku'i, applies
the concept of word power to each term
described in the volumes. This is
firmly part of the Hawaiian tradition
and is used beautifully to draw
attention to different, aspects of
various Hawaiian prarices. For
example, the word 'ohana (family) is
related by Plkusi to the somewhat
similar sounding '61i (side shoots of
the taro). This she poetically
develops'into a beautiful expression
of word power stressing the
genealogical links of Hawaiian nuclear
and extended families and the
connection with Haloalaukapalili, a
taro plant who was the older brother
of the first Hawaiian in traditional
This explanation is a
genealogies.
tribute to the poetic genius of Pallsi
and not an etymology, as it is treated
by the editor, or even a poetic image
been recorded from other
that ha been
By presenting
traditidnal Hawaiians.
(
Pukusi'S use of word power in such a
way as to suggest that it is the same
as etymology in the Western sense,

titled together by eukusi within the

Hawaiian concept of word power
differed subtly from each other, as in
fact they do in pronunciation, e.g.,
The unfortunate.
'ohana .and roha.
result of the sloppy spelling is that
those who do not know the Hawaiian
language well will try to pronounce
words as they are written in the
books, thus again weakening the
Hawaiian language and culture.
There are numerous other cases
especially involving place names, in
which a Hawaiian speaker using the
concept of word power has been
interpreted as giving an etymological
derivation, or worse yet an actual
"correct" pronunciation of the name.
An example is the pronunciation of the
island Kaua'i in normal Hawaiian
conversation by all native speakers of
It has been claimed as
the language.
"correctly" pronounced Kau'ai (related
to the word 'ai, "food") or Kau'S'i
(related to the word '5'1", "neck") by
individuals who assumed that a
Hawaiian speaker making a point about
the island using word power actually
meant that these were pronunciations
that had been used for generations by
Hawaiian speakers.

21P

held by some that ownership of land
similar to ownership of cattle in the
Western sense is not a Hawaiian
concept and is foreign to Hawaiian
speakers. Conversely, however, the
concept of land as inalienable,
enveloping, and, even as kin, is
foreign to American thinking.

Tape of radio program "Ka Leo
Hawai'i," Catalog no. 24.65A,
University of Hawaii, Manoa, Language
[Mr. Kimura also
Laboratory.
submitted a tape recording and
transcripts of Hawaiian language and
interviews. The transcripts appear in
the Appendix of this Report.]
9/

10/ In Hawaii .in you do not speak of

11/

coming from a place, but belonging to
it, much as you belong to a family.
The same word no (belong to) used to
mean one is from a place is also used
to say one "owns" land, as illustrated

1899):

Ke Aloha 'Aina (March 18,
2.

belongs to - Hanalei - name
marker - Kaleiheana

12/ Hawaiian tradition requires
that one release one's attachment to a
person who has died by urging him to
pass on to join with others in the
next world. One shows one's
attachment, however, in recalling
before the body shared experiences,
joys, and sorrows, and even by chiding
the person for leaving when so much
remains to be done and enjoyed.

No Kaleiheana 'o Hanalei.
(Kaleiheana "owns" Hanalei.)

13/
1981.

belongs to - Kaleiheana - name
marker - Hanalei

A1.most all Hawaiians profess
a
Christianity today and there
strong Christian tradition in Hawai'i.
This is not to say that there have not
continued to be individuals who have
rejected Christianity in favor of
traditional Hawaiian religion, from
the time of the arrival of the
missionaries until today. The
Hawaiian Christian tradition, however,
coexists and has been blended with
traditional Hawaiian beliefs, much
like Buddhism and Shintoism are
Christianity and
blended in Japan.
traditional Hawaiian beliefs can
coexist quite well because
traditionally Hawaiians recognize the
spiritual world to consist of beings
of human-like natures connected to man
and nature by genealogi 11 links. The
Christian deity, however, is not
genealogically linked to mankind in
the Christian tradition, but is
representative of ultimate perfection.
Traditional Hawaiian spirituality then
fits into a Christian Hawaiian life,

below:

No Hanalei 'o Kaleiheana.
(Kaleiheana is from Hanalei.)

The word no is technically a
preposition in Hawaiian and there is
no real word for "own." The word no
is also one of a pair of prepositions,
Both these
na being the other.
prepositions translate as "belonging
to" in English. The preposition na is
used for things that are more like
disposable belongings such as tools,
bowls, food, and even spouses. The
preposition no is used for more
intimate things that one cannot
dispose of such as parts of one's
body, one's name, one's parents, and
things that envelope one like
clothing. The contrast between the
use of the two possessive prepositions
no and na is part of a contrast
between 0-class or intimate and
inalienable possessive terms and
A-class or dominated alienable
possessed terms. Then, the grammar of
the language supports the contention
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Produced by the Bishop Museum,

something like saints, angels, and
deceased family members in heaven do
in the European version of
(European versions of
Christianity.
Christianity theMselves take much from
pre-Christian European cultural
practices; the Christmas tree, Easter
bunny, and Halloween are obvious
examples, but more subtle influences
[See also, chapter below
also exist.)
on "Native Hawaiian Religion."]
15/ E. S. Craighill Handy and
Mary K. Puku'i, The Polynesian Family
System in Ka'u, Hawaii (Rutland,

Charles E.' Tuttle Company,
Vermont:
1972), p. 199.
16/

See Note 10, above.

According to Hawaiian
tradition, all Hawaiian ali'i and
makaiginana descend through ifiloa from
Papa and Wakea who were superhuman/
supernatural beings. Hgloa was
second-born after a miscarriage that
developed into the taro plant, thus
elevating the lineage of this staff of
Hawaiian life above man himself, who
derives his strength from the plant.
Papa and Wikea also gave birth to the
Hawaiian Islands before the birth of
Haloa, thus making the Hawaiian people
genetically-related to their land and
subservient to it by Hawaiian concepts
Significantly,
of ranking by birth.
the name of the first-born island,
Hawai'i, is applied to all junior
members of the family, giving ka
pae'iina Hawaii'. ("the Hawaii cluster
of lands" or Hawai'i in the sense of
17/

the archipelago) and ka 2.22e Hawaii'.
("the Hawaiii people" or the
Hawaiians).

Voyagers mentioned in precontact
traditions include Pili, Pa'ao,
'Aukelenuiailk6 and others who married
Of
into the original Hawaii lineage.
course, since Western and Eastern
contact many other people have married
into the Hawai'i lineage, but its
unity has been maintained by

recognition of the common lineage at
the same time that pride in the other
contributing lineages is expressed.
12/ The history of education in,
most parts of the United States starts
considerably later than in Hawai'i.
Many people in Hawaii take pride in
noting that Lahainaluna is the first
American high school established west
of the Rocky Mountains, although ..this
is technically incorrect since
Lahainaluna was not politically under
the flag of 'the United States until
It cannot eve'. be counted
1899.
geographically American because
Hawai'i is not geographically part of.
The early
North or South America.
establishment of secondary education
in Hawai'i speaks well for the
academic interests and capabilities of
Hawaiians.

19/ Albert C. Baugh, A History of
the English LangUage, 2d ed. "(London:
Routledge and Kagan Paul, Ltd., 1957),
p. 80.
22/ Some have argued that the
introduction of writing harmed the
Hawaiian people, but there is little
evidence to support such an idea and
much that contradicts it% Many
Hawaiian traditions would be lost
today if there was no written Hawaiian
language because non-Hawaiians wrote
very little about Hawaiian culture,
compared to the many writings in
Hawaiian on the topic by Hawaiian
speakers. The introduction of writing
dtd not affect the native sounds of
Hawaiian, and Hawaiian continues to be
spoken by native speakers with the
'okina and kahak6, although these were
not regularly written for over one
(See also note 5 on
hundred years.
the continuation of regional
pronunciations of consonants.)
The only area in which writing may
have affected Hawaiian culture
negatively is that it may have reduced
the heavy dependency on

memorization that early visitors
It is also
considered remarkable.
recorded, however, that many Hawaiians
applied the traditional attitude
towards memorization to reading, and
memorized whole sections of books in
the form of chants. It is still bad
form in Hawaiian culture to hold a
script before you when chanting, in
the manner of shee music in Western
Therefore, the tr4dition of
culture.
using one's memory is still alive
today even though writing exists as a
means for preserving old chants. The
greatest stumbling block to exercising
the memory in reciting Hawaiian chants
today is not writing, but the
inability of chanters to speak
Hawaiian.

with an apostrophe in the Bible,
apparently based on an idea that they
represent an elision (i.e., na, "for,"
plus au, "I, me," gives na'u). The
spelling of these common words with an
apostrophe became fixed in Hawaiian
speakers' minds and since the
apostrophe was located in a place
where an 'okina was pronounced in
actual speech, the apostrophe came to
be associated with the 'okina. As
time went by, Hawaiian speakers came
to use the apostrophe more and more to
represent the 'okina and less and less
to represent the predictable elision
of a before another vowel.

22/ A lax attitude toward the
spelling of Hawaiian words is commonly
found among English speakers in
Hawai'i and even among Hawaiian
speakers who have attended only
English medium schools. English
speakers often brush aside criticism
of their sloppy treatment of Hawaiian
spelling in comparison with their
insistence on high standards in
English spelling with a remark that
Hawaiian is an oral language and not a
written one like English. This shows
ignorance of both the histories of
Hawaiian and English. Hawaiian
speakers have a history of one of the
world's highest literacy rates.
English itself has a history of
missionary introduction of the Latin
It is
alphabet to the British Isles.
interesting to note that one of the
most remote and least-Westerninfluenced part of Polynesia, the
Kingdom of Tonga, is the area in
Polynesia with the most careful
spellers of an indigenous language.
All signs, personal names, and reading
material in Tonga is printed with the
kahakS and 'okina and school children
use them consistently, properly, and
as easily as any other part of the
writing system, just as they are
pronounced in the spoken language.

21/ Mentally, long vowels appear
to be actually two adjacent short
vowels; e.g., a is a written
representation of what is mentally aa.
We have evidence for the mental
reality of double vowels in the
occurrence of long vowels when a word
with an initial short vowel is
doubled; e.g., awa, "harbor," awawa,
"valley." Hawaiians themselves
writing in the nineteenth century
sometimes wrote awawa as awaawa rathethan awawa, as was standard missionary
The writing of awawa as
practice.
awaawa, however, can lead to confusion
with the missionary spelling of
'awa'awa (sour), because the
missionary orthography does not
indicate the 'okina.
22/ The use of the apostrophe to
represent an 'okina appears to have
grown out of a mistaken etymology in
the Bible. In the Bible the elision
of an a is indicated by an apostrophe;
e.g., e ola ai (by which one is saved)
is often written e ola'i in the Bible
to indicate a pronunciation e olai in

which one a has been elided.
First-person singular possessive words
like na'u (for me) were always written
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The way a person spells a language
indicates his respect for it.
Evidently Tongan respect their
language more than many people
visiting or living in Hawai'i respect
Hawaiian.

Despite this, it is still
Department of Education policy
to replace Hawaiian with English
for the one remaining
native-speaking group of
The
children (on Ni.'ihau).
children on this island are the
target of this policy which many
believed was being underscored
by the current head of the
Department of Education when she
called for the formulation of a
plan to "improve" education on
Ni'ihau children
the island.
residing on the nearby island of
Kaua'i are already targets of a
federally financed SLEP program
that specifically aims toward
the- replacement of Hawaiian with
English.
.

24/ Among the missionaries in
Hawai' i, Reverend Lyons was one who
did become very close to the Hawaiian
His translations of hymns
people.
into Hawaiian show an adaptation of
Hawaiian poetic thinking and lack the.
grammatical errors found in the work
of some of the other missionaries.
His defense of the Hawaiian language
is a tribute to his concern for the
Hawaiian people and proof that there
were some of the missionary grotip who
were true to their higher ideals.

25/ The concept of sending
students to different countries was
especially apropos for a country such
as Hawai'i with its geographic and
cultural isolations from the sources
The concept might \--of world power.
have also been effectively applied
internally by the establishment of a
policy of having different schools
taught through the medium of different
foreign languages. Such a policy
would not only have produced'a
population with increased ability to
function within the international
sphere, but would also have served to
protect the position of the indigenous
language, since graduates from
different schools would share Hawaiian
as their only common language. This
policy could have been implemented in
Hawai'i fairly early by encouraging
the French Catholics to establish
schools using FrenCh as alternatives
to the American-sponsored schools.
Later, when German and Japanese
interests in Hawai'i became stronger,
they too could have been encouraged to
establish schools of this sort in the
kingdom.
At this point in Mr. Kimura's
text, the following passage appears:
26/
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It is included as a footnote
because there was not time to receive
a response from, the head of the
Department of Education prior to the
Commission's printing deadline.

22/ Derek Bickerton and Carol
Odo, General Phonology and Pidgin
Syntax--Volume I of Three Volumes of
Change and Variation, in Hawaiian
English, Final Report on National
Science Foundation Grant No.
GS-39748, Typescript (Honolulu:
Social Sciences and Linguistics
Institute, University of Hawaii,
See, also, Derek Bickerton and
1976).
William Wilson, "Pidgin Hawaiian," in
Essays
Pidgin and Creole Languages:
in Memory of John E. Reinecke, ed. by
Glenn Gilbert (in press).
22/ Hawaiian has not been the only
target of language extermination in
Hawai'i. There are no communities
anywhere in Hawai'i outside Ni'ihau
where children born in the islands
grow up speaking a language other than
some form of English as their
This
strongest and primary tongue.
includes the native languages o such
large immigrant groups as the
.

Japinese, Chinese, and Portuguese.
Speakers of these otheI languages have
the right, however, to return to. their
ancestral homes to cultivate their
languages, a right not available to
The indigenous nature of
Hawaiians.
Hawaiian has always been clear to
ethnic groups other than the English
speakers in Hawai'i, and non-Hawaiians
have a history of supporting and
learning Hawaiian, which is one reason
for the relative strength of the
language given the trying conditions
it has had to endure.

and written by Larry Kimura, appears
in the Appendix of this Report, along
with information on legal aspects,
transcrLptions of Hawaiian interviews,
and testimony presented before the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission.
These documents were sent to the
Commission by OHA after the
incorporation of the Mr. Kimura's
"Language" paper into the Commission's
Final Report.

Anglo-Saxon, a language of
complicated case endings and verb
paradigms, lost these complications
and much of its traditional
vocabulary with subjugation of the
English people by the Norman French in
1066. .The invading French used their
language in all areas of prestige,
leaving Anglo-Saxon a despised
language of the lower classes.
Anglo-Saxon aesthetic culture did not
fare well under the French and the
weakening of the aesthetic culture
resulted in a further lack of support
for the base culture language. When
the French influence finally ended and
the English resumed control of
prestige positions, the language that
remained was a pidgin-like mixture of
simplified Anglo-Saxon stricture with
an extensive French-derived
vocabulary, changed in pronunciation
from that used by the French. This
once humble and despised broken
language, however, has become quite
respectable today as the English
language and is used as a means of
international communication.
Hawai'i'S pidgin is similar to English
in that it derives from a simplified
Hawaiiam with a massive dose of
foreign vocabulary and its origins lie
in foreign domination of the Hawaiian
people.

State of Hawaii, Department
1_21
of Land and Natural Resources, State
Historic Preservation Plan, Technical

21/ National Historic Preservation
Act, as amended, Sec. 101.(a)(1)(A).

29/

Reference Document. (Honolulu:.

Department of Land and Natural
Resources, October "9, 1981), pp.
1-10-12.

22/

Li/

Ibid., pp. 11-35-36.
Ibid. ,

p. II-11.

22/ Public Inquiries for copies of
the National Register-of Historic
Places, or for information on the
National Register, should be directed
to:

Judy Bullock
National Register of Historic
Places
440 G St., N.W.
Room 115
Washington, D.C. 20240
36/ Federal Register, Vol. 46, No.
220 (November 16, 1981), p. 56189.

37/ State Historic Preservation
Plan, pp. A-38-39.

18/

Ibid., p. 11-43.

12/

Ibid., pp. IZ-57-58.

40/ See comments from Kenneth C.
"Keneke" Chan and John J. Hall.

A section on strengthening the
Hawaiian language, also sent by OHA
30/
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1L/ Glenn K. Nanod, Testimony
Presented to the Native Hawaiians
Study Commission, Kaunakakai, Molokai
(January 10, 1982).
Comment from Kenneth C.
Emphasis in
"Keneke" Chan, p. 2.
original.
42/

12/

Glenn K. Nanod, Testimony,

pp. 2-3.

11/ For a further discussion of
Kahoolawe, see paper submitted to the
Commission by the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs entitled, "The Demise of the
Its Psycho-Cultural
Hawaiian Kingdom:
Impact and Moral Legacy," written by
Ramon Lopez-Reyes (February 1983),
pages 17-19. This paper is reproduced
in full in the Appendix of this
Report.
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Native Hawaiian Religion
A.

APPROACH

3)

Post-conversion Hawaiian
conflict in native identity or
crisis in self and group
esteem, and its opposite,
complete conversion without
trauma to Other world
religions or philosophies;
Hawaiian resiliency in
adjusted personality and
identity change.

4)

The need felt"by some emerging
native Hawaiian groups to
recover self-esteem as
Hawaiians by pledging faith in
ancient religious beliefs and
customs beneficial to group
identity through participation
in a live, revitalized
religious setting, requiring
recovery of temple and other
shrine sites designated as
sacred, with the privilege or
right to reenact pertinent
rituals in ceremonies
conducive to harmonibus and
inspired religious
expression:

5)

Summary of needs and concerns
About Hawaiian religion with
recommendations for improving
religious expression as
desired in the present multiethnic social setting.

In order to faithfully represent
most modern-day native Hawaiians and
their needs and concerns in this

important area of native culturethis
report will clarify with as much
brevity as possible the aspirations of
the Hawaiian people to effect respect
for their dignity as native Hawaiians,
Hawaiian Americans, and as thoughtful
It will,cont
citizens of ,ple world.
cenirate on several main issues:
1)

The ancient Hawatiian concept
of the soul of Mitn in relation
to ancestral or controlling
spiritual beings in nature, or"
beyond nature, during human
life and in a spiritual
afterlife.

2)

The relationship between the
community worship of the
chiefs arid priests as a ruling
class, and family (lohana)
worship in ancient pre-contact
(1778-1779) and post-conversion
(1820-) times, continuing into
fragmented private family
religious observances today in
association with introduced
forms of worship, reflecting
positive or negative identity
changes.

(cont'd) format, and the footnotes
have been redesignated, for the
Also,
convenience. of the reader.
information appended to Professor
Johnson's paper does not appear in the
text of this chapter, but can be found
in the Appendix of this Report, referenced at the appropriate places in the
Except for these changes, Protext.
fessor Johnson's paper appears as sub-ed.
mitted by OHA and is otherwise unchang
References used by Professor Johnson
appear in the "List of References" of
this Report, marked by a "[3]."

*/ The following chapter is a complete reproduction of the paper
prepared by Rubellite K. Johnson,
entitled, "Religion Section of Native
Hawaiians Study Commission Report"
(February 1983), written at the
direction of and funded by the Office
of Hawaiian Affairs. Rubellite
Johnson is an Associate Professor in
Hawaiian Language, Department of
Indo-Pacific Languages, at the
University of Hawaii, Manoa campus.
Minor editorial changes have been made
to conform to the Final Report's
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B.

during sleep causing dreams
(moe 'uhane), with the
consciousness inert (the kino
wailua may also become "disembodied;" for example, the
experience by some people of
so-called "astral
projection," when the personality wholly leaves the body
and moves about with the consciousness intact, the
corporeal body lies inert but

BASIC RELIGIOUS CONCEPTS OF HUMAN
EXISTENCE IN LIFE AND AFTER DEATH

Life in Hawaiian */ thought is not
restricted to human life in the
concrete world felt and seen by the
senses of the human body. The
Hawaiian idea of the reality of life
in the world supersedes the world that
is seen and experienced by the
material body, and enter into the
life of the spirit that is beyond the
physical senses of the body. "This
reality is perceived through the
ability of.the mind to either envision
through the' mind asleep or awake or to
sense through other psychologicallycondirtioned awareness (through
premonition, for example) that the
total life of man involves the ability
of the spirit through all of material
life to move back and forth between
the world of the live physical senses
and the world of the "extra" spiritual
Thus, the Hawaiian mind
senses.
places greater reality on the life of
the human individual in the spiritual
realm, the present material life being
regarded as ground for discipline of
the spirit in preparation for the
afterlife. Therefore, a human being,
whether male or female, has spiritual
origin, material birth, and spiritual
eternity of,complete unceasing
existence--a personality composed of
These
several layers of embodiment.
.

.

alive);
3)

of the humanbeing as it
ingests the atmosphere (ea) of
"god." Abortion of the
non-breathing foetus is thus
not considered deprivation of
life inasmuch as "life" (ea) is
1 a condition of the "spirit"
(ea) and requires the ability
to breathe (ha) in the god's
breath. To be a full, living
personality there must be
corporeal life (ola), spiritual
life (' uhane), the soul
personality (kino wailua), and
breath (a). Survival of the
'uhane, however, is not
dependent on breath (ha) nor
the corporeal body (kino ola);
it is intact and continues the
existence of the person in
another life.)

are
1)

The living material, corporeal
body (kino) having life (ola)
of the body;
,

2)

The spirit that is the dormant
body, which at death survives
the body, that is, the ' uhane.
(The living human being as a.
foetus is not considered a
"live" person until birth when
the kino breathes (hanu) the
"air" (ea) of the god(s), so
that the material body quickens
with the "spirit" (ea) of.the
universe in the "breath" (hg)

The separable, second soul
(kino wailua) that moves

Professor Johnson uses the
term "Hawaiian" to signify all
Hawaiians of native descent, similar
to the term "native Hawaiian," as used
(See definition
in this Report.
above, page 37.)
*/

No Hawaiian has experienced how the
spirit ('uhane) survives, inasmuch as
all reports of a second life are the
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Ai
1

however, vary between dreams or
visions considered "prophetic" and
those that are brushed aside as
Dreams with prophetic value
rubbish.
contain symbols of.wide application in
meaning among Hawaiians, and visions
that are seen when the conscious mind
is fully alert receive the most
In the same c,ntext,
credence.
experiences of an extrasensory nature
perceived by more than one individual
at the same' time are given more
credence than the same perceived bky
only one' individual. Dreams
visualized while the disembodiment
(kino wailua) is moving around but
the conscious mind is asleep are
therefore called moe 'uhane (spirit
sleep). Visions beheld while fully
alert are called,aka-kii (shadowstanding, or shadow substance).
For each Hawaiian individual a
lifetime of collected experiences of
this nature, whether by himself or by
other family members, continues a
record of the spiritual life as
Hawaiians
witnessed psychologically.
do not doubt others' experience but
are also equipped to recognize, when
these states Are injurious to mental
health and to separate true prophetic
visions or dreams from hallucinations
and defective, abnormal.;perceptions.
The criteria of evaltiation is
difficult to deterniine and needs
"research, study, And clarification.
Hawaiians are sensitive, howevei, to
being called "superstitious" so far as
these areas of belief are concerned,
and denials of acceptance when these
experiences are offered bring either
deep-seated resentment or open anger.
This may be one of the pitfalls of
religion, that it requires belief and
acceptance without proof or demonstrability, and the Hawaiians in being
converted to Other religions have
never required proof or demanded
demonstration of the efficacy, for
example, of Christian beliefs. As
with other converts the world aver,
the Hawaiian people take the

results of experiences by the astral
travel-(wailua) of Hawaiian persons.
Such experiences as related describe,
extraterrestrial journeys through
known parts of the galaxy in the form
of light, while the soul escapes from
the tear ducts and returns through the
Other experiences of Hawaiian
toe.
astral travels (wailua) are walks
,through familiar places, watching
people in their daily doings, and then
returning to the body; or, the astral
travel (wailua) moves upward to a
place of great light, only to find it
is not ready to be allowed entry and
must go back to the corporeal body
(kino) to live DLit the corporpal
Persons who have had such
existence.
experiences are often described by
relatives as living a daily life of
prayer and having an expectation of
dying with no fear of passage from
Stories told by
human life to death.
persons having had these experiences
usually fortify strong Hawaiian faith'
in the reality of An afterlife and
tend to also'assist in conversion to
both Western and Eastern forms of
world religion without any loss of
faith in the older religious beliefs.
Where there has been no experience of
this kind, there is conversion
accompanied usually by rejection of
the older religious beliefs and total,
absorption of the family into the
.

adopted norms.,

One must regard these beliefs and
experiences in the life of the soul as
a social condition that allowed the
Hawaiian a margin of belief in similar
ideas voiced ia other sacred works and
foreign forms df religion that were
not inconsistent with native Hawaiian
beliefs. Thus, prophecy based on
visions and dreams is accepted
practice, whether. found in native
Hawaiian or foreign religions, and
dream interpretation in the Bible as
practiced by the prophet Daniel on the
dream of Nebuchadnezzar is given wide
Hawaiian attitudes of
credence.
belief in dream interpretation,
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redurrection of Christ as demonstrable
by the written record of the gospel
and effect their belief strictly by
The Hawaiian Christian is
faith.
therefore more primarily affiliated
with his church, and so far as his
native Hawaiian beliefs are concerned,
simply keeps them separate as it suits
him, or as in other cases, will work
them into home rittlials combining

Christian and Hawaiian forms of
worship with no fear that they may be
violating either tradition.1

Animism and Animatism as Primary
Facets of Hawaiian Religious Belief

Mana is the "animating" force 'in
all life'forms and in all forms of
Since the source of
universal energy.
this power is from the spiritual to
the material world, it follows that
the material world flows from the
spiritual into concrete being, and man
is the conduit of its intelligent,
cognitive thought, whereby understanding or knowledge of its existence
perseveres through corporeal life'and
back again into spiritual life. Thus,
Hawaiian religion evinces a dependency
between belief in spiritual entity
('uhane) residing in man and ancestral
' aumakua), in
1.ivsin4g'igta(kU

Animism is the belief in spirits,
and as we have demonstrated, Hawaiian
religion rests upon a basic belief in
spirits and the spirit world. These
spirits('uhane) are also the gods
(akua) in ,the ranking hierarchy of
guardian gods ('aumakua) who protect
the family from harm and who' answer
all kinds of trouble calls from their
family ('ohana) patrons. Thus a
patron deity is an akua when called
upon by a group of workers, but when
turned to by the family for help is
called an 'aumakua. Both the akua as
"gods" and the 'aumakua as "ancestral
guardian gods". are 'uhane (spirits).
We can classify these spirit gods
as.ancestral spirits (' aumakua)
ranging from the recent deified
departed dead in the family, or the
ancestral spirit gods (akua) who have
never known mortal existence except in
instances when they occupy human
bodies for.visits to earth and who are
true spirits, or those who are
god-like in that they have never
experienced human death. These
immortal spirits are those, then, with
the greatest supernatural power
(mana), and as they are called upon
through prayer and ritual, they impart
their mana to human beings. Men
receive more of this power than women
do, and chiefs more than commoners.

inig::Msand

belief in the psycho-dynamic force of
life-energy and\bower existing in a
direct flow to all of creation; that
man's life
is, animism and animatism:
and all life in the creation being
but a manifestation of the animating
force of spiritualenergy and power.
Inasmuch as nature is, however,
both animate and inanimate, it can be
asked how inanimate nature demonstrates, in its dormancy, spiritual
energy, and how Hawaiian belief in
mana as residual, in all of
creation's forms, handles the
resolution between animation and inanimation? It is simple. "Life," in
Hawaiian thought, is not restricted to
animated, corporeal ,life (ola),
because "life" as emerging invigoration is spirit (22) in both inanimate
and animate forms. Mana is either
dormant and residual in the inanimate
forms of life or energy (if we see
mana as "potential" energy) and also
dynamic and active in the animate
forms of life (or "kinetic" energy).
Light is not living (ola), but it is a
manifestation of the great akua god
Kane-ka-'onohi-o-ka-la (Kine-eyeballSo light is masculine,
of-the-sun).
and an expression of mana as it
emanates from the sunlight to man on
earth for his use. Light,as the inner

I5

light of intelligence in man is thus
"daylight intestines" or that gutfeeling reaction that prompts enlightenment ( na'auao) and the mana of
enlightenment in man's wisdom and
In this
intelligent use of power.
context, therefore, mana is inherited
by mankind from the gods, as both are
spiritual ('uhand) and therefore in
constant contact between birth and
death; that is, mana is transferable.
In being thus transferable, it can
be either increased by function or
decreased by dysfunction, so that mana
has quantity in indefinite amount'of
flow, and if it is not maintained it
Therefore, mana Can
is diminished.
also be acquired by intelligent use
and need not be inherited, necessarily, in a direct conduit between
gods (akua) and men as chiefs (ali'i).
The common man (kanaka maoli) or wothan
(wahine) is born with intelligence
(akamai) and with intelligent use of
akamai and na'auao (wisdom) acqUires
skill (no''eau), thus increasing mana
in possessing all three:' akamai,
na'auao and no'eau. Thus, inherited
mana as possessed by chiefs in the
kupua (demigod) role as gods incarnate, through which they rank higher
t,than the kanaka maoli, does not
guarantee superior rank as automatic
privilege in the afterlife. Marla as
power and as a "good" in itself, as
possessed by gods or by men, is a,
force that does not inhibit the free
will of mankind to produce either
"good" (maika'i) or "evil" ('ino), as
evil doing takes as much intelligence
and power as doing good requires.
So, it also follows that in
Hawaiian ethics mane in productive or
destructive use by man in daily
existence does not automatically will
him into good acts. Therefore, it is
not mana that places the spirit of man
into favorable circumstances in the
afterlife by virtue of rank. No
spirit ('uhane) of man or woman
ascends into the spiritual life

guaranteed into eternity except by
pono, which means duty, responsibility, justice, and righteousness.
Without pono no good life for mankind
either on earth or beyond earth
develops. Thus, in ancient Hawaiian
society, history records the lives of
good and bad kings, of good and bad
spirits; in order to demonstrate what
pono is and how it is, achieved through

Al

the intelligent use of marcia in all

'

positive attributes oA the total
activity of man. Thus, mana can be
diminished by negative transference,
and in order to be vital must be
maintained and kept moving positively
`I through every activity.. of the

economic, political, rial,
aesth4tic, and religi us life of
ancient Hawaii.
The discussion can continue here
indefinitely into volumes of analysis,
but suffice it here to define mana as
the' three-fold manifestation Of power
with its regional source inithe(

spAitual world, orythe wore of
neither birth nor death, and its'
perCeptive function in the visible,
material world as:
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1)

The source mana, that is,'
supernatural power of sacred
(
spiritual beings (akua,
'aumakua, 'uhane), as seen'
abstractly in their manifold
inanimate, forms of natural
energy (potential, kinetic),
or concretely in their manifold animate forms of
corporeal life.

2)

The mana of human beings,
inherited or acquired, by
either direct descent from the
gods, as chiefs (ali'i), or by
intelligent, wise, or just and
productive use for the good
life (pono)..

2 i6

3)

The residual mana of sacred
objects wrought by human
intelligence as used in everyday economic life and in
sacred shrine and temple
rituals.

This leads the discussion of
Hawaiian religion from this point into
(1) toward an undertwo directions:
standing of the forms of the gods
(akua, 'aumakua) as manifestations of
mana in life's forms, inanimate and
animate, or as their kinolau, that is,
"many forms;" and (2) toward an
understanding of the use of political
power as the mana, or authority of
chiefs to effect maintenance of this
mana so as to keep it increasing for
mankind's use and to prevent its
decreasing from his grasp. This
leads, then, ultimately to an understanding of how mana is retained as a
result of the discreet use of kAnawli,
secular law, and kapu, sacred law, to
inhibit negative transference or loss
of available or necessary mana for
retention of human mana as political
or economic power.
C.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMMUNITY
WORSHIP OF THE RULING CLASS AND
THE PRACTICE OF FAMILY WORSHIP

This section will explore the
relationship between the community
worship of the chiefs and priests as a
ruling class, and the practice of
family ('ohana) worship in ancient
pre-contact times (that is, before
Captain Cook, 1778-1779), and postcontact times to post-conversion times
(1820, arrival of American
missionaries from New England), with
fragmented continuation of aboriginal
religious practices in family worship
patterns today associated with
In order
introduced forms of worship.
to handle this topic, it will be
necessary to divide the discussion
that follows into three sub-topics:

1)

Variability in observed
patterns of worship between
classes, that is, as between
chiefs and priests as one
group, and commoners as
another, or between men on one
hand and women on another, or
between followers or "true
believers" on one hand, and
resisters or "deviants" on
another;

2)

The overthrow of the kapu
system in 1819 effecting
defeat of the community
worship of the chiefs and
priests, without destruction
of the active family practice
of 'ohana worship persisting
in family customs in the
present society; and

3)

The unify .ng effect of the
kinolau cincept of akua and
'aumakua identificatiolA in
symbolic forms, abstract or
concrete, linking community
worship of the chiefs and
priests on one hand to the
family 'ohana religion on the
other.

This discussion will then lead to
the next section, which explores
changes in the Hawaiian psyche, or
dupltcity of religious practice with
or without harmful effects to
personality and identity of the
Hawaiian individual as a member of
native Hawaiian or Hawaiian American
society; and the duality of allegiance
to traditional Hawaiian and to
American (Christian) religion.
Variability in Worship Patterns
In the earliest account written by
native Hawaiian scholars called the
Mo'olelo Hawaii, for which principal
authorship is often credited to David
Malo (not exempting however other

Lahainaluna scholars such as Samuel M.
Kamakau, John Papa Ili, Boaz Mahune,
and Timothy Keaweiwi) the following
account is given:

the men from the established community
worship of the great akua gods on the
sacrificial temple (luakini), but it
exempted the women. Chiefesses
worshipped at the Hale o Papa temple
(heiau) when services were held at the
heiau dedicated to Ku (one of the
major gods).
All women in the society
observed the tabus on silence, eating,
and cohabitation when worship periods
were in effect on the major temples.
The year was organized into the
major ritual seasons by the Lono
priesthood who kept the calendar
computations accurate by marking the
solstices, equinoxes, turning of the
Milky Way during the months of the
year, and by adjusting the ecliptic to
the sidereal cycle of the Pleiades
from one November sighting in the
east, at first rise after the first
new moon, to another November. Heiau
attendance by males in the community
was compelled for eight months of the
year, divided into seventy-two days
per year, nine per month. The
required attendance was relaxed during
the four-month makahiki season of
Lono-i-ka-makahiki, when taxes were
collected and the first-fruits
ceremonies enacted in honor of the god
Lono-i-ka-makahiki. This makahiki
season took place in the first quarter
of the Hawaiian year, between the
autumn equinox and the winter
solstice, ending when the Pleiades
came to zenith culmination. Exactly
ninety days, or three Hawaiian months,
could be computed between the first
sighting of the Pleiades in November
and the end of the quarter called ke
au o Makali'i, the quarter season of
the Pleiades year. These ninety days
equalled one-quarter of the ecliptic,
or the passage of the sun from one
equinox to one solstice.
All of this was coordinated into a
lunar calendar so that the nine tabu
days called the la kapu kauila were
spaced out through the moon's synodic
cycle of 29.5 nights per month
During the waxing of the
(mahina).

The manner of worship of the kings
and chiefs was different from that
of -he common people. When the
commoners performed religious
services they uttered their
prayers themselves, without the
assistance of a priest or of a
kahu-akua.
But when the king or
an ali'i worshipped, the priest or
the keeper of the idol uttered the
prayers, while the ali'i only
moved his lips and did not utter
the prayers to their gods. 1/
It is expedient here to recognize
that "assistance of a priest or a
kahu-akua" is the key phrase underscoring the role of the organized
priesthood in the formalized
"community" organization of "national"
worship by chiefs. While worship of
the gods by commoners was directed
toward the identical akua 'aumakua,
the role of the priests (if they
assisted the commoners in simpler
rites om family shrines at all) was
outside their official governmental
capacity. The political aspect of the
chiefs and priests' religion can be
seen in that the community system of
religion sustained the authority of
the chief as an authority granted by
the akua in lineal descent from the
akua, with the chief as a divine
embodiment of the akua in the world.
Thus, there were two systems of
religion in ancient Hawaii: one set
in which commoners and chiefs
worshipped the gods and where the
rules of order were maintained by the
priestly orders of Ku and Lono;
another in which men and women worshipped the same gods as family
guardians in everyday ceremonies, or
as patron deities by occupational
groups. The society did not exempt
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:oon, the kauila days were aP:Jigned
first to Kii; at the rounding of the
moon to Hua; and at the waning of the
moon, to Kanaloa, Kane, and Lono, in

.

that order.
Services to KU on the human
sacrifice or "war" heiau were confined
to the period between the spring
equinox and the summer solstice,
between April and June. Human
sacrifices were restricted to luakini
ceremonies on the heiau po'okanaka
(human sacrifice) or heiau kaua (war
temple), dedicated to KU as patron
deity of warrior chiefs. The quantity
of human sacrifices varies in accounts
from three to as many as twenty-six
for building or consecrating the
luakini po'okanaka. Since criminals
who broke the kapu akua supplied the
sacrificial numbers, and since these
ceremonies only took place when the
community went to war or when the
ruling chief sickened and died from
sorcery, the impression is allowed
that people were not being carried off
to the execution altars every year,
but it would seem that the chiefs and
priests kept note of who in the
community skipped the services or
disturbed the peace. This does not
rule out the likelihood that chiefs
could revenge themselves eaaily upon
So, it is
their opposition.
interesting once again to note how the
society provided the escape hatch:
first, in the form of the pu'uhonua
"cities of refuge" dedicated to Lono,
wherein criminals were granted full
mercy from violations of the kapu akua
that brought the death penalty in
judgment upon them; and again in the
right of any man to remove himself and
his family from his ali'i and move out
of his constituent 'ohana to any other
district or island beyond the reach of
revengeful overlords. What of those,
however, who knowingly stayed and
accepted their lot, unless taken
unawares by the priests? From several
accounts (particularly that of the
penitent behavior of men in

Kamehameha's army who were sacrificed
before the Battle of Nu'uanu in the
heiau Papa'ena'ena on O'ahu) it would
seem that compliance was consistent
with religious beliefs, that proper
restitution was owing to society and
the 'aumakua by willingness to admit
wrongdoing and to suffer punishment in
order to reach eternal existence as a
living spirit, absolved finally of
crime.

Overthrow of the Kapu System in 1819
Within six months after the death 4
of Kamehameha the Great in May of
1819, the chiefesses Keopuolani and
Ka'ahumanu, surviving wives of
Kamehameha I, publicly ate with the
young chiefs Liholiho (then Kamehameha
II) and his younger brother
Kauikeaouli (not yet Kamehameha III),
in defiance of the 'ai kapu, or sacred
law against men and women eating
together. This act of the chiefesses
and young chiefs ushered in the 'ai
noa, or "free eating," that eliminated
the death penalty for criminal
infractions by breakers of this law
through execution on the heiau as
human sacrifices.
This was not the first breach by
the ali'i in customary law requiring
capital punishment for breaking of the
kapu akua. Human sacrifice as the
moe-pu'u custom, a kind of "selfimmolation," was required of the
chiaf' closest companions in life as
demonstration of loyalty to a king
upon his death. It pli.aced the strain
of heroism on the ali'i to demonstrate
to their peers and to their subjects
that they were not afraid to die for
their lords, although practicality
would demand these heroic actions from
those ranks nearest the king in age or
those who had seen many wars, defeats
If none,
and victories, with him.
however, volunteered within specific
allowances of time, then the moe-pu'u
death companions were forcibly taken
In
from the community at will.

addition, if they were not found
within the allowed time, the number of
moe-pu'u required also increased. The
first "freeing" of these "death" laws
was a request by Kamehameha I that the
moe-pu'u custom not be observed when
he died.
In 1819, moreover, breaking of the
'ai kapu by Keopuolani and Ka'ahumanu
did not eliminate human sacrifice
requirements entirely, for there were
other kapu akua of capital punishment
equally enforceable. What they
especially achieved was freedom for
women to eat wita the men and to eat
what the men could eat in formerly
prohibited placers.
The Russian
visitor Lisianski, writing aboard the
Neva (1804-1806), mentioned that he
observed that men could visit the
women while they ate in the hale 'aina
but did not partake of the food they
ate, while women never went near the
men's hale mua where they were not
He also observed that men
allowed.
and women ate together outside the
houses while they fished and farmed as
husbands and wives, but never ate taro
or poi from the same dish. He also
observed that the house in which the
women ate, or the hale 'aina by day,
was the sleeping house at night (hale
moe). 2/ It is known that the houses
of sleeping were places where men and
women came together to be with their
families, that is to say, the hale moe
was noa, "free," from tabu.
The sanctity of the hale mua was
due to its being the shrine (unu) of
the god Lono in the Ipu o Lono image.
The hale mua was called a "shrine of
Lono" (uno o Lono) due to the presence
of the "gourd" (Iptu) in the men's
The 'liana sacrifice,
eating house.
by which the men ate of offerings
placed for the god in the 12.2 of
Lono, suspended in a net (koko), was
ritually made here .before eating of
The presence of women may be
food.
considered as providing a conduit for
negative transference of mana from the

male gods away from male participants.
The same kind of inhibition is
recognized in the situating of the
women's menstrual house (hale pe'a)
away from the canmunity of "normal"
Men were not allowed
women and men.
in or near the hale pe'a, and were
prohibited from cohabitation with
menstruating women, as such acts
reduced availability of mana.
This duality of separation in the
social sphere of kapu akua is rooted
in the male/female dualism of the
religion that metaphysically assigned
to portions of the universe either
male or female identity, as in Chinese
yin/yang opposition. Male/female
dualism was a tenet of ancient
religion defining the male sphere of
action as distinct from the female. 3/
The overthrow of the kapu system by
native Hawaiian society was the most
significant departure, then, effecting
culture change in religion and
politics after contact with Europeans
(Note that
between 1778 and 1819.
this is still within the preconversion period.) It was a significant alteration in attitude as
belief or faith in the efficacy of
mana of the great male akua gods to
influence positive outcome in human
spheres of power and action from a
supportive spir-cual source.
So-called "deviant" behavior in the
pre-contact period by commoners, while
the kapu system was in force,
constituted capital offenses against
both the akua and the community, so
that chiefs and priests enforced the
penalty as required by a system
established in traditional custom
through belief of the entire society
Pre-contact deviant
in the akua gods.
behavior by the 'ail (ungodly) against
the kapu system is documented: "But
there were people who had no god, and
who worshipped nothing; t'lese atheists
were called 'ai1." 4/
These "atheists" ('ail) in the precontact society are defined as

In a sensitive
ruling chiefs.
analysis of the overthrow of the kapu
system as a result of "culture
fatigue," anthropologist Kroeber
correctly identifies High Priest
Hewahewa as the real force behind the
whole overthrow. 6/ What motive drove
this high priest to completely
dismantle his "courts of justice" (the
heiau with powers over life and death)
by renouncing the authority of his
public office? Nothing so liberating
in bringing the law itself to justice
has ever been seen on earth since,
paving the way for easy conversion of
Hawaiians to Christianity in 1820.

"ungodly, irreligious, wicked,
careless of observing taboos" and who
"led otners astray." 5/. They
represent a recurrent, steady percentage of the population discontent
with the status quo. This "radical
fringe," already existing in marginal
Hawaiian society before the arrival of
Captain Cook, could only have
increased during the time of massive
annexation of territory by Kamehameha
I that obliterated traditional claims
of titled chiefs to their lands and
gods, both of which Kamehameha
attached to his domain. Disaffection
with conquest is evident in reported
rebellious and retaliations by rival
chiefs until they, and their families
too, were dispossessed or brought
'under the Kamehameha administration.
The increase in numbers of
conquered "deviants" were being
influenced as well by the mere
proximity of deviant, although
natural, examples of European behavior
operating out of range of akua
controls with no negative results as
expected. Cultural deviation by the
ali'i class from ordained akua
authority, established in native
religion by force of hmu akua, as a
ripened revolt (while not military in
character) became in 1819 open
refutation by the chiefesses in
publicly defying the efficacy of godly
This action by the ali'i is not
mana.
to be misconstrued as violent overthrow, but rather as a reasoned movement toward liberation of both the
ali'i and maka'ainana classes from
restrictions on human pleasure. (Note
that restrictions on sex as plural or
extramarital relations were absent.
Post - conversion introduction of the
Mosaic code of Biblical laws on
adultery became a headache for
Hawaiians.)
The chiefesses, however, could not
have succeeded without support of the
The priests had charge of
priesthood.
and professional obligation toward
interpretation of the law for the
ali'i, and such power was not given to

Unifying Effect of the Kino.au Concept
This section discusses the unifying
effect of the kinolau concept of the
akua and 'aumakua (that is, Multiple
symbolic forms of gods) in the
religious practice of the chiefs and
priests on one hand, and the commoners
on the other. It is expedient for
discussion of the kinolau concept to
return to Malo's description of the
difference between the manner of
worship of chiefs/priests versus
commoners as a primary factor of
distinction, rather than in the
objects of worship, that is, the gods
worshipped in common by both systems.
To quote Malo:

The names ofthe male deities
worshipped by the Hawaiians,
whether chiefs or canmon people,
were KZ, Lono, Kane, and Kanaloat
and the various gods worshipped by
the people and the ali'i were
named after them. 7/

There was and still is an inherent
and consistent agreement in the
symbolism of identity linking through
the kinolau of the akua the "national"
manner of worship, or customs carried
on closer to home or in places of
A
daily. economic occupation.
symbolic
pervasive system of multiple
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the taro stalk replanted as the huli,
or corm and root cutting that regrows
the starchy stem; loa (long) means
that the h5 is enduring.
Until the
'oh& forms, or the new shoot from the
parent stem, the h5 stalk is
continually replanted.as the same
individual, so "long" (loa) not only
in stalk (h5) but also in living
"breath" (hi).
A subtle understanding is found here in how Hawaiians
view the character of the taro stalk,
as it must came up from below water to
"breatne," analogous to the human need
to breathe out of water and in air
(ea, "spirit").
Fran the joint
symbolism involved comes an analogy to
the extended family ('ohana). The
taro corm is a kinolau of the god
Kane, and the luau leaves, of Lono.
When the Hawaiian family sits down to
dinner, and the calabash of taro poi
is set before them, a rule of good
manners is that no one while eating
Haloa should talk expectantly of the
future, as "Haloa says no," meaning it
is rude to speak before the ancestral
staple while eating one's own words,
so nothing canes of prophecy.
How does knowing the kinolau bodies
of the four-fold godhead help to
understand the Hawaiian concept of
deity in the "real" and in the
"spirit" worlds? The following
kinolau outlines for each of. the major
gods present the holistic view of akua
so as to divide the animate and
inanimate nature of akua into their
proper spheres of control and how they
themselves are governed to provide for
the daily life of mankind.

forms (kinolau) as manifestations of
the akua/'aumakua reaches into
associations of multiple ancestral
ties through common genealogies and,
thusly, to other related ' aumakua.
For example, if someone has a dream
of a man with webbed feet caning on a
canoe and wearing a. red malo
(loincloth), that personality is
Kanaka-o-Kai (Man-of-the-sea), an
'aumakua of Molokai families who also
takes the form of a shark god.
If one
has a dream of a man in a red malo
standing by a clear pool of fresh
water, that personality is the god
Kane as giver of the wai ola "water of
life" (that is, procreative male
fluid, drinking water, sea water as
the source of man's beginnings, human
As the 'aumakua Kanaka-o-kai
blood).
is also Kanaka'aukai (Man-who-swims/
sails by sea), persons with the name
"Aukai" are also associated with the
migration hero 'Aukele-nui-aiku.
Since 'Aukele married the older sister
of the volcano goddess (Pele),
NA-maka-o-Kaha'i (The-eyes-of-Kaha'i),
in the land of Ka-la-ke'e (Ra'iatea,
Borabora, Pele's home), the name
'Aukai is related to Pele's parental
ancestor, Kane-hoa-lani. As Pele in
variant genealogies is given two
fathers (po'olua, "two heads"), Ku and
Kline, there are two parental lineages,
but major maternal descent is from the
goddess Haumea, who is called also
Papa-lanau-moku (Papa-giving-birth-toislands) and Walinu'u. Haumea (or
KIne,
Papa) married four gods
As Haumea joined
Kanaloa, and Wikea).
with KU, both she and E2 share the
breadfruit tree as kinolau bodies.
When Haumea as Papa-hanau-moku joins
with WAkea, she is the mother of
Ho'ohokii-ka-lani, who in turn is
mother of the taro stalk, Haloa.
Haloa (Long-stalk), or the lauloa
species of taro, is the symbolic
large extended
representation
family of chiefs and commoners
is
descended from ::p:

.

1.

Symbolization of god Ka:
a.

As god of forest and rain,
patronized by canoe-makers and
builders of the luakini (po'
okanaka type) human sacrifice
temples:

KG-moku-halisi:
land.
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Ku-spreading over

KU-ke-olowalu:

Ka-pulupulu: Ku-of- the - undergrowth (pulupulu), fern down,
used in tinder, fire-making;
equated sometimes with Laka,
ancestor of the menehune people;
hence, with KU-ka-ohi'a-laka,
-in-the-lehua-tree, god of the
hula dance, and god in the
haku-Ohi'a image on the KU heiau.

Ka-'ula-uka:
of-uplands.
c.

d.

KU-a-lana-wao, KU-aela-na-wao:
(Variant of KU-o-lono-wao, one of
tha gods of the canoe).

Ka as god of fishing; patronized by fishermen.

K5 as god of war and sorcery;
patronized by warriors/
chiefs.

KU-nui-akea:

M-of-theKU-ka-ohi'a-laka:
ohi'a-laka tree (the lehua tree;
see Ku- pulupulu, above).

KU -of- the - mountain.

Ka-ke-oloewa: KU-the-supporter,
god of the Maui kings; captured
by Kamehameha the Great.

KU-sliding-down
-steeps (God of canoe-hauling
over cliffs).

Ku- holoholo -pali:

Ka-holone'enu'u: KU-pullingtogether-the-earth; god of Pakaka
temple of Oahu chiefs and their
war god; captured by Kamehameha.

Ku- pepeiao- loa /Ku- pepeiao -poko:

KU-of-long7ears/KU-Of-shorteats; gods of the pepeiao or
"ears" of the canoe interior,
used as handles for hauling and
later for sea supports.

Ka-maggot-mouth; god
Ka-waha-ilo:
who received human sacrifices,
symbolized as the tongue; kinolau
bodies in whirlwind, earthquake,
caterpillar, blood; mo'o reptile
with "flashing eyes and thrusting
tongue."

KU-adzing,outKg-pa'ai-ke'e:
the-canot, (KU-in-the-reversible
adz).

KU as god of husbandry; patronized by farmers.

e.

KU-ka-o1o:
stick.
Ka -kulia:

KU-the-supreme-god.

KU-ka'ili-moku: Ka-snatcher-ofland; war god of Hawaii, cared
for by Liloa, handed down to
'Umi and inherited by Kamehameha from Ka-lani-opu'u; war god
of the 'Umi- Kamehameha line of
kings of the Mahi clan of KohalaHamakua district.

Ka-ka-'ie'ie: KU-of-the-wildpandanus vine (Freycinetia
scandens).

b.

KU-of-the-abundance-

KU-'ula-kai: Ka-of-the-abundanceof-the-sea; "red" things in the
sea symbolized "abundance" of
the sea; sacred to Ka.

Ka-of-the-deepKU-o-lono-wao:
forest (wao, uninhakited by
human beings).

Ka-mauna:

KU-of-wet-farming.

Ku-of-the-digging-

Ku as god of healing/invoked
with the goddess Hina in ica
and Hina worship.

Ka symbolizes the east point of
the compass. Hina, as the moon,
symbolizes the west)

KU-of-dry-farming.
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f.

to handle (a form of KU) ,
and for lashing canoe parts
and house timbers.

KB as god of sorcery.

KU-tropic-bird; the
Ku-koa'e:
KU-koa'e shrine was erected by a
chief for the deification into an
aumakua after death; also for
circumcision rites for young
chiefs.
g.

2) 'Ie'ie pandanus vine, used
as rope for tying the tops
of the felled trees and for
girdling the tree before
cutting; red spathe of the
flower is a phallic symbol
of KU as male god.

-KU of bird-catching; patronized by bird-snarers.

161-huluhulu-Imanu:

3) The adz, as used in sacred
ceremonies on the Ku temple
and for cutting wood and
adzing out canoes; the
primary "tool" form of Ku
as used by carpenters.

Ku -bird-

feathers; god of bird-snarers,
bird-limers, and all who did
featherwork.
h.

KU gods as chiefs' gods:

4) Coconut tree as proceeding
out of the head of the eel,
a form of KU, related to
the caterpillar (Kumuhea,
son of Ku), worm (ilo, as
worm of corruption, i.e.,
Ka-waha-i16; ilo, as
sprouting shoot of the
coconut), sea cucumber',
eel! coconut tree provides
the materials for making
sennit, also provides the
drinking nut, has many uses
for Survival on the ocean
and on land.

Ku161-maka-iki:

Ka-small-eyes

Ku- maka -nui:

KU-big-eyes

KU-makela
Ku-make aka' a
Ku- holoholo -kaua:

KU-koa:

KU-run-wars

KU-warrior/courage

Ka-of-wide-expanse
(the highest form and rank of Ku
as war god)

Kil-nui-akea:

5) Breadfruit tree, wood and
flower (as the husband of
Haumea, goddess in the
breadfruit tree).

Ku- snatcher -of-

land

Ka-waha-ilo-o-ka-puni:
mouth-of-overcoming

6) Upright stem of the ti
plant (Cordyline
terminalis); or "uprightness" (ku) of solid plant
stems and hardwood trees or
shrubs, particularly as
use! in making canoes and
building houses.

KU-maggot-

symbolization summary:
1) Fibrous pulupulu of fern,
used in fire-making and for
stuffing mummified corpses;
pulupulu, as of coconut
sennit, for rope and
cordage to wind adz blade

2.

Symbolization of the god Lono
(partial):

a.

Ps god of rain:
Lono-nui-akea:
expanse.

Lono-of-wide-

Aleurites
moluccana
kuki:

Lono-nui-noho-i-ka-wai:
(Great-Lono-dwelling-inwater.

ama'uma'u fern:
Sadleria spp.

1) Visible in cloud and storm
Thunder; rain phenomena:
clouds; "Blood-red
rainfall" (uakoko) as
flood after storm; rainbow
(uakoko); Lightning
(maka'alohilohi, "flashing
eyes").
2) Heard as sound of thunder
(Lono), thus the verb
ho'olono, "to hear."'
A

b.

(c) Plant forms of
Kamapua'a, as medicinal
kinolau of Lono:

As god of the agricultural

Pandanus odoratissimus
hala:

uhaloa: Waltheria
americana
ktikde-pua'a grass:

Digitaria pruriens
(Pua'a) olomea: Perrottetia sandwicensis

Cibotium

hapu'u fern:
spp.

year:

Lono-i-ka-makahiki:
Lono-in-the-year; Lono-inthe-first-fruits-season
1) God of first' fruits, tax -

collecting, sports, in the
,makahiki season.
Ipu o
(a) Major forms:
Lono (gourd, hue, ipu);
(sweet' potato, 'uala)

Ipu o Lono image in hale
mua (tinu o Loup)

luau leaf:

Colocasis

esculenta
hinu pua'a banana:
Muscacear spp. (black)
limu lipp'upu'u:
Valonia utricularis
ki (ti): Cordyline
terminalis
3) Images of T.ono -i -ka-

4akahiki (other than Ipu o
Lono .gourd image)

2) God of the ahu-pua'a image.
(a) The boar incarnation of
Lono as Kamapua'a the
hog demigod (kupua).
Represented as a pig's
head carved from kukui
wood.

(b) As the medicine god:
Lono-puha:
abscess

Lono-of-

Lono-makua (Makahiki stanLono-father
dard):
Called the akua loa:
(long god, carried around
the island);
(short god,
akua poko:
carried inland).

c.

As god of fire-making:

3.

Symbolization of the sod Kane:
a.

Lono-pele, Lono-makua:
Lono-in-lava-flow, Lono-

Atmospheric and geophysical
phenoMena:

Father.
it

1) In firesticks, the 'aunaki
(grooved, light wood);
'aulima (held in the'land,
hard wood) (Polynesian
fire-plow method).

2) Kane-ka-IOnohi-o'ka-la:
sun
star

3) K4ne-i-ka-hoku-lani:

2) Lono-pele, Lono-makua:
names of the volcano
goddess; Pete god 94
fire-making.'
d.

sky

1) Khne-nui-akea:

4) Kane-hekili:

thunder

Kine-i-ka-leo-lono-nui

Other kinolau of the god Lono.

Kane- i- ka- leo- lono -iki

1) "Pig-fish" forms of
Kamapua'a/Lono:

Kine-i-ka-leo-'ula-nui
5) Kine-wawahi-lani

humuhumu-nukunuku-apua'a:
Rhinecanthus aculeatus
humuhumu:
fishes

Kine-uila-ma(ka)-ke-h;-'i,ka-lani,:
lightning

all triggerKane-i-kd-pOh5(ku)-ka'a:
hailstones

Upeneus prophyreus,
goatfish

kumg:

6 )

-ka -punohu- u1 a :

,

red rainbow
young of
uhu, parrotfish

'ohua palemo:

paulu:

Kane-i-ke-Anuenue:
rainbow

surgeonfish
Ke-ao-popolo-hua-mea--apurple
Kane:
thunderhead

oilfish (Ruvetpawalu:
tus pretiosus)
2)

7) Kane-i-ke-pili: cloudburst, atmosphere

Sacred black color:
hiwahiwa (as of
sacrificial pig).

Kane-i-ka-ua:

Shiny black color: hinu,
hinuhinu (as of sacrificial banana).
3)

rain,

Kane-i-ke-ao-aani:
heavenly cloud
Kane-i-ke-ao-luna:
clouds

Lono-cut-off
Lono-muku:
(as moon phases, dark
night)
I

Another name for Hinahinai-a-ka-malama, goddess
of the moon.
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upper

Kane-i-ke-ao-lewa-lalo:
lower clouds

Kane, the healing waters of Kane;
fresh water).

Kane -i-ka-maka-o-ka-opua:
tips of the horizon
clouds

Agriculture

c.

Kane-i-ka-pua-lena:
yellow cloud

Kane-pua'a:

Reef, coral

d.

in

8) Kane-i-ka-pa-kolonahe:
the gentle breeze

pig

Kane-kokala:

Kane-i-ke-aheahe-malie: in
the calm breeze

coral

Kine-i-ka-makani-iki:
the slight wind

in

Kane-i-ke-kokala-lu-honua:
shaking coral

Kine-i-ka-makani-nui:
the great wind

in

Kane-i-ke-kokala-ka-honua:
steadfast coral

in

the whirlwind
in the Kiu
Kane-i-ke-kiu:
wind (sharp point)
9) Kine-i-ke-ahi:
Kane-i-ka-'ohu:
Kine-i-ka-noe:

Kane-i-ke-aka:

Kane-i-ke-kokala-kiu:
pointed coral

sharp-

Kane -i-ke-kokala-ahe:
coral

wafted

e.

fire

Directions (movement,
stationary position).

mist
Kane -ka -holoholo -uka:
upland

mist

to run

to run
KAne-i-ka-holoholo-kai:
towards the sea; short travel
(running, sailing)

Kane-i-ka-uahi (-nui,
iki):
smoke
shadow

KAne-i-ka-holo-nui:

great travel

Kane-i-ke-aka-o-Kapolei:
shadow-of-Kapo-lei

Kine-noho-uka:

living upland

10) Kane - hulihia (i-Kahiki):

KAne-noho-kai:

living by the sea

overturning of Kahiki
(earthquake)
b.

reef

Kane-i-ke-kokala-loa:

Kane-halo -luna:

to look downward

Water

Kane-i-ka-pahu'a-nui:
thrust

to look in
the lower spaces of the
atmosphere

Kane-halo -lewa-lalo:

great

Kane-i-ka-pahu-wai (nui, iki):
water
Kane-i-ka-wai-ola:

to look upward

f.

Land formations.

Kane -noho-pali-luni:

(Kawai-olaa-

the upper cliff
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dwelling in

i.

dwelling in

Kane-noho-pali-lalo:
the lower cliff

stoneof-Kine
Pohaku-o-Kane:
pillar as fertility shrine

Plants.

g.

Procreation, fertility.

pale

Kane-i-ka-ho'opuakea:
flower
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a.

Kane-i -ka-pua-lalahua:
scattering flower

God of the sea.

seed -

octopus, as 'symbol of the
eight -eyed, .or eight-legged

wind compass rayfish
whale, propoise, whale ivory
coral (with Kane)

Alyxia olivae-

Kane-i-kamaile:
formis

Microlepi setosa,

Kane-ika-palai:

b. Plant forms.

FreZcinetia

Kine-i-ka-eitie:
arbcrea

banana fiber, as used in cordage
('awe'awe, plantain).

Kane-i-ka-pua-lehua:
macropus
Kine-i-ka-pualena:

Metrosiderob
uhaloa (Waltheria americana), with
Kamdpua'a/Lono
yellow flower

black 'awa ('awa hiwa), with
Kane.

Cheirodendron

'Kane-i-ka7'olapa:
app.

c.

Kane-i-ka-halapepe:
(Pleomele) aurea

Other

Dracaena

sunlight and white color (with
Kane)

Kine-i-ke-kalo:
esculenta

a

Colocasia

Saccharum

'Kane-i-ke-k8:

officinarum
Kine-'ohe:

Graminae bambusa

Kane-i-ka-'awa:

Piper methysticum

spiny poppy (kala,
(pua-kala):
'to forgive')
(limu-kala):

seaweed, Sargassum

sPP.
h.

Birds.

lone owl (bird of
Ka-pueo-kahi:
Kamehameha IV)
.

Ka- pueo- makalulu:

("still eyes")

owl of peace

To summarize the discussion of
kinolau symbolism, although more
thorough-analysis is really needed,
suffice it to say that a significant
number are staple plants, or basic,
taro (Kane,
necessary food plants:
Lono, Haloa); sweet potato (Lono):
breadfruit (Ku, Haumea); cane (Kine).
Another group are medicine;and narco'uhaloa (Lono, Kanaloa);
tic plants:
ti plant (Ka, Lono); kala (Lono); or
fiber plants: coconut (KU); banana,
plaintain (Kanaloa); fern down as
stuffing for embalming the dead or for
Lono-makua).
fire - making
A very important group are hardwood
plants and trees used in making
weapons, implements, and in general
building of houses, canoes, or carving
of images, all forms of Ka. Others

are plants used in constructing parts
of the temple, as fencing or
lama (Lono); loulu palm
thatching:
(KU).
D.

POST-CONVERSION HAWAIIAN CONFLICT
IN NATIVE IDENTITY

This section discusses post-conversion Hawaiian conflict in native
identity, or crisis in self and group
esteem, reflecting positive or
negative perbonality or identity
changes; or, the opposite, Hawaiian
qteadfastness in tradition with
resiliency in adjusted or modified
personality and identity change. As
we contemplate the first Hawaiian
"Christians", the names of several
powerfully influential people come
into view, including Henry ' Opukahaia
4
and David Malo.
Henry ' Opukahaia, or Obookiah, was
a young boy when war took the lives of
his parents and baby brother and made
him a captive in',tHt household ,of his
He endured the stay until
captors.
other men' threw his aunt off a cliff
into the sea. He stole away on a ship
with Captain Brintnall "from New
In 'Opukahaia's own words he
York."
tells what it was like to feel
abandoned in the society of the

A

neither father nor mother. I was
now brought away from my home to 4
strange place and thought of
nothing more but want of father .or
mother, and to cry day and night.
While I was with my uncle, for
some time I began to think about
leaving that country to go to some
I did
other part of the world.
not care where I shall go to. I
thought to. myself if I should get
away, and go to some other
country, probably, I may find some
comfort, more than to live there
without father and mother...
...the captain made some inquiry
to see if wem were willing to come
to America; and soon I made a
motion with my head that I was
This man was very
willing to go.
agreeable, and his kindness much
delighted my heart, as if I was
his own son, and he was my own
father. 'Thus I still continue
thankful for his kindness toward
me.

...As soon as my uncle heard
that I was going to leave him, he'
shut me up in a room, for he was
While I
not willing to let me go.
was in the room, my old
grandmother coming in asked me
what was my notion of leaving
them, and go with people whom I
I told her it is better
know not.
for me to lg.) than to stay there.
She said.if I should leave them I
shall not see them any more. I
told her that I shall come back in
a few months, if I live. Her eyes
were filled with tears. She said
I was a very foolish boy. 1/

179,0's:

At death of my parents...I was
with them; I saw them killed with
a bayonet--and with them my little
brother, not more than two or
So that I was
three months old.
left aldne without father and
mother' in this wilderness world.
Poor boy, thought I. within myselc,
after they were gone, are there
any father or mother of mine at
home that I may go and find them
And
at home? No, poor boy am I.
while I was at play with other
children--after we had made an end
of playing, they return to their

This moving personal account
written in fluent English by a native
Hawaiian scholar while in New England
training to return as a missionary to
the Hawaiian people, tells a certain
truth about the character of the
.Hawaiian people at the time of
European contact. When 'Opukahaia

parents - -hut I was returned into
tears;--for I have no home,
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died in 1818, the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions
sent the First Company instead, men
like Hiram Bingham, Asa Thurston, and
Elisha Loomis. He was converted
completely to Christianity and by the
time of death had mastered English and
Latin, common arithmetic,, geometry,
Because of
and was learning Hebrew.
the strength and fervor of
'Opukahaia's determination to bring
Christianity to Hawaii, the mission
felt obliged to undertake forming the
First Company and sent it out in
One of
'Opukahaia's place.
'Opukahaia's letters frames this
frustrated commitment:
I hope the Lord will send the
Gospel to the Heathen land where
the words of the Savior never yet
Poor people worship the
had been.
wood, and stone, and shark, and
almost everything [as] their gods;
the Bible is not there, and heaven
and hell they do not know about
I yet in this country and no
it.
father and no mother. But God .is
friend if I will do his will, and
not my own will. 9/

Malo cannot be fully appreciated,
hoWever; by reading his written work
'without assessing his lifetime as a
petiod of immense-cultural upheaval:
1)

The' Conquest of Oahu by
Kamehameha in 1795 (Malo was
two years old);

2)

The ceding of Kaua'i to
Kamehameha by Kaumuali'i in
1810 (Malo was seventeen);

3).. The death of Kamehameha I in
1819 and overthrow of the kapu
system in the.same year (Malo
was twenty-six);
'

4)

The.arrival of the First
Company of American missionaries in 1820 (Malo was
twenty-seven);

5)

The conversion of Malo at
Lahaina in 1823 (Malo was
William.Ellis
thirty);
arrived in Hawaii with
'Tahitian converts who spoke
fluent English;

6)

David Malo, born in 1793, commenced
his studies for Christian miniFtry at
30 years of age. He spent the
previous 30 years immersed in ancient
culture preparing for the priesthood.
Converted in 1823 in Lahaina, he began
writing the Mo'olelo Hawaii (Hawaiian
Antiquities), a historical description
of ancient mores, after 1831, in the
company of other illustrious Hawaiian
peers at Lahainaluna Seminary. Before
his death in 1853, Malo finished other
writings that have been lost. Had he
not written the Mo'olelo Hawaii, all
that has been included about ancient
religion in this Report would never
have been available. Although
converted, Malo still, accepted the
task of writing about the past he had
come to reject.

f

Malo entered Lahainaluna
Seminary in 1831 (he was
thirty-eight when he commenced
his studies); 10/ [See
footnote for explanation of
curriculum at Lahainaluna
Seminary.]

7)

The first printing press at
Lahainaluna Seminary published
the first, Hawaiian language
newspaper, Ka Lama Hawai'i
(The Hawaiian Torch) in 1834
(Malo was forty-one);

8)

The Hawaiian Magna Carta, or
Declaration of Rights, was
promulgated by Kamehameha III
in 1839 (Malo was forty-six);
10'

9)

(Makua) of the New Testament." By the
end of his life he had become too disillusioned by the knowledge that
foreigners would be arriving in such
sufficiently larger numbers to
eventually overwhelm Hawaiians:

The first constitution setting
up a constitutional monarchy
was promulgated by Kamehameha
III in 1840 (Malo was fortyseven);

10)

11)

The first partitioning of land
in the Great Mahele took place
in 1848 (Malo was fifty-five);

Malo was one of that class to
wham the prophetic vision of the
oncoming tide of invasion- peaceful though it was to be--that
was destined to overflow his
native land and supplant in a
measure its indigenous population,
was acutely painful and not to be
contemplated with any degree of
philosophic calm; and this in
spite of the fact that he fully
recognized the immense physical,
moral and intellectual benefits
that had accrued and were still
further to accrue to him and his
people from the coming of that man
And this sentito his shores.
men., which was like a division of
councils in his nature, controlled
many of his actions during his
life, and decided the place of his
burial after death. 11/

The Kuleana Act of 1850 gave
the maka'ainana title in fee
to land (Malo was fifty seven);

12)

Kamehameha III died in 1854;
Malo was already dead in 1853
at the age of 60.

The list of critical events does
not include the difficulties
experienced by the fledgling kingdom
with foreign nations between 1793 and
During this period Kamehameha
1853.
III witnessed the civil war on Kaua'i
in 1824 (death of Liholiho in
England); the struggle between the
clergy of Protestant (American) and
Catholic (French) missions, until
1839, when freedom of religion became
a constitutional guarantee; the Lord
George Paulet episode in 1843 by which
the king temporarily ceded the government to Britain; restoration of
sovereignty to the Hawaiian monarchy
by Admiral Thomas in 1843; and the
smallpox epidemic, 1853.
It would seem then t'iat in
1853-1854 two great Hawaiian representatives of the post-conversion
period of immense change in Hawaiian
David Malo and
life and society died:
KauikeaouliAKamehameha III). Their
attitudes were interesting contrasts.
Malo, destined for the Hawaiian
priesthood, followed that career out
by switching allegiance in the midstream of life away from the Hawaiian
akua to the Akua Mana Loa, Jehovah of
the Old Testament and the "Perfect
Spirit" (akua Hemolele), or "Father:

In order to escape the "tide of
invasion," Malo requested burial atop
Mount Ball high above Lahainaluna
Seminary.
By contrast, Kauikeaouli, although
king, never submitted to conversion to
Christianity and never became a member
of the established Protestant Church
at Kawaiaha'o in Honolulu, although he
attended services. What would Henry
'Opukahaia say if he had lived to be a
bold instigator of such changes
wrought by two living Hawaiian
personalities, Hawaiian priest and
ruling chief, after the 1819 overthrow
of the kapu system that propelled them
into changed roles of diminished
authority and power? This is the
background against which to evaluate
the search today by Hawaiians for
traditional values in the culture that
got away from them.

-4)
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E.

specific terms, ought to be
recovered for the sake of the
Hawaiian people? Whose responsibility would it then be to
determine those'differences in
value choices and under what
conditions? Would it be largely a
question for an open society to
contemplate or is it one in which
the role of the Hawaiian group may
assert priority in basic decisionmaking? If the latter, in what
role would the humanities scholars
then find themselves if they have
not yet ascertained what their
present state of actual knowledge
of Hawaiian values is, and if it
is sufficiently reliable enough
when used to augment or to modify
any determination effected chiefly
through the means of political,
rather than intellectual or
economic process? 12/

PRESENT-DAY SEARCH FOR TRADITIONAL
VALUES

In 1979, the Humanities Conference
addressed' ,these issues of concern and
need among Hawaiians in a panel dis"Can the Humanities Help
cussion on:
the Search for Traditional Hawaiian
Values?" Since then the Office!: of
Hawaiian Affairs has become a reality,
but at that time the community was
groping for answers to some of these
questions:

Do humanities scholars know what
values motivated ancient Hawaiian
society, and to what extent they
are now present in the contemporary Hawaiian society?
Moreover, if they do know what
they were and are, are such values
proper for present-day/Hawaiian
society with its multi -ethnic
composition? Or, rat er, if they
are worth recovering, should they
be applied to present day social
aims to promote inter4ethnic
strictly
understanding or to
applied toward the HaWaiian
Renaissance? If so, hew shall
they be applied and whO shall
determine the effective\ means of
implementation?
Let us assume that traditional
Hawaiian values are worth knowing
by humanities scholars and worth
recovering by both the geheral
public and the Hawaiian people
themselves. What questionS would
If it should be
then be posed?
assumed that the people of Hawaii
and the Hawaiians in particular
wish to recover certain
traditional values, does this
imply that they genuinely feel
something of tremendous value has
been lost to all of society that
was formerly unique to the
aboriginal group? What then do
they wish to recover for the sake
of all and also what, in more

Since the Humanities Conference of
1979, when these questions were first
offered for consideration, the Office
of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) has been
mandated by the State Constitution,
with full community support and
legislative backing, precisely to give
Hawaiians priority in decision-making
on issues directly affecting their
lives now and in the approaching
future.

The need for research into the area
of indigenous Hawaiian cultural
values, including those of ethics and
religion, has become a primary
requirement in OHA's program for
cultural recovery. Most Hawaiians are
unsure of what the true, dependable,
and trustworthy models are and if they
are suited to their present needs and
conditions, while some feel they need
to be simply recognized, esteemed, and
respected not just for what they are
last living
but who they are,
remnant of the original inhabitants of
What can others learn
tItis place.
about cultural extinction as it
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rapidly lunges forward in the wake of
replacement by values inimical, in
many ways, to those of extended
families in large kind groups? What
can silent temples be made to reveal
of Hawaiian knowledge if probed, and
probed with understanding? What
values, if any, exist there for
Hawaiians to realize how their
families and ancestors of old fared
under kind or ruthless power figures?
The issue of Kaho'olawe looms large
in the minds of young and old alike,
but the issue remains a divisive
polariz,tion of opinion between young
Hawaiians who wish the Navy to stop
bombing long enough to allow them to
set up religious practices'in
accordance with present law, and older
Hawaiians who see no need to recover
Comit from the United States iqavy.
mon ground or agreement between them
may be found, perhaps, in the realization of scientific interest and
curiosity about existing archaeoLogical sites on that island.
OHA states in its 1982 report the
"The Hawaiian religion
view that:
was the first aspect of our culture to
It is today the least
be suppressed.
understood dimension of the culture.
As we shed light on religious and
ceremonial practices, we will choose
more freely howye live our lives."
There is no doubt in anyone's mind
that much can be gained in combing
recorded but untranslated Hawaiian
documents for history on such sites
that have been wasting away through
neglect, due to lack of funds to study
them more fully. The value,
especially for young Hawaiian people,
in involving themselves in careful,
patient study as such is that it
generates enthusiasm for authentic
history. 13/

F.

RECOMMENDATIONS */

From all appearances the OHA
cultural plan under the State of
Hawaii for implementation of action to
gather, record, and to make available
information desired by the Hawaiian
community about traditional values in
religion and ethics, or rites and
ceremonies, seems to be on solid
ground.

In the same direction one major
private corporation, American Factors,
has begun to seriously consider
building, within a live native Hawaiian village setting, a functioning
heiau kilolani, or astronomical temple
than, among other things, will feature
alignment to the celestial equator/
ecliptic coordinate system, which is
known tD have been used by ancient
Hawaiian priests in computing the
sidereal and tropical calendar.
In the same context, astrophysicists and geographers have been drawn
to the Pacific, Hawaii included, to
continue research into potential
archaeoastronomic sites in the Oceanic
and Southeast Asian area. Within the
last few years, some of this work has
reached publication. 14/
Along these lines of inquiry,
local, national, and international
interest in the Pacific archaeo- and
ethno-astronomy may perhaps grow, with
concomitant interest in the aboriginal
religious institutions that raised, as
in Hawaii, temples to celestial and
spiritual understanding. On never
knows how much human progress there is
in this mustard seed of genuine hope.

These recommendations
NOTE:
*/
are reproduced directly from Professor
Johnson's paper, and do not necessarily refect the views of the Native
(See
Hawaiians Study Commission.
"Conclusions and Recommendations,"
above.)
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NOTES

David Malo, Hawaiian
Antiquities (Moolelo Hawaii)
Bernice P. Bishop Museum,
(Honolulu:
Special Publication 2, 1951), Second
Edition, translated by Dr. Nathaniel
B. Emerson (1898), p. 82.

School; Who Died at Cornwall,
Connecticut February 17, 1818, Aged
26 Years, edited by Edwin Dwight
Published on the 150th
(Honolulu:
Anniversary of his death, 1(Jy8),

Urey Lisianski, Voyage Round
the World in the Years 1803, 1804,
1805, and 1806, Bibliotheca Australiana No. 42 (New York: Da Capo
Press, 1968), pp. 84, 87, 120, and

Ibid., p. 28, Letter from
Andover, dated December 15, 1812.

1/

p. 7.
9/

2/

The following paragraphs of
Professor Johnson's paper appeared in
her original paper at this point in
10/

127.

text:

See Rubellite K. Johnson.
3/
Kumulipo, Hawaiian Hymn of Creation,
Volume I (Honolulu: Topgallant
Publishing Co., Ltd., 1981); pp. 14514 to 145-19 of this volume were included in Professor Johnson's paper
and are appended to this Report, in
the Appendix containing the written
comments received by the Native
Hawaiians Study Commission.
4/

It is important here to realize
what the curriculum was like at
Lahainaluna Seminary between 1831 and
The curriculum included the
1850.
"hard" sciences and higher mathematics
(geometry, trigonometry, navigation),
geography (Biblical and world),
anatomy, grammar in "Aawaiian and
English, and not purely religious
subjects. The texts used were
produced in Hawaiian at the school by
translating from English and other
language texts, but it is the calibre
of the Hawaiian technical texts that
astound present-day scientists.
Evaluation of the Anahonua (Land
Surveying) text in Hawaiian, as
written by the Rev. Ephraim Clark, has
been evaluated by Dr. E. Dixon Stroup,
oceanographer (Hawaii Institute of
Geophysics, University of Hawaii).
Below is a facsimile of his
evaluation:

Malo, p. 82.

Mary Kawena Pukui and Samuel H.
Elbert, Hawaiian Dictionary (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1971), p.
5/

9.

I. Kroeber,
Culture Patteras and
Anthropology:
First Harbinger
Processes (New York:
Books, 1963). Pages 211-213 were included in Professor Johnson's paper
and are appended to this Report, in
the Appendix containing the written
comments received by the Native
Hawaiians Study Commission, as pages
145-21 to 145-22.
6/

7/

See A.

The Manual of Navigation is the
last major division of Ke Anahonua,
published in Hawaiian at Lahainaluna in 1834. It is the most
technically advanced section in a
book which begins with the basic
definitions of geometry ("point,"
The methods
"line," and "plane").
described include both dead reckoning and celestial navigation

Malo, p. 81.

Henry Opukahaia, Memoirs of
Henry Obookiah, A Native of Owhyhee,
and a Member of the Foreign Mission
8/
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"From Table XIV, extract the
logarithm equal to the parallax
and it is written in two
Write down the
columns.
cosecant of the Lunar altitude
below the second (column), and
the cosecant of the solar
altitude under the first, and
the sine of the corrected
distance under the first, and
the tangent of the corrected
Add
distance under the second.
these two columns (discarding
the interval 20), then look for
the logarithms in Table XIV,
where the two arcs are written.
If the first arc is greater
than the second, subtract the
excess from the corrected
distance; however, if the
second arc is greater than the
first, add the excess to the
corrected distance; and if the
corrected distance is greater
than 90° then subtract the sum
of the two arcs from the
corrected distance; this the
true distance.")

as used by western navigators in
the 1830's (and, in fact, into
the early 1900's). While there
is no input of Polynesian
navigation, a lot is revealed
about the surprisingly high
academic level of instruction at
Lahainaluna in these early days.
It is clear from the text, and in
many illustrative navigational
problems and exercises, that the
students were required to have
ability in the following areas:
Basic geography (world wide).

Astronomical concepts (orbits and
relative distances of moon, sun,
planets, and fixed stars; the
thin atmosphere of earth in empty
space; curvature of the earth and
its effect on the horizon;
refraction of light, etc.).
Worldwide time and its relation
to the earth's rotation.
Use of a sextant (at least in
principle) and drawing
instruments (in practice).

Comments of the Translation: My main
reaction is admiration for the way
that they were able so successfully to
put pretty heavy technical material
into Hawaiian, along with numerical
This is F. Manual, not just
examples.
a simplified introduction to the
I know I would have a hard
subject.
time trying to put a lot of this
across in English, to college freshmen

Abstract concepts, such as
comparison of real observations
with those which might be made by
a hypothetical observer at the
center of the Earth.
Use of mathematical tables of
various sorts (familiarity with
log tables) and the use of
logarithms in working numerical
problems--(Note: This was introduced with no explanation in the
Trigonometry and the use
text).
of tables of trig functions. Use
of a log -scalp ruler (like a
slide rule witnout the slide) in
working problems. Working out of
quite complex problems, involving
(As an example, the
many steps.
following quote is part of the
instructions for working up Lunar
Observations:

today!

It's also clear that they had a
high opinion of the ability of their
students, or they wouldn't have taken
(what must have been) the very great
trouble of printing all this complex
stuff, with numerical tables and
(Setting
examples of computations.
the type by hand--wow!)
The text is also an excellent
illustration of the general principle
that, for translation of technical
material, the translator had better
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See two pieces appended to
this Report in the Appendix containing
the written canments received by the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission: an
article on the study of Ku'ilioroa
Heiau, by young students (Hawaii
Coastal Zone News, Vol. 4, No. 10
(February, 1980)); and the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs' program for Hawaiian
religion (First Draft, 1982).
13/

have some technical background in the
area, besides knowledge of Hawaiian.
Would someone not a navigator or
cartographer know that "na hakina
meridiana" should translate as
"meridional parts" and othing else?
Or that "alanuihonua" should be
"Holy
"ecliptic?" Or "hina," "dip?"
ililaumania," "plane sailing?" The
text is full of these; a translator
unfamiliar with the English terminology would make a botch of it no
matter how hard he tried. With such
background, the Hawaiian reads with
(E. Dixon Stroup,
remarkable ease.
Manuscript translation of the Manual
of Navigation in Ke Anahonua, section
entitled Ke Kumu o Ka Holoholomoku
(the principles of sailing in ships or
Press of
navigation) (Lahainaluna:
the High School, 1834), pp. 83-122; '1
Rubellite K. Johnson, "The
Contribution of Lahainaluna to
Educational Excellence," Keynote
Address on the occasion of the Sesquicentennial Celebration of the
founding of Lahainaluna Seminary in
Hawaii in 1831 (presented May 23,

See, Armando Da Silva and
14/
Rubellite K. Johnson, "Ahu a 'Umi
Heiau, a Native Hawaiian Astronomical
and Directional Register," in
Ethnoastronomy and Archaeoastronomy
the American Tropics, edited by
Anthony F. Ayeni and Gary Urton,
Annals of the New York Academy of
Sciences, Vol..385 (May 14, 1982):
pp. 313-331. This study appears in
the Appendix of this Report.

1981).

Dr. Nathaniel B. Emerson, in
Malo, p. xiii.
11/

Rubellite K. Johnson, "Can the
Humanities Help the Search for
Traditional Hawaiian Values," Hawaii
Committee for the Humanities
12/

--Newsletter-(May-,-19791

;

in

Cultural Pluralism and the Humanities,
Proceedings of the 197T. Humanities
"The
Conference, panel entitled:
Hawaiian Renaissance and the
Chaminade
Humanities" (Honolulu:
University, April 14, 1979)..
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King David4Calakaua (center) was
accompanied by Governor Dominis,
Chief Justice Allen, U.S. Minister
Pierce, and Governor Kapena on their
journey to Washington, D.C. to
negotiateterms of the 1875
Reciprocity Treaty with the United
States.
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Land Laws And Relationships.-4
This chapter outlines the history
of laws governing land ownership in
Hawaii, and considers the special
problems that native Hawaiians
perceive related to the land ownership
history.
A.

HISTORY OF LAND OWNERSHIP LAWS

Traditional Land Tenure 2/
When Captain Cook arrived in Hawaii
in 1778, the country had a complex
land tenure system, similar to a
European feudal system, 2/ that supported a dense population. Whole
portions of islands were controlled by
An important
high chiefs (ali'i).
landholding unit was an ahupua'a,
The ahupua'a
controlled by 'a chief.
ranged in size from 100 to 100,000
acres, generally with natural
boundaries running from mountain tops
down ridges to the sea, "enabling the
chief of the ahupueg and his
followers to obtain fish and seaweeds
at the seashore, taro, bananas, and
sweet potatoes from the lowlands, and
forest products from the mountains.
However, more often than not, an
ahupua'a failed to extend to either
the mountain or the seashoreo.being
cut off from one or the other by the
odd shapes of other ahupua'a." 1/
The ahupua'a was divided into ili.
Subchiefs and land agents (konbhiki)
controlled smaller units of land. Ili
kupona were another type of ili, and
were completely iriependent of the
ahupua'a in which they were situated.
The chief of the ili kupona paid
tribute directly to the king.
Commoners (maka'ainana, or people of
the land) worked the land for the
benefit of the chief. Commoners had
their own plots, and had gathering
rights and fishing rights 4/ on those
ahupua'a lands that were not

cultivated. 5/

Landholdings were

revocabWat the will of the chief.
At the &eath of a high chief, his
successor could redistribute his lands
among the lowCchiefs; the lands wt.'re
not necessarily given to the decedent's
heirs. Warfare erupted among chiefs,
over land rights and resulted in
reassignment of control over land.
These changes affected neither the
land boundaries nor the common
farmers. The maka'ainana generally
stayed on the same land even though
the ali'i controlling the land
However, common farmers were
changed.
not bound to a specific piece of land
and could leave the ahupua'a if they
were unhappy with their landlords.
This distinction from European
patterns may have made the chiefs more
sympathetic landlords than their
European counterparts, because of
their need -to keep an available workforce. 6/
It is important to.emphasize that
the concept of fee-simple ownership of
the land was unknown to Hawaiians. I*/
The high chiefs did not own 'the
land--they merely managed the land and
"From a religious
other resources:
viewpoint, the ali'i nui [high chief]
Yet
was a person of .divine power.
his authority was not a personal
authority. It was, instead, a power
channeled through him by the gods. In
relation to the land and natural
resources, he was analogous to a
trustee." 7/ The ancient land system
thus stands .in stark contrast to
Western concepts of private
ownership:

*/ This paragraph added from
comments of the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs; edited to avoid duplication.

: and worsened the lot of the commoners.
AgriCalture suffered as a result.
Traditional notitns of responsibility
to chiefs were disrupted, and an
oppressive tax system was installed.
12/ The result, 'however, was greater
control by the king and greater
stability in landholding. 11/
In 1819, Kamehameha II became king,
and with the Dowager Queen Kaahumanu
as regent, ruled until 1825. He
decided not to disrupt the holdings of
his predecessor's subchiefs.
shared a.:.muttial deppndence in
Foreigners wanted to codify this new
sustaining their subsistence way
stability in landholdings. 14/
of life... 8/
Therefore, when Kamehameha III beAme
However, the land itself was, viewed"( king at age 12, the council of chiefs,
with some 'advice from an English
as belonging not to one individual but
frigate captain, persuaded him to
All the people, includto the gods.
adopt
a formal policy allowing chiefs
ing the ili'i,,merely administered the
to keep their land upon the king's
land for the benefit of the gods and
4
death. This policy was known as the
society. as a whole.
Law of 1825. During this time as
The system, therefore, had no
well, westerners were given -lands by
analogy to ownership in fee simple
the king or chiefs, so that they
absolute. 9/ The high chief had'
entered the Hawaiian'landiOlding
"the king was over
significant pdiaer:
pattern. 15/ When the,sandalwood.
all the people; he was the supFgere
trade collapsed from overharvesting,
executive, so long, however,. he did
these westerners turned to largeright!" 10/ The native Hawaiians
scale
plantation crops as a focus for
believed that the power of the high
economic activity. 18/
chief was divine power,' channeled
In 1839, Kamehameha III set forth a
through him by the gods, and that he
Declaration of Rights providftg that:
was a trustee of the land, and other
"Protection is' hereby secure to the
resources on behalf of the gods. 11/
persons of all the people, together
This concept continued down through
with their lands, their building lots
the political hierarchy.
and all their property, .end nothing
whatever shall be taken 'frcim any
1778 to 1846
Transition Period:
individual, except by express
provision of the laws." 17/ In 1840,
The arrival of westerners altered
a written constitution was adopted.
socio-economic patterns in Hawaii. By
It attempted to adjust land rights tO
1795, King Kamahameha I had expanded
reflect the new relationships
his rule to all of Hawaii except the
described above. It was designed as
island of Kauai, in part by use of
a final attempt to preserve the
An aristrocratic class
European arms.
traditional land system and to keep
developed, which had to be serviced by
native Hawaiians in their homes rather
the Hawaiian economy. Further, the
than migrating to the developing port
activity of4ort communities and
areas of Honolulu and Lahaina. The
demands of the sandalwood trade 'drew
constitution, and laws enacted
the farmers from the land. The new
pursuant to it, announced tenants'
focus away from subsistence 'coincided
rights for the first time and lowered
with the spread of Western diseases
°

o.

nui...himsef enjoyed no
The
absolute ownership of all the land.
The ali'i nui was a trustee of all
the people-within an' island or
some other larger district. The
konohiki also maintained a similar
-tentative positionbecause the
maka'ainana were free to leave the
ahupua'a if they were unhappy with
a particular chieftain ...or
,ko ohiki. In short, the members
oughout the political hierarchy
tl

,
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Native Hawaiians who had
labor taxes.
already left their land were given the
opportunity to return by applying for
any uncultivated lands. The
Constitution of 1840 also provided

that the king could loseno land
without his consentran effort to deal
with the fear of alienation of land to
foreigners. However, the constitution
provided that property already held by

since this land was ,already outside
the traditional feudal scheme. 25/ In
determining who was entitled to-land
in conveying plots, the Commission
stated that it found" "no native rights
of .occupancy in this plot." 11Based on
those awards, the Minister of the
.Interior was authorized to issue fee
patents. A number of land disputes,
,within the foreign community werecthus
resolved. 2.ty

foreigners 'would not be reclaimed by
the'crown--an effort to avoid conflict
with2foreigners. 22/
The ConstitUtion of 1840 did not
totally p...t to rest land disputes- In
problems and episodes continued.
1841, the king announced a plan to
allow island governors to enter into
50-year leases with foreigners. 19/,
As discussed below, a large number of
acres were conveyed to foreigners. In
1843, in part because of a lease
dispute, the British warship Cary8fort
entered Honolulu, and its captain
took over the government for five
months. 20/ Although Britain
repudiated the captain's action, the
\ episode was a clear mark of problems
to come.

The next sterilwas the adoption
by the Commission in 1846 of
"Principles," ratified by the
The Commission's goal
legislature.
was "total defeudalization and
partition of undivided interests." 27/
The Principles stated:

If the King be disposed
voluntarily to yield to the tenant
a portion of what practice has
given himself, he most assuredly
has a right to do it; and should
the King allow to the landloid
one-third, to the tenant one=third
and retain one-third himself, he,
according to the uniform opinion
of the witnesses, would injure no
one unless himself;...According to
this principle, a tract of land
now in the hands of landlord. and
occupied by tenants, if all parts
of it were equally valuable, might

`The Great Mahele

Because of the increasing pressure
for change 0 the land tenure system,
-in 1845. -the legislature provided for,

be dividedintothree equal

and the king established, a Board of
Land Commissioners. 21/ The
Commission was charged to conduct "the
investigation and final asdertainment
or rejection of all claims of private
individuals, whether natives or
foreigners, to any landed property
acquired anteriorrto the,assage of
this Act..." 22/ Existing land law
was to be the basis for its
conclusions, including "native usages
in-regard to landed tenures." 23/ The
Commission had five members, of whom
two were native Hawaiians, one half24/
Hawaiian, and two westerners.
The Commission first examined
building lots in Honolulu and Lahaina,

parts...

.L/

In fact, no action was taken on
this recommendation, and it was not
adopted as a way to impalement the
division. 29/ The king and chiefs did
not intend to divide the land in
thirds with the tenants. 321,/

The

statement that the land was divided
into three paits--one part to the
king, one part to the chiefs, and one
part to the common people--is wholly
erroneous. 22/
Therefore, how to fulfill the
Principles was debated at length. On
December 18, 1847, a formulation
drafted by westerner Justice William
Lee was adopted by the kin and chiefs
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in Privy Council. 32/ Under this
formulation, lands of the king were
distinguished between those he held as
king and his private lands. He was to
retain all his private lands, with a
right in his tenants "to a fee simple
title to one-third of the lands
possessed and cultivated by them"
whenever the king or tenants desired.
33/ The remaining land in the kingdom
was to be divided into thirds: onethird to the Hawaiian government, onethird to the chiefs and konohiki,
one-third to thy' tenant farmers. 141/

If he paid the government, a chief or
konohiki could alio retain his proportional Share of the one-third which
was to go to the government that is,
to get the land patent, the chief had
to pay the gqvernment either with
money or with' one-third of the land to
which he sought title. 2s/
The Great Mahele-or division="-was
conducted from January 27 to March 7,
Interests were written in the
1848.
The king quit-claimed
Mahele Book.
his interest in specific ahupua'a and
ili under the control of 245 chiefs
and konohiki, and the chiefs in. turn
quit-claimed to the king their
interests in `the balance of the
divided lands, which became the king's
private lands, subject to the
commoners' claims. 26/
At the end of the process, the king
"Set apart forever to the chiefs and
people of my kingdom" approximately
1.5 million acres (the Government
lands) and kept for himself, his
heirs, and successors approximately
one millsion acres (the Crown lands).
The remaining 1.5 million acres were
awarded to the chiefs, "reserving the
rights of the people." 37/ The
division was affirmed by legislation.
38/

To defeudalize the land totally,
the Commission also had to divide the
By an
interest' of the. common people.
each tenant was allowed to
1850 Ac
Such land
apply fm his own kuleana.
could come from ple;Crown lands, from

the Government lands, or from the
other 1.5 million acres of the
kingdom. A kuleana could include only
land that was actually cultivated plus
,a houselot of one-quarter acre. The
tenant had to prove his claim by 1854
In fact,
and pay survey costs.
commoners received fewer than 30,000
acres under this Act. 39/ Only 26
percent of the adult male native
population receivA these lands. Acy
Several further statutes completed
the transition to a modern landholding
system. 41/ An Act of 1846 authorized
government land sales approved by the
king and. Privy Council; by May 1,
1850, the government,had sold over
27,000 acres under these laws. The
Kuleana Act discussed above also
provided that portions of government
land be set aside in lots of sizes
ranging from one to fifty acres for
purchase by natives who did not
qualify for kuleana rights. The
minimum price was 50 cents an acre.
By 1852, foreigners held thousands
of acres of land in Hawaii. Western
property concepts, which native
Hawaiians did not understand because
of the historic land tenure system,
would facilitate westerners in- taking
over Hawaiian-owned. lands during the
next decades. 42/ Many lands were
Debts-to westerners were often
sold.
paid in land. Those landowners who
attempted large-scale farming were
unable to manage cash plantations, and
lost property through foreclosure.
Government lands also came into
western hands through sales. 49/
Kuleana lands were also conveyed to?
westerners. Many kuleana rights were
lost through harrassment by illegal
diversion of water and foraging cattle
Furthermore, some
from large ranches.
kuleana rights were forfeited because,
without.the gathering and foraging
rights that had formerly been provided, the kuleana could not accord
.

their owners subsistence. ,' Kuleana

,

that were leased to westerners were
often not returned, as natural.
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landmarks disappeared when they became
part of plantations. Kuleana were
also lost to larger surrounding
land-holders by invocation of the
doctrine of adverse possession. 45/
Some kuleana lands were simply sold.
The king's lands were freely sold
Because of particular
by kings.
problems with theste lands, including
the debts of the monarchs, the Act of
January 3, 1865, designated the king's
lands as Crown lands and declared them
inalienahle, to descend to the heirs
and successors of the Hawaiian crown
forever. 46/
The 1990 Onsus revealed the extent
to which tAWSe forces had put land in
the hands of westerners. Of a
population of'near 90,000, fewer than
The relatively
5,000 owned land.
small number of Americans and
Europeans owned over one million acres.
Although three out of four landowners
were native Hawaiian, three out of
four acres belonging to private
owners were held by westerners. 52/
B.

SPECIFIC PROPERTY OWNERSHIP
QUESTIONS

A number of specific questions about
property ownership and use that may
affect native Hawaiian interests arose
at the hearings of the Native Hawaiians
Study Commission in January, 1982. To
assure a comprehensive study, this
section will identify and discuss those
issues.

Status of Water and Fishpond Rights
under Hawaiian Law
For the most part, waters in Hawaii
are treated no differently than waters
elsewhere in the United States--that
is, navigable waters cannot be
In McBryde Sugar Co.,
privately owned.
Ltd. v. Robinson, 54 Haw. 174, 187

(1973), the Supreme Court of Hawaii
held that "the ownership of water in
natural Watercourses, streams, and
rivers remained in the people of
Hawaii for their common good." In sc
ruling, the court rejected a long line
of cases suggesting that all waters'.
were owned by the holder "of the
The Supreme Court's
ahugua'a.
conclusion followed naturally from the
fact that at least as early as 1842,
interference with navigation was
precluded by statute (Laws of 1842,
Ch. XXVII, Statute Regulations
Respecting Ships, Vessels, and Harbors
(Fundamental Law, pp. 80-89)), and
hence, by implication, a superior
right of the sovereign over commerce
and navigation was recognized.
Hawaiian law did, however, accord
special protection to the right to
Two categorraise and capture fish.
ies of waters, sea fisheries and
fishponds, have historically been
treated as part of the land. The\
situation with respect to sea
fisheries has changed from feudal
times, but fishponds continue to be
The early
treated as fast land.
regime has been described as follows:

Kuapa Pond, with other Hawaiian
fishponds, have always been
considered to be private property
by landowners and by the Hawaiian
Most fishponds were
government.
built behind barrier beaches, such
as Kuapa Pond, or immediately
seaward of the land controlled by
By imposing
the ali'i, or chiefs.
tabu on the taking of fish from a
pond, the chief alone determined
the allotment, if any, of fish,
just as he distributed the other
crops among his sub-chiefs, land
agents, and vassals. The fishpond
was thus an integral part of the
Hawaiian feudal system. Chiefs

gave land, including its fishponds,
to sub-chiefs, or took it away at
Any fishponds in conquered
will.
chiefdoms became ,the personal
property of, the conquering high
chief and were treated in the same
manner the high chief treated all
newly subjugated lands and
appurtenances. The commoner had
no absolute right to fish in the
ponds, not in the sector of /ocean
ad;acvmt to the chief's land--all
of such rights were vested in the
chiefs and ultimately in the king,
alone.

In 1848, King Kamehameha III
pronounced the Great Mahele, or
national land distribution. Any
fishponds therein were allotted as
part or inholding of the ahupua'a
(a land/water unit). Titles to
fishponds were recognized to the
same extent and in the same manner
as rights were recognized in fast
(United States v. Kaiser
lard.
Aetna, 408 F. Supp. 42 (D. Haw.
1976), rev'd 584 F. 2d 378 (9th
Cir. 1978), rev'd, 444 U.S. 164
(1979).)

The correctness of description is
-confirmed by the fact that the Board
of Commissioners to Quiet Land Titles
routinely included fishponds within
its land awards or patents under the
Great Mahele, notwithstanding the fact
that the Board .gas concerned solely
(See Haw.
with landed property.
Att'y. Gen. Op. No. 1689, at 460
So far as can be determined,
(1939).)
fishponds re: ,-...n their status as

private property today.
The situation with respect to sea
fisheries chancy!..d, however, upon
passage of t',e Organic 4ct in 1900.
In that Act, Longress re,?ealed all

prior rights in sea water fisheries by
providing that "all fisheries in the
sea waters of the Territory...not
included in any fisn pond or
artificial enclosures shall be free to

all citizens...subject...to vested
rights" (48 U.S.C. § 506).
Procedures were established to
compensate those people who had vested
rights in sea fisheries; if those
procedures were not followed within
three years, however, even rights to
sea fisheries were lost.
Thus, fishponds remain privately
owned today, while fisheries remain in
private ownership only to the extent
that the owners followed the proper
procedures to obtain recognition of
In all other respects,
their rights.
waters in Hawaii are treated the same
as in the rest of the United States.
Concern was also expressed at the
hearings about the rights to use of
water. 48/ People in Hawaii have the
right to use water under a series of
rules unique to Hawaii and closely
related to ancient Hawaiian land law.
A landowner has present right to use
the amount of water used at the time
of the award of the land under the
These are
ancient landholding system.
called "appurtenant" rights. In
addition, persons receiving land
rights from the king (either ili or
ahupua'a), called 3onohiki rights,
have the right to water for those
lands equal to those of the king.
Under Hawaiian law, further rights
to surface water, called "prescriptive
rights," can be established, and once
are established, they also are
the
appurtenant to the land on which the
water is used. To establish a
prescriptive right, certain tests,
including actual, open, notorious,
continuous, and hostile use for ten
years under claim of right, must be
Finally, by State statutes
met.
passed in the mid-19th century, people
on lands to which the landlords have
taken fee simple title have the right
to drinking water and running water.
On such lands, the springs, running
water, and roads are free to all,
except as to wells and water courses
provided by individuals for their own
These can be considered native
use.

success introduced a developmental
element for which it had not been
prepared. 52/

tenant rights. 49/ Disputes over
water rights can be resolved in a
proceeding in State courts, according
to procedures set out in Hawaiian
statutes. 50/

The report evaluates a survey of
attitudes among Lower Puna's native
These leaders felt
Hawaiian leaders.
that the development of geothermal
resources in the area wou.d increase
the in-migration to the area and
It
result in major cultural changes.
was felt that socio-economic impacts
of a growing Caucasian population
would increase during geothermal
Respondents felt that
development.
Caucasians would control the economic
benefits of geothermal development,
and that, unless native Hawaiians
"help themselves or develop fruitful
relationships with the developer,
Hawaiians' benefits will be very
limited at best." 53/
Other concerns included changes in
interpersonal relationships, changes
in the apparent transfer of political
and social power from the local
Japanese political establishment to
the Caucasians, and A possible effect
on native Hawaiians' relationship to
nature, tc people, and to the
supernatural. Finally, native
Hawaiian leaders and elders of Lower
Puna believed that population and
economic growth in connection with
geothermal development continues to be
a serious threat to the preservation
of the native Hawaiian culture as it
exists in Lower Puna. They "also
believe that the culture can be preserved if families will learn the
concepts well and pass it on to their
descendants." 54/
Despite distrust of geothermal
development, however, the community
seems to have approved it with strong
reservations. Of special concern is
the manner in which surplus energy is
The study concludes that
used.
"continued dialogue between newcomers and long time residents may
promote a better understanding of

Geothermal and Mineral Rights
The only Hawaiian State statutes
relating to minerals are a strip
mining law and a law providing for
mineral leases on State-owned land.
At least some of the patents that were
issued by the kingdom of Hawaii
retained the mineral rights in the
government and these mineral rights
are today owned by the State of
Hawaii.

No State statute mentions
geothermal development or geothermal
Native Hawaiians do appear to
rights.
be concerned about geothermal
development sociologically, however.
The Puna Hui Ohara, an organization of
the Puna Hawaiian community, has
undertaken an extensive assessment of
the potential social and cultural
impact of geothermal development on
the "aboriginal" Hawaiians of Lower
Puna on the island of Hawaii. 51/ The
report states:
Early Hawaiians used the steam
emanating from fissures along the
rift zone for cocking and
geothermaily heated water ponds
Though exploratory
for bathing.
drillinc; had begun in the 1960's
in Puna, the first successful well
wasn't discovered until 1976.
Designated HGP-A (Hawaii
Geothermal Project-Abbott), the
well was one of the hottest in the
world (675°), high pressured (555
psi), and relatively chemically
The successful well
benion.
represented a new era of
alternative energy for the State
For the ,:ommunity of
of Hawaii.
Puna, thc geothermal
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cultivated" lands were insufficient to
support the commoner and thus the
Kuleana Act meant little to him. One
comment received by the Commission
states that native Hawaiians also did
not apply because some did not think
application necessary or were unaware
Thus, the effect of the
of the Act.
Yuleana Act, in conjunction with the
Great Mahele, was the same as the
enactment of the enclosure laws in
England--fee title to the common lands
passed to the chiefs, and the
commoners did not acquire sufficient
lands to support themselves.
An act of the legislature barred
establishment of any kuleana claims
not proved by 1854. Therefore,
establishment of kuleana rights is not
an issue today. However, observers
have suggested that full use of many
kuleana is presently disrupted by
three major legal obstacles:
fractionated ownership, inadequate
access, and adverse possession. 58/
Fractionated ownership of many
kuleana plots arises from the effects
of intestate succession (passing of
the property without a will). Parcels
may, therefore, have a number of joint
owners, with no clear responsibility
for taxes or improvements. Possible
remedies include one joint owner
buying the interests of the others,

economic growth consistent with
concerns over environmental and
social/cultural preservation." 55/
These findings suggest that to
accommodate the concerns of native
Hawaiians, geothermal development
should be undertaken only after
education and consultation with the
native Hawaiians themselves.
Kuleana Land Rights
In 1850, two years after the
enactment of the Great Mahele, an act
was passed allowing Hawaiian native
commoners to acquire fee title to the
land that they had "really cultivated"
under the feudal system, plus a
household lot of no more than onequarter acre. 56/ These parcels,
called kuleana, could come from the
lands retained by the king as Crown
lands, or from Government lands, or
from the lands granted to the chiefs
under the Great Mahele. The commoner
could receive fee title to his kuleana
only if he proved his claim to the
Hawaii Land Commission and paid the
costs of a survey. As a result of the
Kuleana Act, 8,000 commoners acquired
title to land, but the holdings of
these commoners totalled fewer than
30,000-acres, or less, than one percent
of the land.
Several reasons have been given for
the failure of the commoners to
acquire more land under the Kuleana
Act. 57/ One is that most commoners
could not afford to pay for the survey
work; another is that they feared
reprisals from the ali'i if they
applied. A third suggested reason is
that commoners could obtain title only
to land they "actually cultivated."
Under the previous system the
commoners were entitled to use not
only the land they actually cultivated
but also v;ere entitled to use common
lands for growing crops and for
pasturing--a right not preserved under
the Kuleana Act. The "actually

partiticng of the kuleana, or
putting title in a mutually-owned
corporation, trust, or partnership
with responsibility to ensure payment
of taxes and land improvements.
Inadequate access is a problem for
some kuleana because they are
surrounded by large plantations and
Hawaiian law provides
developments.
for easements by necessity whei they
are "reasonably necessary"--other
access is difficult or expensive. The
1850 statute itself also provides for
Therefore, legal tools exist
acct-ss.
for establishing better access to
kuleana.
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Finally, many kuleana plots have
been claimed by persons other than the
original grantee and his heirs by
adverse possession. Adverse
possession is a legal principle that
permits a person who has occupied the
land for a statutory period in an
open, hostile, notorious, and
exclusive manner to claim title to
In Hawaii, the statutory
that land.
period from 1870 until 1898 was 20
years; in 1898 it was reduced to 10
years.
In 1973, it was changed back
to 20 years (7A Hawaii Rev. Stats,
§657-31). A 1978 law limits adverse
possession for rights that mature in
1978 or thereafter to claims for real
property under five acres, and to
claimants whc have not asserted a
similar defeme within the last .20
years (7A Haw. Rev. Stats.
§657-31.5).

Large landholders primarily have
used adverse possession to absorb the:
enclosed kuleana of native Hawaiians.
Native Hawaiians have been less able
to use the doctrine to secure lands
for themselves. One reason is that if
a native Hawaiian remained cm
cultivated lands after 1850 but did
not perfect kuleana rights, his
tenancy was considered permissive
rather than adverse, so he could not
claim the land by adverse possession.
To avoid problems in the future,
kuleana owners could register their
lands to prevent them from being taken
by adverse possession, 59/ or could
seek some reform in the adverse
possession laws in the State. 60/
Adverse possession cannot be claimed
for lands owned by the State or by the
United States.
Adverse Possession
Adverse possession has been
considered a problem for native
Hawaiians in continuing kuleana land
(See discussion in the
rights.
preceding section.) The benefits of
the doctrine for native Hawaiians are

shown in a recent decision by a
That case
Circuit Court in Hawaii.
uses the principle to benefit smaller
landholders against a large company
and to help in ,dividing undivided
common ownership interests. 61/ Every'
state has developed a law on adverse
possession.
It has been suggested
that in Hawaii the concept developed
because larger land owners wanted a
means to increase their holdings by
engulf' r:. smaller plots owned by
native Hawaiians.

Genealogical Searches

During the hearings, some concern
was expressed about the difficulty and
expense of undertaking genealogical
research in order to establish qualifications for land that must be owned
by those of native Hawaiian ancestry.
Three circumstances related to land
ownership could give rise to the need
for such research: establishing a
legal interest in land that may be
recognized by courts in Hawaii today;
63/ qualification under the Hawaiian
Home Lands program, which provides
land to those of 50 percent or more
native Hawaiian blood; and
qualification under legislation, if
any, which could in the future be
passed to compensate native Hawaiians
Such research
for their land claims.
may be expensive; in addition, without
a central site for relevant materials,
the research can be difficult indeed.
The State or the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs may be undertaking tc resolve
some of these problems. 64/

LAND LAWS AND LAND RELATIONSHIPS
NOTES

1/ An excellent description of
ancient land tenure is contained in
Jon Chinen, The Great Mahele
University Press of
(Ronolulu:
Hawaii, 1958). One commenter,
Haunani-Kay Trask, thought that the
presentation in this section was so
biased and inaccurate that she
The Commission does not
re -wrote it.
adopt her alternate language, which
appears in full in the Appendix of
this report.

6/

MacKenzie, Sovereignty and
:7/
Land: Honoring the Hawaiian Native
Claim, p. 3.
Hawaii State Dept. of Budget
and Finance, Land and Water Resource
Management in Hawaii (Honolulu:
Hawaii Institute for Management and
Analysis in Government, 1978),,p. 148.
9/

Some commenters suggested that
a comparison to European feudal
systems leads to oversimplification.
The comparison is used throughout the
literature .on Hawaiian tellre,
(See also above, p. 148 )'
however.

ibid.

Levy, p. 879; MacKenzie, p. 3.

2/

3/

10/. David Malo, Hawaiian
Antiquities (Moolelo Hawaii)
Bishop Museum Press,
(Honolulu:
1951), p. 53; quoted.in MacKenzie,
.p.

Chinen, The Great Mahele, p. 3.

Change suggested by comments
received from the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs (OHA).
4/

This paragraph is based on Jon
Chinen, The Great Mahele, and on Neil
M. Levy, "Native Hawaiian Land
Rights," 63 Cal. Law Review 848
(1975), pp. 848-9, and Melody K.
MacKenzie, Sovereignty and Land:
Honoring the Hawaiian Native Claim
also, for
(OHA), pp. 1-2. See
general background, Ralph Kuykendall,
The Hawaiian Kingdom, Vol. I,
"Chapter IV: The Land
1718-1854,
One commenter submitted
R...voLutif.:;n."
another helpful article: Thomas
Marshall Spaulding, "The Crown Lands
of Hawaii" (Univ. of Hawaii, Oct. 10,
5/

1923).

3.

11/

MacKenzie, p. 3.

12/

Levy, p. 850.

13/

MacKenzie, pp. 4-5.

14/

Levy, p. 850; MacKenzie, p.

5.
Ibid.

16/

Ibid.

As quoted in Kuykendall, The
17/
Hawaiian Kingdom, 1778-1854, p, 271.
See generally, Levy, pp.
851-2; MacKenzie, pp. 5-7.
18/

19/

MacKenzie, p. 7.

20/

Levy, pp. 852-853, MacKenzie,

p. 7.

21/

Levy, p. 853.

Ibid., quoting Hawaiian
Statute of 1845.

22/ Levy, pp. 855-6; MacKenzie,
pp. 10-11.

22/

23/

Ibid.

24/

Levy, p. 853; MacKenzie,

j/ MacKenzie, p. 10. Comments
received from John Agard presented an
informative discussion of kuleana
rights and claims.
41/
11-12.

p. 8.
25/

Ibid.

26/

[bid.

27/

Levy, p. 854.

Levy, p. 854, qtxOting Hawaiian
Statute of 1896.

Levy, p. 857; MacKenzie, pp.

42/

Levy, p. 857.

43/

MacKenzie, p. 13.

44/

Ibid.

45/

Levy, p. 861.

46/

MacKenzie, pp. 13-14.

42/

Ibid., pp. 14-15.

28/

29/

Chinen, p. 15; Kuykendall,

p. 282.
30/

Kuykendall, p. 282.

31/

Ibid.

32/

Levy, p. 854; MacKenzie,

p. 8.

Ibid., quoting Rules.adopted
by Privy Council.
33/

45/ One commenter stressed the
importance of water rights in modern
Hawaii, in part because of the
problems that development can cause in
terms of short water supplies.
49/ II Hutchins, Water Rights
The Nineteen Western States,
Laws
pp. 177-178 (1974). Suggested by

Levy, p. 854; MacKenzie,

comments received from Congressman
Daniel Akaka.

35/

Ibid.

36/

Levy, p. 855; MacKenzie,

The material for this
paragragh is drawn from Clark, Water
and Water Rights, Vol. 5, 1 433, which
has an extensive discussion of
Hawaiian water laws.

34/

p. 8.

p. 9.
37/

50/

Ibid.

Puna Hui Ohana, Assessment of
Geothermal Development Impact on
Aboriginal, Hawaiians, prepared for
U.S. Department of Energy, Contract
No. DE-FO03,-79ET27133 (Feb. 1, 1982).
51/

38/ The division was approved by
Act of June 7, 1848,
legislation.
Comments
referred/ to in Levy, p. 855.
"The
received from OHA suggest that:
Mah-le of 1848 and conversion to a fee
simple system did not entirely do away
with this trust concept" that the king
held the lands in trust for the gods
and society as a whole.
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52/

Ibid., p. 10.

22/

Ibid., p. 119.

pp. 119-121.

54/

Ibid.,

55/

Ib'd., p. 122.

Act of August 6, 1850, § 1
(1850) Hawaii Laws 202 in 2 Revised
See discussion
Laws 1925 at 2141.
56/

above.
57/
p. 11.

,

See Levy, p. 861; MacKenzie,

56/ An extended discussion is set
forth in Levy, pp. 867-870. Congressman Daniel Akaka comments that the
analysis presented here of the
problems inherent' in settling title to
kuleana la` ds suggests that the
problems are easily solved. As a
substantive review of this section of
the report and the authorities on
which it'relies shows, they are indeed
difficult'to solve. One commenter
suggests that the right to exercise
kuleana rights did not terminate in
The comment is simply in error.
1855.
See Chinen, The Great Mahele, pp.
30-31, which states that the Land
Commission that granted deeds to such
lands dissolved on March 31, 1855.

61/ The extensive opinion is in
Ranch, Inc. v. Joseph Ahsing, et. al.,
Civil No. 1878, Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law (Circuit Court of
the Second Circuit, State of Hawaii,
May 12, 1982).
62/ Previous two sentences
suggested in comments received from
Congressman Daniel Akaka.

61/ Addition suggested in comments
received from Congressman Daniel
Akaka..

Many records in the native
Hawaiian language are available but
are not easily-accessible as a'
64/

resource.

See Levy, p. 870, citing a
suggestion of Chief Justice William
Richardson of the Hawaii Supreme
Court.

Such reform might include
permitting adverse possession claims
only if the claimant has entered the
good faith." Such a bill was
land
passed by the Hawaii legislature in
1973, but vetoed by the governor. See
Levy, p. 870.
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Diplomatic And Congressional History:
From Monarchy To Statehood
and compares Hawaii's admission to the
Union to that of other selected states.

A full review of the history of the
relations of the United States with
Hawaii and the native Hawaiians is
necessary i)r an evaluation of
In Part I of
Hawaiian m..1..ive claims.
this Report, that relationship is
traced from ancient times to 1875.
This chapter continues the story and
has four parts. First, it sets forth
the history of United States-Hawaiian
relations from 1875 through 1893.

A. UNITED STATESHAWAII RELATIONSHIPS
AND TREATIES, 1875 to 1893
The history of Hawaii and its
relationship to the United States from
ancient times to 1875 is set forth in
Part I of this report (rages 147 to
167). The period from 1875 to 1893
was extremely important and eventful
in the formulation of a relationship
between-the United States and Hawaii.
During this span of time, turmoil
occurred in Hawaiian politics
concerning that relationship, which
resulted in violent protests as well
as a written treaty and agreement that
cemented the bond between the two
countries. Thr, period also marked the
end of an ere. as Hawaii moved from a
royal monarchy to a republican form of
One of the most important
government.
events occurred early in this
period--the signing of the Reciprocity
Treaty of 1875 between the United
States and the Kingdom of Hawaii.

Second, -pit provides an analysis of the

causes of the fall of the monarchy and
annexation. "Because this section'is
particularly sensitive and crucial to
this Study, the Commissioners have
determined that review by a
/professional historian with
qualifications in the relevant
historical period is essential.
Therefore, the section on United
States-Hawaiian relations between 1893
and 1900 has been prepared by William
Dudley, Chief of Research in the
Historical Research Branch of the
Naval Historical Center, and Lt. Donna
The Naval
Nelson of his staff.
Historical Research Branch works
primarily on research requests from
all sources concerning U.S. Navy
history from the eighteenth into the
twentieth centuries. The Branch edits
and publishes multi-volume series and
other works on Naval history with
particular emphasis on the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. The
research staff, well-regarded in the
field, assists scholars and the public
by providIng-information and reviewing
The Branch has an
manuscripts.
extensive library of naval and diplomatic history, and the researchers are
careful, objective historians.
The third part of this chapter
further analyzes annexation and
compares the annexation process for
Hawaii with those of other territories.
The fourth part outlines the history
of Hawaii's admission to statehood,

1875 Reciprocity Treaty

Certain pre-1875 events affected
the reign of King Kalakaua, which
encompassed the period from 1874 to
A reciprocal trade treaty
1891.
betweenthe'United States and Hawaii:
...had been agitated at intervals
In
for almost thirty years.
Lee
had
secured
1855, Judq
endorsement of such a treaty in
Washington, only to have it
defeated in the Senate by
Louisiana sugar planters.
Kamehameha IV and his successor
had favored it only as a lesser'
evil than annexation to the United
States. 1/
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Queen Emma. The king quelled the
riot with the aid of militaty
personnel from both American and
British ships harboring in Hawaiian
waters at the time. The king then
moved to win back the support of those
who had been supporting' Queen,Emma,
the majority of whom were on Oahu, by
touring the Islands and calling for
a revitalization of the native
population and spirit. With this
accomplished, Kalakaua turned to the'
matter of a reciprocity treaty with
the United States.--)The king realized,
even without the urging of his
erstwhile secret backers, that "if
Hawaii were to survive economically as
a nation, X.he tariffs and discrimin7
'ation against Hawaiian sugar and
coffee must swiftly be removed." 4/
These "levieslhad strangled Hawaii's
American market--had virtually closed
this main and most essential pool for
exports." 5/
Kalakaua sought and obtained
Hawaiian legislative approval of a
He then
reciprocity treaty in 1874.
"appointed Chief Justice E. H. Allen,
former United States Consul to Hawaii,
and the Honorable H. A. P. Carter,
island-born American, as special Commissioners to Washington'to prepare
the way for a visit by His. Majesty to
the capital." 6/ Shortly afterwards
41
"Kalakaua, the first king eVefr to
visit the United States, was received
as a guest of the nation by President
Grant and all the members of
Congress." 7/
Although the king (and prospects
for a treaty) were greeted amiably,
one man, Claus Sprecke16, a California
sugarbeet groWer, singlehandedly
"organized Western opposition and
enlisted the support of Southern
sugarcaue planters and Eastern
refiners in tabling the treaty." 8/
As a result of this action, Hawaii's
trade slowed to a standstill and a
national depression began as sugar
planters slowed or stopped their
shipments, hoping that the taxes on
their products sent to the United

King Kalakaua's predecessor,
Lunalilo, had also been urged ,to
negotiate a treaty of reciprocity by
influential members of the sugar
planters and non-native whites, as
well as by cabinet members urging
closer bonds to the United States.
Lunalilo had originally agreed. to
introduce such a treaty in the name
of the Hawaiians, in return for the
support of these people. He backed
down, however, when native elements
and white pro-Hawaiians, such as
American Walter Murray Gibson, urged
him to do so. 2/ The main reason for
this change in Lunalilo's policy was
the issue of the lease or cession of
Pearl River [Harbor] to the United
States.
When Lunalilo died in 1874, the
pro-reciprocity factions (also known
as the.Missionary Party and
"kingmakers") became convinced that
Kalakaua would support their cause.
After public statements of goodwill
toward each other,
...there were further secret
conferences between Kalakaua and
the "kingmakers" at which.both
It was agreed
sides gave pledges.
that in return for their support
of money and influence he would
permit them to name his cabinet
officers, and that he would go
personally to Washington to ask
for the reciprocity treaty in the
name of the Hawaiian people. They
in turn would not seek to lease
Pearl River to the United States.
3/

King Kalakaua's rule of Hawaii was
thus secured with the backing of
non-native and pro-reciprocity
He ran in a plebiscite
factions.
against Queen Emma, his chief rival
When tne legislature
for power.
confirmed his victory in that
plebiscite, rioting broke out by the
"Hawaii for Hawaiians" supporters of
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"...how can I
Kalakaua answered:
answer you about something which .I
have neither read nor approved?" 13/
The king, however, eventually did
agree to this clause and the "treaty
was approved by both the United States
and Hawaiian governments in mid-1875.
In August of the following year,
Hawaii learned that bongress had
passed the legislation necessary td
put the treaty into operation. About
the only AmeriCans in the islands who
were displeased...were those who
believed in annexation." 14/ Proannexationists were concerned that the
reciprocity treaty would delay
annexation.

States would soon be lifted. Relief
was relatively slow in coming, but:
"after a year, upon President Grant's
insistence, the treaty got to the
Senate flopor, and...Spreckels himself
appeare2to lobby against it...the
nt into executive session.
Senate
At the secret meeting,' Secretary of
State Hamilton,Fish's.special clause
wag read, which he was inserting in
the treaty--and which would eventually.
tie Hawaii to the United States." 9/
This special clause, which is found
in Article 4 of the Reciprocity
Treaty, stated:
It is agreed, on the part of his
Hawaiian Majesty, that so.long/as
thip treaty shall remain in force
he will, not lease or otherwise
dispose of or create any lien upon'
any port, harbor, or other territory in his dominions, or grant
any special privilege or rights of
use therein, to any other
power...10/

*

American Advisors' Influence
Several Americans and other
foreigners became close advisors to
Claus
the king at about this time.
Spreckels (who had opposed the treaty).
He saw opportunity
Was one of-'them.
even ill his defeat and "arrived in
Hawaii aboard the vessel which brought
the news that the treaty had finally
been approved in Washington. With his
money and relentless drive Spreckels
son became the most powerful sugar
Spreckels also had
mad. in Hawaii."
otaer interests, such as banking:
.

In a report of the Committee on
Ways and Means of the HoUse of
Representati,As, "the majority frankly
conceded that the main reason why the
treaty should be ratified by. the
United States was on account of the
danger of British absorption of the
islands." 11/ Senator John T. Morgan
of Alabama confeised as well that the
treaty had political implications:
"The Hawaiian treaty was negotiated
for the purpose of securing political
control of those islands, making them
industrially and commercially, a part
of the United States" 12/ as well as
preventing any other power froM
acquiring a foothold on them.
Evidently Kalakaua had not been (or
at least claimed he had not been)
aware that this clause would be a part
of the treaty. When the British
Commissioner to Hawaii complained to
the king about these exclusive rights,

Once Kalakaua was la his debt he
was also in his grasp, and Claus
Spreckels was so important to the
king that anyone who opposed his
various deals, including cabinet
members, was soon out of office.
Eventually his hold on the government and business community was
broken...15/
However, Spreckels remained a force in
By 1884, he
Hawaii for many years.
was known as "'the other king' of the
Hawaiian Islands." 16/
Other private Americans, such as
Walter Gibson, advised and swayed the
king. 17/ Gibson, however, was
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pro-Hawaii to an extreme that
eventually almost cost him his life at
the hands of planter backers (as well
as bringing the king's reign to the
brink of disaster). Through inter-mediaries, while the king was in the
United States, and again upon his
return to Hawaii (during an' era of
prosperity brought on by the
Reciprbcity Treaty), Gibson had
proposed the building of an empire for
the king and Hawaii. Gibson told
*Kalakaua, "Hawaii should be the hub of
Sire, you are
the Polynesian kingdom.
standing today on the very threshold
'of the door marked 'Emperor ,of
Oceanal" 18/ Although thiS project
was delayed-for-the time beingrit
remained in'theking's mind, refreshed
often by his advisors.
To increase his influence in
persuading the king to implement
Hawaiian programs, Gibson needed to
In 1878, the sought a
enter politics.
seat in the Hawaiian House of
Representatives and won at the head of
His election was
the King's Party.
-despised by the "kingmakers," but
hailed by the native Hawaiians whom he
won to his side by his speeches of
nationalism and proposals for their
Almost immediately, Gibson
benefit.
suggested that the special favors
granted to the United States Inder the
1875 Reciprocity Treaty be'gr4ntecito
Great Britain as well: "The matter of
first importance to us, is that the
kingdom perpetuate its cordial
relations with all other nations so as
to guard its independence." 19/ The
United States Minister to Hawaii,
General J.' M. Comly, "on intimate
terms with the planters...a:. their
request, reported to Washington that
Gibson was a troublemaker and a
dangerous man with great influence
cver the natives." 20/ Gibson,
however, survived these threats to his
tenure and became the "closest
confidant of the king...In 1882,
Kalakaua named Gibson as premier of
For nine years this
the nation.

controversial figure would dominate
both king and government." 21/
Celso Caesar Moreno, an ItalianAmerican, also played a short, but
critical, role in advising Kalakaua.
The king had met Moreno while in the
United States seeking support for the
Reciprocity Treaty. Moreno had
charmed the` king with talk.Of a
Polynesian empire, much like the one
.proposed by Walter Gibson. Moreno
Arrived in Hawaii in November 1879,
while GibsOn was away. He represented
:0
both the American government's
interest for a trans-Pacific gable and
the China Merchant's Steam Navigation
Company's request to open commercial
relations.--Kalakaua was so enchanted.
With his visitor's reacquaintence and

the'revivalof'empire dreamsthat he
asked Moreno.to "resign your

commission with this HinSing and
become"my foreign minister" 22/ The
king also granted the./Chinese company
the subsidy it needed to establish
:commercial relations with Hawaii, but
asked that Mordno keep his cabinet
position secret until elections two
months hence, when he would make the
appointment public. On Gibson's
return to Hawaii he recognized Moreno,
but did not inform the king of his
views on him. .Moreno and Gibson then
agreed to work toward the'policy of.
establishing a Polynesian kingdom.
The main obstacle to this goal was
the passageof "a ten - Million dollar
loan to finance the king's-army and
navy." 21/ This loan proposal brought
an 14proak from the plantet lobby,
which, through Representative Castle,
charged "as surely as you vote for
this measure, you hasten the end of.
the king's rule. We taxpayers will
express our resentment in a concrete
manner." 24/ Claus Spreckels also 4$
appeared at this time at the assembly
and through his persuasive powers,
supported by Castle, "headed off the
vert likely passage of.the $10,000,000
loan; among the king's loyal Hawai-'ians, there were too many in
Spreckels' employ." 25/
.
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Shortly afterward the king told
Gibson of his intentions to make
Moreno premier and foreign minister.
Gibson seemed to be amenable to this'
idea, but he was actually furious and
started a. compaign through the newsRaising
papers to dislodge Moreno.
the ire of the planters, Gibson fueled
a fire that resulted in Moreno and the
king calling for Hawaiians to throw
our or'kill the planter sympathizers
4
and foreign interest groups on the
islands. 26/
As the threat of violence
increased, the king had second
thoughts and met .with the United
States minister, General J. M.
cQinly,
"Unless Moreno is
who told him:
discharged, the gplomatic corps has
agreed to ask their governments to
send warships and intercede to protect
the lives and property of their
1
nationals." 27/ Faced with the
'pOssibility of- war, intrusion.on his
sovereignty and:
...worried by public calumny,
facing an angry and agitated
American minister, Kalakaua at
last caught the message.
Reluctantly he dismissed Moreno.
In appointing a new cabinet, the
kirig again yiberally sprinkled it
with faithfu and dependable
Americans, and he retained the
indiSpensable Gibson. 28/

/Events Leading to Calbinet'Wernment,
1881 'to 1e87

Before thW,confrontation'had;
barely passed, it was announced at a:
January 11,. 1881, meeting of the
cabinet that the king, planned to make
The 'purpose of this
a world trip;

tripwas "to explore ways by which
peoples from other countries could be
brought to HA'Waii to help reverse the
r-,
populatjon.decline." 29/ Among the

people Kalakeua took withhim, at the
insistence of the- planter lobby, were
'Charles H. Judd and William N.
Armstrong, a former New York lawyer,

who the king named "Commissioner of
Immigration for the expedition." 30/
Word of the expedition caused
concern to United States Secretary of
State James G. Blaine, who feared that
Kalakaua!s taste for spending and need
for funds might cause him to sell part
of his kingdom to a foreign country.
31/ Blaine wrote "to the American
ministers in the countries the' king
intended to visit telling them' to
watch the aCtivities of Kalakaua
closely, and instructed' them to inform
anyforeign,power to which the king
might,offer to sell a portion of his
kingdom thMat such a transfer would not
be allowedby the United Stfateip." 32/
While visitihg Italy, the kin' was met
by the ousted Moreno. Armstrong and
Judd discovered that Moreno was
.

atteimptilg

"to. get

all the Euf!Opean

countries to guarantee (the] independence of the Hawaiian Kingdom."
'Armstrong and Judd "warned the
countries that any such action would
be looked upon by America as an
interference in her sphere of
influepce." 33/
,The fears of a land sale Were
unrealized; the .king Aever raised the
subject on his tour.' elytead, whileR
the king admired other-Itountries'
wealth and cultures, Armstrcing pushed
the planters' view' that only laborers
were wanted in Hawaii, not a
migration. The Advertiser, a
pro-Hawaiian newspaper, commented:
obvtiously endeavoring to
-"(h].
hinder any Migration except thatLof
dheap plantailoci labor although his,
instructions from the king are that he
is to bring families for repopulating
the Islands." 34/ This point seemed
to have been verified whet-Iv-during the ---

king'S trip, ships a:iiveotin Hawaii
carrying "Chinese immigrants Armstrong
had arranged as consignment for
plantation labor;" 35/ those
immigrants were found to be carrying
Even though hP ships fleW
smallpox.
the yellow flag, "Board of Health
Ar President H. A. P. Carter, yielding to.
:;
4
pressure by merchants and plenters,,
r

26?
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permitted all passengers to land." 36/
the resulting epidemic'ldft 282 native
and non-native Hawaiians dead. 37/
Shortly after Kalakaua returned to
Hawaii, efforts were again undertaken
by the planter lobby to eliminate
Gibson from Hawaiian politics. These
actions included a suit for libel
against Gibson by William Armstrongfor writing a letter published in a
newspaper accusing Armstrong of
"treason to the state." 38/ When this
faile, efforts were made to defeat
Gibson in the election. of 1882.
Complaints were made against his plans
to finance projects like the completion of the royal palace, literary and
cultural monuments to Hawaii, and
free school education. These attacks
did not succeed, either.
At this same time the Reciprocity
Treaty of 1875 was nearing the end'of
its seven-year life. The Sugar
Planter Association sent a draft of a
new treaty to William Lc-otthian Green,
Minister of Foreign Affairs, with a
clause that Pearl River be ceded to
the United States. 'green objected to
"I do not
this proposal stating:
believe that the proposal is asou....1

premier mandatory, Gibson was to
permit the planters to name his
colleagues--thus assuring planter
control of the Government. 40/
Gibson, however, informed the king
of the plan, and the king in.. turd
,

,

ond'...ithe United States had made no
they wish.
demandfOr [Pearl River]

only that no other power should
control-it and that is what we all
want." :219

Green'd response infuriated the
which secretly decided to
To effect this decision,
depose him.
the Association Chosc t ) implement a
plan, discusseciat the time-of the
1882 eleCtions, that would entice
Walter Gibson to their side. The
proposal has been described as

( 'Association,

ry

\,

secretly slipped this information to
Green. Green, to aid the king,
resigned, allowing Gibson to be named
by the king "prime minister of all the
realm." 41/ Gibson immediately named
persons suitable to himself and tilf
the cabinet. William Green
king
"in a most remarkable
wrote later:
Gibson has been lifted
circumstance
into the highest political position in
the Kingdom by the_, exertions, of his
bitterest opponents." 42/ With this
accomplished, the question of the
Reciprocity Treaty was allowed to rest
for the time, and the treaty was
neither extended nor abrogated: "As
/to the renewal of that treat, after
seven years the king seemed L.o be
growing indifferent if not directly
hostile." 43/
Financial matters became Gibson's
,and Hawaii's biggest problem. The
planter lobby complained of the monies
being used for Hawaiian cultural
programs while the treasury remained
lbw and business interests took a back
seat. Each appropriation brought
renewed protests from 'the opposition.
Representative Aholo, representing the
king's interests, "reminded that those
same men had been made millionaires by
the treaty secured by His Majesty:
'And now they object to him enjoying
any of the money!'" 44/ Even with,the
planters' tax money, the treasury
could not replenish itself fast
enough; Gibson turned to borrowing
\and "once again Claus Spreckels,
`already holding Kalakaua captive in
debt, offered ...a loan of $2,000,000."

follows:

The planters vould tell the king
todismiss his Cabinet -And make
Gibson Premier and Minister of
Then under a
Foreign Affairs.
ruling already established by
themselves making appointment of
the rest of the Cabinet by the

45/

,r

Through all of his dealings with
the king, Spreckdls had begun to move
toward the Hawaiian viewpoint on
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Kalakaua as ruler;" and on the fact
that the king was "accepting money for
the license to import opium from two
different individua s." 50/ Although
oblem had far less
Fitthe opium license
world impact than the matter of
creating a Polynesian empire, it
raised the ire of the reformers from
the start. Several of the reformists
had gone home from the legislature on
private business, whereupon "the
Royalists seized the reins and by a
bare majority passed an opium license
bill which was signeclby the king in
spite of outspoken public protests.",
The problem was compounded "whem
51/
it was learned that the king had
evidently accepted money for the_
license from more than one individual.
The other event that brought'ihe
reformers to action was the attempt to
implement Gibson's dream for the king
This
of creating a Polynesian empire.
dream had been given fresh impetus
after the king's world,lour', where he
saw that his European fellow
sovereigns had expansionist dreams as
As a result:
well.

issues, due to his huge financial
investments and dependence on the
kingdom. This alarmed the sugar
They had been able in 1884
planters.
to bypass Spreckels' virtual monopoly
on handling their sugar exports as
"some of thbm marketed their sugar
independently in the United States
and, finding they could do so
successfully, all were eager to break
with him." 46/ In 1883, Premier
Gibson had also promised Spreckels the
monopoly on transporting Chinese
immigrants--a monopoly that had
already been promised to am,American
Sanford Dole, in a December
firm.
1883fmeeting of soon-to-be reformists,
discissed renewal of the reciprocity
He stated that Gibson's act
treaty.
of jiving Spreckels A monopoly on
transporting immigrants was "likely to
endanger Haviaii's treaty relations
with the United States at a crucial
time." 47/
Attacks on Gibson's policies
continued so unceasingly that he
became "the sole issue of the 1886
legislative campaign." 48/ At this
time "the king had at last wearied of
domination by Claus Spreckels, the
Opposition effected an alliance with
the king and his party, and expressed
distrust in the existing Cabinet." 49/
Spreckels' hold over the king was thus
finally broken, despite Gibson's proTwo cabinets were dismissed
tests.
and replaced with Gibson still as
premier. Reform, members had been
voted into the Assembly in 1886, including Lorrin A. Thurston, who would
play a major role in the formation of
a republic.

In 1880 a resolution was passed in
the legislature which created a
Royal Hawaiian Commissioner to ,
represent the government to the
peoples of Polynesia. Three years
later the government sent copies
of a policy statement to twentysix nations stating that the
various islands of Polynesia
should be allowed to govern
themselves and not be annexed by
any major power. 52/

Cabinet Government Formed
The reformers regarded themselves
as a "morally righteous group" who
finally took action against the king
and Gibson for two main reasons:
their attempt to create an empire, and
the king's action on opium licenses.
Concern focused on the "attempt to
establish an Empire of Polynesia, with

Although most nations disregarded
this statement, Kalakaua decided in
1887 to implement his dream by sending
a delegation to Samoa with the
responsibility of "forming a political
confederation." 53/ Germany was at
the same time in the process of making
Samoa a colony. When Bismarck learned
of Hawaii's confederation, he sent
angry messages to Washington demanding
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attained relatively little
prominence or importance until
after ,yolney V. Ashford was
elected captain on July 28, 1886.

The
that Hawaii not interfere.
U.S. State Department took action and
"Kalakaua was ordered to cease and
desist from all inflammatory acts in
other territories." 54/
The damage to Kalakaua had been
done. The opposition had hgd enough
of his conduct and his over-spending.
The Hawaiian League was formed in
December 1886,consisting of reformers
The goals of this
and part-Hawaiians.
secret oppogition group were divergent; "the conservative members
simply wanted to force.gi son out .of
office, while the radical wanted to
overthrow the monarchy and establish a
republic or seek annexation,to the
United States." 55/ The membership,
numbering about 400, was led by ruling
officers called the "Committee of
Thirteen." These leaders included
.Sanford Dole, Lorrin Thurston, W. R.
Castle, and others whoc"announced, in
onolulu's newspapers, that it [the
Hawaiian League] intended to dethrone
Kalakada--and that it had the armed
might to do so." 56/

58/

The Rifles went through various
reorganizations and added members to
their ,totals so that "at the end of
June [1887], therefore, when the
political crisis came to a head, the
Honolulu Rifles consisted of a
battalion of three companies commanded
by Lieutenant Colonel Volney V.
Ashford." 59/ Ashford, with his
decided military bent and one of the,
Hawaiian League's future radicals, was
a Canadian who came to Hawaii about
the beginning of 1885.
It ig impassible to ascertain the
exact date'that the Honolulu Rifles
joined the Hawaiian League as their
What is known is that
military ally.
Volney Ashford was their commander
--when the alliance occurred. Sanford
Dole, an original meMber of'the
Hawaiian League, described the. Rifles
and their alliance with the League as
"A military organization of
follows:
volunteers, young men of Honolulu, in
several companies, a growth fram the
original Honolulu Rifles, was won to
the support of the league, the
commander, Colonel V. V. Ashford,
becoming an enthusiastic advocate of
its plans." 60/ Kuykendall states
that: "in all probability it was not a
mere coincidence that the rapid
expansion of the Honolulu Rifles
occurred simultaneously with that of
the Hawaiian League." 61/
Because the Hawaiian League was a
secret organization, its origins and
early history can only be found in
papers of its original members, who
played an active part in the League.
There are only three published
accounts of the League, and "these
accounts were written long after the
events which they describe; Dole's in
1916, Ashford's in 1919, and

Events Leading to the 1887
Constitution 57/
The Hawaiian League acquired the
Honolulu Rifles as a military ally in
The Honolulu Rifles company:
1887.
...was organized in the spring of
1884 by a group of men reported to
be "interested in the formation of
a semi-military and social organIt had the approval of
ization."
the cabinet and of Kalakaua, who
suggested the name for the company, and it became one of the
recognized volunteer military
It was
companies of the kingdom.
an all-haole comnany, and made.its
first public appearance on\April
The early enthusiasm
26, 1885
[for it] sow waned and the Rifles
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about annexation to the United
States, but prior to the mass
meeting which finally resulted in
a revolution...this annexation
element after a long and very
bitter'discussion, was defeated
and the-Hawaiians, meaning thereby
those of Hawaiian birth, parentage
and affiliation, procured a
promise on the part of the league
that its attempts would be
confined to a reformed Hawaiian
government, under sufficient
guaranties to insure responsible
and safe government." 66/

Thurston's in the period 19261930." 62/. The objective of the
---%

league,

,,,

...as stated in section two of its
constitution, was "constitutional,
representative Government, in fact
as well as in form, in the
Hawaiian Islands, by all necessary
means." Within the League there
developed a radical wing and a
conservative wing. The radicals
favored abolition of the monarchy.
and the setting up of a republic;
some of them wished to go further
and seek annexation to the United\
The conservatives, on the
States.
other hand, favored retention of
the monal:dhy, but wanted a change
of ministry and a drastic revision
of the constitution of the
kingdom; for them a republic was a
last resort, in case the king
refused to agree to the reforms
demanded. 63/

More important than these statements,
however, is that the "strong support
given to the 1887 movement by the
British residents of Hawaii is good
evidence that the idea of annexation
was not a major factor in it." 67/
As noted previously, the opposition
to the policies and actions of
Kalakaua and his cabinetunder Gibson
motivated the formation of the
Hawaiian League. The abhorrence of
and opposition to Gibson and his
policies is nowhere more evident than
when the Hawaiian League's committee
drafted and sent a set of resolutions
to Kalakaua. The first resolution
called for the dismissal of his
preseht cabinet and the second
specifically called for. Walter M.
Gibson's "dismis(sal] from each and
every office held by him under the
Government." 68/
The absence of any.direct American
involvement in the events that IA to
the Constitution of 1887 is fairly
The management and
well documented.
control of the Hawaiian League was
vested in a "Committee of Thirteen,"
whose exact make-up "was a fairly,
well-guarded secret; it is known

With respect to the issue of
annexation, "Voney V. Ashford, .not a
very reliable witness, wrote to
Commissioner H. H. Blount On marob 8,
'The plan of the movement of
1893:
1887...embraced the establishment of
an independent republic, with the view
to ultimate annexation to the United
States."644 But S. B. Dole, in a
letter of December 23, 1893, to
Minister A. S. Willis, said thkt the
revolution of 1887 "was not an annexation movement in any sodhse, but
tended toward an independent republic,
but when it had the monarchy in its
power, conservative councils
prevailed..." 65/
At a later time, W. R. Castle
wrote,

however, that the were occasional

There was a very strong element in
the league determined to bring

changes in its composition." 69/
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appears that,Americam :nationals (that
is, "Americantexpatriates") comprised
only a small part of the membership of
the Committee of Thirteen.since: 70/
"The feeling of dissatisfaction with
the government and the desire for a
change was shared by ha_ oles of all
nationalities and by some native
Hawaiians." 71/ The editors of.,major
newspapers in opposition to Kalakaua
were largely British nationals. With
respect to petitions that nationals
sent to the American and British
Ministers, there appears to be "no
reason to believe that any of the
_governments appealed to would have
ventured to interfere in the internal
politics of Hawaii." 72/
H. A. P. Carter, the Hawaiian
Minister in Washington, held a meets n
with U.S. Secretary of State Bayard on
July 6, 1887, in the United States.
Carter told Bayard that:

...the state of affairs in Hawaii
was very critical, and he wished
to know what would be the action
of the commander of the United
States vessels that might go
there, or the action of he U.S.
Minister, in case the other
foreign powers were to land forces
for the purpose of protecting
their citizens against what he
called "the mob" ...that if that
was done, Major Wodehouse, British
Minister,... who is an aggressive
man, would no doubt move promptly
to the defense of his people....
I [Bayard] said it was simply
impossible for me to tell; that I
could give no information upon a
purely supposititious case...73/

Apparent American opposition (at
least on the part of the U.S.
Minister in Hawaii) is revealed in a
letter written by Carter's son,
Charles, to Rayard in 1894., He
states:

In June, 1887, my father...came
to...Michigan, to attend my
graduation...He was compelled to
leave in the midst of the festivities because..:he learned that
1,t was the intention of the United
States Government to send the
warship Adams to Honolulu to
protect the late King Kalakaua and
his government fran the anticipated Revolution predicted in the
then latest despatches and he
further told me that in consequence of his assurances to you,
that the' revolution was being
conducted by his friends and would
be in the best interests of
Hawaii, that the,orders to [U.S.]
Minister Merrill and the warships
at Honolulu were not to interfere
with those conducting the revolt
...I have since learned fran those
[in] Honolulu that up to a short
time beff)re the revolt [was] consummated, Minister Merrill was
indifferent if not hostile to the
(-party of reform, but at the last
moment changed in his expressions
and did not iriSe-pose as had been
feated...74/
Already confronted with
considerable opposition to its
financial policies and its "Oceana
supremacy" aspirations (also known as
the "Samoan policy"), in 1887, the
Gibbon Administration confronted an
additional problem -- rumors of bribery
and graft concerning the granting,of
licenses to import opium. The
Hawaiian Gazette, on May 17, 1887,
printed a synopsis of twelve
affidavits, including one by T. Aki, a
Chinese rice-planter who failed to
receive a license, even though a
"present" of $75,000 had been given to
the king. 75/ British Commissioner
Wodehouse had informed his government
five weeks earlier about these charges

and stated "the truth of which ...no
one hardly doubts...Great indignation
is felt at the transaction." 76/
Wodehouse had written even earlier:
"In view of the widespread and deeply
seated feeling of digsatisfaction,
amounting almost to hostility, with
the manner in which the Government of
this country is now carried on, it
seems to me that a crisis must arrive
A
before long." 77/
Against this backdrop. U.S.
Minister Merrill forwarded, on May 31,
a complete set of the affidavits of
Aki and others to the Secretary of
Washington. Minister Merrill
State
also reported:

minister that he had sent for him, "to
ask your advice, unofficially buts a
friend, concerning the present
politic41 situation and I desire you
to acquaint me with your ideas of the
-/aause of excitement and what is best
to be done." 80/ In his report back
to Washtngton, Merrill stated that:
e

I at once informed him that
there were loud complaints against
the manner in Which.the public
funds were being expended, 'that
instead of being expehded on
necessary internal improvements,
such as dredging the harbor,
repairing roads and bridges, they

public feeling has been intense
against the King while the daily
press has been outspoken in
denouncing the King, the Ministry
and nearly all officials throughout the Kingdom. Among the
people, foreign residents
especially, there has been aroused
soon
a feeling that a change mu.
west
occur from the highest
ave
heard
it
official. Of late
remarked that no hange would be
ss it was one
satisfactory
deposing the King, changing the
Constitution and adopting a
republican form of government.
78/
Merrill wrote shortly afterwards
though that he.had "quietly counseled
[to Americans) moderation and the
adoption of peaceful measures as the
best method of bringing about a proper
administration of affairs." 79/
On June 27, 1887, the day before
Kalakaua dismissed his cabinet in
hopes of heading off further trouble
with the opposition, he made a request
to see American Minister Merrill.
Kalakaua proceeded to explain to the

(s.

were being expended in the
purdhase and repair of a training
ship and equiping her for.an
unnecessary expedition, the
sending of a Mission to Samoa and
maintaining unnecessary agelts in
foreign countries.
I also informed him that from my
observation, of late, there was
great unanimity in the demand for
the removal of his present Cabinet
and the substitution of men well
kndwn in the 5ommunity and in whom
the people b4d confidence, that
there was much compla:nt among the
people on account of the belief
which was prevalent that His
Majesty interfered with the
actions of his Cabinet in all
matters directly or indirectly
affecting the revenues- especially in political elections,
appointments and Legislative
action, therefore there was much
unanimity among the taxpayers that
the Cabinet should be left to act
independently and made responsible
to the people direct.
I informed him that I believed
the retention of the present
Ministry was daily intensifying
the people and that, since he had

frankly,aske/ my opinion, I
thought it was better for many
reasons to heed the'voice of the
people especially those who were
paying the taxes, had accumulated
wealth in the country and were
directly interested.
In fact, I conversed with him
for about one hour upon the foregoing and kindred subjects to
which he listened with much
apparent interest and when I rose
to leave he remarked that it was
now about 11 o'clock and that I
would hear, of changes in the
'Cabinet within 12 hours.
On the following morning, June
28th I received information that
Mr. Gibson and all the cabinet had
resigned..81/
From the above it can be seen that
Kalakaua specifically called for the
meeting with American Minister Merrill
to ask for his advice. Nothing in the
dispatch would indicate that Kalakaua
asked for more than this, or that the
American minister had demanded that
Kalakaua change his cabinet
officials.
Of this change in the cabinet,
"Apparently
Kuykendall writes that:
-the king and Gibson believed, or at
least hoped, that a change of
ministry, including the latter's
removal from the government, would be
enough of a concession to quiet-the
clamor for reform." 82/ However, this
belief was not correct, a Hawaiian
newspaper wrote:
...We are not in the humor to
accept any compromise that will
allow an opening for a reproduction in the future of what we
have had too much of in the past.
A real, complete, thorough
is what the intelligence
'change
and respectability of the country
want...Moreover, there must be a

positive and undeniable guarantee
of its continuance. The. king must
be prepared to take his own proper
place, and be content to reign
without ruling. We want capable,
responsible Ministers, not
irresponsible clerks. 83/
Reports that the king was
attempting to form a coalition cabinet
with W. L. Green and had called out
the Honolulu Rifles to protect
government buildings, generated still
more opposition against him. The
result was a public meeting of the
king's opponents on June 30. L. A.
Thurston read a set of resolutions
prepared by the Committee of Thirteen
of the Hawaiian League that inclUded
the commitment "to them policy of
securing a new constitution," as well
as calling for the dismissal of Gibson
and the cabinet. 84/ The Committee of
Thirteen presented these resolutions
to the king, requesting a reply within
24 hours. 85/
On the morning of July 1st, Colonel
Ashford and the Honolulu Rifles seized
a shipment )of arms sent to Hawaii,
thinking they were intended for the
Later that same morning, "after
king.
A the firearms seizure, Lieutenant
Colonel Volney Ashford, with a squad
of the Honolulu Rifles, went to
Gibson's residence, took him and his
son-in-law Fred Hayselden into
custody... [and] threats to hang Gibson
were made by Lieutenant Ashford and
other noisy radicals, but^any such
purpose was promptly vetoed by the
executive committee of the Hawaiian
League." 86/ These actions. by the
Honolulu Rifles indicate that during
the evening of June 30 and the morning
of July 1., 1887, the "control of the
city of Honolulu was in the hands of
the Honolulu Rifles who.were acting
theoretically, but not always in fact,
under the direction of the executive
committee of the.Hawaiian League." 87/
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want to accept Kalakaua' s. offer of

With these events of the morning of
July 1 an mind, Kalakaua called for a
Acting of the foreign national
ministers. American Minister Merrill

"placing control of the Kingdom in our
hands." The ministers, including
Merrill, wanted)Calakaua to stay in
authoity and were convinced, there was
every reason to believe things would
quiet down since he had agreed to the
resolutions of the committee of the
Hawaiian League. 89/
Kalakaua, after this meeting,
signed and sent his acceptance of the
resolutions to the committee. W. L.
Green then sent, and the king
accepted, a list of cabinet ministers
that included W. L. Green, Godfrey
Brown, Lortin A. Thurston, and
Clarence W. Ashford. American
Minister Merrill wrote that all,
except Thurston. were of British
origin, and the "principal American
merchants...generally coincide in the
opinion that the present Ministers are
satisfactory, and favorable to the
.

wrote ,the' following about this
meeting:

About twelve o'clock...His
Majesty sent for the British,
French, Portuguese and Japanese
Cotmissioners and myself to meet
him at the Palace.
When all had assembled His
Majesty, evidently being much
alarmed, stated that an armed

,

foe had recently arrested a late
"Aber of his Cabinet, Mr. Gibson,
,.and as armed men were patrolling
the streets, and not knowing what
the next act'might be, he desired
to place the control of thy
affairs of the kingdom in our
hands.
This offer we informed him could
not be accepted and it was the
desire of all the representatives
of other powers that he should
maintain himself in authority and
as he informed us that he had
agreed to the wishes of the
people, expressed at:the Mass
Meeting the day previous, and
would shortly so inform the
Committee in Writing, we advised
him to at once authorize Mr.
Green, if he was the person
selected, to form a Ministry when
it was believed affairs would
assume a quiet attitude. We
immediately. retired and, passing
down to: the,central portion of the
cj.ty, assured the people that the
King had acceded to their request
and was now forming a Ministry
with Mr. Green as Premier and no
necessity for further excitment
existed. 88/

welfare of this. kingdom." 9()/

Merrill's dispatch concerning the
approval by the American merchants of
the cabinet is especially noteworthy,
since it was well known that the
British wanted Hawaii to remain
independent and not be annexed to the
United States.
The ConstitUtion of 1887 was not
actually completed and signed by
Kalakaua until July 6. The "new'
constitution, drawn by the committee
and never submitted to-the people, was
handed to the king and he signed it."
91/ The "bayonet constitution," as it
was known (written mainly by Lorrin A.
Thurston 92/), made the king more of a
ceremonial leader and effectively
ended much of the monarchy's power.
This was usummedfup in the three
words" that changed Article 31 of the
prevailing 1864 Constitution from "To
the King belongs the Executive Power"
to the new constitution Article 31
which read "To the King and the
Cabinet belongs the Executive power."
93/ The new constitution also
incorporated property and income

,

From the above quoted dispatch it
appears evident why the foreign
ministers, including Merrill, did not
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but the State
to scrap
Department, worried over
Britain's and Germany's high
interest in the Pacific, had
insisted on keeping the vacuous
treaty alive. Suddenly now,
after Kalakaua had been ignobly
driven to the corner, the United
States asked for the renewal of
This time it
the agreement.
formally demanded cession of
Pearl Harbor to the United
This time--insistently.
States.
prodded by the reform
cabinet--the chastened and
worried king signed a new and
changed state document. 97/

requirements to vote and hold office
that effectively brought control of
within the sphere of
the governmer.
the planters and merchants and: "In
rettern for this drastic tiouseclieaning,
[Kalakaua] was allowed to keep his joh,
as king." 94/
In defending the actions of the
reformers in forcing the king's hand,
Attorney General C. W. Ashford. stated:
If the New Constitution had lren
submitted to the Legislature it
would simply, mean that at the end
of two years the king would say
"This does not suit me," and kill
There was
it by absolute veto.
only one way to proceed, and that
'was to arbitrarily-force the King
into giving us a better form of
government. 95/

Prior to approval of this
agreement, Secretary of State,Blaine
had instructed U.S. Minister Comly (in
1881) that the American Government
would not permit the' transfer of
Hawaiian territory or sovereignty to
any European power. 98/ This was
followed in 1884 by a resolution from
the U.S. Senate Committee/on Foreign
Relations that not only advised the
President to extend the reciprocity
treaty, but also suggestedthat Hawaii
should be requested to permit the
establishment of a "naval station for
the United States in the vicinity of
Honolulu." 99/ Despite this attitude
on the part of the Senate, "the
supplementary convention with Hawaii
was not agreed to by the Senate during
the continuance of President Arthur's
term of office." 100/
Again on April 14, 1886, the Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations made a
favorable report on the supplementary
treaty of December 6, 1884. 101/ The
Committee also recommended an
amendment that would give the 'United
States the right to establish a naval
base at Pearl Harbor. Of this recommendation one author says:

Reciprocity Treaty Renewal--1887
While the reformers had been in the
process of revolt, the commander of
the armed wing of the revolutionaries
(the Honolulu Rifles), Volney Ashford,
"had been selected by the Gibson
administration to go to Canada to
negotiate a reciprocal trade agreement
with that country." 96/ This occurred
only days before the reformers took
over and raised questions as-to
whether Ashford had pocketed some of
his commission pay for protection
money for the king. Because of the
timing, it is not clear whether the
government had seriously intended to
make such ei treaty with Canada.
With regard to the Reciprocity
Treaty.between Hawaii and the United
State on the other hand:
r Between 1883 and 1887, the
,reciprocity treaty had neither
been terminated nor renewed by the
The Senate had, at
United States.
first, been in [the] mood
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that year, formulated the
conditions under which monarchy
could continue to exist in the
Hawaiian islands...But the
Hawaiian monarchy did not
'willingly accept the role assigned
to it by the Constitution of 1887.
It wanted the sovereign to be not
merely a glamorous symbol of the
power of the :kation but the actual
repository and wielder of that
power as he had been inearlier
The conflict between these
years.
two concepts of government is the
most important feature of the
history of the remaining years of
105/
the kingdom.

e doubt that
There was li
members of the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations were anxious to
forestall any attempt by a
European Power to secure some
means of control over Hawaii. The
cession of Pearl Harbor as a naval
station would definitely place the
United States in a positiop of
dominance in the islands, gild this
very fact accounted for the
reluctance of the Hawaiian
Government to make a favorable
response to this Senate
suggestion. 102/

(.1

This concern in the United States
about foreign influence was
exacerbated in late 1886 by rumors
that Hawaii was going to float a $2,
million loan, negotiated in England,
that would "pledge the public revenues
of the Hawaiian Kingdom as a
collateral security for that loan."
103/-'The United States felt this
would interfere with their preferred
rights gained under the 1875 Treaty.
This situation, along with hints
received of attempts to negotiate a
treaty between Hawaii and Canada, was
enough for the United States Senate to
approve a new treaty of reciprocity
with Hawaii on January 10, 1887. The
king quickly approved it after the
reformists' revolt.

Under Article BO of the new
, conititution of 1887, elections were
required to be held within ninety days
for nobles and representatives. A
campaign preceded the election, which
was to be held on September 12, 1887.
Meetings were held by the opposition
in which objections were raised to the
su frage provisions of the constitutio (Articles 59 And 62), which
exc uded all persons of Asiatic birth
from the privilege of voting. A
Hawaiian lawyer, J. M. Poepoe, a
leader of the native Hawaiians, also
objected to the suffrage provisions
and suggested a petition to the king.
106/
Resolutions were adopted a short
time later by the opposition (that
I., the natives) requesting that "the
new Constitution be abrogated, and the
old one reestablished; that all volunteer companies be forthwith disbanded
and that al.! the arms and ammunition
in possession of citizens be taken
away from them." 107/ In response to
these resolutions, the king replied:
"the new constitution (his constitution) was better than the old and that
it enlarged rather than curtailed the
civil rights; of the people." 108/ The
king was later reported to have made
.

Cabinet. Government and Attempts to
Regain Powers of the Monarchy,
1887 to 1891 104/

The remaining years prior to the
establishment of a Provisional
Government in 1893 were marked with
sporadic attempts by the native
Hawaiians to regain some measure of
their power:
The men who carried through the
Revolution of 1887 thought they
had, in the constitution of
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resolution was passed on December L2,
1887, that circumvented the king's
vetoes. The resolution stated that
the enactments "do go upon their usual
and ordinary' course, becoming law at
the expiration of ten days from the

a speech in which he spoke "at some
length regarding the changes that had
lately taken place, advising the
natives to go to the proper offices
and 'take the oath to support the new
Constitution and thereby qualifythemselves to vote." 169/ 1
The reformist (i.e., government)
party won the election, and it "was
clear that many of the native
Hawaiians, especially on the outside
islands, had voted for the reform
It was noted,
candidates." 110/
however, that on Oahu and in Honolulu
there was strong native population
opposition and that,"it was the votes
of foreigners, including the
Portuguese, enfranchised by the new
constitution, that'gave the Reform
Party its decisive' victory." 111/
The reformers proceeded to either
repeal or enact laws that further
eroded the power of the king.
However, Kalakaua still retained the
power to veto legislation under the
Constitution of 1887 and after the
elections of 1887 promptly proceeded
to veto five bills. One of these was
"an act relating to the military
forces of the kingdom (providing for a
salaried brigadier general as
commanding general, and transferring
general supervision of the military
from the minister of foreign affairs
to the minister of the interior)."
112/ ,The Minister of Foreign Affairs
at the time was Godfrey Brown, a
friend of the king who.had tried to
disband the Honolulu Rifles and change
relations between the cabinet and the
king, in the king's favor. The
enactment of this law was "understood
to be a slap at Minister Brown." 113/
Princess Liliuukalani wrote in her
diary on November14, 1887, that:
"John [her husband] and I discussed on
the weakness of everyone. The King,
the Court, the city wants to get rid
of the Rifles and yet do not dare to.
How laughable." 114/
The veto power used by Kalakaua was
questioned by the legislature and a.
-

.

.

date of ,presentation` to the king."

115/ Thus, the five bills became
However, Kalakaua took,his case
laws.
to the Hawaiian Supreme Court and in a
test case heard on February 2, i888,
by a decision of 4-to-1 the judges
sustained the king's right to veto
legislative acts "in pursuance of the
power given him by the ConstitUtion,"
which is "a personal one and does not
require the advice anid,consent of the
Cabinet." 116/
During this same period,
suggestions arose that Kalakaua should
abdicate in favor of his sister,
Princess Liliuokalani, ,because of the
sharp conflict between Kalakaua and
his cabinet. The suggestion recurred,
according to American Minister
Merrill, in conversations the latter
had with Ministers L. A. Thurston and
Brown. Merrill reported to Bayard
that Minister Brown had told him "the
subject of the abdikation of the King

in favor ofH.R.H. Princess
was spoken of..." 117/
Liliuokaladt
On December, 20 and 23, 1887, pTincess
Liliuokalan was asked about the
subject of taking the throne by
members of the cabinet. Her answer to

,

them,,wiiich she wrote in her diary
"if it was particularly
was:
necessary i-f the King abdicated I
would--if Ithe King] was doing
wrong--I would but not till then. In
the evening went and told the King."
118/
Accounts of this whole incident
According to Kuykendall:
vary.

The account of this episode by
Liliuokalani in her book Hawaii's
Story by Hawaii's Queen, pp. 186189, is obviously quite inaccurate.
The account by Thurston in his
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MeMoiri of the Hawaiian

Ole

Revolution', pp..175-17'9, points
out some of the discrepancies

betweenLiliuokalani's diary and
her book; but he makes no mention
of the discussion within, the
cabinet and implies that there was
119/
none.

Political accommodation was
achieved, however, and the differences
between the king and cabinet were
ended for the time being with the
appointment of Jonathon Austin to
replace Godfrey Brown as-Minister of
Foreign Affairs and the appointMent of
Sanford Dole to the Supreme Court.
However, the idea that Lili Pkalani
should take over grew because ative
Hawaiians and thgir friends considered
the king far too submissive inothe.
face of the demands of the reformers.
121/, Liliuokalani held meetings with
Tier supporters and in 1888 wrote in
her diary:

the cabinet, where Thurston, on
January 18, reported "information as
to a native secret society organized
with a view to removing the King And"
Dpminis [Liliuokalani]
putting Mrs.
in his place.""123/ The minister of
foreign afOirs, however,4ssui,.--the
king "ofsthe.support of the Cabinet
against any effort to unseat him" if
the king would abide by the cabinet
and its advice. To this the king
agreed, "but requested that no
publicity be given to the mitter., and
to this the cabinet agreed." 124/
The king's 'ekpressed willingness to
abide by' the cabinet's advice did pot
For example, the king
last long.
fought' the cabinet's attempt to chargeHawaiian- representation to London.
The king's spirit of/cooperation was
also eroded by his fury at what he
considered the cabinet's attempt to
discredit him by implying he allowed
the importation of liquor to sway,
Furthermore, on October 1,
votes.
-

W. eomes to W.- on
[January 16:]
matter of importances - -I advise

them to use only respectful words
and no threats but to explain the
situation to him [the king] how
everything and the state of the
country might be changed should he
abdicate if only for a year, then
he should take the reigns [sic]
again, and reign peaceably the
rest df his life. W. and W.. went
to the King and after.eXplanations
he told them he would think it
told me
W.
over...[January 17:)
the result of their proposition to
the King--he said wait\a while--I
said yes, then wait. 12//

1888, the king P.ppointed G. W.
Macfarlane es-his chamberlain, but the
cabinet refused-to recognize the
appointment or pay his salary.
British Commissioner Wodehouse wrote
that `it:

...would not be favorably
regarded by the majorityof the
Foreign Residents: but would, on
the contrary, tend to excite
suspicion and distrust, as
disposition on the
indicating
part of His Majesty to recur, if
possible, to a reactionary policy,
Colonel Macfarlane being associiated in their minds. with Loans
and ow-extravagant Financial
For the Cabinet it would
policy.
mean increased antagonism on the
part of the King, and consequently,
a widening of the breach already
existing between His Majesty and
His Ministers. 125/

Further information concerning this
event can be found in the records of
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At the first meeting (consisting of
"a small gtoupof.men, all !moles")
Wilcox formed a secret society called
triotic Association,'
"_the.!Liberal
of which Wilcox was president and the
Belgian Albert,_,00mens was vicepresident, its stated purposebeing to .

Macfarlane's salary was finally
paid when. the Hawaiian' Skipreme Court

decided again.t the cabinet on
February 26, 1890. The Court "held,
that the appointment of Chamberlain
Y-was personal.,to His Majesty, and did

.

not require the, approval of ,the

restore the former. system of
goVernment and the former rights of
the king." 130/ The movement was
believed to be largely financed by the
Chinese and it was not until the fifth
meeting that, "for the first time,
native Hawaiians were admitted.". 131/
The king and cabinet were .warned of
" Wilcox's actions by both the American
and British 'Ministers in early July.
132/ Despite this warning, British
Commissioner Wodehouse wrote:
"Meetings still continue to be, held at"
the Prindesa's residence by Mr.
Wilcox,-who is purchasigg arms
wherever he can get them. It is
strange.that he is not arrested." 133/
The Hawaiian government made"no
arrangements,to meet this crisis, in,
epite of its knowledge of Wilcox's
This inaction may be
"activities.
explained by American Minister
Merrill's.statement,,of August 1, 41839,
that:

Cabin t" and "that the salary of the
offic foll9ws the title to. it." 126/
The 1888 law concerning military
forces, passed 'over the king's veto4
was an additional. coicern for- the:
king. V. V. Ashford was nominated to

.

have a controlling power,in the
military. The British COmmissioner
wrote at this time that: "Colonel
Ashfotd has, recently made,himself so
notorious that he Was lost the support
of his party, and a considerable
portion of 'the 'Rifles:!" 127/
Despite this, Ashford won the
nomination, but the king refused to
, sign it, rememblering Ashford's part in
the events leading to the 1887
Constitution. The cabinet bypassed
the king once again by saying Ashford,
was "constructively in command"
without the signed certificate. ,(It
should be noted here that Ashford's
lees of favor with the reformists
eventually led him into the caimp'of
later on.)
t
the oppo stion
The series of events chronic led
above created the conditions that led
to the insurrection of July 30, 1889.
This insurrection was led by the same
Robert W. Wiicox who was considered
"the principal leader of the agitation
among the Hawaiians" during 1887-88.
128/ PrincessLiliuokalani had
hefriended aid supported Wilcox during
this period until his departure from
Hawaii for the United States in early
L888. On his return to Hawaii in
April 1889,,Liliuokalani again
befriended Wilcox and gave him-permission to live in her unoccupied Palama
Sometime in June, Wilcox
residence.
'held the first of seven meetings in
which the.insurrection- was planned.

.

,

...it was recently ascertained
on what seemed very reliable
authority that no overt.cts would
be committed prior to the next
general election in February, when
it was thought the present
ministers would be defeated at the.
Al
polls. 134/
Wilcox, however, did(got wait and
on JUly 30, 1889, marched with his
followers on Iolani Palace 'and
occupied the grounds. Kalakaua was

,

not at the palace and could not be
"."enticed by Wilcox to return there.
According to one author, Wilcox's
objectives in this action were to "(1)
replace the Constitution of 1887 with
one similar to that of 1864; and (2)

129/
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.

to get rid of the Reform cabinet."
It is unclear what his
135/
intentions were with regard to
Kalakaua. It has been uggested that
Kalakaua was in sympathy withWilcox
until he learned of Wilcox's plans to
depose him in favor of Liliuokalani,
although she denied this. 136/ In any
event, the goVernment mobilized after
learning of Wilcox's actions, and
before attacking told the foreign
ministers "that they desired to fully
inform us of their contemplated action
in thefpresent emergency" but, at
Minister Merrill's suggestion,
"endeavored to communicate with Mr.
Wilcox before attacking." 137/
When this attempt failed, the
firing began, and Wilcox and his men

.

Before leaving His Majesty, we
explained the hope that he would
now 'accept the role of a
Constitutional sovereign, and
leave responsibility of
Government with his Ministers; and
I remarked that if the country was
not satisfied with their conduct,
the remedy lay 'in the polls in
February next. 141/
From this time until the general.
election, further political problems
occurred with rifts in the Reform
Cabinet, opposition to renewal of the
Nipciprocity treaty, and an

,

MU-Chinese movement.

Two_ major

parties formed: the National Reform
Party (on Hui Kalaiaina, headed by
Robert Wilcox and supported by many
haole alien's) , whose goa1 was to
revise the constitution and_cppose
both continued importation of Asian
laborers and annexation to the United
States; and the Reform Party, support-

eventually surrendered. touring the
morning, when reports of firing were
heard, Minister Merrill "requested
Commander Woodward to send to the
legation a body of marines," which was
supplemented by others later in the
day to serve "as a precautionary
measure in the event any assistance to
preserve order might be required."
Quiet ensued during the night, and
"early the following morning all the
*men belohging to the Adams returned to
the ship," 138/ Wilcox's revolt was
crughed in one day, but he won some
measure of victory since he "was tried
by a native judge as the law required

ing the government. The'intedosity of
the pre-election debate was so great
that British Commissioner Wodehouse
"The feeling of both parties
wrote:
is very bittet, and perhaps may bring
about a collision." 142/
Wodehouse's fear of violence was
such that the day before the elect 9n

he convinced the recently-appointed.
American Midister Stevens to agree:'

and was acquitted." 139/
As a result of the insurrection and
the king's continued objection to many
of the cabinet's actions, a statement
was drafted by the cabinet for the
king's signature prescribing that:
"the Powers and responsibilities of
the ministers and His Majesty should
be clearly understood and precisely
defined." 140/ The king objected to
signing the statement at first but, at
a meeting with Ministers Merrill and
Wodehouse, he told them he had decided
to sign. British Commissioner
Wodehouse wrote of this meeting:

,..."that Guards for the Engligh
and AmeriCan Legations should be
landed-tomorrow morning from the.

English and American War ships now
in the Port." Informed of this
fact by Stevens, 'the cabinet ,
ministers vigorously objected to
such landing, saying that every
precaution was taken to prevent
disorder and that the government
would provide special guards for
the legations if such was requeSted
The diplomats thereupon cancelled
their plan and stated no guards'
would be needed. 143/
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In spite of these fears, the
election was peaceful. The opposition
National Reform Party (or Hui
Kalaiaina) won half the party seats in
the Hawaiian legislature. The
election was regarded as a victory by
the opponents of the reformers in the
government and a defeat,of those who
favored a policy of closer alignment
with the United States.. A reformer,
W. D. Alexander, \,--Jte the following
concerning th.2 election results on
Oahu:

.
One element, which turned the
scales against us, was the strong
anti-American feeling of the
British and many of the Germans, to
say nothing'of the natives and
half - whites. 144/

After the election, the National
Reform Party was assisted further by
1 :he introduction of a resolution in

the legislature "declaring a want of
confidence in the ministry because of
the dissension' within the ranks." 145/
Although this resolution was not voted
on, the cabinet resigned anyway and a
new cabinet was appointdd by the king.
The new cabinet consisted of four
ministers: one'part-Hawaiian, one
British by birth, and two born in the
United States (one of whom was a
personal friend of the king). 146/
Kalakaua had thus managed to remove the
Reform cabinet.
Shortly afterwards, a resolution
was introduced in the legislature
asking whether the new cabinet would
discuss the subject of a new
constitution. The president of the
legislature responded that the sponsor
of the resolution "might as well ask
the Ministers if they intended to hold
In spite of this
a revolution." 147/
__block in the legislature, a mass
meeting or citizens supporting a new
constitution was held and committee
meetings on the subject were
subsequently held. These meetings were
led by Robert W. Wilcox and others
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who presented a resolution to the king
on August 14, 1890, calling for the
"King to request the Legislature to
enact a Law authorizing You to call aConvention for the purpose of drafting
a suitable and equitable Constitution
for Your Kingdom..." 148/
On August 15, Kalakaua, without
consulting his ministers, sent a
message to the legislature referring
to the resolution petition and stating
that it was his "Royal Pleasure that
the Legislative Assembly...take such
measures As would carry out the
intention Of the people expressed
in that Petition." 149/ This message,
and the bills that followed, forced
the legislature to form a committee to
consider the desirability of a new
constitution.
As these events proceeded, American
Minister Stevens wrote:
The businessmen and the more
responsible citizens of the
islands are greatly disturbed.
For good reasons they fear to have
the country convulsed by such an
The English commissioner
issue.
"and the undersigned have been
urged confidentially by the
leading members of the cabinet and
by the most conservative of the
Legislature to counsel the King
against the rash and dangerous
step. 150/
Stevens and British Commissioner
Wodehouse then agreed that they would
talk to the kin- together. Of this
meeting, WodehowJe wrote:
We told the King that we came as
His friends, and as the Representatives of two Powers who had the
most friendly Relations with Him
and,that looking to the "large
interests" which we had to protect, we thought that our duty to
our Governments required us to
point to His Majesty the disastrous

3l I

results to Himself, and to His
Kingdom which would, in our
opinion attend any attempt to
fr-rce through the Legislative
Assembly such a measure as that
recommended in His Message to that
body on the 15th instant
We said, Whatever grievances
Hawaiians might have to complain
of under the present Constitution,
and we did not say that there were
none, a means for redressing them
is provided by the Constitution.
To go outside of that would be to
get on dangerous and Revolutionary
The country, we said
ground.
required peace, which meant
prosperity. 151/
Kalakaua was so displeased with the
diplomats' comments, particularly
those of Wodehouse, that he asked that
Wodehouse be replaced by "some person
more lively to the British interest."
152/
The movement for a constitutional
convention continued to the point
where Robert Wilcox stated in the
legislature on September 9, 1890,
that:

There was danger of another
revolution and the streets being
made sticky with blood, if the
wishes of the people Were to be
persistently thwarted as at
present. It would be a worse
revolution than that of 1887, and
some of the finest buildings in
Honolulu would be blown up. He
would take a hand in it himself...
153/

After this speech British
"My
Commissioner Wodehouse wrote:
colleague [Stevens] and I, have, under
these circumstances, called upon the
commanders of our National Ships to
hold themselves in readiness for any
emergency." 154/ On September 25,
"There are
1890, Stevens wrote:
threats of attempts to

constrain 1-.4e Legislature by intimidation-and violence. But at present
writing it looks like a pacific
solution by the approval of some
Constitutional amendments..." 155/
The events did not turn violent,
however, and relative calm ensued
after the legislative committee
ccasidering they bill for a
constitutional convention rejected it.
Opponents-of the bill believed that
pending proposed constitutional
amendments would "correct all the
really opjectionable features of the
constitution." 156/
On January 20, 1891, King Kalakaua
died and Princess Liliuokalani became
The queen immediately moved
queen.
against the reformers by appointing
cabinet members of her choice and
giving Kalakaua a large state funeral.
She also developed a plan (initially
secret) for a new constitution for
This would eliMinate the
Hawaii.
"bayonet" constitution of 1887 and
restore control of Hawaii to the
monarchy and the natives.
Because many of Liliuokalani's
policies were opposed to the goals of
the reformers, "there was a marked
increase in annexation sentiment"
during 1891 and 1892. 157/ This
sentiment contributed to the fall of
the monarchy and the formation of the
Provisional Government.
Annexation Movements;

1891 and 1892

When Liliuokalani wended the
throne, Hawaii was "in the beginning
of an economic depression brought on
by the recent change in the tariff law
of the United States." 158/ 1.lthough
the McKinley Tariff Act raising the
tariffon Hawaiian sugar imported into
the United States did not go into
effect until April 1, 1891, an anticipatory reaction was already occurring
in Hawaii.
Several courses of action for
Hawaii were suggested in response to
These included
this new development.
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actions to: (1) 41abrogate the
reciprocity treaty with the United
States and then make a similar
agreement with one or more of the
British colonies in the Pacific;" or,
(2) "seek to revise the reciprocity
treaty in 'order to make it
and provide for complete
permanent
free trade." 159/ As it turned out,
due to various obstacles, neither one
of these courses was to become a
reality.
The second approach, revision of
the treaty, was the most desirable for
Hawaii and a treaty was actually
This draft treaty included
drafted.
the cession of Pearl Harbor, along
with complete free trade, and was
submitted to President Harrison, who
took no action on it.' On February 10,
1892, the Hawaiian Special Envoy to
the United States, Mott Smith, learned
that "the President would not submit
this treaty...to the Senate" and that
"his chief objection is that the
policy of his administration is
pledged to 'high protection,' while
this trea,y requires him to recommend 'free trade.'" 160/
The draft treaty caused a debate in
Hawaii that lasted-long after the
original treaty attempt had failed.
On July 9, 1892, Robert W. Wilcox (the
leader of the 1889 rebellion) introduced a resolution in the legislature
that called for a committee to be sent
to the United States to "ascertain the
disposition of the United States
Government in regard to Pearl Harbor
and in regard to some reparation due
this country for the injury inflicted
by the McKinley Bill, and also to
negotiate for the cession of Pearl
Harbor for adequate compensation, and
in general to use their best efforts to
obtain closer relations with that
country." 161/ Several days later Wilcox
withdrew the resolution after native
Hawaiians protested the request,
although he indicated it was withdrawn
because it could not be discussed while

the ministers retained their places in
the cabinet. 162/ Wilcox, however,
again brought up the cession of Pearl
This time he
Harbor in,August 1892.
"hinted to the natives that he favored
annexation to the United States rather
than to see the country go down to
destruction through the bad guidance
of an unpopular Ministry." 163/
In the minds of sane, an additional
course of action was open to Hawaii
to ease her economic problems--annexation to the United States. 164/ L.
A. Thurston, inan editorial of 1884,
had written:
For many years there have been a
few residents here who have
desired the annexation of these
Islands,to theUnited States.
Theirreasons have been various;
some believing that under that
great Government the permanent
interests of the ,Islands would be
best secured; others that more
money could thus be made, and some
have always been impressed with the
instability and insecurity of the
Hawaiian Government. But the
majority of intelligent foreigners,
and especially those born here of
foreign parents, have contended for
the independence of the Government.
They have believed it to be far
more for the interests of the
native race that they should
,maintain an independent' Goverment
and a distinctive national
It is well known that
existence
the United States Government does
not desire the annexation of these
Islands; the accession of foreign
territory is contrary to its
policy; but it is certain that
Government will not permit its
interests here to be sacrificed,
nor permit any other foreign
Government to control here. When
these Islands cease to be selfgoverning the United States Government will take possession. 165/

During 1891 and'1892, annexation
sentiment increased due to
Liliuokalani's ,policies and the defeat
of the Reform Party in the 1890
This defeat had
elections.
discouraged many .who saw the Reform
Party as the only vehicle to ensure a
stable government. They now looked
toward the, possibility of annexation
One of those who began
as a solution.
to consider. the possibility of
annexation with increasing favor was
L. A. Thurston, who by "1892 was an
ardent annexationIst."'166/ .However,
"up to the end of 1891 there was, it
is believed, no organized group
seeking to promote annexation to the
United States." 167/
The elections of February 1892 were
complicated by an increase in the
number of political parties from two
in 1890 (the Reform Party and the
National Reform Party) to four in
The Liberal Party, which
1892.
included Wilcox and many followers of
the National ReforM Party, was
opposed by three smaller parties,
including the Reform Party and the
National Reform Party. The Liberal
Party slogan was "Hawaii for
Hawaiias," 168/ and its goal was a
republican form of government:

The Liberal Party was the party
of the opposition; its campaign
orators continued the attack on
the cabinet, the queen, and
Marshal C. B. Wilson [an
influential advisor to the Taeen]
that had been started by [John E.]
Bush and Wilcox in the spring'of
1891, and these leaders continued
to preach the doctrine of republicanism which, said Bush, was
gaining favor among the Hawaiians
because of the "present rotten
condition of officialdom" in the
kingdom. a/ In one speech Wilcox
explained that "in times gone by
he had been a staunch royalist,
today he was in the same degree a
Republican, he was a, strong
believer in freedom and justice

and was in favor of a government
of the people,.by the people arid
for the people." b/ On another
occasion, he spoke of the "utter
misgovernment of affairs at home:
Ignorant fools are' conducting the
A 'blacksmith'
Government.
[Wilson] is very influential with
the Queen...,-He is too ignorant a

man to'be even trusted with any
'responsible Government position.
It is a standing disgrace to the
HaWaiian nation...We must all be
loyal Hawaiians, and tell. the
Queen that her present Government is an injustice and a
disgrace to the nation. We must
"TO flatter
not flatter her. "c /
the Queen would be to inflate her
with her own importance, which
would cause disastrous results."
169/

Neither the Liberal Party nor any
-of the other parties was able to win a
majority og seats in the legislature
in the 1892 election. The election
results thus left the legislature in a
weakened state. John E. Bush, a
Liberal Party leader, wrote: "The
practical defeat of the Liberal Party
is the lost opportunity of the
Hawaiians...It looks now as though the
only hope for equal rights in this
country lies in--shall we say
it--annexation." 170/
During the last year of the
Hawaiian monarchy the pace of events
became more heated and feverish.
Between the eledtion of February 3,
1892, and the meeting of the
legislature on May 28, 1892, two major
developments occurred, "one overt and
one secret, [that] were important
eleMents of what Minister Stevens
described as a feverish political
(1) an antigovernment
situation:
agitation and conspiracy fomented by
certain leaders of the Liberal Party,
and (2) the formation and activities
of an annexation club." 171/
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volunteered to introduce me to the
principal authorities, and was
present when I met Senator Cushman
K. Davis, Republican member of the
foreign relations committee of the
Republican Senate, and Representaative James H. Blount, Democratic
chairman of the like committee of
the Democratic House of RepresentaMy interview with
atives.
Mr. Blount talk place in his
committee roam at the Capitol, and
lasted about a half-hour.
When I had finished my stateI suppose that you
ment, he said:
have come to me because you want
to know, in case action becomes
necessary in Honolulu, what the
attitude of the Democratic House
of Representatives may be, if the
I
matter comes up in Washington.
replied that he had stated the case
I do not
exactly. He went on:
know very much about this subject,
but I can tell you this: if the
question does come up, it will -be
treated here as a national one, and

The Government put down the Liberal
Party conspiracy by arresting many of
its leaders when the queen's marshal,
"Wilson learned of the secret Hawaiian
Patriotic League [and] succeeded in
infiltrating it with spies who
supplied him with information' about
the doings of the conspirators." 172/
Kuykendall points out that, given
these events, it seemed "that the
United States naval force in Honolulu
Harbor was in fact affording
protection to the queen's government'
against the menace of possible
revolutionary actions by the Liberal
faction." 173/
The second major development was
the-formation of the Annexation Club.
According to Kuykendall, "The sole
source of information about the origin
and activities of the Annexation Club,
a secret one--is Lorrin A. Thurston."
174/ Thurston 'indicated that the date
of the Club's formation was January or
The object of the club
February 1892.
"was not to promote annexation, but to
be ready to act quickly and
intelligently, should Liliuokalani
precipitate the necessity by some move
against the Constitution, tending to
revert to absolutism or anything of
the nature." 175/ The organization,
which kept no records, was small- never more than seventeen members,
thirteen of whom were, on January 14,
1893, appointed to a Committee of
Safety that planned and directed the
-overthrow of the-monarchy. 176/ The
club members felt that they ought to
"know beforehand the probable attitude
of the United States Government toward
annexing Hawaii," 122/ and Thurston
visited Washington in order to get
that information. Of his trip,
Thurston wrote:

I
not as a Democratic [one] .
advise you to see Mr. Blaine,
secretary of state, and see what he
I explained that I
thinks.
intended to see Mr. Blaine, but
that he was ill, and I had not seen
him, although I hoped to meet him
soon. All right, said Mr. Blounti
You do so, and let me know what he
I agreed.
says.

Dr. Mott Smith [special emissary
of the Hawaiian Government sent to
Washington to negotiate a freetrade treaty with the United States]
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A few days afterward, I called
at the State Department and
presented. James G. Blaine a letter
of introduction from John L.
Stevens, United States minister to
I made a full explanation
Hawaii.
to Mr. Blaine: we had no Intention
of precipitating action in Honolulu
but conditions had gone so far that
we felt the maintenance of peace to
be impossible; we believed
c

that, if conditions in Hawaii
compel you people to act as you
have indicated, and you come to
Washington:with an annexation
proposition, you will find an
exceedingly sympathetic
administration here. That was All
I wanted to know. 178/

that Lilideikalani was likely at
any time to attempt the promulgation of a new constitution. If
she tended toward absolutism, we
proposed to seek annexation to the
United States, provided it would
A nucleus
entertain the proposal.
had been formed in Honolulu 'to
bring the plan to a focus, should
occasion arise; that nucleus had
sent me to Washington to
ascertain the attitude of the
authorities there. Mr. Blaine
asked: Have you talked to anyone
else in Washington on this
subject? I answered that I had,
mentioning Senator Davis and Mr.
Blount.
Mr. Blaine said that he
considered the subject of the
utmipt importance, and continued:
"I am somewhat unwell, but I wish
°you would call on-B. F. Tracy,
secretary of the navy, and tell
him what you have told me, and say
to him that I think you should see
Do not see Mr.
the President.
Blount again. I will attend to
Come'to me after you have
him.
seen President Harr-i.son."

Before he left the Ury,ted States,
Thurston wrote a letter o Secretary
of State Blaine concerni g the subject
of "Annexation of Hawaii to the United
States." ThurstonCnot only described
the current situation in Hawaii, but
also the plan of action that would be
pursued by the Annexation Club. This*
"securing the appointplan included:
ment ofa Cabinet at the Islands, committed to annexation, and educating
the people in favor of annexation;
then, if sentiment in Washington was
favorable when Congress assembled in
December, proceeding to bring about
annexation by action of the Hawaiian
legislature." 179/ This letter,
coupled with United States Minister
Stevens' pro-annexation views, leaves
little question.. that the United States
Government became increasingly aware
of impending. annexation movements in
Hawaii during 1892.

In

accordance with the request, I,
immediately met Secretary Tracy
and reported my conversation with
Mr. Blaine. Said Mr. Tracy: I do
not know whether you had better
see the President or not. But
come with me, and we will learn
what he thinks. We went to the
White House. Mr. Tracy had me
wait in an outer room while he
spoke with the President. After
about a half-hour, the secretary
reappeared and beckoned me to
Then he
accompany him outdoors.
I
have
explained
fully
to
spoke:
tilt President what you have said
to me, and have this to say to
the President does not think
you:
he should see you, but he
authorizes me to say to you

THE FALL OF THE MONARCHY AND
ANNEXATION OF_HAWAII*
Memorandum from William Dudley,
Research Branch, Naval Historical
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Public Comments on Draft
Report of Findings of the Native
Hawaiians Study Commissi n
Subject:

9'

1. This replies)to a request from your
office that we respond to public comments to Part II.B., "The Fall of the
Monarchy and Annexation of Hawaii,".
which was researched and written in
this office at your request.
2. The written comments that you
forwarded to this office were
contained in letters and lengthy
memoranda from Native Hawaiians or
The
those who share their views.
general tenor of these comments was a
critical reaction to the content and
sources used in researching and
writing the sub-chapter.
3. When your request was received last
May, we responded within the guidelines of that request, namely: that
within six to eight weeks we produce a
15 to 20 page, double.-spaced report,
footnoted, on "what forces caused the
monarchy to fall and what forces led
to the annexation of Hawaii to the
United States as a Territory in 1898."
The request also stated that "reliance
on secondary sources will be
sufficient for cur review."
4. The account we produced was
essentially a summary based on leading
secondary works and a limited number
of primary sources. Ralph
Kuykendall's'The Hawaiian KingdoMi--The Kalakaua Dynasty (1967) was chosen
as a principal source, for it is a
well-balanced interpretation, based'on
multi-archival research with careful
Printed primary sources
annotations.
such as the multi-volume Blount
report, the' Morgan report, and Lt.
Lucien Young's account were consulted
but were used carefully and sparingly,
with their biases taken into
consideration.

5. The types of critical comments
Several respondents
varied widely.
sent accounts they considered more
These statements were
.accurate.
lengthy and detailed but the facts
prepented did not contradict those in
our account. The response from the
Hawaiian State Statistician remarked
that "...the demographic, statiktical
and historical aspect% of the study
have been handled reasonably well,
\,
reflecting a satisfactory.. degree of
competence and objectivity." The most
cogent criticisms argued that primary
source research in both public and
private archives was much to be
preferred to reliance on secondary
sources, and that several questions
regarding the fall of the monarchy and
,annexation should have been treated in
greater depth and detail. I concur
Primary
with these sentiments.
sources are to be preferied in the
research and writing of any historical
Ideally, the scholar would
account.
travel to all archival institutions
holding pertinent collections to see,
if any new factk or fresh perspectives
could be found. Unfortunately, the
six to eight week time limit, the lack
of funds for travel, and the fact that
this work was assumed for completion
in addition to other work normally
done by this office precluded any more
extensive treatment.

6. Some commentators objected to the
fact that federal historians were
asked to-provide research on a-sUbjeCt-----which'involved the actions of the U.S.
Government and its armed forces. The
presumption here is that government
historians could not be unbiased in
the matter. Our report strove for
objectivity and made no attempt to
ignore' or minimize the parts played by
the U.S. Navy, Marine Corps, or the
American Minister to Hawaii, John L.
It is conceded, however,
Stevens.
that it would have been more
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appropriate had the Commission requested this work be undertaken by a
non-governmental historian so that
there might have been no question
about, the appearance or sgbstance of
I recommend strongly
objectivity.
that if the Commission feels
additional work is needed with regard
to the revision, amendmeft or
re-writing of this chapter, it should
be. done by either an academic'or an
independent historian who has no
administrative connection with the
U.S. Government.
'(

Respectfully yours,

(signed) William S. Dudley

EftLq1:11tAt22
To summarize the previous section,
the fall of the monarchy in 1893 was
primarily the result of a euwer
struggle between supporters of the
monarchy, a group largely composed of
persons of Hawaiian* ancestry, and the
'monied haole group, or "foreigners,"
persons of American and European birth,
or descent. The Kamehamehas had been
the last strong monarchs of Hawaii.
In the latter'part of the nineteenth
century, as the kingd weakened, the
haole population gained in political
influence and economic power. This
set the scene for the ensuing
conflict.
key
The Constitution of 1887 was
in the changing scope of Hawai an
politics (see above, page 277),. Major
changes were that: although the king
retained his right to appoint the
cabinet, cabinet members could be
removed only with the approval of the

legislature; the king no longer had an
absolute veto, which could now be
over-ridden by a two-thirds majority
in the legislature; the House of
Nobles was no longer appointed by the
king but became elective offices; both
nobles and legislators had to meet
residence and property requirements,
more stringent for the nobles; but°the
most significant change was in the
voting requirements. ,The vote was
extended to ail-male residents of
Hawaiian, American, or European birth
or descent who met certain propetty,
educational, and residence requirements and who took an oath to support
This
the Constitution and laws.
extended the Vote to foreign residents
and naturalized citizens as well as to
native Hawaiians. The property
requirements for eligibility to vote
for representatives were modest; but
to vote for nobles, one was required
to own'"taxable property in this
country of the value of not less than
three thousand dollars over ,and above
all encumbrances, or shall have
received an income of not less than
six hundred dollars during the next
year preceding his registration for
such election." 180/ This last
requirement had the effect of placing
the control of the House of Nobles
(and thus the legislature) in the
hands of the Reform Party, which was
made up largely of Hawaiian-born
Americans and Europeans, and resident
This group held most of
foreigners.
_the land_and_a_majority of the
businesses of the country. They
could, therefore, meet the property
requirements, while most of the native
Hawaiians were disenfranchised.
In 1889, an attempt was made by a
group led by Robert W. Wilcox, a

European-educated Hawaiian, to
overturn the Constitution of 1887 by
force (see above, page 282). The aim
was to return to a constitution
similar to that of 1864 in which the
king had had a great deal more power.
The insurrection was quelled, but this
was the beginning. of almost continuous
political unrest. At this tire the
Hui Kalaiaina, a native political
organization whose main objective was
a restoration of the pre-1887 -constitutional system, was formed. This
party gained in strength as the Reform
Party was weakened by internal
)
In the elections of
dissension.
the Reform Party became the minority
party, and its cabinet was forced out
of office.
Once again, a move was made to
revise the conetitut on, this time
of King
with the open supp
Kalakara. This was naturally opposed
by those who hld gained so much under
the new constitution. Rear Admiral
George Brown, commanding the Pacific
Squadron,. described the situation in a.
letter to Secretary of the Navy B. F.
Tracy, dated July 29, 1890:
Sir:

.

1,11 reference to political

:netters in the Hawaiian Islands I
have to report that since my Blast
communication on the subject, No.
228 of Jude 26, 1890, many events
have transpired in Honolulu which
indicate that serious trouble, if
not a revolution, is imminent, at
no distant day. The Legislature
now in session will not probably
adjourn before the middle of
September next,'and until that
time the discordant element in the
National Reform Party (Hui'

1889, will not cease their
revolutionary discussions and
movements either in the Legislature or in public meetings on
the streets. Their efforts are
now being made in favor of a
constitutional convention, with
a,view of revising the present
constitution, which was adopted
in 1887..%The presence of the
force under my command has a
marked influence on the would-be
revolutionists, as while they
are aware that I am here to
'protect the persons and
properties of citizens of the
United States, the.general
belief among them is that I
will, in the event of a
revolution, take a more decided
stand in the interests of those
opposed to them than I'might be
warranted in doing. The white
residents and natives and halfcastes who stand ready to oppose
the revolutionists have every
confidence in their ability to
do so successfully, and take
great comfort in the kiowledge
of an adequate naval force being
181/
present

The king was persuaded to 'back down
from his position favoring a new
constitution, largely through the
joint efforts of the American and
British ministers (see above, page
Crisis was averted in this
285).
instance, but the events of 1893,
almost parallel to theesituation
described by Brown, had a markedly
different outcome.

Liliuokalani Ascends the Throne

Kalaiaina, as represented by
several'natives and half-castes
in the Legislature, who were
prominent leaders in the
attempted revolution of July,

The !ring's death in 1891 and the
passage of the McKinley Tariff in the
United States Congress later that year
led to a new time of trouble in the
The new Queen Liliuokalani's
kingdom.
reign was marked by an economic
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They were men of
the Community.
integrity, who would be able.to.
secure funds to carry on the
government. But would they carry
'out:the wishes of the Queen?
Would they do what the Queen and
the. Hawaiian people wanted in
regard to the Lottery, the
Constitutional Convention, etc.?
Would they do as the Queen wanted
them to do? 183/

depression brought about by the
Rear Admiral Brown
McKinley Tariff.
"The
reported on August 17, 1892:
great depression in business matters
in the 'glands is being felt by all
clagses.'' Importations from the United
,States are extremely light and many
vessels leave here in ballast..." 182/
`Another major problem Was the
struggle for control of the cabinet.
After the 1892 election, no one party ;
had enough members to claim a clear
Faux
majority (see above, page 287.)
successful want-of-confidence
resolutions were supported by various'
combinations of three parties (leform,
National Reform, and Liberal) in the
first eight months ofthe session.
Little businegs was accomplished until
November, when a strong moderate
cabinet led by George Wilcox was
formed as a compromise. 'It appeared
that some stability had at last been
achieved.
A number of % bills had been postAmong the
poned during the turmoil.
most controversial were the Lottery
Bill, the Opium Licensing Bill, and a
bill calling for a new constitutional
convention.' The queen hid reluctantly
appointed this cabinet, and now a
widening rift began to appear between,
the queen and her ministers. The
first two above-mentioned pieces of
legislation were supported bythe
queen, but vigorously opposed by her
cabinet. Other clashes worsened the
By January 4, 1893, the
situation.
queen's supporters-felt-confident

The resolution passed. A new cabinet
was appointed by the queen, and on
January 14, 1893, the legislature was
prorogued.
Events of January/. 1893

Constitutional reform6lhad been a
major campaign issue in the elections
of February 1892; indeed it was a
primary plank in the platform of the
Liberal Party. Yet the resolution had
failed to pass in the legislature of
1892, having been set aside while more
pressing matters were attended to.
Liliuokalani, as had Kalakaua, had
felt severely hampereorby the
restrictions placed on the monarchy by
the present constitution. Now,
feeling that she had the will of the
people and the support of her new
cabinet, the queen'decided to take
matters into her own hands..
Since -early 1892, she had been
quietly making plans to revise the
constitution. A draft had been
prepared in-October-1892 that
.generally reverted to the earlier
constitution of 1864, but which gave
the monarchy even more control. The
queen'had made no secret of her
intentions. A copy of the document
had been submitted to Attorney General
Arthur Peterson for his
All of the cabinet
'recommendations.
members were aware of its existence,
and at least two had promised their
support prior to their appointmentS.

enoullh,-to propose yet another want-ofconfidence resolution. the measure
was defeated by only a narrow margin.

On January 10, the Lottery Bill passed
over the opposition ,f the cabinet,
and taking this as a sign, once again
a want-of-confidence vote was called.
In the ensuing debate, the feelings of
the legislators were summed up by
RepreSentative Kamauoha:

184/

The Cabinet were honest and able
There.was no doubt that they
men,
possessed the confidence of

With this in view, Liliuokalani
to promulgate the new

planned,
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,constitution immediately following
prorogation of the legislature.
Members of the diplamatiq,00mmunity,
the legislature, and otter dignitaries
were invited to the ceremony. Yet
when it came down to signing their
names and pus attesting their
The
suriJort,' the cabinet.refused.
"They
had
led
me
queen later.wrote,
.out to the edge of a precipice, and
now were 'leaving Jae to take the step
It was humiliating." 1854
alone.
The queen then reluctahtly decided
to wait until she had more official
support; however, the newshad spread.
The members of the Annexationist Club,
a secret organization. that had formed
during the last constitutional brisis
in i89() (see above, page 288), quickly
met and decided the time had come to
.

, er

act on their beliefs.

A ,Committee of

Safety was-' formed under the leadership

All members of
of Henry E. Cooper.
this committee were Membera of the
Annexationist Club with the exception
of George Wilcox, the former prime
minister. Lorrin Thurston, one of the
leaders of the club,, ..,proposed as the

first order of business a resolution
HtNat it is the sense ofthis'meeting
that the solution of the present
situation is annexation to the United
States." 186/ All but Wilcox approved
the motion. Wilcox quietly resigned
and returned to his home, on Kauai.
The first action of the committee
was to send three men, Thurston, W. C.
Wilder, and H. F. Glade, to call upon
the American- Minister, John L.
Stevens, to learn if "assistance could
be afforded by the United States
forces for the protection of life and
property, the unanimous sentiment Ind
feeling beir,/ that life and property'
were in danger." 187/ Lorrin Thurston
reported back to the ComMittee that
Stevens:
...had said that the United States
troops on board the Boston would
be ready to. land any moment to

prevent the destruction of
American life and property, and in
regard to the matter of
.establishing a'Provisional
Government they of course recognize the existing government
whatever it might be. 188/
Thurston also reported that when asked
what requirements there were for being
the "existing government" in Stevens'
eyes, Stevens informed him that
whatever government was "actually in
'possession of the GovernMent building,
the executive departments and
'archives, and in possession of the
city, that was a,de"facto.government
proclaiming itself a government, would
necessarily have to be recognized."
.189/

Stevens' role in the Hawaiian
revolution has always been controversial. He had held strong annexationist views from the beginningi%and
this was well known in the Hawaiian
community. While he did not opi.lnly
oppose the queen, from such statements
as that quoted above it was obvious
that he would not oppose a-change.
Stevens was careful not to offer. aid,
but he did promise to recognize any
e-government that the committee might be
able to establish. Other accounts
indicate that Stevens had promised to
suprort the Provisional Government
with U.S. troops. There is some doubt
vie validity of this assertion, as
will be seen below. However, the
"approyal_of'the_American_Minister,
tacit or otherwise, was enough to
bolster the Committee of Safety and to
harden their resolve.' By the evening
of the 14th of January, recruit.ng and
arming of a revolutionary force had
begun and plans .were under way to take
over the government.
The royal government was aware
of ne,Committee and of its purpose as
ear y as Sunday, January 15th, yet
notling was done to break up the
It was generally believed
movement.
by members of the cabinet that Stevens
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kingdom, culminating in the
revolutionary acts of Queen
Liliuokalani on Saturday last, the
public safety is menaced and lives
and pi-operty are.in peril, and we
appeal to you and the United
States forces at your' command for
assistance. The Queen, with the
'aid of armed force and accompanied
by threats of violence and
bloodshed from those with whom she
was acting, attempted to proclaim
a new constitution; and while
prevented for the time from
accomplishing her object, declare/
publicly that she would only defer
her action. This conduct and
action was,upon an occasion and
under circumstance[s] which have
created general alarm and terror.
We are unable to protect ourselves
without aid and, therefore, pray
for the prptection of the United
'States forces. 192/

had indeed promised. support and this
was perhaps sufficient to dissuade
them from any direct action. However,
the government had a force of five
hundred men, ten Gatling guns, and
twelve pieces of artillery at its
disposal. A landing party from the
Bostoh could consist of at most one
hundred seventy-five men and the
Committee of Safety was assured of
only about seventy-fivp 1:41-1 at that
For whatever reasons,, this day
time.
was spent in debate rather than
action. 190/
*On Sunda9 evening two cabinet
members called on Stevens to find out
if the rumors were true. Stevens made
it clear to them that he would not
support the queen in a conflict. "That
same day, members of the Committee of

Safety also called onStevend.
Stevens reiterated "that while he
Would call for the United States
troops to protect life and property,
be could not 'recognize any government
until actually established." He
repeated, that the troops when landed
would not take sides with either
party, t'ut would protect American life
and property. 191/
On Monday, January.16, a mass
meeting was held by the Committee to
On
garner support for their aims.
that day also, in an attempt to defuse
the situation, Liliuokalani made a

public announcement that nonew
constitution would be promulgated 4or
the tine being. Meanwhile, the Committee Sent the following letter to
John Stevens:

We, the undersigned, citizens and
residents of Honolulu, respectfully represent that, in view of
recent public events in this

This letter was delivered some time
in the early Aternoon. By four
o'clock, following the mass meeting,
the Committee decided that
circumstances were such that any
action on their part would have to
wait until the next day. As it would
be beneficial to their objectives to
be established and recognized before
any American troops landed, two men
called upon Stevens and requested that
the landing party be detained until
the next day. At this point, it seems
obvidus that Stevens was trying to
avoid the appearance of complicity
because he informed them that
arrangements had already been made and
that there would be no alterations in
The U.S. troops landed at
the plans:
five o'clock. that evening.
Stevens had gone aboard the Boston
at three o'clock with the following
"In view of existing
request:
critical circumstances in Honolulu,
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indicating an inadequate legal force,
I request you to land Marines and
Sailors from the ship under your
command for the protection of the
United States Legation,, and the United
States Consulate and to secure the
safety of American life and property."
193/

Captain Gilbert C. Wiltse,
commanding officer of the Boston, had
been watching the situation closely
since his return to Honolulu on the
14th of January. (The ship, with
Stevens and his daughter as'passengers, had been at gunnery practice off
Hilo from January 4 to January 14.)
When Stevens arrived, he found that
.preparations had already been made. A
landing force had been organized and
armed, and an order couched in terms
of standard Navy policy hae been
issued to Lieutenant Commander
Swinburn, who was to lead the force:
...You will take command of the
Battalion and land in Honolulu for
'the purpose of protecting our
Legation, Consulate, and the lives
and property of American Citizens,
and bo assist in preserving public
order. Great prudence must be
exercised* by both officers and
men, and no action taken that is
not full warranted by the
condition of affairs, and by the
conduct of those who may be
inimical to the treaty rights of
American Citizens...194/

The Marines were detached to guard
the Legation and Consulate, while the
remainder of the men halted near the
Palace until a place to bivcuac could
be found. At about 9:3Q p.m., Afton
This has been
Hall was obtained.
another point of controversy.
concerning the objectives 9f the
landing force. Arlon Hall was some
distance from the concentration of
American property, yet it was located
Immediately between the Government
Building and the Palace'. This would
be an ideal location from which to
participate in any conflict between
Though riot one
the two forces.
hostile move was made by the American
forces, there is no doubt that their
presence provided a psychological
'support to the revolutionists. As 'has
been noted above, the cabinet and the
queen were convinced that the American
Minister and forces from the Boston
were in support of the rebelling
faction. No matter what their
purpose, the mere presence of this
armed force served to demoralize the
monarchists and to dampenany threat
of violence.
A protest was lodged by the local
4
government, but Stevens refused to
At this point, Monday
.racall the men.
evening, the Committee of Safety still
had not formalized its plans. Sanford
Dole, an Associate Judge of the
Supreme Court, and generally well
respecter by all factions, was invited
to head the new government that was
He was not a member of the
planned.
Committee of Safety and was not in
favor of overthrowing the monarchy or
His, arguments were for
of annexation.
deposing thequeen and replacing her
with a regency in favoeof Princess
Kaiulani, the queen's designated heir.
After much debate, argument, and soulsear:hing, Dole finally agreed to
'

_

/

The landing force consisted of "one
company of Marines, 30 men, under
command of Lieut. H. L. Draper,
U.S.M.C., two companies of Sailors,
the first consisting of 34 men under
and
command of Lieut. Charles Laird,
under
the second consisting of 35 men,
command of Lieut. Dewitt Coffman...and
two pieces of artillery, one short
gatling and one 37 m/m H.R.C.
(Hotchkiss Revolving Cannon)..." 195/

?.:7cept the position the next day.

By'TUesday morning the queen and
her cabinet had positive information
concerning the Committee of. Safety and
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A Provisional Government having
been duly constituted in the place
of the recent Government of Queen
Liliuokalani and said Provisional
Government being in full
possession of the Government
Building, the Archives and the
Treasury and in control of the
capital df the Hawaiian Islands, I
hereby recognize said Provisional
Goverment as the de facto
government of the Hawaiian
Islands. 197/

their aims, as some of the cabinet
members had been invited to join the'
Executive Council of the Ccmmittee.
Still they made no move to halt/the
proposed revolution.
Dr. William
Alexander, an observer of the events,
concluded:
To judge from their conduct, tb,
Queen's Cabinet was overawed
the unanimity and determinatiWn'of
the foreign camiunity; and
probably had an exaggerated idea
of the force at they command of the
Committee of Safety. They shrank
from the responsibility of causing.'
fruitless bloodshed, and,sought a
valid expuse for inaction, which
they thought they found in the
presence of the United States
troops on shore, and in the well
known sympathy of the American
Minister with the opposition.

'

Other foreign-ministers followed
suit within days,
Armed with Stevens'
support; members of the Provisional,
Government called on the,queen and
demanded her resignation. After much
*protest, the queen yielded and signed
the-following document:
I, Liliuokalani, by the detCe of
God and under the Constitution of
the Kingdom, Queen, do hereby
solemnly protest against any and
all acts lone against myself and
the constitutional government of
the HaVaiiin Kingdom by certain
persons claiming to have
'established a provisional
government of and for this-Kingdom. 'That I yield to the superior,
force of the United States of
America, whose minister
plenipotentiary, His Excellency
John L. Stevens, has caused United
States troops to be landed at
Honolulu and declared that he

196 V

By 2:30 on the afternoon of the
17th, the Committee had completed its
preparations and began moving toward
its objectives. Within fifteen
minutes, the Committee of Safety had
quietly taken control of the
Government Building, whi h was
virtually'empty when the arrived.
A
the steps
proclamation was read f
by H. E. Cooper, designated
vice-president of the new government,
and the frrst phase of the revolution
was accomplished as the Committee of
Safety became the Provisional
Government,.
The new Provisional Government
moved into-the building and got down
to work. Martial law was declared,
all saloons were ordered to be closed,
and messengers were sent to the diplomatic community to inform them of the
change in government and to request
Between four anil five
re.ognition.
o'clock, a message was delivered to
Dole from Stevens:

1111, would support the said provisional

government. Now to 5void,any
collision of armed forces and
perhaps the logs of 1,10e, I do
under this protest, and impelled
by said force, yield my authority
until such time as the Government
of the United States shall, upon
the facts being presented to it,
undo the action of its representatives and reinstate me in
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may be necessary for the exercise
of such protection, but not
interfering with the administration of the public affairs, by
said Provisional Government.
I hereby ask you to comply with
the spirit and terms of the
request of the Hawaiian Provisional Government, and to that end to
ise all the force at your Command,
in the exercise of your best
judgment and discretion, you and
myself awaiting instructions from
the United States Government at
Washington. 199/

the authority which I claim as the
constitutional sovereign of the
Hawaiian Islands. 198/
By thus phrasing her protest, yielding
to the United States rather than to
the Provisional Government, Liliuokalani had left open a door by which
she might regain her kingdom.., She
nearly succeeded.
During the next two weeks, the
Provisional Government worked to
solidify its position.- A commission
was sent to Washington to request
annexation. At the same time, a
commission was sent by the queen to
request a delay in any action until
investigations could be made into the
events of her overthrow.
Although Honolulu was apparently
peaceful during the last days of
January, rumors of counter-revolt were
rife in the city. The Provisional
Government's small military force
would clearly not be effective against
any major uprising. Consequently, or
January 31, a formal request was made
to Stevens to extend protection to the
government pending negotiations in
Stevens promptly
Washington.
On
February 1, 1893, the
complied.
following order was given to Captain
Wiltse of the Boston:
The Provisional Government of
the Hawaiian Islands having duly
and officially expressed to the
undersigned, the fear that said
Government may be unable to protect life and property, and to
prevent civil disorder in Honolulu, the Capital of said Hawaiian
Islands, requests that the flag of
the United States may be raised,
for the protection of the Hawaiian
Islands, and to that end confer on
the United States, through the
undersigned, freedom of occupation
of the public building of the
Hawaiian Government and the soil
of the Hawaiian Islands, so far as

Accordingly, that same day the
American flag was raised over the
Government Building and custody of the
building was given over to U.S.
Marines.
Stevens' actions were accepted up
to a point by the State Department:
"So far as your course accordo to the
de facto sovereign government the
material co-operation of the United
States for the maintenance of good
order and protection of life and
property from apprehended disorder, it
is commended; but so far as it may
appear to overstep that limit by
setting the authority of the United
States above that of the Hawaiian
Government, in the capacity of
Protectors, or to impair the
independent sovereignty of that
government by substituting the flag
and power of the United States, it is
disavowed." 200/
The Blount and Morgan Resorts
There were no changes in the state
of affairs until April 1 when Representative James Blount arrived at the
islands on a fact-finding commission.
Blount was under instructions from
President Cleveland to investigate
fully all aspects of the events that
had taken place. As Stevens' role was
under investigation, he was superseded
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though at first not officially reBlount's instruc-'
lieved, by Blount.
tions read, in part:
To enable' you to fulfill this
charge, your authority in all
matters touching the relations of
this Government to the existing or
other government of the islands,
and the protection of our citizens
therein, is paramount, and in you
alone, acting in co-operation with
the commander of the naval forces,
is vested full discretion and
power to'determine when such
forces should be landed or
withdrawn. 201/

those who were interviewed by him that
their testimony was slanted in the
final report. 203/
After receipt of this report,, in a
message to Congress on December 18,
1893, President Cleveland said, in
part:,

...The lawful government of Hawaii
was overthrown without the drawing
of a sword or the firing of a shot

by a process every step of which
it may safely be asserted, is
directly traceable to and dependent for its success upon the
agency of the United States acting
through its diplomatic and naval
representatives.
But for the pbtorius predilections of the United States
Minister for Annexation, the
Committee,of Safety, which should
be called the Committee for
Annexation, would never have
existed.
But for the landing'of the
United States forces upon false
pretexts respecting the danger to
life and property the committee
would never have exposed
themselves to the plans and
penalties of treason by
undertaking the subversion of the
Queen's government.
But for the'presence of the
United States forces in the
immediate vicinity and in position
to afford all needed protection
and support the committee would
not have proclaimed the
provisional government fran the
steps of'the Government building.
And finally, but for the lawless
occupation of Honolulu under the
false pretexts by the United
States forces, and but for Minister Stevens' recognition of the
provisional government when the
United States forces were its sole
support and constituted its only
military strength, the Queen and

By this time, Captain Wiltse had
been relieved as senior officer on the
Pacific Station by Rear Admiral'Joseph
Skerrett. Wiltse was detached and
ordered home on February 28, 1893.
Blount ordered the Marines to return
to the Boston (one company of sailors
had already been withdrawn, the other
remained on 'shore) and he ordered that
the American flag be hauled down. On
May 24 he, officially replaced Stevens
as Minister.
Blount remained in Hawaii until
AUgust 9 when he returned to Washington without waiting for a replacement.
His lengthy report (nearly 700 pages)
laid the blame for the revolution
squarely on Stevens and recommended a
restoration of the former government.
Based on this recommendation, and at
the urgings of Secretary of State
Walter Gresham, the President ordered
the new Minister to offer to aid
LiliuCkalani to regain her throne with
the expectation that she would grant
full amnesty to those who had opposed
Liliuokalani's refusal to meet
her.
this requirement, coupled with the
Provisional Government's emphatic
refusal to consider such a move,
negated the attempt. 202/' Meanwhile,
it was noted that Blount interviewed
neither the members of the Committee
of Safety nor the officers of the
There were complaints from
Boston.
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On March 16,
Senate appeared slim.
1898, a joint resolution was
substituted for the Senate bill. Thus
the subject came before the entire
Congress, where only a simple majority
would be required in each House to
pass the measure. 206/
Th3 strategic value of the Hawaiian
Islands in terms of naval and
commercial interests had long been
recognized. They lay in the center of
the Pacific Basin,,a logical point for
refueling and resupply. Alfred Thayer
Mahan had written in a March 1893
article for Forum that it "may be
inferred the importance of the
Hawaiian Islands [is] as a position
poWerfully influencing the commercial
and military control of the Pacific,
and especially of the northern
Pacific, in which the United States,
geographically, 114s the strongest
right to assert herself." 207/ Mahan
was not alone in his view. Other
naval strategists such as Theodore
Roosevelt and Commodore George
Melville argued the importance of the
islands to the United States as well
as the importance of keeping any other
nation from gaining a foothold there.
With Japan's emergence as a naval.
force to be reckoned with in the
Pacific, and the growing threat of war
with Spain, the strategic argument was
popular in the United States, although
commercial - interests were erNally
important. With America's entry into
the war with Spain, and Rear Admiral
George Dewey's operations and
victories in the Philippines, the
strategists' arguments became even
Although Pearl Harbor
more important.
had been ceded to the United States in
1887, nothing had been done to develop
the site as a naval base. The
strategists argued that mere possession of that harbor did not ensure
security as foreign interests could be
encouraged in other points in the
At the beginning of the
islands.
Spanish-American War, Honolulu represented the only coaling station

her Government would never,have
yielded to the provisional
government,, even for a time and
for the sole purpose of submitting
her case to the enlightened
justice of the United States. 204/
In December 1893, a resolution was
adopted by the Senate directing the
Senate Committee on Foreign Relations
to determine, "Whether any, and if so,
what irregularities have occurred in
the diplomatic and other intercourse
between the United States and Hawaii
.. 205/ The resulting report, the
so-called "Morgan Report," reached a
conclusion almost exactly opposite the
Blount Report. Again there were
complaints that not all the people
involved had been interviewed and that
important pieces of evidence were
The truth lies somewhere
lacking.
between the two reports.

The Republic and Annexation Attempts
Meanwhile, it was evident to the
'Provisional Government that the
'political climate was not right fore
annexation. A more permanent form of
government was necessary. Therefore,
a constitution for the Republic of
Hawaii was adopted on July 4, 1894.
The next few years were relatively
calm and stable, yet the aim of the
Hawaiian government remained annexation to the United States. Repeated
overtures were made, but realization
of their goals remained distant until
1897. A new administration in
Washington would perhaps be more
favorable to annexation. A commission
was once again sent to negotiate a
treaty. The terms of the treaty were
agreed upon and the document signed on
The treaty was unaniJune 15, 1897.
mously ratified by the Hawaiian Senate
on September 10, 1897. Although it
had been introduced in the United
States Senate in June 1897, no action
was taken until December of that year.
After much debate and many delays, the
chances of the treaty receiving a
two-thirds majority in the
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available to the United States in the
Pacific, with the exception of Samoa
which, geographically, was not as
important. Victory at Manila Bay
provided the impetus for victory for
On
the annexationists in Hawaii.
May 4, 1898, three. days after the
<Battle of Manila, the Newlands Resolution for Annexation was introduced
in the House of Representatives.
Although there was still a great deal
of opposition,' the Resolution finally
passed on Jun 15, 1898. After more
in the Senate, annexalengthy deba
tion was approved on July 6, 1898.
Formal transfer of sovereignty
occurred on AUgust 12, 1898, when the
Hawaiian Islands became a United
States territory.
C.

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF ANNEXATION

Why a Joint Resolution, Not a Treaty?
The reasons for the use of a joint
Congressional resolution (the Newlands
Resolution) rather. than a treaty to
annex Hawaii to the United States can
be atEcertained through the documented
history of the annexation proceedings
as well as by a review of world events
that affected United States pOlicies
Several attempts to
at the time.
annex Hawaii to the United States had
taken' place prior to 1898, one as
early, as 1854. 208/ The treaty process
was tried until the. alternative joint
resolution process succeeded in 1898.
Although members of Congress and other
government officials. as well as
private citizens, advanced numerous
reasons to use a joint resolution, the
primary motivation was expediency. A
joint resolution required only a
simple majority of the Congress,
whereas a treaty would have required a
two-thirds majority of the Senate.
209/ The need for annexation, by
whatever parliamentary means, was
believed urgent to protect the
strategic and military interests of
the United States in the Pacific.

A short review of world events
prior to debate and passage of the
1898 resolution clearly shows the
sense of urgency its backers felt. A
treaty of annexation was negotiated
between the United States and Hawaii
on June 16, 1897, and ratified by the
This
Hawaiian Senate later that year.
treaty was submitted to the United
States Senate on the same day it was
negotiated, but "embroiled in the
tariff and lacking a clear majority,
much less a two-thirds vote of the
membership, the Republican senatorial
leadership delayed action." 210/ rn
the meantime, Japan protested'against
annexation as harmful to its nationals
in Hawaii, who now made up the
majority of the cheap labor force on
the islands. ,resident McKinley was
fearful that Japan would take possession of Hawaii before the United
.States could annex it. On the subject
of Japan, one author writes that in a
conversation with Senator Hoar,
McKinley stated that:
"We cannot let the islands go to
Japan...Japan has her eye on them.
Her people are crowding in there.
I am satisfied they do not go
there voluntarily, as ordinary
immigrants, but that Japan is
pressiing them in there, in order
to get possession, before anybody
can interfere." Mc-Tinley from the
first acted on the basis of his
new policy with a consciousness of
American defense, an appreciation
of the desirability of Pacific
possessions, and an awareness of
That
the designs of other powers.
consciousness would settle into a
hardened conviction that America
must assume her destiny in the
Philippines as well as Hawaii.
The Japanese scare, however true
or false, generated heat, but not
enough to accomplish annexation.
211/
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inestimably important, most
essential, and in this light they
have been most often discussed.
The discussion in past years has
attracted little public attention,
because our people, until they
were lately awakened by the war
and the movement to reenforce
Dewey, have not thought much about
the exposed situation of our
western coast in case of war with
a really'great power or the
necessity of possessing these
islands confronting our Pacific
coast.
We learn fast, in war time

On the heels of the Japanese scare
came problems with Spain as the United,
States became involved in the affairs
of Cuba and the Philippines. Proannexationists also used this as an
"The expansionists were
argument:
quick to point out that suffering Cuba
tied in with Hawaii; it was America's
destiny to redeem them both. As war
with Spain loomed, Hawaii took on new
strategic importance for the war in
the Pacific." 212/
A listing of specific reasons for
Hawaii's strategic importance were
incorporated into both Senate Report
No. 681, which accompanied an earlier
proposed Senate joint resolution, and
1355, accompanying
House Report No.
the final proposed House joint
resolution for Hawaiian annexation.
These specifics included the prevention of an alien establishment in
the North Pacific, thereby'protecting
the U.S. Pacific coast, and securing
the commerce of the islands. A more
important consideration was that the
P
"...United States must act NOW to
preserve the results of its past
policy, and to prevent '.he dominancy
in Hawaii of a foreign people ...It is
no longer a question of whether Hawaii
shall be controlled by the native
Hawaiian or by some foreign people;
but the question is, What foreign
people shall control Hawaii?" 213/
When war with Spain did come,
claims for the strategic importance of
Hawaii expanded to include arguments
It was argued
for a coaling station.
annexation
that anything less than
would keep Hawaii neutral and allow
Most
other belligerents comfort.
important of all was ensuring that
Dewey's ability to defeat the
Spaniards at Manila in the Philippines
would not be weakened by lack of
Representative Hitt was
supplies.
also concerned about a counterattack:

214/

President McKinley, "under such
circumstances, feared interminable
delays, and replaced the treaty...with
a simple resolution which could be
adopted by a simple majority." 215/
The fact that the administration felt
there was a real possibility that the
Senate would fail to ratify a treaty
with the required two-thirds majority
was noted by several members of
Congress. Among them was 'Representative Crumpacker of Indiana, an opponent of annexation, who stated in the
debate of June 14, 1898: "...the
,treaty required the assent of twothirds of the Senators, and it became
apparent that it could not command
that assent, so it has been abandoned
end this expedient invented..." 216/
In a remarkablg display of candor
and confidence, Representative
Dolliver of Iowa, in favor of annexations confirmed the comment of the
Indiana Representative on both simple
majority and expediency, by stating on
the day the resolution passed the House
"Now for the second time a treaty
that:
has been negotiated annexing these
islands, and the opposition of less
than a majority in the Senate has held
up the treaty and we are driven to the
.

For a war of defense the
Hawaiian Islands are to us
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to annex territory, as it did with
After discussion of this
Texas.
issue, the next section of this report
considers the constitutionality
question in the context of the lack of
a plebiscite in Hawaii on the issue of
annexation, as was the case in Texas.
(See below, pages'305 and 312.)
Congressmen stated that the
annexation of Texas by joint
resolution was a precedent to be
followed in the Hawaiian case. Mr.
William Alden Emith of the House of
Representatives commented on the
annexation issue:

unusual expedient of a joint
resolution of Congress to accomplish a
thing which ought to have been
accomplished nearly ten years ago."
217/
The proceedings in the Senate also
confirmed the fear that the treaty
Senator Morrill, during
lacked votes.
"Here the
annexation debate, atated:
Senate was informed about it after the
Secretary had signed the treaty, but
even the Senate did not permit itself
to discuss it except in secret
session until its paucity of votes was
di.7;closed; and it came originally in
the form of a treaty..." 218/ The

While there can be no question,
Mr. Speaker, but that treaty
makig was especially lodged by
the Constitution in the president
and Senate, and that the composition of the Senate was so framed
that each State should have an
equal voice, nevertheless, the
exigencies which at times confront
the Republic warn us of the
importance of the popular branch
of Congress, coming direct from
the people; and the Texas
precedent has made the votes of a
majority of both branches of
222/
Congress sufficient.

argument for holding secret sessions
was weak and the weakness of the
argument is evident from reading the
proceedings of this session of May 31,
1898, in which senators in the session
questioned the secrecy ofanything
discussed there.
The proceedings of the secret
session show that the proponents of
annexation desired a secret session
not because of concern for war
security, but because they feared
defeat of the proposed 1897 treaty of
They used the ,was with
annexation.
Spain to provide "the heat that
generated annexation." 219/ As
Representative Alexander stated on
June 11: "The annexation of the.
Hawaiian Islands, lOr the first time
in our histo'ry, is presented to us as
a war necessity." 220/ This idea was
echoed'by other legislators such as
Representative Pearson who said: "I
shall give my vote forthis resolution
fol. the same reasons that I supported
the war revenue bill. I believe that
this is a necessary step in the
successful prosecution of the war with
Spain." 221/
The final argument involved the
appropriateness and constitutionality
of the resolution, although Congressional debate on Hawaiian annexation
did not concentrate on the constitutional authority of the Congress

Representative Parker also stated
that, in dealing with Hawaii, the
proper means of annexation would
necessarily come from. Congress, rather
He gave
than.the treaty-making power.
the following explanation:
It is well understood to be a
proper exercise of the treatymaking power that a nation may
contract to sell part of its'lands
which another wishes to buy, but
it may well be doubted whether a
government elan by treaty contract
itself out of'existence...It may
acquiesce, it may agree, but the
authority over these islands will
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not be derived from that agreement
so much as frop the act of the,
United States in taking
possession. 223/

Senator Bate remarked on June 30,
1898, "that it is an innovation upon
all precedents known in the history of.
this country and its legislation that
we should have.a resolution from the
House of Representatives before.the
Senate involving the precise question
that is still/pending in the nature of
a treaty." 224/ To this may be added
the .statement concerning McKinley's
sentiments that, "He had thought of
Hawaii for a year while the treaty
languished in the Senate, and finally,
adopted the medium of a joint
resolution for speed's sake though he
still disliked its quality of
evasion." 225
President McKinley had evidently.,
considered using a joint resoluticfn to
annex Hawaii as early as March 15,
In a conference with former
1897.
Secretary of State Foster and
President Pro Tem of the Senate,
William Pierce Frye, the President
decided that because his party lacked
a two- thilua majority in the Senate:,
"a joint resolution was best, sinde it
required simple majorities in each
house." 226/ However, after udden
negotiations for the Annexation Treaty
of June 16, 1897, the treaty was
introduced in the Senate instead. The
President at this time "had now
abandoned the joint resolution scheme
because it smacked of weakness, and he
wished to gauge opinion while the
Treaty was debated." 227/
The joint resolution that was
finally used to annex Hawaii was not
introduced until world events made
plain to the President and Congress
that annexation was essential. All
concerned viewed it as an expedient.
The possibility that passage by a
majority of the more representative

House, as well as by the Senate, may
have indicated greater public support
than treaty ratification apparently
was not discussed by those considering
these issues.
A Comparison to Annexation of Other
Territories
Inhabited territories, other than
those lands ceded to the Federal
Government by individual states, and
except for Texas, were annexed by
treaty until 1898. 228/ President
Jefferson, in considering the
territorial annexation of Louisiana in
1803, deliberated carefully whether he
had the constitutional authority to
The Constitution prohibited
annex.
the Federal Government from exercising
all powers not expressly delegated to
it,and was silent on the subject of
territorial expansion. Amendment of
the Constitution was possible, but
'Jefferson thought the time required to
amend could have lost the purchase of
He therefore enteral into
Louisiana.
a treaty with France to purchast and
annex the Louisiana Territory on
At the same time he
,April 30, 1803.
proposed "to propire a subsequent
ratification of the act in ,a
constitutional amendment that should
make specific provisions for future
acquisitions." 229/ Since the strict
constructionists were in the minority,
however, without amendment "the
troublesome question was deemed to'be:
settled in favor of the constitutionality of territorial acquisiti9n
for all time." 230/
The precedent set in the case of
Louisiana was subsequently followed in
other cases of annexation by treaty:
Florida was'acquired'from Spain on
February 22, 1819; California
bAsically as acquired by conquest in
1846-47, followed by a treaty with
Mexico on February 2, 1848; New Mexico
and Arizona were included in the
California treaty; additional
;

territory was added to Arizona by the
Gadsden treaty with Mexico of December
3, 1853-June 30, 1854; and Alaska was
annexed by treaty of purchase.from
Russia on March 30,,1867.
In addition, in 1867 the United
States proposed tom, annex Denmark's
islands of St. Thomas, St. John, and
St. Croix by treaty. Those treaties
containedIa clause for, the assent of
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such annexations was to secure the
guano located on those islands.
Approximately 70 islands became United
States territory during the period of
October 28, 1856, through June 21,
1894. 236/ In addition, the island of
Midway was annexed by the Executive
Office., in 1868 under the principle of
discovery, "to create-a naval station

there." 237/
Another 'means of acquiring
territory was the Proclamation used by
President Madison in 1810 to acquire)
"possession" of territory purchased, by
the United States in the Louisiana
Purchase. 238/ The territory had been
allowed to remain under Spanish
authority since the treaty with France
in 1803.
The annexation most analogous to
that of Hawaii, however, was the
annexation of Texas. Both were

the islands"people.. The people
assented, but the treaty failed. 2311
John, and St. Croix
St. Thomas, St.
were later annexed by treaty if 1917.
A proposed treaty for Santo Domingo
failed in 1870 when the clause for 'the
assent of the people resulted in a
rejectism.. The Congressional
consideration of the Santo Domingo
matter is helpful. After the failure
of the treaty to pass the Senate in
1870, numerous attempts were made to
pass a joint resolution to annex Santo
Domingo, but the Senate resolution
that finally passed called only for an
investigation of the annexation
subject. 232/ The House. then
proceeded to kill any hopes of
annexation using the resolution
approach by passing an amendment that
stated nothing in the resolution shall
be "understood or construed as
-committing Congress to the poliby of
annexing..." 33/ When the investigation 'report was submitted,. promoting
annexation, it was debated for several
days and finally died because "it was
impossible to obtain the approval of

"independent foreignstates" that
became territories Of the United
StatesAinder joint resolutions.
Texas assumed independence from
Mexico and negotiated a treaty with
the United States for annexation on
April 12,,1844. This "treaty was
rejected by the United States Senate.
IR indignation, a powerful.movement
started in Texas favoring a treaty of
alliance with Great Britain or
possible reconciliation with Mexico..
239/ This movement aroused the people
of the United States and, in
consequence, a joint resolution passed
both houses of Congress providing for
the admittance of the territory of
Texas into the Union as a state. The
resolution left to the disdretion of
the President whether to accept Texas
by treaty "or by articles of agreement
with the Governbent of Texas under
legislative authority, or by the.act
of a convention chosen by the people.
of Texas, under like authority.' 240/
Texas preferred the convention method,
and the matter was submitted to the
people of Texas who voted in favor of

two-thirds of the senators -for a
treaty, equally impossible to get a
majority vote in the House for a jointresolution." 234/
In addition to these annexations of
territory by either treaty of purchase
or conquest, the United States also
acquired a large number of islands
under the Act of August 15, 1856. 235/
This act provided that private
American citizens could take possession of (uninhabited) islands for the,
United States'under the principle of
discovery. The principal object of
,

annexation.
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The annexation differed, as well.
In Texas, unlike in Hawaii, the people
voted on annexation. 246/

The Texas and Hawaii annexations
were similar in several respects,
A number of expatriated
therefore.
American citizens resided in both
Texas and Hawaii. In each, a failed
treaty attempt had preceded the
annexation by a joint resolution. As
statc1 in Senate Report No. 681 on the
Hawai.an annexation; 'This joint
resolution [on Texas] clearly establishes the precedent that Congress
has the power to annex a foreign
State...either by assenting to a
treaty of annexation or by agreeing
to articles of annexation or by act of
Congress based upon the consent'of
such foreign Government obtained in
any authentic way." 241/ The argument had the tone of certainty, but
those opposed argued against the;
242/
precedent.
Opponents noted that the body of
the joint resolution annexing Texas
did not contain the words "annex" or
Instead,' the resolutions
"annexing."
"'may
be'erected
into a State,'
read:
000 The proper title to the Texas
resolutions is shown by the Congressional Globe to have been, 'Joint
resolutions declaring theterms on
which Congress will admit Texas into
the Union as a State.'" 243/ Representative Mann replied in Congressional'debate that: "It is not
necessary to deny that the proposed
annexation of the Hawaiian Islands
constitutes a new departure in the
policy of our Government,- for whether
it does or not makes no difference...
the Republican party...has never
shrunk from doing that which is right
and, advantageous because it might be
called a new departure." 244/ To add
weight to the argument, it was
reported that one of the President's
advisors stated: "the President has
been very firm about it and means to
annex the Islands
President McKinley himself told George
"We need Hawaii just as
Cortelyou:
much and a good deal more than we did
California. It is' manifest destiny."

Did Any Native Hawaiians Sign
Annexation Documents?
Determination of whether any native
Hawaiians signed the proposed 1897
annexation treaty first requires a
definition'of "native Hawaiians."
Certain parties during the annexation
debate attempted to define second and
third generation whites born on the
islands as "white natives." For
example, it was argued that Lorrin A.
Thurston, a member of the Hawaiian .
treaty delegation, whose parents were
born in Hawaii, and Chief Justice Judd
of Hawaii were "white natives of the
ialandi." 212/ Most agreed, however,
that "native Hawaiians" referred to
the original aboriginal natives ofdthe
islands. This was clearly shown in
the census breakdowns concerning
Hawaii 248/ and in most of the
documents presented concerning
annexation.
However, the only way to determine
definitively how many native Hawaiians
were involved in annexation proceedings is extensive genealogical
The Federal Archivist told
research.
the Commission that this is both timeThe alternaconsuming. and expensive.
tive approach, checking surnames,
undoubtedly does, not reliably identify
the number of native Hawaiians present
for legislative action.
The historical record, as detailed
below, indicates that no more than six
native Hawaiians 249/ were present in
the Hawaiian legislature when the 1894
Constitution of Hawaii was adopted.
This Constitution, valid until annexation, called for Hawaii's annexation.
250/ Hawaii had a long history of
submitting requesterfor annexation to
the United States, both informally and
through negotiated treaties. 251/ How
many of these earlier requests were
actually supported by the native

anyway..."

245/
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population is a matter of conjecture,
since none of Hawaii's cons'titutions
called for a popular vote on
annexation. Treaties were left to the
head. of state with approval of the
legislature, 252/ as set forth in
Article 32 of the 1894 Hawaiian
Constitution. The proposed annexation
treaty of 1854 was initiated by the
king, a native Hawaiian: This
proposal failed when he died and the
new king rejected the treaty. 253/
One native Hawaiian was present and
voted-for the Hawaiian,Sehate
resolution that ratified the
Annexation treaty of 1897 between the
United States and Haviaii. 254/ This
final act in Hawaiian participation in
the treaty ratification process took
place in a Special Session of the
Senate of the Republic of Hawaii in
September, 1897. On the first day of'
the session, September 8th, President
Dole listed the following reasons for
(1) a growing on:ace to
annexation:
the population by immigration; (2) the'
threat of. great naval powers; (3) need
for United States' developLent of
resources; and (4) it was in the best
interests of all people of Hawaii.
255/ A protest resolution was also
submitted to the Hawaiian Senate,
signed'by fifteen natives, stating
that "a mass 'meeting had been held

confirming that "the native Hawaiians
and a large majority of the People of
the Hawaiian Islands". were against,
annexation. 256/ On the second day of
the session a report was 'submitted by
the Committee on Foreign Relations
endorsing the ratification of the
proposed treaty of annexation and
agreeing with the reasons for annexation presented by President Dole the
day before. This report was signed
by the committ3e, including J.
Kauhane, a native Hawaiian, on
September 9, 1897. 257/
The same committee also submitted a
report on the native Hawaiians' protest, in which thecommittee concluded

that it was based more on sentiment
than real opposition and recommended
that the protest be laid on the table,
which it was. This report was also
signed by the committee, including J.
Kauhane, on September 9, 1897. 258/
The Hawaiian resolution for ratification of the annexation treaty was
unanimously adopted by the Senate r.he
same day: 259/ One of those senator
voting to adopt the ratification
resolution was J. Kauhane, who was
also Vice-President of the Senate.
Senator Kauhane wasthe only native
Hawaiian who signed the annexation
ratification resolution, 260/ the only
instrument relating to annexation
.other than the Treat!. of 1897.
In the Congressional debate on
annexation, Representative Bland was
asked directly whether "the Senate of
Hawaii which ratified the treaty is
composed largely of native Hawaiians ?"
"Oh, Mr. Speaker,iI
The answer was:
am not speaking of natives or
There are a few white
foreigners.
natives." 261/
Providing.further,evidence Of lack
of "native" participation in annexar
tion proceedings was the so-called
"monster petition" of 1897 262/ signed
by approximately 29,000 native
Hawaiians protesting annexation by the
United States. 'This petition wasinvestigated by the United States
Congress and the subsequent report
indicated that many names on it were
fraudulent. 263/ A large portion of
the 29,000 names on the list remained,
however, and they repres'ented the vast
majority of the 31,000 "native
Haw. 'tans" living on the islands. 264/
This figure may be compared with the
,3,196 actual voters in the first
election under 'the 1894 Constitution
held in 1896, and the 2,687 voters for
representatives in,1897. 265/
Congressional debate on annexation
is filled with comments to the effect
that it was known that most, if not
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resolution. The usual course after
annexation was the establishment of a
territorial government, the adoptioni
of a state constitution and
government, and the request for
A few states did not
admission.
establish territorial governments:
Texas, Florida and California. 270/
Certain other requirements also
became standard for statehood:

all, native Hawaiians opposed
annexation. 266/ Senator Caffery
informed the Senate on June 28, 1898,
that "the people of Hawaii do not want
annexation...Whea I speak of the
people of Hawaii I speak of the native
Hawaiians." 267/ He then submitted
documents concerning an 1893 interview
with a white Mwaiian born in the
islands in 1850. This gentleman
had
stated that if an annexation vu
been taken "it would be overwhelmingly
defeated--almost to a man by the
native Hawaiians ..." 268/
The Organic Act, passed by the
United States Congress, opened the way
for an open electorate in Hawaii.
With this development, Hawaiians sent
to the U.S. Congress their first
delegate, Robert Wilcox., a home rule
advocate and leader of native Hawaiian
insurrections in 1889 and 1895.
Hawaii's first Territorial Legislature
of 1901 was also composed largely of
native Hawaiians and Home Rule
advocates who proceeded to protest
annexation by delaying bills; failing
to pass the appropriation bill, and
calling for Governor Dole's removal
due to incompetence. 269/
D.

(1)

The inhabitants of the
proposed new State are
imbued with and are sympa-.
thetic towarct.the principles
of democracy as exemplified
in the American form of
government.
.

(2)

A majority of the electorate
wishes statehood.

(3)

The proposed new State has
sufficient population and
resources to support State
government and at the same,
time carry its share of the
cost of the Federal
Government. 222,

While the move to incorporate the
Hawaiian territory into the United
States was an important step toward
statehood, it was not an assurance for
its realization. The extended period
of time in which the islands remained
in territorial status was notable, but
it was not unique to Hawaii., Alaska
experienced the same delay in
There were also
at- hieving statehood.
other states with long territorial
Utah, 46 years; Arizona, 49
periods:
years; and New Mexico, 62 years. 272/

HAWAIIAN ADMISSION TO STATEHOOD
COMPARED TO THAT OF OTHER STATES

Hawaii was admitted to statehood in
1959 after more than sixty years as a
This section.of the report
territory.
includes a discussion of Hawaii's
admission, a statement of Hawaii's
boundaries at statehood, and a
comparison of the history of admission with the admission history of
several other states. 'The selected
states, in the order of their
statehood, are: Louisiana, Florida,
Texas, Oregon and Alaska.
Under the Constitution, the
acquisition of new territory was
achieved by treaties with foreign
nations, except for Texas and,Hawaii,
which were annexed by joint

History of Hawaiian Statehood
Hawaii was annexed to the United"'
States by Joint Resolution No. 55,
July 7, 1898 (30 Stat. 750). The
legislative record indicated that the
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educational qualifications for voting.
This provision would have prevented
the majority of the Hawaiian people
The efforts of Senator
from voting.
Tillman of South Carolina blocked such
a measure, however, and the Organic
Act was passed in 1960 with only a
literacy requirement for voters.
The Territorial government
continued to be'extremely restrictive.
Even though the Territorial
legislature had passed measures for
erecting county governMents, the

joint resolution for annexation was
substantially the same as the treaty
negotiated in the prior year with the
Republic of Hawaii, which was duly
ratified by its Senate. 273/
Soon after annexation, a
territorial government was established
for,Hawaii under the Act of April 30,
1900 (31 Stat. 141). As early as 1903
the legislature of the Territory of.
Hawaii began to petition Congress for
statehood. 224/ Ai in the case of
Alaska, the question tof statehood for
Hawaii was the subject of numerous
Congressional hearings and debates for
many years., The proceedings in which
Hawaiian statehood was discussed
reflect that politics, both in the
United States and on the islands, was
a major factor in delaying Hawaii's
transformation from territokY to

"7:erritorial executive repeatedly,
Finally, the situation
vetoed them.

evoked a Congressional investigation.
This resulted in an ultimatum by
Congress that called for the Territory
to organize county governments quickly
After this
or Congress would do so.
directive, the Territorial executive
allowed a local government bill to

state.
The political situation in Hawaii
was best summarized by John A. Burns,

pass.

Delegate from Hawaii, in his article
entitled, "Statehood and Hawaii's
Joeople." 275/ He described the
Hawaiian achievement of statehood as
the conquering of centralized
government and the emergence of
Hawaii's people. He admitted that the
overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy in
1893 was an unpopular event and that
the Hawaiian people distrusted the new
Its role was
Provisional Government.
much more stringent than that of the
monarchy since a large portion of the
general public was prevented from
voting, while power remained in the
hands of the propertied class. Burns
stated that the unpopularity of the
annexation was not because of
animosity toward the United States,
but rather a resentment for the
particular ruling party.
Directly after annexation, a
commission was set up to compose an,
According to
Organic Act for Hawaii.
Burns, two Hawaiian members of the
commission wished to add a property
and income requirement 'to the
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Delegate Burns listed a number of
other reasons why statehood was
delayedlor Hawaii: besides county
government, the Hawaiian Homes
Commission, the bill o46rights, and
other projects all involved excessive
amounts of time. In addition to
these reasons, the controlling
economic and political groups strongly
opposed statehood for their own
After amendments were made
interests.
to the Agricultural Adjustment Act by
the Act of :May 9, 1934 (48 Stat. 670),
placing strict limits on the amount of
sugar imported from Hawaii into the
continental United States, and
extensive investigations were made .
into other Hawaiian affairs, the
controlling groups were compelled to
support statehood.
By 1935, Hawaiian statehood
hearings had become more active. It
was then suggested that a plebiscite
be held to determine whether Hawaiian
citizens approved of the statehood
proposal. A plebiscite held in 1940
showed a majority of the residents of
Hawaii favoring admission to the
At that point, however,
Union.
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waters, included within the territory
except the atoll known as
of Hawaii
Palmyra Island, together with its
appurtenant reefs and territorial
waters, but said state shall not be
deemed to include the Midway Islands,
Johnston Island, Sand Island (offshore from Johnston Island), or
Kingman Reef, together with their
appurtenant reefs .and territorial
waters."
Some question is presented regarding the status of Midway Island. The
United States claims that it acquired
The Hawai-'
Midway on August 28,N1867.
ian government, beTore annexation,
claimed it had acquired Midway on July
5, 1859, prior to the acquisition by
the United States. Thus, 'there is an
academic question of whether the
United States acquired Midway, when it
annexed Hawaii or whether it acquired
Midway independently.
PalmyraIsland was part of the
territory that the United States
acquired when it annexed Hawaii (see'
United States v. Fullard-Leo, 331
U.S. 256 (1947)), but ispot now part
of the State of Hawaii.. Midway Island,
Johnston Island, and SandlIsland were
included within the jurisdiction of
the United States District Court for
Hawaii by the Act of August 13, 1940
(54 Stat. 784) and it may be that the
specific exclusion of these islands,
from the Admission Act ana the
Constitution was merely to overcome
any presumption that might have. arisen
from the 1940 Act that these islands
In
were in the 'Territory of.Hawaii.
any event, it is clear that Palmyra
Island was once part of the Kingdom of
Hawaii and the Territory of Hawaii but
is not now part of the State of
Hawaii. MidWay Island is not part of
the State ofi Hawaii either; there is a
question of whether it was part of the
Midway, however, is
Hawaiian Kingdom.
part of the Hawaiian Island chain.

World War II temporarily delayed any
further attempts for statehood?
The numerOus_proceedings on
Hawaiian statehood proved time and
time again that Hawaii had met all the
Desire for
criteria for admission.
statehood was evidenced by the
approval. of the state constitution in
the general election of November 1950,
by a 3-to-2 margin. 276/
After the war; procrastination on
Hawaiian statehood bills came mostly
from the United States Congress.
Alaska and Hawaii were in the midst of
the same political struggle and their
futures as territories or' states were
at the sole discretion of the
Congress. Once the fight for Alaskan
statehood had been won, it was evident
that the last incorporated territory,
Hawaii, would soon achieve the same
Hawaii was finally admitted
status.
to the Union as a State by the Act of
March 18, 1959 (73 Stat. 4).

'

Hawaiian Boundaries

The joint resolution of'annexation
did not define' the boundaries of
Hawaii, but merely accepted the
cession made by the government of the
Republic-of Hawaii of "the .Hawaiian
Islands and their dependencies." The
islands were listed as Hawaii,. Maui,
Oahu, Kauai, Molokai, Lanai, Niihau,

Kahoolawe,.Molokini,Lehua, Kaula,
Nihoa, Necker, laysan, Gardiner,
Lisiansky, Ocean,&French Frigates
Shoal, Palmyra, Brooks Shoal, Pearl
and Hermes Reef, Gambia Shoal, and
Dowsett and Maro Reef (Sen. Doc. No..
16, 55th Cong., 3rd Sess.).
The Admission Act of March 18, 1959
(73 Stat. 4) and the State Constitution define the boundaries as "all
the islands, together with their
appurtenant reefs and territorial
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Florida

Comparison to Adalission of Other
States

Louisiana
The first parcel of land to be
added to the United States under the
powers of the new federal Constitution
was.the territory known as the
"Louisi,apa PurChase." This land was
purchased by the United States from
France under 'the Treaty of April 30,
The transaction
1803 (8 Stat. 200).
'wag necessary for the continued
success of the commercial traffic on
the Mississippi River and especially
for maintaining the important port at
New Orleans. Popular support for the
acquisition of the Louisiana territory
was strong because the acquisition was
viewed as a means of removing a large
European power from AMerica's dociestep
and promoting national independence.N,
This sentiment overcame whatever
dotibts were expressed by members of
Congress as to the constitutional
authority of the nation to acquire
foreign ;territory. 277/
A significant section of the Treaty
of Paris in 1803 was Article III,
which stated:

.

-

The second area ,cif land annexed to
the United States ,by means of treaty
was East and West 'Florida, ,This
territory, was ceded by Spain to the
United States undefr the Treaty of

Amity, Settlement, andLiMits,
February 22, ,1819, and ratified by the
United States on February-19, 1821 (8
The necessity of the
Stat. 252).
annexation of Florida was accepted
under the same principle as Louisiana,,
.

that iskeeping the European powers
at a safe ditance.from home. 278/
The trey with Spain contained a
.provision under Article 6 similar to
that in the Treaty of. 1803 with
/
It stated:
France.
I

The inhabitants of the territories which his Catholic
Majesty cedes to the the United
States, by this Treaty, shall be
.incorporated in the Union of the
United States as soon as may be
consistent with the principles of
;
the Federal Confhitution, and
admitted to the enjoyment'of all
the privileges, rights, and
immunities of the citizens of the
United 'States.

The inhabitants of the ceded
territory shall 'be incorporated in
the Union of the United StaTes,
and admitted as soon as
possible...

In keeping w5.th this agreement, 'a
temporary government was established
for Florida under the Act of March 3,'
1819 (3 Stat. 523), superseded by the
Act of March 3, 1821 (3 Stat. 637)' ,
following ratification of 'the treaty.
In January 1839, Florida formed its
constitution and state government and
asked for admission into the Union.
Florida statehood was zonfirmed by the
Act of March 3, 1845 (5 Stat. 742),
which also admitted the State of Iowa.
The acquisitions of Louisiana and
Florida were reflections of a growilp
national policy described by John
Gorham Palfrey, who stated:

This provision anticipated the
admission of the Louisiana territory"
From the cession,
in the near future.
two territories were erected and a
temporary government R.rovided for
under. the Act of Mdp-eh 26, '1804 (2

Stat. 283). An enahfing act was then
passedifOr the people of the Orleans
Territory on. February 20, 1811 (2
Stat. 641) so that they might form a
constitution and state government and
request admission to the Union. This'
-goal was subsequently accomplished ai.1
statehood was confirmed by the Act of
April 8, 1812 (2 Stat. 701).
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into focus. These argum..nts included
the constitutional power of Congress
to acquire foreign lands, and the
effect of the Texas annexation on the
rights of Mexico and her possible
response to such action.
While slavery was at the heart of
the disagreement about the annexation
of Texas, the constitutional question
regarding the aauthority of Congress to
annex by joint resolution, rather than
treaty power, gained the most support
Were it not
fram those in opposition.
for an amendment to the joint resolution providing that the President
could, if he deemed advisable, negotiate with the republic instead of
proceeding with the resolution, the
action might never have passed the
Senate. 282/
Texas was ultimately annexed to the
Union by Joint Resolution No. 8, March
1, 1845 (5 Stat. 797). The resolution
of annexation anticipated immediate
statehood for the Republic of Texas.
Shortly thereafter, Joint Resolution
No. 1, December 29, 1845 (9 Stat. 108)
was passed, admitting the State of
Texas into the Union. Discussions
were brief in the 29th Congress on the
resolution to admit Texas; however, a
few remarks were made concerning the
propriety of the action of Congress
that effectuated the Texas annexation
The dissenting members of Congress
apparently became resigned to the
majority opinion. 283/
The annexation of Texas was a prime
/
example of the expression of the
political and social conditions of the time. It was a rejection
of Mexico's continued hostilities in
the territory, an/exercise of an
inherent power of Congress, and a
submission to the unyielding efforts
of the annexationists.

The acquisition must be read With
all the facts; it expkessed the
national individualism= it was
defensive, to preserve the
national unity; a mere taking of
adjoining land to protect the
peace and prosperity at home; it
was subjective, not objective.
279/

Texas
The circumstances surrounding the
annexation of Texas were quite
different from the circumstances'
'surrounding acquisition of Florida and
Louisiana. Texas was an independent
republic and had been since about
At that time, Mexico had begun
1835.
losing control over the territory and
the Anglo-Saxon settlers organized a
pfoviaional government of their own.
From that point on, there had been
constant struggles between the Texans
and Mexicans. President John Tyler,
in his message to the members of the
28th Congress during its second
session, stated that the continued
hqstile relations between Texas and
Mexico would only prove detrimental to
the peace and prosperity of the United
States. 280/ To avoid this, President
Tyler offereda treaty of annexation
to Texas that Texas found most
agreeable. The Senate, however, did
not ratify the treaty. Tyler claimed
that the main objection to the treaty
was that it was not put to a popular
vote among the American people. Thus,
he felt it his "duty to submit the
whole subject to Congress as the best
expounders of popidar sentiment." 281/
The flavor of the Congressional
debates in the 28th Congress, second
session, on the proposition for the
annexation or admission of Texas to
the Union indicated that the question
of slavery was the prime concern. To'
divert attention from the preeminent
slavery issue, however, other
arguments against annexation came

Oregon

The area of the Pacific Northwest,
which had been known as Oregon
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Country, was made popular by its fur
This industry gained the
trade.
interest of the United States, Russia,
Spain, however,
Spain, and England.
yielded her interest in that territory
to the United States in the Treaty of
1819, and later, in 1824, Russia
agreed to cease further settlements
south of 54° 40'. This left the
powers of the United States and Great
Britain as final competitors for the
vast territory. Prior to that time;
the United States and Great Britain
had entered into an agreement of joint
occupation in 1818 (8 Stat. 248),
which remained in effect for ten
years. On August 26, 1827, the 1818
agreement was essentially renewed, but
for an indefinite period of time with
a provision that either party could
terminate the agreement upon a twelvemonth notice. 284/
Settlement in the Oregon Country
was slow until the early 1840's, when
large groups of emigrants began making
their way along the Oregon trail in
search of more prosperous lives. It
was this influx of American settlers
that provided the impetus for the
United States to define her claim
in the Oregon Country against Great
President Polk reoffered a
Britain.
division of the territory at the 49th
parallel, but Great Britain refused.
The United States then exercised her
tight to abrogate the Convention of
1827 while expressing her intention to
fight for the territory that she
claimed was rightfully hers by title.
New negotiations were begun and Great
Britain finally agreed to the division
of the Oregon Country at the 49th
parallel by the Treaty of June 15,
1846 (9 Stat. 869).
Oregon was provided with a
territorial government under the Act
of August 14, 1848 (9 Stat. 323).
This action had been delayed in the
Congress because of the heavilydebated slavery issue. The people of
the Oregon territory then adopted a

constitution and state government.
Their application for admissioh into
the Union was accepted by the Act of
February 14, 1859 (11 Stat. 383). The
State of Oregon was formed and the
remainder of its territorial lands
outside the newly-declared boundaries
were made part of the Territory of
Washington.

Alaska
Alaska was purchased from the
Russians under the Treaty of March 30,
1867 (15 Stat. 539) for $7,200,000.
The treaty was not overwhelmingly
well received, but with the persistence of Secretary of State Seward, it
passed the SenaLe.
The quest for Alaskan statehood was
Alaska was
a long and tedious battle.
first established as a "civil and
judicial district" under the Act of
May 17, 1884 (23 Stat. 24), and was
not recognized under a territorial
government until the passage of the
Act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 512).
The legislative record showed that the
first statehood bill was offered in
1916, followed in subsequent years by
extensive hearings and testimony on
the subject. At various times during
this period, bills for Alaskan
statehood had been acted upon
favorably in both houses of Congress
and in committees of each house. 285/
Ernest Gruening's book on The State of
Alaska, indicated that Alaskan industrial interests and other partisan
interests were strongly against statehood, and for maintaining the status
They caused considerable delay
quo.
to Alaska's admission.
By the 1950's; even with party
platforms supporting statehood for the
last two incorporated territories,
Alaska and Hawaii, resistance continSenator Church
ued in the Congress.
described the situation as "the
reluctance of Congress to share its
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prerogatives, or to extend the
legislative franchise." 286/ Members
of Congress did not want their voices
or votes to be undermined by,the
addition of new senators and representatives.
Finally, these political
obstacles were overcome in the 85th
Congress and the State of Alaska was
admitted into the Union by the Act of
July 7, 1958 (72 Stat. 339).
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Akaka, in
Congressman D,
lion's Draft
his comments on the Cm,
Report, questions the lLlterpretation
in the Draft Report of events during
Kalakaua's reign because of the emphasis placed on the role of Walter
He states: "If Gibson was in
Gibson.
fact no important a figure, why was
his participation in events ignored in
first-hand accounts of the period...?"
(Akaka's Comments, p. 5). He adds:
"I seriously question this interpretation of history and the emphasis
placed on Gibson's influence with the
monarchy" (Akaka's comments, p. 5.)
Walter Gibson's influence on the
monarchy ended with his departure from
He died
Hawaii on July 12, 1887.
shortly afterwards in the United
(K. D.
States on January 24, 1888.
17/

Mellen, An Island Kingdom Passes, pp.
200 and 212, (1958)). James H.
Blount arrived in Hawaii for the first
time on April 6,'1893 (Dispatch No. 1,
Spec. Comm.). His duties, upon
arrival in Hawaii, 'were to concentrate
on taking and compiling evidence and
testimony on the 1893 downfall of the
Hawaiian Monarchy and formation of the
Provisional Government, as well as the
state of affairs in Hawaii at the time
(E. M. Damon, Sanford Dole and His
258 (1957); Gresham to
Hawaii, p.
Blount, Correspondence No. 1, March
11, 1893 printed in H. Ex. Doc. No.
47, 53rd Cong., 2nd Sess. (1893)). tIt
is self-explanatory that Blount
himself could not have been the author
of any first-hand account of the
Indeed, the
Kalakaua / Gibson era.
scope of Blount's duties did not
include any need to investigate this
period.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, it
can be pointed out that the Blount
dispatches did discuss Gibson's
participation in the events of the
Not only did Blount
Kalakaua era.
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termed racial lines, grow
out of the difference of
opinion on questions of
taxation or questionsof
taxation and legislation?
How did they grow?

discuss Gibson, but he took testimony
of first-hand accounts from people who
were present in Hawaii at the time
Gibson was, and who knew him.
Blount's papers include an interview he had with Hawaiian Chief
Justice A. F. Judd on May 16, 1893
(Interview No. 28, p. 371 of Blount's
report in House Ex. Doc. No. 47, 53d
Cong. 2d Sess. (Dec. 18, 1893)). The
questions were asked by Blount, himself, concerning Gibson and his power.

Scott:

No, they grew out of the
Mr. Gibson
office.
advised it.

Blount:

Please bring that out.

Scott:

Q. Did Gibson use the race feeling
to obtain power, and to maintain
himself in it?
'A. He did; and he also used
flattery to the King to exalt
his position. He fostered in
the King's mind the idea of
proclaiming himself emperor of
the Pacific in connection with
the Samoan affair.
The interview Blount had with M. M.
Scott on April 10, 1893 went even
It implied that Gibson's
further.
policies and influence not only caused
the 1887 revolution, but that the
impact of these policies were evident
even in 1893 (Interview No. 46, Ibid.,
p. 488 (1893)). Blount again
conducted the interview personally.
,

Blount:

What I want to know is
this: Whether or not
prior to 1887, and down to
the revolution the controversies followed racial

Regarding this and other comments,
Blount sent a dispatch (Blount to
Gresham, Correspondence No. 17, July
17, 1893, pp. 107-108, in H. Ex. Doc.
No. 47, 53d Cong., 2d Sess. (1893))
which stated:

lines.

Scott:

This present revolution?

Blount:

Yes, were the contests
generally parallel with
racial lines?

Scott:

They were.

Blount:

Did these contests,
parallel to what we have

IL the spring of 1882,
,when they held the
election here, he advised
He was the originator
it.
of the phrase "Hawaii for
Hawaiians." He was a man
He was
of marked ability.
the president of the board
He made
of education.
speeches couched in careful language when the
foreigners would see or
hear them. He spoke
Hawaiian well. His cry
was "Hawaii for Hawaiians." He said to the
people, the missionary has
not been your friend. He
leaves no dutlet for you.
He does not wish you to
hold office. He [Gibson]
puffed up 'alakaua with
the idea that he could be
emperor of all the Pacific
Islands.

The great stir in Cabinet changes
commenced with the Gibson Cabinet
He was a man of large
in 1882.
information, free from all
suspicions of bribery, politically
ambitious, and led the natives and
some whites...
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Fri., Jan. 21--"Completed the
e Explorer--the
purchase of
vessel deli ere(' to the sin. 'of
/41
Interior Aholo. I will now take
charge of her as Secretary-of the
Navy--an empty title--but I will
push this matter, our Polynesian
Hawaii has the
confederation.
Elements and prospects of a
commanding Polynesian state- Kalakaua shall be a King." (Ibid.,
pp. 116-117.)

It may not be amiss to present
some of the criticisms against
Kalakaua and his party formally
filed with me by Professor W. D.
Alexander
He gives an account of various
obnoxious measures advocated by the
king, which were defeated.
In 1882 he says the race issue
was raised by W. Gibson and only
two white men were elected to the
Legislature on the Islands.

Lorrin Thurston and William Castle
were also very familiar with Gibson.
They were among the members of the
Committee of Thirteen who specifically
asked for his dismissal from the
Kalakaua Cabinet in 1887. WM. R.
Castle, in his Reminiscences
(published privately in 1960 per the
University of Hawaii Library (Hawaiian
Collection)), wrote at p. 77:

Walter Gibson's influence over
Kalakaua was also illustrated in
passages of Gibson's diary as
follows:
Sat., Jan. 15--"Examined the
Propose to
Explorer (a ship]
purchase her as a Government vessel
to send to Samoa to carry Bush on
his several missions."

It was said at that time that
Moreno was going to organize and
consolidate a union of'all the
Pacific:Islands under Kalakaua as
emperor. The same way that dreamer
Walter Gibson obtained a controlling influence over Kalakaua by
holding out wonderful pictures of a
vast future of boundless wealth for
us if his, Gibson's plans were
carried. No doubt these alluring
pictures accounted in part for his
determined plan to create an army
and navy with which to conquer the
Pacific. Through his dreams or to
appreciate the fact that with every
opportunity in his grasp to render
his name immortal by a wise and
beneficent leadership '.e was
instead making a wreck of his
reign...

Sun., Jan. 16--"A talk with the
He said
King about the Explorer.
that Aholo and Kanoa were opposed
It is too
to the purchase of her.
These
natives
much my enterprise.
I am sorry to have
are opposed.
our Polynesian movement checked."
(Jacob Adler & Gwynn Barrett, The
Diaries of Walter Murray Gibson,
University of Hawaii
(Honolulu:
Press, 1973), p. 114.
Tues., Jan. 18--"Talked earnestly
with the King about the purchase of
He is convinced and
the Explorer.
with me. Told me to call a Cabinet
early in the morning."
Wed,, Jan. 19--"A Cabinet Council
The
at the Palace at 7:00 A.M.
King determined about purchase of
Explorer--so decided in Council.
and Aholo, a Committee to make
purchase. We went at 8 P-M. to
Hotel and found Mr. Arundel.
Concluded purchase for $20,000 in
four installments. [sic] I have
carried my point, and the
Polynesian movement will not be
checked." (Ibid., p. 115.)

As for the books by WM. A. Russ,
the titles alone should explain
They were
Gibson's absence from them.
entitled The Hawaiian Revolution,
1893-94 and The Hawaiian Republic,
Gibson died in 1888.
1894-98.
The above comments also address
views expressed in comments received
by the Commission from Elmer Miller
about Kalakaua's policies.
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18/

Burns, p. 158.

"Robert Wilcox...probably
wrote:
egged on by the king..- .appears to wish

19/

Mellen, P. 75.

20/

Ibid.

21/

Bailey, P. 278.

the destructin of white men..."
(Ibid., p. 157).
A first-hand account by James M.
Comly, the U.S. Minister Resident to
Hawaii (1877-1882), discusses the
Moreno incident of 1880 in some
detail, particularly in Dispatch No.
122, dated 21 August 1880 from
Comly reports that the
British, American, "Hawaiian citizens
who" were natives of the United
States," and German residents of
Hawaii presented memorials "to interfere for the protection of [their]
interests, and demand the dismissal of
the new Cabinet, as a menance to
[their] capital invested here."
Comly, who had informed the king of
strong opposition to Moreno, mentions
a discuSsion held by him and others in
which "the general impression seemed
to be that MOreno intended personal
violence if I did not give way."
With respect to the role of the
king it appears that at the very least
he was highly sympathetic to Moreno's
Kalakaua stated to
points of view.
"Mr. Moreno had shown
Minister Comly:
himself to be a very entertaining
companion, a man of large and novel
views in political and state affairs;
that he had been frequently surprised
to find out how exactly Mr. Moreno's
views coincided with his own; and that
he [had] put him in office because of
(Comly
this harmony and sympathy..."
Dispatch, No. 122).
The dispatches of Minister Comly
pertaining to the Moreno affair and
its sequel include Nos. 104, 113, 121,
122, 131, 136, 141 and 149. "The
Moreno affair of 1880 is one of the
most curious and at the same time one
of the most important incidents in
Hawaiian history...These dispatches of
General Comly are an important
contribution to the history of the
reign of Kalakaua" (Hawaiian Diplomatic Correspondence, Historical
Commission of the Territory of Hawaii,

p/ Burns, p. 165.
23/,

Ibid., p. 168

24/

Ibid.

25/

Ibid., p. 170.

26/ With respect to the statement
that Celso Moreno and the king called
"for-Hawaiians to throw out or kill
the planter sympathizers and foreign
interests groups on the Islands,"
Congressman Daniel Akaka commented:
"It is difficult to believe Kalakaua
capable of such intrigue and schem
ing" (Akaka's Comments, p. 5).
Shortly after Celso Moreno was
installed as a member of the Hawaiian
Cabinet with the title of Minister of
Foreign Affairs in 1880, posters in
his support came out in all parts of
Honolulu. They were addressed to "All
true-born citizens of the country" and
asked them to support Moreno: "His
intention is to cast down the foreigners and put in their places the
true Hawaiians..." (K. D. Mellen, An
Island Kingdom Passes,p. 91 (1958);
Copy of entire poster in Blount Rept.,
H. Ex. Doc. No. 47, 53rd Cong., 2d
Sess., p. 183 (1893).
Robert W. Wilcox, a Hawaiian who
supported Moreno and attended a mass
meeting of citizens to discuss the
Moreno appointment, proclaimed that
"foreigners were stirring up confusion
for their own evil purposes..." (E. M.
Damon, Sanford B. Dole, p. 156
Sanford Dole, who attended
(1957)).
the mass meeting, reported his
feelings to his brother George. Dole
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Vol. I, No., 3, Ralph S. Kuykendall, p.'
Entire Dispatch No.
42 (1926). Note:

122 reprinted in Hawaiian Diplomatic
Correspondence.)
27/

Burns, p. 168.
Bailey, p. 285.

221

Joesting, p. 213.

22/

Damon, p. 160.

21/

Joesting, p. 214.

22/

Ibid.

22/

Mellen, p. 102.

21/

Ibid., p. 103.

2..v

Bailey, p. 286.

2±/

Mellen, p. 107.

49/

Joesting,'p.'217. Congressman
Daniel Akaka comments that the Draft
Report on page 184, "indicates that
the spark that ignited the
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Existing Law, Native Hawaiians, And Compensation
In light of the history of
landholding laws in Hawaii, the fall
of the monarchy, and annexation as set
forth in the preceding two chapters,
the Commission has examined whether
the native Hawaiians have any legal
claim to compensation from the Unite0
States for loss of land or
The present chapter sets
sovereignty.
forth the analysis and findings of
In preparing this
this review.
chapter, the Commission has reviewed a
number of articles and reports making
the legal argument in favor of
compensation. These include Melody
MacKenzie's report for the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs, Sovereignty and
Honoring the Native Hawaiian
Land:
Claim, 1/ Karen Blondin's A Case For
Reparations for Native Hawaiians (16
Hawaiian Bar Journal 13), and H.
Rodger Betts' unpublished Report on
the Hawaiian Native Claims (Second
The
Draft, February 17, 1978).
Commission also attempted to address
the views and analyses presented by a
number of people at the Commission's
hearings throughout Hawaii in January,
In addition, the Commission has
1982.
taken into account a number of
comments received during the comment
period on this chapter as it appeared
in the Draft Report of Findings.
Because of their scope, special
attention was given to comments
received from Senator Daniel K.
Inouye, Congressman Daniel K. Akaka,
the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHM,
and Patrick Hanifin. 2/
In the following sections, the
chapter first sets forth the
background for the analysis, since
much of it depends on echnical legal
It then reviews
concepts and terms.
whether the native Hawaiians are
entitled to compensation for loss of
their land under present law, and
whether they are entitled to
compensation for loss of their
Finally, this chapter
sovereignty.
compares the native Hawaiians' claims

to.those of the Alaska Natives,
addressed by Congress in the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act. 3/
A.

BACKGROUND

Over the years, a number of
different native groups and
organizations have sought compensation
from the United States for loss of
lands and loss of sovereignty. As a
result, a large body of law has
developed. That law is made up of
both statutes passed by Congress and
of cases decided by courts. Much of
that law has been developed because
American Indians have made claims for
compensation; other law has grown out
of claims by Alaska Native groups. In
the discussion of whether the native
Hawaiians have viable claims for
compensation, the analysis examines
whether the existing law--statutes and
cases--provides a basis for giving
compensation. Without in any way
suggesting that Hawaiian natives are
an Indian tribe, the law developed for
and about Indian tribes will be
reviewed to determine whether this
body of law provides a legal basis for
the native Hawaiian claims. 4/
Generally, law providing that
native groups may be entitled to
compensation for loss of land has
developed under two legal principles:
first, that a native group had
"aboriginal title" to lands, and those
lands were taken by the United States;
and second, that the native group had
"recognized title" to lands--title
that the United States specifically
acknowledged under its laws--and those
,

lands were taken by the United. 'States.

A native group must meet a number of
technical legal requirements in order
to be entitled to compensation under
Thip chapter will
either principle.
analyze the facts regarding the native
Hawaiian history and land law in the
context of those legal requirements.
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C.

Clainis for compensation for loss' of
sovereignty, on the other hand, have
been made under several laws. This
chapter will first look at the legal
concept of sovereignty; then consider
the native Hawaiian experience under
that concept. The chapter will then
examine each of the laws under which
claims for loss of sovereignty have
been made.
Finally, this chapter will look at
whether any special trust relationship
exists between the United States and
the native Hawaiians that would be a
It will then
basis for compensation.
Hawaiian
claims to
compare the native
the Alaska Native claims.
While this chapter must cover
technical and legal, material,
summaries at the beginning and end of
each portion of the chapter will make
clear the context in which those legal
points are considered.
B.

ABORIGINAL TITLE AND COMENSATION

Aboriginal title is a concept
developed in the law to provide a
basis for a native group that does not
have traditional, legally-accepted
land ownership rights to establish a
clairu to land based on use and
occupancy thereof where the sovereign
(an entity separate and distinct from
the native group) has the underlying
fee to said land. It is generally
defined as title derived from the use
and occupancy of land from time
immemor!al. 5/ Under the law, a
number of specific tests have
developed that a native group must
meet in order to establish that it has
aboriginal title to a tract of land:
the group must be "a single landowning
entity;" EV there must be actual 7/
and exclusive use and occupancy 11/ of
the land; the use and occupanc" must
be of a defined area; 2/ and the land
must be used and occupied for a long
time before aboriginal title was
extinguished. 10/
If the native Hawaiians meet the
tests for holding aboriginal'title, to
.

he entitled to compensation from the
United States the title must have been
extinguished by the government of the
United States, not by the government
of Hawaii, before the United States
annexed Hawaii. 11/ FinalLy, even if
the aboriginal title was terminated by
the United States, some law must give
the native Hawaiians a right to
compensation for loss of aboriginal
title, since without such a law there
is no right 'to such compensation. 12/
The following sections will analyze
each of these requirements to
determine: whether the native
'Hawaiians had aboriginal title to
portions of the land in Hawaii;
whether the United States extinguished
that title; and whether the native,
Hawaiians are entitled to
for loss of that title.
Did the Native Hawaiians Have
Aboriginal Title to the Crown and
Government Lands?
To establish aboriginal title to
the Crown and Government lands, native
Hawaiians must meet each of the tests
for such title set forth above.- 12/
Under present law, the native
Hawaiian:* as a group (withoutdetermining what persons would qualify
as native Hawaiians) meet some but not'
all .parts of the test tole- a single
landowning entity. 14/ Courts have
held that, even in the absence of
political 'cohesion, Indians having a
common culture, common language, ties
of kinship, economic ties, treated by
the sovereign as having collective
rights in the area claimed, and having
common use of a claimed area,
constituted a single landowning
entity. 15/ The native Hawaiians were
a group with a common culture,
language, and ties of kinship.
Their economic ties in the
nineteenth century are less apparent,
since commoners were free to move from
one ahupua'a to another, and since,
during that century, many native
Hawaiians left the land to work for
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foreign ,landowners in Hawaii or to
work in other non-agricultural
pursuits, so'that they did not act as
a group with economic ties tO each
other. 16/ Under the ancient land law
system, it could be considered that
the king owned all the land. 17/
However, even at that time the native
Hawaiians did not treat all the lands
as owned in common. A native Hawaiian
tenant worked_ for a particular chief,
and could be summarily ejected from
the land'he cultivated by that chief.
In turn, thelchief could be summarily

removed from his landoy the king. 18/
These practices underscored that
ownership of the land was not by all
native Hawaiians as a group.
Furthermore, the Great Mahele (or
division of land) of 1848 brought to

'

an "end once and for" all the feudal
system of land tenure in Hawaii, and
finally and conclusively established
the principle of private allodial
titles." 19/ Since the intended goal
of the Land Commission Board and of
the Mahele was to be a total partition
of undivided interests and also, e
division and parcelling out of the
Government and Crown lands 22/ (that
is, defeudalization), 21/ any idea of
communal ownership was laid to rest.
Moreover, the Kuleana Act of 1850. w,.
(and other legislation passed
subsequent to the Great Mahele)
allowed individual native Hawaiians to
claim a fee simple interest in lands
they had actually cultivated or, in
the case of other native Hawaiians, to
obtain fee simple title to Government
lands by purchase. 22/ In addition,
much-land, including Government and
Crown land established by the Great
Mahele, was made available for
purchase by foreigners. These lands,
then, were not held in common by the
. native Hawaiians, but were owned in
fee simple and gave the people vested
p )perty rights. Such ownership is
not in common and is contrary to the
concept of aboriginal title.

The Kuleana Act was significant in
Those natives who
two other respects.
cultivated land had traditionally been
allowed to "grow crops for their own
use and to pasture animals on
unoccupied lands" of the ahupua'a, one
of the principal .landowning units into
which all land .(including Government
and Crown lands) was divided. /2/ The
Kuleana Act abolished the right to
grow crops and the right of pasturage.
24/ In addition, the Kuleana Act had
the effect of establishing the
principle that Government land could
be sold, thereby opening the way for
foreigners to purchase Government
By 1864, native Hawaiians had
lands.
purchased over 90,000 acres of
Government land and by 1893,
foreigners had purchased over 600,000
acres of Government land. ./..v By
1893, 752,431 acres of Government and
Crown lands had beer '.eased to
foreigners.
One theory contends that the
statement in the 1840 Constitution of
Hawaii that the lands of Hawaii
'belonged to the chiefs and people in
common" /2/ establishes that the
native Hawaiians had collective or
common ownership of the Government and
Crown landsuand, in effect, proves
that the native Hawaiians had
aboriginal titlz to the Government and
Crown lands. 28/ Similarly, it has
been argued that the change in the
larld system of Hawaii under the Great
Mahele, wher4oy the king "set apart
forever to the chiefs and the people"
approximately one and one-half million
acres of land and retained for
himself, his heirs and successors
approximately one million acres 22/
(known respectively as the Government
and Crown lands), establishes the
collective ownership of these lands by
the native Hawaiians and, therefore,
effectively proves that they had
aboriginal title thereto. 30/
However, even if the quoted language
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signifies that the Hawaiian Government
treated the native Hawaiians as having
0 collective'rights'P 21/ in the
Government and Crown lands, this

treatment does not, in and of itself,
establish that the native Hawaiians
constituted a single landowning
entity, 32/ which, in turn, is only
one of the prerequisites for the
existence of aboriginal title.
FurtherNore, even if the quoted
language were an ackDoWledgment by the
Hawaiian Government that native
Hawaiians had a right, to exercise some
degree of control Aver the Government
and Crown lands, this adthowledgment,
in and of itself, does not prove the
existence of aboriginal title to these
lands. 22/ The existence of
aboriginal title is a question of fact
that must be established by clear and
definite proof. 34/ The historical
record reveals developments in
individual ownership by native
Hawaiians of'many of these same lands
between 1848 and 1893 and the
ownership and/or use of many of the
Government and'Crown lands by
non-natives by 1893 25/--facts that
belie the arguMents based on the 1840
Constitution and Great Mahele.
The first test for aboriginal title
is the existence of a "single
landowning, entity." While the native
Hawaiians, as a group, meet some of
the requirements for a "single
landowning entity," they do not meet
all such requirements. As noted, they
did not have common economic ties
that united them. Not only were
commoners tree to move from one
ahupua'a to another, but during the
nineteenth century many native
Hawaiians abandoned the land to work
for foreign landowners in Hawaii or to
work in other non - agricultural

pursuits. 36/ Second, it does not
appear that they made common use of
the Crown and Government lands after
1848, in light of the ownership of
many of these lands by individual
native Hawaiians and individual
non-natives, and the use of many

of these lands by non-natives under
leases from the Hawaiian Government.
Third, even if the Hawaiian Government
had treated the native Hawaiians as
having "collective rights" in the
Crown,and Government lands prior to
1848, it appears that it did not do so
Indeed, passage of
after that date.,
the Kuleana Act (and related
legislation ), whid4 opened the way to
ownership of Crown and Government
lands by individual native Hawaiians
and individual foreigners, and the
practice of leasing Govprnment and
Crown lands to foreigners indicate
that after 1848 the Hawa'ian
Government did not view the native
Hawaiians as an entity that had
rights" in the Crown and
In order for a
Government lands.
group to be deemed a "single
landowning entity," it must have been
viewed as an entity having collective
rights as of the alleged date of
extinguishment of title. 22/
Qne 'comment received by the
Commission on its Draft Report states
that the'Hawaiian Government was the
"single landowning entity" required
for the existence of aboriginal title.
In effect, the commenter".asserts that
the native Hawaiians AM the Hawaiian
Government are one and the same for
the purpose of aboriginal title. 22/
It is clear, however, that the
government of Hawaii represented all
the citizens of Hawaii, not just the
native Hawaiians. Additionally, it is
significant that the United States
dealt with the government of : Iawaii as
a separate sovereign, or foreign
country, the same way in which it
dealt with prance, for example. The
United States Government did not treat
Hawaii as a domestic dependent nation
as it did entities such as Indian
Moreover, the commenter's,
tribes.
view is not consistent with the faCts.
The Kuleana Act of 1850 abolished the
rights of native tenants 'to grow crops
and pasture animals on Government and
Crown lands. 22/ This statute `was
interpreted by the Hawaiian,Supreme
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Court as effecting an implicit repeal
of all former gathering rights as
well. .12/

These 'facts present strong evidence
that the Hawaiian Government did not
represent only the native Hawaiians
41/ and was not the "single landowning
entity," since enactment of this
legislation had the effect of
terminating the native Hawaiians'
right of use and occupancy (the
essence of aboriginal title) of most
of the Government and.Crown lands. In
addition, it was provided by statute
that any Hawaiians using Government
land without Government authorization
could be prosecuted for trespass. 42/
Yet if the Hawaiian Government had
been the "single landowning entity,"
native Hawaiians would, of necessity,
have had a right to use and occupy
Government lands without any
authorization, and therefore should
have been specified as exempt from
application of this statute. Finally,
native tenants who had long occupied
lands deemed to belong to the
Qovernment (that is, lands that had
never been awarded to anyone by the
Board of Land Commissioners) were held
to have neither title to nor the right
of possession of these lands, but, in
effect, were only trespassers thereon.
If the Hawaiian Government had
43/
been the "single landowning entity"
for aboriginal title purposes, these
native tenants would not have been
considered trespassers. 41/
The same commenter who states that
the Hawaiian Government and the native
Hawaiians were one and the same entity
for aboriginal title jurposes, also
expreSses the view that the native
Hawaiians were "citizens of an
aboriginal nation with internal and
external attributes of sovereignty."
15/ The juxtaposition of these views
presents a conceptual problem. The
legal fiction of aboriginal title was
created to meet the need of various
European sovereigns, who claimed fee
title to the lands of North America
(and later the United States as the
successor sovereign), to acknowledge

the possession of much of these lands
by various Indian tribes. 46/ Thus,
when an Indian tribe holds aboriginal
title to certain lands this means that
the tribe has a right of use and
occupancy of such lands, while the
sovereign (an entity separate and
distinct from the members of the tribe
viewed as a group or the tribal
government) holds the fee title to
said lands. Accordingly, if these two
views are correct and the Hawaiian
Government was, in fact,
simultaneously both the single
landowning entity and the sovereign,
then such a state of facts is
diametrically opposed to the concept
of aboriginal title, which rests upon
the existence of two separate entities
(the native 'group that is the single
landowning entity and the sovereign).
The second test for aboriginal
title is that the single landowning
entity had actual and exclusive use
and occupancy of the specified lands
(here, the Government and Crown lands)
for a long time before title was
extinguished. 47/ Actual and
exclusive use and occupancy for' a long
time prior to 1893 or 1898 48/ and
continuing up to 1893 or 1898--the
alleged dates of extinguishment
12/--must be established by clear and
Because such a
definite proof.
large portion of the Crown and
Government lands was patented or sold
to individuals (either native
Hawaiians or foreigners) or leased to
foreigners by 1893, actual and
exclusive use for a long time up to
that date cannot easily be shown.
Courts require that occupancy be
actual and not "merely asserted." 51/
Moreover, in making a determination as
to the area that was actually and
exclusively used and occupied, the
courts will take into account a loss
of population of the landowning entity
prior to the alleged date/ of
extinguishment of aboriginal title.
Between 1853 and 1896 the number
of native Hawaiians dropped from
70,036 to 31,019. 53/ Even before
1893,.therefore, the trend was a
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extinguished by voluntary abandonment
assumes. that the Hawaiian Government
was the single ],andowning entity for
purposes of holding aboriginal' title.
Under traditional principles of IndiAn
law, aboriginal title can be
extinguished-by voluntary abandonment
or by actions 9f the sovereign that
are inconsMI,fit with the existence of
aboriginal title. 59/ ff the
Hawaiian Government was not.the single
landowning entity, then the Hawaiian
Government as sovereign (that is, as
an entity separate from the native
Hawaiians) took actions that were
inconsistent with tht existence of
aboriginal title and that extinguished
If the Hawaiian
said title.
Government was the single landowning
entity, thAn'these same actions, in
effect, constituted a voluntary
abandonmeilt of aboriginal title. so/
The facts of land ownership in
Hawaii underscore that even' if the
tests for aboriginal title had beep

dramatic decline. Moreover, since the
native Hawaiians did not have a
nomadi culture, actual and exclusive
use an occupancy of the extensive
1 Crown and Government lands is
area of
even more difficult to establish. 54/
The final test for aboriginal title
is that the use and occupancy must
have continued f8t a long time before
Prior to the
being, extinguished.
Great Mahele, Oven the system of
'occupancy by ckfiefs, rather than by
,it ,is
the people in common,
doubtful if common use and occupanby
by all native Hawaiians existed.
Between the time of the Great Ma4ple
in 1848 and 1893, much of..the
Government and Crown land was
converted to fee simple ownership by
non-natives land natives, and mull of
this land was used by non-natives.
Thus, it does not appear that common
use and occupancy of the Crown and
Government lands by all native
Hawaiians existed' between 1848 and
1898.'56/
It cannot be established,
therefore, that the native Hawaiians
meet the above three t4RIOs for showing
the existence of aboriginal title.

1

.

met, such title was extinguished 1:)"
actions of the Hawaiian Government
before 1893 (that is, actions of the
sovereign that were inconsistent with
aboriginal title) and certainly before,
annexation,' Whicl is the first time
the United States assumed sovereignty.
The KuleanA Act of 1850 terminated the
right of pasturage and the right of
commoners to grow crops on unoccupit
,lands of the ahupua'a. 61/ Other
Hawaiian, legislative acts, had the
effect of allowing foreigners to
By 1893,
purchase Government lands.
over 600,000 acresof.-Government lar.d
had been sold to foreigners
(non-natives) and 752,4.1 acres of
Government and Crown lands had been
leased to foreigners., 62/ By thus
having "asserted and exerted full
dominion" over Crown and Government
lands, the government of Hawaii (which
as sovereign had the authority to
extinguish aboriginal title) had taken
actions specifically inconsistent with
the continued existence of aboriginal
title. fl/ Legislation enacted' by the

-

Did the United States Extinguish
Whatever Aboriginal Title Existed?
The assertion was made in a comment
received by the Commission that
aboriginal title to the Crown and
.Government lands still existed in 1898
and was extinguished by the United
States by means of the Joint
Resolution of Annexation. s2/ This
comment rests in large part on the
pEemise that during the period between
tihe establishment of the Provisional
Government in 1893 and 1898 aboriginal
"...since
title was not extinguished,
only voluntary abandonment of these
lands by native Hawaiians would divest
native Hawaiians of aboriginal title."
The statement that the aboriginal58/
title of the native Hawaiians could
only he
.
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sovereign can effect an extinguishment
of aboriginal title. 64/ Settlement
and/or use of aboriginal title lands
by non-patives that is authorized by
the sovereign--here the government of
Hawaii--operates to extinguish
aboriginal title. 65/
In sum, termination of the native
Hawaiians,' right to grow crops and
right to pasturage on the unoccupied
lands of ahupua'a (pursuant to the
Kuleana Act of 1850), the purchase of
Government lands by natives and
foreigners (authorized by various acts
passed by the Hawaiian .legislature),
and the statutes authorizing
foreigners to lease Crown and
Government lands (together with the
actual leasing of 752,431 acres of
said lands by foreigners), taken
together, served to effectuate an
eXtinguishment of dboriginal.title, if
any had existed, to the Crov)h and
Government lands. Therefore, if
native Hawaiians had had any
aboriginal title to,the Crown and
Government lands, that title was
extinguished by the actions of the
government of Hawaii before 1893.
Similarly, if the Hawaiian Government
was the ,single landowning e:tity and
"represented" the native Hawaiians,
66/ then these very same actions
constituted a relinquishment, in

the removal of minerals by third
partie6 from aboriginal title lands
prior to the date of extingt,izhmant
of aboriginal title. 22/ However, in
all of the cited cases the aboriginal
title lands in question had become,
part df the territory of the United
States (and thus the United States had
sovereignty over these lands) prior to
the actions of the third parties. 71/
Any actions of the Provisional
Government in 1893 (or the
establishment thereof in 1893)
occurred prior to the inception of the
United States' sovereignty over the
Furthermore, the
Hawaiian Islands.
historical evidence shows that
aboriginal title, if my had existed,
was extingUished before 1893--that.is,
before the ProVibional Government came
into existence. 22./ In light' of the
foregoing, any United States'

participation in the fall of the
Hawaiian monarchy does not constitute
an extinguishment of aboriginal title
for which the United States is
liable.

Right of Compensation for Loss of
Aboriginal Title
Even if the native Hawaiians had
had aborigipal title to the Crown and
Government lands, and that title had
been extinguished by the United States
(tests that are riot met); compensation
for the loss.of these lands would not
be available under current law. The
Fifth Amendment to the United States
Constitution provides that the United
States cannot take 1pret without just
Aboriginal title is not
compensation.
a vested property right, but instead
only a right of occupancy, which the
sovereign may terminate at any time
without payment of compensation. 73
ts
Therefore, courts' have held that
loss does not entitle the loser' to
compensation under the Fifth
Amendment. 14/
Extinguishment of aboriginal title)
is compensable under Section 2 of the
Indian Claims Commission Act (25
U.E.C. § 70a). 175/ However, to be

effect, o_ f. the native Hawaiians'

right of use and occupancy of the
Government and CrOwn lands (that is,
abandonment of aboriginal title) prior

to 1893.
Importantly,_"aboriginal title
rights extinguished prior to the
inception of United States sovereignty
are not compensable claims against the
United States." 68/ Comments received
by the Commission suggest that even if
the native Hawaiians were deprived of
aboriginal title in 1893 by actions of
the Provisional Government (or by the
establishment thereof) the United
States would, nonetheless, be liable
under applicable Indian law. .t2/ Such
liability is premised on decisions
under the Indian Claims Commission Act
holding the United States liable for
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compensated, claims under that Act had
Therefore, under
to be filed by 1951.
present law, no authority is available
under which compensation can be
sought. 76/
In conclusion, the native Hawaiians
do not meet the above three tests for
establishing aboriginal title to lands
in Hawaii, including the Crown and
Government lands designated by the
Great Mahele. Further, even if
aboriginal title were established,:it.
was extinguished by acts of the
Hawaiian Government prior to 1898,
when the United States,, through
annexation, became the sovereign.
Therefore, the native Hawaiians are
not entitled to compensation for'such
extinguishment by the United States
under existing law. Finally, even if
the United States had extinguished
aboriginal title, no present law
provides for compensation for that

dian tribes.
Hawaiians, unlike the
81/. The United States could not,
then, have granted recog ized title to
the Government and Crown lands prior
to the time when the United States
exercised sovereignty over the
Hawaiian Islands.
Because only Congress can accord

.

recognid title, the Hawaiian king's

.

loss.
C.

X

RECOGNIZED TITLE AND COMPENSATION

The second legal principle under
which the United States may compensate
for loss of land is if the United
States has "recognized"---acknowledged
laws--the title of the native
by it
group to the land. 22/ Again,
specific legal roluirements to
establish that the United States has
recognized title must be met.
"Recognized" title, in federal law,
occurs when Congress has, granted an
Indian tribe the "right to occupy and
use" certain lands permanently. 22/
"Recognized" title means the grant to
an Indian tribe of "rights in land
which were in addition to the Indians'
traditional use and occupancy rights
exercised only with the permission of
the sovereign...". 79/ This section of
the chapter analyzes th se requirements in light of nativ Hawaiian.
history.
First, recognized title must come
feom the United States Congress. 80/
Before-1698, the Hawaiian Is lands were
not part )of the territory ofifihe
Therefore, congress
United/Ttates.
had no jurisdiction over the native

setting aside of about 1.5 million
acres of Government lands to "the,
chiefs and the people of my Kingdom,"
and the approval of this action by the
Hawaiian legislature by the Act of
June 7, 1848, cannot be a grant of
recognized title. 22/
Similarly, because Congress can
grant recognized title only when it
can exercise sovgreignty, such title
could not be established by the United
States through various treaties and
agreements before 1898. 22/
Therefore, AM unratified treaty
between the United States and the
Hawaiian Kingdom negotiated in 1826,
an 1849 treaty (relating to
friendship, commerce,-and navigation),
and the 1875 Reciprocity Treaty
(concerning trade) cannot constitute
recognition by ;tie United States of
the title of theinative Hawaiians to
the Government and Crown lands. 211/
Further, an unratified treaty cannot
possibly be the source of recognized

title. / A treaty of peace and
friendship does not constitute a grant
of recognized title even though it may
e particular tribe
acknowledge tha
or band is liv'ng in a certain area.
22/ Moreover, these treaties were not
made With the native Hawaiians, but
with the Hawaiian Government...2.2/

The native Hawaiians claim that
they held recognized title to the
Comments
Gov rnment and Crown lands.
rec ived by the Commission in support
of this claim make a two-part
Part one consists of
ument.
a
First, it is
ral assertions.
se.
ass rted that the Hawaiian Government
r'ecQgnizecl title to the Crown and
GoVernment J. ds because a formal
title to these ands was "confirmed in

the native goy rnment by the Mahele
and,subsequek\actions." 88/ In
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Land Commissioners) were held to have
neither title to nor the right of
possession of these lands but were, in
effect, mere trespassers. 95/ This
holding cannot be reconciled with the
theory that the Hawaiian Government
and the native Hawaiians were one and
the same entity, insofar as holding
recognized title to the Crown and
Government lands was concerned. 96/
Finally, when the owner of a kuleana
(a native tenant) died without heirs,
title to the land did not revert to
the Government, but to the owner of
the ahupua'a or ili in which the
kuleana was located. 22/
The seccild premise underlying the
recognized title claim (after the
"same entity" theory) is that the 1840
Constitution and/or the Great Mahele
of 1848 operated, in effect, to vest
title to the Government and Crown
lands in the native Hawaiians. 2s/
The validity of this premise must be
determined by reference to Hawaiian

addition, it is asserted that there is
no distinction to be made between the
native Hawaiians and the Hawaiian
Government and that they were one and
the same, insofar as holding
recognized title to the Crown and
Government lands is concerned. s2/
Thus, it is alleged, in effect, that
the Mahele operated to vest title to
the' Government and Crown lands in the
Aative Hawaiians. 22/
Part two of the recognized title
argument is that the United States
recognized and acknowledged the rights
---- of the Hawaiian Government to its own
"... the United States by
recognizing the sovereignty and domain
of the Hawaiian Kingdom, also
lands:

recognized the legitimacy of that
government's title to its own lands."
91/

The essential premise of the
recognized title claim is that the
native Hawaiians and the Hawaiian
Government are the same entity, rather
However,
than separate entities.
Hawaiian law does not support the
"same entity" theory, as the following
First, the
considerations illustrate.
Hawaiian Government was viewed as an
entity distinct from any natural
persons. 92/ Second, in 1851, the
Hawaiian legislature passed a statute
providing for the appointment of
agents to "sell Government lands to
the people." 93/ Specifically, the
statute provided for the sale of
Government lands to the "natives."
If, as OHA asserts, native Hawaiians
and the Hawaiian Government were one
and the same entity insofar as, holding
title to the Crown and Government
lands was concerned, then there would
have been no need for this statute,
since the natives would already have
been owners of the Government
lands--supposedly by the operation of
the Great Mahele. 94/ Third, native
tenants who had long occupied what
were deemed to be Government lands
(but which had never been awarded to
them or anyone else by the Board of

law.

The thrust of the Constitution of
1840 was that the chiefs and people
had rights to land. 22/ However, as
of 1845, the chiefs and people had
"... only a qualified right of
possession to lands. They had no
titles to them." 100/ Pursuant to the
Act of December 10, 1845 (which
established the Board of Land
Commissioners), 101/ King Kamehameha
III "...relinquished his claim of
ownership as sovereign to over
two-thirds of the entire territory of
the Kingdom, in order that the same
might be awarded to the chiefs and
common people by the Land Commission."
102/ Until this act was passed the
title to land was in the king himself.
103/ Thus, the Act of December 10,
1845 "... paved the way for the chiefs
and people to obtain title to the
lands occupied, by them respectively-something they theretofore did not
have." 104/ Accordingly, the 1840
Constitution did not operate so as to
vest title to the Government and Crown
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kuleana which were awarded to
them were regarded as being
carved out of or subtracted
from the ahupua'a and ili in
which they respectively were
situated.
[TheiMahele has thus been
characterized as the]...process
of rearranging and distributing
the land among the claimants
who applied for title to it.

lands in the native Hawaiians.
Furthermore, the provision of the
1840 Constitution entitled "Exposition
of the Principles on Which the Present
,Dynasty is Founded" (which states that
all land "belonged to the chiefs and
people in common") is not found in the
subsequent 1852 Constitution. 105/ As
a general rule, "the adopti9n of a new
constitution repeals and supersedes
all the provisions of the older
[former] constitution not continued in
force by the new instrument." 106/
Indeed, a provision in a constitution
that is not contained in subsequent
constitutions does not remain in
effect. 107/ After 1852, only the
1852 Constitution was in:effect. 108/
With respect to the legal impact of a
new constitution, the Hawaiian Supreme
Court held in 1892 that when a new
constitution takes effect:

110/

There is no indication that the
Great Mahele has been construed as
having, in and of itself, vested any
title to the Government and,Crown
lands in the native Hawaiians. 111/
Rather, with respect to.the Government
lands, the only common interest
obtained by native Hawaiians, as a
group, by virtue of the Great Mahele
was:a common right to present claims
for particular Government lands to the
Board of Land Commissioners (and later
the Minister of the Interior) in order
that the Board (or Minister) might
make awards of lands claimed. 112/
Indeed, even after the Great Mahele,
"Government" lands not awarded by the
Board of Land Commissioners (or the
Minister of the Interior) were
considered to belong to the
Government. 113/
With regard to the Crown lands, the
Great Mahele did not operate so as to
vest title thereto in the native
Hawaiians. Rather, title to the Crown
lands 'was in the king. 114/ Title to
these lands remained in the king 115/
(or in the office of the sovereign)
116/ until 1893 when the monarchy
ceased to exist, whereupon they became
Government lands. 117/ When the
former Crown lands became Government
lands, title to the former Crown lands
became vested in the Provisional
Goveri-ent. 118/
In sum, native Hawaiians, as a
group, did not obtain a "formal,
vested title" 119/ to the Government
and Crown lands. Accordingly, the
basic premises of the recognized

...it is a new d parture in
e country,
the government of
inasmuch as it states anew the
principles upon vitch the
adminisgovernment is to
tered, and rearranges the
distributions and limitations of
sovereign powers. ;.,hat is not
changed is re-affirmed. The new
statement of the fundamental law
takes the place of th old. 109/

The operative effect of the Great
Mahele of 1848 has been described as
follows:

The Mahele did not give title.
It did give the chiefs the
opportunity to take their
Maheles [divisions] to the Land
Commission and receive awards of
title thereon just as the common
people had presented to the,
Commission their claims for
titles to their kuleana. Title
was derived from the awards.
That the common people were
not parties to a "division" i5
shown by the fact that the
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title claim are invalid. 120/
The crux of the second'part of the
recognized title argument is that the
"...federal government did recognize
and acknowledge the existing
government of Hawaii and the rights of
that government to the territory
within its domain." 121/ This theory
contends that the unratified treaty
between the United States and the
Hawaiian Kingdom negotiated in 1826,
together with the 1849 and 1875
treaties noted above, effected an
acknowledgment and recognition of the
rights of the Hawaiian Government to
lands within its domain. 122/
The source of recognized title is
the United States Congress, and
Congress can grant recognized title to
land only when it exercises
sovereignty over said land. 123/
Prior to 1898, the Hawaiian Islands
were not part of the territory of the
United States and Congress did not
have sovereignty over them.
Accordingly, the "recognized" title
theory advanced cannot be reconciled
with these requirements for the
existence of recognized title.
Moreover, the alleged recognition and
acknowledgment by the United States of
the "rights" of the Hawaiian
Government to the territory within its
domain, is analogous to a situation
where Congress, by statute, accords a
native group only the right of
"permissive occupation"--in effect, an
"acknowledgment" that a native group
occupies and uses certain lands in its
possession. 124/ Yet, such an
"acknowledgment" does not give rise to
recognized title. 125/ Similarly, a
treaty that acknowledges only that a
particular native group is occupying
and using certain lands does not give
rise to recognized title. 126/ As
noted previously, an unratified treaty
cannot be the source of recognized
title. 127/

Since theHawaiian Islands were not
part of the territory of the United
States prior to 1898, Congress had no
sovereignty over the Hawaiian Islands
and, therefore, no jurisdiction over
the native Hawaiians prior to 1898.
Thus, CongreSs could not have granted
native Hawaiians recognized title to
the Crown and Government lands prior
Accordingly, no grant
to annexation.
of recognized title to the native
Hawaiians, as a group, was possible by
virtue of the one unratified and two
ratified treaties that predated
annexation. 128/
Nor did thv, Joint Resolution of
Annexation constitute a recognition of
129/
title for native Hawaiians.
The section of the Joint Resolution
relating to public lands designates as
beneficiaries the "inhabitants of the
Hawaiian Islands," not "native
Hawaiians." 130/ This use of language
is particularly important because
Congress was well aware of the
existence of the native Hawaiians, and
looked on them as distinct from the
rest of the residents of Hawaii. 131/
Congress also viewed the "native
Hawaiians" as a distinct ethnic group.
132/ Finally, the legislative history
of the Joint Resolution makes clear
that the "inhabitants of the Hawaiian
Islands" were viewed as being all
109,000 people living on the Hawaiian
33/ If Congress had meant
Islands.
to recognize title of the native
Hawaiians in the Joint Resolution of
1898, it would, among other things,
have used the term "native Hawaiians"
rather than "inhabitants of the
Hawaiian Islands."
The Organic Act of 1900 also did
not establish recognized title of the
native Hawaiians to the ceded lands.
134/ The Organic Act of 1900
"The laws of
provides, in part:
Hawaii relating to public lands...
shall continue in force until Congress
shall otherwise provide." 135/ This

4",
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from the public domain of the prior
sovereign before the annexation of
Hawaii. 142/ It is necessary to
examine the law of the prior sovereign
before the. cession (that is, Hawaiian
law) in order to determine whether the
claimed proper*y was regarded as
having been separated from the public
domain of the prior sovereign. 143/
Government lands that were not
awarded by the Board of Land
Commissioners (or by the Minister of
the Interior) were considered to
belong to the Hawaiian Government.
144/ The Crown lands became
Government lands in 1893 after the
monarchy ceased to exist. 145/ Lands
that belonged to the Hawaiian
Government were considered as
comprising the "public domain." 146/
Since title to the Government lands
was in the Hawaiian Government, it
follows that the Government (and
former Crown) lands were part of the
public domain. 147/ Thus, the rule of
international law invoked is not
applicable to the Crown and Government
Even the claimed property
lands.
rights of native groups are not
protected by this rule in those
instances where the property in

provision is similar to a clause in
Alaska's Organic Act, which at Section
8 provides, in part:
...That the Indians or other
persons in said district shall
not be disturbed in the
possession of any lands actually
in their use or occupation or
now claimed by them but the
terms under which such persons
may acquire title to such lands
is reserved for future
legislation by Congress...136/

The Supreme Court has held that this
provision of the Alaska Organic Act
did not indicate "any intention by
Congress to grant to the Indians
permanent rights in the lands of
Alaska occupied by them by permission
of Congress." 137/ Rather, the Alaska
Organic Act was designed "merely to
retain the status quo until further
congressional or judicial action was
taken." 138/ The Hawaiian Organic Act
must be similarly considered not to
grant a permanent right of use and
occupancy in Crown and Government
Further,
lands to native Hawaiians.
unlike the Alaska Act, the Hawaii Act
does not refer to natives. 139/
Some comments received by the
Commission assert as a sort of
corollary in support of the recognized
title claim that the United States has
followed a consistent policy of
respecting "... property rights of
native people recognized under prior
governments. Congress and the courts
have long respected grants to native
peoples under the laws of another
sovereign." 140/
It is an established principle of
international law that private
property rights in territory ceded by
one nation to another are not affected
by the change of sovereign and are
entitled to protection. 141/ This
rule would apply if the claimed
property of native Hawaiians was
considered as having been segregated

question was not considere,..: as having

been separated from the public domain
of the prior sovereign. 148/
Moreover, the test traditionally
used to determine whether the cited
rule of international law is
applicable to a claimed private
property right is whether said right
constituted a "vested" interest under
the law of the prior sovereign before
the cession of territory in question.
149/ Prior to annexation, the
Constitution of 1840 was not construed
as operating to create a vested
private interest in the Government and
Furthermore, the
Crown lands.
Con titution of 1840 was repealed by
the 1852 Constitution. 150/ Nor was
the Great Mahele interpreted as
granting a vested private interest in
the subject lands to the native
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Hawaiians. 151/ Accordingly, the
native Hawaiians did not have a
"vested" interest in the Government
and Crown lands under pre-annexation
Hawaiian law.
If recognized title is not
established, no compensation is due
under the Fifth Amendment. 152/ Even
if the native Hawaiians had been
accorded recognized title by some
action of the United States Congress,
they cannot be compensated for the
,ny actions of
loss of that title.
the United States before 1898 cannot
constitute a compensable claim under
the Fifth Amendment for a "taking" of
the Government and Crown lands without
compensation, because the United
States did not have sovereignty over
the Hawaiian Islands prior to 1898.
153/ Annexation itself was not a
taking under the requirements of the
Fifth Amendment because it was not an
appropriation of the Crown and
Government lands for use by the
Federal Government, pursuant to a
Congressional authorization. 15111/
Section 91 of the Organic Act of 1900
confirms this fact by providing that
the "public property" (Crown and
Government 1:,nds) ceded to the United
States under the Joint Resolution of
Annexation:
...shall be and remain in the
possession, use and control of
the government of the Territory
of Hawaii, and shall be
maintained, managed and cared
for by it, at its own expense,
until otherwise provided by
Congress, or taken for the uses
and purposes of the United States
by direction of the President or
of the governor of Hawaii. 155/

SeL_ion 91 (in conjunction with
Section 73, which authorized the
Territory of Hawaii to sell, exchange,
and lease the public lands) has been
interpreted as follows:

Those provisions [Sections 73
and 9]] did not create a mere
agency on the part of the
Territory to act for the Federal
Government. They constitute a
delegation of legislative power
from Congress to the Territory.
Conveyances made pursuant to the
power are not conveyances of the
United States of America
executed by the territorial
officers as agents, but they are
conveyances of and by the
Territory in its own right
pursuant to the Acts of
This follows from the
Congress.
fact that the Territory has
complete possession and control
of the public lands with the
power to dispose of them. 156/
Therefore, the native Hawaiians would
not be entitled to ?ifth Amendment
compensation for loss of recognized
title, if it were established. 157/
In sum, Congress must grant
recognized title, not the government
of Hawaii. Moreover, the United
States could not have granted such
recognized title before 1898 because
it did not have sovereignty over the
Hawaiian Islands. The actions it took
in and after 1898--particularly
annexation and passage of the Organic
Act of 1900--did not create recognized
title, becaise they did not grant the
native Hawalians the right to use and
occupy the Government and Crown lands
Even if recognized title
permanently.
were established, under the facts of
the Hawaiian experience, loss of that
title would not be compensable under
either the Fifth Amendment to the
United States Constitution or under
the Indian Claims Commission Act.
Under present law, therefore, the
native Hawaiians have no legal right
to compensation for loss of their
land.

D.

of Congress and is subject to
But until
complete defeasance.
Congress acts, the tribes
retain their existing sovereign
In sum, Indian tribes
powers.
still possess those aspects of
sovereignty not withdrawn by
treaty or statute, or by
implication as a necessary
result of their dependent
status...159/

LOSS OF SOVEREIGNTY AND
COMPENSATION

Native groups have also made claims
that they should be given compensation
This
for loss of "sovereignty."
section defines sovereignty and then
considers whether the law provides
compensation for its loss'in the
context of the facts relevant to
native Hawaiians.
The Office of Hawaiian Affairs
defines sovereignty as the power to
control internal and external affairs
and the right of self-government. 158/
The United States courts have examined
the concept of sovereignty for Indian
tribes and that consideration would be
applicable as well to native

The part of their sovereignty that
Indian tribes have "implicitly lost by
virtue of their dependent status" is
the power to control their external
relations with non-members of the
tribe. 160/ As a result, Indian
tribes are not free to alienate their
land to non-Indians, to haire "direct
commercial or governmental relatiOns
with foreign nations," or to exercise
.criminal jurisdiction over non-members
in tribal courts. 161/
The sovereignty retained by Indian
tribes encompasses the power ot, tribal
self-government and the power to
control internal relations among the
members of the tribe. 162/ Thus,
Indian tribes retain their power to
deterMine tribal membership, regulate
domestic relations, promulgate rules
of inheritance for tribal members, and
exercise criminal jurisdiction over
tribal members. 163/
For native Hawaiians, by analogy,
there are claims that native Hawaiians
lost all attributes of sovereignty- the power to deal with foreign
nations, to control internal
relations, and to govern themselves.
It has been argued that the power of
self-government was effectively lost
with the establishment of the
Provisional Government in 1893, and
was totally lost when the Territorial
Government was established pursuant to
the Organic Act of 1900 (31 Stat.
141). 164/ Even if history had fully
established these claims, which the
preceding chapter does not, native
Hawaiians could not be compensated for
loss of sovereignty.

Hawaiians:

The powers of the Indian
tribes are, in general,
"inherent powers of a limited
sovereignty which has never
been extinguished ..." Before
the coming of Europeans, the
tribes were self-governing
sovereign political
communitiesi (Cites omitted).
Indian tribes are, of course,
no longer "possessed of the
full attributes, of

sovereignty."...Their
incorporation with the
territory of the United States,
and their acceptance of its
protection, necessarily
divested them of some aspects
9f the sovereignty which they
had previously exercised...But
our cases recognize that the
Indian tribes have not given up
their full sovereignty. We
"Indian
have recently said:
tribes are unique aggregations
possessing attributes of
sovereignty over both their
members and their territory..."
The sovereignty that the Indian
tribes retain is of a unique
It
and limited character.
exists only at the sufferance
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For native groups, including Indian
tribes and liative Hawaiians,
sovereignty "exists only at the
Congress and is subject
sufferance
to complete defeasance." 165/ In
short, Congress can take away
sovereignty of native groups-at.will,
once it exercises sovereignty over the
In terms of native Hawaiians,
group.
the United States was dealing with the
government of Hawaii as.another
sovereign until 1898. Courts will not
look behind the United States'
recognition of a foreign government;
so before 1898, no action of Congress
could be regaeded as taking the
sovereignty of Hawaii. 1f16/,
Even after 1898, any effect which
Congress' actions may have had on the
sovereignty of native Hawaiians cannot
give rise to a compensable claim.'
Since Congress can take away the
sovereignty of native groups at will,
sovereignty i6 not a property right
subject to the Fifth Amenddent, and
its loss is not compensable. 167/
Moreover, a' claim of compensation for
loss of sovereignty is not a viable
cause of action, even under the
liberal provisions of the Indian
Claims Commission Act (60 Stat. 1049,
The
25 U.S,C. § 70, et peg).
legislative history of the Indian
Claims Commission Act indicates no
intention on the part of Congress to
create a cause of action for loss of
sovereignty and the Indian Claims
Commission has so held. 168/ Even if
there were theoret4,cally a viable
cause of action for loss of
sovereignty under the Indian Claims
Commission Act, the United States did
not assume a special duty to protect
the sovereignty of the native
Hawaiians under either the Organic Act
of 1900 or the Joint Resolution of 0
Annexation (or under the one
unratified treaty and two ratified
treaties with Hawaii that pre-dated
Annexation), so that the requirements
for such a claim would not have been

met. 169/ Further, such a claim would
have to have been filed by 1951. 170/
The analysis under the Fifth Amendment
and the Indian Claims ComMission Act
is not changed by the fact that the
Joint Resolution was not submitted to
Indeed, it
a plebisCite in Hawaii.
has been'held that the JOint
Resolution was legal and proper. 171/
The Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act (ANCSA) also does not appear to
support the claim of compensation for
loss of sovereignty. ANCSA
compensated the Alaska Natives for
loss of aboriginal title, if any, and
for the termination of all claims
based on that 'title.

172/

Furthermore, the legislative history
of ANCSA shows that Congress did not
intend to extinguish claims "based
upon grounds other than the loss of
original Indian title land." 173/
Since Congress did not intend to
extinguish claims based upon'grounds
other than loss of aboriginal title,
the compensation paid under ANCSA was
clearly not payment for any claim for
loss of sovereignty by the Alaskan
In sum, ANCSA did not
Natives.
provide for compensation for loss of
sovereignty by Alaskan Natives, and,
therefore, provides no analogy for
compensation to native Hawaiians' .for
'loss of sovereignty.
Therefore, the native Hawaiians
have no present legal entitlement to
compendation for any loss of
sovereignty against the United S'ates.
174/
E.

TRUST RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
NATIVES OF HAWAII AND THE UNITED
STATES

If a special trust relationship
between the Federal Government and
native Hawaiians exists that is very
similar to the trust relationship
between the Federal Government and
United States Indian tribes, 175/
failure of the United States to meet
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inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands
for educational and other public
purposes." This language does not
give rise to a fiduciary relationship
with the native Hawaiians because it
did not specify that the revenues and
proceeds. of the ceded lands were to be
used solely for the benefit of the
"native inhabitants of the Hawaiian
Islands." 183,/ Whether or not this
language creates a trust relationship
between the United States and all
,Hawaiians ("inhabitants") to
superintend the use of these funds is
a matter beyond the scope of this
Commission, which is to examine the
interests Of' native Hawaiians.
Similarly, the Organic Act of 1900
(31 Stat. 141) did not give rise to a
trust relationship with the native
Hawaiians. Section 73 of the Organic
Act provided, in part, that funds
derived from the "sale or lease or
other disposal" of the cedAd lands
shall be "applied to such uses and
purposes for the benefit of the
inhabitants of the Territory of Hawaii
as are consistent with the joint
resolution of annexation..." Again,
if Congress had intended Section 73 to
apply specifically to "native
inhabitants," it would have so
provided.
More importantly, Section 91, of the
Organic Act indicates lack of ariy
intent by Congress to establish a
fiduciary relationship with the native
Hawaiians. Section 91 provides that
the lands ceded by the joint
resolution of annexation were to:

the terms of the trust may (but does
not ,necessarily) provide a basis for
compensation. 176/ The theory has
been advanced that, "It has long
been recognized that a special
relationship, characterized as a
fiduciary relationship, exists
between the Federal Government and
Indian,tribes,"- 177/ and that, "The
federal-Hawaiian native
relationship arises from United
States' *participation in the
overthrow of the native government
and subsequent federal ownership of
the legal title to native lands."
)78/
A fiduciary relationship between
the Federal Government and an Indian
tribe can, as a general rule, arise
only from provisions of a treaty,
statute, or agreement whereby the
Government assumes fiduciary
obligations toward the tribe. 179/ No
fiduciary (trust) relationship arose
from the fact that the United States
Minister in Hawaii supported
establishment of the Provisional
(Regarding this
Government in- 1893.
The
history, see preceding chapter.)
salient'fact is that the Hawaiian
Islands were not part of the United
States in 1893, and the Federal
Government exercised no sovereignty _
over them. 180/ The sovereignty of
the Federal Government over Indian
tribes arises from the fact that these
tribes reside within the boundaries of
the United States. 181/ In the
absence of sovereignty over the
Hawaiian Islands, no fiduciary
relationship could have existed
between the natives of Hawaii and the
Federal Government in 1893, or at any
time prior to annexation. 182/
The Joint Resolution of Annexation
(Joint Resolution No. 55 of July 7,
1898, 30 Stat. 750) also did not give
rise to a fiduciary relationship
between the United States and the
native Hawaiians. The Joint
Resolution provided that the revenues
or proceeds from the ceded land shall
(with specified exceptions) "...be
used solely for the benefit of the

...remain in the possession,
use and control of the
the Territory of
government
Hawaii, and shall be
maintained, managed and cared
for by it, at its own
expense...

Since Congress in Section 91 of the
Organic Act specifically provided that
the Territory of Hawaii and not the
Federal Government would control and
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supervise the ceded lands, no
fiduciary or trust relationship
between the native Hawaiians and the
Federal Government exists. 184/
The fact that the title to the
ceded lands tgas held by the United
States did not give rise to a
fiduciary relationship because
Congress provided that the Territory
of Hawaii would control' and supervise
these lands-not the Federal
Government. 185/ Furthermore,
pursuant to Section 5 of the Hawaii
Admission Act (Act of March 18, 1959,
73 Stat. 4,5), the United States .
granted the State of Hawaii "the
United States' title to all the public
lands, and other public property
within the boundaries of the State of
Hawaii, title to which is held by the
United States immediately prior to its
admission to the Union." Since fee
title to much of the ceded lands' is no
longer held by the Federal Government,
no fiduciary relationship now exists ..
as to the ceded lands, in any event.
Some commenters'on the Commission's
Draft Report assert that the Hawaiian
Homes Commission Act of 1921 186/ and
Hawaii's Admission Act 187/
"unequivocally establish a trust
relationship between Native Hawaiians
and the Federal Government." 188/ Yet
even assuming this assertion is
correc', 189/ such specific trusts do
not establish the existence of a
general- trust that might require
compensation fbr the Government and
Crown lands. Only a trust duty with
respect to these lands that arose
prior to 1893 or 1898 might require
payment of compensation. A trust duty
must come into exist .nce before it can
be breached. 190/ Here, the acts that
supposedly constituted the breach
(that is, the Federal Government's
participation in the fall of the
Hawaiian monarchy and annexation) are
said to have simultaneously given rise
Yet the
to the alleged trust duty.
acts of breach cannot create a trust
relationship. 191/
.

Even if a trust relationship
between the Hawaiian natives and the
Federal Government were to exist with
respect to the Crowniani Government
lands (by virtue of 'the Joint
Resolution of Annexation and the
Organic Act), it is, at most, a Very
The
limited trust relationship.
.requirement that revenues or proceeds
from the ceded lands were (with
certain exceptions) to be used "solely
for the benefit of the inhabitants of
the Hawaiian Islands for educational
and other public purpbses" was at most
a "special trust" that "merely
restricted the uses to which the'
proceeds of such lands [the public
lands of Hawaii] could be put." 192/
Additionally, even though, the proceeds
or revenues from the ceded lands may
have been the subject of a "special
trust," and even though the Federal
Government held fee title to the ceded
'lands, these two circumstances did not
"impose upon the Government all
fiduciary duties ordinarily placed by
equity upon a trustee." 193/ This
limited trust relationship, if any,
did not encompass any fiduciary duty
of the Federal Government to protect
the native Hawaiians in the possession
of their lands because the Federal
Government never assumed any such
duty. )94/
There is most likely no specified
trust relationship between the United
States and the native Hawaiians
established by law of the ,United
States, requiring compensation to he
paid for the Crown and Government
lands or for loss of sovereignty. At,
most there is a very limited special
Native Hawaiians are therefore
trust.
not entitled under existing law to
compensation for any breach of a trust
duty toward them.
F.

COMPARISON WITH ALASKA NATIVE,
CLAIMS

The legal claims of the Alaska
Natives that motivated passage of the
Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
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lease or sell the land to third
Another provision of the
parties.
Statehood Act, hiwever, required the
State of Alaska to disclaim any
interest in land that "may be held by
any Indians, Eskimos, or Aleuts."
Further, the Statehood Act provided
that n e of its provisions could be
cons rued to "recognize, deny,
enlar e, or impair any claim against
the Unitedt$tates" [emphasis adled]
and that the resolution of any native
land rights would be left to future
legislation by Congress.
The Statehood Act thus had an
Unlike'the
irreconcilable conflict.
acts that extended the public land
laws to Alaska but protected the lands
natives actually occupied, the
Statehood Act prohibited the State
from selecting any lands that "might"
be held by natives or even claimed by
Congress probably intended
natives.
to protect lands that the natives used
and occupied in an aboriginal manner
from State selection, but no one was
sure what those lands were or the
extent of any native olaim. The State
did sele6t some lands and received
tentative approvals from the
Secretary. The State then leased
these lands to oil companies, which
discovered oil on them. When oil was
discovered, the native groups -claimed
The
aboriginal title to the land.
Secretary of the Interior then issued
a land freeze preventing` the State
from receiving further tentative
approvals of. its selections pending
resolution of the native claims.,
Moreover, Congress, in the Statehood
Act, had reserved for itself the
exclusive authority of defining'native
land rights through future
legislation, so resolution by lawsuit
This impasse led to °
was difficult.
the enactment of the Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act which, for the
first time in Alaska, defined the land
rights of the natives and allowed the
State to select its land from the
federal lands not set aside for the
natives by the Settlement Act.

(43 U.S.C. § 1601, et seq.) differed

significantly from the claims of
native Hawaiians. 195/
Non-Indian settlement of the
western United, States followed a
First, the land
three-step pattern.
was acquired by treaty from the
sovereign entity--France, Spain,
Mexico,' Great Britain, or Russia- Second, some lands in
claiming title.
the acquired territory were set aside
Third, the public land
for Indians.
laws, which allowed people to enter
into the acquired territories and
settle thereon, were extended to
all federally-owned land in the
acquired territory, except land that
had been specifically reserved for
governmental purposes, such as Indian
reservations.
In Alaska, however, only the first
and third steps occurred. 196/ After
the United States acquired title from
Russia, the public land laws were.
extended to Alaska without there
having been-any effort by the United
States to define Alaska Native rights
tp use land or set aside land for
However, as
their exclusive use.
Congress extended the various public
land laws to Alaska, it provided that
nothing in the laws should be deemed
to affect Alaska Native occupancy. In
general, this meant that land actually
occupied by an Alaska Native or a
native group or village could not be
acquired by a non-native under the
public land laws. .However, it has
generally been held that anon- native
could acquire title to vacant land
that was subject to native
"aboriginal" occupancy, rather than
actual occupancy. 197/
When Alaska became a state,
Congresi authorized the State to
selert vast areas of federal land for
its own use. 198/ The selection of
land had to be approved by the
Secretary "of the Interior; however, he
could give "tentative approval" to the
State selection pending. his final
approval and issuance of a patent.
Once the State had received "tentative
approval," it could "conditionally"
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In !contrast, in Hawaii the land
rights of the natives Were determined
by a series of laws from 1850 to 1898,
subsequent to the Great Mahele of
1848, which,establisfied a mechanism a
for the acquisition of fee title. The
overnment lands established
Crow
Mahele eventual;y became
i
by the
feddial lands when Hawaii was annexed
by the United States. Title to' the
lands was vested in the State of
_lands
by-the Hawaiian Statehood Act,

'lat
t

'

/
4

-'''' which doerg not contain a' provision

protecting native land rights: similar
to the one°found in the Alaska
Statehood Act.
Therefore, the rdSsOns that
impelled passage of the Alaska Natiiie
Claims Settlem;ent Act are not present

,

0

--

in the Hawaiian situation.
***

The purpose of thiS chapter has
been to examine the existing laws that
are, most likely to provide a basis-for
compensation to native Hawaiians for
any loss of lands or loss cif
sovereignty.' As set forth in detail
here, the review shows that existing
law provides no basis for such
compensation. Therefore, special
legislation would' be required before
any such payments could be made.
Congtess has responded in the past to
native American claims( once with the
passage of the Indian Claims
Commission Act in 1946, and again in
1971 with the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act.
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EXISTING LAW, NATIVE HAWAIIANS,
AND COMPENSATION
NOTES

A1/

Melody K. MacKenz.ie,

Sovereignty and Land: -Honoring the
Hawaiian Native Claim (Honolulu:
Hawaiian Affairs, 1982),
Office of
pp. 75-79.
Patrick Hanifin's comments were
in the form of a detailed ,article that
isscheduled to be published in the
HAwaii Bar Journal in the Spring. of
The article is entitled
1983.
"Hawaiian Reparations: Nothing Lost,
Nothing Owed."
2/

3/

1

-Thil chapter looks 'at rights

under present law only; it does not
address whether Congress or the State':
Legislature should consider enacting,
Further!
new laws ip these,matters.
in response to comments received by
the Commission, we )reiterate that the
chapter looks only at whether native
Hawaiians have present legal tights to
It does not address
:compensation.
whether the United States' conduct in
Hawaii at the end of the nineteenth
century was proper, moral, or legal,
or what account of it the United
States should make. Those matters are
left for the Conclusions and
Recommendations section of the
Report.

Some comments received by the
Commission on its Draft Report stated
that the tone of this chapter is
improperly adversarial. The chapter
attempts to address the full range of
views on the matters it covers; the
approach ig intended to be
comprehensive rather than adversarial.
Other commenters stated that
comparisons of native Hawaiians to
North American Indians, Eskimos, and
Alaskan Natives were not appropriate.
.However, we have examined the
experiences of and the laws applicable
to these groups whose experience as
4/

native groups provides some
simifar ties to the experhence of
native )1i awaiians. Congressman Cecil
Heftel, in hiA comments and other
commenters recognize the use of such
analogies otrely upon such
analogies.

5/, Inupiat Community of the
Ct.C1.
Slope v. United States,
680 F.2d 122, 128 (1982), cert.
denied, 103 S. Ct. 299 (1982).

,

6/ E.g., Northern P4iute Nation,
et. al. v. United stat s 7
959), aff'd,
Ind.C1.Comm. 322, 412
183 Ct.Cl. 321 (1968).
(

2 Quapaw Tribe v. United States;
128 Ct.C1. 45, 49 (1954).

AO'

8/. United States v. SeminoleIndians, 180 Ct.Cl. 375, 383 (1967).

2/

Ibid.

10/

Ibid.

10.N

Caddo Tribe of Oklahoma v.
United States, 35 Ind.Cl.Comm. 321, 339
(1975). One commenter (on the Draft
Report) emphasized the vie4 that the
native Hawaiians held aboriginal title
to Government and Crown lands as of
1898 and,that this title was
extinguished by the United States when
annexation occurred (Melody K.
MacKenzie,, Comments on the Native
Hawaiians Study Commission Draft
11/

Report, (November-1'1982), p. 25;

hereinafter cited as "OHA's
Comments").

ly Claims in the absence of such
a law are barred by the doctrine of
sovereign immunity.
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In a draft alternate to this
chapter, OHA comments that the native
Hawaiians are "not asserting
aboriginal title claims to Government
and Crown lands whi9h passed into fee
simple ownership" (OIIA's Comments,
Alternate Chapter III, p. 7.) About
720,000 acres of Government and Crown
lands passed into fee simple ownership
before 1898 (see discussion, abOVe,
page 335 to 336, and Levy, Native
Hawaiian Land Rights, 63 Calif. L.
859 (1975)).
Rev..848,

21/ Some commenters objected to
the use of feudal terms in'r4ferring

13/

14/ The requirement of a single
landowning, entity is discussed fully
in the cases cited,below in footnote

Confederated Tribes of,the
United
rm Springs Reservation
177
Ct.Cl.
184,
206-207
s,
(l 66); Nooksack Tribe v: United
St tes, 3 Ind.C1.Cordm. 479, 494r495
(1955), aff'd, lr:tei.C1. 712 (1963/
cert. denied, 375 U.S. '993 (19(4); and
Muckle,hoot Tribe v. United States, 3
658, 674-6/5 (1955),
Ind.C1.Comm.
aff'd in part, vacated in part on
other grounds, 174 Ct.C1, 1283 (1966),
cert. Aenied, 385 U.S. 847 (1966).
15/

16/

-

to native Hawaiians' land ownership
patterns. The terms are used here to
assist those who are not native
Hawaiians in Understanding land
.'downership patterns.

.

Levy, pp. 855-857. The paper
submitted to the Commission by the
Office of Hawaiian Affairs, "Regarding
the Legal Aspects," writeW1by Melody
_Dyke, contends
MacKen2ie and Jo
that'althoug the.Kuleana Act allowed
individual native Hawaiians to obtain,
fee simple title to Crown or
Government lands-that they actually
.cultivated or Government lands they
not extinguish the'
purchased( it d'
in the Crown and
"people's" inte
See
the discussion
Governpent land %.
above, pages 335175 336, and ,footndte
13, above. The MacKenzie/Van Dyke'.
paper is reproduced in .its entirety in
the Appendix of this 'Report.

-22/

Levy, p. 857.
2j,/

Ibid., p. 859.

26?Ibid.

Levy, p. 859.

27/

jon J. Chinen, The Great
Mahele; Hawaii's Land - Division of 1848
The UniversityNPress of
(Honoldlu:
Hawaii, 1974), p\ 5.
17/

Ibid.,

p. 852 note 26.

H. Rodger Betts Report on the
Hawaiian Native Claims, Second Draft
One comment received
(1978), p 15.
by the Commission states that the 1840
Constitution affirms that the native
Hawaiians had aboriginal title to the
Government and Crown lands.
28/

A
18/ °Gavan Daws, Shoal of Time:
rfliitory of the Hawaiian Islands, '(New
The MacMillan 'Company, 1968),
Yoi-k,.;
pp. 124'75) see also above, chapter
entitled "Diplomatic and Congressional
History: From Monarchy to Statehood."

Chinen, The Great Mahele, pp.
Betts concedes that the lands
at issue did not encompass 2,500,000
Indeed,
acres by 1898 (Betts, p. 15).
Congress believed that the "public
lands" in Hawaii totaled only
(H.R. Rep. No. 1355,
1,740,000 acres.
2nd Sess., p. 43 (1898)). MacKenzie
states that the lands at issue total
1.75 million acres.
29/
25-29.

19/ Morris, The Land System -of
Hawaii, 21 ,ABA Journal 649, 650
(1935)._,-(

20/

Paws, p. 124.

Levy, pp.

'
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22/ Betts, pp. 15-20; MacKenzie, p
76. ' One coiunenter takes the position
the Great Mahele did not extinguish
aboriginal title. However, the Great
Mahele was the process established
when individuals could acquire fee
simple ownership to Government and
Crown land and thus obtain vested
property interests. Such an action by
the Hawaiian Government was
inconsistent with the existence of
aboriginal title to the Government and
Crown lands, and together with other
actions inconsistent with aboriginal
title, operated to extinguish
aboriginal title, if any had existed,

Since the
compensable taking for her.
Government lands, as discussed aboVe,
are not regarded as owned collectively
by the native Hawaiians as a group,
the ruling in Liliuokalani does not
support Blondin's argument.
Further, in Sovereignty and Land,
MacKenzie argues that the 1840
Constitution created,A trust
relationship among the king, chiefs,
and people by citing a statute that
reads:

No man living on a farm whose
name is recorded by his landlord,
shall without cause desert the
land, of his landlord. Nor shall

prior to 1893.

Nooksack Tribe v. United
States, supra, 3 Ind.Cl.Comm. at 495.

the landlord causelessly
dispossess his tenant. (p. 6)

31/

32/

3 Ind.C1000mm. at 494-495.

Skokomish Tribe v. United
States, 6 Ind.Cl.Comm. 135,
157-158 (1958); Cf. Red Lake, Pembina
and White Earth Bands, et. al. v.
.CI. 389, 393-394
United States, 164
at
land that is
The fact
(1964).
the subject of a c aim of aboriginal
title was explicitly included in a
treaty of cession involving said land
(and other land) does not establish
the existence of aboriginal title.

See discussion in text above.

34/
7

Karen Blondin, A Case for
Reparations for Native Hawaiians, 16
Hawaiian Bar Journal 13, p. 27; Levy,
In her article, A Case
pp. 857-859.
for Reparations, Karen Blondin argues
that the Court of Claims decision in
Liliuokalani v. United States, 45 Ct.
Cl. 418 (19/0) makes clear that land
was collectively held and used by
native Hawaiians. In Liliuokalani,
the Court of Claims held that the
lands held as Crown lands by the Queen
should be treated as other Government
lands, so that the Queen's loss of the
lands did not give rise to a
2../

However, this statute was a mere
instrument of the chiefs to keep the
laborers of their land from leaving
their homes for the developing cities
of Honolulu and Lahaina (Levy, p. 851).
It was not a statement of common use
These laws an& the
and ownership.
ones to follow were to represent a
move toward the philosophy of
individual ownership of land and a
use may
break from whatever cominr
have existed in the traditional feudal
land system.

26/

See footnote 16, above.

22/ Nooksack Tribe v. United
States, supra, 3 Ind.Cl.Comm. at
494-495; Samish Tribe v. United
States, 6 Ind.C1.Comm. 159, 172
(1958).
2.12/

OHA's Comments, p. 23.

22/ Act of August 6,. 1850 §7
[1850] Hawaii Laws 203 (2 Revised Laws
(1925) at 2142); Hanifin, p. 18; and
Levy, p. 857.
apj Levy, p. 857, note 57, citing
Oni v. Meek, 2 Haw. 87 (1858).
41/
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OHA's Comments, p. 23.

T'

in part, rev'd in part on other
OHA
groTinds: 128 Ct. Cl. 45 (1954).
states that "Native Hawaiians advance
no argument as to 'constructive
possession' of Government and Crown
lands" (OHA's Comments, p. 23).

1880 Session Laws, p. 56;
cited by Hanifin, p. 18, note 16.
42/

Thurston v. Bishop, 7 Haw.
421, 438 (1888).
43/

(

44/ Indian law recognizes that
individual members of a tribe have the

52/ Puyallup Tribe v. United
States, 17 Ind.Cl.Comm. 1, 23-24
It appears that the
(1966).
Government and Crown lands constituted
a defined area--one of the tests for
aboriginal title.

See
right to use tribal property..
e.g., United States v. Cook, 86 U.S.
(19 Wall.) 591, 593 (1073); and
Whi.tefoot v. United States, 155/Ct.C1.
127, 133-135 (1961), cert. denied, 369
U.S. 818i(1962). Cf. United States v.

53/

Jim, 409 U.S. 80,82 (1972), rehearing
denied, 409 U.S. 1118 (1973).
45/

31 Cong. Rec., p. 6261

(1898).

E4/ Cf. Caddo Tribe of Oklahoma v.
United States, 4 Ind.C1.Comm. 218-219
(1956), appeal dismissed, 140 Ct.C1.
63 (1957).

OHA's CQmments, p. 28.

Cherokee Nation v. Georgia
Y) .U.S. (5 Pet.) 1, 16-18 (1832); and
Johnsd4 v. McIntosh, 21 U.S. (9
Wheat.) 543, 572-574 (1823).
46/

55/ See footnote 18, above; Jean
Hobbs,Hawaii: A Pageant of the Soil
Stanford University
(Stanford, Calif:
Press, 1935), pp. 4-6 and 12-16.

Confederated Tribes of the
Warm Springs Reservation v. United
States, supra; Sac and Fox Tribe of
Indians of Oklahoma 161 Ct.C1. 189,
201-202 t1963), cert. denied, 375 U.S.
921 (1963).
O
47/

56/ OHA comments that notwiAhstanding the conversion of muchland
to "individual fee- simple ownership,"
the Government and Crown lands were
"maintained as lands held by the
Hawaiian Kingdom for the chiefs and
common" (OHA's Comments, p.
people
In addition, OHA states:, "One
24).
indication of the collective rights in
these lands was the specific
recognition of native rights of
gathering and access on Government and
Crown lands" (OHA's C9pments, p. 24)
The firgt assertion refers to OHA's
.contention that the argument concerning extinguishment of aboriginal title
is "irrelevant" Lc:cause the Mahele
confirmed the title to the Crown and
Government lands in the Hawaiian
Government and thus, in effect,
confirmed the title in the native
Hawaiians. This assertion is
addressed in Part C of this cnapter.
The second contention ignores that
portion of the Kuleana Act of 1850
that terminated the rights of native

48/ It is argued tnat aboriginal
-title existed as of 1893 and/or 1898;
see Kett:,, p. 14, MacKenzie, pp. 76
and 78.

Confederated Tribes of the
Warm Jprings Reservation v. United
States, supra, 177 Ct.C1. at 194. To
prove the existence of aboriginal
title it must be shown that such title
was not. lost or abandoned prior to the
alleged date of extinguishment.
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla
Indian Reservation v. United States,
14 Ird.C1.Comrf, 14,116 (1964).
49/

Quapaw Tribe v. United States,
50/
128 Ct.C1. 45, 48-49 (1954).

Quapaw Tribe v. United States,
1 Ind.C1.Comm. 469, 488 (1951), aff'd
51/
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61/

tenants to grow crops and pasture
animals on Crown and Government lands.
In addition, this statute was held to
have effected an implicit repeal of
all forMer gathering rights. This
statute evidences an absence of
collective rights in the Government
and Crown lands.
57/

OHA's Comments, p. 25.

58/

Ibid., p. 24.

59/ Unified States v. Santa Fe
Pacific Railroad Co., 314 U.S. 339,
OHA cites Mashpee Tribe
347 (1941).
592 F.2d 575
r
v. New Seabury Co.,
(1st Cir. 1979) with respect to
abandonment of aboriginal title.
However, this case concerned
"abandonment" by the claimant of its
tribal status and not abandonment of
aboriginal title (592 F.2d at

Levy, p. 857.

.

62/ One theory advanced in the
comments received by the Commission is
that leasing of Government and Crown
lands is an example of "permissive
use of aboriginal title lands that
did not effect an extinguishment of
aboriginal title (see Senator Inouye's
Comments, pp. 37-39).
The doctrine of "permissive use"
refers to use of an Indian tribe's (or
band's) aboriginal title lands by
another-Indian tribe or band; this use
is specifically allowed by the tribe
or band holding aboriginal title
(Samish Tribe v. United States, 6
Ind.C1.COMm. 159, 175 (1958);
S'Klallam'Tribe v. United States, 5
Ind.C1.Comm. 680, 704 (1957)). The
fact that non-native Hawaiians were
allowed to use the Government and
Crown lands is not evidence that the
native Hawaiians held aboriginal
title to these lands. Cf. Confederated
Tribes of the Umatilla Indian
Reservation v. United States, 14
Ind.C1.Comm. 14, 119 (1964).
"Permissive use" presumes the
existence of aboriginal title (14
Ind.C1.Comm. at 119). Furthermore,
the use of Crown and,eGovernment lands
was authorized by the Hawaiian
Government--the sovereign- -and not by

586-587).

60/ Cf. Williami v. City of
Chicago, 242. U.S. 434, 437-438 (1917);
and Buttz v. North'prn Pacific
Railroad, 119 U.S. 55, 69-70 (1886).
"Under
OHA also states:
traditional principles of Indian law,
forcible dispossession by non-natives
[referring to the landing of American
troops on January 17, 18931, is not
voluntary abandonment and does not
extinguish aboriginal title" (OHA's
Comments, pp. 24-26). Te. orary
forcible disposession of an Indian
tribe from its aboriginal title lands
by the sovereign had. been found to
effect an extinguishment of title
(Northern Paiute Nation, et al. v.
615,
United States, 7 'Ind.C1.Comm.
616 (1959), aff'd, 183 Ct.C1. 321
(1968)), but, as a general rule,
temporary forcible dispossession does
not ope-Lite to extinguish aboriginal
title where there is no evidence of a
CongresEi..)nal intention to extinguish
title (United States v. Santa Fe
Pacific Railroad Co., 314 U.S. 339,
Here, where the
354-356 (194))).

the native Hawaiians.

61/ United States v. Santa Fe
Pacific Railroad Co., 314 U.S. 339,
347 (1941); and Pillager Bands of
Chippewa Indians v. United States, 192
Ct.C1. 696, 705 (1970).
61/ United States v. Santa Fe
Pacific Railroad Co., 314 U.S 339,
347 (1941); Washoe Indian Tribe v.
United States, 21 Ind.C1.Comm. 447,
448 (1969); and cf. United States v.
Northern Paiute Nation, 203 Ct.C1.
468, 474-475 (1974).
65/
States,
(1971),
Tlingit

Federal Goverment was not the
sovereign before 1893, the rule cited
by OHA has no applicability.

Cowlitz Tribe v. United
25 Ind;Cl.Comm. 442, 451
aff'd, 199 Ct.C1. 523 (1972);
and Haida Indians v. United

States, 147 Ct.C1. 315, 33,6 -342
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subsequently adopted by Congress.
Indeed, the actions of Stevens on
January 17, 1893, do not appear to
have been sanctioned by the Congress
or the President. The United States ,
Government is not liable for the acts
of an agent that exceed the scope of
See Wisconsin
the agent's authority.
Central Railroad Company v. United
States, 164 U.S. 190, 210 (1896);
Hawkins v. United States, 96 U.S. 689,
691-692 (1877); Whiteside, et al. v.
United States, 93 U.S. 247, 256-257
(1876); and Filar v. United States, 76
The
U.S. (9 Wall.) 45, 48-49 (1869).
paper by Melody MacKenzie and Jon Van
Dyke, "Regarding the Legal Aspects,"

(1959); Washoe Indian Tribe v. United
States, 21 Ind.C1.Comm. 447, 448
(1969); Pueblo de Zia v. United
States, 19, Ind.Cl.Comm. 56, 64-65,
74-75, 77 (1968); and Pueblo of Taos
v. United States, 15 Ind.C1.Comm. 666,
702 (1965).
66/

OHA's Comments, p. 23.

67/ Cf. Williams v. City of
Chicago, 242 U.S. 434, 437-438 (1917);
and Buttz v. Northern Pacific
Railroad, 119 U.S. 55, 69-70 (1886).

68/ Caddo Tribe of Oklahoma v.
United States, 35 Ind.C1.Comm. 321,
339 (1975); Pueblo de Cochiti v.
United States, 7 Ind.C1.Comm. 422,
450 454 (1959); and Pueblo de Isleta
v. United States, 7 Ind.Cl.Comm. 619,
645-646 (1959), aff'd, 152 Ct.C1. 866
(1961), cert. denied, 368 U.S. 822

contends tilitt the Government is

responsible for the acts of an agent.
However, the United States is liable
only when it expressly waives
sovereign immunity, and it has done so
in specific circumstan:es and then
only for authorized acts.
Nor is the decision in Lipan Apache
United States; 36
Tribe, et al, v.
7 (1975) cohtrolling.
Ind.C1.Comm.
In Lipan Apache, the United States was
held liable for the acts of the third
parties which effected an extinguishment of aboriginal title of certain
The
Texas Indians to lands in Texas.
acts in question occurred after Texas
was admitted to the Union as a State
By the terms of admission
in 1845.
Texas retained ownership of public
lands within Texas; however, the
Federal Government held jurisdiction
over Indian affairs within Texas (36
Ind.C1.Comm. at 18). On May 15, 1846,
the Federal Government entered into a
treaty with the plaintiff Indian
tribes whereby the tribes acknowledged
themselves to be 'Ili ler the protection
of the United States and no other
power, state or sovereignty whatever'
The
(36 Ind.Cl.Comm. at 51).
Commission found that subsequently
(i.e., in the 1850's) the United
States, through its military forces,
had aided Texas authorities in placing
the tribes on reservations, thereby
extinguishing the plaintiff tribes'
aboriginri title to their Texas

(1961).

69/ OHA's Comments, p. 25; Senator
Inouye's Comments, pp. 35-36.
70/ Temoak Band of Western
Shoshone Indians v. United States, 219
346 (1979), cert. denied, 444
Ct.Cl.
U.S. 973 (1979); United States v. Fort
Sill Apache Tribe, 209 Ct.Cl. 433
(1976); United States v. 'Northern
Paiute Nation, 203 Ct.Cl. 468 (1974);
and United States v. Northern Paiute
Nation, 183 Ct.C1. 321 (1968).

21/ See e.g., United States v.
Northern Paiute Nation, 203 Ct.Cl.
Furthermore, the
468, 470 (1974).
cases cited in the preceding footnote
involve situations where'there was a
treaty that prospectively authorized
the acts of the third parties (219
Ct.Cl. at 356-357) or where there was
a "subsequent ratification and
adoption" by Congress of the acts in
question (203 Ct.Cl. at 474; and 183
The actions of United
Ct.Cl. at 340).
States Minister Stevens that contributed to the overthrow of the monarchy
were obviously not authorized by any
pre-1893 treaty between the United
States and Hawaii, nor were they

lands.
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The Commi'3ion held that by virtue
of the 1846 treaty "...the United
States had assumed the role of
protector of those Texas Indians who
In our
participated in that treaty.
judgment the Federal Government did
not fulfill its role as protector of
the Indians" (36 Ind.C1.Comm. at
18-79). Under the circumstances the
aboriginal rights of the plaintiff
tribes had been "effectively
extinguished by the United States" (36
Ind.C1.Comm. at 19).
Even assuming, arguendo, that the
Provisional Government extinguished
the aboriginal title, if any, of the
native Hawaiians to the Crown' and
Government lands, it does not follow
that the United States would incur any
liability for the acts of the
Provisional Government on the basis of
This is
the Lipan Apache decision.
because there are crucial differences
between the situation in Lipan Apache
and the situation here. First, Texas
had been annexed by the United States
and was part of the United Itates
before the acts of third parties in
question cook place. By contrast, in
1893, the dawaiian Islands Were not
part of the territory'lof the United
Second, after the annexation
States.
of Texas, the United States was "in
charge of Indian Affairs" in Texas (36
By comparison,
Ind.C1.Comm. at 18).
United
States had no
as of 1893 the
control over the affairs of native
Hawaiians; sovereignty over native
peoples only arises when their lands
become included within the territorial
boundaries of the United States
(Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S.
Most
(5 Pet.) 1, 16-18 (1835)).
importantly, in Lipan Apache the
United States had assumed a duty to
protect the Texas tribes that were
parties to the 1846 treaty, thereby
giving rise to a "special
relationship" within the meaning of
Section 2, Clause (5) of the Indian
Claims Commission Act (25 U.S.C.
§70a). Prior to:1893 (or 1898) the
United States had entered into no
treaty with either the Kingdom of
Hawaii or the native Hawaiians as a

group whereby it assumed the duty of
protecting the native Hawaiians
(including any duty to protect their
possession of lands that they
occupied). Cf. compare with United
States v. Oneida Nation of New York,
217 Ct.Cl. 45, 55-59 (1978) which held
there was a "special relationship"
with the Oneida Nation because in a
1784 treaty the Federal Government had
promised to protect the Oneidas in the
possession of the lands the Oneidas
occupied as of 1784.
"...it
Senator Inouye states:
United
States
could be argued that the
exercised some measure cf control over
the Hawaiian Islands long before
annexation" (Senator Tnouye's
Comments, p. 37, note 17)'.
It has been suggested that the
United States might be held liable
under Section 2, Clause (5) for the
Indians' loss of title to lands (which
had never been part of the public
domain of the United States) where
there is "true concert, partnership or
control of the Federal Government"
with regal"( to the specific acts of
third parties which effected an
extinguishment of title. Six Nations,
.etc. v. United States, 173 Ct.Cl. 899,
904, 907-909 (1965). However, there
are no decisions holding the United
States liable under Clause (5) for the
acts of third parties on the grounds
of "true concert, partnership or
control of the Federal Government."
Moreover, in Lipan Apache Tribe, et
al. v. United States, 180 Ct.C1. 487,
502 (1967) the Court noted the
language from the Six Nations opinion,
but stated with respect to Section 2,
"In any event, the United
Clause (5):
States is held liable under this 'fair
and honorable dealings' clause not
because it has title to the property,
but because, by its own acts, it has
undertaken special duties which it has
72/

'

failed to fulfil" (180 Ct.C1. 502)..
The comments have not established the
existence of any special duties owed
In addition,
to the native Hawaiians.
where a native group claims that the
United States undertook certain trust
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Sac and Fox Tribe of Indians
of Oklahoma v. United States, 161
Ct.C1. 189, 197 (1963), cert. denied,
375 U.S. 921 (1963,.
78/

responsibilities relating to that
group (see OHA's CommentS, pp. 29-30),
liability turns on whether a "special
relationship, was created" (Cf. 180
Yet the wrongs
Ct.Cl. at 502).
complained of (i.e., United States'
participation in the fall of the
monarchy and the annexation of Hiwaii)
(see OHA's Comments, p. 30) cannot
give rise to a "special relationship"
See Gila River
under Clause (5).
Pima-Maricopa Indian Community, et al.
v. United States, 190 Ct.C1. 790, 800
(1970), cert. denied, 400 U.S. 819

22/

Ibid., emphasis added.

22/

Ibid., p. 192.

81/ Sovereignty over Indian tribes
comes from their presence within the
territorial boundaries of the` United
Cherokee Nation v. Georgia,
States.
(5 Pet.) 1, 16-18 (1832).
30 U.S.

(19701.

82/ See MacKenzie, p. 76. She
argues that the 1848 Act affirmed the
aboriginal title in these lands "to the
Hawaiian peop]e as a collective group"
and "recognized the traditional use
rights of native tenants." She further
contends that deeds executed by
Kamehameha III and approved by, the
Hawaiian legislature evidenced
Ibid., p. 83.
recognized title.

Finally, the central government
under the Articles of Confederation
possessed considerable jurisdiction
Omer Indian affairs within the States.
See United States v. Oneida Nation of
New York, 217 Ct.Cl. 45, 62-65 (1978).
By contrast, the Federal Government
had no jurisdiction over native
Hawaiian affairs prior .c.) 1898.
Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v. United
States, 348 U.S. 272, 279 (1955).
73/

gy Sac and Fox Tribe v. United
States, supra, 161 Ct.Cl. at 192-.

Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v. United
See also
States, supra, at 284-285.
Inupiat Community of t1-1 Arctic Slope
Ct.Cl.
v. United States,
680 F.2d 122, 128-129 (1982), cert.
denied, 103 S.Ct. 299 (1982).

The theory that these acts do
accord recognized title is in
MacKenzie, pp. 83-85. For discusSion
of these treaties see preceding chapter

See e.g., Fort Sill Apache
Tribe of the State of Oklahoma v.
United States, 22 Ind.C1.Comm. 527,
543 (1970).

Coos Bay, Lower Umqua and
f2,5/
Siuslaw Indian Tribes v. United States,
87.Ct.C1. 143, 153 (1938), cert.
denied, 306 U.S. 653 (1939).

76/ One commenter suggests that
the statute of limitations is unfair
since some native Hawaiians were born
after 1951 and could not have filed
claims earlier,: However, the Indian

22/ Sac and Fox Tribe v. United
States, supra, 161 Ct.Cl. at,)192-193;
and Northwestern Band of Shoshone
Indians v. United States, 95 Ct.Cl.
642, 657-661, 681-684 (1942).

'4/

above.

75/

Claims Cdwission Act is designed to
compensate ,the claims of appropriate
groups of individuals, not the claims
of individuals. If they were
qualified to file a claim under the
Act, native Hawaiians did not file
before August 13, 1951.
77/

a2j See alSO United States v.
Mowat, 582 F.2d 1194, 1206 (9th Cir.
1978), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 967
(1978), which implies that the native
Hawaiians had no recognized title to
the lands at issue.

.

88/

MacKenzie, pp. 75-76, 83.
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OHA's Comments, pp. 23, 25-26.

The contention that the
Hawaiian Government was the "single
landowning entity," for aboriginal
title purposes has been addressed
previously (see pp. 336 to 337
89/

Ibid.

above).
0

90/ OHA asserts "...the title held
by native Hawaiians may have been not
only aboriginal in nature, but also a
(OHA's
formal, vested title"
Comments, Alternate Chapter III, p.
The alleged "communal rights of
12).
native Hawaiians" to the Crown and
Government lands (supposedly granted
by the 1840 Constitution and confirmed
by the Great Mahele) are'equated with
land titles conferred by foreign
governments (e.g., such as tit:les
conferred by Spanish land grants).
(Senator Inouye's Comments, .pp.
Thus; Senator Inouye, too, is
39-40.)
effectively asserting that title to
the Government and Crown lands was in

the native Hawaiians.
Again,
91/ OHA's Comments, p. 26.
Hawaiians
OHA states that the native
and the Hawaiian Government are not
separate entities. The following
discussion in the text also responds
to the views of Keith S. Abe.

7 Haw.
92/ Thurston v. Bishop.
421, 437-438 (1888); Harris v. Carter,
6 Haw. 195, 201 (1877); ind Kenoa v.
See also
Meek, 6 Haw. 63, 65 (1872).
Hanifin, pp. 16-18.
It should be noted that ownership
of the Crown lands was in the king
In the Matter of the Estate of His
Majesty Kamehameha IV, 2 Haw. 715
The Court of Claims held that
(1864).
the Crown lands belonged to the office
of the sovereign rather than the
sovereign as an individual'and became
Government lands when the monarchy
ceased to exist in 1893. Liliuokalani
v. United States, 45 Ct.C1. 418,

426-428 (1910).
93/ Act of July 11, 1851 [1851]
Hawaii Laws 52 (2 Revised Laws (1925)
at 2196)).

There were also other statutes
providing for sale of Government land to
the people; e.g., 1874 Session Laws, Ch.
24; 1876 Session Laws, Ch. 44 and 1878
Session Laws Ch. 5; and 1884 Session
45; cited by Hanifin, p. 16.
Laws, Ch.
94/

95/ Thurston v. Bishop, 7 Haw. 421,
437-438 (1888).

Indian law recognizes that
96/
individual members of a tribe have the
United
right to use tribal property.
States v. Cook, 86 U.S. (19 Wall.) 591,
593 (1873); and Whitefoot v. United
*States, 155 Ct.C1. 127, 133-135 (1961),
cert. denied, 369 U.S. 818 (1962). Cf.
United States v. 'Jim, 409 U.S. 86, 82
(1972), rehearing denied, 409 U.S. 1118
(1973).

97/

Hobbs, p.

41, note 17.

98/ OHA asserts that the title to
the Crown and Government 'lands "held
by native Hawaiians may have been not
only aboriginal in nature, but also a
formal, vested title" .(OHA's
Comments, Alternate Chapter III, p.
In addition, OHA contends that:
12).
(1) the native Hawaiians and the
Hawaiian Government were one and the
same entity insofar as holding title
to the subject lands is concerned; and
(2) the Great Mahele of ,rated so as to
vest a "formal title" to said lands in
the Hawaiian Government (OHA!s
Comments, pp. 23, 25-26). Also,
Senator Inouye alleges,'in effect,
that the 1840 Constitution granted the
native Hawaiians' title to the Crown
and Government lands (Senator Inouye's
comments, pp. 39-41).
99/ 'paws, p. 125, an Hobbs, p.
The Hawaiian Supreme Court held
29.
in 1977, that the 1840 Constitution
"acknowledged that the people of
Hawaii are the original owners' of all
Hawaiian land," State v. Zimring, 58
Haw. 106, 111 (1977). The Zimring
.opinion ignores the fact that the 1840
Constitution was repealed by the 1852
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Ahlo v. Smith, 8 Haw. 420,'
109/
423 (1892) . "...loss of...[a right]

Constitution (see di,scussion in text
below, page 342). Also, the opinion

does not state that the 184
constitution operated so as to vest
title to tile Crown and Gove,rnment
lands in tree native Hawaiians. To the

extent that it may imply that the 1840
Constitution did vest title, such an
.interpretation cannot be reconciled
with the language of Thurston v.
Bishop.

.

'

through promulgation of a new
Constitution is by 'due process of
law' of the most pronounced character"
It shpuld be noted
(8 Haw. at 424).
that Article 91 of the 1894
Constitution expressly abrogated "all
other Constitutions" of Hawaii
(Thurston, p. 235). [Emphasis added].;
110/

Thurston v. Bishop, 7 Haw.
421, 433 (1888).
100/

[1847] Hawaii Laws 107 (2
101/
Revised Laws (1925) at 2120); cited by

Levy, p. 85.
102/ Thurston v. Bishop, 7 Haw.
421, 498-429 (1888).
103/

Hobbs, p. 41, note 17.

104/

Ibid.

Lorrin A. Thurston, The
Fundamental Law of Hawaii, 155,
156-168 (1904). Nor is it found in
the Constitutions of 1864, 1887 or
1894 (Thurston, 169-194, 201-242).
See also Hanifin, pp. 26-27.
105/

16 C.J.S., Constitutional
106/
Law, §42 (1956).

Hobbs, p. 41, note 17, and p.

40.

111/ Rose v. Yoshimura, 11 Haw.
30, 32 (1897); Kenoa v. Meek, 6 Haw.
63, 67 (1872); and Kanaina v. Long, 3
Haw.

332, 334-335 (1872). In-

Territory v. Gay, 26 Haw. 382, 402
(1922), the Great Mahele was held to
have itself created "no estate in
lands." While this language may.iefer
principally to individual Hawaiians,
it strongly implies. that the Great
Mahele-did not operate so as to vest
title in native Hawaiians as a group.
Moreover, the opinion in State v.
Zimring, 58 Haw. 106 (1977) implies
that the sole source of title, if any,
was the 1840 Constitution and not the
Great Mahela (58 Haw. at 111-112).
Kenoa v. Meek, 6 Haw. 63,
112/
66-67 (1872); and Kanaina v. Long, 3
See also In
Haw.. 332, 334-335 (1872).
re Austin,. 33 Haw. 832, 838 - -839

Ex parte Palm, 238 N.W. 732,
733 (S.Ct. Mich. 1931), cert. denied,
285 U.S. 547 (1932). This case
rejected the argument that a provision
in the first State Constitution of
1835 that was not found in any of the
subsequent State Constitutions was
still in force. See also In re
Advisory Opinion to the Governor, 112
So. 2d. 843, 847 (S.Ct. Fla. 1959)
which held that the omission of
language from the State Constitution
that had appeared in the State's
previous constitutions should be
presumed to be an intentional
omission.
107/

Rex v. Booth, 2 Haw. 616,
624-625 (1863).
108/

(1936); and Territory v. Gay, 26 Haw.
In Kenoa v.
382, 402-403 (1922),
Meek, reference is made to the right
of the particular claimant "in common
with all other Konohikis" as having
been barred (6 Haw. at 66).
Commenters did nOt cite any of the
decisions of the Hawaiian Supreme
Court (see, e.g., OHA's Comments,
"Footnotes").
This common right was subject to
statutes of limitations. Claims of
native tenants not presented and
proven by May 1, 1854, were "forever 1
barred" (Act of May 26, 1853 [1853]
Hawaii Laws 26 (2 Revised Laws (1925)
at 2145); cited by Levy, p. 856.
Claims of konohiki that were 'not
presented by January 1, 1895, were
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barred (Act of December 16, 1892,
Session Laws, Ch. 68 (2 Revised Laws
(1925) at 2151-2152)).
Kahoomana v. Moehonua, 3 Haw.
635, 639 (1875); and_Kenoa v. Meek, 6
Haw. 63, 67 (1872). This was true
also before the Great Mahele (see
Thurston v. Bishop, 7 Haw. 421, 438
113/

(1888)).

This does not mean that title was
vested in the native Hawaiians because
the Hawaiian Government and native.
Hawaiians were not one and the same
entity (see discussion above,
p.%341).
In the Matter of the Estate
of His Majesty Kamehameha IV, 2 Haw.
715 (1864).
114/

115/

2 Haw. 715 (1864).

116/ Liliuokalani v. United
States, 45 Ct.Cl. 418,- 427-428
(1910).

117/

45 Ct.C1. at 427-428.

118/ See Hanifin, pp. 12-13.
Article 95 of the 1894 Constitution
expressly provided that the former
Crown lands were Government lands (see
Thurston, p. 237).

OHA's Comments, Alternate
Chapter III, p. 12.
119/

OHA asserts under ,its
comments on aboriginal title that
after the Mahele the Hawaiian Kingdom
held title to the Government and Crown
lands "for the benefit of the chiefs
and people"' (OHA's Comments, p. 23).
OHA also alleges that the Crown and
Government lands were held in trust
This
( OHA's Comments,'pp. 4-5).
theory suffers from serious defects.
A trust could have first arisen only
under the provisions of the 1840'
Constitution (upon which OHA relies)
since, as a general rule, a fiduciary
relationship arises only under the
provisions of a treaty, statute or
agreement (e.g., United States v.
120/

Mitchell, 445 U.S. 535, 542-546
Even assuming that the 1840
(1980)).
Constitution did estab Lshja trust,
the repeal of the 1840 Constitution by
the 1852 Constitution terminated the
Moreover,'Article 91 of the
trust.
1894 Constitution (Lorrin A. Thurston,
The Fundamental Law of Hawaii, 235
(1904) specifically abrogated "all
other [i.e., forted Constitutions" of
Hawaii.

OHA states that the Great Mahele
"continued" this trust concept because
the lands conveyed, to the Hawaiian
Government were to be set "apart
'forever to the chiefs and people of
my Kingdom'" (OHA's Comments, pp.
However, this language did not
4 -5).
apply to the Crown lands (see Levy, p.
Accordingly, the Great Mahele
855).
clearly established no trust with
respect to the Crown lands (e.g.,
United States( v. Mitchell, supra).
OHA contends that since the Crown
lands eventually became Government
lands, the provisions of the Great
Mahele with respect to Government
lands (i.e., that they be set 'apart
forever to the chiefs and people of my
Kingdom') automatically applied to the
former Crown lands (OHA's Comments, p.
However, Article 95 of the 1894
5).
Constitution (pursuant to which the
former Crown lands became Government
lands) specifically declared that the
Crown lands were to be "...free and
clear, from any trust of or concerning
the same..." [Emphasis supplied]
(Thurston, p. 237). Although this
language was primarily intended to
terminate any trust in favor of
Liliuokalani with respect, to these
lands (45 Ct.Cl. at 428-429), it is
sufficiently broad so' as to have
barred the automatic creation of any
new trust (in favor of the native
Hawaiians) with respect to the Crown
Moreover, if OHA's
lands.
interpretation of the'provisions of
the Great Mahele with regard to 'the
Government lands is correct (i.e.,
that they automatically imposed a
trust on the former Crown lands), then
the provisions of Article 95 and the
Act of June 7, 1848 (which'adopted the
362

provisions of the Great Mahele) could
be viewed as-being inconsistent.
Since the 1894 Constitution was the
fundamental law of Hawaii in 1894, its
provisions took precedence over
inconsistent provisions of preexisting
statutes (see Article 91 of the 1894
Constitution (Thurston, p. 235)'; Ahlo
v. Smith 8 Haaw. 420, 423 (1892)).
The provisions of the Great Mahele
with respect to the Government lands
became effective when adopted by the
Act of June 7, 1848 (Hanifin, p. 2$).
Even assuming, arguendo, that the
language of the 1848 Act was intended
to create a trust with respect 'to the
Government lands, the language of
subsequent statutes (which concerned
Government lands) is not consistent
For example, the
with a trust theory.
Act of July 11, 1851 [1851] Hawaii
Laws 52 (2 Revised Laws (1925) at
2196-2197) and the Act ofJuly 6; 1853
[1853] Hawaii Laws 55 (2 Revised Laws
(1925) at 2197) concerning the sale of
Government lands did not provide that
proOeeds from the sale of Government
lands were to be paid over to the
native Hawaiians or deposited to their
credit in a separate account in the
Hawaiian Treasury (Compare cf. Ash
Sheep Company v. United States, 252
U.S. 159, 165-166 (1920); United
Brindle, 110 U.S. 688, 693
States v.
(1884); and Colorado River Indian
Tribes, et al. v. United States, 39
Ind.C1.Comm. 42, 48-49 (1976)
invol."i cessions of tribal land to
the Uniced States in trust which
provided that the land be sold for the
benefit of the tribe(s) making the
cession and that the sales proceeds be
paid over to the tribe(s) in question
and, in one instance, that there be a
semi-annual accounting of the sales
proceeds.) Nor did subsequent
statutes contain any provisions
requiring proceeds from sales of
Government land to be paid over to
native Hawaiians (or set aside for
them in the Treasury) or requiring
periodic accountings of these
receipts.
In sum, the language of
these subsequent statutes was, in

effect, not consistent with the
language of the Act 'of June 7, 1848,
to the extent that the language_ of the
1848 Act may have been intended to
create a trust as to the Government
lands (Cf. Oni v. Meek, 2 Haw. 87
94-95 (1858) holding that a statute
effected an implicit repeal of a prior
inconsistent statute). Accordingly,
these subsequent statutes could be
viewed as effecting an implicit repeal,'
of the 1848 Act to the extent that
said Act may have imposed a trust on
the Government lands.
Furthermore, .the failure of a
series of statutes to provide that
procee&; from sales of- Government
lands be paid over to native Hawaiians'
or that periodic accountings of the
sales receipts be rendered tends to
negate the existence of any trust
duties (compare cf. Aleut Community of
St. Paul. Island v. United states, 202
Cl. 182, 196-198 (1973)).
Ct.
Failure of the Hawaiian legislature to
,so provide is significant in light of
the fact, that the Hawaiian law of
trusts clearly recognized the duty of
a trustee not to comingle trust funds
with monies belonging to the trustee
(In re Neville's Estate, 4 Haw. 289,
290-291.(1880)) and the duty of a
trustee to account for receipts and
profits from trust property (Jarrett
0
v. Manini, 2 Haw. 667, 677 (ld63)).
In addition, the Land Law of 1895
provided that proceeds from the sale
of public lands were to be set apart
as a "special fund.for the payment of
the Bonded Indebtedness of the
Government or for the purchase of
other lands as provided by § 194"
(Civil Laws of the Hawaiian Islands,
Ch. 7, § 202 (1897)), rather than set
apart for the use and benefit of the
native Hawaiians or set apart to be
paid over to the native Ha/aiians.
If the Government and Crown lands
had been held in trust, then the
native Hawaiians would have held some
title to these lands--namely a
"beneficial" title (e.g., Colorado
River Indian Tribes, et al. v. United
States, 39 Ind.Ci.Comm. 42, 49
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Yet neither the'landmark
decision in Thurston v. Bishop, 7 Haw.
421 (1888) (interpreting the 1840
Constitution) nor the other decisions
dis.ussed previously.(interpreting the
Gr at Mahele) hold that the native
Hawaiians held a "beneficial" title to
the Government and Crown lands. This
is especially significant in light of
the fact that the Hawaiian law of.
trusts expressly recognized the
concept of "beneficial" title to land
(Kanoelehua v. Cartwright, 7 Haw. 327,
329-330 (1888); 'cf. Montgomery v.
Montgomery, 2 Haw. 563, 569' (1862)).
Presumably, if the Hawaiian Supreme
Court had believed that the native
Hfwaiians.had a beneficial title, it
(1976)).

wo dhave so held.
Finally, native Hawaiians do not
point to any suits prior to, annexation
alleging a violati9n of some fiduciary4
duty of the Gbvernment with respect to
the Government and/or Crown lands.
Yet there is no doubt,that up to 1892,
such a suit could have been filed in
the Hawaiian Supreme Court (which had
original equity jurisdiction until
1892) and, thereafter, in the First
Circuit Court (In re Bishop's Estate,
11 Haw. 33 (1897)).

"definite intention by congressional
action or authority to accord legal
rights."
126/ Sac and Fox Tribe of Indians
of Oklahoma v. United States, 161
189, 192-193 (1963), cert.
Ct.Cl.
921 (1963); and
denied, 375
Northwestern Band of ShoshonekIndians
v. United States, 95 Ct.Cl. 642,

657-661,, 681-684 (1942).
127/ Coos Bay, Lower Umqua, andSiuslaw Indian Tribes v. United
States, 87 Ct. Cl. 143, 153 (1938),
cert. denied, 306 U.S. 653 (1939).

This paragraph/treats the
native Hawaiians as an entity separate
from the Hawaiian Government. See
United States v. Mowat, 582 F.2d 1194,
1206 (9th Cir. 1978),' cert. denied 439
967 (1978) which implies that
U.S.
the native Hawaiians had no recognized
title to the Crown and Government
'.128/

rands..
After _annexation there existed
only one entity whose title to the
.Government and Crown lands could, in
theory,'have been recognized--namely,
the native Hawaiians as ,a group.
129/

OHA's Comments, p. 26. As
noted, this argument assumes that the
native Hawaiians and the Hawaiian
Government,'are one and the same
entity.
121/

122/

See Joint Resolution No. 55 of
July 7, 1898:30 Stat. 750, whidh'
provides, in pertinent part:
130/

The existing laws of the United
States relative to public lands
such lands
shall not apply 1
[the ceded lands) in the Hawaiian
Islands; but the Congress shall
enact special laws for their

MacKenzie, pp. 83-85.

123/ Sac and.Fox Tribe of Indians
of Okla,,hema v. United States, 161 Ct.
192, 197 (1963), cert.
deified, 375 U.S. 921 (1963).

management and dispositn:
Provided, That all revenue from
or proceeds of the same...[with
certain exceptions] shall be used
solely for the benefit of the
inhabitants of the Hawaiian
Islands for educational and other
public purposes.

Tee-Hit-Ton Indians V. United
States, 348 U.S. 272, 278-279 (1955).
This analogy is apt since the Hawaiian
Government and native Hawaiians are
alleged to be one and the same entity.
This has nothing to do with the
dbctrin6 of "permissive use."
124/

Treaties of cession do not generally
establish recognized title to ceded

In .such
348 U.S. at 278-279.
is
an
absence
of a
a situation there

125/
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lands (SiomOTribe, et al. v. United

governments to lands subsequently.
annexed by or ceded to the United
States" (Senator Inouye's Comments, p.

States, 205 Ct.C1. 148, 171 (1974)).
/

The legislative history it
full of references to the native
Hawaiians--"native population" (Sen.
Doc. No. 214, 55th Cong., 2nd Sess. p.
8 (1898)); "native Hawaiian's" (H.R.
Rep.
No. 1355, 55th Cong., 2nd Sess.,
pp. 43, 49! 56 (1898)); "native race,"
"aborigines," "natives" (31 Cong.
Rec., pp. 5982, 6010, 6142, 6144,
.6260, 6526, 6663, 6702 (1898)).
"[Emphasis supplied.]

39).

131/

E.g., Interstate Land Company
Maxwell Land Grant Company, 139
U.S. 569, 588 (1891).
141/

v.

4,

See 45 Am Jur 2nd,,
International Law, §33 (1969). See
also McMiCken'v. United States, 97
U.S. 204, 209 (1877): Hornsliy v.
United States, 77 U.S. (10 Wall.) 2241::,
234 (1869); and Fremont v. United
States, 58 'U.S. (17 How.) 542 5'60
142/

See H.R. Rep. No. 1355 55th
Cong., 2nd Sess. p. 49 (1898) (two
paragraph discussion and definition of
"native Hawaiians "); 31 Cong. Rec:, p.
6189 (refetenceto "the Fawaiians
properi" i.e., "full-blodded" and
"part" Hawaiians, as one of three
"important races"); and 31 Cong. Rec.,
p. 6573 (distinction drawn' between
"inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands"
and the "native Hawaiians").
132/

(1.854).

United States v. Fullard-Leo,
et. al., 331 U.S. 256, 266 (1947); and
Hornsby v. 'United States, 77 U.S. (10
Wall.) 224, 242 (1969).
143/

,144/

133/ 31 Cong. Rec., pp. 6189,
6260-6261, 6526 (1898).

145/ Liliuokalani v. United
States, 45 Ct.Cl. 418, 426-428

Act of April 30, 1900, 31
Stat. jAl (1900).
134/

135/

Section 73, 31 Stat. 141,-

154.

136/
24,.26.

Thurston v., B' shop, 7 Haw:

421 438 (1888); Kahooimana v..
Moehonua, 3 Haw. 635, 639 (1875); arcd
Kenoa V. Meek, 6 Haw. 63, 67 (1872).

(1910).

I

146/ Thurston v. Bishop, 7 Haw.
421, 438 (1888).

I

Act of May 17, 1884, 23 Stat.

Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v. United
States, 348 U.S. 272, 278 (1955).

1471 State v. Zimring, 58 Haw.
106, 113 (1977). See also Senator
Inouye's ComMents (p.4I, note 20)
which concur with this statement.

137/

138/

Ibid.
,

139/ Nor does Section 91 of the
Organic Act of 1900 evidence any
intention by Congress to grant native
Hawaiians the right to use and occupy
Crown and Government lands
permanently.

140/

OHA's Comments, pp. 26-27.
Similarly, Senator Inouye refers to
the "historical treatment of land
titles conferred by foreign

148/ ilarker v. Harvey, 181 U.S.
481, 498-499 (1901) (property rights
under Mexican law); Indians of
United States, 98 Ct.,
California v.
Cl. 583, 591-592 (1942), cert. denied,
319 U.S. 764 (1943) (property rights
under Mexican law);'and Hayt v. Unitet
States, 38 Ct. Cl. 455, 461-464 (1903)
(property rights under Mexican law).
Cf. Garino v. Insular Government of
the Philippine Islands, 212 U.S. 449
(1909) (land claimed as property of

365,

381

[Emphasis

an, individual native of the
Philippines found to have been
segregated from public lands of the

155/ 31 Stat. at 159.
added.]

prior sovereign, Spain, and held
protected under the Philippine
See also, State of New
Organic Act).
Mexico v. Aamodt, 537 F.2d 1102, 11081109 (10th Cir. 1976), cert. denied,
1121 (1977) (Pueblo grants
429 U.S.
under Spanish and Mexican law).
Under the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act of 1971 the resolution
of the existence of the Alaska
Natives' cleiims did not rest on the
existence of a valid claim under A
Russian law. Aleut Community of St.
United States, 27
Paul Island v.
Ind.Cl.Comm. 177, 181 (1972),-aff'd;
202 Ct.C1. 182 (1973).

United States .v. Fullard-Leo,
et al., 66 F. Supp. 782, 787 (D.C.
756 (9th
Hawaii, 1944), aff'd 156' F.
256
Cirs. 1946), aff'd, 331 U.S
(1947). (Emphasis Added.]/
The cited language shows that under
Section 91 of the Organic Act the
Territoiy of Hawaii was not merely an
agent of the United States; therefore,
such "agency" doeeyehot form the basis
taking of the
for a Fifth Amend et
Government lands. Also, Inter-Island
Steam Navigation Co'. v. T3rritory of

149/ 'Barker v. Harvey, 181 U.S.
481, 498 (1901); Interstate Land'
Company v. Maxwell Land Grant
Company, 139 U.S. 569, 588 (1891); and
Fremont v. United States, 58 U.S. (17
3How.) 542, 560-562 (1854).:.Cf.'United
States v. Chaves, 159 U.S..-452, 464
.895); Hornsby v. United States/ 77
U.S. (10 Wall.) 224, 238 (1869); ant.
United,States.v. Pico` 72 U.S. 5
Wali.) 536, 540 (1866).

156/

,

Hawaii, 305.U.S..306,(1940, on which
commepter relies makes reference only
to Sebtion33 of f-the 4ritific Act, but
no reference to Sections 73 or 91 of

;

the. Act:

ee 25 U.S.C. § 70(k).
Similarly, the native Hawaiians cannot
obtain compensation under Section 2 9f
the Indian Claims Commission Act
because such claims must have been
.filed by 1951.
157/

.

158/

MacKenzie, pp. 57,,61 -62.

United ttates v. Wheeer, 435
U.S. 313, 322-3'2301978). As to the
159/

150/

See discussion abovel"p. 342.

applicability of principles of Indiaps
1#w,to native Hawaiians, see footnote
'f65, below.

151/ 'See discussion above,
p. 342.

.060/

United States v. Sioux Nation
of.;Abians, 448 U.51:1:171, 415, note 29
152/

(198b)

r

435 U.S. at 326. ;See also
Oliphant' K. Suquamish Indian Tibe, et
al., 435 U.S. 191, 195 and 208-212
164*/

.

of

(1978).

Cl.Comm. at 3397154/ See, e.g., United States v.
Creek Nation, 295 U.S. 103, 10.9-110
(1935); United Stags v. Klamath and

.)

J

.162/ Montana v. United Statelg,
544, 564 (1981), rehearing
'U.S

;

f

435 U.S. at 326.

denied, 45'2 U.S. 911 (1981).

.

161/

Modoc"I'ribes of Indians, 304 U.S. 119,
124-125 (1938); and cf. Coast Indian
united States, 213 Ct.C1.
Community
129;'147-1.48 (1977)).
1'
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450 U.S. at 564.

450'

16g/ 0

course, thVnfted States

exercised no sovereignty ovp5 the
Hawaiian Islads in 1893. .r
Additionally, the native Hawaiians
were represented in the Territorial
See preceding chapter
Government.
above.

1,7/ See, e.q., Tee-Hit-Ton
Indians 1..\ United States, 348 U.S.
The Fifth Amendment
272, 285 (1955).
provides that the United States shall
not take property without just
compensation.

r

-

Confederated Tribes'of,the
Colville Reservation v. United States,
25 Ind.C1.Comm. 99, 104 ('1971).
168/

United States v. Wheeler, 435
U.S. 313, 323 (1977). OHA submits,
that theiconcept'of sovereignty as it
relates to Indian tribes is not
applicable to the claimS of the
native Hawaiians, because whereas
Indian tribes were "domestic
dependent" nations with only powers
of a limited sovereignty (OHA's
Comments, Alternate Chapter III, p.

Fort Sill Apache/Tribe of the
State of Oklahoma v. United States,
201Ct.C1, 630, 640-642 01973) .
169/

See Section 12.of the Act, 25
U.S.C. § 70(k)..
170/

,

15),'" the native Hawaiians were
"citizens of an aboriginal nation
nd external attributes
with

internal

Un,ited States v. Mowat, 582
7171/
F.2d'1194, 1206-1207 (9th Cir. 1978),
denied, 439 U.S. 967 (1978).
-cert.

of sovereignty" (OHA's Comments, p.
Ona commenter notes that until
:28).
1898 Hawaii was a Sep te,
Another
dndependent sovereign
ommenter supests that Hawaiians
have a "claim to self-determination

0172/ Ippiat Community of the
Arctic Slodpe v. United States,
129 (1982),
,680 F-.2d
Ct.C1.
cert. denied, 103 S.Ct. 299 (1982).
O.

-

1

Aleut COMmuni-fr-ott. Paul
and v. United States, 202"Ct.l.
173/

asa sovereign peopled" While, it is
true,tHat Indian tribes had only

internal,

attributes of sovereignty,
the ispalient fact remains that under
traditional principles of Indian laW,
Indian tribes have not beeniailowed
to recover for the loss of those
attributes of sovereignty thab,they
do possess,even under Section 2,
:Clause (5) of the Indian Claims_

\

2, 195 (1973).
3--4/

OHA does not dispute this

---Conc/Tusion (OHA's CoMments, Alternate
16) and concedes that
Chapter III,

...no Constitutional or statutory
provision requires the United States
to

recognize

,4

a claiM foi- loss of

'

sovereignty" (OHA's Comments, p. 29).
However, OHA asserts, that there may be
a "moral duty on the part of the
United States to provide reparations'
or restitution" (OHA's Comments,,
Alternate Chapter III, p. 16).

..Commission Act (25 U.S.C. .570 (a))

which encompasses "moral" claims
(Confederated Tribes of the Colville
(hated States, 25
Reservation v.
Ind.C1.Comm. 99,A03 (1971)).
Moreover;- native Hawaiians are
citizensi of see United States and the
State of'Hawaii, their sovereigns.

175/

MacKenzie, p.

such matters are regarded as
a politiCal question. See, e.g.,
Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 212

E.g., United States v.
A
Mitchell, 445 U.S. 535, 542-546
(1980), rehearing denied, 446 U.S. 992

(1962).

(1980),

176/

166/

Ir

J
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177/

178/

MacKenzie, pp. 85-86.
p. 87.

United States v. Mitchell,
445 U.S. 535, 542-546 (1980),
rehearing.denied, 446 U.S. 992 (1980);
Gila River Pima-Maricopa Indian
v. United States,
Community, et .al.
190 Ct.Cl. 790, 797-800 (1970), cert.
denied, 400 U.S. 819 (1970); White v.
Califano, 437 F. Supp. 543, 554-555
(D.C.S.D. 1977), aff'd 581 F.2d 697
(8th Cir. 1978); Confderated Tribes
of the Colville Reservation v. United
States, 25 Ind.C1.Comi. 99, 107
(1971); and Creek Nation v. United
States, 20 Ind.C1.Comm. 44, 60
179/

(1968).
)

OHA cites Duncan v. United States,
667 F.2d 36 (1981) in support of its
comment that the draft report erred in
stating that fiduciary relat-anships
can arise only under a treaty,
statute, or agreement. However,
certiorari has been granted in the
Duncan case; the decision of the
Supreme Court on review is anticipated
in the Spring, of 1983. OHA also cites
White v. Califano, 437 F.Supp. 543
(D.C.S.D. 1977), aff'd 581 F.2d 697
HOWever, the
(8th Cir. 1978).
district court's finding of a
fiduciary relationship was based upon
Congress' declaration of policy found
in the Indian Health Care Act, 25
U.S.C. §1601, et seq. (437 F.Supp. at
The policy declaration
554-555).
referred to the nation's "fulfillment
of its special responsibilities and
legal obligations to the American
Indian people."

see also Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S.
186, 212 (1962). Regardless of
whether the Hawaiian Government was in
place5-during the 1890's, because of the
United States' influence, as long as
the United States did not consider
itself the sovereign' of Hawaii It was
not the sovereign. Therefore, the
views of commenters that the Hawaiian
Government of 1897-1898 was
illegitimate does not change the
foregoing analysis. See also United
States v. Mowat, 582 F.2d 1194,
1206-1207 (9th Cir. 1978),ocert.
denied, 439 U.S; 967 (1978), which
rejected the argument that the Joint,
Resolution of Annexation was illegal
because its use was made possible by
the Provisional Goyernment-that was
allegedly a revolutionary and illegal
government. Similarly, the "alleged
illegality of the quitclaim ceremony
of 1893" (see comments of Louis Agard,
p. 25 and other commenters) was in
fact the Hawaiian legislature's
.adoption of the 3,1& approving
annexation and was perfectly lawful.
181/ Cherokee Nation v. Georgia,
30'U.S. (5 Pet.) 1, 16-18 (1832).
182/ One commenter states that the
"primary source from which a trust
duty arises" is the, "role of the
United States and its agents in
overthrowing the Hawaiian government
and the subsequent acquisition of.
almost 1.75 million acres of native
land;" a "wrongdoing" that the United
States never acknowledged (OHA's
It is further
Comments, p. 30).
contended that "once the wrong was
acknowledged, a duty would arise"
(OHA's Comments, p. 30). Other
commenters gave similar views in more
general terms.

Importantly, courts regard
180/
' the determination of who is the
sovereign of a country as a political
question left to the determination of
the political departments of
government.' Oetjen v. General
Leather Co., 246 U.S. 297, 302 (1918);

a
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This theory simply ignores the fact
that since the Federal Government did
not have sovereignty over the Hawaiian
Islands prior to 1898, no fiduciary
relationship could have existed with
the native Hawaiians. Furthermore,
acts of the Federal Government that
might be deemed less than "fair and
honorable" within the meaning of
Section 2, Clause (5) of the Indian
Claims Commission Act (the "fair and
honorable dealings" clause) do not
give.rise to any fiduciary duty (Gila
River Pima - Maricopa Indian Community,
et al. v. United States, 190 Ct. Cl.

790, 800 (1970), cert. denied, 400
819 (1970)).
U.S.
183/ Cf. Aleut Community of St.
Paul Island v. United States, 202
Ct.C1. 182, 196-198 (1973). Here the
Court of Claims found that a "special
relationship" (under Clause (5) of
Section 2 of the Indian Claims
Commission Act) existed between
plaintiiis and the United States by
virtue of duties assumed in statutes
that consistently referred to
"natives" or "native inhabitants" of
the Pribilof Islands.

See Navajo Tribe v. United
States, 224 Ct.C1. 171, 183-185
(1980). See also, to the same effect,
American Indians Residing on the
Maricopa ;.k -Chin Reservation v. United
667 F.2d
Ct.C1.
States,
980, 990 (1981), cert. denied, 102
2269 (1982).
S.Ct.
184/

,

185/ Navajo Tribe v. United
States, 224 Ct.C1. 171, 183-105
(1980).

186/
108.

188/ OHA's Comments, p. 30;
Comments of Clarence Kamai.
189/ The correctness is in doubt
in light of Section 5 of the Admission
Act discussed in the text above.

See, e.g., United States v.
Oneida Nation of New York, 217 Ct.C1.
45, 55-59 (1978).
190/

Gila River Pima-Maricopa
Indian Community, et al. v. United
States, 190 Ct.C1. 790, 800 (1970),
cert. denied, 400 U.S. 819 (1970).
191/

192/
(1899).

United States v. Mitchell,
445 U.S. 535, 542 (1980), rehearing
Section
denied, 446 U.S. 992 (1980).
99 of the Organic Act (31 Stat. at
161) provided that the Crown Lands
were "free and clear" of any trust.
193/

Compare with the situation in
United States v. Oneida Nation of New
There the
York, 217 Ct.C1. 45 (1978).
Court of Claims held that there was a
"special relationship" (under Clause
(5) of Section 2 of the Indian Claims
Commission Act) between the Federal
Government and the Oneida Nation. The
court held that by virtue of a 1784
treaty in which the Federal Government
had promised to protect the Oneidas in
the possession of the lands they
occupied as of'1784, the United States
had assumed a fiduciary relationship
with the Oneida Nation with respect to
such lands.
194/

Some commenters suggost there
is a close analogy between Alaska
Native claims and Hawaiian native
195/

Act of July 9, 1921, 42 Stat.

claims.
187/ Act of March 18, 1959, 73
4.
Stat.

22 Op. Att'y Gen. 574, 576

Regarding the history of
native claims in Alaska, see generally
United States v. Atlantic Richfield
Co., 435 F. Supp. 10A, 1014-1019 (D.
Alaska, 1977), aff'd 612 F.2d 1132
(9th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 449
U.S. 888 (1980).
196/

One commenter states that the
United States acquired fee title to
over fifty percent of the land in
Hawaii upon annexation and that, by
contrast, the Federal Government
obtained fee title to much less than
fifty percent of the land in Alaska
In
when it purchased Alaska in 1867.
fact, by the Treaty of Cession in
1867, the United States acquired well
over 90% of the land in Alaska, and
continues, to hold over 90% of Alaska
197/

.4P

land.

Alaska Statehood Act, P.L.
85-508, 72 Stat. 339, as amended,
73 stat. 141, 48 U.S.C. Chapter 2.
198/

No.
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Review of Hawaiian Homes Commission Programs
The following pages contain
information on the Hawaiian Homes
The main text of
Commission Programs.
the chapter was prepared by the
Inspector General of the U.E.
Department of the Interior. ("Review
of Hawaiian Homes Commission
Programs," W-OS-OSS-12-82, September
The text is preceded by:
1982.)
first, a comment received by the
Native Hawaiians Study Commission from
the Federal/State Task Force on the
Hawaiian Homes Commission Act; and,
second, a transmittal memorandum from
the Inspector General to the Secretary
The text is followed
of the Interior.
by an appendix containing the comments
of the Governor of Hawaii pertaining
to the Inspector General's report.
With the exception of the addition of
the comment by the Federal/State Task
Force (and placement of all tables at
the end of the chapter), this chapter
has not been changed from the way it
appeared in the Draft Report of
Findings of the Native Hawaiians Study
Commission.

Federal/State Task Force Comment

I*/

"This chapter is a report prepared
by the Office of Inspector General,
U.S. Department of the Interior. The
Inspector General has independent
audit and investigative authority and
reports directly to the Secretary and
the U.S. Congress. The Inspector
General was asked to review selected
aspects of the Hawaiian Homes
ommission programs to be used as a
'llgasis for the Federal/State Task Force

"The Federal/State Task Force was
created on July 14, 1982 as a joint
effort of the U.S. Department of
Interior and the State of Hawaii. Its
express purpose is 'to recommend to
the Secretary of the U.S. Department
of Interior and Governor of the State
of Hawaii, ways to better effectuate
the purposes of the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act (HHCA) and to
accelerate the distribution of HHCA
assets to beneficiaries.' The Task
Force has conducted a comprehensive
review of the HHCA ani the programs of
the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands
Its investigations, studies,
(DHHL).
and recommendations are being
forwarded to the Governor of Hawaii
and the Secretary of the Interior.
"The Inspector General's report,
along with the reply from the Governor
of the State of Hawaii is included in
its entirety; only the page numbers
have been changed [and the tables
It
placed at the end of the chapter] .
should also be noted that since the
Inspector General's report was issued
various problem areas have been
addressed in a separate effort by the
The
Task Force and the Department.
report of the Federal/State Task Force
identifies the work accomplished,
underway, and planned to meet the
requirements of the Inspector
General's report."

Study.

*/ Amendments to the Draft Report
of the Native Hawaiians Study
Commission adopted by the Federal/
State Task Force on the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act on December 2, 1982.

3s?
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However, the
problems addressed.
Governor commented that the b:.sic and
essential issue of whether the
Department of the Interior has
adequately executed its trust
responsibilities was not addressed.
The complete text of the Governor's
comments are included as an appendix
to this report.
We agree with the Governor's
assessment and his proposal that the
issues relative to the responsibilities of the Federal establishment,
including the Department of the
Interior, should be addressed by the
recently created Federal-State Task
Force on the Hawaiian Homes Commission
We further believe that the
Act.
problems identified in the report are
matters that should also be addressed
by the Task Force.
Based on'comments from the
Secretary's Office, we understand that
the Federal-State Task Force will be
in existence for six months and will
analyze and address each issue raised
in our report.
We would be pleased to provide any
additional information you or the cask
Force may need. We understand that
the Task Force will be using our
report as input to their study and may
incorporate our results in their
overall Task force report.
Consequently, we are not including
this special report in our normal
follow-up system, but we would
appreciate being apprised on the Task
Force actions.

Transmittal Memorandum, Dated
September 8,-1982
To:

Secretary

From:

Inspector General

Subject:

Audit Report, "Review of
Hawaiian Homes .Commission
Act Programs Operated by
Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands, State of Hawaii"

4,

This report, in response to the
request of February 1982, contains the
results of our review of selected
aspects of the Hawaiian Homes
Commission programs operated by the
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands
(DHHL), State of aawaii.
The report discusses problems
concerning status of the Hawaiian Home
lands, program accomplishment,
financial management, applicant
eligibility lists and leasing
activities.
We are recommending actions to be
taken by the DHHL to resolve the
immediate problems or other matters
discussed in the report where we
believe that positive action is both
necessary and feasible regardless of
basic long-term program decisions. We
have not generally addressed basic
issues such as (1) solutions to the
problems of money or other resources
for carrying out Home lands program
objectives, (2) whether any changes
should be made in the program policies
in order to achieve program objectives
in an accelerated manner, or (3) the
appropriate role, if any, to be played
by the Federal establishment, specifically the Department of the Interior,
in accomplishing the purposes of the
Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, 1920,
as amended.
The Governor of the State of
Hawaii, in his August 4, 1982 letter
commenting on the draft of this
report, generally agreed with the

(signed)
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Richard Mulberry

Abbreviations and Acronyms
Act - Hawaiian Homes Commission Act,
1920, as amended, which was enacted to
enable native Hawaiians (descendants
of not less than one-half part blood
of the races inhabiting the Hawaiian
Islands previous to 1778) to recapture
possession and control some of the
public lands of the Territory of
Hawaii as homesteads.

t
Commission - Hawaiian Homes.'
Commission, composed of eight members

appointed to 4-year terms by the
Governor, formulates policy and
exercises control over the functions
of the Department of Hawaiian Home
In addition to the Chairman,
Lands.
three commissioners are to be
residents of the island of Oahu and
one commissioner will be from each of
the islands of Molokai, Maui, Hawaii,
At least four of the
and Kauai.
Commissioners are required to be not
less than one-fourth Hawaiian.
DHHL - Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands, the State of Hawaii agency
responsible for administration and
operation of the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act programs.
DLNR - Department of Land and Natural
Resources-, the State of Hawaii agency
responsible for administration of
State public lands. Prior to 1966
this agency was responsible for the
administration of Home lands which
were not needed for homesteading
purposes.
GEO's - Governor's Executive Orders.

Home lands - Hawaiian Home lands set
aside by the Act for homesteading.
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A.

4

investigate the proposed land
exchanges, reflects the
ministerial nature of the
Secretary's function. Thus,
Section 204(4), insofar as it
requires the Secretary's
approval in cases involving land
exchanges, represents something
of an anachronism which has
carried over from the days of
territorial status when Hawaii
was under the jurisdiction of
the Department of the Interior.

INTRODUCTION

The Office of Inspector General has
reviewed selected aspects of the
Hawaiian Homes Commission programs
operated by the Department of Hawaiian
Home Lands (DHHL), State of Hawaii.
TIm review was requested by the Under
Secretary, Department of the Interior,
in February 1982 to determine if the
Department of the Interior has
adequately executed its trust
responsibilities for programs and
activities of the Hawaiian Homes
Commission as provided by the Hawaiian
Homes Commission Act, 1920 (Act) and
the Hawaii Admission Act of 1959.
The actual role of the Department
of the Interior in the affairs of the
Hawaiian Homes Commission after Hawaii
achieved statehood in 1959 has been
very limited. The Assistant Secretary
of the Interior, in a 1972 memorandum
to the Director, DHHL, considered the
Department of Interior's role as a
"ministerial" function. Specifically,
this "ministerial" role related to
approval of the e:schange of title to
available lands for publicly or
privately-owned lands of an equal
value, as allowed under the Act. The
Assistant Secretary commenting on the
Secretary's approval role under
Section 204(4) of the Act stated in
the memorandum that...

Thus, the Secretary's role since
statehood appears to have been of a
ministerial nature until March 17,
1980, when attorneys representing
native Hawaiian individuals petitioned
the Secretary of the Interior and the
United States Department of Justice to
take action to enforce the provisions
of the Act.
Our review conducted in Hawaii from
March 9, 1982 through May 13, 1982,
was primarily directed to dvtermining
how well the intent and provisions of
the Act have been carried out, whether
all of the land provided by the Act
has been properly accounted for,
whether the procedures followed in
leasing lands were being conducted in
the best interests of the program, andwhether financial accountability over
the financial affairs of the DHHL is
Due to time constraints,
adequate.
complexity of the programs, lack of
financial statements, and the number
of years the Act has been in
existence, we did not review certain
aspects of DHHL activities in the
For
depth we originally anticipated.
example, we limited our financial
audit effort because complete
financial statements had not been
prepared for all funds since 1972.

A

Such approval by the
Secretary is considered by the
Department to be a ministerial,
nondiscretionary act which he
cannot perform until after the
Governor has acted. The lack
of suitable personnel
representing the Department of
the Interior in Hawaii to

,
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1
Als8, we limited our review of
commercial leasing of land to recent
activities.
Further, as pointe' out by the
Governor of the State Jf Hawaii in his
reply to a draft of this report, we
did not address issues related to the
specific responsibilities of the
Department of Interior, its execution
thereof or the policy matters that are
interrelated to such responsibi-

lities.
B.

BACKGROUND

The Act was enacted to enable
native Hawaiians (descendants of not
less than one-half part blood of races
inhabiting the Hawaiian Islands
previous to 1778) to recapturepossession and control of the public
lands of the Territory of Hawaii as
homesteads. The Act was designed to
fulfill four'principal objectives:
1)

the Hawaiian must be placed
on the land in order to
insure his rehabilitation;

2)

the alienation of such land,
now and in the future, be
made impossible;

3)

accessible water in adequate
amounts must.be provided for
all tracts; and

4)

the Hawaiian must be
financially aided until his
farming operations are well
under way.

The Act set aside approximately
200,000 acres of public lands as
available lands for administration by
the Hawaiian Homes Commission
(Commission) for homestead purposes.
The available lands were described in
"(a) all lands
the Act as excluding:
within any forest reservation, (b) all
cultivated sugar-cane lands, and (e)

.

all public lands held under a
certificate of occupation, homestead
lease, right of purchasP lease, or
special homestead agreement." The
descriptions of acreage were vague,
such as, "(1) On the island of. Hawaii:
Kamao-Puueo (eleven thousand acres,
more or less), in the district of Kau;
Puukapu (twelve thousand acres, more
or less), Kawaihae I (ten thousand
acres, more or less),...in the
district of South Kohala;..."
The Act originally was intended for
rural homesteading, where native
Hawaiians become subsistent or
commercial farmers or ranchers.
However, in 1923 the United States
Congress amended the Act to permit
residential lots. Ever since, the
demand of native Hawaiians for
residential lots has far exceeded the
demand for agricultural or pastural
lots.

In 1959, the Hawaii Admission Act
provided that ownership of the
Hawaiian Home lands (Home lands) be
transferred from the United States to
the State of Hawaii. The Admission
Act also provided that the Home lands,
as well as proceeds and income
therefrom were to be held by the State
in trust for native Hawaiians and
administered in accordance with the
Act, and that use of the Home lands
for any other purpose would constitute
a breach of trust for which suit may
The
be brought by the United States.
Act, as amended, was adopted as a
provision of the constitution of the
State of Hawaii, and the DHHL
established to administer the Home
lands under the Commission.
According to the DHHL annual
report, approximately 190,000 acres
were being managed by DHHL as of June
30, 1981, and were used as shown in
(All tables are at the end
Table 65.
of the chapter.)
DHHL activities involved in the
management of the Home lands include:
establishment of farming and ranching
programs; road maintenance; operation
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DHHL's administrative and
operational activities are funded by
commercial leasing revenues subject to
budget approval by the State
legislature. As previously shown,
DHHL has 92,239 acres of land under
general leases, for which income of
about $1.4 million was received in
Thus, about 50 percent of the
1981.
available land is currently used to
obtain funds for DHHL administrative
needs. The DHHL nos a stated goal to
substantially reduce the acreage of
lands under general lease and make
these lands available for direct use
In order to
by native Hawaiians.
maintain sufficient income to
administer the program and yet reduce
acreage under general lease, the DHHL
plans to focus on high revenue
commercial and industrial use leases.

of a domestic water system on MoloKai;
commercial leasing; development,
design, and construction of residential subdivisions; and financing
loans for homes, ranches, and farms.
DHHL also recently began to provide
economic development services to
DHHL employs a
native Hawaiians.
staff of approximately 90 people and
contracts for certain services such as
the planning, design, and construction
of residential subdivisions improvements, and agricultural technical
expertise.
Funding for DHHL programs is
provided by State of Hawaii general
obligation bonds and DHHL's revenue
The State of Hawaii
receipts.
provided approximately $6.2, million
during fiscal year 1981 and DHHL's
receipts totaled about $6.4 million.
The five primary sources of DHHL
receipts are interest income, lease
rent, principal repayments, receip
from sugar cane land leases and wat
licenses now specifically earmarked
for the Native Hawaiian Rehabilitati n
Fund, and miscellaneous receipts
(primary rock and sand sales and
Receipts for
pasture and water fees).
fiscal year 1981 were as follows:
Source
Interest-loan funds
Interest-investments in
time certificates of
deposit
Lease rentals
Native Hawaiian Rehabilitation Fund
Miscellaneous
Loan principal repayments

Total receipts

C.

HIGHLIGHTS

Although land is the essential
element of the Home lands program,
1.

effective accountability forttsjawl
has not been established.
a.

Amount
$1, 884, 181

740,260
1,418,81)3

1,015,916
231,673
1,139,090

$6,429,923

Seven revolving funds and eight
special funds have been established to
account for revenues and expenditures
under the Act. The funds and sources
of revenues for each are shown in
In addition, DHHL is
Table 66.
responsible for approximately 50 bond
fund accounts.

The DHHL does not have a
complete or accurate
inventory of the 203,500
acres of "available lands"
as designated under the Act,
nor of the 190,000 acres
that DHHL now claims
A major
responsibility for.
obstacle in establishing
accountability for the lands
is the absence of a
definitive description of
"available lands" and a
complete survey of the
DHHL does not have
lands.
the ece3sary resources to
research and develop a
comprehensive land inventory.
system.

'4
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b.

c.

The Attorney General
(State of Hawaii) has ruled
that certain DHHL lands
were illegally set aside by
Governor's Executive
Orders. A State Court
confirmed this. Progress
on resolving this situation, either by exchange of
lands or by receiving
compensation, is moving very
slowly. Except in two cases,'
there does not appear to be a
concerted effort to resolve
this problem. Although the
listing of lands set aside
under Governor's Executive
orders was not complete, DHHL
had identified approximately
13,600 acres set aside under
such orders. The lands are
being used by Federal, State,
and .ounty agencies for purposes such as public
airports, defense installations, schools, parks, or
forest and game reserves.
DHHL has been working on two
cases of land withdrawals
involving an airport in Hilo
and a flood control project.
The airport case has resulted
in a general lease providing
for a one-time payment of
$401, 185 for past use and an
annual ,rental of $481,422.
The other case will .apparently be resolved with a land
exchange.

4

we were unable to find any
appraisals to support that
the exchanges were on the
basis of equal value as
required by the Act. A
third exchange of 268
acres of Home lands for
about 5,078 acres of State
lands was based on tax
assessment values of
differing periods. The
Home lands were valued
primarily on 1962
assessments while State
lands were valued on 1966
In addition,
assessments.
available records did not
show whether retention of
mineral rights by the
State was considered isn
establishing "equal"
values.

The objeCtive4lof enabling
2.
native Hawaiians.to recapture
possession and control of the land has
not progressed rapidly during the 60
Only 20
years of the Act's existence.
percent of the lands made available by
the Act are now in the possession of
or used by native Hawaiians. There
are over 7,000 native Hawaiian
.
applicants on the homestead
eligibility lists and some of the
applicants have been on the lists for
as long as 30 years. The State of
Hawaii has provided over $42 million
in funds during the past 5 years in
addition to the funds generated by the
Commission mainly from leases And
interests on lease proceeds. Prior to
1973, the amount of funds provided by
the State or Territory from outside of
the Commission was insignificant.

There have been seven land
exchanges under provisions of
the Act, all of which weitapproved by the (then)
Secretary of the Interior.
Two of the exchanges,
involving 194 acres, were on
an acre-for-acre basis, but
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Despite this stepped -up effort, we
estimate it will take over 50 years
and over $600 million to satisfy the
applicants on the present eligibility
lists.
a.

b.

p

1

4

companies under contracts
negotiated prior to Statehood.
The homesieders, thus, were
not farmers but landlords. The
pineapple companies involved
discontinued operatior on these
lands in 1975-1978 and much of
the land is unused.

The residential homestead
program accomplishments
were restricted by
availability of funds. The
residential program is
under a subdivision concept
with DH}IL providing site
improvements, such as
roads, utilities, and other
facilities at no cost to
the homesteader.
In
addition, DHHL provides
financing at favorable
interest rates for home
construction and repairs
because homesteaders are
not normally able to obtain
conventional financing.

Complete financial statements
for all of DHHL's funds are not being
prepared. As a result, the financial
data reported to the Commission and
included in the annual report does not
provide information necessary to
assess management's performance of its
trustee responsibility. A complete
financial audit of all funds which
include over $32 million in loan and
accounts receivable and $10 million in
cash as of February 28, 1982, has not
been performed for periods subsequent
to 1972. Also, cash management has
not been effective. DHHL maintained
large cash reserves in noninterest
bearing accounts 'during a 9-month
period ending February 28, 1982.
For
example, we estimate that an average
cash balance of $1,250,000 per month
for the Hawaiian Development fund was
not in interest bearing investments
and, based on the avenge rate of
return, we estimate that over $100,000
in interest was not earned that would
have provided additional funds for the
purposes of the Act. We noted cash
balances at the end of each month for
three other funds averaged about $2
million for the 9-month period, and
conclude that substantial amounts of
additional interest could have been
earned on these and other funds that
were excess to needs.
3.

The farm and ranch
homesteading program to
encourage native Hawaiians
to take up farming as a
means to achieve social and
economic well-being has not
been a success. While
there are some successful
ranchers and farmers, over
60 percent of the awarded
farm tracts are not in full
cultivation, including 42
percent that are not under
any cultivation at all.
It
is estimated that at least
34 percent of the homestead
ranch lots are subleased by
the homesteaders to others
for grazing.
According to
some native Hawaiians the
sublessees include
individuals who are not
native Hawaiians.
By 1951,
5,800 acres of the 7,619 farm
a
awarded to homesteaders
were subleased to pineapple
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The eligibility Gists,
n,
containing over 7,000-applicants'
names, need to he verified and
additional :procedures to remove
applicants from the' lists need to be
DHHL does not have
considered.'
current addresse-S for a large number
of applicants and attempts to contact
individuals have not been successful.
Many applicants, when offered a
homestead lease, defer their right
until sometime later for various
There is no lint on:how
reasons.
many times an applicant may defer an
award, yet the applicants retain their
place (ranking) on the list. For
example, DHHL recently (1981-1982)
screened 1,000 applicants for awarding
Of the 1,000
230 lots on Oahu.
applicants, 87 requested that their
award be deferred, the notification
letters for 371 applicants were
returned undelivered, and 10
Names are
applicants were deceased.
removed from the list only at the
If a person
request of the applicant.
dies, their ranking on the list is
assigned to their designated qualified
4.

(

.

program.
The Governor, State of Hawaii,
provided comments on a draft of this
report to the Under Secretary of the
Department of the Interior. These
comments are included as an appendix

na.'%ive Hawaiian heirs.

The DHHL has not notified applicants who filed since June 1981
whether their applications have been
And, DHHL has not estabapproved.
lished an accountability system to
assure that all applications are
accounted for or 'eat some
applications have not been lost.
Revocable permits have been
continued when general leases wouli be
The permits sholfld
more appropriate.
be used only for temporary use of land
but at least two revocable permits
have continued for long periods of

We are recommending actions to be
taken by the DHHL to resolve the
immediate problems or'other matters,
discussed in the report and
highlighted herein, where we believe
that positive action is both necessary
and feasible, regardless. of basic
We have
long-term program decisions.
not generally addressed basic issues
such as (1), solutions to the problems
of money or other resources for
carrying out Honk lands, program
objectives, (2) whether any changes
shoUld be made in the program policies
in order to achieve program objectives
in an accelerated manner, or (3) the
appropriate role, if any, to be played
by the Fedei-al establishment, specifically the Department of the
Interior, in accomplishing the
However, we have
purposes of the Act.
suggested that consideration be given
to revising the residential program
policies in order to reduce the
financial requirements of this

5.

,

time.
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The Governor stated
to this report.
that generally the draft is accurate
in its description of the problems
facing the Commission and DHHL.
However, the Governor stated that the
basic and essential issue of whether
the Department of the Interior has
adequately executed its trust
responsibilities was not addressed.
And, therefore, the Governor proposed
that the "recently created Federal -1;
State Task Force on the HHCA" cover.'
the roles and responsibilities of each
involved entity in its final and
comprehensive study with detailed
recommendations to resolve the
problems in a cooperative manner.

39 5

'

We agree that issues relative to
the responsibilities df the Department
of the Interior were not addressed in
the report And that such issues shduld
be included in the scope of -the Task
Forde study.
We further believe that
the, problems identified in this report
are Matters that,
also be
addressed by the Task Forced
The Secretary's Office commented
that the Federal/State Task Force will
be in existence for six months and
they will perform an indepth analysis,
'-of each of the issues and recommendations raised by the Inspector
General.
D.

FINDINGS AND RECGMMENDATI9NS

1.

Land Status

Larid Inventory

DHHL land inventory records' consist
of a listing of parcels of land
corresponding to'the State of Hawaii,
Department of Taxation, property tax
maps to'which hand-written adjustments
have been made by DHHL personnel.
This listing, prepared in November
1979 by a commercial data. processing,
firm, shows parcel identification,
location, acreage, use, lease data,
and annual rental amounts.
In
addition to this land listing, known
as the "blue book," DHHL also has
copies of the tax maps,for the areas
where Home lands are located.
.

g',Vhe DHHL blue book does not provide

Although land is the essential
element of the Home lands program,
effective acco.intability for the land
has not been established. The
problems leading to the present
situation are many, beginning with an
absence of a definitive description of
"available lands" designated by the
Act; continuing with apparently
illegal land withdrawals- or
diversions; and complicated by
inadequate leintenance of land
inventory reebrds. As a result, DHHL
does not have a complete or accurate
inventory of the 203,500 acres
designated under the Act, nor of the
190,0001/acres for which DHHL now
claims esponsibiliti.
Further, the
State of Hawaii has never developed
and maintained a current and
comprehensive inventory of State and
public lands, including Home lands,
for which the State of Hawaii is the
trustee. These problems, in part,
have given rise to allegations of
"missing" lands by native Hawaiians
and organizations, and by other

acre totals or summarizations.
DHHL
personnel. manually prepare data to
summarize acreage, use of land,
homestead acreage, and other data for
the annual report. We found errors in
the blue book such as the inclusion of
easements as additional acreage,

omitted parcels of Home lands, and
differences between the blue book and
the tax maps.
The use of tax maps as a basis for
DHHL land records is also questionable
because the Legislative Auditor of the
State og Hawaii, in a January 1979
report, criticized the Department of
Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) for
relying on tax maps for determining
the status of State land ownership.
The Legislative, Auditor stated.that
the property tax records do not
constitute(ian inventory of public
lands nor all lands owned by the
State.
The Legislative Auditor
reported that the records are intended
for real property tax purposes and are
concerned with who is to be billed for
the taxes and not necessarily the
true, ultimate, or reversionary owners
of the land.
Instead, the records may
show the name of a lessee or other
persons having some interest inthe
,

.

it

interested parties,.

We conclude that positive and
aggressive action is required to
establish complete and accurate
records of Home lands and to resolve
issues related to 4nd withdrawals and
exchanges.

land.

An inventory of Home lands titled
"A Land Inventory and Land Use Study
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a

inconsistencies in the acreages
reported in the DHHL annual reports as
shown below.

for the Department of Hawaiian Home
The
Lands" was performed in 1972.
study (hereafter referred to as the
Akinaka Study) was performed by Arthu:
Y. Akinaka, Ltd., Consulting
Engineers, and James M. Dunn, former
State Surveyor. The Akinaka Study
included an overview of Home lands as
well as identifying the oo3tacles to
establishing accountability over the
lands designated by the Act. There
are some errors in the identification
of acreage in the Akinaka Study, but,
in our opinion, it represents the best
available starting point in
identifying the lands for which the
Commission is responsible as a
We note, however, that DHHL
trustee.
has not attempted to explain the
differences between the land acreage
as reported in the Akinaka Study and
the acreage included in the blue

Annual Report
1981
1980
1977
1976
1971

HHL Acreage
189,724
190,000
190,414
189,875
190,920

An understanding of the events
which led to the passage of the Act is
necessary to understand some of the
problems associated with the land
inventory. The proposals for the
lands to be included were contraThe major resolution to
dictory.
amend land laws proposed that the
highly developed sugar cane lands
under Territory leases, which were to
expire between 1917 and 1921, were not
to be included as homestead lands but
were to be continued for lease to the
highest bidder. This would have
retained the agricultural lands in the
The
hands of the sugar interests.
original Hawaiian rehabilitation
proposal, however, would have made
these lands available for
homesteading. A compromise was worked
out between sponsors of the
rehabilitation measure and the sugar
interests whereby all acreage
cultivated for sugar or held under
special leases were to be excluded
from Home lands, but 30 percent of the
revenue derived from the .leasing of
sugar cane lands was earmarked as
income for the rehabilitation

book.

The original Act set aside
approximately 203,500 acres and the
United States Congress added 564 acres
and withdrew 272 acres during the
In addition,
years 1934 through 1952.
there have been seven exchanges of
lands approved by the Secretary of the
The exchanges resulted in a
Interior.
net increase of 3,903 acres anean
adjusted total of 207,695 acres as
shown in Table 67.
A comparison of the Home lands
acreage, as adjusted above, and as
summarized in the Akinaka Study and in
DHHL's fiscal year 1981 annual report
is shown in Table 68. This table
shows that there are differences in
totals and in acreage by island.
While there is only a 154-acre
difference between total acreages of
the Akinaka Study and the 1981 Annual
Report, there are more significant
differences in the island acreages,
i.e., Hawaii 396 acres, Kauai 722
acres, Molokai 585 acres, and Oahu 176
Although there have been no
acres.
approved exchanges or disposals of
Home lands since 1967, there are

program.
This compromise the.: resulted in
the first obstacle to establishing
accountability of all Home lands,

designated as "available lands" under
Section 203 of the Act set
the Act.
aside as "available lands" certain
public lands, which according to the
Act totaled 203,500 acres, excluding
.. (a) all lands within any forest
reservations, (b) all cultivated
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sugar-cane lands, and (c) all public
lands held under a certificate of
occupation, homestead lease, right of
purchase lease, or special homestead
agreement..." DHHL and DLNR officials
informed us ,.Iat they are not aware of
any maps showing lands available and
designated as Home lands at the time
the Act was passed or at the time the
State of Hawaii assumed responsibility
for the lands upon Statehood.
According to DHHL this lack of
accurate descriptions of available
land is demonstrated in Table 69.
The exclusions of the Act are also
factors that make it difficult to
define the Home lands acreage because
of the imprecise information
concerning the lands under the
exclusions at the time of the Act.
According to DHHL, there were
approximately 9,704 acres in forest
reserve at the time of the Act.
According to the cognizant Deputy
Attorney General there may be
approximately 14,197 acres of
additional forest reserve land that
were designated as such after the Act.
And, approximately 44 of the 14,197
acres were not included in the Akinaka
Study or the DHHL land inventory
records, and another 466 acres were
included in the Akinaka Study but not
the DHHL land inventory.
The exclusion of public lands under
sugar cane cultivation, according to
DHHL, accounts for a "loss" of
approximately 4,000 acres in the areas
of Waimanalo and Lualalei on the
island of Oahu, and Anahola-Kamalomalo
on the island of Kauai. The
identification of lands under sugar
cane cultivation at the time of the
The process
Act was not documented.
of identifying these lands involves a
detailed review of sugar cane leases
that were in effect when the Act was
DHHL has identified 809 acres
passed.
that may have been improperly excluded'
from Home lands in the AnaholaKamalomalo area, partly because

of their questionable identification
as sugar cane lanOs.
Other examples of discrepancies or
problems relating to till land
inventory are as follows:
1.

The blue book maintained by
DHHL included many adjustments
of acreages made by DHHL
personnel and trik adjustments
did not contain explanations of
adjustments or make reference
to supporting documents.

2.

The Akinaka Study did not
include an area known as South
Point in Kamaoa-Puueo on the
According to
island of Hawaii.
DHHL the excluded area consists
of 699 acres.

3.

The Humuula area on the island
of Hawaii, according to the
Akinaka Study, consists of
52,764 acres of Home lands
while the DHHL blue book shewb
Further, a
52,781 acres.
question has been raise'l as to
whether this Home lands area
should only be 49,100 acres.
According to a Deputy Attorney
General, State of Hawaii, the
Commission only selected 49,100
acres in the required time
period, 1921 through 1929.

4.

Lands used for roads is some
cases have been included in the
DHHL blue book and in other
cases the road acreages were
excluded. We were unable to
satisfy ourselves as to the
rationale of the exclusions or
inclusions and were unable to
determine the amount of
excluded road acreage.

5.

Our limited comparison of tax
maps with the DHHL blue book
identified two parcels of land

-

1938, and Resolution 77, May
13, 1942. The parcels were not
included in the DHHL blue book
inventory of public lands.

totaling 456 acres as Home
lands that were not included in
the blue book.
6.

7.

8.

There are Home lands which have
been withdrawn from use by DHHL
under various Governor's
Executive Orders. As discussed
in detail elsewhere in this
report, the Attorney General
and the courts have ruled that
the Governor's Executive Order
powers do not apply to Home
lands; therefore, the
withdrawals were not legal.
The Akinaka Study and the DHHL
blue book have excluded some of
the acreage covered by
For example,
Executive Orders.
1,356 acres set aside. by
Executive Orders 382 on January
21, 1930 and 599 on December
22, 1933, are not included in
either the Akinaka Study or the
DHHL blue book. These lands in
Lualualei, on the island of
Oahu, are used by the United
States Navy as part of radio
transmitting station and an
ammunition depot.

9.

One parcel of Home lands is now
under private ownership and no
lands were received by the
Commission in exchange. The
land consisting of 8 acres was
withdrawn under Governor's
Executive Order 545 for a tree
nursery and forest ranger
station. Then in 1947, the
Territory Board of Public Lands
included the land in a larger
parcel of land exchanged for
private-owned land to be
included in the Kohala Forest
Reserve. The DHHL land records
do not include the exchanged
lands in the Home lands
inventory.

10.

The Akinaka Study included 40
acres in Kealakehe and 48 acres
in Milolii which represented
acreage to be obtained in an
exchange that was never
consummated.
The tax maps show three parcels
of land totaling approximately
148 acres of State of Hawaii
According to a Deputy
lands.
Attorney General it appears
that the parcels should be Home
The parcels were
lands.
returned to the control of the
Commissioner of Public Lands of
the Territory of Hawaii to be
used for the Molokai Airport
under Hawaiian Homes Commission
Resolution 61, October 12,
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The Act's use of the term "more
or less" has created problems.
For Home lands in an area where
the acreage received by DHHL
was less than this acreage
provided by the Act no
adjustment was made. To
illustrate, in the area of
Kalaupapa on the island of
Molokai, DHHL received only
1,247 of the 5,000 acres "more
or less" mentioned in the Act
because the area contained only
On the
this amount of acreage.
other hand, when the available
acreage was more than the
acreage mentioned in the Act,
such as was the case in the
Kawaihae I area on the island
of Hawaii, DHHL did not receive
the benefit of all of the
acreage in excess of the Act
For the Kawaihae I
amount.
area, DHHL was informed by the
Attorney General in a July 19,
1966 memorandum that because
the area of Kawaihae I
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consisted of more than 10,000
acres and the Commission did
not make a selection from the
acreage available, the grants
of public lands in the area
were valid. The Act, however,
provided that the Commission
must make selections of land in
only three areas and Kawaihae I
Thus,
was not one of these.
public grants were made of
lands in the Kawaihae I area
for which DHHL may have a claim
because they did not acquire
the total acreage mentioned in
The present Deputy
the Act.
Attorney General stated that
the 1966 opinion would be
reviewed.

There are two major reasons for
DHHL not establishing a current and
accurate inventory of Home lands for
which it is the trustee. First, DLNR
never established a current and
comprehensive inventory of the State,
public, and Home lands. Until 1966,
DLNR administered the Home lands that
were not yet homesteaded. DHHL began
assuming full responsibility for all
Home lands in 1965 but did not receive
an accurate, current, and
comprehensive inventory of the lands
from DLNR. Second, due to limited
financial resources and other
priorities, DHHL has not expended the
resources necessary to establish a
complete, accurate, and comprehensive
land inventory.
According to the Akinaka Study,
there remain Home lands for which
boundaries and areas are based on verl
early surveys and determinations and
until such lands are accurately
resurveyed, doubts will necessarily
linger as to the true boundaries and
acreages of the available lands. A
rough estimate by DHHL is that 40
percent of these lands have not been
accurately surveyed.

Land Withdrawals
There needs to be an aggressive and
accelerated approach to resolve the
issue of Home lands which have been
withdrawn for public use. According
to DHHL there are approximately 17,270
acres of Home lands that are being
used by Federal, State, and county
governments for public purposes.
Approximately 13,600 acres of these
lands have been withdrawn under
Governor's Executive Orders ( GEO's)
issued by the Territorial and State
Governors.
The State of Hawaii Attorney
General has determined that the GEO
powers did not extend to Home lands;
therefore, the withdrawals were not in
accordance with the Act. This opinion
was confirmed in a court case
involving Home lands withdrawn for the
General Lyman Airport on the island of
According to DHHL records,
Hawaii.
the Home lands under GEO's and their
use are as follows:
Public Service
Airports
Schools
Parks
Forest/Conservation
Game Reserve
Public Service
Right of Way
Military

Acres
176
17
30
767

11,123
128
4

1,356
13,601

Although the Attorney General in
1975 issued the opinion that GEO
powers were not applicable to Home
lands, DHHL, because of limited
resources, has net made the effort
necessary to identify all lands that
have been withdrawn for public use,
determine the issues related to the
withdrawals, and develop recommendations for the Commission to consider
in determining the course of action to

sound economic and accounting
principles.
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
reversed the District Court, not on
the merits of the case, but on
jurisdictional grounds, holding that
only the United Statesr has the right
to enforce the State's obligation by a
breach of trust suit.
The Deputy Attorney Gener41, State
of Hawaii, informed us that DHHL and
DLNR are now in the process of
identifying lands to be exchanged for
the lands used in the flood control
project and that the DLNR Board will
be acting on the proposal soon. The
target date to submit an exchange to
the Secretary of the Interior for
approval is December 1982.
The Third Circuit Court of the
State of Hawaii issued on September
24, 1980, an order granting a partial
summary judgment for DHHL, the
plaintiff in the case involving the
General Lyman Airport in Hilo, Hawaii.
The Court in this case ruled that the
executive order powers of the Governor
in respect to the lands of the
Territory or State did not, and do not
now, extend to Home lands.
As a result of the court's judgment
in the General Lyman Airport case, the
State of Hawaii Department of
Transportation and DHHL have
negotiated a 30-year lease for the
91.6 acres of Home lands withdrawn
The lease provides for a
under GEO's.
one-time payment of $401,185 for all
past use of the land, and annual lease
rental of $481,422 retroactive to
April 1, 1975, with the rentals to be
redetermined at 10-year intervals.
This lease will result in a
substantial increase in revenues for
DHHL operations and development of
Home lands.
In regard to other withdrawn land,
the Commission initiated negotiations
with DLNR in 1977 to exchange
approximately 30,000 acres of lands
which DHHL purported to be Home lands,

Therefore, the above lis*ing
does not necessarily cover all of the
acreage under GEO's.
DHHL has been pursuing action to
resolve two cases of withdrawn lands
because of related lawsuits. One of
the cases involves a lawsuit filed by
the Keaukaha-Panaewa Community
Association, a group of native
Hawaiians, against the Commission and
The case involves
other defendants.
approximately 25 acres of Home lands
withdrawn for a flood control project.
The second lawsuit involved
approximately 92 acres of Home lands
withdrawn for the General Lyman
Airport and was filed by the
Commission.
The flood control project case
resulted in a September 1, 1976
declaration and conclusion of law by
District Court for the
the U.S
District of Hawaii which stated that
the Commission had breached their
(1)
trust or fiduciary duties by:
allowing the use of more than 25 acres
of Home lands under the land exchange
provisions without first satisfying
the prerequisites for an exchange, (2)
issuing a license for an unlawful
purpose, (3) permitting the
uncompensated use of these lands, and
(4) allowing the needs of the general
public, as opposed to the needs of the
native Hawaiians, to control decisions
made concerning the project.
The Court also ruled that the
transfer of these lands was unlawful,
in part, because the Commission had
failed to obtain the approval of the
Secretary of the Interior prior to
allowing use and alteration of the
lands, thereby depriving native
Hawaiian beneficiaries of the
protection afforded by his independent
And, it ruled that Home lands
review.
cannot be used for the benefit of
persons who are not beneficiaries
under the Act without first obtaining
reasonable compensation for Auch use,
when otherwise permissible, based upon

take.
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for State lands of equivalent value.
Approximately 11,927 acres of the Home
lands were lands withdrawn under
According to testimony of the
GE
then) Chairman of the Commission,
action by DLNR in responding to the
exchange proposals was taking time
because of other priority workload
And, according to the
considerations.
current Chairman, this exchange
proposal has been withdrawn by DHHL
becauiae it does not have a complete
and comprehensive land inventory and
the Commission did not want to give up
land that they knew nothing about.
Home lands in the Puukapu area on
the island of Hawaii were withdrawn
under GEO's in 1955 and 1958 for
development of reservoirs as part of
the Lalamilo Irrigation System
operated y the State. Although the
reservoir are on Home lands, native
Hawaiian homesteaders received no
benefits, until 1982, and DHHL
received no compensation for use of
these lands for the irrigation project
even though the State receives revenue
from delivery of the irrigation
water.
The irrigation system was designed
to serve the Lalamilo fc..;.m lots area
consisting of 670 acres. According to
the DHHL Homestead Project Manager,
the Lalamilo farm area is a State of
Hawaii project on State lands and the
farms are leased to individuals who
are not necessarily native Hawaiians.
The irrigation system includes the two
reservoirs situated on Home lands; the
60-million-gallon Waimea Reservoir
situated on 22.7 acres under GEO 1707
issued December 1, 1955; and a
135-million-gallon lake (Puu Pulehu
Reservoir) originally under GEO 1869,
November 28, 1958, which was canceled
We were told that
on July '11, 1980.
the lake receives the overflow water
from the Waimea Reservoir and, at the
time of our review, there was no water
delivery system from the lake to any
A transmission pipe delivers
farms.
'

water to the Lalamilo farms from the
Waimea Reservoir and runs through Home
lands under aneasement covered by GEO
1707.

Until recently, homestead farms in
the Puukapu area were served only by
domestic water which costs more than
According to a
irrigation water.
March 1982 study prepared by the
United States Department of
Agriculture, the monthly water bill
for an average size truck farm using
domestic water would be about $230,
compared to $60 if agricultural water
was used. We were told that the
homesteaders were given an opportunity
to be connected to the irrigation
system at the time the system was put
into operation. We were unable,
however, to satisfy ourselves as to
the reasons why the homesteaders were
not connected to the system at that
time.

We conclude that, unless the
Commission and the State of Hawaii
assign a high priority and provide the
staff and resources necessary for
resolving the withdrawn lands issue,
it will take many years before DHHL
receives compensation or lands in,
exchange for Home lands that have been
withdrawn for public use.

Land Exchanges
There have been seven exchanges of
land under the provisions of Section
204 of the Act which have been
submitted to and approved by the
(then) Secretary of the Interior or an
The Act allows
authorized agent.
exchanges of land for other publicly
or privately-owned lands of equal
value in order to consolidate Home
land holdings or to better serve the
purposes of the Act. The seven
approved exchanges involved 3,021
acres of Home lands for 6,924 acres of
other public or private lands. The
last such exchange was approved by the
Secretary of the Interior on

.

In
are based on 1966 assessed values.
addition, the State retained the
mineral rights to the State lands
exchanged. There was no evidence
available that DUHL had obtained
independent appraisals of the land
exchanged, nor was any documentation
provided to show that retention of the
Mineral rights was considered in the
tax assessment values.

March 16, 1967. About 19.5 percent of
the land (1,348 acres) received by
DHHL in these exchanges is tAsed for
homesteading purposes, and about 75
percent (5,193 acres) is under general
leases and revocable permits that
generate approximately $30,000 in
annual revenues. One general lease
covering 5,078 acres was being
renegotiated and could result in a
substantial increase in revenues.
The propriety of three of the seven
exchanges is questionable as the
provisions of the Act apparently were
not complied with. Two exchangee
involving 194 acres of Home lands, one
exchange for 192 acres and the other
involving.2 acres, were exchanged for
194 acres of public lands in 1962.
The exchanges were on an acre-for-acre
basis and involve lands in the
vicinity of the General Lyman Airport
DHHL and DLNR
in Hilo, Hawaii.
officials could not, at the time of
our review, locate any appraisals to
support that the exchanges were on an
equal value basis as required by the
In addition, we noted that the
Act.
194 acres received by DHHL in the
exchanges were located near a county
dump and landfill and were not being
used for homesteading purposes.
The third exchange involved a total
of 268 acres of Home lands on the
islands of Hawaii, Kauai, Molokai, and
Oahu that had been made available to
the State for various purposes. DHHL
received 5,078 acres of public lands
in the Piihonua area on the island of
According to a letter dated
Hawaii.
May 17, 1966, from the Chairman of the
Board of Land and Natural Resources,
which outlined the basis of the
exchange, the values of lands to be
conveyed by DHHL were based on the
tax-assessed values in the year each
area was available for State use (1962
through 1966), and the value of lands
to be conveyed by the State were based
on the 1966 tax-assessed values. We
question the equality of value when
Home lands are based on assessed
values before 1966 and exchanged lands

,Recommendation

We recommend that the Hawaiian Home
Lands Commission take the steps
necessary to establish accountability
for the lands that it is charged with
Although the
administering:
resolution of land status problems
will require a commitment of
resources, including money, we believe
that such a commitment is necessary
for the Commission to meet its trust
responsibilities under the Act. We
further recommend that the Commission
take the steps necessary to regain
control of Home lands which are now
used, without compensation, for
purposes not compatible with the
intent of the Act.
2.

Program Accomplishment

The Act's objective of enabling
native Hawaiians to recapture
possession and control of the land has
not progressed rapidly during the 60
years of the Act's existence.
According to DHHL's annual report, as
of June 30, 1981, a total of 3,034
native Hawaiians have been given
possession of approximately 26,062
An additional 13,706 acres of
acres.
community pasture have also been
provided to native Hawaiians. Thus,
less than 40,000 acres or about 20
percent of the lands made available by
the Act are now controlled by native
Hawaiians. Further, there are over
7,000 native Hawaiian applicants on
the homestead eligibility list and
some of these applicants have been on
the lists for as long as 30 years.
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for new homesteaders, allocating
agricultural lands, and reducing the
acreage of lands used for income
During the
purposes. (See Table 70.)
6-year period, over 1,000 homes were
built, including the 669 homes in
Table 70 and 373 replacement homes.
Also, the 793 acres of increased
agricultural land do not include 5,800
acres of pineapple land taken out of
production during the 1975-1978
period.
A ,measure of program ac,omplishment.
is,the number of homesteaders. served
and the amount of the land in the
possession of native Hawaiians.
According to the'DHHL 1981 annual

Among the factors that have
reportedly impeded implementation of
the Act objectives are the lack of
money, the nature and location of the
land, and the interests and desires of
native Hawaiians.
Nevertheless, progreso has improved
in recent years. During the past 10
years the number of homesteaders
increased by 1,015. Thus, approximately 33 percent of the present
homesteaders have been placed on the
land during the last 10 years of the
60-year history of the Act. Further,
during the past 6 years the State has
provided over $42 million of State\
funds for planning, design, construction, and_financing of
development improvements and during
these same 6 years 669 homesteads have
been placed on the land and 373
replacement homes have been built and
The records indicate that
financed.
prior to 1973 there was very little
funding outside of DHHL generated
and
revenuesLIrom leases, royaltie'

report, the number _ of Alomesteaders and

the amount of acreage utilized is as
follows:
Type of
Homestead

Number of
Homesteaders

2,618
Residential
347
Farms
69
Ranches
*/
Community pasture
3,034
Total

interests.'

The original intent of the Act was
for native Hawaiians to become
subsistent or commercial farmers and
ranchers. However, less than 2 years
after the passage of the Act, Congress
amended the Act to permit residential
Since then, the demand of
lots.
native Hawaiians for residential lots
has far exceeded the demand for
agricultural or pastoral.lots. For
example, 87 percent of the applicants
on the June 30, 1981 eligibility lists
However, 64
desire residential lots.
percent of the applicants for
residential lots have applied for lots
on the island of Oahu, but only about
one percent of the available land
suitable for residences is on Oahu.
DHHL developed a 10-year general
plan in 1975, that established ,four
major goals and objectives for the
A
10-year period ending in 1985.
comparison of the results achieved
during the first 6 years with the
objectives indicates that three of the
goals are not being achieved: housing

Number of
Acres
1,330
7,619
17,113
13,706
39,768

*/ Community pastures are available
for use by all the homesteaders living
in the area of a community pasture.
The Chairman, DHHL, stated that in
evaluating their accomplishments it
should be noted that Hawaiian families
tend to be large, averaging five or
six members per family and, therefore,
each homestead could be benefitting.
several Hawaiians.
Another measure of program acc9mplishment is obtained by, a review of
the eligibility lists f_r homesteads.
There were 7,225 eligible applicants
for homesteads as of March 15, 1991,
summarized in Table 71. Our analysis
of the lists showed that over 10,
percent of the applicants had been on
the eligibility lists for more than 15
This analysis is summarized in
years.
Table 72.
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home, at favorable interest rates, for
the construction of the homes because
the applicants are normal.Ly unable to
obtain conventional financing.
For
example, the financing for the 230
homes to be constructed on the island
of Oahu during 1982 will be from two
sources with interest rates ranging
from 8 3/4 percent to 13 percent. The
United States Farmers Home Loan
Administration will provide $1.6
million for 40 loans and the State of
Hawaii will provide 47.7 million for
190 loans.
Alsor'as part of the housing
?rogram, DHHL uses its available funds
to maintain a home repair loan fund,
again because. of the homesteader's
inability to obtain conventional
financing.
It is for note that at the time of
our audit DHHL was in the process of
screening and selecting 230 applicants
for awards of new residential lots and
homes on the island of Oahu.
In this
instance, DHHL is initiating a new
approach by building seven model homes
so that the applicants can select the
model hest meeting their needs. DHHL
has tentatively scheduled the development of 710 additional residential
lots by 1987.

Although, as discussed elsewhere
in the report, the complete validity
of the eligibility lists is
questionable, it is the only available
means of determining the number of
native Hawaiians who wish to be but
have not been placed on the lands.
Using an average family size of five
to six members per family would mean
that as many as 43,000 people are
waiting to be placed on the land,
recognizing, however, that not all
family members meet the criteria
necessary for classification as native
Hawaiians. There is apparently no
accurate data on the number of native
Hawaiians who could be beneficiaries
under the Act.
There was an attempt
in 1980 to identify the number of
.native Hawaiians by using data
available in the State of Hawaii,
Department of Health, Research and
Statistics Office.
However, because
of the methods used, the result which
totaled 45,827 nativ,:. Hawaiians is
considered to be low.

Housing Program
The housing homestead program
accomplishments under the Act are, in
part, restricted by the availability
of funds. Tha major emphasis under
the program is the subdivision concept
under which single family residences
are built on all islands, with lots
ranging from about 7,500 square feet
on the island of Oahu to one acre on
the island of Molokai. Under this
concept and the Act, DHHL contracts
and pays, at an estimated cost of
$30,000 per lot, for design and
development of the subdivision which
includes streets, curbs, sidewalks,
drainage, street lights, utility
access, sewer or cesspool systems, and
other facilities.
In addition, DHHL
provides or arranges the financing,
currently estimated at $40,000 per

Farm and Ranch HOmesteading
Program'

The farm and ranch homesteading
program, which under the Act was
intended to encourage native-Hawaiians
to take up farming and ranching as a.
means to achieve social'and economic
well-being has not yet been very
successful.
While there are some
successful farmers, over 60 percent of
the farm tracts are not in full
cultivation, including 42 percent that
are not under any cultivation. Also,
it is estimated that at least 34
percent of the homestead ranch acres
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study known as the Kanahele report,
during the first 4 years diversified
farming on Molokai actlieved unexpected
Alfalfa, tomatoes, corn,
results.
watermelons, sweet potatoes, and
cucumbers were planted with success in
In addition to 4
the Kalamaula are
the crops, the AOmesteaders raised
livestock of which pigs turned out to
be the most profitable. .By the end of
the first 4 years the program became
the "Molokai miracle." In the
meantime, homesteaders in the Hoolehua
area of Molokai began diversified
dryland farming with Some success.
The Territorial Legislature, in 1927,
found that the homestead progtams on
the island of Molokai and Hawaii were
a success and requested the Secretary
of the Interior and the United States
Congress to extend the homestead
program to all of the other islands.
The Act was amended on March 7, 1928
to remove the 5-year limitation.
The "Molokai miracle" turned into a
failure by 1930 because, according to
Kanahele report, the high saline
t)
content of the irrigation water
combined with evaporation had ruined
the fields and there was no other
adequate water source. Also, fruit
flies had destroyed the watermelon
crop, and cucumbers were not
successfully marketed. Diversified
dryland farming in the Hoolehua area
continued without much guccess due to
The
drought and low yield.
Commission, in 1945, concluded that
diversified farming in Hoolehua would
not be successful because the cost of
developing water for irrigation was
too high and too many homesteaders
were unable to farm because of age.
The Commission recommended to the
Territorial Legislature that the
policy of diversified farming in
Hoolehua be abandoned.
According to the Kanahele report,
there was one crop, pineapple, that
was achieving success in the Hoolehua

are subleased by the homesteaders to
others, not necessarily native
Hawaiians, in the form of grazing
agreements. We estimate that only 16
percent of total available acreage is
now under cultivation or being used as
ranch land by homesteaders.
There are many reasons why the
native Hawaiian farming and ranching
program has not progressed rapidly.
(1) the
The reasons cited include:
inadequate financial resources of
homesteaders; (2) the lack of farming
expertise; (3) the lack of a serious
commitment to farming on the part of
the homesteaders; (4) the failure of
in
the Commission to enforce its
rules and regulations concerning the
use and cultivation of the land, and
the provision of the Act concerning
subleases; (5) the priority of DHHL
during the past 6 years to concentrate on the residential program; (6)
the character of land provided by the
Act; (7) water availability problems;
and (8) the reluctance of native
Hawaiians to undertake the inherent
risks associated with agricultural
enterprises.
DHHL has, admittedly, ndt
concentrAted its limited staff and
financial resources to the development
and implementation of its farming and
ranching programs.
Molokai Farming Problems: The most
striking example of the difficulties
of implementing a successful farming
program occurred on the island of
The original Act had a
Molokai.
5-year limitation period and allowed
only lands on Molokai, and the
Waimanu, Keaukaha, and Panaewa lands
on the island of Hawaii to be used for
the purposes of the Act. The first
homesteader moved to Molokai in July
1922 and in 1924 the first residential
homestead awards were made on the
island of Hawaii. According to a 1975
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agriculture program could be
successful and justified expansion of
the Home lands program, dissolved into
an economic disaster 50 years later.
According to representatives of the
Soil and Conservation Service, U.S
Department of Agriculture, farming can
be a success on Molokai, but there are
many problems pertaining to homestead
lands that will have to be overcome
before homesteaders can achieve
planting
Among these are:
success.
c windbreaks to protect crops from
Hoolehua's high winds; breaking up of
the soil compacted by the roads
developed by the pineapple companies;
determining the effects of the
pesticides used by the pineapple
companies on the soil; upgrading the
soil-quality; obtaining assurances
that there is a commitment on the part
of the homesteaders to deyelop farms;
and a redesigning of the 35-acre farm
lots which are not conducive to family
type farming because they are long and
Other problems identified
narrow.
with farming on Molokai include the
lack of marketing facilities and
expertise and a dependable
transportation system to get the
products to market. DHHL hired an
agricultural expert in 1981 and is now
in the process of studying the
problems.
In addition, DHHL has been one of
the principal supporters of Maui
Community College's development of a60-acre farm project started with $2.5
million in Federal funds. The project
was initially established to work with
teenagers, many of whom were from
homesteading families, in order to
introduce them to farming. `DHHL
anticipates that the project will be
established as an institute to provide
"hands on" technical knowledge to the
native Hawaiians on the island of
Molokai.
DHHL is also working on a development program for farms which are not
under cultivation located in the

area because it required less water
than other crops. Contracts with a
pineapple company were signed in 1926
whereby homesteaders were to supply
the company with fruit at a minimum
guaranteed price. The company was to
also provide financing and the
necessary technical assistance for
cultivating and harvesting the fruit.
The Kanahele report states that the
Commission and the home8teaders had,
by 1945, turned to pineapple as the
only viable hope for the homestead
economy.
Many homesteaders were
employed by the pineapple companies.
Pineapple was growing on 4,000 acres
by 1943 and by 1951 on more than 5,800
acres, or almost all of the available
homestead agricultural lots in
The companies which had the
Hoolehua.
marketing expertise provided an income
source that no other crop had
provided. Net income to homesteaders
in 1938 was $430,000, and some
homesteaders received as much as
$10,000 in a single season during the
Pineapple did so well
depression.
that before long the homesteaders
were, in effect, leasing the land and
the pineapple companies were farming
the homestead acres.
On October 10, 1972, one of the
pineapple companies announced that
because of economic considerations it
was going to close its pineapple
operations on Molokai at the end of
1975, and several months later the '
other company announced that it would
substantially reduce its pineapple
Thus, as a result
operations- in 1977.
of relying ion a one-crop and twocompany supported economy, 3,100 acres
went out of production in 1975 and
another 2,700 acres in 1978. Thus,
168 homesteaders no 1(nger had ,income
from planters agreements, and 75
also worked for the
homesteaders,
pineapple companies, had lost their
Currently, most of the 5,800
jobs.
acres are unused. The "Molokai
miracle," which showed that the
.
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Under current concepts the needs
for financial resources appears.to be
one of the primary obstacles to rapid
progress toward the end objective.
For example, we estimate that over
$190 million will be needed to provide
fully improved lots for each of the
applicants for residential lotS on the
current eligibility lists and another
$254 million of funds will be needed
to provide residential constructidh
loans to these people. Add to this
the cost of improvements and loans for
farm and ranch applicants and the cost
of administering the program and the
total costs could easily exceed $600
million. Considering that the State
is currently contributing between $6
and $7 million annually and lease
income is averaging about $1.4 million.
per year, it will require over 50
years to meet the Act's objectives for
the native Hawaiians on the current
eligibility lists.

Puukapu and Panaewa areas on the
island of Hawaii.
In summary, while attempts are
being made to improve the farming
homestead potential, it is our
conclusion that time, and a
substantial increase in resources, is
needed in order to develop and
implement a viable farming program.
.

Subleasing of Ranch Land: The
subleasing of ranch lots by
homesteaders to other individuald,
some of whom, reportedly, are not
native Hawaiian, is being accomplished
through the use of grazing agreements
that provide for the payment of a fee
for the grazing of cattle. 'There are
at least 20 homestead ranch lots with
5,893 total acres in the Waimea area
on the island of Hawaii that are
subleased to other individuals.
DHHL personnel in Waimea have
submitted the grazing agreements they
have been able to obtain for such lots
to DHHL headquarters for approval.
However, we were told by the Chairman
of the Commission that the agreements
have not been approved because to do
so would acquiesce to the use of
homestead lands by non-native
Hawaiians which is not compatible with.
the intent of Act. DHHL or the
Commission have not taken action to
stop this practice. According to
section 208 of the Act, as amended,
the homestead lessee "... shall not
sublet his interest in the tract or
improvement thereon."

Recommendation

4

In our opinion, the circumstances indicate that there is a need
to consider conceptual alternatives.
We, therefore, recommend, together
with the other recommendations in'this
report, that the following alternatives be considered:
1.

a.

Determine whether it is
necessary to provide fully
improved residential lots at
no cost to the applicant.
Alternatives to consider are
reductions in the extent of
improvements provided and/or a
requirement that applicants pay
for certain improvements.

b.

Determine if an alternative to
direct loans is feasible, such
as some type of guaranteed
subsidized loan program using
commercial funding sources.

Conclusion
Progress toward the Act's objective
of placing nativewaiians on he
land has been slow during. the 60 years
since enactment. And, although
progress has improved during recent
years, the ultimate objective does not
appear to be near.
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from about 10.5 percent to 16.2
percent.
We reviewed the cash balances of
the Hawaiian Home Development Fund for
the 9 months ending February 28, 1982.
Dt4ring this period, the development
fur
had an average uninvested cash
balance of about $1.2 million.
Investments were made in only 2 out of
In our opinion, the
these 9 months.
uninvested cash balance was greatly in
excess of current operating needs',
especially considering that revenues
exceeded expenditures during the
We estimate that DHHL
9-month period.
could have\generated additional
revenues 'OP over $100,000 by investing
the development fund cash that was
excess to immediate needs.
We also reviewed the cash balances
for the Hawaiian Home Administration
Account, the Hawaiian Home General
Loan Fund, and the Native Hawaiian
Rehabilitation Fund. The average
uninvested cash balances in these
three funds totaled. about $2 million
for the 9 months ending February,)29,
If this money was fully
1982.
invested, tie estimate that DHHL:could
have generated additional revenues of
about $180,000.
We did not attempt to determine he
total amount of interest for all DHH
fund accounts, nor did we determine
how long this situation existed. But
we believe that inadequate cash
management is a major problem, since
DHHL must rely largely on internallygenerated monies to fund its
programs.
We believe this problem exists
because aggressive cash management has
not been stressed as a high priority
by the Commission. We .:lso believethat the lack of adequate financial
statements as discussed below may have

In addition, we recommend that
2.
the issue of whether native Hawaiian
ranchers can award grazing permits to
non - native. Hawaiians be resolved.

Financial Management and
Reporting

,3.

Improvements are needed in the
financial management and reporting
systems to provide for the
maximization of revenues as well as
providing DHHL with the means of
making sound management decisions and
for providing accurate and timely
reporting on the discharge of its
trust responsibilities. Our review\
disclosed that cash management has
been ineffective, complete financial
statements were not prepared, the
accounting system was unauditable, and
the required annual report was not
based entirely`on accurate and
supported data.

Cash Management
DHHL has not maximized income by
analyzing current cash needs and
investing all cash excess to current
needs into revenue-producing
investments. We estimate that DHHL
lost in excess of $100,000 of interest
revenue for the 9 Montis ending
February 28, 1982, from uninvested
cash of just one DHHL fund and another
$180,000 from three otherfunds.
The Hawaii Department of Budget and
FiAante invests "excess" cash in time
certificates of deposit when so
requested by the DHHL fiscal officer.
These investments are authorized by
SectioY 225 of the Act. Section 225
also specifies the DHHL fund accounts
to which the interest revenues are to
The certificates of
be credited.
deposit can be purchased for periods
As-short as 30 days in the amount of
During the 9 mon \hs
$100,000 or more.
ending February 28, 1982, the rate of
return has varied on such certificates

caused the Com4ssion to be unaware of
the situation.
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Thus, there is no assurance that water
rates are adequate to recover the
operating expenses "of the water

Financial Statements
Complete financial statements are
no prepared: therefore, the overall
finangial condition of DHHL is not /
Partial statements
readily apparent.
are prepared for the ,DHHL annual
report and for the monthly Commission
meetings. But these statements only
contain selected financial data for
certain fund accounts. The last
complete financial statements that we
could locate were for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1972.
Because the overall financial
condition is not apparent, inappropriate management decisions may have
An example is the
been made.
previously disessed management ,of
DHHL's cash resources.
Complete financial statements
provide a degree of visibility
pertaining to the management of DHHL
resources, from the perspective of
both management and outside parties.
And, review of financial statements by
management can serve as the basis for
questions concerning certain account
balances or other sensitive financial

system.

We-were informed by DHHL officials
that there have ndt been any requests
for. DHHL financial statements, and
that DHHL has higher, ,priorities for
its limited staff resources.' However,
we believe that 'annual financial

statements, and quarterly or monthly
statements, if practical, should be
available, especially for a
governmental organization with cash
balances of about $10 million and
loans/accounts receivable in excess of
$32 million.

10

Accounting System Is Not Auditable
There has not been any financial
audit of DHHL's funds and accounts
conducted since the Hawaii Legislative
Auditor attempted to audit the DHHL
loan funds for the fiscal year
The last audit of all
June 30, 1978.
DHHL funds and accounts was performed
by the,Hawaii, Comptroller, for the
10-year period ended June 30, 1972.
The Legislative Auditor's report on
the attempted audit of the fiscal year
1978 16an funds concluded that "the
department's financial records are
inaccurate and unverifiable," and that
the records "were not in an auditable
cndition." Accordingly, the auditors
were unable to express an opinion on
the financial statements.
In our opinion, the accounting
System is st41 in an unauditable

eed

matters.
.0ne such account balancesthat.

should have raised a questiqp was an
accounts receivable balance of
$365,781 in the Hawaiian Home Loan
Fund,1 that is due from the Borrowed
Money Fund. This type of interfund
transaction is questionable because it
is conceivable that the Borrowed Money
Fund was used so the funds could be
loaned at a higher rate of interest,
since the Act sets the rate of
interest on loans from the Hawaiian
DHHL
HoMe Loan Fund at 2,5 percent.
fiscal office personnel could not
provide us with information as to when
or why the transaction(s) was made.
Another problem related to the
financial reports and records is that

conditibnb,,.T1-1 addition, there are no

financ_ierstatements (combined balance
sheet, statement of revenues and
expentes, and statement of changes in
fund balances) prepared by DHHL upon
which an opinion could be expressed.
The main deficiency in the accounting system is that key reconciliations
are ncdt performed. As noted in the
Legislative audit report, there were

.

they (...) not separately identify the

expenses of the Molokai water system.
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For example, the DHHL listing of
homesteaders showed that there were
165 more homesteaders on June 30,
1981, than the 3,034 reported in the
fiscal year 1981 annual report, and
there were significant differences by
island and type of homesteader (see
Tables 3 and 74).
We also noted that two individuals
with pastoral or agricultural lots
were not included as such in the
Due to the amount
homesteader list.
of effort it Would entail, we did not
attempt to reconcile the list to the
annual report, or verify the list.
However, we noted one major, cause of
the differences was that homesteaders

discrepancies between the accounting
records maintained by the Hawaii
Department of Accounting and General
Services and the records of DHHL. In
addition, there were discrepancies
between DHHL's general ledger and
subsidiary ledgers.
The task of performing reconciliations has been assigned to temporary
DHHL personnel, and there has been a
loss of continuity when positions are
vacated and refilled. At the time of
our audit, no reconciliations had been
attempted for about 8 months.
The audit function is an important
part of good financial management. It
helps to provide assurance to management and interested outsiders concerning the safeguarding of assets and the
reliability of financial data.
Accordingly, we believe that it is
important that (1) the recommendations
of the Legislative Auditor be
implemented, (2) the accounting system
be maintained on a current basis, and.
(3) regular audits be performed.

whiz) had 35-acre farms and 5-acre

residential lots on Molokai were
Also the problems with
counted twice.
the varying unreconciled sources of
acreage data previously discussed
under "land inventory" contribute to
the problems of the validity of the
data in the annual report.
Recommendations

Accuracy of Annual Report Data
We recommend that the DHHL improve
its financial management and reporting
system to correct the deficiencies we
noted in cash management, financial
statements, the accounting system, and
the annual report. Specifically, this

DHHL needs to improve the
management information system so that
data included in DHHL's annual report
is accurate and supported. The Act
requires that DHHL submit an annual
report to the State Legislature. This
report is also widely distributed to
the Hawaiian community and provides
information by which the Hawaiian
community can evaluate the DHHL, and
so it is imperative that the data is
accurate.
Most of the quantitative data in
the report is extracted from various
records and monthly reports, but the
data has not been reconciled with the
source records fc some time and there
are differences between the records
and the annual report. Also, we noted
that some of the records were not
accurate or complete.

g).

includes:
1.

The timely investment of all .
available monies not immediately
needed for current operations.

2.

The proper and timely
maintenance and reconciliation
of accounting records.

3.

The preparation of financial
statements and the independent
audit thereof.
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4.

Verification, to the extent
possible, of the accuracy of
homesteader and acreage data to
be included in the annual
report.

4.

Eligibility Lists

Our review has disclosed that
certain improvements are needed in the
procedures used to maintain the
existing lists of eligible applicants
for Home lands. But more important
changes are needed to assure the
currency and applicability of the
lists and to remove uninterested
applicants from the lists.
In order to qualify for inclusion
on the lists a person must be 21 years
of age and have at least a 50 percent
native Hawaiian blood quantum. In
addition,'in order to actually receive
a homestead lease, the person must be
qualified to perform .the conditions of
the lease and be in need of financial
assistance and not be delinquent in
payment of any' obligation to the State
of its political subdivisions. One of
the conditiong of the lease is that
the applicant is financially able to
assume the indebtedness outstanding
against the premises to be leased or
to assume the indebtedness that must
be incurred to enable the applicant to
occupy the premises within one year
after award of the lease.
The methods used to select
applicantsfor awards from the
eligibility lists have gone through
various changes. According to the
DHHL Annual Report for 1976-1977 there
were no established or consistent
procedures followed prior to 1963.
Some awards were made by lottery, and
other various procedures and criteria
were used.
A,priority system was established
in 1963 where certain land areas were
defined and eligible applicants were
placed. on an area list in priority

ranking by the Hawaiian blood quantum
of the applicant successor and the
date of application. Three blood
quantum priorities were established:
Priority I successor to be 100 percent
Hawaiian, Priority II successor to be
from 50 up to 100 percent Hawaiian,
and Priority. III no qualified
successor. The applications were
ranked within the three priorities by
In this system,
date of application.
applicants in Priorities II and III
were not being awarded any land when
there was'an applicant in Priority I,
regardless of the date of
application.
A new system was established in
1972 whereby future applicants would
no longer be ranked by blood quantum.
Applicants on the existing lists would
retain their ranking, but as of August
1972 all new applicants were ranked by
date and time of application.
A problem with this method
developed when new homestead areas
were made available. The rules
required that any applicant requesting
transfer to another area list had to
forego the original application date
and be placed at the bottom of the
'ist.

The present system was established
in 1977 with the initiation of
island-wide eligibility lists for all
The existing
types of awards.
priorities and area lists were
retained, and all of the previous
applicants were also placed on the
island-wide list in chronological
order. New applicants are placed only
on the island-wide list in
chronological order. Any awards in an
existing area must be selected from
If new areas
the old area list first.
are opened, the awards are to be made
from the island-wide list and the
earliest applicants are considered
first. Another change was that a
qualified spouse or child could assume
the application rank of a deceased
applicant.
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DHHL and update their applications.
Responses concerning 554 applicants
were received and their files were
However, according to DHHL
updated.
personnel, no action was taken to
remove the remaining 764 names from
the eligibility lists.
Another example is the screening of
1,000 applicants for the 230 lots to
be awarded on the island of Oahu in
1982.
The screening process, which
began in October 1981, resulted in 371
undelivered letters apparently.hecause
the addresses were not current.
In August 1981, DHHL for the first
time began classifying applicants as
inactive after two unsuccessful
attempts to contact the applicant.
DHHL's attempt to identify all applicants without current addresses is
continuing and it hopes to complete
the process during 1982.
There are also a'significant number
of applicants who for various reasons
defer their application for an award
of a lot until some future date. When
this happens, the applicants remain on
the list and retain their positions on
the list. There is no limit as to the
number of times they may defer their
application for lOt awards, nor is
there any requirement that the reasons
for deferment be disclosed. Some of
the reasons relate to economic matters
such as location of their present
jobs, while others defer with the hope
that they will receive a more
attractive award in the future. Of
1,000 applicants screened for the 1982
award of lots on Oahu, 87 requested
deferments of their awards unti] some
future date.
Another problem affecting the
viability of the eligibility lists is
demonstrated by the fact that there
are 194 applicants for Papakolea and
1,755 applicants for Waimanalo, both
There is, however, little
on Oahu.
available. land in Papakolea, and not
enough land to satisfy the applicants
According to
on the Waimanalo lists.
the Chairman, DHHL, many of these
applicants will not accept lots in
other areas.

We noted that DHHL has not notified
applicants who had filed since June
1981 whether their applications had
DHHL rules and
been approved.
regulations provide that DHHL
determine if an applicant is qualified
within 30 days after all required
application documents have been
supplied.
Thus, recent applicants did
not know if their applications have
been accepted and approved. Near the
end of our review, DHHL began
notifying applicants who have filed
since June 1981.
Throughout the various ranking
systems, there has not been a system
of application accountability numbers
whereby a single series of numbers is
used and a number is assigned once to
an application. As a result, there is
no system to assure that all
applications have been accounted for
or that some applications have not
been lost. A numerical log of
applications showing status of
applications and award would provide
DHHL with a method of accounting for
applications.
Applications are removed from the
eligibility lists only by specific
request of the applicant or by death
of the applicant without qualified
DHHL does not have current
successor.
addresses for a large number of
applicants and attempts to contact the
individuals have not been successful.
DHHL rules and regulations require
applicants to notify DHHL of any
address changes and require that
applicants be placed in a deferred

sta* when there has not been a
respbrise after two attempts to contact
an applicant. This means that
applicants will not be considered for
future awards but are riot removed from
the lists and their ranking is
maintained.
The magnitude of the problem is
illustrated by the attempt in 1978 to
contact 1,318 applicants whose last
known address was considered qUestionThe 1,318 applicants were
able.
listed in a major newspaper on May 31,
1978, and were requested to contact
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DHHL also has a potentially
sensitive issue to resolve before
future awards are made in the Waimea
The
area on the island of Hawaii.
issue relates to the cancellation of
the 1952 list for the awarding of
The
leases in the vicinity of :;aimea.
Commission, in 1952e selected 137
applicants for the award of 48
pastoral lots and 27 applicants for
the award of 8 farm lots. The names
selected were then drawn by lottery in
order to establish the priority from
which the final selection was made.
The list created by the 1952 lottery
was cancelled on May 14, 1956 and, at
the same time, the staff of the
Commission was instructed to accept
new applications for Waimea
homesteads.
Some of the 1952 applicants
reapplied at that time (1956), and
others reapplied later. Some of these
latter applicants contend that they
should be allowed preference over
applicants who were not on the 1952
The basis of their contention
list.
is that they never received
notification that the.1952 list had
been cancelled. We noted that there
were thee awards to individuals in
1962 that were not on the 1952 list.
DHHL personnel were reviewing the
problem at the time of our review, and
had not yet determined if all
applicants had been properly

Since the eligibility lists are the
basis for planning of future projects
and awards, we believe there should be
a more concerted effort to establish a
listing that represents real demand.
Recommendations

We recommend that the Hawaiian
Homes Commission establish policies
and procedures wherein applicants
1.

are:
a.

Dropped from the eligibility
lists when reasonable efforts
to verify their whereabouts
and interests are
unsuccessful.

b.

Assigned a lower preference
priority when offers are
rejected and that they be
dropped from the listings
after a reasonable number of
rejections.

2.

We further recommend that

DHHL:
a.

Notify applicants as to the
approval or rejection of
their application within 30
days of the receipt of the
applications.

b.

Establish a numerical
accountability system aimed
at providing assurance that
all applications are properly
accounted for.

notified.

The Legislative Auditor of the
State of Hawaii, in a September 1979
audit report, also reported that the
eligibility lists contained many
applicants whom the DHHL had not been
able to contact. The Legislative
Auditor recommended that DHHL amend
its rules and regulations to provide
for removal from the lists those
applicants who continually fail to
DHHL has been reluctant to
respond.
make such a change, and at the present
time the applicants are being placed
in an inactive status rather than
dropped from the lists.

5.

Leasing Activities

Section 204 of the Act authorizes
DHHL to lease to the public any lands
that are not required for homesteading
purposes. The revenues from these
activities, which include general
leases, revocable permits, licenses,
easements, and rights of entry
permits, were about $1.5 million
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covering 16,500 acres still administered by DLNR, DHHL now administers
all leases of Home lands. As of June
30, 1981, a total of 93,363 acres of
Home lands, including the 16,500 acres
noted above, were under leases,
revocable permits, or licenses.
The Legislative Auditor of the
State of Hawaii, in a January 1979
report, was critical of DLNR's leasing
The Legislative
practices for lands.
Auditor reported that appraisals for
establishment of upset rentals were
inadequate and not properly
documented; there was insufficient use
of percentage leases for lands let for
business purposes; there were
unreasonable delays in reopening of
leases and redetermining lease
rentals; lands were being leased under
permits for long periods of time in
violation of the intent of statute;
and revenues derived from public lands
were not being deposited into the
proper fund accounts.
Based on our limited review we
found that DHHL was obtaining
independent. appraisals for general
leases and lease rental redeterminations. DHHL lease redeterminations were scheduled at varying
intervals of 5 to 20 years and
generally were being initiated in a
timely manner. Also, DHHL recently
began obtaining independent appraisals
for significant permits and using tax
assessed values for other less
significant permits.
We did note two instances where it
appears that revocable permits have
been continued when general leases
Revocable
would be more appropriate.
permits are to be used for temporary
use of land, but DHHL had at least two
revocable permits that had been
continued for long periods of time.
For example, one permit covered the
use of lands for a store and
improvements on approximately two
This revocable permit,
acres of land.
effective June 1977, has been renewed
through May 1982, and we believe that

during the year ended June 30, 1981.
As a result of the tentative
settlement of the Lyman Airport case,
the revenues will increase to over $2
million a year. The monies from the
leases are currently used for DHHL
administrative and operating costs.
DHHL follows State law and
regulations in its leasing activities,
with one exception, requiring that the
lands be leased at a public auction to
the highest bidder with a minimum
rental (upset rental) determined by
Leases are
independent appraisers.
generally limited to a term of not
more than 65 years.
The one exception involves a 1978
amendment to the Act which gives
preferences to native Hawaiians in a
general lease at the upset rental and
DHHL has not,
without public auction.
with the exception of the Lyman
airport lease, awarded any general
leases since 1978, pending the
establishment of rules and procedures
for native Hawaiian preference leases.
The rules and procedures have been
completed and approved and DHHL was,
at the time of our review, obtaining
appraisals for future awards under
these procedures.
Hawaii land statutes also provide
for licenses and permits in certain
cases and under certain conditions.
Land licenses.grant a privilege to
enter Home lands for special purposes
such as the removal of stone or gravel
and may be granted for a period of not
more than 20 years. Permits are
issued for temporary occupancy of Home
lands on a month-to-month basis which
may continue for a period not to
exceed one year from the date of
issuance, with a provision that allows
for the continuance of the permit on a
month-to-month basis for additional
one-year periods.
Prior to 1966, the general leases
for Home lands were issued by DLNR.
In 1965, the State legislature
empowered DHHL to lease Home lands.
With the exception of 18 leases
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under such circumstances a general
lease with lease payments based on
operating revenues would be more
appropriate. The other example
involves a revocable permit for lands
The
under sugar cane cultivation.
revocable permit covers 266 acres of
land and contains a clause which is
not compatible with the one-year
period allowed under the State's
statute applicable to revocable
permits. The clause allows the lessee
up to 25 months before surrendering
the lands, so that the lessee would be
asswed of having s crop mature and be
harvested. Thus, a general. lease also
appears more appropriate to this
case.

DHHL personnel stated that these
revocable permits were inherited from
DLNR in about 1977. They stated that
some of the land may be withdrawn for
homesteading; therefore, DHHL will
probably continue to use revocable
permits. However, we did note that
DHHL was in the process of obtaining
an independent appraisal for the
revocable permit involving the store.
Recommendation
In view of the corrective action
taken by DHHL, our only recommendation
involving leasing is that the two
noted revocable permits be converted
to general leases because of the
stability they offer to the lessee,
which in turn can result in increased
revenue.
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APPENDIX TO
"REVIEW OF HAWAIIAN HOMES COMMISSION PROGRAMS"

from the draft report. Needless to
to say, I was disappointed that the
very purpose of the independent study
is totally omitted.
Hawaii has cooperated with your
staff, based on the premise that the
state and federal governments share. in
trust responsibilities. The exclusion
of the federal role is a serious
concern.
The federal-government has been
involved in the HHCA from its
The HHCA was created by
inception.
Congress. The focus of the program,
the emphasis on rural homesteading,
and the setting aside of public lands
for the HHCA were determined by the
federal government.
The Territory of Hawaii, including
the HHCA, was under the direct
jurisdiction of the United States
until statehood. The Congress and
Departments of Justice and the
Interior retained trust responsibilities over the HHCA through
provisions in the Admission Act of

This appendix consists of:
A letter dated August 4, 1982,
from George R. Ariyoshi,
Governor of Hawaii, to Donald
Paul Hodel, (then)
Undersecretary, U.S.
Department of the Interior;
and

Comments on the Inspector
General's draft report,
submitted by Governor
Ariyoshi.

A.

LETTER FROM GOVERNOR GEORGE
ARIYOSHI

Dear Mr. Hodel:

Thank you for your letter of July
7, 1982, and the copy of "Review of
the Hawaiian Homes Commission
Programs," prepared by the Office of
the Inspector General, U.S. Department
Generally, the draft is accurate in
its description of the problems facing
the Hawaiian Homes Commission (HHC)
and the Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands (DHHL). Detailed comments are
enclosed for your review. A copy
will also be submitted to the Office
of the Inspector General, and to the
Federal State Task Force on the
Hawaiian Home Commission Act, which is
charged with conducting a comprehensive review of all aspects of the

These trust respon4bilities
remain in effect today. The federal
government must not ignore its role in
1959.

this matter.
The draft report includes a list of
well-known problems. Hawaii continued
to address these problems without
diverting limited funds froR direct
services to native Hawaiians.
Ignoring the federal government's
and the level" of resources required.
to resolve these problems is a major
deficiency of tha draft report.
In essence, the 'draft report as it
exists will have a serious negative
impact on the native Hawaiian
beneficiary group, the program, and
It will result
the general community.
in greater misunderstanding and a
deterioration of community and
legislative support which has taken 60
years to build.
The federal and state government
must pursue the identification,

act.

In the letter I received March 5,
1982, you stated that the purpose of
the independent study was "to
determine if the Department of the
Interior has adequately executed its
trust responsibilities" with respect
to the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act
(HHCA), the DHHL, and Section 5(f) of
the Admission Act of 1959.
This basic and essential issue was
not addressed and actually excluded
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nearly equals the total number of
homes constructed in the previous 54

analysis, and resolution of these
problems in a cooperative manner, with
full recognition of the role and
responsibility of each entity throughout. the 60-year history of the HHCA.
The recently-created Federal-State
Task Force on the HHCA provides a
timely and appropriate opportunity to
achieve this. The task force has a
broad mandate and is composed of
federal, state, and community
representatives.
I propose that the responsibility
for developing a final independent
study on the HHCA be transferred to
In other words, the
this task force.
task force would continue the work of
the Office of the Inspector General in
deyeloping a complete final report,
comprehensive in scope, and with
detailed recommendations for action.
Areas which may be examined by the
task force which are not addressed. in
the existing draft report include
recommended revisions to the HHCA, a
clear definition of the purpose of the
HHCA with a proper blend of powers and
functions, clarification of the
federal government's role and responsibilities, alternative methods of
.funding, and detailed recommendations
to address problems.
The draft "report can serve as a
starting point for the task force.
The Office of the Inspector General
would retain its functions in terms of
assisting the task force in developing
a final report and in monitoring its
implementation to provide periodic
reports to Congress. Hawaii stands
committed and prepared to provide
resource persons and assistance for
such an endeavor.
My administration has made
significant commitments' to the DHHL in
terms of financial resources and
More than $40
overall assistance.
million in state funds have been
funneled into the DHHL in the past six
Over 1,300 homes have been
years.
constructed during this period, which

years.

The DHHL agricultural program has
been improved through water development, increased loan limits and
expanded loan purposes, and technical
assistance. Progress is being made by
homestead farmers and this trend is
expected to continue. The DHHL is
making negotiated general leases
available to native Hawaiians to
increase opportunities for business
development and job creation, as well
as making its land base and resources
more accessible to native Hawaiians.
The new DHHL economic development
program will provide business
assistance and small business loans to
support this effort.
I believe in the Department of
Interior's sincerity about making a
contribution to the advancement of the
native Hawaiian beneficiary group.
look forward to our joint commitment
to this effort. Your comments on my
proposal would be appreciated.
With warm personal regards, I
remain,

Yours very truly,

(signed)
George R. Ariyoshi'

Enclosure
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B.

Accessible water in adequate
amounts must be provided for all
tracts; and

COMMENTS SUBMITTED BY GOVERNOR
ARIYOSHI

The Hawaiian must be financially
aided until his farming
operations are well under way.

Overall Comments
Purpose of the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act

Expeiience has demonstrated that
land is 'not the panacea for native
Hawaiian advancement. Comprehensive
and balanced programs are required to
The HHCA does not
assure success.
address the social,, economic, and
educational needs of the beneficiary
Adequate and sustained funding
group.

The draft report 21/ does not
discuss the Hawaiian Homes Commission
It does not
Act (HNCA) itself.
identify areas of the Act for revision
and improvement. Created by the U.S.
Congress in 1921, implemented by the
Territory of Hawaii under U.S.
government jurisdiction for 38 years,
implemented by the State of Hawaii for
22 years under a compact with, the U.S.
Government, the HHCA has remained
essentially unchanged during this
entire period.
The intent and purpose of the HHCA
is not clear. The concept of native
Hawaiian "rehabilitation" is vague. A
contemporary mix of statutory powers
and functions is lacking. As a
consequence, it is difficult to
evaluate the performance and results
of the Department of Hawaiian Home
The HHCA focuses on the
Lands (DHHL).
land base rather than the changing
needs of native Hawaiians and methods
to address these needs.

is no.t provided.

The non-alienation clause makes it
impossible for native Hawaiian
homestead lessees to secure financing
without DHHL's continuous support in
the form of direct loans and loan
DHHL financing is, and
guarantees.
will continue to be, limited unless
new sources and methods are identified
and made available. A significant
share of the equity created by the
lessee cannot be released until the
les.see surrenders the lease or passes
Further, the non-alienation
away.
clause and the inability to leverage
other funds create a general
disincentive for land improvement.
Native Hawaiian homesteaders are
unable to pass on leases and
improvements to non-native Hawaiian
direct heirs.
The HHCA exclusion of sugar cane
lands, forest reserves, and the remote
location of lands results in a land
base isolated from population centers,
often in dry areas with pooi-soil
conditions. Cost of developing water
sources and distribution systems is
prohibitive. Funds for water
planning, design, and construction are
not readily available.
The provision of land, water, and
financing for farmers is not adequate
to ensure success. Technical
assistance in farm production and
business management is required.
Remote DHHL farming areas face
transportation and marketing problems

Statutory Provisions

A Congressional Committee Report at
the time of the HHCA's passage lists
these principle objectives:
The Hawaiian must be p]aced on
the land to insure his
rehabilitation;
Alienation of the land must be
made impossible;

*/ All references in this appendix
to the "draft report" refer to' the
Inspector General's draft report, and
not to the Draft Report of the Native
Hawaiians Study Commission.
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performance of the federal government
This is a
in its trustee capacity.
serious deficiency of the draft

and lack a full complement of
agricultural support services.

report.
.The federal government has played

DHHL Land Base Serves Two Purposes

an active role throughout the history
The U.S. Congress
of the HHCA.
created the HHCA. The federal
government had jurisdiction over its
implementation when Hawaii was a
Territory and retained trust
responsibilities outlined in the HHCA
and Admission Act that are still in
effect.
The basis for interpreting the U.S.
Department of the Interior (USDI) role
as "ministerial" in a 1972 memorandum
of DHHL is not clarified. The draft
report does not discuss whether this
passive role is still considered
adequate or whether the federal
government's trustee responsibilities
are more extensive in scope and active
in nature.
The draft report describes specific
actions by the federal government that
are questionable without recommending
corrective actions. This refers to
the USDI approval of HHCA land
exchanges and the illegal use of 1,356
acres at Lualualei, Oahu, by the U.S.
Navy.

The DHHL land base is used to
develop native Hawaiian homeAteads and
to generate revenues for adminisThese
tration and other costs.
conflicting purposes for the land have
been a continuous source of confusion
and controversy. Expanded homestead
programs experienced since 1975 create
additional demands for staff to
provide services and maintain quality
Planning, design, and
standards.
construction of homestead improvements
are largely dependent on State funds.
It has been suggested that DHHL
allocate raw land without services or
However, experience has
improvements.
shown that a balanced program of
services and improvements is required.
DHHL is caught in a continual bind--it
cannot develop homestead improvementsfast enough to use large tracts of
land and it needs to use the same land
base to generate revenues for expanded
services.
Federal Role Omitted

The draft report introduction
states that the purpose of the
investigation was:

Alternative Funding Sources Not
Explored
The draft report contains no
substantive and detailed recommendations on alternative funding
sources, including federal funds, that
may be channeled to DHHL. It is clear
that many of the problems faced by the
DHHL and documented in the draft
report are related to the lack of
funds for site improvements, construction, financing, programs, and
operations.
DHHL has made significant strides
under the present State Administration

to detetmine if the
Department of the Interior has
adequately executed its trust
responsibilities for programs
and activities of the Hawaiian
Homes Commission as provided by
the Hawaiian Homes Commission
Act, 1920, and the Hawaii
Admission Act of 1959. (page 1)

The draft report does not attempt to
define federal responsibilities, nor
does it include an evaluation of the
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because of a substantial infusion of
State funds. DHHL's ability to
continue in this positive direction
has been reduced by the 1978 State
Constitution limit on State spending,
impact of current economic conditions
on State and DHHL revenues, and
inflation. The omission of the
federal government's role in providing
funds to DHHL is a serious concern.
As far as can "be determined, federal
funds have never been allocated to the
DHHL in the 60 year history of the
HHCA.

Draft Report. Findings
Misleading

Draft report findings leave the
impression that the problems can be
Recommendations in
resolved simply.
the draft report are so general as to
be meaningless and not useful in terms
of taking corrective'action. The
exact scope of work required and costs
are not outlined. Many of the
detailed comments that follow are
intended to clarify the complex and
difficult nature of these problems and
needs.

The draft report in its present
form is deficient and incomplete, does
not fulfill its stated purpose, and
will not result in the fundamental and
far-reaching improvements needed. The
federal government must acknowledge
its proper rode with respect to the .
HHCA and DHHL.

Detailed Comments
Land Status
1.

Land Inventory

The draft report cites
the lack of descriptions of "available
lands" as a problem including the lack
of a complete and accurate land
inventory (page 13).
Finding:

Comment: The land inventory
problem is complex, due in -part to
Congressional withdrawals, land
exchanges, Executive Orders, and vague
descriptions in the HHCA. All of
these problems were noted in the
report (pp. 15-29).
Original maps used by.USDI in
designating "available lands" in the
1920's would be a useful reference
point for development of a complete
and accurate inventory. The draft
'report does not contain specific
recommendations for USDI to pursue in
this effort.
Without adequate original reference
maps, background research required
prior to actual surveying iS
exhaustive and costly. Presently,
this research involves examining each
parcel in terms of HHCA provisions,
the ahupua'a (land division extending
from mountains to the sea) within
which it exists, deducting sugar and
forest lands, etc., in accordance with
Section 203 of the HHCA. Reliance on
the validity of existing documents has
been necessary. This process is
lengthy and can lead to inaccuracies.
Differences in acreages among
various DHHL sources are, in part,
accounted for in that these sources
each reflect the most recent
information available. There are
differences due to poor descriptions
in the HHCA. As lands are developed,
more accurate descriptions are
produced, generally on a case by case
basis. As parcels are brought into
use, surveyed, and developed, reports
are improved and updated. Given
existing staff and resources, DHHL has
used this method of addressing the
60-year old problem concerning lack of
an adequate land inventory.
Approximately 40% of the DHHL lands
These lands
have not been surveyed.
generally have not been those best
suited for homestead or leasing
It is difficult to justify
purposes.
the high survey expense when specific
uses for these lands are not yet
identified.
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2.

Land Withdrawals

There needs to be an
agg essive and accelerated approach to
lve the issue of home lands which
re
have been withdrawn for public use
Finding:

(page 22).
Comment:

A total review will be
required to determine policy and
procedures. The matter of airports on
DHHL lands is in the process of being
It is clear that airport.
resolved.
use is not in keeping with the
purposes of the HHCA.
The question of schools and parks
is not so easily answered in that
these uses are part of an overall
community in which homesteaders
Another policy or approach
reside.
may be required. One possible impact
is that other agencies will refuse to
maintain parks or school properties
without clear authority to occupy the
This raises several, questions
land.
which must be given serious
consideration including the soundness
of a policy to move into the area of
maintenance of facilities which may or
may not directly benefit homesteaders.
With limited resources and.manpower,
focusing on direct services to
beneficiaries is more prudent. DHHL
does not have the resources Or
manpower to maintain these
facilities.
Other land uses such as game
reserves, forests, and conservation
areas may require yet another policy
The extent and type of
or approach.
uses of these areas by native
It is
Hawaiians are not documented.
clear that the issue of maintenance
and management of these lands by other
agencies may result in additional
costs to DHHL. DHHL lacks sufficient
resources and manpower to adequately
carry out these responsibilities or
functions.

It should be noted 'that of the
13,601 acres in Governor's Executive
Orders, one of these game reserve
lands encompasses 81.8 percent of tRe
total.
Prior to proceeding with any land
exchange, a clear understanding of
DHHL land values must be determined in
terms of resources present on the land
and potentials for future land
development. Land exchanges are based
on a value for value excharige. It is
imperative that DHHL have thorough
knowledge of its own lands as well as
land, which are being sought from,,
Technical studies will
other parties.
be undertaken within the next two
years to provide such information.
Resolution of Governor's Executiye
Orders is not unilateral on the part
If funds are involved
of the DHHL.
for compensation, legislative
appropriations may be required. If
laria exchanges are considered as a
method of compensation, the Department
of Land and Natural Resources and
sometimes a third party are necessary
to consummate an exchange.
This negotiation process requires
agreement on appraisal methods, land
values, and money. Resolution may
involve arbitration or litigation.
Of course, USDI approval of the
land exchanges will be required.
3.

Past LandrExchanges

The propriety of three of
the seven exchanges is questionable as
the provisions of the Act (HHCA)
apparently are not compiled with (page
Finding:

28).

Note that USDI approved
Comment:
USDI and DHHL
each land exchange.
share responsibility in this area and
must work together to resolve-this
matter. The draft report raised
questions, but does not recommend
corrective action.
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4.

Program Accomplishments

Corrections to Draft Report
Information

1.

In the table on page 15, in the
fourth column under "Congressional'
additions" the 402 acres listed on
Molokai should be on Kauai; -0- would
be the correct figure for Mold -A..
These changes affect the last column,
"Adjusted Act Total." Kauai's total
should be 22,948; Molokai's total
should read 34,980. *f
In the table on page 18, the
correct Akinaka Study' acreage for
Hawaii; Kamoku-Kapulena should he
3,509 rather than 4,725 which would
adjust the acreage difference from 275
to 1,491. The 4,725 acres as it reads
in the. draft report included 1216
acres for a land exchange that should
notOlave been included here.*/
In addition a last example should
be included in the following manner on

1975 DHHL General Plan
goals are not being achieved (page
Finding;

31).

The DHHL General Plan is
Comment:
a policy document that indicates
general directions to be pursued. The
General Plan is further refined by
Development Plans, detailed design and
engineering plans, and Program Plans.
Implementation is tied to several
factors, including the availability of
The General Plan reflects the
funds.
favorable economic conditions of the
early 1970's. It does not reflect the
1978 State spending limit and its
impact on State allocations of General
Obligation Bond funds to DHHL, the
impact of inflation or the reduction'
in the rate of revenue increases to
the State and DHHL due to the sluggish
economic conditions.
DHHL recognizes the need to
re-examine the General Plan based on
new information, projections, and

this table:
Island:

Kauai

Area:

Moloaa

Background

,

recent amendments to the HHCA. ork
on technical studies to support this
effort is scheduled within the next
two years.
At the time this audit was being
conducted, five Development Plans were
in process for the areas of Kawaihae
3
and Puukapu (Hawaii,), Kalamaula,
(Molokai), Kula (Maui), and Nanakuli
Development Plans identify
(Oahu).
the highest and best uses for DHHL
la.lds, total costs, and phases of
development. These documents are used
to justify requests for capital
improvement project funds from the
State legislature, as well as for
internal planning and management
purposes.

Acre Per
2,000

Act:

Akinaka Study
Acreage:
Differences:

,

316

1,684

On page 19, number 2., "The Akinaka
Study did npt include...," the figure
should read 699 acres, not 670 as

.

stated. */

*/ [Inspector General's] Report
corrected.
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It allows DHHL to dedicate
certain improvements to the
County for repair and
maintenances

,
The draft report estimates that
$600 million will be required to
satisfy the present waiting list of
This total cost is probably
7,500.
It does not include
underestimated.
the cost for planning, design, and
detailed engineering. It does not
include the cost for major
infrastructural improvements, such as
water source development, required to
open up new areas for homesteading
The drat t report does not
purposes.
mention any federal role in assisting
the DHHL to finance these costs.
Obviously, a reliance on State funds
and DHRL's ability to generate
revenues from its land base are not
sufficient.

2.

, This allows homesteaders to
obtain homeowner's and other
forms of insurance, health and
safety srvices such as fire
protection;
Depending on the source of
financing, certain minimum
Loan
standards must be met.
guarantees through the Farmers
Home Admini ,tration, for
example, are available if DHHL
meets building standards that
are more restrictive than County
standards.

Housing Programs

If DHHL had an independent
source of financing, residential
and agricultural leases could be
awarded without meeting County
standards. However, DHHL. would
be responsible for infrastructure maintenance and
repair, providing insurance, and
health and safety services.
Native Hawaiians would have
difficulty securing loans and
In most cases, the
services.
native Hawaiian beneficiary
would suffer.

Determine whether it
is necessary to provide fully improved
i
residential lots to the, applicant.
Alternatives to consider are reductions in the extent of improvements
provided and/or a requirement that
applicants pay for certain improvements (page 42).
With a waiting list of
Comment:
7,500 native Hawaiians, it, would be a
simple task to,ubdivide DHHL's lands
and allocate these r w lands to all.
a.

Finding:

This approach to " rtic
o ving" native
Hawaiian problems wou /1 be

irresponsible and detrimental to the
beneficiary group.
DHHL follows a deliberate practice'
f assuring that residential- and
agricultural lots and improvements
meet County standards, fully cognizant
of the tradeoffs involved in terms of
higher costs and 8onstraints on DHHL's
ability to satisfy the waiting lists.
This course of action is followed for
several reasons, which the draft
report did not cover:

The draft report failed to examine
these issues in relation to the
tradeoffs involved and the full
It
impacts of their recommendations.
is likely that draft report recommendations will provide marginal
benefits. The key concern is the need
for additional funding from federal
agencies.
bHHL hls discussed the need for a
comprehensive study of the native

4.,..

.
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Hawaiian housing market, types of
housing units desired and affordable
to this market, alternative methods of
financing, alternative methods of
reducing costs, passing certain
improvement costs to the applicant
(possibly on ability, to pay basis),
and an assessment of the impact on
current methods of appraising' homes at
the time of surender or death with no
DHHL does
qualified/interested heirs.
not have sufficient funds to cover
this cost at pre4ent.
Determine if
Finding:
b.
alternatives to direct loans "are
feasible such aE some type of
guaranteed subsidized loan program
using commercial funding sources (page
42).

DHHL recognizes the need
to identify and pursue alternative
methodd of financing. DHHL currently
provides direct loans and loan
guarantees. Public program funds are
very limited. The situation is not
Informal
likely to improve.
discussions with commercial funding
sources over the past year have not
been successful. Major concerns
raised are the non-alienation lease
provisions and closed native Hawaiian
It is agreed that this area
market.
must be examined further. Other
alternatives may exist and need to be
explored' and developed. Certain
options may be available to select
segments of the native Hawaiian
A complete study of
market.
sufficient scope and depth is
necessary and costly.
-Comment:

3.

dynamics of agriculture in Hawaii.
Simple and incomplete indicators 3f
Agriculture in
success are used.
Hawaii, primarily in the form of
family-run operations, is constantly
in a state of flux and is highly
sensitive to market and general
Corporate
economic conditions.
agribusiness on the mainland is highly
mechanized, located on large tracts of
land, enjoy the benefits of
economies-of-scale, and are supported
by a wide range of governmental
support services including price
supports.
Native Hawaiian homestead farmers
and ranchers and DHHL's program are
affected by many factors which are
beyond direct control-, There are
risks involved-in any business
venture. The native Hawaiian lessee,
of course, assumes responsibility for
decisions made in the normal course of
business operations.
The list of eight reasons cited on
pp. 35-36 are not cbmplete. Other
factors include:

Weather conditions such as
severe flooding and drought
experience over the past three
years by native Hawaiian
lessees/in Hilo and Puukapu.
A small local market and
competition from other Hawaii
farmers and ranchers, mainland
and.foreign operators.
Panaewa farmers are
experiencing a difficult
marketing problem for guavas.

Farm and Ranch Homesteading
Programs

The absence of economiesof-scale, high labor costs,
and high per unit production

There are many
Finding:
reasons why the native Hawaiian
farming and ranching program has not
a.

costs.

The lack of agricultural
support services in certain
locations such as research and
experimental facilities, private
credit, monitoring of disease
and pest problems.

progressed rapidly (page 35).
The discussion of farming
Comment:
and ranching homesteading program in
the draft report demonstrates a
general lack of understanding of the
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is investigating potentials for DHHL
agricultural loan guarantees with
other Federal and State sources.
These efforts have demonstrated
DHHL's commitment to agriculture.
Many native Hawaiian agricultural
lessees have responded positively by
increasing acreage under cultivation,
increasing levels of production,
examining new products and markets.
Many young native Hawaiians are
expressing a strong commitment to
agriculture. These trends are
expected to continue and add to the
momentum,
DHHL must be prepared to

Distribution and marketing
problems such as poor air and
barge service, distance to
market.

The draft report is based on a rather
Over the FO year
narrow perspective.
history of the HHCA, farming and
ranching has been a priority concern.
The, draft report focuses on recent
events which in many ways do not
reflect a lOng-term trend. Current
economic conditions, for example, have
affected native Hawaiian lessees (as
well as other farmers and ranchers).
Certain crops are seasonal in nature,
therefore, site visitations may have
Rig Island [i.e.,
been misleading.
island of Hawaii] lessees are
adjusting to the impact of severe
weather problems.
DHHL views the farming and ranching
homestead programs as an investment in
native Hawaiians who make significant
contributions to the economy of
DHHL plays a supportive and
Hawaii.
advisory role; DHHL will not dictate
what to grow, when and how. Each
native Hawaiian farmer and rancher
makes the final decision.
DHHL has actively pursued measures
which are consistent with its proper
role, which will support native
Hawaiian farmers and ranchers in their
endeavors. Farm agents and technical
assistance are provided, rules have
been promulgated to clearly define
applicant qualifications and
farm/ranch plan requirements.
Recently, DHHL sought and received
authority to increase loan limits and
expand purposes for loans, to allow a
residence on an agricultural lot, and
to provide aquaculture homestead
DHHL has connected Waimea
leases.
farmers to the State Lalamilo
Irrigation System, has encouraged
lessees to transfer lots to more
suitable locations, expanded the
definition of agriculture to include
poultry and livestock (pigs), and

respond.
b.
Finding:

Over 60% of the farm
tract3 are not in full cultivation,
including 42% that are not under any
cultivation (page 35).
Comment:
These figures reflect the
number of farm leases, not the number
of acres. Most leases are not under
full cultivation, however, most are
under some cultivation. Table [75]
shows information compiled for the
It is
1981 District Manager Reports.
a more accurate description of the
[Table 75 appears
farming activity.
at the end of this chapter]. DHHL is
focusing more attention on the
problems and needs at Hoolehua,
Molokai, that impede farm production.
This is discussed in another section.
4.

Molokai Farm Problems

Farming can be a success
Finding:
on Molokai, but there are many
problems pertaining to homestead lands
that will have to be overcome before
(pp.
homesteaders can achieve success
38-40).
Comment:

Other problems should be
added to the eight listed, including,
lack of research and experiment
facilities on the island, inadequate
water to supply the entire homestead
farm area and high cost to link system
to new source(s) of water, lack of
farming expertise, and inability of
some homesteaders to farm due to age
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and health conditions. Major DHHL
farm initiatives were outlined in a
In addition,
previous section.
certain positive actions are taking
place on Molokai:

DHHL will initiate a farm
development planning effort to
compile and analyze data on
land characteristics, lessee
demographic profiles,
infrastructure, water, and
marketing and distribution
problems and needs. This will
formthe basis for future

5.

Subleasing of Ranch Land

The issue of whetherFinding:
native Hawaiian ranchers can award
grazing permits to non-native
Hawaiians 'needs to be resolved (page
42).

The subleasing of ranch
Comment:
land raises basic issues that relate
to homestead uses whether residential,
farming, ranching, or aquaculture. Is
the use of DHHL lands by native
Hawaiians to be considered a right or
a privilege? If it is a native
Hawaiian right, it is questionable
whether the DHHL should place
unreasonable restrictions on use of
the land. The DHHL' should not prevent
native Hawaiians from using the land
to assure his advanOement, for
example, by seeking third party
investors. This may require that the
non-alienation clause be re-examined.
HHCA provisions should not hamper
efforts by native Hawaiians to secure
non-governmental assistance, provide
workers' quarters on the land, and
taking the initiative to operate in
the free enterprise system.
Unfortunately, there are cases where
HHCA provisions have beeh a deterrent,
rather than a positive faCtor, to
providing native Hawaiians with
individual control and responsibility
over their future.
In the case of sublease ranching
agreements, several factors need to be
Some lessees have been
considered.
Due to age,
ranchers for many years.
these lessees are not fully productive
on their own; their children are not
interested in continuing the ranch.
It is unreasonable to evict these
lessees after many years of developing
and operating full-scale ranches.
Other lessees have invested heavily
into ranching and have failed because
of a lack of experience or the
inability to leverage needed capital.
It is questionable whether eviction

,

action.

The Molokai Electric Company
will pay for cuttings of
homestead biomass (e.g.,
trees, shrubs, grass). 4Early
reports indicate that biomass
may realize higher returns
than previous pineapple
agreements. Concerns that
need to be examined are the
long-term impact of repeated
cuttings on the soil,
productive use of fertile
agricultural lands, and
dependence on one product and
one outlet.
The bHHL technical assistance
project has made significan,_
impact on farming activity on
The project provides
Molokai.
on-the-farm consultation,
workshops, disease and tissue
analysis, and variety trials.
The project was recently
extended for two more years.
The new Maui Community College
Molokai Farm Project which
will offer college coursework,
workshops, fieldtrips, and
hands-on field experiences will
complement the DHHL technical
assistance project.
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large periodic fluctuations. Estima-t
ting available cash for investment
purposes can be very difficult.

from the land will lead to a positive
gain for any party involved. Other
solutions can be explored to support
the native Hawaiians' commitment to,
and interest in, ranching.
Various extenuating circumstances
need to be understood before lease
provisions are enforced. This may be
appropriate in some cases, not in
others. A flexible approach is
required that offers opportunities for
success and recognition of lessee
commitment and initiative.

Z.

Complete financ
Finding:
"erefore
statements are not prepared,
the overall financial condition of
DHHL is not readily apparent.
Inappropriate management decision may
have been made (page 43).
Comment: DHHL recognizes that
improvements are needed in this area.
Reconciliation of accounts is being
pursued. DHHL will also explore the
possibility of additional assistance
from the State Department of
Accounting and General Services (DAGS)
and from the Department of Budget and
Further, consultant
Finance (DB&F).
services may be required to determine
a feasible method of initiating proper
accounting systems equipment so that
complete financial statements can be
developed.

Financial Management and Reporting
1.

Financial Statements

Cash Management

DHHL has not maximized
income by analyzing current cash needs
and investing all cash excess to
current needs into revenue producing
investments (page 43).
DHHL is examining the
Comment:
role of other central staff agencies
to determine whether external systems
of control can prevent this situation
It is acknowledged
from occurring.
that DHHL is responsible for
management of its available cash. An
external control system would be
helpful, especially in a situation of
high staff turnover.
DHHL cash investment, generally
before and after the period included
in the draft report, have consistently
ranged between 75 and 85 percent of
During the period
available cash.
covered in the draft report audit,
DHHL experienced high staff turnover.
Vacant positions existed.
Hiring and staff training has
received high priority. Serious
efforts have been made in this area
and a proper level of investment
achieved since completion of the draft
Finding:

3.

Accounting System is Not
Auditable

The main deficiency in
Finding:
the accounting system is that key
reconciliations are not performed
(page 47).
Comment:

An ongoing effort
continues in this area. The
reconciliation process may require
another one and a half to two years to
complete.
4.

Accuracy of Annual Report Data

DHHL needs to improve the
Finding:
accuracy of data included in its
annual report (page 48).
The ar ual reports
Comment:
reflect the most current and accurate
information available. Changes will
continue to be made as progress is

report.

Cash management is also influenced
by the nature of various funds
Certain funds are
involved.
predictable in terms of income and
disbursements. Others are subject to

made.

A related concern is the need for a
broad-based management information
system which can accommodate fiscal,
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applicant be contacted every two
These biennium contacts and
years.
periodic area screenings help to
identify applicants whose mail cannot
be delivered because of a change of

accounting, loan, applicant and lessee
lists, land inventory, beneficiary
demographic data, and leasing
activities. The first step would
include retaining a consultant's
services to assess DHHL's data and
analysis needs and to recommend a
feasible management information
The system is needed for
system.
daily operations, periodic reporting.
Such a system would provide more
timely data. As the accuracy of data
input increases, the system will
reflect this.

address.

DHHL maintains a mail return file
Lack of
for followup by staff.
manpower has been a problem. The
current plan is to conduct segmented
screenings to comply with the biennium
contact requirement and keep the mail
return followup manageable. For
example a segmented,system of contacts
would result in 300 ..iailingseach
month, rather than 7,500 mailings at
one time every two years.
The Hawaiian Homes
Finding:
d.
Commission should establish policies
and procedures to drop applicants from
the eligibility lists or penalize them
after reasonable efforts to verify
whereabouts and confirm interest are
unsuccessful (pp. 56-57).
Interest and commitment
Comment:
are at a high level at the time of
application. This decreases as the
length of time on the waiting list
increases. When leases are made
available, the applicant is asked to
decide interest within 30. days after
This is a
waiting for several years.
major decision involving a large
financial investment and possibly
The current procedure of
relocation.
placing applicants on an inactive
status provides DHHL with
opportunities to identify the
effective (i.e., interested and
committed) waiting list.
This procedure was authorized in
1977, became operational in 1980, and
At the
provides for an inactive list.
present time, DHHL has no desire to
drop applicants entirely from
eligibility lists.
Question as to
Finding:
e.
whether 1952 list of Waimea ranch
applicants received proper
notification when the list was
cancelled on May 14, 1956 (pp. 55-56).

Eligibility Lists

DHHL has not notified
Finding:
applicants who filed since June 19.81
as to whether their applications have
been approved (page 53).
Comment: Letters of notification
a.

to each applicant not previously
notified will be sent as the process
of verification of native Hawaiian
ancestry is completed. This process
was delayed at the time of the draft
report audit because DHHL applicant
data base information was being
transferred from one system to a word
processor. DHHL is currently making
positive progress in tI.Jrms of

resolving this problem.
There is no system of
Finding:
b.
application accountability numbers
whereby a single series of numbers is
used and a number is assigned once to
an application (page 53).
A new application
Comment:
procedure is being established which
Internal
will satisfy this concern.
procedures need to be finalized before
implementation.
DHHL does not have
Finding:
c.
current addresses for a large number
of applicants and attempts to contact
the individuals have not been
successful (page 53).
Comment: A key problem has been
maintaining updated addresses for DHHL
applicants. Rules provide that each
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DHHL is aware of this
Comment:
Staff
is reviewing historical
issue.
data to determine a final resolution.
Leasing Activities
1.

Revocable Permits

Revocable permits
continued when general leases would be
more appropriate (page 61).
Comment: Development Plans need to
be completed before commitments are
made to any general leasing
activities. One of the revocable
permits cited will be affected by the
Kawaihae Development Plan now in
process. Pending completion of this
Development Plan, a general lease may
be issued if the proper zoning is in
Finding:

place.

Plans for homestead use of the
other revocable permit parcel may
preclude issuing a general lease.
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BEST COPY
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TABLE 66

TABLE 65

FUNDS AND SOURCES OF REVENUES--DHHL

ACREAGE AND TYPE MANAGED BY DHHL
AS OF JUNE 30, 1961

Revolving funds
Acres

Homestead leases:
Residential
Farms
Ranches

1,330
7,619
17,113

Home Loan Fund ($5 //
million ceiling
Additional Receipts
Loan Fund
Replacement Loan Fund

26,062

30 percent monies 1/

General Home Loan Fund

13,706

Community pasture'
General leases:
75,739
Administered by DHHL
Administered by Dept.
of Land end Natural
16,500
Resources
Licenses
Revocable permits
Conservation lands
Governor's Executive Orders,
Unencumbered lands
Right-of-entries

Funding source

Repair Loan Fund

Farm Loan Fund
92,239
1,124
15,844
17,690
12,245
10,805

Operating Fund

Special funds

9

Education Fund
Development Fund
Native Hawaiian
Rehabilitation Fund
Loan Interest Fund 2/
Administration Account
Borrowed money

101,174

Total

30 percent monies 1/
General obligations
bonds
General obligations
bonds
General obligations
bonds
General obligations
bonds
Pasture, water and misc.
fees and interest income

Trust Fund
Loan Guarantee Fund

30 percent monies 1/
30 percent monies 1/
30 percent monies 1/
Interest income
General lease revenues
Hawaiian Housing Authority
and The Model Cities
Program
Gifts for which no purpose
is specified
State general revenues

1/ 30 percent of receipts from leasing of
sugar cane lands and water licenses (State lands
receipts).
2/
Repository fund established in 1979 for
interest monies pending transfer to other funds.

TABLE 67
CHANGES IN LAND INVENTORY -- HAWAIIAN HOME LANDS
Acreage

Given
Island

Hawaii
Kauai
Maui
Molokai
Oahu
Total

Original
Act

107,300
22,500
31,000
33,700

Congressional
Withdrawals
Additions
53

203,500

in

Exchange

Exchange

1,244
26

133

690

355

564

3,021

6 924

2071.695_

12

219

272

6,488

Adjusted
Act
Total
112,508
22,896
31,073
32,420
8,798

17

402

MOO

Received

in

20
61

1,061

415

431

TABLE 69

TABLE 68

COMPARISON OF ACREAGE DESCRIPTIONS

COMPARISON OF LAND INVENTORY FIGURES

Acreage Akinaka

Acreage

Per
7 'land

Island

Act as
1972
Amended by
Congress 1/ Akinaka Stud

Hawaii
Kauai
Maui
Molokai
Oahu

112,508
22,494
31,073
32,822
8.798

110,971
17,967
29,076
26,795
5.069

110,575
18,689
29,005
26,210
5.245

Total

207.695

189.878

189.724

1981

5,000
25,000
Rahikinui
7,350
Nienie
Ramoku-Kapulena 5,000
750
Pauahi

Molokai Kalaupap

Annual Report

Maui
Riwaii
Hawaii
Hawaii

Study

Act__ Acreage

Area

Acreage
Difference
3,753
2,109

1,247
22,891
7,169
3,509 1/

181

1,491
195

555

1/ Exclude. 1,216 acres which were obtained
through an exchange.

Includes seven land exchanges approved
1/
by the Secretary of the Interior.

14

TABLE 71

TABLE 70

SUMMARY OF ELIGIBLE HOMSTEAD APPLICANTS

COMPARISON OF DHRL OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS

Description

10 Years
Objective

6 Year.
Accomplishments

Rouging for new homeeteadera
(houses)

2,609

669

Allocate agricultural lands
to native Hawaiian.
e.

(acres)

40,000

793

Maximise income through
more effective land
management

Residential

Hawaii
Kauai
Maui
Molokai
Oahu

1,104
391
470
277
4,066

6,308

Total

Reduce the acreage of lands
used for income purposes
(acres)

Island

20,000
Decrease

5,843
Increase

No set
Amount

51.6X
Increase

Ranch

Total

375

247

77
21
114
8

41

14
20
0

1,726
509
505
411
4,074

595

322

7,225

Agriculture

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

416

42

BEST COPY AVAILAR
TABLE 73

TABLE 72

COMPARISON OF DHHL ANNUAL REPORT AND LISTING OF
HOMESTEADERS, BY ISLAND

HOMESTEAD APPLICANTS BY YEARS ON ELIGIBILITY LISTS
Type of Application
Year* on
Eligibility
Residential Farm Agricultural
Lists

1981

Total

0

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

or
to
to
to
to
to
to

more
29
24
19
14

56
135
202

0

2

1

0

2

3

77

34

4

57
55
130

19

1,506
2,861

458

954
789
1,640
3.449

Total

6,308

322

595

7,2.25

54
134
197
843
713

9

=mow

79

Island

Annual

Hawaii

.726

36

380

601

221

Maui

89

90

1

Oahu

1,649

1,610

(39)

190

136

(54)

Kauai

TABLE 74
COMPARISON OF DHHL ANNUAL REPORT AND LISTING OF
HOMSTEADERS, BY TYPE

2,703

85

Farm

347

421

74

Ranch

69

75

6

11034
=====

3 199
1111116111M

165

Total

433

165

........,

DHHL FARMLANDS CULTIVATED/CLEARED

Number of Homesteaders
Listing As of
Annual Report
6/30/81
Difference
2,618

mmmilim

TABLE 75

Acres Cultivated/Cleared

1981

Residential

3,199

3,034

Total

In!

AO'

762

Molokai

10=111-=

Number of Homesteaders
Listing As of
Difference
6/30/81
aal

Area

417

Total Acres

0

Panaeva
Waimea
Hoolehua

641

407

285
6.355

187

63.5
65.6

900

14.2

Total

7.281

1,494
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Federal Responses To
The Unique Needs Of Native Hawaiians
that provide assistance or
It
benefits to the American public.
contains financial and non-financial
assistance programs administered by
departments and establishments of the
Federal Government, and is published
annually by the Federal Government.
As the basic reference source of
Federal programs, the primary purpose
of the Catalog is to assist users in
identifying the programs that meet
specific objectives of the potential
applicant, and to obtain general
information on federal assistance
programs.
The following list is not meant to

The preceding two chapters have
analyzed and reviewed two suggested
federal responses to the unique needs
of native Hawaiians. The chapter
entitled "Existing Law, Native
Hawaiians, and Compensation" concludes
that the response of compensation for
any possible loss of land or
sovereignty is not available under
The "Review of Hawaiian
present law.
Homes Commission Programs" reviews the
Hawaiian Home Lands program, including
ways to ensure better administration
of the program. This chapter sets
forth other federal responses that are
available or being undertaken.

be exhaustive - -the Catalog itself
A.

contains hundreds of programs that may
be of use to individual native
Hawaiians. The list is meant to be
indicative, however, of the range of
Federal Government programs now
available that may meet some of the
needs of native Hawaiians. The
numbers following the program title
are the reference numbers used in the
Catalog.

IDENTIFICATION OF FEDERAL PROGRAMS
FOR WHICH NATIVE HAWAIIANS MAY BE
ELIGIBLE

The Federal Government sponsors a
vast array of programs administered
through a large number of agencies.
Five federal programs specifically
assist native Hawaiians. 1/ These
Title VII of the Native
are:
Americans Program Act; 2/ Title III of
the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act; 3/ the American Indian
Religiohs Freedoms Act; 4/ the Mental
Health Systems Act; 5/ and the
Hawaiian Homes Commission Act of 1921.

Education:

Elementary and Secondary

Compensatory Education for the
Disadvantaged: Chapter 1 Grants to
Local Educational Agencies */
Description of Grant Process:
Authorization for Basic Grants are
computed for States.and counties by
multiplying the number of children
5-17 years of age from low-income
families by 40 percent of the State's
average per pupil expenditure (but not
less than 80 percent nor more than 120
percent of the national average).
(1) children
These children include:
in families with incomes below the
poverty level (1980 census data but

The section that follows lists a
representative sample of existing
federal programs that meet some of the
needs of native Hawaiians that have
been identified in this Report.
Information on the majority of the
federal programs listed on the
following pages (except where
otherwise noted) was obtained from the
1982 edition of the Catalog of Federal
[The next
Domestic Assistance.
edition of the Catalog is scheduled to
be released on July 1, 1983.] The
Catalog is a Government-wide
compendium of federal programs,
projects, services, and activities

V Information on this program
obtained from the Office of Management
and Budget, February 1983.
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Head Start */
Head Start provides comprehensive
developmental services designed to
improve the quality of life for
children and their families. Intended
primarily for preschoolers from lowincome families, the program seeks to
foster the development of childreh and
to enable them to deal4kore
effectively with both their present
environment and later responsibilities
Head
in school and community life.
cognitive
and
Start programs emphasize
language development, socio-economic
development, physical and mental
health, and parent involvement, to
enable each child to develop and
function at his or her highest
potential. At least ten percent of
enrollment opportunities in each State
.are made available to handicapped
children.
Head Start provides a variety of
learning experiences that lay the
framework for success in elementary"
Head Start children receive
school.
comprehensive health services,
including immunizations and physical
and dental exams and treatment, and
hot meals to help meet daily
nutritional needs. The program also
emphasizes significant involvement of
the children's parents in their early
childhood development. Technical
assistance and training activities are
provided to local program staff to
enhance the quality and effectiveness
Grants to
of the services offered.
carry out Head Start are awarded to
public and private non-profit
agencies. Head Start's legislation
includes a formula that determines
basic State allocations. The two
factors in the formula are the
relative number of poor children and
the number of recipients of Aid to
Families with Dependent Children in
each State as compared to all States.

using the definition of poverty used
in compiling the 1970 census); (2)
children in families receiving AFDC
payments in excess of the poverty
level for a non-farm family of four
(updated annually); (3) neglected or
delinquent children residing in
institutions which are not
State-operated; and (4) foster
children-supported with public funds.
Authorizations are ratably reduced to
In addition
the appropriated amount.
each county is guaranteed an amount
which is not less than 85 percent of
the amount received in the preVious
year.

One-half of the funds appropriated
for the basic Chapter 1 program in
excess of the amount appropriated for
school year 1978-79 will be allocated
to the States and counties on the
basis of the number of children from
families below 50 percent of the
,median national income for four-person
families, as determined by the 1975
Survey of Income and Education.
Within States, each local educational
agency will receive an amount based on
its percentage of the State's basic
Chapter 1 allocation.
Definition of Eligibility: Local
educational agencies (LEAs) are
eligible td receive funds under this
Individuals must be
program.
educationally disadvantaged to receive
services. The LEA determines this.
Educationally-Deprived
Children - -State Administration
(84.012)

Office of Assistant Secretary for
Elementary and Secondary Education,
Department ,-)f Education.

Objectives: To provide financial
assistance to State educational
agencies to meet the special needs of
educationally-deprived children.
Formula
Types of Assistance:
Grants.

*/ Information on this program
obtained from Commissioner Carl
Anderson, U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services.
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emphasis is given to programs of
instruction in computational skills'
and in speaking, reading or writing
English for those adults who are least
educated and most in need of
educational assistance.)
Formula
Types of Assistance:
Gral.ts.
(For FY 83, program proposed
for funding as part of a consolidated
block grant program.)

In FY 1982 five local Head Start
projects were funded in Hawaii.
Comprehensive child development
services were provided to 11,010
children for a total of $3,1907180
Head Start dollars.
Approximately
2,092 staff are employed.
Higher Education: Adult and
Vocational Education

Vocational Education--Special
Programs for the Disadvantaged

Special Services for Disadvantaged
Students (84.042)
Office of Assistant Secretary for
Postsecondary Education, Department of
Education.
Objectives:
To identifl: qualified

(84.052)

Office of Assistant Secretary for
Vocational and Adult Education,
Department of Education.
Objectives:
To provide special
vocational education programs for
persons who have academic, or
economic, handicaps and who require
special services and assistance in
order to enable them to succeed in
vocational educational programs.
Types of Assistance: Formula
This program is
(Note:
Grants.
proposed for funding as part of a
consolidated block grant program.)

low-income, firs t- generation college

students or physically-handicapped
students, who are enrolled or accepted
for enrollment by institutions that
are recipients of grants, and to
provide supportive services for these
students who are pursuing programs of
postsecondary education. (Funds may
be used to provide eligible project
participant* personal and academic
counseling,' career guidance, tutoring,
instruction in reading, study skills,
and mathematics, and to facilitate the
entrance of project participants into
graduate and professional programs.)
Types of Assistance:
Project
Grants.

Business:

Economic Development */

Economic Opportunity Loans,..foy

Small Businesses (59.00r
Small Business Adininistration.
To provide loans up to
Objectives:
$100,000 with maximum maturity 'of. 15
years, to small businesses owned by

ered
Program (84.002)
Office of Assistant *Secretary for
Vocational and Adult Education,
Department of Education.
,Objectives:
To expand educational
opportunities and to encourage the
establishment of programs for adult
education that will enable
educationally-disadvantaged adults to
acquire basic skills necessary to
function in society, to complete
secondary school, and to profit from
(Special
employment-related training.
Adult Education -- State -Admin

*/'. Native -born Hawaiians are

considered minorities and are eligible
for all minority programs as
socially-disadvantaged. However, to
receive minority assistance, they must
also demonstrate that they are
The Small
economically disadvantaged.
Business Administration has regional
offices and a district office is
[Information
located in Honolulu.
obtained from the Office of Management
and Budget, February 1983.]
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low-incookte or socially or economically

disadvantaged persons.
Direct Loans;
Type of Assistance:
Guaranteed/Insured Loans; Advisory
Services and Counseling.

Management Assistance to Small
Businesses (59.005)
Small Business Administration.
Objectives: To help the
prospective as well as the present
small business person improve skills
to manage and operate a business.
Advisory 4'
Types of Assistance:
Services and Counseling; Dissemination
of Technical Information; Training.

,

Minority Business Development-Procurement Assistance (59.006)
Small Business Administration.
ObjeCtives: To insure
participation of businesses, which are
owned and controlled by disadvantaged
'persons, in Federal contracting and
establishing small manufacturing,
service and construction concerns that
will become independent and selfsustaining in a normal competitive
environment.
Types of Assistance: Provision of
Specialized Services (Section 8(a) of
Small Business Act--SBA enters into
procurement contracts with other
Federal Agencies and subcontracts to
others the performance of contracts
SBA has obtained).
Management and Technical
Assistance for Disadvantaged
Businessmen (Development Assistance
Program (59.007)
Small Business Administration.
To provide management
Objectives:
and technical assistance through
public or private organizations to
existing or potential businesses that
are economically or socially
disadvantaged or that are located in
areas of high concentration of
unemployment or are participants in
activities authorized by sections 7(i)

and 8(a) of the Small Business Act.
Types of Assistance: Project
Grants.
Procurement and Technical
Assistance to Small Businesses
'

(59.009)

Small Business Administration.
Objectives: To assure small
business a fair share of contracts aad
subcontracts for Federal Government
supplies and services and a fair share
of property sold by the Government.
Provision for
Types of Assistance:
'Specialized Services.
Small Business Loans (59.012)
Small Business Administration.
To aid small
Objectives:
businesses owned by low income
individuals or located in areas of
high unemployment which are unable'to
obtain financing in the private credit
marketplace, including agricultural
enterprises.
Types of Assistance: Direct Loans;
Guaranteed/Insured Loans (including
Immediate-Participation Loans).
Minority Business Development- Management and Technical
Assistance (11.800)
Minority Business Devel6pment
Agency, Department of Commerce.
To provide management
Objectives:
and technical assistance to minority
businesses through use of professional
management consulting organizations
with proven methods of professional
assistance; to increase the
availability of capital from public
and private sources for the formation
'and expansion of minority businesses;
to increase the level of private
sector purchases from minority-owned
businesses; to increase the
participation of minority
entrepreneurs in growth sectors of the
economy, including high technology
industries.

The following grants have been

Types of Assistance: 'Project
Grants (e.g., State could get Binds to
provide services to minority
businesses).

awarded:

Just over three years ago
native Hawaiians on the island
of Molokai were given an
opportunity to retain
agricultural land, provided the
land was put to productive use
following the phase-out of the
pineapple industry on that

Administration for Native Americans,
U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services I/

The Administration for Native
Americans (ANA) promotes the social
and economic self-sufficiency of
American Indians, Alaska Natives, and
native Hawaiians by encouraging and
sponsoring local strategies in
economic and social development. ANA
defines self-sufficiency as the level
of development at which a Native
American community can control and
internally generate resources to
provide for the needs of.its members
and meet its own short- and longrange social and economic goals.
ANA programs and policies foster a
balanced developmental approach at the
community level through three major
(1) to develop or strengthen
goals:
tribal governments, local decisionmaking, and Native American
leadership; (2) to encourage the
development of stable, diversified
local economies or economic activities
that provide jobs, promote economic
well-being, and reduce dependency on
welfare services; and (3) to support
local control and/or access to health
and well-being of people and which are
essential to a thriving and/
self-sufficient community!
ANA efforts in Hawaii for fiscal
years 1982 and 1983 consist of
discretionary financial assistance
grants and interagency agreements.

island.

To assist ,the native

Hawaiians to retain their
ancestral land the Hikiola
Cooperative of Hoolehua was
ThepA grant
awarded a grant.
assistance provided h s enabled
native Hawaiian products to be
marketed competitively: it has
improved management, supported
effective.inventory control of
products, and adequate
servicing, as well as assured
the receipt of technical
assistance on modern
agricultural techniques. This
economic development project
will be self-sustaining and
will be a major step for the
native Hawarians on Molokai
toward social and economic
Hikiola
self-sufficiency.
completed the third year of ANA
'financial assistance January
31, 1983.
Aiu Like, Inc., has .been the
principal ANA Hawaiian grantee
since 1976 when Hawaiian native
organizations first became
eligible to receive direct
assistance. This statewide
grantee has progressed from

*/ Information on these programs
obtained from Commissioner Carl
Anderson, I.S. Department of Health
and Human Services.
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conducting needs assessment and
long-range planning to becoming
a primary mechanism for social
and economic development in the
native Hawaiian communities.
Alu Like currently administers
semi-autonomous multi-service
island Centers on Oahu, Molokai,
Maui, Lanai, Kauai, and Hawaii.
It provides technical assistance
to community organizations and
individuals on a broad range of
social and economic endeavors.
The Office of Hawaiian Affairs
(OHA) is an independent agency
of the State executive branch
yet given the status of an
agency in State government with
the authority to work with
various levels of government.
The purpose of the graht to OHA
is to establish community
mechanisms for accessing human
services, and to establish
linicages between Hawaiians and
servicing agencies. This human
services management effort
includes a centralized inventory
of available agencies providing
services to native Hawaiians as
well as the identification of
service gaps.
Employment Training
Employment and Training--Indians
and Native Americans (17.234)
Employment and Training
Administration, Department of Labor.
To reduce the economic
Objectives:
disadvantages among Indians and others
of Native American descent [including
native Hawaiians] and to advance the
economic and social development of
such people in accordance with their
(Funds may be
goals and life styles.

u ilized for employment and training
programs and services, 'including
institutional training, on-the-job
training, public service employment,
work experience, youth employment
programs, day care, health care, job
search, and relocation and
transportation allowances designed to
aid the beneficiary to obtain and
retain employment.]
State will
Types of Assistance:
receive 3.3 percent of total amount of
block grant for this purpose (above
the block grant amount).

Homebuying/Ownership

Housing:

Low to Moderate Income Housing
Loans (Section 502 Rural Housing
Loans) (10.410)
Farmers Homo Administration,
Department of Agriculture.
To assist rural
Objectives:
families to obtain decent, safe, anc;
sanitary dwellings and related
(Loans may be used:/for
facilities.
construction, repair or purchase of
housing; to provide necessary and
adequate sewage disposal facilities;
for water supply for the applicant and
his family; for weatherization; to
purchase or install essential
equipment which upon installation
become part of the real estate; and to
buy a site on which to place a
dwelling for applicant's own uses)
Types of Assistance:
Guaranteed/Insured loans.
Interest Reduction--Homes for
Lower Income Families (14.105)
Housing, Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
To make homeownership
Objectives:
more readil; available to lower income
families by providing interest
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Home Improvements and
Rental and Cooperative Units
Housing:

reduction payments on a monthly basis
to lenders on behalf of the lower
(HUD insures lnnders
income families.
against losses on mortgage loans.
These loans may be used to finance the
purchase of a new or substantially
rehabilitated single-family dwelling
or condominium unit approved prior to
begi.nning of construction or beginning
of substantial rehabilitation.)
Types of Assistance: Direct
Payments for Specified Use;
Guaranteed/Insured Loans.

Very-Low Income Housing Repair
Loans and Grants (10.417)
Farmers Home Administration,
Department of Agriculture.
Objectives: To give very
low-income rural homeowners an
opportunity to make essential repairs
to their homes to make them safe and
to remove health hazards to the family
or the community.
Direct Loans;
Types of Assistance:
Project Grants.

Mortgage Insurance--Homes for Low
and Moderate Income Families

Interest Reduction Payments--Rental
and Cooperative Housing for Lower
Income Families (14.103)
Housing, Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
Objectives:
To provide good
quality rental and cooperative housing
for persons of low- and moderateincome by providing interest reduction
payments in order to lower their
(HUD insures lenders
housing costs.
against losses on mortgage loans.
Insured mortgages may be used to
finance the construction or rehabilitation of rental or cooperative
detached, semidetached, row, walk-up,
or elevator-type structures.)
Direct
Types of Assistance:
Payments for Specified Use;
Guaranteed/Insured Loans.

(14.120)

Housing, Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
To make homeownership
Objectives:
more readily available to families
displaced by urban renewal or other
government'actions as well as other
(HUD insures
low-income families.
lenders against loss on mortgage
These loans may be used to
loans.
finance the purchase of proposed or
existing low-cost, one- to four-family
housing or the rehabilitation of such
housing.)
Types of Assistance: Guaranteed/
Insured Loans.
Low Income Housing--Homeownership
Opportunities for Low Income
Families (14.147)
Housing, Department of Housing and
Urban Development.,
To provide, through
Objectives:
local Public Housing Agencies (PHA's),
including Indian Housing Authorities,
low-income families with the
opportunity for owning their own
homes.
Types of Assistance: Direct
Payments for Specified Use; Direct

Mortgage Insurance--Rental Housing
for Moderate Income Families
(14.135)

Housing, Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
To provide good
Objectives:
quality rental housing within the
price range of low and moderate income
(HUD insures lenders
families.
against loss on mortgages. Insured
mortgages may be used to finance
construction or rehabilitation of
detached, semidetached, row, walk-up,
or elevator-type rental housing
containing 5 or more units.)
Guaranteed/
Types of Assistance:
Insured Loans.

Loans.
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Mortgage Insurance--Rental and
Cooperative Housing for Low and
Moderate Income Families, Market
Interest Rate (14.13'1
Housing, Department pf Housing and
Urban Deve,lopment.
To provide good
Objectives:

quality rental or cooperative housing
within the price range of low- and
(HUD
moderate-income families.
insures lenders against loss on
Insured mortgages may be
mortgages.
used to finance construction or
rehabilitation of rental or
cooperative detached, semidetached,
row, walk-up, or elevator structures,
with 5 or more units.)
Guaranteed/
Types of Assistance:
Insured Loans.

private nonprofit corporations and
consumer cooperatives.
Public Housing--Comprehensive
Improvement Assistance Program
(14.158)

Housing, Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
To provide annual
Objectives:
contributions to improve the physical
condition and upgrade the management
and operation of existing public
housing projects to assure that they
continue to be available to serve
low-income families.
Direct Loans;
Types of Assistance:
Project Grants; Direct Payments for
Specified use.
Low Income Housing --Assistance
Program (14.146)
Housing, .Department of Housing and

Rent Supplements--Rental Housing
for Lower Income Families (14.149)
Housing, Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
Objectives: To aid lower-income
families in obtaining decent, safe,
and sanitary housing in private
accommodations and to promote
economically mixed existing, newly
constructed, and substantially and
moderately rehabilitated housing.
(Provides housing assistance payments
to participating private owners and
Public Housing Agencies on behalf of
eligible tenant to provide decent,
safe, and sanitary housing for lower
and very low income families at rents
they can afford.)
Direct
Types of Assistance:
Payments for Specified Use.

Urban Development.
To remedy the unsafe
Objectives:
and unsanitary housing conditions and
the acute shortage of decent, safe,
and sanitary dwellings for families of
lower income through an authorized
Public Housing Agency.
Types of Assistance: Direct
Payments for SPecified Use; Direct
Loans.

Rural Self-Help Housing Technical
Assistance (10.420)
Farmers Home Administration,
Department of Agriculture.
Objectives: To provide financial
support for the promotion of a program
of technical and supervisory
assistance which will aid needy
low-income individuals and their
families in carrying out mutual
self-help efforts in rural areas.
(Organizations may use technical
to hire the
assistance funds:
personnel to carry out a program of
technical assistance for self-help
housing in rural areas; to pay
necessary and reasonable office and
administrative expenses; to make
essential equipment such as power
tools available to families
participating in self-housing

Housing for the Elderly or
Handicapped (14.157)
Housing, Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
To provide for rental
Objectives:
housing
and related
or cooperative
facilities (such as central dining)
for the elderly or handicapped.
(Direct loans may be used to finance
rental or cooperative detached,
semidetached, row, walk-up, or
elevator-type structure.)
Types of Assistance: Loans to
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construction; and to pay fees for
training self-help group members in
construction techniques or for other
professional services needed.)
Types of Assistance: Project
Grants.

Expenditures; Health Insurance, Health
Manpower; Planning Regulation;
Technology and Computer Science
Applications; Quality of Care;
Emergency Medical Services; Long-Term
Care; and Special Studies.
Project
Types of Assistance:
Grants.

Health

Special Supplemental Food Program
for Women, Infants, and Children

Human Nutrition Information Service
(10.375)

Human Nutrition Information
Service (HNIS), Department of
Agriculture.
Objectives: To provide information relative to research conducted by
HNIS on food consumption, food
composition, and nutrition education.
To provide human nutrition information
to government agencies with missions
related to nutrition, private
industry, consumers, and consumer
groups.
Types of Assistance:

Dissemination

of Technical Information.
Health Services Research and
Development--Grants (13.226)
Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Health, Public Health Service,
Department of Health and Human
Services.
To support research,
Objectives:
development, demonstration and
evaluation activities designed to
ensure that comprehensive and
systematic efforts are made to develop
new options for health services
delivery and health policy, to test
the assumptions on which current
policies and delivery practices are
based, and to develop the means for
monitoring the performance of the
health care system. Also to support
research for the development of valid
and useful information to communities
which are implementing Emergency
Medical Service Systems. As part of
its broad legislative mandate, the
National Center for Health Services
Research supports research studies in
the following categories of concern:
Health Promotion and Disease
Prevention; Service Delivery for the
Disadvantaged; Health Care Cost and

(10.557)

Food and Nutrition Service,
Department of Agriculture.
To supply supplemental
Objectives:
nutritious foods and nutrition
education as an adjunct to good health
care to low income participants
identified to be at nutritional risk
with respect to their physical and
mental health by reason of inadequate
nutrition or health care, or both.
(Grants are made to State health or
comparable agencies...in order to make
supplemental foods available to
pregnant, postpartum and breastfeeding
women, infants, and children up to
five years of age through local public
or nonprofit private health or welfare
agencies.)
Formula
Types of Assistance:
Grants.

Health Education

Nutrition Education and Training
Program (10.564)
Food and Nutrition Service,
Department of Agriculture.
To encourage the
Objectives:
dissemination of nutrition information
to children participating or eligible
to participate in the school lunch and
related child nutrition programs.
(Grants are made to State education
agencies to provide for the
nutritional training of educational
and food service personnel, the food
service management training of school
food service personnel, and the
conduct of nutrition education
activities in schools and child care
institutions.)
Formula
Types of Assistance:
Grants.
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Social Programs

National Health Promotion Training
Network (13.990)
Office of Disease Prevention and
Health Promotion, Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Health, Public
Health Service, Department of Health
and Human Services.
Objectives: To educate the public
about environmental, occupational,
societal and behavioral factors that
affect health in order that
individuals may make informed
decisions about health-related
behavior. The National Health
Promotion Program is a federal focal
point for the development, implementation, and coordination of programs
that promote good health habits and
programs that are designed to prevent
disease and disability. (Assistance
must be used to satisfy program needs
of the National Health Promotion
Activities Program, including but not
reaching local human
limited to:
service agencies with training in
conducting effective health promotion
programs; identifying or developing
materials for health promotion
programs, such as model curricula for
use by universities or community
health promotion programs; adding to
the scientific data base, especially
to fill gaps identified in the
"Objectives for the Nation" report;
identifying the needs of special
population groups--such as Blacks,
Hispanics, Asian/Pacific Islander
Americans, handicapped and elderly

Administration for Children, Youth
and Families--Child Welfare
Research and Demonstration
(13.608)

Office of Human Development
Services, Department of Health and
Human Services.
To provide financial
Objectives:
support for research eAd demonstration
projects in the area of child and
family development and welfare.
(1) special research
(Grants are for:
and demonstration projects in the
field of child welfare that are lof
regional or national significance; (2)
special projects for the demonstration
of new methods or facilities that show
promise of substantial contribution to
the advancement of child welfare; and
(3) projects for the demonstration of
the utilization of research in the
field of child welfare in order to
encourage experimental and special
types of welfare services.)
Project
Types of Assistance:
Grants.

Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention
and Treatment (13.628)
Office of Human Development
Services, Department of Health and
Human Services.
Objectives: To assist State,
local, and voluntary agencies and
organizations to strengthen their
capacities to develop programs that
will prevent, identify and treat child
(Grants or
abuse and neglect.
(1) providing
contracts are for:
technical assistance to public and
nonprofit private agencies and
organizations; (2) demonstration
programs and projects to develop and
establish multi-disciplinary training
programs; to establish and maintain

Americans - -and finding health

promotion programs to meet those
special needs; and facilitating health
promotion activities at the local
level from a central, national base,
through education and locally
organized activity.) Types of
Project Grants
Assistance:
(Cooperative Agreements).
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information through a full-scale
program of scientific communications
and public information and education
activities serving both the
professional community and the general
(No grant funds are provided.
public.
Assistance is given in response to the
Types
printed and electronic media.
of public information materials and
activities include brochures, fliers,
fact sheets, pamphlets and exhibits,
news releases, news features, films,
television and radio productions,
articles for national magazines, and
daily assistance to representatives of
the public media.)
Dissemination
Types of Assistance:
of Technical Information.

centers to provide a broad range of
activities including parent self-help
in order to prevent, identify, and
treat child abuse and nerlect; State
grants are made to assist States in
developing, strengthening and carrying
out child abuse and neglect prevention
and treatment programs; (3) research
into the causes, prevention, and
treatment of child abuse and neglect;
(4) formula grants to States to
strengthen State capacities to reduce
the incidence of child abuse.)
Formula
Types of Assistance:
Grants; Project Grants.
Corrections--Research and
Evaluation and Policy Formulation
(16.602)

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention--Special Emphasis and
Technical Assistance (16.541)
Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Department of
Justice.
Objectives: To develop and
implement programs that design, test,
and demonstrate effective approaches,
techniques, and methods for preventing
and controlling juvenile delinquency
through development and testing of
selected approaches for reducing and
controlling violent and serious youth
crime; utilization of community-based
alternatives to traditional forms of
official justice system processing;
improvement of the capability of
public and private agencies to provide
delinquency prevention services to
youth and their families; development
of new approaches and techniques for
reducing school drop-outs, unwarranted
suspensions, and expulsions; and
through Support of advocacy by groups
and organizations committed to
protection and improvement of the
legal rights and welfare of youth. To
provide technical assistance to
Federal, State, and local governments,
arts, public and private agencies,
_nstitutions, and individuals, in the
planning, establishment, operation or

National Institute of Corrections,
Department of Justice.
To conduct, encourage,
Objectives:
and coordinate research relating to
corrections, including the causes,
prevention, diagnosis, and treatment
To conduct
of criminal offenders.
evaluation programs that study the
effectiveness of new approaches,
techniques, systems, programs, and
devices employed to improve the
(Provides
corrections system.
assistance for upgrading correctional
programs, services, and techniques at
State and local levels. Services are
available to the entire range of
correctional agencies, including
probation, parole, institutions,
jails, and community programs.)
Types of Assistance: Project
Grants; Provision of Specialized
Services; Dissemination of Technical
Information.

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental
Health Administration, Scientific
Communications and Public Education
(13.243)

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental
Health Administration, Department of
Health and Human Services.
To provide the fullest
Objectives:
posidble dissemination of alcohol,
drug abuse, and mental health
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evaluation of juvenile delinquency
programs; and to assist operating
agencies having direct
responsibilities for prevention and
treatment of juvenile delinquency.
Types of Assistance: Project
Grants (Contracts).
National Institute for Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency
Prevention (16.542)
Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Department of
Justice.
Objectives: To encourage,
coordinate, and conduct research and
evaluation of juvenile justice and
delinquency prevention activities; to
provide a clearinghouse and
information center for collecting,
publishing, and distributing
information on juvenile delinquency;
to conduct a national training
program; and to establish standards
for the administration of juvenile
justice.
Types of Assistance:
Grants (Contracts).

Promotion of the Arts--Museums
(45.012)

National Endowment for the Arts,
National Foundation on the Arts and
the Humanities.
To provide grants in
Objectives:
support of American museums' essential
(Grants may be used for
activities.
mounting special exhibitions,
utilization of collections, visiting
specialists, conservation, traininy
of museum professionals, collection
maintenance, wide availability of
museums, independent study for
individuals, museum sabbaticals, and
cataloging.)
Project
Types of Assistance:
Grants.

Promotion of the Arts--Challenge
Grants (45.013)
National Endowment for the Arts,
National Foundation on the Arts and
the Humanities.
To enable cultural
Objectives:
organizations and institutions (only
nonprofit organizations are eligible,
includes local governments and State
art agencies) to increase the levels
of continuing support and to increase
the range of contributors to the
programs of such organizations or
institutions; to provide administrative and management improvements
for cultural organizations and
institutions, particularly in the

Project

Culture
Institute of Museum Services
(45.301)

National Foundation on the Arts apd
Humanities, Institute of Museum
Services.
To help ease the
Objectives:
increased cost borne by museums as a
result of their increasing use by the
public; to encourage and assist
museums in their educational and
conservation roles; to assist museums
in moiernizing their methods and
facilities so that they may be better
able to conserve our cultural,
historic, and scientific heritage.
Direct
Types of Assistance:
Payments with Unrestricted4Use.

field of long-range financial
planning; to enable cultural
organizations and institutions to
increase audience participation and
appreciation of programs sponsored by
such organizations and institutions;
to stimulate greater cooperation among
cultural organizations and
institutions especially designed to
better serve the communities in which
such organizations or institutions are
located; and to foster greater cit.zen
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implement effective and imaginative
programs that use material culture to
convey and interpret the humanities to
the general adult, out-of-school public.
State and local
(Eligibility:
governments and nonprofit museums,
historical organizations, historic
sites, zoos, plantaria, botanical
gardens, and other institutions capable
of implementing public programs in the
humanities.)
Types of Assistance: Project
Grants.

involvement in planning the cultural
development of a community.
Project
Types of Assistance:
Grants.

Promotion of the Arts--Folk Arts
(45.015)
National Endowment for the. Arts,

National Foundation on the Arts and
the Humanities.
To provide grants to
Objectives:
assist, foster, and make publicly
available the diverse traditional
American folk arts throughout the
country. To encourage projects
involving those community or
family-based arts that have endured
through several generations and that
carry with them a sense of community
Available for the presenaesthetic.
tation of American folk arts,
including festivals and exhibits; for
media documentation and dissemination of
American folk arts, including local and
regional programming on television,
radio, Sound recordings, film, and
videotape; and for the development of
organizations professionally involved in
the support of folk arts and folk
nonprofit
(Eligibility:
artists.
organizations, including State and local
governments and State art agencies;
individuals who possess exceptional
talent.)
Types of Assistance:
Grants.

Block Grants */
The State of Hawaii is also the
recipient "block grants" from the
Federal Government. The block grants
available to the State of Hawaii
include the following:
Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental
Health Services
Prevention, treatment and
rehabilitation program to deal
with alcohol and drug abuse;

Community treatment services for
mental and emotional illness;
Outpatient care for the
chronically mentally ill.

Project

Preventive Health
Comprehensive public health

Promotion of the Humanities- Humanities Projects in Museums and
Historical Organizations (45.125)
National Endowm.nt for the
Humanities, National Foundation on the
Arts and the Humanities.
To assist museums,
Objectives:
historical organizations and other
similar cultural institutions to

services;

Rodent control, fluoridation
programs, hypertension, antismoking, services to rape victims,
and rape prevention programs;

*/ Information on Block Grants
obtained from Commissioner Carl
Anderson, U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services.
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c.

paint programs, genetic disease
screening, sudden infant death
programs, hemophilia, and
adolescent pregnancy.

Planning, establishing or
improving; emergency medical
services, but not operations or
equipment;

Social Services

Home health service agencies
(demonstration).
Primary Care

(The law consolidated Title XX
Social Services, Day Care, and State
and Ldcal Training)

Community health centers that
serve the medically under-

Programs or services to help
those with special needs to
achieve and maintain a greater
degree of economic selfsufficiency and to prevent
neglect, abuse or exploitation
of children and adults who are
unable to protect their own
interest. Services may be
particularly directed to the
special needs of children,
older people, handicapped
people, emotionally disturbed
people, and those who may be
addicted to alcohol or drugs;

served.

Community Services
(The law replaced the antipoverty
programs operated under the Economic
Opportunity Act by the Community
Services Administration, abolished
that agency, and provided for the
establishment of an Office of
Community Services in'the Department
of Health and Human Services.)
Programs that address the causes
of poverty and encourage
self-sufficiency by, assisting
low-income people in employment,
education, housing, emergency
assistance, community
participation, and by
encouraging the invo vement of
these
the private sector
activities.

Community-based and home-based
care to prevent unnecessary
institutionalization; service
to persons in institutions.
B.

STUDY OF MILITARY PROPERTY
REQUIREMENTS IN HAWAII

Periodically, the Department of
Defense undertakes a study of military
property use requirements in Hawaii.
A report growing out of such a study
was made in January, 1973 (the FRESH
study); another report was completed
in April, 1979 (MILPRO-HI Report). 7/
The purpose of these reports is to
identify landholdings required to
support planned military missions and
force levels in Hawaii. As part of
the study, the Department of Defense
identifies DOD-controlled real
property that can be made available
for release without degradation of the
Defense Department's mission. It also
reviews joint military/civil use of
DOD-controlled property to evaluate
existing joint use and to identify

Low-Income Energy Assistance
Assistance to low-income
households to meet the costs of
home energy (heating or
cooling), energy crisis
intervention or low-cost
weatherization.

Maternal and Child Health
Maternal and child health
services, especially for
low-income people;
Crippled children's services,
Social Security Insurance for
disabled children, lead-based
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areas of possible additional joint
The reviews provide the
use.
opportunity for identification- of land
and facilities that might be made
available for native Hawaiian use.
The report notes that total real
estate owned by the military in Hawaii
is just under 170,000 acres, or about
four percent of the total 4,050,000
acres on the eight major islands of
the State. Leases, licenses, and
easements permit the Defense
Department to have non-exclusive use
(mostly for training) of about 90,000
acres of open land owned by others.
There has-been a net reduction of oyer
25,000 acres from the 1973 Program 4
FRESH total, mostly from the decline
in leased training areas. .8y
The MILPRO-HI Report identifies a
number of areas available to be
released, totaling over 3,000 acres.
9/ Some of these include ceded lands,
which, if released, under the
provisions of the P.L. 88-233
(December 23, 1963) must be returned
to the State when no longer needed by
the Federal Government. 12/ In
addition, as part of its analysis of
existing and planned land,use, the
report reviews joint use between the
military and civilian users. 11/
To assure that any lands that the
Department of Defense releases are
considered for use that would meet the
unique needs of native Hawaiians, the
Commission will provide a copy of its
Report to the Department of Defense
with a request that attention be paid
to those needs. In addition, to
assure that similar consideration is
given for use of ceded lands whith, if
released by the Department of Defense,
are returned to the State, the
Commission will make a similar request
of the State. 12/

PRESIDENT'S FEDERAL PROPERTY
REVIEW BOARD

President Reagan has established a
program to review federal landholdings
(other than military holdings)
throughout the country in order to
determine what land and buildings are
no longer needed for government use
and can be disposed of. The federal
members of the Commission have worked
with the Executive Director of the
Federal Property Review Board to ask
that the unique needs of the native
Hawaiians be considered when property
use is reviewed and when disposition
is considered.
D.

ESTABLISHMENT OF KALOKO/HONOKOHAU
NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK

The Kaloko-Honokohau National
Historic Park has specific historical
and cultural significance for native
In 1978, Congress passed
Hawaiians.
legislation authorizing the national
historical park based essentially on a
1974 report. by the National Park
Service and a special study commission
for the park (P.L. 95-625). The value
of land to be acquired for the park.
was appraised in 1979 at $62 million.
Only $25 million has been authorized
for acquisition, however. To assist
in acquiring land for the park, which
is mostly in private ownership, in
1980 Congress passed P.L. 96-514,
which authorizes the exchange of
federal surplus lands for lands in
The Federal
Kaloko/Honokohau.
Government remains committed to
acquisition of the land needed to
establish this park, and is continuing
to undertake the work and review
necessary to establish it. 13/

.
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FEDERAL RESPONSES TO THE NEEDS
OF NATIVE HAWAIIANS
NOTES

1/ Testimony of Winona Rubin to
the Native Hawaiians Study Commission,
January 15, 1982, p. 2.

2/

P.L. 95-568.

2/

P.L. 95-524.

4/

P.L. 95-341.

5/

P.L. 96-398.

6/

48 U.S.C. § § 691, et seq.

2/ Military Property Requirements
in Hawaii (MILPRO-HI), State of
Hawaii, April 1979, by the Department
of Defense. The study excludes
evaluation of Fort DeRussy and the
Island of Kahoolawe, in accordancta
with Secretary of Defense guidelines,'
but includes that property in total
land area evaluations. One commenter
stated that sale of Fort DeRussy would
be "an insensitive move."
8/

MILPRO-HI, Executive Summary,

p. 3.
9/

.

MILPRO-HI, Section F.

10/

MILPRO-HI, p. A-1.

11/

MILPRO-HI, Section E.

It has been suggested that any
12/
surplus federal lands be placed in
However,
trust for native Hawaiians.
present law requires that ceded lands
Statutes
be returned to the State.
regarding federal disposal of surplus
property govern disposition of the
remaining lands and property.
An analysis was made in March
1982 to assist in expediting
acquisition through purchase or
exchange.
13/
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State Of Hawaii's Responses To
Native Hawaiians' Unique Needs
Government relinquished title ,to most
of the ceded lands held at the time of

The State of Hawaii has undertaken
a number of steps to meet the unique
These
needs of.native Hawaiians.
include acquisition and disposition of
,revenue pursuant to Section 5(f) of
the Statehood Admission' Act (48 U.S.C.
prec. §491(P.L. 86-3));/stablishment
of the Office of Hawaiia Affairs (Act
273, 1980 Legislative Session,
codified at Haw.. Rev. Stat. 0.0'13.5); and establishment of State

statehood. 1
Section-5 of the Admission Act
provides the key to understanding,
Hawaii's ceded lands and the State's
respondibilities in relation to those
Section 5(a) names the State
lands.
as successor in title to lands and
properties held by the territory. 3/
Section 5(b), then declares that:

programs; specifically for. native
Hawaiians through other 'departments of
the State government.
A.

...[e]xcept as provided in
subsection (c) at1U (d) of this
section, the United States
grants to the State of Hawaii,
effective upon its admission
into the Union, the United
States' title to all the public
lands d'nd other property, and to
all lands defined as "available
lands" by section 203 of the
Hawaiian Homes Commission Act,
1920, as amended, 'within the
boundartes of the State of
Hawaii, title to which is held
by the United States immediately
prior to its admission into the
Union. 4/

ACQUISITION AND DISPOSITION OF
REVENUE PURSUANT TO SECTION 5(f)
OF THE ADMISSION ACT

In 1959, Hawaii was admitted to the
union as a state. 1/ The special
status of Hawaii's public lands was
recognized and the intent to return
those lands to Hawaii made clear in
These lands,
Hawaii's Admission Act.
formerly the Crown and Government
lands, had been ceded to the United
States at annexation. In an
unprecedented action, the Federal

Section 5(q) of the Act defines public
lands and other public property as the
"lands and properties that were ceded
to the United States by the Republic
of Hawaii under the joint resolution
of annexation...or that have been
acquired in exchange for lands or
properties so ceded." 5/
Specifically excepted from the
section 5(b) grant were ceded lands
that had been set aside for federal
use pursuant to an act of Congress,
executive order, presidential
proclamation, or gubernatorial
proclamation. 6/ Section 5(c) of the
Admission Act provided that such lands
should remain the property of the
United States.

Material for this section is
21/
taken directly from Melody MacKenzie,Sovereignty and Land: Honoring the
Hawaiian Native Claim, pp. 45-53.
Footnotes have been renumbered and
where necessary specify earlier
references. They are otherwise
unchanged. Some comments received by
the Commission stated that the Native
'Hawaiians Study Commission Draft
Report did not address the ceded lands
matter; this chapter, which remains
unchanged from the Draft Report, fully'
responds to those comments.
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a basis as possible, for the
,# making of public improvements,
and for the provision of lands
for public use. Such lands,
proceeds, and income shall be
managed and disposed of for one
or more of the foregoing
purposes in such manner as the
constitution and laws of said
State may provide, and their use
for any other object, shall
constitute a breach of trust for
which suit may be brought by the
United States. 2/

Section 5(d) of the Act dealt with
It allowed the
other exempted lands.
Federal Government to setaside,
within five years, any ceded lands it
was using under permit, license, or
permission of the territory
immediately prior to statehood: Once
set aside those lands would also
remain the property of the United
States. 2/
Section 5(e) required each federal
agency in Hawaii having control of
land or property retained by the
Federal Government under section 5(c)
or 5(d) to:

Return of Federally Controlled Lands
...report to the President the
facts regarding its continued
need for such land or property,
and if the President determined
that the land or property is no'
longer needed by the United
States, it shall be conveyed
[sic] to the State of Hawaii. 8/

At the time of statehood,
287,078.44 acres of Hawaii's public
lands had been set aside for the
Federal Government. Although section
5(c) of the Admission Act-allowed the
Federal Government to retain set-asid4
lands, section 5(e) established'a
mechanism for conveying some of those
lands to the new State. State
officials had high hopes for return of
substantial portions of federally-held
lands,, but as Section 5(e)'s five-year
deadline approached, only 595.41 acres
had been returned. )12/
Furthermore, section 5(d) of the
Admission Act allowed the Federal
ve
Government' to set aside, within
years, lands it was using under ease,
permit, or license immediately p for
PriOr to statehood, the
to statehood.
Federal Government had permits and
licenses on 117,412.74 acres of land.
Virtually all of ,these lands were
retained under the Federal
Governmenes,control. 87,236.557
acres of ,land were set aside pursuant
to section 5(d) while another
30,176.18, acres were leased to the
Federal Government for 65 years at
nominal cost. 11/ A 1969 report on
Hawaii's public lands described the
situation as follows:
1

This provision, however, set a
five-year deadline for reporting and
After
conveying lands to the State.
August 21, 1964, five years from the
date on which Hawaii .formally entered
the Union, title to ceded lands
retained by the Federal Government
would vest permanently in the United
States.

The final major subsection of
section 5 sets forth the State's
responsibilities in connection with
Section 5(f) requires
ceded lands.
the State to hold all ceded lands
returned under Sections (b) and (e),
together with the proceeds. from their
sale or other disposition and the
i

income therefrom.:

...as a public truSt'for the
support of the public schools'
and other public educational
institutions, for the betterment
of the conditions of native
Hawaiians, as defined in the
Hawaiian Homes Commission Act,
1920, as amended, for the
development of farm and home
ownership on as widespread

Soon after statehood it became
apparent that the Defense
Department had no intention of
immediately giving up control of
any of this land, and that this
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would quite likely be the final
position of the executive
branch. ,Faced with this
prospect, Hawaii's Democratic
congressional delegation pressed
hard for some concessions, but
was largely unsuccessful.
Serious action by the United
States Government was put off
until the summed of 1964, when
staff members from the Bureau of
the Budget went to Honolulu to
"negotiate" with Governor Burns
regarding this land. Th4
position of the government was
The bulk of the
uncomplicated.
land, 87,236 acres, was
definitely to be "set aside"
while the remainder of the land
was to be leased to the federal
government for 65 years h the
nominal charge of $1.00 for each
lease. These leases were in
fact offered as a kind of
concession, fof the alternative,
as the federal negotiators made
clear, would be the "setting
aside" of this land as well.
The State of Hawaii was clearly
bargaining from a position of
weakness, Ad was fdrced to
agree to these terms. 12/
'

However, all lands that
ceded lands.
had been set aside for national parks
(approximately 227,972 acres) became
the fee simple property of the Federal
Government. Thus,'Ainder the
provisions of P.L. 88-233
approximately 58,510 acres of land
under the sedtion 5(c) category and
87,236 acres under the section 5(d)
category, totaling 145,746 acres,
became eligible for return to the
State of Hawaii at any time. Since
1964, however, less than 500 acres of
land have been returned under the
reconveyancing act's provisions. 15/

State Reseonsibilities in Relation to
Ceded Lands
Section 5(f) of the Admission Act
requires the State to hold the ceded
lands, their proceeds, and income as a
public trust for any one of five trust
purposes:
(a)

Support of public schools and
other public educational
institutiohs;

(b)

Betterment of the conditions
of native Hawaiians, as
defined in the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act, 1920, as
amended;

/ Some of HaWlii's political leaders
objected to the five-year deadline set
on the return of land that had been
set aside for Federal Government use.
13/ They contended that Hawaii had a
unique claim on these lands and
property since they were originally
given to the United States by the
Republic and were held as 4 kind of
"trust" for the people of Hawaii. As
a result, on December 23, 1963,
Congress passed Public Law 88-233, areconveybncing act, effectively
amending section 5(e) of the Admission
Act. 14/ P.L. 88-233 abolished
section 5(e)'s five-year deadline and
extended, without limitation, the
possibility of the Federal Government
relinquishing title, without cost to
the State, to section 5(c) and 5(d)

(c)

Development of farM and home
ownership on as widespread a
basis as possible;

(d)

Making of public improvements;
and

(e)

Provision of lands for public
use.

Section 5(f) also provides that the
use of the ceded lands, their
proceeds, and income for any purposes
other than those enumerated "shall
constitute a'' breach of trust for which
suit may be brought by the United
States." 16/
/Since statehood, the Department of
Land and Natural Resources JDLNR) has
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instead, monies have been deposited on
the basis of a lease/sale dichotomy.
The reason given for the failure to
conform to the mandate of § 5(f) of
the Admis ion Act is even more
disturbylg. No inventory of public

been charged with the receipt and
administration of the public land
trust established by this section of
the Admission Act. 17/ However, a
1979 audit of the DLNR indicated that
the trust has not been administered in
conformance with the Admission Act.
18/, The DLNR has failed to properly
dispose of the revenue and income from
the public land trust. Hawaii Revised
Statutes, section 171-18, the
implementation legislation for section
5(f) of the Admission Act, established
a public land trust fund for the
receipt of funds derived from the
sale, lease, or other disposition of
ceded lands. 12/ Hawaii Revised
Statutes section 171-19, created a
separate fund, the special land and
development fund, for all proceeds
from the disposition of non-ceded
lands (lands which the State may have
acquired by condemnation, purchase or
other-means). 20/ This second fund
was established for the maintenance
and development of all public lands.
These two funds were intended to serve
Monies deposited
different purposes.
in the public land trust fund were to
come from the disposition of ceded
lands and were to be expended in a
manner consistent with the directions
of section 5(f) of the Admission,Act.
Monies deposited in the special land
and development fund were to come from
the disposition of non-ceded lands
(lands not subject to the section 5(f)
trust) and were to be expended to
maintain and develOp all public

lands .- exists and the DLNR has been

unable to distinguish between ceded
and non-ceded public lands. 22/ A
recent article on Hawaii's ceded lands
observed that:
In fact, between statehood and
1979, no attempt had been made
by the Department to compile a
comprehensive inventory of the
state's public lands, much less
one distinguishing between its
ceded and non-ceded portions.
Notwithstanding the difficulty
of assembling such an inventory
given the deficiencies in
existing records, it is still
curious, in light of the
requirements of the section
5(f), that such an inventory
does not exist at the present
time. 22/

That same article concluded that the
absence of an inventory and the
confusion of funds have impeded the
administrations of the section 5(f)
public trust in several ways. 24/
First, because the DLNR cannot use the
ceded/non-ceded distinction in
recording receipts, there is no way of
knowing the accuracy of its figures
for each fund or of determining which
Since
monies belong to which fund.
most of the income from public lands
is derived from ceded lands, this
failure to distinguish ceded and
non-ceded lands has probably worked to
the disadvantage of the public land
Secondly, the wrongful
trust fund.
deposits may have resulted in
expenditures of public trust monies
for the purposes of the special land
and development fund and vice versa.
However, it is impossible to know the
extent to which the expenditures may
have been wrongfully applied until a

lands.

However, since statehood, DLNR has
failed to make this distinction
between the two fuhds and instead has
deposited monies from the leases of
all public lands into the public land
trust fund and monies from the sale of
all public lands into the special land
and development fund. 21/ Thus, in
depositing money in the two funds, the
distinction between ceded lands (lands
subject to the section 5(f) trust) and
non-ceded lands (lands not subject to
the 5(f) trust) has been ignored;
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governed by a nine-member board of
trustees, which would hold title to
all real or personal property set
aside or conveyed to it as a trust for
native Hawaiians and Hawaiians. 27/ A
final section set forth the power of

comprehensive'inventory is completed.
Likewise, until an inventory is
completed, the total amount of monies
available for section 5(f) trust
purposes cannot be determined.
Finally, becausesection 5(f) requires
the State to hold ceded lands
separately in trust, the State's
failure to identify ceded lands, like
a private trustee's failure to
identify and segregate trust assets,
constitutes an independent breach of
its 5;f) obligations.
B.

the board of trustees and made i,t \,

clear that included within the
property that OHA was to hold in trust
would be a pro rata 'portion of the
income and proceeds: from the lands
granted to the State by section 5(b)
(An
of the Admission Act. 28/
additional section defined the terms
Hawaiian and native Hawaiian, but the
Hawaii Supreme Court subsequently
determined that this section had not
been validly ratified in the 1978
general election. 29/)
Although OHA was established to
serve all [native] Hawaiians, it is
clear from the OHA amendment and the
relevant committee reports 30/ that
the Constitutional Convention
structured OHA as the trust entity to
receive and administer the share of
the public land trust funds designated
for the betterment of the conditions
of native Hakaaiians [as defined] under
the Admission Act. The definition of
native Hawaiian in section 5(f) of the
Admission Act is tied to the
definition of native Hawaiian under
the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act.
Benafits under the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act are limited to those
with fifty percent or more aboriginal
blood. 31/ Thus, although the OHA
amendment names two beneficiaries of
the OHA trust--native Hawaiians (those
with fifty percent or more aboriginal
blood) and Hawaiians (those with any
quantum of aboriginal blood)--OHA is
restricted to utilizing its public
land trust funds solely for the
benefit of its native Hawaiian [50
percent blood quantum] beneficiaries.
The Admission Act left to State law
the allocation of the public land

THE OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN AFFAIRS

Until the 1978 Constitutional
Convention, little attention had been
focused on section '5(f) of the
Admission Act and its trust language.
At the Convention, however, members.of
the Hawaiian Affairs Committee soight
to clarify and implement the Admission
Act's trust language as it relate to
native Hawaiians. 25/ As a resul
three new sections were added to the
Constitution.
The first section specified that
the lands granted to the State by
Section 5(b) of the Admission Act.
(with the exception of the Hawaiian
Homes Commission Act's "available\
lands") were held by the State as a
public trust for native Hawaiians and
the general public. 26/ The second\
section established an Office of
/Hawaiian Affairs (OHA), to be

*/ Material for this section was
taken directly from MacKenzie,
Sovereignty and Land, pp. 53-56.
Footnotes have been renumbered and
where necessary specify earlier
references, but are otherwise
unchanged. Definitional clarifications to make this section consistent
with the remainder of the Report have
been added in brackets.

trust proceeds c,,id income among the
five trust purposes. 32/ While the
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OHA const.tutional provision stated
that a pro rata share of the proceeds
and income should be directed to OHA,
the amendment did not define that pro
That determination was
rata share.
left to the State legislature and in
1980, after lengthy discussion, OHA's
pro rata share was set at twenty
33/
percent.
Securing a pro rata portion of the
public land trust fund for native
Hawaiians [50 percent blood
quantum] was a primary motive for
establishing the Office of Hawaiian
Of equal importance,
Affairs.
hovever, were the objectives of
providing all [native] Hawaiians with
the right to choose their leaders
through the elective process and
providing a vehicle for selfgovernment and self- determination.
The high level of voter participation
in the 1980 OHA elections indicates
that those objectives are supported by
the [native] Hawaiian people. 34/
OHA is a unique entity combining
features of both a public trust and
government agency. Under Hawaii law,
OHA is a separate state agency,
independent of the executive branch.
35/ Its independence is assured by
its primary funding mechanism (the
public land trust fund), its control
over internal affairs, its ability to
acquire and manage property, its power
to enter into contracts and leases,
and the elective process by which the
Board of Trustees is chosen. 36/ At
the same time, OHA also acts as a
trustee in administering its funds for
the benefit of native Hawaiians and
OHA's statutory purposes
Hawaiians.
37/ include:
1.

Promoting the betterment of
conditions of all [native]
Hawaiians;

2.

Serving as the principal public
agency in the State responsible
for the performance, development, and coordination of
programs and activities

relating to [native] Hawaiians,
with the exception of the
Hawaiian Homes Program;

C.

3.

Assessing the policies and
practices of other agencies
impacting on native Hawaiians
[50 percent blood quantum] and
[native] Hawaiians;

4.

Conducting advocacy efforts for
native Hawaiians [50 percent
blood quantum] and [native]
Hawaiians;

5.

App lying for, receiving, and
disbursing gr.-nts and donations
from all sources for native
Hawaiians [50 percent blood
quantum] and [native]
Hawaiians; and

6.

Serving as a receptacle for
reparations from the Federal
Government.

OTHER STATE GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

Other existing State programs for
education, health, and other needs of
the native Hawaiians, as well as other
state residents, are described in Part
I of this Report.

STATE OF HAWAII'S RESPONSES TO
NATIVE HAWAIIAN'S UNIQUE NEEDS
NOTES

12/ The DLNR is charged with
managing all of Hawaii's public lands.
See generally, HRS Chap. 171, and HRS
§26-15 and note 86, infra.

Admission Act of March 18,
1/
1959, 735 Stat. 4.

Hawaii's Ceded Lands, 3
U.H.L.R., 101, 102 (1981) (hereinafter
cited as "Ceded Lands "].
2/

2/

18/ A Report to the Governor and
the Legislature of the State of
Hawaii, submitted by the Legislative
Auditor of the State of Hawaii, Audit
Report No. 79-1 (January 1979)
(hereinafter cited as "Audit").

Admission Act, supra,, at

§5(a).
Ibid. at §5(b).

HRS §171-18 provides: Public
All funds derived from
land trust.
the sale or lease or other disposition
of public lands shall be appropriated
by the laws of the State; provided,
that all lands ceded to the United
States by the Republic of Hawaii under
the joint resolution of annexation,
approved July 7, 1898 (30 Stat. 750),
or acquired in exchange for lands so
ceded, and returned to the State of
Hawaii by virtue of section 5(b) of
the Act of March 18, 1959 (73 Stat.
6), and all proceeds and income from
the sale, lease or other disposition
of lands retained by the United States
under sections 5(c) and 5(d) of the
Act and later conveyed to the State
under section 5(e) shall be held as a
public trust for the support of tne
--public schools and other public
education institutions, for the
betterment of the conditions of native
Hawaiians as defined in the Hawaiian
Homes Commission Act, 1920, as
amended, for the development of farm
and home ownership on as widespread a
basis as possible, for the making of
public improvements, and for the
provision of lands for public use. (L
1962, c 32, pt of §2; Supp, §103A-

12/

5/

Ibid. at §5(g).

6/

Ibid.

at §5(c).

7/

Ibid.

at §5(d).

8/

Ibid at §5(e).

2/

Ibid.

at §5(f).

Ibid., R. Horowitz, Public
10/
Lands Policy in Hawaii; an Historical
Analysis (Legislative Reference Re9ort
No. 5, 1969), pp. 70-71'.
11/

Ibid. p. 75.

12/

Ibid.

13/ See discussion in Ibid.
72-72.

14/ Pub. Law. No. 88-233,
242 (December 23, 1963).

pp.

77 Stat.

15/ Interview with Jack Kaquni,
formerly of the Land Management
Division of the Hawaii Department of
Land and Natural Resources.
16/

181).

Admission Act, supra, at

§ 5(f).
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HRS §171-19 authorizes the
land board to use the special land and
development fund for the following
20/

(7)

purposes:
(1)

(2)

To reimburse the general fund
of the State for advancements
heretofore or hereafter made
therefrom, which are required
to be reimbursed from the
proceeds of sales, leases,
licenses, or permits derived
from public lands;
For the incidental
maintenance of all lands
under the control and
management of the board,
including the repair of the
improvements thereon, not to
exceed $100,000 in any fiscal
year;

(3)

(4)

To repurchase any land,
including improvements
thereon, in exercise by the
board of any right of
repurchase specifically
reserved in any patent, deed,
lease, or other documents or
as provided by law;
For the payment of all
appraisal fees; provided,
that all such reimbursable
fees collected by the board
shall be deposited in the
fund;

(5)

(6)

For the payment of
publication notices as
required under this chapter,
provided that all or a
portion of the expenditures
may be charged to the
purchaser or lessee of public
lands or any interest therein
under rules and regulations
adopted by the board;
For the planning and
cons :uction of roads and
trails along state
rights-of-way not to exceed
$5,000 in any fiscal year;

For the payment to private
land developer or developers
who have contracted with the
board for development of
public lands under the
provisions of section
171-60.

21/

Audit, pp. 32-33.

22/

Ibid. at 35.

22/

Ceded Lands, pp. 142-143.
Ibid.

2..v
The State has channeled the
majority of the public land trust
funds toward public education.

State Constitution, Art. XII,
PUBLIC TRUST.
The lands granted
.to the State of Hawaii by Section 5(h)
of the Admission Act and pursuant to
Article XVI, Section 7, of the State
Constitution, excluding therefrom
lands defined as "available lands" by
Section 203 of the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Act, 1920, as amended,
shall be held by the State as a public
trust for native Hawaiians and the
(Add Const. Con.
general public.
1978 and election Nov. 7, 1978).

36/

§4:

OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN
22/ Ibid., §5:
AFFAIRS; ESTABLISHMENT OF BOARD OF
TRUSTEES.
There is hereby established
an Office of Hawaiian Affairs. The
Office of Hawaiian Affairs shall hold
title to all the real and personal
property now or hereafter set aside or
conveyed to it which shall be held in
trust for native Hawaiians and
The
Hawaiians, as provided by law.
board members shall be Hawaiians.
There shall be not less than nine
members of the board of trustees;
provided that each of the following
Islands have one representative:
Oahu, Kauai, Maui, Molokai and Hawaii.
The board shall elect a chairperson
(Add Const. Con.
from its members.
1978 and election Nov. 7, 1978).

POWER OF BOARD OF
Ibid. §6.
28/
The board of trustees of
TRUSTEES.
the Office of Hawaiian Affairs shall
to
exercise power as provided by law:
the
proceeds
manage and administer
from the sale or other disposition of
the lands, natural resources, minerals
and income derived from whatever
sources for native Hawaiians and
Hawaiians, including all income and
proceeds referred to in section 4 of
this article for native Hawaiians; to
formulate policy relating to affairs
of native Hawaiians and Hawaiians; and
to exercise control over real and
personal property set aside by state,
federal or private sources and
transferred to the board for native
Hawaiians and Hawaiians. The board
shall have the power to exercise
control over the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs through its executive -c.icer,
%,
the administrator of the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs, who shall be
(Add Const.
appointed by the board.
Con. 1978 and election Nov. 7, 1978).

12/ Act 273, 1980 Legislative
Session, codified at Haw. Rev. Stat.
§10-13.5.
In the 1980 election, 54,083
Hawaiians registered to vote in the
OHA elections representing over 80
percent of the total estimated
eligible Hawaiian voters. 78.9
percent of these reistered voters
cast ballots in the OHA election.
34/

35/

Haw. Rev. Stat. §10-4.

Ibid. sets forth the powers of
the OHA trustees.
36/

37/

The definitional section in
the proposed amendment defined
Hawaiian as 'any descendant of the
races inhabiting the Hawaiian Islands,
previous to 1778" and native Hawaiians
as "descendants of not less than
one-half of the blood of races
inhabiting the Hawaiian Islands
previous to 1778 as defined by the
Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, 1920,
as amended or may be amended." 1978
Constitutional Convention Proposal No.
13, R.D.2, S.1. Kahalekai v. Doi, 60
2d 543 (1979), held
Haw. 324, 590 P.
that this section was not validly
29/

ratified.

Constitutional Convention of
1978, Committee on Hawaiian Affairs
Standing Comm. Report. No. 59 and
Committee of the Whole Report No. 13.
30/

See Hawaiian Homes Commission
Act, 42 Stat. 108.
31/

32/

'

Admission Act, supra at

§5(f).
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Ibid. at §10-3.

Private And Local Responses To
Special Needs Of Native Hawaiians
A number of private and local
organizations have worked to meet the
unique needs of native Hawaiians.
These include Alu Like, Inc., the
Queen Liliuokalani Children's Center,
the King William C. Lunalilo Trust,
and the Kamehameha Schools established
under the Bernice Pauahi Bishop
Estate.
A.

KAMEHAMEHA SCHOOLS/BERNICE PAUAHI
BISHOP ESTATE

.

death of the Grantor, all the property
of the trust estate, both principal
and income,...shall be used by the
trustees for the benefit of orphan and
other destitute children ...in the
Hawaiian Islands, the preference to be
given to the Hawaiian children of pure
or part aboriginal blood." 6/
At the outset, .the trust
In 1934,
established an orphanage.
the Trustee sought to substitute care
in foster homes for the outmoded
orphanage. At present:

When Bernice Pauahi Bishop,4the
last descendant of Kamehameha I, died
in 1884, the bulk of her estate of
over 373,000 acres was bequeathed to a
charitable trust, to be administered
by five named persons whose successors
were to be appointed by a majority of
the justices of the State Supreme
Court. 1/ Approximately 90 percent of
the estate's land is leased for long
terms for residential, agricultural,
commercial, and industrial purposes.
2/ The purpose of the trust is to
maintain two schools and to support
orphans and other indigents "giving
the preference to Hawaiians of pure or
part aboriginal blood..." The estate
has limited its activities almost
exclusively to maintaining the
Kamehameha School for its students,
all of whom have native Hawaiian
blood. 2/ Currently, 2,617 students
attend School camps. 4/ The school
also has an extension education
division, involving over 20,000
students in 28 different activities.

B.

Our staff not only meet the
various needs of the children
left orphaned by the death of a
parent, but also other children
whose educational needs are not
being met at school and at home,
the needs of teenage mothers who
are keeping their children,
needs of children coming from
families which are
dysfunctioning and disintegrating, needs of children and
families in learning their
cultural heritage. These
various needs are being met by
(1)
three agency programs:
Individual and Family Services;
(2) Community Development; and
(3) Group Sepiices. 2/

The Trust operates such wideranging projects as counseling, the
Children's Center campsite and beach,
and agriculture/hydroponics projects
to teach life skills to children. The
focus is to provide services to
children of Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian
In 1980, the ,Trust expended
blood.
just over $2 million and provided
continuous service to 5,594 children
and brief service (one to two
8/
interviews) to 5,670 children.

QUEEN LILIUOKALANI CHILDREN'S
CENTER

Queen Liliuokalani established a
trust, as amended October 11, 1911,
"From and after the
which provided:
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C.

LUNALILO HOME 9/

The Lunalilo Home is a custodial
care facility funded by the Lunalilo
Trust Estate for indigent Hawaiians
whose families are unable to care for
Referral services are provided
them.
for those applicants needing nursing
care or alcoholic treatment.
Currently, there are fifty-five
twenty-two men and
residents:
thirty-three women. There are
nineteen full-HaWaiians, and themajority of the others have more than
They
50 percent Hawaiian ancestry.
are housed in two large wards with two
or three to a room. Twenty-three of
the residents are disabled, needing
wheelchairs, walkers, or canes, or are
Each individual provides his
blind.
or her own medical care payments:
Department of Social Services and
Housing, private, Medicare, or other.
The Home attempts to maintain an
enriched Hawaiian style of life.
Polynesian music and dance are
probably the most participated-in
The residents have formed
a- tivities.
their own ensemble and make
appearances around the island.
Other disabled and/or interested
persons in the community are
encouraged to participate in such Home
programs as excursions, classes, and
religious devotions. Many volunteers
spend time assisting and teaching
those who have interest.
D.

ALU LIKE, INCORPORATED 10/

Alu Like, Inc. is a private,
non-profit social change organization
that works toward native Hawaiian
economic and social self-sufficiency.
It administers the Alu Like Native
Hawaiian Projects and employment and
Its primary
training programs.
funding.sources'are the United States
Department of Health and Human
Services and the Department of Labor;

the State of Hawaii through the Hawaii
Office of Economic Opportunity; and
private foundations, donations, and
volunteers. Alu Like provides a
number of services, including:
intake and referral to appropriate
agencies, advocacy'and community
development; training and technical
assistance; pilot projects to
demonstrate resolution of blocks,
gaps, and needs; employment and
training; and Economic Development
Institute activities. Alu Like
administers island centers on Hawaii,
Maui, Molokai, Oahu, and Kauai.

PRIVATE AND LOCAL RESPONSES TO
SPECIAL NEEDS OF NATIVE HAWAIIANS
NOTES

Neil Levy, "Native Hawaiian
Land Rights," 63 California Law Review
848 (1975), pp. 860, 870-876.
1/

Ibid., p. 871. Levy questions
whether the investment policy of the
trustees produces sufficient return to
meet their fiduciary obligations.

this commc,ter points out that two
other services for native Hawaiians
use a "land base"--Queen's Hospital
and the Kapiolani Maternity Hospital.

2/

Li Information for this Section
is taken from an undated Alu Like
report provided to the Commission.

Ibid., p. 872. As of 1975, the
Kamehameha Schools received 85 percent
of their expenses from the Estate; the
remainder came from tuition paid by
students.
3/

4/ Alu Like, Inc., Analysis of
Needs Assessment Survey and Related
Data, A Team Report (1976), Part B-3.
5/

Ibid.

6/ Information for this part of
the Report is taken from the 1980
Annual Report of the Queen
Liliuokalani Children's
Center-Liliuokalani Trust, and a
statement of the Center-Trust "History
and Programs."
7/

Ibid., 1980__Annual_Reporti

8/

Ibid., p.

6.

Alu Like, Analysis of Needs,
Part B-3. One comment receiv^d by the
Commission on its Draft Report points
out that Kamehameha Schools, Queen
Liliuokalani Children's Center and the
Lunalilo Home started with a land
base, the income from which provide
funding. The Lunalilo Home sold its
land and is funded by an investment
portfolio that is worth a smaller
amount than the land that funds the
In addition,
other two organizations.
9/
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0,
let

A

Hawaiian elder or kupuna.

4

Glossaries
Selected Glossary of Hawaiian Words
Glossary of Legal Terms

Selected Glossary Of Hawaiian Words *

-

Land division usually
ahupua'a:
extending from the uplandS to the
sea, so called because the boundary
was marked by a heap (ahu) of stones
surmounted by an image of a pig
(pua'a), or because a pig or other
tribute was laid on the altar as tax
to the chief
Ungodly, irreligious, wicked,
careles% of observing taboos;
wickedness.

'aia:

sweetheart, loved one; beloved,
loving; to love, show kindness,
mercy, pity, charity, affection; to
remember with affection; to greet,
hail...
'aumakua:
god;...

1) Family or personal

...2) Life, breath, vapor, gas,
breeze, spirit

ea:

To breathe, exhale; to breathe
upon, as kava after praying and
before prognosticating; breath,

hg:

To eat under taboo; to
observe eating taboos.

'ai kaput

life...
'Aina:

Land, earth.

To eat without observance of
'ai noa:
taboos.
Vision, trance; reflection, as,
in a mirror; to see a vision.

1) Decaying, as taro in the
hakaokao:
field or a few days after cooking.
2) Hole for inserting mast in a
canoe.

akakil:

Smart, clever, expert;
akamai:
smartness, skill.

Image made of '6hi'a
haku Ohi'a:
wood, as used in the luakini
ceremonies; god of the 'bhi'a tree.
hala:

God, goddess, spirit, ghost,
devil, image, idol, corpse; divine,
supernatural, godly...

Sin, error, offense; to sin

akuai;

Offering, especially a
freerwill offering, contrasting with
a mohai that vas prescribed by a
priest; to offer...

'Slana:

.

halau: ,Long house, as for canoes or
hula instruction...
Restaurant, cafe, eating
hale 'aina:
house; in ancient times, the eating
house for women.
hale moe:

ali'i: ,Chief, chiefess, king,queen,
noble...

Sleeping house.

hale pe'a: 1) Tent. 2) Menstrual
house.

Aloha, love, affection,
compassion, mercy, pity, kindness,
charity; greeting, regards;

aloha:

Work, labor, job, duty, office;
activity of any kind, action, act,
deed, service, behavior; to work,
labor, do, prepare; to develop as a
picture; to helve a love affair;
to induce by sorcery...

hana:

*/ All definitions are taken from:
Mary Kawena Pukui and Samuel H.
21bett, Hawaiian Dictionary (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1971).
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dark and glossy, the petioles
reddish with yellow-green stripes.

Foster child, adopted
hinai:
child...
To breathe, smell, sniff;
breath, respiration; the last
breath of life...

...5) Land section, next in
importance' to ahupud'a and usually a
subdivision of an ahupua'a.

White person, American,
Englishman, Caucasian; formerly, any
foreigner.

A nearly independent
'ili land division within an
ahupua'a, paying tribute to the king
and not to the chief of the
Transfer of the ahupua'a
ahupua'a.
from one chief to another did not
include the 'ili kUpono located
within its boundaries.

hanu:

kli_pono:

haole:

Fart-white

.hapa

Pre-Christian place of
worship; some heiau were elaborately
constructed stone platforms, others
simple earth terraces.

heiau:

heiau ho'ola:

...2) Young shoot; to germinate,
ilo:
sprOut.

Heiau for treating
Wicked; immoral, sinful; sin.

'ino:

sick.
.

Hawaiians
The bottle gourd
have.long used gourds as
receptacles, small gourds' with thin
walls to hOld water or food, or for
rattles for dances (the ipu has a
fine tone; halfway between that of
niu and la'amia), larger ones with
thin to thick walls to hold tapa and
other articledor to serve as

ipu:

Heiau where human
heiau po'okanaka:
sacrifices were offered.
1) To whistle softly; to bl'lw
softly; to draw in the breath as of
one eating hot food. 2) Gibberish;
3) Lure for trolling,
to jabber.
said to be named for its whistling
sound tripping over the water.

hiohio:

Wike:

To show, exhibit.
kahakj:

ho'olono: To listen, hear, obey,
obedient.

Steep, sheer.

One who takes care of an
kahu akua:
image on gqd; priest.

(.a) To touch repeatedly;
ho'opipl:
to feel, as a blind person; a
contest in wit or strength;.to hold
such a contest; repartee...

kahuna: Priest, m ister, sorcerer,
expert'in any rrofession; to act as
priest or expert.

kahuna lapa'au: Medical doctor,
medical practitioner. Lit., curing
expert.

To grow (trans.), sprout,
cause to increase, as the surf...2)
Possessed by a spirit; inspired by a
spirit, god, ideal, person; stirred,
excited; to enter in and inspire...

ho'otilu:

kaikua'ana: Older sibling or cousin
of the same sex; sibling or cousin
of the same sex of the senior line,
whether older or younger.

1) An endemic woody,
branching climber (Freycinetia
arborea) growing luxuriantly in
f-Lests at altitudes of about 1,500
feki...2) A native variety of taro,

'ie'ie:

Native-born, one born in a
kama'aina:
place, host; native plant;
acquainted, familiar...

with leaf 1;.01.ades and'flowers

suggestingl'ie'ie, 1; the leaves are
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kanaka maoli:

Hawaiian person.

kanawai: Law, code, rule, statute;
legal (perhaps so called because
many early laws pertained to water
[wail rights); to obey a law; to
learn,from experience...
kaokao:

Syphilis. (Cf. hakaokao).

Hidden meaning in gawaiian
poetry; concealed reference, as to a
person, thing, or place; words with
a double meaning that might bring
good or bad fortune

kaona:

Tapa, as made from wauke or
mamaki bark; formerly clothes of any
kind or bedclgthes

kapa:

Taboo, prohibition;
kapu:
sacredness

War, battle; army; to make
kaua:
war.
.../3-r1ratoO ceremony
kauila:
consecrating .a temke; ceremonial
readorning of images\with

kao:

Blood; rainbow-hued
Help,

kokua:

assistant,) helper;

comforter; co-operation; to help,
assist, support; to second a
motion
Headman of an atIppuaia land
konohiki:
division under the chief
KG:

...11) Name of major god...

Powerful officer in the
kuhina nui:
days of the monarchy; the position
is usually translated as "prime
minister" or "premier," but
according to Kuykendall, carried
greater power; the kuhina nui shared
executive power with the king.
Candlenut tree (Aleurites
moluccana), a large tree in the
spurge family bearing nuts
containing white, oily kernels which
were formerly used for lights and,
are still cooked for a relish

kukui:

...Small piece of property,
kuleana:
as within an ahupuala

feathers ...

Untouchable, outcast, pariah;
kauwd:
"a caste which lived apart and was

drawn on for sacrifical victims;
slave; servant...
1) Bool}r, person, individual,
kino:
self; main, portion; form; fully

formed, as a foetus; bodily,
physical...

Many forms taken by a
kino lau:
supernatural body, as Pele, who
could at will become a flame of
fire, a young girl, or an old hag.

Spirit of the dead; dead
kino wailua:
person, bodily remains, corpse.

Demigod, especially a
kupua:
supernatural being possessing
several forAs as kama -pua'a (Man,
pig, fish), lae-nihi (a woman, a
fish); one possessing mama; to
possess kupua (magic) powers...
Grandparent, ancestor,
kupuna:
relative of the grandparept's

generation, grandaunt, granduncle.
Long wave or surf, as
extending from one end of the beach
to the other. Also called xakala.

lauloa:

1) The flower of the 'ohi'a
tree (Metrosideros macropus, M.
also the tree itself; the
collina);
lehua is the flower of the island of
Hawaii, famous in song and tale.
Fig., a warrior, a beloved, friend or
relative, a sweetheari-, an
expert...

lehua:

Lei, garland, wreath, necklace
of flowers, leaves, shells, ivory,
feathers, or paper, given as a
symbol of affection; beads; any
ornament worn around the head or
about the necks to wear a lei;
special song presenting a lei;
crown

Good, well, fine, excellent;
maika'i:
good-looking, handsome, beautiful,

goodness, righteousness, well-being,
morality; good looks, good
health...
A native twining shrub (Alyxia
olivaeformis), with shiny fragrant
leaves, used for decoration and
It is a member of the
leis.
periwinkle family. Laka, goddess of
the hula, was invoked as the goddess
of the maile, which was one of five
standard plants used in her altar.

maile:

lei:

1) Deep blue black, as of a
cavern, the sea, or dense forest;
dim, distant...

lipo:

ma'i-'5ku'u, ho'5ku'u: Disease at
time of Kamehameha I, perhaps
cholera, and perhaps SC) called
because it was dysenteric, and
people were squatting ('oku'u) much
at stool.
Leprosy, literally,
Chinese disease.

Distance, length, height;
distant, long, far; permanent...

ma'i-Pike":

...2) One of the Liur major
gods brought from Tahiti, the god of
the makahiki harvest r.estivitiesand
of agriculture. He is also regarded
as the god of medicine. Captain
Cook was believed to be the god Lono
and was thus addressed

Commoner, populace,
maka'ainana:
people in general; citizen

loa:

Lono:

Name of a star.
Maka-'alohilohi:
Lit., bright eye.
...?) Ancient festival
makahiki:
beginning abou:-. the middle of
October and 1w3ting about four
months, with sports and religious
festivities end taboo on war.

Temple, church, cathedral,
tabernacle; le-ge heiau where ruling
chiefs prayed and human sacrifices
were offered.

luakini:

Male's loincloth; chant in
praise of a chief's loincloth...

!Palo:

1) Ynung taro tops, especially
as baked with coconut cream and
chicken or octopus...

ld'au:

Supernatural or divine power; a
powerful nation, authority

mana:

...2) Foreman, boss, overseer,
supervisor, officer of any sort,
commissioner.

luna:

mela:

Song, chant of any kind, poem.

Legendary race of small
Menehune:
people who worked at night, building
fish ponds, roc.ds, temples, if the
work was not finished in one night,
it remained unfinished...

Moon, month: moonlight.
mahina:
honeyr.uon...
Mahina
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Victim slain at the secret
moepu'u:
bu-ial of a chief, so as to reduce
the number of witnesses; victim who
commits suicide or has himself
killed in order to show love for a
dead chief, death.

16iwi:

Native, native son...

Cutting off, ending,
severance, separation. 2) Glottal
stop.

'okina:

Life, health, well-being,
living, livi-Uhood, means of
support, salvation; alive, living;
spared, recovered; healed, to live;
to spare, save, 1 3.31, grant life...

ola:

moe 'uhane:

Dream; to dream.

King, sovereign, ruler, queen;
a rank of chiefs who could succeed
to the government but who were of
lower rank than chiefs descended
from the god Kane.

mo'i:

1r
olani:

1) To toast over a fire,
'broil, warm in sunlight...

Language, speech, word; to
speak, say, tell; oral, verbatim,

'61elo:

...2) District, island,
section; forest, grove; severed
portion; fragment, cut...

moku:

verbal...

(Same as na'au ali'i kind, thoughtful, forgiving,
Lit., chiefly
possessed of aloha.
heart.)

'Opti ali'i:

na'auao: Learned, intelligent,
enlightened; learning, science...

1) Unintelligible
gibberish; any foreign
especially English; to
gibberish or a fore

namu:

muttering,
language,
speak
language...

Flat surface, stratum, layer,
level, foundation, story of a
building; class, rank, order,
table; ...

papa:

A true jew's carp, made
of a thin strip of wood, about four
inches long and one inch wide, with
a coconut midrib (ni'au) or bamboo
strip lashed lengthwise; played
something like the TIkeke.

ni'au kani.:

Goodness, uprightness,
morality, moral qualities, correct
or proper procedures, excellence,
well-being, prosperity, welfare,
true condition or nature, duty;
moral, fitting, proper, right, just,
fair, beneficial, successful, in
perfect order...

pone:

Clever, skillful, dexterous,
no'eau:
wise, artistic.
Seat, chair, stool, bench,
saddle...2) To live, dwell; to be in
sersicn; to stay, tarry; to
marry

noho:

1)

Human head, skill.
po'o kanaka:
heiau po'o kanaka

Cf.

Child sired by other than
pc'olua:
the husband, but accepted by both
husband and sire; this acceptance
increased the number of relatives of
the child who gave their loyalty to
him as kinsmen; 'A: thus fostered the
prestige of children of chiefs;
translated "adulterous" in the 1843
Bible (Mar. 8.38), but changed in
later editions.

Taro growing from the older
root, especially from the stalk
called kalo; tender plant...

'ohA:

1) Family, relative, kin
group; related. 2) To gather for
family prayers (short for pule

'ohana:

'ohana).
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Decoration, adornment; to
wehi:
decorate.

1) Large triton conch shell
(Charonia tritonis); any wind
instrument, as horn, trumpet,
cornet...2) Gun, pistol...

pu:

Place of refuge, asylum,
pu'uhonua:
place of peace and safety.
uakoko:

1) A low-lying rainbow.
Lit., blood rain. 2) A rain so heavy
that it turns stream waters
red-brown with the wash of the
hillside...

Soul, spirit, ghost; dirge or
song of lamentation (rare);
spiritual.

'uhane:

A variety of musical bow,
fifteen inches to two feet long and
about an inch and a half wide, with
two or commonly three strings drawn
through holes at one end. The
strings were strummed. According to
Roberts...the old experts made no
sound with the vocal cords, but the
mouth cavity acted as a resonance
The resulting sound
chamber.
suggested speech and trained persons
could understand.

'dkEke-:

Lush and beautiful verdure;
a place where beautiful plants
thrive; festively adorned.

uluwehi:

...2) Altar, especially a crude
one for fishermen or for the god

unu:

Lono...

Woman, lady, wife;
sister-in-law, female cousin-in-law
of a man, queen in a deck of cards;
womanliness, female, femininity;
feminine; Mrs.; to have or obtain a
wahine; to become a woman, as an
adolescent...

wahine:

A general term for inland
regio;, usually not precipitous and
often uninhabited.

wao:
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Glossary Of Legal Terms
Aboriginal title: A legal concept of
title derived from a native group's
use and occupancy of land from time
immemorial.
Adverse possession: A principle that
provides a method of acquired title
of property by possession for a
period of t=ine fixed by statute and
under certain conditions. The
possession must be actual, adverse,
under claim of right, open, and
notorious.

Conveyance or
Alienation of land:
transfer of title to property.

Free, owned without
obligation to a superior feudal
owner; the opposite of feudal.

'"Allodial:

Appurtenant water rights: Wvcer
rights used with the land for its
benefit. In Hawaiian water law, a
present right to use the amount of
water used at the time of the award
of the land unaJr traditional
Hawaiian land law.

A remark by a court that is
not essential to the ruling in the
case; it does not have binding
effect in later cases.

Dictum:

The cancellation of
Extinguish title:
a right to land.

feudal tenure in lands.
Establishing
Geothermal development:
energy
from the
a means for deriving
heat of the earth's i-07Prior.

Not subject to
Inalienable:
alienation; the characteristics of
those things that cannot be bought,
sold, or transferred from one person
o another. An example is certain
personal rights such as liberty.
Navigable waters: Rivers and streams
that afford a channel for useful
commerce. Waters are "navigable
waters of the United States" when
they form, by themselves or by
uniting with other waters, a
continuous highway over which
commerce is or may be carried on
with other states or foreign
countries in the customary ways by
which such commerce is conducted by
water.
Patent (land patent): The document by
which a state or government grants
public land to an individual.

Rights to
Prescriptive water rights:
use surface waters that are acquired
by long-term use.
To suspend or end a
Prorogue:
legislative session.
To release or relinquish
Quit claim:
a claim in land.

Land above the river
banks, not subject to frequent
erosion.

Fast land:

The right to occupy
Recognized title:
and use certain lands permanently
that the United States has
specifically granted by law or
statute to a native group.

Fee simple absolute title: Title that
is absolute to a person and his
heirs and assigns forever without
limitation or condition.

The means by which the owner
of lands had the possession of his
It is the union of all
property.
the elements that constitute
ownership.

Title:

Feudal lands
Feudal, defeudalization:
superior
on
are those held from a
condition of providing him with
services. Defeudalization is
changing the system of laws to end
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* Public Law 96-565-Dec. 22, 1980

performance of services for the Commission, members of the Commission
(including.membere who are fulitime
officers or employees of the United
States), shall be allowed travel
expenses, including per diem, in lieu
of subsistence, in the same manner as
-persons employed:intermittently in the
Government service are allowed
expenses under section 5703 of title
5, United States Code.
(i) Subject to such rules.and
regulations as may be adopted. by the
Commission, the Chairman may- (1) appoint and fix the
compensation of an executive
director, a general counsel, and
such additional staff as he deems
necessary, without regard to the
provisions of title 5, United
States Code, governing appointments in the competitive service,
and without regard to chapter 51
and subchapter III of chapter 53
of such title relating to
ificLtion and General Schedule
pay rates, but at rates not in
excess of the maximum rate of pay
in effect from time to time for
grade GS-18 of the General
Schedule under section 5332 of
such title; and
(2) procure temporary and intermittent services to the same
extent as is authorized by section
3109 of' title 5, United States
Code, but at rates not to exceed
$100 a day for individuals.
(j) Subject to section 552a of
title 5, United States Code, the
Commission may secure directly from
any department or agency of the United
States information necessary to enable
it to carry out this title. Upon
request of the Chairman of the commi6sion, the head of such department or
agency shall furnish such information
to the Commission.

SEC. 301. This title may be cited
as the "Native Hawaiians Study

Commission Act.
NATIVE HAWAIIANS STUDY COMMISSION

.

SEC. 302. There is hereby
establisted the Native Hawaiians Study
Commission (hereinafter in this title
referred to as the "Commission").
(b) The Commission shall be
composed of nine members appointed by
the President. Not more than three of
such members shall be residents of the
State of Hawaii.
(c) The Chairman and Vice Chairman
of the Commission shall be designated
by the President at the time of
appointment.
(d) Vacancies in the membership of
the Commission shall not affect the
powers of the remaining members to
execute the functions of the Commission and shall be filled in the same
manner in which the original
appointments were made.
(e) The President shall call the
first meeting of the Commission not
more than ninety days after the date
of the enactment of this title.
(f) Five members of the Commission
shall constitute a quorum, but a
smaller number specified by the Commission may conduct hearings.
(g) Each member of the Commission

.

shall receive MO for each day such
member is engaged in performing the
duties of the Commission, except that
members of the Commission who are
fulltime officers or employees of the
United States shall receive no
additional pay on account of their
service on the Commission other than
official travel expenses.
(h) While away from their homes or
regular places of business in the
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on its findings and conclusions under
subsection (a) of this section.

(k) The Commission may use the
United States mails in the same manner
and upon the same conditions as other
departments and agencies of the United

TERMINATION OF THE COMMISSION

States.

Except as provided in
Sec. 304.
subsection (b) of section 307, upon
the expiration of the sixty-day period
following the submission of the report
required by section 303, the
Commission shall cease to exist.

DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION
Sec. 303. (a) The Commission shall
conduct a study of the culture, needs
and concerns of the Native Hawaiians.
(b) The Commission shall conduct
such hearings as it considers appropriate and shall provide'notice of
such hearings to the public, including
information concerning the date,
location and topic of each hearing.
The Commission shall take other
actions as it considers necessary to
obtain full public participation in
the study undertaken by the
Commission.
'(c) Within one year after the date
of its first meeting, the Commission
shall publish a draft report of the
findings of the study and shall
distribute copies of the draft report
to appropriate, Federal and State
agencies, to Native Hawaiian organizations, and upon request, to members of
the public. The Commission shall
solicit written comments from the
organizations and individuals to whom
copies of the draft report are
distributed.
(d) After taking into consideration
any comments submitted to the Commission, the Commission shall issue a
final report of the results of its
study within nine months after the
publication of its draft report. The
Commission shall submit copies of the
final report and copies of all written
comments on the draft submitted to the
Commission under paragraph (c) to the
President and to the Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources of the
Senate and the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs of the house of
Representatives.
(e) The Commission shall make
recommendations to the Congress based

DEFINITIONS
Sec. 305. For the purposes of this
title, the term "Native Hawaiian"
means any individual whose ancestors
were natives of the area which
consisted of the Hawaiian Islands
prior 1778.

SAVINGS CLAUSES
Sec. 306. No provision of this
title shall be construed as-(1) constituting a jurisdictional act, conferring
jurisdiction to sue, or granting
implied consent to Native Hawaiians to sue the United States or
any of its offices; or
(2) constituting a precedent for
'reopening, renegotiating, or
legislating any past settlement
involving land claims or other
matters with any Native organization or any tribe, band, or
identifiable group of American
Indians.

AUTHORIZATION
Sec. 307. (a) There are hereby
authorized to be appropriated for
fiscal years 1982 and 1983 such sums
as are necessary to carry out the
provisions of this title. Until
October 1, 1981, salaries and expenses
of the Commission shall be paid from
the contingent fund of the Senate upon
vouchers approved by the Chairman. To
the extent that any payments are made
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from the contingent fund of the Senate
prior to the time appropriation is
made, such payments shall be chargeable against the authorization.
ptovided herein.
(b) The Secretary of the Treasury.
shall reServe.a reasonable porticil of
.the funds appropriated pursuant. to
subsection (a) of this section for the
purpose of providing payment for the
-\transpOrtation, subsistence, and
reasonable expenses of the members of
the Commission in testifying before
the Congress with respect to their
duties ,and activities while serving on
the Commission or to such matterscas
may involve the findings of the study
of the CoMmission after the expiration
of the Commission pursuant to section
304.

Approved December 22, 1980.
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IV

Summary Of Findings, Conclusions

And Recommendations*
American diplomatic and
military authorization og,
support to a numerically-small
band of insurgents emboldened
and, ultimately, directed their
actions against the legal
government of Hawai'i in 1893;

As traced in the legislative
history' of measures preceding the
establishment'of the Native Hawaiians Study Commission (MSC), the
Congress wished to be advised about:
1)

2)

whether a wrong had been committed by the United States
against the Native Hawaiian
people; and

this domestic insurgence
against the Queen and her
government lacked popular
support, did not have
sufficient arms to succeed
unaided, and would have failed
without the acts of the United
.

what appropriate actions
could be recommended to remedy
such a wrong.
.

States;

It is the major finding of this
Commission, after an examination of
available governmental and historical
records, that such a wrong did occur.
The overthrow of the Kingdom of
Hawai'i, the loss of Native Hawaiian
domain and dominion, and accompanying
social and cultural disruption among
Native Hawaiians are consequences of
that wrong.

the diplomatic and military
intervention of the United
States in support of the
insurgents contituted a breech
of international law, of exist
ing treaties'of friendship and
trade with the Kingdom, and was
an illegal and immoral act of
war against an independent
nation and her people; and

Nature of the Wrong. After a review
of the documents and on-hand descriptions of the actions and events which
culminated in the overthrow of the
Kingdom of Hawai'i, we find thatt

these actions by the United
States compelled the Queen'of
Hawai'i to suspend her
authority and that of her
government to the United
States, pending appropriate

the United States, and its
officers in the State and Navy
Departments, did incite and
encourage treason against the
legitimate government of the
Kingdom of Hawai'i;

review.

RECOMMENDATION #1
Based on these findings, we recommend that:
the Congress of the United
States, by Joint Resolution,
clearly acknowledge the role
and actions of the United
States in the overthrow of the
Kingdom of Hawai'i, and indicate its commitment to grant
restitution for the losses and

This is the substitute
presented at the March 3, 1983 meeting
of the Native Hawaiians Study Commission by three Native Hawaiians Study
Commissioners (see above, "Approach
It is reproduced
and Methodology").
here unchanged.
*/
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dependent on illegal actions by
the United States;

damages suffered by Native
Hawaiians as a.result of those
'actions.

these land rights and interests
were. accepted by the United
States without the consent of
or compensation to Native.
Hawaiians, and without any disclaimer provision to protect
these'land rights,

Nature of the Losses and Damages.
The Kingdom of Hawai'i and her people
had a separate and distinct cultural,
legal, and Constitutional history.
Although strongly influenced by Euro-,American models and individuals,
Native Hawaiians had devised modern
institutions of government, property
and social organization which
reflected both an ancient past and a
contemporary standing among nations.
What, then, were the nature of the
42
losses and damages experienced by
Native Hitwaiians with the illegal
overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawai'i?
The lands and sovereignty of the

Based on these findings, we advise
the Congress that Native Hawaiians
have compensable claims for the loss
of anchestral land rights and
interests vested in. the domain and .
dominion of the Kingdom of Hawai'i.
These compensable claims echo, but
do not duplicate, similar claims by
American Indians and Alaskan Natives.
The strongest parallel among the
claims is a call for American justice,
once a wrong had been. acknowledged.
Native Hawaiians are Americans now,
proud of the ideals and qualities of
justice through law. 'The pride:in
being Native Hawaiians is also Strong.*
The overwhelming majority of Native
Hawaiians do not want history to be
re-written or to separate themselves
from the United States. As' proud
Americans. and Native Hawaiians,
thoughe'there is a desire and a basis
for a remedy to past losses and
damages.

Kingdome.and the ierests of Native
Hawaiians represented in them, are
considered. first.
After an. examination of traditional

land tenure systems, Constitutional
provisions, and related Kingdom laws,
we find thatt
.Native Hawaiians held common
and undivided anchestral land
rights and interests vested in
the domain and dominion of the
Kingdom;

. these anchestral land rights

,

diminand interests were
ished nor extinguished by any
royal or government actions.
initiated by the Kingdom of
Hawai'i, but were protected and
guaranteed by legal titles held
by the Kingdom for all public,
government, and crown lands;

RECOMMENDATION #2
Therefore, we recommend to the
Congress that:
the U.S. Senate Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources
and the U.S. House Committee on
Insular and Interior Affairs
consider and determine a just
and equitable resolution of
compensable claims by Native
Hawaiians for losses of domain
and dominion;

without the consent of or compensation to Native Hawaiians,
these land rights and interests
were assumed and subsequently
ceded to the United States by a
giovernment whose existence was

.

.
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these Committees consult and
involve Native Hawaiians to the
greatest extent possible in the
resolution of these claims, and
that any proposed restitution

terms of royal leases. These leases
were undisturbed by the Republic and
remained in force under the United
States.
In the Joint Resolution of
nexa-'
tion adopted by the Congress 4nd passed
by the Legislature of the Republic, the
sovereightivand all "public, crown, or
government lands" were-ceded to the
United States. This cession -- appror
priate under,international law -- was
conducted without the consent of the
people of Hawai'i and without compensation to Native Hawaiians.
The terms of this transfer, their
later discussion in numerous Congressional hearings on statehood for the
Territory of Hawai'i, and the eventual
ratification of the Admission hct,
substantiate these-findings:

be subject to formal ,lacceptance

by Native Hawaiians; and
pending resolution of these
claims that the Congress take
the appropriate action. to
assure:that. all lands
controlled by the federal
government. in the State of
Hawai'i maintain their current
use and status, and that the
archipelagic waters of Hawaii
enjoy the-same.decuritY.

'

Congressional consideration of
restitution to Native Hawaiians for
illegal American actions leading to
the .overthrow of the Kingdom' will, in

the public, crown and governwent lands ceded tothe United
.States were transferred as a
trust to be maintained and
managed for the benefit:of all
the "inhabitants" of Hawai'il

'

all'likelihood, include an examination
of existing trust relationships
between the United States and Native
Hawaiians. These trust relationships
are distinct, albeit not separate,
from the claims for compensable losses
and damages.
In order to help clarify the nature
of the claims, however, a review of
the trust relationships is a part of
the groundwork necessary for'
determining restitution.

this trust imposed fiduciary
responsibilities on the United
States and constrained the
use, management and proceeds
generated from the trust to
public purposes;
.

the bulk of these lands were
returned-in fee-to-the-State of
Hawai'i in the Admission Act,
with explicit trust impositions.
and the naming of two possible
beneficiary classes: Native
iftwaiians, as defined in the
Hawaiian Homes Act, and the

The Ceded Lands Trust. The public,
crown, and government lands of the
Kingdom totalled approximately 1.9
million acres -- nearly half the
domain of the Ielands. Under the
control of the Republic of Hawai'i,
200,000 acres of these Onceinalienable lands were transferred to
private ownership.
At the time of Americanannexation
of Hawai'i,, then, the anchestral lands
of Native Hawaiians encompassed 1.7
million acres of Hawai'i, much of it
planted in sugar and pineapple by the

'general public;

.
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the broad public. purposes
enunciated as consistent with
the trust could be fulfilled at
the discretion of the State;
however, any purpose outside
those named would result in.a
breach of trust.
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From these findings, it is quite
clear that the ceded lands trust was
never intended nor construed to be
restitution to Native Hawaiians.
The, provision for Native Hawaiians,
however, persuasively argues that
Congress has extended a preliminary
recognition of Native Hawaiian
interests in those lands.
The State of Hawaii, further, in
the State Constitution of 1978,
acknowledged the beneficiary interests
of Native Hawaiians and provided a pro
rata share of the ceded lands revenues
be set aside for the "betterment 'of
Native Hawaiians." Theselunds are
administered and managed by the Office
of Hawaiian Affairs whose Board'of
Trustees are elected by all
Hawaiians.
(It should be noted here, and will
be discussed in detail later, that the
Native Hawaiians definition of the
Hawaiian Homes Act is different from
that guiding this Commissio
This trust as a federal responsibility was not extinguished by the
Admission Act or its terms. All ceded
lands set aside for national park
purposes were declared fee and the
property of the Department of the
However, it was the intent
Interior.
of Congress that all other lands
controlled by the federal government
were subject to return and incorporation into th3 trust of the State of

Hawaii.
This reversionary interedt-of-tWT
,

State in all non-park federal lands/id'
now also of explicit trust interest to
Native Hawaiians by.the establishment
of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs;
In the wenty-four years since
Statehood, however, less'than 600
acres of federally-controlled ceded
lands have been returned.
RECOMMENDATION #3
Based on these findings, and the
now-explicit reversionary interests Of
the Native Hawaiians and the State of
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Hawai'i, the following recommendation
is offered to the Congress:
that the Congress establish a
Joint. Federal -State Ceded Lands

Commission for the State ofHawaii, to review the present
use and need for federallycontrolled lands in Hawaii;
that this Commission advise the
Congress_ on the status of thews,

lands, and have the authority
to declare such lands surplus
and available for return to the
State of Hawai'it and
so.

that Native Hawaiians be
included. and consulted in the
course of the Commission's.
review.
.

The Hawaiian Homes Trust. A similar
Federal-State Task Force is now
completing-a review of the Hawaiian
This effort was prompted
Homes trust.
by an initial report of the CivilRights Commission indicating that a'
bieech of trust may have occurred in
the administration and management of
these lands.
As constituted, this Task Force
will submit its finding and recompendations to the Governor of the
State. of Hawai'i and the Secretary of
the Interior.
Specific Congressional concerns andpossible actions, however, 1,7111 not be
considered by this Task Force. Thus,
it is our intention, based on the
mandate of this Commission and the
intense interest expressed,by Native
Hawaiians, to address possible areas
of Congressional review.
Social Concerns. The'consequences
.
of the overthrow of the Kingdom of
Hawaii by the United States are not
confined to historical wrong or compensable claims for lost anchestral
land rights and interests.

Dispossession and defeat also have
psychological, social and-cultural
consequences. for Native Hawaiians; By
all major social indices -- health,
.educadon, emple,yment, income -Native Hawaiians display distinct disparaties with their fellow citizens.'
Health Concerns. The impact of
Westerndiseases'on Native Hawaiians
was historically devastating. Waves
of epidemics reduced the estimated
contact population of 300,000 in 1778,
to 34,000 by 1893. The implications
of this decimation have been
considered in a variety of contexts.
Western observers, beginning in
1038, noted that uhlessliome dramatic
improvement were made in the health
conditions of Native Hawaiians that
the race would disappear. These
initial feelings of horror and dismay
over the fatal impact-of Western
contact gradually altered.
After the publication of Darwin's
Origin of Species, Europeans and
Americans began to adopt the attitudes
and policies of 'Social Darwinism.

disorders, stress-related diseases,
and an absence of culturally-sensitive
health professionals.
As developed in depth within the
body of this study, the following
findings are offered:

the psychological despair and
sense of. being a conquered..
people in. their own homeland is
a factor in the health conditions of Native Hawaiians;

, Native Hawaiians have the
lowest life expectancy of any
ethnic group in the State of
Hawaii: 67 years compared to
a Statewide average of 74
years;

the leading causes of death for
Native Hawaiians, in order of
prevalence, are heart diseases,
cancers, stroke, and
accidents;
Native Hawaiians have the
highest infant death rate in
the State of Hawai'i: .14 per
1,000 live births compared to a
statewide average of 10 per
thousand;

The

theory of "the survival f the
fittest" was applied to nations, and
validated Western expansion and
imperialism as the natural working out
of an inevitable progression of
conquest and colonization.
Acquired immunity and intermarriage among Native Hawaiians,
however, was reversing this trend.
Demographic trends now indicate that
the populationAhad-reached its lowest
level in the final decade of the .19th
century, .would stabilize for about
twenty years, and then begin a
dramatic recovery.
Today's Native Hawaiian population
numbers an estimated 175,000
individuali, more than, half of whom
are less than 19 years old.
The health characteristics of this
group, however, are adversely-and
consistently affected by mentil'health
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mental health assessments
indicate that Native Hawaiians
have a higher-than-expected
incidence of personality
disorders, mental retardation,
and drug abuse than their proportion of the population; and

.

suicide rates among Native
Hawaiian malesAstatistics are
unavailable for females) is the
highest in the State of
22.5 per 100,000 in
Hawai'is
the population, compared to a
rate of 13.5 for males of all
races in Hawai' i -- rates in
the 20-34 year age group of
Native Hawaiians was even
higher.

5)1

s.
.

4.

30% of the school-age population of the State of Hawai'i is
Native Hawaiian;

Native Hawaiians continue to
experience a form of fatal impact
usually associated with the last
century. Neither Hawaiian nor Western
medicine has effectively halted the

Native Hawaiian students have
the highest rates of academic
and behavioral problems in the
State, the highest0A6els of
absenteeism, and the lowest
levels of performance and
achievement; and

damage.

Educational Concerns. In the
perceived needs assessments conducted
by Alu Likel-Inc., and additional
polling done by the University of.
Hawaii, education has consistently

only 4.6% of all adult Hawaiians over 25 years of.age have
completed college, compared to
a Statewide average of 11.3%,
And only. 12.3% have had "some
college" compared to a Statewide average.of 15.6%. .

received top priority among Naie
Hawaiian a= an identified nee&..
These surveys and accompanying
in-depth interviews contradict the
impression often conveyed among
professional educators that Native
Hawaiian performance in schools is a
consequence of not caring aboutor
actively endorsing education by
Hawaiian families.
A ,ei4ber of independent studies,
particularly the extensive research
published by John Gallimore, substantiate that:

Employment and Income. Directly
correlated to educational achievement
are employment and income statistics:
Also a factor in these areas are
family size and the large number of
Hawaiian families with a female or
single parent head-of-household:

.

dg

Native Hawaiian children are
raised with culturallyrdistinctive values, behaviors,
and styles; and
that these differences, unless
recognized and accomodated, are
in conflict with dominant
Western modes.

nearly 30% of all Native
Hawaiian families fall below
the poverty line;

Native Hawaiians are disproportionately represented in
blue-collar occupations, and
under-represented in techn) cal
or managerial positions;

,

4

The Bishop Estate and Kamehameha
Schools have recently completed a
comprehensive Native Hawaiian Educational Assessment Project. Their
report hal- been submitted to U.S.
Secretary Bell of the Department of
Education. We wish to include their
report, findings and recommendations

-

Native Hawaiians are significantly over-represented in
unemployment benefit and Aid to
Families with Dependent
Children programs.
RECOMMENDATION #4

:1 by reference.

10

Based'on the findings in all of the
social categories, Native Hawaiians
demonstrate the same distinct disadvantages experienced by other

Certain salient findings of this
Commission are offered in addition:
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indigenous poeples of. the United
States. Congressional recognition of
this unique attribute has resulted in
the passage and implementation of
Native American programs. Presently,
Native Hawaiians are not consistently
included in these efforts.
Therefore, we recommend:
the inclusion of Native Ha(vaiians in all Native American
programs, without prejudice;

a concerted study by federal
and state professionals to
adequately assess the needs of
Native Hawaiians, and to
provide additional. assistance
from existing prograMs;
the consideration of special
Native Hawaiian programs at the
federal level to redress these
disadvantages.

Vja
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* Summary Of Written Comments
Received By The Commission
"cursory statement" that should be put
on hold, 2/ or called for the report
to be rewritten in its. entirety. On
the other hand, others thought that at
least parts of the report were
Well researched, very informative,'/
and exhibited a satisfactory degree'of.
!
',competence and objectivity. J
reappeared
One criticism that
several times had to do with "bias."

The official comment period for the
Draft Report of Findihgs of the Native
Hawaiians Study Commission (published
on September 23, 1982) ended on
January 23, 1983. The initial dead+
line for comments on the Draft Report
was November 23, 1982, but it wadi
extended an additional 60 days atIthe
request of several native Hawaiian
groups And individuals. By. May 1,\

faitly

1983,' the Native Hawaiians Study.
Commission had received almostI100

written comments on its Draft Report
'
of Findings. All of these written
comments are reproduced in full, as
required by statute, in the next
section of this Appendix. Many of the
Comments were used in revising the
text of the Commission's Draft Report;
these comments are referenced in the
text where they were used. This
summary specifically, addresses those
comments received by the Commission
before February 10, 1983, that, while
they were taken, into account in the
revision, were not specifically used
or 'referenced in the text of the Commission's Final Report. Examples of
specific comments that illustrate the
pointseummarized here are given .in
the footnotes of this section.
the Commission received numerous
comments from individuals and orgarvr
itationi requesting an extension of
the Commission's original sixty-day
deadline for public comments. 1/
Comments'cited problems of limited
access and availability. To accommodate those who wished to comment,*
while at the same time meeting its
statutory deadline for subOssion Of.
the Final Report, thejCommission
extended the deadline for public r
comment by an additional 60 days, as
1

,

.

!

.1

Some writers commentealthat the
culture and
descriptions of Hawaii
history had been written from a
Western perspective anioLwere therefoke
biased. 6/ Use of statistics in the
report was also thought to be biased
by. some commenters. .z/ Others stated
that because it is a politicallyappointed body, the Commission, may not
be totally objective. 2/ Several
comments also noted that the Government "responsible" for the present
native Hawaiian situation.cgmld not-objectively recommend a resolution. 2/
One comment 2.2/ suggested that to
obviate this bias, the Commission,
should have a majority of native
Hawaiian members with the remainder
(It
from the now-government sector.
should be pointed out.that 'Public Law
96-565 specifically states that "not
more than three" of the nine commissioneke may be residents of the State
of Hawaii0 Still another comment:
suggested that a "mini non- government -created to deal
meomber "-commission be
with the issue of reparations tOe
composed of representatives of the
minority races of the-United State's.
'1

11/

noted above.
In general, the Commission's Draft
Report received mixed reviews. Some
commenters called for'a "second
opinion," 1/ labelled the report a
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Other comments dealing with the
bias issue criticized the "kid-glove"
treatment King Kalakaua received in
the Draft Report. 13/ Many comments
alluded to white racism against native
Hawaiians and at least
remarked that the report should

ones

military force JaLthe overthrow of the monarchy; 21/ and

mention more of the "good" that the
white people have contributed to
Hawaii.

Minimized the role of U.S.
Minister John Stevens. 22/

The Commission attempted to address
these charges of bias as the report.
was re-drafted. Considerable
revisions were made in the text to
reflect "both sides of the story,"
based on written comments received by
the Commission and citing specific
comments where appropriate.,'
The sources used in preparing the
Commission's Draft Report were also
criticized. SoMe comments criticized
authors used as "sympathetic to the
white side" 11/ and others criticized
the limited use of primary sources of
To address this
information. 15./
problem, sources suggested by comments
were used in revising the report where
In addition, a
possible.
comprehensive list of references has
been included in the Codimission's
Final Report 16 / to assist readers of
the report in further study of the
issues presented here..
The CommissiOn received many
comments discussing the'omission of
the culture and religion sections from
the Draft Report. 12/ Other comments
voiced concern About the protection of
°native Hawaiian religious rightS. a/
The Commission's Final Report'does
contain sections on culture and
religion, written by native Hawaiian
authors.
The Commission received a great
number of comments discussing the
historical basis for the Commission's
legal findings. Many writers disputed
the Draft Report's historical
.analysis, stating that it:

'

Otier'comments discussed the
stateients and actions of President
Grover' Cleveland after the overthrow,
as a basis for U.S. Government
culpability. 23/
Writers cited the above issues 24/
and others, including present
defidlencies of native HaWaiians, 25/
to justify' the payment of some type of
restitutionor reparations to the.
9ative Hawaiian people. 26/ Some
comments stated that if there is no
legal right to such claims under
present law, the U.S. Congress should
pasi legislation creating such a
right.

22/

Comments received by the Commission
present a wide variety of ideas on how
a program of restitution could be
implemented. With regard to return of
lands, the Ommmission received 18
0
newspaper cut-outs from the Hawaiian
News (October 1982) asking the.Commission to: "Pleate demand that the
U.S. Congress return all of the
144,000+ acres of ceded lands
(according to Public tiw 88-233) to
the State of Hawaii immediately1" 28/
,Among the proposals received on types
of restitution are that:

,

There be no monetary'Rayment,
the Federal Government should
purchase parcels'of'land in
Hawaii, turn then over to the
State, which would use some of
'the land for State parks and
entrust the larger parcels to
the Offide of Hawaiian Affairs
to be kept as wildlife
sanctuaries. 29/

Contained inaccuracies; 12/
Did not give sufficient weight
to the native Hawaiian side of
the story; 212/

Compensation should consist'of
reparations in the lorm of
return of all Crown lands, and
restitution in the form of
restoring the sovereignty of

Failed to emphasize the
importance of the role of U.S.

LI
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suggested Instead that a family' be
in advance of the
notified one
avail'ability-in
order'
homestead; site
to make the necessary arrangements to
mo$e to another island or find other
employment, if necessary. El/..
Commenters also sent to the Commission several articles and
publications. Among -them are:
.

the native Hawaiian people. 22/
(The Commission also received
other comments on restoring
sovereignty. 11/)

There be no monetary payMent
but that a "Hawaii Integrated
Fleet SUpport Industry" program
be created that would help
native Hawaiians financially by
creating new jobs. 23/

(10

.o

That native Hawaiians be given
ah,unencumbered land base from
which revenues could be
generated for'depositin a
treasury; this treesury4would
then determine .priorities for
,addressing native.Hawaiian
deficienciei. 22/

Hawaiian Reparations: Nothing.
Lost, Nothing Owed, by Patrick

4 C

W. Hanifin; ay
Sovereignty and Land: Honoring
the Hawaiian Native Claim, by
Melody K. MacKenzie;Ay

by
The Crown Lands of Ha
Spaulding;
Thomas Marshall

Using monetary reparations payMents to create educational,
training, and cultural

programs. ly

.

e'The Sandalwood Trees; Politics
and pope, by Louie Agard; 11/

A

A three-part capsulized hiitory
on U.S. involvement in'the
overthrow of the Hawaiian
monarchy by Wayne K. Westlake;

.

The Commission also received
comments criticizing the Federal
Government for: pursuing a policy of
genocide against native Hawaiians; 15/
using the island of Kahoolawe for
JO
bombing target practice; IN
occupation by the U.S. military of
land in Hawaii without paying rent;
37/ and, not exploring a possible
breach of trust against the State of
Hawaii relating to the Hawaiian Home
Ladds'program and the Hawaii
Admissions Act. 29./
On the Hawaiian Home Lands program,
one writer stated that a further
discussion beyond the Inspector
General's report was necessary. 22/
Another writer disagreed with the suggestion in the Draft Report (page 314)
that homestead applicants who reject
homestead sites be assigned a lower
preference priority on the list of
applicants and that they be dropped
from the listings after a reasonable
number of rejections. This writer

11/

\

Three'magazine articles written
in 1893 on the pros and cons of
annexation of Hawaii to the
United States; 15/ and

c.

Six papers written at the
direction of, funded and
suhmitte:. by the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs:
--Health-Section of Native
Hawaiians Study Commission
Report, by Richard Kekuni
Blaisdell, M.D.; if2/.

.--Religion Section of Native
Hawaiians Study Commission
Report, by.Rubellite K.
Johnson; 12/
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o
4

- -Languaqe Section of Native

Hawaiians Study Commission
Report, by Larry'L. Kimura;

- -The4Demise of the Hawaiian

Kingdom: Its Psycho-Cultural
Impact and Moral Legacy, by
Ramon Lopez-Reyes: 12/

-- Regarding ttLEAVILN-EetnIt
by Melody MacKenzie and Jon.
Van Dyke; kg/ and
--An Historical Over -View -of
Hawaii: Pre-Contact to the
Present, by Haunani -Kay. Trask.
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APPENDIX

NOTES

14/ Comment received from

See, for example, comments
received from: George R. Ariyoshi,
Governor of State of Hawaii; Gard
Kealoha; Brooke Trotter; M. Ho'oipo
DeCambra; and Herbert Jay (Nahaolelua)
1/

Alexander H. Raymond, p. 1.

15/ See, for example, comments
received from: Wayne K. Westlake, p.
1; Pauline N. King, p. 1; Congressman
Daniel K. Akaka, p. 2; Violet Ku'ulei

Almeida.

Ihara, p. 1.

.2/ Comment received from Charles
Trembath, p. 1.

16/ Suggested in comment received
from Congressman Daniel K. Akaka,
p. 2.

V Comment received from The Rev.
Abraham K. Akaka, p. 2.

4/ Comment received from
Mrs. Violet Ku'ulei Ihara, p.

ri

See, for example, comments
Bill Kama, p. 1; John
received from:
J. Hall, p. 1; Pualani
Akaka-Kallstrom, p. 1; Marion K.
Morrison, p.'1; Kawaipuna Prejean, p.
2; Kenneth C. "Keneke" Chan, p.'2; and
Joseph G. Kealoha, Jr., p. "1.

1.

Comment received from Robert C.
Schmitt, p. 3.,
5/

6/ See, for example, comments
received from: Congressman Daniel K.
Akaka, p. 1; Alexander H. Raymond, p.
1; and Everett Kahiliogalani "Sonny"
Kinney,

12/ See, for example, comments
received from Haunani-Kay Trask, et al,
p. 4; and Kenneth C. "Keneke" Chan,

pf

p. 2.

'2/ Comments received from Michael

12/ See, for example, comments
received froi Arthur B. Chun, p. 1.

Tancayo, p. 1; and Haunani-Kay Trask,
et al, p. 7.

22/ See, for example, comments
received frolt Keith S. Abe, p. 1.

2/ See, for example, comments
received frvm,Congressman Cecil
Heftel, p. 1.

21/ .See,:fOr example, comments
received fro* Clarence K. Xamai, p. 1;
and Moanikeala Akaka, p. 1.

See, for example, comments
received from Poka Laenui, p. 2.

2/

12/ Comment received from HaunaniKay Trask, et al, p. 2.

11/ Comment received from Michael
Tancayo, p. 2.
12/ Comments received from Elmer
Miller, p. 6; and Kenneth Smalley,

See, for example, comments
received froM Tim Newstrom, p. 3; and
John Dominis Holt, p. 1.

22,

32/ Seei for example, comments
received from Moanikeala Akaka, p. 1;
Arthur B. Chun, p. 3; and John Dominis
Holt, p. 1.

p.. 1.

12/ Comment received from Kenneth:
Smalley, p. 1.
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311 See, for example, comments
received from Bill Kama, p. 2; John M.
Agard, Enclosure 1, p. 1; and
Kawaipuna Prejean, p. 3.

n

ao/ See comment received from Bill
Kama, p. 3.

Comment received from John fol."

Agard, Enclosure 1, p. 1.

11/ Submitted by John M. Agard.

26/ See, for example, comments
received from Bill Kima, p. 21. and
John Dominic Holt, p. 1.

42/

Received from Patrick W.

Hanifin.

22/ Comments received from Richard
Agard
Lyman, Jr., p. 1; and' L
(dated 11/22/82), p. 1.

22/ See also comments received
from Val (Al Dyeing and Carpet
Cleaning, Inc.); and Tim Newstrom,
p. 4.

al/ This report was received from
the Office of Hawaiian Affairs before
the publication of the Commission's
Draft Report of Findings. Therefore,
it is not reproduced in the Appendix
with the other comments received by
the Commission in response to its
Draft Report.

22/ Comment received from Kevin J.
44/

Received from Wayne K.
Westlake.

Lopes.

22/ Comment received from Charles
Trembath, p. 2.

45/

Submitted by L. L. (Bud)

Henry.

21/ See, for example, comments
received from He Hawai'i Makou, p. 2;
K. Hakakona; and Kaolelo Lambert-John
Ulaleo, p. 4.

ly Part of this paper,'
"Historical and Cultural Background,"
is reproduced in its entirety in this
Report, in the chapter entitled,
"Heaa.th and Social Services." The
entire paper appears in the Appendix.

22/ See comment from Wayne
Thiessen.

12/

The chapter in this Report
entitled "Native Hawaiian Religion,"
is a reproduction of this paper, in
its entirety.

'22/: See comment from John M.
Agard, Enclosure 1, p. 2.
See comment received from'
Georgette Kala.

46:1/
This paper is reproduced in
its entirety in the "Language" section
of this Report, in the chapter
entitled "Native Hawaiian Culture."

35/ See comments received from:
he Hawai'i Makou, p. 1; Kawaipuna
Prejean, p. 3; and Everett
Kahiliokalani "Sonny" Ilnny, p. 6.

12/ This paper is referenced in
the text of this Report, and appears
in its entirety in the Appendix.

2±/ See, for example, comment
received from Mayleiday M. Van
Ostrand.

,12/

This_ paper_ is_referenced_ in

22/

the text of this Report, and appears,
in its entirety in the Appendix.

28

J1/ This paper is referenced in
the text of this Report, and appears

See comment received from
Kawaipuna Prejean, p. 4.
See comment received from
Clarence K. Kamai.

in its entirety in _the Appendix.

See comment from Haunani-Kay
Trask, et al, p. 4.

22/
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Written Comments Received By
Native Hawaiians Study Commission *
LIST OF COMMENTERS

Kenneth C. "Keneke" Chan

Keith A. Abe

Colonel Arthur B. Chun

John Agard
Louis Agard (November 22, 1982)

Charles G. Clark (Hawaii State
Department of Health)

Louis Agard (January 24, 1983)

M. Ho'oipo DeCambra
Joshua C. Agsalud (Hawaii State
Department of Labor and Industrial
Relations)

Vicki Elmer (U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development)

The Rev.Abraham K. Akaka

K. Hakakona

Daniel K. Akdka (Member of Congress)

John J. Hall
Patrick W. Hanif in

Moanikeala Akaka

Cecil Heftel (Member of Congress) -

Pualani Akaka-Kallstrom
Herbert Jay (Nahaolelua) Almeida:

Ralph L. Heidenreich

Mrs. Beatrice Kulikka-Nuu Anderson

Bud Henry

George R. Ariyoshi.(Governor, State
of Hawaii)

John Dominis Holt

Lloyd Aubry (U.S.

Mrs. Violet Ku'ulei Ihara

epartment of
Daniel K. Inouye (U.S. Senator)

Labor)

Rubellite K. Johnson (f)r the Office
of Hawaiian Affairs)

Richard ILkuni Blailsdell, MD
(January 12, 1981)

Richard Kekuni Blaibdell, MD
(for the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs)

Georgette Kala

Thomas A. Burch, MD;(Hawaii State
Department of-

Clarence K. Kamai

Bill Kama

Kawehi Kanui-Gill
Joseph G. Kealoha, Jr. (Office of
Hawaiian Affairs)
Gard Kealoha

All written comments received
by the Commission appear in the
following pages, in 'alphabetical order
as listed here.
_fy

H. K. Bruss Keppeler and Allen W.
Woodell
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Helena K. Wilcox Salazar

Larry Le Kimura (for the Office of
HaWaian Affairs)

Kenneth Smalley

Pauline N. King

Thomas Marshall Spaulding (article
by)

Everett Kahiliokilani "Sonny" Kinney

Robert C. Schmitt (Hawaii Stag

Hideto Kono (Hawaii State Department
of Planning and Economic
Development)
Ptka Laenui (also known as Hayden
Burgess)

Statistician)

Franklin Y. K. Sunn (Hawaii State
Department of Social Services and
Housing)

F.

.

Kevin J. Lopez

Michael Tancayo

Ramon Lopez-Reyes (for the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs)

Wayne C. Thiessen
Donnie H. Thompson (Hawaii State
Department of Education)

Richard Lyman, Jr.

Rory Soares Toomey

MelOdy MacKenzie (for the Office of
Hawaiian Affairs)

Haunani-Kay.Trask (November 23, 1982)

Melody MacKenzie and Jon Van Dyke (forthe Office of Hawaiian Affairs)

Haunani-Kay Trask (for the Office'cl
Hawaiian Affairs)

Mahalo Nui Loa

Charles Trembath

Mrs. Victoria Mews
BroOke Trotter

Willard H. McGuire
Kaolelo Lambert-John Ulaleo.

Elmer Miller
Mitsuo Uyehara

Marion K. Morrison

Val (Dyeing & Carpet Cleaning Inc.)

Tim Newstrom

Ms. Mayleiday M. Van Os trend

,

Georgiana K. Padeken (Hawaii State
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands)

W. Kaumualii Westlake (October 10,
1982)

Gebrge T. H. Pai

W. Kaumualii Westlake (November 7,
1982)

Kawa puna Prejean

M. K. Whitford

Alexander H. Raymond

Andrew White and Leonard Kwan, Jr.

Everett R. Rhoades, M.D. (U.S.
Department of Health and Human
Services, Indian Health Service)

Toni Auld Yardley

Jerry L. Rogers (U.S. Department of
Interior, National Park Service)
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KEITH S. A81
2003 Islia M, Apt 58
NonoluZu, HI 96815
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Page 2

Kina'u Boyd Ksuali'i

October 1. 1982

KINAT BOTH KAMALI'l
500 Onversity Ave. Suite 1601
Honolulu; HI 96826
Dear Kina'U:

RE: NATIV? NAUMAN STUDY COMMISSION REPORT

The September 24 ADVERTISER headline read:
Ho Lapel Rights Pound.

HAWAII REPARATIONS,

I am prompted to write because historically there is basis for

Nov I stand to be corrected, and your Commission should know
the answer to this, but I have never reed or heard the Media report
the foregoing fact, about the Goverment Lando of King Imlehemehe III
or the Act of 1865 relative to the'Crown Lends at the hearings you
conducted. As e layman interacted in justice for the native Hawaiians, I would, think it would be in order for the NATIVE HAWAIIAN
STUDY COHISSIOH to 000000 eh end determine whether the above referenced documents exist. and if so, use them ea lapel grounds to obtain reparations for native Hawaiians.
Minaoland for the best.

I refer to King Kaanhamella III's Crept Whole and
legal rights,
the land trust he crested for the Nakeeinana,

Sincerely.

Ths Great Mahal* of 1848 divided the 4,050,000 scree of Kingdom of Hawaii land in three ways: 1/0 for the Kings 1/3 for the

Chiefs, mid 1/0 for the mummers.
It is important to note that the Wing designated 302 of hie
share as Crown Lands, for his personal and private use, and 504
as Government Lands for use and development by the Makaainana, the
nd would be used
careen people. To be certain that the Gore
tees to adfor the benefit of his people, Ilemehehameha II
The
original
trustees
were
composed of 4
minister the land trust.
Cabinet officers. 1 member of the House of Nobles, l masker of the
1 Justice of the Supreme CoOrt and 1 ley*mat of Re DDDDDD tativee,

ce:Welter Hitt'

tilStitAtt 44-

men

Another important point: one condition for ownership of the
lend by the emannere was that each had to file claim through the
courts for his kuleana. Of the 100 000 or so eligible ocomoners.
only 11,109 took the trouble to claim title, The record shows that
the total acres claimed by the MInksainnna tact to a little over
out of a possible 1,335,000 acres. Whet hanpaned to
,
lo,noo
They reverted back to King Ramehathe unclaimed 1,305,1101 acres?
maim III who eat them aside as part of the Government Land he had
created. Now add that 1.305,000 agree to the original 667.500 de-

stewed as Govefnmsnt Land by King Kameheaehe III and you get a
total of 1,972,000 scree to be held in trust for the Pieltesintma.
.

.

During the feign of Kameheraha V, an
A third vital point:
Act of January 1, 1865 made the Crown Lands non-transferable and
to the heirs and sucinheritance of said Crown Lends was-limited
cessor of the Hawaiian crown.
Now, when the rebel Committee of Safety overthrew Queen Liliuokalani and formed the Provisional Government, it arbitrally claimed
title to all land,: It made no distinction between Crown Lends and
GOVERNMENT LANDS.

tr. I :
Determinations

The CONGRESS of the HAWAIIAN PEOPLE
90 -1364 ARAM STRUT / PUNA. HAWAII

98701 / PNOME 4888E6

20 November 1982

Native Hawaiians desire to achieve aeverai points of
agreement,
That they suffer several deficiencies as a group.
1.
2.

Native Hawaiian Study CoselOsIon
P. 0. Boa 00242
Honolulu, Hawaii 96800

These deficiencies can be related to particular

events. i.e. overthrew of 1893, annexation and Statehood.
3.

Native Hawaiians settled the archipelago as abor.

riglnal people and enjoy certain rights.

Dear Kplau:

4.

The Congress of the Hawaiian People recently reviewed the
'draft' copy of findings produced by the Native Hawaiian
Study Commission. In all honesty, we were sincerely displtased with its content (especially Chapter lit).
Concluding statements in Chapter Itl indicated that existing
law provide,no basis for return of loss lands Sr sovereignty.
If this is in fact true as 'tiled. then on this point alone,
we submit that the Hawaiian Community leaders require sore
time to adequately develop legal orpiment, in Order to draft
It is our considlaws that will properly address our-loss.
e red opinion that in all fairness to our people, we should
n ot be forced Into a quict or Careless response that may forever destroy our chances of obtaining a fair settlement.
Therefore, we violently object to the 60-day response provision. we request an extension of et least T110 days frog the
established date of 23 November 82.

the Congress of The HawellanPeoPle hes Included two &triofilch according to Congressional mandate, must be attached to- the *dreft"--emrcert-.--freimerre-fl-f-14- entitled--

Ostereinetions' which reiterates our concerns not found in
Enclosure (2) it a published document authored
the report.
It Presents an opposing
by our member, Louis K. Agard Jr.
point of view on the matter of a fair settlement which must
reach congress along with the debatable findings of the Commission.
We will always be available for further discussions on this
critical matter.

Native Hawaiians have never negotiated away or

been compensated for any Of their lands or rights.
to reactivate and reestabnative Hawaiians
S.

lish thtr original pri4ole es.
6. The irmed intervention of 1893 resulted in the r.sPension of native Hawaiians rights and priveleges.
The armed intervention of 1093 must be recognized
7.
for what it vas 11,Order to begin correcting the errors
-------.
committed durinionTsubsequentty.
As aboriginal people and by the declaratlon of Ka8,

mohamohn I all of the lands of Hawaii were held in common.
Xamehameha III under the Constitution of 1040 and
9.
the creation Of the tend Commiesion identified the tenants
or common peoples land share as. one third of the entire
x.nodOm.
10., The !Wieling' Act further defined the common peoples

interests and a process that could be (alloyed to acquire
small portion
The act only carved out

-fee title to the land.

of the common peoples interest by awarding ?9,0on acres sat
Of a potential total of 1.3 million acres.
li, The common people are entitled to ttr on' third
Share of the kingdom earlier identified and prPtooted undPr

Aloha Pumehina.'

too conetitutloni 1ev which declered,'.nothini whatsoever

me

shell be taken from the citirena withnu lup propena of

John M. Ant(
State Pres
JPIA/mad

ant

law'.

12. he overthrow of 11101 .iiiltjunetel a ,pular nafive

nnverPnent and thoreferp was illeeiti-ato.

Evict

11.

An%.113eclit1 -a.t0 Invern-ent -Plod ..e 1.rontr.if

n! nitive qapalions in a quit Iiin set lee,
0',t varrInt title to the iandt ,dpd Awl

11,1 .pq

tnclosufe (1)

Detersinet tank -ten
The ceded lands were described me not government lands
as government lands in the United States and congress would
legislate Special laws for these lends at some tuttere time.

PROLOOUI

In nssoneo what passed from the Republic of Hawaii in the
:ending ceremony vas the admini

not necessarily title by a bile

ion of the mates lands
'pregnant.

li. 1110 owns the ancestral lands of Hawaii?

The

an astral

There 1. mash Met few been When Mout Raw"
much M U detailvd we well researched. Mb review to snly

land, have never been negotiated Away or the flatly, i

a brief reeeirditd If events gesting at the MON** with
the Rama, awe an NU the purest- The review whim
smith, made to teavey mow Mee M the taw we the
se/We if the Mow. The amps of the Ufa meow avers
owe putted. It Frauds ewe
mink) a Maid is

satiatiod.'

17. tecause the native interest has not been negotiated away
tin native Hawaiian can administer the lands granted to his
ancestors by the land division of 1845: The descendents
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To. grI'tted med cave C. control thu (notIng
point of (hi Ptfnlid ward.
Hawaiian and dtsloflmf his collar, sold tradItIons lilt pieces.

TANIHAMZHA (KAMEHAMIHA I

TnnaPudhmah or Tometeeflel'm (Naonuhs.nuha H was

aware of Inprtalian cml colanl,odan.

To tidies. lids

ho setafii a, adiate. vith brilals, petwpe inns. ow
find aiWyui were Crfttd, .xplonsrs, Captoliw Cook old

i't

Voicosss'.

V.nteuvin gave Tomulanntho p'oghulta oddea,

Do not genii foretgiuru to settle t HsviIl. Only Iwo
Mould ra OItl,ons UoPm Yoisugl and Aihohe Ilsaci

CnwistIanIly did net ,qoltfl the Howallsi. 10 u higher SPIIIMI tiwl.
sigatry sit ifltOtlranc. of siclani Haislion rulIglor Swiped coos. tlt* SM, of
knowiedp hipi for penif011Ont by thu High p,.,t5Jdi Haweulsi. iecutvid no
reward for being trustlnp In fed II was quti. thu oppoultu.

Didsi. Mail of ow farettnere are men of bed ellaraatei',

in hot the
s.cnç5
ls.sds,
desfrfr
lb
Ihig Iwo foreign adVaniouyn) puferenc., war. .ant.nutlw
adldsois who took natlw lilWs 01sf b.came trusted chiefs
by actept(ng thaw for*tpwrs
with laid pihiluges.
kameftan*ha sat a precedent wIth regard to no blood qinntsmw for noiiws' lair
Ysusog ow Ui. grandfather of Er'. (Peak,) who,,wa, ow QoUn of Ns.nelismeiio 8'
who, logulPn.r, fous,ded the Quaens Hos5I(M as lIlefr iegbey to theIr people.
evli-huapted,

right pepl. 10 dwell th.reon.tl)
idsoru

in

This early insoelstlon with britain sain,.11mua Vial been described as
beIng a protectorate hot It ow never fornnstised as suth, aid ow ceding of
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-Idiver owicheted. Tw,wlianwke did
Tam.ha'neha'. kingdom wet Pill aow,elgnty
xpruai en Intent for hi, natIve ptopte. A. meuvor aid okeolute neniercli,
not
Tamehaflielic could be Said to oem aD of Ute Wale tn Ute kingdom, bet It
Rather, ipt held it In trust tat' tile chief. aid people
prtvete property.
Pill
cenaspt
I,
einbodledOi
the
Statement
by
Twiteissiielte
,ldcli
said
'an
come,,. Thu
of he lands of the kingdom from sip. lid to the oilier belorq to she chief. wet
p.aple In cOftrVAetI'.

name from one lid of the casrtry to the otheø. Mdch may have meant the notir
wo were expected to tat these fields sider a feudal labor or,w)ehU.
The concept of money was I,dradueid by wssllP
nera and a ready -bosh crop was sndalwood. Tlte trade In

lit'

money

CAPTAIN coop

1

I.TL.Y0

A brief description of party natIve Hawellwv apasor.d
who bed token ow, correset of
The narrative
Cp*øln Cookie ShIp aft., Cook had been mied.
describes the natiws en w.0 believed aid w,y friatetly and thus
It us' possible to trade with them she i.l .ticles from tip.
The arrlvel of Ute LoglIsh altipon lomossy I 078,
IrOn stares.
cal welcomed by 1.000 canoe. crewed by en awrepe of di own In

In the diary kept by t.t. 00km,

4e

P

.

each.

co

The settlement

of Iwo

lt5.gpa

at

buy In

Ute

Hawaii

was a brutal bwlnele for natives duo teeterwent uwny lwdshlpe to Mrwst the wood. Few trele remain today tivost awrlesvsstbig. After ove,Itsrveettrc
collapeed the anetalvaad trade, we.tøner$ with sibstential capitol accie,uiited in sims trade began large soil.
a? plaileatlons In the l.laieti. The 1115* such ptr
totlon was darted In 1833 by thee Aole,tOwd eder 11w
nest. of todd & Caingaity.
sandalwood

t.tltoiilio

wet-

It ws In 1883
ay 1030, shipe from nasty mtjtiaew had arrived In Hawaii.
referred to 05 C trebty.- ws
that the fIrst 'Article. of A,,,.IlgeenInt', .cnetimia
Throatier,
other
epreemsnls
were
signed belwean Hawaii aid the United States.
mint. between Hawaii aid foreign oasmtrles end there were to be hwy. titan e eases
of these.

to be abee,wd on all of the
titer, site extent of lwda tide? cultivation
aSia okeervud
At the time, the practice of retlgilon by the natives
l,lo.ids.
be an iowlftali citrus. to solicit blewirçs far site entIre
and appeared

gAuzaAuou (JIAMEHA?4EHAW1
In 1030 Komehwn.Ptã III, the ysseig san

'4

IJHOUHOLKANSHANEHAJSI

After

Tamehaiuielia

dIed In

1818,

MPwWio

aid did iid

possIbly
lwhivirq

to avert
chiefs.

Hew religious concepts were Introduced from lit. cost

:
.

that were

to 1mw a great Inçact on the

edalbrq

native culswe, to site detriment of the itetiws.

b

'Tanwh.neha (Kemeltanielie II was fotraler of
the kingdom, aid to isbn keleriged CU the lad frets
fol*owa

aite aid of the Island. to the other, 51,05* It om
It bitseiged to (lie
not hIs own private proper$

chiefs ad people In colhunon, of whom Tamehatr,ehs ws

the head, aid hod the .,.._.geiient of the laded protti,erefare, titer, was it formerly. ud Is
perty.

not now any person else could or can convey away the
'ammllest portion of land withIctut the colteestt , tin
ore who lid, or has the dlre.5I.on of the

The concept of laid as a comnadlty was
Introduced at this perIod aid westerners, IiIOIIetIIIg
ndssIlp.rles with the board of Milsitec, petitioned
to pacimse lads lit fee from lit. kingdom. PointIng

kingdOm.'Pl

-

huulcally a formal recording of
Tile constitutIon of 1840 w
Al this point the
existIng laws aid custossi bug practiced In the k(ngdnhl
the
patives
tinter.
0 constitUtion was fasided on siteir
sowrelpdy alloyed by
Iniportantl$ for thai first time, the constitution of 1840 govs .ctuel
culture.

out the service they performed, the ,nlssloncrlel argued Sims they were d..erdu'i
of lands to cultIvate. N(ulonarlH were permitted to psrchaae 000 acre parcels
for the compensatIon they pffered aid cultIvated sngar cane as a muons of
The Protestant work ethIc was Introduced with the
supplementIng their Income.
ph.rose 'en for lii. Idler, let the l,dmmtrlow ptd him to slteme, wet assent his

the

,1

-

Jo -

-0potitical power so the convom, people.

of

Tatneitemeha, granted an 'Airditswnt of ligidI' elIcIt
could be called abotive Hs'sallett Unglue Carte. H
1840, K.nslaslieha UI grant/ the gird cosvUtsdlIIl
to hi.
I, Incgrpn'alig In It the earlier
Alr,endmerd of RIghts with emesdsteilts. The oamtltw
otd*lned the s).tetn of polIty os
1840
of
tion

This practice appeared to dlf(çr from CIctsUordt9s dIviding forces
coaritailsy.
of good wet evil aid se.king lMIvidp.eI fowr.'1

chwige site asliting laid 1,15.0k
between Tainuhainebat
dIssension

cissnbed

the decIlitIng native Labor force.

rneoIakelaes) was larger by eIght Woee than any other tint bed
been seen In all of the South Pacific pre%iOtaljPi H ,.iiited the
cowttry owl one entIre plantoUon as far as could be seen fmen the .ldp wet
till, plantation usa diulded Into usrss by stones tlwovn together or Separated
by hedge. of anger cane. On a later woge, Ibenese, Toweend, 1,. ebeard the
.hlp Hesitate also fetid site notlwV laid In site hipliset date of euhtMtlatt,
later reference to highly cultivated lend. ccnflnlw site early nitIW
A th
population of anne 400,000 I,tSIntdiaiul, aid (Ittnduflrlauaiiea, ascportlrig

(Kanwhwneha UI aucceeded hIs father

Kaiitoimiu, Daivelbnq abroad to' England

his queei

to the measles, two of nwny native victims of Introduced dIseases. The ravogee
of theIr ortuidl mcide?,
of disease were to reduce the natiws to a fraetton
aid encouraged the Import of contract labor with iidnbmen sofegsds to replece

by Nowsnber of IIOL a jilid declaration by Site BrItish ad Frind,
stolid lit lSie Saidwtch leWd. caivasid a, Irdepetwient stese. If ever titere
ccl 0 brIdal, prolectaret. over Hawaii as siwgestid during the Tr,eitset. rel

Piogreu had been rapid from an ahiobste

monarchy employing a feudal s)etvn of laid trove aid emerging from what -lid
been daicrtbed as a stone age mdli,., to an early constilutint.! mo,rdljk all

it cbs clarified as this point by the Iwo poceri r.cogmddon of Iidepedaiwe.

wIthIn a generatIon.

In 1844

minIster

O.P, Aid Irate, 'It

will be noceeiery to employ a few fereipiet. of

of omit it re*si-

high character In otficee
sibllhty In order to asateln the

cONSflTtfl$ON. AND NAIl VU
gruntIng of site constitutiOn oflIdO, Kain,hem,Pte Ill went be-

reledeni of

After site
fore the Hop., of Nobles lit April of 1330 wIth a new constItutional propoSal for
Thu propoa1, cith orteid.teitts, became the cotulitutlon of IOU.
comlderati011

the

The polIcy ef

.Onwerteias.j with other govermllastl'.

this porlad, 1844, wee to oPiate e Hew.Ueu dii.

by the fidon of suetiw it foreign Ideas ad the
tedon of native etd foreign psomvwl I. work for

These constitutio'. we not eztrecUd from site Idiç, rather wore ssdque snt4.
osnstltutlii, of 'the Hawaiian kiuigial differed
Is mey be pointed otd that site
from the Amnorlcwt constitution In this important particular, that whereas 'We,

the

site
the people,' Ordained net establIShed site Coet.tltutlolt of site Untied stotea,

marriage

I.

HawaiIan

1omeiii4l

if

by

Again

o.p.itldd

as

In

of r.paiwibl.

site services
Temeisemeltes reign,
noepiutives In gawiswiiem was assiglui.

4!

P

Tows'ds titla end, thee.

(ding an oath of slleglance, iws In oNe. of

.,:

HawaIian conitltution was not thai etaMhshe0, It as
so declared by the lies-tow CoWl of HawaII In Me?
by proposing the action of she con,tltsdlan
1863.
ISU the king set 'a precedent lint Pi. could, with site
consent of site I.gldotwe, change site conitllidlon.
lids act was repeated In 1114 when the tang danged she
Minister P.C. Wylie
constItution In lit. sane sanlner.
believed fit the Uti vy sims site Idip., deli he granted
the con.slltullen, hod the right to abrogate shut omItSiutlo wet proclaim a new one to accaimosodate site timee.
w1411e qusled site Idig as saying shut, 9/ It (Should)
work badly for me wet my people. rrtainb.r, aihat I p1w,
WylIe woo thorasdy convinied thus
1 wIll lake away.'
the monarchy was eomntlal to site pressrWUon of site
hinwaIlait people aid the imlultenaitce of siteIr Independence. based on these per
Bafel lid no
cedehus, site anal! bold of foreIpero acting as the 'Conrdtte. ofconatltutlon
elIcit
authority to Intervene when Queen t.hiiuokeianl proposed a new

oonuson goad.

foreign hush daitid become ifacalito eltlsap.

daHht.l (lAND bIVIdiONJ

In 1845, Kainelaiieha 10 created the 8d of Lad Cnnaul*aters to
started. The Laid Canidsilan
quiet lad titles ad an effort as lad reform
staving
eumived the canctidon mit there were 'but tire, classes of parsaile
here treated as
First.
the
Oo'saiv'wnt
vested ripilta In the laids'
with the Hugh second, the littords aid third, the temeui. As to Site questiwi
of '-lands for the onirem people, It was sived by dIviding the total lads 1110

held by the ding (Crowull, the powsusneids set lii aldef..
Pmlte lidepeidisti of each other, each, Wove ws subject to the rtghta of the
Therefore, the anmnn, people ad Ilteir deec.dants were it faiugottw,
tenant.
even 51m4t a third or a fourth or any epeclfled fraction of the lqu( had iwo

tired grots, Vail

But It afforded the plotters the excuse to laid trocpe
retracted.
because 'they were unable tO defend Ilietiseelves aid therefore needed soteetlaii'

been specifically dIvided off ad given to then In the general ae*tlasteet."

she Idir

by March

11,

1848 the land division would look taialcolly as follows

Gove,,rtent lads
Crown lade

fOREIGN INTER VSNTIOII
In 1542, U.S. Prlildent Tyler declared sims the Hawaiian gownvnent
ought tO be respected 'wet no foreIgn power. otight to seek i,due cntrut of the
Soon etfter, Congress provided an appioprlotlon aid the
lusting goverisnent.

Ceded laids

Chiefs aids
Kuieans lads

President appointed a dlptrnadc agent to HawaII.

It cci in Nay of 1843 sIms t.Od George Pastes comnas,dl'V a britiSh frigate selted the Hawaiian kingdom due to wv.solved clalutn by BrItish citinet. In
A short time later the brItish, via uilmor3.
leoaed property.
wsil
over
Plo
Admiral Thames, arrIved tO advise that the ad of selswe was wiasalio?lsed aid
report
rulored the Ictngdnn to its former statuS. The Idrig then declared In his
(The life
e ha aiim I koan
to the legislature on the matter, 'Ua nmu Pie eatodoy
the
this
decimatIon
Ia
aid
rlghteousnesshi
In
preserved
ts
land
of the
,tute mottO. But It con Lw asked, Is the motto true?

1,333,000 acre.
984000

...

......

0,478,000

1,510,000

t&000

Total acres ...... ................ ... 4,1*600
In the dhaeloiti tiw Intent

woe that notIw dOpie would be awarded

Ia slndlar
title to the lad. used ad occupied by thqm as Issleana granti whleh
being recognised.

so the use aid occupancy rights Of Other imtlw Ad now

A M4s0ce penis In effect carried out the TalneIieltWniIm (Kw,*'ainWIuO I) statement.
AWWWue lands belong to the chiefs aid people In colnihon'. The grOntlog of a
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is -

not abllgetory on the receipt of an sword to lake It to tile Minister OW
a potent. aid as tile owe? cculd not be dispastesied af tile loW. ume awards
re,rilned te,patented for imey years. it me not tnttlt ISO, that a proc.dwe was
provided by law far erufarclng the poyunsM of the coimnutatlon to, dot tile
government on Laid Caunlaaion awards. in tile Iw of :909 the gowrisaInt's right

Iadeono by UI. Laid Colnod.slon c'ecdint U,. meted biloroul nittw. people Ni

gid.mea to in t1wl ceuld be sepw,t.
parcels of lumi, 4th baum to th.Nilke UIth. (bed dntdllU piriltoid
for cevorel ptrpnou owl, u gethutr. Kuimeme pfl.n piored u
lid.
how O1ip we,'e faceted .not,ceU
selecuono of parcels becoi. that

I1JTtNi they occoM assi sled.

tocwiumstatlwiisepok,nofaaailenformmieyduethegaverwient.

Uluction sentriUIst.d miny dues to the,. parcels beb lead tacked, or 'ttwe
beIng dented xc.0 V.01* large .sreeuedlng I dile(dbige aid ememidly tile
in iny
onaa b. aa*eted to Wwtoe pceseleltn deP,eJS)
oouid bs (stead In IS tivee of tile u.r siheuIsIw of oroso
UIR
gawuemed, vat

cl,tofi lads by liii .qreaied umcspt liset all Uvis

dntsio,

wwIerslamtasWIr.

were 'keb(ect to Oh, rl.to of tile T,rad, or aumu. pScplV

- by

idsistip

tnteryentlos,

as parlble. Judd waq to say, lp thia endeavor we 11.11 only do the poor .tettws JusTice, for by the princIple idupted by the Laid Cooriiuton, til, poor lull-

hove awarded to tile tinell Is,. time giatk, ad equity
wauld dMiwd, wet to 1mw glum to tile Nlr Mars thin

y. are entitled ta woe-third the lands of tile ktiom.'

the paiimeumt good of Ida oibecta uculd itio.. If tile
Kbç b. dispoNd wtwdartiy to )leld to tile laimet U

has glum to hhimelf, he meet
as*oradly ha. (1w ,'lglit to do (is Ni should U,. HIng
ella. to (II. Imatlard ww-tNrd, o tile uNit O,ier
third. wit Ntaln cue-third himself, he, .ecadffig to
the wdfrm optMa of U attne,.Se, would Iite no

pardon of Wilt prceuce

JIULIANA (LAND GRANTI

At this fond,,,. It was Intended that each natIve be g'Oflfrd' a land
which he t,Dru.lf neat eiswy at his cost, aid then record.
award or
tile
siewy of tile lad oCcupIed aid to be Claimed took place, I canAfter
mutotion tar war payable to (he treqswy. if there me a lack of swne aid
could be
there frequently was.. then one-thitad of tile laid claimed In the

.wwggte.

In this lad dtdalon d

who worked tile lad by

offering .

IlIad me to p1w peeler Incinttw to time.
.me. perer...wot base from

Wulcil

to

deeded back to tile gonlnsvnant as a coevnutqçion tax payment.

ts. UI

sldered to 1mw fully paid 11.1? commutation taxes by tile one-fhfrd reversion.
Cannon people' who were essentIally without cash we?. at a disodventage. NO',native people who ld ace,.., to 'wail did use coal, to purchase tad, being
claIm for proawordd aid lit odvontages. if a huttwe dId, not file a

.zperbnent.

perty he me entItled to claim becaote of lock of huwNdi*rt$ or .steertoInty by the expiration dgte In 1131, his potentIal. liulew. could revert to the
This meant In effect Ililihe native was owr-paveriwnent as In escheal.(fl

In 1841 Dottd Halo was to esi
beat

that

at this time, tile p.ople

.theytnow the lad. Ni wry lIkely It

paying a carwnutatioe% tar by two-thirds over tile requirement. In owrpo3ilrç the
ccn,nutauon (ax. the ontiw eduid how a, equity Interest lii the subject &.lew,,
with tile govefiwnent besides the first or original meted Int,r.st.(ei
th, Laid Conerd*lor,. the legislators, aid (he king all had previously promised
lie convnone,s we wW(vided one-third Interest in mast of Hawaii on Intent me
While there Is no. decision on such WI ongimwnt before tile LaW
expressed.
CooreIshlan or tile Supreme Cowl of Howot( to the contrary, It can be axsisned
that Ills Huileaso Aol only divided out a snull portloA of (he comrrrmrs Interest..
aid that tie conuanlers aluuld how, been ent(lttd Ia the Pemabder of these
in thts connectIon, tile preamble of the constitution 'of ISIS stated.
Interests..
'nothln whateve, shalt be taken frdm any t,dIvldual except by express provision
of law.

as (hey do In foreign INil they (UI.
foreign laid.) work oil the larder lowwing

gjj

atmetid owi lads

they lo tlwtr coomtr$ wit
other place, .it perfstpe (MI

wity
(5

Is tile reason why

they Va not go to

tile reason idiy they

are great fosmers.'

ills

This was done lumy

limes by those pe.aeadng chiefs laid,, aid Duoss an chiefs bids could be eon-

the begtonIi anne of UI. netiwe did not how confidence UI tad. pwcians wit
while others rinedned aloof fw e long period following. FOwtlh
tta a,corft
nony naliws did take tqu ugh I I.Ie,U p(eoe of laid at sIak.owoo In tile eorUut

'l bellow II

Jill dli to

aileertatiow of Dr. Judd regarding poSIltie foreign
It war arg,md tile natlws should at bail be given fee deW.
tItle to thus, laid. occupied by them. Thte act would protect tile natives If
th. king's govownent was owrtivow Ni a Republic sit up, becante In ascii
Therefore It meld be ris, to put
cases only peivots. property Is respected.
every natty fwibly In paasenolon ore good piece of laid In fee simple * soon

fly

lily Iii aid,
of tile tntvla peopoeed to UI. legislator,
tile apoolnlmvtt of , soeodtoe to ewdsle lad titles. TM, propoisi me totir
legislator.
aid
tile
Ceahuaton
Vu. formed adopted no
UI.
In 1141 lii foloidngr
acUc*, accordIng to tI.Uuen sea,, to
Ancient
-.
UI.

itit

noteworthy how the process operated Ni Its longevity after the owrUsow wit on
Into th Thrrtosrlal era. Recoige of this process by the consfltsston. there me
a problem St dividing tile bids according to tile one-third concept 1. (MI tile
natives never dId receive the ow-third so often epoken about In tile initial

will to remember that the Load Coerd,ilin hod so authority to

it could. as a Conodaxtoel, decide UI. sott
dity of clothe aid then d.fln, tile choractir vet booiita'tu of tile 1.4. to be
coucred by on award. This approved award could be taken to the sibilate, of
of
interior aid by po4ng. the Convmstat(on to. (anerthlrd tile t,ilmproved .du
the lord) one could el.OaIn a Royal paleilt In fee simple. interettlripiy, It we,
divide tile leads or grant patents.
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ATTSSWTSD AHHSXAIION

in 115,, reciprocIty was first prepared
with (1w tlniteq State.. lost It faIled (a pass the

In 1633, Anwlcan rsoIcotents In the tdnpiarl Pit aivwxat(oel In mint.

it was sold (Mt the,. Anlericon agitators did ,wt melt

peocefUl .viezottan so
as to pet UI. HawaiIan gnwrseneg* Into their ow had.'. Theae anNum.

Su.te. The Importance of HawaIi In the central
PacIfic to coirer4rce Ni foe potential miultaty use

gentlemen me, then sell their conqucsl to the Untied itch, on tilt ow tenne,

woo being considered.

ant pocket menething from the operatipo',(bI
cordemplated °peacefid egitoUon' with tile view of compelling tile king to cede
his acw?elpniy to tile 0/ibid Stotejt that In tile event of ill, refiael museas
would be token to effect a resolution aid katebllsil a Ropattc. Reliable sow
Indicated

tile

sadder tile archipelago strictly neutral In elI
was that soy arts.. Seoind, to how one ldenffc.l
treaty

'Conittte, of Thirtu.' had reWiutIon In view, Ni did Ni

fwign

tile

Sit Of aa,e.won,
to .be

Kamehanouio itt circled out tile 'lwa, wit spectol PUporhlbIllt
resting icon him Via to "tony dealt. among the peapi,. rongrds (his id 18.006
me appropriated for hoepftob at Honolulu aid LoNirm. in Honolule, a hospital
was built 01 the lid of IllS ,w,ed tile 'Queen's' hoipitol. it was primarIly e
clur(toble I,slltutIa,, for tile benefIt of poor HawaiIan 'wIly., allPa.çl, Its
fqctlltles we,, awollatile to foreigners, aid a few bed. were reserved for pay
Kaiivhanelw IV wit hIs qorli ?'lrai, would attempt 10 rebuild
potiqisi.sJJ hi
Hawtt'e pass/aVon on at teed to Slow the decltn..(ltI

France In a fcrntsl agreement to respect tile IM.p.edenee of the Howsltin
islands, yet etota,leflIs of life. .ec,etartee af Slate (t4d,u.. Cal?.,,,, wit
Istgter) hit In effect pledged Uw UlIted Stalls gomevsnent to such a

co.r.e.(ilI 8.cm.e of the dt..tt. (equines for osilstaiic were made by the
king bead oil tile tsder.taiduç of Hawaiian lidependence Ni when thul LiepiMes received oftlrmstttet, tile king latied e proalmeffon in Decu*or 8, 1614
in the Proclwrctlan, tile king støted that he eccept.d tile eld offered In aqia?t
af his aowretpWy. .by UI. Npras,lI0Uw5 of tile O.dI.d States, Great Initaln
imp

Konwhoniidw IV petitioned tile C71V5il Of inglaid to coin, 14 Hawal4 Ni
1863 the A,ne.'tton Road
St. Andrew, Cathedral me establIshed In Hon,lulu.
of Mission, left Ho,ff attilo1* all tile lhisdonarlas who come dId ut leave
wIll, tile retoradeg contingent A report shows that a totol o TI men arid wane,,
Thirteen died In the (slants aid twenty-five Ni
were sent to tile toads.
Only twelve were listed as remaining l.
horned to the etotea befqqe IRIS.
appears
d
If some a. wuccomited far by the 'r.cc,d.(li?
Hawaii aid it
i't

Isidepadenee Is ear. ftrvdy establIshed time ever

in these circosiwlancea. tile danger, 'aol or othllrslse, of or up/Ick one week iii.' In
rUIlnsj wolisilid aid mmuatlon effort, were stalled.
,rdd-D.crnbep tile king died Ni with his death aimegotlon dtscwdaiw were
t,rmlnotedJtSI

before' (I')

Drug Vita pe'lW.

foe the

podtlono.(ll?

token edsoncape of by 11w MwMeen paweraneig, wit esgupd that ahtlwtofl tile
United Stale, governomet Ni not, on titodoil grated., Joined Great RrlteIn aid

wit Frtc Ni UIas added,

concern

flu-liSp were r,nowd by the ttng front goveesrwnt

d,nl.d that the H.wallan go.wnowmt was reduced to it.. necenolty of swrade,tng
He hinted that tile flNioo of such n.c.elth cowed by tile
(I,
independence.

'hatlea Ni bdtigckI. eplstt' of certain Am.rtcv, citizen.. o4tt not

,mttoew_Jh$I

preponderanc, of.
In the
cabInet. .ini. missiinartU who had previously er
uso.d syngoffiy for tile wviexotian nownent of

Titer. mere olambog aEthitla diving V petted of foreign
anisols Ni wesatal ddpplrp action,. The JO was, being hinau.d Ni atà
InttnbdeffoniiO)

all

America, Interest, both In cowwree aid

piasulng to set i
to

with

bean., of a

tnteid to grant ag, rlgilt to tile huffy people In the now gowsomient they were
Jested

Two paid prin-

First, (Mt an notlim,
ciple, were propoae.d.
Vaauld agree to respect Hawaiian Ildepe,denca ad

it me early In 1634 (hot member. of tile first ComuIU.e of Thirteen'

c*s

Kwnehw,,ha IV engaged In ia-

teidve foreIgn relattaiw In Ill?.

Heawluoneho IV dIed suddenly In ISIS leaving no fosnut Successor.

The thtPtyyeer nip' af Kinehan.?. Ill me described no on, of proHIs cealtitadlon
wit UbI'th af itmois, a Nipitol arid cfvillsaiiar,.
gew tile people polItical power Ni fixed Icust he sectved tile people In tile
He
gave than a
cilain
of
oppreitoii.
tile
last
title to tlletr lads, arid removed
sole. In tiletr cm.clls wit huklnp tow (lye, are governed by he gave (Mn a
Th,
legacy
he
left
Is
shored
by all
eutto wIdcI toter became a stat, motto.(141
gress

of U

people of HawaiI. HIs choice of people In gownvnsnj helped design love
tile present. It was ewly tnpKamelmmeho's reign
that how entared as intended
that

tile proparal to ketrq tile Piteari,, isloide,, to Hawaii vet to help reisdId

tile noilve race was dl,coN,d.
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Princeto Pt*edii to .sssthafly fowid U. Naiiduameha Scads aid te a onmtdad.

API
The .acadb Kinilt....j$is V mist ramp
bIaS N. g,adIIthw twolatut. if U. ncal Ibis.
t.OT miwjoAoa

to

of

(Iii

legacy of SI... Twuisltineha dsscsIido,de.
LAbOR AND SUPPL V

Mawp*U, to atcowegsd Vt, real-

aM Kuadat adam.

IllS sew lm.d a, dat

if

His oustlanlat if

tips with

Usseg.

staisgthas its Kieg sit Cabinet (ii p1*,rmsuii.

ft

'a.

The Planter. Society am organised iui 1154, princIpally tO addeiis U.
pooblsrn of rising labor n.,d. or U. plattoflats. In 156$, U. (Inst contIngent

ii

as
of 522 CPtnsi. labir.,, ame hired ci $4 -, mirth, wIth a $2 a atr
New Veer's. to Jill, 14$ Japan... virs Putrid is canboct ialam.* it f4 per

till list Ajobise JaIsou,

ales to

eute,sdid Atoelats &bisoin

Gu4I..

aftir Use

bat fbiliUtr.Ueu WOsian H $lamd
Repsn* I. Ssabiy of
of State.
Stat. S*ou.d In Jill
VA. odsUts, Sn P1515mM
N. Macask I ad-IN?
it HsnsMst Cawsl U
in

ConIrery to amy reports, neths HowoUaius did rot Stow Vt. field
As late as Jill, sevs'sl plantsiiaw angloyed 00 ruitiw HovitlUi taluor.
am a HansuiSpu,
prodsacdat (tan two 'Slliat to 10 nillIat paid. omsally.
spsrtl on of m
Th* demand for Increased production wit Wilt It for increased let., was so
rids feet le
great that thu labor P.S to corns from oul.tde the lilngusom.
dens.utrat.d by a report in hUt on U. thlrtyfl.e plantations to .zt.tase. at
.ingloyse,. Of tluta there airs 2,63? men sit 514 woinas
the lime there vi,.
whO were r&tlw Hcvillau. Thjfsovi dat am'. than 90% of 11w labor force was

S.aefry

work.

by 1570, Mills the ,mtivi popuulatlat ad dsctla*ç, thin

Kiesdat
CanonS MaCsob Pad two sidad I. if Va. to
ef
omaSPdonP.. V ripPled to Us. neqwot, t (.siu
(atoM. fir a oostb Muffin.
s, thy as slot for
lie to tatt of srd
, penMan if these
On iuty $Oi 3517 U.
J!!V dbpitdtid frai Hat.b*s as i

ailP

siMon to fbi format
Us. off.,
station.

(N$IaipP Iliad

.

.w

ad Use tbiq peiSSiffin Cf NPdwsy (almS
A
.oarnid ot abuisaf dl, woe dlis.(flI
U. H
511M1U
(as
to till-I? fawauy fast
Vt.
H
tntsrisdng*$
if
ffb NOses filmS to Ocean fir Ksn1 Ioi.it to U.
U. Irtins dadi Of
atrtftvadrn aid ct"Hanshn APdWg,Ilg,5 itweb i'tssid Paw $scbided
Mldva)I soway sat 4 g,,eed.nt Of ocqsds1, ma cawluwsa tsmsory ad sea a
Faucet .oqudli(Hat soqitialtian to Secretory kd'. to.4sU.d. policy.
sian of M$dwuy at Aimt SI, ieltc preceded by swos viola
purchase of 170.554 egus blIss Df twain Amesiss.
It
aS$ to Ill? Use, Use pvduas Cf due Virgin
(Idly. for ltloI,0oO
(atoMs from Die.th by U. (IL . b.li cmaWa.ed ted. US. uuvlaslat
loaded

rativeHawollatuptothatlin*.

dtHbs

6

LUNALILO

In

1871

Lwrnlll

broan

Pa

relga

divIng .

depressed economy Mall. Vt, bat. of recipocfty vu,
again raised by suitor planters and teSters MID
mat at a...auint. Lum.11lo favored leeting the Peal

liver lenbar 15 an lncasli vi viPIW asdlrq U. Peal
Reciprocity. the
In return for reciprocity.
PeerS 1W., ad avsexatlOn vi,. cotwidirid . intl Saintly
and eepaat.ly. Paw...,, U. Hawoflan gowovnent .4thdrew fron, further togotlaliono due to strong pobltc
ri.clian from neff.. HaaiuI..('1 Thee the,, deviloped a towact betwai, native HOviuIwii ad An*leaiw
urupllflij by U. esorerns biSSe'nsoi of Queen Stir.
toward U. American eusidanate,. A. au via to wit.,
"The reciprocity tidy. ghtrq Cray laid, Is much digead'd these days, there * a feeling of bItterness
agatnes Slug. ruide s.ople Mao dwell an our laid aid love
high Sanded Ide, of gldng away somebody else's pro-

policy.

RIam,

sHd, any 'lose tie.
\Itotiw Huv,ltie
ofl rsclprocfty fiefeg dat mat 5 Hasty
woigd .wfltwfly lad to smsidlat. Many Urns.
K.Ji..-JtII V stolid lie Itnu, reid.. Is suimuto
U. UW.pandincs of tie faai. To isa.* VU
of
Ctorlu. 1. IIdàp
COtom%*(.n
Ctedcno

"

r

4

I

Cidefie Ispolas Piiatj, seat.. (M H.vsffb
agacild to
gownsvnsrt ad gaspS. ens, at p
cmwxodat Wuet.wr may be add
coivony'Jfl) ma.. I. alto atddence that Queen
Seam ad other.,

.,,

lnclsdlng U. fllofuit, of sUas

jserty.N if It was ihstrV'JZJ)

Kavaffie, spats out to ogaoss s?aP*Iidat.iflI

alit Iain vip ccnelsMud iddUs uspactod to
Kovollat ftat
pPo.ldi for ixtiels.s liuiidgnatiOn O/'tabOr. Plunstainots V laM till fdsidstior of
Vt. Roal Haviulan laid by rIquSStZItg a n.dC eust., from Snviror MuJt&m of
Pn*oslo, Mb dbpotCtod Retry bergs? So lIowalL Kwn&laml.a V died without a
,uceuior oltIloul to Pied offered U. tIrois to Hl CM.fei. FowlS. itse
dectinid U. .pauSUon. H. left It. lc?g, sstok to PrUIc.a. bulls itse taft 4t to

- I?
LwistSlo'.

I

p

-'l-

(1

relga am bfef, obout . year, oft.' width Pie taft i la.gs
era. to prodde a ties for iaor, daffIa.

estate of dppioxOnatet, $00,000

Ir.JIrm p.opl of Hawollat satnoadat,

pSit,'

It was to this period that Orient Schollald urriwd In Hawaii, suepoasdly on a dqPuiss.lng tow. Actually. Pie was (liter confIdentIal &d.rs from
Vt. Sidciory of hr to otoeet Use ilitltany importance of Hawaii, wit apeetflcolly to oM.r the vttuae of U. Pearl Ri.,, Parbor as a nilhlSary outpost for
thsU.S.intI.enorthPaclflc.

owing his reIgs, Kplalaurn IrawllaS worldwide pktng agreements to
acquire labor forces to help U. suqe? (aiduatry. The Kalaliatw gowrlrwnt approprIated antey to solicit Iaurlgratton Into Hawaii to help Iafus, new blood ad
netimlid the population, wit to oulat th. labor need,. The KalaWt. era air a,
Increased- volume of dulppltç, a rIIaoed Mated. Site tris, car system (natçuH...U'e
nosed, "sell .eralcea upgraded wit Sarbar improvement. Initluted.

pusef.n.n.e to old people". is its

legacy to PSIl peopS.
ICALAICAIIA

'

ftnanclal position lnpoad, bibnsn were itottag gdt,w, ad ill Hewell
D.splt. U. profits sO U. cltite'se hand, apegenerally proepred.t1J)
dolly she badness caitruilty. Natotat. lad his cr11101 .4,0 strongly atteelsid

On Fetoady II, 1174. K.*olaw vi.
elided to U. lVn5 aiddat d(sorderiIS) His toliii lot of U. attire
usapril pS.dpe am to bopr
rslgs thins via went sgrie
lilrgdaius. Owing

vii able
.. Pita perstnauy for his fitlrçe. 5Iew.d ady by U.! record, KalsI
to carry aid Me tneupurul dedge to lnrow U. 5ot of the entire Miigulwui.
Nalokass. re.ftlnn.d. is prealo netS.. Howollai, laden, dId, hi. OpPasISIat to
cession of asy territory to any we, for my ptrpaj& He atcouvaged nell..
customs aid am active In U. weatlaii of nislo (or jetting ailoyeulent. Ksletsia
can be rulnanboned for U. allah critIcised Palace coabtrlactlat Mitch cws only ,sew
be finally appreciated a his legacy. It was In Ill? of Kalakatw'a relpi that

Silo

In lidsitny sit enerc. lths. a us.w ouwWuStat ep. forced spat Mu, by naipceUm twInes.msn.(2'l helm. am ad to law beat tide?

blacisuisil dttlng fit. eglsode.(fl? It,
gownvnait tide, Natalie. at tills time .Ii leased
out aiuer ir(.4tege. to (Muir, to diwuip nm's
gu
om.1ad& It Jill the alt 'boots 1Im.luulu
lifts. am orgwusad with U. eggrowl of NataMu.
Captc4s, Policy AUIfird ad
arid U. cabInet.

mere sit

*eiscl.d to eaiuruai4 file

,wmal toadU. Recipeocity Treaty was mewed aid would Paw esptr.d waler
time to 1894 a yeor dft.r U. 110$ bosiMs troops aided t U. overllwow of
171$ Queen cob suer ppwruvnenL ltiiFbe polntob aid- bt a tatt itowuni - to this
era dat the co,wtitudon of 155? 'nod. Kalaisnat largely a figurehead aid tDe
go'arnbug power nested with the leglilatwe.

ifonsadu lla ad am

Pso,m'ed by KOlOkQui.(UJ

USSR IJUUI?KALANJ
Queen LItlatIwlanI .ucc*.d.d KatoIaiu.,
her froths?, at his death In 1891. The Queen Oa7Ie

COMMTTSI OF ?HtRtESN

In Jill,

Lent,, A. Thtrstt.i, S ndidoem'y deiqablant, irganlsid the
baticqlly a IsoW orgsrlsitias with
ft
on SIS{IHSW 'Cairnist.. of Thtn.ri" The stated obftet(w of U. League am to
seek a oonstlsa.doeml 'spnem.ito*tw pwrirsvti Li, iSa Haiesllsi shads by any

wider

n.h

Hawaiian L.agas with 40$ members.
matni necuamry.

S .m

t

The League bsUewd Plulohot. would how tO be forced to Uld

to a twa conetlftdion wit so aoilt old ama wit w,ruttt at for U.t purpose.
tridlcatsd
Hawaiian Leagas.
TPuunsSoai

UseS

.Jfatoltdu RIfles lad because U. n!fttsry ave of the

I

AS this point, mar. than 100 yea.. after Cook's o,M1 they torptud
L.A.
atoit 90% of U. vising popufattost aid Sled political stn.rçth.(1O)
Thssason read U. druisitS of a resolution to the Nice to rlvrlt. U. ootwdtutlat of ISIS. He U.n propised (sew a rs. omulttutlon 'Split be qidedy
drafted own though dare were legal proitalo's In the .ztstisg corttlftstian for
Thwston would
auth rev(aloiw Mitch could to outed dud by U. legislature.
of
polSlclpots Li, the drafting of U. new cn.tlSudat and sir.. as a maib.rU.
of 1154
The
conisisuffon
of
Ill?
was
a
revision
of
tile
ctisudai
cabinet.
aid Urns of 1851 aid fist of 1540. In aetu case liii lnt.rsst eoitwysd (a, U.

Thunicrs wMSen lutstory. Rt.otuttat of 1811. states. "usluairconatitutiat of 117? was not legally enocled. Ii 1st,,.,'. On U.

ThwsSon's seploabticew for his actIv we dilatable aid
lawyer, he should haw bIer OntatQ the first to object to Illegal acthtttea.

eeononuy was depresSed, due partly to the MeNinIiy
Tariff Act on sugar, aid a renewed free ode
treaty wIth 11w UnIted Statas was adviaobip.
Mloljter St.wna Pointed out that the preceding

strat.gie vilue of Hawaii would be sustained by a
renewed trade treaty and Slat would Intrease pe
U.S. told on Ito,voll at U. mm. tt,n($$I OppoIsents In the United States talk-ed of aoieg away
with reciprocIty because It was a boronsa to tlt, planters hot not to the U.S.
treasury nan to construe?. at th, Pacific Cooat.' It was also argued that fraud
was esldent and Oen.ral V.A. Mdl(tnle.S. brother of WItIIont McKInley. ratted
agalnit sugar larc.v wit nllsIonarleI$Cl The 131st af the Pearl River was
raised aivi 'mister Stews.' suggested It am avillalile to perpotulty although
there 'sever am any IndIcation that this was In fact favored by natives. In
repara
that context, cedlop Peal River for adequate cosnensatlon aid seekingwere
also
Act,
lions do. Hawalf for InjurIes suffered by It. McKinley Tariff
no
cqnnld.ratlen
of
that
legislature
cff,r.d
Native
mimbers
of
the
explored.

.411th ewe? of S., the 'setiw. would object.
L.A.

Som, of Site commentS trade were

Reciprocity Treaty developed Hawait'$ ecommlty white
U. MeItlnley Tariff Act dep'essed the .eonothy. The

original of 1840 wos 'set 0150W. The eosutlsuuon of 1150 watld Increase U.
power of rtd.ns all ease, arid nidut. U. netS.. Hawaiian ot?ength. something to
SIondbty U.
other lseito

inereahsg ottaclo by Ill entrenched ellen

population.

alarming aid dwygotory olarvitloru of boUt it.
Queen ad U. ,setivs HawaIian.. America', MInIster
itewna .juiblted duplicity In reporting to U.S.
Secretory of State BIalne.(i4I At the tints, (Pa

bilng a
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.ut Uhit toe .dtsvy if

fran
'Downtown Har.*Eu In 1533 Sio*q toe U.S Coueiet .W mo Ui. bagelt.,
5
Anton Hall niuire the tl,& (roepo ware opertarid to 'rciset Am.nlor life .5
(rotc.
to.
PolICe
Stutlon
where
to,
Hewitt.,
Also
5mw
(a
property'.
to.
Amurtee
ndnisters wir. lacutid atcue to Nt,ilbi Awuewe .5 where meet of

Thu '11.11w Sore of HewS", a
Hawaii would be esdangend oth.,wleeJSfl
rsootvsd to prss.rW Huwolt anhiaor4 tWup.etsac. .
Hawaiian orqivu,adi
,noanrchtat lantitutlans aVaiçly

dtssan4, .Nwsatte.t.

located. This p*Uirq ..i. to. Hawatlun treega ware
'property
fasor.Ay located to 9re0.ct Aeelwn lIve .5 properly Us's were to.

ANNZXAJTON Cj.UJ

tanopt.

L.A. 77*wstan e*0ut J4y or .isiy if
It
350, fanned to. s.cr.t 'Asu,uud.n Club'.
and for tollsttan isa Us.t
ctniswd (hut thu rpne.
poiti Hsodd be ransy In .sy oss.AS11 Tb. Amtima
Cii kept is. records for óiau. reewu.I3S1 It

ansn

I'

ant manbere, fldflpon if

'sew? lw?I than

e an J.iary 14, 1533 03utnt.d to. ..and

ndnn

II

ub H.

his

.1'

iUed
of 1153 L.A. Tt,stdn
(rip portly iwofid by\Qie Aanezut1.n

l,

to

be

pi)4)
Thwitan'd .cecwit
roan,
canelflont oral

an

tçplth

itrt1 of

of *lwor

qcr-.

M1G
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HI

Stevisss.

Sqisedron

a

Is

discIple of to.
th. Amel'lccn ndnlster to Hawaii,
eipansjantj( MhUani lb Seward, supported the slew of 'Wunlfa,t destiny of to.
On March 9, 1101, hi wrote to Sietaiy of Stat. 1l.t,w.
U.S. r the Pacfflc.
only Sw aness for
alSo an ipwwlonlst, dclortng oanuatise, to ho to.
Meanwhil, there were other action cont.ngtptedft. toe Hawaiian
Hawaii.(44)
plaise
to
depa,. to. Qsoen by
of
Th.
U.S,
State
Department.
was
er(.ld
Island..
Und.rs.cretary fleedor. Honuwlt md
fore., within th lctngdo,n. As
billIng would
U.S.
/Nasy
cOuld
be
used
to
establish
a
p'oteetorôl.
pared, the
be the odndnlstrfitton of Pr.Idvut Ren$nutn Harrison to tue the Cuureuds, of th

American Paclfl1

l

U's'

I

nluttng wIth any other cot,rey.(45?
Job, A.

-

CA

.

ewsth ore ant
hucufljs,
far doubt.
Thurston ant the Aiunezotion Club o(tonU. to conwy to. pktsv Slut (be posgle
oposed,
of Hawaii vera for wuisoUon when In reoiltj to. Ws.la IslUetor, wso liswhç
on
ut so f, so to sy he would pwfv
and a nimber of the tegtslatste
alleged corrupt gowevvnunt rather than ivwzation. V. 5. Oleion, tot kruuhenwh.
retakeng
by
tout
rabept
of
omsoatian
Schools SIrst wfncIj1, sold an the
autonmny Hawaii was lIkely to 'aIn greater useu.11si adwautogu Sun by a*0lgor
.2hure

-

J

)i4,

.wS Janus H. hart a.iid1buid th,

?P.rstau .20 a,. oeJi
canald.rnd TPua'ston

-

cstusih4,

anwzetlon paidbWUs, .j decl.r.d lii, iihuUean to
for
carry out the w,wsoUon.fIlI htos,tt'l Psaptne

* Tst.
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'Cedi,IU., of Safety".
'canwl*te. of Thirteen",
They pbeeid wal directed to. evil1pose of the msoierthy
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On 4ma,ry e, 189$, the Queen proroguid the tagIStotort and ovuawnced
her intent to rociaim a new cosatitutlan.

7.
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Club
n account by L.A. flws'ston relates how members of Sn. Annelation
S

aw their opportwuiy to promot. thet? W.Wt 'they isud the IIdtIOtIW
question that they we?. the Chief directorS of the coors. of wnts
it (,
'that
nut few days In lIdd-iamsery-of t'..'l1 Thititat 5uQ5afl1d
during
fltls
,.t
stags he oken at once to form and declare a groslalusel
i .watbar of the
to he Ia owed ay asstuatian to the United States. Thtstà,hLo
of their p1
Coninitte of Safety called un Minister Stewn.. to Islfwe
for
Tlnurston then celled upon French ..$ lrItlsPl .Intster. Cottormn d Peterson to.
ori
(rotc.
ond
his
toed
concwr. cc, nploIMng that St.wn. wooW
thu
Qsoen
and
setting
up
e
provilusel
deponing
mownnml if a broetonatiomn
was ttssid fran any çownmwnt bsdidtng in toanu' Then Is. dtsare'

Diagram fran Volunel of (he Hawaii., Im.stigatlone Slowing the w?Isea peallion, Of to. United Statu troopo oftar tandir. There were Sew position. up
to Anon Halt which were to costar t5 gavanruent btdldimç, A fusto position
Scutcis after to. protectorate ve Initiated .5 I.
was established with C.m
shown in Diagron 1, Page 20.
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%r.( .7. XeOerll,JIr. C. IL iFIla.a.
noHolxac, flwatua liLay, lisps. 1533

gouerremn

Thurston's accoud of these ewnts and eon, wne.rteln*y(dS? mare ore
indite sep.indicOti mu that the Cemmdttee ettmoptid to divide the cabinet .ulfelled.
Milan
(Cr5 to take the lead agatnet the Qlwen, isa toe effort
rate
neeewory
to sohede.
whIle, thu Queen uS cabin,t felt that a praclomution
in 5*0
methods
presided
foe'
by
that any new coistits,Uon would be implonieitt.d
agpoul-

psncy i

Dzal Its, As i'st 7otr fnqw$* of tolsl I lode., peas dlspme

.ffort did not oposor to satisfy the

Howee,r,
Itself.
lutist deThteston called en Mtntst.r Stewno again to inform him of the
,estdenee an
tints

cosutitssllon

lion.

uUs.C.D.Wu..0i,

There

v.top,nerds.

was

another

Informant

muting at Tltwsian'.

The nut .rorntrq, (MorJoyl Jorslory 11, Pie Conwmnttt.s of Safety
e mess meeting when HorSed
met for Owe. haiti In Thsvstan's office to arrangeplotting
agaimwt the QUUn.(IH
Swsdqy iwning.

Wilson uli.d ta advis. the Conviitt.. to cease

followed, their tan19sege been'
At tie oman meeting. Tlnwstofl spoke OS others canultutional
sassmethodS isH

diary. One waleS wan raised for proee.dtng by
apoa?enUy gave the Coniudttee its
ni'ruui standing vote andd approsing chin
ftmsJan hod teJ!cted the nssrshel'S advice 1.0 cease
.onctsciu to proceed.

platting revolution OS anteed prepaiid to

ilkMtHo1iFSr0.WieocpS

from the (liT Boston anchored In the harbor.
requisted to act on behalf of the Ctnrdttn of
Hiniof Cr Stewn,
citizens, becatge they wine
Safety, tine nmjority of whom were not American
ustiomn that
The
needed protection.
unable ta dePend thino.lves oral therefore
unable to defend th*ns.tws, OS seek p.0(1.-

111

ran be a5kd her, is why were they
explain before 0 comngn'aniossl tispdry
Han from- what tlweat? Stevens was toJustified
cause to toni t'oope menacing
that

tJ

Queen's ruotu(ir

ry actl

ama

liv.s by using orated force and tireots of vtotesne..(d8) Tini Is'oope were landed
because they were
at iO9 pint. OS canuS tone opp?eh.itslrM to the Casilhttee
efforts uSe to delay

in foci
indeed a tacit of ansoting uu'est.(iPI After
their landing tany indicate there
the Palace to the first
U.S. troops nmrch.d up King Str.et post
Wilson (papt SV. In so doing,
position identified on the McCarthy dIagneul
to Solute,
ns.rcritng
anus
port. Colors dIpped
the troops gave Her Mafisty a royal
recophoid
the Queen's Sovereignty
and ruffle, c. tini drum. Thi, iedieates
contrary to wist Minister 5teve clair. was
on that owning of Jewatry 16, 1393 incident,
later
American
Minister
Itsunt
was
Investigating thu
an interrep.uuo.
tinier an agreement to
to charge that the landing of troops was prilsrranp.d
0% tIny affair tn
hare
Coimsnent
ai,Ial in overthrowing the Queen's gew?nment.
ChIef ot' the Pacific
ctuting those of Amiral Joo.ph Slrerrett, Canmtander in
Jnadntesble

apparently not pr.psrud for that ewntirlltyu
landing. the

painted out, it was
Station, a'S those af LI. '?omnmander Swlnburne
qcartered If they were loafed

for

the

to locate the U.S. troops where they were
property, If troopa were banded for toe
protection of U.S. cashew and their
wise ceuoiee'.(50)
p'otretlan or 5ttp0?t of thu provisional gowrin'neflt, It was a

-

a.,w$

*S

.

, atb C..

to 000aelben alit. It,. at,h,l .f tie u,,.wlii,r',t intenT. I endS
ties (l.ej a,,h.t as tie Uvn,ttuasot tnid.iwf 51 ISV p.w. us
o ij.,.

505
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Dtaree lii
After the troops laded, the Queen's cabinet me alerted ad sought aselstonce
from WinLater Stevem seldrp his peeltloii In the melter. Till reply fri's Steven
for clarification In the melter me later obtaIned by lnvestIpelbt MInister
Blowit. It Indicated Steven. hod not only refived u cLan. to the aaelitllte of
e attacked at' asrest.d by the
the Que.ii but aold that If the Imeegaide
Queen's farces the United States troops would Intervals, ad should a prodtionat goveflvfleflt be estaldttlied by reepanslble cftu,.v, Stewzv meild raco
ti,. aed siçpatt tt on r.queetJSll Slit. lack of iiçparl of the di facto
gowrmvwnt of Hawaii rew,aed the support gIven the HawsU
to overcome the crisis with the first 'Cormittlue of Thirteen',

Sketch tram Values 1 at Rauettai loveutjaUoae to chew poetttoo of the
Untt.d katie Iroope aShore on Jeouarp 17, 1S53. Dta;ree petit. out Caine
troop licat too ci lb. procisasiton me. read by Henry taopsr to diend
cier. the Hevetten ovarment terebooted.

pewnonud In 1154

ALLIQAI7OHS

At thi

sonis of (lie ewnts leading to 1111*' cal be ewoidned. The
al by hai' opaatwnts In Increasing
Queen me cedar attack personally aid as a
..

Under (hi constitution of III?, the power of the tovereign hid been
reduced to a unmet rot.. A5 dU Kolabeim, the Queen cauld veto led uiot
stages.

\

t,a'ai, ouch as the toolery aid cplui, data, were enacted
effect Ieglslotton
the legtslolwe. a'sl only waded her slgnotwro, Yet the Queen wee chirped wi
promoting these two acts, Sit. me o[.o charged sdth indIcation by prosodic a
place Witch die had
new consdtudcn ad sat sopportlng ihie couvtltidlan
agreed 5o uphold, creating tweet aid krInoll. St me cOffiwd the Quell hid, by
her

actions,

pPeUistle.

me,, me

cr.aled on tilenriprola MudS In pewr,viterl.

The chirps. me.

She did not proctatm a new catietltutlon, sh, did sat obelcate. aid
tid.rregnwn, at' 'mld In 'ghven.nege begteebV In Jwwy it

SOt WI

lea
?ROCLAMAIIOH

p.0

Dy a sequence' of events, the Con,nitt.e of Safety me aniu to take over
sidetected a pewermoent Ladldlrq for the pivpsse o putticty r.odlrtg a proclrw'
tin dec'aring the aid of the notlonol gowi,rlent.iDli Thu event me a meded

and ucretivi affair rather then on open aid widely sipparted veveasflt, The
building hod been pwpoaety scoided to see If It wee guerded. it wee faced to
be wocated, the tncwnbent IfawaUan ministers Plowing nod, their heedqttere at
the police station where (lie national troops war. stationed.-

I

Niwly OPMd Americen Henry 1. Cooper read (lie proctonloticek heetily
prepOred by Tlwnton a. about JiGS p.nI. Cooper, tulip lolowo at ties lime, wee

be oewrily critic ted liter for his octton as chatomon of the Conrdtlee of
Safett As (lie proctoinotlon was readied, a tat. armed supporter was present,

-to

__

:j-.

cppar.ntly to protect cooper dung the wmocecemWIls a. the reading progrissed
They were asrprised Vat
o few supporters artivei, hoverIng about wcirtoIflZy.
the U.S. troops did not attend to protect them from ham, as hod been espectqd.

From his sickbed, U.S. MiniSter Stevens sl4lpaeedty granted recugnitlail
Stevens felled to irip,ct the gov
to Thurston's goversvvient at abOut 3:30 p.m.
er,vn#nt bulWtngI ad borracta for signs of occupation aid possession, as Is
cuztonary In International practice to be recognised as a de facto gavermlen*I
Instead he sent an aide. Meanwhlte, the Queen was Intimidated aid coetced Into

4

.34.

-25-

submission at abOut 6.00 p.m. It aw'ed metes, to moist dth the sieve of
recognition being granted the Provisional Cowvren.esiI .15 the V.5. irocpe etattcned culdda.
The marshal, with (heIfawottaii troop, It the Station, refiaed

hut Wiet about the cccewelirg aid advice SM. Omen pese LUhisoisslaid
which tnfbs,ncsd her to $eld? SI me be faced thet S,, Dole luedled Site (me
by (Ms asereepaideme

to swre,dar trIll advised directly by the Queen to yield, dud he ftnolly did
at obot 7.30 pat.
tong after Stevens led acted so haitlty(iSl A. pointed

-.
Mr. Dees.e, on di, oareden .isntlonsd, woe a0owad to
occempaily the Cabowt of the fme., Gk.rnelssit, edli PteS been
In conference with iii. ad my meecletee, .1* meet die Ia-

out by U.S. Senotar Gray questioning Stevens, f I
r.m..oi (5 di fact. II
could be recognised the swat day at' sewret day! thereafte, when proper tnieetlpotIons were node to entire the proper medttlon. were eat ad did sat sesd to
be recognised In.nedtot.ty or qulcidy ac to Iualpeuwd°.

The Queen hid

Queen.
Ii. went Wme.0 wifficed biisoV ad Wthela
authority I. Pepreead the Go,.. ,.......4 (P.QJ ve to mere
the eaQtaesi 'Dot If she etrrende,ed teeter protect Pier mee

!1. omen-

lest
sated to yield, aid she did to the ..çerlor frcs. of (he thilted Stats.
not to th. Provisional Gomeiwnent 05 tI me fiery tbnet contended. I. II cat be

would efterwards be fairly considered by Sit. President of the
United States.' Oir dthn.tme had already been ghuei (a the,.
n,enDorS of (he ia-Cabinet who Pied been In conference dlii Ia.
Whet Mr. Denies ietd to the Ia-Quills Pie eatS a, Pile Indiddial
renpo.dMNty aid did set report It 4. sa.

as,wned no one yielded to the Prot05aiuol Gmersauent at the stifle or eves, aid ft
was ne
a de facto gowrrsnenl of Iiowoul.lSdl
Thi Queen as a restdt hod prepared U.. fodowing notel

flat S yield to the super., force of the (Spited States of

America, Was. minister, JoPai Stevens, Ms caused United States
troops to be laided at Hcnaltdu aid declared (list he would support

the sold Prontsto.ist Oove,nment. No
to meld en, coliloian of
forces oral perhaps the loiS of life, I do, ceder this
protest, aid Impelled by said force, Yield M oilthtrtty Iellt such
time as the Government of the United kale, olell, upon file facts
being presented to It. wido the acttll of Its representatives 015
armed

retnitate ne in the autliprity I claim as ctnstltuttanat sovereign.

DoAilii

17th day of 1y, A.D. 1115

Out

there are qweltatw reperdbrg_Dole's dentol of .sawtØpe.

Orson

vs. tice pr.ldad of the Proddaiel Oowrmuu* sod preaeeiM every gwi

Ma'. thai
that, when Dole received the Queen's note' .15 .doresd ft en n.cetwd on the
i 7th of Jaiesar he me smee of two fact. the not. 'snlned. Strut, diet the
Queen $eldad to the superIor force of the United Slit.., ed to DelVe PROd-

of possessing due sodheelly before the Que4n In his represrtatlaiw.

shonal Goveriwnenl aid, wca, tied the eta sopreeely tsdtceted Owl Site Queen
would yIeld ceder pruteet sod see of force wall agh tIme en file (Suited Slates
would ted, the cattail of Ito repswoadedwes aid reInstate her en catwtttiitssiel
eowretgn. ft Ii dlfflcull to believe 001
sat avers of the fonts aid vestS
cosilgu, (a .ze?elei deçlldt3s

LIltuolalanI, It.
SN1ISIRSCHQM

(bdatsed) Received from the suds of Isle tate Cabinet, this
17th dsy of 1oiwssry

1101.

Sanford S. Dote
The

peritlan of the U.S. In' these evente is en tntir.stisg on..
t.il(uolmlanl yielded to lit, farce, of the U.S. cedU such time en eli. would be
reinstated. No reference Is node at asiy tim, to accepting the legltZirey of the
Predsiontl Government whosi members hid airogotud the native Hawell
governmsnt.
Vet Ins United Stat.. me set an admesary at the time, Will. the
Tht. a tIe facto po.lnsinesd of
Ppvls(onaI Government was the 'odatiaryt
t.IlIueIailonl yielded to orsoiher de facto geversatent. the United Statee the

ProYisiavist Government me never a di facto ,ons,,.mesiL Hid r.presesttativa of
the U.S. been In fact odvaiscry In these events, tile 1051. cOuld have been
settled quickly. As President Cleveland directed restoraltom aid members of the
Congress catmdenvued the oct of (ntsrafpr.nre In the lsd,rnti affaIrs of a
friendly satin, the acts would have been refuted aid Lilluetwjord'e sulnototicent

np(ly

it wOl also be fated thet MuleS,. ytewne ad L.A. mInIon of the

Coissrdttee of Safety mee repc.wlbte -for drelting the reel lntarregusi In the
liawollen psves'srveit thpy hive elusged tithe QWen. Tieraton hid been e ladIng
particIpant in oIlier affair, of e queellaiobIa Itettra. in Ill? force 015 cuesclan were admitted lasS to invohe a new catwt.tutltu. Thustcn eaplaffied Ms
action. by recalling how the Mepat Carla me estapt.d from King øse'te.. TI',
qmetlaii senet,
does TPsritaVs ps'ecedant Milfy Ms tie of srccuetlbdiatel
mea.o to In.tall a new eawtltitlai of 1157, .15 siedse it right? Farce Ii mebi

used In 1515 (0 abrogate the legitimate Ifawotien povarenesie operating ceder the
St chased be r.tussibered Dot Thitata, woa useng the
cauatftuflon of 5517.

leadIng drafters of (hot cosistitedon Wilds I. law relected by the Cots,sdilee
the tiw of the land. Ii would axeer (hot (Is. we of force Pie no btwid, eden
Inflicting the vii of the Cosurittee upon all of the citimew of the kli'çdaui.
TheSe tedhalarat aettatw ore repeated In 1594 when the amietiloWa, of the

provided.

e
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- le PREVENT CLEVELAND

Republic of Hawaii Is peoclalowd. /O'er@ a "am
rnedgican ollgerchy with the president Male/ ReRepubtla of
claimed far OA mw 4 .hey 11114.
Hawaii was sanetimes described as a dictators*,

President

depriving the Mime of the hingclun their dull
2.1. Ryon of .U. ..Unseen Settlers'
rlphar.
Inocrlation wee to charge how the Hawaiian oil=Meier the rani Republic), 'by property
I cations for eaters. and other metre no lee
infeeout, destroyed the voles of the mop in

cognition be

Ceded r nom the manipulators as beet suited their
purposes . A record of "Arc follows:

Voters

Cleveland

was

SO

OtOVVII

given

ProWdonal

the

Government

when

annexation was to actually take plate years later In
?Fulani
ant then only by a resolution/
11190
Clervolted also reed that the Provision Goverment

pale affairs, at which the Lard Act of 10ei not
pamd and every peek peeler red utility, eat

S. B. Dole

Grover

later that Stevens' do facto recognition toe a confuted
action because 'bearding to the terms of recognition of
the Provisional Government It was based on arnesatlaa
In their haste, the
having bets completed first.aND
Convene* created oversights' and brioches of international law. The question is, how could Immediate re.

Grow Cleveland
U.S.

requested

total PozOlatIcei

was not de facto nor de )ere because it could not eland
by Itself we was solely supported by the fords of arms

of 'the USS Boston.

This dependence was demonstrated

when the chairmat of the executive cormitten Dole,
forces moan ashore, and o protectorate status placed over

Benin' the apparent protectorate was observed by the Enelleh Mester an Wednesday, Jontery 88, 1893, he was to truer* whether oh, Provisional
Goverrinent was de facto and able to staid by itself I' U.S. tr,:aps were sta"entitle
tioned ashore and a foreign flag (U.S.) was flying over the rr.verrnenr
of the Provisional Government of HavelLiSai
by the
It will be found that there wee discussions before Jeremy
Ceefellittite of Safety to said a ship (Claudine to Colifornta to carry on 'menHawo1L121.1

00,000

a)Lad tote cast eider the Monarchy

Last vote cast elder Oligarchy (lees)

Mei
he?

110,000

First vote cast under territory Woo)

10.163

134.000

First mtc oast fader Oligardiy DOM

104.000

tion proposal to lftengin led action was delayed me after esteileterrint of
the Provisional Government.aat

The Republic of Hawaii was not a rejsubilcon. fqrm of government although
rmy have oppeared so. The matber of votes cast In succeeding 0111000111 were
actually decreased while to the minber of residents Ireintascd as shown 'bow.

?SHIVER STEVENS

It con alto be found that the Queen's ministers negotiated with Steven.
throughout the ends all there was no Intermit/nun inning from January 14 as
where the
The nesters were Headquartered at the pollee notion and
clalmed.
cannon
troops were. The number of Hawaiian government troops, °trimming
that of the uss
@needed that of the /rotational Goverment said equalled

The Republic's canditution tr' ISM also contained an ~sal provision to promdte mention .1 It would be difficult to oppose arnention for the cleans of
Haunt as the drift kneads annedottot would be actormilihed without the consent
of the many.

real InterThe reading of the Cormattee's proclamation Initiated the to
be corm
repturn or void in the Hawaiian goverment. This Illegitimacy wonnon-de
facto

Bostonfiter

The Hawaiian Government troops would not have yielded. If they lad
this is supported by
only to confront the Provisional Government foram ale
finally did only under the

pounded by the American Minteter granting de facto recognition to a
Thurston In anticipation already had
government - the Prottsional Government.
agar establislonents and the
two orders In hand prepared, an to noseIn'all
HOnolulu for concurrent* 0$ the
foreign
consular
corps
to
notify
the
other

their long paned of refusal to Sterfreler. which they
direct orders of the Queen. To this fret there has been testimony In addition
The difference was the Involvement of the U.S.
to supporting °alleges.
For the Prottsionat Government to take the armed polka station would
troops.

recognised government of Haunt.

Mw meant bloodshed. Wets ThuntOn had declared that he would shed his blood
at 8:00
in the cause. when Stevens Insisted on landing the U.S. troopsofMonday
the Committee
p.m. promptly. It was found that Thurston, Wilder, and Castle
confrontation.
of Safety had gone home to bed sick rather than face the

It

was

is

further found the Stevens. request to Captain Wills* for troops
the United States consulate and legation aid errand to

to first protect

- 20 -

28 -

TREASONABLE PERSONS

Iran what

The question
secure the safety of American life and property.
danker when all was quiet ale had been far some Megan Megaton property was
mainly located around Naito-1u Avenue as attested to by LL Swineturrie, ale the
trnerican legation was a distance from Arlon Hall - which was located next to the
;averment bididini---where the troop wore flusatry quartered. M to Arian Hall
befog the ally quarters Stever* could find for the troops ora were end Cetera
Is,

after their Maar and without WW1, that wane wry poor Aveiro or

the Issue of treasonable persons Is raised here
and how large an Impact It would hove on th final outcome. ti feet It was the
Involved that would finally place
issue of treason and Its pirdslonent for

It

is Interesting that

In fact, an available empty hotel own, by an American pa
annesatiorest Henry Waterhases on noon* Avenue could rave served wry well for

PSEUDO-H

purposely.

NS

The Queen, on the o er hand, was only allowed to send corresof these *Vents the
pondence to Rood her case The Querevrtzted In her meant
represented thendelves as Nowatiale
these conordesioners. while In Wash!
In fact panda
They
were
In Hawaii chose to be ?Americans.

seek annezatton.

by the legitimate nab* Hawaiian goverment.

while
Hawallane.(33)

but

REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE

The Hawaiian Mestere were at the pollee station drafting a rate to
Stevens for irsastance to preserve the peace of the ~dm pointing out *prwith armed forces,
een treasonable persons occupied the government bUildire
clabnirg to be the Provisional Goverment recognised by you.' TO not* was di-

I

American ligation,
thered at about 1:48 p.m. to Severer daughter at the
implied he hoe
Stevens reported In bed sick. At 1r10 p.m, Stinted reply roteBowyer,
there It
already minded recognition to the Provisional GOVItelheffL
evidence that recromitIon come long after, about &CO p.m. Time dineeportcles
Ihi
there
MS
an
beterrigan
in
oast a chord over the entire Issue.
It was inset Redly created by Stevens mself. The inecetant peint &DIrdneiria
cognition and ntsteuotring cause the mane* of a de Mato goverrnent with no de
It is kremtent
facto government to rimmed? As argued by Locke and Blackstone,
The
said panic.
to contlrie the sovereign governing process to meld chaos
aiding Manfred as
question oat be wiry dN not the apposition eaten the
Orono
If
the
Queen
hod
the only de lotto goverment and place the heir upon the
Steam ever Mulder the
abdicated or clamed /101) A accord question is, 'did80,000
other residents who

fate of the reeve Hareem or the fate of woe

Skelly after the overthrow, Steven. telewould hove no voice in the nutlet 0Provision^l
Goverment of Howell minim
gramma Secretary Foster that the
Annexation sentiment is Mora:mire!

lierrything
and respect.
Further, he Meted the tocretery that he had pieced the Coverrinent of Hawaii
quiet.

A

Another point to consider is t t the vessel Claudia, tom chartered by
the 'positional OCnortellent to carry the e of its mernessioners to Washington to

But quortere at Arlan Hall provided a dear view of the goverment
Wilding where Henry E. Cooper was to read the Rock:men ever the nearby
gate of the LISS Basta; to provide protection in eau of t'w Ariserioante avast
quarters.

power

1000.

the noel*, Hawaiians in subjugation from 1883

was done

a protectorate. The question
under the United Stoles protection or established
can be, did the ProWdoast Government rave no power or respect In Use
Indicated
tr hie action/
ale needed a protectorate to asetabt_y
foreigners', met 'Ilene
riled the presence of "renegade vele?, 1100ditro
stir some of the
NMI-disposed
persons"
who
night
as
scene
natives', as well
in this statement,
40,000 OrlardoLs to disorder as the reasons for he Galore.
Stevens has Included the Insforfty of the people in, Hawaii, leant will he would
outwore.

507

521
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-Il'ROLYSD: Spout thi Prodstcil Oowiisn.nt of
-Hawaii hawing been duly rtcodsed, the hIIS5t internotional iiW.ata requIre that it shall pursue it,
own Un, of policy, aid foreign InterventIon In UI.
political affair. of these tilands will to regarded as
on oat wi!rfeidly to the pawrrnuent of the U.S.

WI OF_lbS. COHOA

UI. volt ilti'tvd loUd hi tat.
tow UI.

sis rqclMd UI.

U.S.

P,odl C......l'. patiltest for .vat..Uoo.
lIPS, O9r$Nnhl$SOl NoCpi
SMnvoi of UI.
it., .1 Pori Aff&.sa of
the U.S. How. of Rereassd.thiu. reported out
f 5th oPtNs U reeclsdM for cvotd.,ed.
a, ?lMny7, UN, *5w U.S. How. of Rlpvon
.lded
tgtl
ow.ldwed ii. fVlswIr

On D.ow.r SI,

SM

Following that, 0 aecM
R.preeeriat&w Blair as failow.

St U the vovoof

'SIPSOLY*D, If?.?, SM
11111 Ho,..

,ubetituts resoluticst by Rep'eslraptlw Hilt
Yea.. 101, Hage, ID.
Thu

U.S. iw.l loraN .d Ifli*ly ow,tProvisw a.
comdtudcswl Oown.s.st of the Howqoo titoid.
In Jewy 1153, .wi hi .ttbç ip In ft. plea..
Sn
ProUiI.w1 O000risent, wI R.pubUe
form
vol In apa..Sdvo to UI wIl of U,. oujor*tp of
*5w poople, v.a aNtrvy to tile irsdtdoou Of o,w
Ispiatlu .ld UI. plrft of ow oo1.tS$ISIIIh ord
.11.15 hi
torUS,

ld

SMwd.

S

Sowed,

wIth the conunt of theft people, She ar.r,ezatIon af
said talodi to this cosm*ry, or aone political
....p..,.snt which. will fully pruerwa aid praiuot. She
mutual Intereit, of boll, Hawaii aid the U.S.'

That

nuts s,ctnd Blair

if .i UdeprUld nUd.a hi
if Amorlovo bwUt*dfow.
frtM the vovo of tat. Hew. SM

hi

11

the

.meaeUvo

avow, or

UI

if UIe Ruv.SZui teheds to

ott

owsmtotSoo of i
Is

.d

by ow Co,u,vot

i...flat f

woo otio rellct,d by the vet.

Yeas, SOt

Hay,

VRSASOH

It owl be fowl that oat only dId PresIdent Cluveland .squport UI.
n.tlw Hawaiian gowrmnrd, bud sa did She U.S. Howe of Rspreseudatlws.
Fttth,r, both MInIster lames H. Slated aid hi. $Ii.Cls*or 'Hnistlr WItH,, iupported the native Hawaiian qowrssnent. Slated hod besl selected m' President
HI appeo?.d to be neutral bud
Cleveland to Investigate the Hawaiian Incident.
was MIlled with UIl derisive title of 'Pa,'ainaumt'. by the poo-o.vwsatianists.
So

Dtrtrq Pus Sudlltm for the ccUddoritfwl of the M.Cr.ary ,snohdbvo.
two ajhetf luSt owaiwUaN em. bdPodicld. O,w by RipPl$.daUW Hilt (dIals
follow.

'RUÔLVXD, TM St là the semi of 0,1. Howl
liii dwd m,..d by the ?p.cld.nt of the U.S.,

conducted InvestigatIons or the scene which pow ,wtiw HawaIian. a
better oçgontistity to ezpnow Shefr side of tile OwrthrOw. A* was sipected, thu
BIoted

by hIs bnpstotiw IretructZosV. to be mate cii UIl 15th
of

reeoligotoei

't U apocrsnt that In both ca..i of SubsUMe Puolutiord She U.S.
How. 'I'd not crUder the ProvIsional Oowrisnsni a, reccgnlied or d. facto. On
She other .end UIe MaCnary raalutSon passed es ani.ided aid em In support of
the ,wtiw 5owrnmvst.

protottr.ta ow,

Slwt Vu - of SM cald?, SMId tow 5.1 utochut. 5iedam
wd t,dspMvocu In pwMat tied, ewo SM of pnl(o uid VlsI for.tl MIstwrtion hi U,. polSttcui uff.lr. of She (dMa will lid b. reprded edth MIfff.r.nc. by the gowrvrwnt of ti U4. This uusiU l(ccreory rmol,dfosi pw.d
till Hew, with UIs folIo wtrq wotca V.", Iri Hi), 4.(lV

that

by

presented

Cownsvndsst of She Hawaiian telandi by the last aid
Adntnistratiosw of the goveriTItunt, aid will
dew with aatlafacticn Use nohntvlare. of a pollc)s
which Mall tend to gvrmur,r,at, In the near fetus'e,

UI. srft

Auwi

th.s

was

uff.b

cosirery to

tn.ip.diow,

ratolutian

present

r.W UI. pee(pls rmosmosd by UI,
PMdUd if Uw U.S. thiS Intvf.renos wiTh UI.
mui*.

rije.ted by a wote of

RepOLVXD:
Illat the Howe of RepneHnttiw5
approves She recognition of She editing Provisional

.thlter, (ii .ep5sdiç

UI. U.S.

sutotitude

was

O.e.nber iit tcil till

off!cas,

owthrale em oat a widely supported act nor dId It ha.. She Waitingo of ill.

of the Protsfciul

malority of iti.. Hawaiian..

ill

.sdlI.rft)
rmnordsy In ft. dead,

OOwnv,wnf, 51.1 It poomptly ,eltslqu15l

Tluu $lowst report encouraged thu Pr.aldent to

support She nattw gowmnnuent mU to publically deplore

mU hi. p,opd meedon of
vol an ,.nuorrvoted irt.rwntbon in the offatre of a

till

overthrow, recall

the Aunstican diplomat, witharaw from Congress plato for a,mezatton. aid finally

call for reperattono to vtidlcot, the honor of the United Stat.. for It, acts
uf war coninitt.d agaInst o peaceful aid friendly notion. All of thIs was tn
to

till Prodsfonal
gowmrurd,
recognized
Oowrmn.nt, cOntrary to the low of natiota, Sill poflcy
frlirdl

opposition to the local prow (AdvertIser) whIch vol cmitraUed by thu iturexaTills was not the first tine
tlontits aid Sod published end-natIve articles.
Slot the pea Sod been controlled; because It hod been censored In It.

bid lrodStioiw of thIs Republic, aid UIl spirit of till
Co,wtltuUciL'

33 -

33.
reporting the remit. of the .o-eafled rswolutlon of US?
of till 'ihoiples' CO'wtitudtsi.

oat

SUSIUCATJOH

dwtng Vu bepalfsig

Meanwhile, native HawaIIan. weru to be suppressed by a siw of force
aid no meeting. permitted them. Group affairs were prohibited. £wntsmlly the
traditIonal use of theft own language In the court. wa, to be dented them. It
em a sad aid shameful affair.

It ccii b. fated U,ers em wld..piM mport for tile st1w HewoitOn

gowrsvnrli from the P'esIdea Secretory of Stat. OrsiI.an mU the US. Howe of
RlplUUdatIw. IttlI the
ecg. of UIs blccp..3, rewlidlon In liPS.
y tat.
suort did not lelto,, U,. sw$lw HewoUosl ØDvormIwnt. The uutIcn
silly?
tie

One ciuswu

could hi the fswbthty to ned.. till qullitcit

treason mU (duet
U... hid em
Jhlsdered by till iUdtlr of hoe tnowemw .cth4tlea would be hondl.d by u rss

penolty would apuly,

MORCAH REPORT

of

PP.11.1 CilwlwU .tt.M.d to utile the

Finally at the request of Congress. another report was cmmpluted after
two monthi af hearIng chaired by Sen.aa. Morgan of Alabama. It was subadttid on
February 33, 1194, to the U.S. Senate. Tile Morgan Report was puo-arviezottln and
did shot tdentSfy ewliti allowing a conipiracy esisted In the owrtfrow, althou
thor. em muiple ,wid.nce. Thu Investigation em huld largely In %i.uhington aid
Morgan Sod Vu advice of L.A. Thunston aid oilier aimezatlonlsts. Senator Oedrge
Cray of Delaware, the adndnlotratloufs chief spilunon on thu Seelote floor, said
Morgan Isamined witness*s In a wry pottial aid urfalr way ... to old th,
Sucrutary Creoluauue reaction ta
areivatlont.ts .1 InJure the President.'
Morgan's actMties em that Mcrgan was Insincere and 'Mont ndechl.f. Jauiws
Ilo.cst con.ldlrId Morgan'. lsuwst(gotfng taeedtte. an outrage. The 'Howalion
Even the Deunocratle minority on Morgan,
offolr beoam. a political football.
conaiulttee opposed Vu flnding. that atoolv.d ,wrmne of guilt In the affair
sow the Queen. Meanwhile those dela3l meant a long perIod of saiplutsion and
waiting in thu 61.1..

tonI notiw gowmnufit. How would the.. tsdMthmIe tMwd In th. OW?Uwow
b. tn.ot.d wIliflO restoration took 1Oc.3
rather
bada,

ft em lot .0 no.1 a owe of whether Islam
It

till d.gr.. of ptdilrlont is b. .xaot.d.

slot

the

President

did ,wi

tutu

on

till

led been cewltt.d, hid
ows on Sate pinoipli
th. nsttw

restoratiOn of

Moe Sod been cii he other
gewrnowtd. Ion (dat would have lo.,.,*,eui If
foot? llhat I, thu penalty for Uwoson, uwn In till United State.? In SI,. pest,

uwda of atwnlireri wore emily aMnonat to their fortwwo.

Vet tore It ow

ot
b. asked, why em a mmii
of thirteen t,diddumlie mousing .011*
American,, *ippcited In theft nI,deedl ngabwt the nlsjorf*y of Ui. p.aple (doll

w.lfape was placed In geopaudy by 11,11, octtord?

It can b. fated that U.S. S.ondsry OreSMn took. tig.U.tla aid al.
He .sgg..t.d that a plebIicIti could be held, on
tmdattc vIew of tilts affair.
Astwlly,
tlwt SI.. Prosdlonel OowflOie'it niplIt_wiwderily owtor. SI.. Qwen.
the nw.bin* of the Proddonol Oowiwnen* w,e slot p,dng 'tO out tillS? OW
throat.' by restoring SI.. Queen for Silly Sod already Iiwvel,d too dident e pstil
Iii S?ewtts lids path till members of th. ProvIsional
for safe retreat.
Gownviwnt wIt. encoirnged by th. .otlos
of tsdiwidsmla In U. AmerIcon

Tiler, or. Incident, to Mow there we duplicity In the' recital of he

Minister Steven. frequently dlsplawd hi, flrtu9 deowrthroVs activities.
When She opportolity caine he uould assist the procuu,
sire for mvlexotlo.l.
then deny hi. partIcipatIon. Thur.ton would be chIef planner aid hasty ripediten. S. H. Damon would serve as o double agent aid aster, lu. Queen ISle could
plead hr owe I, ails would cuuly $eId.P) Oonoui would 01,0 attempt ft extract
from the Queen her proposed cowtltutior In rutuvn fo' a bank loon.tTl HsWy

qowrsvnh,5t3

When th. mfect of tr.ason agaIn era.. mU th. sttwttan em rloWNd.
It con be awn Sow th. m.?ts? was handled by th. ProvIsional Gow,w*nt. On
1195, there w. ass att.'ept by fto)allat forcei to retail, the HawalimI
gO..rnnwni aid restore the Queen. Due to several real..,.. including tile .p4uç
ar old Howcltan will, the SeeS, pamdonyn
ufforti of on. twentytivle
'KM15lZ', the Provtsionmi Oowrrenvd em alerted aid able to cosusteu by
TIlts arra.ted wore dlatged (dill treasOn mU
arresting several pa?tlotpontl.
Si. of time. clorpod were awtencod to asp by the
nsiipr($on of treason.
W. 0. bIll of (11.
mIlitary crsmtosion of the PPOSIStO,I.I Coverisnent.

Wat.rha-.ue

would

midile

debatable

stoteinents

In

testinony

supporting

tile

Secrutory Foster would repeat Isitrue
ProsOloral OOve'svnsnt as dl facto,(88)
stotemer,t. from Stevens to Slain. when he lillurlted th, office of Sect.tort In
the questionIng of the partIcIpants In the pwrthrow con be feted pony contradIctIon., ,epot. ally by Mhuditer Stewn..M5) Not only was StewuC weillatIng
but he em .wasiw. Whet did he hove to cOnceal In thu quuilIoning' before thu
overthrow, Stuwns hod been advised by eonfld.ntIal' ccnvnwhlque from the
Secrulory to use thu r.atrleted Navy cedu in future correspondence in case Thur.
One of thI ceded unfllages on record
was a congressIonal llwsitgotion Iat.r.
did lidicote the USS boston hod been dIspatched to Honolulu to aid in thu

Jomevy i

ProstsIorct Oowr,rient l.prel.ed the vIew Iii a Suitor to I.. A. Th*sittt. Of UI.
time lit wasJitrçtov that mw eaampls Mould be mate of UIe wurgelit, to di..
courage any futw. attempts to regaIn She pawrsrert. Tide letter tidfcotid

Hawaiian gawrusun.uut aumeratidis.

ne form of capital pirtshiuwnt tiwuld be coiwidered. It vo an eblurd
affotr with ewsy of the Roo1lato aherged with f?.0*ciI for not havIng taken She
oath of olteplonol to ewport the Pro(ddcvl Oowrirwtut. Natiw HatlatIdrJ *0
that

TRANSFER OP SOVEREIGNTY

charged with treeson resrrIn.d d.flant.

In

185? th. RepublIc of Hawaii carrIed out a ceremony described as a

'Transfer of Sawnelgnty' of Pu,

How011on

notion and

oW'rrnent.

A questIon

aruies a, to slow COfl a sovereignty, created and enjoyed b a ,tlstlnet grasp af
people (Hawaiiauto.u,

be

transferred

by a

ran-possessor a.

a

routvnodityt

5O
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1,803,800 inns,

datciidfrig .ccowds. 9, rsttr,,,
to cedo 00014 1., 'edIbon iron of CViui uci Oowcimam* boid.
till RIpu10c
on interest in tii load
Os 'tairic,ribooed prop.rt, bid In sctlali*y thor,
u.d ns
Wins
tilt poasiciad by osiftia H.vition pIOpi.
not k,Hrned:
nslthar wa4it ,
giwn. It does opuon? isr.d.r, Hens, bofosi in till uvials
zbi,ately
10%
of ta
epubftc
did
ci,
Inconthig
tercihory
cad.
c
of the Asinjom,
l.t oatticii aid
data to (hI federal gawlnla0 U in ill. cone Of H.wsN In
foci
acme
stat,
did
nO
ed.
city
laid
at
of a total of 4.1 mlItltn oaron

O

.sp101all,
to UIe fedsrcI gowvivIwnt Wisi, maidsig lid. tii isdon. Hewed
zilqisl b,ealssl those dgidsig sway Iii, laid were on olidsy Wi. hod mat
WocnWtU., paftists lad
acquired U'. ceded ida by city ieglUs,pj5 mans.
?&disiga in 1093 onooimtsd to 1,093,900 .ci'i..UW

Trlatlu of wat.zaUdn lied lissn pawpar,d In JIM nat
When It was tinily COIWIUd.d In

bi DI 1093,
thea wore i,Pecia.

was.. *iatw,

only to fool puwog..
9,v.,.l nosmal procedieas me's adtt.d In till thai effort
brOths Involwd.
of 1808 arid it does opula? to bows b.en idly ccccirigflsl,ad. 0, the procme to
tnlstsfsr HdwcIlon JOWrllpIty In 1807, front till RepublIc of HawU to till tidied
1098,

5tat.
United StateS wi. a igilt
11151

und

opuidrid? Sanwthu,ig
What
WiidrlttiiUci,.
.meiogemsid,

WhIt doss that moOn?

than aovarlIgols toiwfv could men, Its
Hg

qiautbon

li,

W

OWi$

the n,015isu*t ida

of

Hewed' ad with

thion

Tha question of anosslral lad owaerthfp raiala other related quon

Hawsil wmI's,seUc. Some

lwe, If the laid was speculated upon or ths niolue wpter.d, a Ions. nraiøi..t
was aporoprbots for large scals ce.nerclollaatban.(llI 'Liasid 1mW 'my how
blat .,sd..owIZabls for Iiwnmt.adfrq as thu need arose In years to cans.

as b.fos. by (moss, less.. aid sole.

Tilt aesr
oworog.

of

anew., It did
of gosarmoent.

1004, 1807 aid , to ll$L(I After tile Dote Lord Act v.a passed, goad lads
wire tiqtdred be long. pne.te byl aaiiy gowneneuw lnapreenitoblw, will wee lit
sane say fm,aid tue seqar peodwoflat. This was cnus'sry 10 all decler.d DirUciw cat also till loal.ona concept mid han.iadlng In .gmisral. Mien thu Diema concept to InOulnad, it I. aIr, If Vi. lcd was iced it son dwilable In
Nowfee conforming to till declaration 'silall dasceuid to till bel,'ferenqr'

TI'.

till actS
As cit sainpi, If It Is ll,Id slat ml scsi of ci'. cnu, ci, presidents,
ill
of alt cnius.s out Iii. acts of a prUdsiit si. tile acts ofnotlnci
Nov.11,
thin 111. foltow0ng aruneni moe 00 onOc: Th.t till InItial
troos'wy salted In 1093 Is SiaSnolally till UiIs Dloai3P ealating ad deciwst

m.

ttiosory es a new ad Increased

not .peen' to reduce the cost

- was ciii Nut me ftf. seed to offer Issetesteading eftsr 134$ - In 1500,

olin,,

tInt..

so,51c0

tiess

sir
polIcies war. dtsconUmd mid others that were lnigl.nmdid
to b, contrary to this laws of civissatbon. MOn till Dots Lad Act of 1880 was
passed by tile RepublIc, till Crami bade could Dl alienated nat .ntd, ofthmugli
met holdings war, already lii th, control of the l&9S sarpOnistoiw. This laid

*owP*lgiityl

hi funds frail tile son,.

irtR President

This was 5 dfssc* sTrait to till
gawnme,d.
(It that had blUe ceded to It mid timId (egO.
MOle till Inbite lii, dlapas.I of coded lard.
this
ccii'.
from lad sale diould how utisted

latwimi 1893 iaat 1098, Ii. land misssgemcrt

whIch zprualy batted tine 7aM&5 warrant to
clobn
An3on. cmi law anil . cmne3onc.
whIch at 1111 dcl. bolongad to tim,,.
It would not couwy anything, mar men pretrat to put the yanta. In poose-

allon of anything.

conlbmsed

laW sbes,trsi TIi. Szenuiiw Order, ci,. 07 till
Pred4sod(. find, dId 1151 stay lad soleo. The
sets. conffimed 9, epIte of legal o*dono Diditoting cedad lads wee Us. wcoavtp of the U.S.
tile k.publla mat Ysnbt.e
officials
Fwther, Nut (48. of
publiC bald Ions did nO snoly
clat,nd
to Hswaft, therefore th.y could cmliii... in sill
laid fort as pr,datedy dons by die Fending

estobltshsd

Till tiding to till

ssvealpnty nat (hI tided laid. we. quit claimed.

sob,

Mcltinlsy ii,igd Bi,e,dtn, Order N. $ to

to r.Cu*si 4 miWwa dafloss ci,

Ripubiic

COVIRNMSNr ON &ARTH

cost of operating

till

OOWrieuWn*

HawaII ns about

of

$300,000 pa? >sar lor to till PPon4lIo.eal Ooner,nwnt. Diving Iii. PrOnONOIt.I
till
GOvirIvnInt period. an IM.bt.dn.a of $100,000 was lntwred ad owed to
1od of tile PronOat,rai óoWnPuiant nat till
BIshop sank For till etswbIned
till
sew,
for
RapublIc, till colt of gawarcinrit abntit doubled to $4 millie,,
It was charged that till $800,000 lncw'red by till
years of 1553 to 1900.
ProvisIonal Govio,vnint was for specIal tntirt Impro.em..,ts.

A*gtnnlng In 1093, thl RepublIc was to sill

off

nato of till

choice

klngdoinj?JJ
It con ho foisid that large has.. wa. faser.d owar wndhI parSottlon $5 of the Or,qic Act waS to lat.r ttniit purcats to 1.000
c.Ls.(7V
ocras bit tilts was to Dl itc*.ded."3' Aithoupil corporations controlled
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political wed pupildollar, iqiloltotlan of cheap lobes' would cenl till total
QuotIng from TIwsen's
cal avilleltation of Nia ntis Hawaiian rsc,(W
consiltis-

In 1808, there sen

annuoticn process.

nosly psobir.

ciii,

HawaiIan AnnustI for 1800, hi degtrthed how Hewalloiw fred water till
p.s-lent of till
Uon of 3887. The table. *hi.w. that Well, Honsiiciw font 83.81
of tile ,Ie. far
wotlrO far represmtiatlw.. they wea ,ly 35.14 percent lgpor hioa.
The.
till
for
nobles, as property quohificatlom r,strlctsd wotibeg
to till time f till
foreign ,hsm,nt me thea abi. to unslpulote l.glslhttan

Ii.

Pr.stdr,t Harrison, as he had done

enrllsr, siggaatad that a pt.blscIl. Dl cn,ducted to put
o general public conctoranc. an till flatter, bud vs. dis-

coiaopud to do so. Perhaps those In 90W0i', till eniexeticittois, had goad reason. Fort ills', a treaty would requtrs two-tIdi'dI Sm,ote woO., nat It was fiord that

overthrow as
thin MillS

Only n.qufi.
of due process

simple

This haste

nafcsfty

These owtsIpiuti gng. a
at nmozstbon.
setvltlnity towards noUn, HowattontJ7'J

Hs.i,e,

Ji?lti

lock

of

1901 In

Uts

14$. 51,0(1

to lnwStIgt.

Bach

ce,WWnU.

till Crown lads as till, collateral.

This bocnw

Ccaetlmdog on matIns's of the bidglf we cci, hat. conmdtt!, report to
It was
Ilgbslatwe Isdicatlng trw astoroecue .'° of gDwIPIt.Wp1J7'I
$14.18 per topita par srouln In Hawaii ai.i .4.00 per capit. PS? nOise In
For 0 blk. ,pq?bad, till per capita ctita were 91.50 for Arise,'.
CaItfornia.(7)
antI $1.80 for Has MuIco.t.Oi There me a tSbStaflhbaI dtffirince in goselmosilt

Becreto'y TJ. Rpm

of

ti.

American Settlers Assotlotlon

of

till

HewItt

so hi quoted Pr*sldent RoosiwIt Is,
testifIed In stqiport of 8.9. 1134. 9, doIng
hIs missape 10 tile 56*0 Congress to soy 'In HgwalI ci, aim neat Os to dIwley
Wi do irS Web a region of
lines.'
the T.r$tory ai till Vodltlnsl American
tarp. estot.. tilled by cheap labS? rather a bwalthly AmerIcan tonmuitlty of sen
who then'.aItue till th. farm. they own.'

,ww

costs for Hsieall. At UI. acm. Wits, a report on publIc e09eidItwU liflect$
how. scla,lø sari quickly lncres.ad nat depicted the daracter of what me don
cribaii as 15l inst gonerewnant On scrtil'1 Thor. me fwoher taltbraey' tilln
Thi. charge stenetned front Oowswe
of (ovortlsm nat nwbfcis9onc. In office.
001.'. practiCe of ratainlng ralsitiws on projacts fran begbsvtlng with till owrthrow wed heIIgI,I about ml r.cunsn,,elstlor Ji)pt suitable Rerfornence hodi 01
Smsral pawswnent effIccq
put i
for coct'oct work In the futww.(')
appoInted by Dol, sari charged nOb defaulting cat enibestlaitaitt ad tillft.tl'I
ThIs Included the 'Chln*ta PWId Ins of $181,098.25 to pay till ration
of ChInasa contract workers, in effect leadog than stranded In Howell.t 4 mis
leadIng to
eould how wry wall COntrL.ited to till congestion of Chbntewn,
91st It tin 01 asked
charpas of woanitory coidltlos,s ttraotlnlng ipldasidos.
th.
best
gowrnnmlt
on
aartlt'
doing
obo.it
sanitary
ecidihle.?
what dS

Ppie ce,idmad to pu

'To produte profit from land labor l*i DI Un'

till 0*tci'.
wh.the, It DI hired labor or atharwls,, or performed by
ttmiI tendency to cr101. high priced lad, ad ci, tile other
Cheap labor hos S
priced lad. In Hawaii
ployad,

high priced labor las o l.ndency to creSt. law
Peosat for
cheap later cat hish rdeed laid lava prtatlled toil there IsA,airtli.?
5idIcet. oriselly
111911
land natuis, be leased, one,eagltotlt.d gorptraticuw.
$11.
agrIculture,
fahetgie Doled, fain a faint Mock ccinly or corporatIon Ingreat as the iiwsy
corporation in,y howl capitol ion popes) about fair Urn, as
dlCes$srIly
Dl
Thi land being the only wiaIM, asset neat
actually invaded.
tad, time the itock Is
wolued proporliouiot.ly to offset di. watered stock,
tile
hake
prics of the lad neat lnaraas. to make till llObltlly on

hotel

watered
bolance,

(Pie
Th. prptie of this is not 5*. tIll the form the corporation ada as a
healthy American caeenuelty of men bid to earn dintdsids en the watered Stock by
Imptoytng cheep labor.'
mill record that tide nOdS
Ryan me also to m) 'It will Dl fated Incondition,'
cperatl
by
I, pcliIaly cablid, 'existIng
sltuiotlCSt
wary

tnnwlutit, 0 reSident American, 'my
help clarIfy one. of th. vn,dltlon.s of III. period. He lad resided In Howoll fur
twsnty-four year, nat hod obsarved for flftexn 1sars prior to 1093. a taInt. H.
was to say. during thIs Intlrl an srIstocr51y of iiolth had proust up In till
by till
little klngdone of Hawaii tlreugli tha prlwileges aid Inonstitle. obtained
rlclproctty treaty wIll, tha United Stat.,, that In till *fsidt of thii aLieliglity
A contemporary statement by

Thi, I* ohard bitt doeS diplct dat till

practice at the lIme me. In fact, ci Inventory of tile perIod (sWeated
Olaa Sign' Con.ey pns'mea Slit 11,470 oCr.,.

the Hawaiian Isbords ,mder Hawalidn Inw1llo(lon ripest.
thu

till .w-

Although It me frequantly ctolm.d othawt*l, It cal Dl ilcil that tillrs

HAWAIIAN INVZSI1CA
13,

4r

wa, ewrwabsdng or watering of Maci. by corporation. N an lxciitple, tile 01.0
Sisgn' Carguany In 1900 shad It. real property at $2,373,241.00. but tile 1ue
me arty
Crown mats far till sane period af 971,403 Dorisheld
of all of the That
.11 of
weuld sean to Dr*$y that the Otao Sr CcirCany
$2,314,098.08.

As a rsviaw of till coniltici, in Hawaii. a ie,otutlor woo Introduced cit
lions

Hs

en i.wndsble ptdslcie In rS*sllut to
mmli for macration. hod placid lthsie
of first gowsewa'
tile HawaIIcii race, by this onslae Iceeptonc, of till pnWon
with an eli
T.rI'ttcr3i, u. me confrcnt.d with till uwcadty of dialing
of
till
mowtalt di.. of
mini Welch had inn far amen yeas's bald In aibftgaltcn by
lid
it could DI
force by till gaworionrit of Welch he hod been till haod'tlli
tile w..wernOrZMP whidi wa, a
said in r,trospect that Dole was rewarded Wub
policy for selecting heads of terrllou'lss lii HawsIl tiler aid u',q'itty

linde tilt. precedes awn more
AdditImaII3h after
wlocc,piabl, to osttw ifowaltoni.
tile ra*olutlon pcmid CongnIa ha?, was no vtlticoiien
proeem far matlw HawaIIan w,srs to CClpi till t,w.

nat tack

ad U tilli,' Int,ta "git

politIcal bthstc'y of Hawaii since cv,uatlon Ii a.eticetlYs
He coit
tliidtetlo,w.
perpatuseUoet of fcimer mo,dhUe,. witit no cuswtbteitlarcl
tlnea,s his te.tlnwny to sa 'the Oar-nor by reason of his record Is,

tilare may not 01 maid, ocite. In Cong ii to pma till
Treaty of AcileoUni of Howell. TIiirifari It me dl
titled to DiI?Udufe 0 fslid rulutici, of .wiu.ttcn,
which would

0 blmitiP of policy

till

lob

509

523

BEST copy
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-U
Cauc. wol .ff.et

IoN,4flL

is

thu proper rid. by

m.a*w.d, op if )ou please to colt
Corruption by any other corn. woigd aneti a. atrang.'
elnuId

b

Mop. (Mn onc divine tin

thawing that

4ch Hawaiian instutime
than.

oslotb

nor cornet.

In that regar.l, the Supl.uune Cowt ruled in c.ibson v. Ciuoteau, U.S., ii
pg. OL with respect to public doumin, tint Congress has aleaiut. right to
Mo state legtstatur.
times, conditiae, oust the modes of transfer.
can intsrfer. or e,nharass. its exercise. tliet such Inturference with th. primary
Wall,

disposal of soil of thu U.S. shall

.conomtc and political power in Hawaii woo in thu tn,iga of flftyndgiit
corporations, snotty mçar wig lags cattle ranches, which in (wit were owned by
fowt.en companies composed of a icon of ti. lame (idMdtoiI In ,crlouc cntblnotiont. Hi also charged that Iwonly all of thu Isiçrouoblu mdi were owned In
fee simple, or roinatnirç public wins held tester lntg teosit by this .car of
requiring

lttti.

rozpuct

fol

'noturlal

cnnf opt.

or

goods

but
being

The oils of Hawail, its wouts, aid liahihities I,, tin wresatloei for
opproqimptely $4 mil'ion wee a ,noU price to pay as the returns were
rapld.rO7I
Thu benefit. occurred only to thoSe in goverswnent with iustiotry
But then one I.
ties, like supari Uttle benefit cane to the Native Hawaiian.

To thu uwrlaatlng disgracu of thu 38th CorgNa, S.ctloet 73 of tile
Organic Act provisIon authorizing (ha t.cr,ta?y of thu Interior to reviw, confinn. reverse, inodIf sulpami osy sal.,, grants op Ieee,, of thi public domain

in HaraU was etrtckefl test or not ieiclist.d

reminded of iei,sl me said lang ago in 1834 during thu fIrst a's,ezatlon crisis.
Then it was said0 'to sail ti. kingdom to the United StateS and pocket koniethOig

Oni .zampl. was thu Hwmada Sheep Station h.ld by lieu iiwiiigdiata win
together rimmed ths what, of ti. 1,009 slwi?oi capilaUxed at 0100,000 and corn-

from the

saie'.(181

Thu

sheep flalin leasu and assetS we?, sold to Own Parker fop $70,000 and gave
Parker control of niarly 1,000,000 acre, of )wid in Hivail op atanet one-foot
to
th. total area of the Trritcry. A new conipany wo, to to formed laterBig
address tie strong dssinnd for snot atol to protect the meat iiqçly of the
Island with a fIrm of the caliber of th, M.tropolltan Miat CnnpaTh only (hi.
time probably tot the lines of a 'elmer' Corporation. Then It is potnt.d Out
that no iwo than th (kited Stat., Senator Clark wee a mentor of thu hew

PLOT REVIEW

lu can begin by asking, who owned all of the lands of ancient Hawaii?
The Cods did. This was oui ancient Howoiian belief. Homogi and offerings were
made to till gods for the privilege of using aid coring for th lads of Hawaii.
In this context ,snlve Hawaiians were met quickly to woler,tand the concept of
Individual ownership as is the western practice, was difprivate ownership.
ferent from a group enjoyment Or sharing of resources. Living hf, and toda)#$
Storing or stockpiling
needs were the Important conslduratio,J for nollws.
resource, or goods woo met practiced. Notives felt if )cu gore of your labors
you were to place yaw' trust in the gods for a 111w return. With the western
usage of laud as a private possession, natives would to displaced from thump
original lands and crowded tnta cttiu in poverty.

company.

R.lative to this event, thu Hawaiian Oai.tte In 1899 reported thu ironsactban in a Collar., headed 'Meat fop hawaii' Is. nothing short of o Hawaiian meat
trust, by assigvvnunt of lease of 237,000 acreS of publIc joists which gore control to Parker of the property of the Unitid States. To till, record Li added
the report of A. Herbert, to the bureau of Agriculture nat orIStPy plainly
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What me created out of all of this wee that a handful of men would

Tracing what happened in Hawaii it cat to facet tint when thu first
mIssIonaries orrlWd in 1820 theI issued blu. law, Poight from the beebe of
old New cnglaaid. Soni inns toned from erengeltsing to Stoking Out clam,, upon
the resources of Hawaii. Sugar
determined to be thu best product far oulli-

exercise a harsh code. ThIs would culminate in 0 syotem of political, economic
and social control by the tweittieth centis'y. It was a process so foreign that
it seemed Inipouslble to exist tester the American syitent. There was no true
fr.edoen in Hawaii astr the aUgarchy flying thu American flag. It is a pietsi's
in which a my minority almost completely dictated the i,igividual Uws of the

tion wet had been cuhiiwted by the Hawoiiard since early limes. A(r,ne Starr
to write, There we a great Icony foreigners arriving to take up lusts

COoke WO5

mass.

aretsoonalitheiendswfllbeacqub.adbyth.a..

If thhebethe Lord's will, it
may not to crc long tofoe. I ocqidr, lame for neuelf.' The hews of those ecuvi ties niche th, American Mission Bwd hack In Boston, and a note of r*b.ak,
was" '
tothuenterprtdngchwolm,riinHa,iaff. Itsaidlnpsrts
If any of 30ev Ivmtber shah

tpirlt of waridliniss

and

by

be nndu.

Hawaiian wauls receive even more scont attention and it did ret seem to molter
In ti, investigations of him, his government, wet isis laid.

offered.

pricing 237,1 0 leai.d acres of public lusts intd' by thu (1,93.4 Stat,s.

ASh.?

In the Hawaiian Invesilgoilcna the,, we. a wide range of sub,luets.
There were disculeions cml balgets, lad leas.s, lnmiigratior wet a host of sub'
There
were eves, refamnces to what thi whit. mon was doIng as opposed to
ects.
so much imported labor. It was painted out that the white man could not work io
hi fIeld.. He me not suited. But there was snaIl refer.nce to hi limited
monthly wags of a fluid work.? of orotist $14 per month. However, the native

iidlvid,cils wOo also control In stone degreu 0th.? btnea. ad gowrmneettcl 4.psrtni.nti and tnfiuenc.d the Juticfory H. add.d that the 'dives vu, peat.onest,

thu wry art,.

prescribe

the

poioissed vuiy blunts wig *tue, wig doierwd a better fidw. than

oust

approw,l to to provided for without investigation.

In til hearings, Nicholas R,ue.li pointed out thu ezteeulv tontrol tint
plantations ezsrclsed in anny wo>. tour thuir emplou. aid charged that mom of

f,uZ,

cacuosfut

In the hearings it woo esplained that ti, aerdasion of Section 73 was
replaced by a provision inserted into tile Organic Act at thu request of thu special agent of President Dole, (hat the Preildent of lit. UhIted States is ruquested to approve 22 lepanate deal, whereby public lads of thu (1$. In thu
Hawaiian lilondi is disposed of to forulgnoss, mote of wham were at outy time
approw of as many
disuse of HawaU op the U.S. The U,S. I. farther o.ok
Ike inst department
more dbpesais to corpa"dtions. It is clearly sti'
iawaii or ti. prOof HawaU did not wont any Investigations of 9at
at Washington to
ceedings therenvier', hence thu isttirlsop efforts a!
thsreof, wholesale
In
have such provisions stricken of Section 73.

hea.ii'qs In Wa.ldiigtcei lObbk4$ti fop the
11
the peopl.,
pre*entotive of the
o

t.$timony p.Ith.r
They contended tint thu .z(stlflg conditions in till lekeig, dtd not
warrant any change or r.W.r, oust that local Inst law. war. Iotlofactoe7 to ti.
Firther1 tSi.y atortleged ti. high golsu of both public
p.opl. of ti. la[auvh.
and prlwtI lands to ti. doivity of tiui population. Mien einidned, tillo .xcuce
is ro'.vst to to faLse. to P192?d to the iiçpoeed satisfaction of thu peopis with
Inst laws, B ii Pointed oid tint In the lost gun.l aluctint In Haw.li In
1900, 11,219 water. registered oust 10,193 nt,, wire cost In a (wily ccnte*t.d
Thu
adnlnjst,atlon.
election reloted to public land Ia,,. oust tin ibsbllc loi
lmprrtw,t Swig issue litely deeMed Ii. election apolM the local athidnistos;
lion.
plontera provided

thu wry snaIl holdings we not

leases sri frauds,

caututloeW.

The'. are ton, reasons wily thu overfhraw took place as outlined by am
Titer, are also reasons thu
of thu Individual, Involved, Charles Wtl,,e,.IPOI
Queen wished to implement a new comtetitullon. The Queen's Constitution, as cc",1t87,
would
contaIn only ten clang,,.
ayonet'
Coevtitutlon
of
pored to tin
The Queen's ConstitutIon would permit her to appoint noblis nisnberirig no more
to forty.el
willIe
representotiws
tuicriaslng the elected
than twenty'fow,
In thu propowd constitution, prop,rty qissiiflcatloen for voting would to il Thes,
apouar
to to rational
noted oust Only subject. of thu kingdom could tot,.
change, wig do not imply tint all noe-Hawaiiamw would to banihed from', the king.
claim.d.iOJl
supporting
another
In
statement for
do,n as
me stonetl,nus
Hawoiioutt, C. Outicic describes In detail what the Pratisional Covern'nent forces
testify
the
Prasiotonol
Government
Culick was to
were actually comprised of.
had no troops esre oboist twenty'ftve supporters who could be described as dewters from merchant ships in port.(92) Cuticic me also to state an the ve of
January 10, 3093, perfect quiet and good order prevailed, net even a sioggeetion
of disorder or danger to life or properly of either. citisen or alien appeared.
A bond concert at,tln Hawaiian Hotel that eve was Ottended by men, women aid
Lee than
children of all tIme., a. it me a fine, clear full moon night.
twenty'faw lW'. later with American troops landed, thirteen white men, several
of them latuly orrld aid not entitled .&a tote, appeared in front of the.
government building aid read 0 proclamation wTalP. the ready guns of the American
troops nearby to depOne the Qtsnn wig cbrogslu the Hawaiian gowriwflent. AU of
these activities taldng place while there were more than five hundred men at thu
borracon oust ttation house ready aid avulaui to assist the Hawaiian Government
enforce law wig order. But any action on the part of the Hawaiian troops meant
It does appear the natiw
a
collision with the United Itates troops.(Q$)
cerless by the artfully contrived plan to asswne
Hawaiian troops wer, h.ld
control of oil the native Hawaiian government's pore's and treasury. The native
Hawailon is stilt waitIng far the restoration of lila govenivnCnt and management
of hit ossets.

to butrayed into a

tint meam acquire

property the fact would have pr.at notoriety In
the country and become a 'inst paieifid Source of

scandal.

The American Board of Ccrvr93sienens for Foreign MIssions Nwred its
coonictiono .4th thu Hawaiian oduslon In 1883 wig would ott.mpt to restrain
field representatives ewangeiising elsewhere from straying from the primary,
reiir'eus functions.
in 1840 .tinenfcon lemtnussnen coiled foe. pi'ot.etton of property rights.
After the Gruot Mailel.. foreign i'tvestmunt. spa,iged wet required mu'. imported
labor. Th
not p,r'liit

Rev. R. Arnvlronp In 1847 awirted that tile white population wuJd
Itself to to governed by natives only oust added prophetIcally that
Hawaii tray to ewntuaity amezed as was so recently thu state of T.zo.. It was
in 1850 that bee of five nwmtore of ti, Kings cabinet. who woiw ndsslewrtes.
In search of cheap labor turned to the Orilnt. A law was developed to Preside
for penal enforcirnunt of aU contracts without other tindtatioe,s oust idi no provisions for gover,vn.nt ttop.ction or regulation.
Also In 1000 thu hoy'al
Howallan Agricultural Society organization was formed wig by 1930 had brohusht
into Hawaii opproslmotily 400,000 nun, vunen aid children. Apnfa lied recruited
from many parts of the world. The history of atone Imports wer of cruel condiAfter arrtw.l there were chargeS of harSh tnfatsnent a,0 brutality even
tions.
involving flogging,
in ndd-192$ a plantation manager me reported on ills iieual
roinuds to carry a whip and h izplainad tint he was hired tO produce *içar at a
low coot without any other cattiderations. A similar spresston woo 'node at on

annual Hawaiian Sugar Plonturl Association (HSPA) meeting in 1939 which read,

'as his bn emphasised agaIn di again, the primary fiosctioe, of ow' plantations
is not to produce sopor but t

pay dividends.'

thirty ywori, f,oi, ispe to 1934, notlWs we,. crowded into twOIn this atmosphere nitives
mints ill-suited to their traditional way of life,
ontlnUed to decline In r,wnbero and sic Howaiion, who Mostly crowded Into
Yb,

lfonoiulu,. hod a death rote twice that on the outer Islands.

Soon a fnw sopor plonters at the top of the isduotry becam, feudal
with many Imported rates bound to the plantations by penal lobe? toe,worhIrs described a, being somewhure between serfs oust slew..
There woo no room for competition, if any business was attractive enoiqh plantation owners saw to it that it was financed with ougor money. ProfIts Irhs'I the
herons,

traeUj

wig

plantations took care of all big bushness.(lOi

510
0

52 4
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gvverrvnent lands total 1,292,014 acres aid lnclsade conservation lssid

It Li obiiiois that these conc.rm vetoed
by DavId Atalo in 1141 with regard to natives owning
mules

lnaccessubllityu
large private

of

After 1893, a definite trend coo be seen to acquire laid in

In thes effort to
holdings by nwny moose inthidtrq overreaching.
acquire Lands s.verai questiosw arose mid ewntanlly the federal povansnent di4

were wry Uk,iy us IrgsrienL often land to eartaln
have lieu. luid tOdQt1N) if
wit7 ?UUv Rawli
vs ore talking of the 28,000 anna aLLotted In the

to

intercede

lnvesligate ia,id

Hint Is Less
Hawaii, There was

of the total mid, of
gogato
th Ud
to 500 f
not much
"itch of that Land U adll wIth tRiI'. Hawaiian
but if we talk of odv,rsed property which
toda
was Largely anti-Hawaiian, It can be fowel umt
0i'
nearly all of adWrued
In this conOnathir lsoivsd rutinie Hawailapj.
'section, the prlv,i cowied mber5 Interested (n
the welfar, of Hatealtwbi gave thIs advice, 'Iwo

.

.,,f

coarsen are open to
lands, work an them

'yaU.

Either to secure yaw

the

claimed

why usouene mid continue such 0 gowrsmlent?

thai panolbI. sat. concern U not the raid reason for land shortages, but
riflh,tr large land accumjlaflcesa SlUt deny nuny descendant, today 1eanable land
which could have corn, from th, Crown lands.

:LLEOmM*cv
The recopd Indicates thet whui anwliirç native governing powers mid
the control of the putive treasw'y th, succeeding ?rOhIsloessl Cowrreiueni mid
Republic sought to retain on a continuing bail, these powers asansned so tedThU aaiangtion and retention of governing powers provided for large
laternuiy.

LANDAOMJNISTRATION
.1 art at Land
When the Land Cmm'itaston was formed In 1845,.
an reform

was ,tortid, In tIle declared concept that 'the land idioil descend to tile heIr,
In effect Intended to release the natiw Hawaiian fran a
This
fiirever,
fihidat ind s1ate,,, smut the adtout iobor tax.t00) Thday there ore only 203,803
In
snaIl
private
ownershis. 4.5% of the total, oral periinpe another era of
acres
land ownership is in pioce wblcfi isis actissll)c decreased per capita holdings by
In
thU
period,
when cosisldsrfng population totals. Abnt 30% of the
about 30%
ntirt ocr sage of 'iawaU LI In large prIvate land holdings. Thç question IS,
does this condition serve to mIce lmsd more scarce and driw up lmid castS
Hawaii has esperienced a pupsrtioout.ly large
aff.ctig reasonable housing!
population lricr.asl and further increose is esp,cted. Affordable housing U lmportent a, Hawaii U very iikily overpopulated already If the area of ssataln-

Nat only mu lIds a

ensasm,ents to the United States aid its constitution.

notional problem, but there were inlrsial- domestic peobl,mo in Hawaii mulch cantriinstpd to the ssugating of native Hawallane tsp until tIle weak Republic could v,
The sisbugatlwi by farce La clea, evidence of itteglttsnacy
conclisie watexotton.
in a political ,yatem es U its need to slsppress a nation mid Its goversonmlt
that had a deinorsitrated popular bacictag.(N)
CTIOHS AND THE LAW

'bie reSaircss are considered and we ore to be oUrs self sufficient.

stargon

it It reaffirmed thai contrary to the
The moat important point LI,
report, a canapirocy wa, carried out in 1893, then that casts a serious

qusstion of legality over all the subsequent

The total acreage of large private land holders U 1,003,153 acres. It
be said that these purchased lands will be productive aries as there ii no

events.

ThU would lnclisl

the

unnerotlon process wid eventually atatehoad which failed to determine the native
Because of lids
Hawaiian Internt as opposed to the state in the ceded iands,
ceded land oversight, the Adnduiora Act niny how to be amended, The concern Is

On the other hand, the stole and federal

reason to acqwre nOri.pcoductive land,

es

On one heid, while ctndenmlng the native powrnowit, those who wised
ii would retain it nearly Intact for' their mwilpulatlon. A question Is, if the
native govelienent mu a renoant of a barbaric slavish past as had been claimed,

So

can

eSpeciaLLy

The native gowrsvnesd bud evolved rapidly by normal standards and way
hove continued to evolve into something ass.', liberal or entirely different ibid
there rest been ornied Interwntlan In 1893. It bus be.n sold that tile Hawalkm
government could hove survived tiLL today without IninrventiOn raid that tt way
have evolved IntO 0 rCpisblicJT)

mid be ?iappy or to ale .110.
sell them and then di., which do you ch005e.'(951

Myld ,,jn

Hawali,

gao oivgt.opus

l

-

in

disposals

title to the ceded lands sos resting in the tMitedStaWs.

ggrants of the utaheti dMidm

-

'set

table for oilffwatlan or ranchIng, raw cap they be used due to poor terraIn or

could these actIon, became legal it a conspiracy engIneered an Illegal
government In the overthrow? The determination of this concern Is of particular
lnt,rest because we au itve wider laws as lsidleldhsoU and ,mtieni mid taste
pride thot civilisation is possible by being low abIding.

110w

Adcrrse Possession - see Exhibit "C'
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On November 23, 1903, President Theodore Roosevelt appointed Ceosge
Carter os Governor. Carter lad been o director of C. brewer and Cosrpany and an
oligarchy spakamuan. This nppolnbrient mu a slop In the lace ar lisedo vIto mu
Prienda again
to complain then mid Later about consultation raid patronage,

PRINCE KtJHiO OF THE HAWAIIAN HOMES
In 1871 the son of a Kaent chIef was born
In 1893 he was
named Jonah Eullia kolanionoote,

3

IliIClt it mu cLaImed
The Advertiser attocked raty mspgsstlmo
won the 1903 election by fraut.(100)
thot the Ham, Rule Party mid native Hdwaiians wer. fit far any seif goveruunesIl.
KuhiO apparently realised he was permitted to ser', as Delegate becaus, he could
Itidilo also
defeat the Home Rule Party mid sustain a RepublIcan Legislature.
agreed that, "it has be*n, and U, their stated RepublIcan polity to put dawn
every mid oil Hawattan,o,' H. mu to toter wile, - 'their attitide Is, 'we don't
want no Niggeea in the ieglslotire'.'
Home Rule Party be ulmpported ogolret th

presented
In
5906 Eulito
grateS, In Cangreso, without success.

on a trip and wilt possibly select
Our
as a permanent future resIdence,
notion
has list recently been aivsezed by the
little
United States oral the tom of our iralepesid,nce Is
are

going

distressing to think about,
Hawaii again',

P,,

tk.,,

Rule

forty

was

born in

Llllilalosofs

claIms

against

the

(hilled

time help Howtslians.

We amy not retid'n to

In iPOT Waiter FPancld Frear mu appointed govet'nos',
oligarchy

Prior to the Kuhio trip In 1901 the Hare,

P

Republican pra't)h

During hIs long feawe in affice KuhIo
toteho0d. bills as early petittraus for admission, believing
was to introduce two
grip on HawaIi and at the sane
the
allgarchy'a
powerful
limit
could
stolehood

England

,,,

It wss stqquted thet the

advised Kiiiio he was being used by the oligarchy.

twenty-two; In 1194 li$ woo charged mid iMprIsoned
far participating in a counter-revolution to reStar, the monarchy, Enow, as Prtnc. Euhio. he was
an heir apparent to the Hawaiian throne after the
d*ath of Princsut Kaiulonl liv 1898 and was accepted
os the Using ASh Nul. As an amateur photographer
in 1901 Kuhlo took a trip arowid the world with his
wife.
While In South Africa witnessing the beer
Wsr, he Issued a Statement that was printed in the
South African Advertiser which said in effect, 'WI

representative

and

lied

been

a

Supreme

Court

He mu alsO on
Justice wider

H, was a dIrector of suçar, 'otlroad mid pineapple
Control. of Howatt mu being tightened laid Ruiiio waS being byaaused.
Republic,

liowait lust before the

territory become a part of the Untied States. The
Home Rule Party tandidnie, Robeit WIlcox. a former
Royalist, won the election as the Detegai. to the
Wflco/o seating was opposed by Sonford Dole who had been
U.S. Congresi,
governor
of Hawaii by President McKlnI,y. WIlcox supported
first
appointed toe
?lampst,ada for native Hawaitoni and ito restrIctions on Howaliasu being able to
When
the
Organic
Act
passed, native Hawaiian were in a moorlty again
sate,
and had a powerful sate, as in before the overthrow. At the Sam, time wider the
Organic 'Act. HOwoii't governors were pure powerful than any state governor,
tnvnprachable, the governor ceuid remain isssceounlable to the public, He could
make hundreds of appointments, suspend the writ of habeas corpus or plac, the
Territory outer martial law, The governor had greui fiscal powers and PosseSsed
Education, weifsre, safety, sanian ir.preceitsntrd wto over approprIations,

tile

companies.
Unheppy

Republican appointments Kululo speculated on amending the Organic Act to get
squarer deal for Howslian, than ffiiy hod gotten from the three appoInted
governors selectedfram the ranhe of the oligorcloy.

with
o

the 'Hawaiian R*hobliitatlon
B.fore . Nuhla died In 3911 he promoted
He mu to serve on the first board of cce,rdsolondrs pa the bill
1920,
became the Hawallon Homes Canrisilon Act of 1910, It pleased the planter. In
Hawaii with -the repeal of the 1,000 acres limit restriction cositoisssif in the
The Merchant Street iowysers af the planter. supervised
Original Organic Act.
the drofting of Die Homes Act that specifIed which laid, were to be Hawaiian
Han,.,, Conrdssion lands, Kiilio had agreed initially to remove. hlgbly.pullivolsd
londo from eststtng hoitiestead law so goad cane lands were ondtted, Thi ira..,
designated were in remote areas mid generally woUsltabi$ for actual settlement.
Only 2 percent of the imids set aside could be properly developed at reasonable

Bill' af

tation, health, highwayS, and public works ware centrolised under him,ilO)

Undoubtediy the Lull vU ewe of a tiiwnph far the Merchant Strut planters than for KiiiiO, wisi may not hove reoilted what was happening, In the requirlm.nts Ia qualify fur HowaIian Homes there was Isielisted a blood quantum of

cost.

Meawhiie there were statements made that native,Hawoiimts were irre,-

if

poiutbie and
color U to rule on American Terrltorh the color will be
The newspapers, the CalcIte and the Pacific. Casranerclai Adwrtlier,
white.'

30% or mare. This twqulrsmesit ems to dLsqully many Hawaiian and would eventually leave aid the naloelty by dividing them into ctos$eu which sustains
Kiduio is reported to hove supported o blood quantum that could
divisiveness,
wilhltand five generotions of internuarrioge osith rioeo-Howoliann or Oboist a 1/)1
The planlers opposed homestead associations and
percent native blood quantum.
votIng privileges to poor Hawaiians mid As1011cs
generally nmny land awordi.
was also opposed by thetis. It would appear that even acquiring a piece of lond
for houdng would be opposed by the plontera tn deillrlating an arbllrary and
reStrictive blood quantum., of 50% far Howolians to qualify far a homesite,

sinlently opposed the so called Hawaiian bloc sate, which would, it was claimed,
rr,lore the monarchy clot drive out the Coucesluns, Ta cranbut thio Situation the
hush. elite of 11w oligarchy opploled to Prince lluhios venity and suggested h.
run against Delegate Wilcox In the coming election, A i,argaln was madp eni a
political ollianc. uma faiuided which would last or decbde,, 7Cm ,gidoubtediy
rrolised that to run against fellow Royalist kilcat. he ces being used to Oplit
It could have been hi., ihrtwdnr', 'oslIlghrd his ssjnityo he would
'he s'.trl.
ser, to benehl 'hr 'ntivt Huwoiiu 0.ople, gel lobs for Ibm's and key govern'
merit po'itio.u. in 1002 Nullio .s,id the Republican oligarchy defeated IVilcot and
lbs dome Rule Party end Kuhla was to remain popular for ten mare ter'nS until his
dCth lii 1922.
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THtPOl4flAL PARTY
Stan P,Nldint MItians McKinley woe t.otid It

When Rep

pol,dd
out that tile britiih had taken ow, Hawaii once before Sn j$$4 mul Hawaii could
,till become a briti,h colony thu Hong Kong or be taken owr by enna utile,
power.
The alarmtot lmp.rlottat. of Vi. MoRtally ailodntat'atton, lad by then

Secretary of tht Nosy Thador. Roo.e.wU, lutd secrito,der, to Vi. canuwdhgç
officer of the U.S. Natr at Ilanotulu to taixe Via Weld, tad procldn I poisetarot. at the ISrot sign of foreign aggreidon. LuSt.,', the idwdnlflrow,s of
Pr,stdent benadr Harrison l
eaprliend audi., dews.
These 4swu opol.mented tI,ote of 11w lIt. Rifose, Party Sr HawaiI who fast, .'Hewalbew do at
iwv the lh.r.cter to ssrw on gowrflcrs',
Sr tilts UØit dun the Repubito woe
prOCtaim,d, It an to be governed by mu oltCh3k President Oil. agreed with
John W. largess, on educator, hat govenrani &icodd be 'placid Sn Vi. bonds

which of fired limited opportusultiu to the majw4ty.

But law did Hawaiian feet oboist .0 of this?

after wmesetlon at a schoot Puous

Aboid liSIflty )iaro.

meeting Sr Kasowa, the subJ.tt

Of

claim woe

being discussed by a rUed roctal grcug A Hawotlon told of Ida eapefl.nci it
age seven with Vi. Prodat.stot Oowrsvnesut', police force, addtng Vat Vi.
R*p.iblSc 'on a police stat. then. Hi renahuid Va to the Hawolin gewo'uinau*
tilt today.

DasOd

i(alordarsaole,

Jonah

Kudulo',

I.IBOR STRIR
lln.Z"

rr auøLu1u
I

AND I1KPRISSION..

:;V;t

Up to 1050 ott labor

"

bwn pa-

Sn HawaiI

tsr-IuUttth

S..szacaktrt'

*pnlcultuovi

Hawoilan

to

20 DEAD ORDER RESTORED AT RIOT
SCENE; hINERAI S..TII1S$ETE4OON

Prom ias; when 003

Clulnu. wIre brought
into Hawaii tedlt 5939,
owne 400,000 me4

and children were Imported.
gtobe.

Lobor was recridted frOm Oh. for conan

Mid sought wa's llllt.ratu, as planters

au

of the

considered Illiteracy mu asset

to contribute to doeltIty. It an claimed that bnported Saber had no more Onpoet an the Ieia,d, then did "cattte on the range.' aid 'were pmnas'Ily liatrar
mints of production'.
Al ass?, Imported Sabre' did not merit speciaL, caddtb.

POLlflcS AND.ILHAVIOR
brother, newer forgave the wmsxa-

Vi. Owrthraw of the Queen ad biCn a teodsr of the Democratic
Party as a cmspequance. Altha'4s Haaatlan. u.. Impressed at first aqth the
arriveS of new teclinoltqy aid a suppoSed sugerlor new religion, Ihel) ware
titter. Afforded .mplayrent as plantation workers, or even a. policemen which
was a nscaslty In a monetary eccionuitc l)ltrul, ant Hawottwm retained bitter
tlonlats

expressed wider the Canaiitusilon of 5640 by the Laud Cer,vrmteslan ad had not canve>*d this interest by a prior octt WImat alas. of citizens we,. they Vat wa.
out-waled by a imfority of nat-vested IsUrest aners to deny then, their la
rights?

of

Thutoni' and thereafter, lar. paws,. were cortantratid In the had. of a fw.
Per the non two g.n.rotlona aft., amerajion, Howott ramotn.d tide, the ftn,s
control of Vi. allgorchy with only mis effective potltltot pert th. Republican
Part

stotehood proceedings ad conw)unce of ceded lads, Hawaitoiu
S in a ,,dsmrlty aid could illS effeotivety protect their vested bflereit. it 'con be asked,
who had a waled use aid occupancy Interest, Sdentufl.d from time b,mua,uorlol es

Mwsylmnpaitedtabaremcane aspieoting to go beck when their cons.raata were our

far

memortet taworda Ami?ICOi%$ for detlroni.ç the Queen ad mae a. for allanting

Jonah Kuhla was ho say in heat.d frustration to.
'Your cldthsid ration touted an bringing in ltquar
becauS, of vur covrriwrciat g,edtnesst tolitid that Vi. Howottat gswrnewut
and gobbling ue, the
congressional

Sand.

convuilttee,

liquor iudo the Hawaiian Islands.
but right could list I5OU apalnat aught.'

admit

Our kings had prolultited timse iMage,

.)etem was isSthtuted aid contrary to tow, flogging for disobedience was consnas.

At Koholo no "Kenaku' worker, could leave Oh. plantation day or night dulmud
coed eu

Oh. umuwager or lisa.
mae ibrosss Into foIl

of

workers

simply

by withdrawing HawoUaruS could keep

from showing their bitterness aid in any cases wall their trusa feetlrpo tou.ds
tha.e wlto they identified as rsspausible far their pitplut.
Al a prcnd,wnt
Hawaiian anion Inferred on the eve of statehood, lwry Hawotlan riulenibe?, the
past, and the past Hawaiian gowrwnent with sadness, but we are now hetpiisi to
do anything about it.lOt)

Labor contract. vera bought ad sold, ad

for

breaking planlotton

fri

To

rules.

workers, a law corned owr from', the penal code of 1*

arrest p.rsmo

A socioiogist's tusiy by bernard L, Htrmann tidtcoted ilàwatlons

withdrew in many case, to awsid discomfort,

The MosterV and Servenia' Act of 5000 was passed to S.g.li,e contract
lot.,, ad boys from ages løi to twenty ad girls ,raim, tees to etghteen touid be
apprenticed by their parents to a planter.. Admits could cmitroct Ihenaetwa a.
loss, terra ranged up to tan )ears. The "cccli.' lebor
Sudentw'ed ser.ards.

control

priiltted police to

vegroncy for leaving plantatlona If not ssder contract.

In this otsrasgh.r. of smnpioping 'colored' labor then', were doom..
invtgranes cainprited 75 percent of the
HawoSS resembled a fw'apeon colony.

population ad the top 3 percent of the population controlled potilics, land,
entrprisa, ad labor. There an us stddte class to speak of oud th. harsh

The black poke whip was to Said to retattatlai,
for the panat contract-labor a)etem was in effect forced labor. There were 'any
treatment generated bacidastu,

altercotlo,w between

wmreported

,e,kers aid

manager,.

to 5694,

PrSo?

150

aid the statehood questtai Hawaiian were if fectlwaiy kept fran, expressing a clear view or negottated preference. During the

workers left a plantation on the Big Islo,d at Kutiuiheele when a mgnager slat a
worker. On Roust at Koloa Sn 5604, a nb rebelled at. the beating of a worker.
In Kahulas as 'OaMi, work,,, protested am overbearing manager. At Palo, Maui.
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workers roughed iqi a ulonlager for docking their pay. Sn 1t17 at gsa, Oabuui, a
worker', arm won broken bi a strong ranger aid anke?, marched On the City of
Honoluju. Again at Rvt, a worker was beaten by fellow workers fe speedtng up
production. On Maui5 aterge mob bitt.d their own lnt.rprUti?.

A ca'ielssian invsatigadng Hawaii school children in 1011 foufli than to
be better behaved, dewier, water, hare attentive to thetr work aid more .meBut mat
table to suuggastlond from mat, teachers Van in any other state.
enough an being done to educate than. TIm. overage per-capita expvdlhire in
mainland citIes of equal Ms. an high.,', HaSali would have to expend more by
one-thtrd to bring It up to awrng of a thMted State. city with a population
bitwsen 500,000 to 309,000. Teacher, aid etaff were widerpold, no,' we. there
enough maintenance, or eQu*pI*ut for the thoots. There an further palmed, ad
tile need far ru.d public iraivportotion to pubila schools, ad tad a public

In both

a,wsexatioss

Aft., amiezoticsi, living condlllc.w did not improve. Per many duo ten.
bleak faellftla.
the plantation, there an dlouppolnbuwatt with t1i
In 5904. twO thousand ran at Walton, Osli, cmuuplaliwd about you.
the
decade
u., Filch
The workers did not keaw it at the time, tad profits far
far sugar ad their wage denud),d, were to be denied. In 5.06, a rra5sr IUIh
ta work
offered.

kindergarten, ueuhiard of at the tb,i., .aheidd be podded.

tOok place only to fetid.? for lock of Ieadeflhip In th, face of plaiter firmAfter the 1600 strike, brutality an reduced from previous level., In
1920, a strike took place of mmfor Mci. in Vita sblke, Pupils labor was toordlnated as any Viouisnds of than would be Imparted to creel. e merplus to
lieu.

keep wages low as the plantatIon. Severot races were used agoinet eatS, Other to
maIntain a tislonc. and far strike brealdrç. Police we,. used to rissla power by
rewarding . the cooperativ, aid l*mtshirg the opposItIon. WIth the rise of Sitar
complaints aid strikes, more paternalIsm appeared as the plantatlosw after. the
departure of the contract labor as'.em.01
What drove the thouSands of workers away from the plarmtallcmut

It an

lie fioggtngs so much as Vi. dborut future of low wages ad lack of ddwatcsA, the H.S.P.A. President In 1939 was 10 iay, 'I con see ltttle difmint.
ference bet Seen Impoi'totian of foreign taborers aid the Importation of full bogs
not

from india".

a

first

There wets argimuende Vat Hawaii', uedque tar s).tem could mat support
Limited mean, taxes wir, for
American public ,chaot s)etem.

class

other expenditures, nor. an being spent an the police Van on educatior. Reel
property taae, we?. very low, Hawaii', real property taxes were far betaw the

medIan of a canpo'able American conerer,lty olVaugiu Va losable wealth in Hawaii
stood for above ant other coniptrable convseavltles. The controllers of Hawaii's
wealth did not permit the enccoragirq of Airmertcon education far all. The intent
lii, Inmtbt was
was rather to perpetuate a docile ureduscated plauilatlan class,
Va oltgorchy did not core oboist publIc education. A state'rsnt frau, the presi-

of the Hawattan Sugar Planters AssOcIoOan (USPA) In 5925 attacked
"visionary high-brows' beStowing all Hawaii', children could be educated to thi
dent

He ctntlmsed Vat the Departmsrd of Public inatructimi wa. spading
Other renisrha fdllawed to the extent Vat education did nOt
better
supervisors or laborers mar prepare girls 'or rrtherhood. In
make for
1629 the HosESulu Ctiwnber of Cmienerce Iasued a Lpportisg staiaamd to reed,

'top nasa',

too noah mrwey.

'oriy the

fpw

highly qualIfied siauld be ,eteoted far hIgher educattosl.'

LDUCATIQN
the

LAND CONTROL

In 1840 Kwneluanseha 111, following the advice of hi. advisors, lnidat.d
first public school $tem ad compulsory education. PIve . porn later the

In 5654 the SngltsJl Imsgssog, woe

pubitc schoolS wore on a tax supported bosS..
adopted as the primary 'enguag. to be used in the public ,choola, ad the publtc
schoots blcome the misting posed for all rote, exCept Vi. etite oligarchy.

in 5896. Hvsy S. Toenteid an made I,wpector general of HawaiI',
pregrenlw educator' erçlaylng new m.thads vIfçh made
schools.
He was a
He spoke bf democracy in the ctauroinw, a
powerful enemies in the islands.

view far ahead of hi. time which would influence a change in Hawaii', educational satem aid existing life way of life. Under the Orga*lc Act, Town*end
was denied 11w top past of SuperIntendent of 9duCatln. but he Sift in Hawaii,
an American colonial outpost, the early ltberalism that
and fInally overcome the sower of tile oligarchy.

wOuld

late, disiielige

Sn tile twenty prors after annexation the powerful ad wsatthy of Hawaii
were wtconcerned about educatlin.

LduCOiian less

tori

up ho a few 'do pod.r.'

and salaries were iow, abOut *510 to *720 a 3,ar. In 1906 the "tied cta.uI of
Hawaii's children were reciting patriotic xe?cU#* @1 Lincoln's 'atl ma, ore
In 1912 a report of public sthaot children reciting the
created equal'.
Everywhere outside the school, there
Gett)abusrg Address presented a paradox.
were re.strlcticro oral even repression from the oanit of wealth who had feeling.
of disdain far Hawoiiam. The exercises cOrned pus in the publtc .chools had mm
slderi4ng meaninp that of freedom aid eqmitllty.tl3)

It an described how large tad holdings were aoqulred by ccrperatlaw

after the Great Idajuele. As an exanquiej three of foto' acres belonging to prlsate
owners were held by nai-HawOiIais or their corporation, by S 800. In order to

get revenue from goverimuent lads, long leafls for tag. tracts. et a mailS fee
Par intone,, in 005 a Song plwitotion lease paid eq overage rent
were given
of only two cent. an acre, while Asiatic farmers hail to lease push macta for
*10 an acre, aid Var, an further us provision in tile plantation less, for a
sliding scale when the laid br productj Increased Isi salue.

HcrWsteaiJ Saws mod.

it difficult to obtain heat.ad, or freehold. In Hawaii a. tIle appointed governors favored stgar interests. As one oligarchy supporting governor put it, he
Ew.ntonlly a law an passed to discourage
"UttSe faith in Immesteading'.
speculottng by eniuteader. acting 'as straw buyvs for plontotiofti. Por sixty
pore after the MsheSe all tad 36,000 acres of 053,000 acres was assmi,ied by
feSt by olSgareluy members Vat ma remaining
St an further
corpo.'atSona.
Sad

36,000 acre, could hi aoqmdr,d by fake hwnssteoding in spite of Va its

ssed

ta curb aussh activity in 5006. In these cases, much laid fornterty teased to Va
plantatio,tg so cheaply, was purchased by th.nu, In ma process, speculators profitted and the 'Territory Scot rewmwi, fran, fomrmetSy held lands.

DurSng this period of i010I930, control of Hawaii's corporations and
weaSth was exercised by a netwark of Interlocking dSr,ctceates.

52

(;',4

The aome,dlrec-

- 10

A Mak of melon

this boards of differed aanstratiew that appeared lo be err
leder with each other. The same representative feel the elpreale Mew

tors served on

Hamden Antilles who laureled corporattarce served an nearly all of the forty
corporations listed an the Honolulu Stock Seehande H 1921, Ureter this Neer
arrangement the molar corporetices in the Islands

locking

Oompleto glory 01 FertesoueMamie Case IA Thle pinky

7tutolulu
iORTEatiliiiiiiiiiiiDANTS

were cesvistettly

operated.
that corporations or non-Hamien Individuate

A 1930 canna !Mimed
controlled 1,119,133 acres, or Pare than *stein thee the acreage controlled by

Hawaii's oligarchy was Rue able to acesnulate awl increase Its hold
on the wealth of Hawaii by this concentration. The OUgsreity kept deem&
Hawaiians.

HELD GUILTY OF MANSLAUGHTER'

high and Iamb low to 'lamed a drain of funds off bile the puWe seem it

was normal for corporations to average 10 pierced 'diddends an. asidtallsatian
a year. In one nine-year period, the Hawaiian Crernerdel Sugar Cannery said

occurred an September
1931 In at infamous
death of, a restive
Hawaiian
arbitrarily
In this can,
slain.
Navy Lieutenant Maxie
ard his accample
were
the
native

fated pdie min

daft

the

of

aid
aver
Their sett-

Hamilton

enacted

of

slaughter.
mince far

the crime

was a single her of

In 1110, the year of the big Strikes
Hawaiian Ccemercial paid 10 percent dividends Mat year to investors. At Hoteha

average dividends of II percent yearly.

the

In
confinement
liege's chambers

Plantation H 1911 a 15 percent .thedend was pale to 10111 a 10 percent; 11111,
Si percents 1920, 19 percents and to 1921, 10 percent. High dividerds were
steadity paid by other sugar producers during the peed. The ter struature
daring the period favored owner. and controllers of Hawes wealth. Mane

and

thereafter departstlht There were two

stoner& in

ola r,

Ddrimng the
avg.
the
Sterling exWing
the

tans were limited down and rat graduated.

the tqw.

usee.(100

that there Ware scores
hoodlum
of retie,.
tuning aka* three-

Property taxes Ararat Plante
Taxation was borne by the general population as a whole, tleat.
owners.
taro.
The motrollen of Hawaii's wealth did
school. road, oak old min
not agree that much money should be In the rands of government for pale

episode
Admiral
pressed

RACISM

I

While there were many times to the pet when retitle Hawsers felt the
pangs of !velem for the most pert radon was Met beneath the arfam and row
Mclfrifd Walt.

not propertied.

It

is Ironic

J. nahalaval

Thalia assio

In MI a sugar planter said, 1 have an exalted Idea of the..

Slain

Accuser

destiny of the white ohm owl of his power to control aid govern both min and
elements. In the framing of the constitution of sur, planters to the Reform
party admitted Net discriminate.% existed, but said that "condition", not rem
was the determining factor. Virelltton referred to prepertIsed citlsens venue
those

II

ening white mean and
martial law should be
Mooted to protect the
women of the ter*

Althot. no-

tory.

thing was said of. the
because
of
slaying,
the assault

the mill -

a terriea
try contended Rat the mixed reels of Hewett were not fit to engoyearorlaket
rial form of government ard self rule, but should be placed under athis dtd nOt
Porttmately,
even
though
feelings
were
high,
term of goverment.
Out It reflect, the Fewer the Navy could emirate over the civilian
happen.
crorera of Hawaii. It v,01 with impunity that the local laws were overridden
oral resembled the Interference of 1993 H the nisure of the native Hawaiian

trot "mediate shield be a criteria, boe

cause if the ratites could not vote haw could they state choices to &Trawl their
present poor 'condition'? Rut discreination would benne an open matter or
race as "residents" of American or European parentage could tote Wilk poor
native Hawaiians and Asiatics could not unless born In the kingica

goverment, treasury out Gusts through the use of navel farces.

It was In about 1193 treit Senn, Bleep In his attack against them
wrote that Kolokaua and Lilluohnionl were the children of no lea than a negro
At the some time the 'commissioners" to Washington sere mane a
bootblack.
the Wards had an emas everyone indented
territorial status because
barrassingly Mixed population with white men outrumbered.DON

SS
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EXPLANATION Itt

PATH OP STAT9HOOD

The first time the subPoi of statehood arose was

0011Ple of Offinat Ballot - Saturday, June 27, 19191

In MI when Koneharnera 111
was betng powered eta
his
SomersIgrdy.
ceding
genWromehe ID would attempt

SINE

OOFFICIAL BALLOT

to NO the Union an teem

favorable to Hawaiians as an
Thee was
equal state.

einsitlen to Hawaii entering as a date with a ;redoy ratite ovulation.
The hotness Moto, was not

eliertim

of

any

4TURDAY/ JUNE 27, 1959

change

that night thereafter interfee with the eporbstion of

VOTE PN ALL THREE PROPOSITIONS

labor for field work. After
Introduced two statehood Ms to Canyon
that first episode, Pamir Kuhio
to
reeve
the
grasp
the
Mite olipwchy held over
while Delegate In on effort
was also supportive
Hawed cut its people. Kuhio' successor, Delegate Holston,
In two a *Waft ma
and introduced statehood legUtatIM Into Congress.
of
*wry
tivee
waters favored
Two
out
interest.
held to measure statehood
statehood. However, World War if intervened oral the question of statehood was
Coratitutional
Convention
was
convened
without cony,1930 a
set cede. .
The Convention's' candituten was ratified by a popular
atonal authorisation.
The
Hawaii
statehood
MI died to
tete of 19,711 to 27,109 favoring statehood.
the Senate that year tad a Wow pitch was nude' to nuke HOMO a Moldy of

Shall the following

provide for the adm

1.

ideas. as set forth In Public law 964 entitled An Ad To
of the State of rfaweiiinto the Union," be adopted?

tad kite the

Shall Hawaii irnrnediatel
Union an State?

NO

There were later sleeked bits introduced but these
bated
Over the yews, Irony reselidlore were
failed to pass both hotase of Congress.
Mal twgordiatIont
Ca/Roento

sassed by the Tweeds! Legblature Meng for datehood.
retarded. Statehood mil its virtues were
in the Territory etroollly suiperted
widely promoted H compilers. The lesia of nixed Perot to Hawaii was raised
frequently as a troutiesome deans. There were many reports of Hawaiians

2: The boundaries of the State of HowaeMtaII be as.
prescribed In the Act at Congress approved March
19. 1959, and all claims of this State to any area
of land or sea outside the be/merle no pear
are hereby Inevecobly relinquished to the U
Stole.

actively and pubilcally opposing statehood.

In June of 1954 Made teem a state.

I

After the the momentum

on
erred Howell over the otatacle of the pest cut CirIP'em toted oPPlowdthree

on
March 11, 1959. On /me 17, 1919 the registered looters of Howell toted
Mon
The
prepositions. The Area was to approve immediate ire/erten Into the gravid{ the
second to define the 'bcandaries of the state, awl the third to
United States Powere to make land Owes.

3.

All previsions of the Act of Congress approved
March U. 1959. reserving rights or powers to the
United Note, as well as thine Prescribing Ihe home
or conditions of the grants of lands or other property
therein mode to the Stole of Hawaii are consented

to fully by said ewe and its people.
T. wee en a prepedliton, mole an X In the square he the right of the word

or NO'.

VOTE ON ALL THREE PROPOSITIONS
313
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a.

U

14

In lbs

oat. no liii tune prapoltuon. thin

Is

no identiftcoticn

of

liii

Orgontsatiosu ICOHO) saunbnously oporowd thi prapusal to dtusaiuinate 'lnfarnus-

lion aid to educat. native Hawaiian. of their sovereign heritage and to cerry

Republic of Hawaii, In the ceding
gulL clalnwd La the Unit.d Stols. by th
no dst.runlnolion betwsen the nothie
of Lvtreigfliy c.r.many of 1907. Tilsr,
Nauaiiiin right to ths laid as oppaied to to. state as there should bu. bun.
ilOate wars 135,773 'Vu wail, en propciitiait Na. I vuaiw 7,971 'No' wales.
This may reflect ths Havottan oats well awriotd to obecwe ii. Opoositton to
Ons elsa, native NosoUw %Ot. that cast be Identified ma fnaii the
stOtshocd.
18th Rl1sus,iotivs District of ths ict precinct no Ut, islwd of NWc.i.
Htilia,4 which Ii psednodnately Hawaiian, show,d Uteri were 70 'No veils to ii
oat.. favoring statehood, ci .0 nergbi of over 17905 tO CIII opaceffig stat.hoad.
It eon hi rs.scit.bty expiated hail oppaiiuon will centlmse t.ttU till laid ts.a
Iii.
to settled ci a r cetentaUve Howotlan tot. can sprma its preferences,
unefit did 'toM Havailwt. receive from stototllodl After
queouon Cs, killS
ye lsaomad OpaOrtI.thS*, apis space nod redoubt. liaine'
statehood, thin.
Ut... The oppattwdty to'expnss C prifirenci has not been affaided n.tive
in liii
Howaflon. no nmay Issues. This is den. .5th., by dno4r the oat.
and ,p to atuvexation or OverloUsg the oats So b,y lii. true pref.rence ci in
it
is
apporent
both
cases
In
population
voting.
ia2gs
inenlp'ont
with
0
1939
whet would happen inter to. ct,cinutOflaeL In the first ens, of dsn)4nq ths
loido

such o propaial to the sqscoenfng ALOHA (AbOPtgIAOI Laids of Howaiion Ancestry)
Astaciotion convention. On April 9 aid iQ, 1971 in Hilo, HatoU, with neprasen-

totives of ,i.tive Hawaiian. frost, stotiwide in ass.mbly. it woo voted to declart
that Hawalia,v war, a *oversign notion at Ut. ALOHA AssocIation's atwoul owma-

tion.-

On Augusl 30, 1976 the Council ofHawaiian Organlsctioiu (COHO) in itoto publIshed advice that native American groups were esdatirug their conforwarded an inquiry no the outlet to his directed naridy. to.
Dipartment of the Interici. A seply from the Depastment Implied that since to.
5.J.R. 4 hegts'atien was being considered to Istabbtsh the Aho$gtsiii- Hawaiian
Cialmo Settlemod Sticty Casusniadan", toi tmjidry appeared presents,,. ml ugh.
lation S.J.R. 4 dId not pass Corgrsti like the precedIng 11.5. 1904 aid $.J.L.
-.
i U.
p05w.

stttistlosu,

In late i980, ths Native Hawaiian Claims Stidy Conruission leglskticn,
96.585, passed in Congress.
The 514y Conriblslon, during hearings In
Honolulu in to. month of Jansssry 1981, ma advised of thi earlier requnsi to the
Deportnuent of to. Int.riar to assist in sqsiatlng the notiw Hawaiian cist.tlti,.
host.
the S14y Coirrolalon ma requested to conlder as a recaiuvne,dstion the
updoting of thi 'utive Nowaiian coststiiutloet. An tOtlng would conform to lu.
P.L

Hawisilan vote approving Wultiotlan It Is obtlauJ it was intentional.

RItA TSD F!JNTL

ixiblL$hed

Queen Lllboolialani no P.bneiJy 1, i193 dIspatched to ths Rsputllcon
Presld.'d HarrIson a ietler to idsdje hint she Paid $.tded to 01.9, farces in
Si. fertuser r,.
Honolulu no Jomue'y 17, iSiS to ovoId bloodshed aid violins..
queot.d Uait it. casicluttolu b. drown regarding hsr acttom stoUt her envoy
arrived to present her Mds of till least. -At liii sante Urns she advised Drnocrot
presld.nt-.leet Crow? Ct.wlid of the .vent. President Harrison yes to react
by forwarding no aivt.zatton treaty to till U.S. Senate with a Wit. towards It.
Praildent Chruelands rectlan to the Queen's litter too to loVer
ratification.
withdraw the propoied irsaty of arasesattan from cli. U.S. -Smote aid call far
Fair years later no
restoration of the Queen's govsrIrwnt with repo?otiatt..
to
June i 7, 1697, Lflissakoionl ma again to pretest another treaty subndtted
win., Hawaii. Her protests were ignored aid HaWaii ma wsoexed by lu. idmunistatIon of Republican Prssldent MUnI McKinley. Prince Nuliia ci Delegate to
iii 1908 was 4o 09015 present to tOss U.S. Canprest Queen Utlutlsolwui's
Corqre
cain without sisceeso. blotters wire t rest for pears, toUt the is,.,..

advice

native

to

American

grosçs

to

5a15

Useir

carotltution..

Native Hawoiiono have not Pad to,. opportunity to act an or refute the canatilutist, implemented by their predecsaars.
HEALTH
Ananug

thi first

hospitals to

care

for natives were those at Lohssins aid Honolulu

L
-

,

-

-as
It was In June of ibid that 11.5. 1944 was leitraducid in Congress
Hi. i944 far Ii billion
su.entiohly a reparations claim for notive Hawalians.
On
March
15,
iOn,
Rspreaens
Cnogt.ss.
aid s,rplia 'federol lards did not

totive Pot.oy Mink of Hawaii in the U.S. Congross advised receipt of the Queen's
petition fron, tilt Friends of Kom,ha,neha relative to rutaatiOn, The FrIends of
lCam.nameha in an ez.cutive meeting ot Kawolloto Chtrcli In Honolulu deierirdned
that tile Queen's petition was a proper opproach far the native Hawaiian arrw

Queen Trot.

begun with at appropriation of $3,000.
The
beg(slatsse approved this ad by this Mid of

iUO lbs

Qsss.n's Hospital had beetu casuWleted

to care far indigent Hawçiians.
The Isoephtol
In Honolulu night not hove been butt had 'ut

Queen losno prlwt.ly solicited
left

funds.

Sue

estate to Use perpetsmtlon of
There hod always been a need
for native msdicai care: in i990 Hatululu ma
gIven o iow rating far 'mdical care.
Vet,
otsu

her

the lsoepbtal.

though Queen

hum left lie, iaMs to atderwrlt.

medIcal care for Howoilans. he? gisises have
been dietega?ded.

-

The Olive Howaitan pepuiailon does not fare as well an on Indicated

to oil other .tls,ic groups in Hawaii. They have a higher congenital .uisifarniotion rati than the average, slut 11W shortest lif, expectancy of
any ethnic group in the Stole. The elderly an a group that need access to niath
The young of school age on high rIsk for Illegitioucy, early
health card.
Among thou afflictlou
pregnaocies with subsequent health and social problems.
overage camparq

nity.
Fatlowlhg the first coiigr*lSioiial legislation, H.5. iSle, cane S.J.R.
which also failed to pats Co grern, suffering a bociciosh against successful
cioiini
orowd Ihe country. On March Si, 1916. -the Council of Hawaiian
notiv.
133
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adversary countrtu of Germany ad Japan wa. 00 retain their sovereignly ester
Furthir, these idversary catad,les wi given namy sihhloew. of
their difeat.
Also, after Weld
dohiors of taxpayer' monies to aid in their recanotruotlan.
recognlssd ad Fhlipisid granted th.ir (rUeWar II, Phuiippin. sovereignty
perdinci in i990. In the hat.- talKs the Republic of Ponauua was given tack
soveriipslly of the Panano Canal earlier ceded by treaty Ia th IS in perpstulty. During th iieggilatlaius regardIng liii Cowl, Pruldsnt Onsor TOfrIIoe had
indica5ed, 'we will work with you lad If we fan, then you hove the tullets end
we have th bodies to flU the Canal." The ocqsdn.d ad 11w d.featod sawr.lpi

native Hawaiian suffer frem to cancer, huWnj the highest cancer ret. In tot
notion.
It would seem that to. indicators affti'w, that native Howollans hove
always nseded nsedici ca., which ma tnt.id.d by Qsss.n tart. aid Qistan laplalaul
in b,dlding liii Kapialani Maternity Home.
The otflhcttt,w thsy suffer .tqgsst a
lack of funding far prewntive practices to treat Nuifoetotloilt. It could be
said thai with the shorted ilfi span, native HawoUa,. 'nay be reflectIng the
need for nedicol oltentiosi that hod. been plaivied ind to dtsre1ls?d.d. It to also
pointed out that if one does not mijoy good ?ueaith the,, to notrq to enjoy.

were restored in each cas..
AFTERMATH

right,

For a Irigihy

period

-

An exc*ption to restoration would be Hawaii, also a sovereign nation

the cou4adve effect, of ractsn

ciwi

Hawaii to, treating with athtr sower.i9r notiom ad lid
although a u'noli 05w.
HawaIi laid five treaties with th
diplomatic relations with nvoiy coieulrle*.
United State. of which th Reciprocity Treaty was psohobly to. swat significant.
At times the tertiw of Use early tr,atiu were invoked. One occasion was in 1514

denial of

Farther, tn.lttsltiWty
have served to palarise Iluety natIve Hototiass.
has even .ne,
to rodicsliue scores of ath.,s. Sits Hito atrpcit sit-In hod it.
Te
root, in wild native Hawaiian dls.ausfocttoeu over reserssse bid last tat.,.
make lasses, those Isiuts Hawaiian' were ready to be arrested, aid thsy west
arrested in tile incident. It tool. such ocdWty to effect change.

when anrt prevailed in the kingdom and aid under the terms of ts.0 treaties was
riquested and tendered. The aid repuosted was to prot.ct American dtitesu ad
to preserve the peace of the coostiry,

The Kaus,otaw, contrOWrsy may also represent Otive Hownilan disiatisfoction wdth the austngtmno node that anything .an be don, with th laid with
impunity.
It là difficult for 'noisy to reaiiie that fyi leovlrq the laid ci is,
con be worthy aid enjoyable. Al least this is at old Howalbtn pisilceopliy. Laid
need not ull be sold ond devetopid or cut up aid fenosd or ooiuttiwaiuly abated.

After the e,tabttsuvn.nt of the provisional Caverrs,sent in HawaIi in
i893, there does not appear to be in the record any specific cancellallon of lbs
bilateral treaties with Use U.S. These ma no formal cancellation process, tier
couid be stidir to clreinatances, aid In effect the status of the Reciprocity
Treaty Is one of being still in farce. The Recbp'ocity Treaty of 1907 pesssitled
the use of Pearl Harbor in exchange fur th entry of sugar into the (7.5. duty
This airaugemasut to vu longs? In operation, with sugar enjoyIng a seylsa
free.
in the world ,us,ket ad du.ne,tic prodisctlan facing the cash swutenirs of to.
The- problem fo. native Hawaiian Is the original use of
large corn Industry.
Pearl Harbor did not mean that title passed tier was it a sale in perpetuity. ly
canleclsav, if lbs Reciprocity Treaty was in sane way sutsstuoliy dissolved, then
Pearl Harbor should be returiuod to (Re native Hawsiisrai who hold all of the
iaids of HawaIi 'n catuvu,on. If the Treaty were not cancelled, aid Slut would
pose a protdeis, then sane compensation far u.n car1nued ide is a courrit

flirt P.ss been Olive Howoiiau oppciition-. to the dividing up aid sail
agi'Ieultwol reddentV lands in NoDule aid Wai&.ane. The Said Islasd
burning ad levelling repraienta another otis die,, native Howallom have been
vLsibly involved.
In thesE titeldeni. there or, painful maid, opened up tusat
may toks peas to heal, if ever.
of to.

Vet these inoldebote 'my have served o public purpaee to arouse owareMotive Hawaiians enjoyed the first ilpertences of being upsoot.d aid dIsplaced so their experience can be an example far others to sedersiaid aid appreciate.
If those e.pertinc.s hove been any assistanc, In sltisttlons like
The,, does ut oppeor to be an
Nukuhli, then thri is a ben.fil for wan
or9ahhied rodicab movement of native ifswaiiwt. )ait, nor would it brusfit to
ness.

practice.

crsate at. a. thi younger gatt.rattwv become more aware of tile past obese..
Listening to the rods v(sd talk there call be heard th whispers that someday
may become hostler inst 'tot Ilece550tily suin'iLsUvi.

SOVERKICNTY AND TREAJf
Same past incidents

p.

-

ore constructive to resliw.

In 1908 the

United

Stall,' opuulred the PhiUppinls sad Ouatuu from Spain ofte? lu. Spanish American
War which tot U.S. initloted. That sass. year the United Status attend Howoli.
In 1903 th5 United States quickly recognised Cais,sblaiu rebels to estoblish the
Republic

of Panama.

Interestingly

the

Reptsblia

was

established

by using

Vnglond,
Denmari4

o

Cermany.
R.lgh.suo,

AustroHungory,

Mrii.o. Chile.

holy, Russis, Spalt'. The Nethlriardl,
P.ru aid China .,pr.sroted in Hawaii.

blvckadi to prevent the COit.nbldn govsr'snent force, from capturing the rebel,.
rhsreofter the Republic of Paneno far 910 million pave the Paiaima Canal rights
to the U.S in psrpetutty. Much later, during the 194K. aid World War Ii, the
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to
Th.'Presldent of 115. Usdtud Stoles as July I, 1070 (is lOs
Congress a.o trdlai self delentdrotlose joISt in part. 'the Urn. has cwie to
det.rudsied
by
IsidSOs
fistire
Is
oasqiljgrw
WI.?.
the
the
patt
ad
create
wIth

Th1 49Th V99SUS_TH( IOTHJT&T!

pob*. to Pondv
In ZN?

the

States di

tAitl.d

Iid(as acts oat Indian decfllo,aa,du?I

In 1071 when the Alo, natiw. aloha settlement was nod, it ow us

Senatary Siword

flatS we gratast, or posbly (hey war, not ave of
there war perhdpi 40.000 to 10.000 natIve. (is M

dies., a

,ativ.. Owen Mows Latrism add

Us.

wussuat e,erchp In developing Iidtas .e4' detunidastlon. HalIte HawaII., ow
speculate If a wnporabla par copita sett1wnt wills that of Alaska ii forth(is HawaiI it I. rot Jut a federal problem with native Hawalluw, but
coadssg.
also a state problesn of satsapiag native emits id (noun,. Thu. or. ito oh'
resvvat In hawaII end only one large lssthed''tcw1wn.
hi5iether towlan em aid, or is Wlitap to ald.,jeoiise HawaiI.. ous
only be speculated con. Yet bum 15 based a' nai_Hawaiiwv oat that
spirit of Claus. the cudIs,al. practIces tout the sistualW050e setting of the

rd(oad Rsatlai

Alo*o. from lii. Ruatw. for *7.100.000 tow U,.,, ow.

America,

wds.to.

crgulnd

At the tIme

T100ng abed 115w

(ft MO, 'They tail am

,-

Rsadw. sold

ow land to the U.S. Gow.swne,d. There owe ito Isadw. us ow lad. Thu.
were no stifle p.opl.. stidt. p.Oe never cuns StirS. They now. sow it. t0
thInk U.S. Cowraiwnt MO, Stolen op.rty otobs, Ttoi luck for U.S. Cowrius.nt.
Can buy whale world (hit way'

na(lve lsatnelasid.

HawaiI was lever fsrchesed so such eltilosigil e owlI oIiis.fty (is Hush

celled the OUgwchy dId ovemp. to .xowat is.arly $4 odttai asi Us. Usd1.0
States for a traivf.r of Hawoil.i ow?elputy (ft 3000. Ii (ft AIaMm the nwJo

U1TGA lIONS

UI. (Ia, of ttaiwf.?. Ude from trwwieds. were
protested it Uses Uin, Usey owe rot heeded.
HawaiI hat been (ft ssuwla hi AlwIat a stUened

r((y of restdnIa (ft Hawaii at
VIaUVlfl

Among the met hoprewe mliv, Amerhcon lItigation that could hate
OCcwr,d, had it not been resotwd by Isgotiatiak ow Us. AIs Hatlow

although lb. ast(vat

Since thea Us. litia (ft
was sad, (is 1001 witS. UI. native p.opl. beIng awerd.d n.atIy $1 billIon ad 40

CIalsra.

mIllion oc,w of lard san, o wllieis cantatas rich CI aid mIneral d.pC,ftI. The
asu(.ty of oil companies abnolt (ft pertnelslslp wIth lb. nathu, e.ds0 I
settiew.nt with UI. natiws for UI.(r lad rightS to dear UI. way for alt dlvelopowsd.

frpe:e

In 1800 the Taoe'Iidian. of Hew Nlco had set aside for thesis the lIsa.
They lad Mold there oattlm0wly for better than 600 3.055. In
Us, tow fIled e claim' for (lie laid ad In 3000 the Congress brsud os.r
,-ne 40,000 acres to the Pueblo Tao. Indian aid slay have set a preCedent (is so

A lad
(ft UI. Alaslati setilunont.
first Imposed tft JN0 to Ps.11 awards aid l'awt'ers, lbS. ow as. re-

çvtaiss actiono were rordid OUt

live potslto

tuft of
leao,t

og'ibwt

UI.

state of Ala,Wi plow to sell alt ad

Lake Pegton.
1051

pus

the Harsh Slap., by 3000 oIl lied been dtscow,.0 (ft At's Prsdba,
Bay to complicat, matter,. Ii was thai UseS a ssier frees. for t snore ysue
to prevent traiwactltiss of public Itod, (ft Abed was lmtiiut.d to protect
natIve rOghU.flO*
Thy. Slat bees, as such m,.otathsss placed as lord trwufers
in Ho wait although thin

could bawe

bean

with loin.

In Washington Stole UI. Yoldnis Indian cairied 'as a twenty-year beltS.
The YaMsas ow their betel.
to regaIn 1.1 mltilan oar,, of laid (ft the ssiHe

doing.

ad stow pay no hat, tas.

In the state of MaIne, the Passamqsseddy Trib, end the Pe.mbecot Hatloil
Tile seat elso

advantages for natIve

tiled hat to r.gatis two-thirds of the State or 12 millIon acres.

HawaiIan.

In 3900 a 565-pope

misty

asked for 'dainag.s from profits accrued by non-Indian ove,ers (is the n.O?ly 200
The IndIans claimed the lord (is
years of trespass on alleged hdian praperi

Hide. lad qu.ttion was case-

of Us. Alaal

As, tlntsd thirty-year Utlgat1.n would hot, been way dowging (is
!as.ntlaUy. Alaska lad a lot of resasuces needMO prompt dew.It hgcaiw us lamsadtat, problem ad ow to be settled qulckly ad

that case.
losnesst.

question ed worth $65 blflia', aid ii their, because it ow ceded to the stat.

p1,1.0 wIth stqpsotlssw on Stow to seMi. Us. problem. The U.S. Siaston, who
helped draft tii 1958 Alaska Statehood legitIttias did not owl too clap, ,oms

without congressional eperow.i,-as requiNd by the Hon-hst.rcowie Act of ZIPs.
On ebsuary U, 195? tIle Depshonenta of .lufflce ad Interior advised the U.S.
Federal Cowl they would being suit against the state of Maine acting as trsa-

tiny of the study sepal. It was feared tiut clap. red., of the bsAy 30$-pag.
U.S. od.nlnist,aiion or Use Deports,wr.t of the tr,tertor would risult
otsely by
In a r.ccrrsisavkttoi to gist Use Statehood Act of 503010 .ctlIe the asthw lad
Use oat, of Hawau because in both cites as
cloimt
There to a dndlanity
dif(,rait5atin between Use natives' right to the 10145 wrase UI. State ow
IliS

the two tribes.

tees for

A cosader proposal ow rode by President Cuter's

old,, Supreme Cowl Judge I.11Utoii 8. Oi,sthir, nape ooc,ptatee to the parties

(ft.

Concerned.

mode p.lor to the granting of statehood. It cats be said (list both Statehood
Acts war, laity in that reJpct. In HawoIl the Statehood Act deserves elaze
review for change or wneidment. Review ii necesnory to address oversight in UI.
host, to effect (snewdiat. admission plus Use appruwl of other proposIuor of
bow.dpri,s oat laid grants by the federat govIrreflent. the tfree proposItions
voted on Iwie 21, 3939 to provide (or immediate admission of HawoU inta the
tinfoil were not wil vseugh wderstsod nor look Iielo ctvulderotl as the rolls.

The Alaskan. Node, Clogsse aid UI. Hawaiian Hotive Ctotnss ,roVrtIent isave
almIlorIil.s, to the extent Vat Us. Indian Ctaini Conunisalon was list available
Apparently the oborig(mi titles clatw.d by the.
to each In a practical sense.
notivel' had 'tot been taken or extInguIshed by the United States. ThI United
Stotes has simply 'sat octed. The Conrsl*slon was empowered to determine elat.rs

Hawaiian lnh,r.staj
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The question (5. do lam as interest

which would' result If the treaties, castracta toid agreement between Us. Claimant

oat

the UnIted States were revised as Use

grosed

isWlete,al sistebe, idI.the?
or loy ode? grated cog'lIuM, by the cowl of eqsdty4'.
sciaseabie corUIder,tin.

atdsCS 0?

of low

(ft

the ceded bandsi

1%, II., us

Utlo aid later us ldustlfled tested trsterlst In UI. lads?

obaigirsal

of frasd, dires., wows-

Native

HOwaUa,w ssrely bad sue?. us tnteseet aid were likely the ally ones. kelly
Hawaiiai. at the cnly ones to blase such toe (,sler,e1 ore eUgible for benefit, as

or fp.t,

heIrs t9 Us. trust.

or native Haieaiiaiw it can be foiSt that the terwa of the trestles between tile U.S. aid Howpil weri intersited or ccntsadieted by the events of 3803
meanIng a revision of the terme of the tr,at by siduatesol e,eUoxv Thu. is

But efte' awlexutia, wise's the ceded laid (rust Is ezatninld ft .05 be.
natiw. Hew.Ilasw did not receive usy dtrat benefit, from th ceded

see'S that

alto for natIve HawaIian. Us. Itetiwist of eztffigultlmena, which agge?entty dId
.101
take plod ad raItH (he question of Irespoha. If is. eztingsddenent took

place the U.S. as trustee s 45th as late as 3950 irwy attungt to r.cow. fran
those ss.nHowoiiorse diD hew. geftvated newasee or profit, from tis. lads isp
waivld,
In Us. case of Us. Pueblo Taos, wIlD bad Used cofltbosesdly in UI.(?
region to be owasded their i.ids, Us. native Zlowlioiw hoe den. the son, for as
long or longer. The paint ii stressed that HowoU has been iSle ally bOn, for

'

laid trust. Althos5 U lass be 4rais.d that native ifahaffan were isililed to
from
as ow deteu'ndIssd in 1080 by the St.tehood Act, (is SectIon 1?
augh
trig ow
the period of P00 to IOU it son be said that the ashy Hawalle
they
received
as
'taxed s00% so for as flatly Hawaiian were concerned becaua
duo
direct benefits. Siwisig the tnconse frail the ceded ads with aU Othes'e
Pirther
not
dIscredssator
did not passees ass Interwt In (II. ceded lads l
to receive a,y dtreot bensflts them the ceded lad trust for native HowalI
whlie ethir attat, heir, do no.1w bvsefitl'fs also dIstrindnato't

in (he Statehood Act of 1065, Section OF, an effort was, rode to distribute Intome or afford busefite to .ietivs HawottaI., as as. of Us, five paipso..
to be met by the new State of Hawaii, ad a reipaiwiblilty (ft beIng reoogdved
saul 197* when a conas a date. But the state did mist provide any benefit,
If
$tltutiaieal anwndmesst 'ow introduced ad passed to accomplish the a53.ie.
Mrs.flla
ar.
retroactive
to
the
dole of the statehood
I,
the
would apeear as

Mtivl Nawcitorss.

WhIle it would seem that the native Hawaiian hew lied limited oppOrtwlity to eaplolt the resoss'cej of Hawo(i they should be allowed to do to as as

In any cant It Is tIme to .514 the trustee Statist as is beIng done in
equal.
This action 'would be listed on the irangfer of
tile other Pacific Islands.
snwreiç.nty and oats in 1897 which appears to be an admfnlst,otiw troisefer of

pact niadein SUe,

In the Stotehsaad' Act of 1009 (ft Section 00, one of five p,paees lie.
since been defined as 10% of the ceded laid isscane. Tilt., who qsaiilfy for bus.-

soosreigoty not a true sover,igoty transfer.

fits ore of 80% natIve blood or nape ad pes'petuet.s Us. division by arhitowy

DISCRI NINA 170W

selection of blood qietidietis first Mtroducd (is the HaetoUals Hasises Apt of 1080.
What ii being overlooked ( that p desceisda,sia have a aianon vested interest
This may mean the present inter(ft Us. cedid lawS bust listed an aocadth
pretotias of 10%. ,eed lad imisorie for ne1its to 30% or owe native blood i5

there were slverol estates established in Hawaii before the owrdwow
These estates rfI.ny tImes were plated i.e true for the heirs. As ascIi
truSts tile estates paid dIsItd.rdt 10 the hairs One regular bash.
come.

reasasobie. '71e Other fits-fifth, or $0% of benefits represesde (hose who or,

lea thmi 30% haUte Need' aid t.e .(ot bUg recsgm4sed as also being heirs to
sowret
the ceded bufl. This being th, case, with Uses. OgetMQbltS, If owe
can be fowid- to proceed Sgai,wt ad to correct these caiditiosw it should
What I being said I, swiSs. HawaIIan, ore again being short
ca'wldered.
changed wd If all do ml qmssUf, on 0 'lasts of succession, then edt other
boslS Is there to qualify far bvsefitst Is these discrt'slmUon?

After the overthrow there was establIshed tile large trsstt of the c,d.d
- lands of nearly two million acres. Th, larg, trust of ceded aids were rot publarsfo
as public lards in the United States. The ceded land trust could be
lic
said to belong to the cititen, of the native Hawaiian gowarweesst, held (ft CalelatS
and included the Identified vested (fttehest of natIve HawaIian, by Us. Laid
hiwsy of
COnl'liislon of 1845. The ceded land trdt could 1501 be ceded legsil
cjtisano
those who would participate in the cedIng of ii.. trust lands wire no' ssdh'Wi
of the ontivi Nwa1Iai gevlrVl'seiti isa hat ihey a Iraidate to carry out

.

INTENT AND

Oct.

ECIDRHT

In a rev(ew.of natIve Ifawaiio,s history, It is evident that there ow to
the intent was Vat there would
SlComdl
be no sale of lords for ausy wrosoit.
be ito loss at sidepisidence or (lse abll(ly to .itoke choices as Us. notiw Howsli0s
Native Howallons should be able to detes'sdne
seat are proper for thenwelvep.
ai
their owe, p'io.lt(es a, stoted in th, NcCreary resolutIon passed (ft Congress
ii frunry 1894 that stated, 'that the peopl. of Vat cawstry should hove had a
of
pollcy".ilOOl
owes
tIne
the(
(is
pwssdng
solute freedom aid tsdepeidence
This state'iseost can also apply to Use adaption at a. iw Coostltullon as had bHn
In refusing to sell ausy la,ds, 'the 'native 1awaiian baa .sIilbited on
proposed.

In ISO?, the cernmny to red. the lands of Hawaii oaf transfer Hawaiian
otiowbig )at rereasesy
enuereignty was an attempt to transfer those osteth.
listolistlon of
'hi the
ZIPs.
the ResolutiOn of Arveesattoe-- was posted
AnnCzation. Article II, the flaw government e( the Territory was to use Us. prosolely
for
Us. educCcl,dl from til, ceded lands. oft,r costs of goverion.nt, this vol occo.rçltihed
Sill of
tional a.'oJ public purposes of the inhabitants.
.iihoit s mulddte from the cltiaiiw of the ashy HawaIian gewfifllseftt aid a
(is

majority of native Hsw6iiarss.
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fllttiry Wttliust

Native Hawotial may elect to also hove designated their traditional
lends as amsnucuenberld property ho a nsgallat.d settlement. in a pool perpet,aUy
held for alloonad or dlstrI0.don.

us

er

gsited by ?meldrt Iswlaid
pw'iUie us first
ti O,dip. Thu le OSCSIIS if the teeç il-id
tISlily

sip.

the

Per

cdi

set

the eesidd.lUon .1 wisq,aJ eipltflatuo.i .id diyidatten of the en*mensd SW the sdwrs. effect
hid lit ,sttwe people. Nat the lied ciewl.
it
duration idsied be the uipeeiidus of silt deNiednotlin .d the Nut" of tile In lietiw iliveuton
tug. uris Is
triiitv
A lapel i,a1sit
ewoilsOl. ad rutowe to ogha, lietly; Aowtcst
if a Sled., tiiiiwi.flOI,)

..
A'

-

WusI free' set eiere ewi if 11*1w Howsllus meets scsi
Pew,me. H.psrsdav Sltid biebid,

tie set

of

-

In the ewet edive Nowull.ie dodd. not to tell their teeewt epert
fur gmerowç riwiew be
that they lieu the option of ewopDq it Uiseisil
0. toed us they d.SenWne Vial, oust pelarid.. Native HewUme 111w never
loud they did 11* we to wis their oust sffdis, us the Conirury tiley 110w
been aid we eager t000Itilnia to do e

One option to address the 'utIw Hatistiat
altidIlail Ii ssnsthbV dane Ot tile dit to set
k*1t In 31?I Presidad Oi4
set ufd us. reeurwtlan *2,000 ewea of lcd be

'jet

s.-

.

idde ,itiw heidi.

Vie Agile Client. Indhelo.

Nusu131 all of the tend

SCSUefISdSW0wQIIN0%tiiS
Cauforrtie døt now celled Palm Slngs. 0% 3003

4

I

UI. Indian Allolewnt Act wol psscd to Convey Owlttlt-tlW..
Wdiol put. to th. lISttoWs IidIaI..

, liter In 1*5* wl*t H.vd pained seetehosd.
UI. IridWi In the CilIfor,de. desert were fOwfly
allowed to l..si or sell th. lad set Uds for
theirs, Ccfqme
mm, meir Ho iOU. ft

U111151$.OSW

did, ad

idthwe sty otetembrailce'.

lSWa.0

tile ustiw Howata,w did ist reseiw sly laid

0%

2952 Uk. the Ages Cilheit..

On their laid UI. Agio Cdllesot. pay no intone or prcper.y tan. becesae
decided
that would be en ,notenbrwete' Lot.?, after I long cotvt flpl'4 it
that the Iidiaiis Iwols were not subject to coetop law. because that too would
Neanwhfl,
the
I'diaiv
state
they
wish
to
cooperate
idDi
be an '.nctrponcu.
the city govep,rien* lad prefer to have nor. danalty us their property for their
pwpCSd. Putt's negOtlotiOiw will settle the u10tter.
.5,

groupe affected.

HILOGUS

Iwo ldnds

Now whet Mw stOw Huwoulsw Caiut'Ilaited to HawaiI generally. Mide
their ham. aid the lad of .isIIe, native Hevetto-a through thur
ceded tad irt.i have coetittiluded to the education of the ow. of Hived's
scimol children In pubic eihoals. This Is tlrcuçlt And. II of the Rewludlon
of .vtezs*Ian. This .tltb directed Diet ill proceeds (nan the ceded lands

of l

frcnt beIng

First, is a asttUrq of a laid beNrt, idsidljied es . wiled Cur

9.cai4 It Ii a me of Anuricen L.mel,usti rscogitislop a swat clii aewtere diii with
patton to the dan,ndant. of e native psopIi itia their
us Inshly In the past. Aeulonoid s,ilsnent. hew been coneltidud with euler
sietItv people ulet how also eerlced diSlocetlan we beH owrSWbeeti. An
easy ad qoticir .etthenmtt ilioutid Clot be intlelpaNd. After swal pewisifais
of duslal it, could talc, Hswutiaw inety gensutlouw In the ftdw. to repel,, a
lineal.

after mete of gswmvnuut, were to bs teed solely for the benefit of (1* WedIpaes. The
tabs of the lewiS., Isles for educational ad otter public
idlllaOcq 'the greeter
school ladget for Head Is the hepeit tIm, peuustieily
shore of the budget.

It Ow been
e. sujflc(ency ad dete,mt,wtton they live jsiil end .**ed. tlti
cud.y
of
said that self deteNdustion Is the meet eou4it after itprIettege
owi be ssk.d hiw will
aid 1W native Hawslta,w it should 0. no dIlfurSW.
hew en
this reitàratlon be furled. Pleiding titiutid own, fr-an the estee that
ow, the pdt. ?lts. set st's of the Hsvidlai
loyed th. meet. of bUy HsNd
treast'y aid other assets wet th. mStlpulcdan of these assets tot diverted neifi

In tile ores of develapmant, Odmi is probsbiy overbuilt etreedy with e

ad conwidsio to cciWuitth.'w or tineswplio of laitel rotne iSlsd-wlde
shoring beIng osidsilolcen. The aider sheds 1mw discourt eccawdotlaw I. fill
cnt roche. dud is needlIng a IStutetton point ad Is ssperlusctitg ezcme

Hawat ad ilsuet ore epproeduing iitwatlar In betel roono aid eveo
little Holotol Is being developed for bela,,. The potnb Is that ii each Island
area bees the charm of ranaitenesi, I '1 ette is OwIt to labs its plot. we
capacity.

Inconue In the est-

another to neplede that aid the ytlu ccnittscs.

It ow be said by esbewlon th. State irmeuty today is still th. -mes
. The Hivetneasuty orautsd by native Houattsl peepl. ewe Uwi e century
specs did
will' ntieli op
hidary cenwreior of lii. lstS,ely natIve 0fertbe Shut
Changed uwttvee to the
serve to short SWope tile notive people of HewS.
AS us
ad
heuleettie,
.steuut that it reduced cpeo't*idttes, open space, to

nearly cud of reach. LaW spetuleIn the awe of heuwlop. e haute Is
Large aereegus acqtdet so tiueiply or
Is still present to drive up coot..
by qu.stloumbh, meow long ago so slowly being side awt*abl. so diwlipti to
reduce opeo space aid deny ccciii.
phit

labor

to

i

repe'aeeud tie Hewaff people In Watidsuglout when the U.S. Seriota acted au the
Resolution of Auvie*otlat a, 3* $uste 11*2. ThIs should be recognIsed aid theta
Nothing Iwo clionged from thu presioua efforts at antezotlsi,
sotloew denied.

whIch wire rejected ii not being the will of the twjotlty of the people of

epoortitty. ma,. crowing ad

The owe

poet 12mw

In .ftett the sovereIgnty of HIwoiI was gull claImed by the Repabhic
iw could it wanrent piisesslon of stool'. The perplexity of it all is why hal It
Interestingly the eaudalwood tress wi
coettirsied foe we e lengthy period.
Hawaii.

at Die swedaiid of fit MleP

wOgel than In Howell in each respect.

This Is cli built upaiu a, frgrsdtenf wiled aloha or the cub

is owe hope In their

Miller wordina me be (curd In ill the '1*1w Hawaiian toitelituf(di uvilt were
gratIs from the Hinge to his people ad which were h10hIieble. Tie (etude
his appointed plenlguote*
created by the Preddont of the Repabile of Hawaii
dories Fratcls N. Hitch. l.ortui A. fh,reton, ad $illiaiui A. Hbmey - did iwO

flout

So

There

There is hope beceesee It an be fetid in the Declaration of Independence
EVIg, 'We hold these utaho to be self eiddent, 11101 cli oust ow ireeleti
that ty ore adowed by their Creator wIth certain Inallenede RIIta.
that aitcag these are life, Liberty *id tie pun*dt of. HappIness. The awn, or

cuss.
the
equal,

thoisea.

beep wager tow.

Auwe?

Out native Hewsdaw eon Idle heart.

,iomple, native Hawiulaee had .ujead being placed in govertiaeu* work a lid th.
tile statistics well druwt,atc In
opportwolly so participate In the pet

These aethitia lead

past history is outy wiled. wiut

If

Ow been planed for thiett Iwo ben the Oppaifte SW Inbrlaia to (lien.

Ths Native HowaIIwi Stialy Coiwrtiidon In It. stteaçi to udáress uwthw
HowoHo, probirra fasts

it Ow been the peuctic, to tell native Hewoiitsw that whet-

eve is planted for them is goad foe, then.

groidiug again and there Ii hope they will recover us before.

ertL

tong ago, althaul
It Is neatly ludifinade lad wee erected by native peopt.
claImed by surly all as their ow, In the drive to eaiu,nercteUse. Along watt

a

a fcrbswte sddocewu ciithe hçrsdiI.ut aloha. there should Iwo be forgotten
two uispredietti together make
Th
mete that is clin(ortabl the pear nosed.
5oasUm pastiute aid an attitdant ustwaittsd simnont, crOne, is preu.%t

also.

Cost

billion dollar. In
towlMt is the lergest t.diatry in Hawaii with groSs of elves lad
If the wages
Tot'lon Is psomoted widely and sifti to be good for all,
3981.
ad no. cerulot lag, a leauw, Wait Is It?
ore low because of a ssplia bOor
benefit.
mer
a
ndnb'nsn
except
for the few
Natives do rail neteive any real
Hedve
I'd native, are nusuinded that tour-toni is good for Uwn
headliners.
the
still,
or
the
poreusIncome per coWl. from tcwi,, could be the least In
major climb
the
115.,
billion
antoal
grow,
cculd
be
the
least
of
the
toge of

V
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and can be returned to native Hawaiians for their use and
management,

it is near native Hawaiians had already achieved a
55 5o. Kuktii St D-404

Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
November 22, 1982

,

status of self etiffir ,aneY prior to it'll to generate rev-

enues for deposit in a tmwsury.

There were many problems

that occurred after the Am. of force in 1149 to deprive Hawchairperson Kinau Kamalli
Native Hawaiian s:udy Commisilion
Prince Kuhin Federal bi.ilding
Honolulu, Hawaii

aiians of theliotreasury and in-effect redistribute their

Dear Chairperson Kinao Kamaliiu

laqated native Hawaiians to a state of dependency.

wealth end intereats to others.

The use of force has re.
The eon-

miesion draft ieport cites sveral.native Hawaiian deficiencies

we request an extension of time, about 180 days, to

These deficiencies are only the syntos of a larger

respondto the Native 'A/m(18n Study commission draft finiinge

today.

A resolution to the issue of claims has been sought for nearly

problem of dependency.

ninety years and the parameters sr* an broad that a sixty (601..

priation of a treasury and ability to detorrInP Ones own pr..

day renounce period is not sufficient.

orities for the past almtst u0 years.

sirable to generate revenues to address the any rroblers

consider the thrust of previously introduced legislation euch
as H.S. 1944, S.J.R. 155, S.J.R. 4 }Rd H.J.

A dependency introduced by miappro-

Native Hawaiian nanagerent of their resflor,es is le-

ft is requested that the Native Hawaiian Study Coeoiiesion

pee. 526 Which were

they now experience.,

It

is particularly impertant the native

pieces of legislation that.attempted to address native claims.

Hawaiians administer as previously their asas and land,

At times congress has acted favorably on some of.thie legis-

free of encueberApor,
ThPTP,firP numerous other arguments that "gybe carried

lation altiough not fully passing any native claims proposals.)

fasentiallY the issue In who 'Inns "" .h-

A result has been to agreeing to formation of the Native,gaw-

into great detaii.

alien study commission for further investigation of such claims.,

central lands Of Hawaii, quit claied in ,

The present draft findings are lacking in several ....s of

in 1847 by the oliOnrellyi the Reoublio

concern especially that of suggesting remedies.

puolic of HaValt was an illegitimacy without

For instance, the find* that native Hawaiian, Are not

carryout such 411 act innt.

erignty because of the absence of any existing law can be ac-

terest recount lid in the I: neat ahele,

is

desirable to correCt.

re-

corded in the Kuleana Act of 154' and still exislant today.

drawn here from this finding that some congreseidnel legislation

The mat lee Oawallin

vestod.intereat ran be vonfir^ed by .he pri,rl)

A conaclusion.can be

The Po-

a mandate to

Today liter,. are linear descendents

without

Hdwever, what is a remedy?

eereos)
Havati,

a blood quantur who can ttace their co,.-nn vested in-

compensable for taking aboriginal title lands or lose of sow=

ceptable,

Or that both land and sovere-

ignty have no value for only being

111

administered at present

520
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Your consideration of the foregoing factors is requested.

Particularly since P.L. % -365. the Native Haw-

83 So. Sokol St D-404
Honolulu, Hawaii 96013

aiian Study commission legislation appears to be the vehicle to address all the prior Congressional legislation

January 24, 1983

introduced to address native claims.

It ie evident thatgeneral agreement is necessary on

Chairperson lanauNemilii
Native Hawaiian Study Commission
Prince Kuhio Pederall Building
Room 3121
Honolulu, Hawaii

certain particulars before any meaningful progress can be
made.

Sae determinations are necessary, like native Haw-

aiians are aboriginal people with vested land interests and
are not dependents.

Dear Chairperson Kiaau Kamaliit

While native Hawaiians have not, or had

As per the written request to your office on November

they have

the opportunity to negotiate away their i

22. 1982 coring for a time extension to file a reaponse

ither.

not benefitted by the use of their

to chi commission's Draft Report, it will be appreciated
if you will accept the accompanying comments.

Sincerely,

.

A determined effort has been expended to make the
new closing data for testimony.

is Ayard
Friends of Itatmaltameha and the

more that can be presented.

Bernice Pauahi Bishop getate

There is still much

However, thit'additional time

afforded to make comments is sincerely appreciated.

Please accept the remarks in the spirit they &-e made
relative to the feelings of the Hawaiian communit?.

Sincerely,

friends of Xamehameha

Was Agard

.2

I'SP0RT1!!T6 nntAvern0UR8TiORR
ColISENTS

To attempt to put things into perspective and vac is relative, certain basic questions can be asXed that address

on
The Native Havalian Study Cnnnission
Draft Report
P. L.'96-585

the issue of Hawaiian claims' effectively.

The Draft eev.rt, consist4ng of some 365 pages has Overloaned certain epeci!ic areas. ;Some of

They are as followes

1. VCs ,Hawaii and its people a sovereign and independent
nation with international relations?
Answer t

^4ms specific

of special concern are detelled'in the following presentation.
During the month of January 1902.hearings were held on P.L.
,

Based on the score or more of treaties arranged between foreign countries and the findings of the U.S.
Congress in the I'cCreery resolution of 1894 Hawaii
was an independent and sovereign nation.
The Answer
to the first question is, yrs.

96-565 in Haveli and in the many hours of testimony submitted, tho issue of land appears to be a primary subject.

2. Ras there over an identification that the lands of
Bewail did in fact belong to anyone?

II)!epd the ceded lands of Have!i are a substantial and very

Lrentcrs

all of the
:axed on ling TarnhaeehaI statement Cult
lands belong to the chiefs and people in conon'.
the Witmer is again, yrs.

visible lin% with the past for native Hawaiians:
In the Draft Report, Chapter I, LAID LAUB AND LAND nr-

LAT/oNS4IPS, appears to be a mieund

ding.

further division and identification of
3. Was there
lands to give the commoners (tenants) an identified
one third intereet in all of the lands of the 'Kingdom
by the principlo adopted in 1046 by the !And Comnission
which act was supported by the Ring as a grant and also
approved by the legislature?

There is the

question about the entire draft having to do with the sources
fron which parts were drawn and suggests a conflict of interest.

The misunderstanding is

demonstrated on page 163,

Answers
All of these events are recorded and are a natter of
Y78.
history. The answer to nunber three

second paragraph. ref. 26 6 27 which statos, a one third portion goes to the common people. ie erroneous.

4. Did U.S. trolape participate in and aid in the overthrow of tilt* legitimate governnent of Haaii and
the subjugation of native 'iavaiians for
thereby
seven year from 1093 to 1900. The same period
which,sav the annexation and naturalization of the
najority f native Hawaiians without their participation e consent?

The follow-

ing page 166,:second paragraph. ref. 29 & 30 contradictu the
first statement being erroneous to recite the opposite. Tho
principal 'Ossetian claim seems to revolve around Whether they

Answers
411 of 'these events are aloe a ratter of 71ibt,,ry and
anaver to nuabnr !mar is, Y'S.

vrre given a land interest of one third the homeland by the
vested interest they possessed.

In essence they were given

a "7arol Agreenent, or lay.of by word of mouth grant, for tho
lard.

':et rpreheneing the initial undoretandins would lead

to nieund-retanding anymore that night follow after.

$21
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5. :'as also the result of sever, years .f nuhjugetion of
Hawaiians a period when lave wore !wins.d to rainy for
the yholenale acquisition of alienated erown lands
enabling fradulont acquisition by in here of the
oligarchy in the overthrow of 1893 and eventually
sat' the ceding of 1.7 million acren of native lards
in the annexation to the United States?

The following conrents are made in response to the
Draft Report of the :;ative. Pawaiian Study em-nission. '?he
areas of concern are,

Answer,

the same tine tho need for some 40 to 50 thousand low in-

I rrwsrros

To point to the highest housing costs in the nation ant at "

The answer to number five in, VHS.

demo families for homes.
6. Arn there any indications a cohspiracy was carried
out in the events of the overthrow of 1501 in HaySii?

moon mmiTtr.:1
,

.

A

Answer:
There are events of record that Show thst certain
individuals in Hawaii who were citizens plannnod to
There are incidents of coe.overthrov t!,e queen.
plicity Ly Y.S. government offiCiela and the state-

To ,mint to the division and problems caused by
the inconsistency of the Tehabilitatien Act of 1920.
!

w.nts of the unzi2r-fiecretar:,' of the ';at; to sieastan- 1

r;LIGIO:is

70 trace the orilin, proscrning and intolerance, leafing to

tiate an intent to fern a protectorte and to annon
Hataii.

the neglect of religion.
I
7. A basic question is: who owns the ancestral lands
of :Dtwaii? Cho had an identified interest in all of 1
the lands in Hawaii and had not convoyed that interest away by any act?'
!

rte/VrE SECTOni
To domonstrata how troll land based service agencies serve

the Hawaiian community and point out a way for the future,

Answer.
nntive Hawaiians had an interest in all of the Lancia
of Hayaii, as identified by the Land Connie/lien ef:1846.

G DELIHOUZICTI

To clear away surface appearances, and identify the root

ny these coven foregoing questions it can be soon thtt
Uhon the use of force was applied in 1893 nntive.Havaiiani wore
auhjwgated and their land alienated while they wore held;
powerless to contest their annexation and
The larger issue is the commoners common interest in the
ceded lands and how this interest maybe restored.

cause of crime and discrinination.

.LEIL

/

The origin of laws, their perpetuation and applicability

On behalf of these concerns tho following categoriits of
relationships are cemented upon. Tho foregoing quest ens
may assist to identify the root cause of the many /mow ent
deficiencies that-native Hawniions experience,

to Unveil and all of its citizens, as developed by the
early culture of native Hawaiians.

1P

7mcaTims
Meat aro idontified as the needs of Hayaiiam children
and some progrars that have helped In the area of cdncern.

4.

rOPMATIOH1
Population and its impact on Hawaii,

the future outlook

has a biotin outlook for jobs. nany younger people leave

with some alternatives for adjustments.
for jobs elsewhere basically because joh$'in Hawaii pay less

hAnD TAGU:St
and the agricultural aspect due to toning and Other conditions

projection and comparison of land uses in Hawaii to

aro not conducive to agriculture.

arrive at an estimated worth.

TOURISM
).EGACIES,

The number one industry, its operations, it

benefits and!

The pnrallels of conetitutione, constitutional government

related costs withal/boon or bust outlook.

and the option to restore that held in suspension.

re;:sn L'Arrr I LIM

tnTyr1

eerhaps Hawaii's most fragile resource, its

l)rits rn:1/

The activities of merchandizing
future uses or conservation.

land, the enistance of highly

promotional campaigns to develop subdivisions and the effect

VALIDITY OF r:LPAZATI0::s1

on the community.
A history of native Hawaiians relative to theii, interests

X;DUSTUTI
being subordinated to others on a continual bli4s reflecting

evolution of Hawaii industry and its future health.

insensitivity.

Sone

conditions that may assure a viable community A/ithout over-

mrrxt 6 ropAyi

.701VWG

crov,iing.

'o-'e co-parisons anC seletions for l ;awaiiens in the future to

vnUSTUY 1, pornmo :ILETro=

-ettor therseivus and their children's futures.
11.e year dates that significant events toes Fleet. in havail

t

to influence its evolution.
precran of treaty -a%ing betveen :!avail and th; United States.

h4 intents and the present status.
-Cod or.
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There was not much to rejoice about from 11193 through 1900.
LAND AND tigpsimal

Mor is there at the present, with nearly the ataus quo pro-.
When U.S. minister John L. Stevens encoipaged the raising of
veiling.

The large land acquisitions of the past remain to

the American flag over Hawaii in 1893 1$ was to sot in notion
assist land development and fuels the

practises of specu-

Ste-

a process to advantage some at the saperise of others.

lation that first encouraged fraud and over*** chino for

gun began the pro-

vens it eight be said, at the point of

lands in Hawaii.

cess to redistribute the wealth of the native HaVaiiara.

8y

Relative to this fact, about 60 years after the Mahale

Stevens single act native Hawaiian would be subjugated and
land division of 1845 about 1,800,000 acres were

acquired

obliged to become dependent to .the Want of accepting patby non-Hawaiians or their corporations and this meant that
ernalism.

Prior to this subjugation native Hawaiians were
evdry three out of four acres belonging to private owners,

self determining.

With this enforced change, over the
were thus held by non-Hawaiians.

This vas accomplished by

years since it first took place, several problems helm

fake homesteading and putting up straw buyera by the cordeveloped. There is a problem of land, its avaslability,
porations.
adequate open space and !looses.

All three of rhea* assets
After 1893 large corporations controlled 1.963,600 acres

are now items that need to be addressed. A.relati've consider-

and by 1895 the Dole Land Act was passed to alienate and
ation is the availability of water to keep land productive
sell off more native Hawaiian Crown lands.

After the Dole

It is apparent that

as in the past tot self sufficiency.

Land Act passed, its intent was clear, large land leases
the problems that have developed_ are only the symtoms of
and awards were made involving overreaching and fraud Is.

a deeper root cause by the subjugation and denial decampreported in the Hawaiian Islands, Hawaiian Investigations
limbed when Stevens raised the American flag over Hawaii.
reports of 1903.

This relatively nipple act of raising the flag frabricated
he investigations one incident involved the Uumuula

In

a cloak of respectability to illegitimately control Hawaii
Sheep Station of 237,000. acres.

The sale of this station

and its people in a manner contrary to U.S. Principals of
gave to Sam Parker control of nearly one fourth of'all of
law and its constitution.

When annexation of Hawaii took

Havalis

lands or 1.000,000 acres.

sales late the Sheep Station

place and native Hawaiians were mass naturalised, they
sale were made possible by corporation lobbyist to ensure the
were to lose in that action their political and land infailure of the U.S. Congress to require in the organic Act
terest in their homeland to the advantage of those who
hailed the raising of the American flag, which in effect
flew only to protect those interests versus native flawaiiaits.

/0
of Hawaii's wealth never agreed that much money
of 1900 the provision that the Secretary of the Interior
review sales, leases or grants of'the public domain.

After

It would Seem that statehood in 1959 would only

1900 the ceded lands were coesidered the public domain.

serve to furtherelienate the native Hawaiian from any

How land transactions took place after the passage of

interest implied o'eothervise in hi., native homeland.

Then, William Irvin,

the Dole Land Act took elect! in 1896.

should

be in the hands of government for public uses.

In April 1902 a repoft indicated that Honolulu has a hypo-

a weatthy sugar planter purchased beach front and other

thetical urban middle ihcome of $31,893 on which it costs

choice lands in Waikiki for only one dollar that had been

to live and thereby is Amarlca's Most costly major city in

set aside for public park purposes'

Irreplaceable lands on

vhich to live.

the Waikiki shoreline were acquired by members of the Republic's

Today there are only 201,20acres in small private

government which was spawned when the American film was
raised over Hawaii in 1893.

ownership in Hawaii or only 4.5% ef,the.total land in the

These acquired lands were part

islands.

of a 300 acre park envisioned by Kalakaua and named after
his queen Kapiolani.

The perk was designed by Archibald

Cleghorn and brother -in -law of Kalakaua.

posterity and the general publics use.

There are 4,126,600 total adfes of land in Hawaii.

nearly 50% of this is it private ownership.

%early 1,000,000

people in Hawaii only OVA 203,203 acres of the total and

The park was for

this may well serve to drive up home costs, because of scarcity

Kapiolani park

in a supply and demand market.

This suggests another

and

today is irregular and the state wisely wishes to fle,h it

regime is in place to sustain the early land accuraletiona.

out by purchasing the sites acquired by Irvin and others

Nearly all of the privately owned lands. being acquired

after the overthrow.

It may cost a considerable amount to

lands are the better lands as there is no need to acquire by

do and possibly prove too expensive to recreate the park

purchase poor lands.

Kalakaua planned.

Rapidly tracing the history of the ceded lands it can be

It was in 1930 that a census report indicated that corp-

found that they comprised approximately 2,478,000 acres in 1048.

orations or non - Hawaiians controlled 2,599,733 acres, or

In 1893 there were about 1,9 million acres.

more than sixteen times the acreage controlled by Hawaiians.

Hawaii ceded sons 1,7 million acres in 1890 and today only

The raising of the American flag in 1093 created under it an

some 1.3 million acres remain of the dwindled amount contain-

The ^epublie of

oligarchy that accunalated lands and thus increased

its

1nq the native Hawaiian interests.

hold on the wealth of Hawaii by tnis concentration.

The

is poor land or inaceesible and in conservation with the best

olgarchy kept dividends high and taxes low to prevent a

Much of the rosining land

lands under cultivation or acquired for development.

drain of funds off into the public sector. The controllers
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These factors contribute toHavali having the highest

While the average hoe* in Mental is $184,000 there are

housing costs in the nation as outlined in a recent First
many in the loner income bracket and other single parent
Hawaiian Bank Report.

home expensive end

Land makes

families that cannot afford Oa buy a home and single parent

scarcity will accomplish this.

The publication report cites
families have special problems finding rental housidg.

$184.553 as being the average single family coat of a home
The future is clear that native Hawaiians will be inrced to
in Honolulu While the average of a Similar home in Ban

move out of their homeland by these conditions if preventitive

Francisco was $133,900 or $50,000 less.

steps are not taken to correct the trend.

When the cost of a home in Hawaii is measured against
the average income of a native Hawaiian who has a dispro.

This fact hail been

y expressed by a congressman 44

recognised and

un-

fortunate but inevitable because of the desirability of living

portibnatelow group average income in the state the great
in Hawaii.

disparity can be

But does being forced to move out of the homeland

A home is practically out of reach.

seen.

make it fair?
Why?

One answer can be that in Hawaii 'the arrival of

Rime by the states own estimates that some 40,000 homes

foreign corporations or ayndicatee operate in the region in
will be needed, those needs are for the present and future
profit making ventures using preferably Cheap labor.

Hawaii

needs can be imagined with a normal population increase.
has a history pf cheap labor supported by the encouragement
Hawaii will not be a
of immigration.

special place it is so often touted

Today large capital investment in Hawaii
Native Hawaiians have not earned the plight they now

to he.

from foreign sources will still speculate, largely in real
,suffer at the hands of the many transients who have come to
estate ventures as do the investors from Canada and Japan.

exploit the region for profit and meow an in the name of

There is no consideration of local housing needs in these
progress and the American way.

In that connection Hawaii

undertakings, rather to cater to the more affluent who can
Wheels more competitive" entrants to lover the costs in

afford a $184,000 home.

The speculation in real estate has
and remove the constraints that inhibit competitive casts.

been an influence in the failure of a number of savings and
The area of financing is one that native Havaiians can
loans firma recently in Honolulu that are taken over quietly
correct with their own participation.

by the goernnent to avoid publicity.

The raising of the American flag in 1093 has In affect

On the other side of this situation there. is an in-

lett native Hawaiians defenseless and unable to control their
dicated need for some 40,000 hones at the present which will
destinies and some adjustment is rational.
require sone $2.4 billion to build.

VAtiVe 1'3VAiiiin

So on the human side

should be equals, able to manage their ancestral lands net

is(
sold after the seizure in the overthrow of 1893 and to
posal problems already to be affected by the Cnviornental

a

Ingrate revenues for their direction into selected channels.

Protection Agency's guidelines in a massive multi-billion'

In this connection of land use, it can be found that

dollar program.
housing is inter-related with water resources.

Hopefully Hawaii will not be adversely

On the

affected with its population expansion.
In fact

island of oahu water demands are considerable.

History shows that the food supply was a population
so much so that there are occassionm where water consercontrolling factor and that infanticide including fetuecide
This

vation is requested or regulated.

means that there

was practised in Hawaii likely to keep within population

can be a nearing to the limits of the resource.
limits.

Also in that respect, it cad be found that the staple.
It is obvious that the staple native Hawaiian food,
taro, a food of Hawaiians has been shrinking in supply due
taro is due to scarcity too expensive for native use and is
to a lack of water or its diversion. It requires millions
the most expensive staple on the market.

Compared to rice

of gallons of fresh water per day to cultivate the trawhich averages 20e per pound and Irish potatoes at 30e per
ditional food of native Hawaiians.

This water supply has stpound as reported in a shopping basket survey during June

eadily been diverted to supply domestic use for subdivisions
1982. taro to make poi is 10e per ounce or $1.60 per pound.
and condominium construction.

without an adequate, water

Lyon if food prices are high in Hawaii the native staple is

supply the taro is rotting as it rests in the patches.

While

even higher proportionately although food prices in Hawaii
this maybe acceptable in some cases, this'practise defeats
are consistently higher.

Hawaii has the dubious honor of

the process of natural selection and control of population
having the highest food prices in 21 cities across the nation.
by availability of food.

It is entirely possible that the

Because of these conditions it can be said that native Haw-

.

population achieved by natives was the optimal of some 400,000
ailans are deprived of the traditional staple, taro through
individuals ab the arrival of Captain Cook.

This was prono fault of their own.

bably reached after centuries of existence based on the
The other staple that native Has-aliens have enjoyed
regions resources.

In Hawaii the island of Oahu is overly
were fish resources, largely protected in areas close to

populated based on its resources and the entire region reshore or in man made enclosures.
quires large imports'to euatain the populace.

These fish roaourcea

Being de-

have been depleted or destroyed by construction and contarinapendent on supply services raises the spectre of intert ion.

ruptions that do occurr from tine to time but is it necessary to increase outside dependence even more than it

is now? There are

garbage and sewage die-

1111011=
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The largest natural fish pond in Hawaii was Pearl Harbor.
the exclusive use of which was granted to the U.S. in the

111th the change of diet and denial of staples the na-

Reciprocity Treaty of 1887 as a cobbling station for a period
seven years.
of

tive Hawaiian could be reflecting in their many medical

The Treaty should have expired in 1894 or

problems they suffer this lack.

Taro is recognized as a

one year after the USS Boston's marines aided in the over-

complete food with many important nutrients.

throw of 1893 and might have well been a resson'for their

reflect native Hawaiians have'several medical problems that

involvement.
stocks.

pearl Harbor was a rich resource for fish

have appeared related to diet in other-instances.

Today the harbor is contaminated with bunker C oil

placed nearly out of roach. then a change back to something

These

more healthy seems reasonable.

chemicals and discharges affect healthy fish stocks including the prized anchovy (nehu).

Yet if

it is a diet deficiency and the cost of the staple has been

not to mention ship discharges both regular and nuclear
from ships and includes chemicals and some testes.

Statistics

Fish and taro (pot) were native

Hawaiian staples that they have lost along with the direction

The ancient fishing

of their futures and lands to their detrinent.

rights of Pearl Harbor have been ignored and access is now

In Summary the issue is. the land is for those already

limited to military personnel to fish except that the nehu

here and because of their roots have a vested interest who

maybe taken by permission when available.

care about what happona to the land.

The large Mope pond in Hawaii Kai on Oahu was used
to raise a favorite fish, mullet.

It is not to be cut up

and merchandised and speculated upon to the highest bidjer.

It has been mostly filled

in and dredged and no longer provides the resource it once
did.

The Salt Lake area is another site filled in for deto continue the destruction of natural areas

velopment

used to raise fish resources.
Even the condemnation of shore line fisheries were proclaimed but never fully accomplished and satisfied before
opening them up to unrestricted public use.

This action

only added to the overexploitation of those resource areas.
Today the once regulated and anplo native Hawaiian resource
is not available and another native Hawaiian staple has been
taken away.
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The history of blood quentums can be traced from Kemenamehe I

and repeated in the 1978 amendment to the Hawaii state consti-

when no differentiation was made in accepting John Young (Olohana)

tution limiting conditions for benefits was an aberration. Con-

and Isaac Davis (Woke) as chiefs with native wives in the

sidering the period the blood quantum was concieved, 1920 such

native councils.

designation was overly restrictive.

The Constitution of Kamehameha III in 1840

does not cite a blood quantum.

In 1844 the stated policy of

The Rehabilitation Act of 1920 by its title was a mis-

the period explained. It till be necessary to employ a few

nomer.

foreigners of high character in offices of trust and responsi-

present descendents to reward some and deny most others.

bility in order to sustain the relations of the Oevernment

Perpetuating this discriminatory practise ensures no one

With other governments. The system of polity of this period,

will qualify for benefits eventually in the long term.

1844, was to Create a Hawaiian state by the fusion of na-

There is no great apparent difference between the

By a parallel oxanple it can been seen that to cmn!ine

tive and foreign ideas and the union of native.and foreign

natives to a tiny parcel of poor land by terms of the !',-.-

personnel to work for the common good.

habilitation Act of 1920, and many times without water to

Further as in the

U.S. Constitution all the Hawaiian constitutions do not
specifically cite
pation.

rehabilitate him is Similar to placing amen in the middle

.

Mood quantum necessary for partici-

of the ocean without ears to save himself.

A blood quantum can be described as a condition re-

He is surrounded

by teeter he cant use or work and it becomes an i-possibility

sulting from isolation and inter-breeding for pudity of

to help hinself.

blood line but which

rounding a man with good lend he cant use or work

may hew little relativity regarding

succession and participation for benefits.

It is not man-

The foregoing example in similar to surbut

give him a poor parcel in the middle without water to till to

datory in humors and some benefits appear in the mixing of

help himself.

the races.

promptly disenfranchised the majority of Hawaiians.

There was no specific blood quantum in the will of the

The passage of the Hawaiian rehabilitation Act
The

businessmen planters opposed voting priveleges to natives

.

alli, Princess Bernice Pauehi Bishop to establish the
meha School.; to service Hawaiian descendents.

Rameha-

and also homestead associations and it appears that this

There is no

philosophy would also mean opposition to a parcel of land

A

blood quantum required for beneficiaries of the Queen

for a homesite in any case.

Liliuokalani aildrene Trust.

classes of Hawaiian!' and divides the

There is no blood quantum

in the native American Act designation to be eligible for
benefits to native Hawaiians.

vieivness.

It would seem the designation

The Rehabilitation Act created
which sustains di-

There can be no corm/Itemise or general direction

for natives as long as they remain divided by an ,rtitrary
blood quantum for benefits when the universally accepted

of a blood quantum in the Hawaiian Rehabilitation Act of 1920
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It is obvious that native Hawaiians developed a system

Strangely

practise is to accord benefits by succession.

of vosship unique to the regions lands and similar to how

even succession can be jepordisee tn'tho application of

native

with a blood

the Hawaiian Rehabilitation Act of 1920

people generally develop a reverence for the

earths replentishment capacity and bounty.
quantum requirement.

All undertakings

even if a native Hawaiian sought to
were proceeded by ceremonies paying homage to.a disci,. In

integrate and join the mine ***** ha would be hampered
this light 'he raising of the staple taro was'te take on
by the terms of the Act requiring a blood quantum to
qualify.

He must forego benefits to integrate.

signific

Although

life

Prince kuhio, delegate to the U. S. congress and ini-

t religious aspect.

for it vas the giver of

and that capacity is being diminished.

All of.the

lands of Hawaii were gods lands and supplications must be
tiator of the Rehabilitation Act encouraged integration
By these activities

rendered for nsUring its bounty.

by supporting a 1/72 blood quantum or that quantum that

native Hawaiians attaineda high degree of cultivation
would permit five generations of inter-marriage with nonwhich is attested to by reports from observations at the time
Hawaiians.

of Captain Cooks arrival in 1778 and subsequent to that first

The Act has been cumbersome to administer and natives have

suffered under it for long 'much.

landing.

Although the department

The lands were in the highest state of culti-

vation and this, was observed on all Of the islands visited.

under the Act should continue io exist. a closer relationship

At the same tine the conduct of worship was also ob-

to the beneficiaries is desirable.
served and appeared to be an unselfish piactise;to obtain
in

conclusion the indications,are that blood quantum,
favor and blessings for the entire co:triunity.

are not applicable and werenot used by the. record in the past.
It

The conduct of early Hawaiians could be xenplified

i.e morn appropriate that the practise of tuceessionpre-

by their religionwhich was friendly endaelcomed strangers:

vail:waiving the blood quantum requirement after giving

The first encounters were not savage meetings although

Preference to those of purest blood first.

later contacts were to become violent and the image of
savagery wee to be attributed to native kawaiiane.

But it was

not considered savage to slaughter then with cannon nail and
chain shot on occasion.

Although if they retaliated it

vox-savagery.

It does seen contradidtory, but the fir4 reports de.

1/
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scribe natives as peaceful, happy,healthy and an organised

staunch supporter of the indagenous religionoseles4e.)ie re-

society.

ported to have said, he would believe in Other gods if

It can bo said native Hawaiians made the lands they

both he and the diriple of such a god could both jump off

discovered on arrival productive lands by the practises they
developed and applied in cultivation.

Their system of con-

high cliff and be unharmed.
During the trSaition 42"the conversion of Hawaiians to

posting proved to be successful to keep the lend producing
without accoleration'of chemicals.

Enough staves were

Christianity, the first of the new religions to arrive ware
the Congregationalist in 1020.

They learned to share as they must and had the most to offer

E$glsnd in tow thly began by proscribing every tenant of

newer arrivals even if it made their own lot less con4ent

the Hawaiian religion.. They declared the new religion was

to divide food supplies and other comforts.

There Vas not much

superior end the native should challenge their'gods and

never arrivals could offer except non-essentielsi they came

no harm .would cbrettp then,. .No

with literally the shirts on their backs.

and the conversion we accomplished.

A bond developed of faith in the land that was to permeate
other aspects of native life if not all of it.

harm cane in the challenge
All of Hawaiian con-

duct was tied to their religion and this introduction would

This faith

Oil; creating s gap

destroy the knowledge and continuity

exhibited itself in offerings and trust that indulgence

between the generations.-Thi void

would be rewarded innind. The art of healing required-faith

their identity, nationhood and pride or respect of their

in the supplications and achieved the goals many tiros

elders andculture.

sought for healing purposes.

lose for the descendents

By design or otherwise.

Hawaii would become s rich ground for religious orders.

Sone practises survive to the

present even if somewhat evolved.

There are practitioners

After the Congregationalists cams the

Catholics in 1827.

Even

today in the application of Hooponopono, the embracing of

the Catholics abhorred the conduct

pest lives and cleansing for self, the land and eateriel

Congregationalists iii their relations with native Hawaii/2d

things.

The question is

that their culture was superior.

do Vv.)- co pare and what do they have to of0er the

arrived in 1850.

native Hawaiian in his homeland.

Church in 1862.

1,avail tiny presents and also embraces a panoraa of

reliitns.

';WC..atememoduat of the

as they proscribed every aspect of native culture.

Some of the ancient practises survive in con-

petition ith the otler never arrivals.

8

With the bike laws of New

produced to support a population of some 400,000 people.

Implying

The !:ormon Latter-Day Saints,

The Methodist in 1854 and the Angtlican
Meanwhile in 1852 Chinese Confucianist. Taoist

and Buddhist sects had arrived.

An early reference to religion in vavaii was

an incidnet involvine captain Vancouver ''ho advised ring
nharnha I of the supreme vettern god.

ramehnneha
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Similarly. Japanese forme of religion followed in Into.
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of the main forms of Mahayana Buddhism more oatablished

It is apparent theta land base is a necessary and im-

in Hawaii, Shingon. Jodo, Jodo Shin (HongwIji), Zen (Soto) and

portant requirement to native Hawaiians Judging by the exMichiren including many varieties of Shinto Vherhsip.

Lu-

istence of two that service them.

therans ere ossablishod in 1083, Seventh-day Adventists in 1881
the Salvation Ariny in 1894.

These two land bases

are the Kamehamehe Schools, with about,300.000 acres

Christian Scientist in 1902,

trust and.the Lilikokalani Trust, created by

left in

'northern Baptists in 1930, Southern Baptists in 1940, Uni-

queen Liliuokaleni's estate for children which derives its
tarians in 1953. and the Presbyterians in 1959.

The Quakers

inmate to sorties orphan ehildr'en ftom losses and rentals of

and the first Jewish synagogue was established in 1950. Th-

lands.

r4houi Hawaiians exhibited tolerance not accorded thee in

?hose two examples demonstrate

their religious practises.

Uwe.

land base- for na-

t

appear a requirement to preserve the Hawaiian's

future end culture.

The history of the Kamehameha schools

ing one because it dooms

is an i

how an alit,

(of the intllegencia) Princess Pauahi Bishop declined the
throne of Hawaii but felt about her responsibility to her
native people.

She left her entire estate to the founding

of an educational institution

to foster good and indus-

trious boys and girls.

In the 1970's the slesbaeoeiss schools had a student
body of 2.500 or 4.5% of the 60,000 native Hawaiians eligible.

In the 1980's the Schools have

of 2,800 and

student body

part time number of 9.000 students and now

maybe servicing about 25% of.the'eligible native Hawaiians
with its present capacity and curriculiim.

-The construction

of another and separate Kanehamehe Schools. wbich does a
creditable Job,

g

Although it has been frequently suggested that the Bishop

The LiltuoRalini ?rust for orphaned children was created

estate sell Ott its lands and put the proceeds into an in-

by the last queen, who was dethroned by non-Hawaiians in
1093.

vestment portfolio, this his not been done and fortunately

This alii,queon LiliUokalani left her personal **-

tate to found and maintain the

Another service that utilises a land base is the Queen's

She also left other

hospital.

landed legacies to hor native people as veil as to all of the
citizens of Hawaii.

as queen, and holding all of the Crown lends in her name

Queen X4olani established the Kepiolani maternity hospital to care for Hawaiians also.

be set aside as common lands for the natives benefit if there
The armed in-

111Ii0e'ree

Today the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands (DHHL) is

and illegitimately code these lands to the U. S. in a quit-,

what congress established in 1920 as the Hawaiian Rehabilita-

claim ce-enony in 1897.

tion Act.

It is obvious that the best long term option for natives

housing and who were said at the time to present a public

home for

aged. infirm and indigent, preferrably native people.

embarrassment wandering the city streets in poverty.

These

It is generally known.that under the Act of 1920. for some

lands were converted, it is 'reported somewhat questionably,
The most i

sixty years after the sets passage only some 3.000 native Haw-

ing aspect

aiian applicants had been served and placed on the land.

of this s'ctivity is that the Lunalilo estate of 300,000

Meanwhile some applicants had waited for twenty or more

acres is about equal to the Bishop estate of 300.000 acres
vheh they were initially established.

years to recieve an aaaaa

but the difference is

.

There have been reports of fav-

oritism in making some awards.

today the Bishop estate's lands are valued at $3 billion and

Today there are some 7.000

waiting applicants for awards including some for farming and

300.000 acres into a

Portfdlio Is worth only about SI million.

The Act set aside approximately 200.000 acres to

rehabilitate native Hawaiians who were obviously in need of

Iely this is so, can be seen by other examples.

King Lunalilo loft about 300,000 acres to establish

the conversion of the Lunalilo

So these alit left the

native. Hawaiian legacies as the few that survive but serve

tervention of 1893 saw non - Hawaiians alienate the Crown lands

Into en investment portfolio.

Queen Emma left her lands in

an estate to maintain the hospital. Today Queen's is Hawaii's largest.

could have ultimately declared all of those ,vast lands to

is a land base.

First opened in 1960 the hospital was established

to care for indigent Hawaiians.

There is a strong possibility that she,

had not been the armed intervention of 1893.

xample is

so it the Lunalilo

trust to service native

children who are orphans or indigents.

would assist the present facility sorvico

percentage of the eligible native Hawaiians.

ranching.

This groat die-

It eon be speculated that at the past rate it

could take more than another 180 years to award a parcel of

pairity of nearly equals at the outset severely limits the

land to all waiting applicants, which appears unreasonable.

service that can be offered to the aged and infirm.

Meanwhile there rs ptoblmes with accounting of funds, ex-
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the state government presents that ire generally too cumecutive orders to take over lands without due process and a
bersome which is reflected by the limited percentage of
perrenial shortage of in ample budget to carryout the mandato
from con

native. on the lands vhon there are a minimum if 10,000 who

. not to mention at tines the noes of parcels

could by blood quantum qualify not to mention other native
of land.

Hawaiians who could participate by succession criteria.

IT* program has proved difficult tp manage to put it
To begin with thy, land was nearly all second class

mildly.

:OTEt The services of Alu Like Inc.. are not included here
lands and only 7% of the original lands could be developed for
use at'nemiltal costs.

I.

principally because it is priesrily a federally funded

There are toning problems to devel-

orenization to sestet native 4awa'lan Americans.

oping the land that have been described as over restric/tive and costly contributing to the lack of awards.

This

fact suggests that a closer look at this part of the program
is necessary.

To satisfy the demand and place all of

the

7,000

applicants on the land world take en estimated 400 to SOO
million dollars under the present format.

This appears an

impracticality the thsrefetunobtainable.
It is apparent that the actions in the private sector
have been nor* successful to an extent in serving native
Hawaiian beneficiaries than an agency of government service.
This condition suggests that the function of emery an agency
to award lands and homes be more closely governed by those
affected or the beneficiaries.

Conditions futither indicate

that the services and a+ti not be filtered down through another political process to be affected by opposing interests
which exists at the present and likely contributes to the problem.

to another entity or

The transfer of the agency

agency may alse4omplish better-response to the beneficiaries
needs, although the agency itself has shovweeme improvement

in'itsnore recent operations.

There are constraints that

0
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CRIME ARR DELItioutnqs
How vas conduct regulated in old Hawaii?
beginning in 1600 end also the kapu system.

By the Kanaval
There does not

and help pre - delinquent youngsters..

This later study found as expected that part -Hawaiian

seem -to be a problem oflnlinquency in early Havaiii.

students tend to be over-represented in that alienated group

But there is one aspect for sure, what is not legal today by

due tosevoral apparent causes such as brcuon hone, and fur-

newer standards could be acceptable in old Hawaii under a

ther that these students do poorly in school.

different set of standards and therein may lie much of the
difficulty.

That alienation exists today for different races in
varying degrees goes without saying.

Yet early recognition

of such is desirable because if children tHawallani do.not

de well in pre-menet

nets it Can be expected that they

may not do well in elementary school likewise and are prime
targets of alienation.
In ?larch of 1977 the Office of Civil Rights based in

San Francisco examined disciplinary incidents in the Island
Public schools.

group

These studies bring us to the present and the apparent
high representation of Hawaiians in penal institutions and

Strangely it was found that of each ethnic

that the full blooded Hawaiian had the lowest dis-

adil, are they there?

As early ss 1910 Thersten Sollin, one of,the nati'.ns
leading cririnologist, questioned whether the real crime
rate for blacks for instance, as a rinority, vas higher than
for whites. slacks appeared to be arrested, convicted and
committed to penal institutions more frequently than othe;e.

Sellin maintained that social factors distorted the rates.
on the topic .Crime and Justice in Arerica". professor
of sociology Alphonse Pinkney found in the FBI's Uniform
Crime Reports of 1975 that blacks are arrested between
But

cipline incident rate of all, This attuets to the abseence

three to four times more frequently than whites.

of delinquency problems in early Hawaii which can be at-

the most interesting aspect of this report says something

tributed to their culture and basic crnduct later to be

about society , whon.native Americans are arrested at the

effected by western influences.

The part-Hawaiian in a

separate group had an expulsion-suspension rate equal to
those students of Chinese or Filipino ancestry.

This

rate of. three times that of blaces and 10 tires that of
whites.

Such rates support the charges of operension by the

use of racism, and minority

groups must conform to those

seems to indicate that native Hawaiian children at this level

Very laws and social practises designed to raintain their

do not have an acute disciplinary problem.

subjugation.

A later study, Cries in Hawaii' by the Hawaii Institute

.

For native Hawaiians subjugation relit) 'eon

in 11393 with the overthrow of

their legiti-ate goVeinment.

for eannerent and Analysis in Government conducted in
September of 1900

found that early prevention nay identify

BEST Copy

Further statistics of this report Paint out that

wrest rates among racial minorities 4o not mean atthele

opportunities to avoid any discrimination that would be

groups have inherently stronger criminal tendencies because

manifested in unemployment.

crime is a function of social factors. not race.

The vast

majority of members of racial minorities are law-abiding
The law has not only intitutionalized but de-

citizens.

prived native Americans of their land end assets and even
their lived.
One of the major forms of racial oppression is economic
discrimination manifest in unemployment. Unemployment is
F

one form of oppression contributing to arrest rates of
pc.ple of color.

The high arrest rates reflect the fsct

that 16gitimate moans to achieve
blocked by Oiscrimination.

societal goals are often

Crime may therefore be seen

by some as the only means available for achieving the symbols of success.
found that people of color are

It was additionalll

areas characterized by poverty.

generally forced to live

puor housing and limited out ets for recreation.

These

conditions give rise to criminality and other forms of
non - conforming behavior.

There is a connection between race and grime that is
caused by social factors.

To support this the President's

Cnrmissionen Law EnforOment. and Administration of
in idG7 concluded!

Justice

The commission is of the view that if

conditions of equal opportunity prevailed, the large
differences now to_und between the colored and white arrests
s

rates would disappear".

This conclusion and other findings

suLstantiate that native Hawaiians must create their own

3
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indicate that the ceded lands. in 1897 are the very same
Hawilian society ran be traced back as a lawful and or-

common lands divided out in the land division of the Mahal*.

gantred people to the tine of Kualii, ruler of Oahu in 1600.

Lhich also means the ceded lands are the common property of

in limo he iorred a Kanawai (lawl to say. "Old gen and women

the descendents of the tenants living today.

could sleep along the highways in safety, that farmers and

Several arguments can be raised relative to the land

fishermen mus welcome strangers and feed the hungry in the
nave of

Kanavai.

practises of Hawaii.

Interestingly conduct relative to the

Unfortunately the laws were unique to
This con-

Hawaii and need not fit into practises elsewhere.

ranaval law persists until the present: as Hawaiians will

(titian has also led to misunderstanding Hawaii land Practises.

still welco7e strangers it many ways to even share their

The Dr.ft Report infers that the Suleana Act terminated

lir:red blessings. such as whatever food they have vith

aboriginal title.

Yet it cannot be denied that there was a

provision to give to coMonere a grant of land of inieterIn the late 17no.s '.4amehameha I was to decree the

minate size as demonstrated by the Kuleam zlaimod and rec-

Lav of the nolintered Paddle. ,1AOU,.11M6. Ihich said, "0 my

It follows that all commoners were given the sane

orded.

People. Honor thy God, Respect alike (the rights of) men

right without exception and they simply have not yet meted

great And humble. See to it that our aged. our women, and

upon their individual claims.

our children lay 4wn to sleep by the roadside, without

holding of lands in common by the desceadents.

fear or har--

act of granting the tenants an undivided interest in all of

py

learphameha III had granted an Amendment of Rights

in effect the descendents are the owner* as survivors of

ThPre followfrd in 1840 the first constitution of

any of these lands identifiable and not conveyed by any

Hawaii to fornally record the 'practises and customs long enjoyed in the kingdom.

In fact the

the divisions of crown, government and chiefs lands means

!,, t.ie Havatian people that could be equated to a Dill of
rif!As.

Which is now resulting in a

prior act of a sale or deed.

Most importantly the constitution

A misunderstanding of the kuleane Mt in the Draft

first time nave the cnmron people actual political

Report is contained on page 171, lrd paragraph, fef.52.

furthor under this constitution the common :tenant/

Here the Draft Report cites a termination date for "Mean*

r' 'Iles vested interest was identified and in the division

claims.

,f t!. -ALeip 11AAy Avfo recognized as rocloving one third of

cited and on into the Territorial,ers.

all of the lands of the kingdom.

This is it natter of record

Even up to 1909

when the commutation tax could ho paid as a lieu due the

wl 10 infers that such a gift still exists along with other
reonrded gifts of the sane period.

In actuality the Act operated long beyond the date

government the terms of the act wore in practise.

These previous actions
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after the Act had supposedly expired Kuleana grants were
still made and in effect there wee not

Mat has been forgotten is that those lands convoyed

definite termination.

particularly by chiefs and some by the crown had an un-

Not only did the Acts terms maned until 1909 but beyond that

itisfied interest of the tenants which they may still

as a right called the First Right of Preference to Purchase.
This practise was

claim from the remaining pool, based,on succession and glieolegy

continuation of the Aileen" Act for those

relative to heresies' of the period.

who lived on the land and Could exercise the right of purchase
as in the Kuleana Act.

tation tax they had in effect paid the comooner' into44

fin interesting aspect arises when it is considered that

also by the reversion but the native has not recieved his

the commoners who foiled to claim and divide out a parcel of

portion es pet.

landhave aninterest with the government in the lends that
were ceded.

Thisi because 4f only one third of the raw land

is certain thit by roniinig on the land the,native has by
the terms of the adverse po

government retains the whole parcel then the tenant has in

the formality of the commutation tax being repeated.

equity interest in the subject land vith his government.

After the Sahel* division of 1845 cane the revised

where can those kinds of lands be found? In the Ceded lands.

cultivatedare used to advancejan argument.

constitutions of 1052, 1064 and 1807.

actively

In !tee, consti-

tutions a change in the comroners interest is rce spelled

Yet the Kuleina

out although lands were withdrawn in 1876, 1404. 1087 and even

Act had an important intent, to place people on the land to

up to 1892 from the Crown lends to be used for homesteading.

actively cultivate it as a personal benefit and at the tame

Those lands were in the nano of the queen, Lilivokalani who

time to eliminate the commoners labor tax requirement.

nay have eventually designated them all for native subjects
kft U.S. i'dod
It can be
hod not theoverthroc intervened- in 1P93.

David Halo, historian, in 1846 vas.to say at the Kuleans Acts
creation. "I believe it best that at this time, the people

should own lands`as they do in foreign lends.

ion law in on open and no-

torious fashion earnod Who right to the property without

overpaid his tax by two thirds and now can have an

In the Draft Report the restrictive terms

He night choose to pursue his interest in

the sale. completed or in the resulting ceded lands. It

vas to be deeded back as a commutation Dlix,but in effect the

effect

These claims remain in

the ceded lands because when the chiefs paid their commu-

assumed the native interest is still in force and can be

The elimin-

confirmed by the open and notorious occupancy of natives

ation of the labor tax also required the chiefs and king to

on lands they lived on but had not paid the aommutation tax

hire labor inStead of using commoners for labor without comp-

therefor.

ensation.

The constitution Of 1887 was forced upon the 'Anil and

served to reduce his power and that of the voting native

111.1M1

it
.37

to encourage the sale of Hawaii by an illegitimate

nexatinn

hawaiian and to which Hawaiian' would ever after object.

government.

The

It can be assumed because these conditon existed the

proposed constitution of 1893 vas to restore those lost

ceded lands of Hawaii were not considered to be public

povets and contained only ton changes to restore lawful prac-

lands as public lands are considered in the U.S. rather
tises.

that congress would legislate special laws for such lends
After the overthrnv cats the constitution of 1894 which
apparently
coneeined a provaion to encourage annex/atom. Inesse44616

at some future time., In effect a trust was created and
has existed for some 89 years of this land and needs

against the wishes of the majority of Msvail residents.

be examined for continuation or appropriateness.

There followed the Dole Land Act of 1895 to alienate native

In 1900 the Organic Act vas implemented when Hawaii

crown lands and permit the wholesale acquisition of lands
by the governing oligarchy.

became a U.S. territory.

Dy the tine 1890 had arrived

lav, which vas based upon the several Haaiian Constitutions_

redistribution vas the ceding of Hawaii .e 1.7 million acres

and organic laws.

of ancestral land to the U.S. is an incentive to complete

those lave were so re-arnably well de-

signed that they have endured as amended until the present

annexation. 'It is clear that from the enforced consti-

and influence life in Hawaii consistently as can be pre-

tution of Me to the ceding of Hawaii, its lands, asset",

sently seen.

treasury and sovereignty that a period of unlawfulness

The concern is the Draft Report attempts to rein-

existed and was perpetuated by certain individuals who had

boron the intent of the native. Hawaiian land division

It is also clear that those in-

and wards and appears to be incorrect.

dividuals who gained those assets and powers so unilaterally

There is only

one consideration and that is they (commoners) were

sought to retain such on a continuing basis for personal'
manipulation to provide for large emba

The Organic Act specifically re-

enacts the great, body of pro-oxiiting Havener' statute

much land had been questionably grabbed up and the largest

arrived as immigrants.

to

promised

cent to the

a one third interest in all of Hawaii's

lands and vhich the mamma

sttonpted to do but did not

H.S. and its constitution.

oeaccomplishing the divislon has mot chanced
Due to the laceof a mandate, the transfer of Nautili

the declared intent and such lands are still identifiable

and it lands, treasury and sovereignty the ceders of such

and remain to be recognized.

carried out a ceremony in 1897 to accomplish euch t 00000 r

As an example, the land Commission of lee!. identified

as in a gat claim., The lands and sovereignty of Ma.-ii

the coreron tenants share as one third tLe d,ingdos, the chiefs

were quit claimed. as the ceders could not guarantee

one third and the King one third.

or warrant title to the ancestral lands offered in the an-

BE s
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judge in the case determined that public access using one

in all three divisions of King (crown), government and chiefs.

path,

laapr tho ':uleana Act which f011owod right after the Land

since ancient times and could net be arbitrarily denied.

kuleana claim and pay the one third commutation tax or re-

quently.

tut it was not mandatory to

and hack%stored.

The tasnant further

joyment.

As stated earlier

The water practises of early Hawaiians have also been

it was in 1909 that a system of payment was developed to

obierwed and preserved for continuation.

accomplish payment of the commutation tax and was described
In any case

undo, ancient Hawaiian law to only limitad%use of the waters
flowing through their properties and the waters use in effect

Falcone Act was an demonstrated and further the title of such

must be shared by traditional users.

It follows that the

pore recently the right to.gather firewood, ti leaves,

common tenants interest remains to be divided out somehow

bamboo, kukui nuts and Medicinal herbs for certain native

There was and is no other ownership.

ire!, the ceded lands.

Hawaiian practises was endorsed a a practise of the an-

and ro/avent issues.

!llich brings us to the present

The Hawaii

Supremo Court has ruled that private landowners are entitled

the longevity of the existence of practdie regarding the

;allearlas are recognized to the present.

In the north Kona district on the big island

trails were preserved and restored for public use and en-

There was no tel'ination

as a lien duo the goverament for such huleanes.

Molokai had question* of access to the

of navaii, at a site called Mums Tani the ancient walking

could not be dismossed of his homosite and he remained on

as Ight be implied in the Draft Report.

erre island7:

uPosterN end of it for traditional uses that were being denied

record a valid kuleana claim -nd so it frequently was not

it up until Last annexation.

se were settled out of court fre-

Other questions of *

version of one third the rev value of the t8tal property and

dote and the commutation tax not paid.

The Ancient Walking Trail, and other such trails run-

ning from the mountain to.the sea had been in continuous use

Corniasione eatablishhent a connon tikant could record his

then rocieve a royal patent.

The

*reining the Use of traditional accesses, to the ocean.

further division giving the tenant an undivided interest

cient ehupuae as cited in a law of 1851 which limits the
In early tires :!Lvaiians enercinee certO.n rules of

c,nludt re"ardine accesses

water usage.

items grid uses therein.

An incident

The question is, what does this all mean today? imat

relative to this con,hict occurrred in ;:au On the big island.

is the relavency?

ince 19'.% the purchaser of property in 'au vas denying

accpss to the ocean by traditional paths and increased
:poial to

bap 6ere in the rid 1970's.

To an exterrit should be recognised.

People of Hawaii today are living under ancient Practises
regarding land usage.

Finally in le70

Although perhaps not fully relined

the anciebb laws are the basis of many present day laws
rorc-i.spr of t:p

had me..ple arrested fcren-

:au

all

evolved or amended and concieved on
old 4awaiian culture.

a foundation of the

roucnvon,

it is frequently said that

In the area of education much rare can be accomplished.

Vawaitan cultOre is dead and gone. that culture, formally

Formal education began with Kamehamehe III in 1840 with

recorded beginning with the constitution of 1840 perists
Until the present day.

compulsory samarsirae publiclechool ewes.

Buffeted and assailed by never

schools were on

arrivals the culture remains in too land practises as well
as in many other areas and requires observance as

In 1845 the

tax supported basis and by 1854 when English

becalm" the primaWry language in the public schools native

natural

Hawaiian:ailed a high rate of literacy in either English or

and worthy philosophy to follow.
Hawaiian.

Education was not supported by the controllers of
Hawaii's wealth up through the period of the annexation.
Education remained without support for.tventy years after
annexation nor vas it encouraged. Rather was the perpetuation
of an uneducated, docile, plantation class.
Now many years after the auspecious start of 1840
a reexamination of native Hawaiian progress is necessary.
now do they fare today on an average in the community?
In early 1980 results of native Hawaiian school childrens
performances were examined.

It was found that they do

not score well and are near the bottom of standardised resdeg
teats.

Further that an apparent academic loss was experienced

by Hawaiian students se they progressed through school to the
upper grades.

A question is why this pattern?

A Xameharseha Schools programO, called Kamehameha Early
Education' Program (KEEP) has yielded sore answers.

Haw-

aiian youngsters relate more to their pee. than to adults
stetting at an early age between I and 4 heats.

Thus they

say arrive at school at age S without the skills of other
chillirdirarlift5":Pshuneeliagitieet,iwailatearilsher, talk

to each ether and not necessarily pay

attention to an adult

S31
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teacher.

Partly because Hawaiian culture is basically an

oral tradition these children came to gchool lacking an in-

At the sane tine Hawaiian Studies can be found in 006

portant'avarepead about reading' that words have imaging,

Dopartnent of Cducation (Dot) clasernems.

According to

o

that a emmt.reading text 4 a teal of ilfrl,renty nay not

robert Snakenberg, educational specilpst, this program

also have many books around their house compel to other

started three years ago and at its inception,

households and are not attuned to refdile to understand

o give it aver.

that words in their picture books repreent a story; This

condition has

it was hard

In this endeavor the goal Is to teach

Ha alien culture, values, concepts, practices, history

telling enaction the shills of Hawaiian

an

language,'which maybe of value to people/ trying to live

children and their perfornanee on national standardized

ha py. productive lives in harnony4vith our island en-

reading tests.

v orment.

It is a trait of Hawaiian children to maintain close,

The program is in.82 elementary schools serving

Se

suppelitve affiliation and are major caretakers of their

22,963 students\by some 100 kupuna (Hawaiian alders).

siblings which may be a refleelftion of the extended Ohana

Cut

and family practises of native Hawaiians and Polynesians.

the program rust be expended to all 171 elementary schools
additional
and would require alliebei budget ot $1.2 million ail% to

These traits make Hawaiian children very different from ;isle..

anew, Chinese or Caucasian- children and seems to be a de-,

more than double the present number oi'icheols involved.

finite characteristic of Polynesian children is the view

It is clear that there are difference's in the MOusii
OP

of Or. Roland Tharp as principal invest'igator of the PEEP

melting pot and the philosophy.of

p project.

still exists.

\

In this process what maybe apparent is that in the

\ vives in the here relative to old family or ohana practices

The funding for the system is reasonably ade-

\of Polynesians.

YetlPelynesisn children do not fare as veil on the

quate.

general average.

is desirable which would require other funds.

(Inn anlivor

Alle in empandins such institutions as r.:nr%t: hel theta

*ether all

who see- to be left olit a! the eiteat

le, ste.

the programs to en:wiee
and\t0 fund by special source0Ses values that are relivent.

Of society should'be exposed to or have to support such a

speAll program is not clear.

It would seem better to enhance these practices

han to insist on conforming to other standards.

proven

This then suggests that a special

Poly4sian lifestyle

That despite the outward toss of language

and a Smothering of the culture some conduct still sum=

U.S. there is, one of the better public educational systems
available.

in order to teach all children who may be interested

If it ii a speckl preoran

l'iat is done testis usually that. ay oneself for oneself.

then.funds for such a program would best be gneratod from
ether sources than the present.

O

In this case the kamehaaha

schools as a privatO;:tdation use such revenues

if di/car/AS.1r

import duties the sugar industry. a
.22021.

From a position of dominance, sugar production is

Prior to laGS all labor in Havel' vas performed by

reduced in importance althoughthe Industry still uses

native Hawaiians and in which year saw the arrival of 522

relit of the good agricultural lands and cater in !lawaii

Chinese contract laborers paid $4 per month.

it only employs in the 1980's between 1030300 and 7,900

llavalians

had declined in number to 70;000 from Captain Cook's

prole en a total population of 1 million.

40,000 in 1779 when he first arrived.

contributes to the ihgility of the economy by encouraging

By 1870 native

Havaiians dwindled to 57,000 people although auger production climbed from 2 to 20 million pounds annually.

massive imports, in the range'of HO to 90e of the necessary

By 1890

product, food items and what lends are available are of poorer

native Hawaiians had declined to less than 40,000 in number

quality,or residual, add do not *No add to pelf sufficiency.

however, more labor was needed, so the Poyal Hawaiian Agricul-

turalSPF""Y was organized to.loP9rt erme.400a000 nen. women.
and children by 1930.

This condition

It is this contributing factor that has dented the native
Haysiian his traditional food iters to rlate then out of
,
4
,Feach,oven if available.

.

This import equalled the orginal pop-

ulation of early Hawaii at Captain Cookie arrival.

In 1982 national unenpelyrent reached 10

In 1939 there were 37,500 sugar 4irrker's on the plan-

unemployment is less than 6.

andin Hawaii

But the reasons for this ap-

cations and sugar vas the second laggest contributor to the

parent favorable disparity may not be obvious.

economy behind government spending.

ployment rotes in Hawaii do not necessarily roan high job

In 1946 the last eon -

tingent of Filipino labor arrived that was alleged to be

used for strike breaking.

opportunities are available in Hawaii.

In 1946 the sugar industry was

tn., uneic-

Hawaii throughout its

history has a record of surplus labor beginning sith the first

fireainzed by the International Longshorenens and Harehousenens

import of labor to keep aimiwitiscmai wages low.

Union maw to carryout a strike and win concessions from

first import of liter in 1865 a surplus of iebor has influenced

the industry.

In 1946 the industry is AEU& producing more

the labor market adversely,

than 1 million tons of sugar annually.

illAile employment appears high

because the une,plpyrent rate is Inv at re .

Tourism in 1967 wag overtaking sugal as the leading

From the

fact is

that a surplus of labor is evidenced by hin:.er cages nn
Jo.

nfnhOMiC contributor and ten years later in 19.77 there are

mainland U.S. than in 4awaii in nearly every instance.

only 7,500 sugar porkers on the plantatiOns although the

elleatioAs are that a given number of people are icing

production is still over 1 million tons annually. Conversely

fitted into the lobs available andnnt ghat there is an er:-

in thm.faidef970,1 congress allows the Sugar Act to expire

collent opportunity for fort as can be imagined.

after 40 years in place,to support by subsidy or quota and

market in Hawaii can be described as cnptiveon in the past.
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The conditions that perpetuate supplus labor aro ir-.

AgrieLltUrel chemicals have already entered the Hawaii
"IgratioNprincipally, and native Hauaiiane aro probally,the
food chain to contaminate food and necessitate their recall.
!cst affected by this continuation.

30 while touriansuc-

As mote harnful chemicals imees-Alzaa aresminportod for agii-

coeds su2ar and now employs many, wages are very low oven if
ricultural use they'Rny yet seep into the limited and pretouriar contributes SI billion to tho epnaley and is the load-

,

sod- at least it is recognized.

cipus water table,

The use of

ing financial generator.

'ethylene.dibromIde (EDD) a deadly pS$ticide and endosultIn ere
In April 1982 the state Labor Director cautioned, "there
andng the many used in Hawaii not ordinarily used elsewhere.
are jobs, but nsny are hard to fill because of lot: wages or

ilitlic:not-g:enerslly caked about) because is is too unother poor conditions", follored by the comment. "while

settlfihkto think about.

tv.re Mppy 'Oat unenploymont !(ere is not as high a other

.

Cut idtst can be done? Citrit stop agriculture, it is too

sutra,

it docent noccsrarDy moan then aro Jobs viler ".

Opertn4 to 60 econony. Perhaps. Or because its been around

'

'no existence of a poor job outlook rcam econothing
The paradox Hawaii experiences

so long we sent 'Change thiAlts.

should be planned by native !:avaiiali for themselves to

:

I

In the flislands of the mid-western

is.duplicated ols Vhore.
1 -prove their outlow:.

ing

This can be accorplishod by

and inovating for new employment opportuniZrim.

is

.

':

U.S. is whet /MSS armed the broadbasketot the world. l'.'.:,.: '''

A speckil

roduce'lmoughto feeinany and gmh of':

Pore ompan can
land ease c:n attract now and clean business ventures that do
0
not detract or dininish fror the present ennloyment picture,

tile huge surplus .101 of produce will be exported to the
I

The topsoil used to

But chore 411 a price to pay.

world.

ratior can ne:Ance tile total picture with new industry and

,

..giFou the produce ip literally exported too, although most

Fer,aps will native Nevailans can acconplish this rich a land

i

of the replemtishment can be achieVpbd ky chrRcal fartilizers.

bas in Uoir own hone.

Yet thcre is a As) (

the land is literally being forced to'xield.
'71nscr to hone the cry is, return to she lend. :ut no Al

d:.'

4 a late of dininahing retimns, and predictions are that
the land le th, claim.

In norMaer car he
to those conditons therR conl.C. he 3 reGlro in tarigispo.of

'nstly ',...causc the

is Icrlotod.

.

t''' T. 4[11 on

ttrrt f cKric41 fortilirors

2.!411R.

cunt

,

.o rllx. mat.tera Verse

°sq. yor.mmo,

&to -al:o fortill:ter
:oricola produdoWScUnillorc ollto:ino ,:nro o::peslivo in

hal,sco ncossary fl soli. nutrinta. aullite and Cater the!
,.,vii to rr,hice profito-lity and use.

:ruin

.f or :s c:-orcial4 ,oul:! not

rossible.

lands so that on, van , igraiV to

n'?. :.1..c. vast cont in, nta

to

n

OPviouslY 'ibvaii doe*

'ioodlean

of:suit711. (ail-:40 1;:ed, that is

,0

Ok

00./

.

t.'., rolt roli.1 and oontinUe to fart,

'.:11ore arc fru n:Aiona.

1" vratos.
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TOURITIt

I'mt can be done?

Tourisn is Sig imaineen for Hawaii and along with

The U.S. Soil Conservation Service (Sot.

has been buying up agricultural land in the U.S. to land

rilitary spending may toFm the basis or largerpart of the

bank such lands.

states econony.

So many millions of acro of the b.J farm

lands are lost each year to development that the/is a concern to keep those lands in agricultural use.

Hawaii fre-

Before the end.of December 1982 the four rillionth
tourist arrived in Hawaii for the year to fanfare and wel-

quently has its limited agricultural land' rimmed by

coming ceremonies.

political bediObe

over 1 Billion dollars in revenures.

for urban use and there is a concern

for these land in Hawaii also.

A rational approach is that

A

Tourism in 1981 in Hawaii .generated

It has been highly

touted as the savior ofHavaiiii econony by the adminThe media

will

extoll the virtues '

many of these lands should lie fallow in conservation and

istration for decades.

replentish for sons fut:)'s use and those living then.

of the taxes tourisn contributes to the economy."So the
question IS,'Vhst did BiedISIO dd

they manage to survive?

Were tourism

and how did

One answer is in the following.

Mostly it is important to remember' that many if not the
majority of native Hawaiians enjoy a more simple lifestyle
0

and therefore are considered at the poverty 11*i/el in Hawaii society.

enjoy.

This is the

lifestyle

they have selected to

Rather then the accumalation of material things

native Hawaiians are more interested in the justice oft
sharing.

But mativAHavaiians have been obliged to conform

to other standards

and must fend for themselves In the system.

A report of eonetTer attitudes in 1970 of vlicationaiog

In Hawaii showed that natural seenory and good beechen ranked
high with prospective firsteflme and repeat visitors.

News-

paper editorials promote the virtues of tourism. to bolster
the ladling industry on the big island of Hawaii for the past
two years.

In tads connection a 'slogan for the

has been adopted, owe can still have what we want,
have what

547.

cps tourists toilet,

island

sif!istill

ve can shore and stay ourselves ".

sr
A problem is the big island has many attractions but few
good beaches to attract visitors.
Surfing was the sport of qavaiian Rings. Today there are
including surfing tourists
bout 100,0004m7asurfors or ton percent of the pnpulatiork.

renversoly b later study in 1972 showed that encouraging
more increases in toeriam leads to further developeent.

A decade ago surf compeiitors,CSme for the surfing season
In the process, eventually the tourist becomes "turned off"
There are

but today more and more ace staying. and settling.

because the

deetination has 11:t its naturalness.

Symbolically more surfers than waves,behavive becomes "anis
Thus it can be visualised that slowly but inexorably there
mal like" because of pressures and crowds, the sheer force of
is

move toward the potential of the resorts own demise.
It becomes 'us' versus 'then'

numbers competing for space.
Destination areas carry with them the potential seeds of

and we know who 'us' is because we know who, has lived here
their own destruction as they allow themselves t' become
no while

longer and heated words lead to physical violence.
more commercialised and lose their qualities which ori-

the tourist comes basically to Havaii'd beactbb, the first
ginally attracted tourists.

In this regard the island of

area that is being overcrowded are the beaches and access
Oahu is rated slightly past its maximum appeal point and
leading to inevitable eonf:ontatiOns.
the neighborhood islands Sr. just approaching thlers.

This fact suggests

By

the land facilities are alao approaching that
comparison. coney Island has, long passed it and :Ward Beach

Why is this happonide One answer Can be selfishness.
is almoc'at the end of the road.
Selfishness leads to the usoyind abuse of resources for inBut tourism is supported by th; deWileprent sector

.

mediate gain rather than presrving then and the natural
who

are pleased by the ore constiuction the industry requires.
The point

beauty that surrounds then for future generations.
Developers are substantial contributors to political cam-

is, those unwilling to slier* with their contenporarles can
relieves and there is a strong effort to keep things rolling

expected to share with -any descendents. Moto
that of tie
is a behavior spectrum stretching lrom4the ego-indiVidual

scarcely be
along as they are, the picture looks good, but is it?

Is

'

quick turnover to leave behind

this a long term, or just

a

with chip tendency of the affluent to be selfish.

a disoriented society?

At, the other

It would appear the answer to the
end can be found. the native rawaiian in the poverty mode

question based on the rapid growth of tourism from 1941
concerned with justice and compassionete sharing.

The

when. 31,846 tourist cameto Hawaii to 1984 when 4 million

expression, "the tone of America in the Depression years vas
tourist.cene 'howl a rapid growth in four decades. Po
scenario
planning has lnvolrved i >thistand thesU.deronstrate!

,

set by the truly needym todify it is set by the truly greedyi

has a relavent application for native avaiians.
as theft term consideration by the congestion and poor
layout.

e

lot of new residents because

Tourism also brings in

consistently has one of the lover unemployment rates in the

a certain percentage of them are going to return here to live.

nation, this is accomplished by the devide of including the

'hose now people need jobsi so the answePhas been to build

"volunteer" military personnel stationed in Hawaii as being

move hotels and apartments.

New consturction provides a

limited number of jobs but could prow W an
number of new residents over

a part of the work force and there can bo a nisconceptfen of

unlimited

the true unemployment picture.

a lonaperled of time. In

While 1982 has been the best1 year in tourism yet it

effect it can be found that.tourlsm is actually creating

certain that this condition cannot go on forever.

unemployment, not curing it as vs would be led to believe.

coning year

.110, question is what do unemployed people do in paradise

s

The

does not ppear good for Hawaii's largest in-

dustry and it is attributed to the stet* of the eccinany.

to experience paradise? Do they teen to crime to zeolite'

general malaise nationallly and even the recent hutricanlIva.

their expectations?

A for'or University of Pennsylvania and now University

Areal.concern'is whet Might haTo if -Lehner:ewe too
expensive to fly to Hawaii with rising energy costs?

of Hawaii professor hba recently concluded amasiive re-

Or that

search project to deterthine the "quality of life: worldwide

Hawaii with the highest cost of living becomes unattractive.

to find thht things are not so rosy.

forckng people to novo elsewhere who now have to use food

Looking at tourisna hotels.''restuarants or days of sunshine

stamps in order to feed themselves.

There was a large

nor in economic development.

exodus of resident- out of Hawaii during World Wm II for
various reasons which indicates they were not interested
in the true benefit or vague of the islands. -Do new resident*
who coma really care and have their roots in Hawaii?

Or is

Hawaii only goo4dor its beaches and weathet\all else 18 up
for exploitation and profit.

IWny who move to Hawaii do

so physically but:not alwa /ya spiritually.

In 1982 we find tourism is on top with more than four
million tourists in a $1 billion economy but ve also have
1 million residents in Hawaii.

Tourism affects population if

only because tourists must be Serviced.
there

In soirching he was not

Rather he was looking at

levels of social caring as refected in adult literacy, infant

O

He

mortality, minority treatment, and health and welfare.
examined political participation and stability, language

differences and influence of the military and even natural
disasters Rauh as drought and hurricanes.

The findims

shrived the nation does not rate high on the average.

ror

native havailans they suffer an even less enjoyment of
social caring in their hOnelail.

This suggests %avatians re-

quite note self sufficiency and self determination to direct
their ova futures as desired.

The paradox is that

is at the same tine a surplus of labor contrary to un-

employment statistics.

While it would appear that Hawaii

5'18
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The court further indicated that water cannot be transported to lands outside the valley or watershed where 1t

'RUH &ATER A LIM

flows.

As frequently pointed out there are water problems.

At issue is the traditional use of water and whether

on Oahu there are same 6,000

For instance in Weimanalo

chase of water rights is the key because it implies that

was in irrigation in January of 1911 for about 50 farmers and
nurserymen.

the Seller by some means has acquired ownership to convey

To carryout the entire irrigation of 6,000

to the buyer, the state in this case the ownership.

acres nay take between $2.3 to 816.4 million and several

be ilold.and a,hisforic 1973 dicision in the ':cllryde case

are not unique and include limited water being available,
service being available only three days

But

the high court has already ruled that water rights cannot

Thelproblme cited at Maimanalo

years to accomplish.

In this case the pur-

ights can be sold and by whom.

acres of land to be irrigated and about 10% or 600 acres

supports the pglition that the rights to use the screens

week, dirty

This high court ruing appears rea-

water. high operating costs and high water leases in ditches

water could not be sold.

and eeeeee irs because of a system in operation for the last

sonable because the native Hawaiian could be the only one

100 years.

In this kind of

to own aticient water rights bhat have not been sold in the

problem the farm needs must

context of Sharing and traditional use.

compete against the develoment needs and it is obvious

The pressure of water availabilty for development is

that development needs use lobbying efforts and campaign

rontributir to promote their cause.

constant.

has surisced in Wailufe on Oahu.

As an example, in December of 1982 more land wait

rezoned from preservation to residential in gailua Oahu

An example of this competing situation is one that

requiring a 300,000 gallon water storage tank like all

The Haihee farmers vent

The rezoning is likely to continue

to court after the Honolulu Board of Water Supply began

newer subdivisions.

operating wells in 1974 and pumping water from a dike

it more applications to be filed are approved for the

mysten feeding Haihee Stream to transport elsewhere.

The

open spaces and former agricultural lands of the Windward area.

farmers claimed that the iessened water flow caused their

Mew construction is often dependent upon oter avail-

taro to rot in the patches as a result of the diversion
and reduction of water by the Water Boards pumping.

ability which further onphasises that the resource rust be

It this

managed and protected more closely.

connection the HawaiiSuprome court ruled that private landowners are entitled under ancient

rmtxcen the list 10

to 15\ears there was not much concern aout water and a

Hawaiian law to only

failure to recognize the resource was finite existed.

limited use of the esters flowing through their properties.

1

fl

f7

earcnc- Of "lieu" was the disarcau.noetr!

The tragedy of ouch of this is evident in the retionale
to build the II -I highway.

upon it as fool ant' the ins'iore fish that cnll o, .nu

It will be err- financed by the

floral dovernoent, which is us, for special interests although :libelled a de:onse highway.

4.

!nor but were not carnivornus else
Instance, taro traditional foods of 11u and fin!: -,re re-

The route could very well

open up and justify more development on the windward side of

duced and sometimes eliminated alodether for

le

Hawaiians.

Sore residents there are Just "hanging

island of Onhu.

Ic there".

(insides thie, an enviormentel impact statement

nn the project of 4-1 includes testimony that drilling tunnels
19annqh the HalKai valley night disrupt the Halawa fell furnishing

There are ot:dir 4gurents

of the city of "onolulu's rater.

.

- the sutj-ct

each the watr drilling has,'. en carried

,t there is a reduction in the normal floc.
In recent yearn Honolulu's fresh water supply '0.s re0

oohed very low levels, threatening an irreversible situation
of nixing brackish and pure water.
t,

be a dire possibility.

The possibility CAtinuee')

The reduction of the fresh water

lens or levels has created other problems in areas :ere life
19 dependent upon fresh water to survive.

loch of the sonlifo

at the s*,erelines once fed by seepage of.fresh water has dis-

ilirml requires fresh water to grow. and

nppenrel.

livertiho fresh rater fran natural springs destroys an elby lawaiians it qunntity. 71i5 coo-

le. VA. 19 VI:
'Ilru
low levels.

)

'tter

the Ice] ine and

nf

fres': water 11 Atom,: to 'ler,.

'het`.or such safnod cab Ise :,roJi`t :,e'. is

further declin. of nt'..r c;erer!ent
sea It to

5,11-h tresh

went led In totter motet

Ater lopenlont syocles.

te 'reserve

relay.: to the lisapp-

535
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10
and carried the burden through the pears of the Pacific conflict.

viiplly OF HEPAHATIOAt

Hawaii has continually served as the final tryining site

ITlen '1.5. Army gerv4a1 Schofield in around 1872 first

of other Pacific campaigns in the year'. tollowingAlorld gar II.

a sight seeing trip, he

arrived in ',avail, ostensibly On

Hawaii over ths years.

Aside from atomic tests at Almagordo. Hew Heal
His arrival set in hotion a series of events.

is of note.

There have been no prof

portance of Pearl Harbor as a U.s. mllitiry outpost in the
Pacific.

led through

A large part of the weapons of oar have been f

wqs actually-under confidential orders to assess the im-

experiencing the closest atmoshperic testing

Thereafter followed the conclusion of the first Iteicprocity

Hawaii and its citisene. but there have been

. the state

it has been

o protests

Treaty in 1075 permitting exclusive use *f Pearl Harbor
of note.

Which Hawaii could

.'e a P.S. coaling station in anchor-4e

A report in October 1982 indicates thl at Johnston Is-

principally surer duty free.

into the

In 1087

land 825 miles southwest of Hawaii 12 atelspheric blasts yore

the pecfnrncity Treaty was renei,ed for seven years and would
conducted in 1961 -62.

have normally expired in 1094 or about a year tfter the over-

At Chrietns Islani 1300 miles south

of Hawaii 24 atmospheric tests were canliseti.d during the sane

thorw of 1097 involving' the Use of marines form the USS Boston.
period.

In Hay of 1962

submarine lat'hched an atomospheric

The involvment of the marines does appear to havesone conwarhead 1,000 miles south of Hawaii.
net,ttot. with the Peciprocity Treaty expiration and the re-

4uring the same period

2,500 miles vest of Hawaii at Bikini 4toll 23 atmospherics

fusal "f 'ameha,nha V to sell a snail island to the U.E.
blasts were conducted and 2.700 mile,' west of Hawaii at Enewetek
for use as a coaling stallion.
of
*after annexation 'avail in 1590 th

dre,lred

uarohr van

43 bleats and one open ocean blast vie conducted.

There have

II

entrance to Pearl
been at hururos 2,800 miles mouth of Hawaii some 41 blasts and .
ships to enter. Op

and widened for lava

still more are expected.

In all 144 atmospheric.lasti have

an a huge ca al ',ear; rand the home of the

191 roar' '!artor

been executed.

Many of these bilks were conducted by the

"acifie:Fleet eo-erised of -ore than 109 naval vessels inU.S. and which were tertinated in!1962 by a moratorium. There
1

were no protests of note in Hawaii, yet there could have been
first censrct in ccsn. of 'mettle

.oint"

"ri

t,

for nuch of the weaponry will paps ttylrugh Hawaii onroute to

At rumuroa thire is bitter distant over

the testing site.

C-oreatest

Cr 7. 1'4 in

-roc

-

"arinr

te ter", .!rtifi^d

.-ti-r7 ,r enc,unters.
0

i

could lip

ofroraft carrierF

Tv r.ntg.f tae nation was snored

.".

great unhappiness.
oa- 1:.r

%a. In"

.h.call tc.%

In l front in '7.or.q.ae, thorn
v3Otea In in thvir

arsenal

are on OBI* and intiuda tine Makua Training area, trainee nal,

Lualualei radio station, Mauna Kapu radio station, Hickam Petroleum, Kunio, Choeler Air Base,

are song 6,000 nuclear

to equip these:

forces.

.----`'`'- -s'(te, East Ring.,

eenwhi le

,orr.,4 !lel!. Pearl

Haikultadlo, and portions of Kaneohe Air station.

Again. as in oefore. in 1941,

derhor.

' :a-rall

is a fortified target area.

of the

'50 niseie

will

national defense in ani given region and the concern is whether

arouse

this limit is exceeded:ln Haveii based on the method of acquiring

'qr,,t sroernts of protest,' in any other ,state tearing to

the lands in the first! place and the fact that there is no

iAit in Hawaii there are no protests

,e0,ne. a ,1.7et area.

There aro

limits sot on the amount of land that can be set aside for

Even the installation

site or anything of the sort

CeretarY,

Bellows Air Station. Fort Deflussy, Fort Roger, Fort Nrmstrong$

aetxoen ene third to one half that number are allegod to
le

/

:.urnt of the attic':

.r

ti-o it can be found that fir the NATO allied

the

slends at Enowetak there is

"la bonhe and in the :arshall

accountabllty to ratlfe Hawaiians.

n! not'. 'al'hrught there are cartes of protest principally

Although native Hawaiians have not strongly protested

a

as have oter Peclfiti Islanders Or as in the eXanple of the

,.eyr been for -any years test

Phillipines, about Clark Bass, which redeye!' some $500 oil -

note recently the Air

firinls of vehicles user

lion annually.

Fdrop !tans tn teat the Y r.isalle in early.1993 on a secret

date fro, Tanenhorg Air hese to fly over gavel! again

lanA

of piPperty for its use.

the ':arshalls at Stye Wavaialionisite.

'in.- malt flf lenral Tchofield's visiti

1

in 1.72

the ex-

,4

1..4

0. rodinl of qnvaii

in

')

frig that the native Hawaiians should be conslderne for theitd-in*

'mine. bidol 11 °.1 over-

irt,r.

: r.ve ono 8! t'drl

This brings up the issue of surpiks property which the
\
\:. S. government prof, tine to time has tired to sell and it ap-

engged

1Wting ,! ..e "oolorocity Treat) of lfTn

1-

tdrest they have in the ceded lands.

Peirirarbor

if

11rrnn44f111 1 any wind in t".7

fi.4-1...+1,4.--44.11-14T.4

Fort DePussy has been

en sldered as surplus and the government would like to seal:

This tan accorolgs`w94 without tie C01401.

V. ''0'

There is tho Panamalnians.who recieve a rental

feejas do many °theretos it customary to compensate the ownelli

for $221 million,

This appears to M. an insensltlbeersee

movi\.

!If

.

;

.41, 14.1,

1-

'ari

no the othhr hind the federnal govern-ent diligently

t

(-11

-11.

seeJa to collent rent from the State on the forcer lands of

*Jot, 0)

the %ingdor and territory of gavel!.

.

2 -I,

:, ' 'I--

.

I. I . 1.,
lid

.

.1, I

1 r I' . . .

" 4

..

.,-," J
.

.

I'..
, o r-

acre.

.

..!

1

d.:

i..n

delta';

ri rot tr in*, .ere t:, sif.s
'

I!,

r.

X

---.

r .:.4'n

It appeir. 'hilt 'he

govrn-ent oilla the state for runt of space in a
report '1,f Auguht 1900 while conversely has conlitqod to it

of

state :ghipertV, by quit claim, and avoids paying rent.
01 ton
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rngland Journal of '914irtne in november of 1001.

The le..ution seem to be that,the federal government should

The past

have to pay rent like anyone elm including to native Hew-

history of the attack on Pearl Harbor as a fortified region

affkan for the use of their meson property.

Is well/ to remember.

But the best reason to pay rent to Hawaiians is from
Dr. Helen Caldicott, a Doeton Pediatrician and president

of the National Physicia for Social Reeponsibiltty who maid,
on October 19, 1082, "there are some 3,000 hydrogen bombe
stored on your island, it's inappProprdate to feel really
here".

happy livir,

To confirm this statement of concern the ultimate
folly of limited atomic warfare is evident to all except the
Oahu island is indefensible and any evacuation

\proponent.

Mile

plan-, are insalb for where could anyone go to escape.

civil defense plans are outlined for the mainland U.S. at
least four days warning is necessary to evacuate large
It would be a phenominal andertaking to care

numbers.

or a

large population with out supplies and the cost would lieevialVbe prohibitive.

To compound this, a statement by

%arilyn praun, director of the Oreensboro-nuilford County
ti-v'rgnnry anagenent Assistance Agency said, for 20 yearn funds

have been mindirctd and deceptive informatinn has been
decininatod" with rolard to evacuation plans.

nubh plane

seems a wrt's warning could rove about too thirds the U.S.
Interestingly Paeaii in ono

ores.

in 62:igh

nut Owe can nr,!rly 1,00e,n0o

of the listed "high-fiq'l. arras.

A aingik

people tie evacuated to in a relatively short tire.

.0 ton megaton blast ovor Pearl Harbor it:icyats only
handful

i

anyhore on Oahu it the ti-e could survive1

.f

the reptumild he 'Fmimed And incapacitated,

reverts the 'rew

questions.

The inheritance aspect is ioprtant to native

Hawaiians as they hove the Came questions relative to suc1' wej:s1 THr, :eano I, TIIIAY,

cession to ancestral lands in Hawaii.

Posed on a 'rational At :hives Publication Ho. 20-17,

It wait also in Inn, that the Hawaiian rocirrociti Treaty

eongrns eatelog card go. 72-00700, on the sane

bierary

with the U.S

lay in June lilt. a continental Congress committee drafted
A declaration of 1r:depend..nee

treaties and the

another prepared a plan of
aiian sovereignty based on tithe act of renewing the ign, Treaty

grohndwork for the "confederacy ", the,"United
between Hawaii and the U.s.

`:totes of America' was formed.

In August 1926 a paper on rthnocide in Hawaii wan presented to the Tenth borld Congress of the International Po-

0.S

At the same tire sere states were
as the '!insinsipe: diver to cause

claiming landsafar vest
litical

Congress to pass a very

natural selection among humans.

to be aclerred is the gnites : totes. Cy these origins the
and events
guention4in Hawaii is, was the annexation of 1e98
prior to that time:not indeed contrary

ti' this

so food gathering can be accomplished without conflict in

Hawaii for this reason and were at that stale, of adequate
[One, up until the overthrow of 1.01.

plantation stage where plantation ranters 1-eort
pant as pre-

ethnic groups to wort in fields, and here a major reggiro-

posseftsted certain in-

ront II for othrre gioups to be divided tyro- one Another

relAtions, powers to tax, Polders

of extradition And the power to mate treaties.
IS71 an att....et van Pride to foreclose

Prior,

CO that there is no chance that the cover ntruct,Ire will hn

in

thranatened.

'ItIoe three is the todurPriali!lis-, ' ice A11

the practise of fridinn
in

last comes the pint-induntrial sorvice

treaty nating with tie. passage of an act to arroerliah this,

although the

The ne-.t stage Is the

Indian law, in ,:ash1ngton,

Paged on law cases determined in the

herent rihts over dnment1c

4avaiians nay have first ro-of to

Indians, the issue. of

Indian sovereignty was advanced in 1977 in a publication, by

was found that fivilanis

A rocitinn of .ti, n,enario

tthnic groups in race relations usually avoid othet trite.

adopted

defense of anhemeland".

Pelative to the i!.5. regulatitng

hoocide

is a first stage of a self sufficient group, line Hawaiians.

principle of rejecting colonialism?

the insitoto for the I:weep:poen! of

Science Asignotion In rdloburqh, lootland,

deans the dying out of "unfit" groups, and In t,0 rroeea of

iPflfitn' resolution to reject a colonial system for lands

,dlents,

.

The United States ct :Id

enter Into treaties, coin money, and regulate Indian f.ffette.

P. C.

was renewed. Mille three -gybe a question atut

Indian sovereignty, there sbould not be nor Shout native Haw-

point inter-dependence, ratherthan corpetIttor t,

S. continued to deal with Indian tribes as
note,

s,oevrei.tr. .64tr.ret veil into the 20th c'an'ary,

conlresO passed the

In 1..'
This could b e interpeted t o . . . a n , rev

-noral Allotment Act of 19R/ boned on the

intiereptnt sovereignt, of Indian

'

: '

'

- '

' '

ri,er

Plantation masters have consolidated their ?ins or eviren

governments as the supreme

by whatever -eons, t:: togs should lo put

re'.,', .o .'e.

awhority to transfer property or recosinire inheritance
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In effect the islands of the Pacific were ender a trusteeship
status quo sustained.

from after Herld Har II and now seek spore independent status
The paper on ethnocide continued to say. Darwin in his
for self determination and wore responsiveness and better
hypothesis of natural selection relied heavily on the
services by making their own decisions and choices.

Hawaii

thusian view that life is a "'perpetual struggle for toom and

has been under a form of trusteeship since beginning with the

food.

To that extent an island community is of that reality!

annexation of 1098 and it

time for native Hawaiian* to

There was a difference, is Malthus was writing about social
determine their own futures end priorities.

The past has

conditions and societies and Darwin borrowed the theory to
yell dellqiitlabani how clearly that this is the only avenue

apply in his Descent of Han' to caution Europeans to be
to correct past aAbuses.

Native Hawaiians have been patient

careful in choosing a nate, lost degeneration occurrf.
and welcomed all to share their blessing sometimes even'if kk
In the united States Derwiniur provided a justification
hurt.

They alai shared the .united material vealth they

for withdrawing the Union Army es the occupying force over

possessed as an oldeuatom. There is no nore to give,
the defeated Confederated states after 1P77, so the white
rather it is tine for Hawaiians to be given back in kind.
elpites could resume rule over blacks.

As Such, Sarwinian was readily accepted 'by the hAole
elite in Hawaii.

The history 60 white and Hawaiian re-

lations in the nineteenth century was reintorpeted by one

observer in the following terms' the decay of aboringinal
society, when brought into contact with an advanced social
order, was....inellitable.

!his is the theory used to ex-

plain away Viet happened in Hawaii and is the justification
to perpetuate the questionable redistribution of Hawaiian
assets and the maintaining of the status quo.
t',re is ',one, as published on Sorte-bar I. 1992 the
4d- Inistratinn 411 noving toward terminating the

trustees%ir with the signinu of a co,pact of
free 'ssociation. it), the sepublic of ?aim,.

'egotiations

er co--6cted with the nepublic of the %ars:1.11 Islands)

continuing C.osr lAth the Federated StateS o' -icronesia.

The conclusion hero is that the Reciprocity Treaty of

7he first ,drrangement between Hawaii and the u.S. was
in

1?82 is still in force, for how could it be cancelled by

Oth!`f ant-v.-onto sometimes referred to as treaties

.'1n cnncluni thereafter,

mutual agreement and as the conditions of annexation net be

The first :ieciprocity Treaty was

specifically extinguished as a condition of annexation.

,nncluiei In Ian and renewed In 1507. Hawaii was sovereign.

In this connection a clarification rendered by professor

The status of the RecIporcity Treaty is not clear but it

H.D. Alexander on ':arch 20, 1E07 of the treaty follows'

ran ansuned to be in effect based on the Articles I/ and III

Cession of Pearl Harbor Conferences w/Treaty of PeciprocitY,

nf the "mnolutinn of Annexation of 1897,

the circumstances attending the cession of Pearl Harbor to

spar"

which declared in

"The eepublic of Hawaii cedes to the United States

all lands and rralic property of ewer, kind belonging to

o 4,4 re-ent c! tye P,alian Islands.
r r for tar, reasons.
a, n.-4

a

that Secretary Bayard at that time informed !)r.

.co,

Carter,

the liawaiianKiniater; that he could discern In the ammend.

This ceding act

fent to the treaty, vh1Ch related to Pee,r1 '.arbor, rn

First, the ?erUblic of !Ismail

rection Iron Hawaiian sovereignty over the harbor to which it

1,-It!l-ate gmvernment nor did It have a mandate to

cede lands.

'

the United States as a naval station in December 1584. Showing

relates, nor any language imPorting a longer duration for

the ceded lands did have an Identified

inerest In the- not satisfied belonging to native !avaiians

the interpolated Article II (relating to the Harbor) than is

5,4 'et, n

provided for in Article I of the Supplementary ,onvention."

?utile land's as inferred in tl, ceding of

The 8upplesentary Conventell was ratified by the rawaiian

fir.er In trticen II! stated that treaties ,ith foreign

nowernment vith that understanding, that the right of the united
States to "earl Harbor shOuld end with. the Treaty of Pect!rocity.

,...Ill cease, this cnnditinn is net clear but Still
1..fcrs

exists as follows by examination.
,

,

It follows that should the U.S. terminate that treaty, it can

In pare-

ir.islationnf the u.susiian Islands.

0

be assuned they would enjoy no rare special privelgen.

t ena * I for tla fulfill-ant of the treaty so extingOis,dd.
t .1s tun., t :-, ,nt c,titar: to t

''.nil rem0- Jr force until C. CO171,A1.
!

,

,a.

'

'er.isc b.er I-

.

Ins.

an in %rticln ::Tttat c.,n;rss 'ill 1,7.

I

:n1

",limoos MI

1.1!

f,1
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.yes not actql in
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As a matter of fact, any subsurface resource can be included

Ar'eHIPLI.AGelepeCEPTI

There were treaties between Hawaii and the U.S.
latIons still exist apparently,

Such re-.

in this Jurisdiction.

If the early treaties recog-

The U.S. has asawaed the practise of

retaining ownership of mineral resources in the deeds it will

nized Hawaii.. sovereignty and Jurisdiction over its internal.

convey to purchasers of its (sic) property

waters between islands that ,jurisdiction has not been clearly

This assumption reinforces the nativireevallan interest, for

terminated.

It

Because the Jurisdiction is in question native

se the apparent uccessor.the ownership.is being exercised,

Hawaiians may continue to exercise administration.

but without effecting

ion is to examine the Admiseions

A first step to adnini

prior settlement for this privelege.

There is some eeaning for Hawaii in the signing of the

Act of 1959 which vas a hasty action with large oversights.
The Adnissions Act failed to determine the native Hawaiian in-

by quit claim.

The U.S.

Law of the Sea by 117 nations in December of 1982.

has not signed and remains outside Om treaty that it has

.

terest in the ceded lands. that have been identified to bo set

taken 10 years to develop through tough negotiations.

Asia., or divided out beginning in 1045 and has not been acted

for the failure to sign the treaty has been Oven as a

upon as yet.

The second failure of the Admisiiono Act was the

proposition to pernit the U.S. to set boundaries.

concern over...the deep sea bed and mining of minerals.

This pro-

h reason

There

are in the world Ili straits ranging tors 6 to 24 miles vide.

position was not well enough Underitood,as the great hafts to

The freedom of the seas, the Mare Liberum, has influenced

effect rirst,annexation,and late/ statehood, denied proper

a position on the Law of-the Sea and right to innoceet pages

study in both cases of the pertinent laseen.

It cannot be de-

age of the U.S. fleet.

ginel that native eavaliama exercised jurisdiction over the waters

between their islands.

The question follovs, what did Maisie

Ha,siians get (run annexation or statehood.

It appears beeauso the archipelagic

concept night interfere with the U.S. fleet operations worldvido, Miceli la to be denied its archipelagic concept applica-

Lspecially state-

tion because WIC such a concept is not observed by the U.S.

h.od would deny then the resources of land and those in the

The boint is,

water incluling connerca conducted on the water between islands.

Hawaii Qualified as an archipelago and is ah
There ls.no other benefit for

archipelago in every sense.

T

'otter's not evon consultation on the ratters, thoro vas no

native Hawaiians in any Steer sense or they shall he denied,

Ir.-w' 11[4.1nd it can he astlivii: theft' is opimsition just as there

even further than they have.

vas ,c,,ented Opp6sItion to annexation.

their interest in the archipelago and its resources.

luriliction oealen island waters would include by an-

They have not negotiated away

Hawaii like other-snall Pacific notions have sought conhis archi-

riont rfece4ont the administration of-Anerals in the eater.

trol over living marine resources including tuna.

The A:cOnv of Pasali issued 2,opr-its to ,ine calciun deposits

pelagic concept offers benefits to native Hawaiians they

in Lino past and clearly e:,erciscd jurisdiction.

7)
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dr:Serve by inheritance.

ccaTARATIvr srAvia$1
In 1975 nore than 150,000 native Hawaiians were re-.

ported to live In Hawaii.

.(pother estimated 20; live outside

Hawaii so there 14 between 180,000 to 200,000 native Hawaiians
in all.

Some 30 to SO thousand have moved out of Hawaii tel

live elsewhere and seek better opportunities.
is in- migration there is also

So while there

counter flow of native Haw-,

aligns in an exodus seeking wider opportunities.
To examine the services available to native Hawaiians
and a relationship of oppertunitee versus olgratIon, the
following institutions or organizations are enumerated.
In the private sector, some 2,800 students are partly
subsidized at Xamehameha Schools out of an eligible total
of 60,000 etudents.

This indicates that nearly 5!". of the

total are served at eamehameh on a full time basis.

In

addition sore 9,000 or 20ti of the population of native

Hawaiian. is also served on a part tine basis on an annual
budget of about 18 million dollars.
Liliunkalani Trust to serve orphan and indigentchildren
operates on.a budget of approximately 2.5 million dollars a
year.

Lunalilo Home o servo aged or indigent native Maw.
aliens operates on a portfolio of investments valued at
about SI nillion to serve less than 100 individuals s year.
The State of Hawaii government administers the Hawaiian
Homan Act of 1920 to place qualified native
hnnesteads.

ny 1915 sone 3,000 families had been placed on

homesteads.

There are stout 30,000 eligible familea who can

539
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qualify for homesteads.

7

As of thietriiting there are about

7,000 applicants for honesites and agricultural' leases.

It would take

is due to the planned private sector and not hy'laxes.

some 400 to 500 millions dollars to place

Yet

there is another difference, native tavaiians share the rev-

all of these applicants on the land and take many, many years.

enues generated from their ancestral lands with the entire

The budget of the Department of Hawaiian Homes has averaged

population but the reverse is not true.

about $11.5 million per year in recant years.

!eatery and some adjustment seems reasonable.

Alu Like Inc. germs, all Hawaiians and is s non - profit

organisation.

If by conjecture the Hawaiian Hones Act of 1920 could be

Pundit are meetly derived from the federal

considered, some fern of reparation, it may have done one thing,

government and the budget is about $4 Million annually.

it recognised that native Hawaiians had a right to such lands

The reciting of the statistics on the foregoing agencies

by their interest via succession.

can assist arriving at the amount, or cost of service, that

even if the right to suc-

cession might cease because of a blood quantum requirement.

is rendered to each native Hawaiian in the state as opposed

The.record reflects that by 1975 only 25,00e acres out

to the entire state pepulatin for a comparison.

of the original 299,000 hat. been parcelled out tc a let rehah.

The compilation follows,

ilitation, as the stated purpose of the Act, but it nay have

Kanehameha Scheele
Hawaii Homes

budget

$ 18 million per yr
13.5

Alit Like Inc.

4

Liliuokalani Treat
Lunalile Trust

2.5

cruel *ca.

been

This is because all the better lands were

under cultivation already, leaving only poor lands to cul-

N/A
tivate, as an intent of the Act.

Total.... 38 million

to expectations and perpetuation.

Or the number of

In 1890 sore 40,000 native Havaiiats enisted. 'y Info

native Hawaiians today divided by the. total -budget of 38

when the rehabilitation act Was implemented as estimated

The benefits so derived, come nearly

equally from private and government sources.

So the intent has not

been achieved and may never be, but which continues to lead

It appears that native Hawaiians recieve in special benefits, about 5150 per capita per annum.

million dollars.

This appears discrie-

50,000 natives could qualify for the acts benefits.

In practise

Today

there are a little more than s0.000 who can qualify under the

At must be realised, that only the smaller percentage of

act'for benefits.

beneficiaries are served and that there are other contradic-

".Tic 20e,000 acres set aside by the act

ler between AO to 57 thousand natives Wicates a,rt: 4 to 5

tions, even Aiscrimitation involved.

acres per individual was contemplated.

At a glance it can be seen that the state's total bud-

Cr ray have ;teen the

ferrule used in the rehabilitation acts settin7

get of S3 billion dollars divided by the population wores

200,000 acres.

A recent closing of a suear epantntien en the

out to abetit imoo per capita for fire, police, roads, schools

islane

of '{avail outlined the proposal, as a severance -"ensure, of

and services, all from taxes.

There is a difference, which
assigning 5 acres to each eeeloyee.dise.larced.

77
r0PULaTICKit
the

Population is a factor in Havaai and should he a enncern

The proposed 5 acre assignnent equates teounber assumed to
be the basis in the Hawaiian Hones Rehabilitation Act of 1920.

of all. If a is not a concern for all it is a concern for

Although there is a difference.

native Hawaiians if only because population stretches re-

The plantations lands to

sources and reduces opportunities.

employees are good cultivatable ones as opposed to the peer
lands native Hai/allot* are assigned.

Hawaii is fipgile, more so than Hong Kong or California.

The disparity grows

wider because the cultivatable er good lands are prime

Both Hong gong end Califortuti have water problems among othets

candidates for future development. To keep land in atiristate
culture the mem may have to purchase tnese lends and land

and have solved their p4Eblems by acquiring water from the new

bank then for future benefit and to conform to the state's

eaitialeta from kgrilitt galley for the city of Los angles by

selective growth posture.

painful confrontation.

territories of adjacent Communist China for Hong Knng and

However it is accomplished,

Today the word Sin Califernki seers

to be,go anywhere but the preveepall vest,becausr nf the eater

it is certain native navaiittia vill hove to centime to pay.

e upply.

Hawaii has no adjacent water source to tap when

there is a need:

Adide from that there has been large in-

fluxes of eefugeea and such into both these regions as well
O S Baeailibut in Hawaii the increase has been dramatic p4rpertionately.

In January of 1977 the state legislature

as apprised of

the state of the state in a gubernatorial address which

pointed out that a fragile communitl like Kawaii could be
easing destroyed by overpopulation and expletive de-and on
its resources.

There followed the expression that we

should net endure uncontrolled and unreeulated futures.
Ile must shape, our cord tutu -es and not passively accept

what events the freer narhet forces right lepole I1 pan us

but rather support 'selective growth' concepts.
On the ether hand present u.s: Laws prohibit ri47ed
population controls and therein lies a paradox.

A state

like Hawaii was never consiefed when the union van termed
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Under the constitution as

non-contiguous state with the

limited reidasces of an island.

AS bbe only

who are not immigrants but original inhabitants trying to

preserve

such state

Further in Hawaii the pro-

themselves and theirs.

4here should be an exception by some arrangement to protect

cess is reversed.

and preserve She integrity of such an unusual island state.

enhanced it, actually the country had

There are dissuasions of supporting many, nore'timetthe pre-

on the immigrants thorsolves, especially later generations.

Sent population; however such talk does not take into con-

But it could be said that.the immigrants have had a greater

sideration the fact 'hat migrating in Hawaii to find another

effect on the original Hawaii and its people to the detriment

While each group immigrated to Americo
greater effect

Job is not Just a matter of picking up in a car and driving

of native Hawaiians than in the, foregoing assessment and is

to another region to find a Job to SupportOoneself.

in Hawaii the other way around.

The suggestion that Hawaii can support many move times its
present population is not a well thought out proposal.

At this point it seems HaWail'by its elected represent-

Ito

atives

°cif

may not be facing the issues"with urgency.

examples of island status that have experienced large pop-

they are it has taken a long tine to recognize th, issue.

ulations has de4trated that ehre are unsadiactory pro-

This being the

blame of many kinds in ceovded and impoverished islands.

own affairs as the original inhabitants of the land with an

Fundamentally it is more humane to distribute the regions

interest in it.

case

native Hawaiians should be managing their

C4

assets more verily in sharing on an island than to coovd .

masses on with a small affluent minority at the top and a a
largo mass in poorer strains to scramble for any sustenance
ti

at the other and of society. Hawaii has a history of such an
arrangement, of a small affluent group at the top and in.
migrant labor supporting the entire structure, there is no
need to perpetuate the examples already acted out in the past.

It is unfortunate that the Sinpson16zsoli bill on immigration reform did not pass congress in December of 1912.
Chiefly because it appears as if there is also a national concern about overfthelming immigration.

There is a natter of

conscience involved, as all American are immigrants or their
oat

descendents and to bar fbrther immignintel would appear to be

hypocritical.

Vet, then is a difference for native eavalians

interest on the into., u,n1

ifo use an example, the Princess Pauahi Bishop tstate.of

the present
indicated

the

years,

with

society

acknewlerleliri

egitia'te government. and the evicence is ample

was also illegitimate.

A

It

is certain the annex:-

vas promoted ty those who Al-re invrivc.! u. l'e

usual reasonable return on such a total value could be be-

interestt.

in the effort to transfer ncvereignti nd the

assets of native Hawaiians it is evident the

Paned on the native Hawaiian interest in the cfded
t.

lands any income or portion of S 240 million would beoa

the transfer AS trustee.

welcome change from the pest oversights where there has been

failed 0, tae

tibia

throw of OIL

beciusr native !:awn miens

Ire!,

ditoctly niece the nvpr.

PeCauSP thin is so, the 'rest ch110 t.

r

"stave Vavallana can assure the -anage,o 'f ti^t

These are the Phillipines (1S00

own assets +ail determine their own priorities.

million a year), Japan, Corea, Panama. Cube, Diego rlarcia and

Some pf these nations

strongly protest to the prescense of nuclear weapons but
ndt

of comparison the .assaraquody Indiana in "nine

aa: :od for 125 billion for thilar lands in 'Utifle anti. the reageh

:1-inistr,tion in 10q1 atIterpted to sell land in 'ai%i4i,

lo the beach for S 225 million.

ICrrptpd

The beneficiaries have Lorn gaadAket

oc: and no benefits accrued to the

On the other hand even foreign

nations recievo compensation for the use of military or

Cy vs

f

t.,.loy

would go tc any lenehts to achieve 1 union t, :t i c.

the

income or rent cnula reach S 240,000,000 per annum.

others 'on numerous to Mention.

t`ler. two

transfer of sovereignty and 1.7 million arced of ci-h-4 lanai

n 1awai1 acquired in the ceding of some 1.7 million

diplomatic installations.

at' r to

The point is, if the overthrow of 1891 swoned on ill -

acres in 1091, is now worth approximately 1114 billion.

no compensation at all.

^ ",

at

vices or use of property.

slue of aggregate land in Hawaii will have an
rth of 01 billion per 100,000 acres.

tween 2 to 6:: of the value of $4,000,000,000 or at 6'

Vero If no ro,-

t

the acceptable mode of dealing within-t, r,-1,11!y !,.r ser-

By the foregoing it can be calculated

Thor fore the assumed worth of the 400,000 acres of federal
land'

to he lerried

son for native P.avaii,ons

Federal lends in Hawaii,

largely those.acquired as cubed lands in 1597, approximate
now 400,000 acres.

Ix. an astr-no-it11 1-ient if

cotputed frog the bo.ilinnio, to the brnont.

Hawaii consists of approximately 300.000 acres of land now valued
in the neighborhood of 03 billion.

4! aino tae

f:ot only the incur,. is

appreciatel.

LAID VAI,MrS1

:11e huitvalre of the

coded lands and their potential income ov!Ithe years can be
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include the Visible hospitals, Queens, Kapio-

These Other
pcnAcirst

lani Maternity, Kaulkeauoli Children's.

Mien Thomas Jefferson in Juno 1776 drafted the Declaration of Independence ho recited'the philoi)ohy of continen-

Center for orphan children and a home for the aged and indigent

tal philosopher John Locke as to the ideals of individual

donated by King Lunalilo.

Then during the debate on the U.S. Constitution it

liberty.

was fresh in the minds of the people of the new United

enjoyment. All of these are the Damien eh Hadailla earned
Including the Kuleans Act and its concept.
and preserved for posterity. .,There were not many others loft

To counter-baiancs;

the strong central government of the U.S. Constitution,

to their heritage and attests to the soundness of the early

the Ditl of rights was perfected to maintain the rights of

leaders (alit) who forenav the needs.

These three documents are the legacies of the

theAloople.

There is also the maligned Palace,

severely criticised during construction but only nov
experienced
An. there are many others that can beAesejoyed today of lasting

erteregalsInes CoSoniesithe memory bt the centralpritish
government!' violatign of clvii rights.

There is the oducstio

institution of the Kamohiusehs Schools, The Liliuokalani

These activities

.indicite the intents of the Alii of Hawaii relative to the

kerican pe.ple.

declaration of Kapattatohe I. 'the lands belong to the people

In Hawaii the constitution of 1040 could be construed

in common to be followed by the expression the land shall

as h dectaration in independence as it freed the,commonOrs from

This expression is borne out

descend to the Heirs forever'.

the labor tax and gave them political power by a grant from

in the existence of the landed properties of Kamehamehs Schools,'

the king.

Liliuokalani Trust and the Queen's hospitaliall operational

Prviously in 11119 the ging had granted an "Ammendment
on the

of kohtS. to equate to the "Dill of PiOts..

succession of these lands to the descendents.

?hero can be

Meether interpetation of the early declarations andiintents.

The interrruption of this intended Okcess, has put dotes.

was sumo-aril); onartel.-

the native Hawaiian constitutional legacy and attempted to

TAr. are al,ilaritirs in each renior of the efigin n'
fer tot!' cases

lifference.

IvnAfi,..

reinterpot the intent of land succession by redistributing it.

cub

At the ease tine there are legal activites that attempt to ex-

The le-facies left ewacilans

plain or justify the redistribution.

ere irv,11r.,1 fro" t'eir ancient cultsarA not so in thu'-.1

These activities should be refuted

tn t'a. -rinieal founding !ecn-ants, the legacies

In

Thin also alludes to the

progress had been rapid in Hawaii,

As by rr-parison.in 17/UM-ral in 11150.the Fugitive Slave Lay

in cawaii t-nAre is a

from a land base.

intetest in the Crown lands or ceded lands of Hawaii and the

first constitution of 1940 came copi;titutions to better de-

fine tne rote of government.

intone

FolIoving the

as being not raptor.-

sentdtive nor the will or intent of the native Hawaiian.

in many arena.

ext St

L.>

fe
!MAL ESTATI0

rla; tr. tIn. ratty° l'aailan constitution legacy, it
la,

I

n:i

'1-! :n suspension since 1191

In Hawaii, real estate occupies a unique

positeta;.

It is

Said, that when E.F. Hutton the stock bdrker !weeks esdryone

In response to pub-

--vice that native Nserican groups were being adv'eed

Vstens.

Dut this is not the only time because when real

t., upate their jnstltutiens. a native Pawalian group, the

estate is mentineed in Hawaii! at a cocktail party all con-,

eonncil -f
in August 39, 1976

versation stops.

Olganizations. forwarded an inquiry on

Anyone who moves to Hawaii is expected to
,

the attr The Departeent of the Metier replied, the Abo-

get a real agitate license to help sell properties of land,

rilinal ravaliao

tomes, condominiums add time sharing. It is a Mania out of

cettlement study rombliiiion was being

rAwisiderel IAA lords lntn 9awalarl matere and the inguirdy
a;.-elate: pre -a ar.

control.

tqratablish the °Com-

The

In 1979 the Hawaii state legislature was considering /

did not pass congress.
cawalla% Clains ntudtr enm-

It.,

I,sien.

Passed in tlgress.

'A7

loll a'

.

,t

regulating,tinesharing sales in Hawaii.

Inri.,g hearinna in 'Ionelnlo.

peo!':e on the streets in the touridImecca of Haikiki.

:he

r,

gIlte thr na,ailan constitution.

... :if

.

:

i

I.'

There

had been Oundreds of consumer complaints about abuse; ha-

1 i

remanent and,high-pressure tact,cs.
e,A.;et

A year earlier. in

1979 tire sharing operators had agreed to stop soliciting

action was again being contemp

, t 4,11' 109 the lt,dy

en:r1in;rfl estate sales

Dy 061 legislative

4

ted to ban future tire-

companies operations and to step

solicitations of tourists on public beaches add side walks.

n,

It was ease in 170 that a real estate appraisal firm
V.1R charged in a campaign fund 1:ichhac.: igiagSfor political

centributions nade to various state compaign coffers in 1979
and 1979 In the amount of SCAOnn. Those charged explained
that !silitleal contributions are a customary

Liminess with the 'lava!! state government

part

of doing

Wowever it win

not reaiited swan of the money so acquired nay hive come

frAn allledgely padded sub

oniv-od

contracts

with the state,

"wising Authority contract and apply the evereharge to
selected ca-paign co'fcrs.
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Cho feaue is, there are opposing forces at work, one to

was close to $10 million per your.

But an analysis shows

cut up and sell everything and the other is to Preserve what

that in one area alone, the Pearl harbor properties of

is left and can be saved:

15,621 scams there could be the same number of residential

aSe'l1} by anYneans

The short teentato turn over

as maybe seen by the following.

Iota as acres.

An oxaeple of why housing is costly in Hawaii can be
seen in the COOP of two developers in 1959.

was $190.

Thedev1opers

The average lease rent per lot per Month
total in

This means there is about $10 million

A

annual lease rents for the 15,621 acres for 25 years.

transferred the development rights for SOO acres they ac-

developer retaining In a

quired to a company they owned, Lakeside Development Company.

rent generated Would :Delve° $7 million per year compared

Then the development rights were transferred to Hawaiian

to the estates total income from all of its lands of only $10

Pacific Industries, which they sled °weed and finally trans-

million per year. Or put another way the rentnot recieved
nearly
in the sandwich dent vouldeggal the estates entire yearly

f,rred to a third entity they owned, Island Construction
T'ie developer* in ouch of the three transfers Ogre

co ^p toy.

sandvich deal, 70% of the lease

income from its total lands.

Tor the life of the lease

to tc.cieve profits and all taken Without providing any con-

the total rent not recieved and enjoyed would be a hand-

structien at n11.

ewe 5190 million including interest.

eanwhilo the cost of the home to the

censurer Rould be inflated and the sales thereby inhibited

Although this wee a practise at the Pearl Harbor

6.S

reamwhile the holders of the

lease would be.limited

to the original low lease rent income.

Heights area,other leases existed at Enchanted Laees.

So while the incor

Hawaii-ai Development Company, Alii Ahores, Crowe Terrace and

in the lease rent is fixed, the cost of a hone Inceoases

Haiku Plantation.

'riing to profit-tai:ing in the niltiple assignrentsi, and at

The annual master's report commented nn the matter

the same tire the reiketablity decreases due to higher price.

to say, :to find a. large landowner, such as the ninhop Estate,

This practise is a part of land speculation in Hawaii.

in a gerind of great! shortage in the supply of land for

proile-s with reel:belttle' leasrefl rents, AS Oley

residential use, to find it necessary to ray such easter'.

v.1.,te4 nut earlier, that devel4 rot aree-rnts

tial amounts in the way oe'lease rental participation as an

1,.rr ualally .rotten to favor develorr4s at the ...tense of-'(t

Ian; ?, I ire.

1.out :Killer,

inducement to such a developer, is inconcieVable".

in this ease thr %shop

!!ot only Imre the trustees negliecting to protect the

tt wt,

76t.t,,ii.r-lihns ha. agrpel to give apyw'iere fro- e to aI
per

I,

mine rrntals to develop, rn !nr a petted 6f

,f

)ears.

Interests of the Estate, they also seoned to he arrive
partners in creating and sustaining tht4 inftitinny `eosins

cd,.; native Pavaiaan 6..ineficiarie Worn to

:11

The Kohl 1nC Jre fry.

6 -pd _:tin,

situation

Instead of limiting speculation in their development

thd estates !rorerties

1,7

70
a return to that Status would be most reasonable.

i-rneGts, the trustees wore content to lot speculation continue
uno.ated.

not so much a need for dewelppers in the estate as trustees

,1 a result, -tore and nnre faniliet in Hawaii found

The in-

.ley no 1,n:ier cnul3 a!ford to tuy A house. Se only people

as sometimes argued,because the results ran be seen.

oho benefited were the develefora, who were pronotIng a high

come of the entate has not proportionately increased, becalm:1

turnover in develnent rights to Bishop Estate land.

we will bo cfeminsidd that lease rents stay'low for 25 years

Illy does thi. hereon'

,

Perhaps one answer can be the

On the other hand the developers do

until rholgotiated,

In faetiodueatora are

'Ital.. Land Pse ^r.eolasion whirh designated urban lands and

quite well, in fact nor° than well.

influpnee the devt lopnent process and benofitted developers

not needed on the board either os can be seen by thr pant.

who supported tde intrbent political PartY.

illat le needed are bueinononen to manage the oetate properly

The same party

with out ties to the political community or associated with

rpoit.nt of the same trustees who acted

in!Idenred t.,
.

There la

dewelnpnent interests as have been the case in the pant.

aides of the lisle as ronninsInner find then later

,e

The 8110 developers oleo tried to cirCuribent the lay* in-

as roster of the ,-state to grant development righta.
Iiut there ts another facet to the entire process.

tent by developing two acre residential lot in the Vaihole-

The

Waltane area of Oahu.

rovess generates lath lash 38 the hone buyers in paying the
high initI%i fees accu,alates an interest it

There was stiff resistance and an ac-

tual confrontatfe In this instance that involved the masts

nerPBOWle

tt

as oh-

that has to bo considered later when Ova fee sale is considered.

sone of whop yore eavaiians of long resideeca.

Although Cie ho-e piirCviner has paid nut his money it has to

'rives( that tqy acre parcels very net for the ordinary person

1,

len tne l'ASO fee inters

ti 11
.

he rgre t

living in Hawaii and that the resources and Ilferityle of the

t u, leerInter, n-t s, uch the -state.

region would be displaced for sone other norm affluent life-

Is COmpUtoi thr rotate irvarialgly

style.

ac,ept IoSS than the fags diaiRet valor,

ranged.

leelopers closely associated vith

Inp

In !'ohuleia on Oahu the nitro type of development has

port-,. in ;.6er Ire literally into tl-r "state.
This It 1,-;

irrarigrent

d.

rr,t. ct Ce interrsts of tt,

hi

benn proposed.

sought

And .

Prior to the male of the parcel involved

legal notices in the paper began appearing to name the

'',:atiann In tol'Er estate.

hirers to certain properties of the dietict.

oq!Ato -La. 0!

As few, if any

hiers?ane forth by the specified time the property ,AS

re, -)seed hr Kg 11 some `%er <; .'t gevern At

t.ei

The Issue has calmed dam and leases have been ar-

quiet title acquired.

that the IA- inistratinn vnuld reraln onlerstaneing

In a related sale Clot ft-gloved

the gortlemstern lutual life Insurance Eenhany arglired

ind en,o,ssainnate ins not subject to another polities' pover

4
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gokuleis lands as only an inveetment.

f'

Very shortly after

the purchase the. Life Insurance company outlined plans to
develop two acre farm lots at Pokuleia.

It seemed rather

tieei ?rocess to e:

odd that after saying the land was not going to be developed,
immediately thereafter a plan for such was submitted.
there are rater and

tact as -vch as fw,w1110.

In revenues. the rail,e

As usual

eeeeSe problems for the agrisultural

lanla

t, 1 -1

get aWe, to

continue a reasonable existence, preferrably from 1.'4' cede:?
lands.

subdivision.
publication put out

A concern is that, according to

LAND OWNERSHIP

by the flatuie Coneervancy organisation. for every $1.00 ex-

talarnagarrN" tottin
taw

pended by .developer the long term costs to the eounity

ran

1111

.411 be $2.00 to maintain support services.

So in effect

tho purchaser pays tho initial costa of a unit purchased

Ramer

"*6

but the community has a long term indebtedeas duo to the
activities of a developer.
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these conditions, increased development is not necessary

t
1

to the community and even less to native Hawaiians.

i7m0::::::m
* 14 51464.Ut

1

Vhst has come, out of all of this is Honolulu is a haptun

of any mainland city.

INJ10

NeNC4matmillese

i

hazardly planned and poorly designed city.

u".601.7114"""""ror
Urn

Kman

Year OM

It is no vendor the communities

taxes are high to keep up with expanding development.

"""g..uumii.w.

.1.111Ci 7.14arfor:3"......"""merLiAlu

417:::041a4a0
AP644:04W:=10tOmmesilM

A poor imitation

O
'4

Some neoclassic. Doric or Renaissance.

ItS

Because this is so. H0nolulu has already nissed its oppor-

rIPW:44:0014144"1"1411.10

,

li!
.114416;411140:

NM

it......."""anivier"asoray..01-tomrtiaela

*NS

.

10.031

Cirmarn"*LawseR"%emYtwa

SSW
INS
NMI

twity to develop an indigenous rchitectual style with its
10

heavy.'style.

mainland imitation of a°city with

Such

'
f8.61"";14""s,Larensrm:16.467.41:4771:

heavy style influenced by the introduction of air condition- ,
ing and its questionable efficiency.

I. ant.
aS

qS

%earn/bile the City con-

tinues to grow haphazardly putting u.p as nany heavy mainland.

$

140111114144n1411

type buildings as possible.

Land, in Hawaii. has not devel-

Ma

aera

la:to

.14.41644 T

111

allarea

Ma tay. SCOUtra

oped as an asset to be used and built upon wAsilys rather it

In view of this widely prac-

about attracting "clean' high toe!, imhisrry'

jrnusTryt
Industries for Hawaii are worthwhile to contemplate.
Past history indicates that it all started with agricultural
products liko sugar raising.

Then cane the rise of military

spending for many years to be replaced by the touris in-

In 1902 the tourist industry reported the bes%year
ever.

The forecast for 1902 is

tapering off.

Association pointed out that the rising energy costs in

the 1900's will result in taper shipping and transportation

tend

to increase the cost of construction and bask

costs of living in Hawaii.

He also noted a trend of indi-

gendbe yodhe people being forced to the mainland to find jobs
and the need by some of the U.S. military to use food stamps
in Hawaii to make ends meet because of the high cost of living.

Thervill be further strain caused by continuing price rises.
This condition may slow population growth but at the sane
tine curtail economic activity.

'clean industries. it has teen pointed out at a ti.; island
Private Industry Council meeting. in late 1 ef'7, of er-cutives

from Hong gong and Taivan.

Hawaii maybe lacking in a

and a favorable tax structure.

What are the alternatives. if any?

A University

of Hawaii professor in an address to the Hawaii Economic

costs to

Haulti faces a tough competitive fight in attractinr; thoso

skilled labor force. acceptable.living costs Including housing

dustry as the top economic producer in Hawaii.

Higher costs will put severe

Hawaii has labor'al-

though unskilled but not affordable housing which is accompanied by the highest cost of living, nor a favoraalii,tax structure to attract business.

Yet the possibility exists for

native HaJaiians to attract such basineases ty affording
favorable tax structures and the entire conmunity can benefit.
In sore cases there is a lack.of competition In "avail.

There

has been a concentration of economic power since early tines
and along with economic power has gone onlitiral ;over.

clear area that has re,aineciessentially
banking.

the

'toe

same has leen

ative Hawaiian nay assist in this area with a

special status.

So while it would seen Hawaii has a ronnpoly to offer
stress on the competitiveness of the Hawaii visitor industry
and create problems for exports of sugar and pineapples whiffle

effecting imports of feed for the livestock .and dairy indusiries.

in

tourism and clinate,it does not have one to offer new in-

dustries because of the high cost of living Including housing
and suggests some change in the supply stracture in lesiratle.

Social. racial and economic stresses. along with resultant
As far are increasing the nu:-.ter of travollers to Oa.sli.

crime could reduce the appeal of Naval' as a place to headquarter for corporations or to vacation.

,here are problems

of crime supported'by the drug trade and accovpsnying vices.
Hawaii has all the potentials to attract organize.: crime reporto the Ecinoluiii Police Department vho state they are not

able to cope fully with the problem even at the present.

41.1

141.044

.ma

is a commodity intended to produce as such income as possible from the land in revenues.

1111.:

ii2g4:0;;:rler.mo It':

J Sae, Pala laroarars

HAWAIIAN It4.11DS

See

.1

It is possible provided it Is net to Increase the population.
Fven the state governor as far tack as January 1,7'7 anveated

'selective growth Al a future policy for Powell.

0110R-

ophy is used in other destinations that encourage visitor-a but

not residents and are quite blunt about the situltion.
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This maybe accompllehed by creating a shopping recce which
can attract tourists. free across the world seeking bargains.

1779

Captain Cook arrives to find an estimated population of 400.000 natives.

1831

Sharp population decline to 130,313

1835

Fitat sugar plantation on Nolo*, rauai of Ladd L Co.

1848

AP
Remehemettis III land division of 1Whele, creating

It works in practise, like in Hong Kong and could work for
Hawaii.

ht

But again only with a special statue that can be

achieved by native Hawaiians.

private property.

In such an undertaking the native Havaiian would appear
"

to be the only group to offer such an attraction to encourage
gompetition for community benefit.

Native Havail5ns would

far from the era

1865

First contingent of 522 Chinese arrive to work at
$4 per month

1060

First group of 148 Japanese arrive as contract labor

1072

Population further decreased to 56,897

1875

!!alaketurAigns first reciprocity Treaty, creating
en exclusive tax free import-export status

1887

ralakaua extends the exclusive reciprocity Treaty
to permit United States access for seven Dore years

1090

Total population is 89,990, native avaiians are
now only 40.500.

1900

Annexation completed and Organic .pct implemented

1922

First group of Filipinos arrive

6

like to see'more competition in Hawaii in several areas to
help reduce the cost of liviing.

'Native populetion down to 73,137

1851

Hawaii has not moved tool

of the 1900's to the 1940's.

Although

there is more foreign investment it many times is more of a'

speculative nature and not especially'concerned with the

stii 1894.

long term velfaro of Hawaii.

The Planters Society first organized in 1F.01 have
now brought into Havaii some 490,000 non. voron and
children for plantation labor.

1930

1934

Jonos-Costigan Act threatens Havail sugar and again
wpPrn a raweli statehood -ovonent to protect sugar,

1930

Mere sic 37450^ iugar -or:ors on

194n

lauaiPs population is
that

of ':avail

plantations

22,770 or it rov a; rre.A.ates

e.ton Capt ,00'; first arrive.!,

There arc o1.14 tourist to visit in "sisal
4
The last Filipino contir:ent arrives and

1941

1946

In-

,

ucn
ternational LonlshoreAsn an: "..rehouse'
CArr-.. tat t , first
orcaniao the int!Astry

r

now rro..acie:

stri'm against the stit.ar

one million tons of

sugar annually.'

a
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This conclusion is ;wised on

111..pii:s history prior to 1^93

end the rosponsiveness of government to native concerns it
the tine.
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LAND VALUES, LEGACIES. REALESTATE, and INDUSTRY there is
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concern

Based on the rrany conclusions in the a
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a pattern as to what the native Hawaiian deserves the most.
It is first, a land base and the sustaining support to op e

".,..11.'".1.:1

.art 4

4.,

,

The existonce of succensful native Hawaiian lend

It appears that a denial of a land barn has caused the

).

r.-.14A tic. jina.

.1.

te it.

bases to servo native Hawaiians strongly support this view.

many deficiencies that they suffer at present:

:.AV

It is ob-

vious that,native Hawaiians developed their behavior around

"4'
!I

i

1

rt

r

a land base and its lack or denial is directly related to

it In int r
,r.aie '.et

their present quandry.
Phore is this land base?

oar.% I

It is in the ceilod lands.

In this designation there isnot expected to be any dislocation and what land tenure in established should remain
vith.those who have my!te purchases or investments in

good

faith.

Illot ':Ind
first,

I

d , n: n

,

,f

It should be

!inal status. Gr para.ters SnU,tlI laf detrined in future

'It. Irt. rinkl

ncrotiAtins.

f

-

Ct
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of a land bane should it be'

en ur.encti,bored land base in every respect. The

ea. 011..
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Native Hawaiian, Ratty eonmisekom
Dpartelent of the interior

,f

A

16th & t Streets
Washindlose D.C.

4.,
Na. K illfl '0 Rood Ramat'',
United States Halloo listrallans Stud
500 Unlvereity Avenue, Apt. 10,01

Dear

Commission

20204

...

Nembsre of the Commissions

work gm have dons in until with
Thank you for the may hours Of
who and what we are,
people, and in trying irdafine
etny not need assintance of on* kind
whirs un.happsoLia_.1",.._why_enusay or
or another. and when that assistance sight M.

our native his talian

Honolulu, Assail %BA

'

Deer Ms. Kameli'l:

impaction of an

Thank you for the opportunity to review and courant on the
Rat iye Neasiians Study Commission "Draft Report of findings" relating
to employment opportunities in the State of Ransil.

*lephant by

The report meted, one of tho.ctirsory
laudable intent of trying to della* the
01* blind can -- all with the
is a ems
nature of the boast. Ons felt the it and astd. *The olsphant

tstt AmLAAAA.Erhistaptout.14 a-vbAsk Mem°,
trenb"I mother felt
vall., moths. felt the
author felt the wide and said 'Ike slepbmt is
big leaf saving in the bresso°1 another
'The elephant is

we Zeal that t. ;es IO and 17 eholtld be updated to Include 1910
dins to 'lye the reactor an indication of tore recent trends. 1900 I
Census data era not yet available. Also on_tab.1.47, ftionrad for
Haosilono 0,904 b. proordere tirr-rhe other a)Of occupational groups
profiiisional, technicel, and kindred workers and laborer,. This Will

solidi
grist ssalte"i soother felt the
felt the Omsk and said *the elephant
a sharp spar.*
tusk and said. Rise elephant

ie.

e ar and

the tram, but all of thin bad
All of then had said mDmething ofreally never saw the elephant. Any
kind of reon
ettemt to fashion lam "for tits good of the Elephant*
015 kind both
unfair to the slophant.e.woutd
port they had outwitting would be
trogio and seals.

enable a person to compare data Mons 00 various ethnic groups to
gee hold harallans are taring in the job market.

fallen far Mort of the Wuth. They

If You have any nowt..., pleat* feel free to contort
Mn. Freletkk Pena. our Research ChlWeefitag-7639.

v(

report of any people by anytedy,
t.st I an saying is that am. cursory
be
upon which sound and just lave OM
however all intentioned, is no basis

ry

devised.

sh a C. *seal
or
Director of

the believer is his isms 00000 that the elephant is
For Matsui,.
the Mistimed of the elephant and mob
groat chapter on
tusk can writ,
of an elephant is the mole
great paver describing that .pent
up with
.11 those dmoriptiom would sill
elephant ... and go uao the othors...but
*yen that part of the elephant.
the true nature end fttlsotion of

ad

Industrial heletio

For instants

chapter, and since

the tutotion on 0EL10100.

Ifho i* going to write that

when 40 religion 11161.61, smoothing

you put lode? "4/shuts"?
.../2

CA
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.../
.asst on "hold., on
,.y 1 vo..arukt; 11..0 t.a hole re..ort
thdoo4 -- or
..
. re
.4 ur ory ri :0,001 11 10. You
croat violence to rho native .00,05
1,0
lumuo ..0
under the
the
Congre
.01 if ,roes ruomit ',eh 1 report me this to
or'
toner of "the Mruth, the hole truth, and netting but the truth" about

Commissioners
Native Hawaiian Study commiasfon
U.S. Department of Interior

i

WashingtonD. C.

.

oats for the frootna of future lave mamrding

Htaalianr

Dear Commiseionerst

the N. titne.
rotor

due rerpet and

,fli ...herr, you hive

rratltU411 for the good totentinnot

This isvto respond to the request for comments on
the Draft Report of the Native Hawmillin Study Commission
r61saspd September 23,4982 pureuent to p,L. 96-565. 0.

thus

iven to your deeignsted tusk.

Atou nut,
41.l_

After @nomination of the Draft Report. I would like to
!pet; analysis of
offer sevet*l general radicals.

LL

thotpughly
Hawaiian culture and hietlory is made from
Western perspective and is therefore biased. While complete
elimination of this particulag hies may Os impo.sible, at a
minimum, acknowledgement that it existsohould be included;
A more Outrageoue
in the introduction to the report.
exempla may serve to illustrate the inherent problems caused
bias. Page 115 of the report recounts the twoby such
MIX "periof of licentiousness" embarked upon by Kitmehemeh
so-called moral depravity,
III. As proof of this period
chip report cites the King's participation in ths'hula and
other "native activities;" nowhere in the report to
definition of thee activities fOtotd. 'This prudish analysis
of the King's behavior serves to perpetuate the Western
dance closely resembling burlesque
notion of the hula as
or strip- teauvand completely Ignores it primary place in
thi ancient Hawaiian religion and culture. Further, the
source for the explanation of Kamehameha Ill's early reign
is not indicated.

The Rev. hbrithan X. it,ks,

,

or

0

The importance of historical accuracy in this report
d. Without a thorough recounting and
cannot be
analysis of.the hitory,sthe rest of the report is meaningThe inaccuracies of the historicel'anelyslo upon
less.
which the legal concluaions are largely based lead me to thm
opinion that the legal section is inherently flawed. The
conclusion that compensation isnot justified is therefore,
celled into question.0 The inaccuracies of the histmilcal
used in thq
begin with the references
roferenc
sections recounting the history of Hawatitand analysing the
legal bases of claims. Few first-hand'hccounts of either
the Monarchy period, the Provisional Government or the
Republic of Hawaii were used., ,ln addition. well recognised
historical accounts of the.critimal period between 1887 and

Commissioners
Paso Two
Uovember 22, 1982

I

Comminsioner

4

Page Three
November 22, 1982

lev$ were not utilised. The Commission cannot ignore the
bulk of the first -hand accounts and historical analyses of
the accounts and historical analyses of the times. A comprehensive bibliography of references must be included in the
final report. The bch,:e of such a bibliography could
easily mislead readers into bVli'PeMng thqt the views
expressed and conclusion. made represont'thrhaole authoritative interpretation bf historical events . . . which, of
course, they dp not.

%les* articles should be consulted, and the issues studied.
At the very least, a bibliography should be appended to the
report.

In addition to thesegeneral criticisms. I note that
there are many questionable statements in the test cf the
pusslins
In Some cases, works and ph 00000 convey
report.
For exempla, on pages
if not altogether false perception.
iii and 38 Hawaiians are classified as immigrants. This is
clotsrly not the case unless all racial and ethnic' rouge can
be classified as immierants. Another pusslins choice of
words is found on page 11 which talks Mow the "fall of the
Monarchy." This choice of words conveys the false
impression that the cling, of governments was s benign
\champ. Needless o say it was not benign, despite the fact
It le obvious
that it was not ac,oispenied by bloodshed.
th t the Monarchy did not fall; rather it was overthrown.

First-hand accounts not referred to in the Draft Report
include Despatches of Special Coemisaioner James H. Blount
ftl-l7, Rolls 15-19, National ArchivetOk MY Own Store by
I promipent
Queen Lilluoltslanil and the papers of
participants including chose of Lorrin Thurston (Hawaii
Archives), William R. Castle (University of Hawaii Library),
Cushman R. Davie (Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul).
Henry Cab* Lodge (Massachusetts Historical Society,
Boston), gillim R. Day, John W. Foster. and Samuel Compere
fail contained in the Manuscript Division, Library of
-Comities). I was especially surprised that the Blount
despatches were hot coniulted *Inca they coptain five
volumes of. informatio, including ilhterviews and letters of
over 100 people who had some first-hand experience with the
events leading up to the overthrow of the Monarchy and the
establishment of the Provisional Government. Ignoring this
mistake.
materiel is

1

'The introduction also states that Texas was annexed.
As the report later points out, WI* of the word annexation

in relation to the entry of taxas into the Union is Wee
(see p.

Finally, the report's introduction defines Native
Americans as Native American Indiana. This ie clearly not
correct definition since the definition does not include
Native Itsweilan and Alaskan Natives who have befn
recognised as Native Americans under several laws
(Comprehensive Employment Training Act, P.L. 95-9); Native
American Programs, P.L. 95-568).

Exhaustive bibliographies can be found in The Hawaii n
Revolution'and nit Hawaiian Republic by William-nem use,
JT:-X-more recent work reviewing the five-year period
following the overthrow of the Monarchy up to Annexation in
IflOS contains the most complete bibliography of first-hand
And secondary references (see Thomas J. Osborne, Empire Can
Wait, American Opposition to Hawaiian Annexation 1893-98
KeTflifiii-University Press, PHI). Both Rune
Osborne are essential to any complete review of Hawaiian
In addition, 1 strongly recommend a review
modern history.
of the Ara articles published in the United States relating
to the overthrow of the Monarchy and the Josue of annexe-,
I would also add that the final report should include
flood
the several works analysing American diplomatic history and
Examples of such works include The
h. onset of jingoism.
uicsn Diplomatic experience by Daniel M. Smith, AlitiiTiiry
Forelen Policy by Aleasnder D.Conde, Adventures
I KirilTiril5T-prorwy, 0596-1906 by Alfred L.P. Dennis, A
Toast a History of the United Stated by Samuel Flagg
in publications of
Dennis. numerous
the Pacific Hiatoricel Society, and in the Mississippi
Valley_Nlataical Review, and the Journal or Modern History.

Chapter V, outlining the early history of Hawaii and
the aocial'etructure that developed, relies for too heavily
comparison with the feuoil structure such as it existed
on
in Europe during the Middle Agee. This comparison is
undoubtedly made to simplify iderstanding of the Hawaiian
it also tends to rigidly
social structure. H
categorise the Hawaiian social structure and does not
adequately explain the true system of interrelationship.
The claim that "social disruption" Via reused by
Kmehmehe 1 becomingthe prime agent for the sandalwood
trade is made without substance (p. 19-20). Where is the
evidence for such s claim? There is no citation to indicate
the source for this conclusion. Without an identification
of both the source and the Justificstion for its conclusion,
find the statement implausible since it suggests that the
Hawaiians are to blame for their own deals..

ailTEM-Friii-Sid
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Page 31 of the report concludes that the school
attendance rate is low "probably due to the attitudes of
children and their parents, toward education in general. and
_American education in particular." If this conclusion to
'."-Icornett, why did n1977 Alu Like survey conclude that among
Native Hawaiians education was the number one priorityt The
conclusions of the Draft Report and the Alu Like aurvsy are
clearly inconsistent and should be resolved in the final

1

(pages 163,164,165 and 166). Again, such a comparison leads
to an oversimplification and rigid categorisation of tie
intricate Hawaiian land system.

.'

The pat resolution of the problems inherent in settling
title to Kulens lands contained on page 171 is useless,
The suggestion is that the problems are easily solved--which
is hardly true If no reasonable resolutions can be
suggested, the section is better left out altogether.

report,

Page 67 relating information on the smell size of
the electorate ststee, "A major/ raison was the requited
Oath of Loyalty to the Republi in order to register:" It
is apparent from
reading of ersonsl papers (Thurston.
Cooke, Blount despatches) and il storical analysis (Russ.
Kuykendall, Osborne) that the Oath was not alone responsible
for the small site of the electorate in 1894. The Oath of
Loyaity to the Republic combined with the property and
income requirementa served to effectively disenfranchise the
majority of the population, Equality was not the r$44 of the
Provisional Government; its eoal was au oligarchy combined
a representative form of government that would provide
an atmosphere conducive to the growth of business (see Russ.
The Republic of Hawaii, page 15 quoting letter from Smith to
Thurston,-TeStuary 18, 1894). For Lorrin Thurston, leader
of the annesatioeists, the matter was clear. "we Made a
failUre in 1887--we triad to do with low grade voters.
Boards will he too lenient in examination, instead of being

The statement that Hawaiian 'esters are treated the same
as in U.S. taw is not only misleading but false.
It's
difficult to see how that conclusion was reached' in view of
Hawaiian-case law (see John Chinon, Native Hawaiian Rights)
and the rights known as Native Hawaiian tenint rights.

ton contained on page
The discussion of ad
p
172 ignores the historical reasons for development of this
legal concept; the desire of large landholders, especially
those holding plantations. simply wished to increase their
holdings by engulfing and ingesting the smaller plots of
Ad
p
ton in many
lands owned by the Hawaiian..
form of legalized theft
ways can be seen is
Genealogical
h is important to establishing
legit interest in land which may be recognised by courts in
Hawaii today. the Draft Report misses the whole point of
Och plays an important role in Hawaiian lend
why this
.cialme (se. page 172).

too etriet. we should fix 444ifination high."
Page 116 contains a reference to the relationship of
Kamehameha Iii and his sister, i assume. Aishienaena.
Again, the esprAnation falls prey to's Western bias by
suggesting that this liaison was in some way indicative of
the King's poor moral character. No mention is made of the
fact that the relationship, of two high'ranking aiblinge was
the most perfect union in &octant Hawaiian society, which
had only recently been dislodged. The absente of this
It mare
explanation does more than just...Woad the reader.
likely may add to a conviction that Hawaiians ware ignoble
.

.

.

Chapter ll also contains several references to the role
played by Walter Gibson in the Klkaua era. The contents
of pages 177 to 180 indicate that Gibson duped the King and
Hawaiians in general with his grandioae schemes of a.Pscific
figure. why
empire. 19. Gibson was in fort so important
was his psrticiption in events ignored in first-hand
,o accounts of the pfYiod (Blount Despatches, personal papers
of Lorrin Thurston and Castle) and in Russ? i seriously
question this interpretation of history and the emphasis
placed upon Gibson's influence with the Monarchy, Further,
at page 181 the report states that King Kalikow and Celso
C. Morena plotted to throw out or kill planter sympathizers
ion nothing
and foreign interest groups. i find this
less On incredible. It is difficult to believe King
Klsku capable of such intrigue and scheming. Again, the
footnote here makes it an extreme'y suspictopi
absence of
bit of information.

0

lo

k
At Saxe 126. mention is made of Keisitsca'a successful
negotiation of a reciprocity treaty with the United States.
Here, it would be interesting to review and contrast the
Comments of Queen Lilluokaisni regarding that Treaty and the
motivations' of the planters (see also Blount Despatches.
Roll 16. interview of Samuel Parker).

'.,

Pert II, Chapter 1 continues to compere the Hawaiian
Land system with the medieval land system of Europe

' 1

The next questionffte conclusion t. found on page 814
,
where the report indicates that the spark that ignited the

,

r
o
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Pelts 6672. .'17 5, 1898). That somebody else Senator
Lindsay refe red to was the United States. rtain. the U.S.
can herd17 have disassociated itself with the events in
Hawaii when Secretary 9f State Foster disavowed the action
Stevens had taken to establish a protectorate. As one
newspaper the St. Louie Republic so aptly said, "Secretory
of State Foster's pretended rebuke to Minister Stevens for
e xceeding his authority in establishing
protectorate over
Hawaii is equivalent to the verdict of guilty bul go on
doing it." (quoted in he N9. Post, February 23, 1893).
How can the United States in all truth claim no
responsibility for the overthrow of the 'tined°. of Hawaii by
merely poincingto the_written disavowal/ of the actions
taken by its representativest
In the case of U.S. action%
in Hawaii. thee, actions speak louder than words.

annexationist. was the signing of a bill to regulate the
sate of opium and
hiii to establish
lottery. Nov
simplistic an explanation for a series of treasonous action.
by
group of foreigners.
In view of the fact that there
are numerous personal papers attesting to the feet that
there was strong support for the overthrow of the Monarchy
long before the actual event, it Is difficult to believe
that so much emphasis in the draft report is placed upon the
opium and lottery bills. It seems that the desire? of
Tburaton and hid business cohmgts were well known in the
Admiral Sksrrett
United States. On December 20,
(Acting Pacific Squedebn Commander in April 1874) had a
conversation with Navy Secretory Prat,. oho, In answer to.e
question regarding U.S. interests In Hawaii, said:
Commodore, the wishes of the Government have changed. They
will be very glad to annex Hawaii." (Blount Despatches.
Roil 15).
Thus, not only was an overthrow of the Monarch
thought imminent, but so was annexation. The opium and
lottery bilis were merely used as @otos.. by the annexetioniste to bring down the Monarchy.
It is interesting to note here that evidently the
objections to the lottery bill did not arias from any sense
of moral outrage at this form of legalised garbling but from
the fact that the lottery would provide the Queen with an
independent source of revenue over which the business
If the Queen did not have to rely
interests had no control.
on the business community for loans, their control over, the
government would be drastically decreasbd. They clearly
could not let that happen (see interview of SA. Bishop by
Blount. Deapatches, Roll 16, April 14, 1893).
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The statement that Minister Stevens' role in the
overthrow was "controversial" to an underotateeent of the
truth (et page 192 of Draft Report). l fail to see how
Stevens role in the whole matter can be so trivialized.
Stevrne wrote voluminous letters to then Secretary of State
B laine about the situation in Hawaii prior to the overthrow.
His vigorous support of the annexationist@ is evidenced by
his behavior toward both !akens and Lilluoksient, (Stevens
gave both lectures on their duties, all ^40 while praising
the American form of governsent) as well
him frvuenr
articles advocating annexation in the Kenneoic Journal or
which he had, formerly been editor.
(Before her death.
Stevens' daughter had actively sought out names for an
annexation petition.)

,

In addition to-minimising the r71. of Stevens, the
Draft Report also attempts to lessen the importance of the
U.S. show of force in support of the revolutionaries. In
point of fact, the warship Boston wee one of a handful of
Steel hulled protected cruisers, part of the fledgling U.S.
Navy. On board was considerable fire power. The offensive
battery on board the Boston included two 8" breach loading
kill guns and six 8"-WiiTah loading guns. All of this
weaponry ws constructed of steel. The secondary battery,
designed for defense included two 6-pounder rapid fire guns,
two 3-pounder rapid guns, two 1-pounder rapid fire Amens, two
47 millimeter Hotchkiss revolving guns, two 37 millimeter
Hotchkiss revolving'guns and two 45 caliber Gatlin!' guns.
Though fighting ranges of the Boston battery were short by
preant day standards, there can be little doubt that the
commander of the Bost op could have fired upon the City of
Honolulu with little chance of sustaining any damage to his
own
1.- Thf fact that the royalist forces were armed
with two Getting guns and Springfield rifles was no threat
to the Boston nor Its will-trained crew. The theoretical

The description of. the overthrow of the Monarchy
beginning at page 16$ of the report suggests that the U.S.
disionced itself from the events. That the U.S. was
invdived in the overthrow of the Monarchy is quite clear.
How is it possible to disavow the action. of our representative Consular Stevens as well as those of Secretary of
Steen Bletro end later Secretary Foster, Navy Secretory
Tracy, Captain Wilts. and a host of °there Representatives
of the U.S. government wet, involved at each point along the
'road from the demise of the,Monarchy to annexation.
Commenting on the overthrow,,Sentor William Lindsay aptly
pointed out in 1898, anybody'.nan overturn a government if
somebody ele/is going to be there to pr
public order
whilst the government is being Overturned.' (Russ quoting
from con r
tonal Record SS Goalless., Second [Weston.

M."
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Returned on Board
1/27
1/30
2/3
2/3
2/23

rang, of the Boston was 1000 to 1600 yards. The range would
.probably haveSiii-greeter in Honolulu since the Roston
would hove been firing offshore at etstionery targets
onshore with no need for defensive tactics. Besides this
formidable battery array on board the Boston, the Pacific
Squadron Commander had at hie dispose an iepresaive thoush
admittedly 'mall naval force consist, .1 of the fhiladelplia
(sister ship to the Boston), the NontereY (mainly a beetroot
defines ship). the
(s gunboat), the Ranger (an iron
gunboat *quipped wiffiefl war artillery), and three wooden
gunboats (the Adams, the Alliance, and the Mohican). These
ships were operit-frig in the.erea oetwmem Hawaii
the West
Coast add could have provided assistance to the Boston if
nee sssss y (Information from the Office Naval of wiwrHistory. Ship Histories Breech. 0.S.N.),

In view of the *elating critical circumstances
In Honolulu. indicating ah inadequate legal force,
I roquerr you to land Marines and tailors from the
"hip under your command for the protection of the
United States legation and the United States
consulate, and to secure the safety of American
life and property. (House Re. Doe. 48, 33 Congress
2 Siegler. pegs 487).

Landed at 5'o clock on Monday, January 16, 1893. was
company of mem consisting of the followingt
Landed in Honolulu
1011

32

12
10

2

for Boston
Marine guard

1

14

Comp. ,Bonn

2

_2

In the face of this evidence of force. I would agree
instead with a statment made by Blount to Secretary of State
Gresham. "As
class American citizens here have been the
most active dethroning the Queen. and Sr. acting In
maintaining. the existing government. If they ere thus to
participate in the affairs of theme islands, and when force

Extra landed
for

1

Committer* on the landing, Mr. P. Wunderburg said there
was a "landing of a formidable armed force with Getting
guns, stridently fully prepared to remain onshore for an
indefinite length of time, es the men were supplied with
double cartridge belts filled with ammunition, also
h
Its and canteens and were attended by
hospital
corps with stretchers and medical supplies.
(Statment of
Y. Wunderburg submitted to Commissioner Blount, Despatches,
Roll 15). At the disposal of the revolutionaries, who would
later form the Provisional Government, was an arsenal of 400
to )00 Springfield rifles (most likely these were the 1673
Sprilngfield model which replaced the Civil War one-shot
variety). A German national, Mr. Ziegler and volunteers
marched to the sovernment building and joined the American
Marine force. Acc,rding to Mr. M.M. Scott, most with
Ziegler had belonged to the ssssss
en
of 1007 (which forced
the acceptance of bayonet constitution). "They were well
drilled men and splendid shots." (M.M. Scott statement.
Blount Despatches, Roll 16). Against this formidable force
was the Queen's own force of at most SOO men armed with
rifles and 10 Gatlin& guns. 1 fail to see how resistance on
the part of the government would not have been overcome.
Certainly, the government could not have overcoole any attack
by the Boston' offensive battery. There had never been any
indication
such formidable power would not be used by
the Boston. Thue, the statement of Dr. William Alexander on
page-114795 is hardly unbiased. The Royalists could see
they were overpowered by the superior force of the United
States. The report sssss to suggest that the refusal to
fight indicates
certain cowardice on the part of the
Royalists. 1 cannot agree.

pert.

companies of blue jackets
1
company of Marines (2 music)
Music for battelion
officers (9 naval) (1 marine)

.

2

33

(Blount Despatches,
Roll 16)

At 3 o'clock the day prior to his recognition of the
not yet formed Provisional Government. Minister Stevens
ordered the landing of troops from the Beaton. Stevens'
order to Ceptai
Wilt.., Commander of thirlEiton said in

1/46

owl
men
Lt. Long's Co.
officers
*en

is used to.uppress such movements on their part, the forces
of the United States are to be called in, to protect their

18

01
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annexation had already been raised with respect to the
Hawaiian revolutions end annexation (Osborne, Empire Can
Wait, American ',position to Hawaiian Annexation),

and property. it does deem that our Government
persons end
and its good faith is
encourages them to laid
ioncession is that the existing
impugned. My p
government mote its het it and its maintenance to this
perviortda influence." toter in the same despatch he states.
"The protection of the persons and property of American
citizens here has come to mean aid to or enforcement of the
,

The fact taut a joint resolution had to be used instead
of a treaty ref,ects the fact that this anti-imperialist
debate had weak, led iv.pport for annexation of Hawaii. It
wasn't so much esprjlency that required a joint resolution
in Congress as the fact that many Americans and their
representatives did not support the annexation of a country
whose g ssssss me had been established and maintained with
U.S. military force. For many, the whole series of events
in Hawaii sese.ed of the colonialism against which Americans
had rebelled in the previous century. ,

laws whenever force is used against the malting authority.
It may be used to create io.new Government and maintain, it."
(emphasis In the original) (Blount letter to Secretary of
State Gresham. Despatchrti, Roll IS).

On February 14, 1893. leis than a month from the actual
revolution, five delegates of the Provisionst Government had
signed a document with the U.S. Secretary of State John W.
Foster to annex Hawaii to the United States. The views of
the hew Pruvisional Go sssssss t as to the disenfranchisement
of the native Hawaiian population prevailed when Beetftery
11ster dissuaded President Harrison from inserting acelause
plebiscite in
n the Treaty providing for an annexation
unroll. This :a uest stemmed from the Chief Executive's
dealt.. to 6ito the transaction the 'semblance of having been
the cLivereal will of the people.' (Osborne at:page 2)

A final small point should be raised regarding the role
of Lorrin Thurston and the other revolutionaries. At page
208. revolutionaries for one purpose were treated as
Americans when the American troops were landed and yet, at
other times, referred to as "Native Whites" (page 208). The
revolutionaries were either one or the other, not both.
Treatment of the revolutionaries by the U.S. g
changed depending upon the circumstance. Such an
inconsistency should be noted and not lightly excused.

The cor,lusion of the Draft Report that the truth of
why happened in Hawaii "lies somewhere between the two
reports; the Blount Report and the Morgan Report Is too
neat a wrap-up of the inconsistencies between the reports.
The report dlrectr the focus, away from U.S. involvement in"
the revolution and che establishment of the Provisional
ion. The weight of the
by makIrc this
Go
evidence le too such in favor of he Blount Deport to
suggest the the middle rd.A prov.ces the real truth
extent of U.S. invc:vement.
regarding t

The Draft Report concludes that sovereignty is not
compenable right, citing case law developed from claims of
Native American Indiana. I believe such a conclusion Is not
nee sssss ily correct and is overly restrictive;

1 would

recommend a reconsideration of this particular conclusion.
Even if In4ian case law provides no precedent for
claims based upon loss of sovereignty, American diplomatic
history provides precedent for compensation in the case of
the payment of funds to Columbia by the U.S. to compensate
for U.S. involvement in the 1903 Panswo Revolution.

Beyond the Blount Report and the Morgan Report is the
larger pictualof the atmosphere of conflicting political
remelt of the Hawaiian
philosophies that emerged as
revolution and annexation. The question dividing the
American public as evidenceJ by the flurry of news articles
was. Should the U.S. expand its territories beyond its
continental boundaries or was pur lieographic growth now
complete? The imp rielist-anti-isperialiat conflict that
was to dominate the Philiopine annexation following the
Spanish-American War In truth cf fact had its beginnings in
the debate surrounding the Roo/titan revolution and annexaThe same issues that characterised the Philippine
tion,

The parallels between the Hawaiian situation and the
Panamanian revolution are worth studying.
Influential
newspapermen and bust
In Panama organized a
conspiracy to overthrow the Columbian authority. The
comer/Icy involving both the U.S. and private citizens is
wra-known. Reflecting the jingoism o the era. President
It said, "I should be delighte if Panama were an
independent state; or if it made Itself so at this moment."
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"When tie uprising occurred, by a happy 'coincidence'
United Stacie naval units and marines had just arrived at
both the Atlantic and Pacific 'sides of the isthmus. The
U.S. consul in Panama was told and advised Washington of the
very hour in which the revolution was scheduled to begin)
When the Colombian government attempted to send forces to
deal with the revolt, naval units first blocked, then
hampered and delayed their disembarkation at Colon, and U.S.
marines were landed undo, orders to prevent any Colombian
troops from approaching within fifty miles of Panama City.
Washington justified these actions by citing the SidlackNallorino Treaty of 11146 whereby the United States claimed
the right to protect North American property (the Panama
Railroad) against local.disturbancer on the isthmus.

corps in Salmi , Woodhouse (British), Ca
(Portuguese), *mons (French)%and FUjil (.1sPallosa), all
counseled the
waiien Kingdom not toreaist" (emphasis in
the original 8ila
oust Despatcheae poll 16).
Finally, the comparison of 410 annexation of Hawaii and
state is flawed. (See pp. 207the admission pf Texas as
208.) Texaa was an areaohevily Populated by U.S. citizens,
any of whom vbtad in three referendums on the matter of
admission to tha Union. Precise idformation on the number
of U.S.'bitizeins in Texas Voting fo admission ix not known.
However, there is some basis for th belief that U.S.
citisena in fact concituted the mad rity of voters in the
Texas referendums. (1^formation frog Texas Historical
This contrasts sharply with the
Society,.Andere Sauetrop.)
situation in Hawaii where the majority of the indigenous
population will disenfranchised and tha provisional
government and. later the Republic was run by a minority of
U.S. citizens and other foreign ntionAle who often
d the fear that the Hawaiians wad ruin the
exp
stability of the new government if given the vote.
Remember, President Harrison, himself in favor of
annexation, had 'to be dissuaded from putkinghghe question of
vote by the people in Hawaii. Another
annexation to
difference between the annexing of Hawaii and the admisaion
of Texas Ilea in the debate surrounding bOth the events. As
policy of
was pointed put earlier, the U.S. had Ion* nald
policy
expansion within its continental boundarip. Such
natural expansion of the notion. Thus, the
was seen as
admission of Texas wee consistent with past U.S. policy.
Annexation of Hawaii, on the other hand, leap seen as e
departoo from this long held policy, one which presaged the
imperialist posture the U.S. was to take at the turn of the
century. The comparison of Hawaii and Tolerate too pat en
explanation for wholly different situation& and only serves
to mislead and confuse the history of the ere.

Mr. Roosevelt had considered invoking the 1046 treaty
before the Panama Revolution occurred. He and Hay
corresponded in September about the feasibility of occupying
the entice isthmus and finishing the canal without any
further diplomacy with anybody. Rut such an act of naked
imperialism seemed risky with the presidential election of
1904 eo close. The device of inspiring a revolt on the
isthmus had much more finesse. The fact that a strong
revolutionary spirit already existed in Panama was
happy
coincidence Indeed. (Thelthmisn Canal, p. 60.)
Later, when President Woodrow Wilson took office,
conventionwith Colomble recognizing U.S. wrongdoing in the
1903 Panama Revolution vas negotiated and the U.S. agreed to
pay $25,000,000 for the release of all cleime. The language
of the convention was unprecedented in our history and
reflected the sincere desires of the U.S. to right ite
actions kayaking the 1903 revolution. (See "Backgournd.
Documents-Relating to the Panama Canal." Committee on
First Session; "A
Foreign Relations. 95th Cont
Chronology of Mint. Relating to Panama Canal," Committee on
Foreign *elation., 95th Congress, First Session.)

The task of the Native Hawaiian Study Coramission is one
take very seriously. Historical accuracy and detail are
extremely important to.thie task. The Draft Report in many
cases does not fulfill'the requirements necesiary to meet
this end. I have attempted to point out the flaws that I

Further study of U.S. invlovement in the 1903 Panama
Revolution will undoubtedy reveal moresimilarltiee between
the U.s. actions in Hawaii and those in Panama. 'the
difference between the two revolutions was that only in one
situation, that involving Panama, was the U.S. forced to
mollify a disgrunted nation, Columbia. In Hawaii, none 9f
the otheenations (Britain, France, Japan) with
representatives in the islands had any real bone to pick .
with the United States. The United States had a free rein
to act as it pleased. As Secretary for Foreign Relations
Samuel Parker said to Commissioner Blount, the diplomatic.

I
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have found most glaring. There are others which will become
more apparent with the Commission's further study of the
events culminating in the annexation of Hawaii by the United
states. A full and unbiased airpng of these events needs to
be nide. Without it, the Congressional mandate of the
Cokmission cannot be carried out. I recommend that the
Cohmission not ignore that mandate.
Sincerely.

Cianliko *2444
DANIEL K. AKAKA
Member of Congress

APPENDIX
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The Honorable Daniel K. Akek4
House of Representatives
Washington, O. C. 20515

bear Mr. Akaka:
The steel cruiser BOSTON vast 270 feet 3 Inches long at the
waterline, with a maximum been of 42'feet and a mean draft of
17 feet.
She displaced 3,189 tons and was manned by 284 officers
ani mon. Coal-burning boilers powered a 4,030- horsepower horizontal compound (double-expansion) piston engine to turn her
'tingle scree propeller.and give her a maximum speed of 15.6 knots.
floSTON's armament was rather heterogeneous; in 1893, It consisted
of an offensive battery made up of two 8-Inch steel breech-loading
rifled guile with six similar 6 -Inch pieces and a secondary battery
of two (,'pounder iapid-firc guns, two 3-pounders, two 1-pounders,

CHARLESTON

Protected
Crulser

100

2-8" ALIti 6-6"
4 -14" Tr

YORKTOWN

Gunboat

192

6 -6" SLR/ 6-14. TT

RANGER

Iron Gunboat

202

ADAMS

Wood Gunboat

190

ALLIANCE

Wood Gunboat

190

Wood-Gin
boat

2

MOHICAN
eLNi

Protected
Cruiser

Armament

mom
T

(See above)

MINTERVY
PHILADELPHIA

Monitor

191

2-12' SLR, 2-10' SLR

Protected
Cruiser

384

12-6' BLS, 4-14' TT

to

1-60 pdt. BLR:
MLR; 8 -9" SO

1-8"

breech - loading rifle.

The 60-pounder Illet was a con-

MLRi

Muzzle - loading rifle.
guns.

Set

Smoothbore.
shell guns.

TT/

Torpedo tube.

These were 60-pounder Parrott

These were Civil War Dahlgren muzzle-loading

RANGER and MOHICAN were detached for duty in the Bering Sea in April
1891: CHARLLSTON Joined the squadron in September of that year.
The armaments tabulated above include only the offensive
weapons mounted In th:st ships. Like BOSTON. each ship also had a
number of smaller rapt.' firing guns intended for the ships, defense
against torpedo boats.

The Pacific Squadron was commanded by Rear Admiral George
brown until I January 1891, when he was relieved by Rear Admiralrosaph 9. Skerett.
During 1891, it included the following ships,

eoSTott

1-60 pdr..Mbki
MLR: 4 -')" 80

gees.

few and 'fat between.

ComP1,-

1-60 pdr. MLR? 1-8"
MLR; 4-9" SR

version of the iron Parrott muzzle-loading rifle of
t'e CIV/1 War: the other OLP, listed were modern steel

was an early type of steel warship called a protected cruiser,
this meant that her armor protection consisted of an siitTlirdeck
past ,bov the waterline, flat in the center and sloping downward
41 etch., elite of the ship to a point below the waterline.
In
nusTDN'e Aso, this deck covered the mtdship machinery spaces only.
rh, .we 8-,deh guns wore mounted, one each forward and aft. inside
circular steel berbettes; 6 -Inch guns were protected by shields and
were mtentee along the breedetde
Smaller guns were mounted In the
ship's superstructure arid in fighting tops, one of which was carried
on oa,n of two masts.
At the time In which you are Interested,
these mauts were brig-rigged; BOSTON could cruise under mail, something eenellered important tn the first years of the 'steel Navy,'
when power plants consumed fuel rapidly and coaling stations were

Typu

1-8"

MLR/ 2-9" SO

.

two 47- millimeter 1101,11111es revolving cannon, two 37-millimeter
gone of the same tyln. and two .45-caliber fettling guns. BOSTON

:thee

1-60 pdr. 81.Rt

1.1LR;

Basic characteristics of the offensive armament of the ships
Of the pacific Squadron are tabulated below. The abbreviation NP
refers to an armor-piercing projectile. At this time, AP projectiles did not contain an explosive charge but relienolely on
ballistic effect. These would be used ogainat armored ships; shell,
containing a bursting charge of powder (high explosives were not
yet in use for this purposes. were employed for blast and fragmentation effect against unsrmored ships and shore targets.
Little
Information is available on maximum perfermanee of the guns of this
period.
Extreme ranges were, for the moat part, little more then

11,
tier

09n,t/235J

Ser 09BH/2353
vessels were guns of the 1860,. The breitchloedine V-pounder:
in RANGER and MOHICAN were simply modifications of the Civil
War Parrott muzzleloaders mounted in ADAMS and ALLIANCE.

theoretical since they were beecnd the limits of effective control.
their individual mounts by edjustable
puns were controlled from
Neither rangefinding inatruments nor centralised
-iron sights."
gunfire existed at this time; fire was
dirOeter control of naval
War
Spanish-American
d elivered at short ranges and was often--as Battle
practices were
experience ran to show- -far from accurate.
of 1,000 to 1,600 yards, and
earned out at ranges In the area
of the sort of thing that would
thts may be taken an indicative
Shore boMbardhav beee thought of at the time of your concern.
than antishlp action. since the target
e ent is a bit lies complex
Depending on the tactical situation end the degree
t, JatIonary.
might be delivered at longer ranee@
fire
ships would preof 0PPosition encountered,
to begin with. As fire supremacy was achieved,
Lesmbly viol,. Aho range to improve

neelle VeleeetY
(feet per second)

MR

AP, shell

850

2,100

he, nhell

500

2,000

le- Rik

AV, shell

250

2,000

e- nil'

AP, shell

100

2,000

5- Met

Shell

48

1.320

0- Alta

ehell

IRO

1,200

9" ee

Shell

ens BLS

The crew of a ship such an huMVN Included petty officers,
the equivalent of Army nOncommissiJnod officers! these men tare
specialists In a particular area ouch as deck seamanship. gunnery,
or engineering. Non-rated men were classed as seamen or urdlnary
seamen If they had Navy or merchant-marine experience: enlisted
men without nautical experience were clasped as landsmen. Apprentices wore young men below the normal age who were considered in
training for regular enlistment, when they came of age, as seamen.
Marines received baste military training ashore before being assigned
to duty on board a ship. Training ih the 1890, was a matter of
Men
shipboard Instruction rather than shore-atation schooling.
were assigned to their places in a ship', crew and "learned by doing.'
'utions
involved
in
opaided by regular drills in the WIOUS e
The operations of the 0,1s were a matte) of patrol
erating a ship.
and "show-the-flag" work rather than squadron training and read's-teas
evolutions of the sort we know today,

aciuracy.

Wcigjit (lbe.)

Gqg

The torpedo tubes In PelLADRLPHIA, CHARLLSTON, andefORKThis torpedo. used
TOWN fired the 14.2-inch Howell torpedo.
for a time In the 'nineties before being superseded by the Whitehead torpedo, wok powered by a heavy flywheel which was spun up
to a high rate of Speed by a motor attached to the launching
when the flywheel %ma up to speed, the torpedo was launched.
tube.
The rotating flywheel powered a pat} of propellers to carry the
torpedo up to BOO yards wit:- an exploitive warhead of 99,25 pounds
of wet guncotton.

.

stle

73.5

1 hope that this will prove helpful In your work.

1,120

Sincerely,

should note, here, that the Pacific Squadron of 1893 was
I
,Ixture of the old and new. BOSTON, MONTEREY, PHILADELPHIA.
le built under the
olARLESTON, and YORKTOWN were steel-hulled
They were described and illus"New Navy" program begun in 1803.
(per York
/hit
trated
trated in John D. Alden's book
PrtailligeNtellInstitute Press,
and AnneP01111 American Heritage
this
work,
which
Will give
I recommend en examination of
1972).
idea of the ships and of the sailors and
you en excellent visual
and MOHICAN were wooden
marines who manned them, ADAMS, ALLIANCE,
typical of the sea-going ships
sailing ships with steam engines,
RANGER, built shortly after the Civil
of our Civil War period.
War, was like them except for her Iron hell,

L

JOHN D. H, KANE. JR.
Rear Admiral, USN (get.)
Direr-ter of Naval Hintery

similarly. representative of,
The ships' armaments were,
The heavy guns of the 'tool ships were
different generations.
breeChigedgrei those of the older
modern-for their time--steel
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Silo, Havai'l
96720

y is written and distorted by the victor

They say

21 Poynter 1982

and juCtting by the droctid and slant Oda by Kind
quits
Kanlit's Invalid Study Count Sian nett reports this is
e t
Klaau Kalgalii, Roger Setts and didne armor
should have innediately reol:ned ail moon IS the May finings wore
had anything to
*nodded. It is an ootrn..;e that they as Had
do with a Study that says Adria* oda our Hawaiian people ',nothing"
on'knowledd that
It 1
(Or over-ttrowing the Royalton !lotion.
don ridden Univ.
President Clevland, occorlins to hie wood
god" at the injuctico don by the United State to the
de "
&dation Monarchy on! poopUto

The Native Nowsliang Study Coomiseloe
Department of that
16th ead C &roots, N.Y., Roan 6620
Washington. O.C. 20260
Dear Mr. Shipley'

Aloha! an salmi° for this opportunity to rpond to the Draft Report of Uptn-

Itenenr, it was John L. Sidon, &Ironed :Inner to Nowai'i,

her 2). 1952.

who not only hed been a strong &Natal* of Hawal'i's inn:at/on to
but pre.are4 the landing of U.S. Keeled OA January 16,
America,
Calling out the Karin** uon ati
1891, the day of the over-throw.
pi reful unarmed Nation. This is proof of
ant of der against
Anorld'il collusion and artielpation in the seizing of Hawai'i. To

Cam iiiiii dec Ulnae and prioritising further 'godly. and proposal development
In light of that task, 1 adwocat at this time
will no doubt be difficult.
for further study in the following need

d eny isle truth and ovod justice to HowalideopKanalliia

The Mown on direction mad approach for "Religion' mused to 'whit,
It Stain "(deed direction frog
In the condition study plan of 1951.
the Remotion commission .berg 00 how to approach this lanai.)" The

ildren about
deport dose, points out the myths you ere tnhin
freedom and junto for all. Shang yet you call tile a devocracy.
Wilda Pono. pa eau he is a lea mina 1 ka pone.

problem and add to Study yes cOnfirsed in the draft on page 45 by
topic poetpondent.
The Commission's first draft Suggests a cc...Rimini to factual
dente, rot Clams to avoid the bane una iiiii Wing that thinu sottononant
events arose out of the spiritual and onotiosol strength and evolution
of the lidellan.

Hoanitaala And
Aloha Aina Education Center
Hilo, Hawat'i

)(I

(

My recommendation is to take "Religion" out of the Culture section, rased
it "Spited and Mores" cad pored further study of past a.d delving
ihaologlea. Nary Minna Nut, Dr. Itairrtis end Out Quinn Lilluotalani
Children's Center hove provided much insight through the publications
work.
of DAM I RE WUNU 1 and NANA 1 RE MU 11..0thr I i
by tirsy, kupuda and. in fact, all senors of the Hawaiian community.

'_

e

/t 410',

6.c

further etUdy is nelod 40 the area of Health and Social &lutes. The
section currently hats the State's programs and has *stinted the exciting
and developing work of independent, nonprofit, notational and. (siet
program in the *rano( Mental Health. The National I iiiii ute of /Oat.'

/4 e

<'

d its support through projects such us
Health (111115) has Ono
Role Ola 0 Hemostat,' (1979- Present). Moat -In -Need Project on Motets*

Cross Cultural studies have endadin to further develop viable intrvsntlon yodels. To rely simply on Sista programs would ignore the
fair
.('-rte of son and the intention of the Comidion to present
rine of the Newellon and the Rogation community.

November 22. 1982

Hawaiian Study Comeldion
Thu N
Deportient 01 the Interior building
18th 6 C Ste.. M.Y. - Room 6220
Washington, D.C. 20240

N atio' Raw aaaaaa Study Contagion
21 November 1902

The Natio. Hawaiian Study Commission
P0 ion 50247
Honolulu, Hawaii 901150

12
Dear Cossiesioners,

f the Jun 198/ deadline for the float report, would you,
With the p
Religloo (Synod and Mores)
neyortbeine, pursue the study of these a
sub Mantel Saalth. The benefits of your interiet and cascara will provide
entourannent her forth, eta& by noosonmamental noun in thivolopias
It would oleo servo
and ma aaaaaaaaa order within the Rewellen emounity.
as potential documentation for research proldte Wowed by government or

Drift Report
respond to the Native Hawaiian Study Coon iiiii
Hawaiian of
This reopens coses from the perspective 01
General reactions and observations to the content sad
4 Hawaii
style 01 the report are one.

This is

o l, Findings.

tutees, Industry.

FL 96-565 Title 111 Sec. M)1(c) require, the commission to distribute copies
o f the draft upon request Iran organisations end Individuate. The Use
given for public input and the wont of copies printed for distribution
yom unrosittic for widespread response.

Amain, ..halo for this opportunity to reopen to the Draft Rapert. and
look forward to aaaaaa the Flail Report to this Congress geholed for Joao 1981.
SI

y,

624.entit

Since 'Aide are used in the spelling of Hawaiian word, to tint!, rto"
They sake impottont dlit 0000000
emulation. diatoms shoOld also be Included.
to the waning' of words.

ty.

Natant nad-Rallotroo
It is union as to the definition of tho words 'Royalton". "natio* Homlisn".
Are they Stat. definitions! Pidetall
Are they tendetently used throughout the report, This say aiolead the
iiiiii *bout wkichlidallang ace being refund to in different parts of
the report, ompictilly whoa statistics sae cited.

1516 Intros guimt
Rodlolo. Revell 96816

"part-Rowollan". and "full-Rev iiiii ".

The following question, and connote pertain to Part II. Motu., hl1 of the
report.

footnote 5, p.228. Is it legally poemiblo that the US ectnotledgennt
in taking port In the 1591 00000 hrow be cossidered an "ontinguishoent

01 aboriSidiattl?
Should eannetto Immunity be applicable before
g ovoreioty Is legally eetebliehnt Or before roparatiose ..dot The
legal leen is not mot.
"ootnoto 9, p.225.

Footnote 12,11,14, p.229. Ownership hen little meaning In rotation
to Montan cotton.. *stern legal concepts of ownership flood' to be
transformed into cultural and spiritual contorts rotating to the

Gino (load) to appreciate the non of "onnehip" on Raveling as
group.

Footnote 15,16, p. 229.

The Crest Sahel, 01 1048 resulted in g grime

injustice to the setninato (canon people) noon, not properly
iodinated into western copitsitaltic society.' They were ill-prepared
for individual "ownerabip" of their toted' lasts.

552
copy).

(2)

(3)

Retool. 39 is missing on p.243.
Paragraph 1, p.231.

Spelling

freakish amalgamation of the two
VeSte%0 culture. At beet It has bean
The itswailan rensimuince. which began to the late 1960e. is
tut ttttt .
evidence of the diseatiefection with Western loom, and to e cultural
pheameanon that has pervaded such of Hawaiian lifeetyl...

. Liliuokalani red Lilloukalani.

h 1. p.231. Homy assumptions are aide as to legal ramifications
which ere stated as conclusive and not informative.
P

P.

combination of cultural wareeies and grah. uneottled least
feel that
and Will isSUSS, conomic etagnstion. and Increasing social problem.

The final that of aboriginal title. "long use ", is concluded
on speculation. No legal tttt
in tha footnote,. about it.
Again. the document concludes asemptions that are not legally binding.
232.

will result in a hardline,. oayba disparate, reasons* to eh. N ttttt Hawaiian
t as praying that realistic and
Study Commission and the L'S Coo
Just SelUtione will be worked toward to studying the Hawaii/MA' Concerti.
The benefits, will be to all of Hawaii Not.
.

Pap 2)2.

Sfermoce to a trust relatioaship to ironic if taken in
historic perspective. Ni
sad social *vents reveal that the
Hawaiian people have trusted seri, Americans and haveleen betrayed.
Their culture he Wen outlawed. compored, and besterdile4 and recommends
Ina been inadequate.

Sincerity yours.

/9e,

ro

) t,..t/;(4.'

heolelue) Almeida
Harbert Jayfilev
1617 lisiamoku Street (1107
Honolulu, await. 96622

The report oleo notes that ao candidate for public office hes boon helped
by appealing to any one ethnic group nor Ass any otos ethnic group held an
electoral majority. 11's report fails to recogales that ethnic bloc voting

has had an impact on politics in KAM The &IA (Americans of Japingen
ancetry) population, for instance, was a signiflesnt factor in tha 1*66
Gubernatorial race results (Ni. To Utah A Wsve). also, tha number of
AJAa In the legislative, Judicial, and executive branches of government
sieve ttttt hood has been high to proportion to other ethnic groups TPCOSeeted.
AlIcent developments to the Hawaii= end Filipino communities show a ttend
toward cultural-political awareness. Moreover, the Caucasians in Sewall,
elpacially Ia Waikiki. consintently vote aloft pradominantly white lapnblican
party lime. 6thoicity is a factor in Sowell *laical life.

Nsweil' political hams has shays hams
=An. Leland. it is
violet, to the people, on neighbored' islands who do not have feasible mute
to the political processes that directly influence their lives.
Nany Neweilans
today are isolated on other islands end because of economic
carrot
tske an amity* part in the can ttttt sod process.
Grassroots and bomerulo

1-

memento have been only minima /Defeating leaved that amid eddresolog.
The Hawaiian people hove Men ea closely rotated to th American Indian.
Although the American Indian culture I. also closely linked to the lend.
the Hawaiian people are Pacific Wanders, olyarsians. The liewallans hsve
a Whims identity and thir cultuFe should not be underemphasised when used
to ageociatisin with other Native Americao groups.,

The policy of the US Condress that silage them to take away
tgnty
of natty* troupe et will le outdatod, imprislint1c, mad intone
with
{net -Wit Pacific gash, policies. There to a historical analogy, if not
logal, of the Hawaiian poop'. to that of Third Votld nations.
Third World
people have ban demanding inspect for their individual identity. cultural
unidunose, and ability to govern themselves.
iseponse
Thta has been
to colonial and imperialistic practices of the world swore.' lbtllS has
responded favorably to thee. demands, ormeideral
so to the Pacific Asia
melon. The Hawaiian people, on the whole, hose vetimilatod poorly to

HONOLuLU, HAWAII
JANuAA, ?, 1983

K INAo KANALII, CGAIANAN

seveolev Stu. CoNNIStIOV
F.O.Mom 50247
H ONO:Vgu, HAWAII

Oise PAGAN CNAleNANt
Tot ADTIOLt ttttt DEO WINEWIts Iv IOLUNalt, Sex Ametu 00 Peat
Fe or

Tut Somas. pee SULLITIN AGO A ttttt
IS A alert., IsAHLt
Or we, It outs Sg I ttttt 0.1 I ATI FON vol 1015C TO ATitills, 40 0s$01,1 *NE !Saul Or 000AL SOGGESSION.
1r 10 Mule *GO 4* ttttt AM.
SONTSDOCASIAL Aw (Slut IOW A il0m01$181011 wItm imports/tit* *Int Amp
INADtGUAtE 0see4NOveD AND 0ISO001tS *9 GAMOLt WITH rA8 ttttt LCD
0000 1.1 Vii,.

It Scoot to NI twAy 1st 1/M5C SeCULD FIR)* LtAme Tat Pool l/ Or
rot SUIll.rEir StrOst tote ASSINO Jutlanret ON SO StIOSITIst AN ISSUE.
140d SAN tat 110ftwISSION ,11
o,1r, ALLOSATING *et *INt ANO eg

IV *salt Or laluat tea*
ILL St *NUL* last-.
AN( tot SommISSIONS 011110AITItt? AND got.
FtkOta, AGO FAIN?
I, A StivOLt Or toniestiowims At UNI jet Aut00141** TO 4IVt
-0,4100." Iip, WOULD Pt NISOONSISLt 70 11.44 we Leo ASSte
'toes wits repo, to It 000M tO ALL 41.61 ttttt *0 tape Tat ttttttt
Of 'OM
I

To *IFLO tO FtsiGNAL elAS AND JuSt AMU ttttttt AND SAPNISIDUSL,
WOULD SE leetllsONSIIILF AND A Stall:WS INSaLt TO NATIVIE
,cot
M00011A1t LAO 05,1* thl,014t.
Al IT ItArypt, Tot ries', Scant IS ALOIS** °VEIL? 04515005 ANO
GAL.svl, 14
it TRIATMCMT 01 'MI KAtttAUA$

M. 1U0M A ONE-4101E0

I

ION*, tot K AAAAA IJA 000AL
eta° NV HAWAIIAN MI
rem,L, emorte Mita viTs FalattSS KAluLANI ANO Ijutte LILluOSALANI.
Asia, IF

S0,

I

1

%Mot ,al

sot K AAAAAA AA SLAM 11.0111 NI0N*4 NAVE

Tut, SNOULO St oet01*t0 SON SO MAM, GINFNA*IONS Of

Otte 101101110.

bib 1119110 *ND STA$11.1** Or GO AAAAA EN*.
T AAAAA Oag

I

10,1101IGL, umat re,

es SONFOSING *Mt 01111,014,

FON jet FINAL litS0**. Anil 11111AUSt Tar NO ttttttttttt ALMOST A
rtti Tear ANT ttttt vt TO ereOtvt tot 10001 or 110,A4
'tittle, tee,
IN A SOW Of Law.
auStItOSION PIL*NGS .0ot 4Stafwei
1

Rt$FESTFULL*,
ttttt 0
BICA *1St KuLIA.IMA. tsto
46-259 KANUNIOA ST ttttt Aer.201915

IP*/

, HAWAII 96744

eel

IDA*IVt HAWAIIAN Stull, CONnieeloete
Gte
Smite, US A
WILL,
Oeeitt inoo,g, US SemAioo
S
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Olpt OF JUSTISIE.
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Nove07* mber 23, 13112

executive
w 0 0 "e

I realist Mal extending the public canwrient dote on the draft report rnay
necessitate that the carrmIssim Noon an extension of Its ow Ilfe from Caves:.
However, I bellow that the spark of go carrynialort Is of etch Irreartance that
,
extending the coringssiads lifsepri would be entirely Justified.

Navember 23, 1982

I Nee that you will oh" testae coneldereflan to my cornments and with you
the best in-your endeavors.

Honorable Kindu Karno111
Chairwoman
Native Hawaiian Study Canyniss Ion
Prince .torah Ku No
Ka laniareole 13u Ilding
Roam 3121
Honolulu, Howell 96830

With worn ward mart% I Nerwhis
'faun very truly,

Dew Chairwoman Kamoirlr
The Hawaiian people have an Important tale In our Island society, caning at a
host deophs who's language, cultural concepts, nod practices ham permeated the
fibre of our state and Its diverse people. In view of the vital Inatome of the
Native Hawaiian Study Commission% final report and recornmeridatiare to Congress
the
and their Impact an the liowollen onenunIty, I urge a Ile-Mont exterilon
time period for public torment on the commisidards draft resort.

This extension Is warranted becomes of the Ina-tame of prowling a

comprehensive ond accurate study of go culture, mesa, and cartoons of Native
Hawaiians. The draft report, cm presently carelltuted, cattails merely an manna
of mast of the section an Hawaiian culture and (km not Straka* the section an
Native Hawaiian religion. While the conimisslon has indicated that these metiers

will be expiated fat the final report, fairness requires Mat the coonunity be
accorded an opportunity to ccmment tin Mom sections. I understand the time

constraints under which the marrnieslon ha been operating. However, the failure
to adequately conplets the draft reporrillustratee the WI !Nutt and mlnelot Imes
Involved.

The conmissiorls final report may haw an Impact not only an future

prom arns for Native Hawaiians, but also on current benefits. The findings and
recommendations may be used as the federal gaverrmentts primary source of
Information abmA Native Hawaiians and may serve as Ito We for major milky
decildorts on the titiatIOnthip of the federal goverrenent and the Native Ilarrollan
people.

The letynionlii period which the commission hoe given for agile content is

totally Inodemote in fight of the cent weight which will be given to the report.
The Hawaiian community Indeed all of the citizens of me state, need sufficient
time

In which to address the serious Issues ond questions raised In the mart.

ut

,o

"12 Jamate 1083

U.S Department of Labor

0010481126 OR TRH tliaTH SUTTON (pp, 69.61) OP TH8 2) sgrapprz 1982

t5o10a4 0P lt% AA= MALIAN ME igert_inn

600/.1.11/211

Su'ositted by ilitherd Haunt

M.D.

I. Ling lag aka u_att. p. 45

October 22. 1982

a.

Mori:wile,: Is aide Is the dare bitve1n Putl-

In this Ilubsectioo.

Newellana /PartMavellans and son-Havollests, yet interebsts ere We torwernInsi

Ms. Mary M. Lyon-Allen
Native Hawaiians Study Commission
Room 6220

Washington, DC

Since the rates cited preomably refer to the toilet

only neweitem.

U.S. Department of the Interior
18th 6 C Stteers, NN

population, end not ot.

2024'

't

to Newaliant, this should be tated,

b. The gootstipn ettribu,vi to 1. timber that during the 10:00e

oear Mo. Lyon-Allen:

rates wets high.

have reviewed
In response to your letter of October 5, 1982,
she draft report of findings of the Nativ. Havallans Study

mortal.ty rata.

1

.
.

.sad atimeu.aton resulted free

aormIli (sic/ high

." le our:pert brat should be .elated.

commisaton and offer no changes to t he to. rant report.

ilirtio rate [(Sufis in Table 26 for 19.11 century liewei.t do as support "high

The report is very Interesting to toad and appears to Se -very
thorough in its review of native Hawaiians. However, the
Labor Department is most Intoterlted In the COnClutitons of

te:Itlity."

recommendations as they telate to DOI. policy.

further, sore detailed evidence rire4 by population esparto

R. C. eclat trl and P. C. Itordyliel indicated low birth rata -hntloo 30 Per

Thus, ior look

forward 61 rued trio the final draft print to its presentation

1000.

to Congress and the President in June 1963.

and es low die I3 per IMO"- -aeons Hawaiians in the 10th century,

relatable in Ur

hes' of luck to you as you %a lit. the final report.

' subsea:rest

part to venereal diseases

reforente to "low ftattity %satiated with ineterii :.res

Sincerely,

3$1notr ir ion" (which tould %la. but yea

,

epidemics Si

Included in the Draft Report),

is consistent with the :rime of 8CI4Alt: and Nerdyka

c. Table 26, taken, tree Iclwiltt'e 1%0 lehrsofiraphlr ptattiltita of Oswalt. had

bean Co Illeteritif, it Is con/wring.

(Il Ter reiunnt ab lire birth. rod death. hart Won deleted, so that the

retained ortatml tibia hale Ir rendered inert ttttt
(2.: The per toe (890-1611 1$ labeled city of Ilenolviu only" yet
ere proaie.a.

figure*

Assoftlios to Schsiit's original table. eithough no birth

rats figure use given. the recorded death rata was 26.6 per 1000.

554

nmEmmmmo4104.....

44o. ...Ammo

Pig. 3

Page

(3) Slats the table is cited to support the teat toettrnies laws
"lipoid be

3. Life hottiancy. P 49

th.ra

a. Tablo 10 should be updated trot 1970 to 1980.

statement that the rotes from 1848 to 1884 occurred during

b. ttttttt for Full-Hawaiian

'hello( in the Proportion at Pull-Hawaiians from greater time 93% to loss
than

974 sod thsroaetor to lose than

11I in 1963, and during

rino in Partatawaiians from less than 1% in 1848 to iiiii

vs. Part-Hawaiian should be sought.

4. Leading SalLelf of *IASI. pp.

gradual

a. These data on "c

in 1365,

50.57

dsath" should ha properly titled or doscribod es

with a rapid ries in non.newailana tram greater than SO/ in ISM to about

"death

SS/ of the total island population in 1968.

of illnass and diagnostic criteria for "di

d. Table 76 figures tad with 1965.

dad" or "diagnosed

b. Tab's 31, p.

They should be epdemsethrough at least 1981.

SO, contains no data on Hawaiians /Pare - Hawaiians for contortion

with "the Hawaii population as

R. Infant Mortality, pp. 49'41
a. Table 77, from A. V. Lind, provides rates for

c. Pp. 51-51.

'Witold period only, 1914a1963.

ea
f death"
since concepts

" vary with time and recordor.4

whole." She Department of Health his such dots.'

Although M. Look's publication is Valublo, it provides only graph',

The Dsportowini of H.alth3 should be able to prOvide .ar'ler rates and updatod

but no figurea for ccuporison,

figures through at 1oost,1961.

death"), no data on tho high rate of suicide among Havolions, and no date on

b. P. 47, line I.

Ths tare "f

not fertility

the high rate of auto deaths in Hawaiians.

hey rates" is mot accurate, as birth

Gluon &forlorn' tie*, the Dopattaisnt of Helth7 could provide such precise

, Cr, given.

c T. 47, paragraph 1, "1690," apparantily,.should be 1980.

flour*a on thou tttttt

d. Table 78 provides intent mortality rtes only for 1980, an atypical year.

1977.7

It: 1981. the Department of Health3 flaunts wort:

All races

d. P. SI.

7.8 infant death" per 1000 livo birth.

Hawaiians

14,6

Part.ilsweliens

14.7

no data on stroke (the third major "

it

did for an Alu Lilt. report in

The information hero on tenter in lipwsilans is locomplete.

This majot

class of diseases dtarves more attention, as driscribod in 4.d. below.
P.

52, paragraph 2. The listod "probable factors" might he modified to rood:
/ewer

?figures for Hawaiian. in 1679 WHO also high.' than for 1980.

for comparison. as

income level

lutalth sue

Thoroforra, the

Different cultural concepts of health and illness.

Report's etatomont that rata for Hawaiians var. "lower than fot the State as

s'Se. 17. Wow for mot. on causal 1 fsctors.

whole" is eislaattInS.

o. Rate" from the earliest y

4.

p through at least 1981 should be iocludertwio

cute and Chronic Conditions: pp.

57-11:

a. Tables 37 and 77 do not distinguish botwoon FullliststlIns and Part-Hsu ..;ions,

that trends .ay be perclrivod.

and show no data whir then for the year 1900

1. Table 29, p. 48, should also include data beginning with the 'oiliest years

b. Acsording to Department of losith data generated for Alu Like in 1970

through 1*81 so thet.treads may be Observed.

rage

Page 4

'highest incidence of clubfoot among Hawaiians. repo -t.4 far Dt

reported higher protoloncos, compared to all moo. es
shown. for th, following conditions:

77 b%

High blood

S. Chin"

9. The Report contain' no data on too hishost r,:eo of teenage pregofncles among

All Aens

pull-Hawaiiana

Condition

C

of the University of How41.1 School of Public Horrc.1°

-.'

17.7%

Hawaiian girl', as studied by H. Leyit,.m.$1g.17

10. The Report contains no data on elder1v Hawaiians, outS is publiend by Alu Like; twit
14.4

5.1

Arthritis

8.7

5.6

Hiatt trouble

4.7

1.6

Diabetes

toting that /0.95 of Hawaiian. vs. 66.11 of noo.ftvaliono over bi yea,' of ate
stated they had flow throng, illnroloes 17
'

Chronic bronchitis

to the founding of the Queen's Hoo,licol for Proration

6.35

17.7%

Asthma

3.6

nco vi. 95 of tion-n4vaiieno.12

Mor doss the Raport allude to the historical t adoqa cits of medical taro that led

at Elsa

Iliklinntsflano

condition

15.75 of Hawaiians over 60 years had nt hesirli t

for the following conditions:

PartIlawaiisns sported high

c. P. IS, paragraph 7.

0.7

1.4

Stroke

11. The Report contain. no data Jo eadir.al ear., such as Aced by Al,, !Alto, that

in 183917 on$

he Rapi'o.

Irma Maternity Homo for Havollons in 189014, otter hospital' had been ostoblithr4

1.7

for non - Hawaiians.

"Hawaiian Health SUctsillaqco Prograw" should be

The Report contains no account of the can oes of III health In nal KM:Allan poodle
Hawall Health SutvoillanCe Program.
- -the devastating effect of introduced ibfertioos, alcohol. tohotcy, drug., and
d. Special mphesie should be given to IlawaiisnaPartallawaiions as having the
p

highest Incidoncolt of concer of the stomach, esophatuo, b
tae

.

and the most rapid rat. of i

,

ad

lung. tentless,
for half

for lung cancer, according to

:food, on

people wbooe isolation Iron the fret vi the world

had rendervd them oulquolv vul,ecohle, of the overthrow of

the kopu and Italmna and 'ohanm health education.% orotemo, Iltng.lon from the

the Ilawai'l Wear Registry and Canter Center of 114W4i'i.6

lend and a 'Oat ttttt o nonomir Ana ropineorra by foteign value and pretlres
S. The Armor' contains no data on the highest incidooce of coronary stliorosclorotit
based on

Millet ,cone., and private roof ttottoo of natutof resource. (cc

heart di ttttt in HavaiionsfPart-Howilans, sings the first ',port by C. C.
commercial gain that promoted ealuwrvition, tnsonitotlio, despair end self -

Sinnott at al. in 1942.7
destruction for the native Havollouo.11'14
6

The Report contains no data on the highest provolone. of end -stage tonal di

13. The Report contain. no data on the relative Norio or Nava:ion beelth pro(kidney tailor.) in lisiniiiant, erSepilad by Dr. Arnold SieeSon at St. ?rands
feosionole, such as currently les. than 00 Howsi.on physitimmil and of oho...
H4 ttttt 1. e

7000 practicing MDo in the trate."
7

the *.port contains no data on mental illnesses separately, although sow
14

The Repots so fat contains no recorthendotiors.

It 'lipoid far lade affective

hoot bairn tabulated by the Department of Mealth.9

proposal. for !wooed systeteri. rollection and analysts cal "Mtn! bellth
O. The ".port tomato" no data on congenitsl/lnharitod disorder, such as th.
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I.

the non - Polynesian world; contact, beginning with Captain James

IPTIODUCTIO11

Understanding the health needs and concerns of native Hawaiians

Cook in 1770 to the overthrow of the monarchy In 18931 and the

today requires application of modern concepts of sociobiomedicine to

and of the kingdom to the present.

critical historical events and unique cultural features.

1.

Pre-contact
a.

A.. Modern Concepts,

in January 1778, the Hawaiians of old were generally

The modern view of health or wellness is not freedom from
disease or abnormality, because thiC is not consistent with
reality, but rather, the Ability of a person or

healthy because they had adapted effectively to island

people to live

meaningful lives by adapting within a given, yet co

from the rest of the planet for over 500 years (31.
Gene strength wee evident in a flourishing population of an estimated 300,000 at the time of Captain
Cook (21. These were descendants of perhaps 100. hardy,

The main causal factors accounting for health or illness

three(

about them, and they had lived in isolation

ecosy

ly

changing, environment 111.

0

Health and Illness
Prior to and at the time of arrival of Captain Cook

heredity, 'life style, and environment M. While they

are inter-related, it is helpful to consider their relative

first settlers who had arrived more than 1,000 years

roles when analysing specific health indices as presented in

previously from the south Pacific after braving over
2,000 miles of open sea in double- hulled canoes: Some

this report.

Heredity is determined by genes which a person inherits from
his ancestors.

gene weakness was possible because of the small gene
pool, inbreeding, and opportunities for genetic drift
These genetic factors could account for
13).

/hue, genetic influence may be beyond the

However, heredity for the
control of an already-born person.
yet-to-be-conceived, of course, may be readily influenced by the

congenital-heredita4 deformities chemtibed below, and

Life-style usually involves

for the impaired immunity and peculiar hypersuscepti-

multiple mooted choices, such as nutrition; body hygiene;
physical activity and rests coping with mental stress) possible

bili.y to Sissominated infections which characterized

mating selection of parents-to-be.

and later contact period.
Tfle natives'. food was mainly taro, sweet potato,

self-abuse, such as with today's tobacco-smoking, alcohol, and
harmful drugs; and medical care: Environment includes climate

yam, breadfruit and banana with fish, and for the

and other natural resources: public sanitation; popdiation

sePOtiinana (commoners), only infrequently pig and

density and public behavior, such as current crime, auto

dog.

gents, such as
casualties and wars and specific di
bacteria and chemicals. While these environmental factors may

limited sugar diet ample in vitamins and abundant in
minerals, and now considered superior to the usual

be beyond individual control, they may be amenable to group

fare of modern western societies, but with one

This high-fibre, low-tat, unrefined and

important common fault -- excessive sodium (4, 51.

action.

Examples o' the foregoing causal factors will be cited and

This is a basis for inferring that the natives of
old probably also had some arterial hypertension and

discussed in the following sections.

related disorders, as shall be discussed later.
Historical and Cultural Background

B.
.

A

strictly controlled by kapu (sacred law) of the kahuna

influencing the health and illness of native Hawaiians are
conveniently considered in three periods;

Personal, household and public cleadliNoss of the
early Hawaiians are well documented 12, 61 and were

Critical historical events and unique cultural features
before contact with

(priests)

16).

'

Physical activity in work and play was

3
vigorous and enjoyable, and yet with adequate time for

since the lite style factors of the makeiinana did

sleep end rest (21.

not include *high-fat diet, cigarette-eMokIng7-physieel-inactivity, and appressine stress, the frequencies of

There were no crowding, no public latrines, no
garbage heaps or letter, and no use of human or animal
excreta as fertilizer.

these 'di

Beaver of clean air, pure water

f civilization' in the early Hawaiians

were probably less than today

and unpolluted land and sea, promoted by the kapu,

deficiencies, such as ricks,

nativemunknowingly maintained control of potentially

in the osseous materials 17

harmful pathogenic microorganisms 161.

They were free of the epidemic, contagious

been seen in one pre-contact specimen 171, but no
obvious cases of neoplasm were described in Cock's

However, the islanders

journals.

did have some focal infections as evidenced in

Trauma from accidents or intentional violence was

pre-contact skeletons recovered from burial sand dunes
17, 9).

91.

'Evidence of metastatic cancer to the bony spine has

pestilences which scourged the continents in recurring
waves for thousands of years.

No signs of nutritional
and scurvy, are apparent

probably the most common class of ailment., as recorded

Dental caries, which result from acid - producing

in writings 13, 9, 301, and as observed in skeletal

mouth bacteria acting on carbohydrate-containing foods,

remains 17, 9).

occurred in less than 71 of those under age 0, to 51.51
in persons over the age of 60--frequencies much lower

psychic effects 1121 than to direct pharmaceutical

then those observed today (0).

'Poisoning' may have been due more to

toxicity because the pre-contact islands apparently had

Home bone abscessek were

no lethally poisonous plants 1131.

also evident, such as in the maxilla or mandible, as

The only type of

extensions from dental pulp intections'19).

"Boils'

chemical sell-abuse known in old Hawaii wan 'kayo
debauchery', described among some ell's in Cook's

were also described in Cook's journals 12).

Thus,

journals 12),

the early Hawaiians were not ,,ritirely tree of

natives who were 'wrong in their senses in Cook,.

Metabolic maladies, so prominent in native Hawaiians
today, were probably also p
ancestors.

journals 121.

in their ancient

'social, friendly, hospitable, teleane,' 'blessed with

The direct

frank and cheerful disposition', and 'mild and agree-

evidence is largely indirect and their frequencies
remain uncertain.

able, not easily excitable' 121, which support the views

The direct evidence is also to be

of subsequent foreigners that the natives were adept at'

found in unearthed bones which show eeleples of gouty

coping with stress 13, 151.

arthritis, degenerative arthritis, and rheneetold
arthritis 17, 9).

This single passage contrasts with

frequent other references to the islander. being

However, the evidence is largely indirect

andAtleir frequencies remain uncertain.

Congenital - hereditary disorders were apparent to

Common soft tissue disorders, such as

Cook's men in a young man 'born with neither feet nor

coronary atherosclerotic heart disease, arteri.1

hands', another 'born- blind', and two dwarfs 121.

hypertension, stroke, Chronic obstructive lung discus, '

cases of club toot were found among the 1,117' Pre-

diabetes mellitus, and end-Stage renal disease, are

contact persons buried at Mokapu 171.

presumed to have occurred in pre-Cook Hawaiians because

defects were probably related to inbreeding.

heredity appears to play some role in these diseases so

eurvivel of these malforthed natives beyond infancy

prevalent in native Hawaiians today 1101.

\,

Mental illness was described in the form of two

pathogenic organisms as some have claimed 1301.

Hoitever,

The described

counters the later claims by missionaries that
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Oiagnoeis was determining the mechanism of loss of

infanticide was traditional and widely practiced (141.

mane through psychospiritual cosmunication, interviewing

Cook's jourhals record the Hawaiians as being 'totally
unacquainted with (the Tahitienit.) horrid custom of
The natives
destroying theft- newborn infants' (21.

of the patient and his 'ahem*, and physical examinatiep
(3, IS, 17).

Treatment was restoring deficient mans through

prised physical beauty and practiced body leading of the
infant and child 1151. Some degree of infanticide of

ritualistic communication with the psychospiritual re..1

the severely deformed newborn may have been practiced,

of the gods, supplemented by special foods, secretly

but there were no illegitimate births in the modern
sense, and generally every child was he ens (a flower)

formulated harbale, physical therapy and limited surgery
(1, IS, 171.

of the patient himself, end, it necessary, an experienced 'charm older. Only if the illness welts Orions

race MI.
b.

4N

Medical care for the committer was the responsibility

to be cherished, assuring continuity of the heritage and
Medical Beliefs and Practices

and expensive professional fees in hogs could be paid,

Health and illness were another example of the
all-pervading dualism of the early Hawaiians' belief

makee4nana engage thefastidfbus kahune 1.10.1A2
did
(priest - physician), rigorously trained at the heiau
ho'ola nursling temple) (12, 18). The ali'i (chiefs)

system, like sky and earth, sun and moon, male and
female, mind and body, and life and death (161.

had regular 'access to ve;ieties of specialty kahuns

Wellness was maintaining mane, quantifiable energy,
Proper balance of

that was both inherited and acquired.

lapa'au whose rituals and practices were elaborate and

mane was promoted by harmony with oneself, with others,

extensive 112, 18, 19).
The Hawaiians' autopsy observations (121, use of the

and with the gods and nature through 'Continuous comae-

clyster-enema (12, 171, and emetics and cathartics (12,
of beginning experimpntaeion
de
17, 18) pr

nication with the spiritual realm and correct thought
and action 1151.
The kapu (taboo), established by the kahune

and scienti

(toning not found elsewhere in

Polynesia (201.
This highly-refined, holistic and preventive health

(priests), sanctioned by the ali'i, and enforced by all,

fostered self-discipline and responsibility in personal
hygiene, health-promotion, illness-prevention, public

system, harmoniously integrated in their social fabric,

sanitation, and respect for nature, which was the domain

with nature about them, and their spiritual realm
beyond, was never to recover from the fatal impact of

of the gods 16, 151.
Illness wet love of mana,from dysharmony, such as

western ways.
2.

from violation of a tem offending a good, or
'ill-thinking 115, 17).
The elderly were esteemed.

Contact
e.

Death after a meaningful

life was welcomed as 4 reuniting with'one's ancestors in

Depopulation
Infections
1)
Inalanuary 1778, the arrival of the first

recurring cycle of rebirth and transfiguration into

foreigners, Captain Cook and his seaman, brought
medical disaster in the form of the venereal

kinolau (non -human forms) br reincarnation into other

diseases, mainly gonorrhea and syphilis, tubercu-

human forms (12, 151.

losis, other common contagious bacterial and viral

the eternal spiritual realm and completion of a

illnesses, as well as.alcohol, gunfire, and other
Cl
1.1

f segregaand over the 40 years since the
tion, an estimated 4,000 natives died of this

forms of disrespect for the lepu, the gods and
theile

--eseare-,- ems-year Teter, in-March-Tr/9, when
fire, visitors departed, the natives could see from
the sick and dead about them. that

affliction (241.
In 1853, 1861, 1073, and again in 1882,

the eliding 1.

smallpox took over 7,000 lives, in spite of

of death' had begun 13, 12, 111, 191.

compulsory smallpox vaccination in 1854 131.

In 1804, the diarrhea' epidemic of ma'i oku'u

In 1851, an epidemic of colds, headache, sore

(probably cholera or typhoid) killed perhaps 15,000
1211, and convineed Xamehameha the Great that the

,hroat and deafilms Itinfluenza1 raged (3).

In 1866. cough, chills, fever, voMiting,,n080
gods girl not favor his military invasion of the

bleeding and disability (7denguel affected hundreds.
is 1878-80, whooping cough brought death to 68

island of Kaua'i 131.
SUbsequent sporadic 'catarrhs end fevers' took

other lives. so that.by 1820. when the first

in Honolulu (3).
In 1888, whooping cough struck again with 104

missonaries landed. the population estimate of
th time of took, about 40
150,000 was half that

lives, and in le40 diphtheria 131.

years previously 114, 261.
In 1824, tame, ameha It and his sister -wife

II).

In 1889-90, meaalos and dysentery killed 26
By the time of the overthrow of the monarchy in

Queen Xamemalu died of measles in London (31.

1893, the native Hawaiian population was reduced by

tn'1424-26 anb again in 1832, epidemics of
rough ('whooping) and measles killed thousands of
21

natives (31.

In 1839, mumps tilled 'great.numbers' including.
Vinau. kuhina nut (regent), daughter of Samehameha

steep logarithmic decline in the population of pure
Hawaiian 13, 27). Introduced infections, as cited

the Great, And mother of iamehemeha IV and V (31.

above, in a people who lacked immunity because of
their long isolation, not only explained high and

in.1849-49, epidemicssof measles and pertussis
and then diarrhea and influenza left over 12,000
dead 1)1.

,)

In 1840. the first case of leprosy in a
In 1065, because of the

irregular direct mortality, but could also explain
the decreased birth rate. Local, genital, venereal
and other infections, and general, systemic infections4probably impaired fertility in both'men and

Hawaiian was detected 1301.

alarming spread of this fearsome malady, a new
segregation law established a receiving leprosy

women, increased early and late fetal deaths in es
utero, and contributed to neonatal and infant

hGspital in Honolulu and isolation of lepers on the

mortality, through indirect general debility

italaupepa peninsula of the island of Moleka'i
241.

87% to about 40,000 (261.
Lack of Immunity. Genetic and Other Factors
Multiple factors probably accounted for the

and malnutrition (27, 521.
Latent genetic defects could have predisposed

One out of every J9 12.6111 of native HaUaiians

wan affected, whereas tae occurrence in
non-Hadaiians was 1 in 1847 (221. A peak of 1,310

to reduced birth rates (281, and probably account
for ypie, natives' hypersusceptibility to chronic

active eases was reached at the end of the century,

infections, aside from impaired immune mechanisms,
such as in leprosy and tuberculosis 1291.
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Other chronic metabolic Meese's, not readily

R.

systems disintegrated.

such as alcoholism, tobaccoism, vagrancy, prostitu-

mska'ainana, but related largely to conflicting
life styles, were probably also taking their toll.

tion, and the malnutrition of proctssed foods.

These disorders,anolude arterial hypertension,

Finally, there was theiperception 4 the HaWaiians,
preached by the missionaries, of the 'superiority'

atherosclerosis, heart,- 4idney and lung failure,

of certain western ways and material culture,

stroke, and diabetes, so prevalent among modern

compared to native 'primitive' beliefs and
practices. The stress was too overwhelming for ;any.

Natation. (10, 591.
Among the 1;11'1, these terminal illnesses were
identified as follows;

islanders,

In 1054 namshameha III died

Some fled, like an estimated 5,000. '

out-migrating Hawaiians in.18501

Others despaired

at age 42 of convulsions and delirium that could

inwardly', lost their will to live in a haele-

have been a stroke; in 1863 Xamehamehe IV died with

dominated new order

asthma at the age of 29; in 1872, at the age of 42,

their homeland, as they

Xamehameha V succumbed of 'buttock abscess, dropsy

them strangers in
ght the comfort of death

(3, 27, 31).

and asphyxia; in 1003, Princess 1('0111;014ra died

b.

at age 57 of heart faller; in 1884, Queen Elm died
of stroke at the age of 49; and in 1891, King

3)

New social ills emerged,

specifically diagnosable, especially among the

Inadequacy of.Traditional Native Medicine for Heels
Illnesses
In this period of culture shock, there evolved a

Kalikaua died at the age of 54 of 'Bright's

makeshift, loose health care system for native Hawaiians

disease' (kidney failUre) (251.-

with the following characteristics.

211T111
Cultural conflict resulted in disintegration of

kahuna hierarchy abolished, the kahuna Ispe'au remained

the old social order.

Although the major gods had teen toppled, and the

In 1819, despaii§ing because

underground.

the Irmo were no longer effective, the Hawaiians

These officially disenfranchised kahuna,

plus experienced 'dhana elders, and the patient himself,

themselves under the leadership of Ramehareeha II,

,continued to care for 'Hawaiian illnesses' as of yore,

Queen Xa'ahumenu, %Wen leapliolani and Nigh
Priest Hewehewe, formally abolished these strict

but with some modifications (271.

sacred laws which governed personal hygiene and
Gross pollution of permin,
public sanitation (271.
home, the land and water followed, as described and

eucalyptus, were incorporated into the native materia

decried by the missionaries and other foreigner)

adopted, therapebtic effects that were 40

medics.

Some western notions of disease and the

pharmaceutical action of herbal. on body t notions were

There was decline of 4.11'1 leadership and

(101.

r

Newly introduced plants, such,as the guava and

dieted by

the traditional native concept 4restohtion

mans.

stewardship as the chiefs sOu4ht material luxury by

However, there was still some veliance on 'aumikua or

exploitation of the maka'iinana in sandalwood and
other trade with foreigners (3, 311. With aliena-

family guardians, although the senior gods had depart4d

tion from the land came disruption of the !oho's.; and

wore destroyed, formal training of.kah

replacement of their traditional self- reliant,

were replaced by more self-styled, poorly-

..hupua.a (regional) subsistence economy by an urban

untrained .kahuna., many of.whon incurred t

market economy.

As the heiau ho'ola, as well.as

(321.

he other heiau
a ccased.

They

&red or

The kahuna and 'ohana educational

r

41,

12

In 1856 a drug law for western medications was

denunciation of missionaries, other foreigners, and even

passed and the 'Hawaiian Medical Society' for haole

some Hawaiians (301.

'Hawaiian medicine for Hawaiian di

physicians was chartered (3, 11, 251.

' probably

In 1059, the Queen's Hospital, provsci.eg western

survived because at that time, ron-Havaiien medicine was

medical care, was founded by Kim; Kamehameha Iv and

Psycho-spiritual aspects of native
no moreeffective.
medical care merged with new beliefs, ;web as
Christianity, sometimes confusingly so, or were

Queen Emma.
.

-

been opened for foreigners (331.

abandoned so that little of the old liturgy found its

In 1062, the first 8anitation.Comm) ssion was

way into print when the natives learned how to write

appointed (3).
In 1064, burial of the dead was regulated by law

(121.

Haole illnesses, such as gonorrhea, syphilis,

opened in eal,!hi, in Honolulu, with the kingdom's new

end since there were too few hack* physicians

segregation laws. ,Tha following year, the first lepers

initially to demonstrate that heel! medicine was no

were exiled'to.ltslawao on the Kallupapa peninsula on the

better, some natives tried whatever was called haole

(8

Ascent of Haole Medicine

island of Molo10'1 (22, 231,

varied from llt to 206 (22, 2411.

_a

In 1066, the first insane asylum opened in Palmas,

adisa, for resections, incision and drainage of
,

In 1090, the population of
There

the settlement reached a peak of more than 1.200.

was no satisfactory therapy and the annual death rate'

(Mole surgery, however, was perceived as generally
superior, with metal instruments, instead of bamboo or
absc

-

In 1865, the first receiving hospital for lepers

tubercdiosis, did not respond to Hawaiian medicine,

c.

a

(3).

cholera, diphtheria, measles, mumps, smallpox, and

medicine (271.

It was the first hospital for native

Hawaiians. 22 years after the first of 7 hospitals had

Honolulu, with six patients (251.

and the techniques of suturing and ligature

In 1068,4turing the reign of Xamehemehe V, a

to arrest bleeding and promote wound healing (11, 30).

'Hawaiian Board of Health' licensed practitioners of

western public health measures replaced the old lepl

native medicine, but certain rituals of old were

system, but initially they, too, did not seem any more

proscribed, and no formal training wasauthorized

effective against the devastating contagious epidemics.

(251.

In 1036, Rubin. Nui Itire'u was advised to issue the

In 1070, ex-missionary and ex-Prime Minister Dr.

first public health proclamation- -the Honolulu harbor

Gerrit F. Judd was authorized by the Board of Education

pilot was instructed to screen all foreign-. arriving

to establish the first medical school of western

vessels for smallpox and other pestilence. (31,

medicine.

In 1050, eamehametw; I/I created a Board of Health

Two years later, 10 young native graduates

were licensed;to practice haole medicine, but shortly

and the first public water pipeline carried fresh

thereafter Dr. Judd had a stroke and the school closed

from Nu'uanu Valley to Honolulu harbor to fill water

(141.

casks (3, 25, 411.

In 1073, collection of garbage and street-cleaning

In 1854 smallpox vaccination was made compulsory,

began in Honolulu 13, 251.

,nit three smallpox epidemics followed, the latest in

In 1874, King Lonalilo died of pulmonary consumpHis Will provided

1002 (3, 251,

tion' ;tuberculosis) and alcoholism.

559

573

e

BEST COPY

3.

for'"a Agee for elderly infirm and destitute Hawaiians'
which opened in Makiki in 2886 (261.

background for the Health Profile wetter which follOws,

In 1876, the Legislature authorised drainage of taro

focusing on points not shown or readily emphasised in the

51,00111wetlands which-were declared tineanliary' 13, 11, 251.

data tabulations there.

In 1879, the first artesian well for drinking,
'

145

Overthrew of the MonarChe_lo the Present. 11693-1963)
This section continues to provide historical and cultural

Population Changes
As seen in Table 15 below, in 1893, with UM/ armed

a.

washing and irrigation was drilled at Nonouliuli, Oahu
by James Campbell, founder of the large, land- holding

dethronement of Queen Lill'uotalant and the establish-

Campbell Estate 1251.

ment of anon -elected Hrovisional Government by the

In 1882, the first water filtration plant/6

Mole buainess oligarchy, de'nativeHavalians were'

constructed at Nu'uanu, in Honolulu 111, 051.

.already

Inspection of food and licensing of dairies b gan in

The controlling whites were the smallest minority,

In 1884, the first local government hospital,
Malulani. mess opened at Wailuku, Maui 1111.

exceeded by the Deported, non-voting Oriental laborers.

In 1886, the first plantation holpital at Makaweli,
Raua'i was,Imilt by the Hawaiian Sugar Co. By 1890,

Native Hawaiians are relatively an even smaller

The marest 90 years later. in 1963, is striking.
minority, with the pert Hawaiians far outnumbering the
almost vanished pure Hawaiians. The white population

there were 18,900 plantation employees and tour
plantation hospitela 1111.
In 1880, the government of King Italijiwa wee

la

minority in their homeland, although the pure

Hawaiian still outnumbered, the part Hewaiians'1261.

Honolulu 13,.11, 251.

Orientals combined (26).
w119121 1

and the prevalence of squalor, insanitation and
morbidity, that the Board of Health issued a book in the
written ey Walter Murray Gibson (3, 251.
Ho'ola Cihui
About the sametime, the Ho'oulu
A home for

by

0

Whits
0.11..iturope

the

1693 and 0963'

I

40,000
14,000
6,000

41.

ti0000

313

9,300
170,000

7

0

12,000
6,000

Porteous.*

first kapPolani Home for non-leproucchildren of
leprous parents on Moloka'i opened next to the Kakeako

1778,

1891

1771

Part

to

Pieter Ethnic Stock in

300,000 100%
300,000. 100

Kasai ism
mars

Society was founded by the Ung and Queen Rapi'olani
destitute Hawaiians was established fn Rakeako and

eavaii Mpillttion

Ethnic. Stock

Hawaiian language on Sanitary Instructions for Hawaiians

propagate and perpetuate the raufs,.

I-

Age greatly increased, although still exceeded by all'

0.

alarmed at the decline of the native Hawaiian popu

Ise
oi
17

300,000

11

990,003

100%

13

33*

oriental
0'

-WeeivtagMeapttai-4441,------'In 1890, the RapPolaai Maternity 16mme (Or birthing

'

Me

100,000

Total

90,000 ,1004.

an infants of Hawaiian women opened in the renovated
0Approaleate figufeefronScreitt 176. lf)

house of the Queen's recently-deceased sister Princess
in Honolulu 1361. This private
Rekaulike in

Malor Illnesses

b.

Seridhe infections continued letheearly

Native women

rted by contributions.

hospital was su

post-kingdom eeried as is evident kp thb following

were not requireCto for their medical care until 1917
when non-Hawaiians were first admitted. (361.
a

9

-

'

*.te

In 1920, leprdsy still claimed 66i active hospital

chronology, but with no reliable, readily. available data
on the numbers or proportions of piiregpawailans and part
Hawaiians involved.

majority in Hawaiians 124, 42). Not until stilton*
chemotherapy in 1946 did the mortality rate dkop tg

The populftion figures cited above

provide only rough guideline e46 sych speculative

cae:08:::::::::::::::"B:8:::::::::
-109

inferences.

disabled mainlYrIlawaiians, with the kidney, nerve, sk,n,

succeeded by the oligarchial Republic of teeei'i,
u

chole4ekswept'(hrough Honolulu and killed 64 13, 11,
251.

nasal, wl, facirpind flab compticationgoipthis
dreaded disorder 142).

.$

In 1899. the bubonic plague took 61 lives.

t

With the

Ar

142).

Ior.e j0

ii 1930, for th4 first.tiene, heart di

displaced infectiods as the

became

e'first

1foreturner of 4iatii Hospital) open

death' in the Territory wile heart diseasee, cancer, and

".
72 patients had tuberculosis 118).
In 190), when 900 known cases of tuberculos a were

kidney failure 142).
In 1942, during 0es-second World War, diphtheria

Prom 1900 Ito

identified, about 325 were Hawaiians (38).

192). tuberculosis remained the number one reported

4nvol

as 200 per

affec

'cause of death," with mortalif'

1,000 faulstion, The correspond is M.S. mainjand
tubeIruiotTemortality sate was dicf'ining from 152 to 92
per 1,000.

I

The following year, mosquito-borne dengue

gores 141, 42).

lir
950,

-

thetop reported 'causes of death' were

In 1968,.acute poliomyelitis truh 77 141: 9210r'
c.

Health Measures
The following anti - disease actions parallel similar

fcr pure Hawaiians remained high at 265 and for part

.4,

Hawaiians at 126, while the rates 4t4 whites was 23 per

developments on the U.S. Mainland, but with some

features distinctive of Hawaii and the Alive Hawaiian

1,000 (191.

people.

In 1910-20. the post Iforld Wet I influenza pandemic

accounted for
the war years,

0

u.E0

1,100 deaths in Hawaii (3, vr. 'During

In 1899, atter the annexation of Hevai'l 0 the

venereal disease became reptifiable 13,

as a territory. the first sewers were laid in liOnolele,

then a city of 10,000 (3, if, 251.

11, Al.

In 1919,

typhoid tilled 42 131.

In 1902, what is now Liahi Hospital opened on the

Ih,this year', the

mauka slope of Diamond Head in Raimuki, Honolulu as the

leading reported 'cause" of death' wei4tanfluenta-1,

IPHome for the Incurables, with tour welds.

pneumoei,p, tuberculosis, and diarrheas 17),,
w-t

'

was

.

Nu.

.1

o;

s

560
J.

4

d 90.

hesit diseases, cancer and stroke 1421.

Hy 1917,, although TB ;mortality eaten for all

races in Hawaii had fallen to 88 per 1,000, the rates

/

0

ed 205 141, 42).
asle death
In 1931-37,
In 1940, the highest - raying recorded 'causes of

curable'

In 1901; when the Honolulu Home.kes-the

acting reported 'o4use of
'

death' 1421.

reportable CI, JO).

4'

.

In 1928-29, acute meningitis accounted for 66 deaths

homeless, destitute and incurebies,' inclU Og more
victims with tuberculosis fob the first ti

The 29 new leprosy cases for

that year west, chiefly in immigrteit nonlHavaiiane 1,14,
42).

turn of the year. fire to control the plaque-carrying
ing
!Vents destroyed Chinatown in Honolulu, awe
public concern for the residual '104th, sq

::::::::

14- 13 active cases of leprosy, but over 100 deformed and

In. 1095, with the oligarchial Provisional Government

0

2

'11

57
A

OPY

ti

0

11.1MaNn

Statistics on the number of Hawaiian patients
deformed.
institutionalized there are scleduled to be available in

priveth institution created With eontribUtions from nine
wealthy buninesamen of the baole oligarchy and B750 from
the Board of Health (311).

March 1903 fez),
In 1925, the first maternal and child care progress

The proportion of tuberculous

patients rose free 50e initially,,Co.100t.in 1950, when
new hospital wing and
the Territorial GoVernment built

were started by the Board of Health 142).
In 1930, the new Territorial mental health hospital

assumed operating expenses toy the hospital with free

hospital became

opened at Rine'ohe, O'ahu with S41 patients 1421.

In 1960, the

medical care for II patients (311).

In 1936, a Crimllod Children's Bureau and Office of

state institution of the Univer-

Health ltducetion were created in the Board of Health

In 1976, it was

sity of Hawaii School of Medicine.

(12).

transferred to the state Department of Health (39,

In 1937, s separate bureau of Vital Statistic; was

421.

establisher (41, 42).
In 193B? the Hawaii Medical Servjce Association
IMISAI, a private health insurance firm, was founded by

In 1908; the U.S. Congress genertmely provided
0300,000 for the Mibitiou U.S. LOPrelly Investigation
Station on the Ralaupapa peninsula, 1101ok1. Only 9.01

the Territory's school teachers and social workers.

the 700 patients at the settlement agreed to participate
few.
in the Station's investigations, and than Only for

ROA is now open to all and by 1975.1t had over 400,000
members 1111.
In 1967, the University of Haval'i School of

days. so the elaborate facility was *awaited to shut
down after only two years (23, 35). In 1980. the U.B.
Congress approved the reoommendatiOns of

Medicine accepted its first class of 25 students. None
was a Htwalian. Available figures since then on current

commission

that Belsepapa be preserved indefinitely for the
remaining leprosy patients there, and then become an

entering and post-graduating Hawaiian medical students

Perk Service 1431. Active cases of leprosy are now
treated at Liahl Hospital in Honplulu, but some

C.

patients are still championing the right to remain

years ago at the time of first western contact, resain'proutlef
Why else would there be a U.S.
their long cultural heritege.
Native Hawaiians Study Cdemissioni
Bet, they are a very different people in other-respects.

Hawal'i at the Queen's Hospital, a heels medical
graduate.froM California 111).

ttensfOrmed by genetic life style, apd environmental health

In 1914, the first public health nu se was appointed

factors brought about 1/y Americanization.

by the Board of Health 1111.
the firs, school of nursinp in lawal'i4
In 1914

Their genes are no longer a smeil vool or"pure Polynesian*
DNA molecules. They now cosefise e'large pool of DNA
heterogeneity, with contributions from the Occident and the

started at the Queen's Hospital (11).
In 191.9, during World War I, verereal diseases

Health ?actor* Tranetorming
The 100,000 native Hawaiians of modern6Hawal'i, lik,e their

300,000 Polynesian ancestors who occupied these same Wanda

in the non-hospital, rural *Otter setting of,Hale
Mohalu in Pearl City on O'ahu
In 1911, the first resident intern was appointed in

ll

0

are shown in the next section (451.

h istorical and Cultural reserve under the U.S. National

s.

'nee native Hawaiian
Orient. In spite of this dilation
hereditary factors appear to contint. to play some role in the

became reportable (1, 11, 25).
In 1921, the Territr..al Government established
Selman° Home for the mentally retarded and severely

JO

/1.

health and illness profile so distinctive in Hawaiians today.
m heart disease.
examples are club foot. hypertension, coronty
stroke, cancer, diabetes. kidney di

,

available updated health data on the native Hawaiians.

anJ chronic lung

failure, which will be detailed in the next section.
Life style, however, is probably the majlr class of factors

A. 0Collaction and, Recording of Wealth Data
1.

responsible for 11'. health among contemporary native Hawaiians

awailen

Varying Definitions of Hawaiian and Part
a.

land their fellow non-Hawaiian Americansh (10).'
American-style nutrition le largely "field* by the

State Vital Statistics
melpth, death and marriage certificata)at the Asti,
Department Of Health /spank entirely on Voluntary
information 1401. The rep* of,ihe newborn child is

profit-oriented, not nutrition-oriented, sup4rmarkets and junk
This highly-advertised d)(etary tare, for
fent-food vendors.
infant to senior citizen, is excessive to thel point of toxicity
in fibre.
in calories, tat, sugar and sodium, and is

based Births race given of the parents. 'It both parents
are Hkwailan, the childiis Hevalian - -*pure* Hawaiian.

If one 'parent is ilhealifekna the other is part

This food pattern /deters obesity, hypertenm n, athirosclerosis, diabetes, coronary heart disease, heart failure,
stroke, cancer end dental caries 146).
Personal hygiene in Hawai'l dominant hable culture is

Havaliag, nhe child ip kart Hawaiian, regardless of the
tractieg(,of part Hawaiian. If one parent is Hawaiian or
part Havallan end the other is non-Hawaiian, the ch1/4

)4/

is part Hawaiian, regardless of the traction.
For marriage, the race is Hawslian o04 pert Hawaiian

characterized by self -abuse in the form of cigarette-smoking.
alcoholleM and drug mistime; frenetic, *.ratarmee' stress, lack of
proper physical exertion, sleep, and criativel leisure) and

depending on whatever,tht bride or bridegroom records.
For death, the race is Hawaiian or part Hawaiian if
the living informant so inforee Ne funeral director who

reialism. In
medical mire mainly guided by faddists and c
spite of *miracle* technologic advances in s /entitle medicine
and improvement in some health statistics in eating we are

completes the death certificate.
b.

*doing better*, we 'feel worse* 1471.
With American viler, we insist on destroling °dr environment
to serve our imeedia .1 selfish desires. In Uhe name of

Household Bgrvelltiice'In the( Department of Health Household Surveillance
Program, the above Criteria are followed basedlon the

race of the respondent's parents, as stated by the
In 1980, ethnic
respondent to a trained interviewer.
statistics for the antic/ state of Hawai'i were basedion

*development', we have asphalted taro wet fl ids, fishponds, and
and air of what
We have polluted the land, wa
sacred heiau.
wee, to our ancestors, stewardship of the beatify and resources
of netting, the gift and domain of the gods, lot (01... Ilfe.time.

surveillance °Ca maple of 6,944 households end 14,407
poisons throughout the'state 149). "The race data free
this program are currently connftered the jaost reliable

but for all time. We havercrowded ourselves Ilbto insanitation
end insanity. We kill each other *unintentijnally* Speeding on
highways and freeways, and intentionally in treat crimes and

1481.
c.

werst and now we threaten to blow up our Oar in a nuclear
holocaube.
All of these ill-promoting factors are not only un-Havellan.
they erg anti-Hawaiian 110),z

HSALTH pporat

Although inaaeguate, this section attempts to provide the best

U.S. Census 6
In the 11TO and 1980 decennial U.S. Census, Via Aot
prior; only one race wee recorded for each vermeil--

Hawaiian or other race, but not p'rt H llani

Are they reellt American or are

1

Therefore, U.B. decennial ethnic statistics are

they also un- American and anti - American?

considered incomplete and less re.table 137, 401.

561
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Varying Population Bases

CRODI BIRTH AND DRATR RATEls ANIMAL
AVERAGES FOR 1111,R9D PERIODS, 1848 TO 1980

2

All health data and especially rates. must be viewed with
full awareness of She d
is changes that have occurred in
the population of Hawaiians, part Hawaiians and

TABU 26

coas ourre 59 eptOlwri,

9.

Allan *VD

non - Hawaiians since contact in 1778 150),
a,

(place of
thought to

pure Hawaiians, who accounted for 100% of the island
population of c300.000 in 1778. becamm a minority of

&Earth'

49.7% 140.0141 .n 1884. within a total population of

caution.)

80.578 in 1804. and declined furthqf to late, than 1.0%

POP IMMO 211,112C11. 11148 10 1980

currents basis.

Mot Misread for underreglarstion,
*stem's., In my of Moms years. Mrcause of
, abs data before 1910 aboald be used with utmost

2,

Period

earth Rats

Death Mete

21.)
27,1
41.0
31.6

45.6
40.8
51.4
25.3
26.4.
16.6

19.3001 in 1980.
b.

6

1848-1809
1860-1866
1870-1879
1940-1889

Part Hawaiians constituted 1.3% 1983) of the total
population of 73.138 i0 1853, and rose to 17% 11/10:0001

of the total population of 980.000 in 1980.
c.

1090-111991,

Non-Hawaiians were 0% of the population of c300,000 in

Birth aod Death Rates
1

1.

Table 2 shows that after contact in 1778, birth

were
low in the 18004, if one considers rates of 40 or higher

usual for

le.) 114.4

0 .5
26.2
26.6
31.8
27.1
18.6

:::
41.1

5.5

15.0

ahnnuel event. par 1,000 population computed as average of
anneal rates for period. Population base occludes weed forces
after.1897. esei6112041 basis tr. 1950t de hate basis thereafter.
PCIty of Honolulu only.
Source,
Schmitt. p. 164. 1261
1

non-contraCeptiVe, non-industrialised society

related to the known venereal di

2I.2

19110 "

This evidence of low fertility could have been

1511.

14.6

1910-1919
1920-19
1910-1939
1040-1949
1950-1959
1960-1965

0

in 1053. and dominated wRth 82% of the total population
of 990.000 in 1980.
B.

1900-1909'

0

1778, comprised 31 12.1191 of the population of 73.138

other infectious

epidemic., malnutrition. social and economic disintegration.
40ste ass for the total asmi.1 pophatirm and no lust native
IhOsaiiines thereiose, it I. helpful to be mere that the nest from
1068 -1686 occurred during
decline 1n the proportion of pure 10welisas

and demoralisation of thet6ative Hawaiians of that period.
an desc'ribed in a pretioU
2.

section 17. 27).

The death ratee, as epee

n Table 26, were high in Hawaii "

Thie 1710

rtality rate is ascribable to the

in the 1800s.

known recurring waveir.of

from greater than 95% to less than 601. and thereafter. to less then It
In 1980, and during
gradual Incline Is part Hawaiians from leis that
2% in 1846 to c17% in 1980, ars!
rapid rise In non -NeralLene from
1
greater than SOS In 1684 to shoat 829 of the toarieland imputation in

ontagious epidemics, lack of

tmounity.-genetic non4111111nit' suiceptiblilty, and despair, as

alto, related in the prtv0ous section 13, 271.
Si

111

13
Infant Mortality and Birth Characteristics

C.

1,/
2,

.

Data on infant morteliLY prior to 1924 apparently are not
readily available,
From 1924 to 1980, as seen in Table 7
1511, Hawaiians and part Hawaiians had g
infant

'P.

11..1977-1981, the intent death rate for part Hawaiians was'

tie highest, as shown in Table 4 148).
Thou 4

RestORUT nakoi MOTHS 87 11411 Op 1101.11[11. 1977-1901

mortality rates than the averages for all races, and In

mom.

1963, they displayed the highest intent mortality rate of
any ethnic group in the islands.
All races
Caucaeien

Average for part Hawaiians 1481.

144941tt40

Part.eumatia.

Chime,

prAmIs onnrs 941 VEAe or AGE PEP Twa16iur0 81112126, 1924-1980

024

1929

1940

1950

1960

1961

91

50

24

22

1970

1900

IL

t9

tO

16

65

-.

Illipim2
Japanese
Puerto Rican
Korean
Portuguese

.

All Ones

111

193rr

0.494114n

Pa1t-H4W1146

60

129

42

199

S7

i6

26

25

22

10

100

19

24

20

20

19

il

:that C4w441415

44

64
49

11,nese.

64

55

0

24

21

21

Is

lam..

RR

5,

14

Is

22

17

14

F.401r.

74

Si

15

19

39

t6

15

10

6,111.1n,

296

219

11:

11

25

12

10

t1

00,. Pi.An

li,

99

57

15

14

11

12

land.

r.

196.

.

Office.

1511

The causes of infant mortality include possible genetic
detector malnutrition) inadequate personal hygiene, such as
overwork, insufficient rest, insanitetion, infection,
alcoholism, tobaccoism, drug abuse, %pacific diseases)
envtronmental factors, such an Inadequate housing,
Any or all
among

Hawaiians.

57.E
.1

236

8.9 4./- 1.1
7,1
9.9

707

7

18,606
3.265
14,954
12,66e
1,066
I.735

256

735

6

21
il7
112

2:

11.0 +/- 1.7
7.0 41- 0.9
9.2 */- 1.4
8.8
1.6

7.7 4,- 5,2
6,9
6.2 4,- 5.1

11.3

Source, Department of Malt Annual wart% 8tatietical 011111441211t
1977, 1978, 1979, 196p, 1981 1541. Confidence limits
calculated by Department of Neelth Rerearch and statIstic

Nurr he TA 145,

crowding, trauma, noise, stress and poverty.

16.5 4/- 0.7

limits.

1

of these may be pertinent to,the high

baa

-

96

J

Deaths

87.461
26,664

mar of intent deaths per 1.000 live birdie *b. 95% confidence

49au4vene

'

Rate

Birth,

0

In 1970, the rates were highest for Hawaiians, but near,

rAnir 1

1WFAUT SIAM 87. MCI 01 Notate 1977-1961

4

ss

2f
Life Expectancy
Apparently beginning in 1910, life expectancy calculations
1.
became feasible. However, figures for pure Hawaiians vs.

D.

Birth characteristics, by race of mother, in 1990,

1.

listed in Table 9, reveals higher birth rates for part
Hawaiians than the avenge for all races, And higher

part Hawaiians, and data after 1970, apparently are not

than for pure Hawaiians: about average percentage of low

available.

birth weights; and the highest ration of illegitimate

As shown in Table 6, throughout the period from 1910 to

2.

births 1411, 551.

1970, Hawaiians exhibited significantly shorter life
expectancy than any other ethnic group in Hawai'i 1561.

CHAINCITSINT/C1 Of MIMS ST PACN OF NOTNIM II UMW*

TA MA S

This finding is consistent with the higher rates of

1,

M181017118, 1980

morbidity and mortality for Hawaiians and part Hawaiians

TAILS S

CISAINCIMUITIC8 Of SWIM ST 110 Of OWNED
MawAII 18311.0101113 1950

Rap-O4
Mother

Births

Total
Cautaalan
Hawaiian

18,129
3,839

Nate Per
1000 Pop.

Sex,
Ratio

19.S
24.0
17.3

1.1
1.l

Low Sirth
Heights

in most of the major disease categories, as detailed
elsewhere in this report.
11Iegili-

TAILS 6

lart -Hawaiian

Chinese
Plilplao
Sourest 1.

161
3,641
2,655
704
3,042

0.9
l.0
1.1
1.0

1377
14.9
29.1

1.1

1.1%
5.9%
7.46

rib

MIS
S.89
9.36

116.9
133.6
276.1
363.2
67.8
62.6
.153.2

All data Department of Health Statistical Sopelment 1980

ESTIMATED ).Zr! LIPICTANCY AT 1618171 11T IrOrmic GROUP, 1910-1970

ESTIMATED Lift EXPECTANCY AT 815TH
ST mac GeollP, 1910-1910
Caucasian

Chinese

other

Total

54.81

54.17

n/s

33.98

49.14

13.63

43.96

56.43

38.12

33.36

50.54

78.38

45.69

1920

31.80
60.07

46.14

41.87

60.07

32.58

53.95

1930

61.90

1940

64.02

63.13

S6.8S

51.78

66.38

39.48

62.00

1930

69.21

69.14

'69.09

63.45

72.30

64.29

69.53

74.12

71.51

64.60

19.68

63.19

13.43

1960

12.110

13.24

76.11

13.61

61.63

77.44

76.14

14,30

1970

'Year
1910

(SS)
2.

eased on population total, from State of Hawaii Date Soca
1941

3.

4.

sales divided by ferias
Moiler of illegitimate births per 1000 live births

High birth rates among Hawaiians currently is expected
se the population of part Hawaiians continues to
increase 152). The average percentage of low birth
weights for Hawaiians suggests that factors other than

those causing low birth weight account for the higher
infant mortality among Hawaiians. The high ratio of

Sourest

E.

illegitimate births among Hawaiian. is consistent with
traditional Hawaiian cultural beliefs that there is no
such thing as an *illegitimate child. Every baby is
cherished.

Hawaiian

Filipino

Japanese

C. Mardyke, isp,liertm, maaarth and
C. S. Park. P. it. Gardner, and
Juno
Statistics Report Osonololo, Remit State Departasent of Malth,
19791, p. 3. 1561

Leading_ Diagnosed Causes of Death
1.

Data are available in the State Department of Health from
1910 to 1982 on leading diagnosed causes of death for pure
Hawaiians vs: part Hawaiians, end all other races 1481.

Mating without binding marriage vows was the

These data should be in a table or tables titled%
TABLE 7. LEADING DIAGNOSED CAUSES OF DEATH IN HAWAII
RESIDENTS, BY RACE, WITH STANDARDISED MORTALITY RATES.
PROM 1910-1982 for 19801
Source, Department of Health 1481

norm in old Hawai'i. All older members of the extended
'ohana participated in the care of the younger member'
115).

If

2.

Cancer risk factors are discussed below in the next section

The September 1982 Draft Report mummery interpretations of
However, Look's
M. Look's 1982 publication are appropriate.

160
Strokes are mainly attributable to hypertension and
atherosclerosis. High blood Pressure is most often

paper 15717
Contains only graphs, but no figures for ready
a.

associated with family history, excessive sodium intake
and stress. Atherosclerosis is related to fatty foods,

comparison.

4,

b.

Has no data on stroke-the-third major cause of death.

stress, cigarette smoking, and sedentary life style.
in Hawaiians.

Accidents are chiefly auto deaths, frequently associated

sigh rate of suicide in young

c.

Has no data on tl-

d.

Hawaiians.
Has no data on the high rate of auto deaths in

with alcohol and or teen-age irreaponsibslity.

.

Many of the foregoing factors are in part associated with
low eocio-economic statue, inadequate health education, and

Hawaiians.
despair.

M. Look has recently volunteered to procure these data for

3.

this report (58).
Meanwhile, the following figures for 1980 were obtained from
the Department of Health for another publication 1591.

F.

Cancer Incidence
1. Age-adjusted average annual incidence per 100,000 population
of various cancers in Hawai'i., by ethnic group, have been
published recently 161).

Pure Hawaiian vs. part Havailln

distinction i8 not made.
wading Diagnosed
Cause. of Death

:maths Per 100,000 Population*
All Ames
Past Nevaiians
Pure nowallAra
93
l0
297

Table 8 show that in the period 1973-1977, Hawaiian males
had the highest rates of cancer of the esophagus, stomach.

(1)

All heart dimes..

(2)

All cancers

181

73

69

(1)

All strokes

171

39

38

stomach, lung, breast, tate :ne cervix, ovary, kidney,

All sccidsnt.

100

36

34

thyroid, liver-biliary tract, and pancreas.

(4)

pancreas, lung and reticuloendothelial nysteo.

Hawaiian females had the highest rates of cancer of the

.Sounded figures are standardise! mortality rates, adjusted for age.
1,

Causal factors for the leading diagnosed 'causes of death
have been cited in a previous section and are mainly related
to life style, but also with inter- related genetic and
environmental factors..

Heart diseases are numerous, but the chief killer is
coronary atherosclerosis, with heart failure, myocardial
infarction ('heart attack.), fatal heart rhythms, and
shock.

The main risk factors are family history

(Neese', cigarette smoking, diabetes, hypertension,
high blood fat, physical inactivity, stress, obesity and
excessive dietary fat. Some of these footers have been
examined in Hawaiians as reported in the next section
160).
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Tyrcom
D E.40 4
.

py

19
Table 9 desonetrates that Hawaiian Miles had the most tepid

2.

Ace-AaknarrOP AVERAGE AMA& leClolmea mnit 969 100,000 OF

TAKE 8

five-year increase in the incidence of cancer of the stomach

CANCUN IT erre, esx Me Mew fismor, 1973-1977
Isles
Chi
Jen

Cau

Cancer Oita

1,1

11.6
2.5
12.7
25.5
11.6
5.0
6.4

Mouth -Pharims
Rsophogus

Stomach
colon
Abeetwe
Elver -Bilisry

Pancreas
[Aryan
Lung
Hoso-6.6. system

4,1
11.1
26.5

11,g

6.0
64.1
11.0

-

Conde

2,2
6.1
10.4
29.1
16.4

9,1
16.1

Trf
fra
10.5
14.6

MA
8.0

6,0

10.8

----

----

-7..7.-

---

Corpus uteri
cwary
Prostete
bladder
kidney
thyroid

Non

12.1
7,8
1,6
11.3

9.S
1,)
1.5

38.4

11.9
. 9.7
10.9' 3.7

173

'TI

4.6

and lung. Hawaiian females had the most rapid flee in the
inciddeoe of cancer of the lung and aaaaa

Moles

Ala

VA
21A
---

27.7
6.4
2.6
7,1

40.1
5.7
5.4
6.4

911
5.6
6,3
e,1
16.4

Cou

3;e1

7.9
1.9

1.0
0,6
I5.1
le.s
9.1
6,)
4.1
0.4
11.4
7,1
47.1
6.1
19.6
7,0

5.0
17.8
6.6

11.1

ILI

LS

6.9
1.9
24,4
10.7
---

6.S
I.)
24.0
9,0
66.6
9,5

--

21.1
9.5
-1.9
1.0
6.6

30.1
G.S
4.6

6,6

Chl
0,7
0,6
6,1
31,1
-6T.1

inn

Pt)
4.1
1.0

3,1
2.7

till.
9.3

6.1 lil!
4,3
.4
0,0
21,7 414
6.11

1,1
1,9

1.1
1,3

6,1

12.0

61112

1.7

TAUS 2.

0.S
18.0
11.9
26.1

11.1

16.1
4.7

11:1

E4
4.5

In

1.6
2,9
16.8

231

127

Al) sites.

190

176

274

161

218

142

.27

.14

/Mt=

.44

Lung
g r eas e
Carlin

.27

.6

-16

.10

--

--

--

--

-204
ms

--

--

almider
III Sites

Seclude. sguamous And basal cell skin cancer
Soot.. Hinds. at al, 1981 1611

ern
Chi
0200 -239
7."-^
*6

Cau -Jon

C o r p u s Uteri

1611

-104
.17

Cancer tits
Stomach
Colon

lean/RS
354

Changes* in average annual 4911-stliested 06606, 0016000 1412
10,000 between 1944-72 and 1971-77, by oes and ethnic group

for oslactd sites

6.6

WI

--

alma
to &TIMM= AMU mas-atkiterec CAMPS )einampaa per 100.000
seem 19641-1972 and 1973-1977, Or an AMD 698120 ONOUP roe mama

YAM/ 9

6.4

4,0

33,1 66.1
7.8 IT11
26.6
7,4

6.1
9.7

-.14
.13

- -'

.31
-19
.3

16

I2
- -

: :

-11

-.37
-40

-I

l2

66

911

04
-4
-IS
.2

Chi

cau

Jpn

-2211

446 -prs

-20
-26
#38

.9
-11

*21
#1.:

.111

--

.9

--

-36

--

.24*

*103
HIS

--26
-2

-

.31
-.

0
*1

.1

Pil

-ass
.3

*It
*12
-18
431

9

Don

.19
-17

33 43
-ss
IS *14

-si

--

-.6

.2)

elm: nuns or decrease Impressed as a percentage of the 1906 -73 rote

rimer than AO case, morbid to 1966-72 and/or 1973.77
occludes egiumeas and basal cell skin canoes

Although the precise causation of cancer is not known.
certain factors are known to be associated with an increased

3.

risk of particular forms of cancer 1611.

Thus, stomach

cancer risk increases with eating of pickled vegetables.
Lung and esophageal cancer are greatly enhanced by
Breast cancer seems to be related to
-smoking,
rig

intake.

obesity, late age of first pregnancy and dietary fat
Bow these or other factors are pertinent to the alarming
occurrence of cancer in Hawaiians remains to be
C.

determined.

Acute and Chronic Conditions
The Department of Health Surveillance Program collects data
1.
by interviewing about 14,000 residents innbout 7,000 households throughout the state (46, 491. Table 10 shows that
the Rawaiians and part Hawaiians report the highest retsa of
acute conditions, and particularly for respiratory condition. 1551.
a

cAucastAN

JAPANESE

HAWAIIAN
PT. HAWAIIAN

1 hypertension has been studied in more detail among

3,

Tanix to HOMO or nartt coNnITIoNs PEP 100 KREMS 141 TEAR 111 englIcITT. 1960

1,167 son employees of the City and County o1 Honolulu and
the Hawaiian Telephone Company in 1966 1101. Table 11 shows

Onthe

PILIPIN0 Man UMUMWN

highest rates of hypertension among pure a'nd part Hawaiian..
6

ALL mint
conerrvws

122.8

104.1

212.4

ILA

15.7

191.2

121.6

200.4

15.5

3.0

8.1

4.2

especially those who were overweight.

INWTIVE
PARAsIT1c
DISEASES

NESPIWMaY

118.4

110.4

05.0

150.0

90.6

56.1 ,

',PEP
RESPInirraY

77.9

71.1

110.0

96.7

66.7

96.7

terwri A

40.0

11.8

19.0

10.1

9.5

15.7

5.2

1.1

1.1

3.3

2.1

mentilon

'THEN
etsittRAToer

CONDITION
ov.rartvc
syyrtn

'1"

6.
2.

7.4
10.0

15.9

Ma

19.6

10.6

20.8

1.0

31.6

24.1

wino.

,TNI:11TIOSS

16.11

4.7
10.4

1.6

State Department "I Ifte1th, Statlatleal

1.4
22.4
3).6
1980,

S8

75

41.0
51.9
16.9
43.0

6
24

14.5
14.6
3,5
13.3

31.1

21

46.6

12

1T3

ird

/7,1

166

It 71

20

WI

71
9

rite

41.5

496

42,7

164

Japanese

400
27
101
30)

178
4
39
64

44.5

'Mein°

41
146
65

10
109
36

1,167

485

Chinese
Clucailan
Kawsitsn
Pura

Put

Other Oars

(motrtox
10JU91E5
ALL °THEP

5.9

BLOOD Moues er RAM 3s 1,167 NUN IMM0T8I6 )11 ANNAI'l, 1966

TABLE 11

TOTAL

11.1

57.1
45.9

164
14
)8

4

WI
16.8

Criteria Iron As. J. Pub. 'Helen. 50.2) loot.), 1960.
Sourest

4,

According to Department of Health data generated for Alu
Like In 1977, pure Betletians reported higher prevalence..
compared to all remelt, an shown, for the following condi-

Stokes, at al 160)

among Hawaiians in 2,000
Coronary heart disease was q
consecutive autopsies performed at the Oueen's Hospital in

Honolulu in 1939 1621. In 1969. coronary risk Hectors were
compared in 42 Hawaiian men vs. 60 Japanese men in Newel.'
who had had myocardial infarction, The Hawaiians had higher

ttons (6211

overweight indices, higher blood pressure, and greater

S.

frequency of diabetes 1641.
Ind-stage kidney dies 's, has been reported se being most

6,

prevalent among Hawaiians in 1979 (631.
Congenital -bereditary.disordera studies have revealed

Pure Hawaiians

All Races

High blood pressure

22.60

12.26

Diabetes

14.4

5.3

Arthritis
Heart trouble

9.1

5,6

4.2

2,8

frequency of club toot in Hawaiian), 1211.

1,4

0,7

evidence is in the precontsct skeletal remains recovered

Stroke

Condition

from the Hokapu. O'enu sand dunes 17).
In 1969, detailed investigation of 913 reported cases in

Part Hawaiians reported higher rates for the following

Hswai'i disclosed incidences of 60.12 per 10,000 births for

conditions:

Condition

pot-Hawaiian.

All Races

,

Asthma

Chronic bronchitis

17.2%
3.6

high

The earliest

60511

1,7

unmixed Hawaiians. vs. 11.21 for unmixed Caucasians. and
5.67 for tindisted Oriental' 166). There woe no evidence of
any associated intro- or extra-uterine environmental
factors.

The data supported a genetic hypothesis,

BEST COPY

.03

7.

mom SS 1111011'1 IPTII Mat SIODSIRS, 1973
Ampaak

n

girl in 1961, 609 regultein live births, 374 in
abortions, and 31 as fetal deaths. These liras. represent
a higher proportion of live births and

Doha

tern

/ 14

111

6.67

64641 all 46641.

lower proportion of

114t, 44, 44

However, 'no

EN

41440
awn
n

Wiliam
n awn
14

Le

LP

44

41
7.70

3.11

1.71

MI
1.17
7.01
1.69
7.03
Lin

1.7

1.4

prenatal cars' was twice as high for Hawaiian pregnant
teenagers than for others, and 179 of Hawaiian teen births
were illegitimate compered to 764 statewide. These

4404 Nolo

1.07

1.16

1.0$

11444616o

1.11

1.34

beat 14449.4

7.4

Mossrt Ittoo

7.14

7.41
7.41

1.61
7.46
1.11

statistics reflect persistence of traditional prevent/let
Hawaiian values toward eating, childbirth and the infant as
described in a previous section. In pre-Cook Hevai'i, these

wake
444 aid gm

abortion. compared to the other ethnic groups.

data would not represent

a.

WV UM no nisalanCV al UMW SEAMS POWs in PACS AND moons

TANA 11

Pregnancy rates for girls less than IS
years of age have revainevailighest.among 44111.114144 from 1976
through 1991'(67). Of thn 426 pregnancies by these Hawaiian
Teenage Pregnancies.

poolt4

1.66

4401112.42.4

.

n

Mot

Tot41

own

n

4

71

671

ftwn

gag

6.00

7.4

7.07

7.10

1.11

7.0)

7.72

144

141

1.47

1.71

1.4

1.77

1.4

Lit
1.44

tag
1.61

2.66

2.11I

7.11

1.61

1.4

1.61

130

tat

LI!

1.07

Lit

Lit

1.60

1,4

Ls

1.4

1.0

1.21

1.27

1.4

2.1

1.11
2.74

1.4

1.01

7.47
1.44

7.9

1.11

1.14

1.11
2.44

1.4

0
1.1$

"7

f4
1.4

14
642

2.94

AP

t0, topical app1124444 el 1142,144,
tiploloiry portals, way to ow of flour/ Ilwort4o .071
et MM. 11, 'VOW to floor301 we-n, 44 04401 to 11,44171o.

'problem" as they do in our

Swan NMI, at al (41)

contemporary Americanised society.
nental Carina. in 1973, the relationship of eating certain

U.

foods to the occurrence of dental decay was studied in Ill

Palatal Health
1.

eighth grade public school students, by race, in Hawaii

Data fres the Mental Health Division of the state impartment
of Health show the Hawaiians' use of state mental health

(68).

facilities to be similar to their representation ie the

As seen in Table 12, the rates of decayed, miselr4 or filled
(W) teeth were highest among Hawaiian youngsters. These

2.

rates correlated with the high frequency of consuming

total state population, as shown in nsh140 t.3 091.
Psychiatric diagnoses, however, were distinctive, as seen in

Meweiiane manifested mere transitional

Table 14 (691.

starchy foods, sweet beverage*, desserts, snacks, and candy

eituatlorftl disorders, behavioral disorders and other

and gun.

personality disoree,g, mental retardation, and drug abuse
than expected from their proportiur in the mental treatment
population. Further, Hawaiians ranked nigeeeL for eental
retardation, drug abuse. Naiesins dote, and 'diagnosis

deferred.
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31
I.

These data euggeet that while Hawaiians may be Neon in
mental filaitn facilities, they may not communicate fully.

Insert Tables 34, 35, 36, 37 as in the Draft Report pp. 55-61.

Possible reason. are proposed in an Alu Like report below
1711.

Suicide. Department of Health suicide data Were studied for
the 64-year period, 1608 to 1972 1701. For the most
recently examined S -year period, 1968-72, Hawaiian and part

J.

Drug Use and Abuse

R.

Elderly Hawaiians
An Alu Like report of elderly Hawaiians; over 65 years of age,

Hawaiian Wales had the highest age- Standardised suicide

0

in 1917, indicated that 75.91 of Hawaiians vs. 66.31 of non-

rats-42.S per 100,000 population - -compared to 13.5 for

.

Hawaiian. reported major chronic illnesses 1731.

were ran highlr in the 20-34

The

hIcetiot Use and Abuse

moles of all races.
year age group of Hawaiian melee.

L.

Them, findings support the hypothesis that the despair of
cultural conflict, particularly in the young male Hawaiian,
Serioue
contiroes to be not only ,common, but Serious.

Medical Care
Although the Queen's Hospital in 1659 and the Kapl'olani
1.
Hospital in 1690 were founded' tor native Hawaiians where
previous
they could receive free medical care, as cited in

enough to lead to Self - destruction.
Cul urea.' - Sensitive Nene 1 Health Service

4.

Hawaiians.

section, this policy is no longer being implemented.

An

Lunging Home for elderly and destitute Hawaiians provides
Hawaiians receive no special formal
no free medical care.

semi-rural
mental health program in
Alu Like report of
Hawaiian community of 016,000 in Ninikull, O'ahu mabev

medical' attention in their homeland.

the following points 17111
Native Hawaiians have unique problems because they Ire
a.

Like their fellow Americans, they pay directly themselves

2.

for medical care, purchase health informal, or acquire

an "indigenoue people living under a non-indigenous

Medicaid and /or Medicare coverage if they apply and are

government.
Cultural conflict between the traditional personal,

b.

deemed eligible.
3.

family, social behavior of old Hawai'i vs. modern heals
socio-economic competitive pressures generate mental

except for oneAlu Like study on elderly Hawaiians in 1977
age or40, had no health Insurance vs.-44 of non-Hawalisns.
4.

Alu Like, founded in 1976 as a Native American agency for
Hawaiians, has completed a valuable health needs aameaament,

effective for non-western Hawaiians.
Recently, a culturally-sensitive service, Hale Ola o

d.

Aciording to this report, 15.7% of Hawaiians over the

1731.

-trees and emotional disorders.
therapeutic approaches in the Hawaiian community
a
by non-Hawaiian health professionals have not been

c.

atatisticson thw, forma of health care are not available.

d a few pilot projects on health advocacy and
of sustaining

and t

health education/ however, because of lack
funds, no new programs are planned 1731.

Ho'opik6lea, has been established to engage
community personnel, such ss informal caregivers and
N.

natural healers, and to train formal health profes-

Memith Professionals
1.

etonsle In sensitive approaches to native Hawaiian
clients.

Physicians
Reliable data are not available on t('e number of
Hawaiian licenaal physicians in the State of Havel's; nor
4 the Nevel.1 tat/teal Association have ',itch information
(741.

I

SCHOOL OP NURSING. BY YEAR

University of Hawaii School of Medicine
The only medical school in the state started its first
It was then a two-year
class of medical students in 1967.
school. There were 3S students in that first class. None
was Hawaiian 1751.

HAWAIIAN STUDENTS ENTERING THE UNIVERSITY Or kAWAPI

TABLE 20

stets, It's than 50 are believed to be Hawaiians 1101.
2.

G'

In 1977, recruiting of minority students

0

SOURCE,

4

6.51

1

1.91
S.SS

3

CBI

1979-

8
6

13.5I

7

6

6.91
9.91
4.61
9.01
10.01
9.21

62
53
SS
62
64
72
79
71
66
67
74
65

39

7.51

790

1980
1981
1982
1903
1984
1965
1986

7
3

6
6

TOTAL

11.36

2.11
0.01

229
200
294
354

7.56

'1,504

' 4.01

6
3.

112

Dubin (771

As in the medical school, Hawaiian nursing students are
Unlit', in the medical school, the

number and proportion of entering Hawaiian nursing itudent
is declining.

Public Health Worker.
The Department of Health reports the following nonhospital Hawaiian employees for 1983

(76) e

Hawaiians

Clam. of Employee

S.

Only one of the Hawaiian graduates in
suitable position in the Hawaiian

13.61

316

All

7.51 of the SIB graduating students, since the school
started in 1967. Most of the graduate. are still in realpractise ha. found

,

175
126

also under - represented.

SOURCE, Young 1451
Hy 1982, 39 Hawaiian students had acquired their M.D.,

dency training.

6

159
177

17.00
11.9s
16.01
4.06
6.11

Class Simi

1975
1976
1977
1978

3

14

TOTAL

HAWAIIAN STUDENTS IN THE UNIVERSITY Or NAWAI'l SCHOOL Or
MEDICINE BY GRADUATING CLASS TSAR
Hawaiian.
Class Year

27
21
28,

1975.
1976
1917
1970
1979
1960
1901
.1902

school, the pertinent statistics are as foltpwe 1451,

Total

Hawaiians

Year

began 1451.
Since 1975, when the first class was graduated by the

TABLE 19

Of the c2,000 licensed and practicing MOs-in the

Tote
2,316

Administrative heads

I

10.0

10

Staff Public Health Professionals

1

4.2

24

University of Hawaii School of Public Health
the under-representation of Hawaiians among
oublic health rrofeesionale, the School of Public Health
program to recruit minority students in 1970. The
began
following figures on this equal opportunity program were

asmunity.

c, provided 17011
3.

Nurses,

number of nurse. in the stabs who are Hawaiian 1761.
The University of Ilawei'i School of Nursing provided
these figures on Hawaiian nursing students,for the years

Recruited

10

Graduated

6

Still in school

4

Drop out

since 1975 17711

Applicants for 1983

566

31S

1

0

bU

)1

5 ,S

Tota

Hawaiians

Student.

The Hawai'i Murata Association has no information on the

f

32

41.

In all the'maJor health prof

diseases, cancer, stroke, and accidents, particularly auto.

s, Hawaiians are

Although effort have been
made through equal opportunity and affirmative action
progrims to correct these inequities, only meager progress
has been made and without steady improvement.

or approximated those for non - Hawaiians.

native males.
S.

Hawaiians

involved sites were luN, breast, stomach, uterine cervix,

motivated they ere to serve in Hawaiians oommonitiell have
not been assailed.

kidney, liver -billary,lystem, pancreas and thyroid.

Risk

factors vary but include ciferette -.poking for lung cancer,

obesity and high fat intake for breast cancer, and salted
fiXli for stomach cancer.

Birth rates were low and death sates were high. for the

These figures reflected the

6.

Acute conditions were reported in 1900 ft highest among
Hawaiians and part Hawaiians, especially respiratory condi -

more than 804 decline in the indigenous population during

Alone.

that century !Tom introduced infectioWs and their socio-

Chronic Conditions, reported in 1977, were higher in

cultural-political-economic disintegration, with resulting

Hawaiian. for high blood pressure, diabetes. arth i

malnutrition, insanitation, and despair.

heart trouble, stroke, sthea and chronic bronchitis. When
studied, life style factors appeared to dominate over

.8. innexatten, the initially somewhat

In the 19000,,

higher birth ratea and felling death

genetic and

poly to

population undergoing western industrialisation.

The 1980

7.

Of congenit.1-hereditary.disorders, club toot was highest
among Hawaiians, 6 times higher than for Caucasians and 10

birth rate figure of 18.6 and death rate'of 3.0 per 1,000

times higher than For Orientals.

,emerge from

mixed population practicing birth control, and
with s lengthening life span.

8.

Dental caries were most prevalent in Hawaiian school
children, and correlated with the eating of starchy foods,

Infant mortality higher rates for Hawaiians and part

sweet beverages, desaert, snacks and candy.

Hawaiians continued from the early 1900s intn the 39706, in
spite of the rising part Hawaiian population.

onmental factors in most-of these

disorders.

rapidly increesing non-Het:titan, and lesser part Hawaiian,

The higher

9.

Mental illness in state facilities was higher than expected
having transitional situational disorders,

rates of 'illegitimate' births and teenage pregnancies among

among flaw

Hawaiians in 1980 are evidence for perlistence of tresP-

behavior disorders, mental retardation, drug 'buses, and was
highest in Haws iiiii for mental

native practices of sexual expression and epeeist
affection for children.

dation, dm, abuse,
This evidence

'missing data,' and 'diagnosis deferred.'

.

Shortest life expectancy of 67'.6 years for

suggests Hawaiians di not cosietinicste fully with

iiiii ens vs.

health staff persons.

74.2 years for the total state population in 1970 continued

An Alu Like pilot mental service program in a Hawaiian

trend since the first calculations in 1910.
4.

In Hawaiian females, the most

reticule - endothelial system.

H oe sensitive much new health graduates ate and her

native Nava iiiii in the 1800s.

3.

In Hawaiian males, the most frequently involved

who are cilturally sensitive to their underserved people.

pummaryof 3saltherofile

2.

Cancer in 1977 wee moat prominent and tieing among
C sites of cancer were lung, stomach, esophagus, pancreas and

for more Hawaiians in these disciplines, but fa: Hawaiians

1.

Suicide death

TACOS Were highest for Hawaiians, especially 'song young

Sducation in these professions, of course, is bell 0
orientation. The need, as has been pointed out, is not only

N.

Sates for part Hawaiians were lass, intermediatn,

deaths.

seriously under- represented.

. community proposed that Nava iiiii have a unique behavior

mortality rates in 1980 remained highest for pure.Navliens
!:r MtvIcur 11,211,12 l!nnt±vt7,4 -trove f dneth

43
1

Thus, 11 iiiii en/western-educated health professionals are

pattern stemming from 'indigenous people living under a
non-indigenous glvernment,' cultural conflict. between

sparse in their native land. Their cultural sensitivity to
tho plight of their fellow Hawaiians has not been reported.

-traditional social values vs. me Len hacl individual
competitive pressures, and a dominant society insensitive to
H awaiian needs.
10.

Alcohol and Jrug abuse. in 1979

population age 12 or older.

ffected 14.74 of the state
Of these, 20.94 were Hawaiian

or part Hawaiians.

11.

Among the elderly interviewed in 1977, 79.9% of Nava iiiii
vs. 66.44 of non-Hawaiians reported major chrot.io tllnassen,
according to Alu Like.

12.

Medical care of Nava iiiii has not been systematically
investigated.

Hawaiians no longer 'receive free medical care

Queen' Hospital,
Kapi'clni Hospital, end LunhIllo H. In 1977, 15.7% of
It institutions founded lot thesis

Havel iiii older than age 60 had no health insurance vs. 94
of non-Hav
at reported by Alu Like.
1).

Data on Hawaiian health professionals are grossly
inadequate.

In 1980, Hawaiian physicians were estimated to

number lees than SO 102:841 of the c2,000 licensedfilmil

practicing doctors in the state.
B y 1902, the University of Hawaii School.of Medicine mad
graduated )9 Hawaiian IDS, 7.34 of the total of 518

graduating students since the school openid in1967.

Only

one of the Hawaiian graduates in practice has found
suitable position in the Hawaiian community.
Hawaiian nurses in the state remain unidentified and
uncounted. In the University of Hawal'i 40001 of Nursing.
7.8% of the students since 1973 have been Navallans.
has applied for 198).

4000

Among the state Department of Health non - hospital personnel,

only 1 of 34 administrators and staff public health
prof
Is are Hawaiian.

Since 1976, the University of Hawaii School of Public
Health hue recruited 10 Hawaiian students of 12, but none
has applied for admission in 1983.

567
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Queen's and Sepisolani Hompitel in accordance with their
III.

SICCOMIIMDATIOrt

founding charter*.

Systematic collection, recording and analysis. of critical health

A.

3.

date on Hewn iiiii for use in specific health benefit Programs.

4.

Setension of health needs assessments and research for specific

B.

be sensitive to Neweilae needs.

health programa started by Alu Like, but now curtailed by !nest..

Integration of health programs with those fort
Sermonic self-sufficiency, agriculture, fishing, 'devotion.
1.

O.

fieient funds
Ore.t.r input by the neweilan community in health needs assessq and leplementing sleclfic health programs. This
Mete, pl

C.

culture, recreation, housing, energy, transportation,

requires improved and coordinated commueicetion systems through2.

out the island..

6.'

Avoid unnecessary duplication
Monitor, encourage, and if neceesery, press such bodies to

communication, historic sites.
This recognises that health is not separate from, but an
integral port of, daily, yet long - range, group as well se

education witUn the Nawattsit communityt
ii q beginning in uterg and preschool,
roily health 1
1.

individual pursuit of meaningful lives in an increasingly
complex society.

rather then excessive dependence on schools.
Emphasis on self - responsibility, health-promotion, and

2.

disease - prevention through,
e.

Prudent nutrition with more fibre, restrictot fat,

b.

sweet:, and sodium
Daily Vigorous, yet enjoyeble.snd productive, physical

c.

Avoidance of tobacco, ei^ohol, and non-prescribed drugs

0.

uholesome thinking and

ion

-coping

3.

Optimal use of available health-care resources

4.

Patient-advocacy
Avoidance of exceesive dependence on professionals, faddism,
.

S.

.

end commercialism.
Incorporation of appropriste.gavalien values and practice. into

I.

the health care system.
Saturation of more culturally- sensitive ' Hawaiian' and
1.

non-Hawaiian health professionals
Placement in undeserved Hawaiian communities.
F. Coordwation with existing health agencies and institutions on
2.

specific health programst
1.

ion, cancer,.stroke, diabetes,
For heart disease, hype
ge pregnaninfant and maternal care,
kidney di
,

2.

Ct.., alcoholism, drug abuse, suicide aM dental
Investigation of 'free° medical care for needy Hawaiians at

714
ft
47

IV.
1.

natives continua to despair, for they have, indeed, become not
only strangers, but the congceredi in their native land.

11UKKAPy

Prior to contact with the first foreigners, the Hawaiians were
healthy people, well adapted to, and reverent of,
generally
nature about them, in their pursuit of meaningful productive

4.

lives. They were remarkably free Groover* contagious scourges
because of their long. isolation from the rest of the'world, and
their refined degree of personal hygiene, public sanitation and

Integrating family and self- education in the health principles
of their torahs/seers - -prudent Proper nutrition, vigorous and
enjoyable work and ploy, avoidance of self-abuse, and wholesome
image of themselves, others and nature --with programs such as
agriculture, fishing, historic sites, housing, transportation,

ants today. some congenital defects, and some mental illness,
although they were extraordinarily hospitable, gracious and

energy, and culture.

skillful in coping. with stress.

and non-Hawaiians ,reed to be
More culturally-sensitive Ilsordiens
trained as health professionals and to serve in underserved
Hawaiian communitiee, to help the people themselves launch

-

Their medical care was holistic, health-promoting, and
preventing With emphasis, on self - responsibility, and continuous
communication with the psychospiritusl realm of their ancestor.
who had become gods and other manifestations of nature, end to

health programs for specific medical problems, such as heart
disease, canter, drug abuse, and suicide- -and for pride in

which the islanders owed all.
2.

Restoration of the Hawaiian.' desire to pursue meaningful live
by returning to their lands and waters,!to their reverence for
nature and the spiritual realm of their ancestors, end to become
self-responsible and self - sufficient.

preventive measures, promoted by their psychospirituel beliefs
and the kimm, 4Nowever, they did have some focal infections,
some of the metabolic disorders so prevalent in their descend-

di

Correction of this painful assessment must begin at the source.

thesse4wes.

The Hawaiians
Death
have never recovered, for disaster continues today,
directly and indirectly. Aet.tring %MVOS of infectious

Contact in 177h end thereafter brought disaster.

epidemics, sotto - politico - economic disruption and Spiritual

despair reduced the indigenous population from c300,000 to

c40,000--when the
Il41

kingdom wes seised by the halite oligarchy - -to

Neither native not haole medicine could halt the devasta-

tion.
1.

Acceleration of tmericanisation, when the Hawaiians were
and their vote, in
forcibly deprived of their ruling
f their Malt - illness

1891, brought

That is, beving adopted the prevailing
U.S. lifestyle tge Hawaiians new rank first in their homeland
with hhola ,l1posses'heart diiiaties, hypertension, mincer,
drug
stroke. and for some, also with auto death*, suicides,

profile- -end more

Sol

abuse. ane. 'behavioral disorders.'
d of their lands, caught in the cultural clash of
Drop

traditional respect for their extended 'Wiens and nature vs.
pressure to survive in the competitive haole world of greed, the

1;,
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The roe of a child 0 Odenwald fran the lees of the patents intend ea

IOW* 0=NSOMsw

0*ee win
Manna. rem NOP

the birth certificate lit accordance with the folioed*{ policies With are bass/
the procedure used In the gun= of the COM, on those censuses conducted
prior to 1970.
11110 rice of both intents is the Sew, the child 45 coded es
that race.
and either parent is
If the roe of both purest. is net Owe
doigneted Wail= or Pert - bonne, the child Is ceded
IT
either permit is desiginted Negro or Slot, the child is coded Negro. I6 all
other mixtures, the child is coded according to the rue of the father. Ille
g itlinte birth* en coded *Wardle& to the me of the mother.

NW. a.

ups

aka rm.. eima

January 13, 1983

Ma

Maim awe, IMO. aa. e&

mot ~law Ow.

Mrs. Kina'u Boyd laoll'i

The ricer Coddil On a writes, certaiiete are whstever roe the bride and
The race cm a death
grow recorded alias they obtained their terries, license.
roe the lnforoat gave the lawirel director vinpre.
certificate is
pared the death certificate.

Chairperson
Native Hevaiians Study Commission
y Avenue, Apt. 1601
500

elation

Honolulu, Kiwi' 96826

The rue of an individual lotlndod in the deportment's houeihold With
sultry 0 coded in ocordefics with the above criteria based is the roe of the
Individuals whose indents
individual's parents as furnished by the nmpandeet.
ere of different retie ate Coded either Pert-Hawaiian Of Other Winne depending

Dear Hrs. tamall'i:

al

for your draft
The following comments and so *felons 1
,,
prepared in response
report of the Native Havallens Study Commission war
to your letter of December 20, 1982 to Mr. Charles Clerk, Director,
Department of Health, as promised in his letter to you dated December 29,

upon the racist milt.

The race it
on the 1970 and the 1980 Milted States decennial onto was
based entirely upon 01f-identification as
angle rue so that It is no longer
possible to get tont, of motel mixtures from the cenos. The rate Items free
the 1970 and 1960 census are not comperable with the reee designations of the
Deportment of Health-or any other race statistics Collected in Hewett.

082.
If you base any questions about any of these figures and cements,

please phone ale at 646.6454.

yours

Sinter

B irth end Death Beta
The quotetiom given in the tint paragraph of this section an pap IS should
be checked sloe it is Mt logical that depopulation r0Sultad from a nowelif'
high lonelier rate. It should probably read "aboneelly" high mortality rate.

, N.D.. M.P.H.

THOMAS A
Chief, k

eed S ttttt tics office

Infant Mortality
.

Attach.

Ur Charles C

cc-

Chose dates in table 27 to 1924.1980 and add relieving two column,

Clerk

ismo

1970
All roes
Hawaiian
4
Pert-Hawaiian
Caucasian
Chinese
Japanese
Korean
Filipino
Puerto Rican

19
65

10

2:
19
16

10
II

9

14

9

15
18

11

32

6

Depoteent of Health Annual Report, Statistical Supplement 1970 and 1980.

3
Page 47, paragraph 2, line I-. Change 1690 to 1980.

0

Page SO.

Page 1', table 28-. those to.

NESIDEST ItfANT DEATHS BY RACE OF *HER 1977-1981
Deaths

Births

67.463

All roues
Caucasian
Hawaiian
Pertiimmailan

=1::4
10600

707

7

8 9 '/- 1.1
7.3
9.9

10,606

266

11.6 /. I.;

5,261

:1

14,954

137
112

12.666

Puerto Rican

1,066

Oran

1.7'S
735

Portuguese

Rate'

10.5 / 0.7

932
256

ANA

LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH IN HAVAII RESIDENTS
M. RACE 1980

7 0 / 0.9
9.2

8
20
6

Condition

1.4

8.8
7.5
11.3
6.2

/
/
/
/

1.6
5.1
4.9
$.6

Olsolosof Heart
Cancer

Coebrovesculer
All itchiest'
Influents/pneumonia
Oliabeteli Milieus
Suicide
Perinatal conditions
Cirrhosis of liver
Homicide

.sumher of infant deaths per 1,000 live births /. 951

confidence hots.

leant
Oeparteent of Health Annual afore, Statistical Su
-rafin.allin. ea cu ated
1977, 1978, 1979,
by Department of Health Research and Statistics Office.

Source.

Add new paragraph end', Leading Causes of Death,.

There is considerable variation in the proportion of persons dying of
merlons causes in the different remits. The following table shows the "crude"
nortslity
by race for the ten leading causes of death In Kemal for 1980.

lettOrTar

the infant death rate of Pert.Hawallon Wall significantly higher during the
fise.year period of 197'-1981 than that of Caucasians. Chines.. Filipino eat
The confidence limits on the smell races ore an broad that their
.tap
that period cannot he considered significantly different fro* any of the larger

Ware*: ttnpubIllibld

for

Caucasian

Chinese

103
130
59

227

144

123

10

27

85
10
se

15

17
37

:0
10

40

10
16
10

S

1

3

17

$
3

15
7

11

Wolin Japanese

Filipino

62
113
41
10

179
Ile
53
22
32

21

II

10
15

10

3

5
3

27

6

1

10

tables from Department of Health Research and Statistics

Office

.

.

racial groups

'Intel hosed on estimated population

Sow data are by rata
rage in, table 29( has data that are not comparable.
of child add some are by race of other, and some of the data influde non-residents
I have redone the table as follow,'
while other data do not.

kid

per

100,000 11960 Census)

a no peregreph!

Incidence°, Cancer

18618 29
Cancer Is the sicced I
leg Cause of death in Kroll and during 1900,
there acre 2.709 new cases of cancer diagnosed. The incidence of cancer
varies Notedly in the various rectal groups in the State. The following
table empires the °age standardited. Incidence rates of selected onto'
for the period 1171 through 1910. Since the idcidence verges by err, the
retes ere "standaidited. to show what the
in the varlou9 racial groups
would be, if ell groups had the une eye composition.

CHARACTIRISTICS OF 9leTH5 BY RACE OF MOTHER
HAWAII erSIDESTS 111801

ur

Bate

ubther

Births

Total

16.129
5,659

fantasia's

Hawaiian
Pert:Hawaiian
Japanese
Lhinese
Filipino

163

1.441
2.655
704
3,042

-Tate-Fir

a. TirthilTrriti-

"gel

103.2 Pop.1

Ratio3

19.5
21.0
17.5
23 I

1.1
1.1

12 -2

1

11.9
29.1

1.0

0.9
1.0
1

1 -1

Weight%
7.11
0.91
7.41
7.41
11.61
1.61

9.31

eta,

175.9
133.6
276.1
163.2
67.8
02.1
153.2

AG* STANDARDIZED INCIDENCE Of CANCER ST RACK.

2

Rased on population totals froilfite 'gins's_ sta hoot 1981

5

Melts divided by females
tuaher of illegitimate births per 1000 live births

4

Chino*
Filipino
Keinlian
Japanese
Source;

stanch

pro

Caucasian

loot 1980

All data Department of Health Statistical Su

alrila

Race

.

1

HAVAII 1971-1910

lung

lune

breast

65.I

26.5

91.2

42.0
21.1

26.6
16.9
39.7
11.9

70.3

.

19.1
27.1
10.1
511.3

30.8

'

11.$
12.1
7.7
10.2
30.1

103.1
14.1

NIA
97.8

-$4.5

cent
$9.0,
19.9
32.6
34.2
17.2

Hawaii %Or Reeletry, unpublished dote.

Incidence rata per 100,000 potation.
Population mitimatas from Health Surveillance Program of the Department
of Health for 1976.
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BEST UOF'Y

A.

o

litt.01111
this message response to your preliminary report is
partly in Melogrammtic syntax for purposes of brevity and
clarity.

I concur with U. S. Senator Daniel Inouye and.

others to open condonation of Vourtiport es an outrageous

IIZ

and callous ettempt in re-writing historical facts to
whitewash reprobrnsible actions deliberately taken in 1893.

to

by united States officials accredited to the sovereign

POILI112M22 Mar

and independent kingdom of Hawaii, in unlawfully conspiring
with a smell group of non-Uswaiian residents it the Kingdom

4

Of &mail. including some citisena of the Un.ted States -to overthrow the indigenous and lawful goveinment of Hawaii.

Ine swiss ddiallams aftcdNONUdand

kresing such a conspiracy. United

KAI=

Minister John

L. Stevens. acting without direct authority or knowledge pf

93 taw. 1953

the President otthe united States or its Congress. caused
fully armed and combat equipped armed Forces of the United
States in battalion size. to be put ashore in Honolulu and

deployed tactically near the Hawaiian Palace and other govern

tt

memt,buildings. the precise character. scope, degree. and
manner of which was to place United ttttt a armed Forces in

direct confrontation end to intinidate the Queen of the
Colonel Arthur S. Chun

Manua. Iona, Hawaii

.

,1.4441

Hawaiian kingdm.on January 16, 1893.

sustain the uprising and protect the provisional government

Aided and abetted

from retaliation by thelawful established government of

armed Forces

by United States offlclals and United

against the sovereign

who lowered the Mmaliarefleg over a devotion government

Hawaii, constitutes further 409

building and hoisted m the United States flag, the mall

Hawaiian Queen. Om patriot Hawaiian Police officer was

shot r MOON in the elocution of his official duties,

group of insurgent conspirators. non-ftwaliens snd cAtAtens

a

staining with bit bleed the shameful actions of the govern-

of the United State. residing in Hawaii. roomed a paper

..

mint of the freedom loving people at the United States.

provisionel'oommment without the consent of the Hawaiian
people or of the lawful governmental Hawaii.

temmtlatety
Illemen months later. on December 19, 1893, in

thereupon, United states Maisie, Stevens extended diplomatic.
recognition to the provisional government

historic assess to the Congress. the

United States, Orme, Cleveland. after a full and impartlel

Provisional government was not An actual control of the

investigation, responded fully and accurately on the illegal

kingdom,. Herfali, nor in full possession of effective
acetone of the United States as
power. nor with absent from the Hawaiian people, and further-

an pest pf Ms(, committed

with the witicipetion of a dip/emetic representotive and

more ma sustained in authority moiety by the Armed Forces
of the united States.

dent of the

ISO ouch

the Merl Forms of the United States and without the

For your Commiestes to interpret ind
authority of Congress -

define such bebwris, lodelensible airtime by the United

directly causing the lawful

goverment of the peaceful, -friendly and confiding govern-

States as ceremonial and psychological, coostAtutes a terrible

ment of Sewall to be overthrown.' 'a substantial wrong

ohmm and files against the true and full abpnificanoe of

and injury was thus done to the Hawaiian people. which,

'illegitimate actions erecuted by the United Steteejto cause

with des regard for our national character as well as the

the overthrow at the lawful sovereign kingdom of detail.

rights of the injured people, the United State. should
endeavor to repair.'

Furthermore. liming conspired and armed the downfall

So compelling is the message of

President drover Cleveland. which should to reed by every

of the Smalion kingdoms for the United States to solely

-3-

572

586

BES

Opy

c.

I

3

a

Rastas

Hawaiian. that I quota from page 457, Appe- ndix II,

Executive Consents. 53rd Congrees, 3d Session, House

On the basis of the foregoing facet', is it therefore

of Representatives, 1894-1895t
(quote)

any wonder why I forcefully condemn the preliminary report
of the Commission as outrageous and s continuation of further.

-the United Motes in aiming to maintain
itself as onswif the moot enlightened of
nations would do its citisons gross injustice
nif it applied to its international relations
standard of honor
;any other than a hi
Ind morality. On that ground the United
States cannot properly be plat in the position
of countenancing a wrong after its cc fission
any more then in that of consenting to 4t

injustices upon the Hawaiian people.

Your historical findings

and conclusion seemingly appear, politicellY motivated to
deny the Hawaiian people their'rightmous claim to aided crown
lands and natural resources, and reflecin poorly on the drool

in advance. On that ground it cannot mellow
itself to refuse to redress an injury inflicted
through an abuse of power 4y officer, clothed
its uniform*
with its authority and wear
eebis but friendly
and on the soma ground, if
state 151 in danger of being robbed of its
misuse
independondi end its sovereignty hy
of the name and power of. the United States,
the United ttttt e cannot fail to vindicate its
honor and its sense ofigg:ice by an earnest
reparation.
e ffort to mike ell pos

fiber of both your commission and the present administration
you represent.
5

put

As to the remainder of your report, simply

is surplus wIndow-drissing, interesting, with some

upliftment vale, but the turn-off appears ttttt er..

2811.1211

These principles apply to the 'nailer* caste with
tttttttt ble fordo when the special condition&
of the Ousen's surrender of her sovereignty
are recalled. She surrendered not to Omit
provisional government, but to the United State*.
She surrendered not absolutely and permanently.
but temporarily and conditionally until such
k
tier as the facie could be considered by the
United States.

I recommend stfongly that the three Hawaiian mmekers of

the Commission 645arate thawed/vas from the majority report
if such unjust findings and conclusions are allowed to stand.
Dotter to submit

minority report' re4jecting the Hawaiian

aids 4; the overthrow in 1893 and President Cleveland's

P urthermors, the provisional government
acquiesced in her surrendor-in that manner and
on those terms, not only by tacit consent, but

majestic report and strop conclusions, then to be entrapped
in the majority report which does little except to further

through the positive acte of *ma members of that
government who urged her peaceable submission. not
merely to avoid bloodsbod, but because she could
place implicit reliance upon the justice of the
United states, end that the whole subject would
bo finally considered at Washington.' (end gmote)

erode the dignity of the Ihmulianpeople and bitterly reduce
their worth, douse to 'nothing.*

.1

-4-

-S-

VIS

mere the same 1893 scenerio to be re-enacted lifelike
again in 1982 --- would

the Hawaiian commissioner, join

me in rising ta the defense of our queen and,

it liar

destiny la to perish --- than loyally die tot Oxman and
country?

Arthur S. Chun
Colonel. USA Inet'd)
Chairman, Honokobsu-Saloko
Study commission
National Park Service
Department of the I
USA
P. O. 8011 597

Manua, Sons, Hawaii

96740

Enclosure - President Cleveland's
Report to Congress 1893
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11.17 vh.* s,t.ltt,d to lb. tit., that the owarobip at Hiwall
wit lovdo,sd to so by a pio.lilossl gswisw.t set apto sorud
lb. issalllntlosal rulir .6 the Isloads, who hid bu ditbreoed,
sid.It did .ol sp, that itth psurlalocal gousuvut hid lb.
.actiit .6 .11hco pcpiuot toolutlos Or so81sgt Two ether

uawanaa sibigs
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iaustIau MteU
8to" hi seuNd lb. piotaitlos ii lb. flaw,llai Iila*ds sad

biWtlila$ ass...

460

àdajid Ihit .14 stilt vu "labit p.dlsi s.d .otpct to squ.
dath stW.btoto.." Otteatis this ass .plt'tata pseittof.
at. V. piospily 4Is.ovNd by en, Cvii,....! tot lb. Aw.flca.

St n.sI,id vi. lb. Osoroasat bedldtog as 0eo01o1a sad a
pssd .1511 Apdl, sad .Sn Mt Mount's ,,..,val

it

lb. as., whit hoibvu, svuNd.

£ hi Sstals.sat atIb. .u,nuw that lad to lb. ssb,n,slos at
lb. ..eseltsd,.sl O,,r.aavtat lIaw01l tolb. struts ateaueu.
ties to lb. Ualtal StaSis vl8'lbd th. Silo w.leaden of that
Os 81latday. Tesssssy 54, tIph lb.

9w. .6 ffswsil, who bid

has slitptatlalb. psoelsa.Uos at. a.. citslltatlem, bad, to
sawath, isbtosl, seaesseed
4.itta lb. vishessid
Tthiq this teJIaq.Isbed pit'
lbs pi4see the pew. st l
us bids at.td. dIlaus. at HeNdsie .a.betlig Is.. my
a pilnt.e46ess.ds,.
Was budesd, uNdyNdleal sIlas, .

d sUidCsidOat&Isty, w.Nd atthlsteaapeoes.a,
.6 who, vu, ho01. isl.c% Nd
.tad.64,, Autti.
vu
1bas., sad vu Oruos, This isvuillmo, Osogh
w.
use
esussled,
hid
to
,1.,
.stbl.
Is. thai w.v.
b.Eidps
Nd hstwi.. Mousday, lb. 14th, sad lb.
allis to lb. VsI 8
Ill uàyMNdsy. lb. 16th .6Jsalsly-4b.ugh evilly whatsello.

Ndknsyual b. dusty dIidasd.-thq vets .sotalaly to corn.
_.st.esl with lb. UsIt.d Sw. stoIM. Os Mouday moialsg
lh(Qvu Nd besesbiist 'p.b& peseloasslu, wIth. sides
whiabwu q,dafly ussad vp.i lb. s.psseat.tl,s. at .0 thealgu
u,ast.ssl llsluy b.ops to lb. esatillulle. vuld b. ienjbt
asip to lb. esetkls jnsddsd bylb.t toeseveit Nasitb.1se, .1

lb. Nd Nd Nds. lb. susyls. .6th. C...ltafi atSahoy, s w.
dig 41 aithas vu hold os that dsy So palest ugsl.t lb.
Qvu's .P.$.d UtopI Nd uslswfsl piscea611

a.dp.

Mus. it IMp .ssilq b.IIH..eI6sMy u.tluasd esdlgu:i.
sid evWNd lbsNdv. visa pivivdq lb.
Ibis Nd
lb.
aat aysuitl douviaslig lb. gseo sad _
w.esIU.toàyh.wsyaaad.vuia "tow.i, lb.pis.eis.t asia.

uasatle,NdudseNd lb psutsttk .611k, tlhoty, aid peop
sty to HawL" This ..sttog sowue4 bstwas lbiw sad fossy
,clsth to lbs 5*151w. OsIb. aivi dsy, Nd lausdialaly ads,
ash 4osivaest, lb. ilvuitho, uuldlig es toha l'utbo, stop
wltboal lb. titpeesllai .6 lb. Usitod Moho Miahar, iddisesd

hi. a ails e,pw.tlag that lb. pith. Ndty vu .i.Nd s.d
thu U

sad psvpsty asa to digit, Nd ciodadi N
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.awassaa aiaa..

sn.
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"We set aistI. to police osoath.so without aid, sod thos.*uso pity

6. lb. p.15db. of the Usitod Ststao theism" What.,,, asy be
thought at lb. ethic tosloels at thIn oee,, th,shoduta truth a thIs
latIn lotrual Ii laouotes*abta. When II,, 001 vu wdstialsid
dsllused, the casatltts., sa ho
It appeta. hid idtba sau
sgaa st this enshs.aod, sid ides 11* deIh'soy they bess..

. passle.seslch.. .5 thiS, pullos that they sent stat, at their
touter to lotsiwIow lb. )ftolslec sad eoqait hi. sat to laid (ha
Uslssd Stales hoe. 1111

Cli.

seat me.nlstg

Sot It. 1,71154 thu

lb. troop hid t... ard.tsd. sad whether the ooasllIs. wit,
eNdy or uol lb. 5.41,5 stasH lake place. Aa4 so It hspçausd
thato. lb. *6th day at 3.nsasy, tipj. between Los, sad I,ss'eIeek
to lbs edeoston, a detachment at mads lose lb. Usitod Slot.
stss..r 1st.., with two plac., at artillery, laMed at HssoIsit.
The ss.o, upwaada at *to to sib, vu, snpplled with deuble oat.
loldit belts lIlset with amauald.. Nd with ha,msrba Nd as.
lasso, sad vueacoosqe.kd by. beepital coop with eb,tehssa aid
usedlotI ouppilt This .IIt.y deites.lsahIe. spa. the idlat
alt of wit, vilit sad. sitbet with lb.
Hosotolu vu at Itself
otoa.nt at lb. Gowettasut of Hawaii esthttb. iaua4fepsip..at
psuiactisg th. lmp.ltllId Uses sad penpesty at cftlaeu at lb.
Usiled Slat.. lot the,. le so pesos. at ity sob sovent e.
lb. peat of lb. Oousnms.tat the Qss.n, wltith 51 lb.tllm. vu
sadupuled Nd vu both lb. is jWes Nd the
g000,uw.t.
Is p1.1.6 thit lb. tabling goveonment lutsid at eeqamllng lb.
peasoes of so saved hoe. pootatsd qolul It. Thesu It little
hula tot tba pstgitoe that suth fastet vi,. Iaad.d lot lb. sicoolly
at Amecteso life arid popery. If es, lisp would haie bee. sea.
tjitrd hr eicissyatsaob pinpssIyNd 18. topsulest II, 1.1.4
at 515 diitaassa sod oc. to essnaad the Hawsllast Osoesuasseat
bnIbdbsg sad piIaci

Admiral Skeeo.tI, the 5*cer to tootassad at

on, .*til fetes ea lb. Patik

ha. fesnhly lat.4 that to
hIs apIst. lb. loidle, at the u..pawu toadvlubl. If they visa
laMed ho tb. protectIon at Ameelesa dlloeai whose reldeass
sod placet at huslo.o., as toll si the legotlee .ad ecciulat., v.1w
tea dio*et post at lb. oIly, hut he bassos s.loceod vu. whew
If the the.. wee Isided 6. the purpas. of .sppstlag lbepr sot.
sInai govuameat. If soy pull to lit, std psops,tylsIlIIsg lorpy
515110..

serb susrilal sarny had esisted, Osist Itritals and oIlier fohaip pow.

em lntcrtat.d would not have beam behInd lb. UaIsed Stases to
salinity to protect thele tills,, flat they mad. uo sign Ia that
dlrsctbo. When this. a,med o,ea wore lasded, the cIty at Honolulu
vu to Its ouslumasyuedovly sad poacefal cisditba These vu on

js.sztebts hotoses .6th. lotosiellee satoisily uttisst,d sttestlos.
(he vu lbs avtsaosdlsasy bids-see to say psccl$laacy.-chs,ae.
lssWa,..0 lb. lrsw.11s'u isesseslid wIth lb. testy. It appeased

IMs s uNdid Cw.lttce at Safety, estodalbly lb. mare. of SI,.
sa,slt qalul tbecoeulllutlosal Oo,eivms.t of HIVIII, vu g*is.
Iside. Siluodsy, lb. l4lhdsyafjssaasy, that on Mostsy, lb. 16th,.
eb. UslIed Seases these,., laided s5 Hautelola frees a cavil
Nd lylag I Ito hatbeti lb.t 05 lb. nih lbs sebeust at 6 peurI.

ilvul go.w1* vu aodscted, s.d a peoetaatslio. usal.g lIt
wit is lb. w. dsy pepsoed sad s.d at the itawevuut
bslISig, the laNdisiely thuoupos lb. U.lted Side Minus.
..,..,..kJ lb. psuelloual go,e,n.eat thai asatid; that two dip,
sde,wsrde, it lb. tgek day of jsoaary, cmlaiieers espeeseullag

vib pusuvut sailed tat Ibis lousIly to a slew. epeelafly
6. lbs eNd.., .nq Is dii F,aa as lb. ifob
dsy .6j..y, s.d I. W.blqsts.. the 3d day .6Pebtstasy; shot
at
it lb. aiit day they bad thus last toterview wiibtbeSettetaay
at

Slit., Nd asalbe, itIb. 11th, vhs. lb. idsly 51.1511.. wit
psetisifly agrssd spa., sad that it lb. *4th 1 vu thiusafly ci..
eluded sad esIb. *5th IznsidtIid to lb. 81uti Thai huwe,u
lb. Ialtisllosatlh. whew lot a peovialoesal gow. a HawaiI
vi lb. 54th dsyat juaasy aid lb. a.bub.Ia, to lb. Siuw .6th.
tostyat saaeiille. co.el.ded wish osseb guoteumsit, lb. titlist
toasol vu thlsty.two days, Iftee, at vlskb wee spid by the
ifawaJisa
"'o I. tb.k$owaay to Wesbligtou.
So lb. i.vt ph.., spa. lb. this at the popr. sabesletid with
lbs sissy, It elsidy .ppesesd that the,, was apsu sod iadsi.c.
.taedsa hov,of fatS .6th. aestollal lespotsisce. Tb. vusg.
atIb. Psesidiat scooajuayl.g the hotly diehard that "Ibso,..
threw at lb. w.athy vu see to say way peosaoeedbv thuG.,.
.ow.t," s.dthstotlwtolb. Peisideot fmot the SeevtaryatSlato.
slaosshsslltid to lb. 8.uste wIth lb. silly, Ihe fdIevlsg pise

attain: 'At lb. tIm. lb. povlLosaJ gowluilsat sib pssof
lb. Oo,so.w.t hoIldiap se esocys it oftss .6th. Uslted Stoles

Mets, wisson, and
.psplsuat doles dlsluebsac. to say quat
ehildisa ,e,eshesl lb. loses es luau, sad sithiug ,aslid the

sedlausy testis. it dlatsebsd lb. otdlnasy totoqullllty, .acopt the

Isadlig .6 lb. Subs', maoists sad thels ma,th through lbs lou,

to lb. qastiesi Ndpsd lb... Indeed, lb. this thut sf11, booing
tsSIedfoelb. INd1a4 atIbsUssItid Blat. hot. .0 lb. ph. .5
daugu to Ut. 'ad psopsly the CooseslIWe at Safety Ibemsol,,.

uiqasslad lb. Mi.ister to pulpie sell.., siptied lb. a,tsotbth.
vu .6 theIr spssaeataIIes. at peasot perIl to life sad psopeoty.
Tb. psi11 they as vu en sallelpelles ttt5tig estat guilty loSs..
thai, pat Nd wethlsg whish, though aeotbs. .tlatiog,
they ha.. would culaisly follow their asisasyl to oestlhoo, the
Oow.vutatlb. guess wlthestth.sldsf lb. Usitod Statsofoovee.

it

Thesit sppeeis that Hawaii wittebso pomiasito of by Sb. UnIted

Stoles hose wIthout lb. oo.sst it wish of the gowoumint at the

ldaadeitatpsyh.dytles sobsu shows, sapit lb. Usitod $tatai
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the protlavitbos "to cabal untIl tor at uiloii with lb. Usitod
Stales had vii cogotlated sad agreed .pcu". The Usitod Blatee
Mtoktor. pscsaat to poor agooeusent, recvgnittd IbIs gonoo.n.ant

withls so b.0 sfIe, II,, r.adisg at the ,ocIamatln, sad bshoe

Sn, o'clock, In as,swe? loan IiqOlt7 n behalf atIb. Qusea Nd hat
cateoot, announced

11,51

Ii. hid do.. it

Whets one Mlnistor ,,togniud (ho peu,IslouaI govoolvut lb.
ouly boils ups. whieb It rratad wsa the (set (bat the CoesmIlt, at
Silely had In lb. menu., above slated detlasod It taoist. It vu
.ottbe, 5 government is fast. ad *p.e. Thai it wit sat to sstb
itleuat lb. Oawmoient p.opioty Nd agoucles 5.11111.4 It to
ussaguillon ishodsahv.ly pemid by a sale bud I. t)wdlcaat ub.
tatgalion st Heoebola, sdd,ev.,b by lb. d.1lsaed hNd at lb. psoel.
.laest govefnm.ut to MInister St.,..., dalod jaunsoy *7, *8q to
whIch he schsowlo.tges with .aprrisloessof spp000lalbhn tb. Ml.
tiler's eoeognitlo. ol the psoviaboesal gooteumout. sad slat, that It

Is sot yet in lb. pm.e.,o. of the Ittlbon house (th. plate when. 5
hrg. narnh.rof lb. Qrse,nstrnspsvestqoaotated), then litheesm.
hal been d.maodedat lb. gaas's o*1.en in chug.. Ne,,otlseIo,
Motels lb. day st.lIe.ed vuwbetty without Joatl6estleo, alibis
u'ruogfal eecosgnitka by as MInister pbaoad lb. Oova,nasat
us. aonpsilOa bpt et Nil oaspsIlsn ucoultatod by din.1" thIs
ad lb. Quo.. to a poltieu of mid piuiloiss peoptevlty 0. lb. 005
g.e fosstaulng A.s,Ieso tile Nd peopaoty. It moat beatroonted
band sh. had ,vu.bou at lb. pilate, of lb. tascrerba. sad at lb.
ho law. ether way 1,dit w.. otha, gei0od. aM It. real ma.
pulse. atateon, sad had at hat csesnsrsd at las Boo huad,,d tally
51w Nd puspas as WIlbes oheasi nra ho to seek.
isesed m.a sad astral p.s. of s,tillesy. Iod.ad, lb. .bals mill.
UsItid Sties, these helog MVOI lb. sees. aa fasusably
Isoy f,oics at her klogdo vii on hs,sId, Ndst hat dlop.ssl, whIl.
etotlNd,tb.ssaulttoep000eeded towsyoct (hole orIgInal scheme.
lb. Commltloaat Safety, by actual seasoh, had dlsion,s,d thaI the,,
of
Tbiy .s*lbe stat mosnlo4, Tuesday, lb. hyth, prfecttd the pits
vito best very few stonu Is Honolsla slat wee iti In the stoic, aS
hepaisop goweweut, Nd hoed spin Ill potudysi alt.,, tee at
the (lonun,oeut Is thIs Mate at thing, iftb.Uoeenrconld Itaw dealt
vhs. we. dim 6.. the lilies.. smh.$ of the CoetmIlt., .01
wilh the lusugeoto slone bet courts unuld ha,, been plain sad lb.
dalety. Move.. ens and two o'clock, by ,,p,ods end hydilmul
,einit oomialaksbte. Bit lb. UnIted States had allIed iteIf with her
suIte So stld uelco, Nd hs.lq Bint lhbau lb. peccsnllo. of ieee.
.nstnles, had recognised Ihee as lb. leO. Oo,ae'ree.t at HswaII,
Ndlq whether the,. vu esy ito obato to opsse tb.o,, thai pro.
sod had put her sad boo adheoenla to the positIon of opcoaltleo
losdadlslb.O0000ua.st bulldlogtopeectslal lbs nOw gOvelsosent
ogolsot lawfal solhoetly. Sb. kne, 1501 sloe cesld nit withotaed
Ne 5145 ateypsollios vussanihol, end thistopan so AIOIOtO till.
the power rif the united B*alea, he oh, b.11endd 11151 oh, might
sit begea so reed tbd psoets*oallanfte. the ot.11atIheOowrn,treut
OtfIly Inst Ia itajoatle,. Aremd,ogly, vu, hoisre aft., the tetog.
bsltdla alesoul eollrely without soditosi It is sstd thaI before
ollion of the peeltiootl gonootuoe5thp the United Stale Minsuer,
lb. isidlag was Salsb.4 quIts s cowous. at psains, vatlously
the palse, II,. bestatho, and the poller ststlam, with sll the mill

lbesdps, lbs ullitasy ottspsllo. at Hoselsls by lbs Caiteit

fl

.tlIsd it (sues p to lco as.. osmed sad urn, aawo,d,
ptberid stall lb. vuidtte to gIn, lbs. aid sod eoeld.nia.

This osaloasat Is ..S lespe.taut, 01... the ass. coohoIllog fictot lii
lb. whala aStir,. oaqrsesllouahly the United Ittatea macsass, whs,
dsswv op ends, eat. sad with sstlllery In ,tadlstoi only Muouty.
ala yasda distanl, ds.laslsd lb. sltusdott

Tb. pluelsIoul gowseasot Ibis ploclalotd vu by tht terms at

lacy sownecon at lb. country, weo*dellrenioul dp byIb. gusto spoel
lb5 rOpoeu.etatloo

sisde to hi, that hot ciii. would lhruftet be

swecwrd at '..aal.iogtoo, sod while peoleelieg Ihal Sb. atsitondeard

t. the aupestot force of lb. Ualted States, whose Miaistsr.hsd
tasted United Stain hemps to li. landed a' Ibooviolo sod dtlsttd
that b, would ssppoct tht ,ruvia'easi govetameal, and 11*51 sha

lb. psleulbsl mirhlsesy of the Gowost." lets psitid sho
scccesspsni.d Nd sis*y, sIgned by lbs Queen Nd bet ulaislest at

lb. liNe ba Nd. way See lb. psuthesal ga.sn.t, which us
ylictoly slated that she

ybIdid to lb. eepi,lst kiev .6 lb. Called
Seat.. whit. MIsIslot he cawd Usitad Sw. trusys Isbslaaied
Itonolalu
sad
dscla,,d
dot be vuid ssppest ch pianlaivul
at
$ua.ruaaeol.

lb. truth or tollty .1 thIs p.1011 . susily at lbs It. lapor.
ousl.snt.6 It. bulb onsid
hou out Govehuosout to segodsi. wIth lb. saMlas .65gw..
teas. If tiw., uolhl.g but the

evuat this. tstslsd, as ossid 5 outy sissiltog fri. lb. sib
to lb. pew. he. lose. h.s,lsly Sevud vaithy of can.
Iduslias by lb. SeasnO Yet lb. trili or kIltyat lbs pew.
he woe has t:_'.lgulad.
I e.ceind It te b. ag dsly Ibesda. to vlthdse lb. liuty

6.. lb. SoiMa tar u,a.lsatl,a5 5sf meaavhlle to cow ass'
Ills, fsll, inS Impsstlsl lsnlllttbesto be wad, at lb. tact. sIteel.
lag lb. ssbvuabo,, at lb. eoNdIatls.aI O...........sI at ltswsll,
Nd lb. tuwibeosI to lapIaceof lb..pieWe.4 ,..........L I
e.loucesd 6. tb. wash .6In,,IIgelIe. the l53w. H. llaust,.6
OvigIs, vhtse side. ofelghtaea yew its mimb. atIb. Stew
.
at Repemeustativa. s.d whas .vpsloussuohslaw. .6 lbs

-

I h.fll.
.dll.. of Peetgn Afalso to that body, and his
salty with lsSsIshlnNd tlplos. jalned with hi high thuds, aid
hvuesble repstalles, w..d to stsdet hI. peovilasty 6.546. lb.
dnthee.lNded to kIn. Ills repast det.11tog hi sell, under lb.
Iasbo.dU

given to hI. Nd the seduba

se.a.psay this

6.. hi Ia.

Tb.. seclido, kid mit lit theIr uecophee estIstly U1

Mc. 'PlossI's bo..sy Nd ability its us., as spit hi stow.

They sit .cooupsulsd by lb.
e,Idssco upit which they lie b.sd, blab .,Idsn.. Is eli. hen,.
stud liips*tlallty . an touuilgutee.

with lsaalasIltst, sod fecesvhkb Ituswatoa. nootbor dadOetiaso
could possIbly be eosch.d Iban these .s$nnd 51 bytb.Cs.ahoscre.
Tb. eepOet with Its ascs.psuytug punk, aMuct sIb., c,ldrnc,
u Is now Who, lb. Ceugru or Is hesewith subuiltiad, jul16. Is
myupdoloe lb. Patewut that vMs lb. President was led southult
lb. treaty to lb. BOnstc with the declaralle. that "lb. s,eitbosw

us,, ymeut it sib say psI wbat.vn I. lb. psorcedlego. No
pbUt stoasnItlit vu .tto,ded tot' c peotlolatal pvrsaeat by

at lb. tumaseby vu Ste to sup way pseitoled by this Coven..
lest", Nd who, the Banal, wit Isdessd to eNd Nd dievu It

lb. Usilid States Miolilet 0.111 sHe, tho Queen's shotoatlen sod
whoa they were to eSsdUte pw.los at the Guos,aitost Isoildiagi,

Tb. ultowpI wilt as be mada Is this enesaaaIenslou to touch

o. sisal tesis, both Psiaid.ut sod lunate went misled.
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Nawa,laa 5t.eags

macallan ssi.ait.

spas .11 lb. (acts which throw light spa Ibe peugot. .nd coy..
mills, at this bewat sasnatio.. A wey brief sod Impeded
sof.roee. to tb. fact, sod .,ldstce si hind will eablbit Its shsascl*o
.4th. Ineldenta Ia which it had lIt hiolls.
It is sansdewry to so f.wth tb. sews whIch Is jsnsnuy, *893,
led a sidn,ahlt propotso. of Amen.. and other keatgn .o.e.
cbaols .nd tessle,o reldisg st Ilvuinto to (toot 1k, snsa,51l in. al
Has.ii to lb. United Slates, It Is aulcionl to n.e. the fact and to
otiew thaI lbs peo1 was its whIch vii asalantaly p.oeooted by
lb. Minister sopats.utlng lb. U.lt.d Stales in tha* cuanury. lie

w.ely sslpnlated Amaltsn peeesilaeooeoeti the laboads I balk,,

evldeolly had as 514011 desist thaI II should hoovna. s (act srw..
pliab.d by his agesoy sad dansg hIs luinislry, sod wso 51.1 Iooen
weitotly acyspela., as Is lii. mass employed to tltal end. Oath.
*0 di, atNo,smtier. ulpa, measly two moult' heft.. lb. Bust avant
sd toldiug townada tb. sabwonlos at lb. HawalitaQovetumeut s.d
the s*te.peed ttsosfet at Itswa(iaa tentlory to the United Stat,.. be
sddrseed a long letter to lb. Beesotary of Slat, In whIch lb. eanO

lag lb. aploice with ,mpba.,a (hat lb. olden bar ivuathand."
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.awaital teibogs
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lb. seeM,., the tovusy. lbs bsrrscksi lb. yells. stills., Nd sit

fat swan,,.. via elaborately asgusti, as moral, politIcal, aid Ito.
amoirni guu
He rakes to the lot, to Ib Ilssuliao aagst s.
teas fee. lb. ep.eatias at lb. McKmtay hilt, sod the tendency
to lull fsrthe, depronelbo. atsugne psojuoty sslios as.. psit,n,
sew,. of relief is granted It, alrangl ioveigh. spsast tba en.
Shag Hawaiiao Oounamnt Nd ompliatleally dads,., foe sonean.
III.. Ito sops "Ii trith lb. monarchy 5,00. Is in sheaid macho.
sit. It 1,5. vatblog os vhict It logically a, legilisnalnly utaadi.
The letdsl taste as which II out, itond no hs,ger es,atisr0, lb. soon.

ashy saw Is only so lmpttloseIl to good go....imt-.su ,1*suut.
II.. to lb. peosysnity Nd piogu.. of lb. islands'
Iii fniitoe esys. "At a eruvo colosy of Ornut litlaIn ces Teoni.
lely at Ste United Slates lb. o,etamenl mod,Bcetlons could he
eel. ssdtly tad goad admitsuitealin. of Sb. law seiusnd. Ci.uI.tsp
sad th. owl 1.1st, lotiresla of the Usited fi
In lh. Psc.Brcleatly
Iodlo.te.rhost aodl.taol day mini he,.apana*bln is, the gu,ernetenl
of thai. slisata. Uadsi s tertstuetal gromooment they could I,. as
ftthlygamrtedsssayatthensissiag?rr,sI,es.00huhe IlnstedStates,"
o a
'111.111 ha. ,,actsod lb. pqs*Ing of Ihe tsp.. She moat

new tab. Ihe esd .h,ch le.ds to Asia, or lb. ott,, wh,vh ootleta
her Is A.eotca, gunta hot so AmerIcan civilisatlas, and beads In
to lb. ems et Auseotesa d.ailay." Ila £laa declares. "One 01 I.e
touts., asemi to.. abuololely seussasry to h. fsllow.d, either hold
mad vlgecons masoN, for snaeoatlaa ot a 'cisterns solon.' so
oman cable feato th. CtlIfotnls seat In Ilouclslu, l'mol lts,bor
perputailly ceded to tb, United Slits., with an implied bol sol ci.

Sb.

home, to be lb. belts,, that vhieh will peeve .h lb. N5

.d,aasagooit to the Islia s.d lb. ,bsepidNd kese embuNdag
lu the end to lb. United Blat. lilt was who ho lb. Uulted Slat.
tb.vugh Seeretary Meaty lbusty.aigbt ycao. ego So als, to .vpeud

9IosoN to stir. s hilly at sonenatlos, It ce,lan.ly as ste he
chlsa.nue.l or nasa to,ot,,nsd puagsu.tOudur aaaeWIe. Is lb.
yr latest. To.dsy lb. Usatod Beat. be8ve II.. Ihewesltbsb.
pw.sid I. tSp,, aid the eemiso sow enIlIlig lot .o,eNeIn an.
sosch otsongtt than they wtrr thea.

Ice, sot stint. Iso. .tpeit.

'Those daelso,tw. certaistly ab.w 5 dIspeItiO. Nd oNdillos at
mInd, whIch may be sesfolly ,u,ll.d when Iateop.iisg lb. isgill.
cane, 01 lb. Misiler'. tusesdad dsot whet cetlsg lb. piub
eBelllies 71 such oundudis his pout an may it hi sdlslttid.
Is ibIs view It se.N0 poçee to shoqises II., a lottutw,ltuaby

the Minister tot. Bereidy at Slats on lb. 5th day at M.ch, isp,
wily s yeas piles to lb.fost sotptaba..tnvaldanseudt. Aiho
llahi,( the pelblllhy that ha 'tiMlag Onmumsut of HawaiI .Igkt
b.sWnlalNdhPil aedetty sot 5seifuI sevoistlos. IfIslstor Stews.
wrItes as followa: "Osdlunslly to llkeciecumla.csasthO sil. w.
to be to lImIt the landias, Nd .ewwut at Unitod Stale ft... I.
ft.sig. valets Nd dottinlit .oclultely to the protection at the
Untied Statea IagaOiei sod at do lbasnd propesty at Awoloss
titlatul flat N lb. rnIetIe.i at lb. U.Ited Seat, to Hawails.,

posytiesil. Nd in (oswo ymel lb. UsIted Seal,, odoisli bit

loch inmawhot eieepllo5sI .etI.e In olrou*tanase at dtedeo, I
dust,, to know ho, Iso tb. preveut MIsuse sad natal costesiudir
may deviate Chum .atah*illiid i.I,onational cute Nd psrctdeoto to

the rosl,oltentirn Indlesled In the Bse* port at this disptth."

Tea vioantet at thIs tsmpoo fall at toil be snoeution there
..,,n.dl,, atise Ia ,lsousry, tOot. the priest appatiuslhy by whIch
los taswats'bfsIlt waltiog-le opportuouty whIch by timely "ditto.
tin hum otlabllihtd Istsnisallosal nib.. Nd provudeuls" mIght 5*
lispiored to s,sreasfiull, secsaplIiIs do gret object a vIew; sad
we are qaill pasted fee the Stultalt .eths.bUN with which Is a
1.11.0 to lb. utile D.ptimenl dated Pebcnsarp I, *893. ho detlemu
"Tine llswal,an posits sow filly nips aid thU Is do golds. ben,
far she Uoiled Slates to ploeb It."

Ass huh,, Illsoaftalios at thy sitivily at this dIplomatic cups
er*tat,00. slIelt,os Is etlled to do fart Ihit e Oh. day th, Itoiva
1.11', vs wtltt01, appreatly n.uible losg.n to swabs his solar,

be liaised s psocleiaatls. wMsby "ir 'its Sam. at do Uottsd
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Chair person

STATE OF 1.4A1VJUI
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December 29. 1962

Native Hawaiians Study Commission
SOO Dniversity Avenue. Apt. 1601
Ronolulu. Sewall 96626
Deem Itina.u:

They recommend that:

CliAILTS C.

01

.11*WMIMIIIMMO4

NW= .4

411111WIMadMMIVIO

MIO4mo

I helm had our Research end Statistics Office go over the healtb section
of the draft report of the Native Rawmiiens Study Commission. They report
that on the whole it is a very good report but do have a few corrections and
additions that they feel Should be made.

1.
There be an explanation as to how sac* is obtained and coded
on the various records;
2.
Table 26. Resident Infant Deaths by Age and Race of Mother
Should have "by am:. deleted from the title and be expanded to show
the actual number of births and deaths. There should also be
statement concerning the lack of a significant difference hetweer
the various rate*:
3.
The word 'incidence" should be changed to "prevalence" on
pages 5.4 and 61;

1960.

Tables 26. 22. and 36 should be e. ended to include data up

4.
Therm should be
special section on tarter in view of its
high prevalence in Hawaiians; and
5.

thrmagh

Charles C. Clerk
Director of Meelth

Sincerely Inc...

A draft of the item* recoomended above is being prepared and will be
sent to you as soon es it is completed.
If you hay* eny questions on this.
I imagist that you call DT. Thomas A. lurch who is chief of our d,,.,townt's
Research and Statistics Office. He may be reached at 348-6454.

4.0
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Neves= I9,

imamumimbliassuallmsimima
altalioasiplammo

;
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MDy 01

Deer friends.
Group. roside in a community

nearly Sax rumatan people. NO feel

Ns. Miry N. kyoo-A110,
Executive Director
U. S. Degertinit of the

strongly that our review of the Jraft Surest of Findings.' by the

Washlogton, O.C. IMO

Native Pupation Study Covoission will contrilute significantly to

Dear Ne. kyon-Allont

olg. the Salons lumen's Support
that has an ethnic coke -up of

9

alamplamilellassayoulaisammaimet

lOth and C' Strooth N.W., An. 600

This is la reselmw Wysor letter of October 0, 102, ads the onclend
report 0 the fintiop of the Patios Maleness Slimp Commission.
Specifically, me
lite to cananat en the solution roprding %don,

strengthening the study.

ae have just seen today for the nut time the Draft Report

0401,1 Program' contend 0 poles le and 104.
Finding.

The earOrishonsive 345-page report will definitoly tike

Two note correctly that there

sometime to revue.. e request that you seriously consider en es -

are a

weber of stototery and NIA propos

rogolstion Mich ow in spired cooflict with the ftwellas Nom
Comnissiso kt legislation 0 ideotiffed in our larking Paper
the
Possibility of WA Proem: al 00010 Now Lands.
In this nerd, ere

temion to order that wt. along with ethos organisations. can get

wrilsgorlosst earlier this /oar ccasiderod
mondosst to Swats Sill S. 1361 Web would hens elland 04 sligle -foxily
weld like to literal yea,

our commoots to your commission.

oars %tree= Nibs Winded to loods obleistered by the'llove110

le

thank you for thp enormous

Nom

task of mantling all these

silo for the isso and benefit if persons of-native Moil=

descent.

!see ant hore ae will affirm the study by our comforts.

TMs propesel vas 060101
of thi Noselelo WO
both the Ares
Are. Office and the 0001 Adoisistrator 0 NOD
on IX. Ni weld
most thalami contact the NOD Sparetory's Office., 110111,00,0.C. to

leszeetfully.

fr.41464ise. AiiIe.oseeeeK,

eternise theongress of this grooseLd legislotioo.

14.14o.olpo DoCaim
latenaa ;omen's Support ;roue

°Fleolly, as Ise rocosnendod in our 1e010 pew,* the porticipoiloo
000 ond othor sporoprtato ogenclos in cosperotivoly dovoloping ststotalp and

prelim notiffcitiess to imam thet natio, Navolion ore swirly oar
ihe best 6000010 to'resoloo proglous oroblow in this oros.

=is

Voietn'e Support Group

ally, es issold hope that our ronnommiations 0 contolood in the
legion IX wafting osper are considered as you develop .100 ern ticernoda
thins, for possible inclusion in your final report.

of the =tame Coast
/17-130 St. John's Road
Volans's, Osesi'l OG702

If war With con to
Draw assistance, please de not Imitate to cell et at IN-403.

0 look forverd to tho results of your 'flirts.

of

No

Slicirely,

Vicki Elmer. Director
Prosran Planning A (*ileitis's. ISO
Enclosure
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to the present time, the Nonlim Mons Commission has not
participated in the mem NW housing ard eammifty develol.
I

moron, nor have inlet/eel inn' nwellams been Ole
to qualify fey insured loms mem INADis elm-family inn*
cfriend! their petootiel hams ins to be hosted am Muslim

Nawallam Nom Comdssion Act, Owned by Congress In 1920

and eletablished as part of the Newell Stet" CoMitution,
crested the Smalls Nom Commission.fies2) to hold, leap,
and *thirsts* have control mar opproximetely 103,000 nom of
land exclusively for native Nominee. Native Newallons were
defined, ancrding to this legislated, as them person site
more this ono -half native HINA11111 blood.

Actordin to HUDeslimeleli Ann Office, there are a somber of
problems whin owl to linnet NO'S Penrem Oeliwej/ te Wive
ao
,mmallime mien to intablith residential bonito

Newell'. Nem Lane. Thus mteleem smolt Prone program sod

the Department of Hawaiian Nmes Lands IONIC as also creeted
It wee Nern the operaby the Noratem Nimes Commlesem Att.
time remissibility far Abs managennt ad dispesition of Abs
203,000 acres of lard set-aside for native Nominees. The
Onernmot ass authorized to develop lands for residential
pastoral and sericulture] porno's.

statutory repletion ildeh are eh Merin, noTleCt with the
Noonan Ihms Cosines OM lesislettes, Nem be onesrind es fellows

oft

ZigengdeZitilemIrrtaialgtglibility

ronirmets eme ems lempreprtate for application In the
limilis
Stet*

there is no private financing available currmtly for on of
the site Milepost or contructioa tons incurred by the
provided them
Instead, the State goverment
Department.

tie

aralifTmowirtionantre:

funds through swims mechanism

confl

with

er.Sits developmet costs far nose Iota, vpiculturel lots

ad

inentrial lots me provided by State mroplatIone

IINCA repletion restricting mrtetabilitY NM trailer
mclesively;

of %ninon to onlve

supported through ter eels of bads totaling over NO
H llion over the past its Yearn

!religgigillet::1211111:4111:114::1114 Parittrtility
TNIA) to ba menet before emItifamlly ~on cm be

1.oan remiss for cap iiiii *neon of the Oepartment's her
loan and are provided by Abs State pnernment through,

Ace to meteor mann, multi-melt

inlrenfed an/,

Me* "met.

Imitleteoni
Farmer's Non Administration, throne their Section 502

111. 112512111M

Prop" provides Moe loam to individual only* Hawaiian
homesteaders. Nese loon hem totaled in excess of Si
ettest In the past few years and en guarantee by the
Deptrtnt of Swathe Ili e lends ten the state PAIrallent.
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State -wide, over 3,0130 hominoid leases hero been awarded to
approxiset:ly 2,700 native Namellam families who are bionic, aries of the NM C Pet of 1620. Time families ere living on a

residome, farm, or rents homestead located on Abs 29,000 eon.
nrreutle used for homestead pursues. .
ede almost 7,000 applecants are on the ONO.'s current
8
g lists for residence, far or ranch hoesteed lands.
.:111Vy 90 percent of the abelicehie have gulled for residential
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HMS COmilsem Act of Intl

A,

with the Feder*:

An estimated 10 00D perms are mere them one-half intim
Muslim, end then eligible to benefit free certain State
program distend for intim Newillems. Of the emny diverse
e thnic gram As the State, motive Konliens Save ems of the

highest rata of Morn

old kofifot. Thor tyro of
mei the loses! In Newell.

educates, MITI Mt !retains I.

Nene' limplan wenn the highest proportion of public
high Wool &Wets wid the largest grey eow incarcerated
in the carreetionl facilities.

Moreover, ensiles hove

Mire thet,

es ao *hole pan, settee Nowelini expertise*
wed motel health
a high foeffloces of drone

coatis** ma Mil an stern' life 'pm nowt the years
shorter time other recist groves to Namall.

The Hamillio NM! COPOSESO Act, mead by ::frass in 1920

intro%

end established es pert of the Newell State C

created the Newelloo Mons Cendssim !HNC) to hold, leen.,
tied othoodee have control emir oppromintele 203,0D0 'ores
of land exclesively for retire Muslims. Native Nominee
were deffmed, sennling Ap thfs.legisletios, as them
perms with merelhae ems4elf eaters Nomilso blood.
The Departmere of Mosileis Mons lands 10N1.1 ms else
crested by the Newell"' Noose Commission Att. It wee

given the operatimel ranionibillty for the mamma
ind disposition 0 the 103,200 acres of lime set-iilde

fm.

native Nowelhers. On Ospirtmet ass ntheritetto Melte
lards for residential pastoral me egriteltorel proms.
I.

piumwdiyalimajawdeguat&tram
MThe
e

fens of the Osporbismt over the lett several years

are

0 fooldfitiff develgemot sod this hes
Masi in the
sugared So egeormItywIt* I Ospornmetal banal Ilea.**
Developed 0 thee* lane fir the rendestiel men of
sad,
n ative itemaitos neniertly has Mailed sit* mirk
as eibeindleg feel penile, providin erelong nellitin,

Ssemmertoll.11. Seater Oss lamp toenail's...lee of 5 Nevomber
1970.

ee men from Oftromme Nell to U.S.
zed NNO Memel Plan.
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fru):

water and utility access and roams. The cod of this
C.

The
site soli it presently bone by the State
age on
vertg.
lessee is resp onsible oily for payment of
the hose built on the site sod a ono *Aid par ow teas
moans OR the land far a lease which typically rod ter a

Hawaiian Home* [omission Lands and Homestead Applies:Gs
In order to determine how Hilt Lands Wife being used end the
extend of deaand for housing On these lends, PPE reviewed
the 1990 Annual Report of the Horatian Homes Commission
Ge10) which provides land-use summaries and data on hoarThe 'eliding tables further summarise
ded app11
ts.
able 1 shoes current land-use for the entire
this date.
iniste ed by the Oepertment of Hawaiian Homes
dread
Lands.

ini-yed tem
Gore is DV private financing available currently for any
of the site development or construction cods Incurred by
the Department. Instead, the State eovernment bas provided
these Coeds through various archaisms:

Table I

o Site development costs for house lots. agricultural lots
Ind industrial lots are provided by State appropriations

Land-Use of Howaftan Nome Londe
IG

:1112throne the sale of horde totaling over 180
4:Iver

I

kik!

Lind -use

the pant iii MPS;

Nmelistmad Use:

Loan monies for capitlidtio of the Depardeet's hoe

.

loan-fund are provided by the State government through
leeisletions

2,596
10,467
15,969

Naves
- Farms
- Ranches

Farmer's MOM Adminittretion, throw. their Settler
SO2 Program, prositift hot lOans to individual native
These leant have totaled in
Hawaiian honeiteaders.

Community Pastures
Genera: Lease
Licenses

mese of d militia in the pad few yawl mutat

Others

guaranteed by the Oseartmeet of Hegelian Hone Lands.

Total Acreage

At of September. 1979, projection in the Deportment's
aware, Alen Call for balli construction at the rate of 260
now homes err par. Doe primarily to rising construction
costs and the State's constitutional llidtations on the
incurrence of debt, construction has oat ben at the planned
rote.

I

S

6

1,110

s

75,716
11,970
73,699

39
6
38

191,727

1001

INC Annuel Report. Joe. 1960.
rand-use ll as of June 30, 1960.

Source:

Table 2 'boos land -use for the entire strew as roistered by the
bovertment by tub island in the State.

It should be noted, hoover that the appromimote cost of
a home constructed an Hamlin lames Lands remains far held
the demo cost of hems construction on other lands in
Hawaii. Atccrding to the Oepertment's OesotrOirector, boas
are being constricted cm 1110C lands for 1136.006 per unit.*

gems@ Interest'rtes an 01191,1mstt Sr.. loans to .1191ht
native Newellins have remise! a low 83/11 percent, tnd
because the actual cost of lime destruction is essentially
the only major cost borne by the program participant, monthly

pad:ants-for a home ere coisiddebly lager thal elation on
Nepali.

'This category reoresents acreage under Governor's Executive Orders,
Unancivborod lands Conservation Lends, Revocable Permits, Night- .
of-Intries, and OLIN administered looses on Ode land.

Interview wIthitereyn Jones. Aprit. 1961. The figure represents
Only the cost of constructing the housing, not site development
costs.

*lass then li

4-

4-

Table

As the above table indicates. 2,691 lease* have ban warded
to eligible native Newallans for residentle1 purpose* to
date. The majority of these ore located on the Island
and
of Oahu, where most of the State's population
where most seeloveent is located. host of the remaining

Lard-Use of Hawaiian Hoe Lends

realm

by Island

residential 1 00000 have been located on the island of
Nmeaii. Very for residential leases have been located on
the other three Hawaiian islands.

Lef-,nd

Nitl

nevall

Homestad
generael Lease

Gommelity Pasture

.

Licata:it
Othettlrs-

tos

21,036
91,569
SOD
618
28,161
11,694

189
316

17
11.600

10

6

17,d4

7,366
19,069

19,161

WOW

Litt

fetal

6,743
1,212
272
610
11,234
7,164

641
1.801
9/

21,030

27,123

5,033

2,41

Probably the most important and realistic indicator of
up deeand for residential homestead acreage On
the
10IC lOroff is the number of applicants ter a residential
Table 4, below, shoes
leasehold on file with the ONNL.
the nuder of hem:steed eiplfcents to the OWL by 'Blend
currently on file.

71718
.
1,110
11,970
11,11,
191,717

.

Source:

Table 4

HNC Annual lholrt, Jute, 1180.

NomesteadApplicents by
Al the above tables tidiest*. dpronimetely 29,00 acres of
NM lards arta parent of the total ore currently being used
by native Hawaiian Homeiteaders. Of this 29,000 acres, only
2,516 (11) is aerrently being used for residential purposes.
the INC tads being vied fen homestead purposes, the volt
majority of acreage is located on the big isleado of Hawaii.

71

Maui

..

Meldal
Oahu
State-aide
Source:

Table 3

Maui

Noldal
O
Steehm teeide

0.

69
2
269

341

el

0

6,006

117

311

HIC Annual Report, *Gee, 1980.

Issues Reeardthe COW Imelemeetetion

ad telt to
rtleilm::iirge:sire:r4:11:=1".4t1141 :11117i:1:C1i

11,

117
1,644
2,161

97

4,1:01

Oyer the yore. 4talidar4ble a:Introit:ray hat occurred
roger:One the OHNL'smanegsment of HNC lands. This hat
resulted Iris:mit, from the Odertment's policies on the
ward of ands to leasehold all other types of Hawaiian
Homes Lend's applicant,. At the pretest time, court ases
ere pending which challenge these policies

!_n!

Hewett
Saul

n

443
263

Stateside almost 1.000 applicants are oe the Ohtt's current
vatting lids for residence, firm, or rand homestead
lands.
nearly 90 percent of the applicants hed applied for
residential lands.

Ikmetteed Leases by IOW ad Type

Wjdential

fig
40
12
20

Hewett

State -aide, over 3,230 homestead team have teen awarded
to emordismtely 1700 :Waive Namatio follies Who vs
baneficiariet of the INC Act of 1920. these Comities are
living on a reshionce, far% or roach homestead located
an the 29.1:00 Wee currently dad for himeetead puppet.
Table 3, below. shows the nyder of these leases by island
sod type of lode.

Wend

Me

Island

64

eguts,chellmiges revolvei priority rood the

e towing

.

Source: NC Newel Report, Jame, 1980.
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Only about e9.090 scree of the total evadable
Nasallie Noes lands serape have bees leased to
native Hmalless as hoentelde while almost 6.000
native Hawaiian homestead appliceitg have been on
OWL'. witting list, some foe over SO pars.

III. =IS IN11101103 915 OUSIJO NOSRANS
DP to the present tip, the Naweilen Is Condition has not

the

participated in the !Viola 1010 housing mod community develop.
Mart programs, nor have individual native Nevadans been able
to qualify for Insured loans under HUD's sieglefamily insured
programs If their potential home vat to be located on Medellin
Noses land.

According to the 1916 NMC Annual Report. 199.652 acres

of the total available Halloo News lend, were Wing
used for non.hotestead
1 theta 129.562 acres
produced only 6610 1.17 mil ice in resinous' for the OM.
or lees then
per acre.

According to NIA's Honolulu Area Officeilthere are a noter of
problems which seem to inhibit WD's program &diver, to native
Hawallans Seeking to establish reSidential hangteadl on the
Hawaiian Howl Land'.
these problems result from HUD program
snd statutory regulations which are in apparent conflict with
the Hawaiian Is Commission Act legislation. They may be

The Original WIC Act of 1920 set -aside 193,000 acres

for the Nadas Nome, lands; however. the latest HNC
Wert, slew that only 1110.000 Pros ere wider MC
control with the balm" hewing ?welted to other um

categorised es follows:

mod omsership.

e

Because the litiption soy effect the ONIL's status as
the ad inisterlys prey for the WIC lands, it sty have a
significant impact on the future direction housing progams
take on those lands also.

Civil Nights Att and HUD equal Deportunity_Replations

which confuse woos naredin Nona common Act
eligibility requirements. and are 'appropriate for
application in the State of Hamad;

RA Single Family 1nsoregAirograla Rootetions on
marketabilyty aM SeCurfTy or kuo Insured loans on leasehold
properties conflict with Hawaiian Hoes COMMISSIOn Aet
reguletIces limiting earkstabllity sod transfer of leasehold
interest;

MA Oshipleterd Multifselly Propels which esquire an
edmildstrative apney pen is a Rolfe Housing Authority
MINA) to be present before multifamily programs con'be
laplamenttion.

This chapter will examine each of these area In greater detail,
drawing on wort previously Pee in this area by the KID Honolulu.
Area Office and !he Central Office in Washington. D.C.
A.

Civil felons end loud Ometieliti
Application of National Civil Rights Act loot iiiii on and

MUD equal opportunity ?pulpits' in the State of Hlwall
him MO an 1SSue of long 'tending within NOD for Several
years.
Current definitions and votaries of e1nCeity
groups are lopplIcebl to Newell beceuse of the ethnic and
racial composition of the State. This issue will not be
examined here. 'aced as It effects MOO program delivery on
Hawaiian Nome tends.
The Civil. Rights Act of 1966 did not maim, the recognitice fed Protectices offered to certain identified minority'

d-

-10-

o

regulation

did net

properties must remain with on eligible !Wive Hawaiian.
Because of this, several practical barriers to till exercise
of authority to insure single folly roar lope under la c
on properties located on MAC lams aware to sist. Tawas

their

Native Mardian' m defined es native Americans
In sow national leddetice fhtTuding title VIII of the
guidelines.

Community Services Act of 11176 and the Comprehensive bolo"PP aM Training Act META). like American Indians and
Alaska netives, native Havellans, once citisens of a
Pviroign notion, experienced the gradual diposseselon of
their lends, the progressive dilution of their culture and

a massive ?Puede of Plitiletion OOP the olsrodlosn

ay be amerizod is follows!
ANC Act statutes on conveying of title to the
residential leasehold to native Hawaiians exclusively
may conflict with a broad FNA prohibition against any

of

Ivropeene.

'iodation on morketability of tithe

This palms is further complicated bit the Pique dia-

Sialletp, the Hart Act would conflict with any matured
loon contractual clank requiring that the tender have
an ultimate right to eleit to assign the title to the
leasehold property to the Secretory of HUD;

stole's eurroording the Harellan Hors Gondolier Act of
1920.

"pause the At Pe alined to protect and sefepord

the last repining native Heade lends in mi effort to
ensure the survidel of native Hawaiian" and their culture,

In the event of a foreclosure on a MUD - insured leasehold

restricticee on the control of theta lands were built into
the enabling legieletice. Thole restrictions essentially

mortga. NUB would not be able to take title to the
property or the leasehold interest, since the MVO is not
a notivegesellen. Privately finessed conventional home
lops also Sr. dented to native lieveldns sating to reSig
on the MK lends because of the inability to secure a first
lien on the land, es ovnership does not rest with the

dela the Panto of any leasehold interest in Hawaiian
pee Land Wets to netivallpallans. Non-native Nedellens
were Period ft

ever-IceOtring any permseent Interest In

the Hawaiian Moos lode.
Since no-native Hawaiians were boned from any residential
leasehold or other persenem interest in these lands, any
MVO prop. delivery on such lends which restricted the
oppetwity for non-native Hawaiians to apply for old
receive Propel benefits on on opal basis with native
a Oddity! of the Civil
Hawaiians, has been construed
Rights Act ad HUD pull pportunity requirements. Therefore, no HOD worm has ever bean used ce the Hawaiian ems

, mortgagor.

While these problems ay seem insurmountable, a meter of
First It must be determined
oodificationsreust be made.
whether there is or is opt a broad INA prohibition against
Int and ell 'imitative oh marketability of title, in the
TWA seise-family propels. Meteor*, if limitations of
any ad ell kinds are not specifically prohibited, certain
Provides, may not violate the CPR or other MA repleSecond, it must be determined if a Opus* requiring
tion,.
that the lender have the ultimate right to fleet to allior

Lads.
A somewhat stellar situation his twisted for native eyericaos
on reservation lea in 1010 legion IX. However, because
native Americans were retognited as hiving a tAcial legal
status ad wore given funding set-asides In legislation which
were ellocated specifically for nativelairiese reservations,
as in the Indian housing propane. MUD program hive been
implemented on riflery/Aloe lards. It must be noted that
Indian resorption were excluded from the CIO/ itiohte Act
as part of the Indian Preference Statutes,
O.

the title 10 the Secretary of MID Is marinated by CFA. Or,
similarly; if allt mandates that the Secretary of HUD pit
maintain the ultimate right to take title to the leasIRATI1
property in the event of foreclosure. o

Ore way to eliminate the problem noted shove with regard
to HNC Act prohibitions on transfer or title to property
SuggeSts an alternative loan tervicing arrangementvbetween
NA end the AlIC that Is similar ter a FYI* arrangeeent with
the INC.

FHA Simple Polly hipped Prows@ Regulation
Due to the unique nature of the MC Act of 11120, the
Lends has to regulate alienation
Deportment Of Hawaiian I
of reel property to restrict acquisition tO Orem of
native Neratise decent; transfer of title to Inc leaphold

*A similar issue presented itself in the Norfisern Martini islands;
Central Office ultieetely denied a request to issue single reedy

how loons there.
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Most ripped-off in this report on culture are the eskasinana and
the Mahone. Religion. Reestablish creditability to my statements
I has enclosures (3), newspaper articles.

(1) 9115,0110 SITES VIOGRAN UMW there appear' from an
erOhammist's'nerspective in effort to delay and deceive.
(21. NONND TAM S79 BITES OPP STARR'S HISTORIC LIST* Bulletin 3/11/NO`
To sqr knowledge most of these sites were religious in nature, i.e. .

ay. a /4e. various 44

.

deism* t fishponds, burials and eaves. While the board has the power
to unnerstn a public. "frort to regain
to religious cites,
Hawaii keeps an image in which it states concerns for Hawaiian self determination. State of Hawaii has done everything in it's
power to keep all peoples from the AnAimat Religious lands and

en4.14.=1,11)

r

ihi,s

,Iteifff ,

fri/Vni/Ans

Ancient Truths
(1) ISLN ARONABOtOGY LOS PNNONDINA ON OTNRN ARRAS" BUlletin10/81/10

re lar

'He troshihiko Moto, had of the Bishop Museum's
h
deportment) also notes that there to no single publication on the
prehistory of Hawaii before the arrival of Daropeana.'
Clearly some' thing is dreadfully wrong in Remit, when the power in
the State controls the rights of the people to knowledge of the pant
Hawaiians, their world views, lifeetylsond religious beliefs.
Daisies as. an anthropologist who went through many hassles to
get the data I hem, collected since 1072.
to a concerted ..
effort to keep artifacts away for public ecru it.

were off.: 911:-S f
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I say trthis commission, yo% have not done-your jolt the way
guested by Public Law 96 -965 thus I request the President

etc 1....'c..

eativeftwaiian study 00ONtOldOU
Testimony of Draft Report of Findings
By John J. Nall

-

and Congress to invalidate N.H.S.C. fusel *report and to mill
for a complete anthropogical resort firet.before recommendations.

3

November 20. 1962

Lastly. the Office of Inspector General Audit Report clearly
identifies many problem' of the NHL. Now can this happen
in Hawaii, misses of gone, to the tame of 100,000 dollars.
in
nine south period?
linsu.,A always thought you would not give Tabun' Bpi Low or
his folloiers fair representation on the issue of freedom*
to worship the Ancient Hawaiian Gods at Ancient Hawaiian
Religious sites bat to emit Chapter VI (7) Religion is
bletaMily iehaldliim responsibility, answer up or
I am very anxious to read your Final Recommendations.

P.S. Please mma final Report to above *dross.
JJR/jjb
cat ?Khans Sam N. Lone
President Ronald Reagan

edel: (3) #/#101104eVe. "Ha"

to N.H.Sce. draft report of findings. My maip
the draft report iisi WHY OUT MUFTIS VI (P)

I had developed a lengthy debate against many statements in Chapter
V 6 VI in whisk the cultural Assort tions present
an overview
more mmutturaied than aboriginal,
t only did this cam
understate their prescribed mandate no report on pre-contact
religion) but they as well doeumint !I quite factually
ethneeentrisina: For sepiolite in Chapter V (A) paragraph three
suggests after a great.sigratory wave of Polyneeiens ending
in the late fourteenth oenturr, Hawaiians lived in isolation.
THIS IS V1RY BPSOULATIVO AND NOT FAOTOAL. Further along in
paragraph seven, "The system had little stability endbougdries-were constantly changing this to ware. " This too MI without
feet, Boundaris never changed, even after contact
'
'swim stAii0oRTY, only alit moved. And is the fire
ogs on
hoard Ceske' ships the natural .environment'appeared fertile and
broadly cultivated. If warfare was as extensive as historians
report. the-environment would show the effects end the literature
does net eappert such
situation. These two statements are only
a small example of how,this commismtom approached
very important
problem. Obviously if Ancient Hawaiian Religion was reported on
they two would have overtly distorted fast, only confusing the
Historic &Imam:Here more.

4-"Actir .C-seee-TF itiv_itrair. 7

u11.,,' vot1"4 Igoe

lavisher 20, 1962
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4215 Puulani Place
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816

October 21, 1107
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ggijampaiammp_L D
The Native Hawaiian Study Commission
Department of the Interior Building
10th 4 C.Btreeta. N.10., Room 627
20240
Washington,. D.C.

Dear Commissionetst

Dy

In response to your request for comments on
your Draft Report. I encicee a copy of an article on
diawallan reparations which will appear in the upcoming
Lime of.the Hawaii Oar Journal. The article primarily
addressee the issue which you have reserved for your final
However,
draft: Hawaiians' moral claim to reparation*. to consider
in considering that claim I found it 'wronger y
title
which
the issues of abotiginal title end recognised

Patrick

Manlfingl

you discuss in your Draft Report.
I hope that the enclosed article will be of
some assistance to you in your deliberatik s.
your.,

d

41//

Patrick W. Hanifin
PWM/da

lty of ROW, flame, 1977. J.b,
Un i
Associate, G0012.111 Anderson I Quinn

Ai /yoga if/219114

BEST COPY.

The Native gavottes Study Commission has relmnsed

Proponents of Ossallan reparations assume that if

draft report finding that Somalian, have no present legal
right to reperations.il

Its final repeat will consider

lotion was unjust then it automatically follows that the
This

whether Nanillns have any octal right to lonartiOn.

United States govinamont owes enormous reparations in cash,

is a salter where Mood rights °ewe be entirely divorced
from lapel rights.

in the 1693 Rave-

they coo show that American lot

load and political power to Saositns.i/ The Aboriginal

It no cos has stolen anything which you

Lends of NeWellafi &fleeing, Assocition (ALMA; surmises that

had a legal right to. Own you have no moral right to

a billion dollars cash and se ttttt billion dollars worth of

revocations for gnat.

- land would be a fair mmount.1/ The Office of Nssilan

Thim bast° thoil of %bi articlo is simple.

Nest

Affairs 1011A1 has muggestod that the Revellitas may be

flawailans owned no land in 1613 end had ne political power.

entitled to the present value of the formoilkrown lands and

So 'swallow lost lied because of the 'evolution and tow

dovernmest lands of the Norallan Monarchy - over 1.71

permapeptly lost pow. Those who lost nothing cool. claim

OSA boo also argued that the Ossetian* are

million

nothing for damages! those who lost icomettling ars dead.

also entitled to substantial powers of self - government)

S ince there is no moral right to inherit political pews; the

roughly lilts Indian tribes. they Mould form 6 staawittoin

losers' descendants have no Offal right to reparations.

6%0%46.2/

'Itsgerstions era payments Bads to correct past
;injustices.

The issue is whether the law ibould be changed to

They abould not be confused .tth paysmots%ndo

fit the opinion that Sassitan haves wet' right to roopr-

to help nqmsons because he is poor through no fault-of tots

'tion.

If there wars noon legal right to 'operations the

own.1/ A man gets welfare because he is pone he gets
reparations because he has born wrongsd.

1/

al
esesrpted statesento loom Cong
a in AM11M08016 PUMA n. 2.
Sof the Pofl000ll of
Ilassiii-P-14 anyone with any Nowstion
ancestcy. Sine, the thesis of this article is thatimo

lilr

this oticle

reparations are due to Milto,
n °Oassitane there is

11100O_Cemli Osten Ste

cra.

.

'.77717111131 MIA 1,7-1
re na

3/

!Ira-

nt

no need to consider whether people who have more
Marcella ancestry "lipoid got more ilmatiohe than
Use n. 112
people who hove less.

IV-RIM St 1.11

at

This distinction la explainod in mors.detall in O.
AaunOson
and Nongillin_Siagitloo is

bill vas submitted to Congress to
give Navallams one billion do ttttt in the fors of
43
trout fund. O. Lowy. Motive jaw
.
CAL. 8.1SO. 848. 881 1

At AA's opine%

CLAMS. A

AMONOSON. -TES MOON OW Mall*"
80011CO 8001 14-1S (19801.

2/

Consequently, Statistics showing that the eons!'
Isola pow*: than the average mombef of some
other ethnic groups do.not justify repntiona. If
poverty is the problem. reparations are not the comedy.

1/

Separations would be both ever- and under - inclusive
they would go to rich Somalian but not to poor non "'wallow. Opposition to location repacstions should
not be mitoken.for opposition to programs which assist

7/

at 1 -10.
1

all poor people rolwas** of race.
3

Nowellene could hove sued the O.S. government a0d woo Peso.

ago.

moral right to it. he has no moral right to get it bock or

There would be no need for A special °admission or

spacial act of Congress.

rather than the courts because there is now no lggX,.ttedy

for the alleged minl wrong."'

P.

What was taken from whom/

4.

Aipsuming that what was taken on taken

Immorally, sae any of it been restored?

Novsver. even assuming that Ameolcan in
0

for its log..

to gat comps

This claim is before Congress

ion

S.

If the 'victim' is dead, do any of his

.

in 16111 was improper. no Pond right to reparations follows.

descendants inherit him moral claim for rep/rotten?

Advocates of revocations have ignored at last nine other
questions which must be answered Otters they on prove their
easel

S.

who. If anyone, inhorito it?

7.

pave any benefits toot received by the

*victim' or his heirs se a tttttt of the 'theft'?
1.

What did the alleged 'victim' have at the

time of the 'theft?'

S.

If he did not hors it. it could not

of Coosa benefits?

have been stolen.
2.

O.

Of what the 'victim' hod, what did he have

morel right to at the time of the 'theft['

Should repcations be reduced by the amount

If people disagree on which moral principles

decide thole quo

0

If he had no

. how do we decide which is the true

moist principls to be applied?

phis question is buried at

the bettor of the shots discussion. for if there is no

1,

Slonden suggests
loo NNSC Craft it fl7 -36f.
tn p Case for Seporations forilatIve "pillions. 16 NAM
11.2. Mtnist SUE. at 11. 16-17. 3S-66 (11111. that

agreement on moral principle the, can be no *prominent that
the reparations are morally due.

Navallans are on 'Indian pato.° eligible to put lo

Indian Claims COsisibIlon
Act. 66 Stet: 1049. 39 U.S.C. 1 70 11976). Sven if
Notations sae an *Indian tribe.' despite being neither
claim for. lost liond

undo[

Since feflefstions proponent. are the ones who are

claiming billions of dollars in public money end land as

Indians nor tribal, that Act's tatue of limitations
'molted in 11111

well as domanding oore political power, they helm the burden

The Commission shall receive claims
for

of persuasion on 811 of these t

period of fn. yain after August

13. 1146, and no claim *listing before
such date but not presented within such
period may t 00000 tier be Submitted to any
iv* pans/ for concourt or adsint
sideration. nOs_111 Ech,glolio thineafter, he on
log. 11. 1946. c. 1411.
1011.
35 U.S.C. t 701.
added.1

.

Any moral right to reparation frog the Am
government 00000 on the theft of lend or of political poser
or both as

r comes!.
11. an Stat.

result of As

P.44olu-

lion of 18113.2/

Iftphi

If Nowallan are en 'Indian tribe' they have slept on
their rights. There appears to In of 109100 to give
them soother thence for recovery which other 'Indian
tribes' are denied.

.

1/

Melody R. Mammon.

/footnote continued on nest page)
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isndl,.._Sonorioto

IONA. 11161T at ea -vi propoo
.the OpsaiIpn Mottos C
.40 satarnetave boots ot teOetsttones en alleged

.

Aver loan Minister Stevens ordered Aserican marine. tram the
Nothing ItifOre 11113 counts.

the O.A. government.

the elate is ageing%
D.N.A. boston to lend in Monolulu, allegedly to prevent

The government to liable oaly for the

options of its officers.

fighting which Might endanger American lives or poperty.11/

The United litotes had Do responel

a from

The nagt dime, the revolutionselem, without as

Wily for non - Americans ouch se Srltish Wel Navy Captain

American troops, seised the government building.11/ Queen

James Cool who first espouse towelions to the leiatere

tent* to the takeover .11/

Lillordorlani put up no ere Oe

Still less wee it responsible for the actions of,

vorld.1.2/

Minister Stevens recognised the provisional revolutionary

native-born cilium, ofIlevell such as Louth A. Th
and Sanford nolo, the leaders of the Revolution.

the American government have any

government but did not use force or say that be mold see

nor did
force to support the Nevolution.0' The queen apparently

responsibility to see that

believed the presence of American troop* in the city use'bo

private American cations in Newell obeyed Newell law.AL1

implied threat to use them to inmost the rebele.11/ She

It Was and is up to each nation to enforce its own lave.

put her surrender of power in the form of

The only intervention in the 'maim tingdom.by
American officials and military forces occurred doting the
lett Revolution.

euegendet to.

the superior forces of the United Sttes.1/. In 1414. '

America noesed Hawaii at the request of the Republic of

The day before the 1861 Revolution,
Sawmill.

revise which come to power es e result of the

succ ttttt 1 revolution.19/ Thum, the case for repetitions
(rootnoto continued tram previous page).

01/

can be built only on thereaults ofths 1:113 Revolution.

breach of trust by the 0.8. the comperes the role of
the U.S. me sovereign acting as ttultee of tribst lands
with 0600.8. Governeentos past role es tfU1400 of
W8W4III$ Romeo land. A trust cannot be breeched before
was American-3'
it waists. The alleged breech of
Intervention in 1893 but on her analyie the trust did
not begin until Congress Passed the Nanallen Vanes
commission Act in 11120.

Ay 3 !. ROVIIIINDALL. !NS RANAIIIIII_RIA400014, 444-440 114471.
generally 1
es-to the events of the MOVOIU$1015 5

NUVRINDALL soa-sos.

Hawaiians did not adept
12/ II their complaint Is that the
well to contact;w1th the Western World. Nava/fen groups
might consider taking their claim to the Oritieh
*Parliament since Capt. Coot was an agent of/Srlteln
sailing under British government orders to implore the
Pacific and report on any islands he found.
11/

IRTIVNATIONAL LAN 1114-203

1g. st 300400. 402.

II/

11/ 11. at file -601.

0/ Id. at 401-401.
li/
et 403.

12/

(3d

N. OlLSON. PAINCIPLIS OF
is responsible only for the autho -.
ed. 111471 Is
rased and uneuthorited acts of its agents, and for
ntv
fatting to prevent Private parsons In its
If the American governfrom Injuring another state!.
lam In Newell then It
sent had the duty to
in Nowell;
must have had the privilege to use t
otherwise it could not have done its duty. Vet oppoAmerican
goverment
mini,' of repetitions deny that the
Therefore
had mnf Privilege to intervene in Nevali.
had
no duty to
they must agree that the U.8. govrnment

ed by the rove11/ kJ. at 605 -ISO. The Reim:bile was
Titionery leaderehle to 'isang.on until animation Ito
Moricel become possible.' Id. at 4411. Stevens

probably acted tod hie auThotity when he ordered the
Nomiton's troops to land. Out American annexation of
Nowell - accepting the fruits of Stevens' action amounted to a ratification of his acts. Consequently
the U.S. daubd be considered. morally responsible for
any reparations that may be due. Cf., Restatement
litiremiLitonge S OS.

intervene.

6

v.

4/
stolen from them and so could not have any elate for repine.,

dilates Arising Prom Alleged
Theft of band

I.

Was arising trom a theft of private lands

for our purposes, there were three kind. of land

in 1811,ornivete lands, Croon lards and government lands.
I.

of the 1863 naaolnaann.11/

private bands

.compensetlon for the iteleure.

of private reel estate or interest. in private real estate
Nowever, only about It

time owned p

all p

It any wee seised, only its

individual owner or owners would have

Various individual eavalions owned various pt

Iii tell.

Apparently, no private long was seised se a result

400

a

if It occurred, could not be

bests for reparations for

all Nowat'in at that
significant number of Sinolions.

lend. 11/ h 1161, about eighty percent of

had any moral claim to

Theft of private 1843. even

Thus, es to private lands

there is no need to see the other qupiltions noted above,

(mod land was owned by Caccaai5as.IW
3.

Vevatlans who did not own private land could not have had it

Croon Londe

The Crown idols in lief were neither private nor
Oovornment,property.

11/ pge itinniest NAWAIIAN ANNUAL 14 (181121Igieing 11190
census figures). In 1810 there were 3.444 Revstian and
They were 781 of all landpart - Hawaiian land - owners.

Rather than distort the picture by

\trying to 'gums' the Crown lands into any modern legal
Oategory. At is beat to look at who actually had what

owners in the kingdom.
rI)hts. duties, privileges and powers relating to thire.11/

As a result of the Great Nehele of 1444. 243 konohltio
(feudal landlords subordinate to the Ring) received
1 RUVORNOAL1. 287
quit-elates to land fro. the Ring.
Nowever, some of these persons never got title
(Ills).
felled
to
get Lend Commission
to the lands because they
Awards or foiled to pay the required commutation tees.
still
trying to get
As late as 11011, the government was
land elsisents to acquire title to land offered to thdh
Act
of
April
30,
11011, Act
as a result of the Mahal.
00 l 1 1001 Now. Sees. L. 111. Persons who did not pay
the commutation foes within the alloted time (which was
extended to 11114) simply did not own the land. it
belonged to the government which coul and occasionally
t 4
v.
dtd, sell it to unison* oleo. fee

JUatiee Oliver *mean Nelms noted that a right.
'or

will do In feet.

A legal duty so celled is nothing but

prediction that if

man. does or omits certain things he

will be made to putter in Ibis or that u,Y by the judgiont
V

011).
a
New. 43 (18711. Thurston v. plate,
input 11301 Newellien commoners received 'mimeo grants
Act
of
togurit
6,
1850.
under the tuition. Act of Isso.
I 1 114541 New. Laws 303 in 2 I.L.N. utast at 2141.

of the court, and so of a legal right.41/

11/ The only seisuce of land by the revolutionaries
dad by NUYItINIALL and DASh wee the saltine Of the
t
CIOW$ Lands discussed below.

dtudy by Nation telly, of the Nis** Iltneue cited In

Loy!. ratios Reweitap Lend Niohts, 43 CAL LAM., 848,
there were
BSI 119731. The 11153 Census reported tha
about 134
71,011 Nedlifig$11 and part - Ossetian', so on
lend as
of the Navallans and pal-Ilawdlians eeelv
0:1!
nets
result of the labels and Bulearta Act. C
received a total of lees than 30,000 acres. lees thing'
10 of the land In the Islands. COISIM, pi ORM?
NAN8L8, NANAll'S LAND DIVIIION Ot 1148. at )1 (111381.

ag/

thin legal relationship 10 a prophecy of what the courts

11/

legal contoloirine
opplise the
mots
This eel
as developedby
by
i TAW
peon ng.
p
conseplione fp Apg `TAU
b. a. se 11)131, 7 TAU 1..2. 7 0 11 171. Pot 11
gedbral discussion of the Crown lands see V. N.
UNIVIIRSITY
Spaulding, fhe Crown beg,* of Nawii.
No 1. (1124i.
OCCASIOMAL

lid

11/ WhilipaLUMMILALAbsbel.

DAMS. Stoat OF TINS. 1311 1104111.

10 um. 1.RHg. HI.

7
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to 1893 the total area of tho Croon lands amounted
to approximately 971.443

fl

.11/

of tho Revolution had been appointed by the Queen or her

in

Property i

predecessors but could not be removed by her. 9/ Two of the

the Ctown lends wets regulated by the Iota of June 7. 1841

tine* commis'

and of January J. 1169 and by the 1997 Constitution of the

title to the Crown lends was vested inthe Commissioner es

Kingdom of 1wal1.11/ Queen tillooklani had

right to

Crown lends were brought @Minot the resealed

She seema to have

and privilege to manage the lend as they Saw fit, they could

for tbe proms Of

maintaining the Wei estate and dignity.'12/

leaseqt but could not sell it.111 They had

Nowevr. the

duty to'py

1 incope from the land.11/

the Queen the

Queen had no control over the land itself. Me had no power

Lilluokaleni could pass on neither the Crown lands

to lease. sell or teamster the lends or to timid* how they

nor their income to her personal helm'.

would be uss6.11/

the Crown lands ssedao the nest soOnstah.111

All such decisions were made by three Crow. land

commiesionere.M dim

not

against tido Queon.11/ The commies' 00000 had the duty, right

bean able to spend the money as she wished UthOUgh,the act

of 1169 asp that the Crown lands were

Legal

°Motels. not es individuals.111 Suits concerning the

receive the income from the Crown lends, in income which
amounted to about 1110.000 per year.11/

ad to be cabinet sembers.111

When a monarch died
The 1997

Constitution set out the rule corsuccessloh to the Crowns

ooo who served at thy time

Litiookeleni was named in the Constitution se King

T.N. Spaulding. The Crown Lands of laved!, 30. citing
C of Crown Lsms,_/III. p. 11.
p:port of the Commis
R t see LIWORALAIII. 11111A111 -STORY BY NAIWIT1 0011111.
240 (1811( (Tuttle ed. 111141 giving the figure of
913.000 acres.

F

19/ Act of June 7, 1841, L. 11411. p. 22. reprinted in 2.
R.L.S. (1923) at 21521 Adt of Jan 3. 1153. L. 1964 p.
61. reprinted in 2 R.L.N. (1125) at 21771 Constitution
of 1187. reprinted in LTMCKM. 8081111' LOGIMATUR18
OF HAWAII' 11141-1911 (hsteidftet 'IMIMMit'l at 139
(19181. and in ?SUMMON. FUSDAMMTAL III OP NAtaill. 1111

.12/

1.4

Al/

IA.

ly Morrie v, Carter. 4 Bay. 195. 1111-209 (18111 (per Judd.
3.11 9ibaon v. toper. 3 Raw. 10 (11101%
21/

.

P.IL. MOM v. Carter, supra, Gibson V. toiler. eagle.
PeoliedIani v. Commistionece of CloonAkihdo.
Hii7-4411
(16131. All but one ft.the coca/
who got their
names in the cue repute were Caucasian,
N.A.P.

Cotter. J. HoIt Smith and J.O. Main' 11 WAL!:
cotter,

(19041.

C.

M. m.

and 1.8. Walker mentioned in gibeon v. Myer. 3 law. at

if/ Set of January 3;r1845. IMMR. The Incest; figure le
LILIMIRALAIII. SUM; at 310.
given

3114-30.

11/

Act of Januaty 3. 1110 2 R.L.S. (19251 at 2171. This
purpose was reaffirmed in Gibson v. itoteS. 3 New 113
(11151 end pamilorIGONtegnment v, Cartwright. 8 Maw.
-1y was rover
697 (1190) per mad. c.a.) but Opp
mod to limit the moparch'e actual use of the money.

Act of 11165. Au . Section 4.
Sy 11193. 752.411 mtee
of Crown landi-la Government lands had been lessed'to
torloneri. Levy. Nellve,11Hari Land PAO* 53
'CAL.L.IlV. 545. 539..

11/

1I/ Act of Jen. 3. 1643.

19/

Act of 1113. 14.
In the Netts', of the I 00000 of Ble OlalestY Rasehafileha

lb 2 Naw.715 (18641' Act of MS. supra at 7177.
II/

Id.

'10

1

mcc 00000 .11/

Thus Liliuokelani had only

Since she had no obildtm she had

right to receive the

the constitutional power to nominate an heir subject to

income of the Clown tondo for her life.

approval by the Nobls.11/ The Robles wercsegroup of

lost in 1993 when she lost the Crown.

This wee ail she
Kalulani had only the

-hope of.inberiting the right to receive income from the land

logislatore who were overwhelmingly Csocasiarilly

The cast of the Hawaiians

Liliuokeieni appointed her niece Princess Magni es her

for life if she outlived her aunt.

heir and the mobile approved.111

had no rights. privilegos, or pelmet over the Crown Tends.

The 1817 Constitution provided that if

ter their income at l1.11/ The Ctown land, them

monarch

died childless and without a living appoints. heir the

belonged not to any individual or to any group of Individ-

legiol 00000 of the Kingdom was to elect an ali'l as

ualO but to the 'croon'. 1,1. to the,ottic of the

monatch.11/ The legislature also occasionally passed act!

Sovereign, not to the individual who wore the Crown:Ill

(with the monarch's approval) empowering the Crown.land

DJ

commissioners to sell certain pieces of land.111

Constitution of 1897 Art. 33.

IV' id.
II/ The qualifications end powers of the Robles were provided for in Articles 54-59 of the 1997 Constitution.
LTOMMR 165-166. The Nobles sat together in one House
with the other halt of the Legislature, the by
rieee. 111117 Constitution Act 441 LI0IC1811 164.
In the
1867 legislative session 23 of 24 nobles had Caucasian
sus:14,4$ in the 111111 session 23 of 25 Noble had

Caucasian surnames' in the it= session 22 of 351 in
the 1992 session 21 of 17. LTMCKBR st 132, 175, 171.
182. Of those with Caucasian eurnasas approximately
two. Ossuel Packer and.Nark P. Robinson. wet, part Hawaiian.
3 KOYMIDALL 117. SS8. Robinson wee
Noble
12/

in the 1867 end 1111111 aelSiono. Parker in 11190.

impique. 111. 113. 1111. As discussed below at twothird* of the registered voters for Nobles were
Caucasian. 3 101(11111.111.1. 451.
'ilf/

40/

!Footnote continued Eros previous pegs/

Belonging to the Royal Doman. July 21. 1970 Saes. L.
1970 p. 561 Act to Enable the Commissionorsof Crown
Lands to Convey a Certain Parcel of Land Belonging to
the Royal Domain July 11. 1172 Bess. L. 1972 p. 31, Act
t Crown Lands to Convoy
to Authorise the Commissi
Certain Portions of Such Lands to Claus Sprckt* in
Satisfaction of Ale Claims Nit May Nam' on Such Lands.
Baa. L. 1992 c. 10. For $10.000 Spreckels had bought
from Princess Ruth Molikolani.
Meter of ilmehemehas
IV and V. a quitcipie to all her
0000oo in the Crown
Lands. Although In re Letat of Kamehpsehe IV and the
Act of 1165 established that the quitclaim lead vat
worthless, see deelitoOni v.'commisai
.10 Crown
Ner7-4110 11863). Ipreckele Revelled on the
Lend..
Legiel 00000 end the Ring to giv1 him 14.000 acres of
cane lend in fee simple to &Op his claim.
3
pUTKIWALL 61 (19671.
lessee. whether Hawaiian or not, had a
in the part of the Crown lends he
leased, according tathe terse of hie lee .,.
01
leasehold i

Li tuokalani

45 Ct. Cleims4111.437-426 (19101.

) KUTIONDALL 476-477.

They belonged to the office and net to the
individual
.
.
.
The tesorvations made (by
Ring Ramehameha llt in 1141) ware to thi
Crown and not the, Ring aa On individual. The
Clown lands were the resourceful method' of
Income to sustain in part.
.
the
dignity of the office to which they were 0
When the office ceased
inseparably attached.

II/ Consti,,tion of 1117. Art. 33.

.

ly IA'. Act to Authorial' the Commissioners leiCrown Lands
iiMeoute a Deed of Confirmation to
Certain Lot of
Land in Walluku. Island of Maui. Act of June 33. 11161
Bess. L. 1866 p. 21. Act to enable the COMissi 00000
of Crown Lends to Convey Certain
of Land

continued on neat page/

(Footnote continued on nest page)
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e,.

as belt to the thane Oast the prior, defunct Constitution

Millen' doubts might be raised as to wbetber
Lilluoksloni had any moral right to the Croon lend laces.

of 1164 by bet brother, gmleuhatte.11, 'See nomination sea

She acquired that income by being named ea the bele to the

approved only by the then-unelected Nobles.42/ The Consti-

Crown in the Constitution of 1117. a document which .be

tution of 1164 was a result of

herself said. was aver in any way citified, shier by the

by Ming Itallehamebe V *fat the proposals

People, or by their rep eeeeeee elves. even after violence had

been rejected by so sleeted constitutioal convention.41/

procured the Nia's signature to lt.*11/ as bad been used

The Caton lends in 1193 were the last remnant of lends

bloodless soup d'etat led
embodied in it had

seised by Llnuotaloni", royal predecessor Namehmas I
Ingressive wirfers.41/ People who believe that

11/ .Irootnote continued from previous pail

title to the land today le invalid because it is founded on

to gnat they fame as other lands of the
the

Sovereignty and passed to the.defendants
I as put and parcel of the
United

conquest may he hard put to captain why Lillookalat's Chia

public domain.

If Lilluckelani had no moral right

was not equally invalid.

.

The Court of Claims followed the await Supreme Court
holding In the Matter of the fatate of Nis es set
aseheuebs IV. 2 New. 715 (1 1141, destinguishing Crow
lands iron Government lands. The Court Of Claims held
' that the Crown lands had Meet been the peitall_Intie
erly of Litivokalani Wiese they had been no thee
inbric nor private lands before the Overthrow of the
45 Ct. Claims 426.24S. When the office of
monarchy.
monarch ceased to islet in 1191 the Crown lands became
11 St 421. The lift Constitution of
Government land
the Republic svplicitly provided, that the former Crown
lands were Government lands snd that Lilluokalani had
no rights in them. 16. Mince the lands wore not rt.,
vats property at the tied ;he 0.1. toot them in 1191
the fifth Amendant did not require that just compensaee WRIC Draft at 231.
tion be paid to Lilimokslani.
rations for Motive
R. Slondin,
P utts

to the income, then she had no moral right to compensation
for its loss.

Liliuokelani lost the income fees the Crown lands
as a result of being (leaded from the throne
Urn of 16113.

group who included many of the 1193 revolutionaries.
Mairtheleas we most look et who had what under that
constitution to determine who had what to lose in 1193.
Since the 0.1. did not help impose the 1117 Constitution it la not morally respaible for that document's

ed to the arta of the Ctown whose chief beneficiaries were the Natation Nation and its people. To
the contrary. the Court of Clefts cited the Act of ill!
which enpressly aid that the beneficiary of the Crown
lands' incase wits the Individual who was monarch. IS
Ct. Claims at 424. Act of 1665. 1 4. Melody S.
limitv_and Lando Vomiting the
Mit ***** (t. p
Olibellen Native Claim S275-76 (OKA, 1553) mikes an
argument s1ilist to Slondin'a.

effects.

3 RUTRIMIALL 167.

11/

12/ re. Oben she was approved twelve or thirteen of the 21
'oblige were Concision. MICR= 136. Under the
Constitutions of 1152 and 1664 Nobles were appointed by

Ca Slog.

roe a more
Betollea account or the origin i of the 1117 Constitution see 1 RUIVIIRDALL 144-772. The 1167 Constitution

If/

ililUORAtar, RANAII'S STORY 10-111.

2 ROTROMDALL 127-134 (19511.

11/ lathe getter of the Rotate of Nip Majesty Itaalien1
PI

on ring alsaus by a predosinantly white

w oo

by the *maw

The Government of the **public Of Savall tali

Irootnote continued from previous peps)

11/

l.11iuosa'1 ni v. U M. as holding9:!:!7:01i:t1:r4t!:!e

45/

Malan

niers

-

(19311 and PAWS, SHOAL

Irootnote conitnad on nett pupil

to !no conquest

Yaw. 71S at ins 11104).

lanai& by Rasehameha I a
.

13

t

1 ROTaNDALL 29-60
(19611.

.

14

ta,

3.

the Consti-

over the Crown lands and provided explicitly in

tution of the Republic that those lands were Government

actually had what rights, duties, privileges and powers

0

the United 5tttt

illtuoi:lat's suit

lands.11/

to

relating to the Government lends at the time of the

recover the lands after\Ravall had fame an American

Revolution.

territory was unsuccessful.2Y

Statutes and wise law established that the

even assuming that the forma Queen had

seal

Goverment lands belonged to the Government, a legal person

right to compensation for the loss of the Crone lad incase.
that right died with her.

separate and distinct from all natural pe

Princess Kotula& predeceased the

for the use and benefit of the Hawaiian

the only p

the Minister of the I ttttttr.191 After the establishment of

ho could claim the income from the Crown

11/

there is no such person.

Of course.

Consequently. today's Panelling
s regarding the Crown

have no moral claim to rep
linds.11/

SO/

Constitution of the Republic (1094) Article 93,
LarCita p. 222.

a/

illtuonslant v. U.S., 45 Ct. Claim 411 111101.

52/

to of
u
he Ma
r.
e. I
the
n rpm
a
aw.
hase2111'
wen
the
Crown
lends
and Government lands end
hole
the
Ring's
the Act of June 7. 1141, which accepted
grant, as vesting ownership of the Government lands in
the Government and the Croon lands in the Ring,g Fettle
v. cattot. 6 Raw. 195. 201 (1177) (per Judd. C.J./1
Saw. 61 (167110 70oraton et p/mhos, 7
lenge T. Nall,
ev. 431. 430 111111. 111 Act of July 11. 1451 to
Provide for the Appointment .1 Agents to Sell Governpls. 1151 see.. Laws 32. reprinted
ment Lends to the
at 2 s.a.e. (11125) 21961 Act of July 6, 1163 to Amend

the Stand Section of the Act to "raid, for Appointment of Agents to Sell Government Lanes to the People,
L. 1151 pi 55. reprinted et 2 R.L.M. (1925) 21971
Disposition of Government Lands, CC 1159 IS 114 46, 470
Cp. L SS It, 46, 47. C.L. IS 166, 174, 175, reprinted

leg

in 2 N.L.R. (1525) 21911 1674 SOSO. L. c.

24 fallowing

Minister of Malec as agent for the Goverment to

n. 44 Awe.

lease sell or ttttt for land owned by Governmentls 1176
sale
Sess. L. c. 44 end 1171 Sess. L. c. 5 (ego
of Government land,l Act to facilitate the Acquiring
45
and tatting el logiestireds. 1114 Sess. Laws c.
(regulating ale of government land to the people),
amended by 1111 Sess. Laws c. 14 and Ilia Session Laws
c. 151 Act to Determine the Statue of the Landings of
the Ringdos and the Rights of the Public therein. 1152
Sess. Leos c. 44 (granting private persons the right to

N. ane S J.?. NIPS, RAIULANli CROON PAINcla Or
After alutat died in lail,
H AWAII, 197, 206 (11621.
the 011-01100n named Jonah Kuhl° ealantanals and David
ttttt aka es heirs to the nonssistent throne. DAMS

Since the office of able had been abolished
along with the feet of the Monarchic government in 11113
their nomination was never confirmed by the Nobles.
Article 22 of the 16117 Constitution required Such
confirmation before Kato end Rawananstra could become
the hire to the Crown, Without It they never beam
at 295.

use government landings).

helm.
51/

Day-to-

Aoversign.

lands now is that person who.tse been elected by the Legislature of the Hawaiian Kingdom as sovereign.

.32/

dartgacisions about land use. salsa and leasing were ma by

Olean by ightan yars.12/.11ecause the income was Mehl*
only

Government lands

As with the Crown lands, the first question Is %no-

ly set 23. Act to Organia the Sununu, Departments,
1141T1 New. Statute Lan pp 71. 95-109, 192. Att to
Provide tot the Appointment of Agents to Sell Government Lands to the People, 1151 Sess. L. 52, reprinted
at 2 M.L.M. (1925) 2196. the Vommteed ate cited in

Act of 1665, supra, 1 41 1117 Constitution Art. 22.

54/ Tars is thus no need to 'amino the other quintals
listed above at

lactate continued on nest page)

is

IS

urn
V

BEST CO

Private individuals had no powers, rights or pi-.

the 1887 Constitution the Minister et the Interior was
always Caudesien.22/

ellipse to use Government land without Government authori-

iseof its

fish Cebinet.,,in the

sation or to decide how it was to )e used...Ill

general executive authority. could' make decisions about land

use but could not lease or sell Government land.11/

Hawaiian..

like any other individuals,, using Government land without

Final

,

Government authorisation could be cOnvictid of trespess.11/

power and right to decide bow and when Government land was

If Newsiians had any rights or powers regarding Government

to be used, sold or teased wee vested in the Legisleture.12/

land they bad only the political right and power to partic-

II/

owned the Government lands in 1693. no Hawaiian had any

n. SS ewe, 1874 Mss. L. o. 24 (Minister of Interior
authorised to sell, lease or transfer any land worth
lose than 115.000.00), 1874 Mss. L. a. 32 (Minister of
Interior to tate end bold land tot Honolulu Waterworks;
1676 Seas. L. a. 44 and 1878 Mss. Lees a. 5 (Moine),

claim for reparations due to their supgosed theft.'
Advocates of reparations nay argue that at t

to administer (public auctions of Government
lands), 1884 less. Lowe C. 37 (approving Minister's
purchase of land lot Molokai leper colony); 1886 Bess.
L. 0. 6 (Minister to uction Off land escheating to
Government), 1892 Bess. L. 0. 44 (authorising Minister
to make study of Clovernmint landings), 1892 Sess. L. 0.
to issue loyal Patents to
66 (authorising Mlnl
Government lands).
of I

la/

21/

Since no Hawaiian

tt ing the Government.12/

ipate in

(Footnote continued from previous page)

oral

the Hawaiians inherited the Government lands or

claim to reparations fog their loss when the Government 01
Hawaii ceased to exist in 1896.

The change of tom of
provisional govern-

government in :693 fro a monarchy to

ment and the further change in 1694 from the provisional

Outing most of the duration of the 1887 Constitution
the Minister of the lntettor was Loreto A. Thurston,
leader of the An
'mist revolutionaries. 3
RUIRMALL 365. The other Ministers of, the !Meier
were Charles Spencer, id. at 461 Charlie T. Gulick,
Id. at SSI. S57. and Caicos W. Wilcos, 11. at SS7.

government lo the Pepublie did not alter the ownership of
the land by the Government of Hawaii.

Ownership changed

only in 1696 when the Government of Hawaii gave the Govern;

1887 Constitutiin Articles 31, 41. 78. Selling and
loosing government land was the Minister of the

A

meat lands to the Government of the United

The

Interior's job, sea n. 56 emu. As the law stood at
the time of the Revolution neither the Minister nor the
Cabinet could sell land worth over 115.000.00. The
Minister of Interior could sell land worth over
65.000.00 only it the Privy Council approved. 1874
less. L. C. 24. Out the 1817 Constitution prohibited
the Privy Council from doing anything not specifically
authorised by the Constitution and selling Government
land was not one of its authorised !unctions. 1887
Constitution Article 40. The Supreme Court held that
any action which required approval of the Privy Council
could not be done if the 1887 Constitution did not
authorise the Privy Council to decide such matters.
e Cabins t AA* Matteis
theiNatt cAAL_POirets o
Maw. 505 (1691).
.
1113E1(17111:11a). LY_1 I

12/

in

nevem:bet 9. 1840.

11/ Lai@ 1680 Session Lowe p. SO.

I

21/

The Altoona Act, 16$0 Bess. Laws. p. 202, abolished the
right of individual Hawaiians to grow crops and pe
sniaals on Government land. MSC Craft at 230) Levy,
sum n.34, at 857. The Government sometimes gave
special statutory suthorisation to seaters of the
public 101 use Government lands. See e.g. 1692 Session
Laws c. 44 fro public use of boat landings) 1 MM.
Btstute 192 (permission to cut timber and fuel on
Government land in accordance with provisions of Act of

12/

1667 Constitution Article 44.
For the @Ott of laws
which the Legislature used its authority to enact see

Be. Lofts at

J

eo the statutes'aited in n. SS and SO ems.

KILS011. sea

n. 11 at 364-365.

16

17

question to whether lawaiians in 1696, although a minority

the State of Newaii.12/

of the population of the Islands, had an seclusive moral

ripe to inherit from the Government. even though the

inheritance from a natural person

poitive law said that they did not.

regulations and case law.
must die together.

and receives all its powers to transfer land from that law.

Property interests are created

and Itsintained by positive law(

Therefore, the Hawaiians did not 'inherit londlson the

constitutions, statutes.

Government of NOWell.

'Property and law are born and

To refute this elairep), reparations advocates

Before the lava there was no property,

take away the laws, all property crass. .

would have to prove that' there i

Inheri-

history,

A person idherits either by will or by

euccesaion.

When

person dies without a will

determines who will got his property.11/

universal,

ides

century of porlitive law and give* only

the Hawaiians a moral right to Government land.

Bills are effective only because the positive

law says 80.12/

a spocttic,

(oral low of inheritance which, when applied to Hawaiian

t property is one sort of purely legal relationship.1.0/

y to positive law

since meths, government is created by law (a constitution)

Property is a set of legal relationships among

people concerning things.iV

Inheritance from the Go

contrary to positive law is even more impossible than

Been

proving that the people of a country. sometimes have a right

statute

to inherit from the government is not enough.

Reparations

Theta is no
Proponents must prove that the 'moral law' has a racial

inheritance srceptaccording to positive law.

rastrictiont

Legally, the lend belonging to the Hawaiian

that even though the Nsweiisna were tat leas

than halt the population of Bewail in 1696 they were somehow

Government in 1696 has passed to the U.S. Government and to

entitled to all of the Government land.21/
Some have suggested that the Hawaiian. had

64/

nohfeld, some Fudamentaljogel Conceptions as
Applied to Judicial Seasoning. 11 TALE
11-74

'aboriginal title' or 'recognised title' to the Government

(.

and Croon lends and that these rights are inherited by

1 J. ORMAN. WORRI 309 (1859).
11/

Hohfeld. suite at 23.

ft/

iv Before the Btstute of Willa, 32 N. VIII c. 1 (1540).
wills of land ware not recognised at 'Wish coalmen
law. leg T.F.T. PLUM?". A COMCISI NISTONV Of TWO
COMMOM-LNW. S87 (5th ed. 1956) Wills in Hawaii today
d by the uniform Probe
are g
Code N.R.S. c. S60.
N.O.S. 1 560 - 2,301 empowers any

or over who is of sound mind to mat
11/

n eighteen years
a will.

Treaty of Annexation Article II, In TROMSTON. THB
FUNDAMMAL LAW OP HAWAII 144. A
ion Resolution.
in TOUSSIVOI 251-252, organic Act 44 73. 99, Act of
April 30, 1900 C. 339, 11 Stat. 1411 Admission Act
11 3. 140 Pub L. 06-3 13 Stet. 4. Some land has been
sold by the U.S. or the State to private persons.

J In 1696. Nswaiisne and part-Nsweiians wets 36.241 of
the population of HAMM, in 1100 they were 23.751.
ACSAITT. NISTOPICAL STATISTICS OP KAUAI( 25 (1977).

In Nowell this is determined by N.B.'. 11 56012-101 to
560)2-401.

19

30

;)3 °

P.

'1*

tend held by Indians under 'aboriginal title' wee bald col-

The issue is Whether Magellan@ bed such

H awaiians today.11,

lectlwely by the tribe, or by a subgroup of the tribe such

property right in 1113.22/

se a clam, not by any individual Indians.* In lialfeldian

Abotiginel title' is an American legal concept
defining a set of legal reletiocebipe among

terse, this right of occupancy' could be characterised es

the U.S. govern,

the 0priellege of the tribe-to use the lend as it sew

sent:Individual white Americans. and various Indian tribe*

ric.22/ Noweem, this privilege did not carry with it the

living spare from salt*.

living in the United States but

Solifeldian 'right' that the U.S. government not in t

Under the doctrine of 'aboriginal title"

American society.

the land on which an Indian tribe cos

with the tribe's use.

living wee owned in

fee simple absolute by the United State. government.11/

last title by purchase or conaleet.n/ The U.S. could take

initially from discovery of

This fee simple ownership arose

the land without being obliged by the fifth Amendment to pm,

subjects of a European

the land by white Americans Or by

just comgensetion.12/ Purchases from Indian tribes were

goiter which subsequently transferred its claim to the O.S.

Aboriginal title

The O.M. government hod the inclusive

right end privilege to extinguish the Indian tribe's nborig-

valid oven if the Indiana sold literally 'under the gun.'

is not a property rights'

the Indian tribe has only the mercright of occupency.'21/

21/ Joh, on
71/ moats, supra, n. A, Hacienda, puDat P. 44 at pp.

/1/

v. M'Intosh, eugrm, n. 73,

nd

mm. 0. 74.
n. 44 IOU.

left

64-81,

21/

have
72/ he NUM Draft looks at whether Hawaiians
aboriginal title or recognised title under American law
Put
the
issue
in 1942. mISC Draft pp. 221-2h.
FOISVant.to the mast claim is whether Sal/Mans in
the law of the
189) had any property right under
could not
Pingdom. If they had no such right the loaf
have been- stolen from them.
71/

t.q. Johnson end Graham's y
541 S L.10. 691 (16231. leech r

Ii/ Teo-

: 85 U.S.

clourtillif-the conqueror cannot

S Vbest. at 588.
..10n

, suprs, n. 74, U.S.
2
U.I. 371, 419,041it

l ns e
an!,

100

In AIM.
50

'

N'tntogh. Mtg. n. 71,
Johnson and Grahas's Leases v
U.S. 1723-210 75 4.Ct.
.

Tee -lift -Ton Indians v. U.S.. 3411

111: 99 L.M. 314 (11155).

21/

, mike, n. 74$ itiOnn
nquest
oa . num .n. 711

.Ct. 1716, 55 .1111. 24 144, 175. The Malan Claims
Commission Act of 111411 29 U.S.C. SS 70 Pk 'not. Wonted recovery for loss of aboriginal title under some
Miescatis Tribe of Indian, v.
circumstances. Otoe
but the
131 11.11upp. 245 f11155).
131 Ct. Cl.
Indian Claims Cemmission totals not the law of but

.
York State v County of One
The doctrine
54 0.Ct. 772. 39 L.M. 2d 73, SI (111741.
(evolutionary
tallish
law.
was developed from pre Johnson SOO Grahams Leases v. Ill'Intosh, Agin at

11/

1;

tae w co

a on o

of w
517 24 L.M. 440 114771,nannson
. n. 4.
S.
a. 414

576-SS5.

nd ens

It

.mrintroarcmcm
g cos
deny.'

oil tndi!n!

Imes, n. 74, 348 U.S. st
.78311n-tacupancy, not specifically
2e8=7PUT
recognised am ownership by action authorised by
Congress, may be extinguished by the Government without
compensation. testy American schoolboy knows that the
'swage tribes of this continent were deprived of their

Ha-R

1 tongue by force and that even when the
by treaty in return for
Indians ceded millions of
blankets. food and trinkets. It was not a male but the
conquerors' will that deprival than of this land.'

right but amounts
Id. at 275, "This is not a property
to a right of occupancy which the sove:eign trance and
ion
by
third
pa
ttttt but which
protects against i
right of occupancy may be terminated end such lands
Itself
without any
fully disposed of by the sovereign
legally enforceable obligation to compensate the
Indians."

22

21

but perhaps there was an agile ttttt doctrine in

Consequently. even if Savallans had aboriginal

leet Sewall= law in which the Sawslian Government had

title to the Government lands under Oswalt law in 1103 they

did noChave

played Congress' role as sovereign and the Savallans played

property right and were not entitled to

Indians.

compensation.

Did the Sewslian Government recognise a 'novellas

tribe's' title to the Goverment lands?

'Pecognised title' is similar to aboriginal title

There we no express mention of any doctrine Of

except that the government owes compensation under the fifth

recognised title in the law of the Hawaiian Monarchy.

Amendment for taking land held by recognised title.11/

This is not surprising.

There was no plena and no

' Recognition' neaps thet Congress as sovereign has granted

need for recognised title.

an Indian tribe the right to permanently use and occupy

existed in a situation in which a powerful, dominant,

certain land.W

The grant is to the tribe as

corporate

Western society with a Western legal and politicel system

e ntity, not to the individual Indian.11/

am pushing into lend held by weak, primiti4,.., non - Western

Since the U.S. Congress was not sovereign in

tribes operating with only 'customary law.'

)(avail before 18911, it could not have granted sawallans

recognised title.11/

The doctrine wee crested for and

The tribes

existed as the margins.. -geogrephicslly and politically --of

In none of the treaties between the

the dominant society.

U.!. end the Hawaiian timid°. did the U.S. purport to grant

The doctrines Of recognised title and

aboriginal title stilted to entirety the contradictory

any land in Hawaii to the tingdon.11/ Woe were MOSlisne
(Footnote continued from previous pegs)

Ind I an s

81/

This accords with tbe.anthopological definition. ite
lint. A.M. Jfellall, Tel INDIA' lallITAGS Of AMRSICA,

1#2714::Tolin!1::11011.0m:,0;. 1_21gu n. 74. 344 U.S. at
It

117.7711 110451, P. PANS. MAI'S MISS TO CIVfLISATI041 Al

VT-U.1.. 480 f.td 122, 114

(Ct. Cl. 1552).
81/

Id. Sac 4 Fos Tribe of Indiana of Oklahane v. U,11.. 141
ci, Cf. 189, 197 ()91)). La t. denied 175 U.S. 921
(1961).

.

6

et/ !A, flaking v. McCurtain, 2i5 U.S. 94. 54 LAO. SS
17909) (per Haloes, J.)

84/

linSC Draft 234.

.

es.

coot -Wined 'Indians' to

all 'the descendants Mary pre-.Columbian
inhabitants Of Worth America.' Slondin, ogiun I). 8 at
38 suggests that excluding Hawaiians from-EEC-class of
'Indians' may violate the fourteenth Atendeent's ban on
racial
racial olssifleatient. towever, she Proposes
claseificatiOn that would leave out whites, blacks and
Orientate.
loot

55/ MSC Draft 234-235. The treaties covered only friendship. navigation, commerce and tariffs.
88/

SUOMI ST lei INDIANS Of I101140 AMMO feta PallISVAL
TUNIS TO TVS COMING Of IDS INDOSTMIAL STATE, 219-173
(11148). The Interior Department's regulations for
group to be an 'Indian tribe' include the
recognising
requiresents that the group be within the continental
U.S. and descended from aboriginal inhabitants of the
continental U.S., and that it be recognised as SO
Wien entity by enthqopologists, historians and other
SI c.f... 4$ 54.1, 24.3, 14.4 740. In
scholars.
S ma billet, 611 f.ld lass,
01
IS

1 ENCYClOPIDIA tatTARNICA 109 (1981) defines 'American
Indians' as 's group of human populations (local races
And micro ttttt ) of Worth America and South America and
the Caribbean islands.'
/footnote continued on next pearl
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dealree of the dominant %mete* 40 Grab all the lood'thai

If the pure form of recognised title did not exist

was worth grabbing, yet salve its conscience by giving the

openly, was some 'quasi -' fors secreted in Hawaiian lat17

tribes a minimally fair deal.

Proponents of reparations have suctioned three quasi-

In Maysit in 1693 there were no marginal tribes.
They

The flawallan were not and never had been tribal.211

were the largest port of the society and a majority of the
el

Governments and the Lintel

political oysters of constitutional monarchy and much We
culture.

the 1040

Conatitutionl king Ramehaneha III' Nobel
's accep

Grant to the
f the granted

lands.22/

They had long since adopted the We

.

reCognitionSof collective Royalton'

The Itthgdom's Constitution of 1040 declared that

The Kingdom had adopted the Angle- American common

to 9famehameho I

.

.

. belonged all the land from one end of

law.22/ The Government already owned the Govrneont land)

the Islands to the other, though it was not his own private

it had no need to grab it.

property

It belonged to the chiefs and people in etymon of

whom Raimihamhe was the heart and had the management of the

dy for the anthropological definition of a tribe see FARB,
S E n. 86, at 106-107. Notably, a tribe 'is
itilItarionf there are still no full-time speCia ttttt
much as soldiers, artisans, priest*, or political
office-holders. . . . The tribe . . . po
ffic of
strong political organisation or per
1

.

.

that Ramshameha III had succeediloto Raoehamehp Is position
and prerogatives.

Compare 1 1111TRENOALL 7-10

Id.

.

landed property.421' TM Constitution went on to provide

The 1040 Constitution is no support for extending

(192611 D. RAW, RKWAIIAM ANTIQUITIU 62-72, 187-203
(1098 0.1.1$ N. 'Ally, ChrtnEos in Leon ',intim iniNtwati
1770-18}0, bt 77-49 (11561-fmaster 's thesis in

rwcognixed

OnlversiTy of Hawaii library), on the tar sore complex
and aristocratic, social and political organisation of
tribe 111
pre-contact Harrell. The legal definition of
set out in 25 C.F.I. If 54.1, 54.7. And see P. CONON,
HANDOnoR OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW. 260-272 (1971 reprint
of 1941

1852 and by 1893 had been

lay Ont.,. Meet, 2 New. 87 (18581 feollokffilant vi
in on, 2 yew. SU, aff'd 2 new. 540 544-40 (1662)1
ne p es Adopted by Itorloord of Com4lesioners to
Quiet Land Titles in their Adjudication of Claims
Them, L. 1647, p. 81 reprinted at 2 M.L.N.
Pr
low, L.
(10251 2124 and ratified and adopted
CHINON
1647 p. 94 reprinted at 2 N.L.E. (1925) 2137.
pure n. 19 at 15-211 1 ROTKENOALL 269-2901 0A1111
124.128. All the real property cases in the first
eight volumes of the Hawaii 'sports oaks it clear that'
the Anglo-American canon law of property was adopted
e.
as the property law of the Nawatian Eingdom.
In the Hatter of the letoto of Nis MairmItyReme emo

11141 's

ba

f
maw. 715 (11.41- (adoption of common law
Ewer). &CB. $ 1-1 (adopted in 1892) made the
' notion and American common law the common law of
y to the Constitution
Hawaii except where it was
or laws of Hawaii, or Hawaiian precedent or tillage.

IV,

12/

doctrine to Hawaii.

It was repealed in

dead letter for 41 years.22/

Blondin, supra n. 0 t 29-308 Macktensts, supra n. 44 at
73-74, 81.

2g/ LEMUR, emu n. 2S, at 9-10.

There were no legal
limits on WeiChameha I's power. cgi Holmes, supra n.
Compare Constitution of the Hawaiian Republic Art.

23.

96, LUSO= at 222, stating that the Crown lends had
always been Government lands and would continue to be.
Both
itutional provisions seem to be instances of
new regime trying to b tttttt its authority by
claiming to be only
continuation of the old.

21/ MIMI= at 10.
22/ psi Constitution of 1852, set out at illtIRSTON ISS and
LVOICIIM 36, which repealed and replaced the 1840
Constitution. grit 1 ROTRIINDALL 266-266 11916) for the
history of the ebenge of constitutions. The 1652
Constitution we the only one of the tour constitutions
o f the Kingdom which was approved by elected representatives of the people before its adoption.

2S

26.

The Constitution of 1052, which replaced it, had no provi-

sion recintring common rights to land, nor did the Consti-

owned, an undivided t

tution Of 1087, which was in effect in 1891.
'Even before the 1052 Constitution.414.adopted, the

reforms of the 1840's Hawaii adopted the Anglo-American
common law of property.22/

Hohokam.' rated the various undivided imtiiists in each
gl

piece of 1 nd.12,

share o6heAsnds to the Goyernmont.122/ The conveyance

was the official and outhor ttttt ve gloss on the ref

common rights In the 1840 Constitution as well as on the old

'moth; t

The eommissi

,

inter-

ancient customs of lend holO.ng, xplained that

the Ring'ow ed an undivided i

mays that rifoRing was giving

Royalton Government...121/

tech

made over to his chiefs and people in the
keeping of the House of Nobles and Representatives or much person or persona as
they may from time to time appoint, to be
disposed of in such manner ea the Nouve
of Nobles and Rep
tote may direct.
and as may best promote the prosperity of
this Ringdom and the dignity of the
Hawaiian Crown. . . .102/

only truths{ particular ploceof land to which the Ring had

one-third uridivided

Bach tenant had an'apqmosimato
ly in the particular piece of

i

land which he ferm01.21/

The legislature in the act of

been

ad an approrimOt one-third undivided

given him feudal rights .ft

to the chiefs end people the

larger part,01 mV royal lend, for the use and benefit of the

June 7, 1848 accepted the gift, saying that the land had

in all the land of

Hawaii, app °Bleating ore-third of its total volue.22/
konohlki,

°print the Nahele the Ring conveyed most of his

*he Principles of the Land Commissioners,

land custo s ond, now lard law. 22/

in every square inch of Hawaii

is simply wrong.22, Moreover, as a result of the land

The theory that every mmwmitan

By statute the logielaturo, declared thee* lands to be set

II/

Levy, giEro, n. 34 at 054-8551 Morris, The Land
of now1117-21 A.N.A. JOURNAL 649, 650 (193610 MIMIC

apart as the lanes of tha Hawaiian Govornment*.121/

Draft 219.

94/

Principles Adopted by the Board of Commisit ttttt to
Quiet Land Titles in Their Adjudication of Claims
Presented to Them, L.1847 p. 61, reprinted at 2 R.L.N.
(19251 2121 and adopted
low L.1047 p. 24,
reprinted at 2 R.L.M. (1925) 2137
Igg CRUM, supra
n. 19 at 8-12.

II/

Id.

11/

Id.

9Z/

Id.

91/

The idea that aa
result of the Mabel, all the lend.
of the Kingdom were divided into three parts, one-third
to the Ring, one-third to the chiefs end one-third to
the commoners is "wholly erroneous.' 1 RUYeENDALL 282

II/

See n. 68 Amor'.

(1938).

112/ In the Matter of the ttttt of Nis Maisie/ ea..heaths
1V, 2 Nay. 713, 722 (16641.

An. Act Confirming Certain Illisoluttons of the Ring
jitd Privy Council, Passed on the 21st Day of December
A.O. 1049, Granting to the Common People Alloidal
Titles for their Own Lands and Rouse Lots and Certain
Other PrOrilegos, L. 1050 p. 202, imprinted at 2 M.L.N.
pyptO n. 19 29.11 (native tenants
(1925) 21610
required to prove thiI-lEey actually cultivated the
lends they claimed and consequently only about 30,000
scree, lets than 16 of the land th the Islands went to

121/ WARM 5001,
land by Court In the Matter of the
h eats of his Malesty Remohamohe 11/7717nr7Mrn-(1064).
Read literally, this would have made the
chiefs and people the trustees for the Government.

Lily Act of June 7, 1846.

AI/ Id.

1
28
27

(.1 4:: 7)77

t 4A.

try to get the responsible governsent.officials voted but of

both Ramehamehe III and the legielsture used the

office.1,

Phrase chiefs and people as legally interchangeable with

If the SINIllOOS as e separate group 414 net hold

the Hawaiian arownromontil, The nawro supremo court
interpreted the King's grant
during the Monarchy repeatedly

collective recognised title to the Government land Whops
the lisvallan Government as itself the 'tribe which hed

and the &Welt :re's acceptance of it as Venting land
recognised title.

Government lone. 121, Semmes passed

hip in

The Kingdom of Smell ems not

during the Monarchy confirm this view.121/
If the Hawaiians as s group had recognised title

.Out it did not do so and was

Kingdom a person did not need to be an ethnic Hawaiian to be
a citisen of the Kingdom nor did he need to be a citisen to

judicially enforceable duty of the Government to act as

in

property i

A beneficiary has a

vote.111/
The doctrine of recognised title sakes sense only

trust because if the trustee violate

his fiduciary duty the court will order the trustee to cease
the violation and to pay for the damage he did.1.22/

Most mittens could not woe..

.

In/ Nacional*. puma n. 46, at SO. 61.

action regarding the Government lands as a violation of the

citimn disliked

lend his only recourse was to

a use or sale of g

ARILS!ot
e

122/

H awaiian successfully challenged in court a government

If

istinot from the tribe whoa.

if there is a sovereign

but

there are no reported cases during the monarchy in which

Government's supposed fiduciary duty.

were tribes-

Out Under the laws and 1667 Constitution of the

men.A1,

y precedents recognise any

trustee 'ot the land for the Hawaiians.

is not a tribe.

fomi

Tribeammi are tribesmen because their Ps

S tiles required by law to do SO.

No ni

,Alg, so

foreign

hem.every tley it sold, leased or

used any government land.

foreign

as far as the U.S. as concerned.121, A tribe Is not a

to Government land then the Government would have been
required to co*pe

tribal it was s

and was

ameeign Mate, modeled on 0r

119/ moron, Nation w. (Maggie. S Pet,1 (1431). Santa Ogg
tuehlo v. Mertines. 436 U.S. 46, 123. MI O.C.t. 1670. 56

.114. 20 105, 173 IMO).
Ito 0.8. 241. 246. 21 6.Ct. ISO, IS
Lad. 331, 523 (11101) (a *tribe is a body of Indians
of the same or similar race). Some tribes allowed
white an who married Indians to become tribesmen.

Hy Sontag* v.

CMOs. sou n. 67 at 2-S.
km, Id. and King' Nebel, Grant.
IIA0 Mantel ttttt on of foreigners was provided for in MI
o:
Competed Laws SS 421-434 es amended by 10117 loos.
10 and MO Bess. L. C. 24. Voter qualifications are
t being ethnically Navallen Was
discussed below at
not required. ConstitUtion of 1667. Articles SS and

10S/ :me cause cited in n. Ss supra.
ited in n. SS sup:e.

lag/ See

107/ See 3 SCOTT, TM LAN OF TIMM SS '97-226 (3d ed.

62.

111671: Holmes puma n. 23.

30
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Cleim Arising From Loss
u! Political Power

ti.

title the ow/melon recognimp.111/

Since the Hawaiian

Government was the sovereign it could not

It the Rawaiieni of 11193 had anything stolen from

alsohave been the

this for which repetitions ere due to their descendents

'

'tribe.'

today, it could only have been political pOwer.111/

ultimately. the attempt to squirese recognised

Meet political rights and power did the Revallans

title doctrine into Hawaiian law boils down to the trivial
truism that the Hawaiian Goveinment owned the Government
lands.

We have already seen that the Government was

legal

person separate tree the individual Hawaiians, singly or
collertlyely.1111

when you ain't got nothing you got nothing to
Since. the Ravallne had no recognised title to

land in 1693 thiy could not have such tit a stolen from
them.

Their descendents today .. nnot claim reparations for

theft of land held by recognised title.illi

Pour clones of political power-holders can be

distinguished in the Nvellan Kingdom in 11910
Lilluotalmil (1) the cabinet.mini ttttt 1
s.

and (41

title.

(I) Hunan

(3) legislators'

The majority of people in Hawaii in

11113

fell into the powerless group of no

The Queen's pomp were tttttt tally restricted to
.

the power to appoint cabinet mini ttttt

the power to veto legislation
ty
lilt Cut see MacKenzie. "wag n. 44. at $1, app both the
suggesting that the Hawaiian Government was
the
tribes
'tribe and the sovereign state recognising

ol.

sod those MO had some had more than they morally d

And -have seen that the Hawaiians did

not *Inherit' land hos the Government,111/

lose.411/

of 103 have to control the Government of the Kingdom.
particularly with regard to land use? Nose had none at ll

to fill vacancies and

sublime to an override by

XI/ Awe from those powers,

two-thirds of thislegist

the Queen could act only on the advice of her cabinet and

could not refuse to act its majority of the, cabinet told

114/ Supra at

riming vt McCurttn, 215 U.S.

Ct.
.
115/ supra at
Indians could not
56, 54 U.S. !6 (1909) !individual
inhetit from a defunct tribe).

IP/ Bob Dylan, *Lite

Rolling demo.*

117/ It is therefore unnec **** Cy to discuss any of the other

question. Ileted above at

MacItensie, pews n. 44 st
III/ The MSC Matt at 236-2311 and
heading of 'loos
$7-64 discusses this notion under the
the

was
of sovereignty.' The Goverment of Small
sovereign and remained the sovereign until its power.
patted WM* U.S. Government in 16$0. The reel issue
the sovereign
is who had the political power to control
given time.
at
la/ conatitotion or 160. Articles 31, 41. SO. ?le ',Mott
7 Raw, 229 (MS), in re Night of the OV01.
v sake
i
gniovAppoint a 11411 caninot-oi-Torno the Throne,ign
ce the Signature of the-Inver*
7 1111111,
Ray.
11
*v.
600
11042)
to attepIssnts to the Constitution.
Per signature hem unnoctrosaryir spewing. ;Alm
Govectedent in sawa41 11107-11193.
beenffiC414/

*.

(111i4).

31
11

MUIR UNIVIIMff

her to mot.112/

with no ono beams* ehe shared her power with no ono.

Oba could not reborn the cabinet

Thor.

is no one today who can claim that power se the rightful

O iniltorl.111/ The Cabinet mlnlOtors she chose could only

monarch Of Bawall Under the 1167 Constitution.111/

be removed from office by a legislative 'Rte of no confi-

At the'time.of the revolution only one of the tour
Of the five cabinets she appointed in the last

dence.

cabinet ministers, Samuel Parker, was even part -Bavallen.121/

year of ber,reigo, lout MC. dismissed by legislative vote
Of the 46 legislator., only about one -halt were Sawmiian of

of no confidence and the fifth was removed.by the Ormolu-

pact -11avaitan.11,1

tion.111(

ha was noted above. the Queen's moral claim to hut

lature. ,Thoy were Mmluded.by

position and consequently to its powers IS disputeble.111/

requiring legislators to.be men and to be literate'in

It le debatable whether the Queen's power woe legitimated by
the consent of the governed.

The great majority of Nava iiiii and

part -Bawalions were not even eligible to serve in the legis-

Nevallan or a luropeen language and to wet stiff property

The Queen Claimed popular

The powers held by Parker and the

roguirements.121/

S upport frau the Sawa iiiii but Nowa iiiii mode Up well less

Nawailan and part Somalian legislators in January of 1893
than half of the population in 16113.1-42,

Oven if she acquired

were not hereditary; they wets to last only As long as their

moral right to reparation..

jobs did.

for the loss of her political power, elm shared het clalmi

O

1 1447 Constitution Articles 41, 71.
. 4 New S66 (1400)1
I muEllatitTirlail,
.1
, 8 law. S72 (
ng.
Plr-1
,Trr=7,
Pau

III/

ay 3 IMMISIMAIL 381, 187.
,

LW WOMB. 182.

lay Constitution of 1237 Article 411 in ISJI101 SA
o
se he
Maw. 578 gleelll An re

111/ ComMitution of 1667. Articles S6 and 61. Approulnd part-Neveliens
solely one-third of all Naval;
wets minors and about halt the adults were women.
1110118 MANASSAS AWOL FOR 1000. at 39-40.. citing
The property qualiliatetistios from the 1696
.
.cdtion to be a MOble was the mime as that required to
vote for NObleso gather owning Mumble property in the
K ingdom of a net value of at least $3,000.00 or having
an incase of at least $400.041 per year. -Constitution
of 1687 Articles RI and SO. This property qualificat those otherwise
tion emoluded about three qua

on

.,gegOn v. COM, 6 Saw.

.

Spaulding.
liat Constitution of 1447 Article All cases citid In II. 120;
S paulding. CabinetAbeernment.
lay 3 SIMMINDALL 3400 Spaulding. Cabinet figeggrigmat 12.
One Cabinet lasted only a !outwore. I
SS6-1S7.

e ligible to vote.

DIMS. ATLAS Of MOW 26-2719701.

Compare percentile. of population voting-for representatives with those voting for Nobles as given In P.

La/ al MEP. at
my In 14110. New

as discussion eau at

Iles

SWAM NISTOSICAL STATISTICS OF SAVAII 597 (1977) and
Schmitt. Voter Participation Rites in WWII 0
1900, S TIM NAVAIIAN JOMMAL OP MOTORS" SO 11971)

and port -lava

were 115.13e of
the population; by 1406 their' share fell to 36.24e.

ipdiceting about four times ae 'any people voted foe

SCIMMT, supra n. 70.

In 1693 they were presumably : .
about 40% of the population.

rep iiiiiiiii yes as voted for Nobles.

Pep iiiiiii tic..

had to own real estate with a net value of at least
4500.00 or have an annual income o4 at least 6290.00.
Constitution of 1647, Article 61.

33
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1
I

r

About three out of tout Negaiiene could not vote
at .11.122/

third. of the olectorate for Sop

political power in the Revolution of 11113 and had no claim
for roper. iiiii .

mounted to about two-

gbh could vote for

Since they had no political power they loot no

.121/

Mut they

were opl about 11 -11% of the total adult pbpulation of the

Of those who could vote. a further three

ieland.111/

Those Navallane who could vote for Mehl..

out of four Simaliens could vote only for Iteprelentativoe

mounted to about one-third of the electoral. for Nobloe,

but could not veto for Noblos.122, They were thus denied

but only about 6.S11 of the adult popultion.liii

any political power or influonce over half the Legislature.

The electoral power of the...Sawa iiiii who could

Only about one out of platoon Maws iiiii could vote for both

Nobles and Nepresentativee.22/

vote vas so disproportionate to Biotic pOibore in the q

Of cOurle, that. were no

popular elections for monarch Or for the imbinot minie-

was escledod-frow -the-ballet hoe by racial, see and wealth

tere.191

discrimination,
Notmver. those Bewailing; who could vote had far

more political power than was noisily justified.

i

population beoauee the. vast majority Olathe adult population

.

Mo *Men or Orientals could tMte.111/.

Voters also had to be literate in Naveilan, Unglieh or

Nawalien.

luropean langugo.iiii They had to have lived in Hawaii for
et least one you to vote for Representatives and thus

in/ See 1890 census statistic. reported InIIIMUN'S NAVAIIAM
ANNUAL POI 1402 p. 16. Showing that 23.56 of all
ConstituSaws iiiii were registered voter. in 1490.
tional limits on eligibility were set out in the 1887
About two - third, of
Constitution Articles SI and 42.
the Magellan and oartAlawallan population were ac.uded
Some men
Egg n. 120
because of age and/Of sea.

m

u

LH/ 3 RUTIMIMALL 453. In 1890 Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian
voters made up 70.311 of all regletored vows. THRUM'S
11892) n. 129, supra.

111/ Betieates drawn from 1690 and 1896 census figures gives
in TIMUN's NAVAIIAN ANIMAL 11492) and 119001 and
SMITS. SISTOMICAL STATISTICS OF HAWAII 21. 23, and
Schmitt. Voter Participation Paton In Hawaii Setoff.
1900, rt. la, sumo.

apparently eucludad because of non - payment of

along but Stitt Slice on this
taxes or conviction of
are not available. Some were 11100 probably secluded
because of illiteracy. The 1190 census reported that
70% of all Sawa iiiii and part Nrallane were 1 iiiii to.
T10Um'S NAVAIIAM ANNUAL POA 1892 at 14-15. Out the
census figures do not show how many othorviee eligible
N avallan men were secluded Rissole of,illitorecy. The
literacy requirement was waived for men born otter 11140
and for men who voted in tha 1447 election.

A

3 KUTIMMALL 653; population statistics 'attested from

stellate. given in Boum. cited in nn. 129, 130
Ili/ Constitution of 1667. Article. 99 and 62. 'A question
in the 1190 census revealed that.Chincm and Japanese
accounted for 51.611 of all maim of voting age but none
of the registered voters. Schmitt, Voter Parlicip.Otion in Newail_botore 1000. n. 129 supra, at 54,
citing minima Flour. reprinted in
8 (18921 at
16.
lvon Orientals who were Noweiien citilens and who
had been able to vote before the 1887 Constitution was
* Opted were deprived of their voting rights.
ahlo v.
Mmath
Maw, 420 11612).

II/ leg n. 129 uDre; C iiiii Cotton of 1447. Article. SO.
63: and 73.

Igg nn. 129, 130 Oupre; Constitution of 1687. Articles
SIT 62 and 73.

my Constitution of 1641. Antal.. 22 end 41.

Ill/ Constitution of 1667, Artist.. 59 and 62.
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BEE'31.

S orel right to vote and that It was *Coral to deny the vote

yeas to vote tat iloblsolli/ but toteigners Could vote,

to anyone because of rate, sea, or powerty.112, Sines Alto

unlace they wove not Coucasian.112/ Votors also had to have

aliens were allowed to rots. the osolosion of non-white

paid all their taxes and had to have togiameod toirote.111/

aliens Use Woofs* social disaffiliation.

'idiots', the insane and convicted felons could not

What the morally
who could vote ass

vote.1.11/

proper voting strength ofthoselisualism*
their number divided by the total nuaber of adults in the

Persons voting tot Nobles had to meet the addi-

tional qualification of either owning property of at least

K ingdom'

$3.000 net voles or having an income of.st least $100 par

about 1S-1811 of the el

Their poser ogee

that amount was immoral. They had no *oral tight to repass-

year. 101 This property qualification alone cut out about

tions for its loss.

thews -qua ttttt of the persons otherwise. aligible.L411 There

During the period of the provisional government

wore more Oriental adults in Nowell In 1803 than there were

end the aepublic Polities; power use tightly

adult elevations. .0Y True. most of thom were aliens. but

revolutionary lesdership.111/

white *liens could vote* the discrimination Ufa purely

held by the

Nowsver. when Bewail beam

an American territory everyone Who had been disenfranchised
racial

personal had a

(with the exception of insane end t

qualification* were dropped; in 1020 women got the right to

,

122/ Id. however the roaidency end literary requirements
au not apply to persons residing in the Kingdom when
the 1887 Constitution-was adopted if they registered to
vote in the 1887 election. 10..

P.

Ahlo V. Smith. 8 Haw. 420 118921

be justifief by the
Agy The 1 ttttt op requirement canna
usual argument that a person oust be able to read and
right the langusge(0 in which publio business is
conducted to be able to intelligently cast his vote.
public bulimia* in MPS was conducted in English and
Polish
lawaiian. A man literate only'ln Albanian or
could vote while a man literate only in Chinehe or
Japanese could not.

111/ Constitution of 11187, Articles S9 and 12.

Alg/

my Constitution of 1887. Article 73.

sodas, or TINS 280481 (111118)1 3 NOWKINDAKS
TW17.7--in the Republic's only general election only 11.911

of the poptilation.of crow voted. 'arm soldlommai

III/ Constitution of 1817, Article 42. Only cash income
counted, not the value of board and lodging.recoived by
employees. in the Natter of thojcalificatIons of
Voter* toy Nobles. Chaw.,S43 11890. This decision
esauded major source of income tot plantation
who typically received low each wages Plus
'board and lodging.

STATISTICS n. 110 32/2. P. 3$7.

Most of the voters

were Caucasian. NUM OH NAUMAN ONPUOLIC, 11144848

21-34 (1941), Since he Oahu population was More
Contagion and probably richer on the oversee than the
porta/Alone on the afghbor Made. the Oahu figure
probably overstates the figure for the Republic se
whole.
ay Organic Act K *0, reprinted In Vol. 1 of the law. Nee.

.111/ Kit n. 129 aqua.

Stat.. at SO.

149/ See TIM'S ALMANAC 118921 and 11900) nn. 129. 1)0

ac ram

Furthermore. the racial end p;Operty

regained his vote.illi

Presumably vetyone agrees that all adult oititens

.

1gg n. Ill supra.

IS

17

vine.112,

Inheritance of political par Is the principle of absolute

Thu., sang Basilan. who had no political power

obtained rights and power.
or rights under tit* monerchy
Hawaiians today have exactly the ease political

lonareby, of aristocracy. and of racism.

rights sa everyone els* and *tartly the :ele voting tight.,

Pinto no Navaikto living today was deprived of any
morally justified political power in 1093. no lswsiisn today

one person--one vote.LIL, To claim any more than that
/
because a minority of their ancestors had more power. or to
claim reparations because

has any right to any reparations for loss of that power.

feu of their ancestors may have

Mo one has any such

Its

have already .wows that no One today has any right to repots-

lost political poser is to claim a moral right to inherit
political power.

It has no place in

democratic American society.

tionefor loss of land.

right.Wf

Till conclusion 18 cleats

there'll,

no metal obligation to pray Hawaiian reparations.

Nouever,
eitisenship requirement excluded Oriental aliens as
well as Caucasian aliens.

/ !do U.S. Constitution. Nineteenth Amondsont.

111/ Or perhaps more than everyone else. Only persons of
Hawaiian ancestry are eligible to vote for trustees of
the Office of Hawaiian Affairs or to he OSA
The question of
State Constitution Article 12. g S.
whether this radial restriction on voting and holding
public office violates the fourteenth and fifteenth
Aaendrents is beyond the scope of this article.

ay Thous who think political power is hereditary must, in
for that belief, nee Waddition to giving r
eal other volition*. 1.4 , Now is it &gelded how. the
political power deseenda-to people today? It sang
living people are descended from one 1813 voter do they
split his claim? On what terra? Or does only one of
orie living person is the only
his heirs get it?
ascendant of two 893 Voters does he get twiea such
Oo
descendants
of persons who could vote
rep ttttt ons?
for Nobles got rove than descendants of those who could
Do 'wool* descended
vote only for Oopr tttttt tivot?

40

from Cabinet ministers, Nobles or Nop tttttWino how.
Nth more Hawaiian ancestry
a larger claim? Do pe
Do some
get sore? Do descendants of aliti got sore? nothing?
people with vary little Hawaiian ancestry get
royalists
who
lost
Do the doacondanta of non- lawalian
power in 1893 get. anything/ If not, why that racial
royal**elusion? What about sossone descended from a
revolutionary? Nov can the right to vote be
ist and
evaluated in terra of cash or land? How auchtwes the
right to vote for Nobles worth? The right to vote for
Should reparations for loat power be
enep ttttttt tives?
nd
reduced by the value of the rights to Vote la
fallout Elections? Sow such are those rights worth?
Since the euthor of this article maintains 1110,itiCel
power ie not hereditary. he need not reach thete queshe would not know how
be
tions. This is tort
to begin to *miser them.

t
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may locate then on some socio economic scale, bilt does not
'newer the crucial question: How. true are their lives to
native Hawaiian culture and values?

Native Hawaiians Study Commission
Department of the Interior
18th and C Streets, N.V., Room 6220
Washington, D.C. 20240

It is not enough to look back a century and reach
certain conclusions, not enough to probe the past with
modern statistical tools, unless you also are able to evaluate
the Hawaiian experience and ethics against a Hawaiian concept.
What may appear undesirable in one culture can have a logical
explanation in another. To do a total, meaningful summation
of Hawaiians, it will.be necessary to measure them against
Hawaiian values. This mandates an understanding of Hawaiians
and their values that is not add
d to any extent in this

2

Cec Heftel on the Draft
Comments SW:omitted by Cons
Report of Findings of the Native Hawaiians Study Commission

draft,

Dear Commissioners:

The draft indicates byAts use of selective history
that political unrest in tge Hawaii of the 1980s made some
sort ,of intervention necttesasp, end that the United States
was the logical power to RAW thit intervention.
This
suggests an enormous conceit on the part of the participants
in the events of that time. It also suggests that the
injustices of history are inexorable, that small kingdoms
are feted to be swallowed up by stronger powers, and that
what happened to the Hawaiian-people has happened countless
times in the past.
If we accept this as factual, we are
accepting the concept that might makes right, and if we
:relieve that we are denying the nobility that mankind aspiles
to.
The events that led to the loss of independence in
Hawaii were not predestined. They were the actions of a
group of men who were not, perhaps, altogether altruistic
and certainly not overly sympathetic to the situation of the
Hawaiians. Those who accept the inevitability of the seizure
of Hawaii by the United States are those who are prepared to
accept injustice as the norm.
It is not the standard by
which great men or great nations are measured.

Since reading the draft report of the Commission, I
have met with representetivos of Hawaiian organisations, and
we are in agreement that the draft is flawed to such an
extent that considerable additional time and work will be
We
required to send the report forward in a proper context.
therefore seek en extension of the reporting time For comments.
f the report which demand challenge.
There are f
I mm bothered and the Hawaiian leadership is bothered by
subjective views in the report that do not present either
the actuajity- or' the nuances of certain historical events.

I do not believe it is the job of the Commission to
write history which merely substantiates a point of view
held by those who emerged victorious from the events in
Hawaii in the 1800.. There is certainly another point of
view, that of the native Hawaiians, which has not been given
sufficient weight in this draft.
It would appear that non - Hawaiians attempting to reconstruct
the happenings of that era mutt have an unusual sensitivi.;
to the plight of the Hawaiian tpeople before an bbjective and
accurate history can emerge. I believe that sensitivity is
History, as someone noted, is written
lacking in thip draft.

Recognizing the injustices of a century lip we must
also recognise that for decades the injustices have been
compounded by a litany of lies and evasions. We must not
now add to the probleas of the Hawaiian's situation by
continuing with misinformation or falsehoods.
If it is
impossible for a politically-appointed commission to reach
an unbiased conclusion regarding Hawaiian claims, perhaps
If the sympathies of political
that should be so stated.
bodies, the American public and its elected officials, are
all against the claims and counter to the aspirations of the
,

by the victor-e who perhaps have no interest in being
totally fair, even a century later.,

.

Similarly the statistical compilations of the draft may
To
have some uses but do not describe or define Hawaiians.
judge Hawaiians today in juxtaposition with their contemporaries

Native Hawaiians Study Commission

.

Native Hawaiians Study Commission
Page 4
November 22, 1982

Page 3

November 22, 1962
Hawaiians, then it6should be made known. As cruel as the
events of the l0901 appear to Hawaiians, they are no more
cruel that the long history of deception which followed.

The fact that an unjustified intervention in the
affairs of the Hawaiian kingdom took place Is irrefutable.
It was, in fact, admitted by many leading Americans of the
That tht
day including the President of the United States.
intervention led to attelerating difficulties for the
Hawaiians is not a theory but a matter of record. There is
no lack of language, legal or otherwise, to substantiate
that such aggression did take office against a kingdom duly
It should
recognized and acknowledged by the United States.
be axiomatic that having come to this realization, a nation
espousing a high moral creed should be eager to exorcise the
ghost of an illegal act. There should he no statute of
limitations on the crime of stealing a people's independence.

It is difficult for the Hawaiians to accept a pattern
As
of rejection in the wake of successes by other groups.
these comments are being prepared, the Commission on Wartime
Relocation and Internment of Civilians is discussing the
amount and type of compensation due Niseis who wee, interned
to America at the beginning of World War II. One recommendation
has been that the remaining 60,000 persona who were interned
The Hawaiians, whose cause is equally
receive 823,000 each.
Just, have not placed a monetary value on their injuries;
they are looking initially for redress of an obvious act of
foreign power against their independence.
aggression by
There is a real concern in the Hawaiian community that the
United States adalt its guilt and concede that acts of
aggression were committed.

In summation, I do not feel that sufficient effort has
been made to ref, ct accurately the situation then and now
---olFeketiesnettsn-,sople,--and I do not believe there is cuffs .

cient time to compensate for the draft report's Inadequacies
The situation is tbd Important for
by hasty comments.
precipitous action. On behalf of my Hawaiian constituents,
and on behalf of those of oil races sympathetic to the
plight of the Hawaiians, I seek an extension of time so that
accurate history nay be prepared and meaningful data con.
piled. Only then will the Hawaiian people he in o position
to place their cause before the conscienles of their fellow

Also St this writing, the United States Supreme Court is
considering a series of American Indian cases involving
What is involved
water rights in the western United States.
is the extent of tribal management over valuable property,
The
leading to a measure of self-determination for Indians,
Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act of
197S was a move to stop the slow erosion of Indian culture
The Hawaiians
and its ultimate disappearance from Indian life.
have similar concerns, The American Indians now are translating
their political victories into strengthening control of
their own resources, again something the Hawaiians would
Native Alaskans have scored some
like to be able to do.
impressive victories in their efforts not merely to gain
compensation, but to establish their identities as well.
Identity is of extreme importance to the Hawaiians.

Americans.
5ygcerely

Cec Mattel
goober of Congress

4

tt 'is apparent that the Hawaiian claims are being heard
in a hostile political and economic climate. Rut we must
When is it feasible for a superpower to
ask the question:
admit guilt? How long must the Hawaiians wait before justice,
so long delayed, will be applicable to their situation'
One of the more difficult aspects of this draft' report
legal basis
deals with what the report terns the lack of
fop the compensation of claims. That signals a most subjective
point of view regarding whether a claim actually exists. It
suggests thsts because legal len us e does not exist, no
accountability exists. this is oth immoral and intellectually
logy.
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brother of liushamsha I. And Italskana traced his deviant from lesseMenlo en mole of Kasshneha I. Partheraore, Ealakatia's youngest sister,
Minim:sue, was adopted by Unelisaaha III, and his eldest sister, Lille-

Nov l I asj 1.4

Ptephen Shipley, Vie* Chairmen. and
Members of the Native Hawaiian Study Connies1011,
Department of the Interior Building, some 6220,
10thand 0 St. W. V., Washington D.O. 20240

okalani was adopted by tome and to the parents of Detnloe Palthl BiellOp,
who also ebtimed descent fram.tha Esnehmeha tins. Little wonder that
Lilluokalani was thought of as a Ibushaseha as well as a Relabels:

.

As a matter of fact, Relakaus's formidable rival for the throne ten
years after his eleotion was still Queen Emma, backed by a faction in the
native population that questioned his right to rule. And queen lima traced
her descant from Realilmaikal, youngest brother of Unilleseha I. Also, she
and Kalalmits were classmates at the Official Royal School..

Ladle, and Gentlemen'
Ao I pondered over teal literature on my desk, an *commutation of
gifts and loans on the subject of Hetive Hawaiian elates and mmerns,
in addition to the first draft of the dative Hawaiian Study Coulee!**
Report, I became* aware of mamma and error's in the first draft.

Hypothetically, if me leek at claims to the Oroenvith;referennete
leverage*, as soonas LilluOkalani died in 1917, the Green would have
virtually Neese the property of a rept student, it any, Let us call that
leveragenetal or first rights. But if there were no royal students, the

It is alteen sureness, since I happen to have done en intensive
study of authentio Hannifin& for may ream-end have slave been intrigued
by the pattern of sumession in the Eingdomeof Hawaii. Unfortunately,'emcee/lion in Hawaii sews to be en *Wert° subject on which there is a
dearth of experts. Outside of a hobbyist or two, I've yet to meet anyone
in Modest* with more than a vague or superficial grasp of the subjeot.

then have virtually beoome the property of the Nase

Crown it

lineage, just astispoleon's governess* was reolaimed by the Bourbon lineage
of Praise. Let de call that leverage f 2 or seoond cleft.

out. And she is recorded as
On any *mint Rekuniaa's alai. it
ed tither of Hind lasehIrehm
a direct descendant of Hems, the rile
in one of the Mit evidenced of extent royal genealogies of Hawaii. While
leading 19th Century genealogists lave clashed on sass point In some
6enaaladiell, they nenverge in universal swept:nee of Iteltaulates line.

Superficial is an-apt word, for the Governs, of the subject by
certalkof the may 20th Century "journallets in their real to honor this
or that socialite. And so eu 00000 ion has been a subject of muddled and
beolouded areas for a long time.
.

breed
feet, it has only bug in relatively reoent tines. that
of writers on the subject has suefsoed, In published or unitsblished works,
that refuses to take the impartiality of historians for granted, end
AO dram *omissions. As a
insists on going directly to primary
reoult there has been a break through in dispelling some of the old
assumptions propagated by the media, and in realty understanding what
'succession in the Kingdom of Hawaii was all about, particularly, the
material and invisible sanction* involved.
o

oonsoientious and in-depth reellarduir
Indeed, it would be odd for
or genealogist of oar own *unitary, with access to information fens vital,
court land, church and cemetery records, se well as 19th Century personal
mores,
mores,cosrespondeme, inglien and Hematites periodicele etc. or frail

lb

genealogical unwspript polleetions, foe mauls,

like

the

ens

ion the

State Archives, to *angled* otherwise.
Even the former Polynesian Ethnologist and Curator -in Charge of the
Bishop Museum, Job Stoke., mho did setisulous deteeties work in
soutinliting and questioning the validity of certain °lair to Reashmelia
anoestry,identified Keksaniau in one-of his lurk' as the oleos% living

Per them reasons, though I'm ordinarily disinterested and neutral
on Native Hawaiian issues, I feel it inounbent upon myself to share,
unofficially, my own findings on the subject of succeselon.

cousin to Kamelisseha V.
4

I think there can be no question that, the High Olefins Elisabeth
Kokaanlau Pratt held the paramount claim to the Hawaiian Theme after
Queen Lilluoluslani died on Nov. 11, 1917. This is backed by irrefutable
evidence, that oponks for, itself and is very convincing.

oy ao
n
e
ng
's
kaarlailn
t
ithaa
owe
giving
nal
indaneasi bes *ha non.
gave
sanctions to ouston, the Kingdom of Resell recognised her incontestable,
Butner*
.
customary legitimate* as a rightful heir to the Crown by birth.

Pen

studenH in ve9, 7

-Keknanitau'o claim to the throne as a-royal student was sanctioned
by all the bodies of government, including King Resins:mho III(as Executive
and Chief Juntice), Ririe* Kekauluohi(as Premier), and by legislation by
the Houma of hobleo and Representatives. implemented by the King's Order
on the advice of the Chiefs in Privy bouncil. geksanieu wag snots the
sixteen otudento, who mere delegates, already bonfirmedJ4 the King and
Chiefs.- to the Official )loyal Sohool to be groomed for the throne, and
later subject to the formality of reconfirmation. Therefore, their
paramount claims restricted Parlinment'a right of selection during an
interregnum and opened up the possibility of settling the succession by
amicable agreement mom themeless, by elective contests, or a show of
arm in insurreetion.
'

Another heretofore muddled area is the notion of the existence of
Kalakam Crown. In fact, the Crown of Ransil never drifted very far from
the Kanehameha Dynasty. Lunalilo traced his descent from Kateisamehu,

than a weber of a caste of highest nauseant chiefs, Keksenim was en
individual the Monarchy considered, through selection and training, tit
to occupy the throne.

This way be why Henry Augustus Piero*, who lived mons Hegelian. and
studied Snide culture long before his appointment as U.S. Minister in
Hawaii,alluded to the royal students asathose mho should receive annuities
inthe event of annexation, in a letter to Secretary at Stet* Hamilton
Pish on Peb. 25, 1871.

Ulan ,

Customary law or tradition man truly be sovereign, and is
perceived an coning from an authority above, not below, Parliament. It it
derived from the oolleotive wisdom of the Hawaiian race older than
Parliaments and Kings. And few. if any, oulturss in the world have placed
greater emphasis on genealogy and ordination of rulers by birth than
Hawaiian oulture to my knowledge. This le rooted in Hawaiian cultural
betters, in the veneration of guardian spirits(aumakum), and of ancestral

ow

NOVI
authority, The genuine royal etudente were the highest ranked
re?resentatives of the ancient kings. Thus, they had behind them the
authority of the limege ',mestere and the right to represent the will
of thooe plena hinge, who once ruled the-land.

Bud Henry

ra

PI November 1902

.

.i"

Our Study Onfstice:

.r

Keknanieu, through incontestable customary legitimacy, as the right7f.
4.prism *. linked eith the
ful heir to the Crown in 1917, would have had
sacred history of the.dacalim race, which nothing could ompromise. The
devand for legitimism is rooted in the concept of Sena inherited through
genealogy. Lana, qhich ran neon a grade. of named, spiritual or psychic
power etc., nould soectity her rule.
?or Inc above reasons, the High Chiefena Keknaniau Pratt's elates
and cultural oignificance nen hardly be overestimated, Poe the else but
she or her dereereente eealdHlightfillay_uphOld the Asytnieel-chertine.---that lultiried the socioecononle masts', of Hawaiian culture?

sent these sue three articles from The California
Illustrated Nestine of IOU to was. Multi over a year
I felt that they meld help In the Nistory meths
of the document slue they were Published armed the time

am.

of the Revolution.

NIstory is shoot Chanted by the writer and his /her

-0

____rettsrChbut_thiyory_ealaste_m_get.thp_cusir_wei._
Coif to obit *civilly happened.
Aloha,

If a more sophisticated readership is to give modems to the
connisolon's final report, then certain hard facts must not be Mumvented.: The distribution of duties in ocopiling the report surely doesn't
aboolve individual comninnionere frets undivided responsibility in seeing
that diocrepancies pointed out are correoted on the whole. The American
labile, that in financing this venture, has a right to expect correct
information from an Impartial, objective end accurate report.

(6147.3;
46.319 taint St.
Raneoho, NI 98144

yours,

Very

h
eidenreich

ta.a 74.

cc,

dal

L.

Senator Strom :human,'
:longressmoo Moms P. 0';ell Jr.
'Achnel D. Hathaway
Charles (!onklin
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PART I

However, by its failure to moat either stated goal, the
Report Is, by its own standards, fatally flawed.

Py aaaaa t to Public Law 96-S6S and the September 23,
No

Notice of The Native Hawaiian Study Commission (Commission),,

A as the Commission's Report was to

have been a "report of findings", impartially arrived at,
the following comments are submitted on the Draft Report of
I question the appropriateness of selecting the Department

Findings (Riport) of the CommlssiOn.

of Justice to examine existing laws to determine whether

The analysis and conclusions herein one

d rep
they provide a basis for compensation to native Hsi/aliens

my personal assessment of the Report and are in no way

for any loss of lands or lois of r

intended to reflect the official position of the U.S. S

linty.

This is also true of the use of a U.S. Naval Historian

or any of its Committees.

to buttress the Fedor?' Government's claim of lack of
A.

Preliminary Statement

culpability in the 1493 Revolution.
The Report expressly states that a "full review of
Aside from the question of impartiality, I also believe

also history of United States relations with Hawaii is

the Report's analysis of existing law on the question of the
essential to an evaluation of Hawaiian native claims,"'
Government's liability is 'faulty.

and that an (impartial) "analysis of the

f the
P.

B.

Conclusion

fall of the monarchy and annexation" are "crucial to this
study."

(p.

Ill).

if the Report is adopted in substantially its p

It also finds that "existing law

form, the cause of the native Hawaiians will be

provides no basis for compensation to native Hawaiians

damaged.

for any loss of lands or loss of sovereignty."

ly

No matter what the Commission may, as a matter

(p. 243).

of discretion, recommend in tens of remedisi legislation,
The Commission's next step is "to consider whether
the underlying "findings" concerning the right to relief

it should recommend that, as a matter of policy, taking

of'netive Hawaiians will be so negative as to

he

all of the facts of (the) Report into account, Congress
should take action on compensation heie."

defeat of any such remedial legislation.
(p. 243).
C.

Summary of Argument

I agree that "a full review of the history" Is
The Report is neither a "full review of the history of
ei+ential, and that impartial "analysis of the causes
United States relations with Hawaii," nor an impartial
of the fall of the monarchy and annexation are crucial."

"analysis of the causes of the fell of the monarchy and

raise questions abothits objectivity.

.

annexation".

historical Review
(a)

Finally,

there are several inoiserrors which should be
corrected.

The Report Is deficient In its historio-

(b)

The Report falls to inquire\nto the possible

graphicsl.methodology and provides no new

role of the United States Government in the

insights into outstanding historical

acceptance of the "Bayonet Constitution" of

1

It relies almost totally on secondary sources

1881, and In thwarting subsequent efforts by

and there Is no evidence of any attempt to
search

1 major archival 'sources.

Attire Hawaiians to overturn that Constitution
In 4889, and to revise it in 1890.

It

It also

fails to deal with the specific ad

fails to consider the possibility of a cause

,onclusions in the Blount report, while

and-effect relation between that Constitution

according equal credibility to the Morgan
report, which is highly suspect because of

and the fall of the monarchy in 1893.
(c)

the way in which it was prepared and because
It was not unanimous.

Government in encouraging the annexationists

There is little attempt

to place the revolution and the annexation in

The Report ignores the role of the U.S.

(Hid therefore the rebellion) in 1892.
(d)

The Report's fundamental conclusion as to

a larger global diplomatic context, which in

why the

turn greatly affected events In Hawaii.

may be that the fall of the monarchy was

by fell begs the question.

It

Furthermore, while it was In the interest

"primarily the result of a power struggle

of the commission to preserve absolute

between supporters of the monarchy end the

objectivity in the preparation of the Report

monied 'Aeolus." (p.

both in fact and in appearance, the assignment

of the Report, the question should be:

of a United States Government employee to write

the role of the U.S. Government significant

the history of an event in which the United
States Is a party of interest will inevitably

188), but for purposes
was

or decisive to the outcome?
(e)

The Report's characterization of events during
the crucial days in January, 1893, which

.1.01011.

culminated in the fall of the monarchy and

whether a legislative remedy for native

recognition of the Pintsional Government,

Hawaiian claims was appropriate under the

rests on a selective use of the facts regarding

circumstances, not to try to forcefit these

the activities of the annoxationists. U.S.

claims within an existing legal framework.

Minister Stevens, the U.S. Navy and Marines,

Therefore, in this respect, the Commission's

and Queen,Lilluokalani.

focus was wide of the mark.

legal issues posed by revolution and the

while relevant, should not have fixed the

involvement of the United States in the

parameters of the Commission's inquiry.

Hawaiian Kingdom's overthrow.

of conduct and to provide

have afforded the Commission a greater opportunity
to achieve its basic mandate, namely, to ascertain

framework for

whether the claims of native Hawaiians had any

the rule of law in international relations.

moral legitimacy, and, if so, what remedy should

sovereign nation, the United

Since Hawaii was

States wa: obliged to conduct its relations

be fashioned.

with the Royal Government in accordance with

(b)

An

accepted legal principles of the, time.

Moreover, even if the question were in point,
given its institutional blas,,the Department

nalylis indicates that the United States

of Justice was hardly the appropriate party

Minister failed todo so and thereby fatally

to perform the legal analysis on the question

compromised the Government of the United States.

of the Government's liability for such claims.

Legal Analysis
(a)

A

broader and less constrained perspective would

International

law attempts to prescribe certain principles

2)

Likewise, the

claims histories of other aboriginal groups,

(f) 'The Report fails to address the international

(c)

In any event, the Report's analysis of existing
law In suppOrt of its finding that there is

The Report's finding that there is no basis

no basis for Government liability is faulty.

in existing law for native Hawaiians to claim
compensation from the United States for loss
of land or sovereigntyis irrelevant.

The

task of the Commission was to ascertain

Walter Q. Gresham,'Secretary of State; Senator John T. Morgan;
HISTORICAL REVIEW

PART II

Richard Olney, Secretary of State; and Senator John Sherman.
A.

The Report is deficient in its historiographical methodology
and in historical interpretation.

Maths Historical Society, Portland

It is neither a "full review

Papers of John L.

of this history of United States relations with Hawlii," nor
an impartiai "analysis of the causes of the tali of the

Papers of Senator Henry Cabot Lodge.

monarchy and annexation".
1)

National Archives, Record Grou

This file contains diplomatic instructions, dispatch°, and

of data and information on native Hawaiians that has ever been

notes for period under discussion.

(Preface)

Stanford llnivetsity Library, Stanford,
Department of Special Collections.

However, its historical portions, especially the sensi
five Chapter If of Part 14 rely almost totally on secondary

'

historical seurces, principally Ralph S. Kuykendell's multivolume
The Hawaiian Kingdom.

Honolulu, Hewett

This file contains the letterbook of the Executive Council

mainly of the Congressional Record, National Naval Archives, and

of the Provisional Government of

I would note that there are

1893; the papers of Francis M.

Hatch (annexationist), Loftin A. Thurston, Stanford B. Dole,

several major archives which could and should have been consulted,

William O. Smith (annexationist), and Queen Lilluokalani.

including the following:)

It is likely that other archival resoug.es exist, but the

University of Hawaii Library, Hawaiian Collection

constraints imposed by the Commission's deadline for public

Diary of William R. Castle, one of the five annexationist
commissinners sent

California

Papers of Senator Stephen M. White.

State Archives 01 Hawaii

The very few primary sources cited consist

the Senate hearings and reports.

$9

General Records of the mar ment of State

The Report purports to be the "most complete compilation

collected in one volume."

Stevens, United States Minister to Hawaii.

Massachusetts Historical Soclet

comment preclude a more comprehensive search at this time.

to Washington.

The overreliance on secondary sources has resulted in a

Library of Congress, Manuscript Division

report that only reinforces the standard and narrow perspective

Papers of the following individuals connected with the

with no new insights into the controversial activities of the

Hawaiian situation: Thomas P. Bayard, Secretary of State: President

revolutionaries prior to and during the 1893 Revolution and of

Grover Cleveland; John W. Foster, Secretary of State;

American Minister John Stevens and the sequence of events of
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January 17. 1593.

disputed."1

1 agree that Chapter 11 of Part 11 is

Senator Morgan allegedly "asked mine provocative

In con

"particularly sensitive and crucial to this study," and for

leading questions, phrased appropriately to bring out the facts

that reason new, original initiatives should have been under-

or impressions he wished to emphasise, and frequently interrupted

taken by the Commission to attempt to provide a definitive

the sosSisloof end MUM'S obruPtly, or shrewdly directed them
account of this period.
The Republican annexationist members of the committee interjected

accords the so-celled "Morgan &pert" (Report of the U.S.

numerous queries intended to Place the President, his Secretary

Senate Committee on Foreign Relations Relative to Hawaiian
,

of State, and his special 'paramount' commissloner either in

S. Rept. 12-227 ld.Sess. 1894) virtually equivalent

historical validity as the Stoma Report (Rouse
No. 47, S3rd Con.

,

ld'Sess.).

d to become der o

to other channels when they th

The bias of the Report is most apparent when it

2)

error or in bad light, "2

Executive Doc.

The liewalleside was neither presented mar explained except

Although the draft Commission

Furthermore, only Morgan endorsed all the report's

by Blount.

report correctly notes that the objectivity of both reports

cousin oo ns, and the &ober' split ac.ording to party affiliation.

has been questioned, there are substantial differences between

Citing the Morgan Report as en out!, 'Motive source of

the methods by which chi contradictory conclusions of the two

information thus may be construed as deliberately preventing 41..

reports were reached.
(e)

factual determination of the.circumstaffes surrounding the

The Morgan Committee ....r conducted hearings

revolution, especially the role of United States Minister Stevens

in Hawaii, unlike Coma ..... nor James Blount

qualify the significance of the Morgan Report by noting fully

an onsite in ..... getion into the revolution.
(b)

s of professional historians.

and accurately the

Commissioner Blount interviewed parties on both

3)

sides of the conflict and produced a detailed
and exhaustive document.

The Commission should'

and the impact of the U.S.S. Boston.

who spent more than four months conducting

The revolution and the subsequent enneastion of Howell

by the United States occurred at a time of American OWWSwilOW in

As has noted by

the Pacific end Coribbien, culminating in a decade in which the

diplomatic historian, "... the factual background

of its story of the revolution cannot easily be
I/
,

1/

Dulles, Poster Shea. America on the Pacific: A Decade
of Bapension,-New Waric,15- Cape

Tate, Mrs*, Me United States and the Hawaiian Kingdom,
New Haven, Tale Univ. Press, 1965, pp. -252-233.

-12,page 199 of the Report, which also acknowledges that Stevens wog

United States acquired Hawaii, Samos, Puerto Rico,. the
Philippines, and Cu...

strongly proannexotlonist (p. 1921,

The report should provide a more

detailed examination of the larger historical context in which
the revolution and annexation occurred.

rationale for the active involvement of the American Minister

For example, two ddi-

and the intervention of United States naval forces in the events

tional recent studies dispute some of the conventional views on
Hawaiian annexation.

William Michael Morgan,

of January 17, 1893.

in an article in

for the United States' interest in annexing Hawaii, whose

was the anti-Japanese climate in the United States in the

territorial integrity had already been compromised under the

mid1890's that was largely responsible for the ultimate ennexatien

Hawaii-United States Reciprocity Treaty of 1875.

of Hawaii in the McKinley edministrstion.

The active participation of United Sias, troops In 1893,

Thomas J. Osborne in his book 4WD* Can Wait" American

1 decades'of American interest

therefore, was preceded by

Opposition to Hamblin Annexation, 1893.1898 (Kent State Univer-

in acquiring certain

sity Press, 19111), on his part cleime that historians have

lc advantages in Hawaii.

The inter-

vention of American navel forces, which was not justified by

exaggerated the role played by the Spanish-American War in over-

danger to-American tires or property, is comprehensible only with

He points out that

en understanding of contemporary national intellectual and

the appeal of the Asian market, the concern about the economic

political currents.

partitioning of China by rival powers, the upturn of American

4)

trade in mid 1595, and the expectation of increasing American'

The Commission was directed to draft an impartial report.

The processes of democratic government oust be fair in fact and

Hsyslien commerce, were decisive factors contributing to the
annex.

The draft report provides only marginal

information relative to.the political and economic motivations

Diplomatic History, Vol. 6, No. 1 (Winter 1982) argues that it

coming the opposition to Hawaiian annexation.

These two facts are

significant and intimately related, for they explain the

give the appearance of fairness.

ion of Hawaii in 1898.

Because the Unitas States

Government is a party of interest with respect to the history

Older accounts to which no reference is made include

of the revolution, HawaiianAmerican relations, and the clalail

Thomas Ballev,A Diplomatic History of the American People;

Jaime, it was inappropriate for the Commission to essign the

Poster Rhea bull6s, Merle' on the Pacific: A Century of Expansion;

drafting of Pitt il of the Report to United States Government

and willies Russ, The Hawaiian Revolution.

employees.

The security interest of the United States is conceded on

604
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the,i
Without impugning the

On page 190, the authors mean

consisted of only one person.

ity or professional competence

of thewriters, I must emphasise that the United States Govern -

the election of 1892, not 1193.

sent has a direct economic and political stake in disproving

B.

A full and fair understandlna_d_oopttcal anti Legal

the basis for a claim for Hawaiian ropers iiiii or compensation.

devote ments i, t e

By giving a United States Government employee the responsibility

years covered by the Report must take into account tbp

for writing the hi iiiii calchaptars of the Report, the Commission

treeendotts external and internal pressures exerted on ith
the

has created understandable doubts as to whether agents of the

Kingdom at that time.

First, it. is to be iemembered.that

American Government can provide an'objective end trustworthy

the Kingdom of Hawaii was relatively new to the waysatid. wiles

historical assessment of this period which might contradict the

of the Western world.
of

f their employer.

was undergoing drematic social and political changes, its is the

Consequently, the draft represents the wet*

case with all developing nations.

of a two-person team without the substantive contribution which

opportunity to review the'draft.

Oh the

had to have some impact on the

All of these p

Kingdom of Hawaii and its ability to control its own affairs.

Even though the:Sport is now

open to comment and possible revision, it is ne$11P

,

nations, notsblytheUnited States.. Third, the Hawaiian Kingdom

views of other professional historians who specialize to this

others could have made if they had been p sssss ted

f foreign

American expatriate element and to the p

Moreover, it'appears that the writers failed to solicit the

period and area.

Second, it was vulnerable to'the pressures

very aggressive alien resident class, particularly the

There was substantial interference, and the Kingdom had. to sake

imp that

To the extent that the United States condoned,

the procedures followed indicate an unwillingness to submit

many adjustments.

these (Udine, to private professional critique.

participated in Or enjoyed the benefits of the coercive activities

S)

on peep 195.

There is a minor factual

of the American expatriate group, It had and continues to have a

It was

morel, if not legal, responsibility for any'injury caused the

Henry B. Cooper, not H.B. Certer, who read the proclamation of
misleading sentence on

the new government.

Also, there is

page 197, which

s that a "fact-finding commission headed

L.

native Hawaiians as a result.
The Report fails to inquire .into:

(a) the possible role

by Representative James Blount arrived at the Islands", implying

of the United States Government in the acceptance of the "Bayonet

that there were several members on the commission which in fact

Constitution" of 1687, and in thwarting subsequent efforts by

-16-

15native Hawaiians to overturn that Constitution in 1889, and to

States Minister told the ruling monarch of the Kingdom of Hawaii

revise it in 1190; (b) and the possibility. Of a causal connection

that he must stop meddling in the public affairs of his Kingdom.

between the "Bayonet Constitutien" and the fall of the monarchy

Pour days later, in a final effort to p

in 1893.

King 'Wakens called in the mini

While the "Bayonet Constitution" was chiefly the work of
the American expatriate element, to leave it at that takes too
simplistic it view of what keppened, in my judgment.

Especially

f the major powers,

including the United States Minister, to tell them the country
was being taken over and that "he wanted to place the kingdom
in their hands."

They refused to accept.

It seems to me that

where, as here, the question is whether the United States has

the attitude of the U.S. Minister sue sssss the rest possibility

a moral responsibility for any injury caused native Hawaiians as

that the United States may have aided or at least tacitly enc s

a result of the fall of the monarchy and annexation.

The efforts

of the United States Government to bring the Kingdom of Hewett

the revolutionary activities of the Committee of Thirteen.
The Report expressly recognises that the interval between

within its sphere of influence were manifest by a number of

the Constitution of 18117 and the installment of the Provisional

official acts over several years before the Constitution of 1687."

Government in 1393 was marked with sporadic attempts by native.
But here skein

In and of itself this should have been sufficient reason to

Hawaiians to regain some measure of their power.

inquire whether the United States had any role in gaining acceptance

there is no attempt to assess the role, if any, of the United

of that Constitution and if that Constitution precipitated or

States in thwarting these attempts,-

contributed to the fall of the monarchy.

But there are further

With respect to the attempt in 1889 to overturn the

reasons which I believe inmost that such an inquiry should have

Constitution, all the Report tells us is that'"the insurrection

been undertaken.

was quelled".

We know, for exegete, that King [elitism sought the civic*

The Report also admits that thu American and

British ministers "persuaded" King Kalakaus to disavow his

of the United States Minister on July 27, 1687, when be was faced

previous public support of efforts In the following year to

with the prospect of a revolution led by the Committee of Thirteen.

revise the Constitution.

In my view, it would be reasonable and relevant to inquire whether

United State. naval squadron wet in Hewett in 1890, and its

at that meeting he also sought the aid of the United States to

Commander, Rear Admiral George Brown, wits prepared to move in

head off the effort* of that Committee.

In any event, the United

.

he monarchy,

The Report expressly recognises that a

the event the attempt to revise the Constitution materialized.

621
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of this was to "knock Ralakaus over and bind him hand and foot."3
Clearly, there is much more to say about the role and

The.Report is virtually silent on those eVents,and hence does
influence of the United States during the period 1687.1893, snit
heir. significance.

not

Par purposes of the Commission's

the Re;port simply faille to address this issue.

task, is it immaterial to ask if the Constitution of 1187, which
While this shortcoming may be bad hiatory, 1 recognise
made all of this possible, also contributed significantly Co the
that it wound not be fatal to the tank of the Commission, unless
fall of the monarchy in 1893?

Or, is it irrelevant to ask that

the "Bayonet Constitution" itself substantially contributed to
if Queen Lilluokiihni had the powers her predecessor had before
the fell of the monarchy in 1593.
made that it did.

t belleve's strong case can be

the Constitution of 107, would she have been able to put down

But once again, the Report is devoid of
l'think net.

the Revolution of .1193?

analysis or findings even though. it expressly recognises that
The Report filberts the role/ of the U.S. Government in

C.

the "Bayonet Constitution ended much of the monarchy'll power
encouraging the anneltationists in 1892,

and effectively brought control of the Government within the

.

Early In 1892, the Annexationist Club was formed to counter
sphere of the philters and merchants."

act what Its members believed was a likely effort by Queen

The Report states that "The Constitution of 1667 was a key

formation

Lillisokelani to move against the Constitution of 11187.

in the changing scope of Hawaiian politics."

Among other things,

of the Club was Initiated by Lorna Thurston, and included many
its provisions had the effect of placing the legislature in the
of the American expatriates wko framed the Constitution of 1687.
hands of the Reform Party, which was made up largely of Howslianborn
In the event of an attempt' by Queen Lilluokelani to revise
.Americans and Europeans, and resident foreigners,

the Constitution, the Annexationist Club planned to seek annexation

the Reformers also set themselves to remove every trace of
to the United States.

There

King latakaus's influence In the running of the Kingdom.

Their membership and plan were kept secret
.4

because what they proposed was to
was, for example,

wholesale purge of the Government service:

Significantly. 1 believe,

Lorrin Thurston believed that foreigners withal financial invest-

the board of"genealogists, and the native Hawaiian beard of health

d annexation,

ment in the kingdom and permanent settlers f
were abolished; the control of°the Kingdom's armed forcei was

u

raken fi,a the royal Generalissimo and given to the minister of
1/

Dews, Given. shoal of Time, Nrw York, The MacMillan Co., .

4/

Dews, id., p. 266.

1966', p. 253.

foreign affairs: and the young Hawaiians being educated in Europe
were ordered home.

According to one historian, the effect of .11

-20.
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The Report begs the fundamental question:

while the common natives and the Queen.and her faction were
the United States significant or
opposed.
Inasmuch as the Committee of Safety, which_ brought

If it was, then it seems to me

the downfall of the ttttt chit

about the

Was the role of

decisive in bringing about

that moral case for reparations becomes significantly stronger

fall of the monarchy vas a direct outgrowth of the Annexationist
Club,

1

believe it

and perhaps decisive.

Is relevant to ask whether the United States

The Report concludes that the fall of the monarchy was

Government actively encouraged or otherwise condoned the

"primarily the result of a power struggle between supporters of

treasonous plans and objectives of the Annexationist Club,

As

the monarchy...and the monied haole

evidenced by the following excerpt from a history of Hawall,S it

determination fails to address the issue of U.S. involvement and

seems to me there is a good possibility that question could be
answered in the affirmative.

its importance in expediting the success of the revolutionaries.

Yet the Report not only fails to

The slithers of Chapter ft, Part It attempt to minimize the

assess the significance of Lorrin. Thurston's Washington meetings

role of the United States Minister

in Mt, it fails to mention them.
of the landing of
"thurston...visitied) Washington... (to) see
what the statesmen there thought about taking
the Hawaiian Islands...secretary of State fames
Blaine was cordial, and Secretary of the Navy
Ren,Smio Tracy pissed on to Thurston some
that
encouraging words from President Harrison
'if conditions in Hawaii compel you to act as you
have Indicated, and you come to Washington with
an annexation proposition, you will find an
exLegAjngly sympathetic administration here.'"
If nothing more, the reception Lorrin Thurston received

troopiNresthe U.S.S. Boston even while
was known publicly to be

strongly proennesationist,4 that he. was In close communication
with 'webers of the Annexationist Club, that he requested troops
to protect American property and

tires in the absence of any

immediate or visible physical danger, and that troops were
in

bivouacked at a location near government
contradiction to their announced mission.

In light of the tole of U.S. Minister Stevens and the U.S. Navy

be no doubt that their presence d

buildings in apparent

Moreover, there can

Wed the Royal Government

I do not

think it unreasonable to attach even greater significance to

6/

Kuyltendell, Ralph S., Hawelien einsdom, Yoh, 1-its,
Honolulu, University of Hawaii Press, 1967. Hereafter
referred to as Ituykendall.

that reception.

S/

John Stevens and the impact

simultaneously conceding that

official Washington did nothing to discourage the annesationists.

during the fall of. the monarchy, loss than a year later,

group..." (p. 1661, but that

Ituykendell states that

dedicated to
there can be no doubt that Stevens was
ion and *vernier to recognise the provisional
government. P. 625.

liars, id., p. 266.
mt
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the revolutionaries (p.

secret meetings with members of the Committee of Safety, which was

hat the United States supported

and...convinced its suppo

composed of members of the old An

194).

On page 192, the authors further attempt to minimise the

government.

artillery and 75 armed revolutionaries - to the Hawaiian army,
The overt purpose of this

whose membership was given as 500.

,

comparisomis obviously to downplay tha importance orthe landing.

Moreover, the Report conveniently omits the fact that the
Committee members also apparently sought the support of Captain

Furthermore, the authors' estimate of the size of the

Wilts*, who, one historian reports,seemed to approve of the
Committee's plans.9

Hawaiian army is at odds with guykandall, who states that it

On Monday, January 16, 1893, the Committee

sent a letter to Stevens requesting the protection of American

The well-armed and trained American

Thus, a carefully scripted pr

for American inter.

troops would thus have been more than adequate to overcome their

forces.

potential opposition.

vention was net into motion with the full knowledge and cooperation

A review of the history of the U.B. strategic

of the commander of the U.S.S. Boston and the Amirican Minister.

In

No historian, however biased, his ever been able to discern a

the Hawaiian Islands, the interaction between the annexationist'

threat to the lives or property of forel o

and'American officials, and the occurrences immediately preceding

from Queen

and during the revolution loads one to less ambiguous and

Lilluokalant's government except to the extent that they would

qualified conclusions than were reached by the authors.

not enjoy certain privileges if her proposed new constitution had
been enacted.

First, with respect to the activities of Stevens, it was

7/

The Report further notes that no retaliation against

the members of the Committee was taken even though its activities

Second, he had

known that he was strongly pro-

Kuykendall, id.. p. 605.

Kuykendall, id., P. Mt
Kuykendall, Ti., V. 866

f'

.4
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were known as early as Sunday, January 1Sth (p. 192), and the
reality of the "threat" must be seriously questioned.

solicit armed American support.

Involvement are very disquieting, for it constituted more than
protection of American lives and property and more than passive

The entire revotutIOA. W44.-

responses.

accomplished without a single life being lost and with only

In 1891, Queen Lilluokalant succeeded to the throne,

few rounds of ammunition expended.

d

I believe that the historical record lends credence to the

toed to stem the erosion of the monarchy's authority.

Beginning in early 1692, she began preparing to amend the

belief that the American involvemelit was significant, substantive,
and perhaps decisive.

have pointed out above, the facts about American

As I

The threat

of violence was fabricated and served as a convenient excuse to

'

Such

to encourage the revolutionaries.

Nor was it capable Of opposipg wellarained foreign.

consisted of only 272 men.7

le offered his opinion of the Queen

gratuitous language was inflammatory and was obviously calculated

Deliberately omitted is the tact that the Hawaiian army was

forces.

He also app

AS a revolutionary who had committed an illegal act.°

scattered throUghout the Kingdom and was not concentrated'in
Honolulu.

The'Report

the Committee members a willingness to recognize a provisional

I7S men plus

impact ofrthe'troops by comparing their number -

leftist Club.

falls to mention that Stevens may have done more than indicate to

Col,stitution to more closely

The political turmoil created by the

ble the Constitution of 1664.

It wes,her attempt to promulgate a new constitution in January,

attempt of monarchists to reassert their sovereignty relative to

1893, that precipitated the formation ef

foreigners and local monied "haoles" was not marked by violence.

Safety, meetings between the revolutionaries and St

Nevertheless, there developed a coincidence of i
revolutionaries and,pro

by the

any effective response to the revolution by the Royal Government.
One can only conclude that the United States, as rep

d by

and

the revolution itself.

tionist American officials to use

the opportunity to land American troops, thereby neutralizing

the Committee of

There was no danger to any lives or property and hence no
,

justification for the landing of the forces from the U.S.S.
Boston.

The Report does not and cannot make a case for the

landing and avoids this issue completely.'' The differences

its agents in Hoholulu, was an active participant in and a petal-

be

Cal beneficiary of the revolution which eventually resulted in

was a domestic conflict into which the United States had no

Hawaii's annexation as a territory in 1696.

reason or right to interfere except to protect American lives.

E.

The Report's characterization of the events during the Period

he merchants and plantation owners and the monarchists

The manner of deployment of American troops was also of

January 14-17, 1893, culminating in the fall of the monarchy

questionable legality, for it led to the natural conclusion

and recognition of the Provisional Government, rests on a

that they were landed for reasons other than to protect American

selective use of fects.retarding the activities of the

lives and property.

annexationist', American Minister Stevens, the United States

the company was bivouacked between the Palace and 4overnment

Navy and marinett and Queen Lilluokalsni.

Building, away from the concentration of American property.

623

As all historical accounts note, much of
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effectively terminated the right of the Hawaiian majority to
There-were many factors which contributed to the revolution,

It is only against this

control the fate of their land.
In addition to the

and the economic issue was but one of then.

background of political disenfranchisement that the statistics
strategic value.of Howell, which was expounded by Alfred Thayer
recounted in Part I can be understood.

Wan, the report does not mention one of the most sensitive
F.

the growing racial entegonisms. I°

elements

The role played by. the United States, through its Minister

This factor is
John Stevens and its (treed forces aboard theU.S.S. Seaton,

important because 'it is consistent with the development of the

respectability in much of the Western world.

violation of accepted

mums since

is of paramount

theory of "social darwiniam" which had gained intellectual

international legal behavior would make the United States

This was the dark

accountable for remedying the actions which violated the
side of the revolution.
low.

the history of the Hawaiian Republic is relegated to a few

This was, in fact, the finding of the investigation

conducted by Commissioner James Oleunt and communicated by

sentences, but It is worth examining in greater detail because

President Cleveland to the Congress on December 18, 1193,

it casts doubts on the noble sentiments expressed by the
on p. 191 of the Report).
revolutionaries.

In practice, the ensuing Republic, ruled by

1). Actsof a State's agents and organs.

an oligarchy and operating under a restricted franchissoproved to
be less democratic and less free than its American model.

fficials and organs as

International law 1ems acts of
.

The American

representative to the Kingdom of Hawaii was Minister John Stevens?

Finally, I do not believe that Part II of Chapter II
"acts of the State" for purposes of determining the State's inter-

adequately relates the significance of this history to the

national responsibility."

Thus, Stevens' actions, which lere

An

"concerns" of Native Nowallane as ',Meted det P.L. 96-165.

conducted in behalf of the United States, even if not specifically
accurate historical accountli'4Important not only for its legal
directed by the Department of State or the President, constitute-a

implications but also because it helps to explain why so many

for

an act of State and thereby laid international rem

Hawaiians and partHowoiians became alienated from politics and

them on the Government of the United Slat

The destruction of the monarchy,

life In the postsonarchy period.

(ailed restoration attempt, and the curtailment of the franchise
Teerbeek o

11/

II
1-0/

International Law Commission, Volume
ties S and 10 (1973'and 1975).

ettykondall, Id., p. 634; Daus, Given, id., p. Z77.
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In fact, this account was

incorrect, for recognition by

Aeons the activities of the Boston troops and Stevens on
Stevens preceded the surrender of the
January 16th and 17th were those

abdication of the Queen.

as representing the authority of the United States Government.
The events included the following:

Therefore, by any erasure, the

meetings between Stevens and
new provisional government was

tho Commove( Safety; landing of U.S. troops on January 16, 1193,
and their deployment In Honolulu; and

all military strongholds and the

the representative of the United States, had other legal alter-

recognition of "belligerency"

and "insurgency", both of which

was known to have strong

As the Report acknowledges, Stevens

Stevens: as

natives evalloble besides he facto recognition, including

abdication of the Queen.

maintain a State's position of neutrality.14

Furthermore. the landing of the

troops naturally provided psychological

American recognition of the-

premature and unjustified by

events or under international' law as then practiced.

recognition of the provi-

sional government by Stevens prior to its gaining control over

annexationist views (p 192).

police station and the

which clearly could be construed

do so at

sot/port to the revolu-

period when facts lore unclear and the course of

events unsettled is

tionaries (p. 194) anti probably had the effect of intimidating

That he did not

indicative'of his wanton disregard for inter-

national legal practice.

the Royal Government (pp. 194-195).
2)

In the ni

State practise of recognition.

3)

h century,

domestic affairs of another State.

the United States generally followed the

practice of extending
12

principle in intsnatienal law that

recognition to the person or persons in control of the goverment.
This apparently was also the and

It is a firmly established

altate may not interfere in

the domestic affairs of another sovereign State."

ding of the Department of

State, whose International law Digest, claims

14/

"(N)or was any public recognition accorded
to the provisional government by the United
States minister until the Queen had abdicated
and the provisional government had secured
ion of the government
'effective p
buildings, the archives,. the treesury, the
..1
barracks. the police station, and all
potential machinery of the government.'"'a

12./

The duty of a State to ovoid intervention in 'the

IS/

(Second) of the
American Law Institute, Restatement
Poreinn Matinee Lee of the United States, 94

'MOST, Comment I.
of International
See, e.g., Declaration on Principles
Cooperation
Law Concerning Friendly Relations and
Charter of the
Among States in Accordance with the
Resolution
262$,
United Nations, General Assembly
October 24, 1970, U.N. Monthly Chronicle, 99,
102-103.

T. Chen, The international Law of Recognition,
pp. 103.130, (lust).
J.O. Moore. Digest of Internationil Law 498 (1906).
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I have noted that under international law Stevens was an
PART III

LBGALANALYSIS

agent of the United States Government, that recognition of the
provisional government was extended in a manner contrary to
ith the

contemporary American practice and Inconel

The Report's finding that there is no basis in existing
law for native Hawaiians to claim compensation from the United

prevailing political situation,'and that such Intervention in

States for loss of land or sovereignty is irrelevant.

the domestic affairs of another country was contrary to inter.

even if the question were in point, given its institutional bias,

national law.

The legal analysis is add

d/in Part

No

the Department of Justice was hardly the appropriate party to

perform the legal analysis on the question of the Governments
liability for such claims.

In'any event, the Report's analysis

of eilsting law is faulty.
1)

It seems to me that the tank of the Commission was
to ascertain whether a legislative remedy for native
Hawaiian claims was appropriate under the circumstances,
not to try to forcefit these claims within, an existing
legal framework.. Jt would appear self-evident that, if
there already existed

forum and procedure for

determination of these claims, they would have been'
disposed of long ago.

In this respect, it appears

that the Commission's focus was wide of the mark.
Likewise, the claims histories of other aboriginal
groups, while relevant, should not have fixed the

pram

f the Commission's inquiry.

A broader

and less constrained perspective would have afforded

pportunity to achieve its

the Commishon a g

basic mandate, namely, to ascertain whether the
claims of native Hawaiians had any moral legitimacy.
and, if so, what remedy should be fashioned.

32-

native Hawaiians.

On the contrary, the principal exercise of

the validity and viability of the claims of native

development, having, at the critical times

Hawaiians under the statutory and decisional law

covered by the Report, all the rudiments of

applicable to the Claims of American Indian tribes.

modern political society, e.g. a written

This approach is both inappropriate and illogical.

constitution, elected representatives, codes

The Indian Claims Commission Act was adopted for

of laws, courts, etc.

the purpose of rekoiving the historic claims of

tribes, the Kingdom of Howell was recognized as

Unlike American Indian

an independent nation by most of the leading

American Indian tribes; the determination of claims

The Supreme Court has ob

brought under that Act considered, took into account

Western nations.

and was influenced by the American Indian cultural,

that, before nnesetion. "Hawaii had existed
independent from the rest of the world and sovereign

historical and political experience.

as far back 8s history and local tradition reaches."

The body of law created in the determination

United States v. FullardLeo. 331 U.S. 216, 261 (1948).

of American Indian tribal claims WAS reflective of
the American Indian experience.

In that same case, the Court also significantly

It WAS not necessarily

"Me are not dealing with an explorer's

reflective of the cultural and historic experience of

ob

other groups, such as the native Hawaiian's. and.

claim of

similarly, it could not be expected that a body of

of a discoverer of a hitherto unknown islet."

law designed to provide

to resolve the claims of

o land of a savage tribe or that

These differences alone are so substantial.
Indeed fundamental. that it should have been

completely different

immediately obvious that the legislative solution

ethnic group.

and the decisional principles adopted for American

There can be no question as to the substantial

Indian tribal claims could not be adopted in toto,

cultural, political and historical differences
b

cl;

Id. at 268.

forum for determination

of American Indian tribal claims would be eclogue"e

A

For one thing, the native

Hawaiians were much further along in political

f the Report has been to examine

the prep

without modification, for dealing with the stalls,

American Indian tribes generally and the

625
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of native Hamilton'.

either evaluated or adjudged under decisional

These precedents could

principles framed fo and tailored to Indian

certainly have served as a legitimate starting

1 instances in tho

In

tribal claims.

poi t, but they should not have limited the scope

Report, it Is concluded that the clsims.of
of Commission consideretion.

The prep

native Hawaiians, for some reason or eiher,

f the Report devoted such of

could not ba brought under cha Indian Claims

their snore and effort to demonstrating that the

16

Commission Act.

clatas of the native Hawaiians did not meet all of
prerequisites of the "aboriginal title" and

act designed to provide some remedy - albeit

Had

imperfect

they focused more on the rationale underlying

Viewed in this peril active

and dependent people

they would have perceived that these concepts

ing the snit Available

(and not as rep

reflected a common-sense approach to resolving

procedure), the history of the litigation of

the particular claims under consideration and

American Indian claims can provide some real

that the decisional concepts were in large pert

guidance to the framing of an appropriate

molded and Influenced by the historic and cultural

remedy for the claims' of native Hawaiians.

There is no commen2)

ter concept or doctrine of "aboriginal title'.

The Commission was' illadvised to have the Department
of Justice perform the "141 analysis" for the claims

Instead, this concept was specificelly developed to

liebility Section.

deal with the unique change( American Indian tribes.

There is no compelling

for historical wrongs committed or

permitted by the central government against a week .

these concepts. rather than technical niceties,

experience of the cleimants.

humane and compassionate

precedent; it rep

"recognised title" concepts developed for
determination of American Indian claims.

!le sianifIcance of the

Indian Clain. Commission Act was an historical

Ry virtue of past experience (if

not institutional bias), the Department of Justice is

In law, logic

or policy to require that the claims of the native
10 /For exempla, it is asserted at pp. 233, 236 and 23$ that
the claims of the native Heweliens cannot be considered under
that Act because they were no filed before the claims cut-off.
.
hardly an astute o helpful ob
of 1951

Hawaiians, a wholly different group with wholly
different.historic and cultural experiences. be

s

41/1
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Claims Commission Act which have held the United

hot predisposed to concluding affirmatively on the
isistence of liability on the part of the

8 ttttt liable where it condoned and retitled acts

federal

of

government or to discussing the most likely
rationales for appending liability on the
government.

Indian lands.

that the United States can be liable for the acts

aspersions on the integrity of the Department of

of third parties if these acts "can be imputed

Justice personnel: I feel that the Commission

to the United States and are deemed in contemplation

to

of law to be the acts of the United States."

more independent (and perhaps more imaginative)
source.

of

Trite. 333 Pad 331 (Ct. Cl. 1976), the court held

Again, without seeking to cast any

should have entrusted this sensitive task

others resulting in it taking

Por example, in United States e.t_Pcirt Sill Apache

5

Asking the Department of Justice to

at 534,

Id.

The court noted that it had been held

that acts would be imputed to the United States.

prepare this analysis Is akin to requesting the

thus constituting a constitutional taking, when

legal deportment of American Telephone and

(a) the

Telegraph to provide an objective analysis of

United States military protected the

thirdtarty tresp

the merits of telecommunication's divestiture

and (b) United States

taw recognised or retroactively validated the
legislation.
3)

titles of the tresp

The Report's analysis of existing law in support
of its finding that there Is no basis. for Government

Ibid.; See also

States, 593 I.ld 994 (Ct. Cl.). cert. denied,

liability is faulty.

Lees

Paiute Nation, 393 P.2d 7S6 (Ct. Cl. 19611).

was

490 F.id 954 (Ct.

In United Silted' v. Northern Paiute Nation,

itself acted to cause the eatinguishment. of

aboriginal title. i.e., if aboriginal

4

444 U.S. 973 (1979); United States v. Northern

Throughout the Report, it is maintained that

there can be no liability unless the United

1974), the coeit explained

that the retroactive validation of the title of

eetinguirhed by the Provisional Government, the
United States has no liability.

.

k Sand of Western Shoshone Wiens v. United

thirdparty tresp

This ttttt tion

by the United States had

the same legal effect es if it had formally

ignores several cases decided under the Indian

610
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"

Contending that somehow this fact reflects a

authorised the takings:

.

defeasance of the title of native Hawaiians or

Mor purposes of the instant detail'
fWe liners' ate cannot now be retarded
as torts of third parties. a subsequent

This view is incorrect for

a defect therein.

ratification end adoption they are(111,
acts of the Ignited States

.

.

.

.

When

the United States adopts and ratifies I
wrong against an Indian tribe, even though
it was unauthorised and tortious originally,
the ratification mailed it an act of the
. LTA. at 910.7
United States
.

.

First, a 1

1 reasons.

's right is

dependent on and not adverse to that of the
lessor.

Indeed, the lease itself is a formal

.

f the superior

acknowleRgement by the 1

The historical record provide. mere than low
title of the 1

Given this circumstance,

.

factual support for a finding that the United States
it is difficult to understand how the leaning of
condoned, if not littlest) participated in the

Crown and Government lands can defeat the claims
rebellion of, the American expatriate group which
If, as I shall,note below,

of native Hawaiians.

usurped the Kingdem.of Hawaii.

There can be nd
.these lands were held and admini

a

question the*, subsequent to the revolt, the United

d In

for ell native Hawaiians, the leasing thereof was
States, through recognition of the Provisional

N

nothing more than an incident of ownership, an
Government and assumption of a de facto "protect 00000 "

ownership which was acknowledged by the 1
over Hawaii (Report, pp. 106-97), cen'be said to have
Secondly, under the Indian Claims Comsission
ratified the acts of the revolutionaries and adopted
them as its own.

.1 it

Act, there is an analogous doctrine sanctioning

17

the permissive use of aboriginal lads by another

The preparers of the Report also wake such of

and Government lands were loosed to foreigners,

concept is known as the doctrine of permissive
i

use; it provides that where one dominant tribe

s

permits another tribe to use its lands with the

11/Indted,°ib could be argued that the United States exercised
some measure of control over the Hawaiian. Islands long before
annexation. .1n the contronersial Horgan Report (S. Rep. No.
227, Sli Cong., 2d Sas% (t04)), it was acknowledged that
hay of
"Hawaii has been all the timb under a virtual
the United States, which t s, by an apt and familiar definition.
paramount authority, not in any actual Sage an sovereignty,
but a de facto supremacy ov r the country," lg. at ixt.

express anderst-rdIng that the user is

;wed".

such permissive use does not affect the dominant
tribe's aboriginal title:

See Caddo tribe v.

40.

39.

outraged 'if private property should be
generally confiscated and private rights
A cession of territory
annulled
d to he a cession of
is never und
the property belonging to its inhabitants.
The king cedes that only which belonged to
territory by
The cession of
him
its name from one soverliign to another,
conveying the compound idea of surrendering

United. States, 3S Ind. Cl. Com. 321, 341. 2 (1975).,

recedat

Thus, there exists even under claims law a

l?

foreigners.

.

to}

for the leasing of Crown and Government land
'

.

aged upon° the foregoing, it seems clear that

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

the sea time the lands and the people

inhabit them would be necessarily
wh
undo toed to pas the sovereignty only,
to interfere with private roperty.
a d n

the reliance on Tie 000 iiforelears as constituting

le Clms
a of native Hawaiians is

a defect in the

This

group, without loss of aboriginal title.

the fact that significant amounts of Crown lands

(73::03T41471111:797. 32 U.

without merit, and. to the extent that the conClusions
i

The communal rights of native Hawaiians granted

of the Report are based thereon, they are incorrect'.

While reference to the experience of Ameriaan

\

them by the Constitution of the Kingdom of.H.aii

.

and subsequent legislation are of no less dignity

Indian tribes and Alaskan natives ke helpful to an
und

than the Santa land grants recognized in the

nding of the complexities of aboriginal
(

claims, I believe it would also have been helpful
for the prep

.

.

Percheman case or the many other foreign grants

\

which the United States has recognized in ceded or

f the Report to have considered,

If only tangentially. the historical treatment of
land titles conferred by foreign government. to

annexed
414

In tat regard, A appears to have

been the uniform rul

accept the validity

that the United
f foreign land grants.

Concomitantly, they are no

It seems to me that the best c101m of the

lands subsequently *taxed by or ceded to the
United States.

territories.

more susceptible to divestiture without compensation

native Hawaiians is to the Crow, and Government

would

lends which werl ceded to the United States upon

the

annexation.

.Supreme Court has °barred that this is s basic

Without getting into all the

complexities of-the Hawaiian land tenure system,

f...

tenet of the law of pvilisedmetiOns:

it

It may not be unworthy. of remark, that
it is very unusual, even in cases of
conquest. for the conqueror to do more
ign and assume,
than displace the
dominion over the country. The modern
usage of nations, which has become law,
would be violated; that sense of justice
and of right which is acknowledged and
felt by the whole civilised world would be
.

Isar thatrlor to the arrival of

Westerners, the system was largely feudal

In

nature, with "title" flowing from the King and

p

o
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l.IO1OP SECTION 0? 5*1151 5*5*51*15 ITiT daNuuIaN IDC
leSeflir. V.. Joheason

hi, chiefs. 9ritt, confiyaat*os of the ,iht. of
.ative Hawaiian. in linda ca,. with th. COn.tituto
Of *540 wilare it was Stated in ff.ct that the
land beloplad t the chiefs md peopla in econ.
with the Eig actifl$ IS I t,uadt.1'
1t.hae beeniob..TV.d that Ifter the constitution
of *540 holdin1e of the kin chief. and coonerI'
w.r,int.rtvin,d and undIvided".19 The coonal1t

I4ZX
0

Us teat of Pwef,ssos' .Mirsa a.yer is ant inclwdsd Ia

41dm A01hs. It

is

the chapter of this

r,pN#.tsd. lit its a.t$raty, I.

Final IWert.

ultitlud. lull.

ISanilen te)ieio..

of interest. was conlirned in the Uveit Mahel, of
*4* in which I he Sing act aside "Gov.rrwent Land,"

of so., IS aliliom acre. "før,vr to the chiefs
and people of .y kinda.".

A aound'aruant cia ha a,d, thit the nativ.
Hawaiian, r.taln.d a coenunal interest in the
Gov,row.nt lands and th, crown landa and that
I,

divestiture of their rishts thereto through
ann,,atlon and prsc,din$ acts lava rise to a claia
aa*nat the United States for which they should be
provided co.p,nsatlon.
I!I* Congressional b.a.arch Service study concluded that
thu provision constituted the basis of Hawaii's sodarn
land cyst... Sue H.arinas b.fore the S.nati Comserce

tnIiTior and Insular Affairs on S.J. ha.
CoittsetA on
Cone.. id 55,,. 257 (197*).
i!Iy,ib.
Na;Iv, Hawaiian Land N*jht., 63 C.l. L. Pay. III,
551 (*975).
'ln
LIlluokalani v. United States, 45 Ct. Cl.. 4*9 (9*0),

the court held that tile Crown linda wer, not the private
prop,fty of the sover,i$n but rather went with the
office. Thu.. when the offic, ceased to acist, the Crown
lands b,c.a. a. other public. lands (tj... CoVernaent lande)
and becuac part of the public doaain.
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The Native Hawaiians Study Commission

*.

PROM*

Georgette Nola. Graduate student
UM School of Social Work

The attached two proposals ere submitted in response to the
need. of the Native Hawaiian population as definecl by the
Comassion's report.
The proposals outline possible program ideas that could be
funded through the awarding of reparations money to Native
Hawaiians. 1 would be pled to develop the program proposals
in greater detail or to discuss with you my ideas on more
positive and constructive ways to help Native Hawaiians.

The Condesion's report made an important. objective ttttt rent about the status of the Native Hawaiian.. My only recomsection that would maks a subjective
mendation is to include
statement about the emotional end mental health status of the
Newslian people in the island coemunity today. It might include in-depth interviews about whet it is like to be an
Hawaiian or research date on the degree of ethnocentrism
telt by Hawaiians of different socio-economic and age levels.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the report of
The Native Hyannis Study Comnission.
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Nartalo.

2.
- .recognise individual aChtevemer

through competitive activitS a
essay contest, speech
festivals, research papers,
special projects, etc.)

EMURAILIMENa,

--fe.q.

The program proposes to use reparations money to establish an
educational true. fund to meet the special needs of children who
demonstrate unique talents and abilities: the ricedmelcally talent. 1.
craftsmen and tradesmen and performance artists.

mine tame=
IIILY1011

Zama

121311241.=121161,E1

- to identify students with
potential creative ability
in the performing arts
- to provide training opportunities for the development
of performance skills

The Motive rmaiiens Study Commission reports alarming statist ce
about the educational status of the Hawaiian population. A mummery
of the report st-tee that in 19701

s Agniticant percentage at native Hawaiian
children between the ages of 14 and 17 were
enrolled in school
2. n iv. Hawaiians over 25 years of age did
not finish ae many years of school as
other ethnic groupe
or y 49.7 percent of native Hawaiians over
1.
25 had graduated from high school
ery significantly low percetage of native
4.
Hawaiians over 25 completed 4 or more yeare
of college
1.

achievement in the performance arts

.

.

This poor a ucationl record of native Hawaiians auggeet
fort
1.

2.

I.

nee.

the identification and recognition of
academically talented students, craftsmen
and tradesmen and performance
the development of educational programs to
.timylate and challenge these special
talepts and abilities
tie encouragement of students to be productive individuals whose achievements reflect

SEclalingt:clI112_131clIMANDI
Eclelli

- to identify students who
demonstrate exceptional
skills as craftsmen and
tradesmen
- to provide training opportunities for the development of vocational skills
- to recognise individual
achievement

group- and sett - identity with their

Hawaiian cultural heritage

PROGRAM of SERV 1.111
A.0128111g614
LAN US

- to identify wale/nes with
exceptional scholastic
ability
- to provide educational
opportunities for the
development of academic
talent
- to recognise ndividual
scholastic achievement

- conduct a systematic talent era ch
for creative, motivated streets
in the performance arts ,
- consult, evaluate end provide
guidance by master teachers n
the different performance eras
.award -schotaralitp grants for
private, specialised lessons
invite qualified students to en all
in a highly selective school
for the performing arts
sword grants to successful Hain lens
to encourage them to create .
project that will demon
their talent
provide job placement service t.
assist students in preparing
for auditions. interview, ant
other training opportunities

Auxim

fiILYJGtt

- conduct .1 systematic nearch for
skilled. motivated students
the trades end crafts
develop apprenticeship training

program
provide on-the-job training with
volinteer wester craftsmen
and tradesmen
participate with *Sot in 'providin
'Irrational training school

fund epeeist projects designed t
be economically productive an
skilled-oriented

weenies e systematic search
for students with high abili
achievement, academic intim
and motivation
- provide disgruntle psycho-educemoral testing to assess
potential
- award tuition vents to gualifiel
etudeate to schools of their
choice
- provide scholarship tttttt to
stodinta for speciel educatie al
entitlement programs (e.g. cow
puter prognesedng, science we itShope)

618
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um instill pride among
Hawaiian youth'for their
cultural heritage
to develop a cooperative
spirit among young
Hawaiian.'

to prolate leadership training opportunities
to recognise 'achievement
among Hawaiian youth

The program proposes to use reparations money to establish and
community based program of social. economic. educational,
* Waft and political services to the Hawaiian and part-Hawslion
population.
millintitin

organise youth clubs in every
community and/orprighborhog
st all age leveler
element, Y.
intermediate and high echo°
- encourage community service pr. Oct.
(individual and/or group)
Promote achievement-oriented t. he
(individual and/or group)
- sponsor
sower convention of
elected representatives fror

The Native Hare aaaa Study comet; lion presented information
and statistics on various socitmeconomIc and cultural factors affecting the lives of native Hapallaine. Hawaiians and pert -Hawaians
comprise stout 194 of the State' population and le today. becoming
Ituost rapidly expanding ethnic group in Hawaii.
However, the
sloe's report Emmert's' problems that characterise the Naive

the dirt eeeee clubs

- organise cultural activies - a,
contest. hula competition.

te'

H awaiian population.

and crafts allow, special pri
grams (Nay Day. Aloha week)
-- provide socialisation opportune tee

5010111211. A higher percentage of native Hawaiian childret
between the ages of 14 and 17 years were Nat enrolled in school.
On y
.49.7 percent of native Hawaiians over 2S had graduated from high
school in 1970.
Native Halation" also had the lowest percentage of
college graduates (only 4.211). They also comprised only 7.0 percent
of the teaching staff in the public school kyetem.

(clarions, picnics. etc.)
-

recognise individual and group
'achievement (prise money, gi to,
scholarships. etc.)

2.
8octo-economtu. The unemployment among native Hawaiians in
1970 le higher than the state average tat..
in 1975. over one -fourt
(271) of ntt,* Hawaiians were c aaaaaa led as below the poverty level
Significantly more.nativs Have
were receiving we

o

eta iiiii cs alipo. indicate that in 1951. more Hawaiian adults were

ed and the picture for native Hawaiian Juveniles arrested is
even more striking. Native Hamallena juvenile' comprised the large"
percent of juvenilia arrested for crime' committed.

UggAtb

Native Hawaiian' have
higher birth rate than nth
Infant mortality rote has decreased although it rem'
The trend also continues for
shorter,
lire expectancy. Native Kowa iiiii report the highest incidence of
respiratory condition and heart disease.
3.

ethnic groups.

is

higher for native H aaaaa ens.

4.
Baltic'. Natty. Hawaiian, comprise the fourth largest
ethnic group but only 31 percent wee* registered to vote. Of that
31 percent of registered voters. only SO percent actually voted. Th
1901 Hawaii State peginature connoted of seven pert -Hawftliong in
the House of Representatives (out of
total of S1). Only three out
oof
total of 25 State Senators were pert -Haw

The Commission's study caaaaa y defines areas of need that will
require immediate and concentrated
The solution must be
.
all encompassing, it must
readily accessible. identifiable and
most imps
it must
viewed as
Joint effort III Htr11011
ism Hawaiians. The services. rovided must not be more hand-outer th.
must be structured as
natur 1 outpouring of
people caring for it
own and they must reflect t
customs and lifestyles of the native
Hawaiians.
.

.

e

EMALEBRiblifi0

A community-bated program of services would provide the impettle
and functional stru-ture that would make the native Hawaiian population a viable. effective and productivoominority group in the Iolanda
These community centers would be located in geographical eeeee where
there is the largest concentration of mitive.liewniann.

1.

figitoglioolitocuALLOOLLPsoguate

ERMA

Services

- to develop individual rep-

- training facilities for physi

it

rational 1

fitness and/or recreations
physical skills
enjoyment
- to develop good sportsmanship - eupervised competitive sport'
in convective sthletiea
.

pitOORAN or EIRIEE21

EDUCATIONAL PROdOEME

I. CositegiAlkes_DAY-Sarsafit_AraaolSantimftella

=LLCM

2.

Cultural
fietNiSea

- to teach early childhood
growth and development

to demonnestee4feettwo
parenting
- to provide release tine
for parents to pursue
part-time employment
and/or self-improvement
in

2.

organise
lending library of
iniccational games, toy, and
instructional materials
provide diagnostic screening of
children's *yarning potentlet
and development
make r 000000 lo to community Evict's for individual evaluatiin
and treatment
provide remedial/corrective
developmental programa for
individual need,

- to perpetuate Hawaiian music.
provide meeting place for ch
deice, arts end crafts
and other community omens
- to encourage "Hawaiian awarenations
ness" and, appreciation of . - assist in the organisation sr
cultural history, tradt4
implementation of
progr
Urns and lifestyles
of club activities for you
Hawaiian'
Is to recognic
sponsor
individual achievement in
a
different cultural skills
develop instructional program
using master teachers and
kupunas
organise Hawaiian teams as %in mteer resources to 00r and
summer recreational orogr,
1

01.1CL-.1Woo.1.11.(01r.lim

persica,

to provid supervised care
for school-aged children
oftgr the regular school
day program
to proide additional ace-

arrange individual and/or small
group academic tutoring wits
kupunas
supervise study rooms for chilc 'en
to complete homework resolve nits
lemic support resources
- make referrals for psycho-educe
for -hildren with learning
none' evaluation of childrr
with potential learning diffgdifficulties
cultires
to utilise kupunas as "teacher"
resources for children

LIEALalLe0951}10210

- to function as a referral
clearinghouse for health
needs end problem'
- to be a resource for information about health/
medical needs

1. jbegallorajainouveadicul.

Mum
to calculate the use of the
Hawaiian langu in by
Hawaiian children
- to utilise kupunss in teaching language skills
- to recognise the liewelion
language as an academic
course of stuly
-

EALICLCall

ESIERS

Services
schedule regular claesea for tt 1
the different levels of language study
record oral history as rotated
by kupunas

619

- provide health counseling and
assist in making approprta
referrals for medical ettei
t ion

- schedule informational meeting
with emphasis on specific
medical problems of native
Hawaiians
- utilise community mental heal'
services
assist in mann
appropriate referrals
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After five days of hearings, the Triamal foul continuing gross and

a Native 'Mai inns Study Cramissinn Draft Report, pp. 216.219.

ryotematic violations of intentational humoe'rights dalmatians and cove netts.

a Native !Wei inns Study Connission nrOft Report, pp. 127.236.

In particular, the Tribute! called for an ono to military abase of lands secr;d
to indigenous peoples, Including the islard of kaho'olase.
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LAWMAN SECTION 07 NATIVE HAWAIIANS STUDY COMMISSION REPORT
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Mal: The tali of Mr. aware's paper does not appear in this
It Is neproduced, in Its entirety, in the
Havondli.
chootu of thit finallbout. entitled. 'Votive

Novesher 17. 1903

Mellon Culture.'

The Ronorable

Boyd Ramall'i. Chairperson,

and ambers
N ative 'ovations Study Commission
D epartment of the Interior balding
10th 4 C Sts., N.V.-Room 4220
Washington, D.C. 34340
.

Ladies and Gentlemen'

While the Navaiien businessmen's Association appreciates the
opportunity to comment on the Draft Itsport of your Commission
dated September 23. 1982, vs find that the short time period
required for comsat hag not left to ins position of being
able to comply.
Mn earnestly request that the deadline for the submittal of
comments on the Draft Remit boyond November 33, 1003.
Si ask that you consider this request favorably.
Ne ko aloha posetiana,

MRSC Committee

.^1114/Osue. letlastsel
s Itappelor. Co- Chairman
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culture progr have hired people with no ability to epeak the hawaiian language
for poiitions calling for nativ, speakers of hawaiian! At the University of
hwel i at hinos. hiring for the hewsiisn language prosr is controlled by
ee 150k at
of feculty ebers teaching heatheest Asian largueg,s
500cern qr the plalitr of the saaniian luo9usge progrea that Oupperts their

deportment has he&"' than
te*rhers.

ci, tie. primary enarce of hayaiina language

there is not each tO the hawaiian l.ngoage eM culture and alas in accordance

with a lack of oonoern that students .ci.Uy beehee rousot in in. iaag..
e teM to aphasic. the ancient upsets at the
lenoodiy, tate sod
culture that hoc, oo place I. the students daflyliv.e. If klish clan_a
eIue
enphaaiond traditional Msricao culture like hawaiian chaise,

peecoataot sloting, the uee at etiot birds, and the differist 'type.
of 9pp, ecst Merio,n esudents n_id only hov hew to talk ebtut U
hiving in a lag cabin, shooting bnftalo, eM the pert, at a oaeoshi. nag.

-.

a

lb. heavy phaeis an enoicut culture is eon.istant with the Unrs.ertnen
viny at the edeiosti store that sees Usantise oulane as en_thing feo the
of Selden Peed eM Iougsn_,
pest sad "paradise lost0 in the whale trsdit1
eli non Pawailso eonoepts. 60. da.en't see enoagh stress an (estate! at
conteporery boqai lit., doatiansidoc. of ?Csua'es cam to betA
end aoc'.set hawaiian,, or oven features at enoiett
Unwailan culture that
-p.qes..'
a,
hawaiian speakers thses.hve, have oots39 In lasguag. classes one lose not

that are en_only
ci'MIah_L or
nenolly learn ends uk.
used in etrucg hawaiian filies sad which stow a traditional Interest in
lsaolhnese, oestoeee, and. attitudes toward she .apernateansi. No?, sffott
sheilA also be placed on redatorshig hawaiian wards OO to Iii local
Thfle ends too vS
eM
sthaid groups each as
their lesson in reioftrnlng the p01. at Shells. in the Joining of the
,srictas race. to to,e a single cn_aoi7.
Curly bency pha,is on n_icut' Met' i nsa ,atuliy belittle the ciltars
1age
b.c.,.. witina a strong beciegroani in cootaporery hawaian cults,.'
anetat lavai'i is Try difficult Is understand. It dIn_se. to he ren_ved in pad
faa' liter sod song iVsoaed study as haalS is in Unglieb c*saeee. The
.1phaalS on ancient hawii'i easing a perfioial sod Paglish haled view to ""
local schools hid actually done mate tens thai good. ilsoy scedutiasily t.ite4
e bee Wooed he_p fPspuioas stiedy of hawaiian culture
Mvaiien students

beese.. they believe that it really in a. sidø as it is presented. 0ts
°Mi&4I n_let Mend '1 du de.sri
develop e rn_st it ittachadut to the i_ _
the thee and refuse ta reoiIe the eeoc.. of the hawaiian tradition.

-'j3.
I

s.iniutrati,e

ettitude. toward the heaiiea language end culture is in tb. jflu, end
t50ts which they ,)ensrs.11y eon_age sod .ppevV.. Pirst thee. progns teM
to have very little aceiic rigor. Thai. is in ann,rdaone with a belief that

.,

'

1.

I

mint a body tuned the 1110 Stun's ens prseented in teahualy to the

tssioh in its ,ieit to lonolulu sod ii attahM

Perhips the SoOt te11ii fotture Of current laoniisn 1smgu.. and
cultore propone ii how thCy mve been applied with the tiny popoiation
of ..ti,. laeiiu speaktcc4 children tnatiaj Iron li'ibmi. These cMldr.n
are not s.rOiced by soy pror succors-c 10 the 1.srnion of Haoniien. lot
.uen the widespread elso.ntary prodsac has been ot.red to then when they

Hawaiian Itudy

are the ones vho would steed the ost to 'ain fron le.rntl4 Orn Opium5
sod reinfnrcon.nt of their languid. in .dhoOl, Instead the Deporbeint Of
lducat ion hen chosen t add furthey pressures to the slreadff5mar. of
.e of the Prgltsh langunge a. a s.diun of .ducatio repUted of the li'tbu
school. Ni' then children resident on kiva't ---.°--- inetned of h.iog

other scorn.. maintain the A1hes latin, tnguiie Center in Feirbtnke with a
1980 staff of l. the Univitatty of Haw,!' t
itself be. bait involved
in a pe'o(r with coeatdershle federal eapport toassist Ntcrooesima lioness.

Tb. funding of l.sgcae related ie'øJ.cts
is ant win
for the
fsdiral goweroneni. 'be Dufense D.psrim.t spends 500aiderahls sacs to
encoorese the stw'
forOign language.. Federal peat, in con5ottoo with

in the creation of dletionSttes, pars, res, standardiasd orthorpaphies,
so similar prrp far
besides a lionpase planning body, if the language i0trualy cv end prosper
it wiU be necessary to reestablish Hauaiiin medliac .cPs,l. seconding be

and tedlionouns sedicac schools. lAsyt5tbere

snccursged to share their beowlidge of Hawaiian !angtsle with Hmc*'i children
during H.w.icao language tp leesoos, V taken to classes d.etned to
attending
c,V. th
coopletely into Vanlieh. !Y.n li'ihsu etudenti

the actual dand of parents. it'lI the 11,li,h s.diu,y acol law atforoed
mwaee-ont .'rf.. by the hspublic, territory, and Itate until l96y thgt had the gunt.vI
send .ftoct on
mibe-'-- Naiian as a primary lasgusge. the use of Hawaitiea. the aedic of instruction al4 sot rssbad. the learotsg of .gltsbor

not ,tn enroll in Hieniia language
rIMtdg, 'cM writing of
classes where they had hoped to learn
inietrators were really
their settee 150105g. for the first time. U
s.rIoo. eb'ost the Hawaiian language the first priority stusid he to
strengthen the nati speaker cununity,
one fiature is cunon to all oitu*tioc,s in vhieh language is toed to
strent hen $ people, that is the use of the language as a primary .emns of
the buehaneha Schools hue h.,s4o

euniratiba in daily nontraditieaal as well as tr.4itonal areas.
vi'l ewes, hi able to help'tto people if there

iS 00

any forcing language as a subject of study in the .cheols.
Niece there is -a law repairing sate pe'onotion of the Hawaiian leaguage,
and since the law pveventtn.$ Hawaiian m.lien schools was struck in 1965, end

linac there ar, alSo considerable isteriels for tsaahing tlu'aah the a.diso
of Hawaiian seen b.yond the s.condery school heal non the
aonsrchdal
period that could sire. S)°mM1tIeU of hu ten.., end since tb arj
qualified certified teachers who at. tiisss4t in Hahaitac, it eaild\bi quite

Hawaiian

assertion of its

primary

place in the people's modern lives, In order for the Ibnguage to hi primary 15
today' world, 504cm voceb.ilaty has to be colleeted, stsodardiaad, and
diaper -'i. Acsdenically ehsllenhio teat. written f.'on a eontporary local
Hawaii..-, aieor,nint east hi written. The acistiog Hawaiian langusge media (printed
rt.dlOOiteIf'isiofl needs to be given a role is
and radio) idle nenis to

leauhle for the State to set up a Naeaiisn ibutSry sohool where parent
is stronge.t. There s indeed preeedsnt Ia piblic Ionerstoo
eabenis teaght throngh the aedion of foneign language, in other Jiate,, cHat..
wher, the pro,otion of each lanCing.. ie not required by law as the pronatlon of
_......_.oio. is
Hawaiian is required here. That. ____t__000._t
t

a RtWet iso language imdiuAr,(,)

fs,entia.i in say uriene strengthening of the Hawaiian language is a central
areas1
to the Pacific
Hasiie.g.. thcl,onwslad, the Phillipmnea. Nalaysia7,atc') to be eftectice, this
body mont practice What it preaches (in contrast to most present pn'agrs), obu
is all seaher, SI this body shell he floent in Hawilian and u it erclusi.e17
Ia .11 ac.tingw and rewords 0, the group as is the policy in other language
planning bodiw. Ito porpos. should he to coll*ct/
the spohen and written Hawaiian lsngcsSge fro, all scoaraes and fron it establish
and disswoioet. st.dd.rcis of itO owage, he a scoirce of n.y cocabelary relating
to the Sodemn and tttur, earl!, a0d be a score. for Hawaiian .ddiea material.
relating first to tassi' I and soon then to the world at large. A pvopoeal far

e

so - appeslie

-

"t'

lardua4e plsiucin body. such as enists in other

The third tundattal. need in reritalising Hawaiian to to reintroduce
the language into these sany Hawaiian facilies
e ,thai
of buersing preschool ebtldren in the language is a

This method has b..n pro,ed successful in Satope is progrens to revit.liae
Ha huton sod i. hems applied with enoitingresalt. in 1ev tallied in the
recitalmling of the Polynesian No,i language. Stab a pr
is a ostursl
within the kinship oriented Hawaiian boae oulture end a great fondness f or

\

babies on

1.'.'

glee . sd It

1

'Inca' on VtrO.41dsta'L

erg lawatiene.

What place can one find for the Hawaiian language in discuesiono of
logal upsets of cantenporary HaTLlian prnhlen., First there is the simple
case of thiely logislatad lays dealing with the Hawaiian larpsge not being
esfoposd, There may he grounds for suits olalaing diliberste soneonplisnce
with thi laws,
Neeond, they say be grounds far suits in case. White laWs iO'onot1nl
the Hawaiian langossg, were ja98enent.ed hot in such a fsahios ap to nte
the intended pirpsss of the wu.

Third, there i. the Iattter at 1''?fl3'gm,ee Steal tie lau,ge
prujectsin,ispite of lava ealling for pr000tioeienf 48' JIM7 to
Penrth, there is the utter of the policy repairing only hylish aedtia
sehoole, initiated by the Repsblio and continoed by the territory and
State until. 1965 by etat"ts, asd nontioned unaffioially ieee. This is
the primary reason for the death of the Hawaiian language sa a native
languag, with a renewable population moe appnonlmat.ly l"c go all islands
hat Ii'la. It is also the policy that threatens any serious Save to revitaliae

t.

su

EoUa-aa1Wid1flx
With Language vul

idcot

VIZ, legal Aspects

sedlun school, and Hawaiian laitCasge day care centers ccoldetart a revarsal
ii, the false conga 'of Havottan and Its s*Sociat.d culture as hilog unsuitable
a. a primary cehiele for th- world of today and t'acorrov,
N1w.iunian_s neritslioing the language ii certainly the only assna by Which
nodenn Hawailans can hue any neaningiul life in tevms If traditional culture.
The eonoertel effort that
such an undertaking macli in'or.l!e woold certainly reinforce Hawaiian calues
of grup setielty vhtch coild nero, the people well in areatfautside the
re-cud of he tredithnal language. I Th, theory proposed over hoe tslodred
barn 5g.. that replacing Hawsi ian with Paglish would benefit the Hawaiian,
has gotten a llttiv stein sad has,.ore negatireC than ponitmce
results.

t4'.

way to reintrwhsee

the lsngusge into the fily and stienslate learning enong olAar fily abers.

a
The eetsbliw)ment of a Hawaiian language planning body, Hawaiian

-.

b,1Oit. A p?c&d5

reit life and 1,ath.

Hawaiian sa a first langtasge today, If to. '--°-- 50tes-umnation of the
Hawaiian language is a lagally claimable wrung in ewart, the ertesumnation

of the language can hi attrihated to the policies of the iloitel states.
?ifth, there is the matter of the loss of the ability to foUp enjoy,
participate in, develop, and benefit intsl.leetuaj.ly fron Hawaiian culture due
to the forced loss of the larpage
Ninth, there i5 the .attr of handicaps revolting Iron the loss of the
Hawaiian language rich as the inability to rand Hawaiian deeds to fily
property, the inability to function in Hawaiian c)sirch lcMership. etc. Which
say he euntestakle.
H.eenth, thai' ls the matter of the peynhological d., ceased hp 10., of
coutont with a Hawaiian laoncoge perepantive of one. self end the prawaigation
of d.gJ.og philosophies ragending tbisgs Hawaiian conveyed in Siglish in
the scho&. syetac sod elawetu'..

A person sore fuhar with the løgal sofes.ion aay be able
with other contestable dali.,

Bin.

50

cone up

reparations for the ersrtlo'ov of the Hawaiian tingd0. eni been

a sajor topio of disausaice in aiiti.nga of the Stwaiians Study Cieaion nod
stone non Hawaiian speakers bus aikad if the language he. sop cunection to
repetitions, and also shue the primary satan. of the Naiiac language li.a

625

644

3
within the period arenas to 1893. it is epprorlst that son *Mean on reperatints
he made here. The net majority of dommate wire hi ilabsiisse relating to
the arerthrow of the:Ramailem Riesdamed the leseriOnt kinematic* an mitten in
use at the Royalism midst living todAY
lhamilm. The ten *slims fere o
are levalgee speaker., as are the slightly Lager snip horn during the Republic
berms ammittim. the aromas, opinion that oos gets is readied 'Ron don eel

and smelting with tire people is that they believed %I= mg Mill Wien'

that the Newnan seta should te restored in full emeigaty. TM overall
to tricorn**, or my other team at sempesation !mot in return
tor that weereignty:of their muntiy is unrploble, Men their voting* fatten*
confirm this Interpretatim vitt the denim of the demister noiletiosery Robert
Mier att., Sum:t411. Pert, in the tint eleotbutefehe Tanner, ind sem
to 1959. Re ammte therefore, lamed
*mod by
the venation of
opinion is

emeleon. elate that lamina meager*. Wore or we tins linng t
vmd support **Maim other than return of their anuntry' sennignty Althengh
4444'4
this say item rather! harsh. *me Amanda* prohni, mad feel Miaow
ototkr
40" 0114 ky $0-4 044k At+,.."4 tali!

Aft Oja-+ 'Matta kt, ikdors4

1.44...741, +Awl- 44. Ot.144,0,41

aciti *Aar. nom AWL 440 frs-.4o,/ 4n.704-11.04:4411
r^-^110.1111
fah"

by 10(v

nialidwi

4f.t

5

to setter Mere one's loyalties Ile. it is clear that the United
Mates goverment in Claiming itsfl to be the reightful erneretga
power over susi.1 fres 1900 unitl 1963 is ecepting sole responsibility
for that Molt is indigenous to Rivas' I. This elate of responsibility
requires that the statue' of thlet things indigenous to Ravel' i be parloncIy
suminni minas es is the mutt sow end ditelebin b madostaut past. present,
end turns. directions. It i the opinion of the writers if the Lipase
report that the past end pre t direefillOrlibigettnIly the ere end Met
Ms, pimple, and culture of Raval.i. It is
a negative Input on the
also the opinion of the wr ten of the langunie report that Mange in
dinotion can only be we plisbeel by Mtsblishins a belief is the
validity as of Ilavallan as a first and dominant labdusga for navailens sad

the ;omit of that
This report has ire produced with the sincere hole that reversal
L., \in latguage policy in Raval'i can be initiated with federal govarneent help
rettcrftiltal stier.lou and welrecemsend three basic proposes as raying the moot

merit ad en best Omni of ures 1. the **bliion* of

amine

language pleasant 'lady 2. the ortablishiment of en initial Raverien
medium satool. andil. the Media -est of Ikallitelt language immersion

151004
wrot,

day sere centers/preschools. w believe that these three Proirms en
be run eirtultaneilusly ad that they will strengthen a* each other. rides
them three main mods proposals. vs bairns that the federal goverment
can and should Iend its assietmee is other ono ways that will help the
gamin* peop11 regain Control of their aneestral language shift is so Importent
In its broaden Implications. It is err contention that etrentihning iteVallint
the Only vfy that any meaningful mintainance of traditional itavailfut aesthetic
culture on Occur. Ye also %deice that strengthenins laws in en serfs as

P4', .447411 " 5
#^ '14

Tor invellen tito consider thomealves Mericans there is the/great prinledge
of Merino citimltip, a priviledge for vtlah others tans glom/ their lives. To

mesas to Ogress* the

malizaw

the eu 00000 of Revallens

mlimlimmitimmmd...6.1511111.4 outside the boundaries of traditional
.......
ctilture,
evemmtmeReembemseavallmamabodso for there is an old saying
he alai I ha 'Olelo no ha mks. iruniuss is the sours. of life
I ha

..

accept money as collimation of this citisenship could be as ant !stable for
person who am trulely valued his Merle= altloiship as reee Ins money
for his gavallan Dalkon is for person to lop@ to the Rant
elakillmastme

sod death;*

rr
I

' 14111r.

i

Table 8 I.. taken from Information (mud In var uus printed

sources rather than rho, revolt of primary research. Further research wolitd be.appr.a.n late to the area set lees appr print, in
the :ilea of Navel inn language.

t'll* Ileasi

1111 is dila
e of Mohler
not been
rendered in its mown lineatian torn as known by a large porti of the
voting population. K. lust the calla because there wee no Inv (Totting
the, names on ballots at the time. although It was customary practice.

4)//. There is ii14TIPtrecidel

Soprano Court of

intent**, contented his loss of an election to the
Wefts* his nes. alone amonq those names of foreign origin
Henry

[ ,b

In suppo.t if tn., theory

that

it le an American cultural trsi to

YAM HIOAllons and other Pacific Islanders In a gross charecture old their

precontart state. Dario:a.. are often ,art. mote acting:1y int..rested
Unth those
in Warning authenth Oarttlan eultme then
from uorth knee Ice And those tn. oowA11.

There are television progron, In Moll', In
/11*4
language., Itorron, thom.e., English, d.uslfhiS

la ,n.

,

ilii inn.

vv. n Tongan, but

in want inn. ytme happuttorl olorat P.M tl ration in
..1,10111 Intl Rh Openking
is strongly onant/t1 reward the Irdnet i,i
rthnin group, ensue, ly,
IC..1111) Itahl ithtJ pull It radio
station in Haw.1.1 hail a 1411.3111) 41.1 al IWO -tort,. An format.
n othing

at'. prin. ly Ianintralor t cot oriented.
Whim to .a e the mionlat stasis of the
pull lc media iglu ring Meu tan when tle larrinoreII4opOlod for special
prasultion lip the sate. Iv." walks,' the sp,1.11 reel Itvnente for
tq pant; to hat*
prissotinn and the obvihur. last ia 1 at no oil."
The clawnerclal stepsons

al It in

nopeow1Piy d, ant

Hawollan ',unwed, media, the nmulier of native speakers and listeners,
along with the taupe number of atodent et the Raertainn language in
Ilan l' I lauld fe,t ify attention Irar the while media. This attention

Ms yet to eppeat.
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Translations of Hawaiian Language items.

61.666
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Bishop Museum, 1981.

'Sr

Kaks'e Kaletheana with Larry Kimura:
HV 24.948, 4.11 /5.

1

.t.IV'*14.441W11:1:'

1.1.4
11 1110.010011..114...

Ni Leo Hawaii Kahiko, audio recording

till by Kuluwalmdita:

1

WI

44 411

II, 0464 6464 64/4 1,44 44. 6664
641:4 441
I H.

Audio Tape and Transcription With English

1.
Id
.1. 411911.114.
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Ka Len Hawall,

It 116.10.1466464 46
Id

,

m.o
444 114/1Il
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11 6 so 411/6416141431.1
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.14

Kalvitua Kalelkoa with Larry Kimura:' Ks Leo Hawaii,
HV24.11. 11.28./2

5

MY.. w 4011,..... di

u?*

Ka Leo Newell, HV24.65A.

Mary Mato with Larry Kimura

4

11 twz.t;

Ka Leo Hawall, HV24.133A.

Albert Like with Larry Kimura.
10.24.76

I

I..

MI a N 41,
6. 6614 66 dr. dd...
7/
.661W
14 4666/6 NN Wm. 'we
14 U/14.644/6666

.46 16 04666610 y*1 Wow. 61..

I 114.

Kaulana Ni Pus song, Peter 'Mile, record album, HW48.

6

.1

5.01. ..14.41.11.

n
3

6%41.1. 001.11.
Y 1415 44'16
4
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164 46.64 .1 poor
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111
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The listed items above are maintained at the University of
114Well'i. Minna 11,11,..IM2C lab as referenced by their respective
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Kakee Kaletheana.

Keact ion to the Overthrow

Larry Vimora ILK)

No ka mea

page 2

Item 2

wahine.
I

kela vi, ua o'n nn 'cm 'eel

Nut.

'0 kekahi po'e o uka u Kallhi.

Hale mat mikou.

There was my father, my grander :her and oh so many

meetings.

Because you were grown then, weren't ybui

'0 Ito uka o Kama.

Kakee Kaletheana lKlO

'Ae

Ile o'o.

Yen.

I was grown.

Un n'o wati.

kanaka makua

others.

Hui a hole t lalla.

I

Ifs loa'a kd'u kalkamahine.

already had my daughter.

Ua hanau wau I ke'u

people from above of Pilama.

hiapo.

Mn ka mea.

child.

Because it was every Friday that we held prayer services

pau, milama mikou he leo pule

i

Ma hope o Keys.

t kal o Kawa.

for her. fa -the fAeree-4Lit t'uoirerilenti , tmtomritsvir-

i hone wa a puka mat at. no ha sea, 'a'ole meopopo he aha li

I

Yen.
Le

-

conduct our services.

ka wi kahlItc.

This was all presented in concern for the life of the

'0 Iwilel.

In the old dap..

At

Various testimonies would be presented.

ha manawa a puke mai al, no ha mea, us ho'opa'sheo la 'o la

Where our prison is now situated?

't

for several days and

No ha mileea 'ana i kiln i ke ole n ka Ho.iwahine a hiki

on a des tinted day wALEndtsi uur faartno_kbanis-meleastklseeetYet-

'ft kits hale haws a 16kou t kola manawa?
Oh.

eK

Hi'ewl kumuhana t kile

We would fat.'

innrimmmr-

Kama way.
-

We would meet and all go to the meeting

A milama i ha heliwal.

house to hold our meetings.
keit.

LK

A t kite li, a ho'oku'u.

I had gteln birth to my oldest
A but mikou.

none, no kr All'iwahine,

he pa'ahao.

iwiiel area.

A noho 'o La

i

lelo o 1111111.

'0 Twllei

Lk - Eiana'e ua hire no kite kihull 'ions o he aupuni 'eel
'o kY1,i alarm' e hely al

I

Arm.

Ital.

(hat road that gm.

But this overthrow of the kingdom was opposed?

that's where.
KK -

IK

A he haleple ko iailn?
W49

there n

'Ae.

Yes.

church there?
LK -

VV

A ma hope o lailn he hale halawal

e Its po'e Hawall.
It was opposed by the Hawaiian people.

There wn .1 meeting house hack in there.
KK LK

A

He hale halawal.

H,

ka ho'omana Valawl.a

'8

Yes.

Oh. a meeting house
KK

LK - A ma kekahl 'ao'an 'n kite po'e koa...'
And on the other side were the soldiers...

'0 kola kanaka 'o Dan Ki'en.

KK - 'Ae.

You know this Dan Ke'eo.

It heIonged la the 'totestant Church.

Yes.

No wai, o Waikiki kYli 'ohana.
That family is from Waikiki.

Vn'eo family.

A, nine.

That In the K4.1.0 family.

'0 la

LK - Po'e ..po'e genie no paha.

Well

Which were caucasians.
ke kahu

f,,earsk

until she was to be released because we did not have any idea
when that would be since she was being held as a prisoner.

Oh. at lwilei.
KK

Also

We would go.

I was an adult.

Mo'oke 'ai thole mikou he mau li.
mdknd maoll.

A milama t Ica hi!iwiti.

There were some people from Kaliht.

Nina c mainma Ica haliwal.

he was In charge

'0 ito'o pipe, ko'u kupuna

He was the minister.

Pn'e Haole

KK -

Hp would conduct the

Yes.

627
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Caueastan people.

Item 2

olio( a me ke alt'( o loko u Pelekine, launa iikuu.

LK - Oa pea..Ua maopopo no to 'see...

Latina

nobility and the nobility of England got along well together.

Do you knew...

Hele ko kikou po'e ell'i

likou.

KK - '0 ka..'o ka..ka pelekikena o 'Amellka i kit: walleye 'o Mckinley.

'0 is ka ealskikena o 'Armlike i kilo manawa.

LK

Mckinley was the President of America then.

-

'As.

'0 kekahi.

Yea.

Some of them.

Our nobility even went there

'0 Lihollho mi.

'Ae.

That was Liholiho and his wife.

No tells, 'o Lona po'e kai 'Olelo aku

kokua met ii likou e lave
So it was his people who requested assistance in taking the

tails a make i

i

They shared a good relationship.
and died there.

The President of America then was lacklnley.
'0 Mckinley.

page 4

Item 2

page 3

ho'iho'i mat oti likou na kikou.nO

KK - A pall likou i aloha al

That is how they were compassionate and they returned to um

ke as o ke 'line o Hawal'i nei ho'i ma late o'Amslika.
'ana,...noho 'ee' a 'ana.

luta no l ko kiitiu noho

sovereignty of the nation of lievai'l to be controlled by America.

A

the right of governing ourselves in living ti.e way of our kingdom

LK - Pehea ka no'ono'o, ka mimeo o ka po'e Nawai'i o is manava a ole
nation.

o ke AWL?

ens, 1 kou..kou wit S kilo manawa o ka hopu

mai kili hoe ia kikou.

ho'iho't 'is a Wiwi

What was the thinking and the feeling of the Hawaiian people

living then during your time when the Queen was seised?

Then that flag was given to us.

Nut no ke aloha.

LK

I feel so much sorrow and compassion.
111

-

KK

Yes.

Nui ni ni men walohia ke no'onu'u a'e a plha nil Inc ke aloha.

't.

Yes.

It is very touching and pathetic when you think about it and

LK - Palma ko 'oukou no'ono'o, ko 'oukou...
A ma kekahl no'ono'o 'ana na ke Akua 1 kia'1.

What did you folks think, your...
Kg

'Nut ka po'e kaumeha.

Kausasha na.

Very sad.

Nui Its po'e 1 kausehs.

Many people were very sad.

A 'o

In one way of thinking, God watched

Ina kikou he malama, lakahl

malama ni l kona mau kinaval, ko'u

So many people felt'
over us.

is ka wi i huki 'ia at ka has
opp

la o ka ham Havai'l
down.

E like pa me ka huk1

i

tato, nut ka po'e l ue,

It It wasn't for God...lf we abide, be united and care

maneo, hikl mat nu La la no ki kikuu pu'e memo aku n kale mamma.

That was also when the Hawaiian flag was pulled

d.

for his laws, my feeling is a day will come for uur descendants of

Kulu ko likou mau
Pehea aku ate li7

Even then when the Hawaiian flag was taken down, so many

this time.
walmalta.

No ka elm, 'o kali has Hawaii o {adieu he has kit:

people wept.

Their tears flowed.

mal...mal Pelekane msi.
Ours is from England.

Be 'ike net kikou i La pa'akikl l kale manava.

sovereignty.

is.

are

l*
'01 loo aku paha me hope., Ake, 'u ka milama t ke Akua
Perhaps it will be harder as time goes can. But abiding in God,

For one thing that flag of

'0 ka ho'iho'l 'is 'ana mat o ko kikou
no ke men nut.

It is from the restoration of our

Ma mess, kikou ma lalo o Pelekine.

We5witnessing how hard It

I do wonder though:

'0 ko'u no'ono'o *eta.

ka luna'ikehala kali

That is my ,hlnking.

that is the main thing.
ka'oko.a.

Inc 'a'ole ke Akua..

I am so filled with pathos.

That is what

Ma hope, ho'iho'l

You see, before we were under England.

loa'a

Later,

my conscience tells me.
mat 'o Pelekane l ko kikou ka'oko'a, no Its men, '0 ko kikou Po.*

England restored our sovereignty because our
End of (ten
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Item 3

Albert Like;

Ito)

Patriotic Leligue
AL -

page 2

'Aim.

A 'o aka Aloha '(Ilea, '0 likou ka po'e i hu'opohilli 'in
And this Aloha '(line objetted to the

(Patriotic League).
Albert Like (Al.)

-

'Ae.

A us hanau ko'u makun Line i kilo.

Yes.

My lathe: was burn in Nilo.

A ma muli o
ka mans o kilo Aupuni Kalkave i kapa 'la ka PIkl.
And
known as the P.G..
control of the Provisional Government
t
lore
'nhahui
Aloha
kali ua kapee kali) mass po'e c ho'okumu

A l ka makahlkl 189). holo mat '0 la l Honolulu me hone' 'ant*);

as a result these people were

In the year 189) he sailed to Honolulu with his aunt,

'Aina.

'o is ho't.me Mrs. Nawahl.

'Aina.

that is Mrs. Niwahl.

resolute to organite the Aloha

thr...ma hope o Lona ho'oku'u 'la 'ana, '0 Joseph NivshI,
After Joseph Niwahl was released from prison,

ua kakulu 'o la, or us ho'okumu

la i kola nupepa 'u Ke Aloha

he set up the newspaper called Ke Aloha 'Aisle
he kukui lamalama no La
'ilea i napepa, he lams...1 kapa 'in
which was referred to es the bright torch of

Larry Klmura(LI) - 'Ae.
Yea.
!

AL:: A maim manava mat lilo 'o is i lung ho'oponopono no ka peps
#'and from that time fo'vard he became the editor for the newspaper

p0'

lihui.

the Hawaiian nation.
'0 Joseph Niwahl 'o la kekahi o ni kinab.I
Ke Aloha 'Alna.
Ke Aloha 'Aina (The Patriot). Joseph Niwahl vas one of those

'

ka elO'l Wahine Llll'uokalanl e noho
kaulana i ka wa o
who was well known during the time Queen Lili'uokalani reigned
ali'l ana,

as monarch.

A 'o likou ka po'e t ka.; loa l kilo ho'oltihull 'ia

LK - 'Ae.
Yes.

ho'l, 'o ka Hui Aloha, i Laps rla, l ko'u
AL - A i kiia mania, 'o la
organisation called Aloha. I feel
And now concerning this
'0 fa ni Ke Aloha 'Amos
mana'o '0 km (nos pone no kite 'ahahui
the more fitting name should be the Aloha

They (Niwahl and company) strongly opposed the over-

'ana u ka ..aupunl ma'1.

Ma muli a kali ua ho'opa'ahao 'la 'o

throw of the Hawaiian kingdom.

because this association was

Joseph Niwahi a me Edwina Puki OA Mal o ko lamb ka.i nut 'ana
Niwahl was imprisoned along with Edwin Booth-because they vigorously

ko'u makua kine t lun
the editor for the

P.O. .

ho'oponopono no ka luipepe 'o Ke Aloha

'Aloe newspaper

'Alva a hikl i kona hale 'ans.

LK -,'Ae.

l kona wake 'ann.

up until he died.

Yee.

A ma will o Lona aloha too, 'o Niwahl,

created to support the

iilo
'ana t ni lihui Haval'i. A no lalla l ka makahiki 1897 ua
So in 1119) my father became
Hawaiian nation.

kit& eupuni kalkavi l kapa 'la ka Provincial Government. Plkl.
uppoted the new government that was called the Provisional Government,

Al.

'ahahui no ke kako'0 kakue

ka mad ua ho'okumu mua 'la

Because of this opposition, Joseph

MO' 1 Wahine. ua

Because Nivea had great love and respect for the Queen,
End o: Item 1
l kapa 'le Ke Aloha 'Alna...Alohe
kakulu likou i kekahl
he and others established an association named tha Aloha 'Atha
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A Visit by Queen Lill'uokalni

Mary Melo:

Larry Kimura (LK)

Hiki nn le 'oe Ito wahewehe ll'ill'i mai a

NM - kapuei ka mamao o kekahl tau mai kekahl lau ku. Nana

Can'you give a brief account about the

the rope about one foot apart from each other.

pill ana i kite kipa 'ana o he All'iwhine7

mikou.

Queen's (Lill'uokalnil visit?

that.

'Ae.

Hiki lku.

Yes.

1 can.

Mary Malo (MMI

1 ko.0 mum

E ho'oetake wau.

Hui likihi kilo kaul.
This rope was many, many yards long.

Boy!

miioniku a hiki i ka Li kihea qa he Aliiwahin

I was about

I will begin.

When it was ready and
o Leila.

twelve years old then and because

invited to come to the area.

'n George Cox,...0scar Cox, e kale mai, Oscar

was the sherilf.

Ifewal.lirst sheriff.

I kite hang 'ans, kes...hans

A,

he Ali'iwhine.

po'e

A i he ahiahi Welele, hole ni po'e king

Queen on the following day.
Ho'omlta"

Mid in the evening prior, the men

e lemelema.

Hole lawal. i's. Loa' lie l'
ho'omikaukeu.
would go torch fishing (Fishing by torch light at night, partially
blinding soma and locating those who lay carelessly asleep so
they could be easily netted or speared.) They would go and catch

.he.Mas the one who organised this activity of
'0 ni
Ho'oriska '0 is a hukilau.
'o la e hana hukilau.
In brief.
hukilau (A method of fishing involving many People.
f< requires that the fish be collected to an area by scaring
them with leaves attached to fathoms and fathoms of rope whereis used to encircle the fish and the fish le
long not
upon
.hauled up right to shore).

pn'e a pau hale l ....kola 1 Waimea. but. me tato mai, me
Well all The people wont.:not to Waimea but further,

ka

In preparation, several canopies

lio'omikauku no ka li 'apipti
hiki mai el
would be constructed in anticipation for the arrival of the

Won.

hana 1 kite honk

'n la ka max nine

no Ica

hale i lalo

h alinea ha 1 tuna.

George Cox....0scar Cox, pardon me, Oscar Cox
Cox 'o la ka sheriff. ka sheriff mua o Hawal'i net.

A

day had bean selected, the Queen was

makahrki i kit: mamma ma kohl o ka .umtkamilu makahlki.

A. no Ica

We did

mau

Nms

'01

fish and so the fish was caught and prepared.
vahi

nnho ai.

ak6s.

mua p. o..o,hele mat ana i tato net o Hale'lwa mi. Noemaka
It was as you come to Hats'iwa and those places.
over.

sit.

On the next

'0 ha po's wahine no ho'i, ni po'e kina hel
She would have her special place to

day the Queen would come.

.

Loa's kon

hiss mails he Ali'iwahine.

A i ice so 'fine

Ho'oeikukau

A. n8-po'e mikuihine a hoe se

hukilau.

The man and women would prepare for the hukilau fishing.

kkahi mau kin*. Multi likou hens, pilhu t kale l' 0 Its Loki
Some women and men would stay back and their job was to broil

Ka ho'omalt a kihea. nut 'loo he po'e he hole.
He organized the event. When he called to the people, so
'o la.

'ana i Ira pa.

A hens 'ia. Me mua ne o kill
He mau wa'api a hole al.
And thus the
So many canoes wore launched.
many would go.

pau. A 'o he po'e maw'

Palehu

lio'omikauku.

the fish caught from the night before over hot coals.
king, eikushins no ho'i, ho'omikatiku 1 he mss inu.

mikou komall'i, 'o in ki mikou hone i kili..1 he hauls.
fishing was done. However, before this occurred, we younger

was taken cared of.

A ma kohl o Ite ho.okrthi
ma warns o he kaula
children would prepare the rope. We put the ti leaves into

the drink.

And other men and women would attend to

me inu o is manatee, hit swipe.

Ho'okomo i ka

Hans

'As.

is nut 'ono Ira swipe.

The drink in those days was Swipe.
e inu.

A ho'onmka kale
Swipe was made.

That

A 'o ha

Yes:

Hu'oll no ho'i.

A lot of
011 kekahl

Then these woven and men folk would Start to

4
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MN - ka i'a he kipe mai.
PM

po'e.

drink.
po'o.

They would be very happy. Some would chant.
'0 ni 'ano le'ale'a like 'ole.

would sing and dance as well
o kila i'a, a ho'okau 'is
merriment.

I

Others

pais, halo ma Leila, 'ohi

of fish.

A i ka mo's 'ana

There would be all sorts of

.

lune o ka li'L.

When the fish was cooked It was placed on ti leaves

into our hands.
c.

she would take them.

Laws 'oe

e makemake ai.

she wanted

And that being done we did not dare turn

kr, mikou kua a men..

our backs ..
LK

'A'ole hullkua I he alt.'.

You didn't turn your back to the chiefess.
MN

Veki

l

hope.

A pela.

We backed away.
1

Pella thole mikou t hana al.

ha lima o lie All'iwahlne.

her hand then backed away.
Ni, ka mea.

Hunt .

false.

cu

piki

I hop*.

We kissed
'Ae.

Yes.

poloist kila a'u

What I am telling you Is true.

pulukeke.

A honi mikou

That's how we carried our our duty.

wela'au net.

'A'ole kits he

End of Item 4

This is not

He mo.oleln poloist kits I ka wa o he All'iwahin.

This is

true account concerning the Queen.

Ili makahlkl a pau kihea '0 Oscar Cox i kw All'iwahine e

Every year Oscar Cox would call the Queen to go
hole

i

tato o tall* a ho'nesa 'o to a huktleu.

down to where the hukilau would be conducted.

A

like me kiu e makemake al.

The fish wan simply let free. You

A paw.. 'a'ole miknu

Inlet, malls '0 la i liana i'a.

i'a i mekemake al.

Wolus.barta J.ito 'La ka
The taking of fish was never abused to
took whet you needed.
the extent of wasting it.

We would turn and gu up to the Queen.

We would go to her and whatever

no.

of the fish was released.

Hull 'Cele mikou a bete akula t he

'Hely akula mikou a ma little a 'o kina l'a

likou

Everyone went there and took whatever and however many

Ho'oku'u 'la

mails he l'

and we young people would go forward and the fish would be placed
ko mikou liMa.

t iti

'0 ni pp's

All kinds of varieties

laws ko likou makemake, ho.oku'u 'is Ira hapanui o ka Va.
fish they wanted. They took what they wanted and the majority

'o mikou tin

kamoll'l 'Oplopt0, ku akula makou.

'0 ni l'a like 'ole.

mere so many fish brought to shore.

Himont kekahl po'e, a 'olapa no ho'i kekahl

Nut 'too
There

629

easel

'tea 5

liAttal'l an. 'oe, I, ho'opa'i 'is 'oe.

speaking Hawaiian you were punished.

Noho 'oe

Kilotons ni putt a'o Hawaii

Kops'a ma hope o he 'ilna

pau

Hiki mai ka 'elele o ka loko'ino
Palapala 'inunu me ka pikaha

you had to remain

Its kola a kiksu 'oe t '.lima hermit leina i lune o..oka papa'eleefter school and write five hundred linen on the blackboard

'ale. "Mai 'Carlo Hawaii 'oe".
"Joe shall not,speak Hawaiian".

That

Larry Kimura (LK) - ..ka meta it, I kikau al.

Pane sal Hawaii Moku o Keawe
KOltua ni hone a'o Pi'llani

to Ita..lta 'Olelo...

'0

Itsultne Ni Pua

Songs

- I ko'u hele 'snit i be kola ini 'oe lobe 'la
When I attended school if you were heard

Kalehua Ialelkoa

e

JIem §

Punishment for Sdeaking Hawaiian

Italshua Kallikots:

Kiko'o mai Kaua'i o Mono

wee the sehtence.

Pau p6 me he one o Kihuhlheva

'Klima hanell leina.

'A'ole s'e kau i ka pUltma

that's what you wrote five hundred times.

' enemy

Ma Iona o ka pepa o ka
KK - 'As.
Yes.

'0 ma ka ho'ops'i.
A..'elime hanell laina.
1. wrote five hundred lines of it. That was your punishment.

no pahe1
He 'ono
And what do you think of the situation today?

Ho'ohui 'eine kival hewn
ka pond sivila ec Ile kanaka

LK - A pehsa li t kits 1:1

KK - 'Ae.
Yes.

Isn't it rather ironic?

'A'ole mikou a'e minamtna
I ka pu'v kill a ko aupuni

Hawaig.
I kite mellows he mamake met nel
Today many seem to want the Hawaiian language.

Us lava mikou i ka pihaku
1 ka 'ad Itemaheo o ka 'itna

LK

He ukut

You get it by paying money for it?
KK - A '11 Lai

'Ae.

That's right?

Yes.

M) hope mikott,o Lill'ulanl

'0 ka 'ilelo Hawai'i, a nunui
You pay for it. This is truel The Hawaiian

E uku.

Pololeil

A los'a a ka pono o ka 'itna
fli!lna 'la mai ana Ile puena

Hawai'l
he kill I kite menawa. Ala 'oe a uku a Loa's ka
language involves a lot of money today. Only when you pay money

'0 ka

po'e i aloha i

Famous are the descendants of nawal'l

'oe,
I kn manewa t hele al i ko kula,a, 'Olelo
When I went to school I wee told
for it then can you learn it.

Loyal to the. lend

le 'oe.

The evil hearted delegate brings.

E kikau 'oe i tuna

"Noho mill. 'oel 'Mai '61elo Newai'l 'oe'.
to behave myself and I was not to speak Hawaiian.
'Elise hanell Liana.
o kalta,,pepa'ele'ele.
I wrote on the blackboard five hundred tlmesi

A document greedy fur plunder

That's what

Yea.'

Yes.

Its

Hawaii island of Keawe answers

'0 la itcu

The bays of Ft'ilani help(of Haul,

That

Molowi, Gna'i and Eaho'olawe)

Kauai of Mono supports
All together with. the sands of Kikuhlheva
Do not put the signature

kon ho'ope'l.
What your punishment was.

on the paper of the enemy
it is for annexation and sinful sale
Of the civil-rights ut the sawatien people

End of Item I
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';deln NJW4l'i ka
11,1
saoahine oni 11:Inak. Naval...a
o nefa,p.o
'o Is wale no

'.,I,

"..n. MAI . Kamen,

MA DWI o ha 11,70..1

Kok., a '0 la AA 'Wet.

hb'opuka 'la c

Iowa wi_na Wahl J pau A

ko OM,

VA na 'Ann d 1,10 .

Ilkou I. heir at

Until Justice for the nation is obtained

I

1.10.1.1

.

tell... 1141, HAlly.

Ilh

et.,emed

051..113.. Liod. t en, ,1

.

LI F

'Ota$,

We are satisfied with rocks
The extraordinary food of the land
We stand behind Lill'uokelsni

I 14,1

I.. I

1,5e 11112,

1/r

00

IlAt III

I a14.11.

2,

I.

u, PeoPle
owls:,

f

I

In

.10;41 of
Ioguag apnY. n
Went and
elo .,.,t

lie,e 1.1 .n.l. h, I ore flo

f Apt, Ix
Is-

I

...it In a I I.
thatever in.,

,I

and

1:40o i ham al, .

The story is told
'Olat_ua hrjr k. L, '7.10. a

Of the people who love their land

natal wale 1... teal Spi.
kukoks
holo'oko's aku nu ha loll . Ile mu
Hawal't e Itto l is an Ample,

falls, of. do I. hot 1110 net
e noes 'IA he pu'rwile 0 ha '"let"
ho'aliaka
mawal't 'Ono a, na ' a nu a',,
1.110

tee, an. a penal is:

Wherc.14,

langutge 1. Oh the

verge of 1..mpletei1 di.a,pe.tthg Itha
the Id,, of the e int h due to change (rise
a Naval 1an donlo.Ied en, ifmml,t to J
We.tere dosinaled ..vilenrent,
Nerel ,e. I hereh, iwplete that
the well holm, of the IlawAlan langulhe
he tended t- In ik per.enl ,t4te ot

thredend deli, In ., wont,' which 1
.111 'tow explato a. follow.:

ho'Okuah '14 ,* hal. a e hap.,
Cho 1 Ilona Inoa 'o is Heir Klamu'o
siles. I 114 P.n. Si n 'I..
vans
tau e pill awl I 1. 'oirin thwart
se ha ho'npa'a 'end I "a '1k. Ilk..
01, n ha Nay/11'A ea kellabi ',ins 1 me.
ho'olaha al 1 raftts n ko M4WA1'1 0.1
n ko he so a punt.
Pellet ha ho'nhuou 'IA 'anal
koho 'Is n: tuna n ha 'Slut n.:11.11

e law/lave I nn ham, n
ha Peliklkena n he
is Hale
I elm e puns AI
itulanul o liewal'i,
la 1 ni loom
r heir
152M hobo
ni hula kl'rkl'e
a'o 'ololo Hawat'l
Ito 0; knlanui n htil par 'sine no
he slake's 'ins I. to.
ho'olotlo

1

Ehd of Use 6

1 'Oleo ka nul n Ws' tuna o het.
'AAA, 'o la 110'1, he Luna Ho'opue,oponn
Ma'auto Het Wsha,
K.1.. he Lunt
he Luna 'tat 1111.4meo Palatal/1, he Luna
he Luna MO'nelihrlid
H2'0111h 'lb.,
I valewaha n:t LIMA n I.
'Miele.
Hard', m. he hAen'iria,
i ha
lo kr_kikao 'Jna.
he helobelo 'an.
pau,
his ka sena n likou pakahl
ho.oMtio
ho'oholo 'id
MI lot hobo pilots..
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An Oil, .hould M eatahllahed nnd
he I Al led the Hite knao. the NITA.
wh1.11 will he to dit,I 11.11 lowardh
need. In All ATVA4 relAtinf 1, the
MAWAIIAM 1,hp.Are Jed to rcoold Hawaiian
fora. In
insw1,4go in
ioItaee among
order I, di.ltihote
Hawai'l and the ...rid at few.
II.. people
It 9.01. he ,r1 or at folljtec
iesp.nfilbir
lhe effl,,i. of ,2C
for ilin dl real," of the Hair Knaino'n end
Ih ,./1d.elln, of II,
*elected b. the,Fte.10eot of the ttnivefnilt
ol gasdvi and lo order ths. to Atlertfon

be of a high .Itlibro, he .hall nmotlt
with thr MAI.11101, language teacher. of the
rdscailsnal in.titution, at 1hr tecondary
And higher level. st the., island. In
order to Moak dire, t tun,

There *hall be fly. fillets In Ott
A 11.,.11 °Meer, a field

uwm it.

krarar,h Officer, an Archival AtArtfch
0/firer, a hIsttlbstInn Officer, and a

Language OryriPpeont OM"... The Officer.
of ihe toun,11 shall Fr fluent In npeaking,
reading, and ell, lop the Hawaiian language,
all halve equal powers and
Thev
aisle la 1, dert.inn. .hall hr eJds by vote,

He 'hall document orally
4.
transmitted information in 4 monster

4.
1 ho'opea 'o 14 1 ni 'ills 4
like as be 'ago kupono
he'l vete 'le
no 14 ho'opa's 'snot as ka lipins paha,
me ke,pe't ki'l paha, ma ka lipins his

The Officer, of the Hale Kuamo'o shall
ham* full-tine **dittoes and they
Shell hers tha power to obtain through
waded.
von

IN, likou pu ka koloana o ka soiamo
'apono 'mull 1 k$ kulana pa'a n km 'olelo
I hang
Hawaii ma koos 'alto u pau.
w awa p1kw na Luna u Ili Nala tuaao'n
a
loam ke kuiraril la Irdinu
hni ma.
ea '.111k. 1 po's Kok. a Ills Sc Its ma

paha, me ha rho kV! pahg, a 'o la or
'ono a
ho'oporpone
kola ma

appropriate for eh documentation using
audio tope, photographic file, video
tape, skstehing, end similar vans, and
hi shall organise this Information In

no ha ho'olaba

preparation for distribution.,

;

an4.

makagab '14 41.
The dotits and .s.ponsiblIlties of
oloLyallouajaffIcets .62_11m council of

final Ili Wigan., norm o kele

leU LVnI 7:14:gi7j2;

1 'Ike
S.
is I ni 'Ike
tight' I ho'opee 'II a kekahl eau
's a'.,

S.
He shall maka himself *were of
oral history inforestion recorded by
other agents.

6.
A
like ea ka ana I 'OLIO&
'I Si Ira a:., 00n4 pu its ku14n4 o

6,
And es stated above, he shall
else hove the responsibility of maintaining and giving official recognittoo
to 4tandeirds of the Nowellan language

the Halo Ruamog-J1ail bo as (Wows,
Luna

Fiscal 0121illy

f 'Imi '012 I ralhona k.11;

M4 wah0 skin be kola ma'r 11101 n Ka

He shall amok out sourer of
funding brides regular funds of the

H ale 1161464'0.

Hale KU114100.

I.

'o iA

1

ke melte*

I.

it; Poke

2.

waihons kola.

o ha '01410 Name' os bons 'moo

pau.

In ell 41.04111.

Archival 1

}4104 4111 Pkeielee P41eD411

No shall koop.411 florets'

E aelaft, 'u In

1

0:: Om hand.

1.

one

He shall handle employ** pay.

hull 'o 14

ha 'Ike

Ne shall switch out knowledge
relating to Amvslian culture that has been
written In the Hawaiian language and
other languages as well.

pill

1.

na mee New414 I ho'ope 'la Sit

h a Warta.
L uku

'4.

I

1 na ha'1116 a pan.

1

S.
I 411; 'o Is I n; lio'onunonnito
yarahana_m r
..lane 1 ka ult. 'ana u kola me kola
papahana.

ha'rll In u kale ems but

6.

L is;lamo 'o Is

4.

Ho shall pay all *operas.

S.

H. *ball monitor the budget

2.

1.
A a like or It/ mem I Coyle
'14 ea lun4 i's, 0,104 pu ke kuloana n
km o;lakel n .19Ho. 'ana I kr kUlana pa'a

c11010 11411141'i MA liana Linn a pea.

3

Ha shall obtain *samples of
2.
Hawaiian linguae* urea am found in
Hawaiian dominants.

patol 'Olin° liewel'i.
1 hilt 'o la 1 n; Mel I pa'i
3.
I kah 'la paha * pill or I na re

6.
No shall manage 11 other
flaci satiates of the Hale Kuamo'o.

1 n; ears pill

t'ho'064.4 'o is 1 ha ho!oher

'is 'ana o ha 'olelo Aiel r na

.f emh prnjelt and handl* paymant
for each proirt.

kola ' o'e apau n Ka Hale Kusau'o.

He shall smirch out photographs
3.
sod drawing, relating to Hawaiian
culture.

Hav41.1.
'0 ie

4.

4...And as stated above, he shell
4140 have the responsibility of
eal
giving official clyogniti,1
to standards of the Hawaiian lanaua*

ni pais-

4.
He shall collect
language documents and plc 00000 relating
to Hawaiian culture.

pol 'Olelo Newell a r ni palapIl4
Sc mar ki'l
pill am I na rot

In all
1

5.
I ho'opo 'pone '0 14 1 ni 'Ike
104'a ma ka peliala no ka ho'oleha 'ama.

iteld Research Officer

I.

2 1;0111'111 'a 1m

na 'ann
waha 'la

1

1 hn'apea mum 'II

'Ilia

ma km '7,1eln Hownl'i a

I

..le
walla
I'. ea na SPA P
1

oo koltaht
to
pill 4.14 1 na eta 11.01141.1.

J.
I help '0 la
a km Irhulohn
eat km I; hill
1.; Your hull
b
kanaka I 'Ike 1 krkahl eau au,
pill an. I na PP, Hawm01 4 r Wool's'
I

1

1

6.

I.
He shall ausemble oral informatiog
that hero-to-fora has been recorded
orally in the Somalian linguae* or In
any ethane ireoatt. In aaaaa that retain
to Hawaiian culture.

A e like ue AA 1106

'le

ma lune ', none pu Iwo kulgana o km
',pro 'Ana 1 ka kulana pa'a o
age
eau.
km '01610 114v41.1 ea kona 'am

Luna No'olah

I.
He shall do fitld murk on
lo.ntlou searching out individuals
with knowle.diut ahout Hawaiian culture
and record this infermstion:

he
pre paha, he
paha,
he pa leo paha, a me na re o 14 'eon.

1.
L holy 'a la
11,10 MAII1401 a e
Hewal'i.

I

ka po'e

04000

I. -He shall' do field work smog

error

2.. 4 'Ike 'o Is I g; me.
'le
I loll 1 moll ma ne sea Hwasi'l
hull I me4 a ho'oplha 41 I la note.

Hawaiian peaker, and record the

ha

I

Hawaiian language.

S.

He shall orpnise the information

fro. iocumenta In preparation for
distribution.
And as 'toted above, he shall
6.
also have the reaponsibility of mein-.
taining and steins official recognition to
standards pf the Hawaiian language In all

0 00000 buttons (Iffiest

I ho'oponopono 'o la 1 no hams
pill ens 1 ha ho'opukol 'Ina ma be 'Ins
I.

eau MO,

1

h Officer

records.
1..

I.

' apono 'sr 1 he kulana ps's

I.
He shall handle ttttt !ties
relating to publishing books, films,
phonographic records, and other forme
of publicitions.
2.
Ne shall maka himself ewer* of
rrrrrr is the aria of Hawaiian
need, and
rulture end seal I means to fulfill
thee* need'.
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1.
nine 'a la
n; 'ana
r
r111 4.14 1 be %inn o he eu 'Ana 1 pnnn
114 h,'opuka 'ana.

7.

I

r lt;ttli 'a I,
ka Lune 'Tat
H4'41140 Ha'l hater A me ka Lana 'lel
Na'audo Pelegels ma km Chin hnnk 1.0.0ponopuno nuke hr'.14114 'ann.

No ka nlnau uku pane'', 'n'ole 14

Ha 'hall acquaint hteellIf with

he ininau pa'aklkl no ka kanaka Nawal'I.
Re u net gni
gee o 'oukou ha kienaka
Naval''
pole 'ookom 1 hole au al

vertu. (velum, of adurational prattle*
In tad. to Insure quality In publications.
I.

I

ho'olohe Si la'u no ha re es o Ito'.

Ho obeli give assistant to the

e lm 1246une su I hiki mil II
hilt i kits
Cl 'ono
na'a,nel. Ile Musks liamal't no
met ltiphi mmi.'
Its Moak' Navel'i au

Yield Itrsoarth Officer and the Archival
llesoorah Officer In their organ
of roatrial.for distribution.

ha lurks Nowel'i au a eau.
'Vohs hall, .6`61s uku. 'a'oha hammed
kola Is

1.
A o like no k. ma. 1
'la
e a lune s'e, nnna lel be kulesna a As

ailar a ''porn 'ana _ be 5alana ne'n
o kr,

';',1010 P4111401 ea bona 'min a you.

1.

I.

1 Irtheo101o linU,

1 yak. mehewehe
'010I4 Hawai'l ea ha 'atm+. Hawel'l
wale nu,
I.

'Mali

E Ill. 'o la
:flair a.ks
Naysi'l ne nn halawal ,. lel* so
a km ':Irmo r like ft. ea

1.

Ill,, 'A II

olil .1114

I

1

1

ne the 'Ahahul 'olrlo garl'i and the
Hawal'l Auongleflon of Language Teachers.

k..

Ho/SOL
5.

k,
He *hall serve as a sourre
InfornatIon for
!sting the

of

Hawaiian tandoori,.

L '14'40 a e prIm '. la

1.0.4 H4W11.1 . 4; 414.141

I

no

5.
He 41.411 1O1VO at a Sutler. for
Harahan street nrimarr and their sirallings
for 411 counties In 114W41'1.

n; kohl.

pau 0 114,11111.1 0I,
6.
A
ilk, no Its M.1 I
lune s'o. nuns pu 10, Wean* a ka
'mos
be kulanm nm'm
n ka
Havat'l sea knna 'Ann $ eau.

6.
And as slated above, he 'hall
assn have the responsibility of maintaining and giving ollttt.1 recognition

e s

aalsea.

rep 00000 titian

the v4r1,ton 14.4.144; 00000 14t1on$ ouch

n;

1004 11711.4

ha unnlil 'mm

He shall 0000 a4.

for the Hawaiian language In wettings of

'tileln Hmwm11 a or leo lltwai'l

11.

laila, me ko 'oukou poho
au
welho
nal 1 ka pone o ko'u Ishul
like ee
ka'u I h'i ohm net ad nal 'Olvlo hO'lka.

He shall handl* sssss relating

J.
He *hall Initiate
monolingual
Hawaiian language dictlooary.

I

Amearlmtlan nf Laneumer Tra.hero.

n ee

'ana

law pin''. r kanaka Nawal'i au
rho nal r Iglu o ka he* 'Aselika, no

In the *yelling and lexical ancichment
of the Hawaiian languaga.

h. 'allaka, 'a IS

lu '

1 ha emelt o ko'u koko, 'o la ho'l

LearAtteveltOffieer

L Pile.. 'a I. I ka ';Ivlo
Hawatel ea Ito. pla 'la 'ens
as ka
I.

kale

Mkt al be ka'111 1 Ito'. Yoko, 1.ko!q

me ko'u 'snort 'u aku,
au r ko'u Hulks
pau 1 he
'el

tattling and giving official recognition to.
standards of the Hawaiian language In
all areas.

Luna260!eli,halp :61r10

l.'s 'one

And no stated ahoy.. 11* shell

Liao have tio responalbillty of mai,

I

to iltentlard of the Nitwit. Inguag
in all

.a.
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With regard to the Issue of
reparation*, this in not
difficult
question for
Hawaiian.
1 stand
before you as
Hawaiian and this 1$ the
Casson that you haa coma to listen to
my teltimony borerr the enure, of el
being in to ancestors even until thiro
very moment.
1 have been 4 lisrlisn
since ey retorting.
1 AM a Hawaiian
now and I will always be s Hawaiian.
There in nn money, no payment, _no law
that can eapture my blood, my bones, and
ey identity.
I totally oppose sole of
the nation of my blood through repstetions
me a liswellao living ride the Arrican
.flag, tharafora. It in Into your hoods
that I place the walla, of my poopto
as T have p
ad In this taetimony.

vME.0
To The Native Hawaiians Study Commission

UNIVERSITY OP HAWAII

thaw Ramlti. Chairman

teraveeMeet

In Testimony,

hovestar S, 1962

TOR DISTORTION Or RAMAliAN HIM('
ARO Tell MUT OF

ARMON

The Native Hawaiians Study Commismlon
Department of the Interior Building
19th and C Street., NM, Room 6220
Ifiatangton, D.C.

By Everett Rehillokelani 'Sonny' Ripely

20240

About twenty years so*, In the early 60's, when I first

Dear. Sire&
Ifs

began to try to understand what was happening to the Hawaiian

DRAFT REPORT OF COMMISSION

In reward to the draft report of the Native Hawaiians '
Study Commission, please note that as the Hawaiian historian
at the University of Hawaii-wino., I have read the draft
report carefully and find it deficient in significant
respects. Particularly in the *easy. on history, culture,
land and federal -tite relation., 1 find that the information
provided is limited, the dependence on secondary musics.
unscholarly and the conclusions questionable.

people, I began to realise that we had not been getting accurate information about ourselves.
a

the establishment.

in

Ti2tJ.A.'tin
Pauline N. king

.

f thee, with the power to protect those
,

secondary Hawaiian grade Student on Kn'olau, Reuel

As

sterile regular curriculum for learning

I can. still recall

history, I.0., the 'age of discovery*, as Sten in the arrival

Associate Professor
Platys
cc,

It net the purpose. of

It assumed that the control of history dons

serve the

Sincerely yours,

.

What little historical da-

ta we were getting was self-serving.

The periods of colonliationsthat

of Captain Cook in Hawaii.

followed to the contemporary era and those events critical of

The Hun. Mina. iamall'i

the coloniser's-activities which

veniently and evasively treatd.

hurt the lawallane, was conI was shocked, in Vey adult

years, to have to come fee* to face with the overthrow of the

Hawaiian monarchy or the rank deviousnes of sugar deals (Sprimou
few historical incidents and to disco-

kale in Peal) to name

ver how little knowledge I, had about

In that Weems non -li

Flame ttttt .

were also historically

....woomw

deprived.

They were not getting (to this day) an objective

limiting the Hawaiian's ability to gain

What they were

perspective of the Rawsilan-Caucailen history,

social and scenario benefit..

getting was a history comparable to my writing a history of
the American Civil War.

those feelings about the Hawaiian could bring their

Much of what ass in print about Ha-

government, further extending social denial to the Pawsliens.

In the reparations report there has again been a de-

tiberate.di ttttt ion of nwaften history.

Throughout my early education and my years at the famehearths school, practically no historical impact was made on

It reflects the use

me Incept for some idealised Version of the Hawaiian.' Hiss-

of half-history' 'or the recounting of historical events with

ing was the obviousness of the Christian element that must

'horse-like blinders' which prevented the historian from
looking at those situations that influenced
tory.

be understand in the study of Caucasian relationships with

the course of hi. -

for instance. the people who cams as settlers to Hawaii,

the Hawaiians.

sprung out of the great hostility
ly embroiled Europe,

the Hawaiian.

made the white settlers in Hawaii behave as they did when in

Their behaviours

contact with ebori.anal peoples as the Natation who were

and barbarism in a religious-

The 'reformation' wars were accompanied

by estrems violence end cruelty.

thought to be inferior.

Violence was not strange to

way of progress, like

The difference was to be seen in tne nature of

Super highway.

The distortion of Hawaiian history her also worked

given

them

In stark similarity to other abo-

were really imperialistic fodder in the 'age of expansion*.
Christian attitudes that arose out of a background of Chris-

They hed

tian history had an important impact on relations with the

These distortions had

Hawaiians.

It is not reflected in the reparations report.

Motive people ware often ref Fred to is savages. Sa

also worked on the non -Revailan people to keep than ignorant

vegee does not point necessearily to violence in the Hawaiian

and etainforeed tw,ut the Newlin and they were not encouraged
to gain more information.

Nawa ttttt

riginals throuohout the 'arid (soma taken inslavery) they

no feeling of self - identity or anything but Rhea for their

background or for their own people.

It had to be wed* less obstructive.

realistic terse as humans.

It had

sense of shame in their heritage with gama-

''tIons of children exposed to the distorted notarial.

The aboriginal peoples were to the
',cattalo standing in t. . way of a

like other aboriginals were not considered or presented in

the violence and what motivated that violence.

very badly against the Novella, people thmeselves.

The religious were, the rise of new economic

systole and nation- state. in Furope, fen into a syndrome that

the early .nttler, had came from 'a very regent tradition or

history of religious ware among themselves.

influeace

and feelings to hear on their rep ttttt tatty's in business or

waiian history was either distorted, defamed or simply overlooked.

fair share of HawilAi'll

Any settler consituents having

It created Stereotype thinking

ecotact situation.

Generally, reference to savagery was sad,

which peobebly has been the higgeet cause, in my opinion, in

3

A
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'

moistly in the context of observing native land ownership and

Oavaiians were savage or primitive be-

lend -use concepts.

cause they did not need to pratice the private ownership of

similarity of American colonial progress

There is

when compered with the practices of Other worldcolonial/imperialistic powers.

Colonisers operate by settling colonists

on the land who then fight to keep that land, acting as
buffer, as

tian.settler/colonisers as I had seen in Hawaii museums and

had rnambered seeing in books that dealt with Arninen Indian history. .1 had the feeling chit, is if by signal, they

sense.

land in the

NUNS the side type of photographs of stern-faced early Chris -

policing agent for the colonising power.

They

stand ready to assume poi:Jaen. of immense power after they

had all left borne at about the sane time. speed acre., the
Americas and into the Pacific. taking onto themselves native

lands, Leber and =ideal artifact in the name of Christianity.
Today, most'of the lends and businesses in newaii are'amned
by a few wealthy businessmen end landowners who Can trace
their ancestry to the early Cheistians4-L

The thrust of American economic development which came

manipulate political take-overs under the pretense of persoThe myth

nal disenfranchisement by the native government.
of the frontiersman is thee revealed.

It is a conscious po-

licy of conquering, subduing and controlling of the native

Kany times it is in connivance with native aborigi-

people.

to dominate north American and Pacific movement, concerned
lard ---a conscious policy of taking land free the Native pair

ple, colonising the people into p state of dependency, placing settlers on the land to defend their self - interests and

In the

nal leadership (the ilia at the forefront. Thi is the di-

finally, to drive away or kit/ the native pepgle.

vide and conquer technique in which they are extremely sew

case of the Native welefiame the importatitm of contagious

The American Indians can easily verify this method

terful.

in which tribes wore turned against each ether for dubious re-

white man's disease, for which Hawaiians bed little or no
isonnity'nearly decimated the entire population.

In this

century, the movement has shifted to reaming the settlers

wards.

In 'ankle. It other

f colonisation in the Pa-

cific (Neo /*eland, Australia) and elsewhere, the side pattern
emerges.

Tt includs talc.ne of the land by force or religious

themselves teen the land 40 tint large corporations or weal-

thy individuals anCtbe United State. government will control
moot of lase) directly.

coercion, removal of the economic base and culture, intimida-

Party American political' leaders realised.they Add

tion of the native people with Imported power and the Larml-

to destroy tea native culture in order to'get the land and

tion of a bureaucratic stTucture which keeps the native people

its resources.

in a constant dependent relationship with the colonisers.

labor since they bad decided very early to import cheap labor

when I was in New Zealand with the Mori I sew in their mu-

from the orient or indentured labor from Europe. Met they,,

wanted, most of all, was the Hawaiian land.

They sew that the

strength of native resistance was the land base and the cola/I"'

lective bond that4the natives the will to resist.

Genocide,.

coloniser.. in Hawaii had no need for Hawaiian''

possession of their land to that 'extent they survive as
tural entity.

cul-

They have an identification to the past that

is linked to the land,

American Indians and the 081104/Ilell

cultural and physical, became the primary policy of American

who have been dispossessed have an enormous difficult, in

colonisers as they moved from the Americas into the Pacific.

maintaining their cultu ral tradition although they have tried

There is no need to account, here, the status of the current

valisantly and still do so.

Hawaiian population in comparison to when the first settlers

ment away from the rank materialise of the present American

arrived.

But if one were to assume the 'blinders* posture

then there would be a complete absence of an assessment dealing
with the rectors that contributed to the ernocide of the Na.valian people.

Such an absence is against the beet interests

of the Haweliane as seen in the preliminarf reparations report.

As I have grown older andmore knowledgeable about my
cultural background, t have come to have a deeper eppreeiiition of the richness of the Pave/Jan culture,

(Ironoielly, in a growing move -

culture, many settler descendants era themselves trying to
adopt aboriginal culture concepts very clearly tied'to the
Hawaiian survival was connected to the physical sub-

land).

listed's from plants, wildlife, the streams and ponds and the
see.

The natural source of the food was not to be destroyed.

It was to be respected.

The protection of the environment

was part of the native religion.
American attitude, of selfreliancre and self-govern-

This experience,

has enable me to see mere clearly the way in which United

ment ere closely associated with the colonisation of Hawaii.

states/ruropean frontiers have purposely altered native cut-.

They have combined, in many ways, to

tures in various periods of history.

tette)) or distortion of historical appennings to Nevaiians

It also enable me to exa-

mine and define ways in which native populations can begin to
re-identify with their cultural herite.a.

We are now greet-

white-racist interpre-

in an effort, as'in the reparation report, to justify the colonisers actions. 'The

central theme rationalised that na-

ing a time of culturel rebirth in which the Hawaiians need

MilensweM'omble to handle their own Ainslie and it was me.-

to unite and turn again to native inheritance au

cessary for the United States to subvert the Hawaiian govern-

source of

ment as

inspiration.

In a review of native/settler relations T hammy

meanie of saving the Hawaiians from themselves.

In

troth, (the Americans) as pioneers and through their repre-

to believe that the cultural identity and even the physical

sentatives in the Congress, here historically held the ides

survival of a hatiVe people is very closely associated with

that it was their manifest destiny to occupy not only the aDa-

possession of their 'landed heritage.' It may be said that to

tinent but the Hawaiian Islands (among other Pacific bwiti-

the extent that

nptive Hawaiian society maintains physical

Subjective about the historical significance of the overthrow
tortes) and that somehow the Christian religion and the Pro-

from the Hawaiian point of view.

It was their

testant-Arrican Christianity ordained this.

Most non -saallans are to-

tally unaware that the United !teas cioCernment had hl

mmaifest destiny to oto the vastness of America and it was

ly contributed to the conquest of a peaceful, soversion na-

their ad-given right to move across the oongicantto con-

tion.

quer Ociali.

what had happened, giving 010001011 or laying plais.

in the histories of the ISIO's American historians

The U.S. has triad, instead, to latify and rationalise
However.

there were too many contributing events tree the time of con-

frequently refer to the American colonialist movement es

tact to the overthrow as documented in the oral and written

the manifest destiny to explain their Marmot of Cuba. Phi-

history of the Haws

lipinem and await as inevitable in the 'age of imperia-

else but those settler/sympathiser opportunists who consciously

alt whet happened to aboriginal people in this chain

lism*.

of events.

plotted the takeover process.

They were exploited for their labor and their

act then is my position.

lads. Most of the Hawaiians did not and still do not know

ing

understand that what it means is that the taking of their

table acmes,

the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy.

The taking of Haalinllands and the co-

normative' source.

country, as adopt-

binding constitution under which document certain po-

adult it hadcommitted an illegal act when it participated in

-

natural occurrence ordained from ease

simple position.

wers were given to the various branches of government, must

cam an inevi-

lands and the destruction of their salters

It is

The United States, having been formed as

It is difficult for then to

what menifat destiny means.

to lay the responsibility on anyone

My second position Is the)(the United restos government

lonisation of'tbe Hawaiian people was a analaus policy

historically, did in fact enter into agreements with various

and chars i not another none for it but "colooial Imps-

other americans in avail to plan and lay-out the structure

The Reparations Study committee should be recom-

risco'.

Of the conquest to its final conclusion.

mending restitution instead of declaring Hawaiian non-enti-

Also, my third position is that at the time of the

United States governlent's entry into.thn compost of Hawaii

tlement.

The fact is. historically, there was

military as-

they were doing it as

There was deception and diplomatic ma-

sault and conquest.

nipulation and thecae's the ions of life and the jailing
of legitimate Mawslian monarch.
just
las.

conscious policy. AmAcan settlers,

the 'frontimet people were continuously moving across the
continent.

These are the foots. not

And what in fact had happened is

that

the abori-

ginal Hawaiian was clearly settled and established, within

arias of unconnected Hawaiian event and not masa.
Yet American historians are still very

It happened.

8
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sovereign context, but the white settlers anted this land
and, in an doing, arranged
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TS! Opting or TNE ROWAN SIMMONI

The preparation of this paper has been sponsored

ITS PSYCSO-CULTURAL IMPACT AND MORAL MACY
by the Office of Hawaiian Affair... The thrust
of this paper has been'to examine the office of
Hawaiian Affairs' observations thatttl

...the injuries suffered by the Hawaiian
people as a result of the overthrow at the
monarchy and subsequent sensation were

Prepared
for the

greet.

ortzcz OP HAWAIIAN AMIN;

and,

,

...in addition to losing land, Hawaiian
native also lost sovereignty and dominion
over the islands. Obviously, this was a toes
of incalculable Value. Like land, the toes
of sovereignty cannot be replaced by money.
collective psychic damage which
It is
manifests itself negatively in the loss of
people and in
selt.sateem end identity as
the degradation of traditional practices and
(Office of Newaiian Affairs,
culture.
Towards Reparations/Restitution, p. 10.1

by
RAMOS LOP61-RSIPS. Ph.O.

2'; et

The contents of this paper, however, express the
opinions of the author and do not nee

ty

infer endorsement by the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs.

February, 1903
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AmgRONCTION

CONINTS

When Captain Cook arrived in the Hawaiian Islands, he found an

indigenous people with their particular for of culture.
1

INTRoNeTION

ran It

PART Iii ,

NRONTICAL CONSIDNATIONS

3

the indigenous Hawaiian culture.' Of special interest to this is

Psycho -Cultural ;prefect;

noti psi se, the impact oftWestern culture. on Hawaiian culture but.

Contact Culture

more sperkficilly, the focus is an the psycho-cultural impact which

Cultural Trauma

the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom in 1693 had on Nation

Concluding SratgeNt
CULTURAL IMPACT

Hawaiian..

Loss'ef Status

questions.

An examination of

tcse of Pride in Culture

N

Loss of LOITGUAge

Loss of Lend

Meg can the result, of the contact between the United

2.

What conceptual model can aaaaa t in analysing the behaviors

States and Hawaiian cultures be understood conceptually?
at Native Hawaiians which are attributiblu to the deals, of

*arch for Identity
9

Tri-CultNelign
Mencluding Statement
Addendum;

26

MORAL. LEGACY."

A Call for ;unties

impact will be based on six broad

1.

An Outsider's Culture

PAM? III.

In subse-

quent years the penetration of Western influence directly altered

1.

the ftwallan'Xingdoe?
wirt,mas the psybho-oultural impadt at 'he dodge of the

4.

Newell's Kingdom?
To what degree was this impact traumatic?

4,

S.

Moral ResponsibliitY

Doss the nature of the psycho-culturdi impact associated
with the Neill, of the Hawaiian Kingdom bequeath

The Federal Response to its Moral Responaibilitv

moral

legacy?
a

Toward Native Hawaiians

6.

37.

CONCLUBI0N

MONS
A

BIBLIOGRAPHY

If

moral legacy

, how does it relate to the issue

of restitution to Native Hawallins?
The
two questions are conceptual; they focus on models to

Native Hawaiian Concern with Restitution
42

facilitate the study of United States influence on Hawaiian culture

47

and to amass behaviors which were .he sartemquences of the demise of
the Hawaiian Winildom.

The third and 'fourth questions bring attention to actual

psycno-cultural dynamics that can be traced to the demise of the
Hawaiian Kingdom,

The methodology; hers is topical rather then

definitive (which would be beyond the scope of this bridf.paper).
The fifth and sixth questions lit* an ethical dimension to the
scope of this study and, therefore, extend it beyond academics to

the Whrshold of policy formulation.
This study reflects .psycho-cultural orientation. Taken
together, the six questions permit a psycho - cultural examination of

PART I

the demise of the Hawaiian Kingdom al well as a commentary oh the

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

moral legacy associated with the overthrow of the 'Kingdom and
annexation by the United States.

It is net the intent of thin paper to analyse the
socio -cultural history

1

Psycho-Cultural PrefaCt
Each grouping of people po

of Hawaiians since the overthrow of the

monarchy. Neither is it

treatise to vindicee Hawaiian culturp.'It

distinctive culture.

Hawaiian culture evolved from the traditions, values, and thought

is fulTt-recognised that had the Hawaiian Kingdom survived, Western
culture would have continued to alter the Nawallannes of the
Native Hawaiian. A basic premise of thi paper, however, is that

patterns which the first immigrants brought to the islands, and from

the loss of sovereignty set in train repercussions that NNE likely
would not have occurred in the same manner had the Stood°. survived.

is the integrated summation of behavior trait learned and shared by
mashers of .ociety.2 Hawaiian people invented Hawaiian culture

-

A major Erfficulty iialysing Hawaiian culture after

annexation is the confusion regarding the definition of 'Native\
Hawaiian,' who, for the most part, have become
mixture at NaNsiila
with Enropean-American 'Notes), Japanese, Chinese, and Filipinos.
This blending of peoples

and the different cultures that they

represent) in, itself altered Hawaiian culture.

While that influence

is not t%e focus Of this study, its reality is recognise./ and has

assisted in concentrating on cultural testi, that are not basically
attributable to this blending of peoples.

the way in which4these cultural elements adjusted to the geographic
character of the islands.

and it may be considered

Hawaiian culture, as any Other culture,

heritage transmitted to each new

'gen/ration.

Cultural norm provide the baste Ur group and individual
behavior.

In general, conformity is rewarded.

For moat

individuals, culture contains the mainsprings for establishing an
identity.

Culture by itself is net identity.

Rather, culture holds

the substance on which to fashion aipersoael identity.

An identity

meat.s when the individual loses contact with the historical

a

continuity at his culture and perceives himself apart from the
."Pernonal sameness' whleh culture su aaaaa e.3

Contact Culture
The concept of 'contact culture' offers

framework for

understanding what occurs when mi outside culture contacts an
indigenous one.

Contact culture appears when a donor culture,

mainly through missionary and trading activities, thoroughly
infilt

he core of the host culture.

Were the mean, for such

infiltration based on military or political activities, then the
product is more correctly labeled 'conquest culture.'

In either

mode -- contact or conquest - -the recipient at the donor's culture ipast

first strip down or reduce the content' of its own cultural elements
in order to absorb new ones (for example,
the donor's language).

language giving way to

Whet becomes grafted from the donor's

culture biota, into the fabric of the indigenous cultural base.
After awhile, the contact culture becomes the extant culture.

In

Hawaii, contact culture survived until the operthrow of the Hawaiian
Kingdom.

5
contact/conquest culture. However, tint indigenous inhabitant. A.
the remote corners of Mexico did not experience a cultural trauma
although, there too, a contact culture emerged (albeit slower and

A contact culture is not s transplanted culture (nor is it a
colonial culture,' the content of which is not grafted on in any

'

amens
sustaining manner). Rather, the host or indigshous culture
the incoming content through what George Pester calls 'formal* and
Formal raters to the role that government
' informal' processes,
. adminlstistors, trading companitts, at cetera, play in the-territory.
Informal' refers to the unplanned mechanisms whereby the personal

Insular indigersous societies cannot escape the full
leas dramatic):
For this reason, it may be correct
brunt of the donor'. influence.
to conclude that Cie Hawaiian indigenous culture *Uttered trauma
from exposure to W

political policiesPeconomic practices, and

cultural values. The contact culture which emerged, therefore,
represents a coping strategy to adjust to the cultural trauma.

habits of's:Mgr:int.. their food, superstitions, muslcehopes, et
, are selected and maintained in the new territory.4

Notwithstanding the validity of a cultural trauma prior to the

A contict cultufs took rent in Hawaii by the 1810'6)4 its
contemn included a Christian form o religion and increasing
dress, architecture,
ion of the English language. We
pe

overthrow of the monarchy end annexation by the United States:this
paper primarily °wines the cultural trauma associated with these
events. Clearly, the trauma beneath the surface of the
nineteenth-century contact culture cannot be totally separated firm

and weaponry were adopted, is yeti as educational, health, fiscel,
After the Great Sahel. of 1848, Western
and judicial practices.
land practices we:, to some extent, incorporated. A subtle

The following discussion
recognises the traumatic nature of the contact culture, although its

wha: occurred atter tie; overthrow.

example of how contact culture took root in Hawaii is found in a law
of 1860, which required thp,t a Christian name be taken in addition

analysis is not within the purview of this paper.. Rather, the
existence of a contact culture is utilised as a background in order
to assess the psycho-cultural impact of the devise of tho Hawaiian

4'
to the Hawaiian one.6
After annexation, contact culture became dysfunctional and
transplanted United States culture took root. However, for one
reason ormnother, most Native Hawaiians did not participate in it.

Kingdom.
Recently, attention has been gi4en to the post trauma syndrome

Rape victims also experience
experienced by Vietnam veterans.
form of post trauma syndrome. Trauma occurs when the usual coping
mechanisms no,longer function. .When a situation over - retches the

Those who did not gdjust bebame cultural outsider*. Native
Hawaiians, in losing-their content culture--no matter its own
unstable characteristics--and in failing to participate in the

usual coping mechanisms, 'a person experiences an increase in
anxiety, feels helpless, ants. develops an array of uncomfortable

transplanted culture, became a 'conquered* people

symptoms. 1 In the case of .rape trauma, the victim generally
experiences a roc'dil phase. which is characterised by a successful

Cultural Trauma
The focus of this paper is to asses the cultural impact of'the
The concept of cultural trauma
overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy.
presents a theoretical basis with 'which to accomplish-lhis
asse,sment. Cultural trauma results when wiegis overwhelm the value

implementation of coping mechanisms that pault in a decrease of
iymptoms and a gradual resumption of normal functioning.
The gradual resumption of normal functioning does not inter
that the trauma has been resolved. Nast likely it has pot, thus the

system of the existing culture so that It no longer is able to

name *post trauma syndrome.' 'Beneath the facade of 'normal
need of resolution. The
functioning,* the trauma is
symptoms of this syndrome may include feelings of humiliatsotewith

provide meaning and direction.
The process by which an indigenous. culture becomes a contact
cultUre may be traumatic. Por example, the inhabitants of the Aztec.
capital alter the Spanish conquest undoubtedly experienced cultural

concomitIlt lowering of seleaworth. and repressed rage.
Humanity has the flexibility to endure and persist with the

trauma, the working through of which formed Neilco's subsequent

necessities of living.

The rape victim slight fantasise revenge, bolt

6
tentative conclusions can be made.

most likely feels too insecure to voice anger, particularly it.the
When society is not receptilmi
society tonds to suppress the issue.

Pirst, an indigenous culture

adjusted to a situation where missionary or mercantile pressures
were traumatic in themselVes by developing a contact culture.

the rape victim gutters through the post trauma period tilona'and
In a similar manner, a people who suffer a post
without solace.

Second, contact culture, as any other cuiture,,enables a society

cultural-trauma syndrome feel the hulliliation and low sense of

self-worth,and*sie on their anger, particularly when the
perpetrator of the trauma, who holds the dominating political and

way of added-on experiences it they finally overwhelm the coping
mechaalame of the prevailing culture. (At this'point it is injected

economic position, is not receptive to the suffering of thost.with
the plat trauma syndrome. A focus of thii study is not just to
noses. whether the impact of the overthrow caused a cultural trauma.

,that the intensity of the added -on experiences, as well as the

duration of the so-called injustices and patterns of prejudice of

but 'also to present a conceptual model by which the cultural trauma
The post trauma
can be explained in behavioral and clinical terms.
syndrome concept provides such a model.
The feminist movement recognises that successful working

the donor's culture; define the severity of the post trauma
fourth, Indigenous people in the grips of a post
syndrome.)
cultural - trauma syndrome must work through the trauma in order to

through of the pOst rape-trauma syndrome requires not only qivit
attention to society's
attontion to the victim, but also bringing
The movement's contribution has been in raising the
view of rape.
level bt consciousness toward rape and the reality of post

re-establish a cultural base upon which to fashion.viable
idegigties. And fifth, working through the cultural trauma its

Likseise, minority movements !Black, Indians,
rape-trau ma syndrome.
Chicanos) on the, one hand, have enabled their members to openly

of that trauma.

highly dependent on the level of consciousness which the dominant
society attains regarding the trauma and its role in the development

civil rights practices of the
express anger and dissatiefaction with
consciousness of
dominant culture and, cn the other hand, raised the
the dominant Anglo community to the trauma violation of civil rights
causes.

Without this increase in the level of consciousness (whether
pertaining to veterann, rape, of civil rights) trauma cannot be
It their situation is not understood,
truly worked through.
victims, individually or collectively, suffer alone, recoiling
,atithin, remaining mistrustful of the dominant society and exhibiting
need to
little sense of self-wortht In this context, there is
raise the level of consciousness regarding

the post cultural-trauma
a

syndrome of Native Hawaiians.
concluding Statement
It is beyond the scope of this paps

tA

preserve an identity even though i. remains imitate It is Moak
that members reflect a sense of cuitural inferiority via-a44e those
members of the donor's culture. Third, coltUral.trauma es) occur by

to fully out%ine the

dynamics of contact culture or cultural trauma. At the same time,
the experience of Hawaii provides an example upon which some
.

e.
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tf

changes that transpired,."a few haoles took up the room at the top.

PIOT II

Oriental tradesmen and craftsmen, with other immigrants and less

liZTURAL IMPACT

This section provide

prosperous Moles, pretty well filed up the middle. Most of the
Hawaiians were left at the bottom.!9 To the present, Native

topical glimpae:of the psycho-oultural

Hawaiians never have regained a sakisfactory political or economic

impact Native Hawaiians experienced after the overthrow and demise
logs of status,

position.

of the Hawaiian Kingdom., The.imaediate

Prior to the overthrow, Native Hawaiians enjoyed a social

resent day. A loss of
continues to plague.Mative Hawaiians to the
aide IA culture subsequently occurred. Logs of cultur,l'pride was

After annexation, the
status -higher than Asiatic immigrants.
situation changed drastically, For example, a Scottish blacksmith.

arcely manifest during the deveilipment of a contact ce.,ere, but
atter the overthrow, auh loss bedsme widespread and traumatic.

averagid $4.16 a day and a Hawaiian received $2.94 a day, but the

In

this period, the lose of language land ite ability to give special
However, the
triptession to cultural nuances) became almost total.

Japanese blacksmith earned only 11.09 a day." The drastic
reversal of status can be gleaned from income data during the

lose of land which severed Native Hawaiians from a fundamental

1930'11.

MAItC0 of their identity, triggered what may be called a cultural

Japanese was 419,471.11 Meanwhile, Winona-Rubin reports that in
1915, sixty-two percent of Native Hawaiians had no reportable income

identity crisis. Prom these losses and perhaps in response to this
crisis, there emerged an outaideee culture which, for all practical

In 1977, the median annual income of a family head among

and, of those with income, approximately one third received less

than $4,000 annually."
Another example of loss of status is found in examining the

purposes, further removed many Native Hawaiians from their original
cultural roots. Colle-tively these six experiences are the canter
e "tri-culturation' process (Hawaiian-Anglo-Japanese) has made the

number of Hawaiians in professions. Of the 400 teachers employed by
the public school system in 1905, 140 for thirty-seven percent) were

difficulty of working through this trauma More arduous.

Native Hawaiians.

of a Hawaiian cultural trauma.

in addition, the recent emergence of

Seventy-five years later, approximately sixty

percent of the teachers were of Japanese ancestry, while seven
percent were Native Hawaiian.13
In most respects, the Native Hawaiian tumbled to the bottom of

ben of Statue
Regardless of the overwhelming impact of Western culture and
1he progressive aecimation of the Hawaiian people during the

the socio-economic ladder, besting on occasion statistical data on

(nineteenth century, Native Hawaiians still had their monarchy an

Samoans and Filipinos.

Even %eon compared against these low

socio-economic groups, Native Hdwaiians, in infant mortality and

7h to take pride. After the overthrow of their monarchy and
during the ensuing welt for the justice of the United States to

rate of illegitimate birth+, were worse off."
15 suggest that Native Hawaiians are not
These grim statistics

resters the monarchy, it became eairemely difficult to find pride in

apt to find pride in their culture which formerly was respected, but
subsequently held in contempt. The most famous demonstration of

the irAiginrous culture already swamped My cultural imports
introduced ay those very same people wham, overthrew the monarchy.

anti-Hawaiian sentiment occurred in 1972 during the Massie trial in

After the overthrow, the contact culture, whirl. evolved from
missionary and trading influences, increasingly took in the guise of

a "conquest culture. Where once the Hawaiian language had a place

which a group of youths (two of whom were Native Hawaiian) were
accused of raping a naval officer's wife. Although acquitted, a

of pride and Haw-.:en traditions honored, the overthrow and
annexation decisively changed circumstances and the remaining fabric

called them 'fiends' who had kidnapped and maltreated a 'white women

of the indigenous culture was rent apart.

local newspaper was convinced of the youths' guilt.
of refinement and culture.'

With the political

'The Advertiser

The same paper considered them

/I

/0

'beas'At,' at once primitive and degenerate, lass civilized than the

aloriginal blacks of Australia or New Guinea.*"
ten a manner or Speaking, the pattern of prejudice toward the

Native Hawaiian after annexation was basically paternalistic.
Although the Organic Act of 1900 gave Native Hawaiians the right to
vote, it seemed natural for the haolen to view Native Hawaiians as
children who could not be trusted with t1.9 right." World war
II, with the mass transfer of Anglo males (with their concomitant
patterns of prejudice) to.Havaii, sharpened'racial hostility. The

NutIve Hawaiian became the 'gook,' 'nigger°112 he became the
'local' that Ls, a person of whom one should be leery.
Loss of Pride in Culture
The loss of status, symbolically upheld by the monarchy,

undermined the facade that contact cultere rested on firm
fouolations when the dreier turned conqueror. The feeling of
betrayal by the d
Contact eelturer

r

or spilled over to feeling betrayed by the
no longer had validity. The varying end at

contact culture Slowly but surely
times traumatic experieneor of
removed Nativenewe.isq from the sources of their indigenous
culture.

tf there was no proLant, it also was evident that there

was no retorn, and as it soon became evident, that there was no
From what occurred subsequently, it is inferred that, after
tenure.
'he overthrew and annexation, Native Hawaiians were left without an
integrated liltutal base from whict orey couad forge identities
particirate in t!-,r, transplanted
that, in turn, would eneble t-em
culture of the conqueror. Wi..e the dices may be vomewhat
speculative, findings based on a post-annexation, psycho- cultural

enelysie indicate that a real trauma occurred *tan the extant
,,ntart culture disintegrated, that the indigenous culture was too
far-relented to revive, and that the transplanted culture remained
beyond reach or ditevaly opposed.
While Hawaii represents an experiment in the mixing of diverse

peoples with A modicum of success, it woulu be invalid to claim that
the Native Hawaiian is welkrintegrated into thr larger social fabric
ot.the present-day society. The issue ever since annexation has not

one of attaining WM:IV/rat on," but one of establishing a
cultural hese upon which to regain pride and meaning.
be,

In a manner not too different from the Native American, the
Native Hawaiian, after annAtatiAn, lncreaalngly experienced himself
as a stranger to his indigenous culture and alienated from the Anglo
culture.

An older Native towatian, silo perhaps speaks for many-of

'Too many of us are, in a sense, ashamed of
his age group, Seidl
being Hawaiians. We cannot'succeed .n, nor oven cope with, the
contempLrery, coOrnercialli dominated culture of our islands."20
Edwin Burrows, in 1946, brought attention to the incract of

haale prestige on Native Hawaiians and c. their attempts to find
relief' from haole cultural dominance. Thirty years later, Alan
Howard wrote about the 'coping strategies' of Native Hawaiians.

one

behavior for finding relief from nr in coping with haele cultural
Howard opined that
dominance has been alcoholic intoxication.21
'drinking among Native Hawaiian males constitutes a secondary defense
against stress.22 This may explain why aloohnliam has not
overwhelmed the Native Hawaiian as perhaps it has other dispossessed
peoples in other Situations.

In order to.find relief from haole dominance and to suppress
cultural alienation, Native Hawaiians have developed an 'ain't, 'ho

big thing' roping mechanism which alleviates stress by denying the
significance of situations. The Native Has/alien, whether from an
inability to cope with cultural divers'ficat ion and haole cultural

dominance, or from outright resistance to cultural plurality and
Anglo culture, found relief by projecting a style of life distinct
and basically "Hawaiian." what emerged-as visible to non- Native
Hawaiians (particularly after I97,1 was what eurrows called
'stage-Hawaiian." 'He lives, or is ,';,posed to live, a
happy-go-lucky lifer basking on the beach, renouncing the pursuit of
worldly goods and all such care-laden heole virtues.'21 The

stage-Hawaiian, reinforced by the tourist ltdustry, fashioned a
But, notwithstanding
superficial alielory of the "alcht spirit.'
the vicissitude' lonfrontrd by Native Hawaiians, the ttadt.tion of

aloha was carried .rward;4 behind the facade of stage-Hyeitan
and remains A cultural heritage for subsequent ovnetations.

Aside from the Native Hawaiians fully able to paftloipate in
the Anglo so. iety land even the., may experiet..1. a cultotal id.,tity

Officultyl, a large number

f Na.ive Hawaiian (veil evident Amp'

co01ietitive Mole social order.

adolescents) find little loaning in being Hawaiian. As such, they
often experience a marginal cultural existence and, such too often,
iecognise that the Native Hawaiian part of them is not culturally
A ',viral" response to
respected by the society in which they live.

Hawaiiroiti before a Congressional hearing,

\I feel if this bill Ls partied. that would give the Hawaiian
people an opportunity for equal footing and correct the
atrocities that have been done. Hut it is hard to expect
peoples who have not been oppressed for so long to stand up
rked fight for our side because you are so well educated and
'well informed, You have generations of support in your
Ne as Bawaiians are a generation moving from en era
lerea.

violeece and acting-au, behavior."
During the period of contact culture, Native Hawaiians were not
In relative

terms, the haole patterns 01 prejudice were Moderate.

A Native

Bawakian male voiced his concern about inferiority among Native

this guttural alienation is psychological confusion manifested in

categorically placed into en inferior status."

He also linked this inability to

adjdat with the physical decline of Native Hawaiians."

Nonetheless,

here wejid not understand these ltqlge, to an era where

Native Hawaiians, no matter from which stratum of society (except

for those who married into the Mole's inner circle of economic

It Na iveHs:iians could not adjust because of feeling
betrayed. f r lack of the teeperment, or because of resistance, the

means). felt the haole' condescending, if not patronising and
manipulative, attitudes. By the 1960'e, the political and economic

Japanese en

)rise of the descendants of Orientel immigrants capped the
In the passing of this cultural
,omnipotence of hadle society.

Chinese could and did adjust to the transplanted Anglo
Barriers to

culture whiclt began to dominate after annexation.

competing wort basic Hawaiian cultural traits oi, affiliation, and
the maintenando of interpersonal harmony.32 Affiliation and

invincibility and in the progressive loss of ethnic cohesiveness
'among Orientals, a Hawaiian culturel renaissance may take wings."

obtrining.harmeny wee achiee-4 through day-to-day living.

Such a renaissance is the promise: the present. however, still flows
Lorin
from the loss of cultural pride activated by the overthrow.

Planning,

thrift, and ac4mulatioe of goods were concepts associated with the
Western practice of private property.33

Gill succinctly notes the present dilemma,
growing segment of the
Whet concerns me most is that
population (Native Hawaiian( is developing, has developed.
and is increasingly. confirming, n image of itself--I em
going to be a drop-out, I em going to be the delinquent. my
family is going to be the one where the old man takes off,
I am going to be the one who doesn't have the education, I
am goigg to be the one who gets in trouble with the schools

Even after the Great

Metiele, Native litivaiiens did not develop the necessary mental set to

compete wit) haoins and Oriental immigrants.

It is not aurprlsing

that for the first four decades of the twentieth century, the Native

Hawaiian reinforced his 'avoidance' patterns of behavior,"
vis-a-vis heoles, es well es his day-to-day lifestyle: he was the
But these years were
happy-go-lucky stride-Hawaiian to the outsider.

first.

filled with frustration and silent rage, promoting a backward glance
A Native-Havoiien teacher provides additional observations,
It hurts me so such When teaching a clans to see that my

to recapture the feelling, no matter how Srief, of pride in culture.

peoplethe Hawaiiansere the ones watching the lunch

'

line, theP.e.-eleseeet and the Japenese.are listeeteg to
my every words....I wish I could instill in my kids the
importance of accepting as much as possible of the
whitemsn's concepts of what the world should be and compete
But tearing inside of me simultaneously
with the Oriental.
I am
is the fear that they will end up like I have.
.completely accepted by, and competitive in, this white
wocld, but so totally Unhappy because somewhere along the
way I've lost myself. 'I can't honestly say I wake up in
I am and where I'm going.
the morning and know wh

But when present, stein the prestige of Duke Kehanamoku, the
Hawaiian swimming het, Native Hawaiians took notice and personally

;

shared in the recognition."
During these depressing years. Native Hawaiians. bereft of
pride and perhaps of Any hope as the race continued to decline.
Passive resistance, a tors
transformed 'avoidance' to 'resistance.'
of avoidance, has been employed historically by Native Hawaiian'',

with great aplomb.'" However, a new strain of resistance
emerged, that is. a resistance to accept even what they wanted if

Fuchs opines that the sociol-economic plight of Native Hawaiians

that something was controlled by non-Hawaiians.

relates to a general and real difficulty in adjusting to the highly

In this context,

'Li

language of the Kingdom and the medium used in the legislature. The
Organic Act, which oificlelly made Hawaii a U. S. Territory, changed

'Resistance, rather than lack of intelligence or
Mary Pukut notes,
ability. keeps too many Hawaiians in this dIsmal, if not vicious

that: it 'stipulated that all sessions of the legislature were to be

conducted in English,'"
When Hawaiian lost its official st'tue, it iacreasingly became
less used by Native Hawaiians. In part, the demise of the Hawaiian

While World War II brought changes in the willingness of the
Native Hawaiian to compete with the other ethnic groups, their sense
The following statements from
of cultural pride remained low.

language came from a Territorial policy banning the use of the
Hawaiian language in sehools ostensibly to improve the mastery of
ENglish.44 The loss by itself might not have been harmful

Native Trieritens reflect the profound pathos of the Hawaiian spirit:
'Marry a heel, and get plenty
my parents used to say,
money: marry one Japanese and get smart 4$ad. But I no
hear anything about marry one Hawaiian.'

'

culturally if, indeed, Native Hawaiians mastered English and used

over the last 700 yesra our pedple have lost so much of our
identity, that the real reperzussions show up now in my age
group and younger. A lot of the older generations have a
Myself
lot of the old wayi and teaching they can rely in.
as I grewi1P. it was embarrassing to say you were
Hawaiian.

that medium to carry the lievaiien features of the nineteenth-century
contact culture into the twentieth century. In the case of
religion, such occurred, !attice Hawaiians generally converted to
Christianity and used that form of organised religion to express
But in language no true
their unique Hawaiian spirituality.

Every Hawaiian has a built-in inferiority complex. You
can't help but have it, because you'come from a culture
You have no
that's no good, end nothing in it is good.
solid foundation. So yce. flounder around and you can't
Everywhere
you
go,
you get
find a place fur yourself.
reminded of the fat: that you ire Havidian....There is this
emptinem that exists for a Hawaiian.

substitution occurred. Ra4ter. a 'lingua franca' (pidgin English)
evolved, lacking the structure and breadth to express the varied
nuances of thought.
?rem an anthropological point of view, 'each language is an

instrument which guides people in observing, in reacting, in
expressing themselves in a special way.'" In losing their

The wi,espread repoct of lack of pride in culture and the depth
of self-depteciation among Native Hawaiians, in a manner of
speaking. areroximate feelings cape victims experience. The

indiget.xis language and, in,exchenge. gaining an incomplete
substitute, Native Hawaiians lost an ability to express themselves
in the special way of their culture. Had the Kingdom survived. most

feelings of estrangement and humiliation are those associated with
rape situat,on. As a rape victim seeks to restore personal dignity
Por the Native
to her life, so do victims of a cultural t Soma.
Hawaiian, tne stake for tee future is simply 'hewn dignity."41

probably the language would also have our Wet regardless of whether
English was the instructional medium in schools.
As a way of interpreting an experience, language provides the
conceptual filter which makes things fit together and be understood.
It is the medium for learning abstract thought and, as such, enables

The loss of dignity precludes th establishment of vicole
identities and promotes a sense of helplssneen. if not of despair,
in c-nfronting various patterns of projudite, and in being oejects

the culture to expand. 'Hustim beings.' wrote Edward Sapir, 'do not
live in the objective world done, nor alone in a world of Social
activity as ordinarily understood, out are very much at the mercy of

of stereotypic attitudes which pit ore the Hswat'n as lacy,
dishonest, untrustworthy. and spendtnrift. Th.4 situation in its
total configuration, oaken bell; Native Hivellan today a hardship

the particular language which as become the medium of expression for

psychologically and economically.

'their society.

.46

Native Hawaiians dependent on pidgin are at the mercy of a
destitute language regardless of its chare, it role ie aftirming a

!ele 91 LeMeele
Althougn English was the general medium for instrontion in

self-concept of being friendly, or its role in facilitating

schools pttor to the overthrow." Hawaiian remelaed the official
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communication between the limmigrant of Hawaii; its limits both the

present marginal economic status of many Native Hawaiians will not

ability to express the richness of a personal experience and to

force them to leave the islands that onoe shaped the core of their

In the scientific age, 'pidgin

interpret the fullness of reality.

identity. Already an out-migration is in process. Bernhard Hormann
noted that in the 1950,0, Native Hawaiians had a net loss of 20,000,
primarily to the mainland.
Hormann considered this out-migration a
favorable sign. 'It is not a °suse for alarm,' said Hormann in

cannot communicate the exact meanings that are absolute requirements
of science, commerce, and the academic world.'47
If through language humans see, hear, and understand, than
'language is a philosophy. '48

The Native Hawaiian who has no

1963.

complete :anuses is left with a philosophy which fetters him to
cultural marginality.

'It may signify as well as certainly contrihute to a hopeful

breakdown of Hawaiian isolation.'"

Since Native Hawaiian culture
has been tied to the land, it is somewhat questionable whether

This, then, is the great tragedy which the

loss of the indigenous Hawaiian language has brought upon many

out-migration would have been the first preference had

Native Hawaiians.

land base been available.

Loss_of Land

the poorest ethnic groups, numerous areas in the islands are

suitable

Because the Native Hawaiian community, as a whole, is one of
Traditionally, Native Hawaiians have had a marked affinity for

the land was never based on economic or political power.

excluded to them by the fact that they can neither afford to live
nor purchase real estate there. Moreover, there has been great
pressure to remove the poorer Native Hawaiian community from certain
in the islands. What is advanced as 'progress' much too often

came from being in harmony with one's surroundings.

means to the Native Hawaiian 'forced removal' from land which they

the land.

When you take the land away from them, you've cut them

away from who they are,' said a Native Hawaiian.49

facilitated when ownership is not an issue.
society, in general, views land as

Attachment for
Rather, it
Such is often

Whereas American

utilised to build homes and make a living, or on beaches which

"relatively fungible economic

traditionally had been sites for open camping."

Such forced

resource,' the Native Hawaiian perceives it more as a spiritual and

removal occurred in January 1903, at a time Native Hawaiians were

oulturs1 resgurce."
The Hawaiian Homes Commission Act of 1920, contains a recog-

celebrating the Ninetieth Anniversary of the Overthrow of the
Monarchy.
The state government, against the wishes of residents on

nition of the role land plays in Native Hawaiian well-being.

Makua Beach, leveled the area and people who had lived there for.

But

the motivation of the Act seems to have been primarily economic.

several years, in accordance with the traditions of Hawaiian

True, there was an ihtent to rehabilitate Native Hawaiians and save

customs, were appreharded for opposing t:^ law.

them from extinction.

But, in the final analysis, the Act served

a State Park; Native Hawaiians, in turn,

better the interests of 'king sugar' than those of Native

Hawailane."

park or village which will allow residents to remain on the

The 'land for Hawaiians' ideology of Prince Ruhio

ended -as a.tiavesty against jUsiiCe.

Progress called for

oposed a Hawaiian -style

beach.

Theca Wright wrote that 'thils
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The struggle for control of the land and the Native Hawaiian

legislation had little effect one way or another on restoring the

approach to the land perhaps can be best understood from the contro-

lands to the Hawaiian people.'" The sense of being deceived,
once it was understood that the lands assigned to the Act were among

versy raging over Raho'olawe Island (which is the smallest of the
eight major islands).
The struggle pits the military establishment

the poorest in the islands" and also recognition that, the Act

(which argues that it needs control of the island tot the conduct of

would not work, had a belated effect on the growing bitterness of

military exercises/ against Native Hawaiians who object to such

Native Hawaiians.

exercises and argue, on the one hand, that such use is a great

Notwithstanding the failure of the Hawaiian Homes Commission

misuse of the land and, on the other hand, that Kaho'olawe has a

Act, Native Hawaiians need access to non-marginal land so that the

If
:eligious .ignificance end that it, bombing is a flagrant disrespect
of Native Hawaiian spiritual values.

I want to see it returned back to Hawaii as a temple for
retreat to worship God. 'It is the only place that still
remains to be in its primitive condition....We are entitled
and want4pin Island of Kaho'olawe for our reYigious

,

In a way. Kaho'olawe has served as a challenge, if not a
rallying point for voung Native Hawaiians in their search for

reidentifying with things Hawaiian."

In 1976, a i.oup of Native

Another woman saidi

I come before this committee without any formal testimony,
but to express my thoughts as a Hawaiian having made it in
the 1.
civilization and trying to discover what
culture, what heritage I came from.

Hawaiians 'invaded' Kaho'olawe and the organiser of this 'invasion'
reported that he was flooded with calls from old and young Native
Hawaiian', who have awakened to the fact that something has to be
done to get

he military to stop its abuse of Raho'olawe."56

Ouri:g the weekend of Labor Day I had a chance to go the
Island called Raho'olawe....Thers I had a chance to experiElise had a chance to
ence the spirit of the land, and
share in some folklore, which is important....1 thought to
myself, the cu:.ture, the heritage of a group of individuals
prior to 200 years ago, must have been something great: and
I asked whether the benefits of this particular piece of
legislation would allow the study to be disseminated and
help people like me who are still se/acting for roots
understand our own history and culture.

There is evidence that Kaho'olawe once served as an important
religiou. center for Hawaiians.

.

In 1982, the entire island was

placed on the National Register of Historical Places.

Several

'kupunas. testified before a State Committee that

the island was

designed an a 'depository' of the Hawaiian chain.

The island itself

was divided in ancient times so that every other major island in the
hain had a central deposit point on Kaho'olawe.... in other words,
Kaho'olawe performed a sacred function....'"

The minter) use of Kaho'olawe dates back to 1942.

Loss of land psychologically has separated the Native Hawaiian
from a fundamental source which fashioned his identity. In this
context, no less than in the context of economics and legal issues,

The

organized effort to stop the desecration goes beck only to the late
1960'n.

the merits of Native Hawaiian land claims should be examined.

The Taos Pueblo Indians experienced over a longer period of

time a similar struggle involving sacred lands.

The area which
An Outsider's Culture
If the traditional Hawaiian culture is basically an object of

encompassed their sacred lands around Blue Lake, New Mexico had been
transformed into a National Park.

Although the Taos Pueblo Indians

study rather than a body of living experiences and, if the previous

claimed that 110,000 acres had been seized illegally, their rain

contact culture no longer fits, where then is a culture for a

-oneern focueed on the return of the area containing the ancient

A small but perhaps highly influential segment of the

shrine and holy places of their religion."
itah,,ulawe and Blie Lake symbolize the lack of sensitivity on

people,

the part cf Anglo cult:re to values of indigenous people.

planted Anglo culture.

,..see or Kaho'olawe, the insensitivity is maddening.

Native Hawaiians has made the complete cultural leap into the trans-

In the

hostile manner or through passive withdrawal.

Notwithstanding theee diverse patterns, the overwhelming need

it is also bombed by foreign military forces at the invitation of
As one individual said,

teea.ion of priorities.

for a cultural base survived and created a new cultural form,

It comes down to s

namely, 'local.'

The cost of more expensive training versus

identity.

destruction of the remaining remnant of a culture.61

Not all Native Hawaiians were drawn to a 'local'

'Local' as a culture is nt.' solely rooted in efforts to

find relief from the dominant haole culture.

A woman appearing before a Congressional committee called
Kaho'olawe 'our temple.'

Another segment found refuge in

stage-Hawaiian, while other elements remain alienated either in a

conclude that it is the only listing on the Nations. Register of
Historical Places which is being bombed. To aggravate the matter,
the ,inited States.

This alternative has always been the driving

force of Anglo acculturation.

It is safe to

as an adjustment to the situation of

She added'

rejection of the haole' culture.
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Rather, it can be seen

mural diversification and

' .th this notion or rejection and

.21

JO

expected Aat 'local' and "rmnals6ence' will clash. At first glance
the confrontation appears to be between the epposing tendencies of
assimilation ("local") and plurality ("renaissance). But the

resistance, it is not surprising thel 'local" culture-reinforces
in the
those attitudes and behaviors which preclude 'making it
dominant Angle culture. The 'local' image spring, from the

actual insue at stake may be the degree to which 'resistance'
permits local culture to remain open to the influence gt 'renaisIf the resistance component within 'local' hardens the

',termite,. that Is, from the Native Hawaiian, part stage, part
'Weal' Cl01,04 to
alienated, given to the pidgin form of English.

sance.'

It speaks for Hawaii and Seeks Selfsymbolize an in-group."
In this context, 'local' renders heals culture.an
determination.

path, the'e within that culture most probably willeremain outsiders.
of this clash may define the
In the final analysis', the resolution

out-group or non - Hawaiian.

direction by which Native Nawailane will attain the identity which

"Local' has an assimilating tendency which works against
'Local' serves as
basic Nettie, Hawaiian content.
preservation of

they seek.

This search to regale a lost identity flows from a need to
transcend the stranglehold of the dominant culture as well as the
failure of contact culture to thrive in the twentieth century. A

a cultural net into which members of all ethnic groups can belong.
As a present day alternative to the haole culture, the question to
be rale 4 is to what degree will 'local' reflect Native Hawaiian
values an.' whether or not it will split the Native Hawaiian commu-

Native Hawaiian college student voiced the challenge,
You mainlanders come over here and try to run the show, and
we are supposed to be your servants. The trouble is, we
are slaves to your system. You've taught us to need your
money and your conveniences, but we'll never respect you.

nity in its quest for a unifying identity.

have caused other Native
The counter-culture aspects of
Hawaiians to fashion a "born agile Hawallenness,'" or pethaps
Recently. young Native
better labeled, a Hawaiian Renaissance.

r get plenty burned up when 2 think of what', happening to
my brothergfland sisters and our island. But we still have
our pride. "

Hawaiians have decried that their elderu, who have already lost
'contact with their indigenous roots, felted to teach them the

Search for Identity
The loss of status, pride in culture, language, and land, end
the tense of cultural emptiness caused by the failure of the
nineteenth-century contact culture to survive the demise of the

Hawaiian language and cultural tradition."
Sin closer analysis It may be shown that 'local" and 'renal.mance' reflect two movements associated with different social
classes or economic levels. Por example, a student at the
Kamehameha Schools wrotel

Hawaiian Kingdom, combined with en inability to revert to 'the alder
indigenous culture, and emergence of an outsider's sub-culture, as

'Hy generation is living at a time when

I feel very lucky to be living in
people are proud to be Hawaiian.
Thts stu."ent may represent an elite
the Hawaithn Renalseance.'6

whole, set L. diasrray those remaining foundations on which Native:
'Hawaiian* cOuTdreetabIlsh theIr ituratittaa.

vanguess, re 4etle w-piece -fer -"Nowellenemess in
and. morhave,-also
the HawattLn Islands without it being 'stage' or 'counter.' Another

The crippling effect which the loss of identity generated
should be considered the foremost harm perpetrated on the Native
Hawaiian and one equal in lntenhlty to the loss of sovereignty.
Prom a people who once had a positive cultural identity, Native
Hawaiians became h people adrift from their cultural sources and in

student wrote,
Everybody wants to
Today being a Hawaiian it the la- thing.
be Hawaiian. Before, most Hawaiians were ashamed of the
fact that they were Nawailan,...1 am glad that the Hawaiian

Renaissance helped to put bee pride in being Hawaiian and
the culture is alive again.

succinct terms, became a conquered people.
The psychological price for the loss of identity has been high.
No government, no law, no theory can truly provide restitution in

But a large segment of Native Hawaiian youths are not in
contact wl"th this Renaissance (unless the tokenise reflected in

Nuwattan Studies' is taken for hard-core renaissance)%

this matter.

It can be

If a viable Identity is to re-emerge (which can

13
Al
The economic and political rise of the Japanese community in
Hawaii, whilit a thrilling accomplishment of ethnic plurality which
validates United States democratic principles, eonethelefis must be
Netted, Hawaiian
viewed as detrimental to the Native Hawaiian. Had

encompass the majority of Native Hawaiians regardless of the quantum
blood eonftiurattont, only they themselves can actually accomplish
it

More recently, interest has been attracted to what is being
Theoretically, such a Renaissance

called a Hawaiian Renaissance.

government survived, in whatever form, Native Hawaiians undoubtedly
Would have fared better vls-a-vis the Japanese immigrant than what

requires a cutting through the "realstance found in 'local'
cult ,re, as well as "cleansing' of the contact cultural overlay
grafted during the nineteenth century in order to arrive at a More

actually occurred. At worst, the situation in Hawaii might have
developed similarly to that in Fiji where the indigenous Fijians ere
somewhat equal basis
competing economically and politically on

It also needs to advance forward those values
basic 'Hawatiannens.'
and practices that can hold their own against the style of life of
the late twentieth century. Such is the promise for ref inding a

with the immigrant Indians.

The circumstances are vastly different
in Hawaii where the present Japanese eomunity effects political and
economic influence and Native Hawaiians remain powerless.
By the 1960's, Japanese economic and political gains capped the
omnipotence of the Anglo society, and the former's ethnic values

In this regard, the going-back-to-advance-forward
viable identity.
'an be a less arduous task if the federal Government were to
acknowledge Its role to the cultural loss Native Hawaiians expetion,e4 and,. in good faith, provide some form of restitution. Then

penetrated many ocf .n. of government, education, and social
services. During this !lee, the !outlet from Japan became the
'sacred cow" of the tourist industry and an Important factor ,n the

the gong -back pi:nye:in would not entail a bitterness to prove

'something.'

Then the Penasananc^ could be revitalizing and a true

'Tokyolulu," "flawaliku,' ar 'Jewell' may be said
state's finances.
as joke,. but they reflect the sense of accomplishment of a elnorlty
that by lint of supreme efforts finally 'made lt.' But in this

the
healing experience. The issue of restitution might also loosen
resistance quality which ties many Native Hawaiians to the 'local'

culture and which keeps ties 'outsiders' in their own land.

upward movement, Japanese racial prejudice toward the Native
Hawaiians also manifested itself, particularly in the school system.

"Tri-stilturatlon'
Addendum:
The place of Japanese immigrat inn in the cultural trauma elte,.ared wlet, the demise of the Hawaiian Kingdom is Subject to debate.

Allan Howard provides the following observation,
The conflict is accentuated by the fact that the State of
of
Nawal has a centralised school system, administered out
Honolvlu, and dominated by persons of Caucasian and
Japan. en- American ancestry, few of whom are UPPathetie
with tie Horatian - American pattern. Indeed they are
Tii7117.ed to associate it with an evridance of parental
restnusibalty and to label it as *cultural deprivation."
AR a remelt, despite the fact that 'Alma timehana' parents
e..prese a great deal of concern for their childrons'
education, they are discouraged from actively participating
in the formulation of School policies by the control
The school le4therefore very much an alien
administration.
(Kmphasie added.)
institution in the community.

-1
A'rually it is a legacy of the nineteenth cehtury. In 1884, the
JApa,nsr. accounted for -nly 0,1 percent of the total population, but

In the
in 19/0, they accounted for approximately 43 percent."
name period, 'be NVIVr Hawaiian population decreased from 47
percent. to 1,-78, to approximately 13 percent in

1920.

The relation between Japanese immigration and the overthrow of
the Kingdom in joined by the vested interests that urged Japanese
During hie voyage te Japan
tmmigration and overthrew the monarchy.

It may be technically incorrect to claim that the Japanese
Prom a Japanese

in 1181, King Kelakaia requested immigration of Japanese to Hawaii
to eork on the plantations. The Japanese government finally agreed

succeeded at the expense of the Native Hawaiian.

viewpoint, it might be more correct to conclude that they Were
socially better equipped to make the best of the opportunities which
were offered. Por *Sample, irt 1910, 46 percent of the enrollment at

85
in Ma. of the 180,000 Japanese who immigrated, approximately
percent immigrated In or after 1898 (the year of the annex-

atioel.

7)
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the University of Hawaii (Mantle Campus) were or dii$44Mse ancestry,

The contact culture of the period prior to the overthrow,

while 4 percent were Native Hawaiians."

regardless of its inner tensions, sustained Hawaiian features.

Had
the Kingdom aiirvived, its contact ^ulture may hove absorbed other

This penetration of Japanese cultural values in the society
mates t,1-,u,lturetion a reality at least for Native Hawaiians.

aspects of the Anglo culture, but it is questioned ,',ether that

(There are indwators--increasing brides of Japanese ancestry

process inevitably would have produced the overwhelming catastrophic

out-marrying, and decreaning Japanese population percentage of the

experience which the overthrow and the annexation generated.

state's total population16--to suggest that the Japanese of Hawaii

Regardless of what may have occurred, the actual overthrow,

may go the way of the Irish immigrants of New York and Boston and

conceptually, can be understood [apart from the emotional level) as

that their dominant position might be temporary.)

By its stunning
success, the Japanese community they soon lose itr ethnic character.

the pivotal event which evoked the final trauma, and the collective

Although it may bring little consolation, the failures of the Native

understood by viewing such behavior in terms of a post trauma

Hawaiian may bring little consolation, the [allures of the Native
Hawaiian may %nen the ultimate survival of a lifestyle that

understood in terms of Native Hawaiians becoming a conquered people.

.

behavior of Native Hawaiians after that event perhapa can bo better
syndrome model. 'Emotionally, these behaviors may be better

maintains its ethnic character.

In refusing to stew in the Anglo
melting pot, Native Hawaiians perhaps will survive ethnically, and
not lust

in history, novels, and T.V. commercials.
But, for the
present, tti-cultural adds to the cultural trauma which the Native

Hawaiian experiences, and if no socio-economic reprieve o,curs, the
promise of ethnic survival may be unwarranted. Howard provides some
insightful obeervaticrisi

Our research continually affirmed that an overwhelming
proportion of the people find considerable gratification in
their lifestyle.
Indications are that if wages were higher
and more resources available, most would continue 0 invest
in social capital and a lifestyle similar to the one they
are currently leading. The Polynealan-Hawaiian lifeatyle
is not dead--yeti But it is true that it is in grave
Barger from the twin threats of an economic system that is
placing more and more Hawaiian- Americana among the ranks of
the impoverished, and a dominant culture that hgg demonstrated little tolerance for genuine diversity.
.

.

Concluding Statement
The preceding sections outline the content of what conceptually
can be celled the Hawaiian post cultural-trauma nyndrome.

The
,lialacteristics of this syndrome are manifested uniquely by the

individual fan in the case of the rape victim), but perhaps there
are also collective characteristics to include,

Peelings of
eutherabillty and helfilessRessf loss of sense of direction as a

kople; feelings of inferiority vis-a-vis members of

!

dominant
r.

-ul,ure ari, a gene.alired, collective resentment.

z1

R6
annexation, while the Queen,and her subjects awaited the United
After President

PART IL?

States' demonstration of its unequivocal justice.

Tilt MORAL 1,EGACY

Cleveland left office, theinew administration: with no sense of
moral responsibility and on the wave of political expsnaion, fevered
annexation. In the throes of the Spanish-American war,, shortly

tut !...dtice

,,mbers f the ',r.up d'etat.' in 11191 demanded that Queen

res.ge. she otiose tc yield her authority to the United

states and r,-t to the Provisional Government until such time as the

after tne capture of Hartle id the Philipines, the United States
annexed the Hawaiian Islands, not by treaty, but by a Congressional
Resolution.

SO

rh. Unite) States shall, upon the facts being

,I-vstd/s.nr

presented tr it. and,. the action of its representative and reinstate

me in the authority which claim as the constitutional sovereign of
With those words, Queen Lili'uokalani

the Hawaiian Government.

Moral Responsibility
The Queen's call for justice and the President's reply are
clear.

But does the failure of the Queen to acquiesce to the Presi-

pieced the future of her Kingdom aid cf her people on the moral

dent's terms of general amnesty undermine the moral issue regarding

-onc'ter.-e of the United States.

the overthrow of the monarchy?

Presider.- nrover Cleveland, to a large extent, vindicated her

trust -n the honor and justice of the United States.
AR

in',

After review-

in-depth study of events regarding the overthrow, ho came out

f,it!,r1-0,4 :I. December 11191. denouncing the overthrow of the

;:.at for annnsation, and demenpid restoration of

n..h.t,hi.

Lei' frrealy state is in danger of being robbed
desce and its sovereignty by a misuse of the
ard 1.,..er of tee United Staten, the United Staten
anhet fait
vindicate its honor and its sense of justice
by an earnest ffort tc make all possible reparation....1
instructed Minister Willis to advise the queer', and her
.eppdters of my desire to aid in the restoration of the
tatus existing before theiiewless landing of the United
States forces at Honolulu.
It

i

to .h;,

toward the people who lost their sovereignty because of this lawless
Should the case of moral responsibility rest solely on legal
interpretations, such as they may be, or can the findings of

use?

That a people of a sovereign state are conquered lin one way or
another) or culturally dispossessed, causes no startling ripple in
the history of humanity.

e sene to a general amnesty for the conspirators in turn for the
U ni.ed States involvement.

The Queen rejected such dictated terms,

emend prior misdeeds through some form of restitution.

A government does have a moral responsibility regarding its

prior actions.

The case for moral responsibility and restitution is aptly
presented by Ronald Amundson!

Citizenship in a nation is something like membership in a
Our taxes still go towards paying off debts
corporation.
which the government acquired before we were citizens, and
perhaps even before we were born. Similarly we might find
ourselves obligated to repair the wrongs committed by
representatives of the government even when the acts were
committed long ago.

There is no question that the United States,

in a similar situation, also would have rejected general amnesty

for those wishing to overthrow the government.

Although cndemning the overthrow and rejecting annexation, the
cleveland administration let matters rest,

In this

regard the United States offers a new twist in the history of human

if accepted, they would leave In questitin the authority vested

in her sovereign rule.

The startling situation is the willingness

of a conquering nation to review its past and effect a policy to

rights,

Gewite President Cleveland's denouncement, he demanded acqul-

if

If not,

then what moral responsibility should the present government adopt

cultural analyses also have merit in assessing moral responsibility?

o.ar

for,

Does failure to acquiesce invalidate

the lawless use of the name and power of the United Stater!?

The Provision 1 Govern-

If these thoughts on reparation are right, then we have
only' seen that In some cases reparations are justified.
But how can we decide which cases are Justified onee?

ment solidified its position in Hawaii, and continued its pursult of
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If
Unlike the Native American who
advanced claims based on legal preAis, the Afro Americans have
argued their ease for moral restitution on the failure of the

were derelict in their duty.

The most important point is that there must have been rt
wrong committed, and that this wrong most have been
representatlee of the government
committed by

government to effect equality as secured by the law of the land.
Although the war between the tttttt was fought largely over the

The second point is that whatever was unjustly taken from
the past generation mat be something which would have
benefited the present group to be awarded reperation....lf
then there is
thi old wrong Hoeen'lhave present effects,
no way to repair it.'

issue Of slavery, the social impact of the war did not truly occur
until a century later. The war by itself did not bring the Afro
Americans into the mai ttttt es of the nation's social fabric.
Rather, the groat leap forward of the 1950's and 60's rode the tide

The question which is now pertinent is Whether the injustice
denounced by preaident Cleveland is somewhat reparable today. In

of the morality linked to the question of civil rights. That this
great leap 141 not yet corselet* signifies the difficulties which

the sweep of history, similar injustices can easily be discarded.
Clearly the United 8 tttt e trampled on the rights of indigenous
such
people while on its path to political and *Genesis:1'9
is the path to ail ,r.:h greatness." But there is another greatness

accompany social change.
A major breakthrough for Macke regarding the protection of
their civil rights occurred in 1954, when the National Association

, beyond political exploitation And economic
to the United
greed, and found in the sense of justice which has been the hallmark

for the Advancement of Colored People brought 'Brown vs. Board of
Education' to the Supreme Court. The Court declared that segrega-

of the United Stated Constitution.
That such justice exists is evidea-frOl'thi-f011owing

denial of the equal protection of the
tion ea practiced 'is
laws.'6S From then on, "sit-ins" occurred, followed by freedom
and Black Panther
Starches of the 1960's, vote-ins, Black Muslim

statements made by elected Federal Officials,
If any Indian tribe can prove it has bean unfairly and
dishonorable,dealt with by the United States it is entitled
lCongresmaan Karl Mundt, 1946.)
to ,,,cover.

militancy, the assassination of NWrtin Luther Ring, street riots.,
bussing, and affirmative action. In this period of time: the
Federal Government enacted laws and established programs to assist

it is recogPrbposed Congressional-Resolutionr 1th aaaaaAlaskan
Natives
nised by Congress that American Indians and
suffered from adverse economic health, education, and
hem from sharing equally
social conditions which p
eivancements achieved by
in the great social and economic
our Nation....
141 American Indian and Alaskan Native property will be
protectedi.that Indian culture and identity,141.11,he
(Senator McGovern. 1966.)
protected.

Blacks.

Was such assistance compensation or reparation? Amundson
distinguishes between the two, Compensation 'is motivated by the
moral principle that everyone should have an equal opportunity for
prve*Onefs9,6- emperettoe,-is eentraet,
--the
In the case of the
'is to repair the effects of an injustice."
Blacks, both compensation and reparation fit,. Bet perhaps the
elaJsification should lean toward reparation. Had not the injustice
.

The first Americans - -the Indians - -are the most deprived and

cost isolated minority group in our nation. On virtually
every scale of measurement - -employment, income, education,
health - -the condition of the Indian neople ranks at the
of
bottom. This =edition is the h_erittagee of centuries
with-injustice. Fall the time of the r fist contact
been
oppressed
kuropean settlers, the American Indians have
and brutalised, deprived of their ancestral lands and
denied the opportunity to control their own destiny. Sven
the Federal programs which are intended to meet their needs
have frequently proven to be ineffective and demeaning.'"
(Emphasis added; President Nixon, 1970.1

previously occurred, the present situation might have been erre
However, there' is some ground upon
positive. This is speculative.
which to argue that the plight of Blacks as well as Native Ameri-

cans. and Only. Hawaiians) can be traced to the injustices
perpiteated (either through volition or omission) on these people by
representatives of the government or its policies.
injustices not occurred, then their socio-economic

Had such
position would be

Failure to enforce the law of the land also may be considered a
prior injustice if such occurred because Federal representatives
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may have been the coneequence of a gradual growth of social aware1 economic prosperity. Such a
period of g
ness tied to
climate facilitated Federal leaders to accept, however reluctantly.
a morel obligation toward those people who unwillingly became
members of the nation, and upon whom prior politics had dire

ensure that they have
simply an issue for compensation, that is, to
equal opportunity for the benefits provided by the greater society.
Because Blacks have advanced no land claims, the issue of repaBut the issue is not
semantic, that is, whether the programs favoring Blacks are forms of
compensation or reparations' the issue is morel IA feature of both).
By dint of their long efforts, Blacks caused the Federal Government
ration, in their case, may not be apparent.

to accept a morel obligation.

effects.
The willingness, no matter how grudgingly expressed,,ot the
Federal Government/pc perceive a moral obligation sets the background for a review of Native Hawaiian claims for restitution. both

Similarly, by dint of this effort, the

United stares has also accepted a moral obligation regarding injustices perpetrated against other groups of people.
The situation with Mexican Americans is less clear. These
inhabitants of the Southeast, whose nation was defeated in war, were

ed that prior
the Native American and Afro Americans have demo
moral legacy and one which-the Federal Governtient left
ment has addressed.
It is too 1st, for the Federal Goveraeent to reject moral
responsibility regarding restitution for prior injustices. For
Native Hawaiians the issue is to keep the Federal Government awake

absorbed into the United States in a et user not too unlike what
To date, the
occurred with Native Hawaiians after annexation.
moral obligation to
Federal Cove nment has demonstrated little
address the Mexican land grant claims.91 If Mexican Americans
part
it is fair to advance that
have not had their day in court,
directed
to
improve
their
of the Federal legislation has bean
In this situation the issue may lean more
socio-economic situation.
toward compensation than reparation.
The strategies employed by the Blacks as well as the meager.
but clear, gains which they achieved in civil rights, undoubtedly

to its moral responsibility and clearly document the injustices
committed against them. Fortunately, the sense of justice in the
return to prior practices of
United 8 ttttt today precludes
ignoring or refuting the validity of claims advanced by indigenous
people for injustices which were previously committed.
The Federal nesednse to Its Morel Responsibility Toward Native

Hawaiian.
The overthrew of the Hawaiian Kingdom by haole businessmen
coemitted to annexation with the United States occurred at a point
in history when the United Stabs had embarked on its own wave of

encouraged the Native American move to improve its organisational
capability and refocus its efforts to gain redresss from the trail of
American
broken ttttt iee.99 It is not clear whether the Native
and Blacks, compered to the Mexican American,usee drawn more
longer period,
attentioe because they have borne injustices over
because of better organisabecause
their
claims
have
merit,
or
o
intensely the moral
tion, or because their cases have touched more
conscience of the nation. At the same, all three (Indians, Blacks,
end Mexicans) rest their demands for restitution on

moral,

Imperialism. The lases in question eighty-five yerrs after
Annexation is not whether the Native Hawaiian has benefited from

annexation, but whether annexation in itself was morally Just.
President Cleveland', message to Congress in 1891, substantiated
both the imeoraIlty of the overthrow of the monarchy smith*
annexation by the United States.
illegality of any

legally

.

President'Cleveland's opposition to the annexation and the
Quean. canteen the conscience of the United States disappeared in
ion
the euphoria of 'manifest destiny.' The Territorial Admini
no doubt considered itself serving Hawaiian, well by facilitating
residents with economic means to invest capital and exploit the

issuing from prior injustices.
moral legacy would fare poorly were the
These claims based on
For reasons
government not receptive !regardless of the reasons).
that ars difficult to accurately document, the United States after
World War II reversed its prior attitude toward moral responsibility
This change
for those people Absorbed unwillingly Into the nation.

10
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resources of the land.

The 'aspire builders' of Sewall also felt

terms, the Act failed in; realising the 'stated' objectives.

that they 'were creating a prosperous and well-managsd Hawaii.'"
Approximately
decade after annexation, the court ruled in

my

1975, lees than 15 percent of the land under the Commission's jurie96

41,110uokalani vs. United States' (1910) that Queen Lili'uokalani

diction was under lease to Native Hawaiian..
Protestor Michael Naas considered the Act a conscious attempt

had no claims to the crown lands for these were considered part of

to segregate the Hawaiian, perhaps in a modified form of the Indian

the government lands" WO the Republic of Bewail transferred to
the United
.
This Adgment reflected no sign of moral

Reservation.

responsibility.

Hawaiian problem, not unlike the manner in which the Slack problem

What.the Act means, opined Naas, is 'that the U. 8.

Congress and Territory of Hawaii agree that the (solution of'the

The first note of moral responsibility perhaps

surfaced in the enactment of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act

was being conceived, was to segregate Hawalians,frem the mainstream

11920).

of development in the process of the urbanisation of the 20th

Prince Kuhl°, the Territorial delegate to the United States,
campaigned for 'land for Hawaiians.'

Century.' '7

Hut in actuality 'it was an

If the Act reflected an effort to provide restitution

or constituted an indirect reply to -Queen Lili'uokalani's request

act of such political perfidy,' so wrote Thelon Wright, 'that one has

for justice, it indeed proved disappointing.

to go back to the record of Indian Affairs in the United States

the program was doomed for various reasons. one of which was that

Department of the Interior--the arm of government which was also
responsible for Hawaiian affairs - -to find

From the beginning,

'arable land of proven quality was specifically excluded from the

parallel

program.'"

performanee."92

So much for Federal moral responsibility through the

Hawaiian -Mamas programi

Clearly some Congressmen were touohed by a sense of morel
responsibility for what was happening to the Native Hewallan.

It may be argued that the Federal Government met its morel
John

responsibility through the Admissions Act which made Hawaii the SOth

Wise, esenator from Hawaii, assisted PrinceRuhlo in presenting the
case at 'land for Hawaiians' before Congress. One mainland

State Of the United States.

Congreeemen claimed that the 'purpose of this bill is to permit

trust for Native Nawaiians and the general public.99 Meanwhile,
the Federal Government retained title to approximately 400,000 acres

people of Hawaiian blood to again get possession of land in

Hawaii.'"

The crown and government lands whiell

remained were transferred to the State Government to be held in

-

If Wise had for his primary intent 'spellbinding'

of which approximately 207,000 acres were identified for defense and

rhetoric. !WM° truly believed that the Hawaiian Homes Commisiikon

related activities.

Act, by returning Native Hawaiians Co the tilling of land, would

sores)"

cause them to survive as a people.94

The State became custodian of over 2,000,000

The assumption that the State now has responsibility regarding

Morally, the United States with this Act failed the test.

This

any moral legacy stemming from the,. overthrow of the monarchy and

Act revealed that Hawaiian commune were not legitimate. In faot,
If the underlying attractiveness of the
there were problems.

annexation perhaps was vindicated in 1978, during the State Consti-

Hawaiian Homes Act was not the rehabilitation of Native Hawaiians by

a/Meilen' were entitlei to a pro-rata 'hare 120 percent) of the

tutional Convention, two results of which mires

That Native

relocation in reservations, it nonetheless suggested the attitude

revenues from ceded lands)" and the establishment of the Office

thiit,the Hawaiian could be made

of Hawaiian. Affairs to serve, among other things, as a receptacle

useful member of socrety, 'by

for his welfare to protect him against the ruinous competition of

for possible reparation from the Federal Government)" The.
inclusion of this purpose clearly infers that, from a State point of

more aggressive reces--white and yellow.'"

view, the Federal Government still has a morel responsibility

relieving his( from society, by making special, exclusive provisions

This is not'the place to outline the full measure of the
'perfidy' committed through the Hawaiian Homes Act.

rewarding Native Hawaiians.

On objective
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Cleveland' condemnation of the United States' involvieni in 04
overthrosi of the Hawaiian nation. Without this clear acknowledgement from the Federal Government, there can be no trust to proceed
toward the second step of restitution. In turn, the Federal Govern-

The Federal Government has given signs that it on ttttt ins the

possibility of moral responsibility which might require repaiations.
While not action upon the proposed Hawaiian Native Claims Settlement
Act 11974), Congress did hold hearings in 1970 and 1979, concerning
the establishment of

Native'llawallan Study CommissiOn.103

ment may mistrust the intentions of 'halve Naval/an.--their call may
be too high--and similar to
poker player, may decide to stay 'pat'
with an ace, in the hole (Federal funds) until a more opportuee time

In

December 1980, Congress passed an act establishing the Study Commission.

arrives.

Native Hawaiian Concern with Restitution

From the perspective of the Federal Government, it may view

Regarding its policy toward restitution, the Office of Hawaiian

itself in a back-against-the-wall mental set.

Affairs listed as its first principle 'the acknowledgement of a

For this
n.
Native Hawaiians should also'participate in negotiations with the

wrong.'

Specifically this, principle

spirit of ho'oponopono, that le, with the intent of setting things

The first step towards reparation Should be a clear
acknowledgement of the United Stets.' responsibility for
the overthrow of the Newallan native government in 1893.
Such acknowledgement should come in the form of a.simple
statement coupled with s recognition that the wrong gave
right toe duty and
commitment to make emends for that

right.

Wrong.

between the United States Government and the first Americans.'144

On face Value, this principle may appear intransigent.

ment may have about its 'what after I admit I an wrong' complex.
In 1970, President Nixon spoke of 'balanced relationship
Whether the relationship be with Native 11.--.,ans or Native

In

Hawaiians, no balanced relation is possible unless the Federal
Government recognises the premise of their position. If 'balanced'

actuality, its source springs from an aspect of Native Hawaiian
culture, namely, the practice of 'ho'oponopono."

In brief,

ho'oponopono means 'to make right, to correct,

relations is the goal, the stronger party should take measures to

, and maintain

raise the other party to a level where 'balanced' is substantive

good relationships among the family.'145
There can be no progress until things are made right.

rather than rhetorical.

From the Office of Hawaiian Affairs' point
of view, acknowledgement of wrong is the key to the establishment of

And a

true intention to correct wrongs is the necessary first point in
making things right again.
It further require. a full and honest
acknowledgement (confresionl of error.

' balanced' relationships.

The purpose of the preceding has not been to argue the case for

The second point is the

willingness to amend the wrong that has led to conflict.

restitution, but to view restitution in the context of Native
Hawaiian cu.tural values. Restitution is an essential concern of
Native.Hawallans. Restitution for land claims may involve cash

Viewed

from the practice of ho'oponopono, the Office of Similar' Affairs'
first principles is the foundation for subsequent disoussion.

The

settlements or return of land for which the rederl'Ooverneent has

practice of ho'oponopono is utilised because a wrong has been done.

' clear' title.

Hut whet about reatitution for wrongs which caused
irreparable harm, such as loss of dignity? Can any form of
restitution fit the harm which reaulted from the cultural trauma

Nothing can progress until that wrong is aoknowledged.
Native Hawaiians based their perception of the party in the
wrong from the trauma they have suffered and from President Cleveland's meaaage to Congress in 1193.

And that involves awareness of the motivations beneath their

position and sensitivity toward the misgivings the Fedora, Govern-

aseocisted with the demise of the Hawaiian Kingdom?

What annoys Native ROWaiiene,

For a rape victim, her personal trauma is irreparable.

as they have increased their organisational skills and 'arguing

Incar-

position,' le'the head-in-the-sand behavior of Federal administra-

ceration of the rapist, however, provides a form of restitution.

tions as though much behavior denies the reality of President

Recently the Federal Government attempted a fore of restitution for

643
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the collective trauma experienced by Vietnam veterans when it
dedicated Veterans Day 1982 to the Vietnam veteran and a memorial
was raised to tic or the veteran. And whit form of restitution is

e

possible for the cultural trauma Native dawdle's' have suffered?
Perhaps restitution rests in the Federal Government admitting that a
erpotrated collectively against the Native Hawaiian.
r
wrong has '

The conceptual models of contact culture, cultural trauma, iv,'
psycho-cultural study of the
poet trauma syndrome facilitate the
demise of the Hawaiian Kingdom. These models pandit the follOwing
schemes

Amundson's analysis in this matter has merits
generation is se irreparable harm.
The loss of dignity of
from the,government concerning an
The best that can co
irreparable harm is the admission that a wrong was done.
Such an admission ought to be demanded from the government,
not only by the descendants of the.wronged group, but by

1778

rigla:rrMlItC/2141EIPLX: mean that it is easy co

1870

it is usually easier to get money from a
It
governmens .han to get an,Almission of wrongdoing, even for
(Emphasis added)
a hundred-year-old wrong.

Indigenous Culture
(Pre-furopsan)
(Post - European)

CONTACI CULTURE

get.

Perhaps Amundson fells short in the manner in which President
his
Cleveland fell short. The President demanded acquiescence to
Amundson's inference that only a
demands for a general amnesty.
verbal admission of wrong-doing may be needed clears the air, so to
say, but fails to bring 'honor.' More importantly, the cultural
trauma did not just include loss of dignity, it also involved the
loss of nelf-worth through the lack of sensitivity on the part of
the Federal Government land its officials/ to Hawaiian cultural

CULTURAL Tuodtd--------1

1893
1898

Transplanted
Culture

POST TRAUMA
Sena -0

Stage-Hawaiian

1920

"Local" Culture

1941

I

1
.

Renais4,sance

1983

In a way, yes, but, in another,
Is such loss irreparable?
can take measures in the
no. ,In any case, the Federal Government
present to ensure that its actions do not continue to debase these
Here the form of restitution may be.direct. For example,
values.

values.

restoration of Native American control over the sacred lends of Blue
profanation of these lands.
Lake in New Mexico makes amends for the
Similarly, restoring Netive Hawaiian control over Kaho'olawe Island
makes amends for previous fend continangl debasement of Native'
Hawaiian sultural values.
For a people who have experieired post cultural-trauma synIn brief,
drodre, the question of restitution is no light matter.
the form of restitution and the manner In which presented may be
critical in working through the crippling effects of this syndrome.
An edmisr,on of wrongdoing is the minimal form of restitution
without which true resolution 51the syndrome does not really occur.

result of
A contact culture emerged in Hawaii after 1830 as
An indigenous cultural base
may be

missionary and trading activities.

remalned.but, over tlinti, the_llative_Efteelient_inwhat

removed from the original-considered a transplanted manner, became
Although a culture existed at
sources of the indigenous culture.
the time of the overthrow, this does not imply that the contact
culture had stilled the yearning to revert to the 'purer" old ways.
When the overthrow occurred, hammer, it was no longer just a simple
matter to "recover' the old, indigenous ways:
The contact culture, itself, accounted for part of the cultural
Had the British or
trauma which appeared after the overthrow.
Japanese overthrown the Hawaiian eingdom, it is rather doubtful that
Theoretically, the
a similar cultural trauma world have erupted.
situation would have
contact culture in such a hypothetical

e

The United
sustained Native Hawaiian, in the pest-overthrow period.
States' nonnectidh with the overthrow and subsequent annexation
to the contact
unused are implicit, if not outright, resistance
when the donqs became conqueror, a sense of betrayal
in'elidated the contact culture.
Had Native Hawaiians been able to maintain the original
indigenous culture in face of Western pressure, the demise of the

traumatic, for they would have
Horatian King++o may not have been so
The failures of the indigenous
had a validated cultural system..
innuences and of
'culture to survive the missionary Ind mercantile
the contact culture to survive the overthrow, combined with
transplanted culture of the,
resistance to participate in the
donor-turned-conqueror, outlines the structural features associated
after the overthrow of the
with the cultural trauma experienced

4

monarchy.
Native Hawaiians caught in
In the period following annexation,
syndrome adjusted to the transthe coilective post cultural-trauma
planted culture in the forms of 'stage-Hawailan,'.'local,' and
achieved a psycho'Rehaisnan,o.' Bt none of these adjustments has
cultural stability.
The psycho-,ultural cr.ntents connected to the trauma which the
individually. carry their own
everthrow triggered, when viewed
reveal the profundity
But
when
viewed
collectively,
they
weight.
experience and indicate the
4pa severity of the Native Hawaiian
s-,..pe of the cultural trauma.

The post trauma syndrome concept

helps explain Native Hawaiian
annexations it also helps in

henivlor in the period which followed
Why one person develops a post
the 4,1,ession of remedial action.
'Ail, another experiencing the same trauma does
tr,,.,
net,

Personality characteristics
I-fines any precise explanation.
But also"
strategies play a part.

and the nature of personal coping

much as support systems and
impertant are external Variibles
ietal acknowledgement of the trauma's existence. An operational
sr
.pport system supplies the etc.:Am with a nurturing background with
The idea of restituwhich he or she can work through the trauma,
linked to the trauma engenders trust and
tion to amend any injustile
After annexation, the Native
infer. a future 'free' of the trauma.
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Hawaiian support system, i.e., the contact culture, failed to
nurture any trust, and the idea of restitution dimmed in the face of
the donor-turned-conqueror recalcitrance to acknowledge any responAccordingly, Native
sibility that injustice had been committed.
Hawaiians, collectively, developed a post cultural-trauma syndrome
whicn they suffered through alone and without solace.
Restitution should be considered an essential feature in
working out a post trauma syndrome. While the rape victim might
benefit when the form of restitution is individualised, such as the
imprisonment of the rapist, the form may have to be collective when"'
The post trauma!
the poet trauma syndrome has a collective aspect.
syndrome of the Vietnam veteran suggests a collective feature. even
those without sny clinical symptoms shale a collective pathos. In
1982, the United States implicitly acknowledged its role in the
To maks amends,
the Federal Government dedicated Veterans Day-1982, to the Vietnam.
memorial wee dedicated to honor Vietnam
veteran. At the 44404 time
' injustice' of not honoring the Vietnam Veteran.

veterans collectively.

This form of restitution, although symbeilic,

is nonetheless restorative.
The demise of the IlawaiianKingdom, with the concomitant loss
of status, cultural pride, language, land end identity, and/subsequent development of a collective post trauma syndrome, indicates

the basis for the acknowledgement of a moral legacy. However, the
case for moral responsibility can rest solely on President
Cleveland's message to Congress, condemning the overthrow and
rejecting annexation on the immorality of the actions:
If moral legacy is not refuted, the.idea of restitution is more
Restitution springs from the merit of the case and
Complex.
willingness to act in good faith to make emends. Neil Levy went to
'Compensation to indigenous
the heart of the matter when he wrote,
vs9,
legal ones'
people is essentially an ethical rather than

Regarding 'Wail, whetters' of restitution are in order?

What

claims have merit? Restitution for the desecration of Sacred
lands, such as what is now happening to laho'olawe, perhaps has
marginal
merit. Perhaps restitution for the deception of selecting
rather than land of proven quality for the Hawaiian Homes program
also his merit.

Fellure to acknowledge a Federal role in the

40

11/

causation of the Native Hawaiian post cultural-trauma syndrome may
warrant restitution. Legal claims which concern the illegal leisure

support today may balance the precious deception and, more
importantly, enable the program to be more successful.

of crown and government lands clearly have merit, but these are not
fhe focus of this paper.

Rstablish

3.

The funds for
this Trust can cow from 'the revenues of surplus Federal

Whet then should the Federal Government provide. if anything,
as restitution for the psycho-cultural 'rape' of Native Hawaiians?

lands that are returned to the State for the specific
purpose of generating funds for this Trust. Such
Cultural Trust, if only in
symbolic way (similar to the
role the Vietnam mar Memorial can serve in 'redeeming,'

It the Federal Government acknowledges a moral responsibility, in
,

what form should the restitution be made?

Restitution based on the
merits of psycho-cultural arguments may solicit little interest or,

when compared to the legal battles over land claims, appear less

vhonoring, and taking seriously the Vietnam veteran), makes

.

important and thus less likely to achieve momentum to forcefully
advance these arguments. With this state-of-the-art fully in mind,
the following forms of restitution are guardedly offered.)

amends for the cultural trauma Native Hawaiians experienced
with the demise it the Hawaiian Kingdom.
as matters now stand, the Federal Government cannot hold that

Return of Kaho'olawe (with a total ban on bombings to the

F.

Hawaiian Cultural Trust for the purpose of

"re -Hawallaniiing" the Hawaiian Islands.

indifference or lack'of knowledge, might feel no special
resentment about rho violation of Stonehenge. But, over

WINO tillOuckalani's trust in thAustice and honor of the United
States has been vindicated. MO Federal policy will eradicate the
ignominy and cultural loss experienced by Native Hawaiians during
the past nindty-years. No monetary reparation can rash sway the
psychologies} suffering that followed. Restitution, however; does
make amends, serves to.hel the hurt from prior mistreatment. and
fosters the development of trust between both parties.
To argue the case for reparatiop solely on the merits of
cultural losses and psychological here is highly idealistic an.
implies
lingering belief that trust can still be placed in United
States justice. were the Pederl Government to reject today '
President Cleveland's condemnation of the injustices committed
during the overthrow and his acknow/.dgem'nt of United States'

time, these same people would understand the violation and

involvement, then it would fail the moral test which the United

Join in the collective resentment.

States has mat over the years and in times of adversity, and.which

control of Native Hawaiian, for religious and cultural
uses.

Although late' in this presentation, it may be appro-

priate to add a brief commentary here.

Her can one

rationally understand and emotionally feel the desecration
occurring on keho'olaws? Perhaps an sample can serve this
purpose. Suppose Germany had occupied Great Britain during

4

world War II and then uso4:Stonehenge, the sacred grounds
of en ancient religion. for

cebing practice.

it is

reasonable to conclude that these conquered people of Great
Britain would feel an outrage.

Some, because of

A similar situation may

exist surrounding xaho'olawe, an island placed on the

has distinguished it from otter imperial powers.

National Register of Historic Places and which once held a

America." as goes the retrain, can

Perhaps 'only in

govern people expect to move
mint toward reparations on moral as well as on legal grounds.

religious role In the indigenous Culture.

establish a Federal Hawaiian Homes Development Fund for the

2.

purpose of assisting Native Hawaiians in making better use
of the lands in this program.

Such funds can go directly

to individual housing, co-operatives. ur small farming
enterprises. Since it appear, too late to reassign land of
proven quality to the Hawaiian Homes Program, fiscal
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ON SEPTEMBER 27,

I HAD tOT READ THE DRAFT REPORT OF THE NATIVE

HAWAIIAN STUDY COMMISSIN, AND] WAS ISTURBED BY WHAT I HAD
READ IN THE NEWS MEDIA.

I AM NOT AN ATTORNEY BUT 1,60 KNOW THAT ONE IS PRIVILEGED TO
-REFRAIN FROM SIGNING A REPORT BY SAYING I DO NOT CONCUR AND

FILE A MINORITY REPORT GIVING HIS OR HER REASONS FOR NOT
SUPPORTING THE REPORT.

AS I.:UNDERSTAND IT IHE THREE HAWAIIAN MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION

MB NOT AGREE WITH THE BUREAUCRATS WHO ARE ON THE COMMISSION.
THIS IS LIKE MAKING THE HAWAIIANS PLAY-RUSSIAN ROULETTE WITH A
FULLY LOADED WEAPON POINTED AT THEIR HEADS.
I UNDERSTAND THAT THERE WAS SOME STUPID REFERENCE TO NO RESISTANCE..
IF THAT IS TRUE IT IS- LIKE TELLING A PERSON WHO HAS BEEN RAPED

,

THAT SHE DID NOT RESIST A GANG OF HOODLUMS TO THE POINT OF .BEING
"BUSTED UP.'
.\

T STRIKES ME THAT THOSE WHO TEND TO SUPPORT THE DRAFT REPORT ARE
PICAL OF THOSE AMERICANS WHO ARE STICKING THEIR NOSES INTO OTHERk....
PE

VIF

S' BUSINESS, AND HOW MANY TIMES HAVE WE BEEN CAUGHT DOING THAT?
ERE IS NO LEGAL BASIS FOR REPARATION TO THE HAWAIIANS THEN

OUR GREAT UNCLE SHOULD DO LESS TALKING AND TAKE CARE OF SOME
LEGITIMATE BUSINESS RIGHT AT HOME AND MAKE IT LEGAL WITH APPROPRIATE
LEGISLATION.

649

668

I

THINK THAT WE CAN SEE SIGNS OF MISGIVINGS OF PRESENT

- 3

- 2 -

DAY PACIFIC PEOPLE IN THEIR NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE U. S. IN STRIVING

IN HAWAII BEFORE THE HAOLE CAME THERE WERE NO'WRITTEN LAWS.

FOR INDEPENDENCE.

TODAY WE HAVE

NOT TOO LONG A60 OUR BIG 'UNCLE' WAS VERY PROUD TO ANNOUNCE HOW,

OF OUR BIG PROBLEMS TODAY;

SUCCESSFUL HE WAS IN GETTING THE JAPANESE TO REWRITE THEIR HISTORY.

DON'T THINK THAT WE HAVE LOOKED UPON THIS SHAMEFUL ACT OF THE

BIG DEALT

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AS THE NUMBER ONE CRIME OF THE'PAST CENTURY
IN HAWAII.

HERE WE ARE 90 YEARS LATER CAUGHT LIKE A MONKEY WITH HIS HANDS IN
A COOKIE JAR OR A FLY ON FLY PAPER PROTESTING INNOCENCE IN THE
I WONDER IF SOME

STEALING OF A KINGDOM.

of THE

IF;WE HAVE NO LEGAL CLAIM TODAY FOR DAMAGE DONE TO THE ItAMAIIAN

GUYS WHO WERE

PEOPLE, HOW CAN'THESE SAME PIRATES SAY EVENTHOUGH ALL Of THE

INVOLVED WERE FORERUNNERS OF THE C.I.A.

ACTIVITIES THAT ENDED IN THE OVERTHROW OF THE MONARCHY, THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF A REPUBLIC AND THE CEDING OF THESE LANDS TO THE

AS AN AMERICAH HAWAIIAN IsAM ASHNAED'OF MY AMERIAN BLOOD FOR

AMERICAN PEOPLE IS LEGAL?.

TELLING US NO REARENCElfo THE Mat COMMITTED BY OUR GREAT
COUNTRY--90 YEARS AGO..

I WONDER WHAT OUR COUNTRY LOOKS LIKE IN

IN RECENT YEARS UNDER THE GUISE OF PROTECTING WEAKER NATIONS

I BELIEVE THE ANSWER WOULD BE 40 UNTO OTHERS AS YOU WOULD HAVE

NATIONS* BY DECLARING ECONOMIC SANCTIONS AGAINST THEM.

THEM

UNDERSTANDNHAT,I HAVE READ, SOME,OF OUR 'FRIENDS' HAVE THUMBED

I

DO TO, YOU.'

I BELIEVE, HOWEVER, THAT THE HAWAIIAN ATTITUDE

THEIR NOSES AT US AND IGNORED THEt'ECONOMIC MINNS* THAT g, HAD

NAHA WALE

NO' IF THE DRAFT REPORT IS NOT RADICALLY CHANGED.

INVOKED.
,

E EYES OF OTHER PEOPLE

IN,THIS WORLD OF OURS.

WE

"BULLY
HAVE USED SEVERAL MANEUVERS SHORT OF DECLARING WAR ON

IF I

KINDS OF LAWS AND I BELIEVE. THAT CRIME IS ONE

OF OUR LAST QUEEN.
NOW ON A MORE POSITIVE ME: REMEMBER THE MOTTO

'\ I WONDEID WHY, BUT AFTER MUCH THINKING AND SOUL SEARCHING.t BELIEVE

LILIUOKALANI.

OUR 'FRINDS (SUCH AS ENGLAND. FRANCE, ETC.) JUST DON'T BELIEVE

ONIPJAA--BE STEADFAST TO OUR PEOPLE AND REMAIN TRUE

TO OUR HAWAIIAN ANCESTORS WHO WERE ROBBED OF THEIR DIGNITY AS A

Vi ANYMORE.

PEOPLE.- .

,
-

_2'

s

O

IS
I WOULD BE MOST HAPPY TO AT LEAST KNOW THAT THE DRAFT REPORT,

NOT THE FINAL REPORT AND AS HAWAIIANS LET US BE TRUE TO OUR
CULTURE AND HERITAGE AND PREPARE ARINDPIENTS TO RECTIFY THE

LIMITATIONS PLACED ON THE MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION BY EXISTING
LAWS.

0,4_41.44
4

,4

,

COMMENTS ON
THE NATIVE HAWAIIAN STUDY COMMISSION
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N onolulu. Swett 114$50
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D ear sinew'

ihe native Hawaiian Study ComMission vat established to

Ne are transmitting for the review and conslderatios of

MUNI

r

the Natty, Sewall:4 Study *omission (nec) the
comments of the Office of Sureties Affairs relative to

study the 'culture, needar and concerns" of Native Hawaiian'

your draft report.

and rbpdt its findings and recommendations to Cangrosa and

In submitting these oommenthe OSA Dosed of Trustees
raw.
would Ilhe to emphasise that it represents
sive analysis of the contests of the VISC Draft
of
Specifically. 0Sh's comments address the cbjectivi
the Commission Is examining the historical and legs
basis for the Native.Sereliao claim for nomrations and

ellieRMINOMMI
revile

the President.

01 %AM

em riCetelle SAULUMMIXIM

me ow.:

traimMamow
Seilerataara

mminemmr.

Met=

facts, maks informed and impartial findings and
recommendation'.

pante:44%km of the Vetted States is the owerthros.
While the Board of /nutmeg subsequently urged the
Sawaiten fajo:e_toartistpate in the fact finite,
coem_passios. the Nosed of Trustees
mission o
nonetheless do not °encode that the Native Nevadan
Study Camisole* has the right to exclusive
determination of thee. issue* addiresied in its study.

-the examination of the historical and legal basis for the
Native Newaiian clath for reparations and restitution.

Draft Report, which should present
t

o euvereignty takab from the Sawaittniscrs as a result
of the overthrow of 'the Sewatien I

United Star Congress.

Hanover, the Draft Report released by the

Commission shows a startling bias and lack of objectivity in

'bib positiOn clearly substantiates 011's desire to
ake available other optic** to future generations of
'NewatiOns in resolving the longstanding issue of'the

Ws hope that our comments will sesst4S the full
condideration of the Commission and members of the

and. after examining all relevant

,

In retrospect, when the Commission uses enacted and
subsequently appolnted by President Meagan the DNA
B oard of Trustees discussed the merits of ierticiipating
in the activities of the Obemisston. The commIn vas
'nether the Commission Ooeld address the issue of ,the
overthave Of the Straiten SimpSom vita objectivity and
impartiality since historical records document the

114111.111111.

The Commilision's task was to objectively

inquire into these

restitution.

rimlenalitabWilM

INTRODUCTION'

The

fair and unprijUdiced

view of historical events and potential claims, is
misleading and conclusory.

The report makes statements

which lack supporting authority end, in many instances, the '.
report is argumentative rather than Impartial.' While it
must be admitted that reporting
complex area is

on such a sensitive and

difficult task, the edge of this 'portion

of the report La so biased as to cast doubt on the
. credibility of the Commission.
Part II, Chapter', III, of the Draft Report

Saspeotfully submitted.

wall

epergne, the 1.9.1 beats for the reparations claim is

t::sh

O.

iselohl.

Jr.

Chairman
loaf of Trustees
_Office of Newatian
Affairs

particularly objiptioneble

scrutiny bi,fait end law to reach

ressonedand fair

conclusion, rather than presenting the; similarities between

eel an King St Suns 100
lionoluk. Hemel

seat a

n4S-ONDI

Hawaiian

the

clim and those of other Native

II.

Americana, rather than exploring potentiaNethods by which
A.

ERANINATINN OF SPCCIFIC mammon oP PART tt OF TUE
NHSC DRAFT REPORT
Lend Tenure System in Ancient Hawaii

Native Hawaiians may asCsert their claim, the Draft Reporta
r

The NNW Draft Report is internally inconsistent in its

merely takes the arguments advo,ated by oNA and others and
ir

description of the ancient land tenure system.. Chapter'V of

'

argues to the contrary.' This tactic would be proper it the

Part I describes the ancient land tear,' *viten 4 Hawaii as
Commission was acting at the. attorney for the United 8 aaaaa
in a court of law.

feudal in nature.

Chapter I of eart II presents in move

Ho4ver, the Commission itselewas
reillisti; view of tho relationship of the ali'i and

established to be an impartial fact - tiding body, not to

maka'sinana to the land, a view which has been widely
play art adversarial rob'.

accepted by Native Rawaiians.

Yet even the iieformstion

The following commints examine portio4 orChapters I
presented in Part Ile Chapter I ie misleading and
art II of Part II of thd NHSC Draft Report and attempt to
incomplete.

correct misinformation mind highlight flaws in

It is important to emphasize that the concept

inc.

of fee- simple ownership of the land wee unknown to

These are not meant to be e'xhaustIvejemarke, but to
lihnaiians. 'The ali'i or hilip chiefs did not own the land as

Pinpoint some of the critical gaps in the report.

The

the Draft Report seems to imply, they-merely managed the
comments the

in ')t to

the report.' Finally. a
presented, taking the i
Report and -reatructurin

does not provide

rutinute Chapter III, Part II. of

alternative draft of Chapter III is
ormation given in the NHSC Draft
it to ahoy that, while present law

a proreillire

land and other 'resources.

'From a religiTuo viewpoint, the

ali'i nui was a person of divine power.
was not a personal authority.

Yet his authority

It was, instead,

channeled through him by the gods.

powier

In relation to land and

for Native Hawaiians to.

naturatfesources, he was analogous to a trustee.°

The

their ,laim, numerous prrcedents and legal the rise support
ancient lend system thus stands in stark contrast to Western
the claim.

concepts of private ownership.
The ali'i nui (or moll himself enjoyed no absolute
ownership of all the land. The ali'i nui was a trustee
of all the people within an island or soma other larger
district.
The konohiki also maintained a similar
tentative position because the makaiainana were free to
leave the ahupirea if they were Unhappy with
particular 'Chieftain (ali ii or konohiki. In short,
the members thioughout the political hierarchy shared
mutual dependence in suatainingitheir subsistence way
of life.

t.
2
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people of my Kingdom.° The Crown lands, although

Further, each segment of the population Anjoyed Lertain use
rights in the land.

originally intended by Kamehamehe Ill an his ova private

Common areas of the ahupue'a were

lands, were subseguent)y made Inatienahle and became part of

worked by/the people and the ptoductn of that common area

the public lands of Hawaii subject to -the trust concept.7

The maka'alnana also

supported the chiefs and priests.

the

worked smaller parcels of land and the produce of
&mailer areas vent to their own support.'

Chapter II, Part II, of the HHSC Draft Report examines

In addition, the

the overthrou of the Hawaiian Kingdom.

common people had terrain gathering and fishing rights
,

within the ahutua'a.'

States Minister to Newell, anu the presence of American

All the

troops on shore at Honolulu during aet,crucial period

people, including the all'i.vmerely administeked the land

Further, theDraft Report fail: to consider slovens' actions

whole.

in the context of United Stistes galley toward Hawaii and the

Rven,after the islands were uniO6d by Kamehameha I, the

strong annexationist.sentiments present in the'llarrinen

trust concept continued, although the adminiltetion of the
lands became more complex.

administration.

The first witted constiletion

1.

of Hawallcleerly stated this propositions

Stevens, Blaine's protege and;forver newspaper essoolate,
was appAnted as Minister to 'Hawaii.

Secretary of State

Blaine, primarily responsible for American policy toward

Although the

Hamill during this turbulent periodowee himself.weexan

tercets of rommoners, chiefs, king, and government were

advocate of annexation, hiving earlier written an editorial

eparated out in the Menke, and pe chiefs and commoners

'

in the Kennebec Journal urging aegui..ition of hawaii.,

5

Received lehivldual.peteels in fee simple. the Government

During his brio( service as Secretary of State under thy

kled Crown lands were still held by the Government and Crown
for tth benefit of the people as a whole.

e

Secretary of State in 1889 and a short time later John S.

Tip Kabala of 1640 and conve$106 to fee simple system did
concept.

Harrison Adminietrl.tion's rolicy Toward Hawaii.
Prealdent Harrison appointed Jamul. G. niniric ab

Kametwmehe I. was the founder of the kin dom, and to
him belonged.all the land from one end o the Islands
private
to the other, although it was not his
plc In
It belonged to the chiefs and
property.
common, of whom Rasehameha I was,* head, and hod the
management of theujanded property.

t entirely do away with this t'F

However, the report

mi'llimiscs the part played by John h. Stevn.., the' United

However. the landfitself was viewed

as belonging not to.one Individual but to the gods.

for the benefit of the gods end society al

Overthrow of the Hawaiian kingdom

S.

administration of Ch

.

Arthur, hieing had stated the

Itamahar.Ra fit

U.S. policy as one of maintaining Hawaiian independence. but

conveyed approxiMAely 1.5 millionlacres to the Hawaiian

with the caveat that if the Islands 'drift from their

Government setting the land apart 'forever to the chiefs and
11

S

0

o

independent,station it must be toward assimilationAndi--

told me, end say to him tlo,t

4dentlfication with the American aystem, to-idach they

President.'11

Thurston did visit 'far-v. and

taken to

Thurston, he authority' Tracy.to try him that 'if

the operAtioe of political necessity.° Writing to the
American minister to Hawaii in 1041. Blaine outlined hew

conditions in Hewett compel you pecople to art as you have.
Indicated, line you come to Washington with an annexation

ricsn colonisation of the islands could solve the labor,

proposition,. you will find, en exceedingly sympathetic

p oblems brnuglit about by the deelIne of the native

population."

think I.,u qhould cui

the linite'House where, although Harrison decided not to met,-

belOng by the operation of natural laws and Rust belong by
.

I

'administration here.'"

In a letter to P resident Harrison on August

As the HNSC DreftOtoport indicates In an earlier
10, 1091, Blaine 'teeter

I think there are only three
places that-Fra of value enough to
1.
be taken, that are not conti
One ie Hawaii and the others are
Cube
and
Porto
Cuba and Porto Rico.
Rico are not now imminent an4 will
not be for s generation. Revell may
come up for decision at shy unexpected

section.'! the United hates from an effilytimo had pursued
a course Of 'political control of the islands, making them
industrially and commercially a part of the United

.1'

States.

t.

government from disposing of any of its territory to any

Presided' Harrison also sew the importance of Bewail

other power, by Secretary of State Blaine's written

an r . comienting on a possible fiefs-trade trgety with HaWall,

wrote, '

.

.

Instructions in 1081 that the American Government would not

. the necessity of maintaining and Increasing

our hold and ierimence In the Sandwich islands

permit the transfey of Karelian territory or sovereignty to

it very

any Ruropeen temert mut by the events culminating in thg
cession if Pearl Rather to the United Staten In the 1997

apparent and vet+ pi. sing.'"

It le clear that Harrison and Blaine took a friendly
view toward haealltn annexation.

Reciprocity T

[orris I.. Thurston.

." Harrison's administration continued

Pouter's, influence looked for bays to strengthen the hold

visited Blaine in Wathington during the Spring of lillkto

over Hawaii.

Blaine told Thurston that he
2.

considered Ole annexation of Newell of the utmost Importance

SteeehtImpole in to Overthrow of the flawailan,RinGdoe
The mole4pleyed by U.S. Minister Stevens in

and since he was unwell asked Thurston to epee, with B.P.
Trilby, Secretary of the Navy.

.

that policy and under Staines, and later Secretary

founding member.of the Annexation Club, recounts that he

'peek about annexation.

Thls course is syldenced by the clause in the

1075 Reciprocity Treaty which;prevented the Hawaiian

hour and I hope we shall be premed
to dw.ide it in the affireative,"

se,

.16

overthrowing the Hawaiian Kingdom is indeed a controversial

and tell his what you have
7
6

'7'

6

and difficult one to assess.

However, the HHSC Draft Report

c)

Liliuokalani's Failure to Resist
The Draft Report seems to intimate that the Queen had

contains inaccuracies ad halt-truths which give the
mistaken impression that Stevens was a passive observer

sufficient forces at her command to overcome the Americon

rather than an active participant in those events.

and annexationist troops.

al

However, the report fails to

point out that the Queen and her cabinet believed (and

Stevens' Views on Annexation

Stevens words and actions led them to believe) that the

The, Draft Report glosses ever the fact that Stevens was

an open advocate of annexation, had written an editorial

United 8 eeeee was lending support to the annexationist'.

that received notoriety in the U.S. advocating annexation,

fir instance, immediately upon learning that a provisional

and that his offiral reportnto Washington showed his strong

government had been declared, the Queen's cabinet sent a

bias in favor of angexatinn.19

letter to Stevens asking whether the United States had
recognised the Provisional Government.

ElAL19-LLiefElvan Tr"U2
Although the Draft Report states that Stevens did not

that he had.

Stevens' replied

Strangely enough; Stevens' reply to the

give his open support to the ammationists, it is important

Cabinet was made before his letter of recognition was sent

to emphasize that American troopn were landed without the

to the Provisional Government'21

request of the Hawaiian monarchy, that once ouch troops were

ministers reasonably believed that in resisting, they would

landed the Queen's cabinet asked Stevens to order their
withdrawal, and that Stevens refused to do so.I9

Liliuokalani and her

have to contend not only with the troops from the Boston,

when the

but with the entire force and power of the United States.

cabinet asked Stevens if the troops would be used to support

dl

the existing government, Steven's reply was that he would

.

Stevens' Recognition of the Provisional Government .

A factual errordeade in the NHSC Draft Report is the

not use the troops to support the Queen." This is in sharp

assertion that alter U.S. Minister Stevens gave recognition

contrast tb his toady use of American troops two weeks later

to the Provisional Government, 'other foreign mini

in aid of the Provisions) Government,

Further, the

quick to follow suit.'22

the Provisional Government was very premature.

placement of American troops is a crucial factor to
consider.

wore

In truth, Stevens' recognition of
Stevens

recognised the Provisional Government sometime between Sae

While a detachment of marines (approximately 30

While the anneuationints had

men) was sent to the American consulate, the majority were

and SOO p.m. on January 17th.

stationed at Anon Hall, located next door to the Government

taken control of the Government building, they did not have

Building and across the street from the Palace.

control of the police station where the bulk of the Queen's

9

8

fnices waited.

It

r

'en

members of the Provisional Government's council guarded the

:;t,V.41, recognised the

Prevraional Government prior to Liituetilant's surrender."

Goverment Building at nights, and 200 stands of arms were

Indeed, Steven's ready recognition of the annexationists was

missing from the inventory of arma procured from the

a major\ factor in persuading the Queen to surrender.24

Monarchy's forces at the time of the overthrow."

The

diplomatic arml consular representatives of other cour tries
die Het

ti

Believing that we are unable to sntisfacrorily
protect life and property, and to prevent civil
disorder in Honolulu and throughout the Hawaiian
Islands, we hereby, in obedience to the
instructions of the Advisory Council, pray that
you will raise the flag of the United States of
America, for the protection of the Hawaiian
Islands for the time being, and to that end we

new regime until the following day and

Great Britain's minis oe did not officially recognise the
Provisional Government gntil two days later.
el

25

Liliuoknlani's Surrender

hereby confer upon the Government ott' the United
States, through you, freedom of isetupation of the

The Mc Draft Report implies that Liliuokalani

public buildings of this government, end of the
soil of this country, so far as may be necessary
for the exercise of such protection, but not
interfering with the adm4gistration of public
affairs of this country.

surrendered to the United States merely to leave open the
possiblity of regaining her kingdom.

However, it is clear

that the Queen surrendered to the United States because of

From this action, it is evident that the Provisional

the appearance created by Stevens and the landing of

Government was not sufficiently stable and did not have the

American troops that the United States wholly supported the

nverthrow of her government."

This assumption was not

military power to insure its own existence.

support of the UnitedStat

placed under the military protection of the United States.

and Stevens' readily gave it.

Strangely enough, in Stevens
y of State Foster

telegram of February 1 to Se

Hawaii Under American Protection

The aid and

was needed at this crucial time

incorrect since a short two weeks later, the islands were

fl

The

Provisional Government stated in its request to Stevens!

informing him that the Islands had been placed ander the

While the Draft Report mentions that on February 1,
1897, Stevens placed the islands under protection of the

protection of the United States, Stevens stated 'IT)he

united States, landed additional troops from the Boston, and

Provisional Government of Hawaii gaining power and respect.

asumed watch river the Government Building, the import of

everything is quiet.

Stevens' actions must be explor.d more fully.

Stevens wrote that he was 'compelled °to assts a grave

Provisional Government had been it. existence for a mere two
weeks.

reeponsiblity.'"

During that period, Cher, has. been rumors that

natives would attempt to take back power.

Annexation sentiment is increasing.'29,

In his official dispatch to foster sent the same date,

The

He justified his assumption of the

protectorate on the grounds that the Provisional Government

At least 3

11

10

AM"
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,wee.Mle

needed time to organize a reliable military forco.

the United States' open support of the Provtatnnal

A larger

Government.

'army was needed because of the presence of 'renegade
whites,' *hoodlum frtR viers,' and "viseious natives'.
Provisional Gave

attempt to Restore the Monarchy

1.

The

The NHSC Draft Report implies that Litiuukalarn refused

meet feared, he said, the machinations of

to grant a full amnesty to those who had .v,tthrnWh her

some 'evil -diaper ed persons* who might stir some of the

40,000 Orientals to disorder.

government and that uch 4 refusal eohated 11 attempt by

Finally, Stevens cited the

htlitrAaiant did

the United Staten to restore the rem4t,hy.
arrival of a British warship as another reason for the
protectorate.

at first refuse to grant a

The British Minister, thus aided, might try

exile of the revolutionaries stating

With the

to press unduly the Provisional Government.

full al-treaty nutIng instead for

allowed to remain, they would commit

that 'if rhev were
the name offense over

elands under our protection, we think the English Minister

again.'32

will not attempt to insist that his goverment has the right

Considering the impact of their actions,

Liliuokalani's Views toward punishment of
to interfere while our (leg is over the government
was reasonable.
building."3!

fact that Liliuokalani eventually

The NHSC Draft Report quotes in part the reply of

amnesty.

Secretary of state roster to Stevens, but since this reply

did agree to grant a lull

In reality, it was the position taken by the

Provisional Government which prevented restoration.

set forth the policy taken by the United States when its

The

Provisional Government refused terms of restoration, arguing

minister presumed to act independently, it should be
examined in greater depth.

the annexationists

The NHSC Orate Report fails to discuss the

that the United States had no authority to interler in

While the reply criticized

Hawaii's internal, domestic affairs."

Stevens and disavowed his actions to the extent they set the

Since the United

States was unable to use diplomacy to bring about the

authority and power of the'United States over that of the

restoration of the monarchy,

President Cleveland turned the

Provisional Government, Foster also authorised stevene to
matter over to Congress.

keep the troops ashgee, provided they did not go beyond

The NHSC Draft Report concludes

In reality, however, the situation in Hawaii did not change
after roster's reply.

The Blount Report and the MorikItLILLELti

4.

preserving order and protecting American lives and property.

that the truth with

regard to the overthrow of the Hawaiian government probably

The flag of the United States
'lies somewhere between' the Blount and MOrgariReperts.39

continued to fly over the Government Building and American

However, certain aspects of each report and the Men

troops continued to occupy that building, thus continuing

12

O

<7'
0E.

to acquire
any Intereet or control In the Hawaiian ',land,' that is
tHreatenien tc?rd the
in any way pre)udicial or even
interests of the United Stat.-, nr ncr

admit the right of any tot, 19e 94,49111,4911

Blount did interview Henry Waterhouev.37

W,O. Smith, a

principle member of the Committee of Safety, submitted a

Morgan's report vindicated eveyone involved in the Hawaiian

written statement to Blount and he was aided in drafting the
statement by Henry S. Cooper and James B.

members of the Committee of Safety."

Castle, also

affair, except the Queen and her cabinet.

Sven Hewn,

however, did not approve of the establihmnt ,1 a U.S.

Blount, when accused

of submitting an es parte report by the Morgan Committee,

protectorate over Hawaii.

The remaining eight members of
Democrats and four

pointed out that he had asked members of the Provisional

the Foreign Relations Committee, four

lavernment for interviews or statements, but they had

Republicans, approved only those portions et the report

refused.

which coincided with the stands of their respective parties.

However, Blount did interview twenty

annnexationiste, five members of the Provisional Government,
and two of the speakers at the annexatiunia

S. 'Cleveland's Message to Congress

While the NHSC Draft Report quotes partially from

is mass meeting

President Cleveland's Special Message to Congress on the

on January 16th.39
In contrast to Blount's impartiality,

Hawaiian situation, that message is of Such importance that

Senator John T.

Morgan was a steadfast advocate of annexation.

the entire text should be included in the NHSC's final

only three

Mount had been sending relents to

weeks after the overthrow, on February 0, 1093, Bergen

submission to Congress.

introduced a bill into Congress containing a plan for

Secretary of State Gresham throughout his Invevligettbn in

American governance of Hawaii."

Further, the NHSC Draft

Hawaii.

His letters Show his increasing belief that Stevens

Report states that the MOrgan Report came co a con'Ausion

had Indeed played a significant role in overthrowing the

almost exactly opposite to that of the Blount Report, but

monarchy.42

that statement fe misleading.

Cleveland and his advisors accepted Blount's

assessment of the role of the United States minister and

The Senate Foreign Relations

Cleveland's eloquent

Committee wan unable to reach a majority opinion, so Morgan,

troops in overthrowing the Monarchy.

the chair of the committee, issued a report which began with

message to Congresa summarizve Blount's findings and seta

the following statements

forth the basis for those findings.

In order for Cleveland

to have presented this message to Congress and to have

Hawaii is an American state, .and is embraced in
This fact
the American commercial and military system.
has been frequently and firmly 'tried by our
Government, and is the Bound on fetich is rested that
peculiar and and far-reaching declo,etion so often and
so earnestly made, that the United grates will not

sought restoration of the monarchy, he must have believed
that U.S. involvement was of such a magnitude that

16
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The Draft Report also suggests that the fact.that

Such an admission by the

extraordinary action was required.

President of the United States should carry great weight.

ar'

annexation was accomplished by joint resolution may indicate

1ff

C.

greater popular support for the measure than if the same had

Annexation

been ecsomplished by treaty.

Chapter II, Part II of the NHSC Draft Report Analyses

However, as the NiSC Draft

Hawaiian annexation and concludes that expedience was the

Report subsequently points out, while annexation may have

primary reason for annexing Hawaii by joint resolution

received support in the United States, it did not receive

while the report states that

rather they by treaty in 1898.

such support among the native people of Hawaii.
The HHSC Draft Report'compares Hawaiian annexation to

the joint resolution method was finally used to annex Hawaii
because world events made it plain to the President and

the annexation of other territories.. As the report

congress that anne.iatiun Val, essential, this reasoning is

indicates, the annexation most analogous to that of Hawaii
was the

rt reasons that

Basically, the Draft Ref

specious.

obviously, however, many

Senators did not think annexation was 'essential."

Both Texas and Hawaii were

-'indepndent foreign states' and With became territories of

annexation by the joint resolution method was necessary
because annexation was essentiall

ion of Texas.

the United States under joint resolution.

While the report

point, out the similatqles between Hawaiians and Texan

All

Previous annexation treaties had failed and the 1097 treaty

annexation, the major difference in the two

was unlikely to win the required two-thirds vote in the

processes should be highlighted.

Senate.

Indeed secret sessions debating

ion

In the Texas situation,

the Texas joint resolution merely signified the willingness

ion were

necessary because of the feared defeat of the treaty.43

of the United State. to admit Texas am a state if it

Further, it is not clear that world events made it necessary

fulfilled certain conditions.45

that Hawaii he annexed with such haste that the usual

annexation on June 1, 1845.

treaty-making process was bypassed.

6

Dy the time the

The Texan Congress accepted

On July 4, a special convention

approved annexation andterote

state constitution.

annexation resolution was introduced into Congress, Dewey

Finally, in October, a referendum Use. held and the people of

had defeated the Spanish at Manilla 04. and the war was

Texas not only ratified the conetituion, but also voted to
accept

At least one authority attributes Hawaiian

virtually over.

reasons.44

ion.

Thus, Texas accepted annexation not just

once but three times.

annexation to primarily commercial rather than military

On December 29, 1045, President Polk

signed a bill admitting Texas as a state.

Clearly, the joint resolution device was used

In a technical

sense then, a joint resolution did not admit Texas to the

because of strong opposition in the Senate to annexation.

18

17

4,

form a state.

In its original submission to the Native Hawaiian Btuipy

Further. the Texan joint resolution required

Texas to act after the United States had first acted.

EXAMINATION OF PART II, CHAPTER III

III.

Union - it merely invited Texas to accept annexation and

Commisoion, OHA argued that the Native Hawaiian claim for

In

the situation of Hawaii, the Republic of Hawaii's Senate had

restitution and reparations is founded on two basis, - the

ratified the 1897 Treaty of Annexation on September 9, 1897..

lose of sovereignty and the loss of land.

In the summer of the following year the Joint Resolution of

its arguments, OHA discussed certain principles of Indian

Annexation passed both houses of Congress and was signed on

law with the hope that the Commission would drew appropriate

July 7th.

analogies to the claim of Native Hawaiians.

No provision was made for a vote by the native

In structuring

The NHSC Draft

people or other citizens of Hawaii.

It was assumed that

Report, however, draws the narrowest possible conclusion.

ratification of theTteaty of A

ion almost a year

from these principles and at every turn seek, to foreclose a
It is obvioue that the claim of Native Hawaiians is

previously wee sufficient to show consent of the people.

claim.

But. it is highly probable that if annexation had been voted

unique and does not neatly fit into law developed to handle
However, what is most

upon by the people of Hawaii, it would have been defeated.

the claims of Indian tribes.

Native Hawaiians were overwhelmingly opposed to annexation.

disheartening is that the Commission ham chosen-to conclude
that there is no legal basis for the claim without

There was widespread resistance as evidenced by the petition
of 29,000 nativ
while some of th

i

L

acknowledging the validity of reparations and restitution

ian names
me protesting annexation.

for the loss of sovereignty and land.

. on the petition were fraudulent, the

The NHSC Draft Report

majority of the list was valid, indicating that the vast

essentially ',totes that Congress is not compelled to

majority of Native Hawaiians were hostile to annexation.'"

recognise the Native Hawaiian Claim, that no existing

Even the NHSC Draft Report notes that this opposition was

constitutional or stetutory provision compels reparations or

well known in Congress.47

restitution.

The fact that there is no mechanism by which

Native Hem/Jiang can assert thole casim iirse_sot undermine
the validity of the claim.

The Draft Report repeatedly points to the statute of
limitations provision of the Indian Claims Commission Act to
reach the conclusion that

Native Hawaiian claim is barred

because it wee not filed by 1951.

19
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The Draft Report merely

could be asserted; and
states the obvious,

The Indian Claims Commission Act was
11

created to provide a mechaniiM to adjudicate claims of

both the Alaska and Hawaii egos t, Art, left open
the possibility of future land clatmr.49

identifiable Indian groups, those claims suit have been

The failure to examine existing research on 'his tofue
While the Indian Claims Commission Act has

filed by 1951.

results in an incomplete and inareutu.

precedential Wiles, no one has seriously argued that Native

While the most significant objection to chapter Ill is
Hawaiians can file a clefs under that Act as it presently
its adversarial tenor, the eolloving comeents htghtight
Thus, the NHSC Draft Report's continuous references

exist..

certain specific omissions and errotwou' as.umettona.'

to the Indian Claims Commission Act are, for the most part,
A.

Aboriginal Title

superfluous and irrelevant.
A major premise for the NHSC Draft -Report's conclusion

The NNOC Draft Report also takes great pains to show

that Native Hawaiians have no basis fer a ellen for loss of
that the claim* of Alaskan Natives differ so substantially

aboriginal title is that Native Hawaiians did not. at the

from the claims of Native 94waii4ns that the Alaska Native
time aboriginal title was lost, cnnsitore a 'single
Claims Settlement Act provides no precedent.

Undoubtedly,

landowning entity.'" The Draft Report, however, makes

the reasons compelling passage of the Alaska Native Claims
several false assumptions about the nature of land title in
Settlement Act and the legal situation of Alaska Natives
differs significantly from that of Native Hawaiians.

Hawaii prtor to and after the Mahele.

The

Prtor to the Mahnle,

no.concept similar to fee simple ownership existed.

Netthor

treaties and acts applying to Alaskan Natives and Native
the king, the chiefs, nor the people 'owned' the land in the
But to ignore the evident

Hawaiians are totally different.

Western sense.

parallels and argue that there are no analogies at all is

Instead, the land was seen as belonging to

the gods, although each strata of Hawaiian society had
misleading.

The NHSC Draft Report ignores the research done

The ali'i managed the land '

certain use rights in the land.

in 1971 by the Library of Congress Congressioral Research

while the people worked the land for the common good.

After

Service comparing the Alaskan Native and Native Hawaiian
the islands were united, .11 of the land belonged to

Claims."

.

That report concluded that there were at least
Ramehameha I, 'although It was not his own _private property,

three possible similarities between the two claims;

It belonged'to the chiefs end people in common, of whom

1)4p both situations the United States acquired land
Kamehameha I was the head, and had the management of the
4thout the consent of the Native people,
2)

landed property.'5I

In both situations viable aboriginal title claims

Thus, prior to the Metric, Native

22
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Hawaiians owned the land in

After the

common, as a group.

Native Hawatians have clearly met other portions of the
people, chief'', government, and

division of the interests of
Hawaii clearly held title to
crown, the Kingdom of
benefit of the chiefs and people.
Government Lands for the
the Act of 1865 making them
Similarly, Crown Lands, after

test for aboriginal title,

for centurie', prior to Western

contact, Native Hawaiians used and occupied the lands of

Hawaii and exevised collective rights in the land.
Western contact, and after therMaltple. much land wee.

inalienable, were held by the Hawaiian government,
converted to individual fee-simple ownership.

Government and Crown Lands were maintained as lands held by
Native Hawaiians, was the

composed of and accepted by

one indication of the collective rights in these lands was
The Draft Report's primary
the specific recognition of traditional native rights of
distinction between Native

gathering and access on Government and Crown lands."

Hawaiians and their governing

Hawaiian Kingdom."
- Native Hawaiians -

body, the government of the

That gevernment

further, the exact boundaries of these lands can be

represented' the people

and it is that government

' single landowning entity'

the Hawaiian Kingdom for the chiefs and people in common.

which held aboriginal title to

Government and Crown lands.
fallacy comes in drawing a

However, the\.,

politically cohesive unit

The Hawaiian Kingdom, a

' single landowning entity'

After

ascertained by referring to the original Mahele Book and

which is the

documents, as well as documents substantiating subsequent

required under the aboriginal

transactions Involving Government and Crown lands.54

title test.

Native Hawaiians advance no

An far as the contention that the United States

argument as to

government did not extinguish aboriginal title is concerned,
Government and Crown Lands.
' constructive possession' of
ion argument is irrelevant once
Such a constructive pi
single land-owning entity was the
it is accepted that the
Similarly, arguments that the
Hawaiian government itself.

in 1898 the federal government gained title to approximately
1.75 million acres of aboriginal land through the annexation
process.

the aboriginal title of
Hawaiian government extinguished
Nahele of 1848 or the Ruleana Act of
Native Hawaiians by the
1850 have no validity Since

The Republic of Hawaii would not have been able to

cede thew lands to the United States but !di the actions of
an agent of the Dnited States and the use of. American troops
five years earlier.

The intervening five year did not

title to the Government and
extinguish aboriginal title to Government and Crown lands

by the
Crown Lands were confirmed in the native government

pints only voluntary abandonment of those lands by Native

Mahele and subsequent actions.

Hawaiians would divest Native Hawaiians of aboriginal

title."

Under traditional principles of Indian law,

2/
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forcible dispossession by non-natives, as in the ease of

which the Hawaiian Kingdom held to Government and Crown

Native Hawaiians, is not voluntary abandonment and does not

lands was a formal title, granted in accordance with the

extinguish aboriginal title."

domestic laws of Hawaii.

Thus, Native Hawaiians

Crown and Government lands to the Hawaiian kingdom.

Land, until such title was extinguished in 1898 by the Joint
Resolution of Annexation.

Unlike the situation with Indian

tribe', the federal government did not 'grant' title of the

continued to hold aboriginal title to Crown and Government

,However, the federal government did recognise and

Moreover, even if Native

Hawaiians were deprived drf aboriginal title in 1093 by the

acknowledge the existing government of Hawaii and the rights

establishment of a Provisional Government, under applicable

of that government to the territory within its domain."
Contrary to the Draft Report's contention, Native

principles of Indian law, the United States has been held

Hawaiians do not claim that the Hawaiian Kingdom granted

liable for actions of third parties depriving aboriginal

'recognized title' of the Government and Crown Lands to

people of their land rights, if th. Untied State,' aided in

or sanctioned the action* of those third parties."

aurelf,

individual Native Hawaiians.

r3

Again, the NHSC Draft Report

that was the case in Hawaii where the United States gave

attempts to_draw a distinction between Native Hawaiians and

support and military protection to the Provisional

their legitimately constituted government, and views Native.

Government..

Hawaiians as a group separate from the government which
represented them.

Finally, while no existing law compels the United

However, as in the aboriginal title

States to provide reparations or restitution for the loss of

claim, Native Hawaiians assert that the government of the

aboriginal title, in fact the federal

Hawaiian Kingdom was the native governmental entity holding

in the past.

has dose se

recognised title to Government and Crown lands.

As previously discussed, both the Indian

The

Claims Commission Act and the Alaskan Native Claims

recognized title claim put in its simplest terms is that the

settlement Act prottde precedents for euch en action."

United States, by recognizing the sovereignty and domain of

B.

the Hawaiian Kingdom, also recognised the legitiiracy of that

Recognised Title

government's title to its own lands.

While the concept of recognised title as developed in

Moreover, it has been the consistent policy of the

Indian law is not totally applicable to the Native Hawaiian
claim, the NHSC Draft Report neglects to examine the

United States to respect property rights of native people

recognised title claim raised in °HA'', initial submission to

recognised under prior' governments.

the Commission,"

have long respected grants to native peoplen under the laws

In that study, OHA noted that the title

.25

of anothei. sovereign.

Congresn and the courts

26

"

creature of federal statute and in ern.), derived itr rowers

The most Important examples of native

Connrquently, in 11198 tit.

groups that have claims traceable in part to the laws of

solely from Congress."'

other sovereigns are the Pueblo and California Indians,

Government and Crown Lands were taken by Congressional
authorization for a public purpose and the Filth Amendment

whose claims rested on Spanish and,Mexican law, and the

Alaska Natives, claiming in part under Russian law."

prohibition would apply.

In

C.

each case, Congress acted to establish a procedure to

vrreisji2So

The NHSC Draft Report's conclusion that Native

.determine and confirm land titles."

Hawaiians have no claim for loss of sovereignty because

The RHSC Draft Report also argues that the acquisition
of Crown and Government lands by the United States in 1090

Hawaii was not part

did not constitute a taking within the meaning of the Fifth

self-serVing.67

of the

Olited States in 1891 in

The sovereignty claim lb ba,pd on the fail.

. that the Unitled States interfered in the internal affairs of

Amendment since, under. the Joint Resolution of Annexation

Thus, the Native Havribin claim for

and organic Act, these lands were to remain in the

an independent nation.

possession, use, and control of the Territorial

loss of sovereignty is unlike thos' of othet native groups

Government."

in the United States.

This is clearly a misinterpretation of the

Joint Resolution and Section 91 of the Organic Act.

The

international community was well established.

Government and Crown lands were transferred to the United
States in fee.

Native flavkliann vet ettirenq of an

organized, self-governing nation whose membership in the
Unlike other

Native American groups, the Hawaiian Kingdom was nese,- a

Indeed, several early opinions of the U.0

Attorney General held that the Joint Resolution of

'domestic, dependent nation' whose sovereignty was limited

Annexation vested title to the public property of Hawaii in

by federal authority."

the United States and only by its authority could those

law lose their value when speaking of the Native Hawaiian

lands be disposed of."

Consequently, analogies to Indian

claim for lose of sovereignty.

Section 91 of the Organic Act is

In examining the sovereignty claim the basic (actual

the mechanism by which the United States gave the

Native Hawaiians

Territorial Government the power to manage those lends.

context of that claim should be restated.

However, the fee title to those lands clearly remained in

were citizens of an aboriginal nation with internal and

the United States as evidenced by Hawaii's Admission Act in

external attributes of sovereignty.

which the United States ceded such title to the State of

the unictid States and its agents in 1591, NatiVe Hawaiians

Hawaii."

Rut for the ant ions of

would still be citizens of such a nation and would still

further, the Territorial Government itself was

28
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exercise those sels-governing rights.

Native Hawaiians were

relationship between Native Nawaiir0.4 and the United

deprived of the most basic right of nationhood - the right
to exist.

the NNW Draft Report ignores the primary source tram which
a trust duty arises - namely the role of the United States

This deprivation was accomplished with the

and its agents in overthrowing the Hawaiian Kingdom and the

assistance of the United States Minister to Hawaii and the
aid of American troops.

clear

Those actions were

subsequent acquisition of almost 1.75 million acres of

Not unexpectedly, the United Stats.bas never

violation of the Hawaiian Kingdom's right to independence

native land.

and the principle of non-intervention in the affairs of

clearly acknowledged its wrongdoing.

another nation.

Further, those actions subsequently led to

that no trust relationship Mains and therefore reparations

government's acquisition of appitorleately 1,75 million acre
All of this was accomplished in spite of

overwhelming opposition by NatiVe Hewaiians.69

Consequently,

it is hefdly surprising that the D4ift Report would conclude

ion of Hawa'i by the United S ttttt and to the federal

of native land.

Obviously once the

wrong vas acknowledged, a duty would arise.

and restitution are not due.

However, even lacking the actual acknowledgment of a

Admittedly,

es Constitutional or statutory provision requires the United

wrong, certain actions of the United States do indicate the

States to recognise a claim for loss of sovereignty.

existence of trust obligations with respect to Native

However. principles of justice and honor certainly requike
the felted States to deal fairly with its native people.
D.

Hawaiians,

The NHSC Draft Report has neglected even to

mentioi the two federal statutes which unequivocally

.%

establish a trust relationship between Native Hawaiians and

Trust Relationship
The NHSC Draft Report eriofleously states that a

the Federal Government.

fiduciary relationship between the Federal Goverent and an

In 1921, the Hawaiian Homes-Commission Act was adopted

Indian tribe can arise onlyfrom provisions of a treaty,

by Con eeeee :77

fiduciary oblIgations toward the tribe."

Under theiet, Congress recognised its

obligations to Native Uvulae* and placed in trust, for the

.3statute or agieemint whereby the Government assumes

benefit of. those with 504 or more aboriginal blood, over

The trust

relationship can be basedo'n a variety of sources, includ4ng

200,000 acres of land to be leased to Native Hawaiians at

not only treaties, statutes, and agreements. but also acts

nominal fei for 99 years.

providing specific benefits to native groups, and the entire

part of the lands ceded to the United States at the time of

Course of federal government practice as it relates to the

annexation.

group.71

The lands placed in trust were

native groups,

Thus, as with tithe

portion of

the aboriginal lands acquired by the United H ttttt was

In discussing the existence of a trust

30

29

51

.

specified "shall constitute a breach of trust, for which

specifically set aside in trust for the protection and

rehabilqMtton of the people whose lands were taken.
19e9, primary responsibility for the Hawaiian Homes

Sy piecing

ictions upon the state's use of ceded lands,

these

which originally were the Government and Crown lands

Commission program was transferred to the Sint, of Hawaii,

acleired by the federal government at the time of

but the federal government still retain, certain
responsiblities for the program.

may be brought.'))

suit by the United

In

ion, the United States implicitly recognised its

Land exchanges must be

obligation to the native people of Hawaii.

approved by the Secretary of the Interior and the Hawaiian

Furthermore, the united States has continued to

Homes Commission Act cannot be amended or repealed by the

recognise Native Hawaiians as an aboriginal group in

state without Congressional action, unless the amendments

These acts include

numerous legislative acts since 1959.
deal solely with administrative matters or Increeeen
benefits to Native Hawaiians.

the 1974 Administration for Native Americans Act, the 1978

Wort importantly, the federal

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, the American

goVernment retains enforcement power over the Hawaiian Homes

trust."

Indian Religious Freedom Act, and the Hawaiian Education

Indeed, the federal goVernmmet has admitted the

Study Act of 1980.76

existenee of such a relationship in an amicue curiae brief

Thus, the NHSC Draft Report has totally ignored the

filed in n recent case brought against the Hawaiian Homes

entire course of Congressional practice and dealing with

Commission for violations of the Homes CoMMISsion Act.74
f,

regard'to Native Hawaiians.

The second major piece of legislation establishing a

obligations

trust relationship between the United Stater and Native
Hawaiians is Hawaii's Admission Act.75

to

These acts do evidence trust

Native ifiltsAans even though the United

8 ttttt his been reluctant to fully acknowledge its

Under that Act, the

responsibilities.

ltderal government gave the fee title to ceded fonds (those

Indeed, the NHSC Draft Report itself is

merely one more example of the federal government's failure

lands obtained at the time of annexation/ to the State, but

to deal impartially and fairly with the claims of Native

specified five crust purposes for which those lands and the

Hawaiians.

p:nceeds and incomes generated therefrom Coyld be used."
Amongst those purposes was the betterment of the conditions
of Native Hawaiians, as defined in the Hawaiian Homes
Commission Art.

In addition, Hawaii's Admission Act

provides that failure to gee Vle lands and funds as

32
31
1.
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*Chapter III
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law, it must be clearly stated that the claims made by
ARE NATIVE HANAIIANS ENTITLED TO
REPARATIONS OR RESTITUTION PON LOSS
Or LAND OR SOVEREIGNTY UNDER EXISTING LAN

Native Hawaiians are unique.

Consequently, precedents

established in Indian law can only provide broad analogies.
In applying these principles to

the claims made by Native

In light of the history of landholding lees in Hawaii,
Hawaiians, we should not look so much to the technicalitien
and the history of the overthrow of the monarchy and
of the law, but to the basic policies which give life to
annexation, thin chapter examines whether Native Hawaiians
thorns laws.

have any legal claims to reparations or restitution from the
United States for loss of land or sovereignty.

In preparing
A.

this chapter,. a number of articles and reports making the

BACKGROUND
Over the years, a number of different native groups and

legal argument in favor of reparations and restitution have
organisations have sought reparations and restitution from
been reviewed.

These include the report submitted by -thethe United States for loss of lands and loss of sovereignty.

Office of Hawaiian Affairs, Sovereignty and Lands
the Native Hawaiian Claims

Karen Blondln's A Case

Honoring
As

rot

result. a large body of law has devel

Mode up of both statutes passed by Congress

e

Reparations for Aortae Hawaiians 16 Hawaiian Bar Journal 13$
decided by courts.

Much of that law hem been

and H. Rodger Betts' unpublished Roport on the Hawaiian
because American Indians 'native Americans) lulu°

Native Claima. Second Draft, (February 17, 1978).

addition. this chapter atteapte to address, the views and

Native groups.
A

veloped

de claims

In

for compennationi other law grown out 01

analysts presented by

That law is

d of ranee

The

uy Alaska

present analysis examines whether

number of people at the hearings
colleting principles of law -- as embodied in statutes and

throughout Hawaii in January. 1982.
cases -- provide a basis fry reparations and lestitution.
Thin chapter first sets forth the background for the

Without in any way suggesting that HaWdilAr oedema are an
analysts, because much of it depends on technical legal
Indian tribe, the law developed for and about Indian tribes
concept. and terms.

It then examinee whether there are
will be reviewed to determine whether this body of law

principles of law which may entitle Native Hawaiians to

provides a legal basis for the claims of Native Hawaiians.

reparations and restitution for.loss of their land and loss

Generally, law has developed that native groups may be

of their sovereignty.

entitled to reparations or restitution for Ions of land

* ecCAZotee Awe not best Included, haws reforest as be ode to

both ths MIX Draft Swat ad earlier patios at dor cwte
should some atbstals to desired.

r
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under two legal principles:

first, that a native Ilroup had

M.

aboriginal title' to lands, and those lands were taken by

DIUNNATIVI HAWAIIANS HOLD ABORIGINA- TITLE TO CROWN AND
GOVERMENT LANDS AND ARE TAM ENTITLED TO COMPENSATION
PDR LOSS OF ANY SUCH TITLE

provide

that the United States

'recognised

specifically acAnowledged under its laws.

concept developed in tha law to

.Aboriginal title is

the United States) and second, that the native gruup had

basis for a native group that does not have

traditional, legally-accepted land ownership rights to

Each of thape

It i generally

principles has si number of technical legal requirement that

establish

the native grolp must meet in order to be entitled to

defined as title derived from the Wig and occupancy of land
from time immemorial.

This chapter will analyse

compensatiOnAider the Principle.

claim to land ownership.

meet

the facts rygarding Native Hawaiian history and land law in

Under the law,

native group must

number of specific tests in order to stablish

1

aboriginal title to a tract of lands

the context of those legal requirements.
Claims for reparations and restitution for loss of

exclusive use and occupancy of the lands; the use and

vereighty, on the other hand, have been made under several

occupancy must have been of

This chapter will look briefly at the legal concept

lawn.

of sovereignty as it rolates to.Indian tribes and

the group must be *a

single landowning entity*, there moat have Eisen actual and

.

defined area; i.nd the land

must have been used and occupied for

titan

long time before

aboriginal title was extinguished,

consider whether Indian law offers any parallela.to the

If Native Rewaliane meet the test of holding aboriginal

Native Hawaiian experienr4 The chapter will then examine
each of the laws under which claims for loss of sovereignty'

title, to be entitled to reparations or restitution from the

have been made.

United SWIM; the title must have.been extinguished by the
govem.ent of the United States.. finally, courts have held

Tinnily. this chapter will look at whether any special
trust relationship exists between the United States and

that loss of aborigine.' title is not necessarily

Native Haw aaaaa s which could serve as a basis for

eOmpenSable, so in moose to receive reparations or

reparations and restitution.

restitution for loss of aboriginal title there must be a

,

specific statute allowing Native Hawaiians to assort their

While this chapter must cover technical and legal

right to reparations or restitution. This section will

material, summarle,at the beginning and end of each portion
of the chapter will make clear the context In which those

analyse each of these legal requirements to determines

legal point, are considered.

whether Native Hawaiians had aboriginal title to portions of
the land in Hawaii: whether the United States extinguished

4

After the islands were united, it is clear that Native

that title; end whether any acts relative to aboriginal
title claims of other native groups provide e precedent for

Sewaiiana formed a politically cohesive unit under the rule

reparations and restitution for Native Hatteiiane.

of Namehameha f,

Did Native Hawaiians have aboriginal title to the Crown and
Government land?

laws were declared.

To establish aboriginal title to the Crown and

belonged to Ramehameha I, but 'it was not his own Private
property,

of whom Namehameha I was the head, and had the management pP

TI , first requirement is that Native Hawaiians

the landed property.

The single landowning' entity'

system.

In lids tha Great Mantle, or division of land, *finally

common language, ties of kinship, economic ties, and had

and conclusively established the principle of private

collective rights and common use in the area claimed.

Medial titles.'

Prior to unification of the islands in 1819, it is
common

individual interests, including

total partition of
division and parcelling

out of the int aaaaaa of the common people.

Moreover, under the ancient land tenure 'system, no concept

An important aspect of the Great Mahele was Namehameha

Neither the king,

III's action setting 'apart foreveeto the chiefs and the

the chiefs, nor the people 'owned* the land in the We

people of my kingdom' approximately 1,500,000 acres of land

Instead, the land was viewed as belonging to the

At the same time, he retained for himself. his heirs and

gods, although each strata of Hawaiian society had certain
use rights In the land.

The intended goal of fhe'Land Commission

Board and of the Mahele was to be

culture, language, ties of kinship, and economic ties.

sense.

type of communal *ownership* of

all the land of Hawaii.

political eohesivenees. 'hat tAte group had a common edlturc

similar to tee simple ownership existed.

Thus, prior to the Mahal, of 1848, Native Hawaiian.

appear to have practiced

groups was a politically cohesive-vest or. In the absenewted

group with

This statement appears to embody the

common use and ownership concept of the ancient land tenure

requirement can be mat by demonstrating that the native

obvious that Native Hawaiians were

It belonged to the chlefs'and people in common,

.

constituted a 'single landowning entity' at the time they
held aboriginal title.

In leo, the first constitution was'

passed, declaring that all of the land of the kingdom had

Government lands. Native Hawaiians must meet each of the
tents for such title set forth above.

Island governors were appointed, basic

successors approximately 1,000,000 mere,.

The ali'i or chiefs managed the

The former lands

we're known as Government lands and the latter Crown lands,

land while the people worked the land for the common good.

In setting apart lands to the chiefs and people, famehameha

Thus, it appears that before 1819, Native Hawaiians

III continued and confirmed the collective ownership of

constituted a 'single landowning entity.*
6
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The second and third tests for aboriginal title are

these lands by the Native Hawaiian people. ',After the
that the tingle landowning entity had actual and exclusive

f people, chiefs, government, an4

division of the i

use and occupancy of the spec/pied lands (here, the
crises, the Kingdom of Hawaii held title to Government Lands

Government and Crown lands) for,a long time before title wee

for thebeneflt'of the chiefs and people.

Similarly, Crown
'extinguished.

Native Hawaiians appear to have net this

Lands, after the Act of 1060 making them inalienable, were
portion of the test for aboriginal title.
held by the Hawaiian government.

For centuries

(

piior to Me stern contact, Native Hawaiians used and occupied

The Ruleana Act land other legielition Passed
the lands 01 Hawaii-and exercised collective rights in the
subsequent to the Great Nahelel allowed indivkdual native

'..,

After Western contact, and after the Nahele, muc1

land.

to claim a lee simple interest in lands they had

land was converted to individual fee - simple owqmrship.

y cultivated or, in the ease of other native

..-t cetua

es,

However, the Government and Crown.Lands were maintained as
Navaiiens,,to obtain fee simple 'title to Government lands by
lands held by the Hawaiian kingdom for the oilcan and people
Land, including Government and Crawm lands, was

purchase.

made available for purchase by foreigners.

In cartoon.

These lands,

One indication of the rollectse rights in these

lands was the specific recognition of traditional native
then, were no longer held in ragmen by Native Hawaiians, but
rights of gathering and access on Cover invent and Crown

were owned in fee simple and resulted in vested property
lands.

Further, the exact Imendarigs of these lands can be

.

Native Hawaiians are not asserting MaorYginal title

rights.

ascertained by referring to the original /inhale Book and

these lands which passed into the fee ownership

claims

deieuments, as well as subsequent transactions involving

system, although all lands in Hawaii appear to be subject to
Government and Crown rands.
natiVe right,.

Native Hawaiians appear to have mat all of the
Native Hawaiians appear to have net the first
requirements of the test for determining whether a'native
regbirement of aboriginal title, they constituted a single
group held land by aboriginal titles
landowning entity.

Prior to 11119, they had common cultural,

Did the United Staten extinguish aboriginal title?
language, economic, an

kinship ties, and collective rights.
The next question to he considered is whether the

After 019, the Hawaiian Kingdom, a politically Cohesive

United States extinguished the aboriginal title which Native

unit compelled of and aceepted by Native Hawaiians, was the

Hawaiian; may have had in the Government and Crown lands.
'single lerdowninq entity' which held aboriginal title to

In 1898 the Republic. of Hawaii ceded approximately 105'

Government and Crown lands.

7,,

4

million acres of aboriginal land to the United Staten.

Assuming Native Niereilfina had aboriginal title to Crown

The

and Government lands, and that that title was extinguished

Republic of Hawaii would not have been able tncede these

by the United States, no existing law provides for

lands to the United States but for the actions of Ugents of

reparation. or restitution for the loss of these lands.

the United States and the use of American troops five years
earlier.

Although the fifth Amendment to the United States

The intervening five years did not extinguish

Constitution prohibits the federal governmebi from taking

abortgnal title to Government and Crown lands since only

Lend lithout just compensation, courts havo held that

voluntary abandonment of those lands by Native Hawaiians
aborigl e-. title is not'a vested property right.

Under

would divest Native Hawaiians of aboriginal title.
traditional principles of Indian law, forcible dispo

It is only

right of occupancy which the sovereign may terminate at

ion

any time without payment.

by non-natives, as in the case of Native Hawaiians, is not

Therefore, it has been held that

the loss of aboriginal title does not automatically entitle

voluntary abandonment and does not extinguish aboriginal

3itle.

the loser to compensation under the Fifth Amendment.
which would
While there is no constitutional provision

Thus, Native Hawaiians continued to hold aboriginal

title to Crown and Government Lends until such title was

compel compensation for the loss of aboriginal title,

extinguished in 1898 by the Joint Resolution of Annexation.
Congresp has previously provided either
Moreover, Oven if Native Hawallana were deprived of

compensation or directly acted to compensate for loss of

abet- Intl title in 1093 by the establishment of a
such title.

Provisional Government, the Uniteestatea may still be

There is ample legal and equitable precedent

for such action'in special jurisdictional
liable.

Judicial forum for

acts giving Indian

Under applicable principles of Indian law, the
tribes the right to br-ng their aboriginal

United Staten hen been held responaible for actions of third
parties depriving aboriginal-people of their land rights, if

Native Claims Settlement Act.

the United Staten aided in or sanctioned the actions of
those third partite?.

title claims into

court, the Indian Claims Commission Act, and the Alaska

In conclusion, Native NaWnliann appear to meet the

A etrong urgusent could be mode that
tests for establishing abotiginal title to the Crown and

ouch was the case in Hawaii where the United States gave
Government lends of Hawaii.

support and military protection to the Provisional

further aboriginal title

appears to have been extinguished by the United States

Government.
Rightn to reparations or restiteilon for Inns,

either at the time orantwooklon or through

aborkginal

sanctioning the deprivation of such title.

to

9
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earlier acts
Native Hawaiians

ti

°Tremont lands to 'the chiefs and the people of my

may be entitled to compensation for such extinguishment by
the United 8 00000 under existing legal principles.

kingdom, and reserving another lmillion acres as Crown

However,

land indicate that the title held by Retie* Hawaiians may

t.:no present statute provide@ for reperations or compensation

have been not only aboriginal in nature. but also a formal,

foo that loss.

vested title.

APE NATIVE HelfillIAN6 ENTITLED TO REPARATIONS OR
REHTITUTteN'POR LOSS OF IIRCOGNISII0 TITLE TO CROON
AND OOVE,.NNENT LANDS?

C.

the approval of Jemehameha III's actions by

the Hawaiian Legislature in the Act.mf Alm. 7, ISO,

G.

the point that that,titls was

empha

The second legal principle mist which the United

formal title,

ftatem has provided reparations or restitution for loss of

granted in accordance with Hawaiian low.

land As If the United States has 'recognised'--acknowledged

title was implicitly recognised by the United States tn

by Its laws--the title'orthe native group to the land.

numerous treaties and movements

'

Furthermore, that

In MS the first formal agreement between the United

Again, specific legal requirements to establish that the
United States has recognized title must.be met.

States and to Hawaiian Kingdom was negotiated.

'Recognised' title, In fedtal law, occurs when Congress his

that treaty was never ratified by the United Skates Senate

granted en Milian tribe the 'right to occupy and um'

it wee

Although

ilv

certain lends permanently.

'Recognised' title means the

grant to Indian tribes of 'rights in teed which ware in
addition to the Indian.' traditional use and occupancy
rights exercised only with permission of the sovereign.
.IEmphasis aupplled.I

Kft

.
.
.
clearly an international act, signed as such by
the authorities of the then independent Hawaiian
governSent, and by a representative of, the United
States, whose' instructions, while vague, mug,' be
regarded as sufficient authority for his hphature,
vim, of the than remoteness of the region from the seat
of government and the general discretion Which these
instructions granted,

This section analyses those
to 1849, the Congress ratified a formal treaty between

regimm.seents in light of Native Hawaiian history.

the United States and the Kingdom q$ easel& dealing with
First. recognised title must come from the United
friendship, commerce, and navigation.

Article One provided

State', Cent/rens. ,'sefere 1896 Congress had no jurisdiction

for the 'peepetual.peace and salty between the United states

we

Hawaiians, although the United States did Men
and the King of the Hawaiian Islands, hie heirs and

numerous treatien with the Native Hawaiian government.'
successors.'

The initial life-span of this Friendship

Thus. the general principle Is that only Congress can
Treaty 'was 10 years.

accerd rceenied

After the initial°ten year.

each

UnwOrr, Kdrich.meha III's action
party had the0right to terminate the treaty after a year's

in setting aside approximately 1.5 million acres of
'

notice.

This treaty was still in effect at the time the
12

.4

monarchy was overthrown In teal.

New

In 1873, another

native people which were recognised under prior governments.

treaty between the United States and Hawaii was signed

Congress and the courts have long respected grant. to native

providing duty-free entry of certain Amifican goods and

people under the laws of another aovereign.

products into Hawaii and vice versa.

based on international law precepts.

In 1687. this

Reciprocity Treatyowas emegSed to live the United States the
exclusive

right to

enter and use Pearl Harbor as a coaling

and repair station.

Obviously, in gaininm the use of

This policy is

The most important

examples of native groups that have,clales traceable in perli

to the laws of other sovereigns are the Pueblo and
Californie Indlsna, whose claims rested on Spanish and

Hawaiian lands, the United States must time recognised that

Mexican law, and the Alaska Natives, claiming In part under

the title of those lands rested In the Hawaiian government.

Russian Ism.

while these treaties are clearly very different from
those negotiated with Indian tribes, they indicate that the

In each case, Congress acted to establish a

procedure to determine and confirm title.
If recognised title is established, compentition is due
Thus. If Native 4awaiians were

United States recognised and acknowledged the existing

under the Fifth Amendment.

government of Hawaii end the rights of that goverment to

accorded recognised title by an action of flu United States

the territory then within its domain.

In some sense', then.

Congress, they can be compensated for loss of that title.
before 1898 probably would not

this amounted to a recognition of tide In the Hawaiian

Actions'of the United 6

gtvernment.

be compensable under the fifth Amendment as a 'taking' At

The title to the approximately 1.73 million script' of

GovIrnment and Crown Lands owned In coMMOn by Hawaiian
natives prior to 1093 was a 1G.lai title, granted in act ,r-

the Government and Crown landa became the United States did
not have jurisdiction over Hawaii.

However,

ion

itself may be considered di taking under the the Fifth

dance with the lomestsc laws of the Hawaiian government.

Amendment because in that process the Crown and Government

That government .as fully recognised by the international

lands were appropriated for use by the federal government

'o, 'unit' and the United States as the legitimate geeernmlet

pursuant to a Congressional authorisation.

of the Hawaiian Islands.

Arguably, that title would have

Although the

1900 Organic Act provided that the lands ceded to the united

been property under the Fifth Amendment had it bean held by

Smite' under the Joint Resolution of Annex/alert mould remain

an Indian tribe within the territory of the United States.

in the po

Additionally, ii

ihuuld be noted :.het the United

States, in the past, Ma, respected property rights of

ion, uee and control of the Territory of

Newell, these lands were transferred to tee United States in
al euthortty could those

fee and only through Cong

14
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lards be disposed of.

Congress has been very reluctant to recognise loss of

Therefore, while Native Penalties did

. sovereignty as a coepensable claim.

Indian

not have 'recognised title' in the same sense as

However, in the case of Native Hawaiians, a unique

tribes, applicable principles of Indian law as voll as

situation is presented in that the very basis of the clam

, equitable principles indicate that Native Haws LLLLL may be

for loss of sovereignty is that the United States directly

entitled to capacities. or restitution for the toes of their

acted to cause that loss.

Since, until 119), Native

lands.

Hawalipns were members of an organ /sad, self-governing

ARE Mittel HAWAIIANS ENTITLED TO REPARATIONS OR

D.

nation, principlia'Of international rather the', demotic law

RESTITUTION 1001btcW8 OT SOVIIREIGNTT

Native groups have also made claims that they skald be

My be applicable.

This section

given compensation for losmot 'eoverpignty."

defines overeighty and then considers whether the law
provide...compensation for its loss in the context pf the

It,may be that, if the factual Claims of

Nativeaftwaiians are vat/dated, the United 8 ttttt violated
, the Hawaiian Ningdom's right to independence is well as

4u

international law principle of non-intervention in the

.

facts relevant to Native Hawaiian..

internal affairs of another country.

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs defines sovereignty as

Further, this

violation may have been compounded by the United 8 ttttt

r.

the power to control internal and maternal affitra and the

subsequent acquisition of the GOVerftment and Crown landp of

Although the courts of the United

right of self - government.

Hawaii.

have examined the concept of sovereignty as it

The fact that these actions were taken in

relates to abian tribes, that concept does not appear to be
applicable to thittiVe Beeillell *lain.

This is true

opposition was known in Copgress, may not give rise to a
legal right, but could give rise to a metal duty on the part

primarily because the Indian tribes came withli the
territorial jurisdiction of the United

Natty in the

.

spite of the

opposition of the Native Newailan people and that such

of the United 8 ttttt to provide reparations of restitution.

legal entitlement to

history of American jurisprudence Wyes determined that

While Native Hawaiians have no ,p

Indian tribes were.,:domestic, dependent nations' who

compeneation for any loss of sovereignty against the United

exercised inherent "ewers of a limited sovereignty and whose

States, Congreis could,

sovereignty 'exists only at the sufferance pf Congrebe and
In short, Congrefis can

is subject to complete defeasance.'

R.

take away sovereignty ofcnative groups at will.

if it so chose, provide 41nm

reparations, and restitution tut the oldie.

Further,

TRUST RELATIONSHIP SETWEeN THE NATIVES Or HAWAII AND THE
'UNITED STATES

16
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dealings between theofederat government and Native Nawatias
If a special trust relationship

between the Federal

may imply such

Government and Native Hawaiians exists, which is very
tween the Federal

similar loathe trust relations

failure of am

;Mimi tribes,

Government and United S

Wanner similar to other native American groups.

Traditionally, certain criteria have been considered in

Ti., theory has been advanced.thet,

determining whether

'It has long been recognised that

characterized as

HaVaitans as a distinct a..original group and has dealt with
them Le

_United States to mai the terms of the true may provide a
basis for compensation.

refitionlihim

The federal governbent has long recognized Native

special relationship,

treaty relations with the United 8 ttttt Congreasional,acte

tribes,' and that, 'The

'federal-li:walian native relationship arises Iron

or eiecutivordere denominating the group

dated

tram. .collec"

tive rights in trihal lands or fends, recognition by other

' participation pi fhe oveW:ow of thesnati4
government and subsequent

"tribe" entitled

to federpl protection and services., .These criteria include

fiduciary relationship, masts between

the Federal Government and'Indian

group of Indians is

Indian tribee, and political authority over embers emr-,

federatammership of the legal
clued through

title to native lands.'

tribal council or other governmental form.

Other factors.which have been considered are the existence

A fiduciary relationship between the federal GoV6rnment
er

and nativie group can.arise from provisions of a treaty,

of special appropriation items for the group, the social
solidarity of the group, and ethnological apd historical

statute or agreements with the tribe, Am acts which Brent,
considerations.

benefits to a native group and from the entire courag of

dealings between

1416

United States and the native group.

fiduciary (trust) .elatlonship may have

Applying these criteria to Native Hawaiian., it is

A

arisen'from the tact

obvious that Congress has afforded Hawaiian., recoeation as

an al.alainst group.
that the United States Minister to Naval supported
establishment of the Provisional Government in 1893.

for peace and friendship and providing reciprocal trade

Although the Hawaiian Islands were not part of the'United
States in leg), and the Federal Government exercaad no
sovereignty over them, subsequent

acqui.iton of Hawaii and

Particularly the Governmea and Crown lands may give rise to
a trust relationship.

tWhile the United States has never

From an early period, the United

negotiated treaties Kith the Hawaiian Simples calling

rights.

These ti. sties recognised the independence and

Sovereignty of the native government.
In 189), President Cleveland acknowledged the role the
United Ltates Minister and American troops played in bring-

ing about the overthrow of the native goverment and

eeeticitly tectqated such a retntionship, the course of
111
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recommended restoration of that government.

Although no

action was taken, Queen Linuokalani continued to

treated as other aboriginal groups also Is reflected in

On

her people and continually sought redress from Congress.

NOUN Committee on Territories Reports
In the opinion of your committee there lA no constitutional difficulty whatever ihvolved in setting aside
and developing lands of the Territory for native
legislation is belied upon
Hawaiians only . , .
reasonable and not an arbitrary classification and is
thus not unconstitutional class legislation. Further
there are numerous congressional precedents for such
legislation in previous enactments granting Indians
special privileges in obtaining and using the
.
.
.
public lands.

numerous occasiona, legislation was introduced into Congress
to redress that wrong. Finally, three years after the

Queen' death, at the urging of Prince Jonah Ruhio
italanianaole, Congress adopted the Hawaiian Homes Commission
Act.

Under the Piet, Congress recognized ita trust

obligations to Native Hawaiians and placed in trust, for the

Since the adoption of the Hawaiian Homes Commission

benefit of those with SO% or more aboriginal blood, over

Act, Congress has continued to acknowledge their trust

200,000 acres of land to be used for the development of
homes, ranrheill, and forms.

determination that Hawaiian natives should be

Con a

represent

Obligations to Hawaiian natives.

Congress reinforced the federal goveirsent's responsibility

the Hawaiian Home.; Commission Act were part of the more than

to Hawaiian natives by requiring the /fate of Hawaii to

1.75 million octet; of Government and Crows. Lands, ceded to

adopt the Hawaiian Homes Commission Acts part of its

the United States by the Republic of Hawaii at the time of

constitution.

Significantly, the federaOgovernment still

As with other native grow recognized by

annexation.

In the 1959 Admission Act,

The lands placed in trust under

retains certain responsibilities,

Congress, a portion of the aboriginal lands acquired by the

Land exchanges must be

approved by the Secretary of the Interior and Ape Act itself

United States was specifically set aside in trust for the

cannot be amended without Congressional action, agleam the

protection and rehabilitation of the people whose lands were

amendmenta-deal solely with administrative matters or

taken.

increase benefits to Native Hawaiians.

When the 11,11001tal, Hornet Commission Act was being

considered, one of the issues raised was whether Congress

amicus curiae brief filed in Re'aukaha-Panaewa Community

had the rwer to legislate for the benefit of native
Hawaiians.

Aimee. v. Hawaiian Homes Commiusion, a ninth circuit case

At that time the Solicitor for the Department of

involving alleged violations of the Hawaiian Homes

the Interior gave an opinion upholding the Cone aaaaa1 power
d'

1

The federal

government has acknowledged its fiduciary obligations in and

Commission Act.

1 .11', 4114114111111,: it tf)

1. it Pi,

The State Admission Act also recognised native

the power to legi,lato,for the benefit of Indians.

Hawaiians in section S(11 by.designating 'the betterment of
20
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can be viewed as a recognition of certain obligations to
Conditions of native Hawaiians' as one o' the five trust
Native Americans.

purposes for which proceeds and income from ceded lands
Like many native Agzcican groups, Native Hawaiians have
could be used.

Ceded landn are those Government and Crown
sought reparations and restitution for actions of the United

lands ceded to the United States at the time of annexation.
.

Moreover, the Admission, At provides.that failure to use the

In limited ways, the United States appears to have

recognized a special trust obligation to Hawaii's native
lands and funds as specified 'shall constitute a breach of
people and their lands.

Congress has not tartan the final

trust, for which suit may be brought by the United States,'
step in giving formal legal recognition to moral and ethical
Both the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act and the Admission Act
claims of Native Hawaiians, however Congress appears to have
form the basis for a trust relationship between the United
implicitly undertaken trust responsibilities to Native
States and Native Hawaiians.
Mali/enema.

Other indications that Congress hsa undertaken
fiduciary responsibilities towards Native Hawaiians can be
found in recently enacted legislation.

For instance, in
The purpose of this Chapter was to examine the existing

1974 Congress made Hawaiians eligible for participation in
principles which are most likely to provide a baels,for
the programs of the Administration for Native Americans. In
reparations and restitution to Native Hawaiians for loss of
1975, Coe/rens amended the Comprehensive Employm,at and
lands or sovereignty.

As set forth here, the review shows

Training Art to include Hawaiians in the Indian Manpower
that existing principles do provide a basis for reparations
Program administered by the Director of Indian and Native
American Programs of the Department of Labor.

and reatitution.

In the same

However, no present law allows Native

Hawaiians to assert their claim in a court of law.
year, the 95th Congress adopted the American Indian
Therefore, special legislatSen appears necessary to provide
Religious Freedom Art and included Hawaiian natives in its
Native 14Awanana with such a mechanism or to directly give
overage.

The Hawaiian Education Study Act of 1900, in
reparations and restitutior.

Congress has responded in the

establishing a special commission on Hawaiian education,
past to native America's ,1aimse once with the peseage
recognised that native Hawaiians, like other native
the Indian Clete!! Commission Act in 1946, again in 1971 with

Americans, rank peones, the Invest in level of educational
the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.
attainment.

Congress has also

Even the Ne'lVe dagailan Study Commission Act
allowed Indian tribes to bring suit in federal court under
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the lows, treaties and constitution of the United States.
Ivor this Commission, the next step is to consider, as it

formulates its recommendations at

later stage of its

proceedings, what recommendations ahout.d ha merle to Congress

in order to adequately add

e the Native Nawalln claim.

This report is being prepared under n statute which require,
the Commission to direct its finding.* and recommendations to

Cons

.

Therefore, consideration of such Congressional

action is particularly appropriate.
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of Agency

The Natir, Hawsilan Study Csmiaalon 1. about to

adopt a finding that acknoviedge. the rol, of Ilinlstsr
gtevens and gasrican troops An ov.rthrcwinq the Eingd

of
responsibility.
The Coi.,lon reasons that sines the actloa of Steven. and
of Capt. Wultaw war. not spscifically 'aUtIlert*ed' by the
Presld.flt or Conqrsss, the United Stats. is not liable for
Hawaii, but absol,es the United States

REPORT PREPARED bY MELODY MACElitE 12 AND

JON VAIl DYER

any ham, which r.eulted.

REGARD! Ha THE LEGAL ASPECTS

of

Tb. l.gal question preaentad by

the Ccasa.t.alouis finding and conclusion Ia whither the

SIsiIt.d Shah. Is r.epceslble for tha actions of At. ag
steen If te, action. ar, not authoria.d. ThIs I, basIcally a

For ubi,iaiioti to the

question of agency and under principles of law davelop.d in
England and the Aawrica

the Unitad Stata. would be a table.
The concept of asrcy i. based on the Idea that
he vito acts thrOugh another, acte hiea.lf. a

NATIVE HAWAIIAN STUDY COPOIISSION

liclody MecK.n&ts

Hat i. Hawaiian Legal Corp.
1164 Bishop St., Suite 1102
Honolulu, Hawaii 96013
Phone Ito. (808) 521-2302 (Sua.)

Jon Van Dyka

Untv.r.Lty of Hawaii
3108 Burn. Hall

1777 East Wait Road
Honolulu Hawaii 96868
Thona No. (80S)91.t.-7257 or

948-6538 (Bu..)

Otleene. J. 4 OrsetNIhIt,,. Rellay, 40 Hiss, 398, 432-483
(1866) (tit, act of the agent Is Iw set of the princIpal
hiaaalf . . . en Incident which the law has wisely attached

to the relatIon, I re. it. earliest hiatery9g 1 If.
alacketone CntarA.a 432 (wrcng don, by e.rvant I.
lookad upon In law al the wrong of

she

es.t.r

hhelftI

Zn

contrect law, a princIpal As bound by the set, of hi. agent
aiher. the egent 'act, with the autbrLty of the principal or
appears to set with th.t authority. In tort 1aw an

aeploWer or seater I. liabls for torticol acts coittsd by
his

seployss

(servant) within the

accqs

of aeploysent or An

order to further the emplo yer's interest.

gas, eleotricityl.

In the earliest

While the g
cases, whether it was the master or his so.vant who
physically committed

tort, the *motet was legally regarded

for the actions cf its agents, it is important to remember

Indeed, in *dee

ce the person who caused the harm.

that governmental immunity dean not affect the substantive

oauseof action by pleading

jurisdictions, one could state

rnmental immunity doctrine at first

glance indicates that the United States may not be liable

law of agency.

See,

the acts of the motet as the acts of the principal.

Immunity merely shields the government from

suit and is a device to prevent an suits from being filed

eq., Bennett v. Judson, 21 M.V. 2311, 239-240 118601'1Th,
against the government.

the principal the fraud of

same rule of law which imputes to

Congres can and often has waived
The Federal Tort Claims

the immunity ofthe United States.
the agent, and mikes Alm answerable for the consequences,'
Act, 28 USC 951246, 2671 at seq.,

justifies the allegation in pleading, that the principal

federal government for negligent acts o* its employees and

himself committed the strewn! Holmes, heenei (pt. 2), S

fr

for some intentional torts committed by law enforcement

Harvard L. NOV. 20 (1692).

personnel. The Indian Claims Commission Act, discussed

This rule which hold's the principal responsible

extensively in OnA's earlier submission to the HH8C, allowed

for the actions of his agent is well accepted in our

various tribal claims against the United States including

jurisvudence when transactions or situations involve

thole based on tort and on fair and honorable dealings not

private individtiali and corporations. The !stiles becomes

recognised by any esiatinq rule of law or equity.

more complex when looking at the liability of governmental

which shields the government from suits.

Sore

states have waived ',amenity in tort cases completely, see,

bodies because of the principle of governmental immunity,

eq., Hawaii Rev. State.4662-2 (1976), and the

Immunity IA

n trend

is to allow suits to be brough& against 90Vernmeetel

rooted, in part, on the the early English concept that 'the

In specific situations.

king can do no wrong.*

permits suits against the

Thum, at commorr_law, state and

.

The following cases illustrate th4 types of

federal governments were !mune from suit and from liability

situations in which the courts have found a governmental

icipalitiea had a mere

for the actions of their agente.e

body liable fur the acts of its employees and agents.
4Utt, for instance, for

limited immunity and were subject

Municipalities Found Liable

torts comMittedby their employees performing 'proprietary'.

In City of Lexington v. Yank, 431

functions- functions performed by the city but which could

OW 2d 552 (Ky.

19681, the City of Lexington was held liable for personal

have been provided by a private corporation (eq., water,

1 violation or injury occurred, a private individual under
Ur

injuries and medical espennes which

resulted from an assault
1

auto for a traffic violation,

1801., the United State. was held liable in a wrongful

The court noted that the principal -agent and

master-eemonnt relationships within the scope of the
respondent superior doctrine (allowing one
liable for another's actions) do

,South Dikota, the Vourt held that an employer-master in

party to be held

liable for the acts of an employee

exist between a municipal

corporation and its employees and agents.

in

police where an innocent bystander

similar

and does with a view to furtherance of that business and the
sestet's interest, even where, as in this instance, the acts

standing on a Wintry

were dons wantonly and willfully.

watching a disturbance was killed by the negligent firing of

federal government was held liable for the negligence of an

officer was negligent, the city would be held liable.

Cleveland v. City of Miami, 263 So. 24 573 Int. 1972).
Orso v. City and County of

air traffic controller where a crash resulted from the
controller's failure to inform the aircraft's pilot of a

In

Honolulu, 56 Haw. 241, 534 P. 2d

change in the altimeter setting and

489 (19751, the City and Com4ty of Honolulu was held liable

under creepondest superior

approach.

thiory for the acts of the City

In Allegheny Airlines

F. Supp. 1339, rev'd in part on

ed, indicted for

Prosecutor where the plaintiff was

In Delfeese t'. United

419 P. Sum. 47, affn'd 576 F.2d 802 (19771, the

The court stated that where the

a gun by a police officer.

within the general scope

of his employment, while engaged in hie master's business

held liable for the actions of

case, the City of Miami was

death

police officer by
lotion where a CETA trainee employed as a
;.he Sioux Tribe shot and killed a men. Applying the law.of

blackjack and handcuffed and tt.rew the passenger in a
paddywagon.

Stipp. 1087 (C.D.s.p.

son v. United States, 504r.

assaulted a passenger with a

Consequently, in

let -ircusistancem would be liable.

and battery by a police officer after the officer stopped an

(19711), the federal 'overexert

change of ceiling during

Inc. V. United States, 420

other grounds, SO6 F. 2d 53
again was held liable for the
resulting in the

murder, incarcerated without bail for two weeks, and only

negligence of an air traffic controller,

released several days after a deputy prosecutor had

mid-air collision of a Piper Cherokee plane and en Allegheny

determined that the plaintiff was not

involved in the

Airline flight where the air traffic controller didn't see
the radar target for the small aircraft and didn't provide

murder.
Federal Tort Claims Act

proper radar services.

ender the FTCA, sovereign immunity is waived and

States, 467 F. 2d S39 (D. Hew. 19791, the United States was
resulting from actions
held liable for invasion of privacy

the United States may be held liable for the negligence of
its employees where, applying the

Finally, in Cruikehenk v. United

law of the place in which

670--

68,9

1,

of CIA agents in intercepting and opening correspondence

the City's failure to properly hire, train, retain,

between plaintiff and persons in the soviet Union.

,supervise, discipline and control its police officers,

Constitutional Torte

thereby directly pausing her injury.

A third type of can in which governmental

In another civil

rights violation, the city of Houston wa

ound liable for

entities have been found liable for conduct of their.

the conduct of their police officer. who shot a 17 year old

employees is the constitutional tort situation.

unarmed suspect, put

Under the

weapon at his vide to justify the

Civil Rights Act of 1871, 42 USC e1V83, any person acting

killing, and covered up their conduct.

under coloi of state law who deprives another person of a

Houston. 619 lf.2d 1220 (Nth Cir. 1984.

federal constitutional right is subject to a damage action.

The Actions of U.S. Agent, in 1893

Until'1978, this provision wax read to mean. that state and

Mobster v, City of,

The oasis reviewed above make it obvious that

municipal government officiele.acting.in their individual

end*, current lee, the United States would be responsible

capacities could be held liable for depriving an individual

for the actions of its sgente in Hawaii in aiding in the

of a constitutional right.

overthrew-of the Hawaiian monarchy.

However, in Monell v. Department

The United States

of Social Services, 436 U.S. 698 (1978), the Supreme Court.

clearly owes a reaponsibility to the victims (against whom

held that a municipality would be liable for violations of

its authority was exercised, even it such authority was

constitutional rights committed by its officer. in carrying

Improperly exercised,

out an

police officer in uniform uses a gun to injpre

"official policy' of the municipality.

Aea result

In a modern day situation, when a
citizen

of the Monell decision, the courts have begun to impose

without cause, the police officer is liable to cappensate

liability not only on the individual government official,

the victim for the injuries received and the county that

but also upon the governmental entity.

employed the police officer is also liable.

Valentine, 653 .2d 1220 (8th Cir. 1981),

In n

police officer

and his employer, the city of of Cordon, Nebraska, were held

United St

liable for violating the constitutional rights of a pregnant

The

, as well as municipalities, is held liable for

,the unauthorized actions of its employees and agents.

woran.vhen the officer kicked her and ignored her pleas for

Thompson v, United States, supra, Cruikshank V. United

medical attention, resulting in the death of her unborn
child and severe emotional and physical trauma.

City of

Lexington, supra, Cleveland v. Cite of Miami, supra.

, supra.

The

The theory behind this rule of liability rests on,

plaintiff's claim against the City of Cordon was based on

two sound principles.

First, the government or employer of

7
the agent is better able to absorb the loss and spread it

course relevant in determining how much compenstetion is

among the citizenry than in the victim who may be injured

owed.

and unable to earn a tieing after the assault or wrongdoing.

that mends agents who commit acts that oentribute to an

Second, the government that employed the agent could have

overthrow must beer responsibility for the actionts'of the

taken aotl'one to prevent this type of occurrence by

agents.

carefully screening persona Ia hires and giving them better

II.

But the principle seems to be clear that a government

The Effect of the Mamma Act of 1050

t mining about their responsibilities.
.

A second issue raised by members of the Native

It we apply this principle to the actions of

Hawaiian Study Comilsaion concerns the effect of the Relearn

Minister Stevens and Capt. wiltne in 1893, we would appear

Act of 1850 on the interests ar the maka'ainana in

to reach the result that the government is liable for the

Government and Crown Lands:

harm suffered by the victims of the agents of the United

declared that all of the land of the kingdom had belonged to

States government.

The government had the capacity to

Itamehameha I, but

The Constitution of 1840

it was not his own private property.

carefully select its agents and the opportunity to train the

belonged vo the chiefs and people in common. or whom

agents about the proper use of authority,

kemehameha I was the head, and had the management of the

If a government

send° agents to an island kingdom over 5,000 miles away from

It

landed property.'

the government's capital, the government' must expect the

In the early part of 1848, the Oreat'Hahele began.

agents to exercise a certain amount of discretion with

first, Ramehanha III signed agreements with the 251 major

regard to the use of their power.

Chiefs to divide almost all the land of Hawaii between the

A government must

therefore anticipate the type, of actions that are

appropriate andinstruct the agents appropriately.

Ring and the Chiefs.
It the

The day after 'those divisions were

completed, the King divided his portion of the land into kdo

government fails to carefully instruct its agents, and the

parts.

agents use their power to harm the citizens of the kingdom,

the people' approximately 1.5 million acres of land.

the government which sent the agents with their military

retained for himself, his heirs and successors approximately

power must logically bear responsibility for the agents'

1 million pens of land.

action.

legislature accepted tho lands conveyed to the Chiefs and
The extent of the hare and the extent to which the

gamehamehe III set apart 'forever to the chiefs and
He

My the Act of One 7, 1848, the

People by Nameleueeha III and acknowledged his decision to

government subsequently tried to correct the harm are of

keep certain lands for Pineal! end his heirs. (Bee Appendix
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4
would merely have been given a portion of the lend-as their.
A.)

The formerbeoeme known as Government Lands and the
interest in the land.

letter as Crown Lands.

while the Crown Lends prenent a unique situation,

Subsequently, the Sulam Act of ISSO (see

their history has been extensively discussed in earlier

Appendix S) allowed native tenants to.oleim land afilob they
lived upon and actually cultivated.

submissions to the 11148C. Mee excerpt in Appendix C.)

clear that the Kuleana Act wes_pot meant to hove any effect

from Government or Croat Lands gr. from lands which belonged
to the chiefs.

It is

These lieds could oar
on the Crown Lands since they .rare dealt with by the various

The ability of natty. tenants to claim their

monarchs es privable property until the Act of 1865 leaking

plots of land under the tuleans hot did not extinguish the
people's interest in the Government lands.

thane inalienable.

Indeed, the

native tenants were only a portion of the larger close of

Although the native Hawaiian Study Commission Mm

mole. The fact that the tenants could claim their plots

now more or less coeplited its work, the question of whether'

fro, lends beloeging to the Chiefs as moll asilovernment and

Hawaiians are entitled to reparations or restitution for the

Crain Lends indicates that the Mamie Act was not meet to

f 1183 remains an open one.

extinguish the lotaseat of the male in Goverment Lends
and Crown lands.

still unresolved.
basic aspects of the Great Hahele and their failure to

It the Nuleans Act was meant as an

extinguishment of the people's interest, then the Act would

address the Issue of agency indicates how leech more work

Mare allowed lends to be claimed solely from Government
,Lands and would have allowed OA the people,

not

The legal questions are

The Cosmission's confusion about the met

they need to do before recommendation* on reiterations and

just those

restitution should be adopted.

'with minting hams and cultivated plots; to °leis lend.
Moreover, there ire nothing in thelegislative history of the
'casette Act to indicate that It was moat to extinguish the

e.

interests of the Winn. finally, the teletee Act Ile°
allowed native Hawaiians who did not have cultivated plots
to porches, Govilrement &ands.

obviously, if the Act wee

meant to extinguish the rights of the people to Government
Lands by separating out those .rights, there Would have, been
no need for native liatraliene to perches! the lands, they

12.

DecLaratien of Katenemehm III Setting Apart

Goverment Linda

Knowell men by these presence, that 1, Itmetweeha 111.,
Hawaiian Islands, do Write,
by the grace of God, King of Omar
91100,1HL1/40 over and set apart forever to

the Wets and pcople

right, title dAd bite/vet in
the lamb situated here in the Hawaiian Islands, inscribed an
pages 179 to 225, both inclusive, of this teak Rho Itivie
to M. and to bald toes chiefs and pimple forever.

of sy *imam% and corm:valley

her Lords are to le in the perpetual keeping of the Imolain that of the
fatly(' Council Okedes and eepresentativen1 or
regulated, leased, Of
muperintendents of said lands, and shall be
1101d, 111 awarders With the will of said Gables and Repreuentaand to promote
times, for the good of the Hawaiian Goverment,
the dignity of the Hawaiian Crum.

APPENDS* A

N erd; 8, 184s

As translated by the HUesii Supreme Court in
IV, 2 See. 715 11864).
Estate of

sasehatto

691

Opera. Orrermsfel sad ran LaaIa, Ear MIA 114
flow& Orrenweeel wed Part Luau Is 1140. p, rlt C.0, p. 37l
as an 1444,104 111 Tn. num sr ere warn vise orbs unnertee enearewit.

Declaration of Rinehussisa III Setting Apart King's Lode
Know' all men by thew premeds, that I, luseheashe
by the gram of Grd. King of these Itsmilan Islands, here given
than day of my own fees will end olds met end sot apart forever
to the chiefs and people the huger pert of ay royal We, for

*weak It Meth pleseed Ills Meet Gnaw 111eMstr Eloadsmalle
the *Os, after rOesiles Pedalo iamb le hiewelf no Me own privateeoropsely,

Si morteder and hover sans ever sate kin Olide and Pietas 014 VW/it
pollee it his 'Wel Ommelin
And "hers . If loth phased err Heeereige ford the Kies le piece
the bush se made Her le his Murk old Tapir, le the keeping et the hems
et Wiwi and ilepresrettalires, or meth perms or permits no thy may foie
Ilan to time appenal, fa he tUopleol it la mob mane, es the Ileum of
Nike awl Nrpreseeleihree may .Iliad, and no osr Mel pressele the pre

tho ilea and tenetit of the Hawaiian Osveremsnt, thmufrme by
this trustrunent I hereby retain (or remove) far msself nod my

Wry and successors termer, ay lardy inscribed at mei 1711,

102, 184, 190, 194, 200, 204, 206 210, 212, 214, 216 218,'220,

222, of this book (thelishile nook), these lands ars sat spot
for sr and for sy heirs and sucosseora forever, as re, own
property exclusively.

petty of this kinds. ml tin Molly id the Ihnorlui 611.11t Mesta,

nerds 8, 1848

Belt Iseetml to Oa now of Nelda sad Ilepnoretralem of the 'lamellae

As translated by the Hawaii Supreme Coot In
satins of arichassehs IV, 2 Haw. 715 114641.

trey royal gift, we de henry Woody notice this peel at et as

Weeds. Is Lesiebalee Cl000dl Oullsole1011

Mot, esprerehos eat deepest Hooke Se Ilse runty fa this sable am/
geld XL% sed dadaist the fellowlag weed lade, via,

Mist
5

of lands oLvsn)

T014 the prim& hole it Ifie Neje* Itomloareha HI, I. have sot ot held
to laird!. his helm end season, fervid sot Wit WAS shalt lee Moe
toted end illeessed of sessollug tee his tyal viii pad pielmov eddied /O71

lo Um rigida of towels.
ARA ho it bother esestal, 'Mot we Is build le de mom et the Midi
mid Piss& of the Missile* Wads, oftepli of the fineries lards, vies

Illat of lands olv4n)
CI

,
)(f

I1

r.

A!iyie one' In the Chiefs and People, by our Sovereign toed the King, end

me Jn hreeby odors lbws laub to les act &sail An Os lands at the
Ilanaihen Oarnne.nl, wised shove in Us debt. of lesenie. And sr do
lureby

olioniat the elinietee of Os Interior and hie euireseers In oillcs to

duvet, sopetiottod, soot diaper of old look, as melded in the An to
otoonito the nareolles Hipirtiosta, dame and roam' of lie emimin Mom

apsixont a

hi Il000li110, the 27th day of April, A. O., 1141, Provide', however, thee the
Insister if the Iotet{oe mot his SOMOISII In Aro shall have lie pewee, Ups

the approve' of the Kiss in Privy °email. Is dispose of the geseraises4
lode le Ifereisia arakleets, epee seek Ober tows end audition as Is him
lend the King In Peaty Cisme% der seem boa foe the preseellon et
vs-% and Ike best lottreste of the 'fossilise Klogeleue

And Do II lhofilw inorrn1. Tint, in iistonlance Web swim' statism, the
fallowing lead, Tie,

11151

1 Node (jive's)

Shall he awl his halm; ate hereby set Aida the 114

at the Vert In lions

he's to Is cultivated hy soldiers soil Wirt (insole. owls the direction of the
Goettnor of Who, loot .1ot euetessoes in eke, aities horn Chief* of MI
llooelioo Noah, atentthog to 14e Inotttotl.one of Ile Ilholtter Of 114 IMMO?
haeremseth h. cart, ,golosee.1 by the King lo rtiejeVeunell

flow en.1 pees& at It.. Cowl& (lose, In (invalid., Sae 7th day of
Jim., A 11, 1841
1-10N1 ANA.

KASSUAMSUA.,
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LIMO CONNISOKIN. wanes. PATENT&

tArtiv rtutunuittr SWOOPS redrsta

Ma. & Huth Hobcomminionas shell keeps tam word of the tooth
moo; taro by them, in book, and shall treasmIt said book ors eeeti$ad

Presided. howeser, Shot this resolution shall pet tetrad to house into or other

leads allured to the dm'

env/ of the testmee1 taken by them, ander soak to the Clink of the Board

hereby empowered to sword fee maple titles so 'Avoidance with the foregoing
resolutions; to define sod upstate the portions of lands belonging tie differ

do.

so

eat indieduah; and to provide for is equitable "Menge of with different

Igo l The limy of each Sub.Commisaientr shell be two dallan for

portions, where It no be done on that each maul Hod may be by Itself

each day while hen aaaaa Ily ensued In gm tabling of testimony.

4
not s remain portion of the government lauds la each Weed shell
be me apart. sod placed lathe hinds of epeeist arida, to be disposed of is
Into of from one to fitly seen, Is fee simple, to such emigres on may not be

Me S. Thu Ant shall tab* effete, sod be a low of the Nod from god
otter the day of Ile hassle".

ethers.. furnished with suilleant lend, et

Ilona end passed et the Council House, is Hosolula *hie 13th day of

Faure.

Joe, A. D,Inat

ILA MBIIANEIIA.

to routing to the people. their 'toms lets I. fee share, midi so ere
ferrate sod distinct from their eultsested lends, the tninunt of land la each
of mid house Iola shell not earned ono quarter of on ado

liambnoal of further Triaelphs: to IBA p sal.

6

to aunties to the people their mattered grounds. or bole lands.

they shall only be entitled to whet they lime fealty eultivated, end %hods
Ile le the lone of cultivated lands; and set such as the people may here
consisted in Mir' Nut spots. with Ho seeming telentioo of enlerging thew

NI AM motisill as
IttsotallOss Or VHS also tan MUTT COWBVIL rattan
no TM. tote Ott or Otat NISI.
0 IMO. OluittrIns to TN. 00100S Ittortat

alart0140. Titian En Testes on anon ASO BOOS LOTI. YO cuTstal

antra rottattt.

lois, ear stall they be gentled to tbe wmte lends.

Be It lismalml be the flow $ of Holds sod Repremotatims of the Hawaiian
Island.. to Lerslotive Conseil assembled,

7.
When the landlord* lose taken aliodial titles to their leads, He
people 00 each of their lamb, shall Put be deprival of the right to lobe
Ammo& how* timber, oho toed. Mitch, or ti leaf, from the land an which they Ilse, for their own private use stmodd they .sad Mem, but they chill
Ind lime a right In tale ouch artielesIe ell for profit They Yell elm Miens
the landlord or his ars% and rowed wide be waseow The people site

That this following whom which wee rimed by the King In print' mord
en the ?1st of Ih.sember. A D. 1619, when the Isirdhilst woo not 10 00,
be snit are hersk omermeil, sad that certain Ohm peovimons be inserted.
e t ta110101 t

shell Use a
18 thinking voter, god running t
, end the right of wish
Thekprings of water, sad running scale, and nods shall be free to illehaeld
they seed thee, on ell Nadi craned to feeeimple- Proode that this Shah
cot be saphrthis wadi' and %Mitt coshes which Iodic tds,ds ham seeds for
their own um

Tliet heelers, totes, he of tommutatain, be and sre hereby

contest to ell native tenants, who occupy end naive's, ea, portion of soy
government load, fur the lends they on ...scups nil hoprovl Ind hoso *John
In laid land. shall be to-cognised as gennIn by the log commission. Pro
skied, however, that this reialetion than not este./ to hatta4d1.0 or other
rni:nne 'suing the ism of reerororat lands, or to the boon lots pad oilier
Ism!. In u Inch the government hate ea internal in the districts of Honolulu.

hone sot paned it the conned holm In Honolulu, this 6th day of
August. A IS 1650

II.sh ions soil I Wu

RAIIEHMIEILt.

Ity and %sib the content of the King aid rani, in prhy coon,
W.

minimum peke of fifty ere

S

NEON! ANA.

1.

f Honolulu, !Aherne and lido

That the board of enevassionere to quiet lend titian be, rid Is

of Contronoloom to main Land Tillie at nonololo, as wen as they Will
hare daubed tame Osbourn), or Istioreort said Dant shall remest'lltsa

liEoNt ANA

it it hr, by scoot %col, that fee simple Idler, fee of
41.11 me Mortis g.1441 la all mails teloote she orroy slid Impose tag

I nol, othr Il, oi theist In. wool. II iu llic p
hog it..Intim., hold by Ihr
Ihr L,nl 11 0; a* Octal./ and insprOtt.
hn an) lint or konulnli

test

110.

tt.

?lit

.1`..
L

as a 11.1 I.
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I.
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ancient lard tenure system, no enncept utrtlat to fee Rim's,
own. letup cOlstrotl.

Iteithet the king, the chiefs, nor the

people 'owned' the land in the Western sense.

Instead, the

lend was viewed Be belonging to the god's, although each

Orate of Hawaiian society had certain use rights in the
lend. The all' i or chiefs managed the land while the people'
worked the land for the moven good, 92/

After the islands were united, Native Hawaiians formed

a politically cohnnlve unit under the rule of Itamehartteha I.
Inland governor were appointed, belie laws were declared.

AeeliNDIX C

in 1840, the (test constitution was panned. derlaring that
all of the lend of the kingdom had belonged to Itarrehameha I,

belt 'IL wart not hre.ow.ne_property.

It bekngt ed to

the chiefs ard_people in common rat whom namehareha
the

I

was

head, and hdd the management of the landed part 'S3/

This statement appears to embody the common use and

ownerahlp concept of the ancient land tenure system.

Thum,

prior to the Mabel'. of 1048, Native Hawaliann appear to have
procticed

a

type of commune 'ownership' of all the land of

Hawaii.

In 1848 the Croat Nahele, or division of land. 'finally
and conclusively established the principle of private

allodial titles."S4/ The intended goal of the Land
Commission board and of the Nahele woe to be a total

partition of individual interents, including a division and
separation of the' interests of the common people.

20
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An important aspect of the Great Mediate was Ramehameha

Supreme Court denied the claim of Queen Maima.'widow of

III's ',ellen setting 'apart brevet to the chiefs and the

Ramehameha IV, to an intestate share of the lands, holding

people of my kingdom' approximately 1.S million,acres of

that the'Ring's Lands descended in fee, although the

At the same time, he retained forhimeelf, his heirs

land.

and successors approximately 1 million acres.

inheritance of those lands was limited to succe eeeee to the

The former

throne and could be treated as private property.S7/

The Aot

lands were known as Government Lands and the latter as Crown

of January 3, 1865, confirmed the court's opinion in part

Lands.

but also provided that the lands @haute be inalienable

In designating certain lands for the chiefs and people,

.

Rameharetch III continued and confirmed the collective

ownership of thenelande by the Native Hawaiian people.

N

He

.

Jr.

Rol descend to the heirs and succiisora of the
The Act also designated the.

king as sovereign and not as an individual.

By the'ket of June 7,

In the years from 1065 to 1093, the Crown Lands

1840, a grateful legislature acceptor! the Governneet Lands
conveyed by Iteeehareha litt.SS/

.

lands as Crown Lands to indicate that they belonged to the

did not extinguish the aboriginal interest in Government
Land. belt strengthened that interest.

.

Hawaiian crown forever.11/

continued to provide income to the reigning menarche.

0

accepting the lards, the

The

hereditary monarchy ended upon the death ofAsmehammha V

legislature affirmed the peoples' collective rights in the

without a successor to the throne.

fares and specifically recognized the traditional use rights

then David solakeue were elected to the throne and the Crown

if native tenants.

Lands supported their reign as well as the brief reign of

From 1848 to 1893, the Government Lands

William Lunalilo and

The crown Lands, after the Act of January

...re administered by the Minister of the Interior for the

benefit e! the Hawaiian native government and any sales of

1065, were not the personal property of the monarch.

such lands were euhlact to approval by the Ring in Privy

When LilluokalAni sought compensation from the United States

Council.

Consequently, it could be argued that all

Goverment Lands as of 1893 were still imp

for the taking of the Crown Lands, the Court of Claims held

d with

that the reservation of lands was

aboriginal or native Title.

made to the crown and not the Ring as an
individual. The crown lands were'the renoureefel
method of income to sustain, in part at leant, the
dignity of the office to which they were
unsearably attached. When the office ceased to
exint they became as other lands of the
"novereigety and passed . . . as part and parcel of
the public domain.19/

When tramehameha III Oct apart the Government Lands, he
sagrcd and

.fa-e1A4/

an instrument creating the King.

Cstil 1864 those lands wore dealt with by the
nn private property.

In 1064, the Ilawall

The Crown Lands were a domain which benefited
21
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of the rot ive sonarah, and were L unique cymbal of the
goverirent and natave people.

the dignity'

November 2i, 1982

The interest Native

nawsiaart held an these lands could be considered analogous
t.

Native Hoodlum study Caen Innion
U.S. Department of Interior
18 C St. Northwest
Rn. 6220
Veshingten. D.C. 20240

an aborle:nal title interest.

The tuleana Act lord other legislation petted
subsequent to the Great Mahelel allowed individual Native

Paweiians to clean a fee simple interest in landsthey had

The following pesos is a petition to extend the deadline for comments and
questions concerning the "Native Hemsilan Study CtemIssion Wort! It also includes

actually cultivated or, in the case of other Native

request for eomeunity education which in very smell nestled on such an Important
issue.

Hawaiians, to obtain fee simple title to Government Lands by
ourchatM.60/

Land, including Governmerit and Crown lands,

, was made available for purchase by foreigners.61/

Mahal* Sul lea
The Undersigned

Those

lends which went into the private handeopere no longer held
in ccxnen by Native Hawaiians, but wore owned in fee simple
seal resulted in vested property right..

Native Hawaiian.

are Pot a,sertang aboriginal interest claims to the lands

which passed Iwo the fee ownership system, alt,ough all
team. in 1:1,141 appear to be sub)evi to native lights.
It 'ioanaly. Ilative llawilanu Appear to meet the f'rst

requirement of aboriginal title, they conatituted a single
landoweing entity.

Prior to 1819, they had common cultural,

language, economic, and kinship ties, and collective rights
in the land.

After 1819, the Hawaiian Kingdom, a

politically cohesive unit composed of and accepted by Native
Hawaiian'', was the ',single landowning entity' which held

fitle to Cfgernment and Crown lends.

The sewed and third tests for aboligInel title are
that the single landowning entity had actual and exclusive

23
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0,1;.- a...1A./ At 24 Al:144The Native Hawaiians Study Commission
Department of the interior
Eighteenth and C Streets, N. W., Room 8220
Washington, U. C. 20240
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Dear Commission Memters:

the National Education Association, in cooperation with the Hawaii State
Teachers Association, offers these comments on the Native Hawaiians Study
Commission's draft report.

4.4,04, A7

NIA and HSTA agree with the concerns raised by Senator Daniel K. Inouye,
the Office of Haweiian Affairs, and the Hawaiian activist organization,
Alu Like.

-rAla

We strongly beliere that the final report should give an objective "full
review of the hi.tory of the United States' relations with Hawaii.' IV
should also reflect an unbiased 'analysis of the causes of the fell of
the monarchy and annexation" of the Hawaiian Islands.

Ar;o18.V.44,44.0:"

y

hzeruyA44.....14

The draft report does not meet these olidectives. The NEA believes that the
report should not be adopted in its present form, because the reSultS would
be detrimental to the cause and rights of native Hawaiians. We urge that
you consider these factors es you work to finish the report and make reCoe.
mendations to Congress.
We further urge that unlesf these factors are considered that the report be filed as a fatally flawed document.
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We respectfully request that this letter be made a part Of the ComaiSsiOn'S
public record.
Sincerely,

/2,-1.4orst,41 st 17 J000.00
Willard n. McGuire
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November 22, 1982'
TO:

THE NATIVE HAWAIIANS STUDY COMMISSION

FKOMo

KAPION K. MoKHISOK
700 Richards St. 4804
Hon-dela, HI
Shell

SUBJECT:-

RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT REPORT DATED September 21, 1982

Since the Hawaiians are obliged to accept thle report
I feel that I em obliged to remind those who era treating my heritage lightly, that it will have s strong impact on my grandchildren
and it is my duty to them to digest and respond to whatever report
this Ccumillice comes up, with. Ise, it is only a gull but when
the draft is so mediocre, what can we expect from fh11fnal
report?
i
And who knows what kind of low-witted politician will come along
and use this for his or her own gain to the detriment of the NewelLan people?
It t4 my intention to read this report 16 depth and to
report more fully on my findings at
later time.
that is to say,
that under pressure of the established deadline, I reserve the

ks 1 native Hawaiian of 5011 aboriginal blood, 1 protest
the questionable tactics surrounding the handling and substance of
the Draft report whichjaspeen Submitted to the Newell.en_pfspulece.

right to submit_ anathar.inport-at.-a-lates2Gate.-

My objections oral
,1.
copies of this report were not readily available in
sufficient quantities to the greater Hawaiian population.
When

eopies were finally made availablewithout further help from the
commissionthe s4tji day time limit for responding to the Draft
had already passed tfin half-way"mark. Is loft the Hawaiian populade
in the situation of having to scramble for copies with little time
to prepare their reports.

We are our am people, our culture and geographic location
is far from continental. Why are we being judged by western vale's?
When our queen's throne was overpowered and stolen with the help of
a foreign country, The United States of America, it was accomplished
by moans of western greed, and in quick succession the Hawaiian people
lost their culture, heritage, tredition end birthright.

There were others in business and coenselling who were
also unable to secure copies of the report.
2.
The nixty day period allowed to review the report was
much too short. At 16h pages, it is. not. something one takes home to
read.overnight or over the weekend and be able to respond to readily.

I wonder at what kind of justic the Hawaiians will find
at the hands of
government biased by its awn lack of wiedom,'one
which had no right by one tittle or iota to be in any way a decision making body on the future of a government and people they did not
understand.

It is a disservice to the people the commission was
est-wiished to help, to so severly limit both the number of copies
an the response time which was set.
1.
The Executive Summary is so poorly written that I
have trouble conceiving this to have come from the appointed commissioners.
It is enough to have to plod through imperfect punctuation
and proses but when one finds that the entire report is laced with
errors in documentation and interpretation, it 'is hardly the kind of
thlig one wants to become a part of.
It is a wonder that thin ludicrous report has been presented as .public record.

And here we are today in
situation which the United
Nations would decry, only this happened before its time. And hoping
for the least sense of equality, we are treated with duplicity- again..

Certainly those who ere able to make decisions can do
better then this for the Hawaiian people.

In fact, this thing is an abomination.
1 know full
well that the poopil, on the commission are literate and capable of
succinct oral and written expression. One Wonders who *Soong thee
or In higher echelons permitted this rag to be folstedWpon up.
obviously the esteem shown for the Hawaiians is non-existent. The
report is simply incredible in its outright falsehoods and manipulation of truth.
4.
Why was tL -alto,. portion not included? interviews
end Meet-lege wore conducteo specifically to this subject in March of
1982.
Ito lack is another expression of disdain for the Hawaiians.

683
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-------

At this point, 1 find errors in the Hawaiian Glossary.
Language being at the core of
culture, it should be expressed in
a manner of precise understanding.
I do not like the comparisons
and analogies with Native American Indians, Ssklios. Alaska, or
Texas.
the statistics are manipulated so that they are confusing,
the history is an embellishment put together by.a bureaucracy which
is in complete conflict of interest here.
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My tatiseem before the Native Hawaiians Study Commission
11/11/221. the Audit *sport of the Office of Inspector General
111/11/22), and Governor Astral te response to the Audit Newt

The lammostable linen Boyd itseelifi

Charman
Unitied States Native Hawaiians
Study Commission
SOO University Avenue. Apt. 1401
MKS.
Bonolulu, Hawaii

11/4/121 doament the prob ems and needs of the min in
responding to native Hawaiian beneficiaries. I believe that
these provide adequate background inforestion for the Commission.
The development of alternative approaches to solving these
problems and needs, including an identification of appropriate
federal actions,. Attires in-depth analysis and policy decision,
an several levels. The work of the Federal-State Task Force on
the Hawaiian Homes Commisabh Act is intended to move this effort
ahead.

Dior Kina'u,

Thank you for your letter of Omember 20, 1992, Requesting

commute on the 'Draft beport of Findinge'Rmotica relating to
housing and the Department of Hawaiian Hams Londe 10111/11.1.
f

Malian and Hawaiian population of 171,500. This will affect
statistics on awallans gited in the report, for ex
le,
number and value of owner-occupied housing units and housing
oharaoteristios. It you deduct the number of DM-developed
residences from these statistics, you will find that the heading
situation for Ravelling la morscritical. DIML's ability to
respond to native Hawaiian housing needs in the future will
play a major role.

I

understand the magnitude and complexity of the task being undertoken by the Commissioh. opefullyi my cements will be helpful.
in this regard.
n

I he
that my comments have been useful in preparing a
final report for the Commlesion'e approval.

dereklop Is gauntlet Characteristics

An ongoing problem has been the lack or data on Hawaiians
and the difficulty in conducting orosstabulations without
affecting the reliability of the data. Date from different
sources are based on different bethodologion different definitions, and different samples. Fortunstely, ihe Commiesion was
able to obtain speciel tabulations from the O. S. Oureau of the
census and this sole source of data was used.

'merely

lane K. Padeken
Cite roan

I suggest that additional analysis be conducted, if possible,
to provide are inforeation on the availability' of housing to
methodology
Hawaiians. For example, your staff could design
using current market interest rates, Hawaiian household income
levels, and value of ownersvocupled housing units in Hawaii to
derive an estimate of Hawaiian households which 'are effectively
excluded from the housing market duo tb low income. This can
ha compared to Hawaii and United states figures. The analysis
can be taken further'by considering household sloe, that is.
per capita income. A similar design can be developed for renters
rule-of-thumb of. say, 25% or less of income for rental
using

ORP,DY

costs.

Another factor which affects the housing situation for
fle.milane is the existence of DHHL's housing program. There
are about2.900 1
lth reldences. Assuming an overage
household else of S.0 persons, this amounts to 14,500 persons
residing on Hawaiian Home lands or 11.211,ot the total native

011111.

THE RIGHT OF SUCCESSION
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billemrolltredratotHawWilsoWTHIesiedifteRiltdoolNaUmIenenft

by Lem carnelom and TheCootlydeolHawailmtICM.tbomasSpirldUe,N

October 19,4992
Is evident thst a significant and enemas loss suffered as the direct result of the

Native Hawaiian Study Commission
Prince Kuhio Building, Homo #3121,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96613

Overthrow of Hwalrs Menerehy In I$

Dear Chairperson And Commission Mashers:

King Kamehamdm tilmolho Mks muirMixAmrstmlevettecit ammeccOmt

The enclosed Petition is submitted on behalf of my clients,
MR. Elmer E. Miller and Mr.. Margaret Brine, surviving collateral
descendants of Prince" Elisabeth Kekeenia Pratt. who had hereditary first rights to the Hawaiian throne. It is essentially
revision of their claim' for compensation and reparation, submitted
to your Commission'with my latter of May 17, 19112.

thb right and the Independence of the Hawaiian Kingdom would he respected.'

was the right of Sueevlulon to the Crown.

A ratified treatioi'PerpetudFltdmdele between the United States and

Moreover, any normal mecedumol ereetuion woWdhamincimiedwinuan
oreatfoonsofaxnpeneationtotherelgninglAndutb,the Hex Apparent, Heir

Preemna- etc.andemotharperimiwithemed Interests in the Crownbered

Your favorable review and consideration of the emu in the
submission of your final report to Congress will be sincerely
appreciated.

theme priorities.

This we

believe

My

effective and meaningful reparations settlement for

Native Hawaiian" would give melamine togas right of succession under the

Very truly yours,
Tfalltd11111 system.

17: la Sa.:
briVr11. Pal

Hein, thb paper b en

effort to NS the

retard

evoassicn of the Hawaiian Howdy, the priorities

straight as

regards royal

Involved, and In the

monarchy prior

'to reweatIon,

for paramountcy,

reversioner, rights or resitkul Interests In the Crown

King

raises the question

absence of

of any other (*namable basis
beyond such

Kantehawarha let, who died May I, 1119, lorded a monarchy net

esperceded previous Island Kingdoms by conquest.

The right of sun-mien was thereafter determined

by the

romirition of the

King and cordirmation by AIR cornea of Oafs. Thus, Konetymele In designated
hb eldest eon, Uhollhe, by his highestranked consorts Queen Keopuolani, to be his

excessce.2

OM, peke

705

Later. Learns eppean to have been confirmed by the Cooed of
be being duly cosetihrted as King Kommismehl 11.1

Sei Roily, Kametemens tl northwited bis full brother, Kaubreeoull, to be his

somesor in Hal with. the approval of the 'Cowell of CMOs In Latelee, Nat

A

Kaineheroths 11 then batting to &gland are Neiman seas to mime him if

PRINC:13 AND GIMPS ELIGIBLE. TO BE RULERS

and published as such by the official sovernmerd Pres, To the left the list of 13

scions Mike with Idasandw LIMA% 'The Heir Apparent to the Crown' and ends
he did rod retons:0

at the right with abeam* Reloaeler. Beyond Alsender, that appears to be no
..der order of priority among them' her the Orono, though by menthes tem

After the death of Kenehanserol II In England, Itsulkeems11, on ley 14, Ink

was recanfirmed by the chits, and he succeeded to Its throne as itematheothe

eligible royals, the Monarchy specifically recognised as vale their headitary first

IIW
rights to the throne.

W IMO Karnsharnsh UI loused a Carethutional Werth, for Odds his

The procedure for election adopted by its King, Prather, Noble or Web

voluntarily divested throe, of the power arid Methuen of en absolute mem in

at al In Privy Council Is recorded order the mond of

an apparent effort to adapt traditional lisealien sacred ItIngthip, to an Me% to

series of organic acts

posed by the Muses of Nobles ind Representatives.

foreign concepts of Kingship ad dernoceek political farms.

application hall be made In writing, by
ere Minister of Relic Instruction, weir;
forth the re* and op of with child
together with the ream for allowing him or

In the early years wear the anthrolion of ISM, as Or. Ralph Iterberthil

points cut. the 'Privy Coach irej this old Cesell of Meal This caretthrtion

her the privUeee al tuition In said Royal

provided that the aide Oblinft M all peenewel cesellb and OM
Ithe

school. The minister of ADM Instruct-A
at the direction Ms teeny in Privy
Caned, dell, if sthisedso to do, enroll
the name of said thligos among the pupil*
of the Revd lehOOLIu

kingdom islirgandltrismars7ertnhnl:dhet

shall be the pinta stake and the chiefs
shill appoint during his lifetime, but it
tan should M is appointment, then the

And In the report of the Minister of Relic butruction to the Legislature In

decision shell rest with the chefs and

ISM, there is thraffirmatIon that the them: of the Royal Barad School would

Hem of Representatives./

Palling a surviving Issue of his body by his heInprothcbig comet, Qum

meet the seek, deases Of Treitlom

Kalema. Kensehienehs III had spewed de Royal Bowan' or Family Schmid for

...this school has been in sentence seven
years, and has from its commencement
embraced all chUdren of the Highest class

future onourchs in ISM
And by

of chiefs for phdm It was partkalmly

Preemptive seethe of these, es knee group of eligible royals

established...1 I

Rather, the students who receive thonstices at this select boarding sehool

readied for the theme in childhood was delimited for the Royal Boardthe Sthrol.
Queen Lthuoludesi in her autobiography Meer

w ould be groomed tp meet the eillanen demeds of royal Mem.

At the age of four I was sent to what was
known as the Royal School because its pupils
were exchnively emerge whom claim to the

The mien

continues
...ardathen time and fInn-moral and
religious sentiment dull have pit the
finish on their dsaractere, there will lien
be nothing wanting to make them all that a
nation cm desire or need in rulen.12

throne was acknowledged.11

Accordingly. by n ordw of I e ffiesellare Msisely in Caeca fie. with the
Nobles or Chiefs et al), duly promulgated, attested by Kdueluohl (Premier), end
signed by Kerne...mho Ili lung 21, ISO, these children were proclainseth

.1-

There owe for coutitutions of the Hawaiian Kingdom (1110. 1102, IRO and

Hawaii's once 'frozen NKr,' we entering a row world In taking its piaci In

Inn ' The pdol of youthful eligibles would come Into play older later constieu-

the community .of nations. And this was the price of gaining recognition of its

C
ekes, all of MOM were mere renders with changes In retain geess15

lrdependimce by the serer powers, United Stater Britain and Pierce.

The (find from the Pool of Princes to ascend the throne was Alexander

Consequently, the new monarch, would have to be able to del efieethey

UMW°, ,isp,d eon end raptor of Iterneharren III. Kamehaineha ft' died

with foreign poems and to levee metery of form recogesakde by them.

A list of

Decernmial, Iles chili:Una, by his comet. And Aterother had been norninetef

16.101d designation of Royal students of IMF appears in the

end confirmed by the House of Nobles, std proclaimed successor to Kamehameha

Polynesiern

111 under Mid* 23 of the ISO ton stitutlan.16

Moms Itemise

ha Lome

Minaret, 'Melee

Abigail Maher.

fames Profiterole&

Mary Pamela*

David Kedges&

Lydia Kwneaeha

Lot Kernehameha

Bernice Peed

Witham C. Lunalilo

Elizabeth Kekenlau

Peter Y. Kaeo

Emma Roche

YllIiam Kinn Pitt

Victoria Itimansalul

Alm becoming King Kanwharnehs IV, Alitunder proclaimed by the erns of
article 2), his en, Albert Edward, by his heir-producing consort Queen Veraa4 to
be his seceser. I 7

But the infant Peirce predeceased his lather, Me died Nov. 30, IMO,
dtildtees and without a prodensed heir. In default of a proclaimed Mir, mild* 23
provides for en election by pwilament.111

However, in an swam coup <fetal, Kamehameha V, brother of KerneImmeha IV, assumed the throne November 30. 143. Nonetheless, this was met

As with thaw with a *PrescriPtlee or constitutional tight' to ruler .detected

by fudge-Histories Prnender,11 these children were the highest

with general quiescence, for as Or. KLerkendall ewes, he we surriverrelly

indigenous

rocognira. as the Niettful succom:°

authorities by birth. In a hierarchal ordering of successive grades of chiefs, they

Prince Let, who became 'tameless** v,

were the paramount native authorities by lineage, the great AUI of the Kingdom

with first rights to the throne, recognised In

I) had been a member of the Pool of eligible Royals.

transitional period of defeeleJ.

2) the latest legislative asserthly Ned the late King had approved

leaden which culminated with the great Whole.

Constitution& amendment, which would add his namo to the Ure of

thus did Kamehamehi III, the last absolute menaids bad launder of the

succession 1117 wilds 101 ithough the process was hr omelets and

Contitutieul Mtharchy, *serene royal prerogative in sestina down a Moot of
required passage also by the nest legislative assembly)" '
SucCesilan with due regard for the sanctity of tradition and the kginstacy of those

1) had been proclaimed by the Minna nn or Co-ruler, his Weer.

who exercise authority under it.
Victor's, with the approval of the Privy Courc11.21.

In too doing. he established in effect a Pool of Princes from Mich future

Hence Kamehameha V &wended the throne without taking the oath of office,
monarchs would be drawn. And thus provided, the peel would minimize the dangers

and this paved Iii way gm the promulgation of the Constitution of Ism.
of trite...reins.
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Liv, pr,dece.svf by Ill lull sister, Victoria, Kviedvv Vdlsd S bisler

Ii another official duatdi to liv Deptetyiset of Slit,, U.S. Minister Pelt.

vtlimat sprocisimid bek It Decso*er II, 1171, aM irewed by hi yatsenel bell
data,

id lvi, it Lv, Lilt Keotko'U.

ylocIsivied bIle or Noises to liv lietos, dv ....4./I . it

dv

Pt -.

of dicdis.

it

rda

deli

k

U ($vseerly 21)

mat I vicc

W

Siam.'. pertlama, qiviled by American and kitish troos.2l

At iv eimoedlng so liv dowse, Kh

Now, liv too toil. elIiJlv. Roysis bole dv pool i motel 'irs Ccl. Ds,Id

StftId, Comnthlw, Then. H. Devils, In wItli

Leledvitu did, KaiImm Unmedlaldy i,odWunsd UlluhusliM, his eldest sister,

et Liavillo

his succ.s.or.3

In his official duspildom to London In 1S72 stat..

kdualtauaiecem, Mug aide di. Coivtllutbe, of till ,sider

Plitci VII 11am C. Lmislllo..is liv ldiet
,v*...tadidotpdlp nserest to the

whim

ma diMe t*J Lavili, lv. liv

rlttvv*vw.

dvcaiee of hi stçsrlor dabs, Ltatslllo yea

ind,.miLi V No vitablotied liv Secular

10 of

dsr 01 Memelvmeiv lot.

LJue,ls. aids, elf. 31, kalalma crested mere esoed orders, dicer.

atloiv,ewsIIulltlo(Iee.

to Imply p,odskn hi

INo, 1..Offr.iIp we
H. lien. tetelia tsl for a plebtaciltri vof vin,It $0 vi suctIon. H, 'is
imefimmily .l.cNo erli

kaidesus proclelm.d ilder srttde U

his broths,, Lilelolmilu, to be No vavessor Pebimey 12, 1175.2$ l..tr, .lvii

and Non. VIlUsm C. LoaviUc.

vill

lled lilies of lunar evild be

of ldui$Iflcstlon salivat cowl ceremonies.

i 3wam I, 1171 bacem, KI,. LisvJlJo 1, liv "s*Itpe of

P0,

ivy Dynasty ada, Ilk). n2

.iaopl. Kwiit.mh. IV, by patent, bed conferred ml his san erl

vdtutlonel heW, the style aid titl, of

Out Limalilo dIed Pdeovy 3, IRS, beliwlor wIliest a proclaimed lvi,, .1

HUONTAIY HIll APPARUfT OF 01.1* THRONO
VIZi THE PRINCE CF HAVAII"

vaulv.d W ills lather, aM lifetime lile.MLa,, and No wofn aM Pal, to his

Th. 11th mmdi. discrlptiv,.

mate Nslthncs, Qiven Owen.

-

MaIM.., vi liv other

U.S. Minister lfvvy A. Purse, In vi official dispst& to teretsry of Stats,

Pv.si,

In conterrW by litters patent, lilies of lava,,

didet mali. himself to the csllite,als-of his line, namely, his listen Lillidualaul

HamIlton Phi eqaluns why Liaviilo dim'l qpolM Qonon Omma, who I. spoevi to

aid Lilustik,, his idiot, kasI,daiul, or his Con, KigIdvul. He vent beyond live

It.,. favored.

ID

...11 via sscertslivd only lv, votes of di.
Nov. of NdiI.s vets taveralt. toilet Onwoll election21

ealeid aid, personal digidhist (v

ertici. If) to Mats aid other relatives,

bldidkigQ.assu loin is ISiS.17

Apis, aider li sl.ctiv. process liii wet moredi vmdd Is from liv Pool
of

W L

eIiited by L,ziiIlIo...2.

lot visoiPseilsinrit dioes Kildisija, this we (hewed by vi Noavactlm by

bstv.soi svI a, neer svI daimerita

so di. *5mw.

The Actj.

david iv

Later, LU lulualul vaid confe, by petent on her e, lois. O'in hiamlali,

Prinees. Alt., lie,. cvvtltuttmv aid di. reigne of dose bingo. Ccl. Kalabag

liv title vPa Loyal btlbe,ess liv Pninee Cin,oet".

contest Queen Enun&$ rlut to rule. lath vet. l,emer Morel Students.
.7.

4.

V. find diii, reminiscent of Philip Momithattan, ifs. In
'Pninc. of tile United Kingdom' tf,ou

yen crested

not inline of wxcomim to liv 5,11111
thi Mud, of liv same yeee, Queen LIlelalvul,

li,tcne.10

'...igtsssbly to Ilid. I3.JsIIIng on Stein 0$

Nevirtlerlel, 'mill edo lvi been mad. o'er kalakaua'. tIlts. regerdlng

Under the ,slatlrg cwatltutiv. horn width Ull'vk.Iit derived Suer authority

ilcotasivi could lvi. been vetended beyond his brother, sisters aid nite to eam

aid tea uasde, oath to vifonl, ii. vii almet rwhered to a cene,oenlal neusdi

ills eweorl. Kaplofani, hot Sisters end Asyhews.

K.oploIanI vii a

with sine vets power.1' AM while sly could dla,nlse

andvm)iter of Kasmauli, .fio bed mic, been. rival King

to. Ka,nmIvmelse dv Greet.

, body...' pmitalmed he, niece,

Primets Kakeaul to he lv, successor mu liv

licceelivu beyond his dudy p,ocfalm,d .jccrv.,s. Kalliats vtovd ls Ibis of

lit cabinet

ministeis of her

,..4.ca,ser, vms appointed, No own ceblivt couddif I he diaslisid it pleasure aid

Ilvough negotiation, is liv (ace of dv lattat's

conquering power, Kswntvlll vu persu.i.d dv llftlme rtatia of lilbutery dull

we

aide liv absolute Kanalameiss mmmdv 01 liv ceded terniomy of Metal aid

AnlcleIlpro'WntPat

mtabk to Perhlament.

Nilivu."

To dv king vii dv caNnel belongs eoecvtive povot.I

Vlsi., without liv advIse .1 coivent of her coliC, LIlluatalvil mold not

Alter Kasesaill died, his son, George Kainusejil, led. rebithon on Mmii ad
act.

wee defeated In liv 5.111,01 Vahla...

Hines, whir liii sdatlrg omvtitutivu dan vu a 'iakwvd ,uenuerde arid a

Poe ka1ala, so cmitltutio,'aI ntoiotdi of a klrgdem .aictimad by conquest

blomsotal PerUarnent dvi had atomued dude paver.

to .s.wwteito hilt re$al pate, to dv Kau,nueIU 1kw may lvii bay negerded to
ismevfjit ilsaamdoa, II

1011

Di

poada In Itself for rivofutIto.

Nnriy a cer.nwdal neisedi, LillotIuaUcul couldilt promulgat, a new coivtl.

Proclamation ratabIIsIWig Lilhakefaul so his riccesmi In 1177, the Iigal means to

do so aids, article $0 Uornedy IOfl

ire of ills reign.

lotion, more sO vidvit liv coneent of liar colIC ministers with simm sit shared

we it his diapeel for liv II remaining

he ovid aecud liv vçort

of

$33 a rsvvlulluiety propetal Ii I iv, cmatlsutivu wail 'pnssontsd' to

LIlutI,blanI.

Yet, II kaiskaut wldisd to elend dv ISv 01 siavelui beyond di.

.iaaidse pave,.

PsiuIamv.t (or two

To attempt to di so would be to violate her oath of of flow

aic:eislve vsoims.

Hadog failed to eddie. this ad. he Ovid eee us v

ii lisa SMelt

No r1t to rude. Tos,erpe, Mr sisthetIty, toe, would avitmine the bells (ori

regarding

ovifldsncs ad legitimacy ,veded to cmmaid reaped.

Mu vhf teiscutud May 1,51* after liv politleal mmdii. 01 hi titgn

Al tar liv p'op..l vu resisted by her ministers, It we officially rel.ct,d by

vepited In CrisIs, ibid. precipitated v es.7t. Cetvtltutlusi of 1117). leo.

Royal Prodlamltloiu olgiad by LIllutlulIad aid Par cabInet, stuldi stated that

ever, beth articles 23 ad $0 (no, srtltla 53) in liv iv. co,vtltutkau deerly

...a,tiuonity Is giver (or liv astuvncv that

required dv perticiputlmu dliv flung aid ,wtg*g KilTg.

any deu$** ds.lred In liv Fiivl r.vntal liv
sliPs laid ,lll be ssi4ut only by mt
provided Mdv ConstItutIon itoh...

Used seth to agpart liv eIsa. corailtelso, MaIM., dIed 3aisey 20,
1551, dtildie. by his eona0,t, Queen Kaplo$aiul. Il. we tledere isesd.d by P1*

ee a mai. meeting of psopie at Palace Squars edepted a resolution

proclaImed hit,, Ulutilalaul, 3amey 3', 1551.

dat stpetad *4. dichlom

.5.
.5.

687

707

0

would to .ntitled to tOw them,., falling

as to

9

proclaimed

In default of proclaimed aeors, there wero gnoeaboujeal priorisim,

01st accaptlrgthie a, 01w

dtlzaveloeo, ae.enèl,d will glee OMV
ce,dlal eowel to 01w adm nislralian rd
ItIIIS tiese in omlainiug tMt pcIlCY.)

of kidigenoma conemaid in

valid, ,t perssw at due higheti rts

recognized

dileftood at bIrth.

lot Lilkoftaiwil had a; bee; comlrad 01w proposal .01 thIs readied ho a
confidence eisia IMt pcIpItat.d her dsUin........,i fe ferced ebdiation) as

selective peaces,, tidy thee. law

Accordingly, 01voiu

pwoani

uwaigtIonof 01w........td,.
To dete,mlow anal victims of tOw Oveviho. of $91 apart linen 01w

01

to, realm with

__:.i asdartlels, as wall as &-.awu.tJ om,.at,,dou sad

i.e

wall

1t

en occoçent of 01w Royal Office wooed owuprlss 01w

befl;th

Pod of Prieree I ,un which future mm.dw would to *awuu.

Mnewdv4io-f SOt, win, Urouglo ow fwdt of tlwir oyvi, lout chit, political bitiviglote,

Ttsus did tOw monerdsy, en a mimer' 01 cneiottlon pn*nc., mInimize 01w

It Is iwosuary to sit what would Is,. Isppewd 11*0* se.iandoy had wawived tOw

dwogess of intarregros by malW pravleiws ag.Mtt a laUe ho proclaimed m.cen-

coeds of flU atof been allowed to centim..
1519.01w relgrdrg King, Premise, Nobles or Chiefs

Per Ww 01lW,LUiuOksla,d would comI,uS to 11w. her .i01wrlty (ter
aoasbl. to Parhanwot
atticI. II) end ileis be ,estrojiwd by oubitwt that was

'tel ho Privy Cousoell masbll0*d by Ito7,a It-f old designation of these eligible.

sic,,., 10* rwhered role as m.wdo would be comparable to ti.t of *0w peent

royala mwhed as rightful heirS to kbugelilp.

Linde, 01w CuutItutimi

TM early preemptiv, tetion of heirs of 01w higiwtt llmwageo, ommllrmud by

day Queen of Enajw'd. And thu etrar bicameral PlIsment, Mituog iw.nsd de

facto powey would be 01w sff.ctiv. ktu4 make,, after Uwd,

II,,, whan

tOw KWg. nobles it sIlo

LIlflthajwl was peedecasaad by he, collateral hell w01 proclaimed eow,
Prl,r.

Privy

outsell, was, wIth 01w ,zceptbon of tOw 'Heir

Apent" Prince jessader, eet)ect to reconfIrmatIon as topets-Itle, wowe
*utset diwh inrregne.

ViCtoria KihUwol CleVIon,.

And any diwgeu by constitutional mews ho 01w monardl'. lsvor at ParUament'n .ap.mwo cmiii raadlly be Initiated by

of

Neat, wdar 01w Coowtltutloeu of $92 lIbn,ehamehs IV sad Kmehameloa V

ntGosjfl*e,i.

Caine fmrth from *0* Pool of

Prinret.

antagonism between 0* Kelsk.w nionerdhe

And tOwn wider due Ceetitustisi of Iii., king I.tiwillo let, King Kalekisa,

- Parliament, beajreolr4 with the fiest cadl0*m, aisle In ISIP, followed by tOw

and 01w losIng Candidsiw, Queen Emma, wars from this still.cpwratl,, pal. Even

confidence aisle In 1193, It would appew that say rcmluwtIinn for 01w
o.cmof
thron. by LUhthsIuiI (whid, now requIred ifs corals; of iSte cabinet wea well as

Lllidaala.i, too, was ao elIgible royal ho Iwf own rIght.

Moreovet, In view of

to,

01w ongoIng

Asit now tialer 01w conetltutlon of lEg)' (all me,. revIsions) in this

acceptance aid approwal of th House of l0*l.sl beyond 01w coUstaral erid

os to

Pr(ncis - eg.dfically

Mate entitimmo;

Pool

of

So 01* tOwaw, sad kim

proclaimed heir, Princess Kwdsai, might wall is,,. as tOw provatbial KIoe oS

whidu new mmoardw wooed to deawmi, there remained Mon, Princeas ElIzabeth

death".,

Keltasalau Pr.ts, peotestsat,

id wide. of Hso. Pustilin S. Preti of Soeton,

Parliamait could a; beet, Ow,e,pr welt out tow remainder of Lllltmkal*j'.
reign sitU te,mU,aOed by death or voliifly abdicatIon.

-12.

10.

.

Admowladged end groomed by 01w mootirdoy to be a matiegont wercessor,

191, (or tile aging LII1wIIaILOI, when. as. suit alleging 'Mantel weakness" sad

Primates Elizabith would hav, ow need to be acquainted ,lth lOw obligatIon of a

And there would yet be a 01*01 aids to

ce In star. In November

to wide, influence" 1 01w pert OS Ulluokaleni wet InitIated by her
c0u0151 2c,I&I

KISU. KalaIolwsoi,, Hawaii', wcmd delegate to Congrew.S

11w

A venerable high cld.fae., her geeoeaiogiml

a1kgstii were proteitmi and dented by LUltoftaladi sad omotredictad by cridibla

aedentlals (eppendle) era des.

cribad by respected Hawsilasia wtlwelty, khay Kawels Podiul as

wit,wlses.bl

,..hnpeccable aol above rtproacto.$

At say rat., LilitthabsaI, wldeewd sad dulidleto by hi, Owl, potherlog

11* edItor of tM,Hoowlulu Advertiser In

roman, H.R.H. Primer. Owen bon,inlu, and Predeceased by Princess kalulail, died

wrItIng of this 'twh of Cnwf *1W

etatuss

etNovewder II, 1917.
In dfsuft of &.iy appointed w01 proclaimed OwIrs,s,Sso then could preewne

The His), Chief ees Ksaanlsfe nra wider the
old chieftain i)lturn was tiapiretioned,
wIthe, was lwr lofty lirneg. wttldu was

Iwlrthip to Hawaii's throne?

W* know chit whatever 01w relatIve strength of meuardo et pwiibmeett,

truthfully royal, arid wOuld, had Its
rsnmlfIcatIoets so far bedt duet finally It

01w

mlegletetlidtlepmdyhiittry.

monarchy Itisif could ,wt Ntaln Its lnteajliy or lagitmacy witlewi atharing to the

DescaotOsnt of grant KIlls * Quaness, ChIaf,,
blood waS the highest
and Chief asset, w1
of all tOw Inlaid" Hawaii, Msl, OsIve aid
Kisal, kofuasalau enjoyed the distinction of

.01 Insewowalsi audwelty of awtowoy law and traditiso.
Hence, PwliamenI

il0*t igneew tOw established syntem of siucceeslon. the

custom.)' Law and tvaditien governing en elective process
01w

Wide,

tale concerning who* niceltry there wan is
question, ow qolhbllegs, no coltklim. Her

article 22, ,sr

wateetora woe nut WUy hInge but King

ChI*f or Chief ess of the htaJtest recognised lineage, who was by tradition

makerk9
"ben in tIme purple", In delazit of LlIlucdtaIw.I aid her collateral heir aid
proclaImed saccesse, Kani Kskaaolau cmiii, by reversion, assert royal legi-

Ii*ibl. to irherlt thu ttwone.
As Queen LiIi0*alaii statett
the wiwrltten law of Hawaii Nit required

blood

CL..

collateral) by vIntux of direct descent

that the greatest Chief, e, throve hsv,g

timacy, as a em'Ict p,lueress of

the most direct clstm to tlw throne mutt
rule. The Legislature could not cOmes, from
*1w people at large, bit was confined to
decitlrn between rival claImants having WI
equal uw1r equal relation Iii Chueffmod to

(tom KeioltukamaIO*, .lde,t MIS lroihse of King kamelgmnelw

01*

151,11)

lOw Kame-

Owmehenuluog llne.gI h.vleg paWed a tiewoMId in depth of tSr's generations,
of Queen Kasinuosaiel,1 whe
Moreover, she was the adaptive grenddauuter
e1wed 01w deone with Kemeloameloe II aol ruled as
as ktdulne Hid or Cd'qulor,

the threle.

And In vi,'. of the acq,iIescence tb Kaunelosmeba V's COi4dIta; In tOw face

regent 0*10501w minority of KatnOlsetnels Ill.

of OtiS indiepetable right of nutC.Uis%, it wouJd appear that wiwtitten law or

fleel, by he, Vadltbmiai status end aultosal sole as lining representative of

common law Md prevailed In his favor.

the l0*e41 anraetore,tKekswolao wand cren,nauid respect

The government ettabflthod by the constitutional monarcbiy may well be
regarded as a (AtIflOtl that iocloded and wet In agressnait with thu Odildal

MeIM

tOw eilaW4 0,0*.

-I)-
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a11 compliemerw In

.7

Under the Monarchy her peel**, would be belepollable and whaled, skim

Hiving do recopied shat to rely, It would remain only for her to receive,

her peers had been elknInated rot by force of awns or ettictive contens
@Mond

by thee longevity, having lived untU December 20, IS* The choke

smart

s NMI**, opals had been shrolified, M *re, by ins process cd

wider ardela 22;the formal tecoritket of the power to exercise that right.
However, Mould Parliamed have &Zen to Revert the system of succession

eliminst

by ignoring the intim of her Irdisputgble claims, it would be at the risk of
Interregrem chaos end Odle's, as fired arbiter.

Keltaanlarrs wiper portico may be likened to Met el Remelonsehe V, who

Llireene, In final mite to the succesdon of WWI* Gov. Wald B. MN

assumed the throne as dekee aseceow or wen may so, to *41 of LunalUo, who

relates In his airy( that although LsraUlo earnitted his claims to an elation, he

was urged by wham to simply pedals his acceedon.
Chinas T. Gulick, who was

wee demented to proclaim his access/cm U the election went against hirn.)0

Minister of the Interior owls, the Mowed%

And as Acting Meth Commissionet Owlet observed In one of ttia official

fossilises

dispetdoe to the Forego Mice In Lander':

As Prince Lwelho was, Newordiro to the
Hemline standard, of a chiefly rank
Osperice to that of my one live* at the
time of his election to the Wane, he had
ign=ltees, and his *Wristlet
an
hereditary throne by popular

,

decibel awned In to way to at feet Me
current of events. The politico *as toiled
upset in shwas his by right of I:thence,
and was cheerfully wdlrrred as
by legal
tormalitin.

In sun, we abmit that Nimbi& Keleenko Peet was entitled to succeed

111 By the 'Montt end immemorial authority of customer,' law end
tradlthei.
(2) By Seniority mdiriherent birdeight.

In addition to her presumptive Winkle, Princes! Elisabeth ma woman of

110 By surviving memberstdp in ere Pool Cd digit* Royals Marked as

wt.:molded reputation. 14w name was twainted by ksoUtical scandal, nor was It

riettful helm to kingship.

lirked with any revolutionary Proposals to ~throw t1y minting connitution.

151 by Historical Precedent - by which do pool ntmahod operative

Per tmm Me. mews of the Kalikow menerche, she would be Identified

Itenghod three Contionlom ad do mire of Kemehomths

rather with the for history of bind idiom of the ltd4chermAad, who wow,
Caretiortional

IV, V and beyond do raign of do stirpe of

and the Illoship's

responsibility to the ENURE nation In leading their

Into the Modem World.

Ti, constitutional monarch as

acceptable not by hltel

unitylro farce ins to

Thus, !Celeste:4os was it

New Dynasty, LunaUla

the 1st.

It the moronity had survived, Princess Elledesh was, with the passing
LUluokalard, the nertbill Pawn Re went el Hawaii and Stirps of

lane factions, but by everyone.

to 0.:

Ind canal an the few native trows to recogrdsa him with

Lilitiaraleni to the drone

When, however, It became nwelWr to NI
Me throne second time In the tome were
the wholt situation was quite difforent.n

have better understood do role of

There is little doubt that on the King's decease, Ltnaillo might
have walked to the palace and simply declared himself king,

New Royal line

thrash Mr -only issue Of Per deceased brother. Gldean. who was Primes*, Therese

last of the pool at eligible

by lineage and birth were recognised AS valid

als, Woo lint rights

Owens Whew, widow 'of Han. Robert W. WUeoa, flimalfs 1st Delegate to U.S.

the MOnatery.

PRIM&

-Is-

-If-

liesdn the monarch In fact, thrash no :fault of I own, rd as direct
.1

yiettequente of the overthrow of 1191, Princess Elisabeth oet,Wrevocably. the

eventual right of Occasion to the throne of Hawaii,

los hence forever

eacluded from the Inheritance. Potemkin eed ellflement -cd

Cram. the Crown

Since

Lands income and a lifetime estate In Ideal Palace.
However,

coarehy was abro-

Winos

In the absence of monarchy prim to arresedm 119)11,0, an

Out since Lilluokeleni did swept

conceive of a bins for peramoteitcy beyond the above World 1
The Kamettarnens Royal Clan was loaded in conquest,

swerceded the

of tide to the

Hawaiian Ittionds. His absolute rights pond an with do

to Kameherneha

Kemelomehe Clan and the Royal Clan es 11

had been a possessimi by right of arguest, rod U we cord

Kamehonehs lD von tartly dented
establish

(I) Princes Victoria Kalukati Cieglorn

Ono of the

12/

Prisms Elizabelk Reltairder Pratt

00

Princes Therese Over

for the loo of tie right of SuCCerleicsi to the Crown and Crown land benefits.

And we eggsst Has boned these priorities, a formula be devised lot

verld*We tUrgehip

composed% lid % wedeln al the Kawdeardes Royal Cl., lot any conceivable

Mott

of absolute powers to

reversionary rights or residual interests in the Crown by right of Conquest. We

constitutiool morwehy.

portion of

return of

further snipes that's!' of the above might be done by

121 ....It was clearly ite intesticet of Kantehorehs Ili to protect the

mused govonmen lads.

lend which he reserved to hintsell out of Me domain leash had been

Respectfully ettinitted.

acquired by his family, through the prowess end bill of his tador

_ eZ7

the Conqueror, from the danger of being treated as Public Domain,

it was also his intention to provide that than lands *sold *cord to

that over and

Heiresses of the

Hawaiian Kingdom be compensated'

U and Men to Kamehenetta 10.

a

pension,,) w MOM

beyond any repetitions plan, the estates of the follovrins t

titles of prior Khgdodis and made KansetemoN in do

However, only If we accept the view of dose

normal procedure to annesadon would hem provided an acceptable

settlement of resides to Me Monarch and dose persons with lost rights to Br

Lihuoirelad was dethroned in 11191 And tlr

gated.

RECOMMENDATIONS*

e

tholeI

S-70-'

for Elm er E. Miller

et al, Petitionen

.

his heirs and success." do future sewers of the Crown which the

Honolulu, Hawed. October It, 1912

Conquer had won...M

111 Eventu11y,1M Krurefornehs Clan would have retaken for Itself the

Crown tteough its Senior Representative, Elisabeth Kekaanlau

Pratt.
Then. there o odd wise the question of my reverslarary rights or reeklial

interests in tte row 18 which survivors of the Kamehentete Clan Owing the
absence of monarchy mire to Areareation 11141-1111110 might be cooperested.
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Critic of thOraft Report of flodles
for the lienve Manilas Study Commission.

I me nweleuo Prejesn, d Newel'l Au. I would Ante to 0000000
to the oo e oo ego of the let draft of your report.

tossed will

I hope that Si

eat find its way to the veld basket 0000 It

u ses thet the more thee ISO hours of heartfelt 00000 MOO,

000000000 to the Conelesion dIrlog the J

III) 4

appseotly ended up.

by

n earness of the innocuous oo ts 000 to revisa.ho

this

linens group. I fan compelled to respood to this emu 000000
Ann right and leek 00000 right' of the teno...Malt our
1 people of ilawn'l Mel.

n. her

Over sloes tb first west 0000000000 ed to be Conlon James Cook
stumbled upon the 'horse of Navel% It hes been
con 000000 m
leveon of esplo 000000000000 ins to disp 00000 the origin!

lohb

f their Ales fiend) sod natural 000000 tee. The

deadly tools of epidemic' sod sun boat diplomacy as well ti'
inters 00000 go were used to "thieve these "eds..;

To allow the 00000 note contained In your report to A6 'Mf wouldb ?o let the pre.ent sod fn

ak 000

of la liewel'l Manes, lb. le 00000000 "be 00000 el people, of these

llendl:b cheatsd out of their birthright and Cod then
lemon. V. have uenoccupled. CheriMbed and 0000000 all
these sacred islands since tl
"roe Penn (Sure) isle
.

in the northwest to the Ills 000000 In the outhoset.

Fora croup of people whose ancestors fee any from Sutton
to escape p

der why

to the 00000 ikon sod.' of

.

0

Such referents is en'
The ledl 000000 asters

of the &sulPiedlAn know that Newel.' was unique. Out 'Ill wee

Meths Mantle? Study conision

Renvelawiln Study Commission

Pegs 1

fogs 3

unlike the On m 000000 .of urope who s 0000000 thm c 0000000

O s have

4

opulence. The Chins of old, before 00000 ns ellene to sere'

sp 000000000000 hunt to :A laud. The earth is pecked
with the bones of our so 0000000 end we ere meant wined with
r
the Aloe and ell the root of the
. hand

warfare deliberately Introduced by the taw 00000 to decimate

vie loAI an Newell lq on to' sale,

of the soil to do all the work and kee.the royalty in its

the race, tolled in the earth with the Mikes

.

or el

of the loll.

N either I nor y 00000000o have given our oo0000 to the horrible

c)

injustleegod crime' Inflicted on our 0000000 by those people
No utter how you silent to in 00000

Ot

000 oo hip of the land,

either by the

lop of "legs or Q

diminish

h upon tat 00000000 bis right' .,f the first

,

this could out

Intb the racist p

los by this mn
estiogulsh
our rightful aborisnal 00000 .to en seer dlmlnlehlns lead ban, to
ten nos why the 0.6. le a 4ilnins empire. For the U.S. is built
on other Ind' 000000 peoples property and 00000

well.

c

who with Runt 0000 would 0000 our ilf shins forc.th lend.

recognise, the coati 00000 chednn involved with the 0000000 Ins Anent" of the lead 00000000 which ese 0000000000000 in the

.

Nth the sables and nestles of cote then 360 fronts' with other
first nation' we can undermined wore fully,why more people
W oes to keeling the mine hype that Nicely pro trey America

treat Dlelsion of 1646.1.1101 lead to the oust tonic of the

coloniser{ tonustoo.
W hit 00000 laws were never diened for f 00000 o and co 000000 oo.

it ns used for *onto 000000 n sod theft. Tbl wee clearly dined
with the uurples of over 100,000
by for o

Ye of course would like co 0000000 Ion for the pest end p

Injustice god o ooloo con
noels. Co o
from the.time of th- racist rifle consoles who hid under 00000
Ilke the toes
in truth these sclet croups were
00000 ous to our health and well nine.

followlos the dtvislon of 11411.
I would hop. thellOtha 000000 American and "stifle

lly will

hen the op 000000 lty to 000000 cosn 00000 of the 'Outlet to
your fin 00000 .

Your 'evil falls to mention the nay political prineers Ionafully eaten 'saint their will to the leper 00000 'sent of

The "ben* of a i.liilouw section is tho report is no added
000000 to the 00000 people of Nwi'l. I aspect when this

nieupope while theill lands nears stolen In their nonce.

T

bl to favor of your
.t our right end punge your responsi-

O 0000 on is completed, It will reflect

aefortumetme were victimise by the cold bloodlidth o
t

oa t

0.110it

b 000000 s for the woeful situation we are p
You sr,

on people of Onel'l like the men iedlde ore nation
In le claimed by America, have a lesser lcabl hood to the lend.

The to

1'

overlook the senocldel act of o

)1MO

30,000 male 'abode* 4b work in a debt bond 000000 ion. vie/tout'
their level'
parte, to bread out the irdiimenoue poiteletlon.
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Na tulles the theft of our land did'ot occur ttttttt ht. It had

Tout military occupies an on OOOOOOOOOOOO of land without pelv-

Its ba ttttt Ina with people like Oen. Schofield who covoted these
islands SO years before the U.S. inspired coup of 1191. All this

clot to the true landlord. They contiOve their druoket
Tet mha
blhevior end disorderly conduct In our"
is!'

for the continued nolonisation of other pacific countriss.

.

Inducement. of cheap PI best Med diaciiminatory come OOOOO :priatalnh.SMi. theft of air 4114
vileges fall far short of O

Today wa ars encumbered by the deeds ofigaso sod hie P ttttt who

or the ddnicrat los of the 407 sand

quite candidly
",1

f the American

worship money Moro than the

public. This behavior is only ttttt hectored by thslr lc ttttt es to

The only point we concur on to the report is that both the
SIDLNI and the OHL sre both locos tttttt . Both of these farcical
ble n ttttt to untold
'genets, have caUsrul I

the multi - national compmniee who ttttttt indigenous people
for ear twits profit. forOpfellts fel at the ttttttt

and 'Waring of the

.

indigsnoue ONANAifemllies.

Ws hsve witnamsed the cuntinusd fall

for many of us there is an Inc ttttttt grou ttttt 11 of ttttttt -te
both
to the continued entreat meat by an 'ovulate' g

f the

fro
favorite ions and daughters who ecept inadequate g
eavernment to keep quilt and not rock the boat. When they

federal and

should take the laud in standing up for our rightful lend claims
sod true set(

Mindful that the ALAI Is osa.o4eML

.

.

With our resit tttttt of historic fact, we

know that subsequent to the dothroolog of Quatro Ltliuolalaul,
the indigenous inh tttttttt of ttttt isloods have not besn,dealt

with morally or legally by lb. western invaders.

.

to our suet

how many people covet our special homer on this girth
ttttttt
planet known se Hawai'i,or the plaedttng tttttttt of
These islands atm
"
It "h
civil
No

We need to regain the rightful uso of our ostural rsaourcaa a.'
find immediately. Nut to be tomcod for SO or 99 years, but
.

Those of us who do not wish toMMOulets the ways of the

not for gall

Invaders should not bosubjected to the intimidation of an
founded sovernvient or Institutional violence.

Ivan with the manoevetinq of sitting up

Wing or Queries to con-

the.

trIMAIWOOMM

visually entrust " tttttt hip" of these islands to facilitate

llama rem have repeatedly gone through judicial iyana,tics,which

taking of that title fro this royal felonies, the rights of

hes ttttt resulted to any protection if our inh ttttt rights as

the Nawal'i were inalienable. Oben you Hatton "

human bsln5s or our aboriginal claim!, we not seek the support

we don't mom a crown but just that lift giving su ttttt se of the

of ths global
cont

ity who is familiar with the distructive
Tribunal of first Nations

Sins.

f the U.S. and cell for

including the Pacific Nation, to Settles the Moulage U.S. foreign

The otharillueious of these foreign governments divert our
huts 'loch as water right'. bunting
attention from

and dom ttttt policies have has on our welfsrt.

Oak
MM.

" lends,

Sancti *Warr IN' *SYS 8 weiresei Otell WOW,
re

_,Amu Moe* hasold

*weber. 214 19$1
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Res Public foommmt. PL 96-505. Title III. llictium 972(c)

and fishing, goo- thermal and other portinont issue,.
Co:mission hiders;

Regardisee of how difficult
with dignity for the Iniigencus,abo tttttt 1 people of Navel'i
meybe, our cause in lost.

Revise
/

report thoroughly and laving reached
road your
sun of Native Haenitme and Morita
my ems comelusioas by on amelysia
inn
I feel is possible to who with all
ladies cla.c, there is alp ono lapel
of the Commission. sod that ley your
due Norm% to the congrossinewl
aegligmet in lackine an vital and
report was ostesporamoomily prepared
he a part of" study of Rimini =omit=
important elements thick absolutely
this emnclusion I most toementthat it is
subject matter. Py;therr, in reach
vocal
bias, Witch seems to be politicalln
*early lanceslble sot tesAbleoct an
Neel. of lismoi.1 into the dasinsmt
Itottchei Secrelft assimilation of the first
co
an
only
be intetpreted as en attempt to
culture. Spitoneely, oath a pre)
tal paternall4a sad to numposoly mislead
thoroughly enteanch carting go
an lliosarY, If not conPletelr hitt.

the teak of achieving

With the active support of out people

and the any don-motive friends, we will b. able to commie
the seemly I tttttt nntable odd.. Let us but', together.

Wahu. The letter 0 stolid* for the planet 'myth. The word Ahu

lags

the =critical ruder by prow

Lanfti,g temple. Ur eat thnt you respect this earth temple or/ call
Too Hume, our hoe,. And not try to talcs any more of It from on

.

of little, Ilerstian culture,- ails and comer's.

illiptepsrettons bacralseaya *sin= gootornina the role of the
prior mid subsequent to the overthrew
Unitod Statespovenmant IN MOW% both
not staple end haw esistrod
of the Kingdom men* of 1093. These questions ere
HinilOD piee0aetlre there is a
for Is ere uses over a century. P=a a Native
crucial importance is inolerating thou issues. It am plalnlr the result of a

or the unborn to rots.

mums to theta snestiams that
pus roots entreat with respect to findlas somethereby
Secy.**, felt that may
lead to the ostalishosot.of the Study Coondesion
be drug enough to deursime ad
through a proms of nohnlc scrutiny could focus
presently and =re* .
crei a Sisal resolutlaneto the myriad of difficulties
first
pimple
of
Saval.l.
=mower, in the drift
out history have coalr.*ted the
chosen to lino!, oven the met obvious
repot the Study Commlist= has maliciously
thereby leave the people inisaseered and the prospect'

If

tat

of these major quits sad
for en equitiblo sol

iml, ilt doubt.

=govt. It

As for the history contained within the
beterprotation of fact aid Imarilerib;
vary consistently tO advocate only one
tomato. of a
is solely
deslgeofseor a proionatived conclusion. 71so story told
tossed midersteadracist view of Writ= culture, with no real effort Wing wide
lite solo, thimble" and Audios with respect to
ilig =tire maraiide soriotles
to their ulture. Them is on apparent blackout of etrerlthfal
whet as
particularly distutbing. The atmly Commissart people might tied
the Motive
depict air th.
thorn besitatlos. patent niatepressatetioas Witch
ion inceptad.
compatriots eho 'oriented the overthrow
(=cent 404 point e/ rise of the Marko
Dave end Ralph Ruytedall,
Ravin
of the Raisiten Unpins. Rereoevr, historians like
do sot develop properly the
the two Natty raffeeta used throughout the ,tidy, najority of the native
Amstar of the Unpin as it suet of 'pessed to a
the white side Oaf Alters
ca. both of *so =thole are outtssiously sympOthotle to
credit to the

mate.

of Amertam_intorvets in Honig. they give

but little

must a

field, =wet, wire than one

Native Malallsm Iimgdan in the inter-nstional
the Milted States government as villing to enter
control. her, bow
olesont of the HaVIIISh citizenry.
e.v etch the traitotous
into a cagy
manifest denial
of
such
Foes
moral
implications can only serve es
of
A history
of Retie, claim*.
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Lspi considustiosa .stSblisMd by Sb. It

Cs,ios

Idle SM question of advocacy is within the ossla of the
Study Cissiis to dscids it eusot he disted that they have chosen SM l.ast
favotabie ead perkep, sost offisaive platfuru to sept. defend. A sisilar poe-

hive ot* ont, to soteed
letaty sigities polcs egst*st asy poasibl.
Nsti,. IiiU slats this to eapnu MaSt,. Iiboo intesists. lb. Csilcs
finn aunts that usuld
at to sbati Sb. likelybood of
sift,. soy5Yiit7 Nislkisg sheby Miii,. Nusiiau wight ui oustyol
ay of
tbetr resitatag ,ucea or sssig cistool oiet ld shjc isy hi mud
Sb thus. Of no.. as. liv IIVOIV*Ig the ueviT.ipty of tsitics* $dtu iribot
geveents ubould be gtvus coosideseble weight des to Sb. ilsiluitiso shared
by this sod the fisai pouple of Nusi'l. Hos.v.r. n of Sb. tl.t.osed legal

ton, via taken is Ib?? by lip. LLoyd Ibeds, P-Nash, SM issued a 41 peg, dIss-

ent to SM woit of the Artcan Zadiee Policy levis, Coss ins, the was issued
a siwiler undu, by csipsaa to st
ustters ccurslag
ricss Indian gronaps.
Iii. style and sun of SM ap.citica ustiosad in Nap. Nails oppositios is ssesSy

ide.tic.l to SM woit of the Native HJ in Itrady C,siee. Hswaver, SM tot51 luck

of objectivity of Mi,. Usda, his ccepstenca sd that of his staff was
severely questioned b, diffarun people seems the coontry and finally laid to

trioos Sb. Study Cusiestee has .teted to is. bay. bees skis ist of cistent, shsveby they serve sirs psealy to unions Sb. ii.. .f kati,. Iiias
iov.s.igoty thee to d.fest the possibility, of s clots belog 'egally i$.ld. ibu
of the.. besic misvepsatafts,s is. so follssa;

I.) soouskpty is."tsplicisty loss by

,tvtu. of

isdeat status." ui.
2.) 000evelpty .si*is."tsly at SM suffetesce

is sshjsct to cleSi defsuooc.."

rest by SM work of the United Stats, Civil lights Ces,lis is 1,5*1, thu is
reviewing SM effect and nit of SM Backlash isveisst to tribal develops,ta
concluded SMt SM pus. of this ssvesss* is quegoiontsg the conjtiiuttosality
of tribsl dayslepunts is for SM ust put st.sd.d and ant iso. to .sl to
political psasies and iguaruc. of SM jorlty, rither then having ionmd judge-

their dip.

sent. I ewuld even go so far to sugguit that sap

of Ciegs.ss

it is leplied within SM sepolt thai th. satatasce of these
findisgu usold .bisi Native Isftes claSM Ens sobisytig sites., 4* either SM
cosatu or Congress. A suede, tho ii not ull thfod say he lead to bills, that

the lifted States ,...t onuld sot psi*ft is i.dtgssous fore of so..o5 to

cc.., the Ninth and Ysoth

sad dos pso..

sdusts by viutus of r,str.ints in yensiog that the
Congress ossify, to the 'peopl.' all poser. not eqresaly dalegited sor nsnted
is ths Constitution. I,, short, this. is .isb soil side.., to b.li.ve thu the

its
lit

or a fancy.

dispute that e recogoised Nati,e Hustion so,.,-

ha. done is to confuse Sb. issue of fsd.ral stpiecy over the Native Hssouiatij
with a coepletsiy o.par.ts qissstion regarding Native Hsiaiian soversignty. It wig-

ways and Nasa to acquir. Hewai'i through .enaeation. Sec. Seward was knows for

his support of snneiativo snd att.opts to ext U.S. interests thus.) isp.,ialis.. lb related to tim. Spalding hia conceriIscreased protection in the
Pacific gives, the way Iritsin was abl, to reek havoc on U.S. shippisp during the
War of l$i3 by virtue of her Islend possessions in the Atlantic sad how British
privateer, could n.ver of preyed so Aserice. Idling uhipa during SM Civil Mar
bad the U.S. been able to cut tbe. off fun Hsssi'i. Ho. Spalding took his joh
so seriously that despite the fact he saw oppnrttmity to bets., rich in Hawai'i
by jitng 00 'to the sugar bandsags. ks reported agaivat the .dvent of S treaty

lit iolloW that the utter is actually a poiitical sitter ratM than so isst* of

liv, thud, io siactly the reasoning behind SM establisbuent of this Study Cunt.
55mm. Hans., it should foils, that the Study Coisaion would be called icon to
cretcarn it, s*ject ustt*r to areas of likeness' b.tweeti SM ton indlguseus puts (Native ltsvailsnp ad Indians) sot, than that thios 'differsoces possont

ouch obviout ,'obl.ss in cocsptiis. In view that th. report is so .lsl.edisg tbs
real quettinn of Naflv. Hawaiian sovsri.pty his yet to be sddr,sied or studied.

of Neciprotity with the 'Iai,aiian klnjdus because he felt it .ight get In SM

the full suure of US. s$grasios is Hawei'i slid how persons were cospelled to
betray the trust pasted to zhen by virtue of citiusship is the Hewsiian tisgdon.
Further, how U.S. cngatrlo'.s usid this advsntag. to bargais for stbnueledgessst
of titus to their nsttiesif.tw slid a oscint advantage over th, native constituency.

way of annexation to the United States. Using his inside bnowiedge of izactly
how tsr th. U.S. waa willing to go In ordis to obtain oover,ignty over the

Native kisgdoa, Mr. upaldis, i.t.t hocus one of th. ricb.st plantstios owners
in Ikvii'i by tp.culsting on augar increases emS purchasing lead fun bankrupt
natives. Is th. early ifS's shin things weren't saving fast enough Spalding
isconrsged the U.S. to give sore lnscemtiv. for action to the Natoxatinnist's
and rclel,,ed bitterly b.tiuse they didn't overthrow tile sonarchy end just
take possesaiss outright for the U.S.. Not only via Spalding a hawk, hut his
input vi. concidered essential to the leader, of the overthrow and by his ward5

Is ai5 veis, the no cel med hero's of the Hawaiian revolution
appear nothisg sore than 'opportlatists' mike the es,petbsggsrs of the South who

risked in after the Civil Nor to esplout the citicesry. It's isportant to Sealiie

who f.it
threatened by taiekaues desir, to ativithe Pacific Islands, sod oailtbpes of U.S.
control being dashed by a rising interwet tf the native sojority in Poting privilhow the overthrow was systesuc end pressured isto ectl,os by the U.i

that SM U.S. would not accept aneiesation mIss. SM sonsocli via retained as 5
figurehead(es in aritaii4 the resl avolutlon4etiicb was siçpos. to tab. plus
II, 1a57 along with the Ssisist Conistitutiso, us, delayed a flu years. bet, SM

eges. The price the U.S. would be requited to pay was being raised elonst daily.
Then. in the reel reasons shy SM no calmed 'sons of the Piuc,,rs' rushed to the
U.S. congress with e hill tot annexation, and aseuted the Wriehington contacts that

idea Spaldii,g advocated was not all his and attts to pursuide king talakssa
to go along with thio plan can be tiseed to issI. lii fact, the United States

they could ifford to bribe enough of the native St.te legislators to uset $ public
vots requmreuent. thy else .ould the U.S. gevesuent offer l.iliuokalani 5 quarter
of $ aillion doilars to accept annevatiss?

tea slit Ntoister Honey A. Pierce conspired with Charles Siabop exactly ten
His

Sp.skiag in an istaruati,ial context this present Seport can be see, as being
is badly Investigated end is racially prejudice as the Foreign Maiatlons C0itt.. hearings of lain or 'use of 105g. In SM following pangrapli I shall
sun but e few of SM cironustancea that S feel have bees purposefully Overlooked sd hidden in ehetori:al language, ess.tbough SM facts us thvious sad
A conspiracy between SM thaitid States governunt and e

eignty if it was held is the sun light as tribal gov.iota nsld be subject to
the ovara,il sutbority of the Ihiit.d States governt. that ths Study Coissic.

y

ipels of international law is the only way to tell the story. Here, in this light
the history so told bySM Naval Historical Canter is fuii of sup gross inconsistencies, which spea' to be *ig,ificaat only fir, the asks of csuesience.

traitorous sh It. .lunnt of SM lbeaiien Lingdoa citizenry emiated a. early In
Hawaiian history as the.late ISO's. The United Stat.., grewing is power end
eight fun the ailitary build tc doming the Civil Nor was beginsing to flss
her uncles end was getting daring enough to test the water, In th. Pacific
to s.. if the political clisat. was right to advance Aasricsn .ister,sta by the
acquisition of sous atratagic bases fun which toprotect shipping noutee should
another war davecp. With this in slid Secr.tuy of Stste Williaa H. Seward s.nt
Sectet Agent Z.S.Speiding to lbwsi'L wIth personal instructivas to Investigate

thea believe that cisgiessisuol suthiriey is SMlly usllsitsd and lik.ly to sbus.

lb.r. is

to be disesed is whether a, sot SM United Statas gov.runat usa in ay way
cttlpsbla for SM events end ciscuestasces finally l.adisg to the o,srthroi of
SM Haft Eiaon. This cat only he done with refaseoc. to the body of Soles
which coatlol SM conduct of nstiona 14 this relatissa with aid, other. With
osopset to asdesstandtag ibm full value of SM effect of christianity end its
influence on SM de,.loet of SM Iiian kingd application of SM priac.

SM conclusions easy to drew;

Ihalted Ststes Congress osuld be willing to sisopins SM right of the Native thawsites peop1e to continue to exercise sovereign autha-t4 over thusiloss, tether

Indigon.*ss ri*bts at eIther a

cared to actually case

Asothsr ioportant concept ceecemimg histoSy which vistas

be .stibliSMd within her borders. Noretbalssi, is ectoslity this, as. searly
this. havedred separate d distinct t,ib*l soversiptiss
r SM possist
toiitsation, in addition the prss.st oatiooal policy with osgp.o* to irihal soveseilsty (5.if.detuuinaiion and Mecation *saiotenc Act, Pt. to.S3aS$). usdates
a itrengtl4nlisg of tribal oot4*rity ui 'c,.trol ve., SMir cosatitonscy sad ii,onrees. Tb. recogol tic. of tribal nnueipty has .vus been coepss.d to that of
the Stat.,, .lsc both ha,, equal footing ui
t eitk.r rsisl,e differences by
ontual agr..ust or through litigation bscause is usy tustoocs. Congress doss sot
wish to interfere ey taking sides, that is steepS they. SM U.S. inst vespoacibility Is challssiged. Pus fUrther, Cengs.ag isst abid, by the Constitutics, thich

efforts protsctioo of trihil political liberty in the Pifth

who

this. twa *epsrts s,U sustain ep judgusust th.t SM jority opinion of the
suits, wsast cistaiaa a grest deal sore wiados sad fairuess than SM latter.

prior Ilprdisg otach a pus. After king Ltmaii... tuned the pIes ds, the
ter wrote Secret.t'y of St.to Henilton Pink and said that iwisitlo vs. too

e favorits of the p.ople (natives) end the only waj for such a sche to
prvtail eould be for the U.S. to wait for a few sore of the kings Ito. end old
Chiefs to die first, bet SM traitors to the Cioun recieved ill SM soesurag.-

Of coursp it sen be acid that these shuts traitors thought

that they wet, acting is the best interests of slI the people In ssstini to a..

iscreased developsent take pIece In Kewsi'i, buTThis just isn't .o. There wae
ebooiutely no cospassion ever exhibited by thesa bunin.ss son in Hsvsi'i. The
MInister Hanoi Pierce reported to the Secretary of Stat. is 1s72 thst he strvngmy
ricen concern
felt that given A.srican justice or the biasiket of protection of
that Native Hawaiians would fare so better is the Assrican ystas than the Aaerices
Indies. or the Chisese is Californis. Now could the Navolstiomist's be coscern.d
with the indigenous population shin they ware pursuing s policy of recruitisi
estraerdisasy nimbers of iungr.nts each year to keep the wage deaasdu of the
native popslacs down? There contc.sn vie deffisit.ly not syident is the court..
when by usricen Influence they held a itrict sonopolt on legal dieposltione nf

ewnt they needed when is hal president Harrison. aft.r heering that the Annexationist in Hswai'i were resdy to isv. end bad over 400 srus sot ready to isv.,
told Lortis A. Thuretan that Sb. U.S. unld be exc.edingiy interested if his plan
to 'Induce anarchy swi tak, control of the govshnant worked.

All of the shove actions yen epeciflcsliy prohibited by

United Stetes foreigo poiicy and egreenesits *h. U.S. had side with the Hawaiian
t,ingdon thereby the Aserican governasnt apread to recogoine Hawaiian independence

end desire tu rei.i neutral, thy isn't Auerican interest in fair play being
questioned? Is 1071 the U.S. accepted ccnsetion for a ciA. sgeinst Great

11and, and cssduct.lh.re was there ever say concern except power and profit?

gritairt to tlis tens of 15.5 aillion dollars for feiluos to reaaln Neutral during
the Civil War, why is it not conteiviblb for the kingdoe of Hawaii to cit. 5
siOiist breach of trust against the U.S.?

Secretasy of State, Jes C. Slams. wxOte to June N. Co.ly,
Psq. In Honolulu os tiecuier, i, ugam requesting isdiat. ect ion couc.rning the
'lesding sot is Hawaii", with specific instructios to, "turn their thoughts dis-

Aserica hid sllot to gain through its' interest in SM Hawaii.
in Eisgdo.. Hsw.v.r, onlike circteetanc.a sunotaiding the scquisitton of lisd
fros As.ricav Indian ttib.s,in Hawai'i
v there was stiil clearly a jo,ity
of the populstion alto were sstive,Aserlcis officials resLgpd that th. reservation
concept beisg forged is the west would be a risky besiodhrsbc. the theist of
revolution would always be lament. theresa with Indian tribes th. U.S. could
afford to trade dovanigsty for iand c.aeiona in Haoai'i sovereignty was the esin
interest end sot lend. In addition there was the grosing political o.aiieatics that
cosgrees end th.
ticen public etuld sever COngest to actually
Haaat'i, eventhoui) coopinsation was a baaic rol, required to extinguish nativiilsiae. by 1571

creetly in the direction of invIting A.srican colonialitation'. H. jostified this

request by saying the "declis. S the native Hawaiian elnt in th. presence of
sever end sturdier growths ms,t be accepted as an inevitabl, fact" He obvmeusly
felt the U.S. was then i. miss for control over the gover,msnt due to the, "inevi.
table decadence and .xtisction of the natIve race, and Its replacss.nt by another",
though ho was Aure to add, "is at A.sricas sense-sot is in Aeiatic or grmtmqh non.

Se". Ian Isnotide the officiel U.S. policy with respect to hesrican Isterests is
Haeai' I?

There was sever a plebiscIte taken Is Hswai'i sad for one vary
good reason, it weuld never have passedi This is another cosvasiesce our fevon'its

congress had about teach.d the end of ths treaty sihing are end soy stèsequ.nt
devicu emild require not oniy a Senate vote, but also House conaureenc.. Hareover,

hietorians have taken in l.ediitg the ussses to believe it doess't ustt,r. Like
Sec. lIaise they wish to believe that it was inevitabl, for the sore progressive

by thin point is tiis the Nicsragus (Paaun) canal vi. 5 eajot concarn calling
for the U.S. to beceas 5 Pacific powerin order that Mr 'back door' be protected.
It should Not aia,s people todey to learn that Sanrica we. willing to practically
tevolutionite nestly oil of Central iatics to gus control of that segios, shy
Is It so hsrd ri conceive that covert activitIes were atteipted is lhawsi'i?

desocrscy to asst

covtrol. Ihawever, aose very mopoptant fscts have been ositted.

Per exusplw, is Lorrin A. Thurstss'e prIvate cull.ctiss there is * list of wore

thafi 400 esthete sworn to etport the swcret 'league' and not one Native H$wsiisn

is the group. Not left ,ut of SM lts.rstss and bile 'Na,otrs', a tkr,e volone sit
published to justify their role is the overthrow emS consequently left out of the

Understanding these political preisure, is estenti5l in learn-

popular versionS of HawaiI history, whIch ars sear carbon copies of then. text.
is the word "sulutary". which vi. used is the original oath each of this. senhiri
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the deericos govert.nt asnid ooveyeign ouprewecy over the Hawaiian lingdos.
s'iy
.tliet the Nstl. N.wsIl C.or.tltu0.cy call no lge he regarded as having
novereip Outhotity. Coupennation can follow weny different petho pod being it
that the political pith can prove to be the nost speedy sod the soot equitable.
the Cieston in iikewlse neglIgent is butlditg poiitical bias Into the frwork of the Study by weklng asnertlons favoring the di,,ent in lustiest Indian
tao. law s.f not the eo)oslty oplohnis std psilllc ullcy.

Ib) *5adion iteiosls$ I,11i.e In the continental lashed State., d Iralinisa,
Abuts nial Laltisos In AliMta.
noulce or
To the beat or my hoteladgo, the enet recentst*1alhealthreIansivr
feeds or Native
Inratmno cotmerniop the Øsysical al
rHunt of Health of the Stat.

ollniss .re the sttilies ce*tt.II by the

or sii idnids you tone utilized on I stsgva ton ye di.rosi00 or I.alth
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The Ciisioe enutd so weli to rreeer that, 'the signs
the
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their

irU 9, 1981. In cniwwation with the
intrehEtbon or. bill1 (S. 965) whIch would re,p4te this Dopurtient to
grear
e
opecial
roport
no the lesIth cone need. of
propels .51 trumsit to
To Itto, Pwer, no utties Ills befl t*po on this bill. A
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epesred
Ill
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inalni.t Caabur Witsilecy of tie
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11tntstnti00 rr 151105 11ldull, Roow 3, *6 tenth Sslldtnp, NI.
itLa,e.l inrozties or ses. of jn?ozwation.
able to provide

p*diui.atnd In the Corçfesainost eConl on

I

'slvoiuttoninW of Kitwaiisn history can easily be bstrnysd by the vigor

musheffort. They so trldently sought one single effort, so collectlr.ly and
can only be
oretiv.Iy wIth the Ihiited States govelnt. that their hidden intent
the dearth of a
r,gsrded no conspicioun, escessive end cri.issl. Hera, is where
claim onot be aade, because anything subsaqusot to this crime will

the dr.ft rupiost or rirding. or

Stufp

port sod parcel to
non prnbleeo kit fititit of the survivor. md therefore because
the overthrow, without n single disposition of eny of the difficulty ceofrooting
thes, people.
With respect to the i1115e body of lee effecting Asoricas

Indian trIbe., the Clssios is negligent in

of

c
ia*i-11i1th you NOt 01 00 08tr 6. l. In your Letter
11 on
trittirO the report you rstAd my cits no tie report epeoiric
ia.aa not CCNd by the next ni11 asked etl*r there re .

cam the Native Ilwnit.ntlal7 Cission, of iii people.
without a past. withvies the ftret peopie of Ii't as people witb1lt $ story.
out a sid, to advocato? A stedy se ineespcibl. as thio ollly serves to present

ultitely load

brutal in
back to this injuntits. The 'Rwvoiu*ionlst' eon blust, insesoitl.o sod
thought once
their ale to enjuiw thewosise. with lni.rlca'i ambition, they owoorprofit
sod titi,

sheut in actuai bslmnce between chois. sod n.c.solty over greed,
to property. Aricm,t crin.o egain.t the kingdo. of Hawsi'i. beginning with support
of treason on down1are too ms.rmun to sentias. Thio dark spot in hIstoty lids to

telasu 1.51st La 2*3-niL.

he addrnnsed and the Cission had loft this job to go wtdnne.

Lastiy. if you in any way beiiave that deoiai of thp Nati,e
increase
Hsusl Ian aboriginsi rights to a ciii. at this point in tiso nih oouelww
social cohevivonesa in Nivai'i, then you an ntupid in the ieestl nay thin in
ythw of iii the injustice thrust upon thi Aanricmn Indimn plop15. md how in the
I

Cais5isn report lnciuden a sytry which iy giwst nit ldastical.11estlCl1
the perversity that fsvoed the cowboys ovor,$I# Indigo..
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A ojmdt, soot,. of ein..lg en. pontiif.d f..n h. tIlt,

Iotto,ntl hip nf llama), in 11414. ellen th, neon. ilotis melt let
otofe Wiel, lien. C,,. at Sun
i.l.,ahIe dutfrr.00n htl.nn,i
hit 11pM. lo itt... and Iboo, of Ihi P,,piuo), hung un lit, dulchy of
otwootot. the., diileret,cø mtr,.ligely reomood milluin 0 tm
ynono and the bbn.e,t It. tin bitt dayt of the Ibomoilon mot,arthy
inOl

'toy tleon

'0

mott thing., lot) toO to entry iliing Ir.nt,t It. 000tiulni,ot, It
joinneti nba, llu,t In it'twliy Iii, Kii'g otni (OnlIne....) note too
ottuarli. nttil ,tnslittl iwin,.et.' I idmit. I' I
After fiul) di,coto.00 It go, ,I,lnr,.umtrl I lltt,.nIgr IC. lIt? I

a4aln.h the 1,90.1. hot the tenant had note lgidn*t hut boil If
it,. Lnin.Ient pdnned toe heany hi. only mod,..,. hat 01 ntheilotoo,
no, to ooroinokr hi. Fef ond
antoher (nod Nor haul It, ony
.onariiy p1 tno.me eden nhdd- 'no.sfrred ira. do.. peocloally
Iamb ta. o.eaoobeoolly ira
tot It lit, .kotb of a hing a

to al'touoita rtotoo.)tre .Iii.h o10.oi,I tn.loiou,r liy neguliotroul In

ofient on o,p..lolufe I,ni'oon iii built iunlnett. lit. thud, no II,,
nile Iian,I intl lit, .torrnnO,.t .Ini II,. knug on II.. other, liii.
& fudinm.o.l Ii, ii,, root iii )tt4nn,,,) loirlton tote 01010 stub
one. Liii. Tb., ,)tl. mit 11w unnouti.
11,0,1 1k,,.) to. rt(,.g.
nm.1. lit,)
lituunra) ,li.;r,lol)mn,t Ii. Iliniti at. flue .titt,lii.ItiI.
):anl, 111,111 uuiig)lI
Intl.. alt alIttilti-tul ilins, a(iiln.uIti0I. dun.
woo,. I.. hone tutu, nook it ott1 o lee rate.. 0.0.1 aiiparolutll

fl.... Mituu,t.o.

/
Th,'yriuuntplet Odoptcui by lb. Imor,l of fond ..alol.intonnin
neon *1mph, bgt heir apphcalitm I.. padloolar noon. moo nintial

iy,a ,(ioIt molt,.

r, lenol, with ugrotiunal chant,. lit lieu

b*.li,p. penneoo',.I titodit, mini, it numb. limo it woo.,, ,n,,btnt

that ii. t,ntoteno "wogi,i mc,,;

a long 'oil.. ill tear.

.,i.1
ihot the Cmoon,i.sioto a.,ol,i nnnuiuomb,n ..unth d,ffon,lti ui nitliug
the riglo. elfin thief, gel h000buh.o° (Not, Ill The nend

of ago. omen eopediiioit, neileid of to4timn,,t oumut loe.I at.
1,011.0... antI tin e,olleo no. Snout john. op in liar
r., c.o...i.
oh,,t not folly ditc.ut.ed 01 the .emomt,o of Ihecoodar, Ii. i

aol II. 11447 (Not, Ii
&koo.rhiIe th, hing. cc tin tandloeul ft.... glen., flue l,oant, ill
.1.1.) held, bomb oulnouged o cia1,n no lorp. tent of ii.. band 'f

the godsthat I.. he believed h,o,telf to itoo. ,igl,to ,,n.kr

the oe.nnd of the thane dolt, of m,tnae, osotol in the pr.so.1.Ie.
otlolOed by the bo.ed.on,l Ito.l norhed Old '0 ,hntlum, of Lit,
1.5010 In In, iofo..d of (Join, helmet.. hjnm,lf atoitlue thutf0, nit

tin beaSt ci lIla eliot.. 1i1e ottloti tie intl gristly objet, in lb...
hut they ailu. Hot Itt g000nnoutnof i thitil ime,eg I, 10,,.). Intl

oat Tin

king mph,. Ye.. Intl the ponentn.ent Ito. o Ii,., 1
jitttftot In hit." (Not, 14% It mill b. nell ha, thu. man ,ot.i,,,
Otit, odjotln.eni of ,iphts mithin hit, .etot..i oi hit. ibm.. cilia...
lit

aaaigmng to tacb hnnh(hi, sopetiot on toloriot. hit (dope. ,lsot..
often .41kb the poitemmItelo (tin 5... .1000) noelul oh, mu,.
thUd f,em .o.h kv.oliibi, .inI tin 1100tino (ion titled clao.) mould
peestonably be.q,nitled to emleert their luotluoldo nt.. I., .1mph
eotat,s of on,.lItl,d otto, Thete no. etnoudnoohl, 'kl'ute in the
cn,uOeIl a. to the etiuidily of th, bingo nioim. Sm,.. lwl'rot.l ihol
"the King at a.. odloldoal v.4 a. lIt, head of lit, not..... ohoold
be rnpseded on ot,e" thot "(he goilognnui (mnioe of lb. lamb

altootd go into the hood. nt Ito King. hot. .hu.h I,, titouth)

tetetl I (del Os hi. indinidmial property, attul tOt 0,1u1. the rr.ttoitttie, fee lie oar on,) 101.1001 011;, fininflennoill
Cht,f )ltalice
I at. lo,.eo,r. eliot *l,,tiy ii II., qa.ontten. ga., It at h,o opuli..'it

that 'lb. Rung sod (in Ito.trlmnitt WtOt son alit 1k, ..,,iie ii

i'ntf rinupg their ,*ltiuIlft IIaleh,ii,l. ,ti II., tiuIoli,r bob) putt. mit I..
.,,iitult. lint t-i't,itmiiitn', wiunk no. in
ierf'irjin.I lImit
no blot.!, it). 110, thur. en "pn-.roio.lu.uhly
a boo). ui 121
nioo.i.,.ng tI lu. land, o..iguo.l to lb. K,ng on lit, loft sod ttm'eto

4

uo the tIonlu tot liar tigl,ial.n a ti,,,uoe of the b(i.,g's land,

tune Ibm., lwkn.e,ug to Iit* Iomneeonnio ' ildot. 1(t). lb.
oat Ill. 'ld.u)m,k iltouh." nig,unii .ini teoletl ).y It.. k.ng no hlarnh
0. 1141$
lii,lrorootan,n.l on ,miilrm,titrin selling a.,,), lb. or,,..,,
Lntdo. trai,d.t'c.l ,,,(o liit.iui.1. it follow. "ldimn all mit.., by tin.,
litrotlilt. thou 1, l(.uo.rlia,o.buo Ill, ho tie grant of 'itni. king of
Iliele hlatnOuiOi, l.lun,'bn. lion, tin,. th. boy if nay on, tint toll)
and ho., hod. moor o,ol sot open fumier to lit. glittlo anti people
lb. larger port of nip nov01 and. for the ole end hen,flu ot the

iloh,ian t.nr.mn,,tiI. thtv,ter. h, lIou,00lnitnwot
(en .0.00.0%

tills Anwn,caii a.,) )'illo,rr-On oinii,gnatiu,, iuwrn.ing. ii tofl
lmtntOr, to Pr-OIe it .aoie'o. onnuili). br utttit).iOfr ,ioboli)oal
imnnale.i,p. I lilt -o tlt,ne by LlLi)tloI bIb of lb., ann tim nrgan,ne

lu, ie.obai ,yntem antI lIio .,tabb,abrmn,nf ol i,iIl ,ndlnel,al owner'
ship Konnhounnho I, by adnpfirtg thin poin,,pbe of barrn.litarp
,nrmonnjn.r o.tln nonruol tub, hr Itansa odlasd. tank oat mjnrtaatt

I Itnmtby

ltIr Ilo',toli)

ThlnnanIs(bflloottm,sci,obnliinItntaalaund.
two a., ab.olat. coflah,ty that hi ,ntibI o)tlnt rouIs lifer hIm'
self dn,h.g bIt lifetIme en t,000aIln II tO bbo peitittity ott blo

"I thnt lank Ito,,

tooth, but at leott hI. earaeesol(ne of hot h ennol. hn.atne moot,.

I

agree,) ott

ike r*e.,,Iloe lkpontn,c,th. alifmtiitb.i .'ulir.i 27, tOte, 11hrtiole 1%'
of th,t obl.obut,t (Note tt) ,brt-o)e,b the 01,011.01 if o Inatl of coot'
n,lsalu'r,er, to 15111 lain1 tuuio,- "bbi, lilajooly noah appoint
tI,r,ot.'t, tt.c ,i,,uut,trr .4 lInt tatnmiot. and ohs. 00000ilOten with
ibm. (dIttO tioiocbi. flint n*a,nn,mnuainrt. us. of ndo.n tl'.II h, tIme
allutiiel gottenol .1 thu bioguloot, In he a tunoril tout the iiioec'

tn,auem o,,l fool ogenlai,,m,ueo) on n,j,ctinn of .11 ,iatm, of
lrloo'. lnd,ni,i,uol, nhetlwr iuo,ioo. ut tnooig.mr. to any landtnf
lnntwflp aoqo,rrd ant,tior to II,. Jta,rag, of ihi, ott; the soar,),
tI .niumoii 10,ot,i, ,,,,leo. aptm,ol,-ui lrontt on lmrtn.noftrn oblotoml.

ahojl he l.i,u.f,ng otoot the miniat,r of lb. i,utoelpn and open the'
a1uitlo ant"

Thom

bIte. ostio.n plonatono,', itt,(odIoup lIt,

o,illour,o,np $11001 tO bIte 5,iptnmmie Ctaiit. onml tIn., the follow'
iuug

'lb. n,inlottt,ef tbe'Inleflon ihill tone loin., in e.tout-

ret... .ith tIm primy noutticil, 0mb 11001*0 the eao,tiot. of 1dm

bbainnty. mb's., t,i soy b... or 1.00,11 ln lif, of bOtit 00

lentil,,,, oil tot Jilt,, 7. l*Ie. in.,. )utte'i

au MI cot4rm.tg Ibo ,b,n,

ruoti a' tnlh,ot'

huaIiy lo a 0rot,rai reenti,ttoo, of the )rlo,ipbe oh o,ileo,tanee

E,a,'nu,,. or itioltlttrmu. K,c.tten to t,antu.

lit, sot,.., of lilt king a,,,) e,o,tteii mat lmno,gl,t h,loe. lb.
iii
.0*1

*1,11. nI IiI,tI, Intl a legal 01,50.1. rrifaer,'ahbe I, tIn ntnt,, nn.mIml

Ii, 1)10 lao yearn of th, reign of Kaineimanieboa I begins that

lands amy net span fin n.e and In, on burn out,) soetnoor, tottrt(. 00 111% 0*0 )Otilintty nn(l0*mnniy' I Nt,tv.il I

).g,slalor, ot

the .ini,
it. (Not, II Thu. rnap bone
levi, len, on Ion. anc,mIeotat. aiM hene tntpfu,oI rot achoonietig'
noiil of au7 ocI,ial ,i5hl, t,ot In lIt, coo,', iuf hll,in II *'oiial ..util'

r,nolottttm in lIar yntotm, uuf totol anour, ..hith roil,.), in l,ilIe
ott. a qoallot ol o metuiory, null, tIto ,.snplti, dnapgo.roi.ne.ef'

for mytnif anti fuir ny un.,. out,) sorc,.00e.

ton,.,,. op lain). intaib.t) ot rosen

oh Set, mi g,oena) hod not

itiotboar, ),ow,n,r. that a. ,ueh ,,m,lmn r,hhoml a, mm ninth of
lii, la,,ul. ol lie t,ngdomo,. antI luau he trau,nio-, of a dot (run ge
(o,n,I t. tontltet no, nit' molt,. f no nith,, noilpni.e o. 100
gnenon.e

I

boom

isno he logs, iia.her )ote Ao n lrr,,ionor, nope.ln.mt thin totned
toirly m,ib, lout iu cm'ol') b tally un.iiu.00ro n,ui, I iou.olI 0.,, en'
luring dun general rorrcl,i ol ci,ilisatiaw, nub, broth enicinuolat.

ma. the aheoat tnoariab)e

5 i*'lt

'

-

ra)ip rt.oll i, flue cbanu, nI osob 0 mtgttl, anti petha)un ieail nato-

I., geuwsnhosin imt

1

(titnIoS'i "

abut onnlsin bond, had ,neooin,d

he,00,ne twnrduar;.

I

hoiputonl"

Afuer ,h. time, a. sr,)b a. h,fo,n. all latol ita, the p,nfwelp el
the hung fbI it ma, tin )noon 0,1,1,01 Ia lIt. arbnt,aby dm.ponl'
tion bfetni,lonih noither lb. biqt mit a,t1 other ian,iiocd (baton
htktb emtlul lon1000 a tnnant tie iunncmate hi, fool ,noitll it at'
nortlonot cub Ion No ntbjttt crniui yrl oblalo ob,obote nmtt,r.

etnora) rti)tot.l,olnn by h,.
ink ('pta 1111 tIm, ol do

I,,

11,0

uberotosentotlloeonewhohad.orluooti*ditedbmtofli1e

1*4'S. non.nn%etl shin io(inctolbu into,) logs1 ,iob), ot.d ii pole'
n,ple* ntuut idfha.flh lVar titoitholine pm000t.I.Ito 1140 "I'tn-

'flit i'nn.'t.oi Ilsoninmus

lnct,ao ,. bemtby ,ecsmtd jç the peransa.pI all 11th people. tngother

"Witone.., I, ),o,li uikotod iii, naomI promo. Ma)e.ip Kan,nba-

n,tb-alwie Io,J., their hIbWlog lms .dd oil thtl, prnptnty, ohile
they eonfonnjie the Ioe,'ef tin hingdorn, antI tothing whatettet
.ItI be iaflrn fmtti on, hIinklooi enroll by e.pnnn, pronain
of din Ian," (Note 4) At the maim lien It woa dotlamul;
"tdannitomeba I moo the fosaisder si the hioldon, aad I.. bin

nwlia Ill, ii., Kiuig, after met.,,,0 n.nto,i. la,,,lt to liin,ttl( an
in. ono pet..,, imnopentp. 10 oirtnnlet on,) lomen,r nook. non
,,iii,i u.n g(i,,fn ant) prop)e It,, Cloak' 'or-dot, of hi, royal tluutma,iu
".%n.i cheroot. ° °
"b'i1 et,aOlo,i by Ibe ti000e ut Otdil,, oii i(eptn.oniaoi,n. nt
h, hlnieatl.n lih,oIs i,t i.tgi.laumoe (:0,1001) t'an,dd.ul,

helongtnl all II., band It.... tot eisd mob di, tayotala to the otfl.a,
lhottgh It no, net hi, own pohot. prottleety. It beinmg,d to the
nhtel, and peepde In eotnnant. of .Insft'Koosbtonnbal ma, tim

'Iluat 1.iir,00,dg nor 'hem', ,l.ank. to I,,' itiaJooty lot this

nofute and unily royal gilt. ne ml. luerti.,- ..uinnoimin tn,ihoo, ti,i.

tnr,ll ott of in,, g,oni Kiuig. aliil ,ltt,irt' 11,0 ial)noiii ..... mu
° ° l's h, I)un
(in,),, no
liLac Ia,, I. it I,,, N.mte'ly

hon.l, on,b haul tIm lnonagetneoh of th, harof,4 poo(nnty

lift

Whet,'

11w,, nan 100 io,u,tcrin, Omi u, to.) loan, ann pe-noti nirn
o,,,iId it ,o,u aotteey 0*07 ike otm.olleaf peI1.ue of Iaa,d mliluo.it

cnellr,tsetl, WIng oat Honaivato bobjeto, a pata.t in tee ,imple
fn, lb. 0001W, nyet (m0 ntettt of a eo.,o.slolhor tnt. agent.) o
by flit Idantay bit penny eooiiel)°

The druol tIn i.e wullans (ot, qo.t,d poonide. lot no ,heto'
lila, in th, taatot. of eminting till.., hol onl, fnt the olootato
ilmonnoinoilotl of .ophdo is lanul nb.nt.oly nn.ttiog rheir ingot beat,
kr..g the 8,1) ol Righi. of 1*39 Tons,, at hi n.h of than boo,)-

I'

iced had tmenione lonore Inn tile nn for a term; lent. In plods.
so un4ohnr, n. an toeg,r hoed oh the dtaorqmioo of She )aodboed.

hotb,ogeeenototnftlnitad'Oontbiylan. I, mat tn,tbehe.nd

ol o,nnotlooiesnno to So the ianmbor'u,o of the laeol. lit nln.e
(nnoe*.ani both latoIllunimb, om) trrms,,ht bomb ml,,, (won e..efitnwul.
0,0) tO iio-I,,mpot, nnulnn 11.00 nhtai tc,nlmnnnln they Woe. 1*1.1. II
mon ho g'nn ontiiiiig en.. to ,uiln'r IiuuiI,,tul it tertall. lint in-rely

to io,ahu(, -I, d,Snuu,Iy heir lOOfwtIio? eigl,to

.1
ho
6
10

Ka...ba,neii., lit, In ban, no.1

0 )u,dtl

l,i

hot moo lb. rightn ol the ,.00dptnb In bin lots1 hod been tInt,,'
iiiutto,-lt, 1,1, heir,

anal gardenia,, f'irn,n , and nith bond, ol'oll he regniat,l and
d,opn.e.l of on.nndo.g mob,. loyal nIb)

00,1

ilo.nuo. ,nb)oot only

to lIt, rigItlo ol tenant," (Idote IC I
Thu. lb. (reot hf,oh,Ie (L e.. dininno( ma

ronuplet,ui tod
tine coonni land,, at d,,t,nri trinit land, In. ml., it,. aom( htm.nfii of
the (Ontmonient. Were sot apalt
l'eeun. rate 1*414 no 18(4.
lit. neat let year. 'nay he patn,ub otto bnirfy. ttroot hi ,,n.
.4 lIt. d,,,,.on munlul b,i unit)., bun,han.,lta Ill aduii,mi,.tnt.ul the
e,onn loinla mlirongl, on agent, rocelning th. revnoie,. .ell.tg
end lel.,ng II 1,1,0,0?,. lie din.) n,, b)one.tul..,r IS, l$l,an.l oat
,oc,ee,Ied ti due lhrm,e bn It,. iiophen. Kantehauoeha IV
Ii,.
lohe Sing'. mill. prnttait.I Ja000t7 21. 11411. alIen proou.1tig lot

tine poynwot ot In, dot.n soil ilonnoip tetlain lan,il. in In. inntel-I. Qneon Kalon.o. in lusul of ,lontr, tell oil lit, rrnuain.ng
emot, to In. tuepb.e., th. ill? king lit, adtn,ousiroinot ol ,h,
crown lanuls tot (netinlutnl as bofote. Ihey Wtrm Ireoru) in ab)
respeut, a, proole Ian,),. the ibnotit motifS I tteiima I jioneul n,ih

the hing in lends to intl,vi,hla)o wliint,-rr itoinil-1 l,aot Iron
netmIMi. br -a yuiral, titan..
Orilfi
In an
Itt, rigiui il
donor, ltoloini,n tot). is-Il oil.) 11.0 tn.naunilrt wait limon,ly ho,ulenn,l gilli lulofi)nt,t (Nuitt l't
I..

,i,

ii,

Lotucotiok th-oI miii 0,,,,. or Xoo,ll,natto IV

I,

Ktntmhamnho It' fled ,nle,tot, ,un No 'oh.' . 18(1, and ib.
crown pan,nb in hi roth,r. Kaoueltomeba V k .l,.pni. 01 0,10.
or-not it In lit, iksl,,b,it,on 01 hta .ouOi, and jior-tutolouly a lii
ihe ulm.po,ituon lobe trode of lb. emnnn lands The whIow, outeD

Point., (Oil claim to ooe.h,ll nub dote, in the oth,, boll, to, lb.

10001 thaI ,ht crown ban,), weme hi. jun.01, ytopeitfi ml eubteol
oldinoty into'. ol inluer,ioiie,, II mliit a,00mpllntt tern mr
roe,. lt,r r,0hl In remoire o,,e-liolt mold ton he tlitpelt.i, for o,iiler
llaieoumoui law on ,00al diullin,, ot lhn eololn nmo,u be ntadn he'
In tIm

lne.o the lii, kIng', iOiui.nn ttid hI. bIb,,. (Not, I A, In It.,
lamer r.gli 0 lb. ,O.noin'l,r he tate ma, me to char. bIer
.nl,rO thin, moe oilmoeil )uy th, at)olIt*p-geltrob. toho held tl'at
the eunto leuol. ontiatuliilem) 5 tnyll m)t,nmaln onoeteul in he lb

noiiln trn.o," 11041 limp drtee,i.In,i Ironi each tiolmbtr to lilt tat"
ctttoe on due ihreutr, aimul hut they note nai euli,ecl to II', ,Ighl

of .ion,e.
II tennis pnjbablt that op (0 tlu)t lint, to. 0*07 tatelni oenld-

lothot, hod keen 51010 ii lb. .0001 ltpj tilfot of the (town

7.17

,rind-),.Iien. sa In speak, he tet.n. of hi. bar lotul inn..
rniload.d.'tlu. ter,not ot the tnt t.utselb mptnt.d .tond,I trouble

boon, Ility 1,011 5,,, lot,. arm aI3rl. hr r'ngniitg 000e,olpn
hod al.ay. r.uoiteul the miumotle lean, kern, ,. It, *001,1 bane
done nlwtiuer ib.y nero his prunal, property or "a opal ,)oniain
1011110.

bins to toy op II.. noerlloo at a Intto tnt, So..) by the long in
ommittul. a,'l to sftwn a la.trnt I. tee tlotpldu so..arlhleg Otihoowe
to earlier Itawa,uoa. Ian (JIb., pronItlualo mete onode In 11,1,
come act I Not, 7), oiol In nqjt(enteiutOtp nlototd posted .ltl,,n
he your INato Al, for the lab oml inn,. oh lamb, ni that whim
lb. Iota.,) nhnoid hate ouniupide') it work, II,, 13* of r.ab pt'.p'

annntd In liar cronn" On the on, arcannun when a ten king
had ocnoubdd. he bait euomd into pu000naioo. by ion, of .bat..,,

pnp,o,y tao attached so the cnonn, and, by the nil) of h, pre
benetior, of the iatl,r't prtnal, prnpeitp. Ii' 11,01 lot qoe$tun.t hod

aniOn., 10 nhuch cot,gnry ,ntlo,l,d lb. cr,nn )aod,iluey all
yooaol nun the ion.. )manoi, anynay, and liar,, ma, netting to
,)row portoitbar oftentkouu a the n,suler. It ,o oo,y Ia find eon-

emit in b(a..o,i nn.ul.l dint, Ii uo ,,oenlmal n,niunt, fmatn tluab

apart fn, Koitnlaoton.ho Iii n *414 n,tn reifed In hum a, ahoui'

P.terinn Awrino 0 nno th,osn me Lao,. f,a0aeolMutue,.,

0 y.o1hand amid the (nited S,ahuti

tunleitoty stoltittenlo that soon to Int,lp iho, ltt* londo son

bOny on mba.. nneg,metI to tho oI*1,bt note In tbi,r,m, hot ..ich re
ntatk wore line ,tua.)e a, 'totuhinni) ligo) Ua)eii,,ni., and mo nuoch
nuoot not he druimutJ Iron. tIio,m, lb lb. other ho,,) it ten.,,. Ii

lane lOon )irelty oornn,nniy .,eatn,ii, n,,l.00ut oily (t*ot onctont

oh reltenlo,e. Ihot ii,. crown land, wotald go n,uh the tronn
t)nn the Ionic no. aoiaoly ino.lm, it nat tot lto,J fat Noon.-

in c,ontp)ianct n,th Itt u...', Wilban. Rehorif,. John Itonod.

0

I V kanohno, Jnhn hi ,nb i K000t,o. or-to aopnhoteil non
nti,tinnrrt, and mu.nu,rienctd their lab,,, by I r utl,,l lI,.nihilOtuOli
atto She naunme al nb) (and hoont,n an,) liar moine-utine ugh).,.)
oil nba,,,, ol luemmna nishing ,ia,ou In nhtron o touted prol*ulp

ihIe noon to

bin Aogo,tI 211. bR-It., oa a te.olt oh ill.,, rnoiiouuai,u,mm. Itloy agoo I

pl,00,bie argmuooenl on each omilt,

un ''rla,ii, pu,ni.ldt,, ok,,h no 1101,4*, 2t, 1046, otro o,bu,om,b

oh, ,bionto'tmueallp optinsiue men, Intl to n,nkn a
I'll. chariot,, 01 Ko,nekoo.ol,o
V. ol p.10.0 i'tin,o ,nd ot th, attmitoep-gemteroi Or, atufl'ttleiii tnt.
m%ri,tt that Ike iIIifOIuoIt golan honnst Oltent,, to 101110 an hinieti

'u,ilnti
lIar cat, ., o arg,,nl at lit Apr,l te,nm, and lb. tietmo,on on.

ililt,rc,mc, u

notinord by Joi me (Stnrge II bfnbertuotuon Mop 21, 1004 (Note
211.

'In .ntr- nd,,, nliilm ii noo u')totiy Ib, in),ntuen .l Na'

'o.tuanteha ill

out of the doua.a

1010,1 lb. lord. tohitli it, reserotil to hun,nrlt

which l.,,b hesum toitmiurt') by hit I.tnmiy uhionph

in pmote,, an .101) ii hit talk,,, due nniiqoeror. lr,iui, lb. balmof hni,,p 11(010,1 at piihlo. ,bnnlain a (u000lnnino,t )ulm%Ctiy.
mat also' bus Inlonootl Ii. tenoub. that ttioo. lon,it thtoml,) ,ttsn'.nd

to bin hnmrt and tuicreosorO, the faiore tearer, n) lb. cmnmit
which it, cmoqnernr hod non, on,) ne Ondefttood ho art oh ho
71k June, id-iA, a. h.nnf( seeot,d broth itielt i.birol, VJni)e, thai
act tIe Ioui,)s ti,sctnd hI fee.- the iniientuimce )o.tmig hot.) hot
en,? to the ,oco(aoort to the ibrotie. and .0th ti,00,,tin, hinU.tinr
nmoy togiuloit tod diopone of the toot, ocooriimog I, hu0 .dl on.)

pleo,ere. at (enroll prop,ny. in lit, mono.. 0, nat dn,,e by Na'
eiehan.eba Itf in nor opinnot th, fifth cla,,te of the till 01 No.
n.el,aitueho 1ff not aol lgoenumry In imata the ,rset,e.I ban.), t,i
t(amebtainclto. IV, my nn,ie hon lw Irma n'auw nat tue00610ry
In peas to bin, lilt (tO*ii. ) he nos enidlsil I0 ,m,lmefil hot, built
(my fnroo of lb. oct of 71lu Jone, 184$, nhe.m lie tmuene,,let( km lb.

Iton.u, hi ,mnott of the pnl,l* pmonbtint01ian mode by lilt lumed..

dolor wibh lb. (niticot of tin Hogan of NobJeo

(Net, 221

ho 'a. iegu.)stote a, r,,l,. Iuj-h linuold e,,lern 0 ho poiuillim
'I he Iniorli d.tIo,,,h 110

it) lIme hanila .11k, in)onoln I Idol. 'II

11,001. herman,,

Ti'. tleoelo.pt,seitl of a ,yot.nm ot gno,nuoseot Snane,, little'
p,nndeud ot royal mmtttnI, i
phone onpodly'olrounei lobsa'
tommrn,,Ip_ 1,1 Ilanabi, bail ne, ,uliu,nt,lo, tory ,nollon to thin In
Png)a,o).

fo floe In., nat, the Irooe., t

year.. and In ltn

ttl(ter, cenlooi,i, II,, net tim. only 'aenne, in whintl the hotan,y
if blansii in thom of Ihuirop. no tolu,latoot, and In nhich ihe mn
noop he))h 10 ea;do,o lb. nttnv In Eoglooil, a, thnenher., She
hing woo aelgionlly ooynolt.i to "bin, ,ai hi, own
lie paid all

lb. eap005eo tmb the gon,,oio,n, ott r,I hi pntoln eolaheo, fend,)
t),on. on') inch other t*non,00 as nene trean how In tIme gtooi),d
10 I,Im by the rollrewnlotuto. of Ihe IitvpIt, or ontt,soti by him
to ear.. name it, boon ,ntfo.ncab nnootwn
An; nonplus noulolniog
he dl,ptiw.) nf br In, own lutnt,St Sonnnnrnn,, of mime, he
alh,ndtd to hI, non boorlIt hoot ned lu. loisineso of gonnennotnt

not rnn,liiole,l on mInt bopptuotl 10 be el, bo tIn mime af
1,0w 0(t, 0,00c 05 ro,enug ncr. otnu*'1, not g050l,d to the
brown, oil I owing t 1,0011 he otdigolton ol t)ntrnping he ml

ol utuloull htnilit nt rite admio,.Irotio,m, l'naiI; lb. king tar'
mnoulerod Ii,. l.eno.hlony len,.nont is ,,tutn Ion .n 00000) $1.01
it lotnoy aod ,,luef troei omit ot the eupense. of 500e0000ent

booing oeotouf ri0hto In the land.

110, yroetir, toot beon lolloneol a tIm. occeootan ot each two
no,raanrh. ltd roth 'to, ha. been ftend (r-mrO 11)0 paymtel of

which he dill puonrno,d eomolml oa thom ho,) hot., r,n(tltterl h1 ion,

in m,n,l lot, it lb t 01111 eo(hd, hot he,eto, prociiolly the npoy
ai,d ail000,n,,' of Ihe nioe.e 5n'- C..minooaly enotugh, lb. mum'

ntl cnnnlndnd tivat "hniuhf lit, King oil.,. to ihe itnmbl,ur,)
n.e Inn1, in lb. tonal,, no, thjrrb, sod utoun mu. thad luimiolI
1, aie.,ed.og In ,hm tinilortll optno.uu ,f ii,, wIl,nnte.. noolul
,nbu,to no ton oo)etn hutri,.ib " It i, Ia lie noted ibot the 1e01

a' if ,m met, a nounilleonu gil, bteoto.o.i bp the hing nfoto lb.
ilrusioh penhit I'' ooluef tree, tin ddigalio.o of ntentlng lIne
(t,-u'0$ 01 ml,. go,tnnionnb.onene handrtult of toillieit.lt toe-

be "buy ,siabtished 11.01 thto, O0 nil threb 'dame, ut ynrion,
i'lrnu. the l'uo,eonn.eni, moot).
the lanuiloetl. and lt,)td, lb. t0000t." Cntrttd,onog lb. prodocolbt
ooliittiitat pout, which the bing had ,,nuil rotenllp t.ijo,eil, amid

unto thi A'ing and the (tt'ee.o.t,t iuite,oImongeallp titrunirhni.l
II it not Kaoih,00u)b Kaarie)000wka, html uhr llswouioo hot,
mbmnh hat heon bond to he the rothtf,ot on.,, tuf on oind,,i,ieml
ihiomi of ub, lonjO .(thin th, notional taol,'lotle. I Note lb I
lu!nI,i a I,. eato ,ar),et iI.o'Kinfi an, th1hhato. *0.1 liter, cnual,l
ho no dI.tu,motunn henneno ktop't prnp.nf p ouiul 1n,bIo- ymoporly

Nnm, wulb lb. e*to),Iuhnmoi ml vonnfultutinoal gn.-er,ounni, o
OOlnIr,ol lreaaory as ditilnol frito lIlt hlng'n 1ur,nli, yotro.) hod
hen, erraleol A, the hug son thmthr r,l,00enb lrunr, hut dmuip

'I delimit lb

esprnie. ut II'. (loIn. isi tuuoitm I. nn,roomi)r, ubo
''11101* 01,1 ho ,id,101it 01.101 ut Iu,.l l,ri,I 0.11.0 'lout', ,ttn,-

-m"mo'l,e 'blIght III o,i,,u,i, I ,mu,,lniul,,b blue ),uuugImnu' In IlIil_'hub
.,.lIlIiI.bmlii,,ll,I.Ii000u,u(,lIuIotsm .11'l _i,1,li,,ili e lNi,Im III

ceiIauo)oam1to. theA lto,h hoti, )tult* by hum pr,obe000.oe,, onlib

Irnulrt nb (In loeo.oIlto,. noneotte. ho litton Ion an atlonatmon of
leo, o,.h,o hp tome nuiIluoeo nI ,lnhIae., it mononmntroily spoken of

g'ltln

In he), Ongland owl jlam.11, lheo, 'II,. oaoi,a,aol ootonet .er,
mo lalrt tohe, not nI the Stand, el the hing. a g000t of

,snuoo,

Ouoiiny fonoi uhe pmabiue treo.ory hung giront to him ot the last,
tuote In bush cottolrt,o he hoog e,nth,) paoo,uo peopeoly of, hi,
en., In both c000trios. Ion. 111,0, nat a (him, elan, of ptopetl;

ohIcti r,nuo'n,d 011110 Ii.poitoi nI he kiog,pninale In tim troan
that he hod the f 0)1 eopoyot,nu of .10 poitmtodt. hot pttblt, 10 that

lii held It heoaost nf h,, t,0ot'mut Sb luen,I of Ii,, Otat., and ml)y
null, uocnlmibog Ihal ltaoItIme, l,i E.tgiaod t)ue rtne,uees of th,

lull,, nt l,a,,,anber at, 4auI.I flIer lb lit, hiog bbenumgI.00t hit

rc'g.i Ia l.an ii,, thut 'hr of bIm.lii, oitot,t,r (he; nay tnioouih
to hull I iii,. uk-nibb lur
dmno 1.104 to lilt n,tt00000u I,,
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so

'

t

lb
bauagbo is oh. Undid diM. CasiO of Cla1w alleging oh.
of tts. eo-qaota to do. Mcws* daring 6., bIt., and oh. tool a.,

Oil
allots,) soi.n suotsoation,. Ml11tvuoljutio bsw.osr, mIt ooghl

fhauotu,d *roi or 100 vnolowoii," no crosfitlo.. of 0.10 ,,f,iahbuhg
elf dii.., soo tOo. nomainok, sO hq cross fa000lo. (P. 31)

lb. histoty of mOo. thus find. took plato. Tb. case d.,.,nt,

vt. Loot blot. Wivi aoi Puosoc

owuos.

Js.otstp I?, Ilk), and e ptoolsiosal gv,on,ment woo nli.lutItheul,
slioth was ,sc.wlnO tiO July 4. I ow, byt tipshk. of ho. Ittod-

oil Aootticin lobs WIth Ut. aoiaiog( .isdit of tOo. qosmo.
(b*th retOrt no 11,0 king foe elf. pliqool. of olistiloing oh.

isyif toni. and dlgooly" çOaVd 00 ION Olk 'foti. stool ,00rnoio,
of di. Uasraiuin f,oss, and s ptn..slouotO los) tipoNirso

gonot_.0 mosusMip tool. Ibm,. In dull.. To onus. iop

,foo,bt, .looth ortlgfol p0000.fy .oigo, Oh. cli.. of lit. tswNto
.op'ouly pootoolid "ThaI p0.15w. of 'lot p.11410 fottoali. htts,o.
lao. known ii nasa hOod to hitchy toQaoad Is hi,. loss hot,oafs.., and no. In 6.. If., P101*117 sub. IloWahan Gou,n0,000,

ow)

I.

be mow Ito, vol .1w fros, any Intel of ot coom,n

log Il.. .ini.. mod (ram &il dab, of ay autaro wtoitotw, syin
(Not. 33.) Alit. the
the root., laaun, antI ,Itdti ttwtool.

o,01otsiio,n of flaws,, 00 tOw IJo,biad St*tno boo !'I'. Ike argaook

0.5, poowmI hy totçwot ho t'

on coiibobWt a go.nn000001 lot

(Not. 33j flit.
time wfllo..y. ropeotOni do. sans. buoid
knot In thai
WOO no fwogor in lbS lia.aitoot gonenmono, hoowonrt,
of tOo, L'otorc'f SlaIn (Ow orty oil ano.auhl., pto.l.liog loot
the Roptablic of )la.aii also ,tobtt us) husby Iranoft.. 00 lbs
LWIod Stiton mIme ab,obaO. l.. and nso,nlolp of

sf0

p.014w, gao.

torl.. with en,,y light end
(Not. 34) Tb. 1,.ajy

,nnooenr, or sow. linda, '.°
oy500ntnOoii. Ofwte*onIo apfw110initof

pa. not .iool'oe4 at murk, hot liii Jahe rstolo*o, peonfdhog Pot

onmoalfan (opptoored JoIp 7,

lotlo),

odogae.I Iii wino..

I Not.

ow., Ohio a luafy uaoobnazlmo.
Allot, foam oh. null. of Us ,.'qs000o

aotaanolog to
10sol
a peat, as. ooaloorillp rtwmtcd by ohs Poloist qitron.

Owl duo'lomg tOo. .ol.oa000

of oh. i,.ktf. of lfOotoi011 sal or1

hotly lnip.suhO. lot hot tuo troaror anpUthig thsnoglm ohs tools,
ninoun ,nouow, vs. .Iiohitd (solO the is..., lniionir*1d (lb. cow
.juOaolot. of 15Sf) shook onoortcd do. otuw.. audi to ho foe.
'I.s.o. boy hay" stool "hw.o in (him of any oils,, .hatsatn,..'
Nvt dots Of mrs on hn'* atcuotod lob., at in bit aolniotu. mill

fl

.

ii', aoo of 101510 hwOooto, .ftodIn, o,sb., oft. ilmoasa,o
c01010t00000'o Pt'uyirt,I Ihi, iyp,o,ai oh Oh. Khig. flu, Jaooi1 &
shoal, sboo.h .si'rosoly
101,3 Ksmoeliooncha V iui 'lone') ilt
don,,in,0 110, King 01 what.,,. togol title no p.o*000.us 0°. Oh.,.lout.,,. ui0) ii, oils 1011 (00*00 baoo'It Tb, ftasaitan Im,crnnonol
'0 tWit by ii. nwot I,gool.ouo,,, ,01t.tonioo.oh o.hot Oboe Co.,? ot .ini
lo. 55.0

.'h,.i ho .tot010,,ios '-I ml,. dncosuo., of lb. teoft on, fh,o ti,,
twonstuoso. .00a,k ,e,tn is lot (not, and oo. hOot kboig I, 500 tn.bi'
'olunI. 7),, crow,, Oum). nr, th. resaoOrafof toothm), of oofloo,r
I .00.oa,n, on fOfl nt Ota.O. II'. 111110.07 VI Oil0 OW. 000 wbiicio
Oi,.y wIle illmrbolotidy iiioibotit WIwi II,. dOle, raovo( In ,nl.h
leo buemiw at nIhol firsts of slot konoitsigooly lo,d amos) Is II..

'Iofindinis a. pan twO oarcs) of oh. ysblir dacuos.'

if,, sue iso thou .laoohu wino 000,6.. Lakaiast t0 nino
oh, ass. oloh. .toi,o Ian's. and to ha,) hot ootb.og

ttooagh Oh. penotsoomos of Iho cnoouitaors 01 oow snot 'of lion
000bank all 1)00 .000,0 ,nmadoal ''oVe b.to tot eoot.0oI 1,1"
ioimu,..,soo oh lb. otrinoc. pisititoimof opon Ito afoot. p,flmno,on. ,,f
ft
law. hiOutnino oh, ra.,,oiompowol ut lw(ntt as rmo,h..l hOot,.
°oo,*nre onto, uf 00,0, ,hnI 000, oo..Itok 0.0 of 0,00 0,00* $10
Ill.. boO 01 ott.
0,4 0,, s,o O'i,ih-.iO 0,, ..i,,°. o'°'°n°"p rOOolo,I
10.1,0 oouy or ,ksof,to,,I

ft b.uuio.mobonto,,o ,o.. I.,.) .a0b fOt0Vah pro)o-

trIp roglit on olwlaoolu. intl Our .,o,00, csnbligaO,,i a000l ,h.iO:,oytoi
by oh. c000stit000ko,o at lOin o'rp.ohIh 0h.en en act of Cootgroti easit

loot depront he, sf11. 01,11 wss.lof tie..); he a Ishoog oil p'optly
wihosl oboe plot,., I00w. St onoenf lop 0010 tIO,n,anO ho .0.0,
of 1k. 11,1,0,15 of Oh. o'flOqnO. Iuo,wnn. oh, pdo.0 It sO no.50,0

on,Oao,-. .Tt,. tosto h.)) bat osn.rrnfp,p load 1st,.,,, lb. uo,,.rol-

loWooh odl oh. o,o.oti.hy a, s,01 Is oo..k, fIt. Otoshlo,. and
111*5)1, 0 oios,bsil 0. Ci on 0i,,,lst, 0 nou5ht ,,.h) toi,r 4.*idrot ,Ooso
00'. i.n,u,llola0o, sI lit'), uit.oro,y,ot 100,01 5.oso001e'b I 5,000)hO.
tOol O,rro'oio,O, .s,,J,,I. (no II., 1O,i,00tIIi'q broil, lingo ,,,grions,. ti,,1 i.o,h,o) op I., i 111.1,010 aluy011011ll. tie',,' sotlnool 1,0,,,.

floe' o,0000dn,,. oP oh, '°crI.Ion eon ft000fly l*',bnool'l.d II, *5.1.

ton.k,0,ly pt
OIo.nigi.

1140111 toO ,n) Ow, n.t,o,n. 010,11 tell ..o,igo,oiw. OoiO

II mail.. In onollo wI,,k In ,ah. .1 0 luos-,

(in. *o,,.Iclt

(0,, bOw,, lf,o,,,y litre
as. s., n000iogl,I, Ilk t,i,uoc ii ,I,c rnor0000mgt oo.o,to,g, *1w), coal,)
11100

ora,oerIy. 000hlnol tooly ho Oh, u1wtial fogodolo,. toono,oiOo ni lw
noamoon 01 hiOltt ufriotol"
To .om 07, Obn,n, to boil brow cel0blu,loc,f that the rnigs000g non.

tn-ems of

Iwtfrt ,niofot onjo Oh, ,c,cnsa. '1 lIt. c,tnen iinol, ofanioo5 0o.

Illotloome. aol nooghot sian itO 00 o0t hung. tot,' oalh s, Of .0 two.

00. prorate fWt5wUO l500ily. ohah so
000, bIb iff 0001A Io,o.l. .aibl lott,) .Ioo.oh,0 00',' oo in, m....mi, is,
oh. fIfOtc0010 Ono.nooioos

ailts, ,of.grnl Ia 'Oh, a.,,,. tigloh 'I 'los, a' fo.ora,e Oontb,

b,autaLstwo,, u8O4-O4

lb. ilolonatoi took lb. safljn.. that lh.y hid shop, hnn, oh.

Foe ohI 6U 100* oh. eoac, hogaf o0110, ol the crown bo,sis sac

sa00000,l f0004stOy o.otcul

Itot. .1*,, an,4 Ihi .me,, tsothtin. of sflaon as, h,noght to

lofiosIr
omtmpOwii. was haiti a, ifs. .0.01. ii JutS... ltohçelo.00. slot, 000
lOot 'flouts., of 01,, taM oof lOot Outs,, of Ka,owh.o,o.Oia 1°.'. aai3O

1o.bt,c otlt,m,o, Ttoo new hloog us., Itefirl, cnnf,ntwO in hi.
ngboO ho 10°, hn*flt of thorn ha, they coot, to him Oo.onfoned wIOh

'Ito. io.o,,,l, of lb. ,l.scoaoion in Cnt000col ,lou,s pluo,oty ho. hi..

000n,agos phanoI mi the,.. ftp hit yiudotosio.s sod

jont;'. ansi,.. okobo. to Irs hi. foods Ito., oh. hurloi. .1 kong

botolgopost." ItfotabO) Ma) agnis, "U us. thirty th, on.

froaoo
of ffamihanotha 1ff to pmOott lb. find, ' 0
lb. 'angst of hug fmnwl on peolol.. dus,moo." Of cetorpo. if
of, foo. In Ih.rn-ston lOot psina,, propIlls ciown lsado"-ot

hi0t

it
.bo. of lift

toot 00w., to,.) los,, btnt ao.y Inoi001itd otungo, aasi oauts.g ha.I

to,. ion, No,

llIwnswd U.. dad.
Abibauglo the coon subbed too, tight of 'bone
mhu, widow nf Oh. k1w II is .0,5. frito 1k. oponooie float Ito.

king tool sloe fat fbI, pnu*Odtcoo nf bin axcom,t'
P;noo. lb. hoag oss ,tlien*ol from 11w bsiol of Qune lbmnna'o
dower, lip ioo lot 005mtnl Ik1000ft.t 3 00.0, a gntooi ol on lhooaaosl dollar. a ymal boom lIt. sotbonsl tnnalsiy 'is mOd, to bet,
a lino of dnw.c. oft. posarniot. ,enlhog IbM Whema,, a I, ow

ofowo laid. w0* orntej sag go Ut. king's point. p.oporoy ii.

tOo. .o,flo woo. of tOo, wottf. WhIt. pootulong caution ooOnhsolls

pi000ooll01 to f.*iug . cionoan. ,I, so oout.oU,o,tn,l mw,, of
ifinagison mid jotagalvoost, Oh.. Sr.. loh.sio, roossglo ttnof I.

tb,,. lw,, nrolo,nwno. wl'ilf,I toot

'sq I. tab,'. 1,0,,, Oil,. I,, 11,00,01 lu.. clan 100ro.001u ,i,oi,i, of
iti,rt,l,in-*O If iii ,a,ourO,o I,,l f,.o'll ,,,nit,,,,o,i 101,0 I
obiI.uIlIo,Iol0000o.m,, I00Io iii 0 I,,,,, s.Iosboalnul O, It,. ,00o,O,hit
,?suaihl oh. teon,o00. of Oh, n.m 0n,O ban ,a.oi,,nonof I. I,. poskl

ad.a0115tmoohO to ito

hwy anuld of cowa. ha,, orcno,d on oboe o.w los
eosgn, "oto. foil, md ,00er,o,,, to. it,. inyol 'alt.,, 00,, l'nnnat
Kaosland.

If Oh. unto nil, dOt 'ott lfy oo,le, oh. oomsof comon,-

bonds, ii cotohol o.ly he fo.aot, Lohu000haf000 or., .antotdeoh by a
rnyidohnao floamiotirn Isutruol of a ,o..,ouut,anaf ,noono,nh Tb,
Ingot i, olmsn.. Munoonng, f.oaowr that .11,. .. oh, oni;
que.0 lw,, sam, cmolImWd no tenet., tOo. i0t.00l0 olonong h,, if,.

it fo lob,,
what woo lb b.c..,, of lift, ho,, lentIl' Wo.IdC.rl000ly
0*.
fwnmooai heir.? 0, Ia lbs lhasa,ion on,n,tuot 0
oh. faisoc. Is. they sos no., 'hoo oust somem,o.,ro to oh. to.yal

"lilt,' A. Is lb. taller, of,, tee. ,00,crn.koO "in hO.. .oyaf alIke
1 ii' mo oh. olipoultru of Ilfotonhafan, and nook n-u I,., ,l.nlh
TOot.. 0., n.huol, naty moo. llsng

horh Iro,ls o OutsIt plas.,b.lil

Os tho clasot, floss Ii oh, .otl,,ato,nf Joiner llnb.tt,ut. aOl,a.iy
ft SO.
CtiisIo,O ts ..enoo so,, n.i.h 000 tIll fool011
qoononi
.1.0.0; him. on000.00m, of Kno,nhaoo,loa f if is o,oj,,, oh, lots),

front ltmt olsa,c. nf Isomog ttoatnh a, bIoNIC doonuo,
This is a. .ur.o m tOt. rt*it.osnt. argoow.00t, has Ito. ,p100000000 Os
nd onotol.', fat thoot mood, 0,01w 'Ii ow. sOw lola tIm IlOoa

tied bOil ofioo4ag flu. lifotbow of Qu.m £ante

.0*
5.14 ha-, 5n4 .01 Oh, 0,00. 0'.nSlh .04 ...t.wfll. 40,1,14 ho.
af sos

ia's 1001., .100, JedoilOot too .,.oasmy oil psnpoo stpotoo
oh, man. 00.00 s.y f.m oh,, oo .nl 0au.*0 of Ohs oi.oaono no..,'
o,o
to limo ooOro me got toot,
.00a .nl y..,.h'o by Oh, ,00t ,,.OMo000o
10.000. oaowtot
,..opi .0.. ton Olni .0.41 imn.'io5. .040k.e Saop
ion ow 000n.io .0 01. ow nOn,, tiq. .5 000 Oo,,400o'. ott 0,005,
$5 Ojo .0 Ma$.5,, nil
.0911 00 .004 aInOn anoo Os,. alorot at

lsoiolafl ft,iht, 00 Ia 015 .,.twllsu smOusa *1 fotto
Thorn 10.11 ho at .a0l by tOw 5.09 owotlo.l0000. to.
iso. I,ol so
oh. sso,sI 00.5w .4 lOo .i0o .0050. scOne shall to.
tomb
lot ynbIlo 0000000 .il 10 000,054 los. Oi Ohs p.,omO or
$04 000.
IOn 0.0,5.0.0. tO. 05000550, knoll 1.50.010.00 pon010l to., aol

*00 50,050.09 fs.0l1 pool .t tOo 104 O. H n.y he 0o n5r

04 00. 5*09 100t000l moo Oh. arId Ian's .h.h I. oanIo.1 I. 104 p.y0000
0, rho. 000
, it, u000mlroi nt Oh. b4 00..N 1040 SIn aniO.i
..o00.,o.s'O I. to uw.oi 1001 he rrI'y isa-

0,. I

cotta,, If.. hOot, a,,,o of if,, n,o.n nhi,h hut r,aolooflo,l
O,oO woo," iOo. Coon of Cluot,,. oaj, hlosi 'boo. .Oittlooi001

Is.

nmopitft.00y oiOodof 0 'has Ieto l,otr,t OO)Oill 00101 i0000loomooOy e'n-

ptu.00fof by oh. oIaomooI hot soot In ha,o,lO.p o.Ihh tOo. ,l,ta,kl
hoots.y gousmo by tb .mjn is lb ope010n' C.u.tog haul. In 000,

nOnid slob. dotco.slo. on the I°n.y Co.on.ul. nw.1000tiuf by Jao.
II,, lOohito,o,o we intl 11151 beth, ,00tu. nf Il., dabs,., lflo,00bo,l
lOom, Ilk?. tile Kong adied "If a fat*,ge
Woods, .0050 lands ,aol,i Ilury rotust t

I.IC olto,oll I.he oh.

Wonbl llly oh. u.,

tn., lb. (lotof Jal0010

tam, a

tuf,
s.tiIsb, nf hi. Oasis
h,, ,pinoo., tOot ,rotol Il 1101 rca. of tr0ot0ono 00. tn'1 non p,onoi
y, sop Ioerq000 power dh King'. rigl000 n On, pra.,ur l.,n,l.
Do,loioo 00,, !onih
TI,
Kioo a,kr,O
aool,I ho n.fo.ot.ot"
Pr.odooio.,t wee, oh oh,' K,,o,, i0000l. e*odi.(at,i0°' 1, osln,l,
100, loYylOw. Oh. Mo,nis, ,,l Ioo.on ACtor,. ,tp)ooi Tb., or,.
cnolfsc,O,.J. tool ohs, was b; oh, K', non otO*IO,on, .al'5,ulo

38 0
71,,, lOot, tOo'. I 000t owot.lutily sImon tool I.e fl,,,11 k0,,nnb 00,,
phqootcd ws,.g.ontou ol lanols ows,OoO twit Ito. rrboo,in, 00 100,1*
.olhoOml hoo 'ito, 00 cautnO lot. ,ttyinoine,. Iso, 00 'lit. SI 0.4,0
0)0,, ho I,a't tn,ow ,so.0100l too tOo. onto .gao,t. 0 mill tot to,
hi fnoio,oi soot Ibm,.,. moo Oh, o,o,oIl ill ho. .i.rui, 0, 1100
o No1

.

loot, also 000enttii 110111) ooO1
of it. Ocgool,00r, a l$O8
Omits.. so hook hsI, r too Lw I ,ta010,oO .0l 001j nor 10,115,11.

tOs boomS ohaOI OboIst .0 000*0 po.aaoa, Is ha spNusOnh

hj 00.. 6.0.00, 00.0 5.04. l.a .0 who. 0.10 00 i000tolad it.. n-tao
IS, ..onoI.o. of 0,0 seldoM .ano.Oh, g.e noon ollloflt an nasa...
*1 I.e 00. .00,0 shill ..t - tool 501. .04 .IaOO I. p.04 .at .4 015

o.on.,n .1100 500.0 l.a e,O roswn. hr .55.54-toy NO.6.10.5,

0

tOO plaoo000 that tluote Io,,O. .los.Oif ,b,oc,vo) 1,0 ho. I,t,,I iioii .Oo

kingdom Shot 000. Koy*t tholmoo if0000oI hi

ditolM,h,d." (Not. U) 'Iholo woo it, .t.ett en ooctot',I lb.

tanos lunotoallog lb. fOfOl to olesely ctoo,aotona, to, onto is,.
safoo.g to Us. mo,n lob o.gontesaoc. of ibm Cmi.,., di.odooi

.n hOes

hosont., lOw olatisbou of sli. 5oototo. Coon

oots,e.f oh. ligidoon,, to p.o,bl* not only for Ito. notd, of oh.

woo ul.fjr.d by laulgo f'orfoo,-W

to Ott, en.oya.rm' No on. onsobil hare s.iion.Oy .oOotoaooe'l nclt

bae

acm to the ho5h.al lodofer, a,oj l.,mtog lotohoag to IhsI 5000
rood sf1.1. (II cm,.. Of". I.s.O bern ho.osn lonott .h. b.qo.oaing.

eny nf (Jliooubsb.ni, Oh. acokat of Ito. prodr0000af gaotnon.nool
coot.

thin

f5000inr ,lirnhn,sbwd. ,Ior.ng Qoo.cn Eauo.', lift-toot., by b.r ,uofo
ol dow... lb. Inconot f.m., 100cm penoni.cd In los wool). llt,o
ton, moo ow eli moral of it Th. font,., hoogs, 000ougfo tb.y h,d
mong.ged a ,eno desf, toad oat add notch. b.. thrs is, noolo'
ung ISo prn.00t a o0o.ndihnlfb magharmoh Irs,. dhspm..tog of ninny

co'nnhnol p.obf I. 'sbus, sit an sooth. ,obfedotl io of,, faoog.o
.eitf I,, sn
of cosollacaokao I, the augol of his Islands h.00

Ill

loon liii woos' of 1110 kooveitoOn. Tlwy hiIor.s,mI to. II,, oil.,
i't'I 0,00 tO' 01,, oinl,ni.Iouif ' fO.lituoto0 to. tois.oporol kgotbaouuoo.

Soot), on. on5ootst,n,oabof p lb. modc,,f000olsog oil lamb

Kaao,honwlma III cml ho, oodsoiol a, 00 'barr ho oIa.,t food.,
lmhkh ant 00 Ion ollt simh io all noaport. 0 situ. lehinioslde

May j& 1911 (Nt.. 37.) II. ml

II,. 1w of htt bestow lion, mOo, crow.
about $7O

nn,,olen.an.

ontp.nul.ol. sod tool dna.oyed: (hat ii stolh muted, sill ,000glt ho.
Oh. in., Ialisg no c.00n hal j001solOct ' U lb. ngho oorna,o.d
was protoroeof toy oh. lttOo
11 lu. Ohio. of .onwootioo,. Ohio II
mnocsdmcod lb oh, cnoslltnOloo (d.pflntbas. of prapr,ty u.01000yo
,In. iOCWO of Is,), and lb. elaine io. Oh. organIc aol coaokf not
'leattoy It. As ho tl.i stab, of oft. crown basil prose on 1853.

The &cfsbw. of oh.

mc I'u.uo, Quani.

whot, rioler, 01°c onai,00,agioof ngttot of lOot woleof il.. fl0001 stoy
Ott. than OOf 0017 otolt,owoot In000 Of,c.,c 1°f flit sift ,l soy 0000.1.

oh, mo,,ti10105lo ho tab. cognilonc. of hi fso.. too. 000anrtof
mow 0kw, limO lb. rqoitabha tbalht of th. nqu,en own moody

OOtlw

WW. 15b48, sOolo

OhIO,' ).an,io 010,,.,., o,a000tol; ow, is lOot., a.., Its qd oloo. Euoigdoaoo

ahab.; 1,0111,. oTolarint. Ut. Sod,,,7 lbOioa, roasctdnol of ro.Oti.

top floe kloog silo. too,

loch of 7110

o.,00 Ito oon,tonoIinoO 0, hoft,00g ans; hit. (J.00no o rigiot ,f boo..,

tma0000iullloiorgsnwad.il.OmoWo.nnoot to fatooIl,,ho
II.,.. so. tosildaf alms .00kb an action mold Is. kiwi TOut

O0000la

JOwoo 05 1oi,lio.00g 0,, 00.,

,000l ,)cnml.

On

olaino. lb.,, was .

limit Oh. towl, of oft. npsblk w.v. spill. os,ul.. WI.

ton too .Ooarly of ,.n,n.o UI.,, 11040 for Ilajoosy Q000,n

ls.onos I' I,oalooih, o*oO,00.oO io bow,', lot Iho nourish Oil,ho, nco$
oO Ia, a oboe hay),,,, Jovial loel oio1f,O 001nOtiou lop her Iwo ct

plqOth.M*t0' kgib qwTho.. iomo,ih'.d. Jot .1.. .111* prawoio.00
of Ito. UawalAan euo.Oltalisn of low, of lb. in.ssli000 cowls.

soonoonl*d to onodicsi1w
Co.*oii 1w

I

bail purhaps boto

o lo.og hoOtS boil you..i, that b.c logs)

tO turn of lb. lh0O*5 nf Willoko, i SI 0(4001 UOaoO
isn't in it,. Idsod of blow. ootirnsttol is eo,otaI,, lstnip'fo1oi
1100*

Lotousoioalsoo. oh. last moouth of l4msolO, son ,10010TOO,.I ago

719

ytoil000

sol sppioss.l on Joly 21. ff61. an ott .00lboelolng tOw tomny'

A. ,ccaids 0(a'o.ha000ds. V. hho, liv gouo 11,1011. a.uUon.,

b'.sloioo f1,u 0014' tn IWO)

Pot oototfy thool0 Ju,o ifs.. it ml0000g no anotioqienet I.
OVOotI UOfll 0011 ootto.00 epe0000. Oo tao ioonOh5or,I iab.r

the

is,t boot, own
lomcf1 ob SOw snout I md o.pf.oinloof by she
now lifrrtoally p,m,rft.0, 0000 00 500 ogst ffw Ioots',eaf thai K.lo'
hOot cosofol spusdet, abso. sooN tom etg.la, l0obeoitp lIst. Oh,
,OniO lost a000i hi. faigi fool etworoam Into.. fnn.o hnh.n oot,h
Iro.o,l, so, tOot 0000ro.-hu.w. INn., 47 0 °0O,e or.. nO lb. lands
010 she h.omola ol Ito, cw.nriaaswrro woo .io,foly rih,c.d. oh. coon.
Oo.tolont Shot cnlaO, 5ltts h.00Inlo,0 aoh000oowed by 'bet bid
Won hOot ponirabe l0000fwlty ol Ksas,baaooh. (V sod ohencloto
0*0010 ho ho, bos.s. I71as$ t (loon, of ohe., 1,ocl, the go,
.,000rool lu,0 pood of! s om.ongog.- look, ii, 5mm, of Oh. i.e
it Jsi, O P140. 11* on,no.o. on. ,tro.ibol, oloaowd sob oh.
an,m101l. w. lV3). olIk. N,m.ac, of I iouac. (Moo', 85 0

f fl.

II, Iiel,sndor 30. fam. l't00000ro. KohIm. a iOtonnoo'bo'.o
iootluiovhs I, oowot,;.mb .0 t,bgo. b.p,echol,, too o ,ntoink,01oao oof

If O.Olk. 'all wy ewoo. ngbm, toll. and 'omit huh it ha. and lo
e.uaoly Olin .00i I," Oh. lfswa,iao cower find.. 07100,30) As

of ,h. 1noWot ore.)il at e.ornoz0051oong O.. .0.04 001 lb. noono 101,05.
oh,, h n000l't SI mi,bol 0,. ft. ol oo,y foc.00i.of footn005 boo Onoto lIon

oh, o',00ees load ow mUll. ,rght, tIlle so 00,0,00 of soy oI.otnopIso, 'i oioe on,nn lamls, n,10001 al its tom in 0,00000. this onoos a

,lliloeom,ot,ie.
iiolfoi.1400l Oin,°. 0' tOot. loqarcfo,th OO*ot Isnolo s
,o 1,04 on ho,.g .001100, otlI h000,n iwO Oslo, sii tOt, v.00,, for bosh
mIt. toi the ,ub,00,,uo of hos ..t.mt.°cors Of.onag 00 n0000t 01001

oongsia, ploono000ig

lb. lob., Oi,000s,5 imt.oroop Kong Kobb000 .sns,10d tOw thnaio
ooI ,,00* yon, fatt,. os will I.. rnhtnol lb., Oh,. Law cain. not
n'noh,Jçomrm,

t', oh, .,t ot Jan...,

3, ft,? oosqni3O., of lIt, lo.nonn,

ol tOo. c,own woO, a.. 00 Ito 0501w-) 010 oh. oneo.s,y on pay Ut,
,o,t0004t O
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AND I((X'JOMK DEVELOININT
AuveeWer 2b, 1961'
December 21, flee:

Mr, T. C. Yin, *mina ttttt or
Utile, of Hodalion Alfa-ire
$67 So. King S
. Suite 100
141113
Ituuululu, h

N i.. glee'r Boyd remoll'I
Chairperson
U.S. Native Itintealen, Study Luseetesiun
500 Una iiiiii y Avenue, Apt. 1601
H onolulu,
96646
tt

Deer Nr. Stu.
A. requested by C.16.1iten Nlynehirn of yurr /staff, 1 11.41 teetered
the Native Sri/Alien' Study 001i.itbil'S "Drell Report of findIngs," dated
Septemfeor Ti, MIL Al n.:foe,. I concentrated primer tly on the Plat waist
and dynaltr.pbic epucte of the report. 1 also real the haotoftcal and
1.01 pert., where I tills able to add mime manor comment:.

Doer Itins'u:
Ibis is in response to your lettet of December 20. asking oe to
review part of the Native Newel lane Study Cools. ton'a "Draft Papor t of
/Indira.," dated September If
1901.

The fuilOWttig points should be noted.

I have 1 ready romplatva ouch a feet's at the request of As Office
of Atavetien Affairs. I am mre that they would not object to my Waring
89 ,omentp with you. and I hove accordingly enclosed
copy for your nee.

pap 4%,

I typographara ',Mr% made In Obe IOW(' foe

table 9 have onfortunetely boos
All leen oat 119,990, not 101,90.

You may also by ttttttttt d in our Stat tat t.el Report al, "le t loots('

of the Perlman Population ul Hewett," tlietted Miguel 2/, loll.
entlueeS.
Please call

if yuu have an

Thu pupulattun ul the gangdom

Wet had 16,00 Imminent. tent .0,4001

to IN60, 15,00 lout In ,b/UJ in ISM. awl 17,157 (not 17,557/ in 1090.

A copy as

I suspect that 0.0 bcbel Pource for rho population Noticing. let
race by iiialtda in table II, page 24, le the Newels Matte Surveillance
Frogran rattler than tl, U.S. Deportment of Labor.

further question.
Sincerely,

y wetittatee fur 1690 in table 12.
It should ho noted that the It
!be IOU
pogo 22, are not comparable to those tot 11196 and later years.
data, 'intake [hoes Our later y ttttt did not Wit account of litelacy to
A Ole rates sham lot Chinen and
Alien languages, thus unJ
Japanese.

404Robert C. Schmitt
Stet* Statistician

It should further be noted that the intone data for C ttttt iene (and
oleo ton all
omblned/ In table 20. Pots 211. Ore diatorted by the
inclueton of dtoproportionata pushers of *ilium, personnel. kastrfcting
the data to ciellians greatly changes the rankings by'rece.

et.Sthn

Loc.
A

The dourly for table 21, peg* 39, on poverty. le 'teen ae the Hawaii
Health Surveillance PturtAb, but Will likely I. tha 1979 OCO Census
Update Survey.
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January 21, 1983

Page 13. Section S.. second perigees* (describing the population
density of the State).

'ms. Rineu Boyd Kamaliq

figures be used.

Chairperson
U:13. Native Hawaiians

We suggest that lint 1101StataDita hook

The data book states thet.defacto density for 11180

for the state was 163.8 per Nisi* milelloweVer. the defeoto density

Study Coami..ion
500 University Avenue. 41601
Hcnolulu, Hawaii 96826

for Oahu was 1.386.1 per square mile.

(Pages 11 and 17. 1981 State

Data Book.)

Dear Ns. Ramali'it

Page 93, Section S.. third paragraph (describing vacancy rates)

Thank you for the opportunity to review the-select'ed portioni
of your Commission's 'Draft Report of Findings' which were
forwprded to us by your 1
ST December 20. 1902.

and Table 49.

Theta should be further **planation regarding the

10.3 percent vacancy rate liated for the State of Hawaii 16 1260.

In our response, we have compiled the comments of the Hawaii
Housing Authority and the Intake Service
as well as of
our DSSH staff. We offer our suggestions in the attachment in the
same sequential order as the materiel was submitted to us.

Units that era temporarily occupied or intended for occupancy entirely

by Trion, who'have residences also/here (e.g.. tourist-type condo-.

We recognise how prodigious and difficult an undertaking is
this study project and hope that our suggestions. however modest.
will
you in successfully accomplishing your report. It
we can be of any further help, please contact our public information
officer. Chapman Lam, at telephoni number 540-4766.

minions) are classified as 'vacant' in the survey.

Shared ownership

or tile-aharing gondominiums are also cilassitied,as 'vacant. ho1:3 for

occasiOnal use.'

Both cf these types o8 unite currently (Meet the

numerical counts and make rental vacaeolles appear higher and at

sincerely.

prices generally above comparable long -term rental units.

4 4

s
Page 98. Section C.. fifth paragraph (under Present Demand).

Franklin T. R. Bunn
Director

There should be further amplification qt the *7.000 applicants ... on
the waiting'list for hoseeteads.'

of this nurber of applicants. how
How many

eMpy tit. in terns of need. in this rehabilitetidn program?
di the applicants ars'already homeowners?

What is their income?

Are

they able to *Arne their homes.without Hawaiian Home Lands assistaRce?

cl
1,1

a
wSilleComments - Native Horatian* Study
Page Three

DSSH Comments - Native Hawaiians Study
Page.Two

Page 40. first paragraph (describing welfare categories).
We suggest revising this paragraph and Table 22 with updated
figures en shown on Attackbent A.

populatiqn figures are inconsi

(Table 22 and Table 23 base
and should be corrected.)

We
%

would also like to note that it is possible to vieW1hi type
of data in quite another context.

Ethnicity

120k2L

(Percent Diet.

total

930.269

100.0

Caucasian

244.032

26.3

Japanese

2111976

23.9

MWeslianiPt. liwaiiim

179.493

16.9

Filipino

104.947

11.2

Chinese

47.279

9.1

totem

11.102

1.3

Slack

11099

1.3

020411

11.173

1.2

6.649

0.7

67.810

9.4

10.723

1.2

If welfire is hued upon need

(i.e.. In accordance with strict Federal and State guidelines).
than the data may also demonstrate a 'healthy attitude; on the pert
of native Hawaiians toward their welfare programs.

Their social

concept of 'shame' may not prevent the use of welfare end. therefore.

,pore optimum use of welfare programa

we may be seeing their g
as compared to other cultures
Page 41. (Summary).

The view cap

d in this summary ippaais

somewhat paradoxical. inasmuch as the low income status (perceived
ae 'dismal' in the summary) of some native Hawaiians could also

Puerto Wen

have been the result of individual choice. i.e.. for a 'back-to-the-.
Nisei
land,' eh

materialistic cultures kind of approach.

(This

Unmixed - Other.
Unknown

is bn approach espoused by (army Hawaiian activist organisations.)

The question. then. i from whose pfective is this-summary

Referring to Table 21 and other tabulations, there should be

statement made?

very clear qualifying statements that the statistics relating

Page 42. Section G., second paragraph (Ethnic.Stock of Adult
Arrestees and Table 2)1.

Other

We suggest modifying this paragraph and

the 'Number' and 'Percent' figures in Table 21 (under 'Population')
to reflect the following 1980 ethnic, distribution data,of the
DOH Health Surveillance Program.

to 'Part - Hawaiians' are posy inexact.

Om

Furthermore, if the data

on the number of Part -Hawaiiana could be further refined to show

Welfare

WON Comments - Native Hawaiians Study
The number of mtivkilawaliens in c tttttt welfare categories Ter concede
The table below shows that, while aative
population.
their relative share of t,
population, they eade up 30.8
Hawaiians comprised 12 paWcent of the total
ry, 22.1
percent of those in th 09C-UP category. In the genet.' aaaa
percent were motive Hawaiians and Dative Hawaiians comprised 13.2 percent of the
food Stems program. However, native Hawaiians comprised 10.10 of the eddied
category and thus were uMer.represested when compared to their population share.

Page Pour

those of therm who are of pre-dominantly gen-Hawaiian ethnic stock

and if these numbers were redistributed back to their primary

TAME 22

ethnic stock. we suggest that the resulting comparisons may be

HMI= Of NATIVE NAVAIIAN8 IN EACH WELYAM CATG0RT
COWARDS TO !Mtn Of NATIVE Haki4114211 IN TOTAL POPULATION

substantially altered.

Tables 23 and 14 are not consistent in the use of ethnic

terms le.g., the terms "Caucasian.* Negro. and Zndien lAmorrlcnl

State

Walters Cates:mien
General
Food
Stamm
AIL

Aseietame

A/00-

!Mutation

ere used in Table 21. while Table 24 uses White. 'Black' and

.

Medical

aisle

Indien'l.
Total
itemitan
Percent

10.11

9,113
2,144
22.1

41,377
6,311
11.2

20,269
2,111
10.1

761,563
60,172
10.3

40.101
12.102

7.111

1.361

30.7

26,113
3.797
.13.5

14,166
1,116

16.3

92,013
17.274
18.8

6.797
2,778
31.6

1.441
431
11.3

7,864
1,451
16.3

3.144
394
17.6

70,991
12.150

17.4

3,625
1.273
31.3

220
39.6

1,1S3
805
25.5

1.331
279
16.0

)9,061
5,104
14.6

2.096
525
11.0

)47

1.417

110
)1.7

964,691
115.300
12.0

34.819
16.'i9

Oahu
Total
Hawaiian
Percent

7.9

e mail
Total

.

Muslim
Percent

,

eMi
Total
H awaiian
P ercent

Total
H awaiian

Percent

Source:

:luo 2

AWLIKE
lechOssiiiitamo

Movedwor 16, 1962

11411.9t RAWAIIAN STUDY COMNISSION
Ilnnorab le itinati gammIll - Chairperson

P.O. dos 30347
Honolulu, Hamill

.

162
11.1

412

- 2

legal determination oiling existing lees developed
To mks
to settle claim advocated by indiam and Eskimos Is for fetched.
diff a
We ars not Indians find Islam*. We are iterlians and
rate of people.

FInally to edd credibility to this Hawaiian Study CoemIssion
we (eternised that a mini, "nom- government member". commission be
treated to Mel with the question of reparation. The group to
ha composed from minority races within the United States. As an
memplei a prominent Bieck; Oriental; Indian; Eskimo and Polynesian.

96620

ALMA MI LOA,
APK,,,yy;

to nonorebia tins amelli

06.7neve

MlcAeel Tancyo

We, the Moloka'l Island Multi-Service flosAd. feel that the
preliminary 'Mort of the Magellan Study Commission will adveruely
affect the welfare Of our aboriginal Metier people now and In the
future and also be very detrimental to the State of Newell.

Sint* the final repel of the kelosIlan Study Commission will
be used as a source of reference by the Congress of the United
Staler In their deliberations, we ask that the final report be
accurate and ell availably date Included. IN recommend that the
The
1.
Meweilen Study Commission include in their final report:
Mr. James
history of the overlIsroe of our kingdom of Newell; 2.
N. Blount report to President Cleveland; and 3. President Clevelends

1,706

276'

11.3

State population obtained from The State of Hawaii Pots look. 1992.
Welfare dots obtained from Department of Social S.,,Ices and Housing.
October-December 1962.

7,ALIT

NORKIAG TO(1IMIER

353

island HOU-Service Board
Chairman

CC.

anima of December 01. 49) to Congress.
The Hawaiian Study Consist's* preliminary report researched
by'leder61 agencies of the Wilted Steles government leans toward
includiM Only select statistics eveefable to the United States
Instead of looking Into the possibility of reparation
Government.
the Magellan Study CdslOslon reports tend to imply Ihet we gave
up our rights to restitution a Imo time ago.
No where In this report is there any mention that our trouble
began with the arrivel of the whiter men In Smell net. how our
royalty were forced to timely with the wishes of the rothieSs
whites thro their goverment she., of military ;ewer. Nam the whites
Infiltrated into position of power In our government and finally
too they became our rulers.

o licolsf
olu hap mai kokuu. A rue
l el us work tom:Sher, nation of Hoel'l
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IN t R.OF Fill %MOH ANDUM
Mega to File
30 September 1982
Page Two

30 September 1981
File

Wayne Thiessen
Importance of having a prnspective.Lim wail Ins

y program ready for

d Fleet

LegitlatTeeve'lrtinate
r

et,*1982

hACWOUNO
A group of Hawaii engineering, labor, shipping, business and
litical organizations
and individuals have been urging, for a nutter of years, the
coordinated state &dada concerning a program to significantly Emmons
tunnies in Hawaii.
The planned federal budgets (navy ship repair funding) for FY 19 2
1983, 19848 and
1985 have given Hawaii thejw3t ounartunity that It has had in
des to bui d a
and enduring economic base. the opportunity not only rat
prep ed
major expansion of the ship repair InduStry, but also includes
pro.
vision of
catalyst for a major evpansion of the marine protein
dust," (f thing,
Offshore aquaculture), the transpacific cargo Interchange induStry (Hawaii jranwhitment),
light manufacturing industries, the conpetitive export of sugar ant( a rebirth of a
strong Hawaii construction industry.
:1
solid

As noted below. there IS substantial and sustained competition (f
the U.S. west coast) for the potential jobs that could and Should t
Only a fully coordinated and strongly led govermant.induttry.labor
can succeed In this overall endeavor.

Certain efforts to have the subject progrdm begun in the early 192D's Were thwarted
by an illusion that 'tourism. sugar and pineapple (with sore attention to diversified
agriculture and land-based aquaculture)" would maintain Haweli's economic strength
in perpetuity.
Specific e forts in 1981 to have an initial 4000 ton drydock lift facility (leased
from the now y) available by February 1982 were unable to develop sufficient interest
by those Me individuals who could "make it happen". That "once in a decade" opportunity
no longer e.ists.

Finally, with a realization in early 1982 that cawali's continued prosperity was
strongly in doubt. the legislature directed that a study be made tn mid1952 with the
results to be ready for effective legislative action during the 1983 Session of the
Legislature

flfective legislative action in 1983 meantArqVidin9 tpn
ot the key
committees of the House and Senate with the Isecutfve Branch s.g
ilgyentar
committee members study the proposals:durTno-Nbven%er/
irber of 1982.

to the late start on the second phase, the Executive Branch is understood to be
considering the idea of delaying the completion of the second phase to a date later
than the end of November of 1982. They may be thinking that action by the 1983
Legislature will not be critical and therefore they may be willing to accegtsa delay
in legislative action until 1984.
Dow

This memo has been prepared to describe the major negative results of such a progfi)
COMPETITION

Most of the following established west cent shipyards and ship repair contractors are
expected to be in competiticm with the three or four tempetant ship repair cempanies
that will develop in Itameii.

intereStS on
to Hawaii.
am:from Hawaii

Timing is all-important.

ALABLand than having

The first phase of the Private Sector Drydocking Ship Repair Facility study was
essentially completed by late May of 1982. The Executive Branch, however, brim
occupied with other attest during May, June, July, August, and %pioneer of 1982.
They are new said to be planning to provide funds for the second phase of the study
starting in late October or early November of 1982.
The Legislature's original concept
was that the first phase contractor would be authorized to start the second phase
in early July 1982
and the total package would be ready by Seitamber 30, 1982.
Thm Legislature appropriated the fonds with that schedule in mind.

Seattle:

Lockheed Shipbuilding and Construction Company
Todd Shipyards Corporation
Lake Union Orydock Gamily
Tacoma:

Tacoma Boatbuilding Company
Portland:
Northwest Marine Iron Works
Dillingham Shipyard, Inc.

San Francisco:
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
Triple 'A' Machine Shop, Inc.
Todd Shipyards Corporation
Los Angeles /San Pedro:
Todd Shipyards Corporation

San Diego:
National Steel and Shipbuilding Company
Triple "A* South
Southeast Marine, Inc.

Ammo to file
September 1982

Memo to file
30 September 19,
Page Four

.

..age Three

It is up to the political leadership of Hawaii to immediately reverse this trend.

Iwo of the contractors tiorkhreo shipbuilding andlodd San Pedro) Ave strung Navy
Three othersi(National Steel, Todd Seattle,
shipbuilding contracts through 1985.
and Tacoma Boat) have declining navy shIpbuildingjontracts ending between 1981
1
and 1995.

in 11414411 (crime, education, quality of life, morality in
act unless we can Improve the
i
s o our state.
art o good jobs or t e c

other ub I
riZZe tnof large n

At least twelve of these fourteen prospective comatitors would, therefore, be
everted to be quite interested In getting Hawaii humeported ships for repair% on the
west coast, holding presently west coast howl:meted ships from being relocated to Hawaii
and getting new ships which are added to the Pacific fleet to be homeported on the
west coast.

Available for the short run") Is betwten 1600 million and $800 million of annual Navy
ship repair and modification work; which is increasing at the rate of It to 91 a

ny
(1)

year -- at least through FY 1985.
-ilielever,_icAttl ship repair contractors (and their supporting political entities)
wlit,i m01171Altegt in 1982/1981syst very wel13oblele gut later entries (in 1981/
The teeny -plans ship repairs at least a year before the actual drydeCking

(2)

In addition to the 65% of repairs done in U. S. Navy shipyards (long Beach, Mere
Island, Bremerton, and Pearl Harbor).

To accommodate the SubStential increase in ship repairs (es well as homy ship
building) for FT 1983-1985.

aiAl repair dates.
(1)

As noted in the Private Sector Drydock Ship Repair Facility first phase study, Hawaii
hat attractive advantages for the Navy if we con "get otfr act together".
strung leadership and sense of pulpow.diewever,
If Hawaii does no' move with
and new
Once new faciAties are built
the business will stay on the west coast.
it will be quite difficult
,
personnel are hired In California, Oregon and Washington
to relocate much of this business to Hawaii,

011 the other hand, if Hawaii develops the program proposed for 1982.1984, its
contractors will he in the best position (ef any in the Pacific) to keep a
high level of work .- eyes with a (not likely, but possible) decreale in overall
Pacific Navy ship repairs after 1986.

.

cc:

file
Read
CC

ffipAlflUOGLIS.
fairly well estabAs suggested in figure A, the federal budgets for fY 1982.19115 a:'e
There is naturally Some uncertainty
They are "Reagan Abninistration budgets".
lished.
A
possible
new
Administration
may decrease
about the FT 1186, end beynq, budgets.
may decide to Increase the capacity of government
navy ship operation outlays
net
develop
coordinated
shipyards and may (et the least) believe that if Hawaii could
action (governmentbusinesslabor) when the resultant income was fairly certain, they..

don't 'dome any special consideration In later years.

.

P

As noted in Fiore A, the investment group who will be asked to underwrite the necessary
capital fecilities would have 29 months of quite certain high level income if they
bP unlit! months of Such "security' If they
act on or about May I, 11113. There would
And in She latter case their flieting drydock may only have 8 months
welt a year
'.nt operating "seewiti- after Its first successful navy frigate drydocking.

surimm
A possibly unprecedented hiStori, opportunity Is in danger of "slipping through Newell's
fingers".
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Ms. Kineu Boyd itamelt'i
Page Two
January 11, 1983

.1
System to be more responsive to the needs and expectations of Hawaiians.
perhaps the Office of Karelian Affairs, Alu Like, the Queen Lill'uokalani
Children's Center, the lemehairolo Schools /Bernice P. Bishop Trust and
other Hawaiian ccemunity agencies and groups along with the Study Commission should study and make recommendations as to whet those unique expectstient might be.

TAT[ OF 14AWA8
Otaaarb left Oa 11011CATICOul

rte aw as
avelva mar

It is intimated that the educational system in lisral'i selectively'
destroyed the Hawaiian culture as it Americanized the children ,.f Hawaii.

January 11, 1983

if the ctilture Ogre indeed destroyed, Mechem do not believe Urbt true,
the MOMS have to be so much mart complex than that the dominant Hole or
western-oriented school system did a total braftwashof the native population.
The churches played& large part in this as did the canter* of power in
mercantilism, camera and agribusiness. The other established ethnic
groups could also captain that the culture of their respective ancestor
generations who cam to Hawaii mere alio *destroyed' by the westernoriented school system Of.this Territory which hed, rightly or wrongly,
been taken over by the United States.

MS. fineu Boyd temall'i
Chairmsn
United States Native Hawaiians

Study Omission
500 University Avenue, Apt. 1601
Honolulu, HI 96826

We are living in a time when diversity of interests, backgrounds and cultures
is far more tolerated in the united States and other parts of the world than
it was since the time of western contact here through the Second World War.
There have been terrible injustices and inequities carried out against
minority populatiOnS--Ifthnic, religious and SOcio-economic. Perhaps the
Newnan, were dealt a harsh hand in the past but the modern public educational System in Harst1 is now striving to promote not only Hermitian
culture but excellence In education for our Hawaiian and lion - Hawaiian
and for this re need the kokuil and support of the leaders in all
areas of the Hawaiian comweity.

Dear Ms. iumfoli.i:

Mahalo for the opportunity to react to the draft of the Native Hawaiians
I have had my staff in the Offices of Instructional
Commission report.
Services and Personnel Services review the excerpts dealing with Education
Their specific and general comments follcw:
as you requested.
The report quotes a part of the goal statement of the Karelian
Studies Program from the Hawaiian Studies Program Wide Dreift3. p. 11.1.
We believe that the parts omitted are bisiniMintagral to the foundation
of the program. we intend for all of our student,. Hegelian and non.
Hawaiian, In all grades from Kindergarten to Twelve to have the opportunity
to learn about the early Polynesian illaigrants, the native Hawaiians and
all of the other inmigrent groups and their interrelationships which have
resulted in the Hawaii which we know today. We also believe that it it
important for our students to recognize that we live in an island environ.
event with its physical and metaphysical aspects, limitations and possibilPage 86:

Finally, we acknowledge data presented in the report regarding the ethnic
backgrounds of those In aduationel officer and.teacher forces in the public
This subject. too, it far more complex than simply implying
School System.
Family attitudes
that Hawaiians or others have been systematically excluded.
end influential teachers generally have a major influence on how many youngsters eventually become teacher* and, subSequently, educational officers.
There have been so few Hawaiian and part - Hawaiian students matriculating
from the public school system to the University in the past decades that
it is no Surprise that there ere fed teachers and educational officers of
Hawaiian ancestry. When teachers were really needed by a rapidly expanding
school System in the 1960's, local interest was not enough to fill the
positions needed So the Department had to recruit teachers from the MainThat would have been a perfect time forams limit/ins to have been
land.
hired into the system but the interest was not there in that 'pre- renaissance'

ities.

rage 117:
We prefer the use of Hawaiian words without a pluralizing .s.
AISO, as an update since
Therefore, we use the form 'krona. for elder*.
yOu received your initial information, Curriculum guides for all grades
In 1982-83, there are 82 schools involved in the
zf have been completed.
program with kgpuna in 886 elementary cl
.

ere.

a general level, we think you might want to address the question, What
do we as HeiMiiinS expect from the educational system and what can we do
about getting it?" The Alu Like Survey in 1876 asked fundamental questions
about education but we have yet to see a definitive statement of expectations
In order for the
held by the Hawaiian coehunity of the educational system.
OP
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Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
Ravisher 15, 1982
Ms. Xino'u Boyd itorall'i

Page Three
January 11. 1983

C.1

'WM

helpful to you As
I hope that the various miloa'o expressed above will be
we all revive that you and the other members of
yOu refine your report.
Good luck
ahead
of
you.
the fOlemilision continue to have a tremendous Job
and aloha 40 you continue your work.
Sincerely,

Dear Sir,
Before earning a Jamie Doctorate in Law, I was a graduate atudint
Over the yeers einoe then, I
of-History at the University of Hawaii.
by descent of Elisabeth ['hematite
have become familiar with the title
Pratt to the Hawaiian Throne.
documented proof. Naturally, I
Her title is well-supported by
the
am nurprised and puselsd that this knowledge is not reflected in
Commission
draft
of
the
Native
Hawaiian
study
findings of

Akvaska.4.4-(/.04144.0-"*Donnie W. Thonpson
Superintendent

miracle of
Instead, what does come into clear relief seems
nisanderstanding of bow the Monarchial oyster worked. The statement
'changed the line of ammeesion from
that the election of Xing 'Wakens
misleading
the lamehieha line to the Xalakaua line'(p. 126) la very
Bimallan
history
and
constitutions
of
the
and is contradicted by the
.

Unclog.

that Islekaua had the
Also, it invites the erroneous conclusion
comparable to that Watch

authority to establish a line of succession

exists in Great Britain today.
Constitution.. of 1864 end 1887,
By the terms of Article 22 of the
Haman.
as published in Robert C. Lydecker's Rester Isialslatures of
'sting' or starting point for a
Ealakitua's election did make him the
an issue of his body, the only Mey be
new royal line. However, without
lam was to petition Parliament lag
(meld establish a line of
amendment adding names
eaemmi(Articles 80,82), for a constitutional

Wiliam' could only

to the 1,00000010 Such was not the case. Therefore,
Lilluokelni, his nominee, who was
be survived by a single sum, 00000
publicly proclaimed in his lifetime
ratified by the House of Nobles and

by the terms of Article 22,
"stirps* or starting point for
Xing lanalllo was also an elected
But foiling both an issue of his body
a new royal line Feb. 5, 1814.
line of sucoession. Excluded were
and a ratified nemines,'there wan no
and
Luonlilo's father, who inherited a life interest in his estate,
LunallInis many cousins including Queen lima.
Princess Ruth, his half sister
Again, Kamehameha V wee survived by
and eole heir to his estate. Bait Ruth wee not in line of ouoosootort.

1
A truly informed and open-minded study of the monarchial spites
would reveal that alone Lillookalonl and her niece, Eelulmi, died
without Inoue, Elisabeth Islamise frett, the lest of the monarchy'',
ellOble pool, ens the undoubted heir to the Hawaiian Throne.
Kamehamehn Ill, the last absolute sovereign, had exercised royal

power, pewter in Dionne authority to those of hin nuccemors.
Moreover, his grant of a conatitutiodel mmareby to hie subjente wen
forge. Under the circumstances
voluntary. It was not extorted from him by
blY
bin actions end orders banded dole are to be nonetrued most f

to him. the granter.
BY and with the advice of the ooblee or chiefs etc. with whom he
12), Eamebesehe III promulconsulted *to promote unanimity"(Lydeceer, p.
gated an order'in council, dated June 29, 1844, which declared tbs.
of equals or neer equals
preemptive rights to the throne of a company
"royal student.' of which Elisabeth
of the highest chiefly rank. These
proolaimedt'Prinees and Chiefs eligible
wan the last survivor, were
.

to be Rulers'.
They received instruction to fit them to rule and then formed a
stratification that resulted in
pool of eligible, for the throne. The
presumption of ineligibility for
the creation of this pool carried the

those outside of their circle es well.
and prececeneed by
By the time Liliookaleni died without isms
Kaiulant, Vlsebeth Pratt wee the only preemptive heir left of the
eligible pool.
Because the monarchy created-the Mel end thee made no farther
provision, the choice of larliament wee limited to this last eligible
undoubtedly did nemesia, against any
by her Agiemptive riabtoiblob ehe
poteetial claimant to the Crewe by virtue of the bindlog force of the
king's order in bounoil.
genealogical priority
Moreover, Bltr.abeth'e right by acknowledged
legislator can beating.

carried the sanctity of prescription, which no
on the monarchy's terms
She fufilled the criteria for kingship both
and those of the traditional syetem, which wan

the Meta for the

oonstitutional monarchy.
Komehamehe III, after all, in estehliebing id Council, the pool
iptim
"constitutional or p
of eligibles for the throne, preserved the

highest chiefly dement,
right" to rule of the person or peraone of the
Pomander in An Account of the
an noted by Judgenletorlon Abraham
folmenim Harmed. II p. 64, under the traditional and natural
constitution cf the HogRlino Nation.

would either be no interregnum,
Under these eireumstames. there
of Ramehamsha 7, or election by
es in the OAPS of the accession
Parliament would be reduced to a method of installation, which *lent
had his preemptive right
have been the case in Lunelilo's acceesion
dislakaus, another eligible in
(as an eligible) not been contested by
the pool.
At any rate, einoe a Preponderance of documented proof supports
Elisabeth Rekaaniau Pratt', exclusive right to succeed Lilluoluslani.
understood and take into
seriously doubt any study that purports to
Rumaitau mouarebr nee dftlY or
account the law of aucceneioa of
disregard Mrs. Pratt', title to the Crown without considerable loss
of credibility.

Beepeetiytly Submitted,

Hoff Soares Toomey
Attorney At Law

University of Hawaii at Mane.

Study COMMISSIOn Report
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This critical review of the Native Hawaiians Study Commission Report 111MSCA1
was compiled by libuslani-Kay Trask, Assistant Profeisor, American Studies-Minos;

Or. Hatemel-Vey Trask

Mililani Trask, Attorney; end Marion Kelly. Anthropologist, UH-Minoeand Bishop

November 23, 1902
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Kina'u Kamen'i, Chair
Native Hawaiians Study Commission
P.O. 80x 50247
Honolulu, Hawaii 96850

History:

The Native Hawaiians Study Completion Report is the culmination of over 10

Dear Kina'u:

years of political activism by various groups within the Haviliah community who

Enclosed find our detailed criticisms of the Native Hawaiians Study
Commission,Report. We draw your attention to our recomeindatiOne that
the deadline for public commit be extended for at least six months;
that more reports be made available and that the report be rewritten in
Our feeling, upon deliberation and examination, Is that
its entirety.
report Is both historically inacc aaaaa 'and ethically Indefensible.

began to lobby, in 1971, for restitution free the American Government because Of
its involvement in the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy in 1893. and the dispossessing of our people and our lands.

Our comments are intended to interface with those which will be submitted
We believe our various
in writing by UM Office of Hawaiian Affairs.
criticisms will enhance the position argued by that Office.

During the course of lobbying. the bill

was changed several tines. The Original request for a reparations Commission
was diluted through smart of Congressional haggling, resulting in a 'Study'

Finally, we urge you to reconsider your continued support of the draft
report given its many failings and themeless bias against compensation
to our people.

By 1986. then, the charge of the Commission had been considerably

Commission.

from that intially argued in 1971.

Rather than an investigation into

the possibility of restitution, the Commission was only directed to "conduct

tit au APLy

study of the culture, needs and concerns of the Native Hawaiians.'

Dr. Haunani-X6Tresk
Assistant Proftstor, AntrIcan Studies
for Attorney Mililani Trask and
Assistant Professor Merlon Kelly.

Ceeedssidn:
The Commission was appointed by President Reagan.

Six of the nine morons

are non-native, mainland, Reagan administration appointees.
members are native Havel ions from IhisasPl.

Three of the nine

The Chair of the Commission is Hawai'i

Republican. Kina'u
Organization of the Report:
The report'is divided into two parts:

Socioeconomic and Cultural.-140

AN alum. OPPORTUNITY ILIIPLoYlth

(NHSCR)

(*SCR)
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the two authors are specialists in the American Revolution and the War of 1812.
Organization of the Report (.Cott,11

In this case, the report has state

a. deliberate falsehood with intent to mislead

pages: and Federal, State and Local Relationships -- -200 pages.
the public.
4)

According to the Federal Office of the Native Hawaiians Study Commission

General Criticisms:
here in Honolulu. the Third Chapter of Part II which deals with the crucial

does -

I) The fact that a eaJority of the Commissioh 'embers are non-native,
tions concerning whether Hawaiians are entitled to compensation for loss of land
Reagan-adminIstratIOn d40010 biases both the attitude and steoinsere in which
and sovereignty was written under the auspices of Carol 03nkens and Lois
the report is written.

Schiffer

Clain to objectivity an seriously eroded by the
in the Department of Justice.

This chapter, like the one which precedes it, is

presence of people who represent an admini ttttt ion on record in support of the

written in an adversarial tone With the specific purpose of arguing against any
extinguishment of all American Indian treaties.

The Reagan administration has
compensable claims by Native Hawaiiens.

Such an argumentative and biased render

actively supported the passage of the Indian Settlement Claims Act in Congress.
ing of this section, including the exclusion of opposing positions at certain

This Act effectively abrogates all Indian treaties and releases the American
points in the InveStigatOn, clearly deennstrates the inadequacy of this portion
Government from its responsibilities to the Indian people.

The Commlnifte
Under such conditions of writing, there can be no fair hearing

of the report.
should have a majority of native Hawaiians, while the remaining immixera should

of the issue of compensation for loss of land and

sovereignty.

be drawn from non-governmental sectors.
Moreover. the involvement of the Justice Department reveals a larger bias.
tithe report has not been stgned by its authors.

Names and qualifications

of individuals who wrote the report Should be made public.

Because the Justice Department has at one of its purposes the protection of the
Given the significance
U.S. Treasury from claims made against it for monetery corygnsation, the Depart-

of this report, it is imperative that native Newelians know who wrote the report.

3)

ment is in a clear conflict of interest with regard to its duties to conduct a

Part of the report was written by two individuals from the Naval Historical ,

Center in Washington D.C.
II of Part II.

fair investigation into whether Hawaiians have amp conyensable claims against the

William Dudley and Lt. Donna Nelson co- authored Chapter

U.S. Goverment.

The title of this section is 'Diplomatic and Congressional

History of United States Relationship with Hawaii and Native itewniana.*

it is not at all surprising that Chawer 111 concludes that

Aawnians do not have any legal basis for compensation for loss of land and

The

sovereignty.

report claims that

The JsisticeSgpariztett should have no involvement with the Native

Hawaiians Study COMIIISSIon report at all.

...this section it particularly sensitive and cruets' to this
study...(therefore) the Commissioners have determined thet%
review by a professional historian with qualifications in the
relevant historical period is essential. (p. 116 NHSCR)

Its current involvement in the report

leads us to conclude that a purposeful and deliberate attempt has been made to

vivant a fair discussion of the issues, and indeed, to bias the report tidiest
compensation to 'halve Hawaiians.

Despite this claim, the Naval Historical Umber has revealed that neither Mr. Dudley
5)

nor Lt. Nelson are Speclsts In the historical period between 1893 and 1900 regarding dtploewtic relationships between Hawaii and the U.S.

Both the Center and

709
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The three charges of the report are to study the 'culture, needs

3

(111439)

(1DISC6)
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and their straggle to preserve and assert their cultural integrity, including

gee third of the report is missing,

end concerns' of the native Hawaiians.

newel, the Culture and Religion sections.

The report should include an ostensive section dealing

the; indigenous religion.

Given that an undertteeding of

Salm Valley, HaleW

Hawaiian culture and religion are easentifil to an undertainding of Indent

with the foliating struggles but not limited to them:

land tenure. and thus in turn to the question of compenflable claims for loss

Stadium, Mainmast° Homesteads, Male Notalu, Itsho'olawe, Itewiliwili-ilitmelu,

Nuto114, Mimes Deep Draft Harbor. Kaluakol on Holoka'i. Walahole

of land, the exclusion of these sections for public comment feeders the report
Seriously inadequate.

Sand island. Hilo Airport, Rullaillead Village, Hausa Island, Save Our Surf,

Moreover. the contemporary concerns of native lieWeillne

Neither are questions of religious rights addreSaid, especially the

The purpose of addressing

Metered Beach on haul. !Ma Federal lands on Haul.

regarding the Survival of their culture and religion art also not addressed.

Tine struggles is plainly to illustrate the deep concern of many Hawaiian

problems

amenities over the past data* regarding their rights---politiC81, cultural,

surrounding the protection of Hawaiians under the Freedom of Religion Act.

social, civil, and economic.

Given the importence of these questions (eq. the right* of Hamilton% to practice

Exclusion of a section on -these community efforts

gives the appearance of a lack of interest by Hawaiians in.their own affairs, supporting

their religion on Kaho'olawe Island), failure to include a discussion of them

the report's attitude that Hawaiians can very little about their relent state
increases the inadequacy of the report.
of affairs.

6)' There is no discussion of,the question of native Hawaiian political

rights, for examoljedraditional rights such as fishing,

access, gathering.

that was delivered by the Hawaiian public at several State-wide hearings.

radon period, a discussion of their importance is mandatory.
7)

The report gives no evidence of the numinous hours of oral testimony

g)

Given.thet Htdaiiant Mee been arrested for practicing these rights in the

is also considerable omission of other testimony that was written.

There IS no serious diSCUSSion of the two Federal trusts which Hawaiian,

There

Our conclusion

it that the COMmielliOn did not take their Charge seriously nor did they glee

Nye with the Federal reprriment, namely the Hawaiian HUNS Trust and the ceded

sufficient attention to the testimony of hundreds of Neweitens.

appending of the Department of In-

lands trust in the Admissions Act. The

'10)

terior'', Audit Report cm Hawaiian Homes it insufficient.

Finally, we feel that the time tor public review is mach too brief,

MOreovier. the report

and that the minisculenueber of reports that were written forecloses the possibility

does not include a discussion of the informational report by the Hawaii Advisory
Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights entitled 'Breach of Trust?

of serious public discussion of the report.

We recommend a 6 monteestenSten for

Native

public comment, nd a reitguingof the report in substantial Quantity to 441ow the

discussion of the question of the ceded lands

netellinn HowetendS.' There is no

public access to its findings.

trust as exhaustively studied by Mililan1 Trask in her report for Alu Like. Inc.
Specific Criticisms:

entitled A Study of Section S(f) of the Admission Act of the State of 68101.).

6)

I)

There is no discussion of the various political struggles of the with,*

There is a general Dias thivughfa the moil toward the suprmnecy of
For *ample, when writing of education inilawaig, the report

Hawaiian people over the past 12. years regarding their birthrights to the land.

Western culture.

their rinhts of self-determination as a political entity (Hawaiian Nationalism).

States on p.31 that "Formal education in Hawaii began with the arrival of the

Am,

(NNSCR)
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Oppression frr Hawaiians.
missionaries in 1820."

Thin is a factual error.

It is not 'education" which
2) Statistics:

TAis section is both poor, in terms of giving an accurate

Megan with the missionaries, it is "formal western education' which began with
picture of the present state of Kawallens, and dishonest in some cafes because
the missionaries.

The distinction is not only accurate but also very meaningful.
it appears that data was .surposefully manipulated to give a false impression.

The report attempts to give the impressionthat Hawaiians did not value education
Thus. Sc.* data has been exclude-, while other data has been manipulated.

We

In fact.'Havailans had their men system of

since they had none of their mei.

are not statisticians, nor do en claim to comont on this entire section.
education which served them remarkably well.

We

They were the finest navigatOrs,

recomend that this section be redone with qualified personnel writing the analyses
agriculturaliSts..and fitlWristis in .the Pacific, .Thre Alto Practiced a.ccmples

and using current data.

We have the following comments to submit:

cultural and political system that allowed them to flourish for over 1500 years..
alincome---p.38:

this section claims that in 1969, the median incase

This kind of bias is present in various parts of the report where ignorance of
of Hawaiian, was higher than that of Caucasians.

This is misleading, although

Hawaiian way% is combined with a Mestern ethnocentrism to produce a larger image

on the face of it accurate, because military income is included in the Caucasian
of a stereotyped 'ignorant" priatIve.

Other erenpils follow:

On p.

115,

Income which lows the range considerable.

Data that should be used here are

is filled with biased. Judgments about the king's

the discussion of Viimehamelsa I1,

1915 0E0 census update Information, not the 1969 information.

behavior - -it is referred to as "licentiousness', while the revival of native

culture in opposition to the missionaries Is referred to as 'heathenish.'

The 1915 information

will show that Hawaiian and part-Hawaiian personal income was well below both the

This

Caucasian and State-wide figures.

Family income was also lower. (Hawaiien$6949:

kind of language has no place 1, a report which has pretensions to being objective.
State $7188).

Moreover, there is no discussion of the Haw Tian point of view, and the mission-

6) 01.1nwl justicep.42:
Aires are praised when in fact they served as the bringers of American

the population estimate in Table 23 for

Maerialism.
Hawaiian/Part-Hamaiiiin it the crudest estimate which could have been used.

For ..ample, there is no discussion of white racism, nor of Manifest Destiny at

most sophisticated survey is the Health Surveillance Program
American policies of colonialism.

the

very carefully

Given that white doainance especially of_ the

done enumerationwhich shows over 9,000 66,16118nS and over 166.000 part-Nawaiians.
American variety,

has been one.of the controlling factors. in modern Hawai'l,_Ape
The total is lore than 175,000 or more than 141 of the total population.

Thus the

exclusion of a lengthy, integrated OISCUS$104 of this topic can only_ he purposeful.

actual figure for population is MOM than SOS higher than the figure used in Table
At one and the San! item, the report is biased against Hawaiians (describing

them
23.

This section does not include any figures On incarceration.

A study de,

in the above language) while alto manifesting a strong bias towards the West (the
by University of Hawal'i sociologist Jean itessebaun shows that nearly 601 of the
missionaries, the military. the American government).

In no wee can this report
prison population is Hawaiian/Part-Hawaiian:

be seen as objective or thorough.

number of NewelienS in federal prison.

Hawaii ?ono are excluded from any
a deliberate attempt to give

Nor are there figure', here for the

when such historical works as Lawrence foch'S
These statfsti"es are crucial since they

n1'1,1'1%1011 of racism, we believe there has been

reveal racism in sentencing and other judicial policies as will On the overall

false rendering of both Hawaiian history and the
state of oppression of Hawaiians.

involvmnent of Americans and America in bringing about Ane current conditions of

710
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C) Neelth -- .infant mortality - --p. 47:

the report purposefully don

thole appeals have been to the growing JepringSe electorate.

The impreesice Which is

a year, 1910, in which the infant mortality as laver.

e)

given. as stated by the report taelf. IS that by 1980. the situatioa (regarding
Infant mortality) had Improved coollderiet4./0

This statement is fah* slow

On p. 83, there it discussion

of the elite Status and exclusionary policy Of Punahou withodt a single mention

Thus, in

of that policy no white Supreeicist.

Finally, there is exclusion of statistics.

readily available at the Affinitive Action office at the University of

Hawellans/Pert.liewellans s study of the years between 1963 and 1981 meld have

which theme that the number of Remotion professors at the University is so smell

Individually. those years show a ronStstently high Infect mertall.ty

es to nth questions of bias.

rate. for Hawaiian% over the rest of the State's population.

This pattern of discrimination continues when

figures for student enrollment are ea/mined at the University.

the Cancer rate for 141111118ns

c) acute and chronic comditiOnS-..0.64:

the report is biased to the point of racism

For example: Hawaiian culture is referred tows

'primitive' when the tan should be 'indigenous'.

order to state that the infant mortality rate has improved considerably for

to be wee.

(ducation..p.91:

by inelutien and 001Stiony

the rate for 1979 as over 16 perr1000 live birth, while the rote for 1991 est
12 per 1000 live births -- -both years are over the State-wide rate.

9

Misch

Hawaiians are

clearly uyedeemorosotiaod in both faculty and student ranks.

should incises data free the Mitwei'l Cue» lbegeStry 1973-1977 which Shows that

Hamilans/Part-flewsitans have the highest rate of Cancer for stomach. breast.
Military (Chapter V):

lungs. uterus and other categories. and that for lung cancer, the rate for
the report states that the maka'ainana lived in

p. 107 - -- western bias:

Hawalans is increasing at the fastest rate of all ethnic groups.

Moreover, there
an 'intolerably' condition because of their placement at the bottom of Hawaiian

is a national statistic, which we have not been able to locate, that as issued

Whey. This is false and vicious.

Hawaiian commoners enjoyed wore rights to

in the local papers in November of 1981 stating that Hawaiian women have the
the land in precontect Hewer' than under the private property system brought by
trigheit cancer rate in the United States.
the Writ.

dl socio-political PrOille...p.65:

Sources here should Include the works of Marlon tally, and Attlee

the report states thit 'it is
Planters by Randy and Handy with Pukui.

very difficult for any one group to maintain discriminatory attitudes towards
p. 107 - -- western bias, plus falsificaiipoof Hawaiian society:

the report

another or to testae dominant OverOthers.' This is a clear falsehood given
states that 'Ancient Hawari was governed by a feudal system.'
the eeminance of whites in Hawal'i,since the overthrow.

This is repeated

Again, Lawrence Fuchs'

any times throughout the report, especially In Chapter 11 and III of the second
respected history will confine this racism. - - -p. 67:

this entire section fails
Part.

This is a false rendering of the Hawaiian land tenure system which did

to discuss how native HeeillanS were excluded by property qualifications and
not include the following feudal Structures ---obligatory military service; bondage
coercion from participating in the political realm.

Again. Wile is not discussed
to the land; ownership by the kings and chiefs., In fact, In ancient Hdrat'i,'

at all. ---p.70:

the report states that'candidates for political office are not
the king did not own the land nor did the chiefs.

helped by appealing to one ethnic group Over another'.

If the historians who wrote

This is also a falsehood

the 'Wert understood Hawaiian religion, they would know that only the gods "own'
efnce elections are constantly characterized by ethnic appeals; In modern Hanel'l

(OMER)

(NHSCR)
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Chapter 1, Part 11:

II

This sect's,* is So biased and, inaccurate, we have

land, the king and chiefs are merely trustees and supervisors. The people
re-written it.

are the beneficiaries.

By arguing that Hawaiian land tenure was feudal,

This portion of our criticism was compiled by Ration Kelly.

the

'Before 1778, and for another SO or so years after that, Hawaiians controlled,

report can then rake the arrival of private property during the Great Mewls

managed and used their on land.
appear to be the democratic effects of Westernization.

we know that theylci, because before

In fact, private
foreignars-caols.-oolw-dawatlwas lived in the Hawaiian islands., they had

property brought by Americans actually alienate:I the people from the land.
a flourishing civilization based on Agriculture end fAshing. ;their rela-

p. 113Western bias, misstatement of fact:

While it is true that the
tionship to the land was based on traditional use rigIrts to all the resources

missionaries were prohibited from acquiring lend while they were nevatera of
of the land and the sea.

The Hawaiian tamers' use rights to the land were

the American Board of Conniasioners for Foreign Missions, they in fact began
established by the hundreds of thousands of Nasal last through the centuries
to acquire lend in enormous quantities after they left the mission.

Here,

who spent their lives cultivating the soil and making it productive.
the bias towards the missionaries Is eatrent in this section for two reasons:
'It was Hawaiians who managed the land.

It was Hawaiians who built

they are removed of responsibility for'bringing diseases and cultural degradation
large, agricultural terraces and irrigation systems.

It was Hawaiians who

that hastened the (*cline of Hawaiians, and they are elevated to the point of
built fishponds to provide mare food.
actually appearing as redeemers of the peoebe.

Hawaiians were the only people here.

The facts, hoover, are otherwise.
They were the 'Single landonning entity' with 'actual and inclusive use, and

Missionaries are responsible for taking land, for bringing !math and MMUS*,
occupancy of the land in all the Hawaltan islands. (Quoted phrases are
and for imposing a foreign religion which severed the Hawaiians' relationship
from the report)
to the earth.

Hawaiians were present

Hamel'1 for 1S00 years before,

They are the harbingers of colonialism in Nawai'l, and their
foreigners arrived.

Among the foreigners'were.Americans.

They brought

descendants controlled most of the sugar plantationsthe Big Flee corporations
the *Stern system of private ownership of land.

it was that system that

of Castle and Cooke. Alexander and Baldwin, and C. Brewer all had missionary
took the land away fro, the Havellans in the mid-18001
connections.

tater. it was

Moreover, there needS to be a discussion of the role of missionary.
Americans Who overthrew the Hawaiian government by force of Amt in 1893.

descended Individuals in the overthrow of the monarchy, and particularly in the

'In early Hawel'i when Polynesians first arrived. the tine of ta'iler,
creation and functioning of the Provisional Government.

of peace and calmpeople all worked together.
p. 121-- -Western bias:

No one was above or below.

there Is no dIscusSfOn of Manifest Destiny as an
In later times, as the population grew, the elders beanie the thief% who

outgrowth of American imperialism.

this exclusion cannot but be deliberate.
managed the resources that ilawallans attributed to the ends.

That which

We suggest the ConsisSion addreSs the question of American Imperialism from
was created by the gods, they reasoned, belonged only to the gods,

As

serious scholarly perspective. esamining sorts such as Richard Orinnon's Facing
administrators of the gods' domains, the chiefs assigned parielt of land to
Weetpteetist:Theltics of Moire- Building and Indian-Hattie.
fervors to cultivate.
Part 11'

When the population of a land Increased. the chiefs

and engineering experts -- -the Sehone..planned larger gardens.

7133

the people
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p.

Kingdom in 1819, too after the death of Kauthmehe I. Me
counselled the chiefs at Kaweihae tent Truce and England
would place their rower in support of itmetwomin II, as the
heir of his tether.

built these gardens and the large irrigation system to provide wore

water

for

The chiefs did

the gardens to agile *mere productive.

not act as 'omen' of private property.
families and communities.
all their people.

S. keen the rears 1624 and 1644. over 50 ma -of-wer gunboat%
free colonial countries can to the Keenan islands. Each
used throats of take-over in order to force the smell Hawaiian
natty to do its bidding.

They acted as.eleses of

The chiefs were responsible for the welfare of

A good chief toot can of his people.

took care of their good chiefs.

And the people

chiefs --they wets only the caretakers

They meshed
S. In 1849, the frehch occupied the tam of Honolulu.
the contents of government bullds and forced the hassiian
Goverment to do wet they.demseded.

o1 ewn tins' (wee rights te

the land and itt reelron.

6. The intlefdatedeuelumefee and chiefs sought tier comsel of

levetiant had a full and well - developed civilization.' The had their

They
Merlons. Aortae missionaries seized the, opportunity
began to sort inside the Neweiim goverment to chime it into a

en distinctive language, literature, epic, ence,art, kinship, racial

likeness of Western mmernments. At the same time, they worked
Wiese the Nteleiiam !elands epeeed by the UnitedeStates as early
as 1653, in order to gain certain economic advietams for themeless.

structure. religion, stable wort relationships, ponce, and island terrri.

tory.

They were a unified group.

They were perephicelly isolated here tram

7. it was the AletrIfe missionaries who Owned the Neweifen lend
tenure system into the Omerican system 9f private heirship 0 land,
This ins done to provide the laud for American enterprise and site
investment actors for Anertcan money.

non-Polynesian people.
When the first foreigners caw in tlee late 16th century. these invaders began to influence and change the lives of

the

of these changes pre to suit the news of the ter:otters.

el. It was the feNh4cent. Rev. William Richards and Or. Gerrit P. Judd,
who drew up the plan celled the mhela.. They convinced the Newsiian
They told
king and the chiefs of the Privy Cowell to accept It.
the Meilen that If they didn't convert to private ownership of
land, any foreign invader that amend the Hawaiian Islands would not
They said a foreign invader mould
retogele leasolion land rights.

Nowt

Karelian people.

Often they were
Fighting

made under the threat of gunboats of powerful Western comitriel.

They ruled the

4. In 1343. the Oritish actually did take over.
Islands for 5 meths.

The laud was not the private property_ of

take over everything, leaving the king, Chiefs, and Hawaiian MeV%

among therein's, these lantern countries were seizing colonies, taking

landless.

away the sovereignty of sell nation% all over the veld, many of which
were in the Pacific.
' The

'In 1847, American William little lee, a member of the Guard of Comissfoners

These are facts of eistary which cannot be denied.

to Quiet Lewd Titles, promised the King that he weld be Ibis to have

overthrow of the Hawaiian government in 1893 by American sugar

his wan 'private lands, as his win individual property, 'subject only to

businessmen with the protection of the United States gunboat, U.S.S. Boston,
the rights of the tookents...'

was only one

in a long series of foreign intrusions into the affairs of

the Hawaiian Kingdom.

Earlier Intrusions led up to the overthrow.

After the king's lands wen set aside, the,

the remening lee ere to be divided, Lee wrote 'one third shelf!, set

Ater
aside as

of these are:
...and

I. in 1791, the English Captain George Vancouver influenced the
Vancouver
Hewai'l chiefs to support one chief over all others.
actively supported tomehameha 1 as that chief.

the property of the Neweifen Osternment...one third to the

the remaining third to the

Chiefs

temets, the actual possessors end

cultivators of the soil...' (lir. lee to Kam. 111'9m. 14, 1647).
'As it sorted out, the king, chiefs, and goverment got their lands,

2. French Captain Louis de Freeload directly influenced the Hawaiian

(6606)
(NHSCR)
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but the fanners and fishermen, who comprised most of the people,

Seth tests for math* title - -- aboriginal title and recognized title -

were developed in term of Indian case law and history.

these

never received their rights to the land and its resources.
were never fully given to the maka'$inan$.

2)

As such, these tests

are not applicable to Muslim history or legal developments.

The people's use rights

Kimaliin people

in the Crown lands, and In the Government lands, and in the chiefs

are not Indians: Consequently, there Is no wily that native Muslims mould

lands were never dully recognized. and tios tweet fully eatineuished.

historically or culturally meet said tats.

Less than One percent of

the

1St of the people received land.
People never received their lends.

land sent to the people. Only about

The Indian tests are only usable

as analogies, not as absolute tests of title.

The nefnIng 752 of the &Mallen

3) The report stele that sovereignty lost by Indian tribes was lost due

to their *seen status and the fact that Compost can take away sovereignty

In fact, theme, eade landless

ettout.ctspetitatip under the Sth Amendment because sovereignty Is not p cos-

by the .uhele and the kuleank act which followed it in 1859.
Today, as a result of thou events, 951, of Hawai'i's lands are

pensable property right.

The above is correct regarding Indians because Indian lands were lost by

creed and controlled by only IS major lendOwnerS..

"discovery and eruption' and because Congress under the U.S. Censtitetim has
authority to deal with, Indian Nations

Chapter II and Chapter 111;

through treaty

laws.

.This creates a

wardship relationship Mere Indians and the Federal government.

Office of Hawaiian Affairs to thrill two chapters.

the foundation for the creation of two trusts which attach to the lands of the State.

In addition, we would like

to stress two points sae at the beginning of our critique:
written in an adversarial tone, with bias and purpose.

Consequertly, what emerge in Newal'i was a trust obligation and a property right.

this section is

inasech as said obligation is breached, native Hawaiians have a compatible dale.

the involvement of the

Justice Department raises .erious queStons of credibility and fairness.
the role of the Naval Historical Center, including the deliberate

And

4)

falsehood

States

ship between

tortes set to the conclusion that this section was written to order to prevent

report
Native

states that

there

is no trust relationship between the United

Hawaiians that has been established by U.S. law.

the Wilted

States and Native Karelian% would be 'very similar to the

trust relationship between the Federal government and U.S. Indian tribes.' this

es on the pert of Native Hawaiian.

Is falsefor reasons already stated above.

We would like to add the following comments to those of Ms. IteCketitlf.
I)

the

and

The above finding is based upon the asseption that any trust relation -

that Mr. Dudley and Lt. Nelson are qualified historians In this particular period,

any compensable r

But ftwaiints

ceded their lands (under the (rea) patenting their property ghts and setting

We concur with the official reply made by Melody MacKenzie an behalf of the

Finally, a trust relationshigenes indeed exist between the U.S. torml-

the findings that aboriginal title was estinguiShed by acts of the

Hawaiian governnent before 1093 are false hi that the Queen (Illi'uokalei) ceded

ment and Native Nemeftens and het been acknowledged by the U.S. OfOrtent of Justice

the (POW lands to the U.S. which by the acts of its Minister Stevens surrendered

In an Pettus Curiae brief to the U.S. Federal Cart in the Keaukaha-Pamewe case.
S)

the sovereignty of the Hawaiian kingdom to the Provisional government.
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The Sterne Kleal'i through its Executive has aCtnOwledged that a trust

(MISCH)

16

°MSC')
a

relationship does exist between native Hammilans and the U.S. Government,
DollOiln administration.

No

statute

can alter the existing trust relationship

or trees wardship.

and that, moreover, the actions of the latter regarding fulfillment.of that
trust have been "questionable.' This finding is included in the Drift Reptrt
of the Native Woollens Study Commission at page 3251 and maims specific
reference to the Inspector General's Audit Nesertscontained in tie Draft Report.

It is our opinion, and that of dike undersigned organizations as well,
that We Native Hawaiian Study Coull1SiOn report is inadequate, biased, and
written by unqualified individuals who have clear interests in favor of finding
against Native Hawaiians.

of the Commission at page 263. Quoting from pegs 326!
The U.S. Congress created the NNE.A. The federal government had
juritdiction over its-leplementation when Hewsi'i was a Territory
and retained trust responsibilities outlined in the MICA and
Admission Act that.are still in effect.
'
The basis for interpreting the U.S. Department of the Interior

We recommend that the report be rewritten in its entirety by qualified
Individuals who have access to all relevant materials including those in the
archives and thou written in the Hosiiion language.

WSW role as 'ministerial' in a 1972 memorandum of Oat is not
clarified. The dreft report doss not discuss whither this passive
role is still consideretadequate or whethotthe federal government's
inlets. responsibilities are more estensive'in scope and active in
nature.

W e further necomend that the deadline for public comment be extended for
at least six months to epable the holding of coma nity forum.

The draft report describes specific actions by the federal
government thet'ere questionable withmt recOmeending corrective
actions.
This refers to the 0501 approval of MCA land cockiness
and the illageluse of 1,356 acres at Lualualel. Mahe. by the U.S.
Navy.

Wit hero in Kftel'iond en the mainland as well.

W e further recommend that more reports be eade available to the Hawaiian

Finally, vu wish to state unequivocally that it is our informed judgment
that Hawaiian% have campensable claims based on the U.S. role In the overthrow
of the Hawaiian monarchy, including the ceding of lands to the U.S. Minister,
and that the U.S. has an ethical and moml responsibility
to honer those claims.
Additionally, as me hive arTued sten: 4nd as !Wady MacKenzie has argued through
the Office of Hawaiian Alta r$, we
believe that native Hawaiians have commtsable
claims based on U.S. legal responsibility.

6) the inweilen is Commission Act of 1120 and the Admissions Act of 1959.
section 5(f) contain specific references to the U.S. trust responsibility.including
the role of the U.S. to bring suit for breech of trust.

4
It is our conclusion that the draft report of the Native Hawaiians

/

7/incurrence with th.ve firrrogi 11:

Study Commission js a thinly veiled attempt to provide a basil byswhich the U.S

lie 'lava,'{

can escape Its trust responsibilities and withhold compensation for its acts in
breach of trust.

Commisable acts Olen should be dealt with include:

A.

to monitor abuses in the State of Hawal'I's
management of Hawaiian limes lands. This is a breach which the
Hawaii Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
(October, 1980) suggested be enforced by way of litigation brought
by the U.S. Department of Justice.

8.

Transfers by the U.S. of Federal Surplus lands pursuant to
federal laws applicable to mainland United States in abrogation
of the procedures established in the Revised Conveyance Act of
December 23, 1953, Pub t 88-233, P7 Stet 472. One recent example
here is the attempted sale of Fort DeBussy in Waikiki by the

raw: { -f1111

The arr.tect ,ahm'lasv
And "r. C,mett A1,11

Failure of the U.S.

/Mr

Preface

The modern history of Hawmi'l, from the late 18th century through the
An Historical Over-View of Naval' {:

Pre-Contact la the Present

last quarter of the 20th century, is Similar to that of other non-European
societies penetrated and completely transforawd by an expansionist West seeking

Written on Contract for the Office of Hawaiian Affairs

resources, markets, religious converts, military beset, and eventual political
by Dr. Naunani-Kay Trask
Assistant Professor
American Studies
University of Nawal'i, Manna

dominion.

For the indigenous people of Hawaii, the story of death, land aliena-

tion, and colonization can be likened to that of Indians on the

American continents.

And responsibility. in both Cases, mat be shared by the American government as well
as her European Counterpart% for the subjugation of the native peoples.
Scholars of Hawaiian history have recorded how Western contact (and American ,
predominance after 1810) resulted in econmsle chaos, spiritual devastation, and
physical death to native, Hawaiian.

Within forty years atter contact, introduced

diseases had reduced the indigenous population by more than half. from 400,000 to
140.000.

By 1850. the population wit again halved, the land base was effectively

alienated through private property land tenure via the imposition of
and most Hawalions,under the influence of American missionaries,
an alien religion, Christianity.
of non over nature, of

Western law:

had converted to

With foreigners caw foreign Values:

the primacy

the Individual over the collective, of sexual repression
over

sexual eupression. of private gain over social welfare, in a ph
Western values over Hawaiian culture.

the primacy of

When the Hawaiian Queen was overthnsm with

the aid of U.S. marines In 1893. a provisional government

was established with the

express purpose of seeking *mention to the United States.

finally, witbdinnema

Lion in 1898, 75 years of Merican economic and ideological domination in Hawal'i

was secured by territorial incorwation.
Thus et Hawaii entered the 70th century, her native people had been rrduced
and subjugated. their birthrights to the land and Its resources restricted by

a
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11,

capitalist practices of private property and finally repudiated

of their goverment and subsequent political

by urn overthrow

This Mary it of necessity brief, indeed, too brief, given the s11020ttY

dominstion by Awerfcc As the center)*

progressed, the plight of native Newatians screened

federal government there would have been a larger input by scholars and hitters

with their new legal-status

living in 'heart This section would be mom probing, less general, its many

as 'wards' of.the Median government thrOligh two federal trusts established to
the Hawaiian Homes Act (1120j and the Admissions Act (1509).
the cultural and historical rights of indigenous

Far 'WIN scammeledging

points buttressed by to

Newsitans, these trusts confined

r subsections

baud

00 a wealth of material left virtually

untouched.°

However. the broad outlines are sufficient to establish a firm Rendition for

far eseeple, in Wither trust

them to &moth diminished and mach abused land base.

Had there been more time and more commitment on the part of the

of the subject.

.

heerican overseas imperialism is responsible for the colonization of

is there any recognition on the part of the Federal or State govermments that native

our argument:

Hawaiians have the historical right of political and economic solf.detarednetion,

Mawari. Once established by this report, this historical fact raises 400Stiefit

a right which America has long held central to its tenets of democracy and consent

about America' legal and moral obligations to the native Newitiam people.

She

recomendations are an attempt to describe the nature and the consequences of these

irof the governed. Neither it this right likely to be acknowledged as long 41$ the

obligations, including restitution in land and monies as well as ear form of

United States refuses to admit culpability, both moral and legal, in the colonization

self-determiaation for native Naueitans.

of the Hawaiian Islands.

The following historical awry is intended as an overview of the sweep of
Hawaiian history with special focus on the ancient culture of Hawaiian society, the
fatal results of Western impact. particularly

Marian destination, and the more

recent response by native Hawaiians to contemporary

historical conditions.

In the

O

interests of presenting the most comprehensive picture possible given severe time
constrainti, the organization of material follows both a chronological and thematic
framework.

Section I will deal with precontact Ninai'il

Section II will present.

an economic and political history from 1778.1983

Prefatory Note

Virtually all scholarly histories of Hawaii begin In 1170 with the

fateful encountmr of Captain jams Cook and the Hawaiian people,1 weal
society has in fact 'sifted in the Hawaiian Islands since soeetunt

Section 1.

before 400 A.0.2.
The Pre-Contact Period

INS, the conventional historical practite of
history Is comparable

chOofing 17711 Is the starting point for Hawaiian

to writing a history of the United States and ignoring everything that
occurred before 1957.
It should not be surmised that this historical
explained by mere oversight.

practice can be

ear history, as lord Acton long ago

obserebd. *is not a was woven with innocent hands.*

8y beginning their

histories only with the arrival of bittern civilization. historians

I immediately 04 implicit assumption of Western society whenever
It encounters indigenous people and their cultures:

such people and

cultures are important only insofar as they help or hinder the actions
of the invader.

Sy beginning a history of Hawaii with the

indigenous People, On the

other hand, a writer Is doing more than signaling his or her respect for
the Integrity of early Hawaiian society.

The Western invasion of Hawaii

took many forns..conmercial, bacteriological,
and left

religious, and military- -

in its wake the rubble of human and social devastation.

Only

by first understanding something of the world that was, ten we even hope
to understand the shameful tragedy of the world
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that was lost.

Section I.

In 4 brilliant work of 'thalami, synthesis, anthropologist Stabler
Over eleven ctattirits before Columbus accidentally

his voyages one

encountered In

Diamond saw years ago proposed a typology of characteristics that

the largest land-lasses on earth. ItElp/ruabersof
distinguished indigenous societies from those of the modern Vest)! As an

Polynesian sailori. employing navigational skills that still astonish
preliminary guide to the structure of Hawaiian society before Western
ttudent$ of the art, had ceased more than two thousand lilies
to find Ave loves for themselves and thAir families

archipelago In the worldNewell.

Of OCtien

contact, portlont of Diamond's model are Worthy Of scrutiny.

on the most IMIated

hroundlthe thee of the ciao

1.

of

Constant met but before the fall Of the 'Risen Empire -- during the time of

Hawaiian socenty was already taking shipe.

4

v'

the survival of the individual or the group are either actively held In

'

the Talrud'i.compilation, but well before the birth of HohmMied; before
there ttoStei in England, an Engirth language,

First, the eienteliCs of indigenous societies, Diamond arms,

are generally 'coomuml" --that is. 'those Material means essential to

ammo or, what is equivalent, constitute readily accessible economic

or en Anglo -Saxon pippin..

sO

goods.'

It would cations to do so,

Even in those societies (such as that of late pro-contact

Hawaii) where a class structure develops, Dimond notes, 'it rarely

with very little interruption from Abe outside world, for ,pre than
results in the economic ruination of one group or individual by
'fourteen hundredsyeays.
another.'

Wring this time-eitretching roughly from the era of the earliest

On the contrary, since ills economically noncompetitive and

'lacks a genuinely acquisitive SOC10-eCOnOniC cArecter,' and since,

barbarian attacks on Rome to that Of the Amer''Icen Revolution

- -satiety

changed a great deal in both Europe and Hawaii.

*elver, different.

even when a hierarchy develops, !production Is for use or pleasure

gut the paths of change

ger
through all the buffetings of war and social

rather than for individual profit,' such a society is.one In Mich, for
circle, 'na man need go hungry while anetter eats.*

uph4Ival. trade and cultural etchings, tin powerful strands In the

DOneythit 1S, "an abstract, Intrinsically valueless medium for
fabric of European culture came to shape the world view of Its people:
the religious strand that was Christianity; and the economic
was capitalism.

appropriating surplus, storing value and deferring payment or delaying

strand thap

elithange..ems net exist in indigenous societies.

!either dots the

Spared the great tam alts and dislocations of Europe's

Western concept of economic private property "oisterthip.

This latter

history. and growIng'undlsturbed Out of an entirely different array of
point IS PAitiCulerly crucial to understanding pre - contact Haw ii, or

mina?, c.'tural and cognitive principles, Hawaii's people created a
any IndigenOuS moiety, especially since It has $0 often beep
society t^tt was in many ways the antithesii of the European

'Chem*, jd

misunderstood or misconstrued by both advocates and critics of commal

several respects. however, Hawaiian society had remarkably much In common

Indigenous societies.

with that of other peoples in other parts of the non-European world.

As 0ievo7d pdentS out, conventional

Ideas regarding 'property'

in

ondigcoos socetieS do not mean (as Insets, for example, supposed) that

land, in the way that tiOri,and fauna belong to It.

they Cult Irate the

everything in such societies. inducting
wives and children, is owned in
Cannon. this idea, as he puts it. 'conjures
absolute. ne.olithic, social,
her.

land by the grace of the imminent spirits, but they cannot dispose of it

up a false image of an

and cannot conceive of doing sp.".

economic and psychological collectivism.'

in the essence of this extreme, should
we suppose the opposite - -as

some heve thAt even inccnporeal things

Turing ritueiS. of SPiritS are 'owner(' gy Individuals.

miscorseptions result from en Inability

2.

such es'Idelbs, eagle spells.

loth of these

notes. 'not political Or Secular.'

or unwillingness to Consider a

reality b.yond,thr parameters of the Western world view.

leatienhip indigent orivelnition In indigenous societies,

lite the economy, tends to be 'comunal aid, traditional,' Dimond
this IS not to say trot there are no

leaders, but that the entire fabric of society--all meaningful social

Both of them

economic and ideological relations' -is WWI as synonymous with an

rot tp.reieglie tne middle ground that
is repeatedly Seen in the

integrated netuosk Of kinship. fee in relatively large -scale Indigenous

workings of indigenous societies:
ownership can and does exist, but In
a way chit

is Independent of basic economic functions--that

0.sdeond s words.

It "does not endanger and is irrelevant

societies, such as those in Hawaii at the time of *stern content,

'where hundred% of people may be said to (*Stand from a wow investor

is. In

to the Cesounal

and the actual blood relationships Day either be entirely attentlatedsor

runctionlig or the economic base.'
completely fictitious, people %tie' behave toward each other at if their,
In Sum. although possession is possible
private 'ouTerShip' of economically essential
myortently, land. -is not,

ebseht.1

were kin.'

goadsIncluding, most

As a result, "the expectations of food,

best more then It iity years ago:

of indigenous culture. 'extends free the 'badly outward to the society
at large and ultimately to nature Itself.'

is

clOthing, shelter and

roil ne not juridocial because they are unexceptional.'
land, pr. nips the ereselPt N

no spatial or temporal %Militia's:. the kinship network. the 'perSOnellIn"

base; *Condit exploitation of

in archaic and modern civillrat'ons,

Thus, Diamond notes, the

people 'in such soCittes 'live in a personal, corporate worli, a world

As for the

d anthropologist Dorothy tee said

that tend, to be a 'thou' to the subjective 'I' rather than an 'It'
impinging upon an objectively separate and divided telf.'5

It

'what is for us land teoure, or ommrshia,

or rights or use and disposal, is for other

this, 'the'east historically significant' feature of indigentust

societythe feature most commented in by anthropological obtervershas

Such societies, as Diamond puts it.

'uniformly possess a (Queued' economic
man by map, at we know it

in indlgenous societies,

The consequence of such s'world view for leadership in indigenotus

societies an !nimble balongingness."

societies is that leaders are Min ewe as caretakers than it ultimate

an attitude in wh...,h people 'conceive of themselves

as belonging to ten

and unshakable authorities.

There II rarely, If ever, a 'king' In 4n

indigenous societyand, indeed, the absence of a single, king -like
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,

si
debating over religious technicalities (in most indigenous societies

autocratic figure is often sold to be pot of the definition of an

there is Ro sepoi ate word for religion)10 and no such thong as religious

Indigenous society.6 leadership is divided and changeable; thevarious

war. 'The preacher of conversion and the preacher of moral regeneration

leaders' powers ace limited and they hive no divine claim to *Moray

are creatures of civilisation, Redfield writesnoting for etaxple that

sufficient to deny the people their power to either abandon or depot*

'for two and a half centuries a community of ?ewe Indians have lived

Thus. 'Ina profound psycholOoptel sense,' bin and concludes,

thee.

maintaining their cultural

among the Hopi of first Ness:" totally

such societies 'sire desocratic; thoughlkey are net reductively 'ilqualitarian.°*1

leasing no evidence 'Mal Taw

integrity and, Redfield wryly eb

and Hopi tend missionarieS to each other...11.

in indi6nnous societies

Cultuial

3.

areinvar.ably..in the root meaning of the word..cosservattve.

Indigenous societies are, In

To begin

with, time is not ported off or measured in a mechanical, linear way; It

that 'do not manifest the in t

Is seen at cyclical end at one with the ecological rhythm* of the natural

contemporary civilisel.ions."

world.

realms and thus no elevation of one reelm to the detriment of the other.

Between religion and WWI Structure, Will Structure

and economic organisation, economic organisation and technology, the

`a Socially non.explottative manner, rerdlutionary activity
Is, insofar as I an aware, unknown.
thus, the individual In Indigenous satiety '1% a conservative:

Moreover, guiding this framework of correlations is a code of life

his society changes its essential form only under the breast
1 circumstances or In response to draitic changes
of e
Institutional disharmonies
in the natural environment.
never reach the point of social destruction or, correlatively,

chit Robert Redfield, je an classic egplicetion, his called the "moral

prder..in contrast to the 'technical order' that guides.modern Western
In

thus:

.

magical and pragnwtit, there are intricate and hanmwilous toreelatt0nt.1

Society.

turbulence endemic in archaic or

1

society is apprehended as a part of the natural order, as
the backdrop against which the drama of individual life
It it sanctified by myth, revealed in ritual, and
unfolds.
buttressed by tradition. The social network. Is perceived as
geoent of haven beings
a more or left permanent
ais_aais each other. Since the basic needs of food,
Clothing, shelter and...personal participation are satisfied...in

Thet is no Sharp cleavage between the physical and spiritual

Diamond writes:

OlainiadS words, 'systems in equIlibrfum

ochrpnit, widespread Individual disorganitation.11

society guided by 'moral order behavior Is !raised

In Snort, in indigenous society the iAdividuers world 'is nether

around ideas of what is "right' (rather then 'useful' or ' necessary or

is in fatal

'exPedient"..torms which (horosterite the 'technical order') and in a

ccoportm..ntallted nor fragmented, and none of its pals

enrallyo,Cored society 'sentiments, imirality, and conscience' determine

conflict -.ilk the othrrs."13 As a result of this complex Interrelationship

tine correctness if conduct.9

of entities, all the products of the natural and

Thus there is no Sift,. of or yearning for

regarded with respect, all are possessed of power, and none can be

ly, no fear of 'backsliding"),

religious or social 'progress' (and. C

spiritual worlds are

dispatched. abandoned, or expiated in a rood of indifference.

no determination to pull the society out of imagined depravity, m2 endless

f
11

'Diamond's model, supported by an enormous

OothropologIcil findings, can be baled

array of other

We will have occasion in these pages

down to a paragraph:

as a subsistence economy
In

Indigenous societies tend to have comminaloconomies.
of the economic base -including
such economies private onmetship
Neither does the idea of profit
the landdoes not *mist.
in the Western sense, with the
or surplus accunuistion
result that there'is a remerably even level Of goods
clothing, shelter,
distribution; 1.5 the entent that food,
they are available to
and wore are available to anyone.
have
everyone. In those indigenous societies that
(there are many
relatively permanent leadership positions
viewed as part of the overall
that do not), such leaders are
kinship network and not es independent. Secular, autocratic
there
are
nckings'
in
indigenous societies and
masters.
positions can and often do
those People not in leadership
betray their shored trust.
depose or abandon leaders who indigenous societies It a
Embracing every Institution in
of telstence, a sense of
recognition of the essential unity
things, and a belief in Ur
the interdependence of all
The_neturdt
ultimate permsnonence of moral tradition.
the World of (weans are
world, the spiritual world, and
subjective, and equally
equally reel, equally 'alive'. and
protected froecatuol exploitation.

a

So much for the model.

with it?

-.that is, an economy wihout a market

without a need for surplus Production.

and

Some writers, however, load this

term with a bias when they read. into its

meaning the idea, in Pierre

'permits the sotlety it sustains to

Clastres' words, of an ecoyomy that

'continually crolirupon the tbtality of

merely subsist,' an economy that
its productive forces to supply its

members with the minimum necessary

for subOstence. Used in this way (not in the 'duple descriptive way
in which ne shall pse

Western historians of indigenous peoples have

often displayed a remarkable tolerance

for self.tontr'sdition: indigenous

peoples. they find, live in precariously

.

formed subsistence economies;

inolenous peoples are lazy.
'Howt,as Clastres had pointed out, 'ode cannot have it both Wyk:

How did the reality of Hawaiian society

before Western contact compare

to refer to pre-Onfact Hawaii

either people in these societies

do live in such subsistence economies

spend virtually awn their waking hours in

Apparently quite well.

and thus must, by defirition,
Search of food: or they do not
thus have tine available

live in such subsistence economies and

for,141sure and other pursults.14

the Western prejudice was In fact
neither lazy, nor did they live
endless search for food.

In Haw"

Stud on its head: the people were

Ono subsistence economy requiring an

they had bounteous amount%

of food available

ingenious'labor .and they also hada good

K a result of diligent and
sporting, cullu.al, and artistic activities.
deal of time available to purSde

A motber of things

repeatedly impressed Westerners about Mowafi

during those first years of contact:
bodies of the people. 11,th

the strong and well.propoitioned

their remietol, Pleasing counlenanceS';

`1)

Itetitness and cleanliness of

their homes and

the society and the affection

111
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the

the orderliness of

of the people 1 a one anoehig, the industriousness

AL

tr
Of the people, especially as deedestreted
productive cultivation of the teed; the
built and maneuvered their sea -going

facility with ulitcg the men

craft; sod the vigor, discipline,

and couple* precision with which dance

out.IS Noe of this, of

al, the steamed and pounded taro torn). A woman from steward,
wanting some medicinal plant, or sugarcpse perhaps, growing
on the land of a relktive living intend would take with her
a besket of shellfish or usee'edible seaweed and would return
with her stalks of sugarcane or her medicinal plants. In
other words, It was the 'ohana that cOgItituted the coweinIty
within which the economii-flai moved. 10

In thin intensive and astonishingly

and sporting events sere carried

course, carp about by actident,

to underitend this flourishing land end

le en effort

Needless to say, there was no money (in Olimond'swordi, so 'abstract,

people, let as turn beck to the

social categories we previously excerpted

intrinsically valueless podium for appropriating surplus, storing value

from Steeley,Diamond's typology,

and diferring payment or delaying exchange') in'pre-contact Hawaii, nor
I,

a

The islands of Huai Are essentially

did there exist the economic concepts on which such a meek,' could be

enormous volcanic mountains
projecting up out of the preen.

Thus. the *cowry of pre -canted'

depended primarily upon a belersced
land and the sea.

bead,

Newapl

use of the products of this mountainous

This occountt for the tomatoes way In which the land

economic Oxploltation. There was an annual tax levied by the 'WI. or

Each Island, or elokupuni, was divided, into

petits from the mountains to the

chiefs (nor. ateul this in the following pages); however, 'this was not

separate districts keen

lath :oktne, which ran from the ecuntains

then subdivided into alsupuee, which themselves

to the sea,

levied individually on planterse but they were assessed by the Wuu (the

vas

head of the extended family) In proportion to the land cultivated and

ran M wedge- shaped

the crop."1,

Nom - -and jach shus!e4 was then divided

Into .111, on which resided the 'ohms
tee land.

or

in pre-contact Hawaii--because there was no leas of

financial Profit free etching.; and thus. there was also no concept of

was divided.

is 'okena.

There was 'no 'dee of surplus iiipropriation, valve storing,

payment deferral

These various land subdivisions, in The words of one recent anthropologist,

(exteded families) who cultivated

This, thin, was the core economic unit in Hawaiian society,

operated out of a decentrallaed 'conical clan' social system that tolerated

Here IS how it operated, according to two of the most knowledgeable

'colleting politics' and was rdbted in a tradition of economically

modern historians of ancient Hawall:u

independent Mopes:m.1e The necessities of life--food, clothing,
shelter. wtre never fought over because one's basic right to them was

Between ItnuSeholdS within the 'ohana there was,constant
sharing and exchange of foods ado o1 utilitarian articles
and also of Services, not in barter but as voiuntery
(though
deoded,ly obligatory) giving.
'Ohara living inland ttekulauka).
'raising taro, bananas, week/ (fiTriiie, or barkcloth,
and Otani (for its filia), and Retains) gourds,
coconuts and
mariiii-fileds, would take a gift to some 'ohana living near
the there (to hula kai) and in return weiiir7ecolve
fisher
wan needed:. The fiairman needing Cpl fir 'pm would

fish, squid or lobster upland to a Withal:Lawn
taro, and would return with hit kilo (taro)

newer questioned. Along.witnthe right to tarty thase.r4ehts shell
adhered to In Individual as part of his or her membership in the 'ohana.
As inthrotfOlociSt Itarion Kelly has written:

'under the Hawaiian system

of land-use rights the people living within each ahupul'a had access to
all the necessities of life,' thus establishing an independence founded

take

to have
or pa'l'ai (hard

upon the availability of 'forest land, taro and sweet potato areas, wet

fishing ground.,19

I-

If these were unquestioned rights that could not be taken away,

It:

there were other 'rights" (in the Western way of thinking) that, on the

contrary, could not be given to or held by anyone:
water rights.

private land or

or segment of an tsland)..

Such notions "lied no place in old Hawaiian (hinting.

idea of private ownership of land was unknown' and

"Government In 41d Hawaii was a personal.or family affair

ing

in the tiNi (the supreme 610, (the 'chief,' as it were)) of a Foto (island

The

Despite the high rant and privilege bestowed

upon the 10, he acted only in concert with other alit.

water...111e

Thus, for example,

'in practice, a Hen discussed ina council of Ali,. (oho stall the fitness

sunlight, as source of life to land and man, was the possession of no
of prospective heirs, who were qualified by rank for succession, and.
ban,' nO wetter how high hit social rentt.20

with the approval of the couneil the decision was made and announced,41
pne particularly revealing manifestation of the Hawaiian attitude

There was no king In pre-contact AIWA (take the

concept of private

toward land and the environment In general can be seen reflected In the

property, "the figment of monarchy had to await tne coming of the'llest),at
Hawaiian language.

The kfmallan language her two forms df possessive;
and thus the liBil of each Island or island section was

The NO possessive, which signifies a non-acquired and therefore

highest rank,

inalienable status (f0010ideple, one's body); smith, NI possessive,

of things, at the 1481 was 'the pivotal point between heaven and earth'

which sigbifes acquired and thereto-. alienable states (for example,
most Patella' objects).

Thus,

the bearer of the

That rank, however, was only One stage in the hierarchy

and 'the Medium through which superior power was capable of being induced

although then WAS a servo:: Ostt In

by magic and worship for the protection of the people and the prosperity

ancient bewail (the kiwi), they were not and could not be slave, in the

of the land.:

He was assisted by a chief advisor known as the laTalmoku.

Western sense, because their bodies could not be 'weer by swore else.
an individual who's office was personal rather than formal,

and the

further, there Are a few material objects that take the 'o' possessive,

priests-who themselves possessed great authority and were independent

rning they cannot be acquired or alienated:
sometimes adfes,

house, canoe, lend, and

of the powers of the lialaideku.23

in the very structure of the language, then, we have
Before these figures and the sill were the MAILVeinane, the people

confirmation of this crucial aspect of pre-contact liewatien life;

lend

of the land.'Although subordinate to the alei, they supplied the 1461
could not be acquired or disposed of because it was inalienable and
with his geonamle requirements and he in turn supplied hit family, the
available to everyone.

Court, Jed the priests.

In short,

In certain crucial respects, the lerh

and the nxta.iinana were bound together in y recierocalginterdependence:
'lend and people eelsted for the f18i, as earth and awn belonged to the
1.

If the 'ohana wt the center of the Hawaiians' economic universe

it eat equally the heart of the political realm.

gods..,.

As f.S.C. Handy put

On the other hand, the 1eal eadited for the sate of the people

whole welfare depended upon atim,24
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In general, then, 'the relationship

a

the Slel class

of the planter and his family to the high chief, and
in oeneial, was a very pei%onel one

that was the carefully nurtured

with the compile's' network of kinship

was quite despicable, which was

unless an

orevijf.g leel,n

Their powers were intertwined

The chiefs, 'hen, were caretakers.

in which ardent affection was the

center of souse life and the

maketansna were a far from docile group

of followers--even at the level of the :Wins:

lAre."25
Unlike leudel European economic and

And rare for Very good reason.

the 'chaos; he was the revered
The Habo heeded the councils of
leach; but the Old folk, men and 'oleo Of strong character
speech and action; consequently
pees extrewely independent in
subject to the advice and
Iv hike was no dictator but ids
members of hit
opinion -of houtehOlders and of fill other
feihanf concerned in or Wetted by decisions and enterpriwe,S0

ontlti<ril arrangements, to which the ancient Hawaiian system has often

been erroneously compared, the

make'illena neither peed military service

to the Pq, 0d. 004V they bound to the land.
In leave an area and rove to soother,

And Onuld they choose another, more

Should any of them decide

they were always free to do no.

'MIS, the genius of the mutually
pre-contact Hawaii:

Among a number of stories, it is told that an eighteenth

to them.

cvntaci chief naord Kolbe:4 directed
that they considered excessive work.

live under the !el of their choosing--

their 'Mane were free to move had

the people id hit district to de
while on the other hand, the
On top of that, he robbed the

beneficial polltitel system of

on the one hand, the Independent sake'lleeee and

drastic, path, that too was available

individual mei increased his Status and
living within his "tit Or

materiel prosperity by having more people

fishermen ortheir catch:

&Odin.

the slur, is that he (unveiled his canoe ern to paddle him
he", and there where the fleets of fishing canoes were.
from the wet and the
The wand 04$ bleak and his wen suffered
cold, hp being snugly housed In the popt. (A raised shelter
day he had his

In CCOblnetIOnlind without the

or other ultimate, single

human authority -these two parts of the system

together created a powerful and

bel..0t the hulls of a double Cattoe.rw
thetouth coo where there
men toe his canoe out towards
was a fleet of fishing carves. Nis own canoe, being filled
wilt the spoils of his robbery, began to sink; and he
called out for help. The fishermen declined all assistance;

permanent Incentive for the Society's

'ceders to carefully provide for ell
,contentment.

their constituents' well -being and

To fail to do so went the mSh's lots of Constituents,

loss of prosperity,

and twain to the canoes of the flsgrliv
He was drowned.
to,..el hie entirely In the lurch.

overbearing presence of a king

Tots of status, mid- -most important of all- -Tote of

hri Sara men left

Man!, Or spiritual power.

As Purn- telly ante., the make'ilhsns labored willingly most of
hit hey also "took pride In their

ti-,

and nr.^ ur,mriled threselveS

independence and dignity
3.

to be abused for long.',

the traditional culture of old

to that of the hipless Colhale.28 And they help account

S tmlec cmljr

keystone of the arcb that supported

"The principle of kKie was the

there are many

Hawaii,v31 So menet E.S.C. Handy Ina

well-known sentence.

fray of the people' hold Halo said was not uncommon

liepe-a variant of taper). tettemeant

fn.

to the ancient Hawaiians a

because the thing In question was
restriction, a prohibit Ion, toftetines

Sacred Ind %overtire% because it was

Just the reverse:
bi I

in

ndo upon h.dh dete.einatfuns of "right' and

0 1,
.e., bawl

II was hop, that Ortrrmined everything

aim, to he tu..I. in 010. ShOold eel with whom.

eoleated realty at every level, granting consciousness

to an extraordinarily wide sweep of realty.

was the d. ruing force

to lleal'eld.,

it

contaminated.. itepu was the sacred

lets view was then manifested

in song and dance and poetry:

the poetry of Ancient Hawaii evinces a deep and genuine thlle
and untiring observation
of nature, and a minute, affectionate,
tire of depicting nature;
Of her moodd.....her poets never
sorrel lees, indeed, then art seems heaven-born.)w

from when

As Handy puts It:

carne mol,ng and house.build.ng. which
, rr.v. the Merl ifs oted, the operatives, the
and the place consecrated to It were
dr. ..
saa,u1 ,d heo protected by vapu. Thug in the making of
fh flo from the MieSent Of Its felling, the men
and 1.n.Ched It, the shed by the shore in
r 1.
ye,
under a spell of consecration,
oh.L f uds 1,ineed and rigged were
by ratual at the tine of the launching.),

the development of a great depth of

One result of this tendency was

1i. P'"

sensual feeling for the coal -human world and An extraordinary respect for

the life of the sea, the forest, and the sky.

In short, to return once

to the pre-contact Hawaiian, the world around

again to Stanley Olomond:

frequented, and none of its parts

him was 'neither compartmentalized nor
of (ho ham, vyvter was that s.

D'e

a 1,1 uv,,v.,

sin

mfornal./ed) moral code.

.orl,c-Plo

f.

crAn.00.

i.00.ai

,,r .
f,''ff'-

But

..4,,Q4 .n the'

It

the late nineteenth and twentieth

ironic, in view of the destruction
coming of the West--thet only in

centuries..did Western science and

philosophy begin to comprehend, and

Indeed everyone and

celebrate the discovery' of,

concepts that were an integral part of Hawaiian life.

And the lam was immersed in the

14.

IS perhaps ironictragically

wrought upon Hawaiian culture by the

then, the

it was liberating and

11.) One WAS above the law.

4.,

People knew

AS 'voluted of them, in a Sense,

. 1,u, f...of

(was) In fatal conflict with the Others.

'el chortle. wet )elativnly

1114 society fin a system In balance, guided

before Darwin announced his theory

Thus, centuries

of evOlution, Flawellsns had elucidated

1.

r

In,

the heart Of that idea in their

n aror0 lanai,, were, as Handy says, 'by no 'tans

only with the philoophicae

^rho gods of the PnlynestAns were

On fn., ,,mfrey

eittgensten, Edmund Hus%erl, and

pt that, nn the one hand, embodied the desires and
,

recogntv what Whitehead called

Ai.4 11l.14. of the, worshippers; and, on the other

ad forces that they obwrved In nature.41

d... /d 1.n

o1i ,

ii

IS

.

I

is, the e. %taken notion

1,,,h,f to estr,ft corsrfnu,oriS to lumen
air'

of reality.

And

others, did the West begin to

"the fallacy of misplaced conrreteness' that

of subject/object polarization that had puzzled

the Vest s.nce Plato, but

about that), this ohcoctifyIng and

o rho new hooan

great creation chant, Itueollpe.

writings of Alfred worth Whitehead, Ludwig

that had no place In the Heeeltan perception

In the witdom of ItS traditional

metaphysics, Hawaiian

only now (end against continued
culture Inns: trier hdAt the West is

14.11,41.dil flitter, did

resistance) flndang Out.
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If euth of this has seegnod abstract, that Is beceusa the canstralnts

of swelled time required it to be.

These are people certainly the most industrials people I
over itaw...(theyl:have, by long and successive expel iments,
brought them agrlCultuie to an incredible degree of peifertion./..1
have seen, In some places, aqueducts constructed to hi trig
water lo elevated lands, that would do hOnOim to the ingenuity .:
Of a alias more civilised people.,9

But what, beyond the abstract

formulation, did the 4nci.ot Hawaiians' world lout like?

Here IS

Captain Coot upon meeting two Hawaiian men:

Archibald Hewes, a professional naturalist, was more willing' to

Both at these chiefs were men of strong and well-proportioned
bodies, and of countenances remarkably pleasing. iteneen4
esPeclitlly, whose portrait Hr. Webber has drawn, wiry one of
the finest men I ever saw. He was about tlx feet Illgh, had
regular and expressive feature', with peel', dark emit hit
carriage rat easy, firm, And graceful.J2

overlook the problem of 'tivIlitition.:
Even the shelving cliffs of rocks were planted with esculent/
roots, banked In and watered by aqueducts from the rivulet
with at much art as if their level had been taken by the
most In9eniOuS engineer.
We Could not indeed but admire the
laudable ingenuity of these people In Cultivating the .r sgill
..ikh 10 much economy. the indefatigable labor In making/
these little fields in so rugged a situation, the core aid
industry with white they were transplanted, watered anditept
in order surpassed anything of the kind Ire had ever Seen
' before.4u
;

Here Is Archibald Plenties describing some of these den in a mock

battle staged for the white visitors:

i

i

they first fought with blunt Spears which they darteld from
their hands at one another with meeting force and dexterity,
making teem pass through the air with a whirring noise and

quivering motion, yet the party aimed at on either gide
would often catch hold of than in their rapid course and
instantly turn their points with equal forte and velocity an
those who helve them.JD

Cook also commented on agriculture.

On a trip inlandiihe 'did not

obiftve a smote spot of ground that was capable of Impicaement. left
'replanted; end, indeed, It appeared...hardly possible 104 the country to

Here Is a surgeon with Cook's crew, a Hr. Samuel, on the Sight of

bi cultivated to a greeter advantage.

the Hawaiian canoes that met the Resolution And 01%Covere.

And on personal relatIOMSOrpS, here again is Cooler

We counted ISO large sailing canoes. Many of whICh contained
thirty and forty men, we reckoned that Altogether there
could not be less alma( the two ships than 1,000 canoe% and
10,000 (Hawal.ans).f,

i

It was a pleasure to ob
ith how such affecOon the
women managed their infants, and how reeoiy the:men lent
.

Usti, assistance to such tender office. //11
1

Herr is Archibald Campbell, one of the first Westeriers to actually

i

Or Captain George Vancouver, noting the "fair and honest 6,4114 In

i

live in Hawaii for an extended time. on domestic life:

i

i

is only by site that the houses of the thief% .4 distinguished
from those of the lower orders, for the same harp.) ke :Wipe
IS universal.
they are, however, kept very Clean, and their
ho,..phold utensils, consuting of wooden dishes and calabashei.,
air oqng, neatly arranged, upon the walei.10...In all of
(the houSeS1 the utmost attention to Cleanliness pr volts.
It

all their somMertial intercourse' and the calm and Orderliness of the
people "although these was not a chief or any perSOis of distinction
amongst t.,m to enforce their good behaviour, neltper man nor woman
attempts: :* come on board, without first obtalrireg permission; and when
this was

,fused, they remained prifeetly quiet im their canoes alongside.'

Herr .S William Shale, on nawarian.agriculture!
Or V,couver on a perfor mance of hula:

the ertritamment consisted of thr:t pailWand was Ierfc:med
by th ee d,fie,ent parties consistmg of agorae two hundred
womrn in each, who ranged themselves in fi c or six rows...The
whol. of this no.e.ous group was in perfef unison of vo,cr
and ...two, that it weir impossible even .0 the bend of a
11.7.', to have dueeloed the leas) wand ion
their voice..

1

It has often been rrmarted that (aptakn Cook brought tr flawael something

were melodious and them attloot were OS innumerable as, by
me, they .e. r uncles(' arable; they exhibited great
mite and
much eleginte, and the whole was eaerultd with a degree of
tummtnes nni easily to br imagined.sc
1.

the Hariallan, had never before seen.

Iron.

brought vermin the could in time thirst

edgy. Aghl continue to be fined with observations of this tort,
but the sire pleat would simply be made again and
it

is (lea.

disease that smuld torture and destroy the °route.

again and again.

lov.sed by .a.triley 0.aennd

capitalism, he brought Western politican Ideas, and he brought Christianity.
t us see how these mateh up frith theirelevant parallel

s

on that January day of 1778 that

'mold to Hawaiian

In capitalism Cook brOillht with him (In what one economist has called

a 'Animal structural definition") ant economic system that places in

It was Enolish society,

of pr vote individuals and firms the .means of production.

With

(Wieners

That is, those

"materal avant essential to the surkival of the individurl or the group,'

of iety, After All, (Wish soCirly was Opt In a

reins t at in indigennirt aocittlea

pre contact stage. iHow did that lOCIety compare or contrast with the

indiennes modal,

ideas In Hawaiian

Iety and indigenous societies generally.
1.

Captain Con' isalAd off the coati. of Hawaii, there was another society

as represeeted on loard Cook's ships, Resolution and Discceerj.

He brought

\

retrospectively

And 't was a far try from the culturally

that can Molten, ie disc' bed as 'pre.contact.'

that could not coieviSt

with tha of the people who would ueleode him as their guest.

impm.yiished 'subsist,nfe" %Oriel, unfriendly Western writer% Comnonly
ascribe to the iniligrnous woltd. But,

He

And he brought

But he also brought, in

himself and (hr mindt of his men, a vita of the world

that the society of pre. contact Hawaii was In Crucial

respetIs an iis,:,,plan of the indigenous Society model

That was not all lie brought.

he environftit.

homeland

until we ince, that, we will not be prepared to understand

.

ere held In common, were, In Conk's

the priva.e property of ewealthy few,

further, as opposed to the

economically non comtitive and ,mm-acquisitive Indigenous for" of material
I

the tragrdy that ensued from that day forward.

distribution of goods (,:here "no man need go hungry while another eats"),
in capital'

took brought with nil' the abstract notion of money, with all

Its ideologital trappings, an
distribution alrag people

th4 Idea that the proper method of its

Is through the competitive arena oh the marketplace.

Whatever pen be said for or 'against capitalism, this much is beyond
dispute

the n 'ion of private hurlership of land and private control of all

1
other asp....ts of goods acquisitfon ant' '..stribution is at the heart of the

system, s. too is the idea of labor as a contodity to to bought and sold.
Under the ecoonnme system that prevailed in Cook's homeland and in the minds
0 hit cr...,,

rim onriOa4 a ri0i to exPect,AS a Matter oi course. access to

fond, ilothum. Old er. Nediral care, or wink; all of these sere articles air
moans of trade that e :1) Individual had la wrest from a resisting tormwmity of
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others who placed great value on the personal traits of ambition, self-reliance,
and nurtured the social world.
Individual survival rested not on Interdependence, but on

and cunning.

that of the Hawaiians or of

independence on personal exploitation of others, rather on comunal sharing

It could not have been more different from

indigenous people in general.

Time wet seen at

linear, proceeding from a specific beginning to an imminent and apocalyptic

wits them.
end.

world were separated by en immense

The earthly world and the spiritual

gulf- -and compared to the spiritual

world the earthly world was a pit of

in England, where Cook and his men care from, there wet a king.

2.

ghastly depravity.
ti no longer possessed of the autocratic pacers of many of his

iti

The chasm between the earthly and
storm (these had been lost, along with the king's head, at an earlier

prude

other Subdivisions of reality.
a King of England still syrbolited an individual atop the pyramidal

ti

Spiritual realms was repeated in the

Parasount among these subdivisions were

Separating God, men, and nature.
Indeed, it had not been that long since the time

structure of the State.

Frankfort has noted, 'remained outside
when Puritans like Christopher Goodman and Henry Bellinger had openly

theologian Charles Nevis flatly puts
Thus, speaking as
Moreover, the relatively new parliamentary political system of England

Christian -- though not uncriticallythe

distinguished

of ft, willing to use
We are Superior to nature. contemptuous
Christiana tree can be no more
it for our slightestwhim.To a
The whole concept of the'sacred grove is
than a physical fact.
Christianity and to the ethos of the West. For
is alien to
missionaries have been chopping
nearly two millnnia Christian
idolatrous because they assume
down sacred grovel, which are
spirit in nature.45

in Mdny ways precisely the reverse of that cOMMOn to indigenous societies.
Whereas, as Diamond put it, in indigenous societies leadership tends to be
"communal and traditional, not political

'Nature,' as the Christian

it, 'is not sacred for the Christian.'"

twentieth century historian Lynn White could observe:

was still nothing like that in indigenous societies; on the contrary, it was

or secular,' in England leadership

was new both political and secular, not comoznal or

nature, exploiting it for a livelihood...

but never Sharing its Mysterious life.'43

questioned the unlimited power of the throne--and bed to hide out in Geneva
or HIllaril as a result.

Nose

God was transcendent and man, an Henri

traditional.

Christian missionaries also did such
firs, they chopped down trees, but

'like the economic system, the Political system was intensely competitive

Relentlessly driven to wipe from the fate of the earth every religious

else.

missionaries became not only the front line of

Motions of extended kinship relations, of naturally

and individualistic.

faith but their own. Christian
expected and accepted reciprocity, of temporal and mundane power as bound up
Restern incursion into the rest
ueb of a larger realitythese had no place in the modern world of

wink

at the heart of political
eilnieen:^ century England.

Power, :Ike money, was Simple to be seized by thoSe

mast i.17;in9 and fit to make the effort.

of the world, they were also revolutioparies

turbulence At home.46 In short, far from functioning

do among indigenous people--that
fa the way that belief systems

And those without power took their

is, ks an

integrative force, uniting the varied realms of reality and providing

tiers in Miele hands should they attempt to resist or elude its grasp.
equilibrium to the social process
hierarchically rank the realms of

Christianity strove to segregate and
reality while endlessly disrupting the

social

finally, there was Christianity. the belief system that enveloped

3.

order.

Jti
whom 'Only a relatively small proportion. .at any
in all

All

un the economic, political, and religious fronts as Stanley

and attractive, quite apart from the normal features of smell and dirt.'

maeood has iriarkel. tie Western and indigenous world views 'err as
antithetirn1 a, il

was wrong with them? Here are the words of

is pos.ible for cultural attributes to become within the

Before turning to look at the effects of Western ideas and social

particularly leuchorrhoee, but also vaginal ulcers, tumors,
inflammations and haemorrhages which often made sexual
intercourse disagreeable, painful or Impossible. Both sexes
must very often have had bad breath from the rotting teeth
and constant StOmach disorders which can be documented from
many sources, while %yew/tint; ulcers, ectema. scabs,
running sores and other nauseating skin diseases were

effects of those ideas and practices on the people who hrought them to
WO hAve already seen, through the eyes of a number of observers.

what the English voyagers encountered upon their arrival in Hawaii--the

extremely conrepri, and often lasted for years.45

Hawaiians' "utrtiSt attention to cleanliness'. in Archibald Campbell'S

Then of course there was "the ever-present risk of venereal disease.'

words-, "the kindness and fond attention' of the people for one another

The great Boswell, for one. contracted gonorrhea at least seventeen different

and for their children, le Vancouver's language; or, in Archibald Menzies'
times.

"thr ladahle ingnolty

indefatigable labor...the care and

49

England,
In addition to the stench of disease and simple bodily filth (in

,,,dstry" of the !We/Allan people; a people of whom Cook would remark.

as in franc, up to the end of the
"On people init..] trade with more honesty"; a people of wham all visitors

woia moms. e.fo of their Strength and health and beauty.
wirld the English had 'discovered".

They 11t behind

A

This was the
occasionally while in military service),

What had they left behind?
of death and excrement.

nation in which a third of the population lived

Cr.

fnsd r$

wool,

,' both

the carcasses into the streets; dead animals were left to decay end fester

Where they ley."
They left behind a nation of
in add.t.

nth..r terrible Illnesses,
PO wth, AAInq

decp,olen pits in which were laid the bodies
upon low

ilt

it n,Iritidr of victims

Human excrement was dimmed In the streets each niont.

of the poor. side by side, row

These huge pits were left uncovered until entirely filled with

They left behind a people of

emote., causing one contemporary to

complain: 'How noiseseme the stench is

that afises from these holes so stowed with dead bodies, especially in

720

And,

"a special problem' was the phenomenon of *poor's holes': 'large,

"anal) but universal

mrt either tilled or blinded or "pockmarked and
tli,flqora

there were the ever-present Odor!

"ln towns of the eighteenth century.' Stone writes,

as latrines, butchers killed animals in their shops and threw the offal of

a condition only temporarily alleviated by the farms

-O, utter despervion set in

bath" -unlike men who had to bathe

"ihe city ditches. suit often filled with Stagnant water, were commonly used

mid, r1,4:., ,tl.1011 0409 children, broke the bodies of adults. and starved
A

nineteenth century, it was cannon for women

'to die without ever once having taken a

th, h,ie m4,111.1 Of subsistence' and of ten fell below it, malnutrition

not

Princeton's Lawrence Stone,

Both sexes suffered long periods of crippling illness, which
Even when relatively
incapacitated them for months or years.
well, they often suffered from disorders which mole sex
painful to then or unpleasant to their partners. Women
suffered from a whole series of gynaecological disorders,

practices nn the people of Hawaii, it worth taking a brief glance at the

term,

What

today's leading social historian of that period;

limits of the hiktri conditron."41

N4.4111.

given time was both healthy

sultry Seasons and after rain.'"
land where the econoey was comounal and where such
This was 'civilization."
children.

A far cry from Hawaii. And then there were the

Infanticide was amen-not, as with other Iona of sacrifice

was not-existent.

In

liberatte people who did not know the meaning of conscription.

some indigenous Societies, for religious reasons, but because of financial
desperation.

As for the religious Ideas that descended on the Hawaiians -- religious

The same desperation led to the abandonment of thousands of

infants each year, lmost all of whom died.

oligarchic wealth and power

And they sailed in ships named by conscript
crews - -to

ideas, from America, that were a thin velvet glove conceeling

Those who didn't die Immediately

Natives they contained in their fist-they will be treated

were sent off to perish workhouses, where they soon did--Stmetiems because of

the economic

at length in a

subsequent Section.

neglect, other Ilan because of murder; poisoning with gin was a faveriCe
technique used by some nurses.

And on all this misery there was, of course,

someone always ready to make a profit: "the Overseers of the Poor, who
extracted a lump sue from the father, or the putative father if the infant
was

bastard, and made a clear profit from the early death of the ehild."111

The capitalist ethos could do bettor than simply

prey on the deaths of

children, howeVer; it could prey more profitably On their lives. Soo were
'virtually enslaved" for prostitution or

to

serve as pick-pockets' apprentices.

Others suffered crueller fates:
Some had their teeth torn out to serve as artificial teeth
for the rich; others were deliberately maimed by beggars to
-arouse compassion and extract alms.
Even this latter
crime was one upon which the law looked with a remarkably
tolerant eye.
In 1161 a beggar woman, convicted of
deliberately 'putting out the eyes of children with when she
went about the country" In order to attract pity ant.alms, was
sentenced to no more than two years' imprisonment:
Thus, the home country of Captain Cook.

However many words a picture may

be worth, a :-Axperative glanRe at the contemporary prints of eighteenth century
England avi Hawaii on the following pages tell an important tale.

The mould-be

SAY5Or% e' the Hawaiians left a homeland littered with hungry, deprived, sick,
and viciously exploited men, women, and children, to bring the beacon of
civilization to a healthy, strong, happy, and well-nourished people.

They left

a ,cation where avarice was accepted and where vast concentrations of wealth end
political power were held by a tiny handful of men, to bring enlightenment to a
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This analysts is echoed by scholars Handy and Puku'i who claim that 'there was

Section II

no conception of ownership of water or land but only the use of water and land'
By the end of the 18th century, Hawaiians had been living on all the major
islands of.tha far -flung Hawilian archipelago for SOW 1400 years.

in early nawai'1.3
There was no king in early Kawal'S until the coming of the Worst helped to create

During long

Western influence was the rise to power of

isolated centuries, Hawaiians managed their resources with such skill and indus-

one.

triousness that their intensely cultivated valleys and well - maintained filhPOnds

a single king.

sustained a large population variously estimated from 250.000 to 400,000 at the

coming of the West, although the actual institution of private prop

time of James Cook's arrival in 1118.1

cone into being until the Great Kihele of 1848. The Handy s and Pliku'i state that

the way of life of the nin'iaiians was similar to that of other indigenous

peoples--they enjoyed

a material and spiritual relationship with the earth.

The people of the land. the meka:iinana, took their sustenance from what they
planted in the earth and harvested from the sea.
else, a plenter people.

Nawallans were, above e4rything

Their villages were clus"ered near the ocean and the

Streams, and they cultivated the valleys as carefully-tended gardens.

Early

Hawaiians lived with the spirits of the natural world and respected their own
human place in the natural order.

The link between kingship and private property is made with the

Social ore/mita-

tIon was egalitarian at first. but Si the population grew,

the elders beceite the chiefs (aM) who managed the resources
that Hawaiians attributed to tEi-gods. That which as created
by the gods, they reasoned, belonged only to the gods. As
ed,inistrators of the gods' domeinS. tie chiefs assigned parcels
of land to farmers to cultivate. When the population of a land
intreased, the chiefs and engilerIng experts - - -the kihuna--The people built these gardens and the
e;ened larger gardens.
1.-;e irrigation systems to provide more waterlor the gardens
The chiefs did not act as 'owners'
to make them more productive.
of private property. They acted as elders of families and communiThe chiefs were responsible for the welfare of all their
t,rs
A good chief took care of his people. And the people took
people.
tee, of their good chiefs. The land was not the priest. property
of chiefs...they were only the caretakers of every Hawaiians' use
rights to the land and its resources. 2

ty does not

'the idea of privet, ohnership of Sand was unknovwn until the Shoihatorhe autocracy

(liamehameha I, 1810-1819), established as a result of the intrusion of foreign

cOncepts, set up the figment of monarchy, a politicosocial pattern alien to the
Polynesian scene heretofore.'4
Before this intrusion, the ruling authorities had been the chiefs, of which
there were several, rather than the king, of which there came to be only one as
a result of Western contact.
managed and supervised ft.

According to anthropologist Marion Kelly, life in early Hewer' WAS a time of
peace and calm' when 'people all worked together.'

This is to say that one result of

Moreover, these chiefs did not own the land, they
And even when the king did ascend over everyone, he

did so es a representative of the gods and on their behalf.
was net personal but representative.

Thus kingly authority

And the power of the chiefs over the people

continbed only so long as they were treated with respect and care.
Mandy, explain this relationship between the people, the chiefs, and

Puku'l and the
the gods as

a form of spiritual trusteeship:
The...(ali'i nut. great chief), the ranking aristocrat whO was

parammialiFieson of geneological primacy, was a living scion
Of bolo and lane, and as Such was instrumental In the a/oleore:Titian imilifflon of rain and flowing later which gave life
to taro and 'vela and other plants. domesticated and wIld, and to
the earth inWell they grew. the.pararount chief, born on the.
soil hence first-born of the maka'alnane of a moku (island or

district), was a iredlum in wlsoewed divilirpower and authoPut this investment, which as established ritualistically
providing
as well as by geneological primacy, as instrumental in
only a channeling of power and authority, not a vested right. The
person of the ali'l was sacred (kaat) as though he were a god (akua).
rity.

3

feed and clothe themselves, their relationship with ashore was notuperely direct
His power and authority (eland) were complete. But this was not
equivalent to our furopearTioncept of 'divine right'. The ali'i
nui, in old Hawaiian thinking and practice, did not exercise
persoowl dominion, but channeled deminiOn.
In other words, he
was a trustee. The instances in which an alr'l relives rejected
___,______ and even killed because of his abuse of hii-FOTi are sufficient
proof that it was not personal authority but trusteeship that
established right (pgno). S

and

dependent, it was loving and spiritual.

The lead held the bones of the

Hawaiians' ancestors and gave forth the nourishing taro.

The ali'l were a medium

.

through which both the people

the lend lived.

Contrary to that any historians have argued about Hawaiian land tenure; It
was not 'Mufti.° First, many of Europe's feudal trappings were absent 'is ancient

While the material basis of Hawaiian society was a subsistence economy. the
spiritual basis was to be found in the many contours and moodt.of the naturel world.

Hawaiian land tenure- - -the people of the land.-the maga'iosona, were not bound to

Hawaiian gods were often manifested in nature.and appealed to in tines of both

the land and could move from one area to another if they no desired; they did not

famine and plenty, war and peace.

Coe military obligations to the chief of the district in which they livede and,

Hawaiian chants and geneologieS present us with

a picture of a people wholly at home in nature, rather than painfully separated

most bailie of all, the alt's did not con the land TO any 'divine right' or''private

from it as the Western invaders.

ownership' sense,

The Kumulipo, foremost Hawaiian creation chant.

land districts.

Is that Hawaiians maa a profound scientific understanding of the evolution

the people could rise up and kill a cruel chief.

of natural forms and win's dependence on them for food,. shelter, clothing, indeed,
for the very continuity of the people.6

Rather. the 811'1, were the author ties rho supervised the various
Their authority. did not translate into autocracy, especially since

Seccedly, feudalism IS a European term devised to describe a particular Euro-

Nature, to the Hawaiian, was a larger

uuierlse than man who was but one part of the whole alongwith other animals, the

pean practice.

taro and breadfruit, the sea, mountains, and forests, the stones and the rain-

Hawaiian people and their culture and an intellectual laciness when confronted With

bringing heavens.

a wholly different world view.

It would be incorrect to say that Hawaiians worshipped nature

or were somehow closer to it.

Its application to a Pacific system betrays both an ignorance Of the

Out there is another reason why feudalism is so'often

used when explaining Hawaiian land Were. ly inventing 'feudalism' in precontest :

They had', rather, a delicate understanding of, and

Wawa'''. Western scholars can transform a spiritually- based, self-sufficient ecediome

respect fur life's variations and interdependency, including that of their gen.
In the words of Hawaiian historian Samuel Kamakau. the Hawaiians' looked upon the

system of lend use and 'mom, into an oppressive: medieval European practice of

`winds,'the rain, the land, and the sea...as loving friends with whom we shire the

divine right mint% with the people tied to the land retter'llke serf*.

universe.....

claiming, then, that a Pacific people lived under a European system. - -that Is, that

Hawaiians lived under feudallie

POlitlt,...1y.jhe people were guided by their ali'I (chiefs) who administer,
the lands ar
fIshpoods.

Later land tenure chenges'oore in line with Western property omnership patterns are'

Regarding

then mode to appear beneficial.

land, ali'2 authority was based more on a connection wi' :, the gods (mans) and a

capacity to facilitate the flourishing of the land.

-Westerners can degrade an ancient, Laccessful aid

economically wile system of land use with a pejorative and inaccurate Western term.

supervised planting, harvesting aid building of houses, canoes, and
tee po,er of the alili was not absol,..te, as already observed,

By

Because the Hawaiians had to

/M.

This is why Hawaiian historian David Melo could write. 'theemake'ilnana were the
Hut what his utturred is a sleight of hand and of mind.

fixed residents of the land. the chiefs were the ones who moved about from pate to

The progression

ho feudaliai to individual ownership which is considered laudable in the Western

place.'9 Here. Halo means 'fixed' in the sense of staying put, or remaining. He

mt,I is !IOW applIPd to an entirely different cultural system where 'use' rights to

does not mean 'fixed" in the sense of being bound by law to the land. Indeed, when

the land and water have been guaranteed through their actual daily use by thousands

the all.' fought with each other, they took their warriors with them.

and thousands of nawaiians over the centuries.

'linens could go as well

need indivifloalponershipof land.

a-

In other words, Wawsilani did not

retinue.

On the contrary, as Hawaiian history reeelIS,

The occupation of the acke'iinana was not war but the tilling and caring

of the land.

it was the Westerners, and particularly the sugar barons, who needed private property

Moreover, as early accounts of Western visitors reveal, the people ware content

land tenure to guarahtee large-scale production for profit.

under this system.

The world view of the West, both European and Morican, is that individual
ownership guarantees both security and happiness.

The maks-

if they no desired, but they were not pert of the chiefs

Ti, class structure was clearly stratified, with the elja and

kihuna above the inekeil'ean and the 9_4, or servant class.

But to ancient Hawaiians, indi:

Out this stretifIca:

vidual ownership was not merely unnecessary, since the coemunity enabled security

lion did not mean the poverty of the Tower classes, as it certainly did in Europe

and hapyiness,it was also wrong, in the meaning of unnatural.

at the time of contact.

could not be "owned" since it belonged to the gods.

Treat is to say, lend

But neither was there a need

for ownxushIp since the land was always present, like the air and sunlight.

Nor did such class structure 'sumo overconsueptiOn on the

part of the 'WI and ihune.

The ell'i certainly conflated whet others, the meta -

'iinana. produced. but this arrangement did not result in a surplus production

Not only,

then, was there no "private" ownership of land, there was no desire for such owner-

for the benefit of the 011'1.

Ship In ancient HaWal'i.

troduced the sandalwood trade and the idea of accumulation of wealth for acquisition

of luxuries, what today is

Thu., th. conflicts between al1.s of differing districts and Islands did not

Such surplus production came only when the West in-

called plain consumption.

Without accumulation of

revolve around disputed ownership of lands but rather disputed control of lands. The

surplus, the eli'i could not exploit the mekeriinana beyond what was needed for the

distinction is meaningful because ownership implies the capacity. perhaps even the

ali'i's basic survival.

right, to do with the land as one sees fit, as one desires. whereas control Implies

of restrictions and obligations -- -never translated into accumulated wealth. TIsMi.

In return for the satisfaction of their basic needs, the 411.1 rendered to the

administration of existing land areas without the right to transform the use of
the land.

limn is in fact chat happened In precnntact Hawal'i.

*11 other indications of status and wo-- -the La& system

maka'elnaga protection and evident,.

Thus our, as in

And this Sit= worked remerkably well.

David

other Indige-,,Is societies, did nut threaten the econopic arrangements of the people,

Halo could write, from the vantage point Of 1839 and after the ravages of Western

although Pru,,sfled ronflirt and the loss of men certainly disrupted Such arrkngements.

disease and 'concede chaos had already dismantled the Hawaiian system:

WdrIsrP (Mild

in former times, before Kamehameha, the chiefs took care of
their people. That was their appropriate business, to seek

conduited without changiLg the basic system of land use

and access for th(Anand% of maloa'Sinane.

the comfort and welfare of the people, for a chief was celled
groat in proportion to the number of his people, for he was a
high chief or low chief.'accordirg es his people were many or
few; wherefore it behooved the chiefs to look well to their

Hew chiefs Mort come and go, but the

npnplv Stayyd, planting and harvesting and attending to the necessities of lift.

people...10
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trees, and especially land.- -took on an ecchange value, no longer just a use value,

the Hirket. tconomy

In describing this impact sociologist Andrew Lind remarked that:
The Hawaiian land system was based upon the principle of value
through use and was rooted in a subsistence economy. Only after
European contacts did the resources of land and sea assume a
Secular value beyond that of the livelihood and prestige they
offered. The taro, bananas, sugar cane, ccconuts, yams. timber.
pigs, fish, and even the water could row in considerable quantities be exchanged lee foreign ccemodlties. 13

The coming of the West in the person of British explorer James Cook in 1778
Their

narked the beginning of the end of the Hawaiian people end their culture.

values and customs, their language and arts, their land and livelihood as planters
and fishermen would experience a sustained attack frog which they would never

Provisioning

An enbireway of life world pass form the earth in less than a century.

recover.

14
Provisioning was the first stage of Western contact 1778 -1810),

And all that would remain would be a diminithed remnant of a once thriving and
proud people living out a bitter legacy of poverty and oppreslion,

the Pacific on their way from the United States and Europe to China,
of discus, during this period resulted in enormous depopulation.

The way of life which destroyed the Hawaiian culture was the market economy.

Introduction

tacking

Their habits of cleanliness and traditions

Hawaiians we?* tragically vulnerable.

a system in which profit Is the driving motive behind economic relationships and
where the individual is induced to accumulate wealth.

Hengist

became the supplier of food, water, and sexual refreshment for the nen hero crossed

Of medicine could do nothing in the face of unknown, and often incurable diseases

This SyStem had already

The people found themselves

taken hold in Europe when James Cook set salt in search of the Morthwes1 Passage

(eg. syphilis, measles, bubonic plague, cholera).

thit would provide Britain, preeminent capitalist nation of its day, with a

forsaken by the gods and surrounded by their, dying 'Ethane 4family).

.

Although

Cook was thus the inheritor

neglected by historians as an explanation for the frightening impact of the Hest

of a, tradition, began in the 11th century, which emphasized ceaseless expansion

on unsuspecting Hawaiians, this rapid depopulation (more than 60% by the time of

for 'scarce commodities, valuable minerals and the far-off landvidlere they could

the missionailes' arrival in 1820) contributed in untold ways to the demtiralisation

shorter route to the resources and markets of Asia.

It
Of the people, their sense of loss and confusion.

Heir to the Industrial revolution, Cook brought two fateful things,

he found.'"

perhaps, was the continued good health of
could Stem the tide of death. Worse, pe

the idea of trade and the disease of

tieung others,when he stumbled onto Hawal'i:

Neither the gods nor the

the foreigners who brought the diseases. it seemed to the Hawaiians that the Keel.

syphilis.

While syphilis worked its tortuous evil on Hawaiian fertility and mortality,
the idea of !rode for profit took slow hold of the HawallanS whose concept

theirs.

econoeics. according to Kelly. "was one which involved the welfare of the cOnomniti.

i.e., sharing the wok and its products.'

re made immune by their god while the Hawaiians had, been cursed by

(unite men)

.

The enwation way was in stark contrast

to that of the hest w,re a system "of private gain, i.e. profits...rested on their

Indeed, syphilis had been called by Hawaiians *Mei 'o Lono ", the sickness

of Lon0, because it was brought by Cook who was at first mistaken, ironically,
for the god of fertility, Lono.
During the provisioning stage, the alt.., beginning with Kamehaneha,

were rodtaken with foreign implements, Such as ships and guns, with which they

coJnterpart, private ownership of the swans of production.'12 This new system

Everythingfood, birds,

changeg the valio. of each part of the Hawaiians' world.

vi

A lack of military power and

th,Od tore effe.lively war againt each other.

pr,itie trchnnloo thus created a form of

During the 20 or more years of the trade, the aid', became increasingly

inequality between the Or( and

ersigerammffsaup

enacored of Western products.
th

fineignwr, most of whom were only two glad to oblige the desires of the chiefs.
maka'iloaro were ordered into the mountains to cut

in thatr turn. the foreigners. Capt. George Vancouver especially,worked tirelessly
to create a single kingf6ip which, under their
ti' a sin ends

Influence, they could then use to

Political scientist, Noel Beni, Judges this alliance

as crucial

fields uncultivated.

In short order,. the ali'l were indebted to foreigners and the

ocka'iloano were starving.
This process of indebtedness, exploitation,

in-e,-env mhes-rtm.-to-kingship.
duct of the market economy.

Karnchameha used his contact with Westerners to secure arms and
technology that lztc him a decisive superiority over his opponents and eventually enabled him to unite almost all of liewai'i
under his rule. 16
fp :a., of Vabenaxha's prophetic, anti - foreign
mar

the situation deteriorated.

Ile tutopeab: mein "had contributed mast to enslave them (the Hawaiians) and to

concentrate the sovereignty in the hands of a single individual.'"
D ":1 rate this irpact, most of the make:1)1E0 who

In 11.e as their fond:wars had-

un not trans/00

The economy, though shaken,

for this, Hawaiians had to await the coming of the sandalwood

tr.de. in10 IDA, when the British hold over Hawal'i was eclipsed by America, and

upon them 'things which they do not want; and for which they have no means of
paying but by imposing new burdens upon the

send warships to demand payment.

In this way, the creation of false needs. - -a no

necessary by-product of capitalism
by military strength.

people.'" Traders were quite content

indebtedness because foreign governments would

which maintains consumption levels -- -was supported

As a result, demand was manipulated and theme!, of dependency

continued.
While Americors reaped outrageous profits

agri,ulture experienced a serious decline.

But once Folgobauaba died,

The chiefs were beseiged by Yankee traders who urged

to bring the chiefs Into increasing

survived this period continued

planting and fishing.

and immiseration is a direct pro.

As long as Kmaehameha kept a monopoly on the trade.

exploitation of the people and the land was controlled.

native enemies, he was a creature

As a result, the

sandalwood, leaving their

(they bought sandalwood for 5S1 a ton

and resold it for $100.150 a ton), the effect on the make:a-inane was far from

,s,

the rise of the sandalwood trade was the direct result of a change in British

tales from coffee to ten in the pieviou:

century.I8 Sandalwood became the commdity

profitably traded with the Chinese, while several
q9^ .45. and Mhddi'l- -became the ports

Pacific IslandsFiji, the Mar-

beneficial.

The following comments from observers at the time span a period of

13 years:
1811:

of call for ships in search of that precious,

Sweet :cerlw wood n: the mountains.
Fiewri,.an du,o4nrAr of

sandalwood trade can be explained by the

i'Iland a: a ,rol, of shipploq, and of manufacturing
-Pats,
p,,tea '"met

trrfile ,
inullond.

{tse

of New

1822.

of iron tools. agni.iculturol

Three. of four conuercial houses in HOMI'i

P honw-

Thus the bulk of the trade was controlled by Anericons,"

1830:

Because the chiefs and commoners In large numbers went out
cutting and carrying sandalwood, famine was experienced
from Howel'i to Kaua'i ...The people were forced to eat herbs,
and fern trunks, because there was no food to be had.
The reasons why Provisions are so scarce on this island(O'ahu)
is that the prople,for sore months past. have been engaged in
cutting sandalwood, and have of course neglected the cultivation of the lend. VegetebleS are sold at a very dear rate.
(The people) are driven by hunger to eat wild and bitter herbs,
moss and etc. And though the weather is so cold on the hills...
frequently see men with no clothing emept the mato (carrying
I
sandalwood).

21

mat

Jf
before the arrival of New England missionaries.

It is crucial to note, at this point. not only that American economic ex-

Leaving these last two momentous

pansionism directly contributed to the destrucition of Hawaiian society but that

occurrences for a later discussion. we can turn our emphasis to the whaling trade

the United States government pressed its ccemercial interests with military power.

(1830-1860) which drew !evert closer to the fortunes and fluctuations of the

Historian Ralph S. Kuykendall writes:

American economy than the sandalwood trade had ever done.
American predomi-ante continued in the whaling trade.

The traders brought their difficulties to the attention of
the United States governnent, with the result that in 1826
two American warships visited the islands, their commanders
instructed to investigate the situation and render allfpvs:oe

American.

aid to American commerceHerein Ma see the genesis
alliInnadilotcifatIrnaTT.

Of the 4,807 ships

which called in Hawaii between 1845 and 1854, 4.402.1=or more than 906-- -were
By the 1840's, 600 whalers appeared annually.

Edwina and Honolulu

22 (Emphasis Milne)

became busy little ports with resident foreign populations, wholesale and retail
The practice of supplementing verbal demands with warships toes used by governments other than the United States..

outlets, taverns[ and other pieces of business.

Honolulu especially began to be

The point, however. IS the pattern which
a tenter of political, economic, and social activity for the Islands as a whole.'

emerges:

the more powerful country dictates the economic direction of the less
Indeed. it resembled a New England town with more than 10;000 residents. Yankee

Powerful nation, vetch in turn becomes increasingly dependent and helpless in
ships, and Vapkee English spoken on its streets24
the face of superior military strength.

This patteriallould,Ieed in a direct line

to the 1893 overthrow of the Hawaiian monarch with the aid of U.S. marines.

But this glittering rise to 'mainland' standards hid a dangerous and growing
In

imbalance in Hawari's economy.
that case, U.S. Minister Stevens threatened the troops on board the U.S.S. Boston
if the Queen refused to abdicate in favor of-Me provisional government.

first, the whaling industry bed involved Hawal'i

because of factor s external to its control -- -high whale oil prices; the expanSlon

The use
of the U.S.wealing fleet; and the trensfer by Hew England interests of their field

of American gunboats in 1826 was but a prelude to the final threat in 1893.

of activity to the North Pacific.
Clearly, the sandalwood period reveals that Hawhi'i had already become en-

tangled in America's emending Kemeny, so entangled that military
used to maintain American access to Hawaiian resources.
hammered it first wedge of imperialism intollawel'i.

strength was
leaders who were under continual pressure from foreign debts; and plagued by taxes

In this manner. America
in both money and labor, took to the cities to find paying work.

In the words of Johrefoster

Dulles. "there Are two ways of conquering a foreign nation.

With the divison

of the lands in the Great Hihele (1648) and the Kuleana Act (1850), all but a

One is to gain control

handful of maka'iinana were alienated from their traditional source of livelihomd,

of its people by force of arms; the other is.to gain control of its'ecOncey by
financial omens.'

Secondly, large meters of the Hawaiian people,

demoralized by he burdens of the sandalwood trade; abandoned by their traditional

despite their cultural rights to the land.

For America. Hawai'l obviously fell into the latter category.23

As a consequence, many were forced Into

other pursuits---small jobs in the city, prostitution, signing on board ships as

Wvsliraj

sailors, growing foodstuffs for sale, and as plantation labor when the sugar fields

By 1024. the lest years of the sandalwood trade had already been surpassed by
the whaling industry.

appeared.

Whaling ships had Fade their first appearance in 1819, the

The land itself was plagued by Introduced plant and animal pests which

destroyed native gardens.
sane year that the Hawaiian religious system of kapo (taboo) was broken and a year

Vancouver's Introduction of cattle proved, decades later,

to be disastrous to uplands' vegetation.

And goats, another introduced species.

e,

ft;

Vu

wrought Wvor as well.

Along with unabated population decline from dilleaSe,

these factors sealed the fate of the subsistence economy end the passing of an
entire way of life.75

Finally, intone from whaling far exceeded that from exports.

This 'enlightenment' included, among other evils, the market economy. which.
as the decades flew by, would bring land and money to the missionaries, other
'businessmen, and their children.

In the end, the fruits of 'enlightenment' would

Indeed. "whaling was... more significant in dollar volune than all-Other exports

greatly benefit the haoles who 'erred it upon the Hawaiians. In the meantime, the

taken together.'76

assured uncivillted" practices of the Nawailana---their 'immodest" dress, "primitive"

With foreign domination of the whaling industry, including

toe presence of sea eercantlle housesfour American and two British---in Honolulu,

thought, "licentious.' sports and dancing, and 'promiscuous' sexual mores-came to

hawsi'l became an unequal and therefore fragile partner in the American capitalist

be used as justifications for the people's decline.26 All this ranting about the

%/SIMS.

people's habits went on in the face of irrefutable evidence that massive depopulation

146M4Vi's period of nercantilivn, with its service-based commerce, sew the rise
of an entrepe,

trial class of foreignersHer Englanders and Europeens, ministers, °

doctors, and busIneswnen, who posse'ssed the skill and aggressive values needed to
'tritr,ph in a competitive, profit-oriented market economy.

They looked upon ilawal'l

was duo almost in its entirety to the introduction of disease and other foreign ills,
such as alcohol, via teed, rs. businessmen, and missionaries; that is, to the coding

of Westerners.

With few eseeptions, and they were fee, the foreigners - -most of

'them Americans--,were sly vaguely troubted.if at all.by the loss of the maka!iinana.

not as a nation belonging to others of a different, more cooperative culture but

In their place would come American Values, religion, lame age. economics, style pod

as a money-making opportunity through which they could amass riches, status, and

politics. At the sight of this cultural aggression. Amer

eventually political control.

could say of his own white people:

The plight of the

Hawaiians and the larger moral

The fiend-like skill we display in the invention of all manner
of death - doling engines, the vindictiveness with which we carry
on our wars, and the misery and desolation that follow In their
train are enough of themselves to distinguish the white civilized
mamas the nest ferocious animal on the face of th earth.

Question of the destruction of a whole people and their culture posed no serious
problems to this class.

They felt, as their evangelical brethren endlessly

rele,ted, that their increasing influence bespoke the superiority of white Western
civIlitatiog. Including Christianity.

the words of the Mission Booed could serve ar

o general statement of purpose for the resident white population as a whole:
to introduce and get
into ',deeded operation andinfluence wag
them, (the Hawaiians), the arts and institutions and usages of
civilized life and society; above all, to convert them from their
idolotries and superstitutions and vices.
27

P.e aggression that accompanied this arrogance was unabated.

an novelist Herman Melville

Asking what the misnamed 'Polynesian savage' had to desire at the hands of civilization,
Melville replied.
Let the once smiling and populous Hawaiian Islands, with their new
diseased. starving and dying natives answer that question.
2g
Land Divisions and a Plantation Economy

The missionaries and
toward the latter end of the whaling period, profound and tragi«hanges

11.-"nran businessmen pursued their alms, with little or no regard for the idlegrity
occurred in the land tenure system of Hawari (the Great Hahele, meaning land division.
of .mother culture, another people and another country ideally at odds with their own.

of 1848; and the Kuleana Act of 1850).32

These changes were but one part of a larger

Th' justification Was, of course, that the sooner Hamar' came to resemble America,
process of Western colonization begun during t'vrprovislonIng stage.

Since 11111. In-

the sooner the fruits of Western enlightenment would be visited upon the natives.

creasing weber of foreigners had pushed for land reform to enable them to have

I
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finally, Katnehameha Ill gave in to counting pressures
private holdings.

Indeed, beginning with the accession of Itimehamete 11 to ruler -

commission under the leadership of ruthless
ship in 1819, foreign pressures to Change

the land system from common occupancy and
With the help of fellow missionary William

use to private ownership with the right of inheritance had increased enermously.31
tooth rev were in the service of the

Richards, Judd created the Great mike)..

The Whole divided the lands thus:

601, about 2.5 million acres, want to the

When ga'ahumenu, astute and politically ambiCrown eld the Government; 1.6 million acres wont

tious wife of.gamehameha 1, broke the religious kepi system by eating with the

to 200 chiefs; and less than 1

percent of the land, about 29,000 acres, went to 8,000 meta'ilnana,

younger brother of Kmoehameha 11, (female-male eating together had been prohibited),

while satisfying the needs of foreigners for land.

record numbers while their gayer. dismantling rather than upholding the tradilo the first place, the needs of foreigners
tional way of life.

Thus foreign desire for land might be temporarily abated by the eahele

of profits.

" The example of the foreigners, their disregard of kap, and
their occasional efforts to convince the Hawaiians by argument
that their system was wrong, were the most potent fortes underesiningilo beliefs of the people. 32

ft would

bUt

shows.

old religious system was the result of "deep-seated and widespread causes which had

In the second place, the rights of the people had been successfully protected

been at work for more than a quarter of a Century,' that is, since the coming of

through the use of these Fights by thousands

33

ce curies,

followed.

Once the eli'l converted, 'Spadini lis'ahomenu.sthe people willingly

claimed for it.

Under her

Because he was a minor, lia'ahtmonu assumed the Regency.

leadership, Hawal'i sit officially a Christian nation by 1840.
Armed with the influence of a Christian tinder, American missionaries and businessmen increased their efforts to transform the land system.

the king

According to anthropologist Harlon telly;

Or. Gerrit P.
It was the Americans. Rev. Willipe Richards and
Judd, who drew up the plan called the mihele. They convinced
the Hawaiian king and the chiefs of the Privy Council to accept
to
it. They told the HaaMlient that if they didn't convert
private worship of land, any foreign invader that annexed
Hawaiian land rights.
the Hawaiian Islands would not recognise
They said a foreign invader would take Over everything, leaving
35
the king, chiefs, end Hawaiian people landless.

In 1824, Samehamehe II died in England, end his brother, Kauikeeouli,

became king.

and thousands of Woollens over several

The sudden divison of the lands with a new alternative of private

proaxrtv3 could not possibly have had the effect missionary advisors to

When missionaries from Boston arrived in 11120, they found a fertile field for
conversion.

never be quenched, as the subsequent history of 20th century iiimai'l

The enormous economic power of Americans was on the rise and it was essentia

that land tenure become a spur to profits rather then an obstacle.

This Judgment is echoed by other observers who remarked that the abolition of the

the West.

on the continuel expansion

since their eCOnOmIc system depended for its
historian egytendell has written;

This, of course, did not happen.

for land could not be satisfied

The Breaking of the kapu AS, like other 19th century innova-

tions, the result of foreign impingement.

The ostensible

justification for this change was that it would preseve the rights of the people

Theirfiettous were dying in

the people were 'wt adrift in a. confusing marl&

lea

Hawaiian government at the time.)

Simultaneous with these pressures tochinge land Wore had come missionary
pressures for religious conversion.

awd appointed a

missionary doctor. Gerr t P. Judd.

"fiy 11146', according

by

the people

In

to legal Scholar, Melt toy, 'the land tenure system could neither mintein itself
those administering the law.
in the face of a hostile foreign world nor accomodate itself to the wishes of that
koniceetahelgilein

history

world."34

fly

chiefs, the king, and the pmple, the people did indeed suffer.

less then one

this report.

the rights of tenants" on each award - - -it is clear that

The chiefs and the king did better

percent of the land went to the euka'ilnami.

but, under 'grimed pressure to sell these lands as sell, the bulk of
eventually found its way into the plantation economy.

the stipulation 'excepting

the line

to pull plots of lend.
"really cultiveted".
Others.

The Act guaranteed

to

The Moles friumphed.36

Act offered only

an alternative of

private

Those who did not avail

property.

land rights.
selves of this alternative did not thereby 'lose' all their

the emka'ilnene fee simple title

But these I.nds could only include that which the tenant

It did not inclsde canon pasturage Or lands cultivated with

theol-,

It Is

more accurate to say that these rights were 'stolen.'

for our purposes here, however,

it is significant to not, the effect of the Mihele and

Who

of the Hawaiian people.

!YAWL Act on the elajority

To quote political scilltist. Noel tent,

the ouster of the Manallah people from the land was an irreparable
blow which doomed them to cultural debasement, economic destitution,
and a third-rate status in their own homeland. It continued the
to further the ends of
Policy of appropriating Hawaiian resources
capitalist accumulation and had the ultimste,effect of onderedning,
the
'Hawaiian
way.'
once and for all, the viability of

Since taro Cultivation, like fishing. MS a group endeavor, separation of the

individu4i from the goup---a Western valJe--wont starvation for most of the people.
Apart from the fact that few meta'ainena received any land at 411,.the plots which
they did receive were Often too small to cultivate successfully.

Moreover, the WINN '

the maka'ilmse never 'lost' their rights to these lands.

Another example of legal theft Occurred immediately following the got, with
the Nicola Act of 11150,

Given the Manner in which legal awards were made -- -that is, with

a

Asa result,
Meanwhile, frr the rising entrepeneurial Class.

Hawaiians tither sold their lands or were Prohibits-7 from ssibsistinn on them.

104 of the Hawaiians wet an essential precondition for
...dispo
the. flourishing of capitalist export agriculture. 38

Meanwhile, of Course, forst:meet profltted from a Wit" of their own making.
They uere enabled to OUy vest acreages, either from the make alma

were

this export was to be sugar, grown on vast acreages

starving, or free thechlefs.and the Crown who were heavily indebted to the Western
mmrchants.

In both cases, the results were the same.

ca. o under Western ownership.

land base of the Hawaiian people.

The great bulk of the land

It 11 Important to note the role of law at this point. The imposition of
Western concepts through the Great nAhyle and the
taking of the lands.

Such an Imperialist design with such devastating affects for the carman people can
It IS more accurately descrillipas a

the power of the Amirican foreigners, the heotes, over

private lands

have been dealt with

the

legal scholar, Nell levy:

TO-rfeeNiilsMln-e)

The leg,' questions which arise concerning the rights of the people to the

and even

euleana Act was crucial to

..Western property concepts were imposed on the legal structure
and would facilitate the rapid, steady takeover of Hawaiian owned
More'orer, the government's
lands during the nest several decades.
Coonitment to Selling Its remInIng land put Westerners, with their
land through the
access to capital, in a position to take Hawaiian
imperialism had been
legal procedareS they had established. Wettern
accomplished wIthogl_the usual -0
h fh-nr SUM MI r d

iFe irligenous people.

Crown, the go .ernment ,

agricultural practices (were)

brought in line with foreign notiOnS.'39

It was the Americen missionaries who changed the Noonan land tenure
system Into the AmOcan system of prime* ownership of land, This
was done to provide land for American enterprise and safe invesbeent
37
schemes 'or Marlton money.

trlo,po of colonial policy:

'ilawal:I's laws and customs...to reflect

thosein the United States, and land legislation and

Judges the role of the Mole and the purpose of the land division in the following way:

hardly be called the birth of democracy.

Thanks to a host of *titans, missionary and

businessmen alike, foreign power had changed

sally, whose specialty Is the period of the whale,

of what was once the

in another section

7

.

The threat of the Welt was not lost on Hawaiians who resented the missionaries
OS well as their belligerent military brothers.

Sugar economies, like other cash-crop societies, need huge concentrations
of capital, lard, and labor in order to produce profit.

David Halo could write in 18));

Consequently. Social and

political relations are a reflection of the need for accumulation.

If a big wave Comes in, large fishes will come from the dark Ocean
which you
never saw before, and when they see the Wall
'fishes they will eat them up; such alto is the case with large
animalt, they will prey on the smaller ones. The ships of the
white men have come, and smart people have arrived from the great
countries Which you have never seen before, they know our people
are few in number and living in a mill country; they will eat

This is why

plantation societies evince a highly stratified,oligarchic composition with a wall
number of owners and managers and a large rusher of workers who are wholly subordinated and regimented.

Hawaii was a Clear *Awl, of such a sucietip

us filcosn:11141: alw:y:olgriswth4.cilli: with large countries. the

The white owner/auger Oats included ex-missionaries, such as Same' Alexander
Palo's 'perceptive prediction was echoed lest than a decade later by other liewafiant

In complaints filed with their

and Henry Baldwin', Walter Rice, S.M. Castle, and Mos Starr Cooke, as well as
neweeners to the scene, James Campbell and T.M. Davies.

Feeling the crowding of the foreigners,

These businessmen and

their ceaseless defends for everything from provisions to lawn, souls to land,

others were quick to profit feria a situation they had the:naives createl) Indeed.

Hawaiians asked:

the Merge -scale cultivation of sugar rapidly became the monopoly of this group,

'If the nation is ours, what good can result from filling the

They were the firms of Alexander and Baldwin. Castle and Cooke. T.H. bevies. C.

land with foreigners,' for "the Hawaiian people will be trodden underfooW42

Brewer end Co.. and Backfield and Co., later renamed keelican Factors (Arafiic).

However such they protested, it was increasingly clear to the Hawaiians that
they were outmaneuvered.

They came to be known.as the infamous Big Five--- controllers of

In the end, they would be driven into submission by the

destiny

from the last half of the 19th century through the middle of the 20th century.

familiar forces of Western imperialism: the market economy which would take their

Until the mid-1870's, most of the plantation labor was Hawaiian.

land and labor; Christianity which would take their souls; disease to keep their

However,

Their.sense

as the plantations expanded (with the rapid transfer Of goverment amv otheroliki

of peoplehood, and eventually their nation, would be destroyed by white Americans

lands to the planters) liewilien labor was too scarce - -due to a continued decline

in relentless pursuit of aims which, at bottom, necessitated the total subjugation

in the populatiOn from disease---to fill thelrowing need for workers

and dispossession of the Hawaiian people.

of labor had to be found elsewhere.

nuTsers declining and marageab1.aed warships to ensure compliance.

The Big Five turned to Asia:

New sources

first China,

then Japan, and later the Philippines.
Sugar Islands
As long as the Big Five managed the plantations, the workers were subjected
In

the move from a subsistence economy toa cash-crop economy was,'
to appalling conditions and received a pittance in wasps.

secured by the Great Mihele.

Although these condifbcms

land was made available for large -scale cultivation

have been documented in other sources, it is important to take note of them here
while the people of the land were forced onto the market as workers.

Through a
because the vast sect/imitation of capital that accrued to the big Five during this

few legal manipulations, two of the three requirements for cash-cropping were

e.

period was the direct result of the Native exploitation of human beings.
instantly present, land and labor. The third element, Capital. was already available

In des-

cribing this exploitive system, the San Francisco Chronicle stated at the time that
in the pockets of the foreigners.

it 'is little if any more human toward the laborers than Cuban slorotY and certainly

ouch worse than slavery on the Southern cotton and sugar plantations used to be.'
This judgment changed not at all with the benefit of hindsight.
Noel Kent:

Political economist

"Above all, the immigrants were regarded by the plantation elite as

IIS
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workers, there remained the thorny problem of

a secure market for the Big Five,

tteir primary market and, for many, 'Pother' country.

land and drive the workers mercilessly.

'

It was not enough to control the

The Big Five needed a certain market abroad

and a dependable political climate at home.

The Hawaiian monerchs. although healed

in by the planters, could still present difficulties.

Moreover, the planters were

a Ome minority in a far-off land where both the natives and the non. -white hal -

vents were a hostile majority.

the special interests of the United States in
dence' from other nations.

'sovereignty' and 'indepen-

In the context of 'Manifest Destiny', the Tyler doctrine

regarding H4w414 ads a clear warning to other imperialist nations. Such At Britain
and France, that Hawaii was to be seen by time as it was seen by the United States,
namely as a smell dependent nation within the American sphere of expansion.

Al-

though there was a solid military interest in Newal'i, the main concern was tamer,
cial, specifically the sugar trade.

These were the reasons why the push for annexation began as early 44 107.

lie the U.S President was enunciating office] policy reagrding Nami'l's

By the 1850'1. U.S. politicians And newspapers had Seined the local elite in 4

dependence. American missionaries were being eshOrted by the ABCFH secretary to

Congressmen were remarking. IS they would again and again

until annexation was a reality, that 'po tttttt on' of Hawaii was '

A*.rican interests in the Pacific.

The United States was becoming a nation

whose capitalist interests would rival those of her European forebears,

In 1842, President Tyler applied a kind of Monroe Doctrine to Hawaii. noting

The lack of a trade agreement with the United. States laureled the planters

especially during times of econcmic-depression.

While some sights were focused on Hawaii, most

were preocccupied with eapansionist policies 'sabot the Indians, and with growing
connercial and industrial power at home.

This problem eventually drove theveig Five to seek annexation to the United Staten,

cell for annexation.

Such were the interests of U S. imperialism.

pursuing its infamous policy of 'Manifest Destiny' across the American continent.

While the flow of new labor from Asia alleviated the immediate difficulty of

O

it would be had nevertheless.

°bring the annexation mania of this 18S0s period, the United States was

less than fully hymen, as interchangeable cogs in the productive apparatus - - -as

co wedities to produce commtlities."

As it turned out, if annexAtiOn could not be had 'peacefully' or 'lawfully'

work toward a time when 'the Anglo-Soon race (will) fill the myriads of sunny

tial' to,

In the meantime, the Marion military saw

Haval:i as en "important acquisition' for U.S. 'naval supremacy' in the area.

islands on the boluses of the Pacific; and the genius of American and English enter-

prise (will) preside in great commercial cities- --other New forks, or even Londons-

With

--

reared on the Sandwich Islands, New Zealand, andAuttralia.'48

0

the purchase of Alaska, Secretary of State Seeded viewed Hawaii as central to
°

American doxintion of the Pacific.°

At the end of the Civil War, he sent this

OltSAM a. the U S. Minister to'Hamal'i
It is proper that you should know for your own information
that a lawful and peaceful annexation of the Sandwich Islands
47
is deemed desirable.

In 1850, the Rev. R.S. Storrs spoke before the ABCFM and linked the 'Manifest
Destiny' of territorial expansion with the crucial role of the missionary in paving
the way for the capitalist economy:
If the ewnufastures of our country find their way to Africa and thine,
to the Sandwich Islands and Innis, in increasing abundance. and produce
correspondingly rmantrative returns, it is because the herald of
salvation has gone thither, seeking the welfare of the people, changing
their habits of life, breaking down their prejudices and creating a

749
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demand for comforts and wealth before unknown.

49

Diplomats like Charlei Denby in China concurred with Storrs:
Missionaries are 'he pioneers of trade and coomerce...The
missionary, inspired by holy ital, goes everywhere, and
by degrees foreign commerce and trade follow. 60
The security of this trade was, of court*, the central problem for the white
in

plantation elite sew Spreckels as
...the old missionary and
interloper, an outsider
crudely opportunistic and dangerous
Immense economic power threatened
whose political intrigues and
they had erected in Hamill* Gibson
the finely tuned structures
demagogue far too po(ular with the
was regeeded as a radical
still constituted a firm majority 4
ethnic Hawaiian voters, who
raliteua was seen as their easily
of theAelectorate, and
in his wastefulness and Ineanfonated marionnette. lavishnationalist positions. $2
creasingly given to 'extreme'
plantation elite organised the
perceived threats, the
response to these

planters in Hawat'i, who were plagued by economic slimes, Merits, and other
problems.

Hawaiian league, a secret

In ther search for an agreement that would guelantee a high profit and

a dependable outlet, the elite were not to be clitappointml.

Such *!contract was

meetings against the ceding

Despite

delays on the Continent and In the Islands. the Treaty was well merge the struggle
All alternative strategies for econmmic eavelopieht Weft fore-

closed; sugar was the high profit

gathered In angry protest

crop,esekleillinaiti'l's. fato-as a eemseulture

Rifles, the planters seized the
deownds, and ordered hill to

Lorrin Thurston, long-time annexation-

and a new "Reform" Cabinet was installed.

headed the new government as

The Constitution whicb was
making ',In a figurehead.

Voting was extended to haole

Astans,even those who had been naturalized.
into the United States, and thus to dominance by the very foreign power that had
for the office of nobles were
lectured other nattons'On the Island's Indtpeednce.51
Apart from an increase in profits and an expansion of lands planted in Sugar.
the Reciprocity Treaty also brought the first territorial ceelijonBe the Hawaiian
The planter elite favored the ceding of the Pearl River estbary for

U.S. naval repairs in order to quiet Congressional resistant to the Treaty. Needless
to say, Hawaiians were appalled at this suggestion.

Meanwhile, Rpm Kalikame,

reigning no,..cch at the time, had been seen as 4n advocate of his people by the
planters.; HIS aktianc, wititZWiltte %array:Gibson (cabinet

minister) and Claus

participating.

him of mast of file Pear,

foreigners, but not to

Property qualifications for voting

4

so high that MOSt

Hawaiians were excluded from

white elite ensured that the legislature

Thus. in two moves, the

would pe predominantly white.

minister of the interior.

forced on the King stripped

in the Islands.

finally, the Hawaiian political situation Mead doomed by territorial Incorporation

government.

Gibson and his ion were arrested

dismiss his Cabinet.

liawel'i became wholly dependent on the United States while losing.

whatever mall capacity was left to develop a self-sustained economy

While Hawaiians

government, presented the King with a list of

ist and leader in the elite,
etowzmy.

the Ring.

of the Pearl River estuary,

With arms supplied by the Honolulu

the Hawaiian League met to plan a coup d'etat.

sealed In 1876 with the Reciprocity Treaty between the U.S. and

for the plahters.

4

militia, to force 'reform' on

Historian Cuyken1011:
to resident aliens gave to

the voting privileges extended
greatly increased power in the govern ' the haoles as a group a
into a position of...actual
ment'and reduced the Hawaiians
life of the country. 53
feriority:4n thelpoliticel
to be known as the Bayonet Constitution because
The Constitution of 1887 cave
delivered to
The Pearl River estuary,w4
it was forced on the King at gunpoint.
step closer to political i
United States and she haole elite moved ore
the

Spreckels (an "outsider' who had entered.the sugar business without the support of
the .flissiosnry boys") was viewed as volatile and dangerous.

poration into America.
The drive to political

infegravn would continue to he a joint effort on the,

part of both the local elite

and their Counterparts In the U.S. mainland.

For

4,

a

plasters, the Reciprocity Treaty and the Constitution of Isar represented

a triwoh of the West and Western ways
historian

over Howl.' and the Hawaiians.

Theodore Morgan his written. "...the

1mile

eni missionaries had reformed the Island economic

As

merchanteand planters

structure essentially after

evident, of their superiority in Hewei'i.
patriot, in cititenship, their hearts
Their success was

They aterepericans; although eta

and minds were American in character.

confirm; by the larger global success of &erica.

To Hawaiians, it was obvious that haoles

would now &Minot* politics.

from the legislature and, by to doing,
their own image. Their plantations, stores.

steaOships, churches, and weekly

brass band ,ore drowning out the traditions of the pest.

Hawai'l was bound

tisAtil In the existing conmercial network of the world; and Hewel'i's future
was the future of Its plantation

S4
economy.

they had effectively excluded Hawaiians

play the role of supplier-...of labor and

land---to,the haolemcommIc machine.

And the government. Witch had always supe.-ted

The power of the elite to-gorse their desirrAtin the Hawaiian government
and the economy of the Islands was not lost on the great masses of the people.

. Asians and Hawaiians would

had reeved adstep nearer the power of the Cretin.

would be even more generous now that the

the sugar industry with monies.

reigns were controlled by the planters.

politics as 4 Mole domain,

From 1887 on, the Hawaiians would view

Given subse-

provisional goverment, the Republic and its
for Haeallans, haole dominance was clear
because nieeteenth century phildscohleS
were the Intellectual underpinnings

in the pervasive racism of the day.

quent history -- -the overthrow, the

of social darwinism Ind manifest destiny

racist constitution. and finally the fifty year

of the Mole elite's justification for their

enqreSSIOO against the H aviation government, Such belligerence would not Cease

until the

haoles had total control, that is, until manifest destiny had been

dominance of the Big Five - - -it

Politics was, lath

Is clear that HawailanS were not mistaken Inthele judgment.
few Exceptions, a white man's world from 1887 until 1954.
ratio, octets on the political scene

would serve at

o

All non-white and

the sufferance of the elite,

and with their larger Interests in mind
ment'esked.

reanahilo, the Coogressional debate over onnexatf4 would give support to
the belief by the Yankee elite in Itewel'l of the

Inequality of men-.or, to be more ArOCISO, of races - --b an established fact of
The substance of the debate then focused oq whether the Constitution

should two adpiled in the colonies, and
hemispheric' -or global.

in Hawaii by 1887-.was continuously
In 1889, Secretary of State James

Hawaiian

insurrection was put down with t144eld of

The question of whether the native people wanted klericen
and two ,*airs later, another ship,

e,,101n, did not arise since, accordingto S.,ator Hoar in the Congressional

Beyond lebing susteoanct from this kind
r.tiniand. the local elite looked upon the

to guard American interests:57
In the meantime, a growing Asian

grievous danger to firm heole control

pellosophiting on the American

Cmiiny age of imperial America as

a short-lived

marine% from the U S.S. Adams,

the U.S.S. Pens-Scold, was in Hawaiian waters

wanted was as reasonable to take ,

t.i vole of children in an orphan asylum or a idiot school.'56

aided by America's policy of expansionism.

Blaine announced his intentions for epurely

tmericon fore of colonization' in Hawaii. iIn the umn year

whether the American empire should be

eeire. asi,ng the Hawaiian people what they

in control of four-fifths of the arable land

'`IThe dominance of the planters

As Christopher lasch has argued, both sides in the annexation debate accepted 'Use

life."55

The Overthrow

essential Inequality of the races.

population of laborers was perceived as a
In Hawat'l.

Should Asians meSe common cause

believer) their dominance might be seriously

with hoStile Hawaiians, the planters

I

;

rp

Annexation was soon seen,

threatened.
eco
put

therefore, as a guarantor of both

is Ond political control by the planter elite.
'It is the white race against the yellow.

1

The following day, January IS, 1893, Stevens ordered tie troops ashore to

As the local business paper

Support the.actions of the Committee of Public Safety who seised government

Nothing but annexation'cen

buildings and forced the abdication of the Queen.

1

save these Islands.*

SO

The specific details and legal arguments surrounding the Overthrow have

.,

.

An 189, an Annexation Club was formed with many of the seem participants
as the Navaian League.

Support wet sought in Washington D.C. by Orrin

we shall only point out that the question of thel,..livement of the United States

ThurIton and assurances came from Secretary of State,Blaine and Secretary of
War. Tracy.

has bar answered by the:investitiative report of Commissioner Blount who was sent

Tmlacy spoke with President Harrison and reported bark to Thurston:

by Prefident Cleveland to render an accounting of the overthrow- In Blount'[s

1 hav explained to the President what you have said to me...
the Pr s ident does not think "he should see you, but he
author :es me to say to you thet, if conditions'in lienefisi
compel
ou'people to act as you have indicated, and you come
to Wash ngton tali an annexation proposition,-yeu will find
an excerninaLlympathetfit administration here. 59

°pinkie, U.S. Minister Stevens was clearly part of a speterranged plan to overthrow the Queen.'

Moreover, Stevens had recognized the Provisional Government

went the Queen abdicated..indeed. Blount stated that the flumes abdication
was a direct result of Stevens' action.'finally, Blount concluded. annexation

Before Ilyston retrned to Hawaii he posted an agent of. the secret Annexation
Club. one

for our purposes heft.

beed given separate attention elsewhere in this MOO

(the end goal of the Provisional Government) was not the will of the vast
Archibolc),Hopkins. in Washington D.C. to keep the flames' of annexation

majority of the people in Hawaii.

alive.

If time votes of WOOS claiming allegiance to foreign
countries wereaxcluded,sit (annexation) would be
foliated by more than five to one. 61

While the annexationtsts planned their take-over. Queen Lill'uokalani ascended
the throne upon the deith of

her brother, Kalikaw. in 11391.

She was independent
President Cleveland, upon studying Olount'S report, addressed Congress and

of mind and heart, and'4trongly connitted to a sovereign Hawal'i.

Her deep attachgave this reading of the overthrew and the requests for annexation.

ment to the Hawaiian people placed her in a hostile position opposite the heole
elite.

*zealously emanated* the project of annexing Hawaii.

Aggrieved by the loss of royal power due to He Bayonet tonstitution

re.

Stevens at length:

and quite aware of the intentionsof the planters for annexation. she was determined
to promulgate a new Constitution which would restore her

Stevens had

Indeed, Cleveland quoted

Destiny and the vast future interests of the United Slates
in the Pacific clearly indicate who at no distant day gust
be responsible for the government of these islands. -Under
a-territorial government they could he as easily governed
AS any of the 'gifting territories of the United States...

pode.r.

The Queen's move was thk long-awaited opportunity for the annexationist'.

Inei *icily formed a 'Committee of Public Safety' and obtained an assurance from

Nawai'l bet reached a parting of the ways. She must now
take the road which leads to Asia, or the other which outlets
her in America, gives her an Ameripn Cieilltation, and binds
her to the care of American destiny. 62

6.5. Minister Stevens that "United States troops on board the Boston will be ready

to law at any momPnt to prevent the destruction of MerIcan life and property...
and they of course would recognire the existing government whatever it might Is...60

6,1

After reviewing the details of the overthrow and Stevens lightning recognition
'of the Provisional Government, Cleveland concluded:

'

and sought anneaation for the next five years.

and McKinley became President, annexation was a certainty.

the lawful government of Hawk was overthrown w!thout the

Congress, in MI, McKinley'said:

dr]wing of a sword or the firing of a shot by a process every
step of which, it may safely be asserted. ispirectly traceable
to and dependent for its success upon the agency of the United
States acting through Its diplomatic and naval representatives.

In a message to

Hawaii has aliewh her ability to enter into a conventional
union with the United States of America, this realizing
a purpose held by the Hawaiian people and proclaimed by
successive Hawaiian governments through seventy years of their
virtual dependence upon the benevolent protection of the
United states. Under such circullstances. annexation is not
a change; it is a consummation.
6$

But Ain the notorious predilections of the United States mininster
for annexation, the Committee of.Safety, which should be called
the Chneittee for Annexation, world never have eeisted.

ezo

Once Cleveland left office

As I apprehend the situationi we are brought face to face
with the following conditions;

But for the landing of the U.S. arces.upon false pretexts respecting the danger to life and property, the committee would
never have exposed themselves to the pains and penalties of
treason by undertaking the subversion of the queen's government.

There was indents *consummation" in 1898: but it was not benevolent Or pro.
tettive.- Hawaiian governments before KalOkaua had not proclaimed their dependence
on Arerica.

But for the presence of 'U.S. forces in the immediate vicinity
and in position to affqrd all needed protection and support
the committee would not have proclaimed the provisional government from the steps of the guvernmedt building.

As a matter of record, they had each aliened their international

rights as a sovereign nation

Moreover, McKinley overlooked the fact that annexa-

tion was not the will of the people.

Ar4 finally, but for the lawless occupation of Honolulu under
false pretests by the U.S. forces. and but for Minister Stevens'
recoarrition of the previsional government when the U.S. forces
were its sole support and constituted Its only Military strength,
the queen and her government would never have yielded to the
provisional government, even for a time and for the sole purpose
of subsWing her case to the enlightened justice of the United
63
States

The Republic of Newel'', by deliberately

fOleling its Constitution after the Hississipel COnstitution of Mel which disenfranchised black Americans, had effectively excluded Hawaiians and Asians from
voting in the Republic. Of the officers of the Republic and or-its lal.rember

Advisory Council. there was not a single Hawaiian.

rr

Under the scrutiny of history.

Ncarnely's words become nothing more than slick justifications of America's policy

A new minister, Will,S. was despatched to Howl' by Cleveland to learn If the

of Panifest Destiny
0,0k0 would grant 40 amnesty to the Committee of Public Safety if she were re-

With annexation, Hawaii was politically incorporated into a rising capitalist
ign-n.(1 to the throne.

According to the minister, the Queen would not.

However.
nation tO Serve its Interests and goals.

1
there 11 evidence that the

Neither the concerns of the indigenous

en agreed to the amnesty demand in a letter the

Hawaiian people nor of their leaders had mounted to much in the Congressional debate

posted to Minister Willis on the same day as Cleveland's address to Congreq.

crier anne.ation.

Hanley exceptions. the arguments for and ogainst annexation

But the der.,-1 for amnesty, as %yere the,President knew, would doom the Crown to
I repeat sei:,,rr.

The demand would not have liven acceptable to any

in ti' Congress concerned whether or not the United States should berme an obvious

government

1-?,,ciulist nation, acafiring oversees colonies.
in

,in

incioding the United States, and only shows the capitulation.

In essence,

Constitution

anew tree acquisition of colonies'
of fievelaod to the two. interests and anArrialfonistS despite his acknowledgment
The fact that America hidcbeen an imperialist nation regarding InJian

of the ',Iogalilv of their act."
not figure Into the discussions.

dlJ

If it hod, perhaps the direct conmectino to,twven

Annraatinn st.illed and the Pr9visiOnal Government became the Republic of
the treatment of the Indians and the treatment Of the paweilans .nold itw been em

724
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A

A large annual sugar quota was

planter elite oligarchy control of the Islands.

Given American expansion across the continent Weever. it was predictable that
given to the planters OM real:Melded by

theJaishatt of the indigenous people would be disregarded. and the debates focused

all¢ rail as Rimmai'l was hping drawn ever

broadeneciand deepened their hold 1
wholly on the best interests of the United States."

more strongly into the world capitalist tuner.

pro.anntmotientsts sew clearly the advantages to condom end nilitary power
Still controlled by missionary
They argued that 'the nation %high controls

mere annelid.

in the'PacIfic if

control to include railroad', banks,

e

Haual'i will central that great gateway

te

The Big Five

opening 13 now plantations.

commerce...' in Asia.

daseendentsthe Big Pies extended their
insurance campanili, retail and wholesale

Afteica's
outlets; shipping lines, and trust emepaistes.

capitalist interests In the resources and streets of Nina - - -her manifest destiny
,,,Issnctrig, stock ownership, and other

as mn imperialist nation -- -led her ineaerably Ward acquisition of colonies.

leans. 'the

Finally,

on all the islands of the chain.

Through intermarriage, joint
Big Five solidified their poker

the planter

oligarchy controlled

It was not the military threat of the wee with Spain which forced the anneeation issue.

First, the governors office:

politics.

On this point, historian Domes Osborne hes concluded

and Honolulg in joint
That solution arrivecot by Washington
consultation, was to establish as extraordinarily powerful
of
administrative
and dIsgovernor. possessing a wide range
Control over the governorship thus
creationary powers.
the entire
elite
control
over
became one of the keystones of
by the president,
political process. Officially appointed handpicked by the
territorial governors were in actuality

a study of Americen oppositions to annematicip Keeping-that:
'

...historians seem to have exaggerated the role played
by the Spanish-AnerIcen War In overeating the apposition
to Hawaiian annexatIon...Commercial consideration. such
as the fear of the econamicconsaqueeces of the wenufacturing surplus,
the appeal of the Asian Omelet, the concern about the economic
partitioning of China by rival powers, the dramatic upturn in
American foreign trade in slid-1696, and the hope of enlarging
the Welton -Intallan ceamerte..more more decisive in bringing
about the defeat of the anti -annexationists. 69
It

oligarchy.

And, later, the legislature:
domination was legislative
The second keystone of political
minority of the
control Since the elite was only a smell
elctorete and could easily be outvoted, it was 'iced with
the coetinuinerproblem of estamishing an electoral majority.
from the polls as aliens, the domWith most Orientals barred
inant voting bloc was formed by the palely enfranchised
Skilfully
using
Kitwelish leaders to construct e
Rewallans.
domination by by the
mass Hawaiian base for legislative
Republican Party. therelite created the vehicle they needed. 69

,.so. cldirly. America's interests in an 'open' market which drew her into a

war with Spain and subsequently into final incorporation ofnewel'i.
o

Finally. theennaaation of Rewai'l opened the

floodgates

to further acquisitiees

within seven months of the Rowlands ratshfirt,In which annexed Newei'l. the United
Guam and the Philippines.

States had acquired Wear island, Puerto RI

This vehicle was the esteblishment of the homesteading act for1hetive

The imporiel.

Hawaiians passed in Congress in 1921.

11 is a central thesis of this report

1st urge, once loosed. could not be at*

in this report).

tan the expansion of the Amerlian

that the acquisition of territories toll

(This subject has been addressed

ghost.

Ostensibly created tb-give Isle to impoverished 1.14WitilOS to
Acids available for re-lease to planters it

canitalist system.

Howel's fate, then, ma

tome. the Act actually node public

the result of a larger economic drama

incredibly cheap prices.

whIO sow smaller nations swallowed up by the callous of the ROrth.ge

Thus. out of 200,000 acres set aside for the supposed 4

'rehabilitation' of the Hilimallans, most was

re-Seised for plantations.

The sugar

The Sig Five
economy trivephed again.

While annexation furthered American colonial aspirations, it permitted the

1

"If

With low-level civil service wark'Villed by the Hawaiians.

BY their means.tonosit control,

For decades, indeed

polItical!control and cultural latrnoony-half a century, this racial stratification

47 kip fivestraintained an 4ron reign over the islands.
by t:lternmlisn'et, when this failed:-by.coerciew and

This reign was reieforcel

terror.

Ray Stannard

permeated local society not eerily

stereotyping individuals and, groups but ensuring a 'colonized' mentality in both

Baker,
Ihe psychology of colonleetion

the ruling class and the subordinate

Are ton jobrnalist of this tied, remarked that 'three- quarters oirthe population

wouldsontinue to afflict Hawaiians long after the Asians, Including the Filipinos,

of Howell have no more to say about the government under which they are living.,
had begun their ascent into econbmic viability.
than she old slaves of the Iouth,'70

s,:

What Big Five control.iimported and Sustained by American aid, meant for
.Post-W1, iliwoll

hboil oaf a form of economic dependency to thorough that neither the mule nor
the oligarchy realized Its ramifications.

In the first place. the woe:toy,
`The dominance of the local elite continued virtually unchallenged until

H awaiian end Asian, were excluded from any kind of decision-making about the

after World War II.

eChs7.W direction 0f their society. On the second place, the oligarchy was more
trin content with their test -crop @comae, because they benefitted oftorwousty.

tnreite4d their power and wealth.
o:cUrred

end irternally developing the world's

'

frivlity St Such an eatrewe dependency only concerned time insofar as it

U.S. dollar as the world's CiarreliCy, American

to

defeated ialien,

largest productive apparatus to secure

th's meant the penetration of U.S. corporations

And Howell went the may of other dependent colonies that

in practical terms,

in Furore, the establitheent of the

domination of the World Rank and

the International Monetary Fund, and American leadership against the Communist

tr, e.019itind 'mother' country in return for processed goods, food, and metropolitan

the United States had became the foremost

Arerica's military, technological, and industrial preeminence.

Under such conditions, no impulses toward milt.

ri ro,croaucts (sugar mainly, but also pineapple and other resources)

In the meantime,

in the world, shoring up a devastated Grope, occupying a

ration

The

countries.

tjnology.

Between 1945 and 1975, the largest Americantorporotlons
reaching overseas for higher profit and greater market control.

the 1-pact of the BIg Five on the social and cultural relations of Rowell

for U.S. banks.

011 Sc discgssed in the following section On the major actors in the process of

became rulti-national,
The slime was true

foreign aid often went hand in hand with corporate penetration.

Inv U.S. military victory and the ensuing Cold War found Merlons groups and

beset

uffice it to say here that the economic control was justified
b, racist

strew; all over the glove. ostensibly protecting democracy but

,',gy the familiar underpinnings of white superiority and native

anlI inferiviity

A:-.rican ievestmentill American imperialism

These arguments served the Moles well, legi

exploitation of the Pacific eosin,

the ereat'wove into the Pacific. created a partnership

the pinaations for the Filipinos and the Japanese, the small businesses
s,

filled the void created by a devastating

wan, and the result ions an intensified, systematic

ei;ision of labor by recs where the professions were resdrved for
t.,

clearly reinforcing

.

Jean.

Jcpwt,e end the Chinese, and the construction and waterfront jobs along

730

7

between the U.S. and

As deScribed by Noel Kent. this strategy of capitalist

development applies

Gl

1.4
have nevertheless been driven to collaborate with overseas corporations who

1

to all nations of tbe 'Pacific Rim':

are land-poor but capital-rich.

The Pacific Rim strategy
is the strategy for sustained
corporate profitability (and thus survival) as applied
to the Special historical, socioecenomic, and political
circumstances of the Pacific Rim nations. Thl central
theme It shares with multinational corporate strategies
elsewhere is the implementetion of a diviSOn of labor
whereby sane nations are frozen into the role of raw
arterial suppliers and cheap manufacturing units for the
benefit of other nations. Pacific Rim corporate strategists
are fond of
that not only is the
'Pacific division
bor' eminently desirable from a
develomental point of
to. but that it is spite definitely
in the interests of all concerned'.
72

for the local communities.

stagnate.

The role of the state in Heusi', has been critical in ensuring

part in the

'Pacific lion strategy.

Hawals

Beginning with Statehood in 1959, both the

Republican and Democratic governors consciously chose a path of support for tourism

Unprecedented outlays of government funds were earmarked for roads, harbors,airPorts. and other facilities in the early sixties. Along with,a commitment

After the our, 'Manger industry began to

infrastructure cam en open market for mainland investment.

A unionized labor fere, ands glut of sugar om the world market kept

profits low and unstable.

The result has been the development of Hawat as a

dependent tourism -land development economy.

It is in the context of thisstrategk'that Hawai'iii post-war economic
development needs to be understood.

This collaboration has resulted in oversees

ownership of large resort CCUpltaltS and hotels with a concomitedt 1011s of control

to

State and tconte

officials teamed up with local basinesseen to present attractiveoffers to U.S.

faced with the passing of the plantation ecormy. the

Ancestors.

Big Five went multi-national, reorganizine their manegement. consolidating their

The result was that Hami'l became a 'signet for mainland cepita1771

These investments created i further imbalance in fiamil'i, economy.

holdings, streamlining their operations, Importing new technology, and increasing

Huge

insurance companies like frudential. John Hancock, and New York life, for eta/Milt,

their aggressive pursuits of markets in,the Pacific,

can to have sub

ial holdings in touritm/land development.

tool butiness-

This multinatiunalizetion meant, for the Big Five and Dillingham, a, ruthless

ren and'politicians increasingly found themselves to be Junior partners in the
concern with profitability.

The results have been a callous exploitation of people.

their communities and their environments.

tourism boom.

In additirei..since multi-nationals are

accountable to nu one while they are present everywhere, their power to enter and

While the 'Mew Haweri' was being developed at a record pace.'the unions

leave countries at will, thus disrupting and timelines destroying communities. is
irmen....

But they quickly invested in had schemes causing a rush in speculation

which, between 1950 and 1915. multiplied land values 11-30 times.

came around to the tourism rode% seeking membership in the construction evades

Moreover, multinationals often locate in the most oppilsive nations be-

and the hotels.

e, se the reigning dictators will guarantee a glittery hold of enforced stability

Reeling from an anti-Communist campaign in the fifties that

attacked many of their leaders, the trade unions

which, protects Investments and profit.

were forced into support for the

tourist developmental model.

While the Big live have penetrated the Pacific Basin as multi-nationals.
With the State and County gmmerneents, the unions and the Big live solidly
t,ey Faye looted to tourism and land deselOpment as thel0 economic base in Hawal'i.
lee end of the sugar Islands has meant the caring of the tourist islands.

behind tourlim,-Hawal'i began to be pushed as t?1! "Geneva of the Pacif.:' from

Ideally

1955 on,

sit,ated fur this transforration because of their vast landholdings, the Big Five

Tire University of Hawai'i was enommusly expanded with a Tourist Industry

ifenageeent School, and specialization in

h and development. Asian Studies,

0

h7,
1
wcinie,maph., and international business.

the University tendert was Increased

neither satisfied nor adjusted.

tetwen MO and 19/0.

o..'r

In addition, the system is rattst in employment,

A new compunentthe fastWast Centerwas
education, industry, commerce, govern.. it. indeed in all areas.

elta101.bed in 1160 to be a beacon for American capitalism, training counter-

Those Hawaiians

1

'who are unable and unwilling to change their lives to fit better into the capitalist
inswgents for Indonesia and elsewhere. funding 'cultural" research that amounted
world find that they are continually ground under by poverty, undemmployment,
g,so little core than a cover for American imperialism, and drawing consultation
or poorly-paid employment in the tourist industry.

Finally, the "hew Hawaii"

gro,p that represented sume Of the wealthy capitalists in the world.
has offered no opportuntties to Hawaiians while it has added larger, more insidious

In the meantime, the Vietnam war brought over a hundred Milieu, contracts
form, of exploitation:
to the University as well as

the outrageous connercialiration of Novelise culture, arts,

hundreds of thousands of men on leave toil:081'i.
and dance, and the further coemmdification of the Hawaiian people as exotic purveyors

Pliaarized by bases and men, Hawai'i became a crossroads:of the AweFican war
of a plasticized culture on the'internatIonel market of tourism .75
ma:bine.74
This involution of the dependency modal - -- -where Rawa14 became a tourist
so, let, In the Pacific Basic divison of Tabor - -- occurred while Kiwi.' also became

a renter fur multi-nationels intecesrd In exploiting the Pacific.

Thus eitim-

1 and vittimizine. Hawaii is now a pawn In the imperialist game.
Fur indigenous Hawaiians and other locals as well, the tourist society has
Only meant a higher cost of living, higher taxes, an increasingly crowded And
pollutes environment. and growing crime and racial tensions.

While Asians have

anedteJ the individualistic. capitalist values of the American middle-class,:
tetsming more aoicessive and selfish in their pursuits that the old haole elite.

thohawalians Is a woo continue to suffer the centuries-old effects of racism
and ,ultnr.) elonization.

Their sharing ethic, their affective relationships,

end their imp fur the land ar7n agonizing conflict with the exploitive values
tapttiLism

In many ways. Hawaiians find themselves to be strangers in their

0. land, constantly heselged bix a System that demands individualistic, aggressive

wv am If,,,,Inq destruction of their environment.

Those Hawaiians who

"1.,e lh to the crushing dmeands. Striving to become adept at Western ways, experience
a

schidophtenic life.

Part of them is Western, part if Hawaiian, and the whole is

'4

731
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the military, first present during the gunboat diplomacy of the sandalwood and

'ry

S

whaling stages. was the naked force, the obvious

Hhal

have aigoed,tno briefly, in this political econmoy is that every stage

I

6t rl!n,-'( develoment in Hawaii has

until the final act of Injustice In 1893 white U.S. troops, nn tl' pretext of

protecting American life and property, (meted the abdication of

NM 4 served an

the ;re. AntOr stage In the United States led Europe.

(1118-1810); when the tastes of the British

a provi-

to NewaPi Stevens called the overthrod. were the familiar nineteenth century
themes of Manifest Destiny and Social Darwinism.

Monroe, Jackson, Adams, dam to Barrister, Ncitinely. and Roosevelt (and on into

the 20th Century by Kennedy, Nixon, Johnson et. al.) that the United States,

c(01,,,y utaine dependent on whaling (Mall-1860); and. once capitalism

stoi0iiion of the'e.h.ntation economy,
aryl

because of superior virtues, people and culture, was chosen by God and history

market developed on the West
to control first the continent of America, then the Pacific, then the CarrIbean,

Finally, with
010 berme that of sugar welter (1860-1950).

C.

Hawai'i was

514111' of IovefOpment:

,s drIlendrn1

tatapUtted

and /finally Asia and beyond.

Uri° m. an4 IrI,. Greere'have carefully

thinly - veiled racism legitimated the 'white man's burden' of forting 'Christian

markets. Strategic bases to

of other indigenous people around the globe. (Drinnon's analysis in Facing West

Scholars 'Moil Kent, Richard

is particularly good on this point since he traces American expansion few the

documented the rise of toe American
Puritans through the Vietnam liar).

habriii'l

inrCodo

British.

flan, the roles of the missionaries and the military tionsoratem

In a"

vamegrodei re, inteVal to Amer.an expansion.

mos colonized bj America as surely as India was colonized by the.

But where India finally

tan

its freedom,

became an ever more

dependent satellite, finally incorporated as an "internallfolony" within the

The missionaries cams to transform
territurial borders of the United States.

Into Amercan reflections replete with

e

space"

- civilitation" on Hawaiians. Samoans, Chisorros. Cubans, Filipinos, and millions

I A effec, on the developing world, which In this case

and

b,,- ,,as

open

Justified the extermination and forted removal of 10-12 million Indians, while

corporate tourism.

Poi', of nOISe, and ultimately profits.

t

Myths of 'wilderness', 'frontier' and

into its latest

fadi of thrs sfHS, exctiet the firt, was engendered by U.S. expansionism
tn Peed, of 4ovritan capitalism for resources.

These twin ideals were manifested

in the wholly American belief, held by every* from the Puritans to Jefferson,

urt. P.Ienic whaling grounds were exhausted, and the U.S. whaling fleet expanded,

woad tcross the 11 S. and oRagricultural commodities

Queen.

than* from

crovw/dity for use In the China tea trade (1810-1810); as

a

the

Justifications for this `plucking' of the golden fruit. as U.S. Minister

was ravaged by sandalwood
Leffee to tea. H.11141Ii. like other Pacific nations.
!Pinto., 'n wardh of

instrument of American

corresponded to the demands of capitalism

after 1810. in America.' Ilms. during
to .-!troonlitar centers, first in furnpe. and

si;et of men and 0 i

threatening

Hawaiian governments were continuously at the mem of warships

imperialism.

el pon, and post necessary of all,

Western dress, English

priva te,property.

Indeed,

,

f.,it OW aossionaries. most lasting effect on Hastai'l (especially

i

Oli five) was the 'spirit of capitalism'.

,f

1,,,,
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November II. IWO
Setting up a tia:f.appolsoad "prnvIsional government" inside
another country and then bringing in militsir forces to support
that prnvieional government in taking over that country in wtoir
by ANY Standard and certainly contrary to .her the belted sr..,
espe-orto. This, in Reel', eotablIshso "legal right, In the ,,st
fundamental uay.
I

Senator Daniel Inouye
Uni..sd States Senate
Weellinet4n, D.C. 20510

legal rights thus eatabliahed; the aviation lo lust what reParationy
and restitution should Involve. The basic Issue is onverelenty
Hewett'. right to political independence as a people and
nett,. A sisannd Islas to the loss of ancestral Sands any water.
right,. This Includes free access it shoreline watel, and t.stliog
ground.. To even cowslota Ming dcalare to purchase or eati.Roikk
any claims for anerelentv and lost 4 land lo an lnoultt

Dear genitor Inouye.
I help not bean involved In the Native HawAlien$ Study Commission
meals. I gm not Hawaiian In the sense of 'Po and Yoko (flesh and
61,00 and therein!. not Native Hawaiian. I do consider mYeelf
Hawaiian, however. as belt{ from thin land. Hawaii is my home and
Hawaii Is my nation.

Compeneatinn olnuld tab. twn forms,

I know about
hi.LorY including the establishment st the
Provisional Government by citimane of the United States and the
overthrow of the ullWailan Government (Monarchs) by landing armed

1. RCPARATIONS - Maine up for a wrnngdning.
Return all Crown lends (now State eh° Federal lands)
to Hawaii's PenPle.

United States Military P.C.] (January 1591) in breach of InAlens.lonel
laws and treatlee. I know about the Blount Kapott and the declaration
by President Cleveland before Congress (December UM) that the
overthrow was Illegal and that Hawaiian sovereignty should be
restored. All this, nntw1thstan .net the original yielding of eathoriir,

2.

under protein. by Gwen Lllluoba lent to avoid conflict end tanner ggggg y
lose of life -until such time as the Government of the United States

lusTITUTION

The return of something taken away.
Rsotoration of sovereignty to Hewett with the right to
political independence.

If this requires "spacial lellielvion", then that le what most he
dorm. That is the lob of Congress. gut, if ..m Final ItePnrt
the
Study Cnerlaolon doe, not .dares. the Issues of sovereignty and
United State.. involvement in the overthrow of the Government 4
the sovereign nation of Hawaii. then AhY report by the Rath.
"soalians Studs Commiaeinn should not be available to ANY
government body or administration in the, can say that the
Hawailane were given their chance.

*hail, op. the facts being presented to it. undo the action of its
rep
wive. and reinstate ma and the authority which I claim as
the c.mutitotional sovereign of thy Hawaiian islands..
An article in the lionnlulu Advertleer 9124162 ("Hautilan (eparations,
no legal right* found.) spurred my interest In writing to you and the
Native Hemallane Study Camslesion. ;cno are quoted ;se saying that you
favor a second opinion Welder the Study Commission Report. Joseph
Keeloha points out in that mme article that the Study Commies ion
cimpletely omits the basic fact of United cstee involvement in the
Wogs% and immoral takeover and nverthrow
f the Government of cue
sow/feign nation of Hawaii and the sublequent tote .f sovereign right..
This omisstnn certainly %slues it oivcous that a "eacond opinin.. is
sec ggggg r and. eitsce the Study COMMiAion Report claim. there are no
lege/ rights", then it swot be determine. 'us. WRY and under mhos* low
theta are no Isgal right.. Of cowrie
utetee law was erlt.en by
the very people riad administered by the very me ion that perpetrated
the overthrow so we would tRITCT no legal eghte '..nder United State.
1 v or derision.

Sincerely,

Charles Trembath
R.N. 1 ins 116
Koloa, flawall Win

References: Hawaii's Story by U11;144144
Positinn Papers of the ...iliunkaltni Trust

The fine( inconito,ity in ell this is that the United Stater Is the one
derldine repatetinns for a wrong don. by the Unit,' Stet.' his to
ilk* /eking the thief if he Stole something:

Copy to

133

755

The Native Hawaiians Study Conntlerinn
Dept. of Interior /Wilding
(nom h220
lath A C Street. M.Y.
Washington, D.C. 20240

Now that a compassion has been made up to study the issue of the overthrew

/1kVsltel 7otAe

of the HsweLian Government by America; the

decision an be only one.

Wrong indeed we done. Trauma a *rime took on by the bold greed of Capitalists,

Commaiierris

frees the Northeast, of that era, who are not

the blood lives in desandante of today with

here to hang for such charges.

Yet

unreel And absolute frustrations.

And the likewise goes for the Hallan descendents

who ars victims of unrest

led frustrations.

Theretors, if these people involved in the overthrew and treason canned face
the eharges, America has m alternative but relinquish haw supremo authority.

The Hasaan people &mild ones again take control of their Ooyernmept.
evemt. And the manifestation of this is well

We today are the seal of t

inn/ nasau.
As we so celebrated the seequicentennial of the

missionaries arrival to %Mit.
(in quotations) tram

I would hits to aka note to the public four excerpts

Queen Lilluokalani0e letter to ?resistant Omer Glewelard in I111.
"That it has been a project agony leers on the pert of the missionary

slam; that their children night vow day be rulers over these Inland*, and
hays the control sod power In their own hands, as ass the mese after the
revolution of I957.

Pb, W. W, Hall open ',- stated that they had planned for

this for twelve years.

It has a long-thought-of project, a dream of mere' years.

So also said Hr. F. S. Wean of Hilo, in his °path
of Jarwary.

to the people in the month

He said, 'Fifteen long years we have prayed for this, and now our

prayers are heard.'"
"The disposition of those appointed to position, of

authority, to act with

ItAre

3

Is America also reedy to 'card trial on charm of treason for her pert.

the missionary clement, tends to maks the gewgaw* unstable; and because
How dare she (Americo) COraiNle to carryon this charade; by sending
they found I eould.not easily be led by them they do not like se."
OI3MMiSelOn and saying, go and study the wants end the needs of the Hawaiians,
.rhe interference of the American minietir, J. L. Staled, in our local

And sending such a high school panel to Address the mei,.
affairs, and conspiring with a law foreigr people to overthrown. and annex
hoods, in as fueh as the Issue.
those Islands to the United States, and by his act.uns,

It is not the

Ara you, America, reedy to awn trial?

has placed me And my

And ins Hawaiian Court.
people in this unhappy position."

''hen the issue is solved, than will the needs be

V. no longer can continue this type of politico; A Pun Factory

'Mire.
on, have been waiting patiently, and will still welt, until ouch theses
concoction.

the reyernment of the United States, on the facts presented to it, shall undo
the government which now exist is so own by foot. (politicians), far
the act of its representative."

removed free the originator's idea yet. he be detested, rater his revolution

The-nerve of those missionary fad/teal

Now ie the 'ota't'o. MAWS nohei el
for a better government.

Aloha 'ins!

Ard that Weil, J. L. Stream, shoull hays been hung!

For treason.
So today we contlmis to have this old order, trying to neintain hold ard

I purposely 'tress elements.

And it is beaus* of this very UMW I am
still lacking the underetandIng of right and wrong.

Well this is what I call

read with anger and prompt into delleuringthis swage.
a politician.

As I have been temporarily Noho by the spirit of that wean, through her
true Senators?
writIrwe I know the anguish far beyord any normal laden exietenee, for which
those people had mode her gutter.

Where are the Socrates/ The hen of wisdeal

Are there no

"specially in this situation when jdetice is not prevailing:

Let's stop eh!e infantile adolsocerg politics, and mature to wisdom a the

Ard the agony and begliation, Queen
Heavens have given it to Us.

lilluokaani carried for twenty-tour yore fro. her overthrow to her death.
Ws all know these Islande were Marais' taken over end row eve Hawaiian
Ard the blasphemy of thou involved who hale misused the scepter of that
riyhte violated.
heavenly element'

Yet we must wait for the slow learners of the American

Comannent, as well as its Congress, its courts, aid our false State to

Now, I WouAc like to see the descendants ewe forth and address this matter,

ooneeive this factl awe noholi el
end oat every amends Possible to this disgusting

Aloha 'ire;

I thought they suppose to

miscarriage, to which their

be mart and bright people.
forefathers were an instrmment to the situation( by the Odense of that very

And no for the Courts, I firs' this to be the birgest fraud of justice to

A dis,resetul and ungodly miscarriage indeed'

EirsIT'

prevail in our mist.

For too lone have one and one been three, and it is time they coma forth
In the relevance of this issue,

Until America, and her Marts, can understand its

illmes1 Involvement RON ninety years ago; its courts end sdadnletretion

For new is the time to do so, and it they
should be dialled

fraudulent oeriteture, offensively relmeAseti

reruns, then time will be against them, as well as that heavenly L'USSITI

The

'Ike &cal

use too

would go for our State courts, and the State Goverment, which

is NA a emb-feetor to this corrupt American system.
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Page 5

flay cbre state. should forget about 14e twenty-firth
Falsehood,

14117iTalia

bloat* the mentality of man; even ureter the eyse of Ood,
of pretended

Amigo so ignorant we can't see tidal

We are Hawaiians first and Americana not even secondly, but only Technically..

That whole repugnant affair has been an inoongroue. whiteweshed, flagitious,

Our culture and way of W. is allow* tram Western World. fat Assrian .
with the help of norwilawaLian representatives, tries.to camouflage it by piecing

travesty of the overtraver and cur armenrigray up to nor,

Why Role, Hiieka,
It is time for the ruling class and the cultured intelleatuale, ss well as

and Wee are aoreoeirgthe rwgl Agthe they don't laves who we and

America is Acetic*.

the intellectuals, to come out from hiding.

I

Restore Hawaii's sovereignty gird its gavelard back to itapeople.

town sense should know,

Homeliest, can rot be boughtl

responsibilities and duties, and fulfill your purpose.
person with the least

I will let the sourd of ay voice row% the owe of everyone of my generation
Ilevaii is Hawaii.

It is not*

Lid thereafter, and have thee know the right fret wrong.

in

It is Woolen, Moray hair rev piece

sovereignty be

ties in history, when people had removed themselves so far, to not bras. the

differentia of right and wrong. They will be Maned? They will wonder. -how
taken may or levet.

Is this whet Americo hams done/ Or is this what America has /naiad? Therefore,
it is tine for the United States to vim, up and rollse this

possible/

Hew Wbuld you feel?

For anyone Who know and think nothing of what has happened; the displaremont

tact; serail as
of your mentality is hard to oceauvehod,

our fraudulent State,
We the Ilawalisn people still do hive, what is rightfully

411 past veneration., by their silence, have bercesbettorsi accomplices tv

ours by Od our
this hideous atrocity.

and our gemeration absolutely refuse to bo a party Los

Our asiettnne an Harmilere is proof of our screereignty, ad that

in Joining the pages of this shameful history bequeath to

St, owlet.

And when this is all

fulfilled, people of the past, our state, and !aeries, will be looked at as a

Only through complete goocide and I atm° this point strongly,

because only through complete gmoside eur

sovereignty,

Came forth, and tako.on your

don't

Hkwell is America, nor, America is

sameignty.

It is tine this

awareness is Oxon to everyone.

our culture in the oetegory of, .11rtive begrime 011tureft.

know how many time I most stream this fecal which awry

An absolute/7

flagitious crime born of that element.

Per it still remain' the puppet of Amerimus aggression.

And &mann or people think this not so, is an ignorant fool.

no ens or people

hie

this

incased*, avariciousness of evil.

that right,

Hotrod aboundi and the legacy of bitterness is reflected in our rencrstion

So, it is time we the lidedieut people dart realising this fact, and
exercising our sovereignty,

us; knowing

For

start
end it, exist,

We *Nays had it, but was ahoy. aielsd, and
to concede to this atrocity would be absolutely ludicrous and preees,orodal

suppressed, and most of all, bralmeralwd to thinkirg we lost it,

tat us ell
Ito amount of sophistry tan oldiurnrdse the honor o: thio flagitious crimes

Join together and toki, and bury that fallacy forever.

which if not untitled, they future generations will face such an inhuman

Home clever those involved and responsible thought theywere, but what

low
horror for whioh ell will share the accusations and dilly stoned.

for there

will be run absolution.

Pans
'Pe, look arsad you all

Inwli,

for whet is happening all about,

Menial of our liberty aid sovereignty; as
violent,
herds

of

6

For the

Proposals and neparationst

people you have remind non.

Tnt, your liberty and sontrroignty, retsina to fool good in'the

A:

1.

those greedy non-Howsiian, who are smArit up.so deep in this

temptation that they know no other.

world.

America.s takeover of the Hawaiian Islands, rr.,11 and void,

;ince America is at its 'reateet rt.onai debt, ad rat able to ropey

Your atrurrle for liberty and sovereignty is paralleled by what is happeniry;

artAls.gi the

To end the ninety year old *Imo:dots sties of 'merican 'rperialis-:

Aid because of this the way will be paved for true under-

etanding by man;especially Wsehittatory'when your case ilairderetood.

To the eongresa--will you go down in history es a *entrees who righted the

!tenet/wily for the incessant despoilment of the :emitter peo-le,for both
domain (lard) es well as a price which there is none for, dorin ens the
,,priceless sovereignty; the conscience and reparations of Ar.srica cores

down to thist

wrong, and gave hack to a people, an you yourself enJoys their freedom ad
repartee/rt.

Knowing too, perfectly well, that limit would never declare war

B,

America's acceptance I- full, the autoran' of the lawaiis. reoplo,
rights and !kamisrd to exist.

on rot,

1.

It not, then the true demeracy, in the light of American ideology is

The Ctfice of Hawaiian .ffaires of Hawaiian deacon:, will be in
char,* of the 'awl tan policies, the lewaiian people snit all

defeated aid cashiered.

wasaiitl Lends.

The incessant despoilment of the Hawaiian people, by America and other
foreign people, is the work ofeilatani
C.

rise aceeptance\it full by the tawslien people, to have %ster.,ats

If in Cod you trust, and know his will; then rectify this atrocious and
rovernment exist 0:eternal:, in t.,eir Homeland.

flagitious crime, or out no absolution even by Hirai
1.

In closing I would like to say, the mina of the Heavens

i.e being redlotributedr

and we have it within our power to do the nation over main,
And if rot howl

If not ue, whet

All rderal and Itate offices end its vendee as
remir the control of

w,:1

he United Jtates, urger the heel,- of:

The Officer American ;,;fairs.

When?
And prey to 'led that a prece,ent of namori,un relation; is esto,lil,rd
'Ike Akira,

Heolsle lambert -John Uleleo

for the world, toward an 'darican-relatod Corrotwealth of rations.

'Ike hits,

lager, Puna. Hewaii

NU Box 6101
Tahoe, Hawaii

46778

rookie Ultabort -John
Keokes, Pura, Haws i

111+11w.
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ICleaning, Inc.

1021 University Avenue. Room 2

Honolulu, Hawaii 96826
0300 946-4)51
Tel.
vember 16, 1982
NoNo.
The Native Hawaiian Study COUlliaaiOn
aspartame of the Interior Building
16th & C Ste. - Room 6220
Washington. D.C. 20240

'1N-Home Carpet Dyeing Sperwlisr
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rni
.

tt.14--te

Res Draft Report of Findings of
the Native Hawaiian Study
Commission

lutiht er-)

/fit. Ala et ditigZ
e,404,}
,t(a.

Sin

.,

In response to the Native Hawaiian Study Commission
solicitation for written COOMOnta on the "Draft Report of
the Native Hawaiian
Findings" released on September 2), 1982
is as relieves
Land Trust Task Force response

4044-r6dov

4,44 4-

1. That Public Law 96-565 delineates cm classes
of "native Hawaiians ",

a. "'Native Hawaiian" as.used in this title, moans
a descendant of not less than one-half part of
the blood of the races inhabiting the Hawaiian
Islands previous to the year 17210. Sec. 107,

cgui.etzi

szi.vic.

ipot_ceitaip ate dot

,f2/ 4444_

b. '"Native Hawaiian" means any individual whoa.
ancestors were natives of the area which consisted
of the Hawaiian Islands prior to Me.' Sec. 305,
Title III..

a, x,,.

am) 1,,.ene/L c eat
Ana. linA4-.

.ethat

Commission has its
2. That the Native Hawaiian Study
statutorily delineated mandate to study the "culture,
needs and concerns" of the Title III. Native
Hawaiians.
misunderstanding of
)..That in order to preclude any
I
the "culture needs and concerns" of the Title
'NATIVE HAWAIIANS, the Native Hawaiian Land Trust
independent
report
Task Force shall submit its own
to the President and the Congress of the United
States of America.
needs and
We believe chat the report on the "culture,
HAWAIIANS can
concerns" of Public Law 96 -565, Title I.NAT/Vc
know
the
subject
bust,
the
Mot be prepared by the people who

.tAjteA:

a-0

,-ekn

it4eA4StrALZ24
',au&

Ln-

"em

-.C/41

a-a; (-116t.c)et.t4,t,m_ .a,,tee

etz.eltin dikJ

Sincerely your*

/74

et,

DYEING & CARPET6
CLEANING

Nitouo Uye
Project Director
Native Royalton Land Trust Task Forts

4.2,2_

4.4)4t

?:6 21) AeRei ail

0,2:ots.-

40e.

erN .D/A14

474.4-.,-) Lie:

leOA't

NATIVE HAWAIIANS themselves.

M

g

itA4-,5A21

Cind"

(11,L"

Title I.

44Aii

ir

INC.elfte"

ems, NIL Y.. Nrom:LYYN
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1$1

si(aN

A.,

B.1

g et

its -A

011

3ox 70
Volcano, it!. 96785
VettAler 10,1)42

,10,14
The :nt lye :Swailan Study ..4wiroission
:Rope. of the Urteetne
18th 5..3 Streets

Mon 62:9

..lahlrrton,

20?1,0

November 9. 1982
fear

U.o. Invoiverent in the
Enclosed rind a cony of a three -part article on
It was publiahal earlier this year
overt,re: of the lirwitilen -anarchy in
and an ebblvsrlated version in the .Conolulu :Aarin a'lto's ,estate lribune-Hortild,
Attie:tin (7-2I-C1,.

MY.

Native Hawaiian Study Commission
Department of the Interior Wilding
lath and C fts.. N.4. - Rm. 6220
Wehlnaton. D.C. 20240

here.epidsors to oe a foeling of the
In tie orttrt%row of Vol :swollen lonarohy.

.3onnittee Chet there wan no V.,. complicity
1 hope the facts comtelied Sn this article

will be if sone benefit in a:semi; UP this

Dear Sic,:

nattor. me facts open% for themoslres.

researching this out)ect. :hie eapeulited
have open!. ...en long, tortuown years
hot no avail/woo are writing
h'tor! of ten overt in, snauld lay to Post Sc
written 1.; a Ss/alien writer.
Situ article is Awallan history no
.A.milar 0.5tOrf.

I'm writing fill. letter te woo in oraponee tothe Native Nawellao Study
Commission FenottNative Naweltan Study
the
there new beep verbal reactions concerningOne
atAtatent made in the re-

the co-:lents *.o the 41:3. draft and

Some of which is not true.
sad. for bombing training
pot by if, Wevy says the Island of Kahoolawe was
lot tangier than the Navy And
Inv island wait here
Ti,. Nay.
to
farm and bring up their
was veer. hr the 11 .Val leo* 1. a place to live. and
1.IAnd wail One* a lush green and alto, Area Most Suited to live
lamillea
training tactics by the Navy.
on; but now lire Smitten and useltes due to

-nee t1 :1 article incluiel with
A
pUollotnd, inidia Is on opiondix, in the
. "olnority View" 'mead
t:
w,uld
flint river!.

toosslevino Crime:

1.11/21.:

,n1

Ime ol siteoor.

but as equal, to the
We Native Kawallane ate no longer considered savage,
We have become v./eternised in some
people of the Continental United State,.
and
their
1ms.
of the vAloin we acquired. eleo their colture
unintelligent people. There
This i4 why the people of
in order to net facts strainht.
Hawaii need more time to read the Study Report
1)rd before the report Is
there needs to ha an extended date beyond November
finsilted and sent to Congress. For such reasons AS:

A lot of the repott shows the Hawaiians es

I.

lot of half - troths 11 hat needs cornett: ,

I)
11

11

Gfk4-.

for the nubile to read.
There sore only a few Study ROTIOTIS OA
concerned fiewalians to teed the report
There isn't enough time tot si
effectively to make a reasonable response to the Study Report.

4. ..atteunlli Anel

NOTr..

We were told the libraries would have it on hand, but some people
the Study Report on
inquire. and found that the library did not have
hand.

41

library that lute the
it taken tine to read the Study Report and the
Study Report on fund does not allow anyone to remove the text free
the preniees.

IftWati to come Dart
Thank you for your time and hops that you .111 help
with a more truthful Study Report on Hawaii and its people.

Sinc;rmlf.

nut -0*
Ne. MAYIrlday A. Van °strand

736

75s

articles include, after followtny

letter. aleo Stop Mr. Westlake.

native aawailan Audy L:onniaolon
:hytorMer 7, lie?
F..,. Coo 76

hell Two

Volcano, H.. 96785
hovember 7, 1982
Unties Hawaiian Study Cmaniseion
Dept. of the Interior 914e.
18th and C Streets 8.d.

and thee provide a view that, to Hawallano, is olmor to the truth.

Boon 6220 .
Waishillgtnn, D.O. 20240

I wieh to have .he 3-part article (maenad Included with these cements t4 t!se
:115C Draft deport, and would hope this "minority view" (majority view of 31Maitane)
would be published aommthere in the final report.

RI, Cossets to the DISC Draft Report

Let it also be noted for the record that I did in feet Gebel le eopies of
this history to the BMX at its publio hearing last year in 11110. Igridentl,y it and
the facto oontained within were ignored in preparing tho Draft Report.
It is ny hope
that the article will not face the eons fate in preparing the final :LiC report.

In regards to the Dative Hawaiian Study Cm:mission Draft Report, it appears
that the historian who wrote the smitten dealing with the overthrow of the lbawalion
*marshy in 1893 relied heavily, if not exclusively, on the historical work of R. S.
Kyykendall, title! -:. Hawaiian Kingdom" Vol. III, 1874 -1893, published by the
University, of email Prase, 1967.
Other, more first -hand atmounts of settee partdeipanto in the overthrow esiet,
including emends written by Hawaii's own Queen Liliuckalanii by Lorrin A. Thurston,
ohiefAmoricon protagonist in the overthrow' by then U.S. rreeidont Clevelandi and
by Sanford Dole, first provieichal government president after the overthrow.
All
these accounts and nany others are referenced in Kyykendallle work, but evidently
the !IOC hi/Wriest oboe
not to investigate these first-hand sourcee.

Sincerely,

111,elagaftgtc-

In addition, very little weight it any, appears to have been given to the
Blount !Import, though the 6Slopage clOcoment itself weighs nearly 10-pounds. Sore weight
apparently wan given to the Herren Report, which le nothing sore than a reactionary,
odver-op aeoount in response to Blcuntle critical IMpneUre of the U.S. role in the
overthrow.

We

K. Westlake
Hawaiian Institute of advanced Studies

tar wee any might given to U.J. State Depertment and U.S. navy diapotches to
and free U.S. Minister Stevens, nor the letters of Secretary of State Omelets.
Had
ell the aforementioned seeress (and the Many others that exist) been oonoulted and

co:

Rep. Daniel Alcake
U..,. House of Representatives
1510 langworth House Offtee Bldg.

Tagupo
"

567 S. King St.
.
:Mite 10ff

wiskynot D.C. 20515

actianasek6.14.1iiverif_Likelr-UMMLUmtepposite.camiluaieasmele.esesegee drawn.
United States oseplicity in the overthrow of the *mail= Monarchy in 1893 Ss clear

Mims of Hawaiian Affairs
, - ,

Ibrolulti, III. 06813

as the waters of Keelakokua seY.
What follows is a three-part, eapeulleed history on U.S. involvement in the
overthrow of the tisuelian Monerehy in 1893. There appears to be a feeling among
DIMMMITI of the tO0C that them, wad abeelutely no U.S. oceplieity in the overthrow.
I hope the. facts contained in this article will be of sore benefit in °leering up
thin matter. I have written the artiele in aa &elms/donate a tons as possible,
ecmeidering the intense anger still felt by liewaiiane over this gross injuatioe. The
feats of outrage' speak for themselves.

encloeures

"The Overthrew of the Honsrahr
Remit Tribune-Herald, January

by W.K.Weatlake

14. 15, 17, 1982.

I have spent two long, tortuous years researchiMg this subject, and have ooneulted
over 50 souress in easing to the conclusion contained in her article. Had the historian
in (barge of writing the chapter on the overthrow °resulted a similar number of contuse,
the oonolusion reached in the IIMJC Draft Report could very well been dreotically altered,
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Haemiinn Mental Health Status

perceive thell18411Vits as cititsne of an unfairly defeated nation.
Sneer
see themselves as 411 oppressed people. Can poverty alone explain tho
fact that st heat, 47* of the prison population tire Molten. who'

Project

Documentation of Native Hawaiian Mental Health Needs and Services

45521

docterentation

Native Headline generally present the saw variety and pattern
of mental health problem* as other groups in the State with the one
important distinction being that native Hawaiians have that calque
act of problems associated with indigenous peoples living under a nenindigenocut government. for instance, immigrants who are non-Inilliith
speakers have
choice, usually, of returning to their respective
countries to maintain their linguistic, cultural, and other tied while
Howellen have no choice but to remain in
Hose Hawaiians

1210TANDliN
TO:

eenying

comprise roughly 1ST of the total population?
face
similar predicament?

Do the non-Hawaiians

However, the causes of these problems, their perception by
Hawaiians, and the appropriate means by which they are resolved differ
markedly from non -Naindiana.

introduction:

This Plaw.randos i in response to our review of the Native Hawaiians
Study Cuemisaion Wait Report (abbreviated herein es Weft Report)
and present. information on the mental health of native Hawaiians.
Such information is altogether absent from the Draft Report yet is

&kive basallane are a unique cultural group with longstanding
traditional pattern. of personal, fealty and social kehavior that still
contribute to the idintity and security of individuals in their daily
lives. Pressures to successfully provide adequate income levels for
families and stable jobs produce stressei among Hawaiian, and men rrrrr
role and value conflicts, and present competing ineentlee to maintain
cooperative. Hawaiian colltdrive Meaty. or to adopt Mole oontempurary
cometitiat and individualistic lifeways associated with modern American
Messy.. A significant pert of this Problem in Per P. that there
are no raal alternatives that one can freely turn,et aside from the
dominant Western lifestyle. A great deal of es; once has been accumulated
tsrtitoler on how a liamaffan child who wanty to retain the Hawaiian
lifeetyle is heavily penalised in the state educational systeu.

e sisentiel to an understanding of rhe Cbrrent social and health 'tato.
of wtAive Newilan. In the State at this time.
It is pertinent to
n ote that a 1974 OHM report on Alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health
in ibutai'l pointed out that the following concerns were relevant to
definition of mental health-anon' which were,
land ownership, land
use, in- migration', rellidency requirements, unequal distribution of
resource., and the cospetition, hostilities, and conflicts among ethmic
groups.

Specifically this Memorandum documents information on the mantel
health of native Hawaiian. compiled by the lisle Ola Project (s service
and r
h effort supported by NISH (The National institute of Mental,
H ealth) and ANA) (the Administration for Native Marken.) and administered
by Alu L(ke. inc.) and by its research office.

Such conflictsl nitrese

foster meyiI and emotional diaorders
among Hawaiian youth and young Hawaiian (genie. in tatticel.i. In
addition lower levels of formal educetiyhel attainment and hisher

5'
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leeele of unemployeent and underesoloyment cnetribute to stresses and
disorder. noted above.
2.

n ever use available sources of care and are forced to suffer through
long pericds of stress or disorder or ultimately harm themselves, their
familieb, or others.

Mental Health Services for Hawaiians

and render and receive aseistnce.

Senitive

Service to Hawaiians

Hale Ole o ilo'opik;lea is a recent effort to test and demonstrete
the effectiveness of An alternative and culturally sensitive approach
The 1to ...sting the mental health Care needs of native Hawaiian..
year project in located in the liai'anee Coast and fe a first-time
cooperative effort on the part of NIMN and ANA who jointly provide
federal funding.

In particular it hes born found

that Western approaches to therapy and ,mental health are are not
entirely suitable or, appropriate for non-Western, including native
Hawaiian, individuals with mental Of .M0[101101 problems.

.

.

The Isle Ola Project is a unique effort in several reit/tetts.
It
represents the first time that a carefully planned service center has
'Men established to utilise
culturally sensitive approach to ...relie
delivery targeted for native Hawaiians with me. tai, elhotional And
related problem..
It be
center that employs qualified Bernd., staff
drawn from the lifi'lln80 Calla communities to provide counseling,
referral, follow-up, training, and information gathering and providinit
attvities in s manner appropriate to native Hawaiians. Informal
approaches to caregiving ...latent@ are eephasised and flexibility

On the Wei'anae Comma of (Oahu - 25 ailed West of Honolulu - the
I5,000 native Hawaiian residents comprise roughly one-half of the
area's populist ion, Spread out among four semi -rural coohnutitiem. The 4.
Wal'enee Coast has been the site for
lentil health clinic sdministered
as part of the State's Cammanity Mental Health Center System.
for
over ten y
his clinic was noted for its inability to adaeuottely
meet the mental health care neada of native Hawaiians on the Coast.
This prnbleesea largely due to the insensitivity of clinic staff to
the unique manner in which native Hawaiian clients identified,
eommunicatad and sought to resolve their problems.

Direct forms of Insight therapy in

Culturally

l.

Until tecently, there sea thought co be no need to identify service
ceed or service target groups On the basi of cultural affiliation
or culture' or lentt kJ.
Tat abrindant applied research end ileftriCe
'V81131[1011 studio' have identified patterns of attitudes, values,
percept ions, and behavior unique to individuals of different cultures
as directly affecting how individual. cosmonicate with each other,

is smintinild with regards to setting time, and frequency with which
rue is ptovidpd. Noel. Ola also repregenta
unique effort to identity,
recruit and coordinate the variety or informal care-giver. and natural
, healers who are present in every community and who offer wide range
of services generally uncstalogood and unacknowledged by professional
service agencies.
Isle Ole le working to link Incest and intoal
sources of assistance in order to create a rrae network of rue for
individuals with vericus kinds of problens and service needs. Finally.
Hole Ole in unique in its orgsnitational character, it can Initiated
by Wei'anee Coast cnesunity groups and it continues to be dire.tly
guided by and responsible to a community-based administrative .oeotttee
consisting of residents and service agency steff.

forest office based setting -

cuing Western/psychiatric terminology on the part of clinicians tends
to inhibit Hawaiians in their atteepta to resolve personal problems.
Despite mare then IS years of tosmunity oriented mental health care
in lidovai'l, State services have yet to formulate
comprehensive'

strategy for rent1*1 health cervices delivery to native Nawaiian and
the State bated on culturally relevant and effective

other group in

therapy and care-giving.

At hest, this (Allure Mane that native Hewaiians are provided
mental health care through therapeutic approaches designed for Caucasians
and other Western culture @rowel Hawaiians thua utilise much services
and receive only settle% benefits twos them.
In tact study of mantel
health services to Hawaiians in the State (see attacked report) indicate
that native Hawaiians are less often provided with aufteble diagnostic,
therapeutic, or referral SerViCe than other group..

Hale Ola o Ho'opik7.1e (which in Hawaiian means a place Lou settle!
things right, a place of heeling) is known an a cultural ...mitt., and
h ealing center, and provides Witte Hawaiians on the Wai'llelle Cotlot
with an alternative auk. of core for personal and emotional problems.
Informal care and counseling provided directly by oar staff, comprehensive

link. to a netyntk of formal and Inform) term source., end direct
enormity-based supervision and sdatinietrstion together has, created
unique character for this project'. atteept to desist native Hawaiians
in a ruiturIly sensitive way. Now entiring it. third and final year
of project (mention under federal funding, Rale Ola is seeking to
have it. calque contribution to mental health care recongnised by
approptit federal and State agent
agencies so that such service may hr
contineed and expanded and so that more native Hawaiians in other

At worst. the failure to pcovide culturally sensitive services
to native Hawaiians hes sant that large number@ of Newnan' simply

'2
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cusanstitiom can banter it rete the provision of mental health and committing

services In sinner that recognises and works with the cultural
of eat lw Hawaiians. the rultur1 sources of the problems they
and the cultural epprnathe needed to resolve them problem..

no the IllaPtnee Coatit intorder to learn whet kinds of eaalaterICO are
provided and whet kinds of problems and people are treated In informal
mettlage. Through this Harvey assessment, Bela 01s alao is able to
discuss with informal caregivers and healers oppertmmities for OUtUalt
ceoperatios In service delivery and referral.

uniqueness

Hale Oil Sponsored gesearth

A.

Ti. third research effort Is preeeetly Wing initiated and Involves
t - training - posttest evaluationof professional and formal
c4r4givers narking in established mental health and social service
agencies on the Vai'enae Coast. This eveleation woks to gauge the
Present sensitivity of professional. to native Hawaiian. and their
culture as .apalt4 In therapeutic settings; to provide training sessions
and workshops to tbsw professionals In order to whence their sensitivity;
later -date In order
their level of sensitivity et
and to re
to determine the extent to which culturally appropriate service delivery
has been improved through training programs.

The Hale Ola Project has been responsible not only for Introducing
culturally ammit km approach to care-ghfroo.but
also for sponsoring carefully designed cultural rewire+ efforts that

sod demonstrating

seek to I lclt specific c kinds of informition directly applicable to
culturally mnsit Ivo wicks deliver.. in particuler 'Hale 01, has

armulatet1

a comamity research program which rmaiat of

three

in

research f forts:

(I)

commity

(2)

survey orinfortal caregivers and natural healers

outer,

of,. net two fiewaliali

percept too and

communication styles with regard to personal niobium;

Overall, the research efforts at gale 014 are closely integrated
with the center's service prograw, with Upham's paced on direct
application of research result to mervic planning, design. and
delivery, target group selection, and multi-service linkage end
coordination efforts.

on the

Ital'anae Coast: and

0)

purvey Of the knowledge. attitudes and practices of forme)

lanty-bawd service provider* no the Coast with regard to their
sensitivity to native Ravallen service weds.

r

At the present time, the first reseach effort has been cospleted
and dimuenivatkonanf this effort is now Wing produced (we attache%
Inetrumifia1 and three report.). The survey was bawd on an
interview schedule cenduated by Hale 01 staff trained in interview
Over ASO residents were melected at tended to fore a
method*.
rept tentative sample of the Coast's Hawaiian end pee-Hawaiian
Survey finding. Indicate that native gawilana have
populations.
lived longer on the tenant, have les. formal educational :Uhl:lament,
Hawaiian. have
and have lever-M(111.d jobs than non - Hawaiians.
knmeledge of informal caregivers and community Assistance than do non..
Hawaiians tend to feel their currant living situation is
Namillane.
Several
not satisfying and consider life to be basically ssssss fut.
-thews that have direct bearing bin one's mental health warned from
the open-ended questions on the survey. One Is the fear that the
traditional, rural Hawaiian lifestyle 10 being endangered by encroschlov
urhantratlue. Another Is the 'toeing waren..a of the violations of
basic hue ler during the 1591 owthrow of the gawiten Nation. Another
enc. such 4.
overty nay be reused pertly by cultural
r Is that
- . ealtur 1 preferences for rrrrr in jobs that Goy not be financially
rruar

7
111R/

It Is ahead
the second research effort 14 now almost completed.
at Identifying and hatervieeipg the majority of informal caregivers
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Hawaiian, generally hew livediloojpr in Hawal'i and on
the %Wane* Coast than have non-HavaillaiTa.
illiSinEnCR:

ED(CATION:
Hawaiian, tend to have had lee!
of then hove not graduated (some High St:hooi.

forwel education:

more

iumsitaia and flan Hawel lane appear to have the sale
of employed and unefeployed. Somewhat more Hawaiians have parrs lm

mononewr:

however.

me< 0)
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not itWmftant.
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order, but with soreIkat fget r :eels Alter:se :.it

OCCUPATION: Hawaiians tend to have skilled and unskilled lobo/ types
of, iebe, while more non - Hawaiians have managerial and professional types

nf

A !it

All tespado t west asked to e

1110111.F71S RANKLD:

Hawaiian@ tend to be punier than non-Hawaiian..

',It. 10.7 int.

r mat

t!''

Fart of our questionnaire has devoted fo !Lot's,. ,It - ;... plo
assistance (roe ether people In their ...or:unit,
t0. t. 7,1 who
provides holt', and what kinds of rere-glyers people
help tr 01. Hale
014 hopes to make It .',..let for pe. pie who have rani too! ,t I iis
pref:lerwr
to fInd a part Isular
a care-giver
thr su ',Way r.stt.

lobe,
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FINDS OF HVAIEHS; Conerally, lama:lairs havegreater luouleqe of
a variety of 'healers and tare elvers on the Con Lt, than do non-Hawaiians.
More than half of Hawaiians know ef spiritual and roensiolt
trc -rivers,

life SATlAVACTioal More Hawaiians than non- Hawaiian. iended to feel
that their Current living eituation was not setleIllae. In both groups
the omjnrity felt satisfied, however.

KNOI.Mr

HAVAtIAA LIFESTILH:
Somewhat noire Hawaiians thee non-HevaliSos felt
that Hawaiians ware dtesatialled with their lifestyle at present.

i

Heart, two-thlr Is vi Ilawallans on Ike

4,1

as, w

cat go, ....giver/ that' can prooido,assIstant e dlth petsentl prehl s.
be t onlint knew of I
wore rre-glyers.

l e s s than half of non- Hawaiians on the C a s t ,

SIRESS:
Roth Hawaiian. and non-Hawallane felt to a large extent that
life le basically strempful. Only one-quarter of each group disagreed
with fhlo view,

FANDPICk

PROBLEM SOLVING, Both Hawaiian. and non-Hawaiians believe that the
best way to salve a personel_prohleo is to carefully'think it through
and find the best solution, rather
in or fight It.

OCESTI.WS

The design of Hale OIA's ital'Anae toast urres in, ludd ter dit It tent
kinds of queGtions. toe Sit .4 ,.,ear ins was t.tneJ In terns of etiIIITIT
choice answers which respondents were 'naked tr. 'alert Iron. This fare
helped Os sumer lac int ornat
oultkly. The other set 01 guest ias
were tmegualed 'In nature and aflwed ...Di
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